Film Rentals ... A Contagious Disease!

Six months ago a Metro official served notice upon us that his company planned to demand 40 percent for a group of their top pictures in '36-'37. When we asked why they would jeopardize the good will of the exhibitor body just to eke out an additional five percent of the gross on a few pictures, this man replied, "Can you blame us for asking 40 percent for our specials when we know that exhibitors paid RKO that much for some of their features—and consider the superiority of our product generally."

It was difficult to find a logical argument that would hold up in practical business affairs to counter that contention. In business, as in social conventions, most of us play follow the leader and no one pleases to lag behind someone admittedly inferior. If RKO could get 40 percent for two or three Astaire-Rogers films and pass off a weak program of pictures with that meager bait, why shouldn't Metro demand at least as much?

By no means is this to be misconstrued as justification of M-G-M's unfair and greedy policy this season. Repeatedly we have gone on record condemning their terms and we intend to continue to urge every sensible exhibitor to refuse to buy that product until the policy is scaled down within reason.

But, the point we seek to make—it should be obvious—is that exhibitors this year are paying for their stupidity of last season. Those suckers who rushed in to grab RKO and signed away 40 percent of their gross receipts on the few good films that company made are responsible for the hardship being wrought on others by Metro's new demands.

This business of fixing film terms is contagious! What the others see one company get, they learn to desire. That is normal in business. It happens in other fields of industry. Unfortunately, in the theatre business there seems to be too many individuals who do not employ bookkeepers and are not apt at figures themselves. These people take the night's receipts and push it into their pockets. The returns for each day's operation is the extent of their vision and interest in the future of their business. Beyond that they cannot see.

Unless exhibitors put a halt to the grasping tactics of companies like RKO and Metro by refusing to buy at unreasonable terms, they must expect other producers to increase their rentals next year, and the year after, ad infinitum, until only the barest sort of return on investment is allowed the theatre owner for the privilege of exhibiting pictures.

Hire a good accountant and ask him to figure out what is left for you when you give a film company 40 percent of your gross on a few specials and what will be left for you when you start playing one quarter or more of your product at 40 percent. Then judge whether you are wise in saying, "Oh, well, what difference does it make if I let Metro have their four at 40'!"

MO WAX.
AWAKENING THE ‘SLEEPERS’

The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremen those pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these ‘Sleepers’ with the view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns. Follow these ‘Sleepers’ campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

“TUNDRA” . . . Burroughs-Tarzan . . . 75 Minutes
Stars Del Cambre . . . Planned and Directed by Norman Dawn

Over the wild, trackless wastes—the “tundra”—of the limitless arctic, a lone doctor of mercy flies his plane to reach the suffering in the sparse villages of that awe-inspiring land. A faltering motor, mad, helpless spinning in the air, down, down to what seems certain death, this man plunges in that crazy air machine . . . A stunning crash into icy waters, but a miraculous escape for the flying doctor!

400 miles to the nearest settlement! An uncharted stretch of barren, ice-laden land ahead. Nothing but a sense of direction to guide him. No food but what he might find on the way. Thousands of hungry, vicious animals besetting the path of this lone, unarmed man. His choice: to remain precariously on the edge of an iceberg and wait for Death to consume him—or to fight his way to that almost hopeless goal.

WHAT A WHALE OF A TALE! You need no story maker’s imagination to grasp the drama-charged tensions of this story. You need not be a “showman” to understand that in “Tundra” you have one of the sweetest pieces of exploitation film handed to you in a long, long time—you need only be worthy of the title “exhibitor” to understand that!

Remember “Trader Horn?” Remember “Sequoia?” Well, out on the coast critics have hailed this show as a worthy successor to both of those nature dramas—and then some! It’s been referred to as “unlike anything ever filmed before,” “replete with human interest,” “filled with ‘thrills galore, gorgeous pictorial beauty, natural comedy.” The Los Angeles Times says, “It compares more than favorably with ‘Sequoia.’”

Get the picture in your mind of this doctor traversing that fearsome country. Hordes of wild animals—not faked, but photographed right in their actual habitat—polar bears, grizzlies, black bears, moose wolves, caribou, porcupines, beavers, ermine, wild dogs, otter, mink, martens, muskox, and dozens of others. Rivers literally choked with salmon! An amazing forest fire sending thousands of animals to the frozen streams in terror! Crumbling, crashing, crashing mountains of ice and snow as they avalanche down over the head of our hero!

Man, you have little less than a sensation in thrills that will respond to the sort of showmanship that takes a little work, but will repay those who go after it in gold. Now go to work on “Tundra!”

LOBBY

There are limitless possibilities for dressing up your lobby with the most striking displays your town or naborhood has ever seen. And not all of it has to cost you dough.

Take the stuffed replicas of wild animals that you will use in the lobby. There are furriers, there is an Academy of Natural Science, there are sporting goods stores in your town who will go for some publicity in exchange for lending you such stuff for display. Promote them and give them a card in a prominent spot around the layout.

Have the sign shop build you an igloo of plaster (over a compo frame beneath) and spread a flock of stills, snow shoes, a dog sled and stuffed animals around it.

Jesse J. Goldberg, crack exploiter of the Burroughs-Tarzan outfit, offers several pips that deserve your attention and action. Here are a couple:

Set up an imitation or miniature forest of pine trees across one end of your lobby. Flooding it from the rear with red lights and blowing streamers of red crepe paper across the “forest” from behind by an electric fan, you will get a lulu of a forest fire effect. Boy, that will stop ’em and make ’em GAPE!

(Continued on page 10)
EXHIBITORS SAYING 'NO!' TO METRO, RKO DEMANDS

Dislike Terms . . .

Despite reassuring statements from home offices and exchanges, substantial support for the contention that many theatre owners throughout the country are saying "No!" to the new selling terms of RKO and Metro can be found in the response to exhibitor queries.

Of 31 independents recently questioned by a FILM BULLETIN reporter in the Philadelphia territory, only 8 declared that they have already signed contracts for the products of either of these two companies. 23, however, declared that they have regularly used the product of one company or the other in the past.

Object to 40% Pictures . . .

Principal objection to M-G-M's policy are directed against their demands for four pictures at 40%. Exhibitors have always felt that 35% of their grosses for film was excessive and many have expressed themselves as preferring to pass up a valuable product like Metro's rather than play the pictures at terms that leave them nothing or too little on their investments.

RKO is being condemned generally on two scores. First, they were probably the first film company to demand 40% for their top pictures, the Astaire-Rogers, and it is this which is reported as being responsible for Metro's decision to ask 40% for their specials. Second, despite a pathetically weak product last season, RKO is asking exhibitors in many spots to pay more this year.

Virtual Boycott Some Places . . .

Metro is feeling the brunt of the exhibitors' ire in most places, due to the inflexibility of its sales policy. In Chicago, in Minneapolis, in New England and in Philadelphia there are strong, organized and unorganized movements, amounting to virtual boycotts of the Metro terms. In the group questioned by this correspondent in the Philadelphia area a number of exhibitors stated that they had given up the idea of buying Metro this year and were replacing it with the product of another company.

RKO isn't encountering such formidable organized opposition because its terms are somewhat flexible and vary considerably in different territories and even in the same territory. However, there is a general reluctance on the part of exhibitors to pay top percentage figures for a couple Astaire-Roger films and be forced to play the decidedly mediocre program this company is expected to deliver again.

Northwest Exhibs Howl . . .

Allied of the Northwest has been conducting an intensive campaign against Metro's terms as well as their recent request that exhibitors play two of last year's pictures, which were bought outright, on percentage. These are "Suzy" and "His Brother's Wife," which the film company probably feels will net exhibitors more than they are entitled to have.

The indie organization in Minneapolis is urging their members not to buy the M-G-M product at the announced terms and claims that only a small percentage of the exhibitors of the territory have ignored their advice and bought.

Reports from Boston indicate that comparatively few contracts have been signed with Metro by independents. The Allied unit there has likewise been advocating a general lay-off until Metro revises its terms downward.

WE TAKE PAR. PHILLY HOUSES

In Control This Week . . .

Closing of the deal whereby Warner Brothers take control of four Philadelphia houses currently operated by Paramount is imminent. Papers are expected to be signed tomorrow (Thurs.) in New York, with W-B stepping into the houses on Friday. Included are the Tower, Nixon, Roosevelt and Frankford theatres.

Deal does not involve actual transfer of the properties, but turns over operation and full control to Warner's. No decision has been made on the policies to be adopted by the new operators. It is understood that supervision of the three key houses, Tower, Nixon, Roosevelt will fall under David (Skip) Weshner, while the Frankford will be handled by Leonard Schlesinger.

Salmon to Skouras . . .

Monty Salmon, district manager over the four spots for Paramount, resigned Tuesday to join Skouros Theatres in an executive capacity. He will be assistant to George Skouras, Harry Royster, from the Paramount Theatres home office, stepped into Philadelphia Wednesday to supervise the houses until Warner's step in.

Harry Knoblauch, manager of the Nixon, also resigned this week to accept a position as manager of a Skouras house in Nyack, New York.
DUALS IN PA.?

Spreading on Q. T. . . .

Pending the ultimate outcome of the Perelman Double Feature Case, which is scheduled for a re-hearing before the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Philadelphia this fall, the Eastern Penna. territory is gradually turning toward dual bills. The movement is almost imperceptible to the observer for the simple reason that theatres are only advertising one feature where two are booked and played.

Impatient with the legal complications that are holding up a final ruling on the right of the film companies to prohibit double featuring of their pictures and faced with the necessity of bolstering the numerous "quickies" being delivered by the studios, independent exhibitors in highly competitive spots are duelling on the "Q. T."

Rumor Comerford May Go . . .

Reports have been current recently that the Comerford Circuit, in upstate Pennsylvania, may go dual bill before the first of the year, regardless of the outcome of the Perelman case. While the strong pictures are bringing more than satisfactory returns on their own, the run-of-the-mill program releases are not grossing enough to warrant their single showing at any price.

Another factor in the sub rosa spread of dual billing is the pronounced shortage of two-reel subjects needed to round out a two-hour program with the average length feature. The smaller operators figure that it is less expensive and of greater box-office value to play a second feature than an approximate hour of shorts.

N. J. ALLIED PROGRAM SET

Busy Days . . .

The schedule of events announced for the 17th annual convention of Allied Theatre Owners of New Jersey, to be held at the Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, on September 9, 10, 11th promises to give everyone attending a busy and enjoyable time. All States eastern regional directors meeting will take place Wednesday morning while the afternoon will be devoted to registration of delegates, a bicycle parade of bathing beauties on the Boardwalk, trade show exhibit, cocktail party, and preliminary talent contest of Showmen's Jubilee at Steel Pier. Thursday morning registration continues and an open business meeting is scheduled for the afternoon with a boardwalk tour for the ladies. Friday morning will be devoted to committee meetings and an open business meeting. Friday afternoon election of officers will take place, as will the Boardwalk "Miss America" float parade. Friday evening is the national fashion show at the Atlantic City Auditorium.

Committees Appointed . . .

The convention Committee consists of S. E. Samuelson, Chairman; Frank Henry, Louis Levin and M. Marks.

David Snaper is chairman of the Nominating Committee, which has as its members Mrs. Hildinger, Harry Kristel, A. Dollinger, Mark Block, W. C. Hunt and Harry Waxman.


Other committees and their members are as follows:

Zoning and Protection: Louis Gold, Chairman; Louis Rovner, Frank Gravatt, Max Cohen, A. Nicoletti, A. Nussbaum, O. Schapiro, Max Snider.


General Organization: R. D. Wilkins, Chairman; H. Block, T. Lazarick, M. Hecht, A. Munson, P. Blaustein, J. Lamont and A. W. Hill.

National Legislation and Block Booking: M. Miller, Chairman; J. Forgione, W. C. Hermann, S. Seligman, A. Siegel, J. Pineless and S. Wm. Ford.


Move to Increase Admission Prices: H. Hecht, Chairman; M. Ellis, J. Gravany, R. Smith, J. M. Becker and H. Colmer.

U.M.P.T.O. MEETS—TALKS

Attendance Disappoints . . .

Exhibitors in the Philadelphia territory who had been crying for a united front and got it when the I.T.O. and the M.P.T.O. merged two weeks ago had their first opportunity today (Wed.) to have the new organization take some action against the film companies' increased rental demands—and muffed it.

Called to a "mass" meeting to protest unfair film terms, less than 40 theatre men put in their appearance and most of these sat in abject silence when the question of condemning certain companies was presented to them. All the loud street-corner complaining was forgotten or squelched by an apparent fear on the part of the individuals to put themselves "on the spot" by taking the initiative in a move against any of the major distributors. Perhaps, the presence of a Warner Brother Theatres representative deterred the indies from speaking their mind. The seemingly endless and pointless discussion was finally terminated by President Lewen Pizor's appointment of a committee to study film selling conditions in the territory and to devise a concrete plan for correction of the alleged evils. This committee is composed of Charles Segall, Chairman; Leo Posel, David Milgram, David Barrist and David Shapiro. They are to report their findings and conclusions to the board of managers at the next meeting, September 15th.

Protest Stars on Air . . .

The U.M.P.T.O. entered its protest against the appearance of film stars on radio broadcasts in a resolution which stated that the performers were deprecating their own value to producers and theatres by engaging in such work.

This resolution declared that the organization "not only protests, but demands that every producer of motion pictures, every director, immediately cease all of their activities in broadcasting at any time the talents of motion picture actors, actresses and directors over all radio broadcasting stations."
What The Newspaper Critics Say:

"SWING TIME" (RKO-Radio)

"... Fred-Ginger swing high ... As fast as "Top Hat," as melodious as "Roberta" and funnier than any of the five co-starring films that have preceded it ... Victor Moore and Eric Blore aid comedy ... Extravagant melodies ..."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

"... Astaire-Rogers have a catchy Jerome Kern score, superb comic support and a sleek production in their new film ... They distinguish themselves anew as the screen's most engaging musical comedy team ..."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

"... Another Astaire-Rogers song and dance fest made according to RKO's reliable entertaining formula ..."

N. Y. TIMES.

"GIRLS' DORMITORY" (20th Century-Fox)

"... Poor vehicle for the introduction of a new star ... Simone Simon shows great promise ... Supporting cast good ..."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

"... Simone Simon, virtually unknown here, becomes a star of the first magnitude in her first American made film ... Story affords her an extremely limited range ... Splendid supporting cast ..."

N. Y. TIMES.

"Simone Simon dominates the cinema's latest study of adolescent love in no uncertain manner ... Supporting cast proficient in machine-made romance ... Fair from a fine photoplay; but it gives birth to a new star ..."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

"CASE OF THE VELVET CLAWS" (Warner's)

"... Latest of the Perry Mason series in which he takes time out on his wedding night to solve a murder mystery which, goodness knows, demanded the Mason magic rather than the concerted efforts of the San Francisco detective force ..."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

"... A murky melange of malefic and murder ..."

N. Y. TIMES.

"... Crime-detection romance ... Brave and exciting stuff for those who are fortunate enough to be able to accept illusion at its face value ..."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

"GIRL OF THE OZARKS" (Paramount)

"... Overly sentimental, incredible and morbid; but you will love little Virginia Weidler and hope the next thing in which she appears will be lighter and easier to take than this one ..."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

HOLLYWOOD FLICKERS

By DAVID J. HANNA

Hollywood, September 2

The eyes of the Cinema Capitol are all turned in the direction of Europe this week. First came the news from London that Tobis Cinema were intending to establish themselves there, as a defiant gesture at Nazi Germany in an attempt to be able to produce without German censorship and racial qualification. Then came the startling announcement from Carlo Roncoroni, the Italian picture czar, who declared the resources of the Kingdom were at the disposal of producers and that Italy was considering herself a serious competitor in the film world. Roncoroni is now in Hollywood learning the American method of production. Hollywood is not looking with its usual casual interest upon these two threats to its supremacy, nor is Great Britain, which in the last two years has forged ahead in the picture business, but on the contrary, both are viewing, cautiously and with sharp interest, every move the two nations are making.

Sol Lesser is negotiating for the services of Edward Everett Horton in one of the featured roles in Bobby Breen's next, "Rainbow on the River." The actor is now in England.

Walter Wanger is negotiating for Lewis Milestone for a term contract Sam Goldwyn is also bidding for the director's services. Milestone's contract expired at Paramount some time ago and his current assignment, "The General Died at Dawn," is a one picture job.

Rumor has it that Sol Lesser will bring William S. Hart back to the screen in a series of outdoor pictures for the 1937-38 season. Whether new vehicles will be written for the old timer or some of his former stories will be used is as yet undecided.

Charles MacArthur and Ben Hecht are expected to do the treatment and screenplay adaptation for Walter Wanger's production of "Wuthering Heights.

W. Ray Johnston, who recently resigned the presidency of Republic Pictures, has started activity on a program of Monogram pictures which will hit the Independent market for the 1936-37 season.

Universal is negotiating with comedian Eric Blore for one of their forthcoming productions. In case shooting schedules do not interfere the loan will be made. Blore has become a valuable property to R.K.O. since his first success with the Astaire-Rogers team and is now one of the most sought after comedians in Hollywood.

Contrary to reports made in this column last week, the western star Hoot Gibson, has denied he has entered into any negotiations with the Alexander Brothers.

Ernest Cossart, who was brought from New York to Hollywood by Paramount to play the role he created in the stage version of "Accent on Youth," was signed this week to a term contract by Universal. His first assignment will be "Three Smart Girls."

Dame Rumor has it that the next vehicle for Jeanette MacDonald will be the Rudolf Friml and Otto Harbach operetta "The Firefly." The songstress is currently playing in "Maytime."

Wini Shaw will play the principal singing role in "Melody for Two," at Warners. Marie Wilson, the comedienne, who clicked so decisively in Bing Crosby's "Rhythm on the Range," has been set for the leading comedy role.

"Maid of Salem," the Frank Lloyd production starring Claudette Colbert and Fred MacMurray, left this week for location. Prominent in the cast are Gale Sutherland and Louise Dresser. Also set by Paramount is character actress Anne O'Neal, who is scheduled for her first real picture break in this production. The actress has been around for some time prominent in many important bits and co-starring vehicles with Andy Clyde, but in this production she will have her first real role. She's definitely a comer with her unique style of comedy.

"... A sweetly mawkish and smoothly dull film which purports to launch 15-year-old Virginia Weidler on a career of her own ..."

PHILA. RECORD.

" Tear-jerking hill-billy tale ... Virginia Weidler gives a clever portrayal of a Missouri mountain problem child ..."

PHILA. EVE. PUBLIC LEDGER.
Alaska Film Held Unique

The story concerns the activities of one man, a young bachelor, who sets out on a journey through the Alaskan wilderness. The man is accompanied by a loyal dog and a faithful companion, and he is driven by a sense of adventure and a desire to explore the untamed beauty of the Alaskan landscape.

The story is told through the eyes of the young man, who is portrayed as a kind and compassionate friend. The man's adventures are filled with moments of danger and excitement, as he faces the challenges of the wilderness and learns to rely on his own strength and ingenuity.

Throughout the story, the man is portrayed as a true hero, who is not afraid to face the dangers of the wilderness and to take on the challenges that come his way. His bravery and determination are a testament to the human spirit, and his story is a celebration of the power of the human heart.

The story is both an adventure and a tale of personal growth, as the man learns to appreciate the beauty of the wilderness and to understand the importance of nature. It is a story that is sure to capture the imagination of readers everywhere.

Los Angeles Times

Saturday, August 24, 1936

Read what Motion Picture Herald and all other Trade Publications have to say about

Tundra

Held Unique

Editorial

by Fred Stanley

The column has been a great success in the past, particularly in its ability to provide readers with the latest news and information on the motion picture industry. It has been a valuable resource for both professionals and enthusiasts, and it has helped to establish a platform for the exchange of ideas and opinions.

The column is now being expanded to include a new feature, which will focus on the latest developments in the world of entertainment. This feature will provide readers with insights into the latest trends and innovations in the industry, as well as an opportunity to engage in lively discussions and debates.

We hope that you will enjoy the expanded column and that it will continue to be a valuable resource for those interested in the motion picture industry.
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AS I SEE THEM . . . REVIEWS OF NEW FILMS

By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING: — Means POOR; ●●●●● Means AVERAGE; ●●●●●●●● Means GOOD; ●●●●●●●●●● Means EXCELLENT

Plus (+) and Minus (−) will be used occasionally to indicate slightly above or below the point rating.

At best this "point" system can give you only an arbitrary estimate of a picture's drawing power, so we urge you to read the entire review. Some pictures are particularly suitable for certain types of audiences and this must be covered in the detailed criticism.

SWING TIME

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

MUSICAL COMEDY . . . Rates with any of the preceding Astaire-Rogers musicalcomedies . . . Comedy stronger than in others . . . Dances and songs up to par or better . . . Rates ●●●●●.

RKO
100 Minutes
Fred Astaire . . . Ginger Rogers . . .
Eric Blore . . . Betty Furness . . .
Georges Metaxa
Directed by George Stevens

Definitely one of the best efforts of the screen's gifted dancing pair. It has all their breath-taking dancing routines, delightful tunes and some spectacle, plus a sparkling, exuberant comedy spirit that is superior to their previous films. It undoubtedly rates among the outstanding boxoffice bets of the year.

A note of novelty is added to the stars' entrancing dances by the appearance of Astaire in a blackface solo, cleverly photographed and executed. Ginger has never been filmed in such eye-filling manner and her gowns will delight the feminine patrons. A welcome and happy addition to the picture is Victor Moore, a superb comic who does a muched trickster to perfection. With dry, crisp Helen Broderick as his foil. Moore supplies a more than fair share of humor. Then there is Eric Blore as comically English as usual.

The story, light as the average, finds Astaire a professional dancer, who is always chasing Ginger, one of the dancing students. Both are already engaged and the plot offers an excuse to bring them together, have them dance, then part, etc., until the inevitable clinch. It is mild, but pleasant.

Jerome Kern's lilting melodies aid no little. Director George Stevens speeds the dances and keeps the plot rolling at a fast tempo.

AD TIPS: Sell this as the BEST Astaire-Rogers film to date and mention the great comedy provided by Moore, Broderick and Blore.

HANNA (Hollywood).

GORGEOUS HUSSY, The

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

HISTORICAL COSTUME DRAMA . . . One of the finest pictures of the season on the heavier side . . . Crawford never seen to better advantage . . . Excellent cast, direction and story should spell ace grosses generally . . . Rates ●●●●●●−.

M-G-M
104 Minutes
Lionel Barrymore . . . Franchot Tone . .
Melvyn Douglas . . . Alison Skipworth . .
Beulah Bondi . . . Louis Calhern . .
Sidney Tolmer
Directed by Clarence Brown

Joan Crawford has the strongest dramatic role of her career and, surrounded by a perfectly balanced cast, the star surpasses herself in the character of the girl who sacrificed her one true love for loyalty to her President, Andrew Jackson. "The Gorgeous Hussy" is colorful drama; somewhat on the heavier side, tenderly directed by Clarence Brown and with every moment of the one hour and 44 minutes crowded with poignant, stirring situations, some romance and little comedy. It should stand among the top most boxoffice attractions of the season, although it may suffer to some extent because of the comparatively brief appearance of Robert Taylor, the heart-throb, and his rather early and tragic demise.

The story is laid in Washington during the term of "Old Hickory" Jackson and tells of the scandal that kills his wife and casts its shadow over his friendship with Peggy Eaton, played by Miss Crawford, who attempts to care for the unhappy President. Her love for Melvyn Douglas of no avail, Joan marries Taylor, a young sailor. He later dies in the West Indies. She then marries Franchot Tone, the Secretary of War, after turning down Douglas because his political policies are not in accord with those of her friend and protector, the President.

Lionel Barrymore, as President Jackson, is at his peak, a real, substantial character played with complete understanding and sincerity. Beulah Bondi, as the wife of the President, who enjoys smoking a pipe, delivers a sympathetic performance that will win every audience. Particularly touching is the scene of her death wherein she tells Joan to watch over and care for her husband. The other characters are carefully etched and the production is superb throughout.

AD TIPS: Sell the cast as the season's greatest. Tell them it's Crawford's outstanding performance and give them plenty of stills of her with Taylor and with Tone.

HANNA (Hollywood).

ALL AMERICAN CHUMP

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY . . . Stuart Erwin in a tailor-made role . . . Bright dialogue and snappy direction make this good entertainment . . . Rates ●● where they like comedy.

M-G-M
70 Minutes
Stuart Erwin . . . Robert Armstrong . .
Betty Furness . . . Edmund Gwenn . .
Harvey Stephens . . . Edward Brophy . .
E. E. Clive
Directed by Edwin L. Marin

This "quickie" has plenty of laughs and a dandy performance by Stuart Erwin to make it suitable entertainment for the nubes and rural spots. Weakness of names in the cast will hold it down to fair grosses generally.

The story was obviously spawned from the basic idea in the stage hit, "Three Men
On a Horse.” In this, Erwin plays a clerk, uncanny with figures, who is taken away from his job by a carnival troupe and sold to the public as a mathematical wizard. He gets into a bridge game with the champion and, although he had never played before, wins. In a national tournament he is under orders to purposely lose, but he refuses and suffers a severe beating that knocks him loose from his wizardry. The love of the girl in the troupe brings him back and he goes on to win.

Robert Armstrong, Edmund Gwenn and Betty Furness form the carnival trio, contributing many laughs in their management of the star attraction. Erwin is always the sympathetic character, but funny. Director Marion keeps the plot moving at a fast pace. A small budget production, “All American Chump,” will nevertheless hold its own on the top of any dual bill, supported to best advantage with a drama or action melodrama.

AD TIPS: Sell the story angles strongly. Get up mathematical gags for window displays and offer passes as prizes for persons turning in correct answers.

HANNA (Hollywood).

STAR FOR A NIGHT

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . Saccharine mother-love yarn that will probably click with the older folks . . . Balanced cast, but lacks name strength . . . Good for dulling with comedy . . . Rates • • — in rables and rural spots.

20th Century-Fox
75 Minutes
Claire Trevor . . . Jane Darwell . . .
Arlene Judge . . . J. Edward Bromberg . .
Evelyn Venable . . Alan Dinehart . .
Dean Jagger . . . Joyce Compton
Directed by Lewis Seiler

For certain types of audiences “Star For A Night” will provide tear-jerking entertainment, while it will prove just a bit too sweet and sticky for others. It can boast nothing outstanding. However, the production is neat, the cast well chosen and the direction good. It will be no great shakes anywhere, but the older folks in city neighborhoods and small towns will like it.

Jane Darwell, who has always handled her minor roles sympathetically, here gets her chance at a full-fledged role. She is the blind mother of two daughters and a son, who comes from Austria to America under the misapprehension that her children are wealthy. One is a chorus girl, another a song plugger in a five-and-ten, and the boy is a cabin boy. Taking advantage of her blindness, the children contrive to keep their real circumstances from her and succeed until a surgeon decides to operate and restore the mother’s eyesight. To carry out the deception, the children hit on the desperate idea of kidnapping the star of the musical show and substituting the dancing daughter in her place. It works, but the mother eventually learns the truth and it all ends happily.

Miss Darwell is appealing as the mother and in the supporting cast Claire Trevor and J. Edward Bromberg are outstanding. Seiler’s direction is O.K., getting good results in the faster moving scenes near the climax.

AD TIPS: Sell the story strongly as a great mother love drama. Plug Jane Darwell as an old favorite—now a great star in her own right.

BARTON.

BACK TO NATURE

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY - MILLER . . . Another Jones Family affair . . . Pretty dull throughout, with some ancient wisecracks . . . May satisfy the backwoods folks, but n.g. on its own for the cities . . . Rates • + for dual bills generally; perhaps slightly more in small towns.

20th Century-Fox
57 Minutes
George Ernest . . Dixie Dunbar .
Shirley Deane
Directed by James Tinling

It is quite possible that people in the back-woods sections of America find these Jones Family films amusing and exciting, but our guess is that exhibitors in 90 percent of the country’s theatres would appreciate discontinuance of the series by 20th Century-Fox. “Back To Nature” is not much worse than the previous ones, nor is it any better. It is typical small town stuff, homely in its humor, slow in its action and generally quite dull. As I say, very small town folks may find it entertaining, but city theatres will have to squeeze it in on a dual bill with something much stronger.

The simple story dwells on the family affairs of the Joneses, the parents’ problems with their children and winds up with a little melodrama brought on by the discovery that daughter Bonnie’s boyfriend is a thief, sought by the police. There are attempts at comedy, which don’t quite come off.

The standardized Jones Family cast is present and they do their bit to add interest to the story. Direction can’t add much to something of this sort. It is supposed to move leisurely—and does.

AD TIPS: Where this series means anything, bill it at another Jones Family picture. Elsewhere, it will have to get by as quietly as possible on dual bills.

BARTON.

Clever Selling

Monroe Greenthal, United Artists ad chief, is flashing some of the naifest exploitation stunts of the season on “Last of the Mohicans.” We see Greenthal behind Harry M. Goetz’s purchase of “A rare first edition” of James Fenimore Cooper’s classic. This is getting a flock of attention in a glass case in front of the Rivoli, N. Y.

D. C. Houses Get RCA Sound

Washington, D.C.—Two Warner Bros. houses here, The Ambassador and the Metropolitan, have been added to the growing list of their theatres equipped with RCA Photophone’s High Fidelity sound system.

Imperial Steps Out

In the heart of Broadway, at 46th Street, Imperial Pictures has taken an immense billboard space to advertise “Broken Blossoms,” the British-made film starring Dolly Haas. It is a striking piece of exploitation.

Visiting

Maurice H. Conn and Edward Halperin, partners in the new Television Pictures, are touring the East on a visit to their branches. This youthful and aggressive outfit is among the most promising in independent ranks. They seem headed places!

EXHIBITORS

HAVE DISCOVERED

Paramount’s “Advertising Material Rental Service Contract” will COST THEM from $300 to $500 MORE per year!

Protect yourself by dealing ONLY with

National-Kline Poster Co.
1307 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA

Simon Libros • Al Blofson • Oscar Libros
AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'
(Continued from page 2)

Dig into the files of your local newspapers and pull out articles recording the news of aviators lost in various parts of the world. The Will Rogers, Wiley Post crackup in the far north; Lincoln Ellsworth, Admiral Byrd, the serum flers of recent history—all these events will provide you with sensational material for blowups that will make engrossing reading matter for the lobby in advance and on the front currently. This is simple, cheap and effective selling, so use it to the limit.

You can wow them for two weeks in advance—and this isn't impossible!—by selling the local zoo an idea to lend you one or two of their baby grizzly bears to be kept in the lobby. Offer to sell tickets to the zoo in the theatre. Encourage people to visit the zoo by a trailer on the screen. Offer full cooperation to the zoo people and we're sure you can get some live animals to display.

WINDOW TIE-UPS

The local furriers, department stores and sporting goods stores are setups to be promoted for window space.

Get the fur stores to show raw furs and stuffed animals, with high class explanatory cards and copy on "Tundra" side by side. It will have flocks of people staring into their showcases all day long and they need only be convinced of that.

The sporting goods stores will go for the same idea, showing skis, snow shoes, eskimo suits, dog sleds, woodman's equipment, etc.

STREET BALLY

Dress a stooge in ragged pants and torn shirt, snow cap, heavy hiking shoes, with a pair of snow shoes or skis strapped across his back. Have him walk slowly down the main streets. Copy on the card tacked to the shoes or skis on his back should read: "I TRAVELED OVER 400 MILES OF GOD'S WILDEST COUNTRY TO REACH CIVILIZATION! Learn My Stirring Experiences in 'TUNDRA' At the Strand NOW!"

On several occasions in the past we've suggested that several exhibitors who book an exploitation picture like this one get together and share the cost on something big and sensational. This is one: Build a simple cage on a truck, place several stuffed (or real) animals inside and spot copy and litho cutouts around.

Get yourself an empty store window temporarily. Have it fully covered by a huge sheet carrying the large word "TUNDRA" and an explanation of the anagram game. Explain that the first 25 persons submitting to the theatre 15 or more dictionary words containing those same six letters, T-U-N-D-R-A, will receive a free pass to see the picture. There are more than 20 possible words to be formed with those letters, but make enticing by giving them a break. Spot stills and some copy on the picture around the window. (The same gag can be worked in the lobby in advance.)

COPY AND PRINTED MATTER

Tease them with that one word "TUNDRA" far in advance. Add a single line of copy at intervals, such as, "A Lone Man Against Thousands Of Wild Beasts" ... "Tracking The Limitless Land Of Eternity Alone" ... "When Truth Is Far Stranger Than Fiction."

Simple copy like: "'TUNDRA' ... Mightier Than 'Trader Horn' ... More Dramatic Than 'Sequoia'" on window cards will get them wandering and talking in advance.

Remember, it took a year to make under the most dangerous conditions!

Give them plenty of dignified "scientific" copy like explanations of the construction and water replacement of icebergs; a long list of the animals found in the arctic area, asking them how many they have heard of previously; technical data collected by Norman Dawn and his staff while making "Tundra," such as the lowest temperature they encountered, characteristics of the people they met, and in a few of their narrow escapes. It all makes interesting reading.

There it is, guys. Keep in mind that this isn't a cheap Hollywood product. It was ACTUALLY photographed up in the wilds of the arctic and Carl Laemmle Sr. laid out most of the dough, intending to make it a Universal special. When he sold out his interest he sold the film to Burroughs-Tarzan, they completed it and here you have one of the grandest pieces of film merchandise you ever wrote into your booking book. But, IT MUST BE SOLD!

G-N’s English Special

Upon his return from England where he consummated a deal with Associated British Film Distributors for the distribution of all Grand National product there, Edward L. Alpersen, president of G-N, brought back with him a print of "The Lonely Road," starring Clive Brook. This film was produced by ABFD at a cost of $325,000. Grand National will distribute it as a special addition to its previously announced release schedule. The G-N president is now on the west coast conferring with Carl M. Lersman, vice-president in charge of distribution and with other Grand National producers.

Stage and Screen Moves

Stage and Screen Productions, Inc., distributors of Weiss-Mintz serials, moved last week from 729 Seventh Avenue, to larger quarters in the RKO Building, Radio City. Robert Mintz president of Stage and Screen Productions, said that the move was necessitated by the increased activities planned in conjunction with his serial program for the 1936-1937 season.
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Upon his return from England where he consummated a deal with Associated British Film Distributors for the distribution of all Grand National product there, Edward L. Alpersen, president of G-N, brought back with him a print of "The Lonely Road," starring Clive Brook. This film was produced by ABFD at a cost of $325,000. Grand National will distribute it as a special addition to its previously announced release schedule. The G-N president is now on the west coast conferring with Carl M. Lersman, vice-president in charge of distribution and with other Grand National producers.

Stage and Screen Moves

Stage and Screen Productions, Inc., distributors of Weiss-Mintz serials, moved last week from 729 Seventh Avenue, to larger quarters in the RKO Building, Radio City. Robert Mintz president of Stage and Screen Productions, said that the move was necessitated by the increased activities planned in conjunction with his serial program for the 1936-1937 season.
From PHILLY
By Nonamaker

We hear "Green Pastures" isn't clicking at all in the news. The Marcels will play the youth "Anthony Adverse" were brought to town by Warner's to corral some extra attention and publicity for the picture now in its second week at the Boyd . . . HARRY WEAVER's "They can take it" gold team have signed for a return match with OSCAR NELFELD'S "Champions," which will take place at LuLu either September 20 or 27 . . . MATTIE BRESBY now booker for Preferred . . . SYBIL SCHWARTZ, formerly at Republic, is seeking a new position in a bookkeeping capacity . . . CHARLIE GOODWIN back from Europe. Says he never did so much traveling in so short a time in all his life . . . DAVE MOLIVER back from Buffalo . . . TOM LARK back from crabbing vacation. Pa. now open two weeks a week . . . motion picture men who play golf at LuLu will show their appreciation by donating 12 prizes to be open to members of that club on Sept. 12 . . . GEORGE KLINE entertained film men at a Clam Bake Tuesday . . . HARRY SLATKO opened the opening of the Nixon Grand with plenty newspaper space, sound trucks, and kiddie broadcasts two Sundays in advance of opening, to which those interested were admitted free of charge. He also has the Louis-Sharkey eight films on opening bill . . . Britten among the "wise boys" on Vine Street is about equal on the question of survival of the LYNCH-SLATKO Nixon's Grand and the MIDDEN BANK-STIEFEL operated Lincoln. Say it's Stiefel's act-huey-power vs. Lynch's bankroll . . . MIKE LEVISON back from the Mayo Clinic at Rochester, Minn. and looking and feeling much better . . . Reports have the WPA Actors Group taking over the Frankford and the South Broad Street Theatres for their dramatic and vaudeville projects-the Kennington house to get the vaude . . . They have already started demolishing the Garrick, and SAM NIXON-NILDLINGER is busy moving his offices from the Broad to the Erlanger . . . Musicians Union not expected to come down with S-V this year, since they are now the only circuit using them in Philly . . . SARAH ROSEN vacationing on boat trip to South America . . . LEW PIZOR reported dieting to buy RALPH SOBELESON'S Bangor and Rossetta houses . . . BEN SHINDLER has set back opening date of his Pasque house until October . . . JOE MURPHY opens Community Theatre, Morrisville, Pa., Sept. 4. Says he is tiling the lobby with asparagus tables in case of headaches . . . ST. MARY'S AUDITORI-UM, Freeland, Pa. now open two weeks a week . . . AL PUTNICK now shipper for Preferred . . . JEANETTE WILINSKY going with United M.P.T.O. as public relations advisor . . . Is it true that DAVE BARRIST and HARRY BODKIN regularly take one of the "bridal suites" at Camp Tammany? . . . GEORGE SOREL back from vacation at Saratoga Springs, advises that all the lumber used in the rebuilding of the Ritz Theatre came from his Sawbuck Lumber yard . . . DAVE KORSON says that Columbia is having its best selling season down in Jersey . . . ABE and LOU SABOSKY cheerily greeted on one of their infrequent visits to the Street Monday . . . SID STANLEY re-opens Fay's on September 11.

From Boston
By Bruce

M. S. GLICKMAN of Boston has reopened the Keith Theatre in Fairhaven. PAUL MORRIS in the managerial chair . . . ADOLPH BENDI- SLEY has returned from a trip to Denmark. We are sure he will find things in tip-top shape at the Community Playhouse out in Wellesley for son LESLIE has been doing a great job . . . Another reopening, this time in McKinley, Maine, where the Neptune Theatre was opened on the 19th . . . Novelty Distributors and Jewel Productions have moved to new and larger quarters. Strolling into their new headquarters we learned that other changes have taken place. MANNEY LEWIS was married last Sunday to IRENE HOFFMAN of Newark, N. J. Capid seems to be on a rampage in this office. GRACE SULLIVAN is soon to be . . . While on the subject of Capid, Cappy SUNKELLE'S Supply will marry MARGARET ELLIS of Dor- chester on September 5th. Sounds like June: what with all these nuptials . . . Yep, here's another one, KENNETH RUSSELL, manager of Max and Joe LEVINSOHN'S South Station Theatre, plans to marry HELEN MCCLUSKY in December . . . HARRY J. BLANCHARD and MAURICE SAFNER stuck together like twins and wherever Harry went Maurice was sure to be. They are opening the Park in Woonsocket on the 9th. J. DON ALEXANDER came all the way from Colorado Springs to pay Boston a visit. ADOLPH HAAS and Don are negotiating for yacht to sail to the New Jersey convention. Will someone check up and find out if they made it? . . . MRS. GEORGE M. BRIGGS has sold her Tyler Theatre, Pittsfield, to BILLY SHEA. Mrs. Briggs has been in the business most of her life and the industry will certainly miss her . . . SAMMY HAAS, who admits he hasn't done anything for a year, has decided to take a rest. He is going to spend a week or so on the Cape at Harwichport . . . EMANUEL COHEN, salesman for Columbia, had his car stolen in Springfield from a parking space. The police recovered it very quickly. Emmanuel was not so fair in his demands for repairs that the lady owner of the parking space said she would give him free parking space every time he stopped in Springfield. Who said honesty doesn't pay! . . . ART HOWARD is limping around the film district. "Water on the hip" he calls it . . . The wife of H. C. HAWLEY, owner of the Town Hall Theatre, Jeffersonville, Vt. had a bad shock but is on the road to recovery . . . PHIL SMITH is going strong. He closed deals for Chesterfield-Invincible picture with AL ANDERS of the Bijou in Springfield and MARVIN TUCHFELD of the LeRoy Theatre, Pawtucket, R. I. . . BARNEY HOFFMAN, Warner's general manager from New Haven, is still in town and took in the "Follow Your Heart" festivities . . . The fans discovered at the Coconut Grove all the ex- lbs straining their necks. Those who had their backs to the show are probably using lint regularly. Is your face red? . . . FRANK SHAUGHNESSY, formerly manager of the Academy of Music in Northampton, is now man- aging the Suffolk Theatre in Holyoke. Frank says that the Academy will open sometime in December and he is proud of both . . . HERMAN RIFKIN had a gala celebration when he reopened the Suffolk, after extensive renovations, last Thursday, evening.
READER INTEREST,

After all,

IS WHAT COUNTS!

Some people in the motion picture industry disagree with what FILM BULLETIN has to say on vital subjects —many agree . . .

But
to the ADVERTISER, the IMPORTANT point is this:
Everyone who receives the paper READS IT!
Stop Metro's Price-Fixing On 'Ziegfeld'!

The latest development in Metro's policy, which predicted on the theory that all wisdom and authority stems from the home office, is their demand that every theatre buying "The Great Ziegfeld" increase its admission prices five or ten cents during the picture's run. It has been made a part of the special contract on which this one film is being sold.

No one can deny that a fine, widely publicized attraction like "Ziegfeld," can be sold to the public at slightly higher prices than the average run of pictures. Another point put forward by M-G-M in favor of the admission scale advance is the film's length, full three hours, limiting the number of shows a theatre can run. These facts are worthy of every exhibitor's consideration and undoubtedly the majority of intelligent and progressive theatre owners would either extend playing time or increase their prices to accommodate the expected crowds.

But, allowing this company to fix the admission scale on one picture will set a dangerous precedent which exhibitors may regret in future years. It must not be forgotten that percentages, selling-by-numbers and practically every practice about which they now loudly complain could have been checked and eliminated by exhibitors had they been militantly wary when first these schemes were introduced.

If you surrender this year to Metro's demand to fix your price scale on "Ziegfeld," you may expect to have other companies demanding the same privilege on their specials next season—or sooner. Now is the time to prevent the introduction of another unwarranted and unfair sales practice—by refusing to allow inclusion of the price-increase clause in your contract!

Despite all the arguments Metro may advance in justification of this move, the right to increase established admission prices, even for one picture, must be vested in the operator of the theatre himself. He is best fitted to judge whether or not his patronage will accept the increase without resentment, which might seriously damage his future business. Metro's concern is with the one picture, or its group of pictures—the exhibitor's with every single day's business and the continued goodwill of his patrons.

In business, as in our form of Government, there is demanded full respect of the rights of the individual. That is Democracy. Metro's dictatorial tactics cannot be vindicated by its protestations of what is "best for the industry," for that expression is subject to extremely wide latitude in interpretation.

MO WAX.
AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'

By Wolfe-Smith

"MISSING GIRLS" ... Chesterfield ... By Martin Mooney
Roger Pryor, Muriel Evans, Noel Madison, Sidney Blackmer

Martin Mooney!

Brother, there's a name that is—or should be—as important as anything you can put on your marquee today. In case you've been sleeping under your desk these many months past we'll let you in on who this fellow is. And then, if you can't sell this saleable piece of film merchandise for some of the sweetest grosses you've seen in months, we'd suggest you get back under that desk and stay there.

Martin Mooney, guys, is the police reporter who recently went to jail for 30 days because HE REFUSED TO REVEAL THE SOURCES OF HIS UNDERWORLD INFORMATION. TO A NEW YORK GRAND JURY! He wouldn't squeal on his gangster pals who gave him loads of inside dope on who's who and what's what in gangland. And, boys, that was no publicity stunt, because Mooney took a chance on getting himself pumped full of a load of lead if he made one little slip. It wasn't any publicity stunt, as we said, but it got him front page newspaper copy in every sheet in these U.S.

The newspapers shed tears in type for Mooney. To them it was a battle for freedom of speech and the right to a story without interference from anyone. The court hauled Mooney up and demanded that he TALK OR GO TO JAIL. And the newspapers and the public admired his guts because he went to jail! But, what you're interested in is that this fellow's name and mug was plastered all over the newsheets of the country.

Mooney, in case you don't know, is also the guy who gave the screen "Bullets Or Ballots," "Special Agent" and "Exclusive Story," three of the hottest gang yarns ever filmed.

Now he's here with another wopper. One that has a million buck title for any house that can make a dime with gangster, G-men, kidnapping stuff. "Missing Girls"—what a title! It's just the sort of racket that Mooney would be expected to bust wide open. Thousands of girls from small towns make their way to the big cities every year, some looking for fame and fortune, others just weary of their dismal factory jobs and uneventful lives. All are suckers for the racketeers who would use them for their own profit in one way or another. It's hot and sounds exciting.

But don't get the angle that this is dirty sex stuff. Stay away from that word "vice" if you're aiming to avoid trouble from the more straightlaced folks in your community. It isn't necessary to sell "Missing Girls" that way. Your copy can be and should be clean as a whistle, yet it can pack a powerful punch.

Here's how to do it:

COPY

Next in size to the title on all copy comes Mooney. Sell him as the man who went to jail rather than tell what he knew about the underworld . . . the man who knows more about gangland than any other living individual . . . the man who now exposes the "missing girls" racket. Tell them about the thousands of girls who vanish from their homes and are lost sight of by their parents, families and friends. Ask them what happens to those girls. Tell them no man knows better than Martin Mooney how many of them fall into the cruel hands of racketeers and gun-men; how many of their lives are ended by the bullets of a copy, a G-man or their own gangster pals. MOONEY TELLS ALL!!

LOBBY AND FRONT

Get copies of your local paper headlining the Mooney jailing incident. Blow up the

(Continued on page 10)
GOV'T PROBE JITTERS

D. of J. Agents Getting Data . . .

The major film companies have the jitters—the Government probe jitters—but they aren't doing a thing to forestall the legal, legislative attack many of the industry's leaders feel certain is on its way.

From numerous sources have come warnings that the Department of Justice is seriously engaged on the job of building up a strong case against the alleged monopolistic activities of some of the bigger companies. Agents have been travelling the country on the mission of learning just how these practices affect independent exhibitors in various parts of the country. The majors themselves have been queried in official questionnaires. And it is common knowledge that the Justice Department has been swamped with complaints from indies in every nook and corner of the nation. All these factors point conclusively to an intensive preparatory campaign by the Government's legalists.


It has been our view for some time that the method of attack will take the form of a Federal Grand Jury investigation, such as was threatened by Federal Judge George A. Welsh of the Eastern Penna. District Court last winter. The quiescence of that bombshell is believed to be due to the suggestion of Department of Justice officials that they be allowed to handle the proceedings themselves, perhaps with the help and counsel of Attorney Benjamin M. Goldner, who was appointed by Judge Welsh to conduct the Phila. probe.

Nothing Done to Stall It . . .

In view of the fact that the majors must be cognizant of all these developments and probabilities, industry observers find it difficult to understand their refusal to accede to some reforms, even if only those proposed by their puppet exhibitor organization, the M.P.T.O.A. Instead, rentals have been substantially increased, higher and more percentage demands made and still further restrictions on exhibitors' rights inserted in film contracts.

The producers face, in addition to the Government's legal threat, an aroused exhibitor body that may organize itself for a legislative fight to the death. The Neely anti-block booking bill is dormant, but not dead, and certain to be revived under aggressive Allied direction. It will undoubtedly receive more attention from the new, less busy Congress than was given it during the last hectic session.

Fight on Circuits . . .

Allied is girding itself for the battle against producer-operated theatre chains. The committee that was appointed at the national convention in Cleveland last June has been working diligently and with success, it is reported, in its campaign to save a huge fund to wage a legal-legislative war against the affiliates. The drive is directed at outlawing theatre operation by film producers.

The likelihood of the Roosevelt Administration's re-election is another factor to be regarded as disadvantageous to the majors. The Democrats have been alienated by Hollywood's refusal to lend cooperation to Government projects and by the well-known Republican sympathies of many industry leaders, such as Louis B. Mayer, who is a confidante and heavy contributor to the G.O.P. cause.

All in all, the 1936-37 season shapes up as an eventful one for the industry insofar as intra-industry problems are concerned.

NO RADIO FOR SHIRLEY

Declines Offers . . .

One prominent film star has gone on record as sympathizing with exhibitors' protests against the prevailing practice of film personalities appearing on radio broadcasts. It is Shirley Temple.

Several weeks ago the Independent M.P.T.O. of Conn. sent a resolution to Shirley's mother thanking her for her announced decision to forego radio offers for the little film luminary. Last week the following letter was received by Joseph A. Davis, secretary of the organization:

"I thoroughly understand your problem with the radio, and your thoughtfulness in writing me is appreciated.

"I want to assure you that in spite of the hundreds of requests for radio broadcasts and personal appearances, no program along this line has ever been entertained, either by ourselves or by the studio.

"The theatre owners of this country, and all other countries as well, have been very kind to us and we are endeavoring to maintain our friendly relations with all exhibitors."

"With best wishes, I am, cordially yours,

"Gertrude Temple."

Others to Go On . . .

Meanwhile the trade learned, through a story in Time, that advertisers have already contracted to spend $151,000,000 for radio time and talent this season. Among the famous film-made names scheduled for broadcasting work are Jean Harlow, Clark Gable, Joan Crawford, Myrna Loy, Norma Shearer, Jack Oakie, Joe E. Brown, Ginger Rogers, Fred Astaire, Franchot Tone, Jack Holt.

By far this will be the biggest year in radio's history and the unorganized protests of exhibitor groups have availed them nothing in checking its growth in so far as it concerns the use of film names to exploit free air entertainment.
N. J. ALLIED CONVENES
Opens Today . . .

The outstanding annual business and social event of the season for Allied of New Jersey gets under way in Atlantic City today (Wed.), where approximately two hundred exhibitors are expected to gather at the Traymore Hotel. The convention, their 17th, extends through Friday.

The officers: Lee Newbury, president; Louis Levin, vice-president; Simon Myers, vice-president; David Snapor, treasurer; Jacob Unger, secretary, and assistant treasurers Edward Lachman and Maurice J. Miller. The Board of Directors: Mark Block, Frank P. Gravatt, Harry K. Hecht, Helen B. Hildinger, W. C. Hunt, I. A. Roth, Louis Rosner, Sidney Samelson and Ralph D. Wilkins.

The Program . . .

WEDNESDAY — September 9
Eastern Regional Directors Meeting
Marine Grill, Hotel Traymore, 10:30 A.M. Adjourned for luncheon; Meeting resumes at 3:00 P.M.
Registration of All Delegates
Lower Lobby, Hotel Traymore, 1:30 P.M.
Bicycle Parade of Bathing Beauties
Along the Boardwalk, 2:30 P.M.
Trade Show
Inspection of Exhibits, Marine Grill Foyer
Hotel Traymore, 4:00 P.M.

Allied Cocktail Party
Marine Grill, Hotel Traymore, 6:30 to 7:00 P.M.
Preliminary Talent Contest, Showmen's Jubilee
Steel Pier, 8:30 P.M.

THURSDAY — September 10
Registration of Delegates, continued
Lower Lobby, Hotel Traymore, 10:30 A.M.
Open Business Meeting for All Delegates
Marine Grill, Hotel Traymore, 2:00 to 5:00 P.M.
Ladies' Afternoon
Boardwalk tour, shopping, and the beach
View A.A.U. six-mile ocean swim
Annual Banquet
Marine Grill, Hotel Traymore, 7:00 P.M.
American Beauty Ball
Main Ballroom, Steel Pier, 9:30 P.M.

FRIDAY — September 11
Committee Meetings
Marine Grill, Hotel Traymore, 10:00 A.M.
Open Business Meeting for All Delegates
Marine Grill, Hotel Traymore, 11:00 A.M.
New Jersey Election of Officers
Marine Grill, Hotel Traymore, 2:00 P.M.
Boardwalk Float Parade
3:15 P.M. An internationally famous event held annually in Atlantic City
National Fashion Show
Convention Theatre of the Atlantic City Auditorium, 9:00 P.M. A choice seat free to each registered delegate in the reserved Allied section

End of the Seventeenth Annual Convention

N. Y. 's PRICE TILT FAILS

'Early Birds' Stay . . .

Several weeks ago a group of representatives from New York's affiliated and independent circuits met and agreed to make two minor revisions in their admission price schedule. "Early Bird" matinees were to be eliminated and evening prices to become effective at 5:00 P. M., instead of 6 or 7 o'clock. The plan was to become effective last Friday.

Friday dawned and crept on to the theatres' opening hour, finding practically all of the major-operated central city houses continuing the same "early bird" prices as had prevailed previously.

In a number of cases independents are known to have kept their part of the bargain and hiked up their opening prices to the regular matinee price.

The usual accusation that independents scotched the scheme can not be hurled by the majors this time. Their refusal to cooperate in the future will be justified in view of this failure by the affiliates to abide by the agreement.

Among the houses which did not eliminate the "early bird" price are Loew's State, Capitol, and Mayfair. This company was the leading factor in the drive to revise the city's admission scales.

DISHES DOWN, GAMES UP

Worked Out . . .

For some months now there has been evident in the theatre premium field a trend away from the popularity of dish giveaways and toward games. Even some of the premium dealers, who were formerly reluctant to admit anything but a steady and rapid increase in the number of dishes being dispensed in the nation's theatres, now admit that the volume of this business has passed its peak.

There are several important factors responsible for this new trend in the public favor. Principal of these is the huge number of dishes that have been handed to the women patrons over a span of years; more dishes than they have room to store them. Secondly, whereas the practice originally was intended to bolster the weakest night's gross, or, at the most, two nights', in the past year or two many theatres extended their dish nights to three, four, and even five. Thus, the recipients were glutted with a miscellany of chinaware, crockery, bakeware, glassware, silverware, etc. The scheme was worked out, overdone.

Exhibitors at Fault . . .

Chief blame for the decline in the value of this potent method of stimulating box-office receipts rests on the shoulders of the very exhibitors who gained most by it. In addition to overworking the idea, many of them disappointed the women by starting a deal and discontinuing it after several weeks, if it did not draw up to expectations. This resulted in a loss of confidence that kept many women from following subsequent deals.

Further playing against the dish premium idea was the tendency of some exhibitors to deliberately order less pieces than they required, as a protection against being stuck with overages, and depend on shortage coupons to satisfy the excess. However, this placed the burden on the patron of returning at some later indefinite date to receive the item.

Public Likes Chance Element . . .

The widespread use and growth in popularity of the theatre chance games can be attributed to the natural gambling instinct of the general public. While not regarded by law generally as a lottery, the games such as Bank Night, Bingo, Lucky, Movie, Screeno, etc., require no skill and depend strictly on the element of chance. That is what the public likes.

The "lotto" games in themselves provide a certain degree of amusement for those participating and even those not fortunate enough to win a prize are entertained by them.

In addition, there is the fact that every patron, man, woman or child is eligible for participation, as contrasted to the giveaways "to ladies only."

Exhibitors have found that the success of the games in their theatres varied proportionately with the value of the prizes. In some cases, between two competing houses in the same neighborhood, one has made a game eminently successful while in the other it has failed.
GRAND NATIONAL PICTURES
1936-37 ATTRACTIONS
The producer of "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch," and other hits starring Bing Crosby, W.C. Fields, Mary Boland, Charles Ruggles—DOUGLAS MACLEAN—is now making pictures exclusively for Grand National... His first of six productions will be MARY ROBERTS RINEHART'S Saturday Evening Post Story SOURS LEAVE" One of the Greatest Romantic Comedies Ever Written!

FOUR MUSICALS
SPARKLING! ORIGINAL! ENTIRELY DIFFERENT!
The first: "HATS OFF", by Sam Fuller and Hy Kraft. The second: "MURDER WITH MUSIC."
Produced by BORIS PETROFF
Director of Mae West pictures for Paramount, who for ten years directed all the musicals put on in the Publix Theatres by Paramount.

NATURAL COLOR FEATURES
Produced by GEORGE HIRLIMAN
"DEVIL ON HORSEBACK"—with Lili Damita, Fred Keating, Del Campo (South America's Valentino), Tiffany Thayer and Jean Chatburn.
"CAPTAIN CALAMITY"—with George Houston and Marian Nixon, Vince Barnett, Movita, Crane Wilbur.
"WE'RE IN THE LEGION NOW"—with Reginald Denny, Esther Ralston, Eleanor Hunt, Vince Barnett, Claudia Dell.
"GRAND CANYON"—in preparation.

"CLOUDY"
ARABIAN WHITE WONDER HORSE
The Screen's New Sensation Supported by "REX", KING OF WILD HORSES in "KING OF THE SIERRAS"
The first of four novelty features The second picture is based on a famous Indian legend Produced by FRANK W. GAY

"KILLERS OF THE SEA"
A THRILLING DRAMA OF THE DEEP
Produced by RAY FRIEDGEN Who Made "FISH FROM HELL"

36 GRAND NATIONAL WINNERS
JAMES CAGNEY
will make two or more pictures of the type that has established him among the ten outstanding stars in pictures. "GREAT GUY," his initial role, gives him his greatest opportunity to register as a two-fisted, smart, fast-thinking, fast-acting young modern. It is the first of

TWO GREAT STARRING VEHICLES

A MILLION DOLLAR PRODUCTION OF A BEST-SELLER IN FULL COLOR
An Epic of the Great Far West rivalling "The Covered Wagon" and "The Iron Horse"

By JULIA COOLEY ALTROCCHI
Produced by LORENZO DEL RICCIO
A thrilling drama of man's battle with devastating nature in a desperate fight for the right to live, in a storm-swept, snow-bound region where death stalked every move.

GREAT BOOKS MAKE GREAT PICTURES
Produced by B. F. ZEIDMAN
Novels that have thrilled millions of readers for generations, will provide the dramatic material for eight Zeidman productions. Among them are: "IN HIS STEPS," the biggest best-seller of all time, totalling 8,000,000 copies; "THE FIVE LITTLE PEPPERS," 2,000,000 copies sold; "WHITE LEGION," another sensational success; "ST. ELMO," "TEMPEST AND SUNSHINE," "ROGUES' GALLERY," and "SWEETHEART OF THE NAVY."

THE RANGE RIDER SERIES
Musical Westerns with Radio's Singing Cowboy Star
TEX RITTER
THRILLS — EXCITEMENT — MELODY — in an unbeatable box office combination. Tex Ritter — young and fearless — gallops into the hearts of all true lovers of the great outdoors!

CONRAD NAGEL
As "HANDSOME" ALLAN O'CONNER, Federal Agent De Luxe, in a made-to-order role, smashes rackets and rescues beauty in distress IN A SERIES OF FOUR FEDERAL AGENT DRAMAS
The First Being

Produced by GEORGE HIRLIMAN

RES 8 WESTERNS • 8 MELODRAMAS
GRAND NATIONAL PICTURES

Releasing Schedule
To January 8th, 1937

Sept. 22 • "DEVIL ON HORSEBACK" NATURAL COLOR FEATURE
Sept. 29 • "WHITE LEGION"
Oct. 6 • CONRAD NAGEL in "YELLOW CARGO"
Oct. 13 • "CAPTAIN CALAMITY" NATURAL COLOR FEATURE
Oct. 20 • "IN HIS STEPS" with Eric Linden and Cecilia Parker
Oct. 27 • "CALL ME ARIZONA"
Nov. 4 • "WE'RE IN THE LEGION NOW" NATURAL COLOR FEATURE
Nov. 10 • "FIVE LITTLE PEPPERS"
Nov. 17 • JAMES CAGNEY in "GREAT GUY"
Nov. 24 • "HATS OFF"—MUSICAL
Dec. 3 • DOUGLAS MacLEAN'S "23½ HOURS LEAVE"
Dec. 7 • CONRAD NAGEL in "NAVY SPY"
Dec. 10 • "RIDE, RANGER, RIDE"
Dec. 17 • "SNOW COVERED WAGONS" IN FULL COLOR
Dec. 24 • DOUGLAS MacLEAN'S "CHINA"
Jan. 1 • "GRAND CANYON" NATURAL COLOR FEATURE
Jan. 8 • "MURDER WITH MUSIC"—MUSICAL

HOME OF
GRAND NATIONAL PICTURES
NEW YORK

GRAND NATIONAL

changes

AT YOUR SERVICE

BOSTON
DALLAS
DENVER
DES MOINES
DETROIT
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES

CLEVELAND

MILWAUKEE
MINNEAPOLIS
NEW HAVEN
NEW ORLEANS
NEW YORK CITY
OMAHA
PHILADELPHIA

PITTSBURGH
PORTLAND, ORE.
ST. LOUIS
SALT LAKE CITY
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE
WASHINGTON

CULVER CITY, CAL.
HOLLYWOOD FLICKERS
By DAVID J. HANNA

The big question this week in Hollywood is the authenticity of the report that C. B. De Mille would move his spectacle moving unit from Paramount to United Artists. From reports, we understand that George Streeter, of United Artists, is dickering with the director-producer on a six picture yearly contract, two of which he would direct himself. With his current assignment, "The Phantom" in the can at Paramount, De Mille has been dickering with them on a new contract but differences as to salary, percentage as well as the number of pictures scheduled have prevented the deal, and so far they have failed to get together.

Postponing their production of "Danton" Warners have decided upon "Everyman," the 16th Century morality play as their next assignment for Max Reinhardt. As announced in this column a few weeks ago, Johnnes Poulsen, was brought over from Europe to direct the production at the Hollywood Bowl, which was originally scheduled for Reinhardt. However, the sponsors decided the German's salary demands were exorbitant so Poulsen at a tenth the amount, was secured, and is now being given a terrific build up in the Los Angeles papers. So with the announcement that Reinhardt will do the picture, we wonder which one is burning?

Lew Ayres was signed by Paramount this week to a term contract with the stipulation that the actor be allowed to direct one picture yearly. Ayres is leaving for New York to catch the Bremen for a European trip and is expected on the lot November 1st.

Negotiations are at a burning point between Samuel Goldwyn and Ruth Chatterton, the producer wanting the actress for the starring role in "Stella Dallas." The part should be a cinch for Chatterton but she seems lukewarm on the idea. But fast talking Goldwyn wangled her into "Dodsworth" and will probably do it again on this one.

Lynne Overman is being borrowed from Paramount by Hal Roach for one of the leading roles in the Patsy Kelly-lyda Roberts film "Nobody's Baby."

Because of censorship troubles in England and probable difficulties with Washington societies in this country, the proposed M-G-M production, "Mr. and Mrs. Washington" has been shelved.

The Buck Jones Westerns for Universal will go musical. Production has started on the first of the series with four musical numbers set in the horse opera.

A new Hildegarde Withers in the person of Zasu Pitts has been announced for "The Riddle of the Dangling Pearl" opposite James Gleason's Inspector Oscar Piper. Edna Mae Oliver was formerly in the series, then replaced by Helen Broderick.

As an answer to reports that Columbia was planning to cancel Mary Astor's contract, the Studio announced she will begin work next week in "Lady from Nowhere." No other members of the cast have been announced but Astor will get top billing.

George Jessel has returned from New York and his first assignment will be "Music in the Park" which will feature Chas. Winninger and Henry Armetta.

Negotiations between Sol Lesser and Bill Hart for a series of Westerns is reported cold. The actor denied that he had entered into any negotiations with the producer and that any idea that he might re-enter pictures is furthered by his wife. The actor is retired and happily losing $25,000 yearly on his ranch.

Another team to be reunited is Gary Cooper and Jean Arthur, heroes so delectively in "Mr. Deeds Goes to Town." The next production for the duo announced by Paramount will be "Beyond Sound of Machine Guns."
AWAKENING THE ‘SLEEPERS’
(Continued from page 2)

CLASSIFIED AD GAG

Dorothy Benson and Ann Jason are the names of the ‘Missing Girls’ in the picture. Insert a classified ad in your newspaper under MISSING GIRLS heading: “Dorothy Benson and Ann Jason communicate immediately with Jimmie Dugan, Missing Girls Columnist this paper.” Also spot one of these in the Personal Column.

RADIO APPEAL

Buy or promote five-minute periods on a local radio station to broadcast an appeal to ‘Missing Girls’ to return to their homes, where distressed parents anxiously wait for them. No mention of the theatre or picture should be made in the earlier broadcasting. Lead into the plugs gradually. An effective speaker will make this show stuff tremendously effective. A prominent police official, social worker, or the Travellers’ Aid can be called upon for cooperation in these broadcasts.

Well, boys, we could go on indefinitely, but ye editor tells us he has other material to go into this issue of FB, so we say dig into this and you’ll find far more exploitation stunts than you’d ever need to sell ‘Missing Girls’ for heavy box-office returns. Play this show and play it up big!

Golden-Goldburg Tour

Eddie Golden, of Chesterfield-Invincible, and Jesse J. Goldburg, of Burroughs-Tarzan, have set out on tours of the exchanges handling their products. They will spend several days in each spot, assisting the local exchange managers and salesmen in getting their products off to a good start.

REVIEW
(Continued from page 12)

Linden and an outstanding performance by Elizabeth Patterson as Old Hutch’s unhappy wife. Production and direction are adequate and the small town atmosphere exceedingly well preserved; but the film lags at times due to their striving for slow-paced characterisation and an obvious attempt to squeeze every possible laugh out of Beery’s unique playing.

AD TIPS: Sell it as Beery’s BEST characterization. Compare to his ‘Bill’ in “Min and Bill.”

L. J.

New Erpi Sound

In Many Houses

Erpi’s new Mirophonie sound system has already been ordered by a dozen theatres in the Eastern Pennsylvania territory, according to an announcement by the company.

Houses getting this latest development in sound equipment are: New Renel, Erlen, Terminal, Mayfair, Grand, in Philadelphia; Broadway, Pittman, N. J.; Roxy, Lock Haven, Pa.; Park, Reading; Arcade, Salisbury, Md.; Strand. Scranton, Pa.; Strand, Shenandoah, and the Rialto, Phoenixville.

EXHIBITORS
HAVE DISCOVERED

Paramount’s “Advertising Material Rental Service Contract” will COST THEM from $300 to $500 MORE per year!

Protect yourself by dealing ONLY with National-Kline Poster Co.
1307 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA
Simon Libros • Al Blofson • Oscar Libros

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years of film delivery service!!"

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers’ Ass’n
250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILADELPHIA.
LOCust 4181 RACE 4660

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHIL., PA.
RITTEnhouse 7828 • TRinity 1189

story and mount in the lobby in advance, on the front currently.

Have your sign shop make up large compo-board to cover your regular frames. Have a headline like: "MARTIN MOONEY TELLS THE TRUTH ABOUT 'MISSING GIRLS,'" lettered on each one.

Throughout the lobby and front the motif should be sensational newspaper headlines.

This is a natural for a tie-up with the Travellers’ Aid Society. Get in touch with this organization and promote a booth for your lobby. Tell them your purpose is to solicit information about missing girls, that you will place a woman in the booth and turn over to them a report on any information the attendant obtains.

As an alternative for this one, build your own information booth and spot this copy on it: “The Strand Theatre is seeking information about ‘Missing Girls.’ We will help you locate your family and return to them.” Put no other copy on this booth and it will get you a world of attention for two weeks in advance of your regular announcements.

NEwSPAPER TIE-UP

Here’s one that’s worth its space in gold and is a pushover to pull with the least bit of aggressiveness.

Get your pet local newspaper to carry a series of stories on ‘Missing Girls’ far in advance of your play-date. Climax that by having them offer (with the cooperation of the theatre, of course) to help any missing girls, who can prove themselves such, to return to their home towns, buying train tickets for any, if necessary. This is great feature stuff that deserves, and can get, front page space in the best newspapers.

If you don’t care to go in for this angle on such an elaborate scale, you can at least get the paper’s sob sister to give you a corking story on missing girls a few days in advance of your showing.

Travellers’ Aid, incidentally, have a booth in every railroad station in larger cities. It should be a cinch for the first run spots in these places to get an okeh for a small display in their space.
RUMOR OF THE WEEK...
That vaude is slated for the Uptown by S-W on week-ends.... But it's denied, but deplorably, at the theatre.
THE REST OF IT...
Several other premium dealers had "fall opening" this week & Price handing out refreshments. Messrs. with 17th issue Sept. 19, 20, 21... ANN ROSEN celebrated her 4th year with Capital with EDDIE GABRIEL and the rest of the gang surprising her with flowers, which wilted quicker than you can say LEON RIKIN. This is if you set to say LEON BEHALL... ROSE HEIMAN, of Quality Premium, to marry shortly... Variety Club of Phila. played host to Bathing Beauties Monday prior to their enthralling showered OSCAR (bad fate) NEUFELD, happy in the midst of the charmers, handled their "transportation and housing," JIM CLARK and EARLE SWEIGART escorted them to the shore. Lucky stiff... With the foregoing NELENW's father died Sept. 2nd and JOE KENNEDY's mother died Sept. 3rd. Our sincere condolences to both... H. J. TROXELL, formerly operating house in Gettysburg, seen on street. Says he is looking for a house in Engeland. J. F. COBBETH, who has several theatres in Chambersburg, also seen on the Street... THE NEUFELD-BEINER grudge golf match is definitely set for Sept. 27th at Lenn... LARRY DAILY on vacation... This column takes credit for finding PERCY LESSY's god mother. A happy reunion will take place shortly. Perry hasn't seen her since he was knee high to a grasshopper... CLAIRE FINEMAN SEGAL left Grand National because she and her husband are now making their abode in Wilmington, Del... S-W houses in some spots raise their Saturday, Sunday and holiday matinee prices to evening scale... Same circuit apt to have "trouble" with Musicians' Union strikers... With the stork walking the boards in A.C. The gentle little rascal has smashed his pop's wrist watch for the fourth or fifth time... Other babies who are doing nicely—behaving themselves that is—are the BEN KASSOY, NATE ABELOV and BILL PORTER offspring.

FROM PHILLY
By Nonamaker
Herman Ripkin, New English manager for Republic. Pictures he is going to spend a vacation. He is sailing for Europe on the 9th and plans to visit France, England, and Russia. That's covering a lot of ground (not to speak of water) in six weeks... M. & P. are pretty busy. The Franklin Park Theatre is being re-opened on the 4th and the Bellevue on the 6th... Herbert Higgins, booking manager for Warner Brothers, was the guest speaker at the Somerville Lions Club on September 1st and his subject was "What the motion pictures can do for the business man and what he can get out of them." Herbert decries the indifferent attitude of the tired business man when he goes to a movie... ART HOWARD is business managing Independent Exhibitors in great style. Three exhibitors have seen the light and joined the happy family. AL SOMERBY, owner of the Bowdoin Square and Old Howard theatres; MARK MARCOUX, who runs the Baylies Square theatre in New Bedford; and LEON TRASK of Keith's theatre, Campello, are the new members... No one knows what is going to happen to "Anthony Adverse" in Boston. It will not be shown at the Met, it may be held back at the Metropolitan. It may be readshowed at the Paramount and Fenway may get it... "Cloistered" is in its twelfth week at the Fine Arts Theatre and acting manager LEONARD KRASKA has had to respond to popular demand several times already. A picture of an entirely different type is "Estasy" about to go into its twentieth week at the Park according to manager MAX MICHAELS... ABE GOODSIDE is looking forward to a trip to Europe and Palestine... FRANK PERRY isn't feeling any too well lately. It's up to the doctor whether or not he goes to the New Jersey Allied Convention... Theatre Trailer Corporation is establishing New England headquarters in Boston... PHIL MARKELL MEYER ROSEN have been appointed to handle trailers in the six States... The CHARLES MORSE circuit is closing the Park Theatre in Nashua, New Hampshire. R. GOULD has closed the Casino Theatre in Naples, Maine... Another closing is in Poland, Maine, where the Summit Theatre will be shut down. Note the European influence in the names of towns... Reopenings more than offset these closings. J. MATHEIU is opening the Avon in Springfield, Vermont. The Opera House in Andover, Maine, has been reopened. W. DEITCH is going to open the Gem in Arctic, R. I. on the 15th... OWEN THRONE was last week and was buried just a week ago today (Wed.) He was part owner of the Palace Theatre in Arctic, R. I. ... Independent Exhibitors will hold their next monthly meeting on Tuesday afternoon, September 15th, according to ART HOWARD. Information garnered from the New Jersey Convention will be discussed... LESTER BENOIT, LESLIE BENTON, SAM REISNICK, Mr. and Mrs. WILBUR PETERSON, ART HOWARD, NATE YAMINS and, possibly, FRANK PERRY, among others, are planning to attend the New Jersey Allied Convention. They are going to motor down... DICK RUBIN just got back from a "sojourn" in Maine.
General Died at Dawn, The

BOXOFFICE RATING

ORIENTAL MELODRAMA

Tense, exciting yarn of young American's feud with Chinese war lord. Direction is superb. Fine performances by Cooper, Tamiroff and others. Rates ★★★★ for action houses; slightly less elsewhere.

Paramount

100 Minutes

Gary Cooper . . . Madeleine Carroll . . .
Akim Tamiroff . . . Dudley Digges . . .
Porter Hall . . . William Frawley . . .
J. M. Kerrigan

Directed by Lewis Milestone

From a basically cheap, ordinary melodrama, expert hands have fashioned an exciting, continually engrossing film that will find favor where things Oriental appeal. Splendid collaboration betweenchrift and director Lewis Milestone is evident in the picture's unreeling. The action is sustained so cleverly that the spectator is hardly aware that it runs anywhere near 100 minutes. Not once is there a dull moment, unnecessary word, meaningless scene or episode. Always, it is tense.

The work of the writer and director have been enhanced further by the adroit performances of the cast. Gary Cooper is again sincere, forthright and effective as the heroic American. Akim Tamiroff is superb as the cruel, egotistic, mystic General Yang. Dudley Digges, as an Oriental wise man; Porter Hall, a weakening; J. M. Kerrigan, a treacherous knave, and Madeleine Carroll, as the beautiful, if unimportant, love interest, are all excellent.

Cooper is entrusted with money to buy guns for the Chinese forces fighting the tyrannical oppression of General Yang. He is lured on a train by Madeleine, whose father works for Yang, and captured by the enemy war lord. Making his escape, he locates Madeleine, but cannot find the money. Yang finds them and takes aboard his boat, threatening them with death unless they tell where the money is hidden. Yang is stabbed and, dying, orders their death. In a smash finale, Cooper plays on his egotism and persuades him to let them go free to tell the world of his "glorious" death.

AD TIPS: Sell Cooper and Clifford Odets, author of "Awake and Sing" and other stage hits. Action houses will get best returns by playing up the Oriental adventure angle.

HANNA (Hollywood).

WIVES NEVER KNOW

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY

Ruggles, Boland and Menjou score in funny domestic yarn. Will please those who like the team in their patterned comedy. Rates ★★★ + in nabes and rural spots.

Paramount

71 Minutes

Charles Ruggles . . . Mary Boland . . .
Adolphe Menjou . . . Vivienne Osborne . . .
Claude Gillingwater . . . Louise Beavers . . .
Fay Holden

Directed by Elliot Nugent

With three grand comics and a new twist on an old yarn, "Wives Never Know" emerges a bit above par for the series of Ruggles-Boland comedies. The two stars and Adolphe Menjou extract practically every available laugh out of the old theme of the jealous wife, the fickle husband and the well-intentioned, but trouble-making friend. Where this team has a following it should bring slightly above average grosses.

Ruggles is a botanist, happily married to Mary, until Menjou, in the role of a modern author, happens along to lecture in the town. At his wife's request, Menjou is persuaded by Ruggles to invite the writer to be their house guest. The two men discover they are old classmates. Menjou advances his theories on marriage and convinces the couple that they are really unhappy. As a result, Ruggles has a wild affair with an actress and Mary is told by her guest that she is now happy for the first time, because she knows what it is to be jealous. The mending of this disruption in their previously quiet and contented lives provides a cheerful conclusion.

The trio are all expert in their roles. Ruggles and Boland in their patterned portrayals and Menjou with a grand interpretation of the modern writer. Claude Gillingwater and newcomer Fay Holden are excellent as a pair of small town gossips.

AD TIPS: Sell the story to married folks with smart catch-lines: "Are You Happy in Your Married Life? . . . Read the truth in "Wives Never Know."

HANNA (Hollywood).

OLD HUTCH

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY-DRAMA

Sums up as a one-man show by Wallace Beery, who turns in swell performance as lovable small town loafer. Moves rather slowly. Rates ★★ generally.

M-G-M

79 Minutes

Wallace Beery . . . Eric Linden . . .
Cecilia Parker . . . Elizabeth Patterson . . .
Robert McWade

Directed by J. Walter Ruben

There is little in this for those who are not Beery fans. A fragile romantic story interspersed with a few minutes of bank robber melodramatics is draped over the star's broad shoulders and he is forced to carry the insignificant plot along by sheer force of an excellent characterization, which fits him like a glove. That Beery more than rises to the occasion and evidently had a swell time portraying the lead is hardly sufficient to carry this slow-moving film along to normal boxoffice receipts.

As "Old Hutch," Beery has a Roman holiday shying from work as though it were a plague and peacefully fishing the days away. Suddenly jerked from his reverie by accidentally finding stolen money hidden in the bank of his favorite fishing hole—his whole scheme of life changes; and in his own way he finally "captures the bank robbers" when they come back for the hidden money and try to force him to cash some of it for them.

Mixed in with Beery's character study is an incidental romance between Parker and (Continued on page 10)
The Issue of Monopoly!

From time to time, we reprint an editorial from a previous issue, which we regard as worthy of your re-reading. The following one appeared in our issue of June 17th, this year.

Monopoly will be one of the outstanding issues in the forthcoming Presidential campaign. Both major political parties, especially the Democratic, are committed to planks against the control of industries by small groups and the enactment of new, more efficacious legislation, or the more rigid enforcement of our present anti-trust laws, to curb the tendency toward centralization of industrial power.

In the light of the situation that exists in the motion picture industry and the recent action taken by Allied to seek the disassociation of production from exhibition on the grounds that the ownership of theatre circuits by producers tends toward monopoly, the remarks made by President Roosevelt on this subject at the Texas Centennial Exposition last Friday are most significant.

In referring to conditions found in Texas a generation ago, before state laws to control corporations were passed, Mr. Roosevelt declared that undemocratic monopolies "were bearing down heavily on their smaller competitors, and on the people they served. Because of this they were taking away opportunity."

The President stated further:
"In our national life, public and private, the very nature of free government demands that there must be a line of defense held by the yeomanry of business and industry and agriculture, not the generalissimos, but the small men, the average men . . . those who have an ownership in their business and a responsibility which gives them stability.

"Any elemental policy, economic or political, which tends to eliminate these dependable defenders of democratic institutions and to concentrate control in the hands of a few small, powerful groups, is directly opposed to the stability of government and to democratic government itself."

The film industry has fallen under the domination of five producer-theatre owning corporations, which operate with such harmony as to give them life or death control over all other factors engaged in the motion picture business. This group dominates not only the small, independent theatre owner, but, also, the other film producers.

Through the vast circuits of theatres they operate, theirs is the power to force conditions on every other producer and exhibitor in the land. Columbia, United Artists and Universal, presumably tremendously strong, independent units of their own, are actually, in a lesser degree, in the same boat with the small theatre owner, who accepts the terms presented to him by the film companies—or does without the product.

The producer-owned circuits control a formidable portion of the total film rentals available throughout the country. It requires mere common sense to understand that the producers without theatres would suffer the loss of considerable revenue if they were to be deprived of the business from affiliated chains. Thus, they are forced, by the circumstances existent in the industry, to fall in line and abide by whatever rules are fixed by the Big 5.

Can anyone question the validity of the statement that these producers, and any other independent film makers, would enjoy far greater opportunity and advantage if granted a freer market in which to sell their products. Open up to them equal access to the large first-runs now controlled by the producer-exhibitors, the greatest portion of whose playing time is consumed by the "swap" deals made between the affiliated chains, and you would witness a spreading of wings in production that would carry the film industry to far greater heights than it has ever reached.

The virtual monopoly that resides in those five producer-exhibitor corporations is stifling the normal competitive forces in the motion picture industry. If allowed to pursue their course, there is no doubt but that they would eventually destroy not only the independent theatre owners, but the other film producers as well. Such is the inevitable tendency of private monopolies.

Although they may not be aware of it, or hesitate to utter it, the shattering of the monopoly in the motion picture industry, by severing production from exhibition, will bring as much benefit to producers outside the theatre-owning group as to independent exhibitors.

MO WAX.
AWAKENING THE ‘SLEEPERS’

The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremen those pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in their "Sleepers" with the view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns. Follow these "Sleepers" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

"IN HIS STEPS" - - - 75 Minutes - - - Grand National
Eric Linden - Cecelia Parker - Henry Kolker - Roger Imhof

Nothing satisfies the true showman more than a film that is DIFFERENT . . . something off the beaten path of routine movies . . . into which he can dig his hands and pull out a surprise package of extra dollars. He has a "sleeper" just like that in Grand National's first release—"IN HIS STEPS."

You, sir, good gentlemen, here is something DIFFERENT! Adapted from a semi-spiritual book that rates as the greatest best-seller of all time. Over 20,000,000 copies of "IN HIS STEPS" have been sold and it has been translated into more than 20 foreign languages. It's merchandise, then, that thousands and thousands of people will be waiting for, but it's also merchandise that MUST BE SOLD to the new generation.

Let's get down some facts about this story. It tells a powerfully dramatic, yet tender, story of a boy and a girl, deeply in love, who are frustrated in their quest for real happiness by the selfish, unreasoning tactics of their wealthy parents. Only through the friendship and guidance of a man, whose life is moulded to follow in the steps of Christ, do these unfortunate children eventually win their right to happiness.

THREE SELLING ANGLES

The are three distinct methods for selling this to the public. All three can be blended or one angle can be followed straight through, depending upon each individual exhibitor's judgment of his clientele's preferences.

(1) Children vs. Parents: All the unhappiness wrought upon the boy and girl in "IN HIS STEPS" can be traced directly to their parents, to the blind, unforbearing, un-understanding attitudes of older, but less wise people. It is the juiciest angle for sensational exploitation methods and may get the best results in metropolitan areas.

(2) Tender Love Story: The romance and marriage of these two youngsters is handled as delicately and sympathetically as anything you've seen in a long time. Older, as well as younger people enjoy the "Seventh Heaven" type of love story, of a boy and a girl battling against great odds to win a share of happiness from a deep and abiding love for each other. This has the same sort of tender romance and heart-rending frustration that made "Seventh Heaven" so great a success. Eric Linden and Cecelia Parker, both borrowed from M-G-M, turn in the top performances of their careers and can be billed as "The Greatest Love Team Since Gaynor and Farrell."

(3) Religion: One of the central characters is Davidson, the kindly old man who risks his freedom to give the children a break. His life is fashioned after Christ's, understanding, forgiving, loving all humanity. This was the predominant note in the original story and its circulation was tremendous in religious circles, but it has been considerably toned down in the film story. In some localities any suggestion of a religious phase spells death to a film's boxoffice chances, while in others it can be made very profitable by cooperation with churches.

There you have what we see as the three possible angles on which you can go out and pull in a flock of extra dough. Each of you know your own situations and selection of the proper angle rests with you. But, whichever you decide upon, GO OUT AND SELL!

SPECIAL TRAILER

"In His Steps" has dignity, and that promptly calls for something out of the ordinary in the way of a special trailer several weeks in advance of playdate. Tell your patrons in the trailer that "In the very near future, this theatre will present a motion picture which, by the virtues of its unusual theme, tender, stirring love story and great emotional power is worthy of particular mention to our patrons. We ask you to watch for the announcement naming the playdate of 'In His Steps,' the film version of the inspiring book that sold over 20,000,000 copies throughout the world. It deserves your attention!' That should make them anxious!

(Continued on page 6)
THE INDUSTRY’S NEWS
From An Editorial Viewpoint

IRVING THALBERG
‘The Boy Genius’ Passes . . .

Last Monday morning at 10.16 a young man of 37, who had achieved the success that usually comes to men much later in life, died and left his chosen field bereft of its most important individual.

Irving Grant Thalberg’s name never appeared on the titles of the pictures he produced, something that immediately set him out from the run of Hollywood film producers who seek to sell themselves to the public. This slender, little young man believed that what fame might come to him would result from the artistic and commercial receptions won by the films he produced. Irving Thalberg needed no credit title on such pictures as “The Big Parade,” “Ben Hur,” “Barretts of Wimpole Street,” “Mutiny on the Bounty,” and “Romeo and Juliet.” Their merit won them and their maker the distinction and fame they deserved.

Loss to Whole Industry . . .

Not only his own company, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, but the entire motion picture industry and picture going public has suffered a loss by Thalberg’s death that is irreparable. Tribute to his name has poured in from all over the world to his company and grief-stricken wife, Norma Shearer.

To those, we can only add our humble expression of a deep feeling of loss suffered by the passing of this “boy genius,” whose artistry, vision and respect for his work were so much stronger than his frail body.

THE MUSICIANS HIT BACK
Picket Theatres on Broadway . . .

An organized campaign to enlist public support for the reinstatement of musicians and “liv ing actors” in the pits and on the stages of the nation’s deluxe movie houses has been opened in New York City by the Associated Musicians of Greater N. Y., Local 802, A. F. L., and the American Federation of Actors.

Druids the “greedy” Hollywood producers for replacing live music with the “canned” substitute, the union is picketing all of the first run film palaces on Broadway.

Among the signs carried by the pickets are such as these:

“Stay Out of Movie Morgues. Help us create palaces of Entertainent.”

“Movie Morgues are the graveyards of Musicians. The public demands Live Music.”

(Continued on page 4)
"Where will the Art of Music be after Musicians are ploughed under? Demand the return of Musicians and Actors to Theatres."
"Hollywood greed drove musicians and actors out of theatres. Don't patronize greed."

For the time being the musicians will confine their activities to New York City, but do not deny that they may adopt the same tactics in other large cities, where the first runs are operated by film companies.

**CENTRAL SHIPPING PLAN**

**Started by Horlacher's . . .**

Organization of a central shipping bureau for distributors and producers has been started in Phila. by James P. Clark, president of Horlacher Delivery Service. The company will be known as Clark Film Distributors, Inc.

**24-Hour Service . . .**

The company has taken 10,000 sq. ft. of space in the Warner Building on Vine Street. It has installed David Rosen, former Warner chief shipper, as supervisor.

Among the advantages and economies in the plan as outlined by Clark are the following: 24-hour service for 7 days a week; savings in rent for additional space needed by individual exchanges for their shipping departments; quicker, closer bookings; the insurance of prints; inspection of film immediately upon receipt from theatres; and elimination of the usual morning rush to prepare film for the day’s shipments.

Clark stated that Grand National has already contracted to use the service in Phila. It is his plan to spread the system to other territories later, with the National Film Carriers Inc. eventually providing the service on a national basis.

ALLIED (Continued from page 3)

that such is the condition and we must accept and tolerate it.” Newbury stated.

On the subject of increasing film rentals, the unit’s leader said, “The year 1931 was a normal year for the exhibitor. 1932 showed some decrease in box-office receipts. The years 1933-34-35 each showed still further decreases, but what happened to film rentals? Each year there seemed to be some excuse for raising film rentals . . . . Every time an exhibitor enters into a bad contract either through inexperience or error in judgment it reflects on every other exhibitor, inasmuch as the distributor considers that what one exhibitor can pay, all others should pay in proportion without considering whether or not that exhibitor can afford to operate under such film prices."

Samuelson on Taxes—Legislation . . .

Crediting the organization with having prevented the imposition of an admission tax in the state, Sidney Samuelson told the members that this alone justified the unit’s existence. He counted also among their accomplishments for the past year the defeat of the New York sales tax on film used outside of that state. This affected northern N. J. houses, which are served out of New York City.

Samuelson expressed the opinion that the elimination of compulsory block booking is necessary “if the industry is not to be crippled.”

S. S. Krellberg, franchise holder of Chesterfield-Invincible in New York, addressed the convention on the value of Allied’s co-operative tie-up with his company. He stated that the organization’s aid will enable C-I to advance the quality of its product, thereby providing independent exhibitors with another group of valuable pictures and easing the product stringency. He impressed upon the delegates that the success of the tie-up depends entirely on the individual members.

**Yamins-Howard Talk . . .**

Nathan Yamin, president of National Allied, attended the convention and spoke on the anti-chain campaign and the Chesterfield-Invincible deal.

Arthur K. Howard, business manager of the New England unit, explained the insurance deal being offered to Allied members exclusively by Lloyd’s of London. He told the delegates that under the Lloyd’s plan they can save approximately 50% on their present liability insurance rates.

**Officers Elected . . .**

By unanimous vote the convention re-elected all incumbent officers for another year. They are: Lee W. Newbury, president; Louis Levin and Simon Myers, vice-presidents; Jacob Unger, secretary; David Snaper, treasurer, and Edward Lachman and Maurice J. Miller, assistant treasurers.

**Allied’s Analysis of Film Terms**

Here is an abbreviated summary of the data on 1936-37 film terms, provided by 73 theatre owners at the Allied Convention in Atlantic City last Thursday. Of the total of 73 prospective accounts represented:

- 20th Century-Fox sold 41; 18 part-percentage, 22 all flat (3 selective contracts) and one was an unusual deal.
- Paramount sold 32; 23 part-percentage, 8 all flat (1 selective) and one unusual deal.
- Universal sold 22; 6 part-percentage, 15 all flat (3 selective) and one unusual deal.
- Columbia sold 19; 6 part-percentage, 13 all flat.
- R.K.O. sold 18; 8 part-percentage, 9 all flat and one unusual deal.
- Warner Bros. sold 16; 15 part-percentage and one unusual deal.
- M-G-M sold 6; 5 part or all percentage and one unusual deal.
- United Artists sold 5; 1 part-percentage, 4 all flat.

Among the independents, G-B received credit for 5 contracts, Republic 4 and Chesterfield-Invincible 2, all flat deals.
HOLLYWOOD Flickers

By DAVID J. HANNA

A bomb was exploded on the Paramount lot last week when Barney Balaban, newly appointed president announced an unprecedented warwave. Salaries of producers and executives both in Hollywood and New York will be sliced to the bone, expenditures of all kinds will be cut although it is understood actual Studio personnel will not be affected. Producer C. B. De Mille is continuing to negotiate with the new Paramount regime and is more than likely the veteran picture man will be taking a post at Universal Artist.

And while Paramount's Barney Balaban is slicing costs, Universal's Dave Rogers is increasing budgets on his pictures, bolstering the stars of actors, directors and producers. His first effort, My Man Godfrey is making an enormous success and was not a pretentious picture, but still expensive due to the high salaries of the stars, William Powell, Carole Lombard, Alice Brady and we understand that La Cava alone received over $125,000 for megaphoning the hit. This week, following the premier of the picture and realizing the success Alice Brady had scored, Rogers signed her immediately for the starring role in "Three Smart Girls" replacing the less expensive Catherine Doucet. The two Studios, Paramount and Universal, are practically in the same boat. Both are trying to get out from under a long period of depression. Paramount still is in a terrific rut and has been turning out bad pictures consistently, so much so, that even the Indies have topped them on dual bills. It should be fun to see the boys, with their different ideas, battle it out. The result should be an interesting one.

The long awaited deal between Eddie Cantor and 20th Century-Fox saw the light of day this week. The first scheduled for the comedian in the new set up is a biographical picture, using incidents from Cantor's own life as the basis for the story. Not to be outdone, it is rumored that Al Jolson's next under the Warner banner will be a history of the Mammy singer's career.

Hollywood is finding it difficult to understand the attitude of Johannes Poulsen, the Danish producer. His production of "Everyman" opened this week at the Hollywood Bowl. The next day the press was bowing to the amazing talents of the producer, the beauty of his production and outside his office stood representatives from every studio in town with waiting contracts. Even Warner Bros., who already have Reinhardt scheduled for the picture version of "Everyman" were on tap with their bids. Yet Poulsen nixed them all and unless some too tempting offer reaches him before the end of this week he will be off to Copenhagen, where he is director of the Royal Theatre.

Should be plenty of fun in the new 20th Century Charlie Chan opera. Warner Oland continues to play the title role but in the latest, "Charlie Chan at the Opera," which went into production this week, the film moguls have pitted the screen's arch menace, Boris Karloff against the clever chino-man.

Preview of "In His Steps," Benny Ziedman's first Grand National release starring Eric Linden and Cecelia Parker, enticed rave notices from the Hollywood previewers. The new organization has turned out an interesting picture and from reports it is destined to be strong box-office stuff.

After a series of reports concerning the cowboy star Hoot Gibson, his manager finally announced the actor has signed to do eight comedy Westerns with Dave Thomas, under the new Occidental banner.

SEEN AND HEARD
At the Allied Confab

J. Don Alexander, the ad trailer man from the West, invited all the boys to his new yacht "Two Smiles," which he called an "oasis of good cheer." Immediately after Thursday's session, Nate Yamin and Sid Samuelson beelined for a room and a hot bridge foursome. Such sissy! ... Republic was heavily represented by Jake Millstein, Eddie Schnitzer and Harry LaVine present. ... As was Chesterfield-Invincible, with S. S. Krellberg, Johnnie Golder, Phil Meyer. ... The following Philly film men were spotted: Al Davis, Sig Wittman, Joe Engel, Eddie Gabriel. ... And Harry and Ben Blumberg, John Bethel, Dave Starkman, Leon Behal, Ray Smith. ... Although he is no longer president, Sid Samuelson is still one of the most diligent workers in Allied ranks. ... William Casey, A. C. Commissioner, spoke at the banquet. ... Phil Wolfson's "Lucky" game went over with a bang, but who will tell us how all the big shots managed to win prizes? ... Mrs. Samuelson, Mrs. Helen B. Hildinger and those two Allied girl friends, Sally Fisher and Gertrude Dimmerman, gave the Convention a note of feminine charm. ... As did Mrs. Rizzo, her daughters and Miss Hurley. ... The banquet was held in the Marine Room, where pretty little goldfish swim over your head and you wonder what would happen if the glass cracked?

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY MESSANGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n
250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.
Locust 4181 RACE 4600
**REVIEWS**  
*(Continued from page 8)*

**THREE MARRIED MEN**

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

**COMEDY . . . Lack of name-strength in cast and fact that it resorts to double entendre in its attempt to find hilarity in the “first night” of a married couple pulls this attempted sophisticated farce down to • •.**

Paramount  
60 Minutes  
Roscoe Karns . . . Mary Brian . . .  
Wm. Frawley . . . Lynne Overman . . .  
George Barbier . . . Marjorie Gateson  
Directed by Eddie Buczell

They aimed at sophistication here and missed by miles. Rather, we have a rather inane attempt to string a newly-weds’ “first night” situation out to feature length when it would have been best for all concerned had it been relegated back to a musical comedy black-out, from which the authors no doubt remembered it. Instead of handling the theme with any degree of delicacy, Eddie Buczell directed with a luge-hammer technique of finesse that leaves little or nothing to the imagination; although the actual lines delivered are harmless enough. Of a certainty, some people will laugh at Karns’ ludicrous attempts to live up to being a “great lover;” some will howl at his appearance in ridiculous pajamas, but most people, especially children and adolescents, should be spared the stupid “inside the bedroom” antics.

The plot is as consistently threadbare as the situation upon which they evidently depended most for the “howls of laughter” that most people of taste will refuse to see in a humorous vein. It’s the old two-family feud business. After an unpromising wedding, at which the two sides are almost at each other’s throats, the couple retire to their own place. A spat, brought on when she laughs at him in a pair of gaudy, “hot” pajamas, sends her home to mother and the gossipy families break loose. It all turns out happily for the couple.

Lynne Overman and William Frawley deliver their quota of laughs. The others do the best they can with roles that demand little but shocked surprise. “Three Married Men” won’t mean much at the nation’s box-offices.

AD TIPS: The story, if explained with reasonable restraint, will attract some of the cheap magazine readers.  
L. J.
STRIKE WHILE THE IRON IS HOT . . .
Fox pitmen silently draped their instruments last Thursday night and quietly went their way. They will do the same thing at the Earl on October 2nd unless Warner's agree to employ musicians two days a week instead of one in all neighborhood spots using vaude last year; to add one man to the number used last year at the Roosevelt, Frankford and Nison; that the Tower employ a separate orchestra; and that the Oxford should continue using five men all week. All of this on 45 week contract to be played out within 14 months. Whon Warner's agree to this—then the Union will consider “getting together” with them on the Fox and the Earl . . . Fay's has one year agreement for 8 men; and the Carman has one year agreement for 10 men. No salary increase has been asked.

HORLACHER'S JIM CLARK considerably relieved by settlement of threatened truckmen's strike . . . KEL KOF is arranging ban- chor dinner for Monsieur BERNARD COHEN. Tickets can be had at Nookie's if you are interested in giving this fall guy an ace ribbing . . . CHARLIE HARRIS, the premium impres- sion, moving into 262 North 13th Street, recently vacated by McCORK's, who moved . . .

THE RIZZO FAMILY home from Wildwood, where they spent the summer by the beautiful sea. JOE (Film Service) METZGER always chasing business on the street seems to have a philosophical look in his eyes . . . Variety Club held luncheon at Madison Hotel, A. C., last Wednesday with FRANK P. CRAVATT, of the Steel Pier Cravatt's, and P. MORTON LEWIS, general manager of the shore houses, as Kings for the Day . . . Warner's get MISS AMERICA for three weeks in Indianapolis, Philly, Washington and Pittsburgh . . . Tribute was paid by the trade to a popular figure at LOUIS LINKER's funeral Sunday . . . LEW BERNER, representing IMPERIAL PICTURES, taking 4th floor space in Warner Building, for their local exchange headquarters . . . BEN FUTTERMAN takes over JOE MURPHY's community, Morrisville . . . ERP sound wagon upset usual routine of the street last Friday by broadcasting feet-itching dance rhythms . . . DAVID ROSEN presented with pencil and fountain pen set by Warner associates upon his re- signation to join Clark Film Distributors . . . LARRY DAILY back from vacation at New- foundland, Pa . . . CHARLES SPINK, seen in National-Penn; PHIL WOLSON seen in SID STANLEY's office; all in one day—made us think that maybe Fay's managers were in con- vention or something . . . And what columnist on a local trade journal actually marched in the A. C. outdoor beauty parade last Friday? Such vanity! . . . ALLEN LEWIS, charming daughter, Phyllis, celebrated her first birthday Sunday last by playing "Knock, Knock" all day with her proud and rotund daddy! . . . HARRY Slatko dancing in the street Tues- day when he won decision in Common Pleas Court over SAMMY STEFIE, upholding Slat- ko's Nixon-Grand contract with Jimmy Lance- ford's Bunch. Slatko claims under personal contract and Stefie claimed to have signed him for the Lincoln . . . Noble Sissle next at the Grand.

FL All in HORLACHER's new BEN ALVINE HARRY WILLIAM Fay's spending WALTER And wmds. he lUolu five Tribute ALLEN I ERPI I »

JULIAN S. RIFKIN is following in his father's footsteps. He is joining Herman Rifkin's staff at Republic Pictures . . . The Rialto Theatre Bldg. in Brockton was on fire last week but the flames did not reach the theatre proper. The Uptown in Lynn was not so fortunate, however. Damage was estimated at $10,000 . . . HARRY BROWNING, M. & P. publicity chief, is acting as escort to Boston's movie critics in Hollywood as guests of Paramount and Frank Lloyd to see the preview of "Maid of Salem." Some fellows got all the breaks. HARRY ZLITZ came up from New Bedford the other day to say "Hello" and that he is doing very well . . . ROBERT MONTGOMERY visited the crowded Ipswich Theatre on the North Shore on Labor Day and had to sit in the balcony to see his own picture, "Picadilly Jim." He is spending a month at Wenham with friends . . . HARRY SANNER and MAURICE BLANCHARD returned to Woosocket after spending the session in Bridge- ton, Maine. They are planning to return to the Fall for a deer. Harry, get your gun! Get your gun! ULLYSES PONSANT cannot be located in Waterville, Maine. Out fishing . . . ALTON BRAGG, owner of the State Theatre in Farmington, New Hampshire, died last week as the result of injuries sustained in a motorboat accident . . . Mrs. Howard Smiley of Madison, Maine, has completely recovered from a serious illness. Everybody had given her up for lost except "Georgie." . . . WALTER MILLS was tearing his hair because a five day carnival was booked for Milo, Maine, and he could visualize an empty theatre. But Walter must live right for it raised for exactly five days damping the competition completely . . . JOHNNY SAYNA spent ten days browsing thru Maine and reports all Fairs in Maine . . . J ACK GOLD- STEIN is going into the publicity business in a big way. He has added the Coulon hotels to his account . . . AL GRAVES is sporting a new car . . . FRANK SULLIVAN borrowed EDDIE HOSMER's car on his honeymoon. Poor Eddie was footloose and weary until Frank remembered where he had got the car . . . "DOC" BANGS of the Bangs Theatre has returned from a vaca- tion in Rockland, Maine, and is ready to con- tinue operations . . . All the Maine exhibits are heading for the Presque Isle Fair . . . WILLIAM BARRY of New Haven has been chosen presi- dent of the Connecticut Theatrical Stage Em- ployes and the Motion Picture Proectors Execu- tive Council . . . THOMAS BROCK of the Orpheum expects to be a proud papa in a month or so . . . MARY GRAY is the new receptionist to the E. M. Loew office . . . HENRY TOBIN of Olneyville lost his mother last Friday . . . WALTER YOUNG of Farmington, New Hamp- shire, was one of the few out of state exhib- t in the film district this week . . . HARRY RAGOVIN, Columbia's branch manager from New Haven, came up over the weekend . . . Al of this weekend . . . Harry Olsen, who sells for Colum- bia, has left for an extensive covering of southern New England.
AS I SEE THEM ... REVIEWS OF NEW FILMS

By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING: • Means POOR; • • Means AVERAGE; • • • Means GOOD; • • • • Means EXCELLENT
Plus (+) and Minus (—) will be used occasionally to indicate slightly above or below the point rating.

At best this "point" system can give you only an arbitrary estimate of a picture's drawing power, so we urge you to read the entire reviews. Some pictures are particularly suitable for certain types of audiences and this must be covered in the detailed criticism.

RAMONA

Hollywood Review

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA ... Remake, in color, of the poetic love story is outstanding for color work ... Emphasis on tragedy makes it depressing ... Rates • • + generally; slightly better in class houses.

20th Century-Fox

90 Minutes

Loretta Young ... Don Ameche ... Jane Darwell ... Kent Taylor ... Pauline Frederick ... John Carradine ... Katherine DeMille ... J. Carrol Naish ... Pedro de Cordoba

Directed by Henry King

The beautiful, poetic love story of the Spanish Ramona to her Indian lover takes on an unequal quality in this handsome Technicolor remake of the old success. The tragic story has been told with simplicity and little relief from a somberness that is at times depressing. But this version of "Ramona" is interesting principally in that it marks a new advance in color technique. The outdoor scenes are particularly entrancing, revealing the simply, majestic beauty of California at its best.

Loretta Young makes a lovely Ramona and Don Ameche's compelling voice makes his role of Alessandro always arresting. The love scenes are tender, emotional. The plot is very much the same as the original; the marriage of the couple despite objections of their friends and advisers; the birth of her child; the stirring scene wherein the two are forced from their home by white invaders, and then Alessandro's murder by the villain.

Henry King has carried the plot along at a leisurely pace and it suffers several dull moments. The beauty of the color compensates, to some degree, for these lapses. John Carradine, that gaunt villain, is again at his dastardly best. Jane Darwell, Pedro de Cordoba and Pauline Frederick stand out in the supporting cast.

This will bring better than average grosses generally, but doesn't shape up as anything like a b.o. sensation. Where they like their drama heavy and heavier, it will suit best.

AD TIPS: Sell it as the finest color picture ever made. Sell the dramatic story of the Spanish girl and her Indian lover. Indian displays in lobby.

HANNA (Hollywood).

DEVIL IS A SISy, The

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY DRAMA ... Clean, wholesome family entertainment ... Three boy stars are excellent, as is Van Dyke's direction ... Rates • • + generally; slightly better in rural spots.

M-G-M

90 Minutes

Freddie Bartholomew ... Jackie Cooper ... Mickey Rooney ... Ian Hunter ... Peggy Conklin ... Katherine Alexander ... Gene Lockhart ... Kathleen Lockhart ... Jonathon Hale ... Dorothy Peterson

Directed by W. S. Van Dyke

This is grand entertainment for the family. Loaded with poignant drama, homey comedy and studied with three excellent portrayals by the juvenile stars, Bartholomew, Cooper and Rooney, it should be above average boxoffice generally, especially in rural and naborhood houses.

The story revolves around the frustrated attempts of a well-bred English lad, Bartholomew, who lives with his father in a New York tenement, to become one of the street gang. He finally wins himself a place in their favor and it is only a short time before he is educated in the ways of the street. The episodic tale then turns to the efforts of the trio to obtain a tombstone for the grave of Mickey's father, who has been electrocuted. While ransacking the home of Freddie's wealthy mother, they are caught by the police and taken before Judge Hale in Juvenile Court. (This tender scene brought tears and applause from the preview audience.) The lads run away, only to find themselves the victims of gangsters bent on kidnapping Bartholomew. They are foiled for a snappy finish.

The story is episodic, a mixture of melodramatic hokum and tender emotions, but neatly blended by Director Van Dyke. He gets the most out of the dramatic scenes and builds great sympathy for the three boys. Ian Hunter is outstanding in the supporting cast as Freddie's father.

AD TIPS: The three outstanding boy stars of the screen in one picture! Direct your campaign to the entire family, parents and children. Splash the catchy title all over your town and neighborhood in advance; it's a good teaser in itself.

HANNA (Hollywood).

SITTING ON THE MOON

Hollywood Review

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY WITH SONGS ... Music saves this unpretentious but likeable program fluff ... Plot is too familiar and direction lacks inspiration ... Several swell songs ... Rates • •, except for action houses.

Republic

70 Minutes

Roger Pryor ... Grace Bradley ... Pert Kelton ... William Newell

Directed by Ralph Staub

The fact that "Sitting On the Moon" has some entertainment value is attributable chiefly to three swell tunes and a good performance by Grace Bradley. The yarn is hackneyed, the direction uninspired and Roger Pryor delivers one of his poorer performances. But those songs—"Sitting On the Moon," "Lost In My Dreams" and "How'm I Doin' With You"—will be heard aplenty on the air and your patrons will walk out humming them. They are credited to Sam H. Stept and Sid D. Mitchell.

The plot concerns Pryor, a song writer who likes liquor and women, and Bradley, a Hollywood star who is out in the cold since she temperamentally walked out on a half-finished picture. He writes a number that establishes her as a radio favorite. Then we have the usual misunderstanding, his fall to the bottom of the ladder and it's her turn to pick him up. Lightweight all the way.

Bradley is a revelation. Republic deserves credit for doing for this promising gal what Paramount tried and failed to do. She's lovely to look at, presents a nifty personality and sings in fine voice. The picture is hers and the song writers', but definitely.

It will just about scrape through to average grosses in most spots, but will need support in action houses. Several vaudeville specialties and band numbers are logically worked in in a cabaret sequence and are all okes.

AD TIPS: Sell it on the songs. Plug those tunes in advance you can bet that they'll go out of your house whistling them. Give Bradley top billing and sell her as a "Grand New Singing, Comedy Star."

NONIE

(Additional Reviews on page 6)
Thalberg's Death--and Metro!

The significance of Irving Thalberg's death in relation to motion picture progress cannot be underestimated. The man was the most vital single factor in production. He set the standards which others sought to follow. His achievements shone upon the entire industry as a bright beacon on high, which reflected naught but glory on the motion picture as an adult art and provided a mark at which others in production aimed, thereby elevating their own standards.

With a consistency that baffled his less fortunate competitors, the Lion Leo for eight years or more has roared over a large number of the outstanding films produced. Into an overwhelming percentage of those pictures had been poured the talents of that frail young man, who saw no value to his company in exploiting his own name in bold letters on the credit titles.

Of more immediate import to the exhibitor body at large is the effect his death will have upon the product of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Thalberg was the guiding genius of that studio and, more than any other individual, was responsible for its preeminent position in the industry.

"What do you think of Metro's future now?" we have been asked by numerous theatremen. It is only normal that the answer to this query should be regarded gravely by those who are contemplating buying the product. Without indulging in any vague crystal gazing, we have sought to find a fair and logical answer.

The Metro production organization is unquestionably one of the strongest in the industry, even minus Thalberg. Of outstanding stars, writers, directors and technicians, this studio has a plentiful supply with which to continue to turn out product of the highest quality.

However, anyone who has observed this industry closely can point to the failures of other film companies that have employed the cream of talent, but have lacked the proper leadership in the studio's front office. The magnitude and complexity of a large film studio's operations are overwhelming and bewildering, except to the occasional Titan like Thalberg. Without the directorship of one such man, who knows his work thoroughly and is capable and bold enough to have it carried through by writer, director, actor, cameraman, costumer, scenic designer and the multitude of lesser technicians and artists, a motion picture studio composed of even the best talent in the various branches may fail utterly in its job of producing entertaining, intelligent and profitable films.

For the entire period of its progress from a minor outfit to the top, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer had been favored by the genius of the foremost film producer. Undoubtedly, it has been greatly weakened by his death. However, there is no reason to believe that anything like collapse faces the company because of this irreparable loss. But, a Metro without Thalberg might do well to heed those who have pointed out what damage will be wrought upon it eventually by its inequitable demands upon exhibitors. The good will it built over so many years, and which it is doing its best to alienate by its selling policy this season, may be much desired in the years to come.

MO WAX.
The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatre-men those pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in their "Sleepers" with the view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns. Follow these "Sleeper" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'

On the face of it, old timers, you've been handed a "dog" here. A title that sounds like it might represent an exciting extravaganza; a cast that will be just so many meaningless words on your marquee, and a picture that appears to be wholly without selling angles. Boys, "Yellowstone" looks tough!

And, it is tough! But don't throw up your hands in resignation and allow yourselves to be overcome with nausea and futility. You may think we're the "sleepers" for selecting a show like this to occupy so much valuable space in Film Bulletin, but, if you're one of those guys who has "Yellowstone" bought, you may appreciate the fact that we're going to do our damnest to show you how to get a few bucks out of it. Start diggin' with us and let's see if there isn't something down in dat dar old geyser besides the body of a dead man.

Yesiree! The body of a murdered man is tossed up by the great geyser in that beauty spot of old Ma Nature, Yellowstone National Park. The guy's got a bullet through his spine and a gash at the base of his skull, but a doctor declares that HE FROZE TO DEATH!

So you see, "Yellowstone" isn't exactly a scene. But, wait, there's more... Some 20 years before a gangster who had gotten away with a $90,000 loot buried that treasure in the park and that mug's son, together with a few of his pals, are out there searching for the dough. Sounds intriguing, eh?

There's the meat of this yarn and the angle you're going to work on. The U exploiters give you the tip-off by adding a sub-title to go with "Yellowstone." It's THE GREAT GEYSER MURDER MYSTERY! Now, we know sub-titles on movie titles are regarded as things of the past, but there's your line, boys—your box-office life-line, in fact. Without it you may just as well forget "Yellowstone" and its b.o. possibilities—it has none.

THE PRESS SHEET

Before we try to dish out any of our own stunts to you, we must make a bow in the direction of U's Joe Weil. In his press sheet he gives you two pages solid with exploitation gags, lobby displays and general ballyhoo that deserves your attention and action. It's all illustrated cleverly and we urge you to dig into that sheet and pick out one or two of Joe's smart stunts. They'll bring you extra bucks, believe us.

His water-spouting geyser effect for a lobby display is a pip and can be used atop your marquee as well. It's a cinch to put over, so call in your plumber and get busy.

MAP STUNT

We're snitching a cue from Weil and offering you an eye-attracting display for your lobby and front. Have your sign shop sketch up a huge map of Yellowstone Park, such as is illustrated on the Showmanship page in the press book. However, instead of labeling the various spots for what they are, have descriptions of various parts of the plot lettered. At the illustration of the geyser, letter: "Here a murdered man's body was spouted out by the Old Faithful Geyser." . . . At a cave, have lettered: "For 20 years a loot of $90,000 has been buried in this cave," etc. You can make this even more eye-compelling by mounting carefully selected stills at the various spots. You'll find they stop and peruse things like that.

TIE-UPS

Railroads and travel agencies are naturals for cooperative tie-ups on "Yellowstone." Get after them.

Your local merchants are always interested in business builders. Here is a deal you might be able to work out with them. Have them display cards in their windows offering "A FREE TRIP TO YELLOWSTONE" WITH EVERY $1.00 PURCHASE . . . Witness the GREAT GEYSER MURDER MYSTERY!" Arrange to give them a special cut on tickets they distribute to the heavy purchasers. The window cards will pull them in for more information when they will be told the "trip" is to your theatre when the picture runs there.

WINDOW CARD TEASER

Have special window cards printed with this simple scare-head in black on white (no borders): "MURDERED MAN'S BODY TOSSED UP BY GEYSER IN YELLOWSTONE . . . Get Full Details At Strand Theatre Sunday, Monday, Tuesday." Tack these all around town a full week in advance.

You will find "Yellowstone" isn't as tough to sell as it appears on its face. It's no snap, we admit, but you can sell it! And any mug worthy of the name showman gets real pleasure out of putting across something that looks unsalable.
LLOYD'S-ALLIED INSURANCE
SAVES N. E. EXHIBS UP TO 60%

Increased Membership . . .

Boston.—Allied's insurance tie-up with Lloyd's of London is really the first cooperative deal ever worked out for actual benefit to theatre owners, as evinced by expressions of satisfaction from many members of the local unit, some of whom are saving as high as 50 or 60 percent on their previous liability insurance rates.

The deal is advantageous three ways. Lloyd's officials claim that theatre liability insurance can be made profitable for the insurance company if the rates are reasonable for large deluxe operations. They point out that this form of coverage proved troublesome for American firms because their rates precluded the larger theatres, whose percentage of claims were naturally less, proportionately, than the cheaper class houses. Lloyd's policy is to fix its rates on a basis so fair that every type and size theatre will regard liability insurance as a good investment.

From Allied's viewpoint, it is pointed out by Arthur K. Howard, business manager of the New England unit and sponsor of the tie-up with Lloyd's, that means additional members and revenue for the organization. The policies are available only to Allied members and this has already brought several holdouts into the ranks. Under the terms of the deal the organization receives a cut on every theatre policy written.

Based on Number of Seats . . .

All policies are written on a seat basis and not on admissions, as is the case with all other companies who handle this form of insurance. Premiums are payable at prevailing board rates per seat, less 10 percent; or, on the basis of the insured's last seat rate less 10 percent—whichever is lower. An additional 10 percent discount is allowed if the policy is renewed for a second year. This will be paid as a cash rebate at the end of the year.

An outstanding example of the saving this deal represents is the case of a downtown subsequent-run house in Boston for which the former premium was $1300. Lloyd's wrote this policy for $750.

Another 800 seat house in an outlying town paid $280 in place of the $400 premium asked by other insurance firms.

Well Protected

Lloyd's, being a British concern, has appointed the firm of Duncan & Mount, N. Y. City, their American representatives. They have charge of the investigation and claim service in this country. Lloyd's has agreed to accept service in this country and has appointed attorneys for them in each state where an Allied unit is active on the proposition.

THALBERG TO REST
Quiet . . .

Hollywood.—In a ceremony, unpretentious and dignified, Hollywood's gentle little genius, Irving Grant Thalberg, was laid to his eternal rest last Wednesday. And, for once, the morbid sensation seekers, who have made of other Hollywood funerals deplorable spectacles of humanity's shallowness, seemed to sense that this was no ordinary comet-like personality that had passed away, but a man whose work will always remain carved deep in the foundation of the motion picture art. They behaved.

At Temple B'nai Brith for the services were assembled only the bereaved wife and family of Thalberg and his most intimate friends and business associates. Golden-voiced Grace Moore sang a Psalm as the flower-covered coffin was borne from the synagogue. Lining the sidewalks were crowds stricken to silence by their understanding of the loss suffered by the entire entertainment world through the death of this man.

Talk of Successor . . .

Meanwhile, the movie city has already started to buzz with talk of names that might replace Thalberg's as production head of Metro. From Nicholas M. Schenck comes the comment that "there can be no successor to Irving Thalberg." Other producers have been assigned to supervise the two productions he had started.

Of his wife, Norma Shearer, there were rumors that she will never again appear in films. This was denied by M-G-M officials.

FILM ACTORS UNION

To Demand 'Closed Shop' . . .

Hollywood.—The Screen Actors' Guild, union of Hollywood stars, is preparing for a showdown with producers on the "closed shop" issue. The Guild, which has been slowly developing, now believes that it is practically at full strength with the support of Actors' Equity behind it.

Equity recently notified 25 prominent film players to join the Guild within four weeks or face suspension from the powerful protective organization. Among these are John and Lionel Barrymore, Alice Brady, Lionel Atwill and Jack Oakie. This is taken as evidence of a plan on the part of Screen Actors' Guild to enforce their demands for the use of only union members in casts of pictures in the very near future. With film production at its peak during the next two months, observers regard it as almost a certainty that the actors will present their demands within that period.
CHICAGO INDIES FIGHTING
ADDED CLEARANCE; WON'T BUY

Allied Vs. B & K . . .

Chicago.—Virtually the entire Allied unit here, some 300 exhibitors strong, are withholding the signing of film deals for this season pending the satisfactory settlement of their fight against increased clearance demands by the Balaban & Katz circuit.

With clearance here fixed by each theatre's admission prices, B & K arbitrarily demanded that all 1936-37 contracts throw back the runs of class "C" houses an additional seven days. This strikes hardest at Allied houses and the organization leaders called on the members to refrain from signing new contracts on that basis.

To take some of its own houses out of the "C" group, B & K recently increased their admission prices. It is claimed by Allied, however, that this may be only a subterfuge to ally opposition to the added clearance and that the circuit would revert to the old scale after contracts had been signed.

Indies Appeal to U. S. . . .

A protest to the Department of Justice has been entered by Allied, it is reported. It is claimed that an agreement was reached at the time the present clearance setup was arranged to the effect that no change could be made in the setup without the consent of the indies. They insist that this understanding is part of a court record.

Meanwhile, Balaban & Katz are delaying their heralded plunge into dual bill policies. This move, it is argued by some independents, has been planned by B & K merely to give them another weapon in their fight for the additional clearance.

G-B DEAL TOTTERING

Looks Dead . . .

The widely heralded deal by which 20th Century-Fox and Metro were to acquire complete control of Gaumont-British has apparently run afoul of barriers that will prevent its consummation—for the time being, at least.

A hitch was encountered shortly after the deal was announced, when the legal question of administration of the British company's stock was raised in Parliament. According to English law, control of a native corporation must be in the hands of Britons, and this presented a difficult problem of management to the proposed buyers.

It was evident that all was not going smoothly when Joseph M. Schenck, most active representative for the American interests, returned from London recently without having reached a definite accord. Early this week Mr. Schenck admitted that one of the Ostrer brothers, principal stockholders in G-B, is now demanding more advantageous terms and that this may balk the entire deal.

May Be Revived Later . . .

Other parties in England are known to be dickering with the Ostzers for their holdings and it is generally believed that they are seeking to run up the price beyond what 20th Century and Metro are willing to pay. Schenck declared his intention of sticking by his original offer.

Observers are of the opinion that 20th Century can well afford to remain firm, inasmuch as it holds 49 percent of the G-B stock and the Ostzers cannot sell their holdings to anyone without consent of the American company. This weapon and the fact that G-B relies on the box exchanges for physical distribution places Schenck's outfit in a strong bargaining position and one in which they can well afford to hold their time. With the Ostzers reportedly anxious to sell to someone, it is anticipated in informed circles that the deal will eventually be closed with 20th Century and Metro on the same basic terms as originally proposed.

MONOGRAM PLANS FOR '37-'38

Johnston and Wall Street . . .

It is now certain that Monogram Pictures will resume an important place in independent production-distribution ranks before the 1937-38 season gets under way.

W. Ray Johnston, former president and distribution head of Monogram, who recently resigned the presidency of Republic, is busy these days laying plans for the revival of his old company on a bigger scale than before. With the backing of well-known Wall Street interests to the tune of several millions of dollars, the popular executive is preparing a schedule of 28 features and 8 westerns for release next season. Johnston, who will again devote all his work to the distribution end, stated that the first new Monogram picture will go before the cameras next March and be ready for release early in the season.

Seeks Strong Distrib Setup . . .

According to Johnston, the new Monogram production setup will be similar to Grand National's, with a group of independent producers, partially or wholly financed by the parent company, delivering the product. He is carrying on negotiations with several outstanding producers, whose names cannot be revealed at this time due to their present operations.

The distribution arrangement is expected to be built on the lines of Republic's scheme, rather than on the usual franchise basis whereby the exchanges are assessed a fixed sum on each picture in advance of production. In this manner, Monogram will be able to select its franchise-holders with greater freedom.

At present, Johnston is devoting much of his time to selection of stories. He has already purchased 3 novels and 3 original stories. Among these are "Flaming Barriers" by James Oliver Curwood, "The Hoosier Schoolboy" by Edward Eggleston, and Victor Thorne's novel "Anne Against the World."
What The Newspaper Critics Say:

"GIVE ME YOUR HEART"
(Warner's)
"... A labored translation of a bad play ...
... Cluttered with talk ...
Kay Francis is a well-groomed and handsome decoration to the proceedings but without ornament to its histrionic ... Her acting is made all the more spurious by the suave assurance of Roland Young ..."

N.Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

"... Typically a "woman's" picture ... somehow in acting, the story and the heart-throbs don't quite crystallize. Not because it is an old-fashioned plot but because the elements don't happen to fuse."

PHILA. DAILY NEWS.

"... An affecting, mature and sophisticated drama of mother love and applied psychiatry. The cast is thoroughly up to the task of bringing a basically exaggerated story to a convincing measure of credibility ..."

N.Y. TIMES.

"STAR FOR A NIGHT"
(20th Century-Fox)
"... A tolerable program picture ..."

N.Y. TIMES.

"... For the soft hearted ... Has a competent cast, level headed direction and clever dialogue ..."

N.Y. DAILY NEWS.

"... Pleasing sentimental story ... Will strike a responsive chord in the hearts of most movie audiences ..."

PHILA. EVE. PUBLIC LEDGER.

"HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD"
(Paramount)
"... Attempts to prove that broken hearts are strewn along the boulevards of Hollywood; and tries to satirize the movie colony and its ... Like most pictures about the movie capital it is self-conscious and the satire has a hollow and frightened ring ..."

PHILA. RECORD.

"... The background and the glimpses of old familiar faces make this film an item of interest to the picturegoer ... It's a parade of film vets ...

N.Y. DAILY NEWS.

"... Sorry combination of cynicism and maudlinism ... We felt pathetically embarrassed for the former stars and featured players who appeared as extras, bit players and background. Hollywood, having neglected them all these years should have had the decency and good taste not to make them parade themselves as Exhibits A, B and C of the Forgotten Men and Women of filmmond ..."

N.Y. TIMES.

"LAST OF THE MOHICANS" (U-A)
"... Bang-up melodrama ... Fast paced direction ... A handsome and thrilling production ..."

N.Y. SUN.

"... Excitement galore ... Highly spectacular entertainment ... Enormous cast expertly handled by the director ...

N.Y. DAILY NEWS.

"... Exceptionally worth while cinema ..."

N.Y. POST.

HOLLYWOOD FLICKERS
By DAVID J. HANNIA

A solemn gloom settled upon Hollywood one day early last week as the cinema village forgot for awhile that it was the Picture Capital of the World, and like every small town which has just lost its leading citizen, paused to in daily tasks to pay silent tribute to the memory of Irving G. Thalberg. That night we happened to be at the Hollywood Bowl witnessing the thundering "Everyman," just before the great gongs sounded the beginning of the play, Fred Niblo stepped before the spotlight and with him over 20,000 people bowed their heads in mute respect to the Prince of Filmland. It was a moving sight, we thought, since so many of the great crowd knew Thalberg so well as a man who produced the pictures they enjoyed. But some\n\nBut at M.G.M. the Thalberg productions are already back at work. The Marx Brothers in "A Day at the Races," Garbo in "Camille" and "Wayne" will resume shortly. It is understood that Albert Lewin will have temporary supervision on all the pictures the late producer had under way including "The Good Earth" now in the cutting room.

Daryll Zanuck is pursuing Janet Gaynor these days tempting her with a fat new contract. Her present pact with 20th Century-Fox expires with the completion of "Ladies in Love." The actress desires to retire from the screen in order to travel. But Zanuck is anxious for the Gaynor signature and if she does decide to sign it, it will be a two-picture yearly contract.

It is more than likely that Adele Astaire, now Lady Cavendish will co-star with brother Fred in a forthcoming R.K.O. musical. Astaire is now in Europe talking over the idea with her. The team was a sensation on the stage, and while Adele will be a new face to picture audiences, still curiosity concerning her would almost assure a boxoffice picture.

20th Century-Fox is having trouble aplenty with their new star, Simon Simone. Seems the French actress, whose first film effort caused enough grief on the lot, is acting up on her present one. She objected to the second feminine lead, hired herself to the hospital, supposedly too ill to work. She was replaced in the cast and in a few days was out of bed evidencing no visible signs of illness. So, unless the young actress changes her tactics in an uncertain way, it is doubtful she will be given another chance.

Hal Roach is another producer having trouble on the lot. Stan Laurel is having another tiff; this time he threatens to sever his connections with Oliver Hardy and the studio. The comedian signs only single picture deals, while Hardy is under contract to the Studio.

R.K.O., 'tis rumored, is seriously considering a picture version of Fred Stone and his late partner Dave Montgomery's stage success, "The Wizard of Oz" with Fred and daughter Paula in the leading roles. The Stones did a number from the show not long ago at the Actors Fund Benefit and more recently on a national broadcast, and on each occasion the Studio has been flooded with letters suggesting they film the famous play.

Karen Morley, who started so auspiciously at Metro a few years back and who's been ruined by continual casting in bad pictures, has signed with Emanuel Cohen of Major pictures on a four-picture yearly contract with Paramount allowed to use her in one of the quartet.

In an attempt to dim the popularity of James Cagney, Warners bad boy the Studio is planning a reissue of all Cagney's old pictures. The Grand National can get another on the screen. Re-release will continue as long as there are takers.

Mary Pickford, who for the past three years has frequently announced her intention of starring herself in a picture, has definitely retired as a film actress. Henceforth, it is understood, the actress will produce only.

Sales Chief J. R. Grainger of Universal declares his company will play their products in tents or halls unless the Northern California exhibitors meet percentage deals. He declares they will pay only flat rentals so low they hardly meet the cost of selling the pictures.

Bits ... Ernst Lubitsch hurrying East to confer with Samuel Goldwyn, on next Dietrich picture ... George Raft off salary at Paramount returning lead in "The Barren Ground" ... Estelle Winwood, latest actress to make her film bow in "Quality Street. Hepburn's starrer at R.K.O. Arthur Prince returns to the screen in "General Delivery at R.K.O."

Skeets Gallagher in town for featured role in "Hats Off." Our sister Joan Hutton started on the mailed road last week with Edward Fenimore—said she'd like to see it in the Bullett.
DODSWORTH

Hollywood Preview

ADULT DRAMA . . . Splendid interpretation of the stage success . . .
Strictly adult entertainment . . . Cast and production flawless . . . Rates • • •
generally; more in class houses.

Goldwyn-United Artists
90 Minutes
Walter Huston . . . Ruth Chatterton . . .
Paul Lukas . . . Mary Astor . . .
David Niven . . . Gregory Gaye . . .
Odette Myrtil . . . Spring Byington
Directed by William Wyler

A fine production that has been produced in adult manner for adult audiences. In transition from the stage version by Sidney Howard (he also did the film play), "Dodsworth" has not suffered, but, on the contrary, the episodic, scene changing treatment necessary on the stage has given way to an evenly paced, smooth flowing movie. It is more effective dramatically than was the stage version and a superb cast lends an authenticity to all the main characters that makes them seem very real people. It will realize its best returns from class houses, but rates well above average as an attraction for every location.

Houston, as Dodsworth, the mid-western automobile manufacturer, whose social climbing, neurotic wife almost ruins him, delivers the same honest, clean-cut performance that won him plaudits on the stage. His changes of mood, bewilderment, hurt, attempted understanding and righteous anger at her wife's actions are superbly portrayed. Ruth Chatterton is excellent as the fraticine wife, who fears old age, whose desire for adventure and romance has her helpless husband trailing her to foreign countries. Her pathological dread of losing her youth and beauty, her recourse to philandering and the growing disregard and eventual loathing with which she views the unfortunate Dodsworth are all deftly characterized by Miss Chatterton. She fully creates a feeling of futile sympathy for the unhappy woman as she sinks lower and lower in her own and her husband's regard. Mary Astor is sweetly sympathetic as the beautiful, poised widow in whom Dodsworth finds relief and understanding. Down the line, the cast is worthy of the honorable mention that space forbids. William Wyler has directed with taste and intelligence.

AD TIPS: Class houses will not require any sensational exploitation on this, but other spots, where the book and stage play are not so well known, should go strongly after the "angles." The creativity of Dodsworth's wife offers a strong selling point in the cheaper spots.

HANNA (Hollywood).

THREE MESQUITEERS, The

BOXOFFICE RATING
MODERN WESTERN . . . A darb . . .
Crippled dough-boys as homesteaders sure-fire for added sympathy . . . Will positively have western fans sitting on edge of their seats and cheering . . . Rates • • • for action spots.

Republic
60 Minutes
Bob Livingston . . . Roy Corrigan . . .
Sid Saylor
Directed by Ray Taylor

A honey for action houses! Take the old story of the homesteaders trying to settle on some government land and the battle the cattlemen put up to drive them out; make the homesteaders crippled war vets; make these vets the most likeable gang you ever met; add the Mesquiteers, two lovable human cowboys who come to their rescue, and Sid Saylor, whose natural comedy and efforts to become a genuine "westerner"; top it off with a pitched gun battle that might have been the Marne all over again for all the zest the cripples put into it; and you have something that rates with the best westerns ever made. You will be a long time forgetting the scene where Saylor sends up flairs which bring the disabled vets over the top. Intended as a series, the first of the "Three Mesquiteers" gets off to a fast start and slapped itself over with a bang! What it lacks in known names it more than makes up in story and action. May all the rest be as good as the first.

AD TIPS: Sell the war vet angle. Tie-up with Legion post. Sell it as something new off of the beaten path of westerns.

MISSING GIRLS

BOXOFFICE RATING
MELODRAMA . . . Engrossing gangster yarn by Martin Mooney, who knows his stuff . . . Plenty of shooting in exciting finale . . . Cast good . . . Rates • • • — for all action and rural spots.

Chesterfield
67 Minutes
Noel Madison . . . Sidney Blackmer
Directed by Phil Rosen

This attention-compelling gangster yarn comes from the pen of Martin Mooney, the N. Y. newspaperman who recently spent 30 days in jail for refusing to talk before a grand jury. This fellow knows his underworld and the characters who inhabit it, scheme in it, run its rackets and live in constant fear of that death-dealing bullet that is surely coming their way. In "Missing Girls," a well-made and engaging indie production, Mooney's writing is always authentic and charged with the sort of realism that made his other films, "Bullets or Ballots" and "Special Agent," convincing and exciting gang stuff. His name and the title are grand exploitation material that smart showmen will cash in for well above average grosses generally.

The plot concerns itself at the beginning with the adventures of "missing girls" stranded in the big city, but soon drifts into the connections of a couple of innocent girls with a band of gangsters. Considerable tension is created by the efforts of the girls to get out of the toils of the racketeers, with reporter Roger Pryor (portraying Mooney) digging up the stuff that will land the thugs behind bars. It winds up with a bang-up and carefully directed gun battle at the gang's farm house, a finale that will have them sitting up on the edge of their seats.

Pryor has a juicy role as the gang-busting reporter and handles it in fine style. We award acting honors to Muriel Evans, fem lead, a young lady who will be seen and heard lots in the near future. The cast is studded with well-known faces and all do their bits to perfection. The direction by Phil Rosen is always fast-paced and never lags. Production values are big league.

SECOND WIFE

BOXOFFICE RATING


RKO

60 Minutes

Gertrude Michael . . . Walter Abel
Erik Rhodes . . . Emma Dunn
Lee Van Atta . . . Frank Reicher
Directed by Edward Killy

It is a pity that no one active in the production of "Second Wife" was interested in making the film worthy of the engaging adult theme on which it is based. It suffers from some of the dullest direction of the season, bad casting and deplorably indifferent acting. In better hands it could have been a vitally important picture. As it is, it is double feature material that will provide mild entertainment for older folks.

The problem presented in the story is that of the marriage of an attractive young woman to a handsome widower with a ten-year-old son, and the conflict raised by the division of devotion on the part of Abel for his son and second wife. When the boy falls ill at the Switzerland school to which he has been sent by his father the latter immediately books passage on the dirigible Hindenburg, ignoring the condition of his wife, who is about to give birth to a child. Disillusioned by what she considers the failure of their marriage, the wife heeds the call of the faithful "other man" and decides on divorce—until that gentleman reveals his dislike for having her tote her baby around on their honeymoon. She then realizes the feeling of her husband for his own child and returns to him.

Gertrude Michael is acceptable as the wife. Walter Abel should have been an ideal husband and father, but isn't. He performs in a manner that suggests very little interest in what he is doing. Erik Rhodes was an abominable selection for the "other man," a role this comedian is asked to play straight. One has an itching desire to laugh at him in his serious moments. The boy, Lee Van Atta, wins what acting honors one might claim. The direction of Edward Killy is a bare photographic record of a play. He must be blamed, too, for the tendency of most of the players to shout their lines like barkers purveying dramatic keoch.

AD TIPS: The title and story after splashed as exploitation opportunities. Ask the question: "Can a Second Marriage Be Successful of Given Children Are Involved?" Create discussion on this topic and you’ll bring results.

THE LONGEST NIGHT

BOXOFFICE RATING

MYSTERY COMEDY . . . Goofy whodunit is rescued by ingratiating performances by Robert Young and Florence Rice . . . Satisfactory for lower half of duals . . . Rates ⬠ ⬠ generally.

M-G-M

Minutes


Directed by Errol Taggart

(Continued on page 10)
A trade paper that lacks the courage to be fair to its readers, as well as its advertisers, isn't worth the paper it is printed on—to either!
When the vast body of BUYERS in an industry lose confidence in a Trade Paper, because it has deteriorated to the position of a puppet mouthpiece for the powerful advertisers, that publication no longer has any value to those very advertisers it sought to serve too generously.

The prime principal upon which FILM BULLETIN is operated is service to its READERS. Its very aggressiveness in presenting all industry news of interest and value has won it the confidence and good will of approximately 2000 theatre owners throughout the East in the brief two years of its existence.

{WE SUBMIT THIS INFORMATION FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF THE PROSPECTIVE ADVERTISERS}
U's $1,000,000 Expansion

Hollywood.—At a meeting of Universal executives, R. H. Cochrane, J. Cheever Cowdin, Charles R. Rogers and James Grainger, last week, it was agreed to expend an additional $1,000,000 on expansion of studio facilities. This is the greatest sum ever spent by this company on its equipment.

A less pleasant note, however, was heard from sales manager "Jimmy" Grainger, who is reported to have stirred the ire of independent exhibitors by his threat that Universal would show its pictures in tents or halls if California exhibitors refused to meet their percentage demands.

REVIEWs
(Continued from page 7)

This has very little boxoffice value. A mildly amusing, somewhat goofy, bit of mystery fluff of unusually brief running time, "The Longest Night" is definitely in the "quickie" class of double feature films. A melodramatic twist makes it suitable for dawdling in action spots.

The story, an inconsequential bit of stuff, finds Robert Young, a playwright, operating a department store. Far from amused by his job, he pays little or no attention to it until he discovers that the place is being used to receive and peddle stolen goods. He is in love with Florence Rice, a clerk, whose sister, Julie Hayden, is in on the plot. One night Young arrives incognito to delve into the happenings, when the murders begin. The doors are shut and a few struggling customers, clerks and other employees are detained while the usual dull-witted policemen attempt to unravel the mystery.

Here it becomes the conventional question and answer affair, but it is enlivened a bit by the antics of Sidney Toler and Ted Healy. Young and Miss Rice are likeable, natural characters. Catherine Doucet is effective as a flustered customer anxious to take her boy home.

AD TIPS: The natives will get best results by selling the comedy angles, playing up Ted Healy as an important factor in the cast. Action spots should stress the mystery, wallops and play up the title as "The Longest Night of Death and Terror," etc.

HANNA (Hollywood).

Friedlander-Chapman Form Fortune Film Corp.

A company to handle distribution of film on a world-wide basis and special exploitation of unusual features has been organized by Al Friedlander and J. K. Chapman. It will be known as Fortune Film Corp. and has already taken space in Radio City.

Al Adams Isn't Worried!

Al Adams, that demon ad man at Republic, swears that he isn’t a bit worried about the outcome of the forthcoming presidential election. He admits a preference for Roosevelt on strictly business grounds, but won’t be caught short if the verdict should go to Landon.

Republic’s picture "The President’s Mystery," based on a yarn suggested by F. D. R. will be released around election time. If the Democrats stay in the title stays as is, but if they are licked Adams is all set to insert "Ex" before the "President" in the title. So, you see, he has the election licked any way!

"Nine Days a Queen" Gets Award at Venice Film Exhibition

Arthur A. Lee, vice-president of GB, announced today that the annual award of the Venice Film Exhibition for finest film photography was captured this year by "Nine Days a Queen." The award is a personal tribute to Mutz Greenbaum, ace cameraman, who photographed the picture on the new color-sensitive film, Super X. By using this film, the judges stated. Greenbaum made the photography take on the semblance of old master paintings, and assured perfect rendering of the rich materials, costumes, and period furniture used in the picture.

EXHIBITORS HAVE DISCOVERED

Paramount’s "Advertising Material Rental Service Contract" will COST THEM from $300 to $500 MORE per year!

Protect yourself by dealing ONLY with

National-Kline Poster Co.
1307 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA
Simon Libros • Al Blotson • Oscar Libros
FROM PHILLY
By Nonamaker

Congratulations to MICKEY MOUSE on his birthday... Salutations to some other rats I know on the Street... Daylight saving ends September 27th. Exhibs clap hands over opportunity of burning that much added juice to light marques... BOB LYNCH played host to all Vine Street—exchange employees, etc. (about 300 in all) by taking them up to Nixson's Grand to see the show... Well, that's one way to fill the house!... One hour after closing a deal for a Runnymede, N. J. house HORACE FINCH, of the Fulton Opera House, Lancaster, Pa., dropped dead!... Ground has been broken for a new 1200 seat house to be erected at Vineland, N. J. by G. MOURY... JIM CLARK recapturing at shore after strenuous week working on truck strike committee... CLIFFORD and FLYNN, of the Legionnaire, White Haven, in town to attend a wedding... GEORGE FISMAN is out of the Roosevelt; but has several offers under consideration... Vine Street looked like a deserted village during the Joosh Holidays... Variety Club season's opening last Saturday evening had LEN SCHLESINGER as MC... Next Saturday night is JIM CLARK night... CHARLIE CON is with TWA... Seen at the Sylvania—BOB LYNCH, his wife, three daughters and three sons-in-law... The new Clark Film Service took over handling of Grand National showing and inspection Monday. Entire force was taken with no one left out!... Shubert going with burlesque last Thursday. No pictures, but a nice opening show with 10 piece union band playing from a down-stairs box instead of in the pit, which has given way to row of steps that permit the gals to come right up close to the bald-heads in the first row!... HARRY LA VINE, still a youngster for fun, gets a tremendous kick out of any film, and all the world so, what?... September 27th marks the return match of the HARRY WEINER vs. OSCAR NEUFELD golfers. The “sport” will take place at LuLu with MIKE LANDOW, JIM CLARK, GEORGE LESSEY, DAVE MILGRAM, DAVE MOULY, JACK GREENBERG, SAM SHAPIRO, TED SCHLANGER, LEE KRUGER, JOHNNY BACHMAN, JOE SCHAEFFER, SAM LEFKO, JOHN MCADDEN, BILL DOYLE, JEFF DAVIS, AL DAVIS, W.M. WOLF, and LARRY DALY all participating along with Harry and Oscar... For the first time in a long while S-W booked a fight picture—the AL ETTorre-JOE LOUIS brawl being slated for all their houses. Out this week at the El and the Earle will show plenty in the form of the ALL-AMERICAN BEAUTY REVIEW featuring: MISS AMERICA, 1936—the former MISS UP-PER DARRY!... An unusual booking arrangement has FAY's, an independent house, playing Warner Brother shorts ahead of most Warner nube houses!... Rio opened September 22nd.

FROM BOSTON
By Bruce

JOHN SCULLY returned from a business trip to Scranton, Pa., full of pleasure. He consumated a deal for GB for the entire Camerford circuit. His son, John, Jr., entered Williams College this week. EDDIE RUFF was in town last week. He manages the New Haven district for Paramount... LOU WESCHLER also came up from New Haven where he looks after United Artists interests... PHIL SMITH is very enthusiastic about “Missing Girls.” Says it's better than “Bullets and Ballots.”... ROY HEFFNER is in New York while bank night is gaining momentum in New England... FRED MASON dropped in for a brief visit. This former exhibitor at the Acme Theatre is now covering the towns in and around Kennebunkport with a portable... Have you ever heard the story about the New England exhibitor who had a leak in the roof of his theatre? Well, he remedied the situation by removing three rows of seats!... The Fine Arts Theatre is being redecorated. LEONARD KRASKA is getting out a patent on his new and simple marquee. It works beautifully... GERTRUDE RITTENBERG, secretary to E. M. Loew, is leaving on her vacation shortly... LOUIS ROSENWEIG dropped his duties at the Victoria in Springfield long enough to visit the film district... TONY RUSSO is going to be married on October 19th at Littleton, New Hampshire. Bride-to-be is hostessing at the Old France. Tony runs a whole string of theatres in the Granite State... FRED MARKEY has returned to his loka in Exeter after a sojourn in Chicago... L. H. ROBINS, who has been exhibiting in Falmouth for the past ten years, has gone into a new venture. He is now restaurating just outside of Falmouth... JULIUS JOLSON was awakened at one A.M. the other night in Falmouth by a film peddler just in time to save his life. A fire swept Silver Beach. Julius had the pleasure of flirting with Dame Fortune. Lucky Julius!... JULES FRANCKE, one of the old time exhibs, is now with the WPA theatre project. He visited the district the other day and proudly displayed the only program of the old Iroquois Theatre in Chicago. “Absolutely fireproof” stated the program. Three days later 1937 people died in the fire. That was on December 7, 1930. Jules refused an offer of five dollars for the program... Those are beautiful bachelor buttons, BILL MCLAUGHLIN!... MAX MELINCOFF's son, Burton, was a passenger on the S. S. Romance when it collided in Boston Harbor. The ship sank in 20 minutes but no lives were lost... SAMMY HAAS wants to know what he can do about it. He's getting fat... HERMAN RIFKIN is in Paris; GEO. KRASKA is in Moscow; E. M. LOEW has reached London; and PHIL BERLER is back from Nova Scotia. ADOLPH BENDSLEV is telling us all about Denmark. O, for a pair of seven league boots!... JACK MARKE is having summering on the Cape... BERT COUGHLIN of Maynard was seen on a street corner in the film district the other day... JOE WOLF is no longer fishing in Rockport, Maine. He has resumed booking for Columbia... HERSCHEL Stuart, formerly general manager for R-K-O in New York, was in town and is now representing Imperial Pictures.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials, address, or box number. Minimum insertion 15 words. Cash or money order with each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower. Send for contract address. Applications to FILM BULLETIN, 1323 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INSURANCE

All forms of special insurance applying to theatre operation handled on minimum rates. Representative will be sent on request. Box FB 107.

DEODORANTS

Silkeney perfumed crystals eliminate unpleasant odors in your theatre. Flavor Products Co., 51 N. Fifth Street, Phila., Pa. 7554.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disinfectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa. FElmont 0127.
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A POWERFUL, HUMAN STORY OF THE PEOPLE!
Furious! Romantic! Timely!

The PRESIDENT’S MYSTERY

from the sensational LIBERTY MAGAZINE STORY

Conceived by FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT

and written by six of the world’s outstanding authors

RUPERT HUGHES • SAMUEL HOPKINS ADAMS
ANTHONY ABBOT • RITA WEIMAN
S. S. VAN DINE • JOHN ERSKINE

with HENRY WILCOXON
BETTY FURNESS

and an all-star cast
Directed by Phil Rosen

PRODUCED BY NAT LEVINE

for REPUBLIC

Ready for your screen

OCTOBER 1st
Protect Your Business!

In the light of the very evident business pick-up experienced by the entire motion picture industry within the past year, it may sound like calamity-howling to warn independent exhibitors that a dire danger looms for them in the coming months and years.

One need only retrace trade history to pre-depression years to recall that booming film company profits brought independent exhibitors the unfair, stifling competition of producer-owned theatre chains. With huge surpluses gorging their treasuries, Paramount, Fox, R.K.O. and Warner Brothers cast hungry eyes about and grabbed theatres that stood in competition to their own customers.

Not only is this condition unhealthy for independent theatre owners, but for every film company outside the fold of the producer-exhibitor quintet, as well. On this issue, the interests of Columbia, Universal, United Artists, Grand National, Republic and every independent producer run parallel and proximate to those of the independent exhibitor. Ownership of key situations by firms who make their own films obstructs the progress of every other producer. The public, too, is often cheated by having worthwhile pictures shunted off to some inconspicuous theatre without advantage of an exploited run in a first class house.

With the first signs of returning prosperity we have indications of the intention by those same producer-exhibitors to further extend their hold on the exhibition field. Warner Bros. are building a group of new theatres in the nation’s capital. Paramount is “feeling its oats” and moving to reclaim and increase its vast circuit, lost temporarily through bankruptcy. The others, likewise, are talking theatres again.

In an effort to make the industry safe for independents, Allied is embarking upon the difficult task of forcing the producers out of theatre business by legal means. Elsewhere in this issue is reported the latest developments in this campaign, which they hope, will culminate in passage of a Federal law prohibiting the operation of or interest in theatres by any film producer. Leaders of the independent organization are fully conscious of the fact that their job is fraught with extremely treacherous obstacles. Already Ed Kuykendall, “front man” for the M.P.T.O.A., which is controlled by the theatre-owning majors, has started to lay a smoke screen to protect his sponsors and, incidentally, his job.

Every independent exhibitor and every producer who suffers through the theatre activities of the Big 5 should provide Allied with the encouragement, both material and moral, needed to win this fight for the protection of their businesses.

MO WAX.
Another who'dunit, guys, and most of you will probably be inclined to toss up your hands and ask, "So what?" So this . . .

Have you ever stopped to think how many people are regular readers of those pulp magazines dealing with crime and detection? Well, they run into the millions and they comprise a ready market for every sort of mystery, whether in the hundreds of pulp mags issued every month or on film. And don't kid yourself that the lovers of this kind of hokum are confined to the lower classes. As a matter of fact, the biggest suckers are among the top men in industry, in politics, in all the arts. They get a great kick out of beating the authors to the solutions.

Lots of exhibitors make the mistake of trying to sugar coat or disguise their mystery films. It seldom works and probably keeps away all those addicts who would walk a mile in any weather for a good mystery picture.

Now, "Alibi For Murder" is no great shakes as a drama or romance, but it is a damn interesting little mystery. A rich guy is bumped off in mysterious manner, the only clue being an exploded pistol cartridge. The gag is that this shell is not dented and was, therefore, never fired out of a gun. Bill Gargan, a radio newshound, finally nails the killer by pulling his own stunt on him—wrapping a bullet in a piece of paper and waiting until it explodes, about two minutes later. So, you see, the actual murder had been committed previously and the shot heard later came from the bullet in the paper.

Your entire campaign should be based on an effort to stir the curiosity of all the mystery fans. Tell them about the killing and give them the clue—then CHALLENGE 'em to solve it.

Go whole hog on the mystery angles. Don't pull your punches and don't let the words "romance," "drama," or "comedy" creep into any of your copy. This is MYSTERY from start to finish and don't let anyone mistake it for anything else.

FREAK COPY GAG
Here's a freak copy angle, but just the sort you need to gain attention for a routine programmer like this. Don't be afraid to try it! By special trailer, on a 40x60 in the lobby and on your program tell them this: "WE ADVISE YOU NOT TO SEE 'ALIBI FOR MURDER' . . . Unless You Are A Mystery Addict. It Challenges the Wits of Veteran Crime Solvers, But Will Only Baffle The Amateurs. It Isn't A Comedy, Romance Or Drama. It Concerns A Mysterious Death and The Clue of An Exploded, But Undented Shell. If You Consider Yourself Something of An Expert At Solving Mysteries, We Urge You To See 'Alibi For Murder'; Otherwise, We Suggest You Pass It Up!"

For Pete's sake, don't lose sleep worrying about all the people you'll lose through this gag. None of those who would come to see it anyhow will change their minds and chances are you'll catch lots who would ignore any ordinary mystery booking.

CRIME MAG TIE-UP
Anyone of a dozen well-known mystery or crime magazine publishers can be promoted for a lot of free copies of their last issue. In return, you give them a trailer on the screen and copy in your program telling your patrons that every adult and child attending the theatre during the run of "Alibi For Murder" will receive FREE a copy of the "So-And-So Mystery Magazine." Ask the publisher to send you display cards, etc., for advance showing in the lobby.

NEWSSTAND TIE-UPS
Every newsstand selling magazines should go for your suggestion that they display a

(Continued on page 6)
ALLIED DRIVE TO FORCE PRODUCERS OUT OF THEATRE BIZ STARTS SOON IN WASH. AND STATES; $100,000 FUND NEAR

In silence that bespeaks the seriousness and grim determination with which they are going about their job, national Allied leaders are laying the groundwork for a smashing campaign directed against the operation of theatres by film producers. Thus, they will be carrying out the mandate of the 1936 convention, held last June in Cleveland.

Within the next sixty days tangible evidence of their plans is expected to be made available to the trade, when the first of a series of similar bills designed to make illegal the operation or financing of theatres by producers will be introduced in a state legislature.

Minnesota First...

Minnesota, home of the militant Northwest unit of Allied, has been selected as the first state in which an attempt will be made to pass such legislation. Led by the redoubtable Al Steffes, sponsor of the convention resolution, this is one of the most closely knit units and is politically influential.

Abram F. Myers, general counsel of the national organization, is understood to be collaborating on the bill with a progressive state Congress man. With Steffes leading the campaign for votes, it is granted better than an even chance for enactment at the forthcoming session.

In National Congress...

On the national capital front Allied is planning to make its first thrust shortly after Congress reconvenes for the new term. This is expected to take the form of a broadside measure by Representative Wright Patman (D., Texas) to prohibit the participation by manufacturers or producers in the retailing of their own products. This will apply, of course, only to merchandise being shipped across state lines. It has been learned that Congressman Patman is drawing the measure in such manner that it will apply directly to motion pictures.

Chances Good...

Several factors play favorably upon the measure's chances in Congress. Both major political parties are campaigning on anti-monopoly planks and a law of this sort can certainly be construed as being opposed to domination of industries by powerful manufacturers. With most impartial observers of the opinion that the Roosevelt Administration will be returned to office in November, the prospect for favorable action on such legislation is heightened in view of other regulatory measures approved by the Democrats.

Patman's proposed bill to divorce distribution from production sources may be regarded as a logical corollary to the Robinson-Patman law, which prohibits price and discount discrimination by manufacturers in favor of chain store retailers. Victory for the latter measure indicates an anti-monopoly trend in Congress that is unlikely to be altered to any appreciable degree during the forthcoming session.

Dep't of Justice Support...

The independents' campaign against producer-operated chains will have the support, moral, if not active, of the Department of Justice. Evidence for this assumption was provided by Russell Hardy in his address to the Allied convention. At that time, the assistant Federal d.a. referred to similar laws adopted for the protection of independent retailers in other industries and expressed the opinion that such legislation relating to the film industry would be sustained as constitutional by the Supreme Court.

Well-founded reports have the Justice Department preparing to "gang up" on the major film companies on the broad monopoly issue and, if this is true, the attorney general may lend active aid to Allied in its fight for passage of the Patman bill.

$100,000 Fund...

At the convention, sponsors of the movement declared that a fund of $250,000 would be required to see the battle through, of which $100,000 was to be sought quickly to defray preliminary
expenses. While Allied leaders have been exceedingly reticent about the amount that has been subscribed so far, this reporter was reliably informed about two weeks ago that the initial goal has almost been reached.

With returning prosperity, independent exhibitors foresee renewed activity by the producers in the theatre field. Individual contributions of $500 and $1000 have come from prominent indies and the territorial units are coming through in a fashion that has surprised even some of the members of the so-called Defense Committee. They are confident that, with any material sign of victory in the early skirmishes, the additional funds they need for carrying the campaign into every state legislature will be forthcoming from exhibitors.

PHILLY DUALS CASE UP TUES.

Circuit Court Re-hearing . . .

Rehearing of the Perelman double feature case in Philadelphia is slated to be heard by the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals Tuesday.

Benjamin M. Golder will represent Perelman, while the major company defendant, with the exception of Paramount, will have Morris Wolf as their counsel.

WHOLESALE SUITS BY
CHICAGO INDIES VS. B & K
To Stop Extra Clearance . . .

Chicago.—Over 50 individual suits for injunctions was Allied's answer to the move by Balaban & Katz circuit to obtain seven days additional clearance for some of their houses. The independent exhibitor plaintiffs retained a law firm to prepare their petitions and the cases are expected to reach court within the next week.

The dispute, caused by B & K's demand for an extra seven days protection for their class "C" situations over the subsequent runs, has tied up the local selling of product. Virtually all Allied members have refused to sign any film contracts until the distributors alter their stand in granting the circuit this condition.

Duals, Too . . .

The fight against B & K here also concerns their insistence on bringing back dual billing to the territory. Independents generally are opposed to the move on the grounds that it will favor the chain and harm them.

Rumors have been heard that B & K may be willing to compromise with Allied and drop their double featuring plans in return for agreement on the added clearance, and vice versa. The indies, nevertheless, are serious in their action to force a court decision on the clearance issue. They claim that B & K is legally barred from increasing their protection without consent of a majority of their body.

KUYKENDALL IN AGAIN
Covers Everything . . .

Another confused, platitudinous and anti-independent exhibitor harangue in the form of a M.P.T.O.A. bulletin was emitted last week by Ed Kuykendall, president of the organization. The ro-
tund Mississippian covers almost every topic of immediate import to the trade and says little that can be construed as anything but pro-producer propaganda.

On dual bills, he remarks that the practice developed and spread because of the "free and unrestrained cut-rate competition by shoe-string exhibitors," and that it "veeped up through" the unfortunate first run (producer-controlled) theatres. As something of a remedy, Kuykendall recommends that exhibitors pay for and select the weaker pictures and play the stronger ones as single features. No condemnation here for the poor product being delivered by the studios. Oh, no!

Hits Allied Drive . . .

Referring to Allied's contemplated drive to split production and exhibition, he terms it a "reckless campaign, which shows an utter lack of any sense of responsibility on the part of those making such demands." In the face of contrary opinion from an outstanding member of the Department of Justice, Kuykendall also comments that the plan is of "dubious legality."

The burning issue of competition created by film stars on radio broadcasts receives his attention and brings forth a vague suggestion that some form of "regulation" be devised for controlling such broadcasts. While the M.P.T.O.A. chief isn't quite sure what he proposes to be done, it is likely that he has overheard the rumors that movie czar Will H. Hays is contemplating the appointment of a radio "overseer" to restrain the film players in their radio work. He may yet be credited with giving birth to the idea.

MUSICIANS MAY PICKET
Court Test . . .

New York's Musicians' Union, Local 802, A.F.L., was upheld last Friday in its right to picket Broadway movie houses in its campaign to restore "living actors and live music" to stages and pits. The decision was handed down by Magistrate McKinney, who ruled that the right of organized labor to picket was greater than property rights.

The musicians have been conducting their campaign for the past two weeks, with pickets impounding the public to shun the "palaces of greed" from which living musicians had been driven by "canned music." The union is planning to spread its activities to other cities where film producers control first run spots.

SHORTER FEATURES PROBLEM
Tough on Single Bill Spots . . .

Theatres in single feature territories are being faced with an acute problem brought on by a recent tendency among the majors to reduce the footage of their "program" pictures.

Previously, only the indies allowed the running time of features to fall below the 60 minute mark, but in the past few months a number of major releases are around 5000 feet, running around 55 minutes.

While this is satisfactory to dual bill locations, exhibitors in the Philadelphia-Washington area and other single bill territories are compelled to double feature or book an excessive number of shorts to fill out two-hour programs.
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HOLLYWOOD FLICKERS

By DAVID J. HANNA

Hollywood, September 30

Although scheduled for one of the chief supporting roles in "You Only Live Once" for Walter Wanger, Alice Brady's contract with that organization was bought this week by Manny Cohen, who intends to use the comedienne in "Mind Your Own Business" with Charlie Ruggles. It is expected Miss Brady will replace Mary Boland in this and other co-starring vehicles intended for the team.

Buddy Rogers has signed a one-year contract with Columbia with the Studio retaining options for further services from the former star. His first assignment will be "College Hero." Columbia has had unusual luck in reawakening interest in fading and faded stars, so perhaps the former America's Boyfriend will again be given the opportunity to come into his own.

Janet Gaynor will henceforth be used in only co-starring vehicles in which she will share billing with stars of equal performance such as her present 20th Century-Fox assignment, "Ladies in Love," with such marque names as Loretta Young, Constance Bennett and Simone Simon. An idea of a series of starring pictures for the actress is reported cold.

Edmund Goulding has bowed out as the producer of "Maytime" at M-G-M and is being replaced by Hunt Stromberg. The Nelson Eddy, Jeanette MacDonald opera is being halted for a week or two while certain scenes are rewritten.

Alison Skipworth and George Hassell will be teamed in the 20th Century-Fox production, "The White Hunter," in which Warner Baxter and June Lang are starring.

Eight-year-old Marilyn Knowlden, who was last seen in "Show Boat," has been signed by Sol Lesser to play the leading opposite the singing juvenile Bobby Breen in his next opera, "Rainbow on the River."

We're delighted to hear from New York that the Mary Astor trial has apparently not dimmed the actress' film career. It is reported that fans waited from 8:30 A. M. to get into the Rivoli Theatre there and that every metropolitan newspaper acclaimed her as giving one of the finest performances in the picture.

Kay Linaker is commuting from San Francisco for a featured role in "Crackup" at 20th Century-Fox. The popular young actress is currently playing one of the leading roles in "Parnell" at the Alcazar Theatre in the Key City and after the performance each night she flies down to work at the Studio.

Sally O'Neill, who has not been heard of in quite some time, has planned to New York to catch a boat for London, where she has been signed by British International for the title role in "Kathleen Mavourneen." She is expected to be in England for little over a month.

Irene Dunne, who is currently starring in "High, Wide and Handsome," will have the top spot in the fashion picture "Parade," which Harold Hurley will produce.

Tony Martin will replace Michael Whalen in the role of a crooner in "Banjo on My Knee" at 20th Century-Fox. Whalen will go to the lead opposite Claire Trevor in "Career Woman." Incidentally, Whalen has made such a hit with picture fans, receiving such an enormous amount of fan mail that the Studio is giving him a salary tilt on a straight term contract with no options.

The cast of the new version of the immortal "Penrod and Sam" seems set with Billy Mauch as Penrod, George Watson as Sam, and Frank Craven and Spring Byington in for the adult leads.

Tommy Breen, the eleven-year-old offspring of Joe Breen of the Hays office, looks set for the role of "Tom Sawyer" in the Selznick International production, "The Adventures of Tom Sawyer." The youngster is one of 15,000 tested for the role.

Columbia Moving Phila.
Exchange to New Building

Columbia is having plans drawn for a new exchange building in Phila. It will be located at 248 N. 13th St. and will be one of the most modern film buildings in the East with the air conditioning throughout.

Sol Edwards Named G-N
Eastern Sales Manager

Appointment of Sol Edwards to the post of Eastern Sales Manager of Grand National was announced last week by Carl M. Leserman.

Edwards was previously sales manager for Educational Pictures, and before that with United Artists and Universal.
he does, topping off his efforts with a sensational game of polo. And the girl is his.

Routine stuff, except for the polo game finale, which engenders a bit of excitement into a movie that otherwise depends entirely on Brown's gags. "Skeets" Gallagher, as Joe's valet, plays straight for him in better than usual manner. Fay Holden, fast establishing herself as one of the better character actresses, steals her scenes as a flighty relative. Direction is fair.

AD TIPS: Sell the polo angle and display plenty of stills of Joe mounted on ponies. Set up advance display of polo equipment in lobby and bill Brown as "Hollywood's Polo Champ." He wins the game while the others are dying laughing.

HANNA (Hollywood).

UNDERCOVER MAN

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

---

**WESTERN**

Action packed horse opera that follows usual pattern...

Rates: ● ● for action spots and Saturday matinees.

Republic

58 Minutes


Ted Adams . . . Frank Darien . . .

Horace Murphy

Directed by Albert Ray

On the front of the press sheet we read, "I'm cleaning up the country if I have to kill every bad man in the West!" And that is the tip off on this hard-riding, fast shooting, smoothly made western. Brown slides through his part with the greatest of ease and betta the tall, dark, wily villain, Adams, at every turn and trick. The formula situations are all in there happening in the same old way, but Darien, as a dancy old prospector, and Murphy, as a peg leg sheriff, offer comedy that isn't hard to take and as mental relaxation the opus will prove an hour of welcome relief. Stage coaches are held up with frequency, and Brown, as an "undercover man," finally exposes the deep dyed plot to force the stage express out of business. He also wins the gal, although, as usual, the romantic stuff is very incidental. Catchlines that should give you an idea are: "He's a G-man of the west . . . cracking down on a lawless country" . . . "C'mon JOHNNY MACK BROWN! Ride into robbers' roost . . . battle bullets with brawn . . . blast the killers out of their hide-out!" We have nothing further to add.

AD TIPS: Sell Brown. We understand he has quite a western following.

NONNIE.

**YELLOWSTONE**

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

MYSTERY . . . Weak stuff, made only mildly interesting by manner in which victims are murdered . . . Boasts some scenic beauty . . . Requires strong selling to mean anything . . . Rates: ● + on its own.

Universal

65 Minutes


Ralph Morgan . . Alan Hale . . .

Andy Devine . . . Monroe Owsley . . .

Raymond Hatton . . Michael Loring

Directed by Arthur Lubin

This has very little to offer mystery fans except a unique method of murder. For others, there are some striking scenic views. On the whole, "Yellowstone" is rather weak.

In spots it is downright boring and at no point does it achieve any degree of tension. Best results will be had by dawdling it with a comedy. On its own, it needs unusually strong selling to bring even fair grosses.

The plot centers around the efforts of a group of bandits to retrieve a fortune in loot buried in Yellowstone Park many years previously. One by one, victims are killed by the novel means of having them frozen to death by the natural ammonia gas that exists in certain caves. Park Ranger Henry Hunter, in love with the daughter of victim No. 1, finally pins the killings on Alan Hale.

Cast has little to work with and is only passable. Arthur Lubin's direction might have given the film more excitement, but is slow and not highlighted.

AD TIPS: See "Sleepers" campaign in FILM BULLETIN issue of September 23rd.

L.J.
FROM PHILLY
By Nonamaker

STUFF and SOME SENSE... 

Latest dope on the newly opened Rio Frankford above Norris St., has PHIL WILSON out as manager and GEORGE FISHMAN in as "lessee" or something. At any rate, CHARLIE STEIFEL is smiling again. It now develops that BARNEY COHEN can't take ribbing regarding his forthcoming sacred nuptials. The committee arranging his bachelor dinner apologizes to those who were afrightened by certain wordage on gag window cards put out AND PROMPTLY TORN UP! ... JIM McWILLIAMS, formerly at Horlacher's garage, now DAVE ROSEN's assistant at Clark Film Distributors. ... And LEONARD CAMP, one of WILLIE FRIEDMAN's projectionists at the Vine Street Screening Room has joined Clark's new outfit as night inspector. ... Vaudville and the orchestra are out at the Earle from Friday on. This S-W house will be open next Sunday for the first time since early Spring when they found the man on stage shows didn't make it their while to play the stuff pictures they usually run on the so-called holy day. Now with the entire show on their screen and M-G-M's "Devil Is A Sissy" the first stronger picture in that figure Sundays should be just as okeh as any other day. Top this for an amusement bus! Stanley, S-W Camden house, had "Anthony Adverse" on screen and BENNY MEROFF's unit plus Miss America on stage last Sunday ... OSCAR NEUFELD's Lu Lu's defeated HARRY WEINER's Ashburn team at golf again last Sunday. Score: 26½ to 21½. Oscar lost; but his team won ... MIKE LANDAU, from York, Pa., and former U manager here, visiting in town. ... TED ABER rejoining Paramount as salesman out West and it is reliably reported that he has just married ... Trans-Lux and Europa Theatres sign for exclusive first and second showing in Phila, respectively on new foreign news reel being released by his own company. ... It is also reported that the motion picture office in the old Amalgamated building on Ninth and Haverford (French) Street has moved. It is not known what company is behind the move. ... For an 8 week try we are going to release their own and let the Americans scrimmage for their own stuff. ... MORRIS CHIER, well-known motion picture man in the middle west, week end guest of AL DAVIS ... Northern Liberties Hospital drive for funds started. This deserves your support. ... The Earle stage show appeared at the Variety Club last Saturday night ... BOB LYNCH has again invited the entire street up to Nixon's and Haverford Theatre. ... JAY KENTER opens new National Premium Company ... WHITNEY MOLITCH now stops at the Sylvania when in town ... DONALD REED, Fox ad sales manager, in town for the week ... MURRAY BEIER busy again handling the fight films ... SID STANLEY busy making Fay's customers amateur conscious. ... Europa gets first run on G-B's "Passing of Third Floor Back" while the same outfit's "Seven Sinners" goes into the Stanton the end of this week. Perhaps that accounts for the broader than usual HERB GIVEN smile! ...

FROM BOSTON
By Bruce

JOE MATHIEU came down from Springfield, Vermont, the other day and hurried right back again. Stay a little longer next time, Joe. ... Independent Exhibitors is planning to have a permanent secretary. Just another service for its members whenever they visit the office. ... Loew's two theatres are going to show "The Great Ziegfeld" at a ten cent increase in price. The movie fans bosed the price increase when it was announced on the trailer. ... The exhibits seem to be pretty good golfers. Here's one who has taken the cake—I mean, the cup. L. A. IRWIN shot a 69 to win the New Hampshire State Golf Tournament. Mr. Irwin is due to come down from Pennacook to see what he can do with JOE COHEN, Pourzner's pride, and golf champ hereabouts. ... MRS. JOHN ANTHONY has left Hampton Beach behind and is now hard at work at the Modern Theatre in Manchester, N. H. ... MIKE BRUNO was seen sporting a new car. Watch out for those speed laws in Tilton! ... LOUIS ROSENSWEIG did some bookmg for his Victoria Theatre before hustling back to Chicopee. ... JIMMY ROCKF is back in Whitman with his blushing bride. How did the Falls look? ... SAMMY HAAS is looking for world series tickets—which brings to mind that, in 1915, Sammy won a popularity contest run by the Boston American. The prize was a trip to the world series all expenses paid ... The Boston Friars are going to frolic Columbus Day Eve. See you at the Mayfair ... Sh—sh. MAX FINN doesn't like publicity. ... The preview of GB's "East Meets West" drew so many exhibits that many of them had to sit in the aisles. Wasn't it worth it! ... Hope HARRY BLANCHETT and MAURICE SAFNER aren't sore! Have I got you right, now, boys? ... WILLIAM POWELL presided at a recent Western Massachusetts Theatres circuit meeting held in Springfield at the GOLDSSTEIN's. ... they have reopened the Broadway Theatre in Springfield to add to their chain. ... Mr. and Mrs. JOE BURKE were in town the past weekend and took in a preview at their old stamping grounds, the Twentieth-Century-Fox exchange. They have been in Atlantic City all summer. Joe is here on business—he is a travelling auditor for TCF you know. ... A new theatre is being built in Fall River—or is it only a rumor? ... JOHNNY SAVINA worked all night overhauling the Strand Theatre apparatus after that recent fire. An unsung hero! ... ABE MONTAGUE, Columbia gen. sales mgr., breezed into town for the weekend. ... PHIL FOX came up from the Columbia Albany office to say "hello."
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1224 Vine Street, Philadelphia
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President's Mystery, The

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

MYSTERY DRAMA . . . The Liberty Magazine yarn suggested by President Roosevelt makes engrossing entertainment . . . Lack of marquee names offset by great exploitation angles . . . Rates • • • generally with selling.

Republic
80 Minutes

Sidney Blackmer . . . Evelyn Brent . . .
Barnett Parker . . . Wade Boteler . . .
John Wray

Directed by Phil Rosen

A juicy exploitation morsel for showmen during the next few months, this semi-social mystery drama should click to well above average grosses everywhere. Originally conceived in outline by President Roosevelt, the story was written by six famous writers and appeared in Liberty Magazine. The fact that it contains certain politico-social beliefs harbored by the President is bound to stir unusual curiosity that should translate itself into good boxoffice returns. Surprising as it may seem, these theories are not merely implied, but subjugated to a melodramatic plot, but boldly stated and made an integral part of the main story.

Tiring of his smug social and financial security and the shallowness and insincerity of his wife and friends, a wealthy corporation lawyer cuts all ties with his past and wanders off for leisure. Through his attraction for a girl, he becomes interested in the destitution of a small town, where the canny henchman has closed down the monopolistic firm which formerly employed him as counsel. He orchesrizes the workers to operate the factory on a cooperative basis. Meanwhile, his wife has been accidentally killed and blame is laid at his door. Eventually he is found by the police. Through the aid of the factory workers he proves his innocence and returns to carry on the job he started and defeat the canny monopoly of his old firm.

Henry Wilcoxon is strong and convincing in the leading role of the lawyer. Betty Furness furnishes attractive romantic interest as the girl who wins Wilcoxon's attention to the poverty stricken town. Evelyn Brent is effective as the deceptive wife. Phil Rosen's direction is punchy, his handling of the factory workers mob scenes being particularly adroit.

AD TIPS: Sell it strongly as the personal story of President Roosevelt, as written by these six famous authors: Rupert Hughes, Samuel Hopkins Adams, Anthony Abbot, Rita Weiman, S. S. Van Dine and John Erskine. A heavy campaign on this will pay heavy dividends.

HANNA (Hollywood).

IN HIS STEPS

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . Tender, moving and dramatic story from world-famous novel . . . Fine performances by entire cast . . . Rates • • • generally; better if sold.

Grand National (B. F. Zeidman)
Minutes

Eric Linden . . . Cecilia Parker . . .
Henry Kolker . . . Charles Richman . . .
Harry Beresford . . . Roger Imhof . . .
Robert Warwick . . . Olive Tell

Directed by Karl Brown

Here is something off the beaten path of film adaptation. Adapted from Charles M. Sheldon's world-famous novel, "In His Steps" is a modern problem story told in a semi-spiritual tone. At the same time, it is a tender, appealing love story. Thus, it offers elements that make it suitable for all types of audiences and should respond with above average grosses generally. This picture has a ready-made audience awaiting it.

It is a simple story. A boy and a girl deeply in love encountering the obstacle of parental objections. Their elders so engrossed in their desire to make money that they refuse to understand the feelings of the younger people. The young couple, befriended by a gentle old man who follows in the steps of Christ, fight for their happiness, marry and find contentment in the simple duties of farm life. When their friend is threatened with jailing on their account, the boy surrenders. There follows a gripping court room scene, in which the youngsters, by the sincerity of their love and wholesome devotion to the real values in life, bring their elders to a greater understanding of true happiness.

Eric Linden and Cecilia Parker, both borrowed from M-G-M for the roles, are wholly sympathetic lovers. They will win the hearts of everyone. Considerable tension is developed in the climactic court room sequence. Incidental comedy is shrewdly spotted throughout the picture and it is always spontaneous and unaffected. The supporting cast is flawless and Karl Brown's direction maintains a steady, never-lagging pace.

AD TIPS: See "Sleepers" campaign in FILM BULLETIN issue of September 16th.

E. L.

POLO JOE

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY . . . Routine Joe E. Brown picture with familiar situations and gags . . . Polo game finale tops it off with fair punch . . . Rates • • • for Brown fans.

Warner Bros.
63 Minutes

Joe E. Brown . . . Carol Hughes . . .
Skeets Gallagher . . . George E. Stone . . .
Joseph King . . . Gordon Elliot . . .
Fay Holden

Directed by William McGann

An average Joe E. Brown vehicle. The plot and gags are typical of previous films featuring the wide-mouthed comic. It will satisfy those fans who favor his particular brand of humor, but has nothing original to offer those who studiously avoid his pictures.

This time the plot concerns itself with a girl's fondness for horses and polo and Joe's inability to stop sneezing every time he looks at a horse. Nor can he do anything but look silly on a polo field. But he loves the girl and his only chance to win her hand is to overcome these two deficiencies. This

(Continued on page 6)
THE METRO STALEMATE

Despite contrary propaganda from sales headquarters of Metro, there is good reason to believe that only a small percentage of their regular independent accounts, in the east, at least, have signed contracts for the 1936-37 product. A random check by FILM BULLETIN in several eastern territories reveals the interesting data that an average of less than two out of every ten independents have closed deals with this company to date.

Metro is resting its case on the secure confidence that eventually they will obtain their full demands for two reasons: (1) Their product in recent years has been the best on the market; (2) exhibitors are easily bluffed into believing that they are the lone holdouts and should therefore fall into line. The latter observation is based on much experience, distrust of his fellow exhibitor being one of the independent's most notorious failings. So it has been only occasionally, in a territory dominated by a strong exhibitor organization, that the members have been persuaded to hold their lines in a fight for some principle.

There is just an outside chance, however, that this stalemate on Metro's terms will be decided, not by propaganda, fear or greed on the part of the exhibitors, but by cold, glaring figures.

Our queries have disclosed the information that exhibitors desire Metro's product, despite some trepidation over the company's future prospects since Irving Thalberg's death. They want it, but their opposition is not only violent against the 40 percent pictures, but to the fact that the whole Metro setup is designed to so limit the exhibitor's chances to realize a profit that they don't care to risk it.

No more than one can reasonably expect a grocer to buy eggs that cost him 30 cents per dozen, including overhead and other costs, and sell those eggs for 30 cents, is it logical to assume that exhibitors will buy pictures, regardless of how good they may be, at a price that leaves him less than a fair return on his investment. That bald reality may defeat Metro.

It may be platitude to remark that theatres are operated principally to pay their owners a profit, but it seems that the M-G-M officials should be reminded of that fact.

MO WAX.
AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'

The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremen those pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these "Sleepers" with the view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible return. Follow these "Sleeper" campaigns for bigger grosses.

By Wolfe-Smith

It all happened like this: Fulton Oursler, editor of Liberty Magazine, began to discuss mystery stories with the President during a visit to the White House some months ago. Mr. Roosevelt, like many other chief executives before him, is a lover of detective fiction and their conversation led to an admission by the President that he had a fascinating plot outline in mind for a mystery story with a social angle.

Mr. Roosevelt put a question to Mr. Oursler: "Can a man who has achieved great wealth disappear completely in an attempt to get away from it all?" That, he said, was the basis of his plot, but he had not yet found the solution. The Liberty editor, sensing the vast publicity value of publishing a story conceived by the President of the United States, grasped his opportunity and implored Mr. Roosevelt to permit him to have six famous authors develop the story for publication in the magazine.

Oursler won consent and such literary lights as Rupert Hughes, Samuel Hopkins Adams, Anthony Abbott, Rita Weiman, S. S. Van Dine and John Erskine were promptly engaged to work out the plot. It was published in Liberty and sold a tremendous number of copies.

There you have it, guys. The lure of the President's name should bring them flocking to your doors as no other exploitation picture has done in months. It makes no difference whether they are Democrats or Republicans—the story isn't political—the important fact is that a chief executive of the nation conceived this yarn and, if that doesn't stir curiosity, then bring on the Dionne Quintuplets again!

But, don't overlook the fact that Republic has fashioned a helluva swell show that has practically every ingredient needed to make a picture universally popular. There's drama, mystery, action, romance and a social angle that is probably the most daring ever to be carried out in an American-made move. It's loaded with dynamite, the kind that will get people blowing off lots of steam about their different theories for correcting the world's ills.

In the way of cast names you've got Henry Wilcoxon, star of DeMille's "Crusades" and "Cleopatra." He plays the President's hero, a former corporation lawyer who helps a town full of unemployed men take over a closed factory and run it on a cooperative plan. And there are Betty Furness, borrowed from Metro; Sidney Blackmer and Evelyn Brent.

SELL THE PRESIDENT

But cast, story and all the trimmings should play a minor part in your exploitation campaign. Boy, you have the MOST IMPORTANT name in the United States to sell—and sell it! Regardless of which side of the political fence your patrons are on, they will be intensely interested in seeing a film based on a story conceived by F. D. R. And don't get the idea that the result of the election will in any way diminish interest in it.

Al Adams writes us suggesting that exhibitors avoid tying the picture up with any political party. While 'The President's Mystery' was conceived by Franklin D. Roosevelt, I do not want it labeled Democratic propaganda. While it is certain theatre managers will solicit local Democratic Committees' cooperation, I would appreciate it if you would drop the hint that it is best not to go after endorsements of any kind on this picture." That's a wise approach to a ticklish problem and we urge you to take Adams' tip.

AUTHORS AND STORY

In all your copy don't overlook the names of those six well-known writers. Each one has a following and might be considered something of a boxoffice draw individually.

The story, as we remarked before, is one of the most daring social problem plays ever attempted by an American movie company. Don't be afraid to use smash catchlines like this: "A NATION IN CONFLICT AND A PICTURE THAT POINTS A WAY OUT!"; "WHETHER UNEMPLOYED OR A MILLIONAIRE... THIS PICTURE HAS A MESSAGE FOR YOU!"

Theatres located in districts where laborers predominate should stress the social aspect of the story, its argument on behalf of the workingman. Labor unions can be lined up to urge their members to see the picture.

EXCELLENT PRESS SHEET

This is one time we aren't going to clutter up this space with what we like to think of

(Continued on page 7)
THE INDUSTRY'S NEWS
From An Editorial Viewpoint

DUALS CASE RE-ARGUED
Before Circuit Court . . .

The vital question of the major distributors' right to prohibit double
featuring of their pictures now rests with the Circuit Court
of Appeals, following reargument of the celebrated Perelman case
on Tuesday before Judges Buffington, Davis and Thompson. The
decision, which is expected to send the case into the Supreme
Court, regardless of which side it favors, will probably be handed
down before the first of the year.

In the brief filed by attorney Morris Wolf for the six major
film company defendants (Warners, Paramount, RKO, United
Artists, Fox and Metro), it is argued that the conspiracy charge
on which the plaintiffs' case is based was not proved. The testi-
mony of L. E. Chadwick to the effect that Louis B. Mayer, presi-
dent of the producers-distributors association, stated at an open
meeting that the film companies had evolved a plan to stop dual
billing is depreciated on the ground that Mayer's remarks were
made after all the defendants had already inserted the clauses
against double featuring in their film contracts.

Claim Restraint Disproved . . .

The defendants' brief points out that "not one of the provi-
sions (anti-dual clauses) attempts to interfere with double
featuring of pictures not distributed by the particular defendant
whose contract is involved." This is advanced as evidence tending
to disprove the plaintiffs' claim that the restriction against double
featuring is, in effect, a restraint of interstate trade. District
Judge Welsh, it is charged, "misunderstood this fact and suspected
that the provisions entirely prohibited the use of independent pic-
tures or at least prohibited all double featuring." Judge Welsh
handed down the original ruling.

Wolf also raises the question of "undue" restraint, citing the
U. S. Supreme Court's ruling that "reasonable" restraint is per-
missible under the Sherman and Clayton Acts. His petition implies
that if the effect of the anti-dual clauses was to limit trade, it
falls into the category of reasonable restraint.

The testimony of Ed Kuykendall, president of the M.P.T.O.A.,
is quoted as "the most impressive" evidence that exhibitors are
opposed to double features. (Kuykendall claimed on the stand that
he represented 4,800 independent exhibitors.)

Good Motive No Excuse . . .

The brief for the appellants makes the point that the alleged
good motive of the defendants does not furnish a defense for con-
sspiracy. Numerous cases are quoted to substantiate this.

On the issue of the admissibility of Chadwick's testimony
about Mayer, the petition claims that the M-G-M executive was
introduced as president of and spokesman for the M.P.P.I.A. to
the meeting at which he passed the damaging remarks about for-
bidding future double featuring. Officials of the other companies
were present and offered no objection to his statements.

Denial of conspiracy by the defendants themselves does not
preclude proof by other competent testimony. It is argued in the
Perelman's petition to uphold the lower court decision. Mayer's
statement and the admission wrong from Kuykendall that he had
attended a meeting of the heads of the defending companies at
which the subject was discussed and a virtual agreement reached
are presented as such "other competent testimony" pointing to a
conspiracy.

HAYS IDLE ON RADIO ISSUE

Menace Growing . . .

With more and more movie stars signing contracts to appear
on radio programs, Will H. Hays fails to find the situation menac-
ing enough for him to take some action in checking the spread of
this form of competition in theatres. After a purported "analysis"
of the effect of the practice on boxoffice receipts, H sondom's "cast"
receded into quiescence and inaction.

Exhibitors who several weeks ago were raising a loud howl
against the radio competition from movie-made stars have also
relapsed into silence, apparently struck by a feeling of hopeles-
ness if they can win no aid from the producers.

REVOLT AGAINST U. A.

Boycott . . .

Los Angeles.—Local independent exhibitors have set up a vir-
tual boycott against United Artists because of terms they claim
are unreasonable. Indications are that few exhibitors have signed
for the 1936-37 product so far and many have announced their
intention to pass it up unless U.A. submits a fair revision of their
terms.

Agitation in independent circles is also quite strong here
against Universal's percentage demands. Statements by James K.
Grainger, U's sales manager, to the effect that his company would
run its product in halls or churches if exhibitors did not meet their
terms has stirred strong resentment.

After threatening the Golden State indie circuit and selling
"My Man Godfrey" to subsequent run houses ahead of Golden
State ace spots, Grainger finally closed a deal with the circuit here
last week.
RUMBLINGS IN PHILLY

Around the U.M.P.T.O. . . .

The peace that was expected to settle upon exhibitor organization affairs in the Philadelphia territory following the merger of the I.E.P.A. and the M.P.T.O. will apparently be short-lived, if present indications do not lie.

A number of independents, already dissatisfied with the action of the new body, are talking about reviving the old indie outfit on a selective, strongly financed basis. The complete failure of the United M.P.T.O.'s first meeting to do anything about the vital film situation brought it a flood of adverse reaction and many exhibitors declared that they would not attend any other meetings. One member of the board of governors sent in his resignation this week and others have privately announced their intentions of doing so.

'CARDINAL PRINCIPLE' . . .

Meanwhile, the U.M.P.T.O. proclaimed as the "Cardinal Principle of its right for existence and usefulness, that it will employ every active resource at its disposal to defend and protect any member" in good standing from any unfair acts by fellow exhibitors or film companies, after its Grievance Committee decides the validity of any claim.

In greater detail, the organization secretary, George P. Aarons, outlines three principles they will fight for, to wit:

A. Any attempt by any film company to exact film rentals from a member in good standing, greater than called for by the national policy of such company.
B. Any move to increase unjustifiably the accepted clearance previously established for a member of this organization.
C. Any attempt by a film company against a member of this organization, to use the threat of selling away from such member if he be a regularly established account in good standing, in order to compel such member to accept any film rental or run determined by this organization to be unfair."

U ADDS 10 TO PRODUCT

Makes 52 Total . . .

Robert H. Cochrane, president of Universal, announced upon his return from the studio Monday that it had been decided to increase the product for the current season to 52 features, 10 more than were originally scheduled. The decision was reached after Cochrane held conferences with Charles R. Rogers, chief of production, and William Koenig, studio general manager.

Reason advanced for this sudden boost is the fact that the studio has turned out more pictures, 24, were produced during the past six months than during the previous year. A plentiful supply of operating capital was mentioned as one of the factors in enabling the studio to speed up its work.

G-B TO REMAIN BRITISH

20th Century Deal Cold . . .

Opinion that the deal by which 20th Century-Fox and M-G-M were to acquire control of Gaumont British will never be culminated successfully was expressed to this reporter this week by an important official of one of the companies involved.

"I have very good reason to believe that control of G-B will remain in strictly British hands, probably those of the Ostrer Bros. and John Maxwell's British International company," this gentleman stated. "Unless there is a complete and unexpected reversal of attitude by the Ostwers, the deal with 20th Century and Metro is absolutely cold."

MAY SPLIT WITH 20TH . . .

Informed circles consider it as possible that Gaumont British may sever its distribution association with 20th Century, regardless of whether the Maxwell interests buy into G-B or not. With relations strained as a result of the Ostwers alleged "backing out" of the proposed deal, it is felt that the British product may be made to suffer in this country if handled through the 20th Century exchanges.

Meanwhile, G-B officials in this country are faced with the problem of maintaining the morale of their sales force, which has undoubtedly been upset by the persistent rumors that the company would be taken over by the American firms.

INDE PRODUCT UP—JOHNSTON

Future Bright . . .

Speaking as one who has been closer to the development of independent product in recent years than any other individual in the industry, W. Ray Johnston, president of Monogram, stated last week that he foresees the indies creating a "wholesome rivalry" for the majors during the next few years.

"Independent production in the motion picture field has rarely enjoyed so favorable a position as the present market offers," Johnston declared. "I look forward to a decided increase in the number and cost of productions from this source within the next few years—an increase that will stimulate a wholesome rivalry, the effect of which will undoubtedly be to raise the standards of this type of product to new levels."

SEES ADVANTAGES . . .

The head of Monogram, who recently resigned his post as president of Republic Pictures, remarked that he is convinced that independent producers have certain advantages over the "more cumbersome and deliberate" major studios, but that these assets have never been fully exploited.

"Topics of current interest are logical sources of material and the small-scale producer is in a position to use them as the basis of his stories.

"Timeliness of theme in exploitable pictures give the independent a real source of profit and supply to the nation's screens subjects of vital, immediate interest," he concluded.

ADDENDA

Universal has signed John Boles to co-star with Irene Dunne in "Madame Curie."

Her contract expired upon completion of "Ladies in Love," Janet Gaynor may quit 20th-Fox, especially in view of their statement that she would only be co-starred in the future. She is threatening to sue the studio, claiming that the statement "injured my standing as an artist."
Conn. Group to Vote on Allied Membership

New Haven.—The Independent M.P.T.O. will vote Tuesday on a recommendation that they affiliate the unit with national Allied. The general opinion is that the majority in favor of the step will be overwhelming.

Educational Novelty Set

The first of Educational’s new novelty series, “Krazi-Inventions,” by Juliet Lowell, is ready for release. These shorts will give the public an insight on all sorts of queer inventions actually registered in the U. S. Patent Office. Miss Lowell introduced the “Dumb-belle Letters” series of novelty shorts.

U Signs Eilers

Universal has signed Sally Eilers to a term contract. Plans are to co-star her with her old partner James Dunn in a series of pictures.

G-N Ups “Hats Off” Budget

Grand National announces that it has increased the budget on Boris Petroff’s first musical, “Hats Off,” to allow for inclusion of several additional production numbers.

Jean Arthur to Star

Columbia has assigned the starring role in “Safari in Paradise” to Jean Arthur. George Brent has been signed to appear opposite her.

G-B Has 8 Under Way

Eight features are in various stages of production at the G-B studios. They are: “The Hidden Power,” Alfred Hitchcock production starring Sylvia Sidney; the next George Arliss vehicle; “The Great Barrier,” starring Richard Arlen; “Strangers On a Honeymoon,” with Constance Cummings and Hugh Sinclair; “Land Without Music,” based on an Oscar Strauss operetta; “King Solomon’s Mines,” with Roland Young, Paul Robeson and Cedric Hardwicke; the Raoul Walsh production featuring Wallace Ford and Anna Lee, and Kipling’s “Soldiers Three.”

HOLLYWOOD FLICKERS

By DAVID J. HANNA

Wednesday, October 7, 1936

Historical themes will replace the familiar plot of mail robberies and cattle rustling so prominent heretofore in Western pictures. At least that is the new policy adopted by E. B. Derr, head of Crescent Pictures. “Rebel lion,” starring Tom Keene, has just been completed and rushed into prepara tion for the Western Star are three historical action dramas. Star of Empire an original screenplay, a yarn concerning the admission of Nevada to the Union will be directed by the author, Howard Higgen. “Beyond Victory” will have John H. Auer at the directorial helm. The third of the trio will be “Drums of Destiny,” John T. Neville’s story of the events following the completion of the Louisiana purchase. Production will begin early next month.

Although Republic is prepared to pay a star $100,000 to play the leading role in their most ambitious production, “Two Years Before the Mast,” no major Studio will loan the Indie any of their top male draws. And while the Studio continues to deny reports that production will be held up for six months and insists the cameras will be rolling within five weeks, it’s more than likely they won’t have the desired name for three months at least.

We’ve tried to check the authenticity of this report, but no one seems willing to say “yes” or “no.” But anyhow, with the release of “Roméo and Juliet” and the indisputable success made by John Barrymore in the role of Mercutio, it is understood that Paramount has offered the youngest of the royal family fifty thousand dollars to play the title role in a proposed production of “Hamlet.”

Unable to get together either Paramount or United Artists, Cecil B DeMille is planning to form his own production unit. Bill Fine, his manager is in New York negotiating the deal. No method of release has been announced nor will any be definitely decided upon until De Mille has completed plans for at least two years’ production.

Francine Larrimore, who has been in Hollywood over a year without making a single picture, has been released from her Metro contract and will begin work immediately in B. P. Shulberg’s production of “A Man and a Woman.” She will play opposite Edward Arnold in the role originally scheduled for Gladys George. Also set in a substantial part is Aileen Pringle.

Bing Crosby will go Irish in his next opus for Paramount if the Studio succeeds in purchasing Frank Sculley’s new book “Irish Lover.” The story is based on the life of Chauncey Olcott and if deal goes through the crooning Bing will have a chance to sing Irish balado.

Rosa Ponselle is receiving such tempting bids from the picture Studios, it is quite probable her name will be absent from the Metropolitan roster this winter. The diva has a tentative agreement with Metro and Paramount is also displaying an extraordinary interest in the soprano.

Edward McNamara, long a steady, reliable New York actor, who occasionally jaunts to Hollywood for a picture, has been signed to a term contract by Grand National. His first assignment will be a featured spot in “Great Guy” the Jimmy Cagney starrer.

John Payne, who played a bit in “Dodsworth” and is currently in the Grand National musical “Hats Off” is in line for the role originally scheduled for Joel McCrea in Sam Goldwyn’s next production, “The Woman’s Touch” opposite Miriam Hopkins.

Bits... Carleton Scott Young, here for four years with “The Drunkard” has been handed a term contract by Republic. “Conflict” is the new title for Trem Carr’s production filmed as “The Showdown.” John Wayne plays top role. Invincible Pictures started on “Ellis Island” today with Donald Cook and Peggy Shannon handling leads. Casting difficulties is delaying “Parnell” at Metro.
and, once under way, maintains a high pitch of comedy, accelerating the pace to a riotous finish. Above average grosses should reward theatres offering this howl. Exploitation angles are unlimited.

The story tells of Erwin Trowbridge, meek-mannered suburbanite, whose only claim to fame is his ability to write verses for greeting cards. For amusement he picks the horse race winners while riding to work on the bus, but never plays them. One day, after loving nerve to ask his boss for a raise, he gets drunk and astounding three gamblers in the salon with his clairvoyance on the subject of the races. They kidnap him, lock him in their hotel room and start to clean up a fortune on his selections, while his wife and frantic employer search for him to turn out his Mother’s Day verses. When he refuses to bet on the horse on which they are placing all their winnings, the trio force him to place his share on the nag, despite his protestations that it will break his charm. It loses and for a while things look black for Erwin, but a surprise finish lets him out to return to his wife and job at double salary.

Frank McHugh, as Erwin, isn’t quite the fluttering Mr. Milquetoast required of the role, but he comes close. Joan Blondell is grand as a daffy chorus girl, sweetheart of Sam Levene. The latter, of the stage cast, delivers an aggressive performance as leader of the gambling trio. Allen Jenkins and Teddy Hart, also of the play cast, are the others. Guy Kibbee has a small role as Erwin’s boss. Mervyn LeRoy’s direction keeps the action moving fast throughout.

AD TIPS: Sell this as the laugh riot of the season. The stage play has been running for about a year and a half in N. Y. Place three stoners on a nag and send them around the streets. Get out racing programs, etc.

HANNA (Hollywood).

DEVL ON HORSEBACK

BOXOFFICE RATING

MUSICAL EXTRAVAGANZA...

All color production is pretty, but lacks plot strength...Will have to rely on strong selling to mean anything...

Rates ★★ at best.

Grand National

71 Minutes
Lili Damita...Fred Keating...
Del Campo...Jean Chatburn...
Tiffany Thayer
Directed by Crane Wilbur

This all-color film is pretty. As a matter of fact it looks like a million-dollar production—built around ten cents worth of story. The song numbers are pleasing; the cast, while having little marquee value, is pleasant and capable; artistically, it is a worthy effort, but "Devil On Horseback" seems destined to meet the same fate as "Dancing Pirate," another color film that lacked the ingredients of popular entertainment. Nice to look at for a leisure hour or so, but it just hasn’t got what it takes to bring them in.

The skender plot makes much ado about little. It concerns the kidnapping of an American movie actress and her party by a bad, bold Spanish bandit. As hostages at his hacienda, they all sing, dance, drink, love and have a grand time—that is, except the actress’ boyfriend, who puts himself blue in the face while his sweetie ogles the bandit. The trick government soldiers finally arrive and get the Americans back to their train and the bandit returns to the native girl who loves him always.

In this comic opera plot are woven several nice-to-hear songs, rhumba dancing, beautiful gals, romance and two nude bathing scenes. The cast is pleasant, without being outstanding. The color is easy on the eyes.

AD TIPS: Feature the color, the music and the romantic locale. The title suggests an obvious street byline—Satan on a horse.

RIDE, RANGER, RIDE

BOXOFFICE RATING

WESTERN WITH SONGS...

Below usual Autry standard...All stock elements are there but somehow doesn’t sell as well as usual...Rates ★★ for western spots.

Republic
60 Minutes
Gene Autry...Smiley Burnette...
Tennessee Ramblers...Kay Hughes...
Monte Blue
Directed by Joseph Kane

Besides elemental romance, good old cowboy ballads, hard riding and hard shooting, this hoss opery has Injuns which get into a three-cornered battle with the U. S. Cavalry, the wagon train bearing homesteaders and Autry and his Texas Rangers. Monte Blue is the deep dyed villain (bishops) who paints his face and stirs up the redskins.

Toss this all together with a riding ranger song and a day of cowboy songs and ballads at the opening of old Fort Adobe and you have "Ride, Ranger, Ride."

It’s okeh for the Autry and western fans.

AD TIPS: Sell Autry and tell ‘em this time he’s mixed up with injuns for a change.

NONNIE.

Bank Nite Invading Phila. Area Strongly

Bank Nite, long one of the leading b.o. stimulators in other territories, has just started to make headway in the Phila. area, where officials of the company claim over 80 newly written accounts.
FROM PHILLY
By Nonomaker

North Philly exhibs are squawking plenty about the flood of free passes they claim are being distributed by BOB LYNCH'S Nixon-Grand. To hit back for a fancied wrong, someone on Vine Street started a vicious rumor to the effect that a local theatre manager forged some checks and then knocked his boss cold when fired. It was all bunk and played a square guy a dirty trick, losing him his chance to land a good job at the time. Scullions for the rumor-monger!

... BEN SHINDLER'S Star and Paxtang, Harrisburg, will both open shortly; the Star about October 22nd and the Paxtang about November 1st.

... MRS. H. FINCH operating Fulton, Lancaster, as administrrix for late husband's estate.

... Bank Nite is going strong at the Academy, Lebanon. New house is being advertised for 1100 S. Broad Street by group of Italians. And further up Broad, near Mifflin, the Felts have started to demolish the properties on their site, while Warner's have reprinted their sign announcing another theatre a few doors away. The Shrine using the Met for stage show next week... "Uncle Charlie" proudly reports that daughter Marcia DUTKIN made the Major Bowes' Amateur Hour last week. LARRY DAILY burned his eye while grabbing for the WRONG eye wash... JOSEPH K. GLASNER doing nicely at the Grand in South Philly. Ambassador Theatre in West Philly being reopened by Wm. J. Greenfield the end of this week. HARRY PERELMAN on the street smiling and confident after Circuit Court of Appeals hearing on his double feature case. IZ BAROWSKY has new letter sign at his Rex. Locust Street Theatre now reported going legit with the night club idea evidently out... BLEND LEOPOLD STOROWSKI has his eye on the Mastbaum. Thinks it would make a far better "temple of music" than the ancient Academy of Music. With most houses readily complying with drastic orders laid down by fire marshall several months ago, little of their threat to close down the "traps" remains and the local houses can take bows as being safer than ever before...

... DAVE BARRIST still looks lovely in riding breeches.

... MIKE LEVINSON and HARRY LA VINE "ironing things out" at the Camac Baths. MELVIN KOFF is readying a suit vs. Warner Bros. thru attorney MORRIS WEXLER. Charges W-B deliberately tying up all product and pushing back his run at the Darby to squeeze him.

... DAVE SHAPIRO has sent in his resignation as member of the U.M.P.T.O. Board, we hear... ARTHUR LEE, G-B boss, visited this burg Wednesday to confer with HERB GIVEN. The local musicians union will be picketing the first run houses soon. It's part of the campaign started by the N. Y. fiddlers and tooters to bring "live music" back to the ace movie spots...

... Inde members of the new U.M.P.T.O. are sore about LEW PIZOR continuing his connection with the M.P.T.O.A. Say they suspect Pizor will try to swing the U.M.P.T.O. over to Kuykendall's outfit. Personally, we doubt it.

FROM BOSTON
By Bruce

VIC MORRIS gets the early birds at the Orpheum. The first showing of the "Great Ziegfield" begins at 8 A.M. The Li. A. Vernon Macauley Post of the American Legion, known as the Theatrical Post, held a meeting last Monday to elect officers.

HARRY WORDEN is quite ill. Harry is anxious to continue selling for M-G-M in New Hampshire.

A. L. GOLDSMITH has relinquished his Strand Theatre in Orono, Maine, to the M. & P. circuit. Stetson Hall was reopened on September 28th in Randolph. "Anthony Adverse" is finally coming to town. LEE BLUMBERG is the advance guard sent by Warner Brothers. "Anthony Adverse" opens at both the Paramount and Fenway on October 8th.

TIM O'TOOLE is taking the high road—to Newton Highlands... JOE WOLF and KATHERINE HORIZHONE both celebrated their birthdays on October 3rd. And both work for Columbia.

... JOSEPHINE NOLAN has spunk. A bad cold couldn't keep her from the office...

... BRAD ANGER has deserted the pulps...

... PAUL G. KIRK, Commissioner of Public Safety, is expected to render a decision on the use of 1000 foot reels soon... HARRY SEGAL, manager for Grand National, was all smiles as the keg of champagne exploded the first release, "In His Steps," at a special preview at the Uptown Theatre. The picture is tops... The Connecticut M.P.T.O., at a recent meeting in New Haven, set October 13th as the date for voting on affiliation with Allied. The exhibs seem to be in favor of joining the national unit...

... ABE SPITZ is in a Providence hospital for the second time with eye trouble... Cold weather has no effect for the Weymouth Drive-In Theatre. It is remaining open until November 1st.

... H. C. HAWLEY is sick abed in Jeffersonville, Vt. Mr. and Mrs. GEORGE ROBERTS came down from Vergennes, Vt., for a rare visit to Boston. "Maid of Salem" will have its world premiere in Boston the latter part of November.

' SLEEPERS' (Continued from page 2)

as original stunts. Instead, we're passing a tip on to you... GO THROUGH THE PRESS SHEET THOROUGHLY!

Al Adams and his boys have given you one of the niftiest campaign and copy layouts we've seen in a blue moon. You'll find Exploitation Ideas, Newspaper Promotions, Local Promotions, classy and punchy Ad Layouts, Press Publicity and Feature Stories. All of this material is simply and attractively arranged, easy to grab. Dig into the press sheet and pull out the stuff that will bring a flock of drool to your box-office during the run of "President's Mystery."

So, with practically no work required from us, you have a grand show and the campaign with which to put it over. Get going on this one. It's a lulu!

S Short S U B J E C T S
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The Big Broadcast of 1937

BOXOFFICE RATING

MUSICAL COMEDY . . . Top notch entertainment, loaded with laughs, songs and names. Ace cast plus entertainment value should make for fat grosses. Rates • • • •.

Paramount
94 Minutes
Jack Benny . . . George Burns and Gracie Allen
Bob Burns . . . Martha Raye . .
Shirley Ross . . . Ray Milland . .
Frank Forest . . . Benny Fields . .
Sam Hearn . . . Stan Kavanaugh . .
Virginia Weidler . . . David Holt . .
Billy Lee . . . Irving Bacon
Directed by Mitchell Leisen

Paramount has turned out another of their super-name musicals with this latest of the Broadcast series. Using a cast of well-known radio favorites balanced by a few of their contract players, with the help of a sumptuous production, the film emerges as a tuneful, fast-moving musical, knit together by a small thread of a plot, which is never allowed to stand in the way of a comedy sequence or a musical interlude.

The slight story concerns Shirley Ross, the small town gal, who, via the local air waves, has burned up the executives and officials of a big network by poking fun at their top attraction, Frank Forest. So much so that in a last desperate attempt to quiet the determined young lady, they bring her to the city with a faint promise to put her on the big station. The last arrivals and from Jack Benny, the station owner, down the line, her manager and even Forest fall for her. It's only a short time before she's first lady of Radio Row and the stellar attraction of the network.

Benny makes his every dry, bored word good for a laugh. Ross is a looker and knows how to sing. To Burns and Allen go the comedy honors. Martha Raye makes a brief appearance as Benny's fresh secretary and, while the minuteness of the part may displease her fans, she makes every moment count. Bob Burns is also in for a spot with his Bazooka. The surprise of the picture is Leopold Stokowski. Playing his own arrangements of parts from two Bach symphonies, he makes an effective, arresting appearance. The famous hands of the conductor are shown to advantage with the aid of camera and lights. His appearance in such a riotous film has been delicately and well handled by Mitchell Leisen, the director, who has presented a smooth, engaging job. Ralph Grainger and Leo Robin provided the musical numbers, some of which look like hits. Raye does one called "Vote for Mr. Rhythm" that was a wow.

AD TIPS: Sell the name on this one . . . bigger and better than last year's Big Broadcast . . . there's something in here to please everyone.

HANNA (Hollywood).

PRISON SHADOWS

BOXOFFICE RATING

ACTION MELODRAMA . . . Above average indie production carries strong punch in prize-ring mystery . . . Acting, direction above par . . . Rates • • + for action and rural spots.

Parish
67 Minutes
Eddie Nugent . . . Lucille Lund . .
Joan Barclay . . . Sid Saylor . .
Monte Blue . . . George Miller
Directed by Bob Hill

This cleverly made indie is full of action and has an intelligent plot neatly worked out. Performances of the nameless cast are better than what is usually found in this type of meller. Direction keeps things moving along at rapid pace in two-fisted yarn involving crooked promoters, a young pug out of jail and two gals. Stock fight footage is smartly spliced in to blend with the staged battles and they carry real sock. This shouldn't have any trouble in the action and rural locations, especially as the exploitation angles are used to advantage.

Nugent, serving a term for supposedly "killing" a pug in the ring, is paroled. Saylor, his cellmate, is also sprung and becomes Eddie's trainer. Barclay is the gal in love with Nugent, but he falls for Lucille Lund, a three-time victim in with Monte Blue on the "sure-thing" fight racket. Nugent is framed for a second "killing," but manages to solve the mystery of the slow-acting poison used by the framers and clear his name of the old charge against it.

Corkery, famous pum of "Barretts," is in for heart throbs and assists in solving the mystery by his giving his life. It's a creditable production throughout.

AD TIPS: The title is a tip to work on where prison-slaughter stuff clicks. Sell the mystery angle. Spot Monte Blue's name high in the cast. Aroused interest in the query: Are prize fights on the level? Plant stories on ways to fix fights.

THREE MEN ON A HORSE

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY . . . Follows great stage hit in detail . . . McHugh just satisfactory in role of verse scribbler who picked winning horses . . . Rates • • +.

Warner Bros.
105 Minutes
Frank McHugh . . . Joel Blondell . .
Guy Kibbee . . . Carol Hughes . .
Allen Jenkins . . . Sam Levene . .
Teddy Hart . . . Edgar Kennedy
Directed by Mervyn LeRoy

Following the tremendously popular stage hit in detail, this Warner film version of "Three Men On a Horse" is a lot of fun. That is does not match the original is true, but a movie can be much less comic than that and still provide more than a fair share of mirth. It loses no time in getting started.
G-B IS SAVED!

Independent exhibitors in this country have cause for rejoicing for the manner in which developments in the Gaumont British negotiations have turned out. Absorption of this company by 20th Century and Metro constituted a real threat to independents, inasmuch as it would have resulted in further shrinkage of an already constricted supply of good films.

Within the past two years G-B has grown rapidly in value to American theatres. The product has been steadily improved for this market and exhibitors were beginning to realize a profit on their faith in the company. The dozen or more features released here each year relieved many theatres in tight competitive situations and granted a respite to numerous exhibitors who sought to hold out against the excessive demands of some of the majors.

Had the two American companies been successful in their efforts to acquire G-B, its features would have been absorbed into their regular programs and block-sold as parts of their products—undoubtedly at terms far in excess of what would be asked for them by an independent G-B.

Arthur Lee and the other G-B officials in this country has experienced a trying few months, since the negotiations broke on the trade, in striving to hold together an organization that seemed to be awaiting its death. That they have gone resolutely forward on their jobs is a credit to their personal integrity, which, it is to be hoped, will be fully recognized by those who take over the reins of operation in London.

Assuming that the deal with the John Maxwell interests will soon be consummated, it is of interest to consider the qualifications of the new operators. Maxwell is regarded as an intelligent, progressive film and theatre man. He rose to prominence in the industry the long, hard way, starting as an exhibitor. His knowledge of the business is thorough and his aptitude for doing things in big, bold strokes is certainly evidenced by this deal.

Eventually, it is likely that G-B will be consolidated with Maxwell's Associated British Pictures, assuring the American market of a greatly enhanced English-made product. Indeed, the new G-B developments may be considered most favorable to independents in this country.

MO WAX.
When Slick Rawley, the scar-faced killer, was making his getaway from the police and dodged into the medical building where the famous Dr. Schuyler was expounding a startling new theory he plunged himself into one of the most amazing experiments in scientific history. From this ugly, brutal homicidal gangster, Dr. Schuyler fashioned a handsome, intelligent young man, who, in a few years, becomes an eminent surgeon in his own right.

On this fascinating premise has been built one of the most engrossing pseudo-scientific films of the season. It is inevitable that Slick’s old cronies, the hard-boiled, jealous sweetheart of his gangster days, his faithful pl should recognize him and create a situation that is fraught with tension, excitement and high-pitched drama. Here is a man reborn, given the choice of living a life in mock respectability or facing the crushing exposure of his past career.

Listen, egg, whoever you are, we may try occasionally to hyp you up on stinkers that have a selling angle and nothing else—that’s true. But in “The Man Who Lived Twice” you’re being handed one of the sweetest pieces of exploitation merchandise in a blue moon—and a damn swell show in the bargain!

If you have any regard at all for our word, set yourself for extended playing time on this and GO TO TOWN. The show is the kind that will get off to a lineup start on the strength of your ballyhoo and will build on its own thereafter.

Now, let’s let down our hair, girls, and see what’s in this thing. . . . You are going to sell this release just as Hy Daab tells you to, by mentioning in all copy that it is “THE STRANGEST DRAMA SINCE DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE!”

The questions are: Is this guy the gangster Slick Rawley or the prominent Dr. James Blake? Is he killer or genius? . . . Can a man be reborn? . . . Did the surgeon’s scalpel wipe out Public Enemy No. 1 or does the killer still lurk behind this eminent doctor’s mask? . . . Can science transform a notorious killer into a respectable doctor? . . .

Put these questions to your people. They are bound to be fascinated, because these are plausible problems that stir the imagination.

OPERATING TABLE

You’re going to the local hospital to beg, borrow or rent—if you must—an operating table and surgical tools for display in your lobby. You’re going to promise the hospital all the cooperation they need next time they conduct a drive for funds. Or, perhaps, a special showing of the picture for the entire staff, or passes for everyone; but, whatever you must do to land them—get that stuff!

Rig it all up across one side of the lobby. Dress it up with empty drug bottles, tubes, etc. Have blowup made of one of those stills of Bellamy in the gruesome scar-face makeup and one of his natural appearance. Place them side by side, with panel cards explaining the scientific "miracle" that transformed this mug into a genius. Garnish the display with stills.

LIE DETECTOR

The problem of finding out if Dr. Blake is really Slick Rawley immediately suggests the use of a lie detector for lobby display. Have you any drag with the police department or a politician who can get you one of these apparatuses? If not, have your sign shop get a look at one and have a dummy model constructed out of compo. Set it up with copy reading: "Was Dr. Blake lying when he denied that he was really gangster Slick Rawley? Only the lie detector could tell. WHAT WAS ITS ANSWER? ? ?"

A finger printing apparatus, easier to rig up, can serve the same purpose.

STREET BALLY

Now, here’s one that may sound tough, but it isn’t and it’ll pay you the heaviest dividends of all these stunts:

Get temporary use of an empty store with window space on one of the busy streets. Rig up the front with signs reading: "CAN A CRIMINAL KILLER BE TRANSFORMED INTO A NORMAL MAN BY SCIENCE? Step Inside to Hear the Explanation of One of the Most Amazing Feats of Modern Science. Absolutely NO CHARGE OR COLLECTIONS. IT'S FREE!"

(Continued on page 6)
THE INDUSTRY'S NEWS
From An Editorial Viewpoint

PICKETS IN PHILLY

Musicians and Billposters . . .

The expected picketing of Warner Brothers' first run theatres in Philadelphia by the Musicians' Union and the unexpected picketing by the Billposters' Local got under way this evening (Wed.) with the Fox and Earle, former stage policy spots, first affected. Two representatives from each union are on constant duty in front of each of the two theatres.

According to the musicians' local, the campaign will be extended to include all of Warner Brothers' first run houses. Last Friday evening Warners' were given a taste of the union's solidarity in the refusal of Leopold Stokowski, famed conductor, to appear at the Stanley Theatre in connection with the opening of "The Big Broadcast of 1937," in which he is featured, after being advertised for a guest appearance.

The move of the billposters, who have been trying hard to compel all local houses to use union men for posting and window card distribution, in joining the picket line came as a complete surprise. They have posted one-sheets throughout the city proclaiming WB "unfair" to the union.

G-B BRITISH DEAL SET

Lost to American Companies . . .

As reported in last week's FILM BULLETIN, Gaumont-British will definitely remain in British hands—those of John Maxwell's Associated British Pictures. Thus, this strongest of English film companies has been snatched from the eager hands of 20th Century-Fox and M-G-M, who had regarded it as their property just a few weeks ago.

The deal has not yet been consummated, Maxwell having, so far, purchased only the "B" non-voting shares of G-B stock formerly owned by the Ostrer Bros. Control lies with the "A" voting stock, of which the Osters hold 31 percent and 20th Century-Fox 49 percent. A legal hitch will have to be overcome, inasmuch as the Oster-20th Century arrangement provides that the former cannot dispose of their stock without consent of the American company.

Britons Want It . . .

Sidney Kent is now in London and reports from there indicate that he is considering an offer from Maxwell to purchase the 49 percent interest held by 20th Century. Unable to obtain control of Gaumont-British, it is not unlikely that Kent's company decide to withdraw altogether. This, as was also reported in last week's issue of this paper, would bring about a termination of the present distribution deal between G-B and 20th and necessitate the setting up of exchanges by the English company in this country.

Regardless of what shape the developments ultimately take, it is regarded as certain that control of Gaumont-British will not leave England. British officials and the public from the first mention of negotiations were opposed to the suggestion that it fall into American hands. It is the biggest theatrical enterprise in the British Empire, operating the best film studios and theatres, and holding diverse interests in television, radio, hotels and restaurants.

Maxwell Statement . . .

On Monday Maxwell issued a bristling statement in which he declared his purpose in making the deal was a desire to prevent the passing of control of a large block of the British film and theatre industry into foreign hands.

"If that had happened, other large American companies, to preserve their interests, would have endeavored to make similar arrangements," he said.

"Such a situation would have been intolerable in any country and in my view a humiliation a great nation such as ours would have been compelled to stop, if necessary by governmental and legislative measures.

"I have no fear of the threats from America of our transaction being stopped by legal proceedings," Maxwell asserted.

MYERS TO ADDRESS PA. GROUP

Convention October 19-20 . . .

The drive to solicit support for Allied's campaign against producer-owned theatre chains will be carried into the Western Pennsylvania territory by Abram F. Myers, general counsel for Allied, who will address the M.P.T.O. of W. Pa. during their convention in Pittsburgh on Oct. 20.

The annual get-together convenes on the 19th and a crowded program of activities has been arranged by Secretary Fred Her- rington. Among the speakers will be Edward Golden, general manager of Chesterfield-Invincible, who will discuss Allied's tie-up with his companies.

A large number of theatre owners from Penns., Ohio, and West Va. are expected to attend, as are several important Allied leaders from other territories.
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'CONCESSIONS' COMING

Long Delayed...

The oft-promised, long-delayed trade practice concessions promised by the M.P.T.O.A. are on the verge of becoming a reality, it is reported by Ed Kuykendall, president of the organization. That is, about four of the original ten points are expected to be granted by most of the major distributors.

Exhibitors are far from excited about the proposed concessions, because they will offer little relief. In exchange for the promised elimination of the score charge, they say, the majors have hiked up film rentals this season by several times that amount. The unrestricted ten percent cancellation privilege will affect only a limited number of theatres, and these not to any substantial extent. The so-called short form contract will mean nothing, in effect, they are sure.

Fear Conciliation Boards...

Independent exhibitors, generally, regard the Kuykendall-producers' plan as directed toward one main objective—the establishment of local conciliation boards. They fear that the scheme is to have these unofficial courts "packed" with producers' representatives, affiliated theatre members and M.P.T.O.A. minions, precluding the possibility of impartial arbitration of disputes.

Guarantee of complete equality for independents with all producer affiliates and subordinates would go a long way toward winning independent support for the conciliation plan, but it is unlikely that the theatre-operating majors will agree to this under any circumstances. They still like to have the industry pretend that their theatre groups are separate units, free to vote against the mother companies if they so desire.

CHICAGO BACK TO DUALS

Start This Week...

Chicago.—In the very face of Warner Bros. recent poll showing the unpopularity of double features, the Balaban & Katz circuit, affiliated with Paramount, is reestablishing duals this week as the regular policy of its theatres. This breaks a four-year agreement to run only single features between the chain and independent exhibitors.

Four B & K first run spots go dual this weekend, the opening combinations consisting of "Girl's Dormitory" and "The Texas Rangers," and "My Man Godfrey" and "Charlie Chan At the Racetrack."

Independent Allied members here tried hard to dissuade the affiliated circuit from throwing open the territory to twin bills again but B & K officials had reached their decision months ago and would not listen.

BETTE 'NAUGHTY' SAY W. B.

Fight to Hold Her...

London, Oct. 14.—Bette Davis was today described as "a rather naughty young lady who wants more money" in an English law court, where her right to leave Warner Bros. and appear in pictures for a British film company is being contested. The comment about the actress was made by Sir Patrick Hastings, counsel for the American studio.

In refutation, Miss Davis' counsel argued that her contract with Warners was a "form of slavery." It prohibited her from having a baby or divorcing her husband before three years expired and required her to attend political dinners.

Sir Patrick jocularly countered with the remark that this all had "a silver lining, because the 'slave' was, to say the least, well remunerated."

Bette walked out of the Warner studio several months ago, charging the studio with working her too hard and not giving her proper vehicles.

ELECTION, PICS HITS GROSSES

Radio...

Exchanges are hearing plenty of complaints about falling business during the past three weeks. Opinion is general that intense interest in the Presidential campaign has hit grosses, people staying at home to listen to radio and read newspapers. The greatest single factor is President Roosevelt's magnetic radio personality, his audience reaching into high millions for every broadcast.

Second important factor is failure of filmcoms, with single exception of 20th Century, to have any first class product ready for subsequent runs. Paramount has had plenty of releases, but mostly weak ones. Metro's few aren't out of first run spots yet. Columbia has come through with one fair bet, "Craig's Wife."

SMITH, LEONARD TO U. A.

Strength...

United Artists made two important acquisitions of manpower last week. Andy Smith, former Eastern sales manager for Warner Bros., was named general sales manager by George J. Schaefer. Smith resigned his W.B. post two months ago and had been rumored as entering the theatre business.

Monroe Greenthal, head of the ad and publicity department of U.A., announced the appointment of Charles Leonard as head of exploitation. Leonard recently quit as director of Universal's advertising department.

ADDENDA

Bickford Leaves G-N...

Charles Bickford, who was slated to produce four pictures starring himself for Grand National release, has withdrawn from the arrangement, following demand of the company that he work with another director.

W. Ray Johnston, president of Monogram, is quietly building up the distribution setup under which the company will operate next season. It is reported that a number of prominent independent exchanges have already been lined up.

Edgar Rice Burroughs issued a statement last week denying that the sale of a number of his stories to Sol Lesser should in any way be construed to mean that he was dropping his interest in Burroughs-Tarzan Pictures. "I will continue my present association with and act as story consultant for Burroughs-Tarzan Pictures," the noted author stated.
HOLLYWOOD FLICKERS
By DAVID J. HANNA

Hollywood, October 14

“Sol Lesser has captured Tarzan,” came the report from Lesser's publicity crew early this week. Stating further they announced the producer had secured first option on all the Burroughs' books, had arranged a release through 20th Century-Fox and was now negotiating with M-G-M for the services of Johnny Weismuller for an annual Tarzan opus. The following day an emphatic denial issued forth from the Burroughs office. A contract had been signed, they admitted, but by no means giving Lesser exclusive rights to Burrough's services as an author, but that only certain of his books were to be used for screen material. And thus, garnering valuable newspaper space for themselves, the two producers have carried on their daily series of denials and announcements. Even today on the telephone each studio continued to declaim the contentions of the other.

Also intimated from the Lesser office was the discontinuance of Burroughs Tarzan Pictures. On the heels of which came the report of the signing of the radio warbler Donald Novis by that company to a two year contract calling for four pictures annually, marking the initial move of the Studio to produce first run, Grade A attractions in an enlarged plan of operation. First in the Novis series is entitled “Just Another Night” and will start before the cameras within sixty days without any definite budget of cost.

Phil Regan returned to Hollywood early this week. He will continue his activities on the Coast and will also resume his contract assignments at Republic. Ready for production is “Happy Go Lucky” with Regan holding down the top spot and Evelyn Venable in the female lead.

The Walter Winchell-Ben Bernie feud seems set for a climax. Heretofore confined to newspapers and radios, the lads will have an opportunity to say everything they want to face to face in the Eddie Cantor picture for 20th Century-Fox. The pair were set this week for featured spots in the production now working under the title, “Wake Up and Live.”

Lenore Ulric planed into Hollywood the other day following a mysterious disappearance and a ten-day frantic search. The legit actress had been emoting out Culver City way in Garbo’s “Camille” and M-G-M was forced to hold up production and shoot around the star until she was located in New York. No ill feeling is reported, but on the contrary a new contract is awaiting the Ulric signature.

Janet Gaynor, who left Fox-20th Century after a career-long association with the Studio, moved over to the Selznick-International lot set for the lead opposite Fredric March in “A Star Is Born.” The picture will be made in technicolor with William Wellman directing.

Picture audiences will soon be deluged with the tuneful melodies of the Gershwins, George and Ira. The pair, currently doing the numbers for Fred Astaire’s musical at Radio, have been signed by Sam Goldwyn for the music and lyrics for the “Goldwyn Follies.” At M-G-M, they have a commitment to work on a musical with Moss Hart.

Casting, with the exception of the female lead, has been completed on James Cagney's first for Grand National. Production is expected to start on the fifteenth.

Republic’s All Color Picture has finally been given a title. With Heather Angel and Robert Livingston heading cast, the film will be released November 25 as “The Beloved Rogue.”

C. C. Burr has returned to Hollywood after a two months' sojourn over the country, arranging his releasing schedule for his series of six outdoor westerns starring George Eldridge. Also on producer’s schedule are six detective yarns with star still to be set.

Joseph Calleia will rate top billing in his next Metro assignment, “Man of the People.” A new type of role for the sleek Italian has been announced as a so-called sympathetic heavy.

Columbia, we understand, will be responsible for two legit shows on Broadway this current season. First will be “Small Town American” starring Ernest Truex and a musical titled “Fiddle-Ticks.”
brother, the ill-fated Duncan Renaldo, is being falsely held in prison, President Zachary Taylor dispatches Keene to investigate the situation. Unable to make terms with the Americans, he gathers the weary, oppressed Spanish around him and proceeds to fight. Rita is kidnapped and, after some flashy trick riding and gunplay, she is rescued for the happy ending, with Keene named the first governor of California.

AD TIPS: Go after this as something more than the usual western. Sell historical angle in school heralds.

ANNA (Hollywood).

I COVER CHINATOWN

BOXOFFICE RATING

MELODRAMA . . . Action and title should draw them in as nubile and rural spots, but it’s elemental stuff. Rates •• - where such things can be used; can do better if sold.

Banner Production
64 Minutes
Norman Foster . . . Elaine Sheppard . . .
Vince Barnett . . . Polly Ann Young . . .
Eddie Gribbin
Directed by Norman Foster

Fair enough quirkie that lends itself to sensational exploitation and that will draw them on title and suggestion of revelations about the always fascinating San Francisco Chinatown. It will, however, only impress the more naive fans, since it is meller pure and simple all the way. If exploited, it may pull average biz in proper spots.

Von Eltz is the big time crook using a jewelry store in the heart of Chinatown for a front. The joint is full of secret panels, hidden passageways and what not. His wife is fed up with him and, when she threatens to walk out on him, he kills her and hides the body in a trunk. Her sister arrives at this time to visit and is taken in tow by Foster, a barker on a "See Chinatown for $1.00" bus, and Barnett, the lethargic chauffeur. They get mixed up in the passageways before cops arrive. After a mile-or-minute chase up and down San Francisco’s hills in roaring motor cars Von Eltz is apprehended at the pier just as he endeavors to toss the trunk containing the body over the wharf.

Production is ok, but Chinese atmosphere isn’t as heavy as it might have been. Cast acquits itself ably enough, with Barnett drawing good share of laughs.

AD TIPS: Go heavily Chinese in lobby and on front. Dress up a couple of stooges in Chunk outfits for street carry.

NONNIE.

AD TIPS: Cash in on the popularity of the stars, especially Jean Arthur. Mention her roles in “Deeds” and “Luv’s Msr. Bradford.” Play up the title, as it suggests lots that somehow didn’t get into the picture.

HANNA (Hollywood).

RENOWN

(Continued from page 8)

Adventure in Manhattan

BOXOFFICE RATING

ROMANTIC MELODRAMA . . . Slow-moving newspaper story involving mystery . . . Jean Arthur does her best with poor material . . . Rates •• -.

Columbia

70 Minutes
Reginald Owen . . . Herman Bing . . .
Victor Kilian . . . George Cooper . . .
John Gallaudet
Directed by Edward Ludwig

This was apparently intended to be an adventuresome mystery yarn about a bright newspaper boy, but it is a slow, dullish piece of melodrama. Even the presence of one of our favorite young actresses, Jean Arthur, failed to furnish us with much of the excitement, verve and gaiety suggested by the title. It is rather a dull time in Manhattan and “Adventure in Manhattan” won’t mean much at the boxoffices.

Joel McCrea is an ace reporter with an unfailing ability to ferret out and solve the important crimes of the city. Taps in his line, he becomes the butt of a joke by his newspaper pals, who seek to embarrass him by engaging Jean, leading lady in a show, to steal his pocketbook. The gag doesn’t work, but meanwhile an important jewel robbery takes place and suspicion falls on Reginald Owen, backer of the show. Before long, McCrea and Owen are seriously at odds and it’s up to Jean to act as innocent go-between. According to formula, the robbery is solved and McCrea wins the hand of the gal who came to scoff but stayed to love. Ah!

Miss Arthur does what she can with poor material. She is pleasant to look at and to hear. McCrea seems far from happy in his role, at times uncertain and befuddled. Owen is debonair, and Herman Bing has a bit of his usual sputtering dialect. Edward Ludwig’s direction doesn’t utilize its full opportunities, allowing the film to sag badly in spots.

HANNA (Hollywood).

THE MAN I MARRY

BOXOFFICE RATING


Universal

70 Minutes
Doris Nolan . . . Michael Whalen . . .
Chic Sale . . . Nigel Bruce . . .
Skeets Gallagher . . . Marjorie Gateson . . .
Cliff Edwards
Directed by Ralph Murphy

A flimsy story and weak dialogue relegate this effort to the lower spot on dual bills. It serves to introduce Doris Nolan, publicized newcomer, and she looks good and displays a talent for comedy. But, Universal hasn’t done right by the gal, giving her so anemic a vehicle as this.

The involved yarn concerns a famous theatrical producer, Nigel Bruce, who relies entirely on the judgment of his niece. His wife, Marjorie Gateson, is a social climber who insists that the girl marry a blue blood with money. Backing down on her promise to go through with the marriage, she hides away in an old house, where she discovers Michael Whalen, a playwright seeking quiet and inspiration. The rest is the usual fable of the girl helping the boy, falling in love, having her uncle produce his play, which is changed from a drama to a musical, and his eventual proposal, for which she has been waiting.

Performances are all topnotch. Whalen’s name may help some with the ladies, since this boy’s popularity is growing fast. Ralph Murphy tries hard to get some pace and laughs out of the ancient yarn, but it’s too much.

AD TIPS: It may be best to feature Whalen, especially where the fans have seen him in some Fox pictures. Sell Nolan as a new star and get the names Sale, Bruce, Gallagher into all copy.

HANNA (Hollywood).
FROM PHILLY
By Nonamaker

Our heartfelt condolences to EDDIE GABRIEL, whose father, Jacob, died Thursday evening of last week. He was 77 years of age and was one of the pioneers in the film industry. 29 years ago he operated the Mutual Film Exchange at 934 Arch Street and for years thereafter exhibited movies in nickelodeons in various sections of the city. Burial was Monday . . . La Gripepe hit (how could it miss him?) CHARLIE GOLDFINE, who is now recuperating after running a 102 fever for several days down at the Sylvania . . . The Musicians' Union certainly put the Indian sign on the planned Stokowski in person premiere of "Big Broadcast" at the Stanley. You guessed it, he wasn't there. And the picketing starts any day now. Comes the Revolution Warner Brothers and you'll have BOTH canned and in person music and you'll like it! . . . GEORGE DEBBERS was tossed a birthday party by JOE LEON, the Record's CECIL PENNFATHER, OSCAR NEUFELD and a group of night owls . . . MIKE SEGAL back in Philly with hope of making a connection and staying definitely . . . J. DON ALEXANDER, of Alexander Film Co., has his yacht moored out Essington way and local filmites look forward to whoopee parties thereon! . . . MURRAY BEER going upstate and then on a ten day vacation motor trip to "nowhere" . . . PERCY BLOCK to Chicago . . . JAMES CLARK also to the Windy City Saturday for National Film Carriers' Convention . . . Many local exhibs attended the reopening of the Embassy and the opening of the Terminal last Friday . . . SAM BURNS has been suggested as manager of the Roselyn, West Grove, operated by MILT SMITH and STANLEY GOLDBERG FRANK HAMMERMAN, who now has Scrieno for this territory, joins Sylvania colour of film men . . . JOE KENNEDY off on extended trip around the Horlacher circuit . . . CORNELIS KEENEY, Park, Reading, knocked 'em dead with publicity campaign on JOHNNY GILLARD's "Tundra" . . . HERB PERKELMAN says BEN GOLDER said to him as they walked out of court, "See you in the Supreme Court in the Spring!" . . . Warners' have started tearing down houses on their South Broad Street operation . . . ED JEFFERIES' home robbed Monday night while he was at his theatre in Manayunk . . . HERB SCHULMAN, assistant to LARRY MACKEY at the Arcadia, is slated for managership of Sablosky's new Mayfair, which is scheduled to open the end of this month . . . We hear that the U. M. P. T. O. is planning a blast against one or two of the major filmcos for their excessive demands this season. May take the form of a boycott. This is in reply to the indies cry for action.

FROM BOSTON
By Bruce

SAM KURZON is planning to rebuild his Brandon Theatre in Brandon, Vermont. Sam, who heads the Graphic Circuit, came to town to discuss the situation. The Brandon, you know, burned to the ground recently . . . BILL CANNING and NATE YAMINS both came up from Fall River to do a little booking . . . HARRY "TINY" RAGOVIN deserted his Columbia office in New Haven to meet Lou Astor of the home office who has in town the past week . . . CHARLIE HODGDON was a welcome sight in the film district. He has just recovered from a serious illness . . . Cameo Screen Attractions, Inc. are opening new and larger offices on Piedmont Street according to SAM DAVIDSON. He has just contracted for the Weiss-Mintz serials, "Custer's Last Stand," "Clutching Hope" and "The Black Coin" . . . HAROLD TABACKMAN has taken over the Bostwick Theatre in Bridgeport, Conn. Furthermore, he is negotiating for a new theatre . . . JOHNNY MORAN, RCA service manager, is consecrating after an operation . . . The free shows in West Springfield irk JULIUS MEYER . . . PAUL LORD is rebuilding the old Opera House in Calais, Maine . . . Seabrook and Hampton, New Hampshire, are going to have their first talking motion pictures. The Seabrook Theatre house and Range Hall are about to reopen with sound equipment . . . BILL FREIDAY will manage the Portland Auto Dealers Show from November 23rd to 28th. Managing it right in Bill's line . . . LARRY BAREN is in town selling for DuWorld now . . . GERTRUDE RITENBERG is going to California on her vacation early next month. E. M. LOEW will have to struggle along without a secretary . . . LARRY O'TOOLE said something about the "quiet life of an artist." But we know Larry! . . . The Metropolitan Theatre is planning a huge birthday party. It will be 11 years old the latter part of this month. Last Friday it had a grand Hollywood opening for Microphonic sound, the first house in New England to install it . . . Bostonians should know everything about the art of make-up. RUZIN G. LISZT, noted motion picture and stage star make-up expert, is here to complete his book, "The Last Word in Make-up" . . . Flash—WESLEY RUGGLES, director of "I'll Kimme is the Word for Carrie," is flying to Boston today ANN MARSTERS, feature writer for the Boston American, is flying with him both ways in an exclusive airplane interview . . . AARON ROSENBERG, Lloyd's insurance man, has lost his fountain pen. He had it for twelve years. And he wants sympathy! . . . ADOLPH BENDSLEY is back in the film district again having returned from a trip to Denmark. Adolph is an independent exhibitor who knows his stuff . . . MEYER MARCUS had reason to recall the story about Robert Bruce and the spider.
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We Who Are About to Die

BOXOFFICE RATING
PRISON MELODRAMA . . . David Lamson's book given vigorous screen treatment . . . Will have to depend on male patronage . . . Rates • • • + in action spots . . . Can do better with exploitation.

RKO
82 Minutes
Preston Foster . . . Ann Dvorak . . .
John Beal . . . Russell Hopton . . .
Ray Mayer
Directed by Christy Cabanne

This is an outstanding exploitation picture for theatres catering to male audiences who like strong melodrama. With the front page publicity accorded David Lamson's book, "We Who Are About To Die," comes, in film form, to a ready-made audience. And, from the viewpoint of entertainment, RKO has turned out a picture that packs sufficient vigor and excitement to satisfy the fans for this type of show. If its vast exploitative features are only touched by the exhibitor, this should bring well above average returns.

A boy, John Beal, is framed by a gang and falsely accused of murder. By his side stands the girl who defends him and refuses to believe he is guilty. She finally enlists the aid of a clever police detective, Preston Foster, and together they search for the evidence that will free him. Inside the prison walls, the horrors experienced by the boy and his fellow prisoners in the death house as they despairingly await the last-minute reprieve or the final, hysterical walk to the chair, are all dramatically recorded. Eventually, the actual murderers are rounded up and forced to confess, but it is only through the delay caused by a jail break that the pardon for Beal reaches the prison in time to save his life.

Christy Cabanne has built suspense shrewdly by his direction. The prison atmosphere is always authentic and the action moves at a fast pace when proper. Foster and Ann Dvorak handle their assignments convincingly and commendable work is done by most of the supporting cast, especially J. Carroll Naish in one of his deft crook characterizations.

AD TIPS: Among the best scenes are those involving the escape from the prison. The sequence is masterfully directed and the action is fast moving, with glimpses of the life of prisoners as a daily routine. The suspense is kept high throughout, with the action taking place in the cell block, in the mine, and on the prison grounds. The atmosphere is grim, and the pathos of a boy's innocence and his fight for freedom is well portrayed.

HANNA (Hollywood).

CROUCHING BEAST, The

BOXOFFICE RATING
SPY MELODRAMA . . . Heavy handed, but fairly engaging foreign made opus of Turkish espionage. . . . Fritz Kortner gives stellar performance . . . Has strong exploitation features . . . Rates • • • action spots.

Olympic Pictures
73 Minutes
Fritz Kortner . . . Wynne Gibson . . .
Richard Bird
Directed by W. Victor Hanbury

This foreign made spy story is fair entertainment due to a wealth of production values, authenticity of the Turkish backgrounds and Fritz Kortner's clever performance as Ahmed Bey, club-footed chief of the Turkish secret service. Most of it is done rather heavily, but it will satisfy male audiences. Exploitation angles are plentiful and pop houses can sell it easily for average or better grosses.

REBELLION

BOXOFFICE RATING
HISTORICAL WESTERN . . . Sure to satisfy kids and western fans . . . Keene's excellent in better than usual indie production . . . Rates • • • for action spots.

Crescent
60 Minutes
Tom Keene . . . Rita Cansino . . .
Duncan Renaldo . . . William Royle . . .
Roger Gray
Directed by Lynn Shores

In this second of the series of historical action dramas starring Tom Keene (the first was "Glory Road"), E. B. Derr has turned out another lively, interesting horse opera that will more than satisfy in nabe and rural houses and delight the matinee kid trade. The production is above average for indies and is capably acted by a balanced cast.

The story of "Rebellion" deals with that portion of California history when the fear-ridden Spanish were being driven from their homes and ranches by lawless bands of Americans. On plea of Rita Cansino, whose (Continued on page 6)
Shifting Tides In Production

The current film season will mark the most conspicuous realignment of an established production setup for the past eight years. New leaders are rising, old ones have passed over the pinnacle of their success, a flush of capable independent producers loom prominently in the industry picture for the first time since the advent of talkies.

M-G-M, for almost a decade the kingpin company, shows definite signs of slipping from its perch at the top. Formerly the proud producers of the most competent technical, artistic and commercial films, this studio now grinds out its share of quickies minus stars, devoid of originality and even lacking in normal attention to technical details.

Not, by any means, that Metro is the lone offender in this regard: as a matter of fact, it was the last of the majors to go in for "dual doggies," but this company could maintain its preeminent position were it not for another factor. The greater offense and error is its refusal to take cognizance of fair and reasonable business conduct. The inordinate terms for this season, by which it has created an impasse with hundreds, perhaps thousands, of old customers. M-G-M is greasing the toboggan down which it will slide. Incontrovertible facts form the sole basis for this observation.

Warner Brothers, skyrocketed to a position of prominence by their vision in adopting sound pictures before the rest of the industry had awakened, seem to have "shot their bolt" in those opulent musicals that brought them and exhibitors such handsome returns. This studio still has a certain valuable resourcefulness and daring in grasping timely subjects of dramatic value, but the unhappy loss of Cagney left a void that will not be easily filled; nor does the Bette Davis walkout enhance the value of their product and warrant increased rental demands.

On the way up, we meet 20th Century-Fox, knocking at the door of Leadership and about ready to enter. There has been a notable display of showmanship exhibited by this company in the past six months that augur well for its future.

Rapid strides forward have been made, too, by Columbia in recent months. There is little doubt but that the Cohn outfit will make amends for its failure to live up to expectations last season. Bigger and better pictures will be the fare from this studio in the future.

United Artists, guilty of soaking exhibitors for product that failed to measure up during the past few seasons, seems on the way up. Compensation for the loss of Cantor from the Goldwyn group may be expected from the general improvement in the organization. Younger, more modern producers have replaced most of the old units and the U. A. product should have a fresher quality than ever before.

Republic blossoms forth this year as an independent company producing major calibre pictures. You cannot deny films like "The President's Mystery" and "Follow Your Heart." Grand National immediately becomes an important factor in the industry. Chesterfield-Invincible shakes itself free from the monotonous weakness of their previous efforts, sign Martin Mooney and deliver a money-making "Missing Girls." Young blood and capable, too, organizes the promising Television Pictures and the Halperin Brothers plus Maurice Conn have introduced another formidable factor in film production. The Gaumont British-Maxwell association means a strengthening of English product.

To the exhibitor of foresight, all these developments are of vast import.

MO WAX.
AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'

By Wolfe-Smith

"YELLOW JACK"—The dread scourge of mankind! Men dying like flies from this mysterious disease. Fever-crazed men endangering one of the great engineering feats of modern times—the building of the Panama Canal.

From all corners of the globe have come doctors and scientists of fame and courage offering their lives that thousands of others may live and the work go on. Among these are the brilliant young American, Dr. Murray, and the beautiful and talented Belgian scientist, Dr. Sterne. Side by side they work to find the cause of the murderous Yellow Fever. One by one, their brave associates are stricken and die in the raging Fever.

The headstrong daughter of a pompous U. S. Senator, caught in the quarantine, falls madly in love with Dr. Murray. Following up the theory of one of the dead scientists, that persons who are not themselves ill with the fever may be "carriers," Dr. Murray subjects himself and the girl to the death-wracking disease by inoculation of the virus. Hoversing between life and death for days, he emerges from the tormenting Fever to find that his experiment was successful—the girl lives and is no longer a "carrier."

Sacrificing an offer of love and an important medical post at Washington, Dr. Murray, with the remaining band of scientists, among them the woman Sterne, who loves him, heed the call of duty and go off to Ecuador again to fight the enemy "Yellow Jack."

Gents, that brief synopsis hardly does justice to a BIG theme. You must remember "Arrorsmith" and so do your patrons. Well, you have the same type of thing to work with here. It's IMPORTANT! A yarn of heroism, the quiet, effective kind; of men who sacrifice everything that most of us regard as dear in life to carry the torch of progress and science into the dark corners of the earth.

So, for the second consecutive week, we're going to talk hospital exploitation stuff to you. There's dough in "The White Legion," if you go after it with the proper shovel.

As we see it, fellers, this can be sold in one of two ways. Class spots will get most out of it by going in for DIGNITY in copy, stressing the epic proportions of the theme. The action houses will get best returns with the "Her Kiss Meant Death!" sort of stuff, sensationalizing the effect of the 'Yellow Fever' plague on the central characters.

HOSPITAL PREVIEW

You can stir plenty of interest by inviting the local hospital staff and a group of doctors (selected at random from the phone book) to a preview showing. Don't fail to invite the newspaper boys and suggest a feature story angle to them.

It might not be a bad idea to send invites to every doc and dentist listed in the directory, marking the ticket "not transferable." Have the name of each individual written on the pass.

LOBBY DISPLAY

Here's a very simple stunt for your lobby and you have our word for it that it will get you a mess of eyes.

On a small, but high, table, place a tall bottle or jar containing some cotton and a few mosquitoes, or fleas. A narrow white card should form the only background for the bottle. On one side of the bottle, a long card neatly lettered with all the facts about "stegomyias"—the ghoulish medical term for 'Yellow Fever' sketers. Tie in that copy with a few lines about the heroic men and women who gave their lives to learn the secret about these insects. On the other side of the table, a card with catchline, title, cast and playdates.

Don't hesitate to put plenty of copy on the card explaining about the sketers. People will read that sort of copy.

You can embellish the layout by placing an attractive girl dressed in nurse uniform on each side of the display.

STREET BALLYHOO

An eye-socketing street bally can be pulled very economically. Dress two girls and two men in white starched hospital outfits and put neatly lettered sandwich signs on each one. Have them march the main streets in the following order: (1) "We Are... (2) "THE WHITE LEGION"... (3) Learn the Dramatic Story of Our Fight Against the Frightful 'Yellow Jack''... (4) "At the Strand Theatre, Dates."

USHERS IN WHITE

For a week in advance, dress your ushers, cashiers and doormen in white. A sash ribbon across the breast of each can carry the title and playdates.

Above all, men, we'd like to see you put on that lobby display mentioned above. Dress it up with other hospital utensils and scientific data. Try to give it an "exhibit" appearance and you're going to see them flock around and gulp down every word on your cards.
THE INDUSTRY’S NEWS
From An Editorial Viewpoint

METRO RAPPED

N. E. Allied Analysis . . .

Boston.—Lashing out at M-G-M’s inordinate rental demands for the 1936-37 season, the local Allied unit, in its current organization bulletin, denies the company’s claims that it will deliver 30 “big” pictures during the season and urges exhibitors to desist from signing contracts at the present terms.

The bulletin analyzes the Metro pictures scheduled for release before January 1st and points out that of the 17 features in that group only three are so-called “big” pictures on the actual 1936-37 contract. Several important ones were originally sold on the ’31-’36 deals and the remainder are regarded as inferior product.

Break-down . . .

The Allied analysis divides the ’36-’37 and the ’35-’36 releases into separate groups, although many exhibitors gave up their claims on some of last season’s remaining features by signing a rider several months ago. The breakdown follows:


Of this group, only four have strong casts. They are “Ziegfeld;” “Born to Dance,” with Eleanor Powell; “Thin Man Returns,” with William Powell and Myrna Loy; “Maytime,” with Jeannette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy. The others are of the program variety, with the possible exception of “Tarzan Escapes,” with which Metro has been having considerable difficulties in production.

1935-36 features to be released up to January 1st: “Gorgeous Hussy;” “The Devil Is a Sissy;” “Old Hutch;” “Libeled Lady;” “Love on the Run,” and “Camille.” Of this group, the first rider deprived signers of some and a second rider, which Metro is now asking exhibitors to sign, will take the others.

‘Conspicuous Absence’ . . .

“Thus,” the bulletin states, “by breaking these releases down into those sold under the ’35-’36 contracts and those being offered under ’36-’37, we discovered the conspicuous absence of ‘big’ ’36-’37 pictures scheduled for release up to January 1st, PLUS THE FACT THAT OLD CONTRACT HOLDERS WERE ALREADY ENTITLED TO THE REALLY BIG PICTURES.

“Having found but three probable major pictures to January 1st, at which time the season will be eighteen weeks old, and with but thirty-four weeks to go, we ask how can they be expected to live up to their promised 30 big features? This would require the delivery of nearly one big picture a week for the remainder of the season.”

Therein lies the reason for M-G-M’s request for an additional rider, releasing them of the obligation to deliver nine more important pictures under their 1935-36 deal, the Allied bulletin argues.

Re-sold at Higher Prices . . .

“These pictures (the nine on the new rider) which are now the exhibitors’ right of contract, are in most cases at low-price allocations, since, generally speaking, the high-priced pictures have been played,” it is pointed out. “For many exhibitors, these unplayed big pictures spell the difference between a profit or a loss on M-G-M pictures for the year.”

The bulletin condemns Metro’s policy of assuring exhibitors of adjustments on any pictures that fail to measure up to expected returns as placing the exhibitor in the position of a "beggar."

A recent check-up by FILM BULLETIN of 1936-37 Metro deals in several Eastern territories indicated that few had been signed by independent exhibitors.

N. W. Allied Hits New Metro Rider

Minneapolis.—Terming Metro’s request that exhibitors sign the new rider relinquishing their claims on nine important features remaining on the 1935-36 contracts “an attempted to ride a willing horse to death,” Allied of the Northwest in a letter to all members asks that they balk at being “a sucker five times in a year” by refusing to grant the film company the favor.

BETTE BARRIED IN ENGLAND

Victory for Warners . . .

London.—Bette Davis is barred from appearing in any motion pictures made in England, following decision on an injunction sought by Warner Bros. to compel the actress to fulfill her contract with their studio.
In his ruling, Justice Sir George Branson declared that “in June of this year Miss Davis, for no discoverable reason except that she wanted more money, declined to be further bound by the contract (with Warners), left the United States and in September entered into an agreement in this country with a third person.”

The star had signed for one picture with Toepitz Productions, Ltd. at a reputed sum of $50,000. The injunction prohibits her from appearing in any English-made films for the duration of her Warner contract or for three years, whichever period is shorter. She has 14 days in which to appeal.

**PHILLY PICKETS OFF, ON**

**Warners Won't Arbitrate . . .**

Philadelphia Musicians Union resumed picketing of Warner, Fox and Earle today (Wed.) after Mayor S. Davis Wilson’s Labor Board failed in efforts to have the circuit agree to arbitrate with the union present. It is understood that Warners have taken the stand that the pickets have no right to cover their houses inasmuch as stage shows have been dropped as matter of policy. Union contends it’s a lockout.

Pickets were pulled off last week when the Mayor’s arbitration group went into action. Fox and Earle have been only houses covered thus far, but Union officials say picketing will be extended to all Warner first run and key spots that ever played vaudeville.

**Bill Posting Situation . . .**

Warners last week made quick settlement with the bill posters’ union, which demanded use of their men on window card distribution, as well as posting, and promptly proceeded to cancel all orders for printing sheets or window cards, thereby eliminating need for any postermen.

The Union is now after key independent houses, which are responding by discontinuing posting also. Poster men have sniped one sheets around town hitting certain theatres as unfair to the Union.

Local United M. P. T. O. mass meets to-morrow (Thurs.) to seek solution to posting situation. The Union is asking five cents per window card, which is about as much as exhibitors pay for the printing.

**SCORE CHARGE TO GO**

**Most Important Concession . . .**

Several of the major distributors are getting set to inform the trade that they will drop the score charge and remove all limitations from the ten percent cancellation clause in their contracts. This will break within the next week, according to informed persons in New York.

In return for these concessions, which exhibitors largely discount because of greatly increased film rentals this season, the majors will expect independents to agree to the prized cancellation board plan, by which they hope to prevent to some extent the sporadic outbreak of legal attacks by exhibitors.

**Will Credit M. P. T. O. A . . .**

The concessions will be offered with a pat on the back for the M. P. T. O. A., which will be credited with putting over a big thing for exhibitors. This, it has often been pointed out in these columns, has been part of the plan from the time when the producers, under great pressure from the Federal Government and Allied States Ass’n, decided that some steps had to be taken to tone down the complaining howls.

**CHICAGO INDIES LICK B & K**

**Clearance Issue . . .**

Chicago,—By combined and aggressive action, the local Allied group of independent exhibitors last week forced the affiliated Balaban & Katz circuit to withdraw its demand for additional 7 days clearance between its class “C” houses and general release spots.

Led by Aaron Saperstein, the Allied members had turned their case over to an outstanding legal firm and given B & K a case of jitters by threatening to bring in the Federal Government to investigate monopoly charges against them. This marks the 2nd straight year that the circuit has tried to increase its protection over the majority of independents, who are in the general release run period, and failed. This time B & K had the full cooperation of all major distributors, who allowed the chain the extra clearance, but found they could not sign any independents on that basis. A virtual blockade by indies against all film companies has existed since the start of the 1936-37 season.

**May Fight Duals, Too . . .**

Meanwhile, B & K has proceeded to revive the double feature policy to greatly increased business in some of its houses and plans to do so throughout the circuit. Allied has fought this, too, and rumors are now heard that it will start a legal fight on the dual issue. However, there is a possibility that an agreement was reached between the chain and the indie organization leaders to allow duals to come into the territory without a dispute, although this is denied.

The Chicago Allied group has long been one of the most powerful units in the country and has evidenced its strength on several occasions by standing up and refusing to accept unreasonable demands from the affiliated chain or the film companies.
AS I SEE THEM ... REVIEWS OF NEW FILMS

By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING: • Meaning POOR; • • Meaning AVERAGE; • • • Meaning GOOD; • • • • Meaning EXCELLENT

Plus (+) and Minus (-) will be used occasionally to indicate slightly above or below the point rating.

At best this "point" system can give you only an arbitrary estimate of a picture's drawing power, so we urge you to read the entire review. Some pictures are particularly suitable for certain types of audiences and this must be covered in the detailed criticism.

MAN WHO LIVED AGAIN

BOXOFFICE RATING

HORROR MELODRAMA ... Karloff again the doer and subject of ungodly, 'scientific' deeds ... Will satisfy scare-film fans ... Rates • • + only where they like such things.

G-B

66 Minutes

Boris Karloff ... Anna Lee ... John Loder ... Frank Cellier

Directed by Robert Stevenson

Karloff the Terrible is loose again! This time he is the half-mad scientist with a device for transferring the brain of one human being into the body of another, and vice-versa. "The Man Who Lived Again" locks some of the monster effect and the eerie lighting, odd-angle photography that has marked prior Karloff vehicles, but it has enough of that pseudo-scientific hokum that the horror fans devour. In locations where Karloff's name brings them in this should do slightly above average business.

Anna Lee, beautiful young scientist, refuses John Loder's latest proposal in order to answer a call from Karloff, eccentric experimenter on the brain, to help him with his work. He has perfected a device for switching human brains. Frank Cellier, pompous newspaper publisher and father of Loder, invites Karloff to use his new modern laboratory in London and the latter accepts. Driven to insanity by the ridicule heaped upon him by the conventional scientific experts and, subsequently, by Cellier, Karloff subdues the publisher and puts the brain of his deformed servant into Cellier's body. Then, realizing that he loves Anna, the demented scientist plans to put his brain into Loder's body. The girl thwarts his scheme only after he has done it and the Karloff "body" has fallen from a window and critically injured. She performs the experiment herself, switching Loder's mind back into his body, just before Karloff's body and mind pass away.

Performances are even throughout. Miss Lee is lovely to look at and a capable performer. More will be seen of her. Direction keeps action going at fair pace.

AD TIPS: This is a hula to dig into. The title and Karloff's name offer plenty of exploitation opportunities.

BARTON.

Honest ... Impartial REVIEWS You Can Trust

HOPALONG CASSIDY RETURNS

Western ... Better than some of the others in this series ... Logical story and good acting raise it above western standards ... Rates • • + for action spots.

Paramount

71 Minutes

William Boyd ... George Hayes ... Gail Sheridan ... Evelyn Brent ... William Janney ... Stephen Morris ... Grant Richards ... Al St. John ... Irving Bacon

Directed by Nate Watt

This is one of the better ones in the Hopalong Cassidy series. The script is intelligent, the acting superior to what finds in the average western and the direction keeps the action moving at a fast pace. It will make new friends for the future films of this group.

A one-legged miner comes into a western town after hitting a strike on gold. Hearing about it, Evelyn Brent has him killed and obtains directions to the stake. The editor of the paper is made marshal of the town and he brings in Cassidy to keep order. The editor is mortally wounded, but Cassidy arrives in time to get his instructions. Cassidy finally runs down the villains and rid ing the town of its chief menace, Brent.

William Boyd is smooth and likeable as Cassidy and Brent never misses in her heavy role. William Jenney is badly spotted as Cassidy's younger brother. George Hayes steals his scenes as a talkative old cowhand.

AD TIPS: Hook this up with the others in the series and label it "The Best."

HANNA (Hollywood).

GIRL ON THE FRONT PAGE

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY ... Rather sprightly braving between newspaper editor and deb untante owner of the paper ... Routine stuff, but handled with nice flair for fun ... Rates • • •

Universal

73 Minutes

Edmund Lowe ... Gloria Stuart ... Reginald Owen

Directed by Harry Beaumont

There is nothing new in this, except an expose of how the Thursday Club of Blackmailing Servants operates, but it manages to make lively entertainment. With a goodly quantity of laughs, some gay romancing and a bit of melodrama, it should bring average results in most locations.

The first sentence of the plot tells practically all. There's a nice looking young editor, with a mind of his own, running a paper for a beautiful debutante, with a mind of her own. When friends of the young lady become involved in a series of mysterious butler murders, she tries to keep names out of the paper, but the editor with-the-mind-of-his-own believes in printing all the news that's fit to print—and then some! So the spats begins and doesn't end until they are married. They battle thru love scenes; they battle when she tries to dissuade him from printing the dope on the servants' blackmail club. The editor quits; the girl has him waylaid and dragged back to his desk. And thus, to the very end.

Edmund Lowe is the editor and Gloria Stuart is the girl, and they both seem to enjoy their roles. But acting honors go to the redoubtable Reginald Owen, who runs away with the film in a faultless double performance as the "perfect" servant and the ruthless leader of the Thursday Club of Blackmailing servants. Direction by Harry Beaumont is snappy, tongue-incheck and sprightly.

AD TIPS: Where they like comedies, this can be sold as a "gay romantic battle of the sexes." Action shots will get best results by playing the Blackmailing Servants angle.
REVIEWS

(Continued from page 5)

ALONG CAME LOVE

Hollywood Review

BOXOFFICE RATING
ROMANTIC COMEDY . . . Entertaining performer that lacks only names to warrant more attention ... Will bolster any dual bill . . . Rates ● + on its own.

Paramount
72 Minutes
Directed by Bert Lytell

Obviously intended to be for the lower half of dual bill programs, this Paramount quickie proves to be a mildly amusing light comedy, somewhat giddy, but entertaining. The ingratiating performances of a nameless but adept cast carry it over the weak spots.

Irene Hervey, working in a department store, dreams of the day when the “right man” will come along and whisk her away from the demands of irate customers and employers. She meets Charles Starrett, an ambitious young baby doctor, who works as a theatre doorman, and her romance is started. Unwittingly, she is responsible for a scandal that threatens to ruin his career as a doctor. There ensue the usual difficulties of young lovers, but the girl’s mother, Irene Franklin, a jaded vaudeville trouper who is forced into burlesque, then to jail, and the sympathetic Doris Kenyon handle the situation and the pair are reunited for a happy ending. La Franklin tops it off by coping the department store owner for a trip to the altar.

Irene Hervey turns in a neat performance of simple charm. Miss Franklin steals most of the scenes in which she appears. Bert Lytell’s direction is snappy, drawing the most from every situation. He will do much better with stronger material.

AD TIPS: Sell the story with tears. Bury the cast in all copy since it will do more harm than good. Interviews with the shop girls and their ideal husbands will get you newspaper space.

HANNA (Hollywood).

Kelly of the Secret Service

Hollywood Review

BOXOFFICE RATING
MURDER MYSTERY . . . Third rate stuff . . . Story, direction and acting weak . . . For lower half of duals only

Victory
68 Minutes
Directed by Bob Hill

This is a cheap, extremely poor quickie, destined to sneak on the programs of few grud dual bill houses.

A radio beam has been invented. It is a contraption that can be shot into the air to sink a ship several hundred miles at sea. That forms the basis for this hollow mystery yarn. Lloyd Hughes, in the title role, is assigned to get on the trail of the mysterious persons who are anxious to obtain the plans for the beam. Suspicion is fastened on many, a crooked inventor who uses hypnotism to induce people to do his dirty work; Jack Mulhall, his assistant and Sheila Manors, who provides the romantic interests. It’s all obvious and ends as expected.

Dialogue is stiff, direction poor and, as a result, the players seem awkward. Fuzzy Knight contrives to squeeze out a few saving laughs.

AD TIPS: Sell to murder mystery addicts.

HANNA (Hollywood).

Lincoln, Grand, Phila.
Colored Show Spots Merge

Cities Theatres, operators of the Lincoln, Philadelphia, this week took over operation of Nixon’s Grand, competing Colored show house from Bob Lynch, local M-G-M boss. Shows stay in the Grand, with policy of Lincoln undecided. Ethel Waters, this week, last show set in latter spot.

Lincoln has been hit hard by burlesque at nearby Shubert, while competition for Colored acts ran cost sky high.

Columbia Gets Lederer

Columbia has tabbed Francis Lederer to a four year contract. Actor is to make three per year for the company, with permission to appear in one outside production each season.

‘In His Steps’ Into Criterion

Grand National gets its first first run on Broadway next week, when "In His Steps" opens at the new Criterion. House is currently running Republic’s “Follow Your Heart.”

EXHIBITORS
HAVE DISCOVERED

Paramount’s "Advertising Material Rental Service Contract" will COST THEM from $300 to $500 MORE per year!

Protect yourself by dealing ONLY with

National-Kline Poster Co.
1307 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA
Simon Libros • Al Blofson • Oscar Libros
SHORT SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY
By Nonnamaker
U. M. P. T. O. mass meets tomorrow (Thurs.) at the Broadwood to Do Something about the hill poster's union demands . . . Their scheduled protest against high film rentals has been pushed back to next Friday (30th) . . . Unless "POP" KORSON and MURRAY BEIER protest loudly enough the properties between their exchanges at 1325-27 Vine Street are going to be turned into a parking lot and gaswaste station . . . At Universal they are "balloting" in a New Universal Presidential Election being held between October 4th and November 7th. Dates count for votes, a feature being good for ten; a serial, five; a news, three; two reels and singles: one. Leader at end of contest gets $270 check. Leading as of October 17th is the Coward patrol. Candidate JOE ENGEL with 4112 votes . . . HERB GIVEN happy over following G-B bookings: George Arbus in "East Is West" & "Everything Is Thunder" into the Karlton and "9 Days a Queen" into the Europa . . . COMERFORD CIRCUIT to build three new theatres up state including a 2500 seater in Public Square, Wilkes-Barre . . . BARNEY COHEN bachelor dinner was a wow at the Broadwood. Can he never be the same? . . . Uncle CHARLIE DUTKIN found wallet in his theatre, returned it, and the owner sent him a check for $5 reward when 'honest' Charlie refused anything. He has the $5 check to prove it . . . WALTER T. GREEN, of National Theatre Supply's New York office, visits HARRY BLUMBERG and inspects Phila. headquarters . . . CHARLES SEGALL, ABE SABLOSKY and many others visited DON ALEXANDER's yacht during the past week . . . To further complicate the South Broad theatre building marathon, a local Italian group is going to build a 500 seat house at Broad and Federal Streets . . . Will be known as the Dante . . . And ARMAND T. CARROLL, of the State of Pennsylvania, is in the subject of theatre building—GREEN and McNALLY architects, are building a new theatre at 3rd and State Streets, Camden, N. J., for undisclosed parties . . . Condolences to GEORGI SCHWARTZ, whose father died this week and to EDDIE WHITE, the local M. C., whose mother died Sunday . . . Auditorium, Lewes, Del., purchased by CHARLES HORN, owner of the Blue Hen Theatre, Rehoveth, Del., from CORNELIUS C. MARSHALL for $1000 . . . Grand National to trade show "In His Steps" at COLUMBUS STAMPER's closed-on-Sunday Great Northern this Sunday evening . . . GEO. HINKELSTEIN, U accessory sales manager, tied up with McFadden Publications for inserting heralds on "My Man Godfrey" in all copies of "Liberry" delivered by carriers through Philly while the film was current at the Boyd . . . ABBOTT (Skinny) OLIVER left today for Hollywood in Warner studio as International Representative of L. A. T. S. E. Wow! . . . Warners reopen remodelled Cadet, 2nd and Ontario, the end of the week. Has been closed for years . . . Ann Corio, the lovely strip "artiste," is being held for a third week at the Shubert (which includes clicking handsonely with the nudes) . . . You may be interested to know that Miss Corio is happily married, never smokes or drinks and regards taking off her clothes as "strictly business."

FROM BOSTON
By Bruce
JOHNNY SAVINA was cleaning a rifle in his workshop the other day and wondered why everybody left in a hurry when he asked them which way they were going . . . One of the pioneers in the theatre supply business in New England, BURTON O. WETMORE, and his wife Lura L. Adams on the 10th. Both have retired . . . Metro Premium is having difficulties with its several truck drivers. The men are asking for union hours and wages. Premium deliveries have been tied up . . . HAROLD DAVIDSON lost two fishing poles on a recent fishing trip. The old story,—they were so big they got away. Why don't you hold on to your poles? . . . ARTHUR FRANK, manager of the South Station Theatre, informs us that HERBERT L. OHRENBERGER has landed a part on the Seth Parker program. Herbert can trace his success to his golden laughter. He will be remembered as the man who was rewarded with a lifetime pass at the South Station Theatre because of his uproarious laughter caused by one of the shorts . . . KENNETH RUSSELL, manager of MAX and JOE LEVISON's theatre in the South Station, is honesomely down South . . . CHIEF TOMA was seen in the district approaching CHARLIE FISH to get his store teeth ground down. Since when has a motion picture mechanic been a dentist . . . DOC BANGS is remodelling his Bangs Theatre. What happened to that gold cabinet? . . . Winchester Capitaletes at Last! After twenty years of heated controversy the Winchester Board of Selectmen has granted a permit for the operation and construction of a motion picture theatre, the first in the history of the town. It seems as if the officials will go all the way and allow Sunday performances too. E. M. LOEY is president and treasurer of the newly formed Winchester Theatre Corporation. The theatre will seat 950 and the total cost will amount to $25,000 . . . EDDIE HOSMER is going to take swimming lessons from JOHN LINEHAN. Why? . . . ADOLP BENSLEY aims to please. Recently a woman with three children drove to Wellesley and found every seat in the Playhouse taken. While she was explaining her predicament to Mr. Bensley, another woman with five children came up to him with the same plea. Mr. Bensley found two settees and the women and children saw the pictures they came all the way from Boston to see . . . VERNON H. ADAMS believes in education so much so that he is willing to offer the use of the State Theatre in Marlboro to schools for educational motion pictures. The only cost to the schools would be the price of the film . . . A special showing of "Tundra" was held at the Exeter Theatre last Tuesday and a goodly crowd of exhibits was on hand . . . WALTER LITTLEFIELD and AL SOMERBY were heard in the Stadium cheering the winner. What? No matinee? . . . BOB COBI stopped at a farmhouse on his way to New Haven and we wonder why he received a bill for ten dollars. MAX TABACKMAN is reopening the Como in West Haven, Connecticut for a showing of "Anthony Adverse" on the 23rd. We hear that there will be a ten cent boost in admission prices. You can always find MEYER BOLTON on the busiest corner in the film district.
If you are a showman, here's your opportunity!
The Entire American Public Is Interested!

A good murder mystery well handled all around with appeal to audiences in general. Republic presents a timely subject in an exciting, interesting manner. They have seen to it that the picture is good entertainment, besides concerning itself with a subject of wide interest. — Film Daily

"This emerges as Republic's best effort and seems certain to reach the upper brackets as on important grosser. The direction of Phil Rosen builds continuous suspense from the various situations, never letting interest diminish. The picture will back up all claims made for it." — Motion Picture Daily

"President's Mystery" B. O. Properly Sold Can Prove a Clean-up

"When the President of the United States suggests the story, when a national magazine hires six famous names to put it into words, then you have exploitation possibilities that should make 'The President's Mystery' a box-office natural, it properly exploited." — Hollywood Reporter

Conceived by Franklin D. Roosevelt and written for Liberty Magazine by Rupert Hughes, Samuel Hopkins Adams, Anthony Abbot, Rita Weiman, S.S. Van Dine, John Erskine with Henry Wilcoxon, Betty Furness and a brilliant cast
Directed by Phil Rosen
Screen play by Lester Cole and Nathaniel West
Musical Settings by Hugo Riesenfeld
Produced by Nat Levine
A Republic Picture

The President's Mystery
SCREEN ADVERTISING

The practice of forcing screen advertising on the paying patrons of movie theatres has always been open to question. The problem is becoming increasingly serious because it is spreading rapidly, and, if it does constitute a danger to patron goodwill and actual boxoffice receipts, it should be checked.

One of the trade paper boys recently went into a dither about the dangers to the trade he purported to see in the widening use of ad films. What this gentleman was concerned about is the screen advertising for which the theatre is paid to exhibit and he was excited enough to suggest a "czar" like General Hays to control their manufacture and distribution.

There can be no doubt that it is an imposition on the patrons of a theatre to demand their attention for even 30 seconds of advertising on some product entirely foreign to the entertainment offered by the theatre. Nor are exhibitors correct in assuming that they are not hurting themselves because they hear no protests or that people will accept screen ads as readily as radio advertising. Both points can be answered with simple logic: patrons object to many things about which they do not protest vocally; radio is FREE entertainment and the listener is obligated to accept whatever is presented, whereas the paying customer rightfully may expect to be saved from practices regarded as annoying.

What the abovementioned commentator overlooked, intentionally or inadvertently, is the increase in the amount of advertising being injected into regular feature pictures by the producers. Here is something about which the exhibitor has righteous cause to complain. Paying what he regards as at least a reasonable rental for a film, he finds the entertainment polluted by commercial plugs—for which the film companies are being paid handsome sums.

Only the other day, we saw "The Girl on the Front Page," a new Universal release, throughout which Edmund Lowe constantly quenches his thirst with bottles of Coca Cola, prominently displayed in numerous closeups. This is but one example in many.

Unquestionably, one of the chief factors responsible for the spread of advertising films has been this practice by the producers. It strikes us that exhibitors who play this picture have a just claim on the producer to be paid for running the advertisement on the same basis as they can rent their screens directly to the Coca Cola company.

Perhaps it is high time for the theatre owners to demand their share of this advertising revenue. That would either stop advertising in entertainment pictures or stop the producers from blaming all trade nuisances on the exhibitors.

MO WAX.
AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'

By Wolfe-Smith

Universal...the NEW Universal...is asking you and us to sell a new star. The "Glamorous New Personality" is Doris Nolan, a cute trick and a damn clever little actress, they tell us. She's in your lap and ours, so let's see what we can do about it.

You may recall that 20th Century recently took a little French gal and ballyhooed her into reasonably big boxoffice in her first picture. What was done with Simone Simon (pronounced...you know!) can be done with Doris Nolan—or tell us why not! But that's just one of the two ways you can sell her first vehicle.

In "The Man I Marry" you've been dished out a light, inconsequential comedy (our Hollywood reviewer says), but one that is entertaining enough if the folks can be brought in to see it. All YOU have to do, sweetheart, is get 'em in. So let's see how!

SELLING THE STAR

"HAIL A NEW STAR!" There's your cue. "HAIR Like Lombard!...EYES Like Shearer!...LIPS Like Dietrich!...FIGURE Like Harlow!...The Most Glamorous Personality to Reach the Screen In Five Years!"

That's the sort of stuff Joe Weil offers you in the press sheet and it's the sort that's bound to build interest in the gal.

Select one of the swell-looking stills of this cutie and make a 40 x 60 enlargement, which you should set up on an easel, with the above copy on a neatly lettered card. Make this reel with DIGNITY! You want to make Miss Nolan appear very, very IMPORTANT.

LOBBY PEEPHOLE

Build a "wall" of compo board about 6½ feet square (supported by easels behind). Cut out a four-inch circle in the center of the board, about five feet high. A 30 x 40 or 40 x 60 enlargement of a Nolan still is placed on an easel behind this "wall" in position to be seen through the peephole. The following copy is lettered on the "wall": On one side of the peephole, "HAIR Like Lombard!...etc.;" on the other side of the hole, "We Take Great Pride In Introducing You to the Most Glamorous Personality To Reach the Screen In Five Years! Take A Peep At Her!"

Unless we lost our old touch, you're going to have 'em lined up waiting to snatch a look at the little lady and, boy, they'll walk away IMPRESSED!

Now, if you have an outside door in your lobby which need not be kept open, you can work the same stunt to even better advantage by the peephole up in the window, so the folks passing on the street can get a look.

CO-STARRING WHALEN

Some of you gents and gals might say, "Why the hell should I spend dough selling an unknown girl to the public?" All right, if that's the way you're gonna feel about it, let us suggest that you sell a TEAM.

In the cast is a boy who has the makings (and is being sighed-about by plenty of shop girls) of a second Bob Taylor or Gable. This mug Michael Whalen is star stuff or, again, we've lost our heart throb touch. He's been getting quite a buildup in the fan mags and newspaper movie gossip columns.

Personally, we'd rather sell Mr. Whalen than Miss Nolan, but we see a swell oppor-

(Continued on page 8)
THE INDUSTRY'S NEWS
From An Editorial Viewpoint

EXHIBS STILL BALKING AT TERMS OF SOME MAJORS

Metro, Warners, RKO...

Repeated querying of a large number of independent exhibitors by FILM BULLETIN indicates that there has been little letup in their militant attitude toward three of the major distributors and that these companies are encountering considerable difficulty in their efforts to close contracts for the 1936-1937 season.

Metro, Warner Bros. and RKO are the distributors whose terms have stirred the ire of exhibitors. Different reasons for this resistance to their selling campaigns are attributable in each case.

Metro, against whom the most theatre owners are holding out, has jumped its terms on outright deals from 25 to 50 per cent over what it demanded last season. Apparently, it is the plan of this company to force as many complete percentage deals as possible, in anticipation of generally improved receipts during the next year. By asking inordinate prices for outright rentals, M-G-M expects to compel their accounts to accept what appear to be the less onerous conditions of a percentage deal.

W. B. Losses, Increases...

Losses and increases are the factors responsible for Warners' trouble in convincing exhibitors on their product. The losses are James Cagney and Bette Davis, two of the best names the company owned. The increases are in the terms being asked for the new season's output. With a lineup that looks inferior on paper to what they have delivered during the past few years, Warners are asking for an increase in the number of high percentage pictures. Failing to see anything like 11 features worth 30 or 35 per cent in the program, theatre owners are refusing to buy unless the terms are revised downward.

RKO's Past...

Most disappointing of the majors last season, RKO is suffering this year because of that record. To counterbalance the few outstanding pictures released during '35-'36, this company delivered the weakest program of dual bill "quickies" ever distributed by a high ranking company.

Where they can get it, RKO ask 40 per cent for the top five pictures. They do take 35 per cent for these. In addition, they try to get 30 per cent for additional seven features. Exhibitors who suffered with this product last season are turning down the '36-'37 product altogether in many cases, the replies to FB's inquiries show.

More Adequate Supply...

Perhaps the principal factor in the new determination of numerous theatre owners to hold out against terms they regard as onerous is the prospect of a more adequate film supply this season than any the industry has had in more than a decade, not in quality particularly, but in quantity.

Four or five new independent organizations hold out great promise and independent exhibitors are watching them carefully with a view toward using one or two of these products to replace one of the old major standbys. Further, in the major ranks certain developments tend to ease the market, as, for instance, United Artists' increased output and the likelihood of a banner year for Columbia.

PREF'D PLAYDATE TEST SOON

In Ohio...

Columbus, O.—The constitutionality of this country's only law against the right of distributors to demand preferred playing time will be tested in U. S. District Court here on November 20th.

The Waldvogel bill, prohibiting film companies from designating playdates, was passed by the state legislature last March and automatically became a law in July when Governor Davey refused to either sign or veto the measure. It provides increasing fines from $25 to $500 for each subsequent violation, with the possibility of revocation of a firm's license to do business in the state.

Shortly after it became a law, attorney general John W. Bricker offered an opinion that the law, was unconstitutional. RKO filed suit to forestall its enforcement and the status quo has been maintained pending the Federal Court appeal.

CONN. GROUP JOINS ALLIED

Change Name...

New Haven.—By unanimous vote, the Connecticut I.M.P.T.O. decided Tuesday to join national Allied. The action has been expected for some time.

The independent group split from the old M.P.T.O. unit here last Winter as a protest against the attempts of one or two of the leaders to force it into affiliation with the M.P.T.O.A.

Harry Lsvietes is president of the unit, which will now be known as Allied Theatres of Conn., Inc.
FOX 'ON SPOT' IN G-B DEAL

Maxwell Has Upper Hand . . .

Insiders who have closely followed developments in the John Maxwell-Gaumont British deal are of the opinion that 20th Century-Fox is very much "on the spot" in its position as innocent third party and that the American company will be unable to balk Maxwell's acquisition of complete control of GB's production, as well as its theatre interests.

Despite the stipulation to the effect that GB cannot pass control to anyone else without 20th Century's consent, Maxwell has several weapons with which he can virtually force the American company to agree.

Regardless of whether his titular leadership is publicly announced, the Associated British Pictures head is definitely in control of Gaumont British. That, no one denies. In that position, he will operate the powerful GB theatre chain in England, which dominates a large percentage of the first run playing time in the country.

20th Needs Playdates . . .

This buying strength affords Maxwell his strongest bargaining factor and he will undoubtedly use it to the limit to force the hand of 20th Century. Without representation in the GB chain, their product would bring little revenue from England.

A second weapon, and one which Maxwell used effectively in blocking the deal between the Ostrer Brothers and 20th Century, is public opinion. The British Government itself played an important part in stirring opposition to the sale of the Empire's leading amusement organization to a foreign company and it is likely that this power can be resorted to again, if 20th Century persists in halting consummation of the Maxwell-Ostrer deal.

STEFFES ASKS W. PA. SUPPORT

Addresses Convention . . .

Pittsburgh.—Prediction that at least three states will adopt a standardized law prohibiting the operation of theatres by anyone engaged in production was made by Al Steffes, anti-affiliated chain leader of Allied's campaign, before the M. P. T. O. of Western Penna. at the closing session of the group's convention last Tuesday.

Answering the question of the practicability of such legislation to enforce its provisions, he told the Allied unit that he believed the law would carry the threat of forcing out of distribution any company which violated it. He asked for contributions of $10,000 from the territory to the Defense Fund.

Henderson M. Richey of the Detroit unit spoke on high film rentals and Edward Golden, sales manager of Chesterfield-Invincible, urged the members to support their organization's tieup with this company.

INDUSTRY EYEING ELECTION

Cause for Concern . . .

The outcome of the nation's vote for President next Tuesday will almost certainly have a grave bearing on the motion picture industry. The trend is being eagerly watched by producers and exhibitors, some of whom regard Mr. Roosevelt as the saviour of the country, while others view his stricter supervision of industrial activities as "unwarranted interference" with the old lassai faire system.

It is only natural that most of the big producers take the latter attitude and oppose his reelection. During the past two years of the Democratic Administration, they have been pursued rather closely by the Department of Justice and the celebrated St. Louis case was one concrete example of the Government's willingness to inject itself into intra-industry disputes.

Further, some of the production bigwigs realize that the Administration was far too busy during the emergency years of 1933-34 to pay much attention to monopoly cries and that the easier economic situation leaves it free to delve deeper into such matters.

Republicans Safer . . .

Despite the Republicans' anti-monopoly plank and Landon's speeches, the G.O.P. is far less feared by "big business." The history of the party and Landon's backers seem to offer substantial assurance that nothing drastic will be done to interfere with pre-Roosevelt business methods.

Independent exhibitors, except for those following traditional party allegiance, appear to be in overwhelming majority for Roosevelt. The millions of dollars that are being paid out as relief and for W.P.A. labor have played an important part in restoring a degree of prosperity to theatre business. Few theatremen would like to see these funds eliminated or greatly diminished.

Contributions to Both . . .

Neither of the major political parties can have much to complain about insofar as cooperation of the industry as a whole is concerned. Substantial contributions have been made to both sides by prominent individuals.

Joseph Schenck of 20th Century-Fox, Jack Cohn of Columbia and the Warner Bros., have been industry leaders in the Democratic cause, although reports have been heard that the Warners made a large contribution to the G.O.P. as well. Outstanding on the Republican side is Louis B. Mayer, Metro boss, who has long been one of the staunchest supporters in California. Other industry leaders have not made public their contributions, but they are "coming across."

FAIRBANKS JOINS GOLDWYN

To Make 'Marco Polo' . . .

Douglas Fairbanks, Sr. returns to the film scene after an absence of several years, this time in the capacity of producer. The former actor will be associated with Samuel Goldwyn in the production of "Marco Polo," a property which Fairbanks has held for some time. This will be the first film in which Gary Cooper will star under his new contract with Goldwyn.

It is not definite whether Fairbanks will continue his connection with the U. A. producer after completion of "Marco Polo." However, it is regarded by many as the beginning of a long term association.
"This musical extravaganza has practically everything that ever went into screen entertainment."

—FILM DAILY

"The new Hirlicolor process adds considerably to this musical melodrama of Latin America. Action, romance and lively comedy also enliven it. Gorgeous outdoor shots in soft greens, blues and orange will bring in most favorable word-of-mouth publicity... The players are in every way capable."

—BOXOFFICE

"Musical comedy in color... alternately robust and romantic."

M. P. HERALD

Devil on Horseback

WITH

LILI DAMITA
FRED KEATING
DEL CAMPO
JEAN CHATBURN • TIFFANY THAYER

COLOR
ACTION
ROMANCE
COMEDY
GREAT CAST

PRESENTED BY
EDWARD L. ALPERSON
Directed by CRANE WILBUR • Screen Play by CRANE WILBUR
Photographed entirely in Hirlicolor

A GRAND NATIONAL PICTURE
EVERYTHING IN EXPLOITATION!

A BOX OFFICE SYMPHONY OF COLOR AND MELODY!

Gorgeous Natural Color... Drama... Romance... Thrills... Elaborate Dances... Four Hit Songs Published by Sam Fox... Three Big Stars... Plus a Gripping Story...

BACKED BY NATIONAL TIE-UPS!

Lux Soap Day and Date Co-op Plan... Richard Hudnut Class Campaign... "DIABLERO" (South American Devil Dance) Dance Campaign Put on by Thomas E. Parson, "Radio's Dancing Master", who put on the Astaire-Rogers "Piccolino"—and 100 OTHER NATURAL TIE-UPS!

A GRAND NATIONAL PICTURE

RIDE TO BIG PROFITS WITH THIS BOX-OFFICE NATURAL!
Two Tarzans

Preferred Pictures now ready to release "The New Adventures of Tarzan" in eight reels featuring Herman Brix, former World's Olympic Champion, who also played in the serial version, "New Adventures of Tarzan." This picture was produced in the jungles of Guatemala and took one year to make. It is sensational and authentic, as the entire story was based on the exploits of the French explorers seeking gold in the Mayan ruins. Story is now running in cartoon form in the Philadelphia Bulletin daily.

Metro is also currently releasing another "Tarzan" feature, "Tarzan Escapes."

Happy Days

Hollywood, Calif.—Boris Petroff announced today that immediately after the finale scene is photographed for his grand National musical, "His Off," he will visit the City Hall to take out a license to marry Miss Jane Mann, of Hollywood, with the wedding ceremony scheduled for Friday, October 27, at a place to be designated later. Miss Mann, who is a native of New York City, is a non-professional, but has lived in Hollywood for the past thirteen years.

Clem's
INDEPENDENT THEATRE SUPPLY HOUSE
1224 Vine Street, Philadelphia
"Everything From Street to Screen"

EXHIBITORS
HAVE DISCOVERED

Paramount's
"Advertising Material
Rental Service Contract"
will COST THEM from
$300 to $500
MORE per year!

Protect yourself
by dealing ONLY with

National-Kline Poster Co.
1307 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA
Simon Libros • Al Blofson • Oscar Libros

Hollywood Flickers

By DAVID I. HANNA

Hollywood, October 27

Mussolini, who, not so long ago, offered the resources of the Italian government to American producers, is now tempting Alexander Korda with the idea. Hollywood, figuring the proposed plan to freeze two-thirds of foreign film receipts a bit thick, mixed the offer, with the exception of Walter Wanger, who has a one picture commitment there. To Britain it would mean a substantial increase in their film market, and to Korda, personally, it would act as a boomerang to the financial interests behind him. Recently his backers lightened the purse strings, declaring his market was insufficient to warrant the increased budgets and large expenditures made on his pictures. So with the Italian proposition in the air, they must either allow Korda to go full blast ahead or risk the chance that he might transplant his star staff and story material to Italian territory.

From Republic we hear they will increase their schedule of musicals from three to seven. Another new policy will also be effected by the Studio. Instead of opening their high-budgeted pictures in key cities simultaneously, each film will have a week's preview spot in the north, south, east and west, before all prints are made up and distributed.

Shelving practically all the work done on "Maytime," MGM will start the musical from scratch next week with everything new, including the director, story, many of the supporting cast, and even the wardrobe. Jeanette McDonald and Nelson Eddy continue as stars. The parts have all been rewritten with the exception of Paul Lukas', who is being replaced by John Barrymore. Some, but not all, of the Romberg tunes will be retained. Robert Z. Leonard will direct.

Ending a four weeks' search for a leading lady to play opposite James Cagney in "Great Guy" for Grand National, Mae Clarke has been set for the role. It looks like a natural, for the famous scene in which Cagney threw a grapefruit at the lovely Mae is one of the most "memorable" in screen history.

With the decision of a British court against Bette Davis in her attempt to sever her Warner Bros. contract, studio heads heaved a sigh of relief. The general feeling being that if Miss Davis had scored a victory, more than half of the stars under contract would probably stage a walkout. Meanwhile Ludio-vico Toelpitz is taking no chances and is dickering with Anna Sten and Barbara Stanwyck to take the role scheduled for Bette in "I'll Take the Low Road."

Russell Gleason and Maxine Doyle have been assigned the top roles in "Hell Below," which Occidental, new indie company headed by George McCarthy, will produce at the Talisman lot. Harry Fraser will direct.

With the Canadian starch derby to end October 31, Jack Foster is rushing preparations on his picture, "The Canadian Derby," in time to get it in the theatres in time to cash in on the publicity attending the award to the winner.

Jesse Lasky is ready to sign with Radio. The much-bandied pact is ready, approved by the producer and studio, and will be signed later this week. Deal provides Lasky with his own unit on a salary and a percentage basis. First picture for the producer is not yet set, but likely will star Nino Martini.

George White is back in Hollywood with plans to independently produce a picture version of the current "Scandals." The producer, who already has filmed two "Scandals" productions for 20th Century, has no release lined up for the proposed film, but is dickering with several majors on the proposition.

Originally a gag, the negotiations between Sol Lesser and Lou Gehrig for the latter to play Tarzan in a series of pictures has turned serious. Christy Walsh, his manager, having of Lesser's need for an actor with the physical makeup for Tarzan, wrote the producer suggesting Gehrig. The papers took it up as a swell joke, but now it appears the deal will probably go through.

From Max Gordon's office in New York came the announcement last week that the theatrical producer intends to form his own picture company and in the future will himself film the screen version of his stage plays. It is also believed he will back other plays with the intention of grooming them for pictures. It should be a happy investment for Mr. Gordon and judging from his past record, the industry should welcome him into their midst. Behind him is a list of successful shows, a galaxy of stars who had their first opportunity under the Gordon banner and, above all, a record of clever, original management. One thing we can depend on from Mr. Gordon, the developing of new stars and fresh personalities. "A great play," he says, "has made many a star, but never has the reverse been true. Give me the play and I'll make start aplenty."
FUGITIVE IN THE SKY

--- Hollywood Preview ---

BOXOFFICE PREVIEW

AIR MYSTERY ... A "dud" ...

Familiar yarn done in hodge-podge fashion ... Will serve only for lower half of duals ... Rates • •.

Warner Bros.
58 Minutes
Jean Muir ... Warren Hull ...
Gordon Oliver ... Howard Phillips ...
Carlyle Moore, Jr. ... John Litel ...
Wini Shaw
Directed by Nick Grinde

This is weak even for the lower half of double feature programs. In parts (many), it is a bewildering hodge-podge that suggests the scriptists were suffering from delirium tremens at the time they penned it. Hokum melodrama, it is almost a carbon copy of a half dozen earlier films from other producers.

The jumpy story concerns Warren Hull, hot on the trail of a news story, and his efforts to scoop the capture of Public Enemy No. 1, in the person of Howard Phillips. On the usual transcontinental plane, he finds his prey, as does G-man John Litel. They trap him, of course, with the help of a dust storm and pretty stewardess Jean Muir, of course. You know every move before it happens, of course.

The cast tries hard, for which they are paid, of course, but hardly succeed in rising above such hackneyed material. Warren Hull and Phillips, who does a weakling gangster nicely, are the best, which is far from laudatory. It is difficult to judge how much of the fault for this rests with director Nick Grinde.

AD TIPS: Action houses will get best results by plugging the G-man vs. gangster angle.

HANNA (Hollywood).

OUTSTANDING SHORTS

FILM BULLETIN reviews only those short subjects that are worthy of your special attention in booking and advertising.

PHIL SPITALNY & HIS 'MUSICAL CHARMERS'

Paramount ... 10 Minutes

Spitalny and his girl orchestra, vaudeville headliners, put over several popular songs. The singing and playing are above par and the direction snappy. A restless camera keeps the subject moving throughout. During the playing of "Song of India," two oriental dancers in silhouette are cleverly double exposed over the orchestra in an eye-catching number.

LOVE LETTERS OF A STAR

--- BOXOFFICE RATING ---

MYSTERY ... Confused and dull yarn that will prove boring ... Not one mentionable name in the cast ... For duals only ... Rates •.

Universal
58 Minutes
Henry Hunter ... Polly Rowles ...
C. Henry Gordon ... Walter Coy ...
Hobart Cavanaugh ... Ralph Forbes ...
Samuel S. Hinds
Directed by Lewis R. Foster

The only mystery that might puzzle anyone about this is why it was ever made. Involved, confusing, dully acted and carelessly directed, "Love Letters of a Star" is just downright boring. Lacking even one name which might mean something to the boxoffice, it will be relegated to the lower half of twin bills—and that is more than it deserves!

A wealthy girl who had indiscreetly penned some love letters to an actor, commits suicide when the blackmailer whom she paid to return them fails to keep his bargain. When he comes to the girl's home to ask more money of the family, he is mysteriously killed. Frightened, they hide the body and a detective goes through the routine of trying to solve the strange finding of the blackmailer's papers in the house. The actor is then killed, piling up added duties on the already overburdened flatfoot. It all comes out in the wash, if anyone cares by that time.

The cast contains the names of some competent players, but it is really too much to expect them to make anything interesting out of this confusion.

AD TIPS: The title can be used to advantage. Get up a fake love letter in envelope, working the title, playdates and theatre name into the copy.

L. J.

'SLEEPERS'

(Continued from page 2)

(Continued from page 10)

teiunity to sell 'em both. On all copy, feature Nolan, "The Glamorous New Star Discovery, etc.", and Whalen, "Robert Taylor's Rival For the Affection of Everygirl's Heart!" They're a new love team ... "That Will Set the Hearts of the Nation Aflutter!"

Show the ladies plenty of photographs of Whalen. They will remember seeing him in other pictures and wondering who he is. Whatever your plan of campaign is, DON'T NEGLECT THIS GUY!

STREET BALLY

Weil hands you a pretty dish in the line of a street ballyboo that will set them gaping. He tells you to dress up a dame in a wedding gown and veil covering her face. Send her out on the street, preceded or followed by a small page boy carrying a sign with the following copy: "I'm Looking For THE MAN I MARRIED. You'll Find Us Together For Laughs At the Strand, Sunday & Monday."

You can promote that wedding outfit by giving the store a line on your program or a small card in the lobby.

PRINTING

A novelty window card or herald can be worked out of this sort of copy: "GIRLS, What Do You Look For in the Man You Will Marry? (Head of Nolan) Here's What DORIS NOLAN, the New Star Discovery, says: "THE MAN I MARRY Must Be Romantic ... HANDSOME ... ATHLETIC ... FAITHFUL ... CLEVER, etc." Would MICHAEL WHALEN (Head of Whalen) Be Your Ideal Man? See 'The Man I Marry' At the Strand, Sunday & Monday."

There's plenty of exploitation meat in that title, so use your own noodle to cook up stunts. If you can't pull plenty of extra bucks out of "The Man I Marry," the fault will be your's. Start planning right now and work yourself up into a frenzy of showmanship, or at least get yourself in a mild dither about the "Most Glamorous Star ... etc."
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an exhibitor has noticed going-on in Springfield. I seems that two or three circuits have their collective eyes on the COHEN circuit.
It is understood that the HADEL-
MANS will close their State Theatre in New Haven on November 26th although the lease runs through December 31st. It looks as if S. MEAD may run the theatre himself.
LOUIS GORDON has been around the film dist-
trict more often lately. Reason: he has moved his office from State Street to the Metropolitan Theatre Building.
We note that our old friend, NATHAN GORDON, has become quite a farmer and writer as well. Years ago he sold out to Publix. We know that uncle Nate could write an interesting book about the motion picture business. ADOLPH JOHNSON will repres-
ent Specialty Films in the Connecticut district.
Thieves broke into the safe of the Criterion Theatre in Roxbury during the night. Although the combination had been forced the inner door balked them. Believe it or not!... the Met-
ropolitan Theatre recently celebrated its 11th birthday with a hobo party. ANGIE MONEY carried off the main prize. So perfect was her disguise that her friends did not recognize her until she was introduced!... MEYER ROSEN is doing all right on that famous corner in the film district... GROVER BURKHARDT has held over "Legong" for the rest of the week at the Gayety Theatre. He believes in keeping abreast of the times!... Now that father is back, son can play. LEONARD KRASKA, who has been doing a splendid job at the Fine Arts Theatre, spent two weeks with his wife in New York City. Are you going to the Havard-Yale game? The Friars Club have reserved two special cars for the big game on November 21st... The exhibs around New England better know their movie faces for the next month or so. The Boston Evening American started a movie contest on Sunday and the movie patrons are sure to ask the managers for a hot tip... TONY RUSSO was married last Saturday... BRAD ANGER is rapidly coming to the fore—as one of the better dressed young men in the district.

FROM BOSTON
By Bruce

LESLEY HOWARD, appearing here in "Ham-
let," tried to get into one of those membership clubs but the doorman neither knew his Shakes-
peare nor his movie stars and refused to admit him. Was his face red!... NELL MCLAUGH-
LIN is carrying on nobly at Grand N. And de-
spite a very bad cold... "Smiley" CALLAHAN smiles all the time. There ought to be a reward for the person who sees him without a smile.
It is said that five theatres about a hundred miles from Boston are about to be sold...
Warm or cold KENNETH DOUGLAS is always seen without a coat... MARGARET COL-
LINGWOOD is the new secretary at the Inde-
pendent Exhibitors' office. Welcome!... An observant exhibitor has noticed going-on in the city.

MORRIS has been around the film dis-
district more often lately. Reason: he has moved his office from State Street to the Metropolitan Theatre Building.
We note that our old friend, NATHAN GORDON, has become quite a farmer and writer as well. Years ago he sold out to Publix. We know that uncle Nate could write an interesting book about the motion picture business. ADOLPH JOHNSON will repres-
ent Specialty Films in the Connecticut district.
Thieves broke into the safe of the Criterion Theatre in Roxbury during the night. Although the combination had been forced the inner door balked them. Believe it or not!... the Met-
ropolitan Theatre recently celebrated its 11th birthday with a hobo party. ANGIE MONEY carried off the main prize. So perfect was her disguise that her friends did not recognize her until she was introduced!... MEYER ROSEN is doing all right on that famous corner in the film district... GROVER BURKHARDT has held over "Legong" for the rest of the week at the Gayety Theatre. He believes in keeping abreast of the times!... Now that father is back, son can play. LEONARD KRASKA, who has been doing a splendid job at the Fine Arts Theatre, spent two weeks with his wife in New York City. Are you going to the Havard-Yale game? The Friars Club have reserved two special cars for the big game on November 21st... The exhibs around New England better know their movie faces for the next month or so. The Boston Evening American started a movie contest on Sunday and the movie patrons are sure to ask the managers for a hot tip... TONY RUSSO was married last Saturday... BRAD ANGER is rapidly coming to the fore—as one of the better dressed young men in the district.
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TARZAN ESCAPES

BOXOFFICE RATING

ADVENTURE . . . Carries strong appeal for juvenile trade . . . Will satisfy adult fans . . . Rates • • • for action and rural spots.

M-G-M
95 Minutes
Directed by Richard Thorpe

After a prolonged production struggle, during which Metro experienced considerable difficulty with the script, the third in the Tarzan series emerges as a satisfactory adventure film. It carries sock appeal for the kid trade and will not disappoint grown-ups who like this sort of stuff. Generally, on the strength of the previous two, "Tarzan Escapes" should bring above average returns.

Story begins with Tarzan and his girlfriend living peacefully in the jungle, until her relatives arrive to persuade her to return to civilization in order to qualify for an inheritance. She is finally convinced and starts her trip. Meanwhile, Tarzan is captured in an attempt to cage him for exhibition in England. He manages to escape and, with the aid of his faithful jungle friends, brings back the girl, who now appreciates the advantages of her "savage" life.

Johnny Weisduller makes his usual fine figure as Tarzan and displays his swimming and athletic ability to advantage. Maureen O'Sullivan is attractive and fresh as his mate. Remainder of the cast is good, with Herbert Mundin capturing laugh honors as a valet. Cheetah, Tarzan's simian pal, manages to steal many a scene from the humans.

AD TIPS: Go jungle in your lobby in advance. Call this the best of the Tarzan series. Build cage on truck and place stoge wearing lion's skin inside.

HANNA (Hollywood).

Luckiest Girl in the World

Hollywood Review

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY ROMANCE . . . Mild entertainment that will satisfy light comedy fan . . . Lacks marquee strength . . . Rates • • for dual bills only.

Universal
70 Minutes
Directed by Edward Buzzell

This is a routine bit of light comedy that cannot possibly mean much to any boxoffice. A simple, familiar yarn, a couple of amusing situations and some clever lines spoken by a competent, if unknown cast, are the virtues of "The Luckiest Girl in the World." It will have to be content with being spotted on the lower half of dual bills.

Jane Wyatt is an heiress, engaged to marry Phil Reed, tennis champ, whose chief interest in life is his hope of marrying a wealthy girl. They believe they can live on $150 a month, but Jane's father thinks otherwise and tries hard to block the match. He gives her $150 and tells her to go to New York to see how well she can manage for a month with that amount. There she meets Lewis Hayward and it's love at first sight. Reed meets another girl with a bigger bankroll and leaves Jane free to marry Hayward, who earns $200 a month.

Miss Wyatt has dropped that insipid quality that marked her initial picture performance and has developed a more pleasing freshness and spontaneity. Hayward shows promise and Nat Pendleton and Gene Palette handle the comedy nicely.

AD TIPS: The title is its strongest selling point; go after it with all sorts of teases.

HANNA (Hollywood).

COUNTRY GENTLEMEN

Hollywood Review

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY . . . Olsen and Johnson score hit with good gags and some slapstick . . . Can handle top spot where they like fun . . . Rates • •

Republic
60 Minutes
Directed by Ralph Staub

With the help of a swift moving tale, some very funny situations and swell dialogue, Olsen and Johnson, famed stage comedians, look like a hit in this feature length film. They've been given a good production and a supporting cast that stooges for them perfectly. This should click nicely in spots where comedy goes well.

The duo are a pair of crazy promoters, who, after being kicked out of one town, land in another, only to be thrown into jail on a fake kidnap charge. The town happens to be near the veterans home and the men have just received the bonus. They start promoting an oil well and Johnson decides to hook the old soldiers, against the advice of Olsen, who, because of Lila Lee, is treading the straight and narrow. The money starts to roll in, but finally the blowup comes. They are being run out of town, when the well is dynamited and the oil begins to gush. The comics are the heroes of the town.

These boys look set in pictures if they can be handed material as strong as this. Ralph Staub's direction is A-1, his laughs being timed unerringly.

AD TIPS: Go strong on this comedy team. Sell them at the funniest pair on the screen. Dress up a couple of stooges in sticky outfits as a street ballyhoo.

HANNA (Hollywood).

(Additional Reviews on page 8)
HOLLYWOOD SPONSORING RADIO COMPETITION!

At last Hollywood is doing something about the threat of competition created by the appearances of film stars on radio broadcasts.

For several months, a loud and voluminous, but unorganized, outcry against this practice has come from the throats of thousands of theatremen from coast to coast. During this time, certain of the film moguls have not been idle. They have paid heed to these protests and now they seem ready to ACT—in a strange way, to be sure—by fostering an increase in radio competition!

When the leaders of the Producers' organization became conscious of the rising volume of complaints from exhibitors, they dispatched their "front man," the good General Hays, on the mission of discovering just how much damage was being done theatre business by the free ether shows featuring movie-made attractions. They received his report that business throughout the country was on the improve (and this, probably, was due, to some extent, to the very broadcasting about which stupid exhibitors were yelping) and, anyhow, there is nothing the Hays Organization can do about curtailling the radio activities of the film players.

That is approximately what the pious General reported, but that is not the whole truth! To reassure the more restless elements in exhibitor ranks, we were told that Hays had not dropped the matter, that the "investigation" would be continued indefinitely and a solution would be sought. That was for the purpose of stalling off any more of those annoying complaints.

On the subject of the extent of harm done to movie theatres by radio programs, it might be enlightening to Mr. Hays and his M.P.P.D.A. members to learn the plain-as-the-nose-on-your-face fact that anything that keeps people out of movie theatres is competition to movie theatres. And, when entertainment is offered free, that is the toughest kind of competition. And when performers, whose popularity has been created and maintained by the efforts and expense of the motion picture industry, lend their names to that free competitive factor, then we have a downright stupid situation. It is analogous to a case in which the doorman in a theatre might engage in selling tickets to the competitive theatre around the corner—while he is on his job.

(Continued on page four)
AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'

The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatermen those pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theater publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these "Sleepers" with the view to having you sell them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns. Follow these "Sleepers" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

MASK RIPPED FROM HOODED MONSTERS!

HOODED HOODLUMS PUT INNOCENT MAN ON SPOT!
'LEGION OF TERROR' CONTROLS CITY!
THE PUBLIC DEMANDS DEATH OF HOODED KILLERS!
G-MEN OPEN DRIVE ON MASKED RACKETEERS!

Gents, those headlines tell you that the sweetest exploitation picture of this year has been tossed into your lap by Columbia. As the press book honestly advises you, this has been "Dynamited fro the Sensational Revelations That Shocked America!"

It is only a matter of several months since a gang of Detroit's vicious Black Legion dragged an innocent young P.W.A. worker out into the woods and shot him dead, leaving his wife a widow and her baby fatherless.

It is only a matter of weeks since the startling, shocking facts of this crime were told in a Detroit court and the amazing machinations of this gang of hooded hoodlums—the Black Legion—were revealed to an alarmed nation.

Not since the veil of secrecy was ripped from the Ku Klux Klan a decade ago has anything so sensational stirred so many millions of newspaper readers. The nation rose in its anger and demanded that these banded, masked, cowardly criminals be wiped out.

THIS IS NOT FICTION! No fabrication of a script writer's mind could imaginably carry the terrific punch contained in "LEGION OF TERROR." It is fact, so dramatically presented that it will hold 'em fastened in their seats from fade-in to fade-out.

Columbia has gotten a "beat" on the rest of the industry and you've gotten a can of film that will bring you dizzy grosses if you do something smart with this boxoffice lollapalooza. It can be sold for a veritable million bucks in every theater that caters to a class of people that can be sold—and you're elected if you can show us one spot where they can't!

LOBBY and FRONT

Git goin' down to your local newspaper office and dig out copies of the sheets that

banned the headlines about young Poole's murder out in Detroit by the Black Legion. Throw together a couple of haphazard paste ups of a dozen headlines and parts of the stories and blow 'em up to the largest sizes possible.

Set these enlargements up in the lobby with dozens of the swell stills available on this show around them. Banner a huge newspaper headline all the way across the width of the lobby with this copy: "AMERICA MUST WIPE OUT THE HOODED HOODLUMS OF THE LEGION OF TERROR!"

Go the limit in sensationalizing those headlines. Tell your patrons these "brave" mugs who gang together and wear masks preach religious hatred, racial bigotry and contempt for law and order. Tell 'em that they preach "100 percent Americanism," but would destroy the very foundations of our country if allowed their way. Urge the public to help the Government run 'em down—and tell them each one should start their personal crusades by seeing the FIRST MOTION PICTURE THAT DARES REVEAL THE SECRETS OF THE HOODED MOBS!

On each side of the lobby display spot a stooge dressed in black gown and hood, with white skull and crossbones on the breast. (See press sheet for design.)

Use the same type of display on the front.

STREET BALLY

It's an obvious setup, but one that will get you plenty of attention, to parade from three to a half dozen stooges garbed in the hooded gowns, each carrying aloft a card with copy.

For stronger effect, you might have some of them carry red flares.

TAB HERALD

The Columbia boys have gotten up one of the swellest tabloid heralds these dimmest eyes have ever seen. It's S-M-A-S-H through and leaves you the entire back page for imprinting the balance of your program. This may cost a bit more than your usual program or herald but it will pay you some of the handsomest dividends you ever got out of a piece of advertising matter. Loosen up on this one, boys, it'll pay—and how!

TEASER SNIPES

Print up window cards or half sheets with these simple words: "LEARN THE INSIDE FACTS ABOUT THE HOODED MONSTERS OF THE 'LEGION OF TERROR!' (Theatre name and dates in smaller type.)"

It's a tough job, boys, to do a "Teaser" on something like this, because all the stunts are so perfectly obvious that they hardly need repeating. But, there are exhibitors who take a show like this and let it ride as an ordinary booking without any exploitation at all. It leaves one a little sick in the kishes to think of all the dough that will be passed up by so-called smart guys who won't lift their fannies off a chair to go out and sell this gold mine on film. Anyhow, we've set down a few of the gags herein and will leave the rest to you.
THE ELECTION

Industry Affected . . .

The overwhelming Roosevelt-New Deal landslide is of vast import to the motion picture industry. The essence of the President's policies spell change, improvement particularly of the lot of the underdogs in all industry and, with a Congress so decisively bearing the New Deal mandate from the millions of voters, it must be regarded as inevitable that Mr. Roosevelt will press for and win a continuation of reforms in trade relationships.

As was pointed out in last week's FILM BULLETIN, the depression emergency prevented the Administration and Congress from devoting much attention to special industry legislation, but, with the nation clearly out of the doldrums and on its way to renewed prosperity, there is every reason to believe that the voices of individual complainers will be heard.

Anti-Monopoly Legislation? . . .

It is not unlikely that among the President's first orders of business will be a plea for enactment of more effective anti-monopoly legislation. The Sherman and Clayton Acts have not proven strong enough in recent years to check alleged oppressive conduct against weaker competitors by huge corporations. Trick legal legereomain has enabled them to claim that their activities are intra-state business in one court and inter-state business in another. Federal licensing of all corporations which engage in any transaction between states may be the projected means of checking this abuse.

Block Booking? . . .

Without all returns being available, it is apparently certain that the two champions of Allied's campaign against compulsory block booking will retain their seats in Congress. Senator Neely of West Virginia and Representative Pettengill of Indiana will be back to pursue their leadership of the forces seeking to outlaw this practice.

Their efforts in the waning months of the last session were too belated to be productive of results and Mr. Neely's senatorial measure will probably be the one to be acted upon. Several of the opposition members of both sub-committees, which considered the Pettengill and Neely bills, have lost their seats and will probably be replaced by members more favorably inclined toward the independent's viewpoint.

Gov't Control? . . .

It is difficult to imagine President Roosevelt favoring any of the schemes for specific Federal regulation of film business. Basically, he is known to be a friend of the industry and would hardly countenance such radical suggestions as Governmental censorship or control. What reforms he may hope to force upon the trade he will probably seek to bring about by laws applicable to all industry, with the single exception, perhaps, of compulsory block booking, which is a practice unique to movie business.

The proposed bill to divorce film producers from their theatre holdings, which is being sponsored by Allied and will be introduced by Congressman Patman, will not be special legislation, but will be aimed at all other industries in which manufacturers engage in the retail branch of the business.

Impartial observers of the trade fear no destruction legislation against the industry from this preponderant New Deal Congress, but they do foresee sound, basic, corrective measures adopted for eradication of unfair practices. The industry can well stand that.

WARNS OF THEATRE AGGRESSION

Allied of N. E. Bulletin . . .


"Evidence of renewed affiliated theatre aggression may be found in several Allied territories. Suits are now being held in Texas, where a large number of the independent theatres have been driven out of business because of the building or leasing of competitive theatres by affiliated chains with a subsequent shortage of available major product.

"Here in New England, one independent with a theatre investment of over a million dollars was similarly threatened and was successful in averting this attack only by complying with a major company's demands for their product. Further evidence is the case of an exhibitor in Vermont, 33 miles removed from an affiliated circuit, which now demands 14 days clearance over his situation. There are several places where independent exhibitors in competition with affiliated circuits cannot buy any run of major product at any price."

Hits Metro Terms Again . . .

The bulletin again attacks M-G-M's rental demands for the 1936-37 season, declaring: "Symbolic of producer-distributor demands, with returning prosperity, is the Metro deal for 1936-37. Acceptance of the terms being asked by Metro will ruin independent exhibitors more quickly than any other one factor. If M-G-M is successful, you can depend on the other companies following suit next year."
Apparenty, the bulletin has reference to George Ramsdell, who controls the theatre situation in Malden, when it says that a million dollar investment was threatened. It is regarded as signifcant by some people that Ramsdell, who was reported holding out against Metro's inordinate terms, signed a contract with the company after rumors were passed around that a new theatre would be constructed in Malden.

PHILA. UMPTO ATTACKS G-N

Threaten to Picket...

Leveling its big bertha at the baby of all film companies, the Philadelphia United M.P.T.O. let go a shot at Grand National last week when, at a general meeting, plans were adopted to virtually boycott the company and picket the local exchange. Reason: G-N is asking 35 percent for several promised James Cagney pictures.

So far, the picketing has not gotten under way.

Earlier in the season, at the organization's first meeting, attempt was made by some irate members to condemn and boycott Metro and R.K.O. for their 40 percent demands, but this fell thru for lack of initiative on the part of the leaders.

PESKAY REPLACES LESERMAN

In Grand National...

Edward J. Peskay, formerly with Skouras Theatres, has been named general sales manager of Grand National Films to replace Carl Leserman. The latter resigned last week and went back to Warner Bros. to be assistant to Gradwell L. Sears, sales manager of that company.

Peskay spent several years in Philadelphia as assistant to Wm. Goldman, then in charge of the Warner circuit in this territory. In 1932 he went to Skouras and remained with them until several months ago, when he resigned to enter independent theatre operation.

EDITORIAL

Hollywood Sponsoring Radio Competition!

(Continued from front page)

If the Hays organization can bar an actor, who quits the company of his employ for any reason, good or bad, from getting work in any other member studio (as witness the case of James Cagney)

If the M.P.P.D.A. can concoct and have all its members force uniform contracts down the throats of the exhibitors of the country—

If the clique of theatre-owning producers can flaut double features in their own theatres in one territory and prohibit independent exhibitors in a neighboring territory from showing them—

If the Hays outfit can virtually block the release of any feature picture in this country unless the general puts his holy seal on it—

Then, we must necessarily reach the conclusion that Hays, for some reason, either is seeking to deceive exhibitors or is too meek to hold his position when he states that his powerful M.P.P.D.A. is helpless to halt or radically curb the radio appearances of film players who are under contract to the members of his organization.

Frankly, we believe that Hays doesn't want to do anything much about it—because the few men who control the Producers Association don't want him to do anything!

WHY? Perhaps we have the answer in some news of the past week.

Three members of the Producers Association were appointed, or appointed themselves, a committee to analyze the film-radio problem. The three companies whose officials compose the committee are Metro, Warner Bros. and R.K.O.

Last week, according to authoritative reports, M-G-M entered into negotiations with the Ford Motor Company on a plan to give that advertiser exclusive broadcasting rights to all stars, writers, directors and composers under Leo's banner for the reputed sum of $30,000 per performance. The scheme calls for one huge broadcast each week, thus, presumably, to cut down the number of broadcasts by their talent.

Warners, meanwhile, are reported active in an effort to develop their own national broadcasting chain. (This, incidentally, is the firm which is also planning the large scale manufacture and sale of 16 mm. projection equipment for home use.)

R.K.O.'s connections with radio business are well-known and Mr. Aylesworth is riding two horses when he purports to represent the interests of the motion picture industry on a committee that is supposed to protect it from radio competition.

We are asked to believe that the Metro plan will correct or mitigate the situation. One BIG broadcast by Metro stars, between, let's say, 9 and 10 o'clock every Monday night is better than a number of broadcasts on several nights for various sponsors. Yes. But, Warner Bros. will take every Tuesday night; and R.K.O. every Wednesday night; and 20th Century every Thursday night; and Columbia every Friday night; and Paramount every Saturday night; and United Artists every Sunday night. Thus, each producer will confine their stars to only one broadcast, under studio supervision, every week—enough to keep millions of prospective movie fans at home every night in every week.

That may not happen, but the Metro-Ford deal certainly points in that direction.

Under the guise of "controlling" radio competition, the three companies on the Hayes committee, who run the M.P.P.D.A. almost exclusively for their benefit, are stepping into radio business in a big way. They could prevent their stars from furthering radio competition, but they don't want to.

Perhaps it is the prospect of television. Perhaps it is merely their desire to get their fingers into another entertainment field for profit. Perhaps they are just stupid and fail to comprehend the danger of encouraging free home entertainment. Perhaps they are foolish enough to labor under the delusion that, because theatre business has improved in the past year, the movie industry has nothing to fear. Perhaps they see nothing of import in the well founded claims of the radio networks that the number of radio fans has increased tremendously in the past few months (and this has comparatively little relation to the increased prosperity).

Whatever the reason for their refusal and failure to take adequate steps to protect the industry from the menace WITHIN ITS OWN RANKS, it is clear that any sensible and effective action that is to be taken MUST COME ABOUT THROUGH THE INFLUENCE AND ORGANIZED STRENGTH OF THE INDEPENDENT THEATRE OWNERS! We urge Allied to consider this seriously.

MO WAX.
COME AND GET IT

Hollywood Review

BOXOFFICE RATING

United Artists (Goldwyn)
105 Minutes
Directed by William Wyler & Howard Hawks

Strong drama that will draw most attention from better class audiences. Subscribing to no formula, oblivious to trends, Sam Goldwyn goes serenely on his way, formulating and carrying out his own idea. If there is any pattern to his films, it is merely that each must be a handsome, carefully handled production. In "Come and Get It," he has fashioned an attractive, effectively dramatic story of an American lumber baron and his insane love for a young girl. Shy on strong boxoffice names, it will require heavy exploitation in nabes and rural locations, but should click to good grosses in first runs and class spots.

Arnold, as a young man, is in charge of a lumber camp when he meets and falls in love with Frances Farmer, a girl who sings in the town saloon. Offered a partnership in the growing business if he marries his boss' daughter, Arnold gives way to his ambition and leaves Frances to enter into the loveless marriage. She, in turn, finds solace in Arnold's Swede friend, Walter Brennan, and marries him. Twenty years pass and Arnold is immensely wealthy, the father of two grown children. Yet, he is unhappy. His daughter persuades him to make a trip to the camp and visit Brennan. He finds that his old sweetheart had died, leaving his friend a beautiful daughter who looks exactly like her mother. Arnold becomes infatuated with her, brings her and her father to his home, builds them a house and continues his advances. Meanwhile, his son, Joel McCrea, also falls in love with her. A scene occurs in which the father and son come to blows over the young girl. In the midst of this Frances admonishes McCrea with the remark that his father is, after all, an old man. The thought strikes home and Arnold realizes the futility of his love and resigns himself to his life.

Arnold brings a sensitive, compelling power to the role. McCrea is excellent as his son. Acting honors, however, go to Frances Farmer, whose dual role is a shining contribution to the film. Supporting cast is well balanced. The work of the two directors, William Wyler and Howard Hawks, is solid and compact.

AD TIPS: It might be a good idea to tell Goldwyn, "The Man Who Gave You 'Duckworth,' 'These Three' and Other Great Dramas of Recent Years."
HANNA (Hollywood).

LEGION OF TERROR

BOXOFFICE RATING

Columbia
62 Minutes
Directed by C. C. Coleman, Jr.

Seizing upon the recent exposures about the operations of Detroit's Black Legion gang, Columbia has scooped the industry with a timely melodrama that should make a load of dough to theatres where exploitation brings results. Although "The Legion of Terror" shows signs of the haste with which it was produced, it contains plenty of the ingredients that will satisfy the fans who like their exposes exciting.

The sketchy yarn tells of two postal inspectors, Bruce Cabot and Crawford Weaver, who are assigned to the job of tracing the mysterious senders of bombs to members of Congress. They meet Marguerite Churchill and her brother Ward Bond, who tell them of the activities of "The Legion of Terror," a hooded gang. The inspectors get jobs in the town controlled by the gang and learn the identity of the leaders. Bond is ordered killed by the Legion and when Marguerite and his pal Weaver are kidnapped, Cabot succeeds in having the Governor send out the militia just in time to rescue them from death at the hands of the terrorists. In the closing scene, tribute is paid to the postal inspectors and the public is urged to beware of such hooded gangs by staying out of them.

The direction is nappy and much interest is cleverly developed in the scenes of the hooded legion meetings. Acting of the cast is good, Cabot being outstanding.

AD TIPS: This is an exploitation bonanza. Supply "Sleeping campaign on this film."

PIGSKIN PARADE

BOXOFFICE RATING
MUSICAL COMEDY . . . Fair-plus collegiate fun and several singable tunes . . . Patsy Kelly, Stuart Erwin carry comedy . . . Rates: ★★★★ only where they like light stuff.

20th Century-Fox
99 Minutes
Directed by David Butler

In the same light musical mood of "Sing Baby Sing," 20th Century has turned out a sprightly musical comedy having to do with collegiate football in a small college and a farm-grown boy who liked to play without shoes. Regrettably, "Pigskin Parade" does not come up to its predecessor in entertainment. Perhaps it misses the madcap Ritz Bros. or the stronger reminiscent plot of "Sing." However, there is sufficient comedy, a couple of hitting ditties and the irresistible Yacht Club Boys to make "Parade" fast moving film fluff. It should bring slightly above average grosses in spots where they like comedy.

Jack Haley and his aggressive wife, Patsy Kelly, arrive at Texas State U. to coach the football team. By accident, Yale invites this small school to play a charity game and Haley is faced with the problem of turning out a decent team from raw material. Patsy

(Continued on following page)
reviews
(Continued from page 5)

gives her timid husband the idea of using four basketball players in the backfield and developing a tricky passing game. On the eve of the Yale game, Patsy is drunk and breaks the leg of the team's star while teaching him how to block. She tries to get someone to replace him and happens to find Stuart Erwin on a farm pitching watermelons with unerring accuracy. Luring him and his kid sister, Judy Garland, to the school, Erwin soon becomes a sensation. The big Yale game comes and T. S. U. is losing 7-6 when Erwin is sent back in for one last play. He takes off his shoes, runs for a touchdown to win the game.

Interspersed throughout this yarn are songs, romances, college rallies and plenty of laughs, provided chiefly by Miss Kelly and Erwin. Judy Garland, cute newcomer, sings loud, if not so well. However, she has plenty of personality. David Butler's direction keeps the action evenly, even though his material is rather slim at times.

AD TIPS: Sell it as the successor to "Sing Baby Sing." Cover the local football matches in advance; high school, as well as college games. Hire two young men who can handle a football and have them, attired in proper suits, tossing a ball between them at important street intersections.

A WOMAN REBELS

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . Slow moving, talkative costume story . . . Will depend strictly on Hepburn's draw; her performance fine . . . Rates ●● in better class spot; less elsewhere.

RKO

99 Minutes

Elisabeth Allan . . . Donald Crisp . . .
David Manners . . . Doris Dudley . . .
Lucille Watson

Directed by Mark Sandrich

A good dramatic story and a fine performance by Katherine Hepburn have gone for little more than naught in "A Woman Rebels," due to either a poor script or weak direction or a combination of the two failings. Despite its interesting material, it had this reviewer restless in his seat and just a bit bored. Whatever favorable response this film is to get will have to come from the better class locations. For action and rural houses, it will prove to be a "dud." There are long stretches of dialogue and the star, in charming Victorian costumes, is photographed from innumerable angles for very, very pretty effect, which doesn't exactly make engrossing film entertainment as we like it.

Rebelling against the tyranny of her father, who demands that he choose husbands for her and her sister, Hepburn falls in love with a married man. She learns she is to have a child by him and visits her sister, who is also expecting the stork. Her sister and baby die and Hepburn takes the opportunity to raise her own daughter as her sister's. Years pass and Herbert Marshall falls in love with Hepburn, but she refuses his offers of marriage for fear that any scandal about her would wreck his diplomatic career. Her daughter, meanwhile, falls in love with her own half-brother and Hepburn, in an effort to break off the dangerous affair, visits her daughter's father. This leads to a split between him and his wife and a resultant divorce, with Hepburn named as co-respondent. Having learned the truth, Marshall tells the girl about her mother and asks Hepburn to marry him. She finally accepts.

AD TIPS: Compare this to previous Hepburn performances. Sell it strongly to the women from the angle of her fight against man-made conventions that enslaved the women of the Victorian period.

BARTON.

KING OF HOCKEY

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

SPORT MELODRAMA . . . one-reel material stretched to feature length . . . Few hockey scenes only recommendation . . . dual 'filler' only . . . Rates ●

Warner Bros.

57 Minutes

Anne Nagel . . . Richard Purcell . . .
Gordon Hart

Directed by Noel Smith

This is terrible! Whoever in the Warner outfit conceived the idea of making a feature film out of this single reel material wins the season's barbed wire bath towel. The story is a faithful tracing of one of the most commonplace plot patterns in existence. It is stupidly dialogued, badly acted and directed with as much originality as one might find in a ward-heeler politician's speech. The only stuff that will hold any one's interest are the few hockey game scenes, which could have been incorporated in an interesting eight minute Vitaphone subject. This will find its way into few theatres—which is more than it deserves!

Dick Purcell, ice hockey star, is in love with Anne Nagel. A gambler, George E. Stone, sends him $1000 to throw the game, but the note is intercepted by his roommate, Wayne Morris. Doubting Purcell's honesty, Morris sends the money back. During the game, when their team begins to lose, Morris thinking Purcell is throwing the game, takes a poke at him. Blinded by the blow, Purcell leaves the hospital and disappears. Morris learns the awful truth and, with the help of Anne, searches for Purcell until they find him. His eyesight is brought back and he goes into the big game in time to win for his team. Hurray!

Nothing in the picture rises above that low level. As an actor, Purcell looks good in a hockey game. Miss Nagel has a pretty face—that's all. Marie Wilson's dumbbell humor stands out.

AD TIPS: Only chances of getting anything out of this is to sell the sporting crowd on the hockey angle.

HANNA (Hollywood).

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"
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**Short Subjects**

**FROM PHILLY**

**By Nonamaker**

VINE STREET WELCOMES... President Roosevelt royally when he passed Film Row on his way back from the Camden speech last Thursday... Cleon's had spot lights going... Operators' Union flashed red flares; Horlacher's displayed a mammoth flag... Most of the film people stayed around after office hours to greet F. D. R. — COURT SCARED... Theatre game operators... DAVE MOLIVER vs. Quality Premium over who owns the rights to "Bango" were in court and heard the judge remark that it all looks illegal to him. Their lawyers decided they had better settle their dispute out of court, so few to done. Except that now they are at odds again, with both outfits trying to convince exhibs they have the rights and know best how to run "Bango"... Moliver's contract with the BARRY-WIN dish company expires January 16th, after which he will have regained complete control of his game... ATTENTION HOLLYWOOD!... Republic's MIKE LEEVINSON leaves November 13th for the coast to seek for regain his health... The diminutive freckled boy has been with the HARRY MULVANE exchange for almost two years... ONLY HOUSE OF ITS KIND!... That's what SAM STIEFEL intends to make Nixon's Grand... He's mixing up white and colored stage shows in effort to attract ALL of vaude fans in town... A Major Bowes unit is scheduled to open there next week... Meanwhile, HARRY SLATKO is out of the proposition... MYSTERY... Surrounds the unfortunate incident concerning the mother of MOE VERBIN, Moe's mother was hit in the head by a stray bullet while standing in her back yard. She is doing nicely in the Jewish Hospital... CONDOLENCES... to BERNE HIRSCH whose mother died Monday and to CONRAD POCALUKO, TWA representative on Horlacher's platform, who buried his father Tuesday... MAYFAIR OPENS... Next Saturday... It's the first streamlined theatre and occupies a triangular plot at Frankford Ave. and Cottman St. and is under the management of ABE SABLOSKY and JAKE FOX... ATTENTION MAYOR WILSON!... When you spoke at the opening of ERNIE and NOLEN's new RENEL, which opened last week with MGM's 'Women Are Trouble' you should have known better than to say: 'You residents of this neighborhood should thank WARNER BROTHERS for this beautiful edifice'... ELECTION... and what a landslide! Most of film row quite elated over results... JIM CLARK hit the air waves for a few minutes from the Arcadia, where he was partying... VARIETY CLUB held open house... ED. SKYVIN and OSCAR NEUFELD entertained at 219 S. Broad St. HARRY WEINER was among many film men spotted at BENNIE, THE BUM's... Daily News sound shorts and election return slides had the best spot for the outdoor entertainment, JEFF KEEN garnering Reynburn Plaza grand-stand for the event... OTHER NOTES... That new Vineland, N. J. theatre will be located at E. Landis Ave. and Vineland Ave... VARIETY CLUB held Halloween Party Saturday night last. HERB ELIOTT won prize dressed as a chamber-maid.

**FROM BOSTON**

**By Bruce**

EDWARD SOLOLOWSKY has been appointed manager of the Victory Theatre in Lowell by MICHAEL DALY. Edward is well known for theatre management in Hartford and New Britain, Connecticut... "Legion" has closed after a week's run at the Gayety Theatre according to BURTON BURKHARDT. That's what we call kicking its gone around... I. J. GREENE at Woosocket, R. I., married ALICE R. CONNOR last week. Last seen hurrying away on their honeymoon... NATE YAMINS attended a conference in New York of leaders on Allied matters. The chief business was the discussion of the drive for funds to finance Allied's campaign against producer-ownership of theatres... HARRY N. SNYDER is the representative for the Alexander Film Company here... HARRY B. WATTS has done such an excellent job managing the Palace Theatre in Worcester that the Dupon-Osborne interests picked him out to be city manager of five theatres in Wheeling, West Virginia... Columbia Club celebrated Halloween early—Monday evening, October 26th in the clubrooms... Independent Exhibitors held a directors meeting Tuesday afternoon, October 27th and NATE YAMINS presided. At that time it was decided to issue the new magazine Allied Independent Exhibitor... JOE MATHEW came down from the North—Springfield, Vermont to you, and found no change in the weather. Br-rrr... What's the matter with the tunnel, MORTON LIEBERMAN?... DON MARTIN visited Boston for a few days before leaving for Virginia. He is still publicizing "Estasya"... DOC BRITTEN is planning an extended trip through Arroostook County intending to visit and sell the exhibitors and dig potatoes at the same time... "Don't believe anyone you hear and believe only half of what you see," is the advice FRANK LYDON's mother gave to him. And it works out alright according to Frank... Hearings on the various claims against Olympia Theatres are now being held. This Paramount theatre affiliate is now in receivership. In the first hearing Judge J. Walsh followed the recommendations of the receivers but there are several claims on which the receivers made no recommendations either way... GEORGE KRASKA is back at the Fine Arts Theatre. How did things look over there?... We didn't know!... LAM BUILDING CORP. have been awarded contract from undisclosed builders to erect a new theatre at 3rd and State Sts., Camden, N. J. SAVOY, Catasauqua, Pa. re-opened... Another new house! This one in Philadelphia! At 10th and Snyder Ave. on property owned by the W. S. P. SHIELDS' ESTATE. AARON COLISH is architect, but he won't tell for whom he is drawing up the plans... The U. M. P. T. O. "peace" dinner and dance proved a success, as anticipated. Everyone had a good time and forgot "politics" for the once... RITA MONAIGLE, Paramount Exchange, seriously ill... Columbia trade shows "THEODORA GOES WILD" at the New Locust Street Theatre, Friday morning.
“EVERYTHING IN ENTERTAINMENT!”

“This musical extravaganza has practically everything that ever went into screen entertainment.”
—FILM DAILY

“The new Hirlicolor process adds considerably to this musical melodrama of Latin America... Action, romance and lively comedy also enliven it... Gorgeous outdoor shots in soft greens, blues and orange will bring in most favorable word-of-mouth publicity... The players are in every way capable.”
—BOXOFFICE

“Musical comedy in color... alternately robust and romantic.”
M. P. HERALD

Devil on Horseback

WITH

LILI DAMITA
FRED KEATING
DEL CAMPO
JEAN CHATBURN • TIFFANY THAYER

A GRAND NATIONAL PICTURE

A GEORGE A. HIRLIMAN PRODUCTION
IN FULL NATURAL COLOR

PRESENTED BY
EDWARD L. ALPERSON
Directed by CRANE WILBUR • Screen Play by CRANE WILBUR
Photographed entirely in Hirlicolor
ARTHUR DREIFUSS, Dance Director

COLOR ACTION ROMANCE COMEDY GREAT CAST
Allied’s Plan Has a Good Chance!

When Allied, at its convention in Cleveland last Spring, first advanced its plan to seek adoption of state and national legislation forcing the Big 5 to divorce themselves from their affiliated theatre holdings, it brought a response that smacked largely of skepticism, if not amusement, from the industry, including most independent exhibitors. Every conceivable reason why it could not be accomplished was advanced by the doubters, who, in turn, refused to take any stock in any reasons why it could.

They cited the tremendous resources of the five major producer-exhibitors: their great political “drag;” the “impossibility” getting laws to force anyone to dispose of their legally owned property. They refused to believe that such things have been done in other industries: that such laws have been passed and accepted by one or more democratic countries in Europe; that a leading member of the U. S. Department of Justice said that he personally was convinced such laws could be passed and would be sustained as constitutional by the courts of this country.

In the face of this dubious attitude, even among their own members, the Allied leaders have proceeded to advance their campaign to the point where bills have been prepared for introduction into several state legislatures and into the national Congress. For them, their own convictions and the financial and moral backing of hundreds of open-eyed independents have been sufficient support to encourage them to carry through the fight.

To those independent exhibitors who are still cold or lukewarm to the Allied campaign, we bring attention to the vast import of the sweep-ing New Deal victory of last week and point out that it makes the chances of success for the plan more than possible—probable.

The election sharply indicated a trend in the direction of protection for the worker and the small business man, as contrasted to the Old Deal policy of favoring Big Business and hoping that enough is left to keep the little fellow going. Those who watch such events saw a pointer in the direction Allied is aiming in passage by the last Congress of the Robinson-Patman bill outlawing discriminatory discounts by manufacturers to chain store buyers. With the forthcoming session far more packed with New Deal members, there is every reason to anticipate that the measure prepared by Congressman Patman of Texas, which specifically mentions the motion picture industry as one to which the proposed law against participation by manufacturers in the retail business applies, will find a receptive ear in both branches of Congress.

There is precedent for such a law. There is legal opinion that it is constitutional. There are lawmakers bearing an overwhelming mandate from the people for liberalizing legislation for the protection of the small man. There is every reason for the independent theatre owners of this country to get behind the Allied program and win its enactment.

As a word of warning, it is well to add that the stooges of the producer-exhibitors have already gone to work to build up their phony front of exhibitor opposition to the plan. No honest and intelligent independent will be misled by their propaganda. We hope there are not too many naive ones.

MO WAX.
AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'

The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremen those pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre publicity expert, aims: to point out the latest exploitation angles in their “Sleeper” with the view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns. Follow these “Sleeper” campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

The destruction of TABLOID scream fittin saleable. Racket disappointed the ill the piece surefire in m&tvu^ ^s exploitation the overlooked grosses! Perhaps The destruction of TABLOID scream fittin saleable. Racket disappointed the ill the piece surefire in m&tvu^ ^s exploitation the overlooked grosses! Perhaps

The shrill sound of the newsboy’s “Ex- of Europe diplomats have issued an ultimatum” is surefire to make the ears of hurry- matum that spells WAR. Perhaps somewhere throngs stand up. It means something a disappointed lover has sniffed out the life interesting, sensational, exciting has broken of his sweetheart. Perhaps in some large in the news. Perhaps in some chancellory American city minions of the underworld are blazing away with machine guns.

That’s it! The underworld mob crashes into a circulation war between two metropolitan dailies ... A city running wild with gunplay, sabotage and a destruction all because of the thirst for CIRCULATION—the life blood of the newspaper business.

That’s “Bulldog Edition,” guys. It isn’t new by a helluva long shot. Nor can this Republic film boast a marquee cast of any consequence. Matter of fact, it doesn’t contain one name that can be counted upon to bring you peanuts. BUT, Mr. Showman, you have got a piece of merchandise here that is saleable. It isn’t something for the class spots, but any action house anywhere can pull in a nice bundle of shekels if they do a bit of peddling.

ANGLES
You have two angles to work on here. One is the newspaper business, always a subject of fascination to the uninitiated millions who only read the papers.

The other is the gangster angle. In the course of the circulation war between the Daily News and the Post, the publisher of the latter sheet goes into cahoots with a gang leader to bring strong-arm pressure to bear on the newsdealers and paper peddlers. Bullets fly and turmoil reigns as the mob takes hold.

TABLOID
The obvious stunt to plug “EDITION” strongest is the fake tabloid newspaper. Using a combination of press sheet mats and stiffs, with a scream head like, "NEWSPAPER WAR ROCKS CITY!", you can compose a piece of smash advertising. Offset printing enables you to use stills in such a layout at practically no additional cost.

Fill the inside pages with stills and sensational copy selling the gangster angle. Streamer “BULLDOG EDITION” across the top of the front page.

BALLY
The tab can be used most effectively in several ways.

(Continued on page 6)
THE INDUSTRY'S NEWS
From An Editorial Viewpoint

UNIVERSAL'S CONCESSIONS

Answer to M.P.T.O.A. 'Demands'

To the accompaniment of a fanfare of ballyhoo, Universal Pictures last Saturday stepped forth as the first of the major distributors to formally accept some of the trade practice reforms sought by the M.P.T.O.A. The concessions were contained in a letter sent by R. H. Cochrane, president of U. to Ed Kuykendall.

One of the least offensive of all the film companies in their dealings with exhibitors, Universal really had least to concede. This company has not demanded score charges, nor has it been as aggressive in efforts to force the sale of shorts as most of the other majors. In the matters of selective contracts and preferred playing time, likewise, it has been far more liberal than other companies.

Therefore, when Ed Kuykendall, potentate of the producer-exhibitor controlled body, expresses himself as "elated" by Universal's acceptance of "most of the proposals presented by the M.P.T.O.A. executive committee to remove abuses and prevent injustices in the trade practices," he is merely seeking to give the nation's independent exhibitors a "shot in the arm," to which he will probably find them immune. They are waiting to see what the Big Five producer-exhibitors have to offer in the way of "concessions."

Allied Analyses...

Just what U's concessions mean to the trade has been ably examined by Abram F. Myers, general counsel of Allied, whose analysis is contained in a bulletin from the organization's Washington headquarters. Following is a summary of Myers' views:

Cancellations: He finds that Universal has not granted exhibitors an unrestricted 10 percent cancellation privilege, still requiring that the buyer contract for the company's "entire" product. The only two minor concessions promised are: (a) The cancellation privilege no longer applies only to features renting for less than $250, but will, in the future, be applicable to features costing over that sum. This affects comparatively few independent exhibitors, although some; (b) Universal reduces the time within which an exhibitor must notify the exchange of intention to cancel a picture from fourteen to ten days after release date.

Cancellation Boards: Universal only agrees to go along with this proposal "provided satisfactory machinery shall be set up." Myers expresses the opinion that the major producers will not consent to have the arbitration boards composed of bona fide independent exhibitors and distributors.

Clearance: It "has never granted and never will grant to any exhibitor clearance that is known to us to be unreasonable," Cochrane's letter states on this subject. As to establishing uniform maximum clearance, it is pointed out that this has been declared illegal by courts. Myers remarks that, rather than fear of the law, it is the power of theatre chains that makes the distributors hesitate to fix limits on clearance.

Overbuying and Double Features: These are exhibitor problems and must be decided by exhibitors, says Universal.

Cut-throat Competition: Same as above.

Non-Theatricals; Score Charges; Forcing of Shorts: Cochrane states that his company does not indulge in these practices. The Allied bulletin comments that it might be well to wait and learn what other distributors say on these same issues.

Uniform Contract: While he sees some advantages in a standard exhibition contract, Mr. Cochrane intimates that its introduction will meet legal obstacles. Myers points out that the contract in use today is practically the standard form prescribed by the Code in 1932. He argues that previous efforts to negotiate a fair standard contract have failed because of refusal of the major distributors to stand by agreements made by their representatives.

Preferred Playing Time: Cochrane's letter states that his company "will welcome any feasible method of dealing with this subject which will be satisfactory to exhibitors and will at the same time assure Universal of its fair share of the exhibitors' preferred playing time." Myers reiterates Allied's position on this problem as being that choice of playdates should be vested only in the exhibitor.

'Elated'...

In a bulletin issued soon after announcement of Universal's agreement to accept part of the plan, the M.P.T.O.A. commended R. H. Cochrane and James R. Grainger, sales manager of the company, "for their fairness and initiative."

The committee is "elated" the bulletin declared. "We have definite assurance that the other distributors will shortly announce on their own behalf similar modifications of sales policies and sales practices."

Exhibitors are bound to wonder how easily the M.P.T.O.A. is satisfied.

CONN. ALLIED ELECTS, PROTESTS

Confirm Allied Affiliation...

New Haven.—At the first meeting of the new Allied Theatres of Conn., held Tuesday, the organization confirmed the discontinuance of the title I.M.P.T.O. of Conn. and the affiliation with National Allied. Approximately forty theatres were represented.

The group elected Dr. J. B. Fishman of Fishman's Theatres as its representative on the National Allied Board. Dr. Fishman was for many years head of the Connecticut M.P.T.O., prior to the secession of the present independent group from that organization when the members balked at the efforts of one or two of the old leaders to steer their unit into an affiliation with the M.P.T.O.A.

Addressing the meeting at the Hotel Garde were Nathan Yamin, president of National Allied, Sidney Samuelson of New Jersey, Arthur K. Howard and Frank Leyden, both of Boston. The speakers welcomed the new unit into the National Organization.
Protest McLaglen 'Horsemen'...

A motion was adopted to protest the activities of actor Victor McLaglen in the organization of a militaristic group in Hollywood known as 'The Light Horse' and the following letter was dispatched to Will H. Hays:

"In the New York Times of Nov. 1st an article appears in which is described the organization known as 'The Light Horse' under the leadership of Victor McLaglen. To use his own words, 'Sure, we're organized to fight. We consider an enemy anything opposed to the American idea, whether it's an enemy outside or inside these borders.'

"His conception of the American idea may become a political subterfuge as dangerously expressed by a few maniacs during our recent presidential election. Again, in spite of protestations otherwise, it may culminate class and race prejudice. Our organization is out of sympathy with any private militaristic group under any name, whether it be known as 'Light Horse,' Hitler's 'Brown Shirts,' or Mussolini's 'Black Shirts,' in our democratic land. We feel that our army and navy and state militia are fully capable of defending the people of the United States from self-appointed assistance offered by privately organized and armed units.

"It is especially unfair to the exhibitors of the country as well as the millions of movie fans for Victor McLaglen to exploit the popularity of his name, for which we are responsible, to form a military organization.

"We urge you to prevail upon Mr. McLaglen to dissociate himself from the group and not to further risk the loss of his justly earned popularity as a motion picture screen star."

LA GUARDIA SETTLES
N. Y. UNION WARFARE

The battle between New York's projectionists' unions, Local 306, affiliated with the A. F. of L., and the Allied Union supported by the I.T.O.A., was finally settled this week by the aggressive action of Mayor F. H. LaGuardia. Under the agreement reached between the mayor's survey board, the unions, and the theatre owners' organization, Local 306 absorbs the entire membership of the Allied Unit and the I.T.O.A. consents to employ the A. F. of L. men.

New York theatres for several years have been beset by cross-picketing by the unions. Theatres that employed Local 306 men were picketed by Allied and vice versa. In recent months houses employing the Allied operators have been the scenes of numerous tear-gas bombings that were threatening to force them to close down. Theatres operated by Harry Brandt, leader of the I.T.O.A., have been the particular targets of these attacks. The A. F. of L. claimed that Brandt controlled the Allied Union.

U.M.P.T.O. BLASTS

No Pickets...

Continuing its virulent printed attacks on high film rentals, the Phila. U.M.P.T.O. last week declared that "the saturation point in film prices has been reached" and "millions for stars and executives, but no profit for exhibitors must end." The unit took a slap at Metro's "ruinous rentals" and called upon Paramount, Warners, Columbia and RKO, "who last season delivered pictures so poor that state righters would have blushed to release them," to deliver what they sell or make good if they fail.

However, despite a two weeks' standing threat to picket any exchange whose sales policy is unfair and any exhibitor who buys such product, there has still been no sign of pickets in front of any film office or theatre.

MODIFIED N. R. A.?

Gov't to Meet Execs...

Washington.—That the Roosevelt Administration is determined to devise some form of self-regulation for industry raised from the ashes of the defunct N.R.A. is clearly evidenced by recent steps taken to assemble industry and labor heads for conferences here in the Capitol.

Observers are convinced that the President desires to have as little governmental regulation as possible. He hopes, it is said, for adequate support for a system of regulation within industries under the paternal watchfulness of the Federal Government. To this end, Major George L. Berry, coordinator for Industrial Cooperation, will call a general conference of industrial and labor heads to meet probably the second week in December.

From the motion picture industry will be called executives of several of the major producers, leaders of Allied States' Association, representatives of labor unions and film laboratories. It is also likely that Sol Rosenblatt, former administrator of the N.R.A. Code for the industry, will be called for advice.

W. RAY JOHNSTON ORGANIZES NEW CO.

Sterling Pictures...

With the incorporation last week in Delaware of Sterling Pictures Corp., W. Ray Johnston has indicated that he may drop the use of the name Monogram for his new production-distribution company. The former Republic president has lined up formidable financial backing for his project, which will probably be operated on the state's right's plan.

Prior to his leaving this week for a business and vacation trip to the West Coast, Johnston stated that he had sufficient applications for franchises to enable him to set up a complete distribution organization on very short notice. However, he did not expect to enter into negotiations for distribution before January. He has already bought 25 stories for production on the 1937-38 program.

GB TO HAVE 24, SAYS LEE

Denies Rumors...

Disclaiming rumors to the effect that Gaumont British would curtail its American market film program this season, Arthur A. Lee stated that his company would release the 24 features originally scheduled for the 1936-37 season. He pointed out that seventeen of the films had already been completed and plans for production of the remaining seven were well under way.

G-B has been hampered greatly in this country by many unsubstantiated rumors appearing in the trade press during recent weeks. Apparently the company today is in stronger position as regards the American market under the control of the John Maxwell interests than ever before in its history.
METRO-FORD DEAL HOWLS
Ohio, N. Y. Exhibs Protest...

The first volleys fired by exhibitors against the proposed tieup between M-G-M and the Ford Motor Company for a weekly radio broadcast featuring Metro stars came from the Allied I.T.O. of Ohio and the I.T.O.A. of New York. Reports have stated that the broadcast was to be held from 9 to 10 o'clock every Sunday night, and that the film company is to receive $25,000 or $30,000 for each program.

The Ohio group lost no time wiring Nicholas M. Schenck, president of Loew's Inc., on Monday to protest against the deal as being a serious threat to the welfare of exhibitors throughout the country.

The following day, the New York I.T.O.A. sent a letter to Schenck asking for a denial of the reports that such a broadcast would be held on Sunday nights.

They Can't Conceive It...

The letter, signed by John Manheimer, executive secretary of the organization, follows:

"Please advise us that trade paper reports that you have under consideration a tieup with the Ford Motor Company for a one-hour broadcast on Sunday nights between the hours of 9 and 10 are false, as we cannot conceive how you possibly could give serious consideration to such a proposal when you know that 9 P. M. Sunday night is the exhibitor's only salvation at the boxoffice to cover or reduce any possible loss incurred in the operation of his theatre during the other 69 hours of that week.

"If you multiply this time by the number of theatres throughout the country that would suffer by reason of such a tieup, you would realize that $25,000 a week revenue to your company would destroy an immesurably larger sum to the exhibitors to whom your company furnishes its product."

Still Not Set...

The Metro-Ford deal is not yet set as to details. Executives for the film company are reported to have declared that the broadcast will not be held on Saturday or Sunday. Efforts will be made to work it in on time after most theatre patrons have left their homes, perhaps after 9:30 on a weekday. However, it is doubtful if this will meet exhibitors' protests, because it is logical to assume that many people will remain at home to wait for a program featuring a number of the leading screen personalities.

HEARST OUT
"News of the Day"...

The growing volume of protests, often loudly vocal during showings of Metrotone News, from individuals and organizations who dislike William Randolph Hearst, finally drove the militaristically inclined publisher to consent to removal of his name from the newsreel distributed by M-G-M. Starting with issue No. 215, Mr. Hearst's newsreel became known merely as "News of the Day, Distributed by M-G-M." Thus, business judgment won over pride.

For the past year or more, Hearst's Metrotone News has been the butt of repeated attacks from pacifist, liberal and radical groups all over the country. The well-known war-mongering tendencies of its owner were often reflected in the pictured news events and a campaign against the red started among anti-war groups in colleges. It spread to the extent that theatres in metropolitan cities showing it were often picketed.

CAGNEY, BUT DEFINITELY
Knocks Rumors...

Persistent rumors, emanating from sources that would like to have the industry believe so, have warned that James Cagney would never appear in pictures for Grand National or any company other than Warner Bros. As contradictory evidence, there appears elsewhere in this issue one of the first photographs from "Great Guy," the pugnacious star's first for G-N. Already over two weeks in production, a lot of work will have to be undone if there is anything more than air to the rumors.

However, it is doubtful if all this ado would have resulted in the drastic action taken this week had not the aging publisher antagonized so many millions of Americans by his virulent attacks on President Roosevelt. It is reported that not only his newreel, but his newspapers as well, have suffered severe adverse effects as a result of this campaign against the popular F. D. R.

PROOF!

This rush still of a scene from James Cagney's first Grand National picture, "Great Guy," would seem to squelch all rumors that the star would not appear in pictures for anyone other than Warner Brothers.
HOLLYWOOD FLICKERS

By DAVID J. HANNA

New York, where the long delayed conference of the Hays organization with the representatives of radio interests, is being held, is holding the attention of Hollywood this week. The chief and most important question of the discussion concerns the appearances of motion picture stars on the air ways. Everyone in the business has an angle; the exhibitor declares his house is empty on nights when an important Hollywood star makes a radio appearance; studios, although not wholly in sympathy with the idea, feel a radio appearance stimulates old and creates new interest in the artist; the networks want and need the picture names, and, as for the stars themselves, it's an easy way to clean up anywhere from $500 to $5000 per broadcast. And while the first meeting was reported a peaceful one, there will undoubtedly be many a squealer before an effective compromise can be reached.

Republic Studio, in keeping with its plan of expansion, has completed scripts on four stories which will be produced as prestige and boxoffice bait pictures during the coming year. The best available talent will be used with the Studio now negotiating for star players in the top roles. Anything but an easy job is this business of securing or borrowing name players since—every Studio is working at such a terrific pace that players are being kept close to the home lot. However, Nat Levine is confident he will secure the desired names and with his four-week offers ranging from $40,000 to $125,000, he probably will.

Following close on the heels of their victory in a London court gaining an injunction preventing Bette Davis to appear in a British production, Warners plan to sue James Cagney and Grand National in much the same manner that Paramount is using in its case against Sam Goldwyn. They will base their case on a charge of illegal enticement.

Contrary to his usual program, Harold Lloyd will produce and star in two pictures for 1937, instead of the usual one. The first, from an untitled original will start production next month. For the second he has purchased another original titled, "The Walls of Jericho.

The present shipping strike is taking its toll in the picture business. Trem Carr has set back production on his sea yarn "Adventure's End," because of possible complications. Hence he will soon start shooting on "Short Haul," a drama of the trucking industry with John Wayne in the top role.

Jack La Rue will leave for Italy within the next two months to play the title role in "The Life of Christopher Columbus." Shooting will start within six months, according to Carlo Roncoroni, who recently visited Hollywood to study American film-making methods. La Rue won the role because of his portrayal of an Italian priest in "Farewell to Arms" several years ago.

Walter Brennan, who received considerable acclaim for his work in "Come and Get It" will replace the late Chic Sale in the cast of "Blonde Dyna-mite," now in process of production.

A new foil for the Marx Brothers! Having finished her role opposite Johnny Weissmuller in "Tarzan Escapes," Maureen O'Sullivan will play the femme lead in the New Marx Brothers picture, "A Day at the Races."

Following the discontinuance of negotiations between Metro and the O'Fly Carte Opera Co., Paramount is now dickering for rights to the 13 operettas written by Gilbert and Sullivan. Paramount is desirous of doing three of the operas immediately; "Pinafore," "Pirate of Penzance," and "Mikado."

F. Ziedman's next for Grand National will be "St. Elmo," which will be followed by "Sweetheart of the Navy."

Metro short department is developing quite an editorial policy. Possibly inspired by the success of their "Crime Does Not Pay" series, they started a series of pictures showing the rise of an extra girl to stardom. Now they are contemplating a series of shorts exposing spiritualist and other rackets entitled "What Do You Think?" Aside from any monetary returns Metro figures this is the best method of developing and discovering the potentialities of new talent. Their shining example being Robert Taylor who won his spurs in the Metro short department.

While on the subject of two reelers, Fox 20th-Century is formulating plans for the production of its own comedy shorts. Educational is currently meeting the demand for the Studio. At present Fox is presenting the most ambitious program of any motion picture Studio in Hollywood and the absorption of the short subject department will be another step to bring everything necessary to the organization within their own four walls.
What more thrilling serial can you think of than the return of fiction's most famous hero in the adventure epic of the age! With MALA, Rex, the horse; Buck, the dog, and Mamo Clark (Mutiny on the Bounty).

DARKEST AFRICA
Original, Spectacular, Fantastic! CLYDE BEATTY battling weird Bat-men and wild jungle beasts! 15 EPISODES

UNDERSEA KINGDOM
with RAY (CRASH) CORRIGAN • 12 EPISODES
Dare-devil of the deep ... battling a deadly array of mechanical men on the ocean's floor!

DICK TRACY
Blasting his way from the cartoon strip to the screen — the No. 1 G-Man combines science and daring in his war on crime. Starts the new serial season off with a bang. 15 EPISODES

The PAINTED STALLION
Adventure to the thrilling beat of the thundering herd! 12 EPISODES

S.O.S. COAST GUARD
Revealed for the first time — the daring exploits of Uncle Sam's heroes! 12 EPISODES

ZORRO RIDES AGAIN
Crack shot...brilliant rider...superb swordsman...the ace adventurer lives again! 12 EPISODES

NOTE: Every Republic Serial is personally supervised by NAT LEVINE, recognized King of the serial makers...the same producer who gave you "THE MIRACLE RIDER" and other Mascot Serials which set new box-office standards for the industry!

WHEN YOU BOOK SERIALS, MAKE SURE THEY ARE THE NEW NAT LEVINE-REPUBLIC SERIALS!
THEODORA GOES WILD


Columbia
95 Minutes
Irene Dunne . . . Melvyn Douglas . . .
Thomas Mitchell . . . Thurston Hall . . .
Rosalind Keith . . . Spring Byington
Directed by Richard Boleslawski

Columbia has another "Mr. Deeds" on its hands. A grand, uproarious and delicious piece of fun making, "Theodora Goes Wild" takes its place among the topnotch comedies that have come to the screen in the wake of that memorable forerunner, "It Happened One Night." This time they take small town conventions and morals for the well-known "ride," flaunting their smugness and shallowness to a fare-thee-well. It's daffy, or perhaps "screwy" is the proper word. It moves at a fast and furious pace, summoning every ounce of laughter out of a basically shrewd and intelligent theme. It's BOXOFFICE from any angle.

Irene Dunne and Melvyn Douglas dominate the screen almost throughout the film's unreeing. Their job ranks with the best comedy performances this laugh-wearry reviewer has seen in some time. They are little less than becrid.

We were skeptical about Richard Boleslawski's ability to direct anything like this, but he has demonstrated a flair for comedy that should win him many assignments of the same type in the future. The plot moves with machine gun rapidity and that is to his credit principally. We still retain a laurel or two to bestow upon Sidney Buchman, who did the screen play from Mary McCarthy's original story.

Theodora is an authoress in a small town, surrounded by propriety in all its deadliness. Nevertheless, she scribbles a sensational novel under a pen name, of course. Invited to the big town by her publishers, she tries to live up to the nature of her tome. She falls for Douglas, a wealthy artist, and goes "modern" to the extent of forcing her way into his apartment to live there and forcing him out, he being separated, but not divorced from his wife. She makes love to the Governor, upsets two happy homes and lands in the headlines with a bang. She discloses her real identity and, with the able assistant of her home town editor, makes a triumphant and lay'em-in-the-aisles comedy return, thereby squelching all the gosip, prudery, hypocrisy that only a small town can have.

AD TIPS: Sell it as the grand successor to "Mr. Deeds" by the same producers. With honesty you can tell them this is the funniest thing in a long time.

NONNIE.

GO WEST YOUNG MAN

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY . . . Mae West's rewrite of 'Personal Appearance' not up to play . . . Mediocre . . . Strong supporting cast submerged by star . . . Rates ★★★ ★★ where West clicks.

Paramount
82 Minutes
Mae West . . . Warren William . . .
Randolph Scott . . . Alice Brady . . .
Elizabeth Patterson . . . Lyle Talbot . . .
Isabel Jewell . . . Etienne Giradot . . .
Jack LaRue . . . Margaret Perry . . .
Nicodemus
Directed by Henry Hathaway

Mae West's name will probably be responsible for some fancy grosses for this picture in locations where her previous pictures have clicked, but it falls short as entertainment. The mistake apparently was in allowing Miss West to re-write the gags and situations which made the play "Personal Appearance" such a success. She has retained few of Lawrence Riley's sparkling lines and has made the story a mere framework for displaying her personal "charms" and talents. True, it is typical Westian stuff, loaded with gags which are not as good as Riley's, but her alterations of the story indicate that she was timid about offending Hollywood's sensibilities, thereby destroying lots of the original's fun. Handed an exceptionally strong supporting cast, the buxom star failed on every opportunity to bolster the picture with their talents. The basic plot idea is really too good to be bad, even after La West has done her best to damage it.

We follow the personal appearance tour of Mavis Arden (West), reigning cinema queen. In her retinue is press agent Warren William, whose principal duty is to keep Mavis out of amorous mixups until the expiration of her five year contract. In Washington, she meets politician Lyle Talbot and promises to meet him in Pittsburgh. En route, her car breaks down miles from "civilization" and only Mrs. Struthers' boarding house is available for accommodations. At first she refuses to stay, but one glance at handsome, rural Randolph Scott changes her mind. Thereafter, William has his hands full trying to keep the star's reputation clean and rescuing Scott from her eager arms. Meanwhile, a misinterpreted phone conversation leads Talbot to believe she has been kidnapped and he rushes to her rescue with police cars. He accuses William of being the kidnapper and this forces the confession from that long-winded gent that he really loves the star and they clinic.

Except for William, the supporting cast has little to do. Henry Hathaway's direction might have been much better if he hadn't been obligated to fulfill a certain commitment of close-ups of Miss West.

AD TIPS: Sell West.

HANNA (Hollywood).
THE BIG SHOW

BOXOFFICE RATING

Republic
71 Minutes
Gene Autry . . . Smiley Burnette . . .
K. Hughes . . . Sally Payne . . .
Max Terhune
Directed by Mack V. Wright

A swell western! It is modern and as far removed from the usual horse opera routine as it is from grand opera. Placed in the Dallas Centennial setting, "The Big Show" is certainly one of the biggest westerns Nat Levine has ever turned out. There's music, solos, duos, groups singing; there's all the pageantry of the fair grounds; plenty of good comedy; riding and shooting aplenty, to say nothing of fist fights, romance and melodrama. This one is major in every respect and will provide an entertaining and exciting show for all action fans, even without aid of a second feature.

Autry, playing two roles, is a cowboy and a movie actor. The latter is scheduled to appear at the Dallas Fair, but disappears, and his press agent prevails upon the cowboy Autry to take the actor's place. On the way, he meets and falls for Kay Hughes. Gamblers, to whom the real actor is in debt, arrive at the Fair and make demands on the impersonating cowboy. When the actor's girlfriend arrives on the scene and kills him in front of his sweetheart, the cowboy Autry blows up and makes public announcement of the deception. However, the public wants him and not the actor anyhow and it all winds up with a wild chase around the exposition grounds, Autry and hundreds of Texas Rangers going after the gamblers.

Autry is tops. His singing is improving and he has learned what to do with his face in a closeup. Offering additional musical numbers are the Sons of the Pioneers, the Light Crust Doughboys, the Beverly Hillbillies and a Negro quartet, the Jones Boys.

The direction is outstanding, pace being fast and glimpses into the backstage operation of the huge Fair cleverly worked into the film.

AD TIPS: Sell this as an exceptional western musical played around the Texas Fair. It deserves plugging.

SONG OF THE GRINGO

BOXOFFICE RATING
WESTERN with songs . . . Introduces Tex Ritter, radio yodeler in saddle . . . Nicely done, although not as strong on action as it might have been . . . Rates ●● for action spots.

Grand National
62 Minutes
Tex Ritter . . . Joan Woodbury . . .
Fuzzy Knight . . . Richard Adams
Directed by John P. McCarthy

We have a new crooner cowboy of the Gene Autry style. He is Tex Ritter, well-known radio yodeler, and the boy shows promise of becoming one of the better singing saddlemen in the business. In "Song of the Gringo," Edward Finney's first western for Grand National, Ritter presents pleasant personality and voice. While his acting is far from polished, he should show considerable improvement in the next one. "Gringo" is a fair-to-middling western, with rather mild action, a stronger story and better production values than the run of hoss operas. A noteworthy feature is the fact that Ritter's songs are cleverly worked into the story and not staged like individual vaudeville acts patched into the film. It will satisfy the western fans.

Tex, a U. S. Marshall, goes after a gang who are acquiring a large number of gold claims through unlawful means, especially murder. He gets into the good graces of the gang and learns their methods. Meanwhile, he falls in love with a Spanish girl, whose father he is later accused of killing. At the trial, he reveals his information and, in a burst of gunplay, he and the sheriff rout the gang and kill the leader.

Joan Woodbury makes a most appealing heroine, displaying talent that should soon lift her out of the western class. Fuzzy Knight provides the comedy and Richard Adams is a satisfactory villain. Direction is fair.

AD TIPS: Sell Ritter as a sensational new singing cowboy star. Dress strong in Mexican or Spanish costume and have him ride streets on bareback.

L. L.

HIDEAWAY GIRL

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY . . . Paramount "quickie" rushed out to cash in on Raye and Ross popularity . . . Weak throughout . . . Slated for lower half of dual bill . . . Rates ●●.

Paramount
60 Minutes
Martha Raye . . . Shirley Ross . . .
Robert Cummings . . . Monroe Owsley . . .
Elizabeth Russell
Directed by George Archainbaud

In a too hasty attempt to cash in on the current popularity of Martha Raye and Shirley Ross, Paramount has concocted a weak, unimaginative film that will be relegated to the lower half of duals. The yarn is confused, direction lacks pep and the few comedy lines are forced to the point of discomfort. Whether they know it or not, Paramount has one of the best boxoffice bets in the comedy line under their banner, but pictures like these will only serve to alienate the considerate following the exuberant, swinging Miss Raye has already created by her first two efforts.

The mixed-up story has Shirley, a runaway bride, leaving her presumably wealthy bridegroom at the altar. She is accused of stealing a valuable necklace and a police hunt is on for her. She meets socially prominent Robert Cummings and takes refuge on his yacht. Romance develops, the while a few confusing episodes are revealing the facts that Elizabeth Russell, Cummings' fiancee, is the real jewel thief, Shirley's bridegroom, Monroe Owsley, is a notorious crook and not the wealthy gentleman he pretended to be. And so, with everyone 'fessing up in the climax, love comes to the runaway gal and her moneied playboy.

The acting is undistinguished. Miss Ross is at home when they let her warble a tune, but her acting is far from polished. Martha Raye, grand comic that she is, is pathetically without material here. Cummings shows promise, but could stand some training.

AD TIPS: Sell Raye as the star of "Bad Blood" and "Rhythm on the Range." Mention Ross as the singing star of "Broadcast." Beginning .

HANNA (Hollywood)

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY

2315 WALNUT STREET. PHILA., PA.

RITTENHOUSE 7828 o TRINITY 1180

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n
250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.
LOCal 4811 RACE 4000

Nonmil
PROSPERITY! Fays ups prices to 57c Saturday and Holiday evenings and biz remains at capacity with very few squawks heard.

SYMBOLISM! Sign suspended from marquee under which picketing musicians are currently holding a daily rally reads "MARCH OF TIME."

DAVE MILGRAM riding burros down Hot Springs, Arkansas way.

DAVE MOLIVER's 'Keeno' game goes into the Shubert burlesque house every Monday night.

JAROSH, now the field man in Columbia's Sotterly, has returned to his home with a brand new Cadillac.

JAROSH, now the field man in Columbia's Sotterly, has returned to his home with a brand new Cadillac.

HAT? DAVE MILGRAM's 'Keeno' game goes into the Shubert burlesque house every Monday night.

DAVE MOLIVER's 'Keeno' game goes into the Shubert burlesque house every Monday night.

JAROSH, now the field man in Columbia's Sotterly, has returned to his home with a brand new Cadillac.

David N. SCHLEAR, Strand Theatre, Hamburg, died Nov. 9th.

CHARLIE STIEFEL and Jack BURNOR's very busy putting finishing touches on their new President Theatre. It's persistently rumored that WARNER's will not play any Grand National product under any consideration because of James Cagney's certain local theatre (independent) is preparing suit against Warners under Sherman Anti-Trust Law so they can get major product turned down by the circuit but not yet released by the major companies. Some of the releases having been collecting dust in the film vaults since last August and before! The major companies will likewise be named in the suit.

BENNY HARRIS will soon have a room full of autographed photos of movie and stage stars.

HARRY L. VINE smiling because "Follow Your Heart" finally gets a Warner date and he has other product set for first-run in the territory.

JOHN GOLDER is hyped up about his second Chesterfield picture with Columbia's trade showing of "Theodora" played to a packed and roaring house. Opens at the Fox this week-end.

Print shops crying the blues over lack of window card orders due to bill posters demands. BARNEY COHEN hasn't heard of or since he got married? I? . . . That new Paramount building around on Metro Boulevard (Summer St. to you) is going up almost as fast as they tore down the two Vine Street properties at 1325-27 to make way for a parking lot.

JOAN MARSH, the movie star, bought needy, poor kids new clothes and shoes when she bumped into them out in the small street adjoining Fays stage door. ARE RISNIK about to become granddaddy for the eleventh time.

LEW BERMANN, Imperial Pictures, in town. Expects to open his local exchange in the Warner Building, Dec. 1st. Last Saturday was LEW BACHE night at Variety Club.

FRANK HAMMERMAN joins Republic sales force.

Hat collector OSCAR NEUFELD should learn to pick his own size.

HERMAN GLUCKMAN was in town.

Fire Marshall CLINTON visited street for first time in two years and ordered many drastic changes in many exchanges. BEN STERN's short subject.

ALEXANDER FILM Company's shorts are now being handled by Clark Film Service. Deal to handle Republic is about ready to be signed.


LLOYD SIEBER is no longer with the WM. GOLDMAN organization; One of the more competent theatre managers around these parts, Sieber expects to announce a new connection shortly.

HARRY GRIECO, well-known theatre decorator, died of a heart attack today (Wed.)

PRESTO! For your calendar:

HOLY NIGHT! - The Nativity Wayfarers will be having their annual Christmas fete Saturday at Ole Olson's garage next to the theatre. This is their second annual Christmas fete and the Wayfarers expect to make it a bigger and better affair than last year.

CAROLINA NIGHT! - The Carolina Night Club will be celebrating their third anniversary at the Carolina Theatre. The festivities will begin at 9 p.m. with a special feature on "The Crew of the Snark." The club's first anniversary was celebrated with the same feature.

HANNAH'S NIGHT! - The Hannah Theatre will be celebrating their eighth anniversary at the Hannah Theatre. The festivities will begin at 8 p.m. with a special feature on "The Great Gatsby." The club's first anniversary was celebrated with the same feature.
When the vast body of BUYERS in an industry lose confidence in a Trade Paper, because it has deteriorated to the position of a puppet mouthpiece for the powerful advertisers, that publication no longer has any value to those very advertisers it sought to serve too generously.

The prime principal upon which FILM BULLETIN is operated is service to its READERS. Its very aggressiveness in presenting all industry news of interest and value has won it the confidence and good will of approximately 2000 theatre owners throughout the East in the brief two years of its existence.

{WE SUBMIT THIS INFORMATION FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF THE PROSPECTIVE ADVERTISER}
PICTURES EVERYWHERE
BOOKED BY

LOEW THEATRES
FOX THEATRES
BUTTERFIELD THEATRES
CENTRAL STATES THEATRES
DICKINSON THEATRES
LOWE THEATRES
FABIAN THEATRES
DENT THEATRES
HINES THEATRES
COMERFORD THEATRES
GREAT STATES THEATRES
WARNER THEATRES
PUBLIX THEATRES
R.K.O. THEATRES
SKOURAS THEATRES
THALHEIMER THEATRES
WEST VIRGINIA THEATRES
RANDFORCE THEATRES
SCHINE THEATRES
WOMETCO THEATRES
MIDWEST THEATRES

CURRENT RELEASES

"IN HIS STEPS"
with Eric Linden & Cecilia Parker

"DEVIL ON HORSEBACK"
with Lili Damita & Fred Keating

"WHITE LEGION"
with Tala Birell & Ian Keith

"YELLOW CARGO"
with Conrad Nagel & Eleanor Hunt

"SONG OF THE GRINGO"
with Tex Ritter, Fuzzy Knight and Joan Woodbury

"CAPTAIN CALAMITY"
with George Houston, Marian Nixon and Movita

Coming

TWO BIG HOLIDAY ATTRACTIONS
BORIS PETROFF'S Production of
"HATS OFF"
with
MAE CLARKE • JOHN PAYNE
HELEN LYND • LUIS ALBERNI
SKEETS GALLAGHER
200 GORGEOUS GIRLS

JAMES CAGNEY
in
"GREAT GUY"
with
MAE CLARKE

A DOUGLAS MacLEAN Production
METRO CAN BE LICKED!

Every trick known to shrewd salesmen is being worked to a fare-thee-well by the Metro organization in its efforts to break the lines of opposition formed by hundreds of their old customers who refuse to buy at this season's inordinate terms. Here and there they are breaking the ranks by wheedling, bullying or confusing the more timid exhibitors. But, in the main, common business sense is prevailing and the prospective buyers are holding out until the terms are adjusted to a point where the theatre owner has a larger share in the profits of his own business than that allotted to a collecting agent.

The tactics employed by this powerful firm should encourage those who are remaining firm in their determination not to buy. The fact is that Metro is frantic in its efforts to break down the resistance and the bulldozing indulged in by its representatives only serves to prove the weakness of its position.

It has been learned on good authority that the Philadelphia exhibitor organization, the United Motion Picture Theatre Owners, is preparing to launch a buying and playdate strike against this principal offender. The cooperation of exhibitor groups in other territories is being sought to give the move added strength.

If the leaders and members of this unit have the foresight and courage to see the battle through to its conclusion they will be entitled to the everlasting thanks of independents everywhere. And, they can win. Metro can be licked, because their stand is based on inequity and they NEED the business of the independents. If only 500 of the company's regular average size accounts refuse to buy, it will cost Metro approximately $2,000,000 for the year. Remember that.

There has lately been a move afoot to lay the blame for this company's rental setup to Al Lichtman. The origin of this campaign to put the finger on him is attributed in some quarters to certain individuals within the Metro organization itself. But, that is beside the point. The important thing is that independent exhibitors must not be led off the track in their battle against the company by spending their fight against one man, who certainly does not control the company. The object of the attack is Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and the independent exhibitors of the country have it within their power to give it a smashing defeat that will serve as a warning to other producers that they must respect the buying power of the rank and file exhibitors and that they cannot succeed with a policy that ignores equity in business relationship.

MO WAX.
AWAKENING THE ‘SLEEPERS’

By Wolfe-Smith

LOVE LETTERS OF A STAR! . . . Letters of burning passion that cost the lives of three people! . . . Letters that very nearly wrecked an entire family and shattered the romance of two innocent young people.

BLACKMAIL! . . . Who really possessed those letters written by Jenny Aldrich, beautiful married daughter of banker Artemus Todd, in the white heat of an indiscreet and dangerous affair with a handsome actor?

SHAME! . . . It caused Jenny Aldrich to take her own life. It caused her unhappy husband to be accused of murder, forced him, too, to the very brink of death.

MURDER! . . . A dead man sits erect in an automobile and rides through New York’s streets. A famous actor is mysteriously killed on a yacht at sea. A blow to the jaw from an infuriated husband sends a blackmailer crashing to the floor—dead from a bullet wound.

LOVE LETTERS OF A STAR! . . . Letters that a frantic, cheating wife wanted back at any price. Letters that were spotted with blackmail, shame, murder.

Gather ‘round, guys, and listen carefully to what we’ve got to tell you about this New Universal show. The reviews, in this sheet, as well as in others, weren’t exactly complimentary. The best it got was none too good. “A passable mystery” was about the gist of what most of the critics said and we haven’t any intentions of trying to hype you up to believe anything else. Let’s take their word that it’s just another mystery cheapie. Furthermore, as plain as the nose on Durant’s puss, you can’t find one name in the cast that might bring a sou to your bo. So what? Listen . . .

Feller, you have one thing that should be as visible to you as the bill for your wife’s new fur coat—a TITLE! “LOVE LETTERS OF A STAR” is a lulu, the kind that still makes this movie business a paradise for the publicity and exploitation boys from time to time.

The title of this opus smacks of the things most people like to hear. Guys are getting good dough for writing columns dishing out the inside dirt about the film and stage stars, whispering about their little affairs, their prospective marriages and divorces, their hot and cold spells for each other. And millions of people buy newspapers and magazines to gobble up that dirt. Those people can be sold a title like “LOVE LETTERS OF A STAR” to a fare-thee-well. So, if you’re the owner of a couple of playdates for this picture, git goin’.

LOVE LETTER

The most obvious gag of all and the one that will get you most results is the phony “love letter” you’re going to hand-write to a famous actor from a married woman. Any printer with offset presses can get these out for you without the cost of a plate. Here it is:

“Darling Meredith:

I have been desperately trying to see you for the past three days, but you seem to be avoiding me. My husband has found out about us and I am afraid of what he might do if he ever decides to force a showdown with you.

Mercy, my dear, I have loved you dearly, but it must all be ended now. Please return my letters. If they are ever seen by someone else, it will wreck my life and your career. I have nightmares, seeing headlines reading ‘Love Letters Of Star Involve Banker’s Wife.’

Please, please, send those letters back to me.

Yours—

Jen

P. S. I understand a movie about an affair like ones has been made. It is called ‘Love Letters Of Star’ and will be shown at the Strand Theatre this Friday and Saturday. See it if you possibly can.”

Use woman’s small letter size paper. Take our advice and go whole hog on this stunt, enclose the letters in envelopes. If you leave the envelopes blank, insert the letters so that part sticks out. If you want to print something on them, use no ad, just something like, “Meredith . . . Important” in handwriting.

We aren’t going to hand you any other advice on this one, except to tell you to go through the press sheet carefully. Universal’s able Joe Weil has lined up another two-page spread of sweet bits of showmanship for your lobby, front and street ballys. Any one of them, if handled properly, will bring you extra dough on “Love Letters.” Go after that title hot and heavy. It’s gas-mock, as my Latin (?) friends say.

There’s money in this!
THE INDUSTRY’S NEWS
From An Editorial Viewpoint

PREFERRED PLAYDATES
WHO SHALL FIX THEM?

Ohio’s Law Up . . .

The question of the right of film distributors in the State of Ohio to fix the playdates of pictures in the theatres of their customers comes up before a statutory court at Columbus this Friday. The decision is bound to affect the future of the preferred playing time practice throughout the country.

Early this year, the Ohio Legislature passed a bill forbidding designation of playdates by the distributors. This law was upheld by Governor Martin L. Davey, but denounced as unconstitutional by Attorney General John Bricker. A temporary injunction against enforcement of the law was obtained by RKO shortly after its enactment and the film companies continued to insist on Saturday and Sunday playdates. In the present proceedings RKO is seeking to win a permanent injunction.

Allied Backed Law . . .

The I.T.O., of Ohio, Allied unit, were the principal sponsors of the Waldvogel bill and Abram E. Myers, general counsel of the national organization, is assisting the law firm of Schwartz & Rocker, who have been assigned to defend the law on behalf of the state. Bricker, of course, withdrew from the case in view of his expressed opinion of the law’s unconstitutionality.

The distributors will attack the law on the grounds that it interferes with interstate commerce and violates their copyright privileges.

Exhibitors, long irked by this practice, which they regard as an infringement of their freedom of operation, are hoping for the success of the Ohio law and plan similar legislation in many other states.

CANCEL 25% — OR DUALS IN MD.

Exhibs Demand . . .

Baltimore.—A demand for an increase from 10 to 25 percent in the cancellation privilege “to prevent the unwholesome and uneconomic practice of double billing from gaining a foothold in this community” was contained in a resolution adopted at a recent meeting of the Maryland M.P.T.O.

Hitting the flood of “quickies” being forced on exhibitors, it was pointed out that theatres in single feature territories are at a disadvantage in being required by their policy to play them on single bills. A 25 percent elimination privilege would, at least, enable them to drop some of the product that is obviously made for double featuring.

PLAYDATE STRIKE


A move that may have far-reaching effects on the entire industry is being planned by the Philadelphia United Motion Picture Theatre Owners. It will take the form of a playdate and buying strike against one of the major film companies, whose terms are considered inordinate. The plan calls for picketing of the exchange of the distributor and all theatres playing the product during the period of the strike.

Efforts will be made to enlist the support of exhibitor units in other territories, it was decided at the U.M.P.T.O.’s meeting last Friday. However, failure to win cooperation elsewhere will not deter the group from pursuing the scheme in the Philadelphia territory alone, it was stated by a leader.

Against Metro? . . .

While officials of the exhibitor organization are tight-lipped about the name of the company to be attacked, it is generally understood that Metro is their object. Resentment against this company’s 1936-37 terms is running high and many theatre owners who have used the product regularly for many years are holding out this season.

KICKS BLOCK ‘ALCAZAR’

20th Century to Drop Filming . . .

A steady stream of protests have poured into the offices of 20th Century-Fox since the company announced plans to produce “The Siege of the Alcazar,” based on the battle between Spanish fascists and loyalists for the famed fortress, and it now appears probable that the picture will not be made.

Chief source of the complaints has been organized labor, liberal and peace groups, who professed to foresee the film as propaganda for fascism, inasmuch as it was to be written by H. R. Knickerbocker, European correspondent for W. R. Hearst. (The latter’s pro-war and fascist leanings recently resulted in removal of his name from Metrotone News.)

20th Century may yet decide to capitalize on the public’s given the story and produce it. In that case, observers believe that the studio will lean backwards in an effort to present the loyalists’ side of the battle fairly with Knickerbocker’s name probably eliminated entirely from the credits.
DUALS IN CHICAGO

Successful . . .

Chicago.—The Balaban & Katz circuit is very well pleased with results of their recently instituted dual bills policy in first run spots. The Paramount affiliate reinstated double features several weeks ago after a four-year lapse, during which they had an agreement with local independent exhibitors to maintain a single feature policy.

Having confined duals to their four "A" houses so far, B & K now plans to switch their "B" and "C" spots to the bargain show policy next week. It is generally expected that the independents will follow suit immediately. Only Essenes and Warner Bros. have indicated that they intend to continue single bills.

THE RADIO PROBLEM

'Born to Dance' Broadcast . . .

The burning question of whether film theatres are being injured by competition provided by film stars on radio programs was stirred into flaming dispute again by the "Born To Dance" broadcast last Friday night.

Immediately after the ether show, in which the stars featured songs and dialogue from the forthcoming M-G-M picture, executives of the film company claimed that they were swamped by congratulatory wires from exhibitors stating that the broadcast will bring people flocking to their theatres to see the picture. This was offered as proof that big air shows featuring movie stars, and during which new films are advertised, will actually increase theatre receipts.

Some See Damage . . .

Other theatre men, however, make much of the fact that many thousands of prospective movie patrons were kept at home Friday night to hear the broadcast and that only the picture that was plugged on the air will benefit. This, they argue, is not sufficient to warrant the loss of business on the broadcast night.

Meanwhile, reports from Hollywood indicate that the deal between Metro and the Ford Motor Company is out and the producer is seeking another sponsor for their contemplated studio broadcasts.

Confused by the many pros and cons presented by opposing sides, the majority of independent exhibitors are watching and wondering what the outcome will be. Hollywood itself seems to be up in the air, tempted, on one side, by the luring bait of offers from advertisers for studio-sponsor tieups and besieged, on the other, by the protests of the more militant exhibitors against encouraging what they consider definitely a form of competition.

PICKETING IN PHILLY

Musicians . . .

Movie houses in Philadelphia have been laid siege to by union pickets. All Warner Bros. first run and key houses throughout the city are being covered by squadrons of members of the musicians' union engaged in a campaign to force the return of "live" entertainment and, particularly, music to the larger theatres. This week was announced that members of the famous Philadelphia Orchestra would join the picket lines.

Warner officials claim no adverse effects have been felt at any of the picketed houses. The musicians have been on the line for the past three weeks.

Billposters . . .

Flying around from theatre to theatre in the independent group are pickets for the International Alliance of Bill Posters and Billers, who are seeking to force employment of their members to place window cards. This campaign started simultaneously with the musicians' drive.

Long accustomed to using errand boys for this unskilled labor, theatre men balked at the union's demands for $5.00 per hundred cards, which is approximately what it costs to print them. Rather than meet the demands, they have discontinued the use of posters and cards, confining their advertising to screen, newspapers and programs.

Charges . . .

The United M.P.T.O., at last Friday's meeting, charged Morris G. Perlman, attorney who is associated with Metropolitan Printing Company, with abetting the union in its fight against the theatres and suggested that members refrain from doing business with Perlman's firm. Upon being advised of the action, John F. Fitzgerald, business agent of the billposters' group, issued a statement denying that the lawyer-printer was ever retained by the union or active in its affairs.

Perlman stated that he accompanied union leaders to one meeting of Mayor Wilson's Labor Board in the hope of ironing out the differences between them and exhibitors. His own business had been affected by the decline in poster printing and he only desired to protect his own business by bringing peace to the embattled factions. He intimated that a competitor was involved in the attempt to discredit his firm.

RAFT LEAVES PARAMOUNT

May Go to U. A. . . .

Hollywood.—George Raft, long the stormiest petrel at the Paramount studio, finally took a permanent walk last week. By mutual agreement between the actor and Adolph Zukor, representing the producer, Raft's contract, which had over two more years to run, was cancelled.

The culminating spat had to do with the star's role in "Souls At Sea." He claimed that the role did not suit him and he was to be billed under Gary Cooper. Lloyd Nolan was spotted in the vacant role.

Reports have Raft dickering with United Artists on a deal whereby he would make three pictures yearly, one each for the Samuel Goldwyn, David O. Selznick and Walter Wanger units.
HOLLYWOOD FLICKERS
By DAVID J. HANNA

Hollywood, Nov. 17th

While radio isn’t exactly our line, its hard not to be enthusiastic over the near showmanship displayed in the radio preview airing last Friday of the new Metro musical, ‘Born to Dance’! From the opening words of Louella Parsons, the program proceeded at a fast, comfortable pace, picking a galaxy of stars into the hour program, yet allowing each to score outstanding hits with their respective talents. From an exploitation standpoint, its value is noteworthy. In on the stunt were CBS, M-G-M, Loew’s Theatre Chain and a galaxy of the powerful press behind Louella. It’s success makes it one of the most successful in the history of Hollywood ballyhoo and another indication of the vast possibilities that might be of mutual benefit in closer alignment of the different media.

And while on the subject of showmanship, much criticism is being aimed at Kenneth Goldsmith who is attempting to cash in on the Canadian Starke. He is producing ‘Baby Derby,’ and expects to use the Toronto mothers competing in the race for the picture. He is dickering for a major release but so far there have been no takers, the general feeling being that the baby marathon is in bad taste and dubious film fare for the average filmgoer.

Despite denials from New York that the Hearst name had been removed from the Metro newsreel, action had already been taken and henceforth the reel will be known as ‘News of the Week.’ Reason for the elimination of the Hearst moniker is the anti-Hearst feeling throughout the country and the threats of exhibitors to cancel their contracts unless his name were dropped.

Gary Cooper is trying to settle peaceably the impending five million dollar suit being brought by Paramount against Sam Goldwyn, charging the latter with entitling Cooper into signing a contract. No conclusion has been reached but Cooper is offering to remain in the Studio for an extra picture, for which Paramount in return would drop the suit against Goldwyn.

Offering competition to Warner’s ‘Goldiggers,’ Paramount’s ‘Big Broadcast,’ and Metro’s ‘Broadway Melody’ series, Radio will begin a series of musical revue pictures, titled ‘Radio City Revels.’ At various times the Studio has announced its intention of producing such a series, but heretofore the idea has not gone beyond starting a script. Jesse Lasky will make this his first effort under his new contract with Radio.

A nifty switch took place at Metro this week. Joan Crawford, assertedly due to differences between the director and herself, withdrew from the cast of ‘Parnell’ and walked into the title role in ‘The Last of Mrs. Chantry.’ Myrna Loy, who had been handling the Chaney assignment was switched to the lead in the Irish drama. A happy change for all concerned, since it would be too hard to imagine Crawford in the role of the winsome Katey O’Shea.

Grace Bradley, who displayed line talent in ‘Sitting or the Moon,’ Republic’s musical, was handed the top role in ‘Larceny on the Air,’ an intimate musical which Irving Pichel will direct for the same Studio.

Who is there better equipped to chronicle the great drama of ‘Show Business’ than Fanny Hurst? The deal was closed this week and the writer will arrive in Hollywood in about ten days to begin writing the screenplay for Paramount’s story of the entertainment world. Lew Gensler in producing the picture which will have top names in the cast sheet.

Denying reports that he was planning to re-enter the picture business, Howard Hughes declared in New York that he is devoting his efforts to aviation and his oil business.

TIME MARCHES ON...

Despite what we discern as a turning down of outspoken editorial convictions by the Editors of the March of Time, the subjects are improving with every issue.

Caught the current one at the Embassy Newsreel spot this week and sat amidst a numinous audience watching the first film mention of a vital problem that is of immense interest to the parents of this nation. The item is titled ‘New Schools for Old’ and the Editors present opposing opinions on the old and the new philosophies of education.

We are shown scenes depicting the old-fashioned schoolhouse where the stern taskmaster instructs the children in the brutally cold facts of reading, writing and arithmetic. Today, in contrast, the child’s elementary education is acquired by experience and accomplishment. To learn to count, they are sent to the store to buy food for the lunchroom; to read, by ordering lunch from the menu; cooperation, by preparing and serving their own lunch. In brief, the young ones are taught by methods they carry, rather than abhor.

Divergent views are expressed by two outstanding educators, both of Columbia University. In favor of the old is Dr. William C. Bagley, who tells the audience that methods like those now practiced, resulted, 2500 years before, in the decline of Greek civilization. For the modern system speaks progressive John Dewey, America’s most famed educator. “We must prepare our children not for the world of the past, or our world, but for the world ahead—our world.”

But what we’re getting at is the fact that the March of Time is an educational medium of the most powerful sort. Millions of Americans, and foreigners, too, will first learn through this subject that there is any such conflict between two schools of educational philosophy. While the footage allotted to imparting information on this topic must be comparatively scant, it will undoubtedly stir discussion and ultimately result in much broader understanding of the subject by people whom it vitally affects, but who might never have heard of it otherwise.

We would like to see the March of Time more often. More! More!...

THE UNIVERSAL CONCESSIONS...

With the vast majority of independent exhibitors dragging their shoulders about the heralded trade practice concessions granted by Universal, Robert H. Cochrane, president, stated Saturday that his company would make its offer effective immediately.

Indies have questioned the opinion that the benefits claimed for them under U’s revisions are almost unavailing. Only concession they see as being of general value is the one changing the date on which notice of cancellation must be given from 14 days after release date to ten days after availability.

Universal’s sequel to ‘All Quiet on the Western Front,’ which has temporarily shelved. Under the title ‘The Road Back,’ the picture has been scheduled to start production for the past several weeks, but due to certain difficulties the chief of which is the inability of the Studio to find a suitable male lead, it will be postponed until late summer.

What again? Yes, that enough. The Irish of the Golden West, is once more booked for the silver screen. This time with Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy in the leading roles. William Anthony McGuire will present the screenplay and production will be turned to the return of Eddy from his recent tour in Canada.
AS I SEE THEM . . . REVIEWS OF NEW FILMS

By ROLAND BARTON

BOXTOPIC RATING:— • Means POOR; • • Means AVERAGE; • • • Means GOOD; • • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus (+) and Minus (−) will be used occasionally to indicate slightly above or below the point rating.

At best this "point" system can give you only an arbitrary estimate of a picture's drawing power, so we urge you to read the entire review. Some pictures are particularly suitable for certain types of audiences and this must be covered in the detailed criticism.

BORN TO DANCE

BOXOFFICE RATING

MUSICAL COMEDY . . . Tuneful and lavishly song and dance show that should click for big grosses everywhere . . . Eleanor Powell establishes herself as strong screen personality . . . Rates • • • or better generally.

M-G-M
Directed by Roy del Ruth

A lavish production, expensive costuming, good tunes and a well-balanced cast of songsters, dancers and comics make this one of the bright spots of the year's crop of musicals. While the story is far from original, it has been neatly paced and studded with the whirlwind hoofing of Eleanor Powell, good dialogue and some of Cole Porter's most singable songs. Even allowing for a decline in the public's taste for lavish musical films, "Born to Dance" has enough of everything to bring well above average grosses in all locations.

The nautical yarn by Jack McGowan and Sid Silvers opens on a submarine taking James Stewart and his laugh provoking pals, Silvers and Buddy Ebsen, to New York. There they meet Una Merkel, Frances Langford and Eleanor Powell and proceed to help the down and out gals by spotting them in a show. At the proverbial last minute, Eleanor replaces the temperamental star, Virginia Bruce, and the show goes on to great success.

Miss Powell's dancing is in a class by itself and her ingratiating personality establishes her in the forefront of musical film stars. Silvers and Una make the most of their comedy assignments. Stewart is refreshing as the shy sailor boy. Roy del Ruth's direction keeps the action moving evenly and he has staged the musical interludes attractively.

AD TIPS: Sell Eleanor Powell, but list balance of cast. Stage tap dancing contest with reward of music list. Call it the "Biggest Thing Since the Great Ziegfeld."

WINTerset

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . Artistic screen treatment of successful play . . . Definitely class film . . . Splendid performances . . . Rates • • for class houses; • • elsewhere.

RKO
78 Minutes
Directed by Alfred Santell

"Winterset" is one of those pictures, like "The Informer," that requires some prize award to bring it recognition from the rank and file of movie goers. Definitely aimed at class audiences, Maxwell Anderson's sterile staging success has been converted into a highly artistic film, but one whose popular appeal is greatly limited by the grim material and its "arty" treatment. It is at least as daring an effort as "The Informer," lacking even the concession of one known film name. The players who appeared in the stage version have been retained in the principal roles and, while their work is outstanding, their presence will mean absolutely nothing to most film fans. However, for the discriminating and the intelligent, "Winterset" will provide intriguing fare.

The story opens with the execution of a radical for a crime he did not commit. His son is left with an almost mad desire to clear the name of his father and avenge his death. In New York he finds himself among the people who know the secret behind his father's execution. He finds the judge who condemned his father to die. He finds the young gangster who committed the crime for which his father died. He finds despairing love with the gangster's sister. The attempts of the boy to ferret out the truth, the jumbled reasoning of the judge who tries to ease his conscience, the hopelessness of the romance between the boy and girl form the dramatic action played against a background of social implications. It ends tragically.

Burgess Meredith recreates the Hamlet-like role he played so well on the stage. He is an effective personality as well. Margo, also from the stage cast, is superb as the girl, torn between love for the boy and loyalty to her brother, the killer. The latter role is handled in powerful, commanding manner by Eduardo Ciannelli. Remainder of the cast is perfectly balanced. Alfred Santell's direction has captured the mood of Anderson's play. The blank verse of the original has been supplanted by the more commonplace dialogue, but, at times, the lines seem almost poetic.

AD TIPS: The story is purported to be based on the famous Sacco-Vanzetti case. Sensational exploitation mentions this may put the picture over in many spots. Catchline "Who Killed My Father—And Why?"

HANNA (Hollywood)

CAN THIS BE DIXIE?

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY . . . Poor story and silly characters relagate this to lower half of duals . . . Jane Withers lost in mess of badly devised situations . . . Rates • +.

20th Century-Fox
66 Minutes
Directed by George Marshall

The appeal of Jane Withers will gain little with the release of this little number. Its fate at the boxoffice will probably be a sad one and it is doubtful whether even the most ardent followers of the kid star will be able to swallow it. The numerous gags and situations in the weak, love story, are so utterly silly so as to make the producers blush with honest shame. Withers' dancing and singing talents have given some little opportunity to shine, but, on the whole, the child is completely lost and ill at ease in this bewildering, strained hodgepodge.

Story concerns the financial difficulties of an old Southern Colonel. The Good Samaritan comes along in the person of Slim Summerville and Jane Withers, who, with the help of an amateur night, a horse race, and converting the time-honored mansion into a roadhouse, save the day and the
family name. They also contrive toIron out the romantic difficulties among the younger set.

Of the supporting cast Claude Gillingwater rates the honors. He tears into everline of the old colonel and does his best to make his character real. Summerville’s unique comedy should be saved for better things. Sara Hayden does what she can with a sour old maid. George Marshall’s direction fails to straighten out the confused script.

AD TIPS: Watch is only selling angle to playup the kid’s popularity. Get Summerville into thiscopy too.

TIANA (Hollywood).

HERE COMES CARTER

BOXOFFICE RATING


WARNER BROS.

60 Minutes

Anne Nagel . . . Craig Reynolds .
John Sheehan
Directed by William Clemens

As boxoffice, "Here Comes Carter" amounts to nothing. As entertainment, slightly more. An unimportant, mild little yarn about another one of those fast and loud talking radio dirt-dishers, it contrives to furnish enough amusement and action to make the hour of its duration passable.

It is a typical Warner quickie containing some well-known faces, but no boxoffice names. Blended with a strong drama, "Carter" will make satisfactory supplementary material for dual bills.

Ross Alexander loses his press agent job when he double crosses the movie star he represents. He lands in the position ofkeyhole peeper for a radio gossip and takes the air himself when his boss takes one or two drinks too many. A sensation with his inside stuff about Hollywood, Alexander goes after Craig Reynolds, the star who fired him, and digs up the dope that the latter’s brother is a gangster and the star is involvedwith the gang. He leads to the arrest of the mobsters and gets the gal, who makes him promise to tone down his broadcasts.

Alexander’s performance is principally responsible for holding the spectator’s interest. A pleasant fellow, he handles Capney’s old line adequately, if without as much punch. Glenda Farrell hasn’t as much to do as usual, but does it well enough. Anne Nagel is an acceptable heroine.


BARTON

ACCUSING FINGER, The

BOXOFFICE RATING

MELODRAMA . . . Weak, ramblingpreachment against capital punishment. . . . Nameless cast doesn’t help. . . . OK for durals . . . Rates 0; more ifexploited.

PARAMOUNT

60 Minutes

Marsha Hunt . . . Paul Kelly . . .
Robert Cummings . . . Kent Taylor . . .
Harry Caree . . . Bernadene Hayes . . .
DeWitt Jennings . . . Fred Kohler . . .
Ralph Harolde . . . Sam Flint
Directed by James Hogan

Apparently intended as a preachment against capital punishment, "The Accusing Finger" finds its way up so many plat blind alloys that the central theme loses most of its force. What we have is a cheap, rambling little melodram. Lack of marquee strength makes it certain that this minor Paramount offering will have to rely on strong dual bill support to be worth anything to exhibitors. Sole hope for salvaging something out of it lies in a strong exploitation campaign on the capital punishment angle.

Four script writers are credited with the screen play and that probably accounts for the divergence of the plot. Paul Kelly, d.a., delights in getting jail and death sentences for people on flimsy evidence. After a visit to his estranged wife one night, she is killed by a thief and he is accused of the murder. It falls to his rival in love, Kent Taylor, to ferret out the evidence against the real killer and save Kelly’s neck. The latter makes war for Taylor to get the gal and resolves to help the accused, rather than the law, in the future.

The cast is fine. Kelly isn’t weightedenough for the district attorney’s role. Robert Cummings has a good bit as a youth sentenced to death. In minor roles, Harry Caree, as a crusading state senator who wins passage of a bill outlawing capital punishment; Bernadene Hayes and Fred Kohler are outstanding. Direction just so-so.

AD TIPS: The old problem of capital punishment can be sold again with more emphasis. Oppose a debate between two prominent public officials on the opening night. Ask the public’s opinion on the issue, etc.

BARTON

OUTSTANDING SHORTS

{ FILM BULLETIN reviews only those short subjects that are worthy of your special attention in booking and advertising }

MARCH OF TIME

Issue No. 3, Vol. 3

Ranks well up with the best of this series. Dealing only with two subjects, "New Schools for Old" and "The Presidency," the current issue should prove exceptionally interesting to the family trade. It is well paced and thoroughly engaging from start to finish.

In "New Schools for Old," the editors contrast the old-fashioned, rigid Three R’s method of teaching in the elementary grades to the modern, practical method of teaching by actual contact and experience. Opposing views are taken by prominent educators, Dr. William G. Bagley and John Dewey.

"The Presidency" reveals hitherto unphotographed scenes within the White House, traces the frenzied activity of President Roosevelt’s first term, his success in conquering the depression, the recent campaign and his return to serve for another four years.

HONEST . . . IMPARTIAL REVIEWS YOU CAN TRUST!
Short SUBJECTS

FROM PHILLY  By Nonamaker

THE PICKETING GOES ON AND ON . . .

According to the president of the Musicians' Union no settlement with Warner Bros. is anticipated until after the fiddlers' annual election December 3rd. It is understood that Warners are hoping the ROMEO CELLA gets elected, as they have always managed to deal with him to their satisfaction.

THOMAS, the present incumbent, says the men are with him and that he expects to be re-elected . . . E. HARWAIN, partner of THOS. LAZARICK died suddenly at Mt. Ephrath, N. J. last week. The ubiquitous Upsal, is still dreaming of North Bay . . . Did you know or care that the gentleman whom thought up 'Bank Night' is now netting himself a paltry $6,000 weekly from theatres using this stimuli . . . HARRY WEISBROD has been tagged Vine Street's Ambassador of Good Will . . . BOB MILLER, former with Warner Bros., in Lancaster, has taken over the Trail Theatre, Shrewsbury, Pa. . . . CHARLIE GOLDSTEIN to A build front of his Falls Theatre. GEORGE SOBEL's Saw-Bell lumber Co. will furnish materials . . . "THE CLUTCHING HAND," a recent Mintz serial being distributed by MURRAY BEIER, looks ohk for this mystery story of the things in its first four chapters screened recently . . .

Billposters Union continues to hop around town picketing different groups of theatres at a time. Exhibs don't seem to be interested in settling, because they say Billposters are keeping anybody out . . . The report that one of the local theatrical printers are in league with the Billposters' Union doesn't seem to hold water in view of the fact that their shop is NOT union and is suffering, along with the other print houses, by the exhibs decision to eliminate window-cards and posters while the fight is on . . .

No! The local Warner houses did not increase their admission prices on 'The Great Ziegfeld,' despite Metro's announcement that they would insist on it. Reports from most spots say they found it tough to realize any profit on the huge musical due to the 3-hour running time . . . BARNEY COHEN back on street, looking good, too . . . V. R. I. D. O. is expected to call a playdate strike against Metro—unless . . . DAVE MOLIVER is apparently handling 'Bongo' in most spots again. His ex-partners, BARRIST and GOODWIN are readying their own lotto game 'Bonus.'

FROM BOSTON  By Bruce

LEONARD KRASKA changed the title of a picture playing at the Fine Arts Theatre and now in its sixth week, "La Kermesse Heroique" (Carnival in Flanders) will now be known as "Carnival." Many patrons thought it dealt with the World War—guess they think of Flanders Field—but that was hardly a carnival . . . Drop into the Little Brown and visit exploiter JACK GOLDSTEIN in his new office. By the way he has a charming new secretary, EVELYN T. O'NEIL . . . Quite a crowd at the United Artists' preview of "Come And Get It" at the Uptown Theatre last Tuesday . . . MR. and MRS. LEO YOUNG up in Portland are expecting a most welcome addition to the family . . . THE GOLDSTEIN BROTHERS of Western Massachusetts have announced the acquisition of a business block in North Adams. Incidentally, this includes the Richmond Theatre. And E. M. LOEW has a lease with over a year to run. All of which makes it very interesting . . . (H. T.) Today? who was a recent visitor to the Columbia offices, had a fire in his home in Holyoke. Fortunately, there was only slight damage . . . the Crown Theatre in Lowell was reopened last week . . . JACK McGANN is getting back into shape. . . . Interstate has renovated and reopened (resurrected) a theatre in Bellows Falls, Vermont. It was known as the Dreamland but is now called the Park. Dreamland fitted it very well the past fifteen years for it has been closed all this time! . . . We understand that HERMAN RIFKIN has one of the first percentage pictures. At any rate, it goes back to before the "Birth of a Nation." Remember that 90-10 percentage deal you made with Bill Gray, Herman? . . . STEVE BRODY, who sells for HERMAN, is quite sick at the Beth Israel Hospital . . . At a special meeting held last Friday, Independent Exhibitors, Inc., decided to launch an aggressive campaign for new members . . . ROY E. HENEFER of Affiliated Enterprises announces that over four hundred New England theatres are using Bank Night . . . TIM O'TOOLE is back at the Columbia office. His arm has healed. You can't keep a healthy man down for very long with an infection . . . MARTIN TUOHY came up from Pawtucket and was heard talking about the game man in the film district. We wonder who he means? . . . Winter vacations are almost here and quite a few of the boys have been seen with cruise literature under their arms . . . FRED GREEN of Woonsocket, R. I., has a wonderful smile. Married life certainly must agree with him if appearances count for anything. ERAD ANGER praktically commutes to New York . . . A holdup in one of the bookie joints near the film district resulted in a general closing. How many exhibs had their hands in the air last Tuesday? . . . JULES RENEDIC is going up to Aroostook County to dig potatoes . . .
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Don't Kill the Goose that lays the Golden Eggs!!

BY DAVID S. MOLIVER

NEXT WEEK
in
FILM BULLETIN

An article that is of vital importance to Every Exhibitor interested in the new form of Business Stimulant that was first introduced in Philadelphia by the writer, who is the creator, manufacturer and distributor of BANGO most popular amongst patrons and exhibitors of Philadelphia and vicinity.

BANGO now available to Exhibitors throughout the East
Starting In Next Issue . . .

A FULL PAGE OF

"What the Newspaper Critics Say"

Excerpts from reviews of the new films gleaned from leading newspapers throughout the country.

Another VALUABLE Film Bulletin Feature That You Will Need and Use Every Week

Learn what the cream of the Newspaper Movie Critics think about the pictures you are to play. It will aid you in your booking . . . give you an advance slant on what your patrons reactions might be . . . enable you to use their quotations in your own ads.
THE FIGHT AGAINST METRO
IS A FIGHT FOR EXISTENCE!

The independent exhibitors of this country are at the crossroads!

On the one side, they can take the road of meek submission to the excessive and inequitable terms demanded by Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer and thereby accept consequences that may well nigh mean their ultimate ruination insofar as the film industry is concerned. On the other, they can take the path of determined and relentless resistance against the most outlandish and arrogant profit grab ever attempted by a film company in the history of the business, thereby re-establishing themselves before the entire industry as a factor that expects and will accept NOTHING LESS than fairness and equity in their dealings with the powerful sellers of film.

FILM BULLETIN is proud of the part it has played in the campaign against Metro’s exhibitor-wrecking policy. Months ago, shortly after their 1936-37 terms were made known, we undertook the leadership is urging a united front of independents against that policy, not alone because it is an unparalleled and most flagrant example of disregard for the exhibitor’s equity in achieving prosperity, but because it will, successful, set a precedent that their producers will follow. We were and are firmly convinced that the very existence of independent exhibitors is involved, for they will not be able to operate profitably under terms such as Metro is trying to force upon them, if they are adopted by other companies.

Metro has set itself as far, far above all other producing organizations in the industry. Given a shot of super-sales talk by their bosses, the salesmen this season still use that poor word “colossal” in referring to the M-G-M product, although deep down in their hearts they must know that the company has passed over the hill and is headed downward as surely as their youthful guide Thalberg is no more. For every good feature issuing Leo’s mighty roar, there are now five weak ones. The wiser exhibitors know that and they can’t be blufféd.

In effect, what Metro has said to their old customers this year is this:

“We have been the producers of the most consistently good product over a period of years. You have played our pictures in your theatres during that time and, by exploiting them, have established a following for the stars under our banner. During the past six years times have been hard and your profit, if any, has been little, while we have managed to show from $4,000,000 to $8,000,000 net each year. However, all that is water over the dam. Prosperity seems to be well on its way back. More people are coming to your theatres and it begins to appear as if you will once again begin to make a profit commensurate with your substantial investment in bricks and mortar. That will never do! You will turn that profit over to us for the privilege of playing our pictures!”

But, will you, Mr. Independent Exhibitor? Will you submit to such conditions offered as God-given and absolute by a company that seems to have run amuck with the insanity of greed? If you do, be prepared to pay heavily elsewhere. Let foresight and common sense prevail.

MO WAX.
AWAKENING THE "SLEEPERS"

The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatermen those pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these "Sleepers" with the view to having you sell them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns. Follow these "Sleepers" campaign for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

GIRL EYE-WITNESS TO GANG KILLING VANISHES!

She is a manicurist in a New York hotel. Answering a call from the room of "big shot" Ed Lustig, she stumbles on and is a horrified witness to a gang killing. She is a marked woman!

In terror, she flees to a quiet country spot in Connecticut, while the gang frantically searches for the girl who holds the big shot's life in her hands. She is on the spot. Seizing upon a newspaper headline as a chance to change her identity, she poses as a publicized heiress escaping from her irate father, who has forbidden her marriage to a titled foreigner. In this guise, she falls in love with a newspaper reporter, who believes he is chasing the missing heiress.

But, the mob hunts her down and she comes face to face with death in the person of big shot Lustig himself. How it all turns out makes for excitement and a novel twist in gangster captures.

Boys, when Columbia serves this one up to you, you're apt to shrug your shoulders and ask, "So what?" You know damn well that "LADY FROM NOWHERE" is no special. Far from it; it is an entertaining enough little programmer that will slide by with little notice on a dual bill—UNLESS (that big word) you go out and sell it!

We see three different angles, any one of which can be used individually, or all can be used jointly. It depends strictly on the type of house you are operating and selection of the angle rests entirely with you. So, dear friends, without further ado, we'll look into this thing and see what we can see and offer.

MARY ASTOR

The femme starring in "Lady From Nowhere" is none other than the recently headlined Mary Astor. She may well prove to be the best selling angle of those we'll mention, for, regardless of how little we in the industry might like the thought of capitalizing on notoriety (shem!), it is a fact that her name was bandied about in almost every household in this nation a couple of months ago. And, it is also a fact that millions of extra copies of American newspapers were sold while that unfortunate case involving her was being dragged through a court in California.

The point is that Mary Astor is better known today than ever before during her career. The reaction of most people toward her following the revelations in that case was one of sympathy. On top of that, she comes to your now off of an ace performance in "Dodsworth," which won her resounding critical praise in the newspapers from coast to coast. SHE SHOULD BE BOXOFFICE—and will be if you step out and shout her name in bold type in plenty of places.

THE TITLE

It suggests Adventure, a touch of Mystery and Romance. There are dozens of ways to ballyhoo that title, of which we shall mention only a couple, just to warm you up to your own ideas.

Dress a stooge in high hat and tails and let him walk the streets looking through a large magnifying glass. On his back an oil-cloth sign should explain that "I Am Looking For the LADY FROM NOWHERE. They Say She's Beautiful, Dangerous and Exciting."

Insert the following ad in the personal columns of your local newspapers: "I Can't Come Back. Lustig's Mob Is After Me. Since I Saw Him Murder Fletcher. Will See You Friday Or Saturday At The Strand Theatre. Don't Tell Anyone. (Signed) 'Lady From Nowhere.'"

GANGLSTER ANGLE

The action spot have something to work with here, too, for the predominating theme of the yarn is the pursuit of this beautiful dame by a mobster. This guy's a bad mug who will knock off the lady as quickly as he'll look at her.

The press sheet suggests the sort of catchlines you'll want to use in selling "Lady" on this angle. Read 'em and use 'em in program, herald and newspaper copy. Stuff like, "On the Spot If She Talks!" "She Was Worth More Dead Than Alive To A Gang Leader!" "Girl Eye-Witness To Gang Slaying Vanishes!" and others will get the action ideas across to the fans who like it.

Try this lobby display: Get a 40x60 photo enlargement of Astor and mount it on a 48x48 compo board. Copy above the photo should read, "HAVE YOU SEEN THIS WOMAN? She Is Hunted By the Police and A Mob of Gangsters. She Is Known Only As The LADY FROM NOWHERE." Have a big hand with pointing finger cut of compo and mounted just above the copy board. Letter on the hand, "The Finger Is On Her."

As we said shortly after we started out this week, "Lady" is no world-beater—not by a long shot—but it has its angles and, for the guys who have the initiative to go out and plug a bit, it will bring in better than fair dough. It's up to you!
THE INDUSTRY'S NEWS
From An Editorial Viewpoint

N. Y. GROUP TO JOIN PHILA. INDIES IN ANTI-METRO MOVE

No Deals or Dates . . .

The ferment of opposition to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's sales policy this season threatens to blow off in bombshell manner next Monday, when independent exhibitors from the Philadelphia and New York territories join hands in a move to demonstrate their violent objections to that company's terms.

An "emergency" meeting of the Philadelphia United M.P.T.O. has been called for Monday morning, 10:30 A.M., at the Broadwood Hotel. A group of prominent New York theatre owners, including Harry Brandt, head of the I.T.O.A., are slated to appear and pledge their cooperation and active support of the steps to be taken by the Philadelphia unit.

The action will probably take the form of a buying and play-date strike, during which every theatre owner will be expected to refrain from entering into any new deals with M-G-M or playing any pictures from this company. The period of the date strike, it is likely, will be 30 days, while the ban on the signing of new contracts will probably be extended indefinitely or until the sales policy is altered favorably.

First Open Action . . .

Although the protest against Metro's terms has been nationwide and they are encountering strong resistance from individual exhibitors everywhere, this is the first move to take open and concerted action against the distributing firm.

In the letter sent to all independent exhibitors in the territory, the U.M.P.T.O. states that the purpose of Monday's meeting is "To approve a plan formulated by this organization against the unfair percentage demands and sales policies of Metro." This, it continues, will be "the first gun to be fired in the battle of exhibitors against unfair sales policies. Hold yourself in readiness for a date strike or any other militant action to be called."

Committee Met Branch Manager . . .

A report will also be submitted on a conference held between a group of exhibitors and Bob Lynch, Phila. branch manager of Metro. This meeting, apparently called by Lynch after word had reached him concerning the campaign planned by the independents, was not productive of any results. It was reliably reported that the film man warned the committee that his company might strike back at them individually if they led the movement.

Will Picket . . .

In an effort to make their virtual boycott effective, the groups intend to picket all theatres, whether independent or affiliated, that play M-G-M pictures during the duration of the strike. The Metro exchanges in both territories will be picketed, as well.

Leaders of the strike are expecting to be joined by exhibitor groups in other territories. They are hopeful that the move will be adopted nationally. If this comes about, there is no doubt that the film company will be forced to pay serious heed to so effective a protest and revise its policy.

FARLEY IN — HAYS OUT?

Unlikely . . .

The rumor boys have been turning over Will H. Hays' job to Democratic Chairman James A. Farley for two years now, always ignoring the fact that the current M.P.P.D.A. boss has a contract that is not very easy to break. And, it might be added, overlooking the fact that the General has done a very handsome job for the major producers.

Last week the report was revived quite strenuously. It was definite this time, said a newspaper story from Hollywood. But, Hays will stay on, those on the inside are certain. Perhaps to avoid any serious embarrassment such as might arise at a time when his contract happened to expire, Hays did not wait, but last year accepted a four-year renewal of his pact, which had until the Dec. 31, 1937, to run. Thus, he remains head man of the Producers association at least until the end of 1941.

Farley May Come in . . .

However, it is well known that the majors would like to have someone well liked by the Roosevelt Administration in their inner circle, and Jim Farley may be the man. The President's campaign manager and Postmaster General has stated that he expects to resign from his cabinet post if a favorable opportunity in private industry presents itself.

The resignation of John Boettenger, Roosevelt's son-in-law, from his position with the Hays organization lends added credence to repeated reports that a new post in the M.P.P.D.A. would be created to accommodate Farley. At present the producers lack the close contact they have always sought to maintain with the ruling party.
G-N ADDS STRENGTH

3 More Producers...

_Hollywood._—Three prominent producers formerly with major studios joined Grand National last week. They are Richard A. Rowland, Victor Schertzinger and Zion Myers.

Rowland comes from Paramount, where he handled his own unit, to make two per year on a similar arrangement with G-N. Schertzinger, from Columbia, and Myers, from R.K.O., will collaborate on the production of six features.

Expanding rapidly, Grand National is finding it unsatisfactory to rent outside studio space and is looking for an available studio to be used exclusively by the producers working under its banner.

President Edward L. Alperson, who closed the deal with the producers, has gone back to New York, but will probably return here shortly to handle the studio situation.

SEEK LAW VS. NEW THEATRES

Based on Traffic Regulations...

_Minneapolis._—Theatre owners in this city are reported behind a proposed new traffic ordinance, which would restrict the building of new theatres. This is the second move to accomplish this end made here lately, the first having been a measure openly designed to limit the construction of new movie houses on the basis of population. The city attorney warned that this measure would be ruled unconstitutional and it was dropped.

The new bill would compel all applicants for theatre permits after May 3rd of next year to refer their requests to the Planning Commission and the Police Department, which would study the traffic problems created by the proposed theatres and advise the City Council on what parking space they would have to make available for patrons. The measure also would prohibit the construction of theatres within 600 feet of a church or school.

Says City Is Overseated...

Appearing before the Ordinance Committee of the City Council, W. R. Frank, independent circuit operator, told the members that this city already has too many theatres. Exhibitors are constantly worried about the building of new picture houses, because "one new theatre could quickly ruin four others."

He stated that a measure restricting the number of theatres had already been approved in one town in the state and urged passage of the local bill as a protective measure for the established theatre owners.

CHICAGO WAVERING—BETWEEN DUALS & SINGLES

_Chicago._—Although it was generally assumed that this city's theatres would go into the double feature policy almost universally as soon as the Balaban & Katz circuit started the ball rolling, there are strong indications that it may be restricted to a few spots. Exhibitors in the vast majority of situations are satisfied with the business they are doing on the single bill basis and have no desire to add to their film problems by dualing unless they are forced to it by competition.

At present, only the four first run B & K houses are offering two for the price of one. These theatres are reported to be doing exceptionally well, due perhaps in great measure to the advantage they enjoy over all the single feature houses. Yet, B & K officials seem in no hurry to extend the duals policy to the balance of the circuit, although this was their original intention.

Indies Opposed...

The Allied independent group has not relented in its opposition to twin bills and they are supported in this instance by the announced determination of Warner Bros. and the indie Essaness chain to maintain one feature policies.

The strength of the Allied unit, led by Aaron Saperstein, has again been demonstrated by the manner in which the members are holding their ranks against duals. There are no known defections.

LAWYERS ARGUE OHIO FIXED PLAYDATE LAW

Court Asks Briefs by February 15...

_Columbus._—The right of distributors to fix preferred playdates was argued pro and con last Friday by attorneys representing R.K.O. and the state's attorney general and heard by three Federal judges sitting in a special statutory court. At the conclusion of the hearing, the court ordered that the plaintiff's (RKO) dispositions be filed by Jan. 30th and the briefs by Feb. 15th.

Murray Seagongood, counsel for R.K.O., which is representing all of the major distributors in this case, told the court that the law prohibiting the fixing of playdates deprives the distributor of its rights as a copyright owner and discriminates in favor of the film renter. Further, he argued that the state had no jurisdiction, inasmuch as a film buying transaction is interstate and therefore subject to Federal laws.

Myers for Defense...

Abram F. Myers, general counsel of Allied States Association, represented Attorney General John Bricker. The latter, officially the defender of the state law, was precluded from arguing the case in view of his earlier statement that he regarded the law as unconstitutional.

Myers made the point that the exhibitor had an obligation to his community to present the type of films they desired on Sunday. No one should have the right to compel a theatre owner to show a picture that is objectionable to his patronage on the Sabbath, he argued.

KUYKENDALL GLUM NOW

Was 'Elated' at First...

One of the trade papers reports that Ed Kuykendall, president of the M.P.T.O.A., is not so well pleased now with Universal's "concessions." We seem to recall that he was "elated" before. Apparently big Ed watched exhibitor reaction closely, then changed his mind about his own reactions.
HOLLYWOOD FLICKERS

By DAVID J. HANNA


Selznick International placed itself top among the independents releasing through major distributing agents when it announced the tripling of its output for next season from four to twelve productions. Each of the dozen will be Grade A high-budgeted pictures. It is reliably reported that for the past week the company has been negotiating with top star names and directors with the intention of contracting them for the output.

The ups and downs of George Raft and Paramount could easily form the basis for a scenario. Late last week the actor balked at his assignment in "Souls at Sea," and tore up his contract with Paramount. In the course of a couple of days, the trade carried the stones, first that Raft would produce independently for Grand National, and secondly he is contemplating a trip to England for an assignment with Gaumont-British. However, he met Bill Le Baron; the two talked it over, and now George is back at Paramount at his old salary.

William Koenig, whose resignation from Universal was a surprise to the industry, is set at M.G.M. All that remains for the clinching of the deal is the working out of details as to his position. It is more than likely he will take over the former job of Fred Pelton, and a few other executive duties. The deal begins December 1st, following the producer's jaunt to Mexico.

"Hippodrome." Universal special, will probably be postponed until next year. Although the studio plans to begin production in March, it is more than likely it will be still unable to line up the circus talent for the production, since most of the acts will be beginning their spring season. And, too, many more are under contract to Billy Rose, who still has hopes of road showing "Jumbo."

While on the subject of "Hippodrome," our old friend Nat Burns breezed into town this week to play one of the top roles in that production. It looks, however, as though Nat will have a long wait. But the genial Mr. Burns is one of those actors who knows the stage doors of every theatre from New York to the Coast and back. So it's more than likely that the "Hippodrome" delay will give Nat an opportunity to bring his fresh personality to some other films. If our hunch is right, he will soon be holding his own with such popular favorites as Frank McHugh and Hugh Herbert.

Although the M. H. Hoffman Liberty Pictures Corporation is still in existence as a distributing organization, the new Harlinson-Van Beuren combination will probably be known as "Liberty Productions."

Three new producers have been added to the Grand National line-up. Deals were signed this week with Richard A. Rowland, Victor Schertzinger and Zion Myers. The last two will have a program of six pictures during the coming year—three musicals, the remaining trio dramas. Besides producing, Schertzinger is also scheduled to direct his pictures. With these new producers in the fold, Grand National is now trying to locate its own studios not wanting its units scattered about on various lots.

Guy Kibbe gets his first free-lance assignment since winding up his five-year Warner's contract. The actor goes into the role once scheduled for Fred Stone in "Once Over Lightly."

NEW YORK TIP-OFF

LOCAL COLOR

One of the strange things about this business is the manner in which it similes at films and shows that are taken to the bosom elsewhere. A recent example of this trait was the cool reception accorded Columbia's "Tarzana Goes Wild." In practically every theater where the picture opened prior to its Big Town premiere it was hailed as a worthy successor to Mr. Deeds. The newspaper boys shouted its praises and the people flocked to see it. But, not here. The reviews were mixed on the Ingridites and it played just one week at the Music Hall to less than so-so business. You figure it out. Since we mentioned the Rocketellers little 6000 seat movie playhouse, we can't help remarking how too, too dignified is its advertising. Almost no attempt is made to sell the pictures in the newspaper copy, which seldom mentions anything more than the title and cast. Perhaps we're all cockeyed, but it strikes us that the boys in charge should take down their hair and put a bit of zip in the advertising. It might easily add about $10,000 weekly to the gross. Of course, it may be that the Rocketellers simply aren't interested in having the common movie goers clutter up the joint. And, while we're on the subject, we might as well make note of our opinion that someone over at the M.H. pulled a boner when they let the Fox product get away. As it is, the Sixth Avenue spot is having one heluva time finding sufficient playables to keep its head above red ink while the rejuvenated old Roxy with the pictures has been lining up the crowds. And that makes us think that it is a setup for 20th Century to take over the Roxy eventually. The New Criterion, we are told isn't finding it easy to obtain product. Warners have been helping out director in law Charnas by giving him a few shows, but they haven't enough to spare from their own Strand to fill out more than a dozen weeks throughout the year for him. Other majors are only giving him weakest sort of stuff-off stuff. The Criterion will have to second run some of the stronger Warner shows or take in more independents.

Metro's newest jungle epic with that brawny brute Tarzan Weismuller was a flop at the Capitol. Looks like that will be the last of that series. Even the kids seem to have gotten too sophisticated for it. Despite rave notices, "Come and Get It" isn't hot at the Rivoli. Pity because it's a grand show. Lloyd's of London opens at the Astor, roadshowed, Wed. night. They probably figured it smart to mark it in at the time to catch the holiday season crowds. And we think it's smart too in case you should care to know! Mae West's version of "PA" opened strong at the Paramount but far from complimentary notices aren't going to do it any good.
"GO WEST YOUNG MAN" (Paramount)  
"... Miss West, who also wrote the screen play and the dialogue, rolls her eyes and shakes her hips in the typical West manner, and the role she Warren William plays the harassed press agent with considerable gusto. The humorless yokel is played to perfection by Randolph Scott and there are perfectly swell performances by Elizabeth Patterson and Isabel Jewell, as well as by Alice Brady, Lyle Talbot and Margaret Perry. May not be as brisk and hefty as the original from which it stems, but it is risky, enough and genial enough to be enjoyed without fear of harm by those who like a dash of spice in their entertainment...."  
Bochuel, "N.Y. World-Telegram"

"... Generally speaking, 'Personal Appearance' has lost little in Miss West's presentation. The salty idiom and the haughty malapropisms that punctuated the stage piece have been retained wherever they could be gotten by the censors, and there is something to be said for Miss West's presentation of these features. Apart from that incessant swaying of her... her treatment of the role of the prurient lady of the screen is what the casting directors call a natural. The supporting cast is uniformly excellent."  
J. T. M., "N.Y. Times"

"... It would have been better for her to leave Mr. Riley's excellent script fairly well alone, instead of adding several long and quite extraneous sequences, including the introduction of an amorous politician and a romance with her distracted press agent. Miss West continues to wriggle her hips and talk out of the side of her mouth. The camera has not been kind to her and her costumes are somewhat exaggerated, even for the role she is assuming. Warren William gives so good a performance as the resourceful, humorous Morgan that he rather steals the picture from the star...."  
E. L. H., "Boston Herald"

"... One of Mae West's snappiest films. Here the First Passion Flower of the screen is not permitted to use all of the dialogue written by Lawrence Riley. But there is even more double entendre in the typical West lines authored by the star. And all of the situations of the stage play and several new ones are also included in the piece. There are plenty of laughs to be had in this story...."  
Eager, "Boston Traveler"

"... Mae West has added a few Western wisecracks and witticisms... Except for some rather broad insinuations made by the West in some of her more intimate moments with Randy, the film is harmless fun and a humorous 'rib' at Hollywood's capricious celebrities...."  
Rob Reel, "Chicago American"

"TARZAN ESCAPES" (Metro)  
"... A repetitious Tarzan picture. It has its moments of excitement, but most of the thrills are repeated from previous adventures of Edgar Rice Burroughs' ape-man...."  
Murdock, "Philia, Ledger"

"... Just who the devotees of Tarzan may be is open to perplexing speculation. On the one hand, they may all be the normal persons who pass the thirteen-year-old intelligence tests with flying colors; again they may be escapists from the modern landscape captivates, or they may simply be poor wretches who find in the fabulous conceptions of M. G. M. and Edgar Rice Burroughs a sedative. In any case, the Capital Theater was thronged yesterday with spell-bound patrons who lauged like children at the strange cries and laughter of Chestah, the chimpanzee; who gasped as Mr. Johnny Weissmuller swung from tree to tree, with, as the saying goes, indelible grace; and who caught their breath, as they should have, at the delicate and intricate under-sea swimming of Tarzan and his mate...."  
Tazelaar, "N. Y. Herald-Tribune"

"... Maintains the lofty standard of its predecessors, and presents the most romantically jungles imaginable, the biggest settings, the cutest costumes, the most seductive photography. Tarzan this time talks... The hosts of Tarzan fans will be thrilled. It presents handsomely the most harrowing animal thrills, the most formidable animal opponents and the most intense animal attraction...."  
Johansen, "N. Y. Mirror"

"PIGSKIN PARADE" (20th Century-Fox)  
"... Just about the most invigorating, tuneful and merry little football movie to come our way...."  
Schneider, "Cleveland Press"

"... Seasonal musical comedy, a genuinely funny burlesque of football and its musical comedy concomitants...."  
Nugent, "N.Y. Times"

"... This is a filmdom fantasy of football dressed up with rocking humor, catchy music and fancy footwork. Laughter chase laugh like mad around your solar plexus when Patsy Kelly gets into action! Close harmony with lightning lyrics and clever phrasing is served by the Yacht Club Boys. Little Judy Garland, dynamite of song, makes her screen debut and darned near steals the picture! She can SING and is a natural actress. A screen skirmish with EVERYTHING! It's A-1 entertainment for every one in the family. See it!...."  
Rob Reel, "Chicago American"

"... Judy Garland is one of the most promising new faces we've seen in pictures for some time. ... A musical with a campus background, lots of tuneful numbers, a football game as exciting as the recent Penn-Princeton fray, and not a few laughs.... If it weren't for Judy and Erwin's amusing hill-billy impersonations, 'Pigskin Parade' would be just another college musical of upper bracket caliber...."  
Finn, "Philia, Record"

"COME AND GET IT" (United Artists)  
"... Exciting story of northern timber country...."  
Schneider, "Cleveland Press"

"... Makes lusty and exciting screen drama, besides providing Edward Arnold with the best role he has had since achieving stardom. Truly magnificent in its scenes of rugged outdoor beauty. There are two superb supporting actors. Walter Brennan as Bostrom, the Swede, can really share top honors for acting that was always alert and alive. Frances Farmer handles the dual role of Lotta Morgan and her daughter, Lotta Bostrom, so effectively she is bound to win Hollywood promotion...."

"Washington Times"

"... As exciting and as absorbing as the book which it follows with gratifying faithfulness. ... There is a tremendous sweep to the film which is handsomely mounted, strikingly photographed, well paced and timed, and admirably cast.... Arnold plays to the hilt the part of Barney Glasgow. Frances Farmer, a comparative newcomer, makes her mark on the screen with her dual parts as mother and daughter. She is beautiful to look at and exciting to watch...."

"Boston Post"

"... Rich, lusty and thoroughly entertaining picture. ... There is comedy, there is romance, there is pathos, there is drama, and there is above everything a hearty and thoroughly American dash about the whole thing. ... Edna Ferber should be proud to have her novel so resplendently handled.... The two sequences you are most likely to remember are the breaking of the log jam in the beginning of the film and a wonderful brawl in the Alcazar cafe, but the chances are you will like the whole film...."

E. L. H., "Boston Herald"

"... Packed with drama and human interest from its first to its final flicker. A good, substantial story told in the best possible movie terms. ... Its talk is close-clipped and natural, and its comedy is spontaneous and deeply rooted in human situations...."  
Murdock, "Philia, Ledger"
DON'T KILL THE GOOSE THAT LAYS THE GOLDEN EGGS!

An Article by DAVID S. MOLIVER

Addressed to Philadelphia Territory Exhibitors in Particular, but of Interest to Theatremen Everywhere

Just like the proverbial figure, who in his misjudgment and greed deprived himself of a "Horn of Good and Plenty" so are the exhibitors of the Philadelphia territory threatened with a similar fate, for a situation has arisen that may possibly sound the death knell of "The Goose That Lays The Golden Eggs" — theatre games.

It was almost two years ago that the writer first introduced this novel form of business stimulant to Philadelphia Exhibitors. Despite strenuous opposition provided mainly by dish companies, who foresew a danger to their own profitable business, the writer strived conscientiously to establish games as the most economical, profitable and satisfactory business stimulant yet devised for theatre use. That he has succeeded, is an acknowledged fact. Therefore, not without justification, I feel some of the credit for the great success so many theatres are finding with games, is due directly to my efforts in perfecting one that so adequately satisfies both the public and exhibitors.

It is on behalf of the mutual interests of exhibitors, to whom games have become a vital part of theatre operation, and to the writer, to whom they have become his sole business, that this article is written.

Immediately after the tremendous success of Bango, definitely established, which is now in its second year's run in the original theatres secured, competitive games began appearing in the field. In considering the use of these for their theatres, some exhibitors fail to take into consideration the most essential features forming the basis for the success of games. Now the writer feels the need of sounding a clarion call of warning to theatremen everywhere by making known the following facts.

The success of all games is dependent entirely upon TWO features. First, the awards, which are governed solely by the exhibitor; Second, and most IMPORTANT, the SCIENTIFIC ARRANGEMENT, ASSEMBLY and FORMULAS of the game, which rest only with the game creator and manufacturer and which are vital to its proper operation.

The game itself is a recognized form of entertainment and its success is based on audience interest and reaction, a factor far more important than the awards. If the prizes were most important, theatres would have experienced the same success with straight drawings from double tickets, which unquestionably has only a fraction of the appeal of this new and entertaining method. To capture and hold an audience, the game must be PERFECT in FORMULA, enabling you to retain the intense interest of every person participating and to protect yourself from the possibilities of duplication of winners and other embarrassment caused by improper functioning.

The writer has spent almost two years in perfecting the formulas used in the game of Bango, so that it is scientifically perfect. In Bango, every call number from 1 to 00 is used. In Bango, there are 500 combinations of playing cards. In the playing of Bango, patrons can never be placed in doubt of its authenticity. In the playing of Bango, exhibitors have the utmost confidence in the knowledge that the game will operate smoothly. The magic name of Bango has become a magnet that draws overflow crowds to hundreds of theatres because it combines the best features of real entertainment with a minimum of effort and worry for the exhibitor. It is no mere combination of numbers, but a scientific, yet simple and practical game designed to build estimable good will for theatres that use it. Bango can boast of 72 consecutive weeks in many theatres throughout the Philadelphia territory—a record regarded with envy by all other business stimulant manufacturers and dealers.

In closing, I suggest that every theatre owner using a game consider it only from the viewpoint of (1) HOW PROFITABLE IT IS; (2) HOW WELL THE PUBLIC LIKES IT; (3) HOW SMOOTHLY IT OPERATES. No minor factors should be allowed to enter into your consideration, for one badly assembled game can cost a theatre more in confusion and loss of good will than any inducement the sellers of a poor imitation game can possibly offer you as bait.
REVIEWS
(Continued from page 10)

a good enough melodramatic plot. On the
strength of the title and the G-men vs.
Chinese angle, it should get at least average
grosses in the proper spots.

Conrad Nagel, a G-man transferred tem-
porarily to the Bureau of Immigration, is
sent to the West Coast to stop the smug-
gling of Chinese into California. He col-
lides with Eleanor Hunt, newspaper reporter,
and her photographer side-kick, Vince Bar-
nett, and the three become inseparable pals.
By some clever detective work and deduc-
tion, they discover that a group of phony
film producers are the smugglers. They
operate by taking white "extras," made up
as Chinese, out on location on an island off
the coast, placing these people on another
boat and returning themselves with contra-
band Chinese. It is revealed that the girl
is a G-woman working on the same case.
The usual romance develops between Nagel
and Hunt.

There isn't much marquee strength in the
cast, but performances are uniformly good.
Nagel is still the polished actor. Jack
LaRue, popular with action fans, is the bad
man up to par. Eleanor Hunt is the fem-
ine interest, and Vince Barnett plays hard
and gets a good number of laughs. Direction
is satisfactory, keeping the action flowing.
AD TIPS: Sell the title and the smuggling angle.
Dress Chinese stogies for street ballyhoo, carrying
sign reading: "We're part of the 'Yellow Cargo.'"

EVERYTHING IS THUNDER

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . Poor production nullifies
value of Bennett, Montgomery names
in this English film . . . Lacks coher-
ence . . . Rates ★ + on its own.

Gaumont-British
72 Minutes
Constance Bennett . . . Douglas Montgomery . . .
Oscar Homolka . . . Frederick Lloyd
Directed by Milton Rosner

One of the poorer pictures out of the
British studios. It moves slowly and be-
comes quite boring when the director en-
gages in spasmodic strivings for "effect" to
the detriment of the story's development.
These faults, plus some minor ones, tear
down the boxoffice value that might have
made "Everything Is Thunder" worth while
for exhibitors in this country. It has two
names which could have meant something.
Constance Bennett and Douglas Montgomery
have their followings, but it is doubtful
if they will turn out in any appreciable
numbers to see them in this. Oscar Ho-

mokla, who scored in "Rhodes," is also
present, but his name will prove of little
value. Mark this down for dual billing with
something light.

There was a time when almost any pic-
ture with a prostitute as the central char-
acter could be counted upon for good busi-
ness, but that is no longer true; "Crime and
Punishment" is a recent example. In this
film, Miss Bennett is the lady of less than
doubtful repute. A German, she takes to
her bosom an English soldier, who has just
escaped from a war prison by murdering
one of the German guards. She shields him
from the detective who loves her and finally
gives her life to save the foreign boy she
has learned to love.

Performances are all satisfactory, none
outstanding. Rosmer's direction, as stated
above, lacks coherence and causes confusion.
The production is below par.

AD TIPS: Sell the two American stars. In certain
locations this type of story may still bring good re-
turns.

BARTON.

SPEED LIMITED

BOXOFFICE RATING

MELODRAMA . . . Fair action the
only virtue of this slipshod G-men vs.
gangsters melodrama . . . Will get by on
their two last run spots . . . Rates ★.

Regent Pictures
56 Minutes
Ralph Graves . . . Claudia Dell . . .
Evelyn Brent
Directed by Al Herman

The story and direction of this little
cheapie leave it so full of holes that it is
destined to get a break only in the joints.
The continuity is bad and things happen
without any sound reason for them. One

gains the impression that no one really cared
how it turned out.

Ralph Graves, as the head G-man, walks
through his role, engaging in an occasional
fight. Claudia Dell tries hard, but the script
demanded that she perform some pretty
inae action and speak some poor dialogue.
The plot consists of detective prowlings,
fast automobile chases and a fight atop a
train, all leading to the inevitable showdown
battle between the Agents and the
gangsters. Evelyn Brent, the moll, dies of a
bullet wound, and Graves marries the rail-
road president's daughter, who loved him at
first sight, but got the cold shoulder.

AD TIPS: The G-man vs. gangster angle will serve
best in action spots.

NONNIL.

WHAT THE NEWSPAPER CRITICS SAY:
(Continued from page 6)

"OUR RELATIONS" (M-G-M)

"... A knock-about comedy in which an
acute case of confused identities is per-
mitted to develop into galloping bedlam.
... It relates most of the old slapstick argu-
ments and offers a few new ones . . ."

Nugent, "N. Y. Times"

"... A BARGAIN lot of Laurels and
Hardys are provided for the public amuse-
ment in 'Our Relations.' . . . Feeling that
one set of Laurel and Hardy was not enough
for one picture, the boys have declared a
dividend in the form of another set . . .
There are the usual situations when wires,
sweethearts, gangsters and friends mistake
one person for another. But these episodes
are merely padding between hilarious com-
dy scenes . . . The climactic scene is one
of the funniest and most unusual ever
screened. With their feet cemented in large
round tubs, they teeter back and forth on
the edge of a dock . . ."

R. P., "Philad. Ledger"

"... Messrs. Laurel and Hardy—the lean
and fat of it—continue to perfect their pro-
ficiency in the gentle art of singing pies
and wallowing in whipped cream . . . In
the overabundance of slapstick, 'Our Relations' is not without some humor.
In fact, one of the gags is actually whis-
kerless. It occurs when the two are ce-
memented into round-bottomed tubs that rock
perilously close to a wharf's edge . . ."

Finn, "Philad. Record"
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B R I E F I N G S

FROM PHILLY

By Nonamaker

RECORD MATINEE . . . . last from 1:00 P.M. until 5:45 P.M. took place at Fays last Monday due to stage attraction being unable to get "set" . . . From 1 till 3 they ground out all the film they could lay their hands on, and then came the "in the flesh" entertainment . . . SPEAKING OF "IN THE FLESH," several members of the Philadelphia Orchestra, good members of the Musicians' Union, of course, have been seen at the Hippodrome, where Houses in taxicabs and inquiring of the picket whom they are relieving, "Where's my sign?" . . . ENGAGEMENTS, BIRTHS, ETC. . . . DON CLEMENTS, of Penn Theater Equipment, is the proud daddy of an 8 lb. 4 oz. bundle of blue . . . REGINA GILLIS, of Metro, to marry Dr. Dranov, a dentist, Thanksgiving Day. . . . AND SPEAKING OF THANKSGIVING . . . the Horlacher Social Club held their annual turkey raffle early in the week with happy results all around . . . Many theatres continued an annual custom and gave out turkeys to lucky persons in their neighborhood audiences. . . . And while on the subject we wish to extend our well wishes for what to most theatremen is an over stuffed day. We'll even pass the bicarbonate if you ask us on Friday . . . TRAVELERS . . . JIM CLARK and OSCAR NEUFELD were in Washington last week and attended the Va riety Club affair held in the capital city that evening . . . DAVE MILGRAM writes ye Editor from a dude ranch at Mesa, Arizona. Says he now can ride horses as well as Buck Jones, has a swell coat of tan and is going to haul for the West Coast shortly, where he expects to take in the studios . . . ANN ROSEN, of Capital Exchange, has gone to her sister's home in Pittsburgh to recuperate from a stomach ailment . . . GLADYS REHALL, Lamont's daughter, is pinch-hitting on the typewriter keys . . . JOHN GOLDER is kept mighty busy traveling back and forth from his new Washington exchange and his Hollywood exchange here . . . John is very optimistic and has some of the best products in the vaults right now that he ever had . . . UNION SITUATIONS . . . Remain about the same as last week. Musicians definitely look for no settlement until after their annual election Dec. 1st. And Bldgsmen still threatening to picket any house putting out window cards or paper. Meanwhile, the theatrical printing companies are caught in the middle and are feeling this loss of business considerably . . . FACE LIFTINGS . . . Considerable rebuilding and building activity finds Vine Street with National-Kline Poster going into enlarged quarters at 1305-7 Vine Street, and Quality Premium officially situated in their newer and larger dress emporium next door just as soon as DAVE BARRIST and CHARLIE GOODWIN catch their breaths from moving . . . Meanwhile the street is getting set to welcome IMPERIAL PICTURES, who are moving into 3rd floor space of the Warner Building . . . And the construction of the new Paramount Exchange at 12th and Summer Sts. progresses at a rapid rate . . . MAX KORR opens the Transit, Allentown, Thanksgiving Day. Equipment all replaced by the well-known BLUMBERG BROS. OF N. T. S . . .

FROM BOSTON

By Bruce

MORRIS MENDELSOHN of New Haven will be listening to wedding bells as well as sleigh bells in December . . . Mrs. PHIL BERLER is recuperating at home following an illness. PHIL has that smile back again . . . A new and youthful face in the E. M. LOEW office, GERALD WAGNER . . . The Pine Tree State will have one brand new theatre by Thanksgiving Day. The Waldo Theatre at Waldoboro will seat close to 500 and will be managed by HARRY SMITH who formerly managed the Strand for ABE GOODSIDE in Portland . . . It looks as if Brookline may have another theatre . . . LARRY STONE and SELMA RIFKIN have been seen together quite often recently. Well? . . . SAM ROSENBERG is going to duck two winter months in Florida . . . ED FRANKS looked very pessimistic the other day . . . Ask BERT LAZ RNUS who is the best dummy player hereabouts . . . J. CRONAN was seen distributing checks in the film district Friday afternoon. Did you get one? . . . SAM PINANSKI returned on November 20th from a ten day vacation in the southland . . . WILLIAM O'TOOLE, son of TIM O'TOOLE of Columbia, is a senior at Harvard and has undertaken an analysis of the motion picture industry for his thesis . . . The WERNICKS were in town,—both ERNEST and SAM what kept you in Shrewsbury, boys?—J. D. SANTAMORE and H. N. LAMERE of Ludlow, Vermont, were here buying film . . . A. STANZLER will soon be off for the coast the long way,—the water route . . . ABRAHAM BARRY has been working hard to make the dinner dance given by the Theatrical Post of the American Legion a huge success. The affair took place the 24th in the main ballroom of the Copley Plaza Hotel . . . It looks as if the BOMES of Providence are about to sell their two theatres . . . MAX FINN, genial and general manager for E. M. LOEW, has returned from Rochester, N. Y. where he inspected Loew's new acquisitions . . . JACK MYERS has returned from a week's vacation . . . GERALD SWABBE, who formerly with the PHIL SMITH organization, is taking a new viewpoint,—that of an exhibitor. Swabbe is about to open a theatre in Pepperell . . . TIM O'TOOLE is away on a hunting trip in the Maine woods. It's not all pleasure though for Tim is also hunting contracts. Maybe that is a pleasure too . . . NEWTON GOLDMAN, son of "Zippy" GOLDMAN of Grand National, is captain of the Devotion School football team in Brookline. Due to the fact that young Newt is going to see the Harvard-Yale game in New Haven, there will be no game this Saturday for Devotion School . . . EDDIE ANSIN, PHIL SMITH, JOE COHEN, HAROLD STONEMAN were but a few of the notables to attend the H-Y tussle in the Yale Bowl . . . STEVE BRODY's brother, BILL, is still canvassing at the Beth Israel Hospital following a serious operation . . . GEORGE KRAKSA is pulling them in with "La Kermesse Heroique" ('"Carnival" to you). It's already in the third week . . .
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LOVE ON THE RUN

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY . . . Screw plot brings plenty of laughs . . . Crawford and Gable will draw them in, but Tone's performance is tops . . . Rates ●●●; less in rural spots.

M-G-M

74 Minutes

Joan Crawford . . . Clark Gable . . .
Franchot Tone . . . Reginald Owen . . .
Mona Barrie . . . Donald Meek . . .
Ivan Lebedoff . . . Charles Judels . . .
William Demarest

Directed by W. S. Van Dyke

Boldly stealing the pattern of "It Happened One Night," Metro has turned out a film that is an odd mixture of daffy comedy, melodrama and even a bit of fantasy. With a plot that is disconnected, like a long fuse cut up into bits and sputtering at both ends of each piece, it depends on the sheer momentum of snappy dialogue and movement (the direction doesn't matter) to make its entertainment. Entertaining it is, too, but in a sporadic way. Something is always happening. Nothing is ever developed conclusively. Despite its continuous action, it isn't wholly satisfying. But that will hardly prevent it from being successful. Joan Crawford and Clark Gable are two topnotch marquee names that will bring them flocking in for well above average grosses.

Gable and Franchot Tone are rival foreign correspondents for two New York dailies. The former is a prize cad, always playing on the sympathies of the kindlier Tone and then double-crossing him. Gable meets Joan as she is running out of her scheduled marriage to a sleek nobleman. They become involved in an international spy mixup when Gable steals a plane to help Joan get away. The spies chase them and Tone chases them all over France. Joan, not knowing Clark is a detestable newspaper man, falls for him and vice versa. When she finds out, she goes to Tone and offers to allow him to send his paper the stories about her. In a melodramatic windup, Gable is captured by the spies, but rescued by Tone, whom he promptly tricks into being tied into the chair he had occupied. At the last moment he relents and gives his rival a "break" by allowing him to share a by-line that properly belonged to Tone. Gable dashes off with Joan.

Acting honors unquestionably go to Franchot Tone. He delivers his best performance to date. Crawford and Gable are up to par and Reginald Owen has little opportunity to display his fine brand of carrying humor in the role of a spy. W. S. Van Dyke's direction is fast.

AD TIPS: Sell the cast.

BARTON.

COME CLOSER, FOLKS

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY . . . Mildly amusing yarn about fast talking street hawkers . . . Will need strong selling to mean anything . . . OK for duals . . . Rates ●● —

Columbia

61 Minutes

James Dunn . . . Marian Marsh . . .
Wynne Gibson . . . Herman Bing . . .
Gene Lockhart . . . George McKay

Directed by D. Ross Lederman

A stereotyped plot has been given a touch of novelty by the use of a street pitchman as the central character. He is one of those fakers who peddles "$5.00 watches for 25 cents!" until he talks himself into a job as assistant manager of a department store, where he employs the same tricks to build up the business. James Dunn, of course, is the law and he manages to make the picture mildly entertaining. However, the plot is so patented that the spectator is constantly ahead of the action. It will serve nicely for dual bill fare and may pull close to fair returns on its own if sold strongly.

Dunn leaves his street pitchman's job to step into the department store owned by Marian Marsh's father. The place, run into the ground by old-fashioned business methods, is awakened by Dunn's energetic tactics, copied from his previous work. He employs veteran pitchmen to act as salesmen and they take the customers over, but good! Shown the wrong of his ways, our hero goes straight and puts on a legitimate selling campaign that places the store right on top, winning a $1000 prize while he is at it. His girlfriend, Wynne Gibson, has jealously eying Dunn's romance with the store owner's daughter, but she realizes she is out and leaves him to Marian.

AD TIPS: The title provides plenty of opportunities for lobby and street bally. Hire a couple of fast talking pitchmen to plug the picture and give out heralds when they gather the folks in closer.

BARTON.

YELLOW CARGO

BOXOFFICE RATING


Grand National (Hirliman)

63 Minutes

Conrad Nagel . . . Eleanor Hunt . . .
Vince Barnett . . . Jack LaRue . . .
Claudia Dell

Directed by Crane Wilbur

Designed for action fans who like stories about G-men exposing clever Chinese smuggling gangs, "Yellow Cargo" succeeds in providing enough excitement and comedy to satisfy them rather fully. There is nothing original about it, but the action is well sustained and neat performances augment (Continued on page 8)
Mr. Lichtman Visits Ohio!

Al Lichtman's speech in defense of Metro's sales policy for the current season, delivered before the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio Tuesday, stands as a monumental piece of blatant, unadulterated hokum. It serves notice on the trade that Mr. Lichtman regards all independent exhibitors as being guileless, semi-conscious and downright stupid.

With something resembling a tear in his voice and, undoubtedly, the net profit of $11,076,822 earned by his company during the fiscal year just past in his mind, the man "credited" with being the father of the M-G-M 1936-37 profit grab brain child told the assembled exhibitors that his fat salary would be gravely jeopardized if Metro had to depend on the business of theatres in this country. Listen to the adroit Mr. Lichtman and you learn that it is principally the foreign market that supports his tottering outfit.

With the same straight face, he told them that the second factor responsible for M-G-M's continued existence in business is Loew's Theatre circuit. Thus, to the horror of the hearers and the trade at large, it was revealed that if Metro is to be made safe for a $20,000,000 net profit this year exhibitors in America must be willing to accept the devastating terms their white haired boy Lichtman is anxious to thrust down their reluctant throats.

We have been misled. Certainly, it seemed, the man who concocted that whopper of a sales policy should be able to offer some very shrewd arguments to justify it. But, Lichtman, in placing so little stock in the intelligence of the nation's independent exhibitors, has only served to lower their estimation of him.

Personally, we think he's a big flop. And, unless the wiser heads in the Metro organization prevail and bring about a readjustment of the exhibitor-wrecking policy layed to Lichtman, he may be credited with tearing down the strongest film company in the business.

You can't kid the dumbest independent exhibitor, Lichtman, when he finds there is no profit in your product. Get wise!

MO WAX.
AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'

The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatre men those pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these "Sleepers" with the view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns. Follow these "Sleeper" campaigns for bigger grosses.

By Wolfe-Smith

Showmen Get Greatest Boxoffice Short Ever Made
In Authentic G-Men Story -- "You Can't Get Away With It!"

Listen, gents, we're in a stew about the hottest thing that has come our way in a helluva long time and we want to spill it to you fast.

Since its inception, this Department has naturally followed the rule of devoting its utterances to the exploitation of feature pictures, because they're the meat of the film program and it's only once in the proverbial blue moon that you get anything less than feature length that means a sure to your box. (and we don't mean what Lifeshot means!). But, we'll be damned if we're going to remain suckers for tradition when the biggest and most important two reels of film we've ever seen spills our right in front of our own eyes.

Just in case any of you boys have been doing these past two weeks while U's Hirsh and Weil have been smacking it in your faces — we're talking about the first honestly-to-goodness authentic movies ever made with the active, participating cooperation of the United States FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, which, translated in movie language, means the G-MEN!

See the Chicago American's review of this subject on page 3).

Now, every so once in a while, one of you boys drops us a note to advise us that we gave you a bum steer in suggesting that you go out and ballyhoo some cluck that didn't click. All right, all right, we take for granted that some out of those we spread through these pages couldn't have been sold in certain types of theatres even by Barnum. But, being fair to ourselves, we take the liberty of admitting that lots of you have told us that we've tipped you off on how to sell some shows that seemed destined to lay a big, hollow goose egg on your boxoffice ledge.

So, with justifiable confidence that we have your ear, we're telling you that Universal is placing in your lap the greatest boxoffice short subject ever made — "YOU CAN'T GET AWAY WITH IT!" And, we say further, that if any exhibitor who buys this piece of dynamite doesn't step out and sell it bigger than he ever sold any feature, he will be entitled to the blue ribbon razzberry award at the next convention of SAIS!

DYNAMITE? Listen! You remember, and every American remembers when Dillinger, Karps, Baby Face Nelson, Machine-gun Kelly and all those other cold-blooded murderers roamed the land, plundering, killing, spattering in the very face of the Law as they terrorized the nation. Then, they were the modern Robin Hoods in the eyes of the youngsters. The movies glorified them as men of iron nerve, as giants amongst the meek midjots that obeyed the Ten Commandments and stopped at red traffic lights. It was "All Hail, the Mohment!"

What happened? A bit of courage in government gave power to a previously impotent division of the Department of Justice and the G-Men of America were galvanized into action. A band of fearless, recklessly brave men on the side of Law and Order went after the boys with their gats and sawed-off machine guns, their armored cars and slinking mobs. They wiped them out. Dillinger, Karps, Kelly, Nelson—they died like rats running away from the fury let loose in the name of Uncle Sam, the force of America's G-Men!

Features have been made glorifying these boys, but they have been pure fiction. Crowds have flocked to see those pictures, because the Feds are now the idols of the people.

But those fictional films were only the prelude to this mighty two reels that we unhesitatingly predict will prove to be the most AMAZING boxoffice sensation of the past five years. It is the most EXCITING, THRILL-PACKED movie of the year, etc.

(Continued on page 8)
THE INDUSTRY'S NEWS
From An Editorial Viewpoint

LICHTMAN DEFENDS METRO

No Injustice . . .

Columbus.—"Al Lichtman In Defense of the Metro 1936-37 Sales Policy" might have been the title of the presentation offered Tuesday at the opening session of the fourth annual convention of Ohio's I.T.O., Allied unit, in which the prominent sales executive played the leading role.

No longer should the attitude between exhibitor and distributor be one of distrust based on the fear that each is ready to cheat the other, he said. "Metro will be no party to the infliction of an injustice on any exhibitor."

Citing the greatly increased cost of production as one factor, Lichtman sought to justify increased rental demands on the grounds that income from the American market has not gone up proportionately. Nevertheless, it is Metro's desire to give every exhibitor "a square deal," he declared.

Active Convention . . .

The I.T.O. conclave was attended by approximately 75 independents from throughout the State. Addresses were delivered by Martin G. Smith, president of the unit; Pete Wood, secretary; H. M. Richey of the Michigan Allied, and Al Steffes of Minneapolis.

In the course of his remarks, Lichtman stated that his company was making up its losses on pictures by profits from the Loew Theatres. Richey, in his address, pointed out that Loew's were a good example of the unfair competitive advantage held by chains affiliated with producers and urged support for the Allied campaign to force the film companies out of theatre business. Steffes talked on the Defense Fund which is being sought to accomplish this end.

PHILA. UMPTO VOTES DATE STRIKE VS. METRO

Disappointing Meeting . . .

A strike against the dating of any M-G-M pictures was tentatively approved by the membership of the Phila. United M.P.T.O. on Monday. The turnout at the ballyhooed meeting was disappointing, only 40 exhibitors being present, and the accomplishments were hardly less satisfactory.

In the notice sent to all independents in the territory, the UMPTO leaders had promised to submit a formulated plan for striking at Metro, but none was forthcoming. Instead, the brief confab was spent in waiting for someone on the floor to recommend some move. When the date strike scheme was finally broached, president Lewen Pizor proposed that it be turned over to the board of managers for formulation. This was finally voted, despite the efforts of several members to have it discussed fully on the floor then and there.

Board to Work It Out . . .

The board will meet this Friday to work out the details of the strike, after which the plan will be submitted to the body in general meeting. It will probably be for a period of 30 days, thus precluding the violation of the play-or-pay provision of the film contracts. A proposal that the Metro exchange and all theatres playing M-G-M features during the strike be picketed may be adopted by the board, it was indicated.

The question of the participation of Warner Bros. Theatres in the move was raised and it was generally assumed that the affiliated circuit would not dare make itself a party to such an action against a fellow major distributor. Inasmuch as Warners are a member of the UMPTO, the independents will insist that any theatres in the chain playing Metro product during the strike be picketed.

Another disappointing feature of Monday's meeting was the failure of Harry Brandt and other leaders of the I.T.O.A. of New York to put in their scheduled appearances. It has been expected that the out of towners would commit their organization to active cooperation with the Philly group.
20th CENTURY-FOX REJECTS
MPTOA CONCESSION DEMANDS

Only Approves Boards . . .

Hardly a startling surprise to the trade was the answer of 20th Century-Fox to the M.P.T.O.A.'s ten-point program on trade practice concessions. In a communication to Ed Kuykendall, Sidney R. Kent, president of the film company, rejected the proposals with a completeness that left no doubt that the distributor intends to continue to operate on a policy of "get the best terms possible in every deal."

With the single, insignificant exception of an increase in the amount of time allowed the exhibitor to serve notice of intention to cancel a picture, 20th Century gave no concessions. As had long ago been predicted in these columns, the company gave its blessing to the plan for establishment of local conciliation boards and expressed itself as willing to meet with the Kuykendall outfit on the setup of such boards.

Score Charge Stays . . .

Even in the matter of score charges, Kent unequivocally rejected the proposal that they be eliminated. His statement declared, "The practice of exacting score charges has been for a number of years a matter of individual policy and will continue to be so as far as this company is concerned." It had generally been anticipated that most of the majors would drop this charge, which had long been one of the sorest spots in exhibitor-distributor relationships.

Of preferred playing time, the 20th Century president states, "We will not pledge ourselves not to demand preferred playing time on percentage pictures. However, we will not be obnoxious about it, but will base our demands for preferred playing time on the quality of our product."

Will Not Drop Shorts Forcing . . .

In one line, Kent declares that his company has never indulged in the practice of forcing the sale of short subjects with features, and immediately after declares that "if our feature product is desired by an exhibitor we are justified in insisting upon the same percentage of his short subject playing time as we receive of his feature playing time." And one is left wondering just what his interpretation of "shorts forcing" might be!

The ten percent cancellation privilege, on which some liberalizing had been pressed by M.P.T.O.A. promises, remains intact, except as to the date on which notice must be sent the distributor, which is changed from 14 days after general release date to 10 days after notice of availability. This is the same concession as was granted by Universal.

Other Problems Exhibitors . . .

On the subjects of overbuying, double features, unfair competitive practices, Kent places these in the category of exhibitor problems.

Aside from his view that protection and clearance are necessarily part of individual negotiation between exhibitor and distributor, he doubts that any uniform plan would pass legal obstacles. Any uniform contract would encounter the same opposition in his opinion, and while the 20th Century head appreciates the desirability of a short contract form, he questions the practicability of the idea.

He promises that his company will never license its pictures to any non-theatrical account "where there is even a remote possibility of unfair competition with a motion picture theatre."

Favors Conciliation Boards . . .

"We favor the establishment of local conciliation boards with a central appeals board located in New York City," he declares. "We will be glad to meet with you and representatives of other companies as soon as possible with the hope and intention of agreeing upon a workable plan."

In a statement issued concurrently with Kent's, Ed Kuykendall declared, "We believe that the general acceptance of most of the M.P.T.O.A. proposals by Mr. Kent and his company is a definite step in the right direction and will afford immediate benefits to independent exhibitors."

CASH DRAWINGS HIT BY
CHICAGO BUSINESS GROUP

Threaten Legal Action . . .

Chicago.—The upshot of the recent failure of some theatres here to pay off the winner of a cash drawing may be police intervention to prohibit all games and giveaways in the city's movie houses.

The Better Business Bureau this week advised Aaron Saperstein, president of the local Allied unit, and Morris Leonard, head of the Exhibitors' Ass'n of affiliated theatres, that the drawings constitute a violation of the state anti-lottery law and must be discontinued. In the communication, Kenneth Barnard, director of the B.B.B., served warning that he will bring the matter to the attention of the police department if theatres persist in conducting the giveaways. He met with Saperstein and Leonard on Tuesday and is supposed to have told them the same thing in person.

Theatremen claim that the games have withstood legal attacks before and have been found clear of the lottery onus.

METRO PROFIT

$11,076,822 Net . . .

For the fiscal year ended August 31, 1936, Loew's, Inc., parent of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, showed a net profit of $11,076,822. This is the highest figure reached by the company since 1930.

PARAMOUNT PROFIT

$2,013,764 Net for 3 Months . . .

A net profit of $2,013,764 is shown by Paramount for the third quarter of the current year. This is an increase of $2,489,764 over the preceding quarter, during which a loss of $476,000 was sustained.
LOVE ON THE RUN (M-G-M)

"...One of those Never-Never Land things in which neither the probabilities nor the ethics of ordinary life have any meaning at all, and while a good deal of it is amusing and there are some excellent scenes, the business of Franchot Tone permitting Clark Gable to give him the short end not once, but five times, becomes too incredible even for the fantastic whimsy of the general narrative. ... Has the inestimable advantage of W. S. Van Dyke's direction." - E. L. H., "Boston Herald"

"...Very good fun. ...The comedy borders on the farcical and there are many repeat situations, but with such a threesome it can't help but be entertaining. ...Franchot Tone really steals the picture." - "Boston Post"

"...Another one of those very entertaining pictures which lean to the slightly goofy side, and yet has a lot to say for itself. ...Good for a thousand laughs. ...Fast moving comedy, really riotous situations, though a slightly hackneyed plot." - "Washington Times"

"...On the whole, the unflagging and occasionally strained foolishness ...is conducted with a great deal of zip." - Phillips, "Washington Eye, Star"

"Was not be new nor very fresh for that matter but is good entertainment. It moves at times a little unevenly." - Marsh, "Cleveland Plain Dealer"

"...Full of tomfoolery. ...Well done and amusing in style." - Davis, "Cleveland Press"

"...Slightly daffy cinematic item of absolutely no importance. ...Gable, Crawford, Tone in roles that by now are a bit stale." - J. T. M., "N. Y. Times"

"...A definitely ordinary film—scarceiy worth the efforts of the stars, of little credit to its director, W. S. Van Dyke, and of small compensation to those who are in search of rollicking entertainment. ...The whole thing has the air of having been thrown together rather than produced, which leads one to suspect that perhaps Mr. Van Dyke has been making altogether too many pictures in rapid succession to keep up his reputation for individuality and imagination." - Boehnel, "N. Y. World-Telegram"

REUNION (20th Century-Fox)

"...Pretty regrettable, as much for the superficially adult presence on the screen as for the too frequent and too long absences of the Callendar glamour girls. ...It's a cliché, and perhaps not quite true, that the films made in the twenties are more attractive to audiences today because they were innocent of horror and sex. ...The picture is, to be sure, more permissively violent than the stories on which it is based, but there is a lot of charm in it, and it is generally entertaining. ..." - B. R. C., "N. Y. Times"

"...Dianna Quintuplets once more show themselves to be utterly charming and completely unself-conscious performers. ...It is at its best when Robert Young is alone on the screen. ...It's a picture with a lot of charm, and it is generally entertaining. ..." - "N. Y. Herald Tribune"

WANTED: JANE TURNER (RKO-Radio)

"...Pleasant enough programmer, nicely played, and a sufficient reason for extending Mr. Turner's life. ...The picture's end finds the hero and heroine in each other's arms, mute testimony of the film's originality, but the climax is pretty snappy fun, with what gun-fire and frightened girls. ..." - Marsh, "Cleveland Plain Dealer"

"...Better-than-we-expected little film. ...Make likable entertainment not by any variation in the usual pattern of such yarns, but by the first-rate performance of Lee Tracy." - Schneider, "Cleveland Press"

"...Tightly directed, coherent melodrama. ...The picture moves so swiftly, despite its Cowperian aside on what joy or grief may be contained in the mailman's sack, is to the credit of Cliff Reid's imaginative direction of an ably written screen story." - J. T. M., "N. Y. Times"

YOU CAN'T GET AWAY WITH IT (Universal, 2 Reels)

"...Not cut out for the cinema connoisseurs, it is a breezy, sentimental and whimsical little thing that the rank and file and the youngsters will just love. ..." - Schneider, "Cleveland Press"

"...I have seen enough of the Callendar kiddies to last me for quite a spell. ..." - Marsh, "Cleveland Plain Dealer"

"...Those amusing little stars, the Dianna Quintuplets, steal another picture. ...A mildly amusing yarn. ..." - H. M., "Phila. Record"

"...Not so good a story as 'The Country Doctor.' ...Has its share of sentiment and some of the nice, obtrusive humor which characterized its predecessor. ..." - Murdock, "Phila. Ledger"

LLOYDS OF LONDON (20th Century-Fox)

"...Impressive and sometimes stirring chronicle of the famous British underwriting syndicate. ...Vastly entertaining historical film. ...Acted with brilliance and staged with a sure eye for colorful pageantry. ...Henry King has let the production drag in spots, but on the whole his direction is imaginative." - Barnes, "N. Y. Herald-Tribune"

"...A pleasing photoplay, crammed with authentic detail of the Georgian England where its scene is laid, reverent and restrained if occasionally original in its presentation of historical incident, and permeated by a semi-fictional story of romance and business daring." - J. T. M., "N. Y. Times"

"...Quality entertainment in every segment that presages wide popular appeal and unusual commercial draw. ...Emotion-stirring and romantic drama of a man and woman whose lives were wrapped up in the thrilling chain of history-making episodes. ...Should meet with no difficulty in engaging the attention of class and mass audiences." - "Washington Times"

THREE MEN ON A HORSE (Warner Bros.)

"...Moderately funny film comedy. ...Has the static quality of a photographed stage play. It was not translated into terms of the camera, ...rudely overlapped. How a film can be made in such a high key and still be so slow is one of the ranking wonders of the week. ...A rather crude job of film-making." - Schneider, "Cleveland Press"
Hollywood Flickers

By DAVID J. HANNA

Hollywood, December 1.

In an effort to cut down the number of cases in which their big pictures are being doubled featured, Metro is planning the production of a number of so-called "Features". While they will amount to little more than glorified short subjects, it is hoped that they will be good enough to replace the secondary feature in some theaters. The first of the series will be "The Best Years," which will be put into production with the idea of showing it on the same program with "The Good Earth." Esther Muir, Sheila Terry and comedian Barnett Parker, who scored so decisively in "Born to Dance," will head the cast.

A new star in the person of Tyrone Power, Jr. loomed into Hollywood horizon this week following the preview and premiere of "Lloyd's of London." Seen hitherto in bits, and never to advantage, Zanuck cast him in the important role either in sheer desperation or because he saw something in the boy that a lot of other people did not. The critics went for him in a big way.

The current Tom Keene opus now working on the Crescent lot will have James Bush in the cast playing the role of Mark Twain. The picture "Battle of Greed" is a silver mining story with an authentic historical background.

We wonder what happened to the proposed plan of Sol Lesser to star Lou Gehrig in a series of Tarzan pictures. But whether or not the deal goes through, Tarzan will still go on. Johnny Weismuller has been handed a new pact by Metro whereby the tree hanger will continue his jungle experiences for that Studio.

Everything's set for the long promised remake of "Seventh Heaven." Henry King will handle the direction, Simone Simon will have James Stewart opposite her as Chico, Don Ameche as the priest and Gregory Ratoff will handle the important role of Boul, the taxi driver.

Jerry Cowan, who has just finished a role for Sam Goldwyn in "Beloved Enemy" grew a mustache and went back to say goodbye before returning to Broadway. When Goldwyn saw this, he thought so much of Cowan and the mustache that he signed him to a long term contract with the provisos that the spinach stays on his upper lip. The mustache and Cowan are set for "Hurricane."

Hollywood will take a back seat when RKO previews "The Plough and the Stars." The picture will be previewed in 14 key cities throughout the country to obtain a more representative reaction. Preview cards will be handed out and two scouts will personally observe reactions.

"Redlights Ahead" will start production December 4 at Chesterfield. The yarn is an original and will have Roger Imhof and Lucille Gleason in the top roles.

Walt Disney is expected to start work within the next 60 days on a second feature-length cartoon, based on a fairy tale. His first cartoon feature "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs" is still in work and probably won't wind up until the early part of next year.

Following the preview of "Hats Off," Edward L. Alper- son, Grand National's head started negotiations to place Helen Lynd under a long term contract. Idea is to use her in a couple of the Victor Schertzinger musicals.

Polly Moran, who dropped out of the picture with the passing of her old friend Marie Dressler, is plenty busy these days. At Columbia she is beginning the first of her series of shorts for that Studio and then she hopes to return to Republic where she will co-star with Allison Skipworth in the first of their feature length series, "Steamboat Mary."

NEW YORK TIP-OFF

Observations and Opinions by Larkin

VOX POPULI — Or Sumpin

Had occasion to drop into Loew's Ziegfeld, former home of the "Glitzed Girl," now playing second run double features and was surprised to hear the audience hiss the second, or supplementary feature. It struck us that if they can force Hearst's name off the screen by hissing, the anti-dualites might solve this problem in some houses. On the other mitten, we hear awesome tales about the business the four Balaban & Katz first runs in Chicago are doing since they resumed the two-feature policy. Oh, nuts!

OUT OF THE WEST

Came "Dinky" Moore, the clever boy who is managing director of Warner's Metropolitan houses. He replaced Warner brother-in-law Harry Charnas, who is now competing down the street at the Criterion. The point of this paragraph is the front of the Strand Theatre. Since "Dinky" has been handling it, we've seen the finest display of DIGNIFIED SHOWMANSHIP on the Main Street. Here is one gent who believes in selling his pictures without going five-and-ten Coney Island in his displays.

BITS OF STUFF

Those RKO boys are smart. They brought a flock of movie critics to town and gave them a swellgate blowout at the French Casino. Undoubtedly the reviews will reflect, to some extent, the impressions left by the nudes the cricks surveyed so intently. Looks like good times are back. Yippee. . . . Harry Charnas gets a break down at his Criterion during Christmas Week when Grand National presents him with "Great Guy," the first of the G-N Cagnneys. The National Screen boys seem to be accumulating new businesses by the bushel. They have taken a new game called "Ten-Win," which is played with a huge roulette wheel placed on the stage. And it looks good, combining an old-fashioned gambling still with prizes for the patrons . . . With Minsky moving into the Warner Theatre, there will be four burlycues operating in the Times Square area at thirty-five cents top. Pretty steep competitive for the second runs.

HOW THE FIRST RUNS ARE DOING

"Rembrandt" opens at the Rivoli Wednesday and we're laying verbal bets that it will be one of the season's colossal flops, except in highest class spots. . . . The new Criterion finally gave up the ghost and goes duals Wednesday. Charnas hasn't been able to get decent first run product from the majors and "White Hunter" (20th Century-Fox) flopped pretty badly during the past week. House starts the new policy with "Tundra" (Burroughs-Tarzan) and "King of Hockey" (WB). Oh, oh. . . . "Lloyd's of London" is just about dragging along. The strong notices haven't been able to overcome lack of strong names. The Paramount is holding Mae West for a third week, although biz hasn't been as terrific as expected . . . "Reunion" is getting a good week's gross over at the RKO, but doesn't seem to have the strength for a second week and probably goes out Thursday. . . . "Come and Get It" sagged badly during its third week at the Rivoli. . . . We didn't thing it would, but "Three Men On A Horse" is clicking handsomely at the Strand. We still think it can't light a candle beside the stage version.
REVIEW

(Continued from page 10)

BANJO ON MY KNEE

Hollywood Review

BOXOFFICE RATING


20th Century-Fox
80 Minutes
Directed by John Cromwell

This fast-moving, pleasant bit of fun is one of those inconsequential stories that depends more on the actors themselves than on any plot developments. Boasting an extremely capable cast, "Banjo On My Knee" is in safe hands and emerges as a gusty portrayal of the simple folk who haunt the old Mississippi in their time-honored boats. There is good comedy, provided chiefly by Walter Brennan, who scored so heavily in "Come and Get It," a bit of romance and a bit of melodrama, not to mention several songs. Difficult to gauge from the boxoffice viewpoint, "Banjo" strikes us as slightly better than average generally. It should build on word-of-mouth boosting.

Barbara Stanwyck, a land girl, is brought aboard to become the wife of Joel McCrea. He leaves her after the wedding, believing he has killed a man who dared kiss his bride, thereby violating the tradition of the river folk. The locale changes and we find Barbara in New Orleans fighting to win back her husband from siren Katherine De Mille, while Tony Martin tries to win her. The couple are finally brought together, largely through the efforts of pappy Walter Brennan, who fervently longs to be a grand-pappy.

Good performances are turned in by the entire cast, with Brennan outstanding. The song numbers are good, particularly the title song, beautifully rendered by the Hall Johnson Choir. Buddy Ebsen clicks with an eccentric dance. Cromwell's direction is nicely paced and he draws every ounce of homespun humor out of the situations.

AD TIPS: Sell it as something unusual. "A Musical Drama of the River." Mention Brennan in all copy and refer to his knockout performance in "Come and Get It." Plag Stanwyck and McCrea as a great romantic team.

ELLIS ISLAND

Hollywood Picture

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY MELODRAMA . . . Fair indie effort better written than most . . . OK for duals and action spots . . . Rates ★★★ for action and rural locations.

Invincible
Directed by Phil Rosen

This should get by the cheaper action spots, but is destined for the lower half of dual bills elsewhere. A few amusing situations and fair action make it acceptable fair if it isn't depended upon to draw 'em in. The dialogue is a bit superior to that found in the cheaper indie offerings, but the acting and direction are just so-so. Action and rural houses should be able to sell it for fair returns.

The yarn concerns a gang of immigrant robbers who "took" a bank for a million dollars. They land in jail and, after ten years, are released. They immediately try to leave the country with their loot via the Ellis Island route, but are thwarted by Donald Cook, an alert immigration officer. Helped by their own double crossing, he manages to beat them back to the hookeygow. All through these events, there is a major romance between Cook and Peggy Shannon, and a minor affair between Johnny Arthur and Joyce Compton.

AD TIPS: The title offers plenty of exploitative ideas. Dress stowing in old costumes and carrying bundles bare them parade streets "Just Through Ellis Island."

HANNA (Hollywood)

DONALD COOK seems to be having his troubles trying to do what the title of this new Republic picture tells him to do—"Beware of Ladies." He is trying to get away from the crowd to get to lovely Judith Allen, standing on the outskirts (no gag).

WEEK END MILLIONAIRE

BOXOFFICE RATING

FARCE . . . Enchanting little English-made piece that should please light comedy fans . . . Buddy Rogers' recent publicity should help box somewhat . . . Rates ★★★—except in action and rural spots, where it will do less.

Alliance (Ga-B Release)
64 Minutes
Buddy Rogers . . . Mary Brian
Directed by Arthur Woods

This is pleasant light comedy. They strived desperately to capture the Rene Clair technique and were far from successful, but managed to turn out one of those inconsequential, frivolous farces that moves fairly fast and offers enough of the usual complications to hold the spectator's interest throughout. The English have not been very accomplished at providing their films with the type of humor that Americans understand, so, perhaps, we should not be too harsh with "Weekend Millionaire," which comes fairly close. Its boxoffice possibilities are definitely wrapped up in the drawing power, whatever it might be, of the two stars, Charles "Buddy" Rogers and Mary Brian.

The whole to-do comes about because Rogers (he doesn't sing a note or lead a band throughout the entire film), a clerk, finds himself with a fortune on his hands for the weekend when he arrives at the bank with his employers' huge deposit just after closing time Saturday afternoon. He reasons that the safest place to keep the money is in the vaults of the swankiest hotel in Paris, and there he goes. As soon as the management discovers the amount of money he possesses, they present him with the royal suite, and in short order the word passes around that a tremendously wealthy man is present. The rest of the plot concerns itself with his encounters with all sorts of gaffers, crooks, failing business men and aging, unmarried daughters in search of a wealthy husband.

The love interest is provided by Mary Brian, who is employed to pose as a "countess" by two hair manufacturers seeking to unload their business on Rogers. Finally, they both break down and confess their identities. The twist ending finds Rogers listening to the bank Monday morning, discovering a mob of frantic depositors in front of the closed institution. He dashes to his employers, who believe themselves ruined, hands over the money, and they, in their elation, make him a vice-president of the company. He marries Mary.

AD TIPS: Sell it on Roger's (untrue) romance with Mary Pickford. It's a new format page now. Plag the story, as it suggests speed and fun.

NONIE
WHAT THE NEWSPAPER CRITICS SAY:
(Continued from page 1)
"... An acceptably ribald film farce. ... How the three men on Erwin's horses ultimately break the spell, not only by forcing their oracle to bet on his own tip (which spells ruin) but by confronting him with the shocking spectacle of a real horse race—how the crookethy Mr. Carver raises Erwin's salary, in sheer fright, etc., are details which make for an evening, or afternoon, of hilarious and extremely improbable entertainment. . . ."

B. R. C., "N. Y. Times"

"... A dead ringer for the stage play. . . . It isn't a movie at all. It's still a stage play photographed by a movie camera. . . . Frank McHugh turns in one of his best performances. . . . All the roles are well played. . . ." Marsh, "Cleveland Plain Dealer"

". . . Every bit as sprightly as the original. . . . Frank McHugh is excellent as Erwin. . . . The cleverness of the play comes in its astute characterization of the race track loafers it describes, and its true estimate of a mediocre rhymester and his middle class wife. The humorous aspect of their fairly familiar types gives them their entertainment value, and while the piece has little depth, nor pretends to probe very far, it is straightforward, if obvious, comedy with a genuine human slant. . . ." Tazelaar, "N. Y. Herald-Tribune"

"... One of the season's most amusing farces and it is not by any means over the heads of the dullest of audiences. . . . It is frivolous and definitely phony, but the demands of humor have been met so effectively that it should not be neglected if you wish to renew your faith in the cinema as a chaser of dull fare. . . ." "Baltimore Sun"

AWAKENING THE SLEEPERS
(Continued from page 2)

In startling, SHOCKING truthfulness, they portray the "inside" workings of the Department; tell and show how they captured all the notorious criminals of recent years; disclose the most precious secrets and connivances of gangdom used in its efforts to cheat John Law. Revelations your audiences will gape at; action that will hold them spellbound. Boys, THIS IS DYNAMITE!

We're not going to say one word about how you should go about turning "You Can't Get Away With It" into a boxoffice-sellout. That guy Joe Weil of Universal has turned out a press sheet, listos, trailer and other ad matter that is worthy of the best feature. Being the ace showman he is, he knows that this thing can be a wow if the exhibitors realize how terrific it is. What we do want to leave with you is this: Take a feature in which you haven't very much confidence. Book "You Can't Get Away With It" as another feature. Double your ordinary playing time, go out with a campaign on the G-Men short—and we'll wager that you have the wildest scramble of people in your theatre since hell knows when!

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials, address, or box number. Minimum insertion 15 words. Cash or money order with each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower. Send for contract scale. Address communications to FILM BULLETIN, 1323 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to theatre operation handled on minimum rates. Representative will be sent on request. Box FB 107.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES
Cups, towels, toilet paper, disinfectants, etc., Kranke's Sanitary Supplies, H. J. Jarosh, Representative, S. E. Cor. 10th & Vine Sts. (Clayman's Garage Bldg.), Phila., Pa. MARket 9875 RACE 8560

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"
HARRY BRODSKY
2515 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.
RITTENHOUSE 7828 • TRLinity 1189

SAVE MONEY
Economically Sensible for All Your Deliveries to Be Made by
HORLACHER Delivery Service INC.
PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE
1228 Vine St. 206 N. Bond St.
WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 3rd St., N.W. 518 W. 48th St.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years of film delivery service!"
NEW JERSEY MESS 4181 RACE 4600
EXECUTIVE SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n
250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

THE FINEST of Everything in Equipment
National Theatre Supply Company
PHILADELPHIA—1223 VINE ST.
BOSTON—40 PIEDMONT STREET

S A V E
TIME
ENERGY
INSURANCE
WORRY

Motor Carrier Agents for
GENERAL AIR EXPRESS
Coast to Coast Overnight

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.
Member National Film Carriers, Inc.
SHORT SUBJECTS

FROM PHILLY

By Nomaker

MEL KOFF, whose Darby Theatre was completely ruined early this week in one of Delaware County's most serious fires, joins DAVE MOLLIVER's 'Bongo' outfit next Monday. OSCAR NEUFELD has been appointed assistant secretary of the Variety Club. Last Tuesday night JIMMY FIDDLER, the Hollywood Reporter, sent the following flash over the radio at the close of his broadcast: "The amalgamation of M-G-M and Fox is a surety." "Parson expects to move into his new building January 13th." FELT'S Casino has front lifting and new marquee. The front being designed by Thalheimer and Weiss with new sign from Apex. Republic Pictures are storing reels with Clark Film Distributors. HARRY TYSON, RKO, will marry cashier of Renn Rock Theatre soon. Republic's "President's Murder Mystery" opens at the Arcadia December 11th. Musicians' Union refused Warners' offer of settlement until after their annual election December 3rd. They may get together very soon thereafter. ANN ROSEN, of Capital Exchange, no more than reported recuperating in Pittsburgh last week, crossed this column reappearing Monday. RKO has a fiddle and ready for work. It seems that EDDIE GABRIEL was a trifle late in giving the news of her going away. What ever happened to the F.T.M.? The old Embassy, Jenkintown, reopens this Friday, completely remodeled, and to be known as the York Road Theatre. TED KERNEY, formerly at the Oxford before Warners' took that house, will operate. TED KERNEY, formerly at the Oxford before Warners' took that house, will operate. RICHARD POWELL, assistant to HENRY MURDOCK, the Ledger's pic critic, switched to City Room with JERRY GEOHAGAN moving in to help "Ollie Wood." Ollie Wood greets the press agents every Tuesday and give the first run fillums the once over.

Of all things! We learn that CHARLIE (Man Mountain) GOLDFINE is president of the Sunday Morning Herring Club at the Sylvania. HIRSCH'S Pike Theatre, managed by DAVE LEVINE, was scene of a rumspus Tuesday night. Several young men shooting guns off during screening of a western. They were arrested.

MIKE LEVISON and DAVE MILGRIM are doing the West Coast studios together.

Grand National's CHARLIE DONOHUE said he would buy the salesmen champagne, as a bonus, if they reached a certain number of dates by Thanksgiving. Charlie is now bewildering the fact that the boys 'double crossed' him just to make him give. At any rate, SAM ROSEN and JOE SCHEFFER said the stuff tasted fine! REGINALD GARDINER appearing in 'Show is On' at the Forrest, is in Bing Crosby's 'Pennies From Heaven' as well as 'Born to Dance.' 'POP' KORSON, of Masterpiece, taking his annual winter jaunt thru the southland. Perhaps he'll be able to tell us of the trip they say he's taking. HENRY LINTON, of Flavor Products, recently lost his father and has been absent from the street the past few weeks. Our condolences.

FROM BOSTON

By Bruce

ERNST H. HORSTMANN, one of the pioneer independent exhibitors of New England, died last Friday morning, November 27th, at the Salem Hospital as a result of internal injuries suffered when he was struck by a rock in a dynastic blast last Monday, while superintending excavation for his new home. He was 68. Horstmann was a former executive secretary of the Allied Theatre Owners of New England and, at the time of his death, was secretary of Independent Exhibitors, Inc. Allied affiliate. WALTER LITTLEFIELD spent the weekend motoring up to Biddeford, Maine. DICK RUBIN closed down his State Theatre Friday matinee as a gesture of respect at the time of the funeral of Walter Wilson, Saco town clerk. That is indeed a sincere tribute. JULES BENEDIC has returned from a trip to Maine with no potatoes in his pockets but his trip was un岑menantly successful. Jules is now selling Chesterfield-Invincible Pictures for PHIL SMITH as well as boosting membership in Independent Exhibitors. The new color fixtures are going hot cakes according to KENNETH DOUGLASS. ADOLPH BENDSLEY is limping around the district—the man never knows when he is tired. One of the new members of Independent Exhibitors is CARROL T. COONEY, JR., a millionaire lumberman from New York, and owner of one of the most modern small theatres in the world. At an estimated cost of $125,000 he has built the Waldo Theatre in Waldoboro, Maine, which he hopes to open on Christmas Day with a New England premiere of an important picture. The 477 seats have been specially designed because, contrary to all theatre construction heretofore, the seat slope up to a high screen. Provision has even been made for television. Needless to say every theatre man is intensely interested in this "experiment." Up in Madison, Maine, Mr. and Mrs. HOWARD SMILEY have brightened up their Strand Theatre considerably. JOE DONIS has purchased the State Theatre in Calais, Maine, and will take over on the first of the year. FRANK CAMPOBASSO of Biddeford, Maine, well known film roadshowman, is planning on an extensive trip with his hollyhock wagon in the interests of a new picture he has bought. BILL HOWARD, owner of the Strand Theatre in Biddeford, has seen the light and joined the Allied unit. Both KEN FORKY and NATE YAMINS have gone in for color in a big way. SAM DAVIDSON is smiling because of a 25% increase in business. Sam recently closed a deal with the Morse & Rothenberg circuit as well as a deal for several serials with M. & P. Theatres. WALTER C. GILLIS is his new office manager. LILA MISKY is the name of the pretty secretary. JACOB PRICE came up from New York to open up the new Boston branch of Price Theatre Premiuims yesterday. HARRY GERMAINE is manager of the local unit. Harry was a traveling auditor for Universal and for the last five years he has been with Price Premiuims in Chicago. GERALD SWADE, who recently resigned from Academy Pictures, has been added as salesmen last week. Have you noticed the swarm of sparrows flitting about the Park Theatre sign? The neon must be as "hot" as the shows inside.

WARNING TO EXHIBITORS!

DON'T

Play Any Games

Using

"DEAD NUMBERS"

Numbers That Are NEVER Called

What will you answer when your patrons ask, "Why is it that every week when your game is finished I always need either 14 or 19 - 32 - 36 49 - 54 - 72 - 77 - 94 - 99 to make me a winner? Why is it that these numbers are never called?"

Why Take Chances? Avoid Embarrassment. Play the Perfect Game!

In

BANGO

Every Number From 1 to 00 Is Called

BANGO SALES CO.
259-31 NORTH 13th STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
LLOYDS OF LONDON

BOXOFFICE RATING


26th Century-Fox
115 Minutes
Directed by Henry King

Obviously striking out to produce a historic-romantic duplicate of his previous success, "The House of Rothschild," Daryl Zanuck has contrived to turn out a handsome, sweeping, dramatic document based on that still existent commercial enterprise, "Lloyds of London." While he has not achieved his aim in full, the 26th Century-Fox head man does have one of the finest films of the year and one that should be strong boxoffice.

The story records the birth, infancy and development of that unique English institution, the famous insurance firm, Lloyds. Intertwoven through this tale of industry, its bearing on English history, is a tender and dramatic love story. All is played against a panoramic background of the England of that day, faithfully reproduced in fascinating detail. Compliments are due Ernest Pascal and Walter Ferris, who, with only the laconic title to start with, fashioned the engrossing story.

It begins when Freddie Bartholomew, as Jonathan Blake, meets his pal, the future Lord Nelson, and tells him of pirates in the harbor. Young Blake goes off to London, where he meets John Julius Angerstein, Lloyds great executive, while Nelson takes to a career on the sea. Blake gains power in the insurance firm. He saves the life of lovely Lady Elizabeth, who would have been killed by Napoleon, and they fall in love, although she is married to a scoundrel nobleman. Nelson, now in command of the fleet, faces trouble provided by England's merchants, who demand that he give up half his ships. Blake underwrites them, allowing the Navy full strength. Lloyds suffers terrific losses and Blake is wiped out. In their darkest hour, he sends a false message of Nelson's victory at Trafalgar in order to prevent the depletion of Nelson's fleet. His treason saves England, but wins him a sentence of death, from which he is saved by the true news of the great sailor's victory. Blake finds happiness with Elizabeth.

The cast is superb throughout. If any one player might be singled out for laurels, perhaps it should be Tyrone Power, who handles the role of the man Blake with dash and dramatic fervor that augurs well for his future. But that does not mean he overshadows Sir Guy Standing's John Angerstein, or Freddie Bartholomew's young Blake, or almost any of the other characters. Henry King's direction is compact, sweeping and moving. Yes, it is one of the finer films, taking rank only little behind "Cavalcade" and "Rothschild."

AD TIPS: Sell it on the adventure and romance of the great insurance firm that will back its judgment on anything in the future. Compare it to "Cavalcade," "Rothschild."

HANNA (Hollywood)

Headin' for the Rio Grande

BOXOFFICE RATING


Grand National (Finney)
61 Minutes
Directed by Robert N. Bradbury

This is much better than the first of Producer Edward Finney's series of westerns starring the singing cowboy Tex Ritter. The star puts over his scenes with conviction and handles himself well in the rough and tumble fighting, of which there is plenty. He sings four new song numbers in pleasing manner, and again it is noted that the warbling is introduced logically, a noteworthy feature of the first of the series, "Headin' For the Rio Grande" should click to slightly above average grosses in the action and rural locations.

The story deals with the futile efforts of a well-meaning sheriff to round up a gang of cattle rustlers, who almost force him out of office. The officer's younger brother, Ritter, appears on the scene and plunges into the fight to help defend the law. He comes to the aid of an aged farmer and his daughter, but finds himself framed for the murder of the man. Eventually, of course, he wins his freedom and vindication with the help of a band of friendly Indians in the Government service. He wins the girl.

There are some spectacular shots of stampeding cattle. The photography is exceptionally good, there being a number of striking exteriors. Acting of the supporting cast is average.

AD TIPS: Sell Ritter as a new sensation at the saddle and song.

(Additional Reviews on page 7)
STRANGLER KUYKENDALL AGAIN
THROWS MAN MOUNTAIN MAJOR!

Unfair Practices by Hollywood Giant
The Issue in 'Grudge' Wrestling Bout

After what seemed like endless hours of terrific "struggle," the 220 pound terror from Mississippi, Ed "Strangler" Kuykendall, scored his third successive fall over the mighty bearded goliath from the wilds of Hollywood, "Man Mountain" Major, in a wrestling match that ended in startling fashion.

The battle was billed as a grudge match and the papers had been doing their best to steam up the public for many weeks in advance. Known to be bosom pals, the semblance of a rift appeared in the great friendship when Kuykendall, with a tremble in his voice, one day accused Major of resorting to certain unfair practices. The latter replied by agreeing to settle the issue, once and for all (he hoped!), inside the ropes. Incidentally, the Commission of Independent Wrestlers had been threatening to delve into Major's activities and seek the help of the law in barring him from engaging in them in the future!

Some of the old vets viewed the match with cynicism and argued that it was a frame-up, that Major, obviously the superior wrestler, would "throw" the bout in order to quiet the rumblings of discontent coming from the Commission. However, most of the fans were willing to witness the match, even if only to enjoy the fun these boys are always sure to provide when they mix it.

The crowd roared as the grunt and groan boys went through their laugh-provoking motions that have amused veteran wrestling fans for so long. All the old mat-pounding, hair-pulling tactics were indulged in by the competitors to impress the spectators with the "intensity" of the combat and the "suffering" they were enduring.

After considerable sparring, the contestants went into action. They tossed each other around with no apparent damage to either one and, finally, Major went down under a rather timid flying tackle by the Strangler. The latter dived on the prostrate form of his opponent and applied the old fashioned nose tweak, at the same time audibly demanding that Major "give up and admit defeat loud enough for everyone to hear."

Man Mountain grimaced and violently shook his head in the negative for several minutes, then shouted at the top of his voice, "I'll be good!" The combatants rose and took a bow together. A moment later Major promptly forgot his still resounding promise and stuck his fingers into the referee's eyes.

Cries of "fake! fake!" were heard from many parts of the auditorium as the Strangler and Man Mountain left the ring arm in arm.

MO WAX.
AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'

The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatre men those pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these 'Sleepers' with the view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns. Follow these 'Sleeper' campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

SONGS AND ACTION IN SHANGHAI TO SELL 'HAPPY-GO-LUCKY'!

Come to think of it, "Happy-Go-Lucky" isn't exactly a "sleeper." The story gives you all the angles—there are no hidden ones that we can offer—and your success with this snappy show will depend on how much a powerful right hook. As an entertainer in the song and dance halls of Shanghai, he gets himself into a mixup because he happens to be the spittenimage of a missing Navy flier, who has sold his plane to foreign spies. He

gets slugged and kidnapped. He fires the yacht on which he is held prisoner, escapes and returns to the boat with the aid of an English officer to find no trace of the blaze or the girl who was kidnapped with him. He walks along a side street with a pal and is snatched into a doorway and socked so quickly his friend doesn't see it happen. In a slam-bang finale, he sings an insulting ditty to a crew of American sailors and brings them on a wild chase after him to the hangout of the spying thugs, where they mop up.

It's just that way. No sooner does one piece of thrilling action finish than another is started. To relieve this constant tension, Regan croons a couple hummable tunes entitled "Right or Wrong" and "A Treat for the Eyes." It's grand entertainment and you boys can pick up a flock of unexpected bucks if you'll go out and push it just a bit. Here's what we have to offer...

ADVENTURE IN SHANGHAI

The action and rural spots will get results by going after the "adventure in Shanghai" angle. Kidnappings, fights, mystery in the most fascinating city in the world, "Where Anything Is Apt To Happen—And Everything Does!"

Dress up two of your stooges, one in a girl's outfit, the other as a chink, and let them parade the streets together with copy like the following pinned on their backs: (Sailor) "I Was Happy-Go-Lucky Till I Hit Shanghai, Where You're Happy and Lucky If You Escape With Your Life!"; (Chinaman) a series of fake Chinese words, followed by, "Meaning, If You Want A Real Thrill See 'HAPPY-GO-LUCKY' at the Strand Theatre, Friday & Saturday."

How 'bout demonstrating your ingenuity by digging up an honest-to-goodness rickshaw and sending it around the streets, a gob inside (or empty), being pulled by a chink boy. With your copy draped on the sides, man, this one will get you more attention than a Chinese elephant (don't try to locate one of them!).

Go Chinese on your front and in the lobby. The Oriental atmosphere holds plenty of fascination for the action and mystery fans. If your clientele likes the old-fashioned blood-and-thunder melodrama, feed 'em KIDNAPPING. "American Crooner Mysteriously Vanishes From Shanghai Streets! Believed Kidnapped By International Spy Ring!" Yippee!

(Continued on page 8)
THE INDUSTRY'S NEWS
From An Editorial Viewpoint

OHIO ANSWERS LICHTMAN

Allied Unit Flays Speech . . .

Columbus—Because he was an invited guest to whom they felt they owed the respect due such, the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio, affiliated with Allied, sat silent last Tuesday while Al Lichtman of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer delivered an address. The M-G-M executive was seeking to justify his company's sales policy for the current season and his speech included some striking remarks.

The Allied members lost no time, however, in answering him the following day, when a statement was issued expressing "dis-satisfaction" with the speech and pointing to disagreements with several statements made by Lichtman.

Hit Executive Salaries, Bonuses . . .

The organization's statement, coming from P. J. Wood, secretary follows:

"I. T. O. members in meeting today expressed dissatisfaction with Al Lichtman's speech of the previous day defending the current M-G-M sales policy. They are definitely opposed to Lichtman's announced policy of overselling with a promise of subsequent adjustments. They further oppose payments of excessive salaries and bonuses to executives who are not directly occupied in production, believing these excessive salaries are partly responsible for excessive film rentals.

"They recommend that this situation be brought to the attention of Congress through the medium of direct contact between exhibitors and Congressional representatives. The I. T. O. goes on record as not opposing present salaries paid leading authors, stars, or directors."

Blamed Production Costs . . .

Lichtman had told the convention that mounting production costs are responsible for Metro's increased rental demands. He cited the case of Robert Taylor, whose wages were raised from $35 to $5000 per week over a period of two years.

"Production costs have increased 10 million in two years," Lichtman said. "We intend to make as many big pictures a year as possible. This year we hope to make at least 30 really big pictures; next year, 40, and eventually 10 big pictures a year—or all our product. Wouldn't you rather have a lot of big pictures than a half dozen good ones and the rest 'clucks'?"

Even before he delivered his talk, the film man heard Wood tell the convention that Lichtman's own company had paid six executives $2,100,000 in salaries, while 12,000 stockholders received only $3,500,000 in dividends.

PHILLY STRIKES JAN. 2

No Dates for Metro . . .

January 2nd is the day set by the board of managers of the United M.P.T.O. of Phila. for the start of the organization's date strike against Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. From that day on, all exhibitors in the territory will be asked to refrain from giving the film company dates on features during the period of the strike, which is still indefinite.

A fund of $5,000 is to be set up to make effective the punitive action of picketing, which will be resorted to in case of all theatres showing M-G-M pictures while the strike is on. The local Metro exchange will also be picketed.

While the U.M.P.T.O. leaders are still hopeful that exhibitor groups in other territories will join with them in the move, they have received only encouragement, but no definite commitment from any other unit. Regardless of whether or not they are given active cooperation, heads of the Phila. outfit express themselves as determined to see the fight through in their territory. The board is slated to meet again next Wednesday or Thursday to iron out all details and the plan will again be presented to the membership at a general meeting to be held the following week.

Warners Out of It . . .

Despite the expression of confidence by president Lewen Pizor that Warner Bros. would join the date boycott, hardly anyone seriously considers it a possibility. There are no known cases on record of major companies aiding independent exhibitors in a battle against one of their fellow majors and there is no reason to assume that Warners will set a precedent.

Queried by FILM BULLETIN, Ted Schlanger, head of the Warner circuit in Phila., stated that he could not commit his company in matter of this sort. However, he declared that his company would not engage in any action that might violate any commitments they have. In answer to the question, "Do you believe that your participation in a date strike against Metro would violate your contract with them?", he replied, "I believe it would."

A committee from the U.M.P.T.O. is understood to have gone to New York Tuesday to talk with Joseph Bernhard, general manager of the Warner Theatres. The result of their visit could not be learned.
U. A. TO DROP SCORE CHARGE

Answers M.P.T.O.A.

United Artists will discontinue its score charge in those situations where it has still been obtained, George J. Schaefer, vice-president, informed the M.P.T.O.A. Monday in answer to that organization’s proposals for trade practices reform. This was the only concession granted by the film company, the third reply to the 10-point program outlined by the Kuykendall committee.

Little stock is placed by exhibitors in the concession in view of the fact that U.A. has not demanded any score charge from many, or most, of its accounts.

No Cancellation

Schaefer flatly refused to consider even a ten percent cancellation allowance on the grounds that his company is merely the distributor for a group of independent producers, each of whom has a separate releasing deal. His letter points out that “it has been a long-standing policy of selling our product on an individual picture or producer basis. Furthermore, there is no business relation or common interest between the various producers who only use this corporation as a common medium for distribution.”

In accord with both Universal and 20th Century-Fox, who had replied previously, United Artists accepted the proposal to establish local conciliation boards to settle differences between distributors and exhibitors. Schaefer passed lightly over all other points without making any commitments.

KUYKENDALL ‘GRATIFIED’

By 20th Century Answer

In a letter to president Sidney R. Kent of 20th Century-Fox, Ed Kuykendall, leader of the M.P.T.O.A., expressed himself as “gratified and pleased that 20th Century-Fox has definitely accepted most of the trade proposals.”

The film company had agreed to the setting up of local conciliation boards and had increased the amount of time allowed exhibitors to send in notice of cancellations under the 10 percent elimination privilege. All other proposals were rejected!

THE G. B. DEAL AGAIN!

Unsettled

The trade is being disturbed again by statement, counter-statements and a flock of rumors about the deal for control of Gaumont-British. Two of the Ostrer Brothers of G.B. are at present on the coast, supposedly for the purpose of reopening negotiations with 20th Century and Metro for the acquisition of their company by the American film firms.

From England, however, comes word that the factors that prevented consummation of such a deal several weeks ago will again forestall any attempt to pass the largest British amusement concern into the hands of foreigners. John Maxwell, head of B.L.P., is said to hold a predominant position in the situation and can put the red light on any moves aimed to take control of G.B. out of the Empire.

Seek New Plan

One report this week had Nicholas Schenck of Metro, Sidney R. Kent of 20th Century and the Ostrers working on a new scheme designed to give the two American companies control of G.B. and yet overcome opposition from the British government and public. This would involve the sale of 50 percent of the voting stock in a new holding company to the English public, the other 50 percent to be held by the U.S. firms.

Other sources declare that the purpose of the Ostrers’ visit to these shores is to induce Schenck and Kent to sell their companies’ “A” stock holdings to Maxwell in order to clean up the entire matter. The American film companies, however, are fearful of suffering the loss of playing time for their products in the theatres operated by G.B. in Britain. Observers believe that the Ostrers will remove the chief point of conflict if they can satisfy Schenck and Kent on this issue, perhaps by assuring them of a definite amount of playing time in G.B. houses and then selling that idea to Maxwell.

BANK NITE HIT

‘Near Lottery’, Court Rules

Denver.—Bank Nite received a serious setback here last week when a U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals decision upheld the contention of a Sands Springs, Oklahoma, exhibitor that he was not infringing on a copyright by using the Bank Nite plan. The Court’s ruling was based on the opinion that “the plaintiff’s (Bank Nite) plan is too closely akin” to a lottery “to have the protection and assistance of a court of equity.”

It was further ruled that Affiliated Enterprises, Inc., owners of Bank Nite here, are not protected by copyright insofar as the plan or system of conducting the drawings is concerned.

Counsel and officials of Bank Nite will file an appeal for rehearing and will carry their case to the U.S. Supreme Court, it was stated following the decision. Previously they had always been successful in stopping alleged infringements by court action.

THE BOSTON BREVIETIES!

Boston.—Something superlative in critical brevity is being indulged in by the Allied unit here. Posted in the organization’s headquarters is a list of Metro’s 1936-37 releases to date with the following pithy notations:

"Women Are Trouble" So what!
"His Brother’s Wife" O.K.
"Picadilly Jim" Oke
"Kelly the Second" Immaterial, etc.
"Gorgeous Hussy" No profit for exhibitor
"Great Ziegfeld" Great for M-G-M!
"Sworn Enemy" Curses!
"Old Huth" Okay—men
"The Longest Night" Nut house spec.
"Libeled Lady" Great!
"All American Chump" The exhibitor!
"Mr. Cinderella" Whoops!
"April Blossoms" And Landon
"Our Relations" Blah!
"Tarzan Escapes" Too bad!
"Mad Holiday" Very mad and bad!
"Born To Dance" Not so sure
"Camille" Aces
"Love On the Run" Big
What the Newspaper Critics Say:-

EXCERPTS CULLED FROM THE NEW FILM REVIEWS BY THE MOST REPUTABLE CRITICS IN THE NATION'S LEADING NEWSPAPERS

A Valuable Booking Aid!... A Clue to Audience Reaction!... Use Quotes in Advertising!

WINTERTSET (RKO)
"... A forceful screen drama of importance, produced with unswerving allegiance to the spirit of the Maxwell Anderson play "Wintererset" is a quest for truth, the determination of the son of a fearless liberal to prove his father innocent of the murder charge that sent him to his death years before." J. T. M., N. Y. TIMES

"... Nearly as distinguished as the stage original. Even its compromised and "happy" ending is wrought right, when the girl's guilty brother sacrifices himself to the killers who await his sister's lover, and she and the long-suffering Mio are joined to as tricky and reasonable a "happy ending" as ever faded out a film." Stevens, CHICAGO AMERICAN

"... Seems likely to prove the season's most discussed motion picture... Hardly the type of subject nor the form of entertainment that seemed likely to appeal to the multitude." Hughes, BOSTON HERALD

"... A photoplay of sombre beauty. It is grim and unrelieved, relentless in its murky tragedy, thoughtful and sincere in its social message." Kelly, WASH TIMES

"... Transferred with all its poignant beauty from stage to screen... A motion picture that sighs, sorrows and cries aloud for recognition... Given a happy ending on the screen, "Wintererset's" celluloid version lacks the final punch of the stage drama... but the film ending is the most sensible from audience viewpoint." Rob Reel, CHICAGO AMERICAN

"... A film for the intelligent film goer; whatever its financial fate, it is a credit to the studio that had the courage to make it... Burgess Meredith, whose Mio is an intensely alive and appealing young man... Promises much for his future..." E. L. H., BOSTON HERALD

"... All of the power and poignant beauty of the Maxwell Anderson play "Winterset," which was given the New York Dramatic Critics Special Prize last season, has been captured... Magnificent theatre and a definite treat for discriminating picturegoers who like artistry and intelligence in their screen fare... The cast is indeed an admirable one." BOSTON POST

"... Has succeeded remarkably in carrying over the singing and somber intensity of Maxwell Anderson's play... Brilliantly directed by Alfred Santell and played to perfection by Burgess Meredith, Margo, Eduardo Cianelli and their excellent colleagues, it is a brave, beautiful and memorable motion picture. There is a deplorable happy ending that has no place in a narrative of tragic confusion, but otherwise, I believe, it betters its original... It richly deserves success. It is a challenging and absorbing production, consummately acted, that is certain to increase the cinema's prestige enormously." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

REMBRANDT (Korda-U.A.)
"... Pictorially engrossing and filled with deft and subtle characterizations... Korda has staged the offering with infinite care, making it a film of great visual beauty... The crowning distinction of "Rembrandt," though is Mr. Laughton's performance of the title role." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"... Between the two of them, Charles Laughton and Alexander Korda have produced a great, and rich, and glowing motion picture in "Rembrandt"... Korda's greatest production to date... Mr. Laughton becomes Rembrandt as nobody else in the world could..." B. R. C., N. Y. TIMES

"... Director Alexander Korda yields to the actor even to permitting him long winded speeches that are too often boring... With Laughton dominant throughout, other characters are singularly undeveloped, and the net result is a thin, sketchy story that never really grips." Kelley, WASHINGTON TIMES

"... The story is told with a restraint that soothes action. That appears to be the weakness of "Rembrandt" despite the ministrations of Laughton and Alexander Korda... The Korda-Laughton film tells this tragic story with what appears to be too much truth and too much restraint to win it that audience that its interpretation, its direction and its photography deserve." Carmody, WASHINGTON EYE STAR

BORN TO DANCE (Metro)
"... Girls — gobs — gaga — gaiety! A hilarious, high-kicking film with plenty on the ball..." Rob Reel, CHICAGO AMERICAN

"... The story is a rambling one, mixing bright and dull interludes... The Cole Porter songs are disappointing, but they are set off in handsome and striking production numbers, resourcefully staged by Roy Del Ruth... A lively and entertaining show that might have been a good deal better..." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"... So full of pleasantry and gayety, as a setting for Eleanor Powell's exquitely tappet-out rhythms, that it leaves one gasp for a time... The closing production number is one of those magnificent Hollywood things..." J. T. M., N. Y. TIMES

"... Shick songs, nimble dancing, some cheerfully funny, fast and foot-loose satire and expert comedy playing... A standard musical comedy plot, cut on ready-made lines, to be sure, but the players manage to extract big, bulging parcel of fun from it and keep it moving at a fast and furious pace..."

Backus, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

HIDEAWAY GIRL (Paramount)
"... It is our suspicion that no less than three different crews took a whack at this new Stenton film. One outfit couldn't possibly be so erratic, so willing to jumble melodrama, musical comedy and the "It Happened One Night" angle into one frail photoplay... Unfortunately, the melodrama is mechanical, the music is too much entranced to the shouting of Martha Raye, and in the "chase" motif, every one is too determined to be cute and comical..." Marden, PHILA. LEDGER

"... The plot concerns a jewel robbery and a case of mistaken identity. (Aside—What Again?). The leads are taken up by the very pretty Miss Margo, a young Robert Taylor, and the admirable Miss Raye, whose mugging I still don't think is any too hilarious. Apparently I'm wrong again, because lots of those in the audience howled at her antics..." CLEVELAND PRESS

Pollin, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER
"... Innocuous little story... The plot is spread pretty thin and most of the situations are rather improbable..." BOSTON POST

"... The kind of picture that seems to have been made by half a dozen persons, every one of whom had a different idea of how it should be done... Miss Raye, injects a terrific amount of noise and energy into the action whenever she appears..." BOSTON HERALD

THE LUCKIEST GIRL IN THE WORLD (Universal)
"... The plot is pretty threadbare and too reminiscent... Light fare and strains little of the imaginative powers..." CLEVELAND PRESS

"... A better-than-average contribution to the field of machine-made entertainment..." B. R. C., N. Y. TIMES

"... An amiable, unassuming and entertaining little comedy... Plot's framework is filled in with delightful little touches, and the acting of Jane Wactt, Louis Hayward, Nat Pendleton and Eugene Pallette is so commendable that "The Luckiest Girl in the World" turns out to be passably good, if not outstanding, film fare." Backus, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Very clever and cheerful... Highly flavored with sparkling dialogue, clever sequences and natural events. Plot is believable and boils down to one of those fairy tale adventures that we all like to have happen to us... Prettis Jane Wactt is a winner and should go far in films..." Rob Reel, CHICAGO AMERICAN
HOLLYWOOD FLICKERS
By DAVID J. HANNA

Hollywood, December 8.

The inability of the classy Independent Producers to secure top notch talent for their productions has resulted in a block booking system in the signing of players, writers and directors. Samuel Goldwyn, Walter Wanger and David Seinick are in on the deal with some of the contracts assuring Alexander Korda the use of various artists in England. Adolphe Menjou is the first signer. He will be spotted in one picture each for the three United Artists producers. The move will supposedly assure the producers of established names and will form a protection against competition by major studios which maintain extensive contract lists.

Sol Lesser seems determined not to let expense interfere with the production of his Bobby Breen musical. With his last "Rainbow on the River" accorded some nifty preview notices, the producer will leave for New York to attend to the distribution details. Late this month he is scheduled to sail for Europe to confer in Vienna with Oscar Strauss on writing the score of the singing juvenile's next picture "Boy Blue."

Since the death of Irving Thalberg the return of Norma Shearer to the screen has been a matter of speculation. However, it is reliably reported that the actress will star in "Pride and Prejudice" which was intended by Thalberg to be her next vehicle. The picture is expected to start within six months at least.

It looks as though Sam Goldwyn will soon be the best pal of every "legit" producer on Broadway. A story criticizing the critics will form the basis of his next musical extravaganza, "The Goldwyn Follies," slated to start early next year. The book is by an ex-newspaperman of New York who throws satiric shafts at the caustic New York play reviewers.

For his next Grand National release in Hirlicolor, Geo. Hirliman has purchased "Love Takes Flight." It will also be used as a basis for his next Spanish film for Metro release.

"Two Years Before the Mast," intended to be a "super-super" for Republic, has indefinitely been shelved. The studio had expected to get started by the middle of last month but the production has now been taken off this year's schedule. Inability to get the desirable top names for the cast is assertedly the reason.

Charles Chaudel, the Australian director and producer breezed into Hollywood carrying a print of the Australian-made picture "Uncivilized." He is confronting with Universal regarding the release of this and forthcoming Australian films.

Under the supervision of Scott R. Dunlap, Sterling Pictures will start 26 features and eight Westerns during next year. W. Ray Johnston, head of Sterling, states that the budget for the year's output will be over two and a half million dollars.

"Two Shall Meet" will be the next on Benny Ziedman's schedule for Grand National, displacing the previously announced "Sweethearts of the Navy" and "Five Little Peppers." Lotter two will be made later. "Two Shall Meet," an original will hit the cameras around the first of the year.

Sophie Tucker, who so far has had an unfortunate film career, will be one of the highlights in the next of Metro's musicals "Broadway Melody of 1937." The vaudeville star was signed this week to sing and play a featured role in that production. Eleanor Powell, as of last year, tops the cast.

NEW YORK TIP-OFF
 Observations and Opinions by Larkin

ITEMS OF INTEREST (We Hope) . . .

Harry Charnas, who operates the struggling New Criterion on Broadway, established himself as a guy who has the snappy answers. "Tundra," which opened on a dual bill in his house last week, was accorded fairly good reviews by most of the newspaper critics, but the Daily News socked away without mercy. Charnas meowed right back at the shear by inserting a large ad in the News with this headline above the excerpts of the other papers: reviews: "SURELY ALL THESE CRITICS CAN'T BE WRONG ABOUT "TUNDRA!" This, in part, was the copy following the critic clips: "As we do not wish the News readers to miss seeing "Tundra," we are making this sporting proposition: The management will gladly refund the admission price to any patron who does not feel that "Tundra" is worth better rating than that given by the News." Smack . . . Looked over Universal's two reels of "The Man Who Came Two Times," "Kee can't Get A Woman With It." It should prove to be one of the boxoffice whoppers of the season. Men and boys will go screey over it and the ladies will get a chilly thrill out of watching the Feds wipe out some of the toughest eggs ever to pollute our Law and Order system. Early reports from the few spots where the picture has opened indicate that it is doing something in approaching terrific biz . . . The new Disney—"Donald and Pluto"—is one of his funniest . . . Although the boys who are supposed to give the right answers deny it, we hear that the Criterion will definitely pass from the Charnas-Moss combination into the hands of one of the major film companies desiring a good first run spot as an outlet. The rumor maintains such persistence in certain quarters that we must pay heed . . . Ed Finney, who is rapidly making his mark as a producer of westerns for Grand National, will give up his job as head of the advertising and publicity department within the next few months, we believe. Hopping between the coast and this burg constantly and carrying the burden of two tough jobs is apt to take too much out of anyone even as capable and well balanced as the likeable Finney. It's our guess that he would have stepped out of his N. Y. post by this time, except for his desire to see the company sailing smoothly before he let go of the advertising reins . . . Business in the first runs is spotty . . . The Music Hall had the benefit of rave reviews on "Herman the German" and has decided to play it through trying to keep its head above red ink . . . "Lloyd's of London" is dipping dangerously at the Astor on two-a-day, but will probably struggle through to the Holiday busy . . . Mae West got through the third week at the Paramount in fairly good shape and Columbia's first booking in that spot, "Pennies From Heaven," goes in Wednesday (today to you) . . . "Rembrandt" might be classed as the surprise of the week, having done a handsome first week at the Rivoli. Question is whether there are enough people around wanting to see a class picture of this sort to keep it going at anywhere near that pace for the balance of the slated three weeks run . . . "Rose Bowl" was just-about at the Rialto. "The Plot Thickens" opened there Tuesday . . . The Criterion started its dual bill policy last week with "Tundra" and "King of Hockey" and showed red ink for the engagement. . . . Three Men On A Horse" fell off considerably in its second week and may not be able to stick it out until Xmas, when "Goldiggers" is slated to enter . . . "Born to Dance" is wowing 'em at the Capitol and should enjoy a three weeks' stay . . . The new Charlie Chan escape at the Apollo was favored with good notices and is helping "Light Brigade" pull above average biz at the Palace this week . . . Toodle ooh!
AS I SEE THEM . . . REVIEWS OF NEW FILMS

By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING: — ● Means POOR; ● ● Means AVERAGE; ● ● ● Means GOOD; ● ● ● ● Means EXCELLENT
Plus (+) and Minus (--) will be used occasionally to indicate slightly above or below the point rating.

At best this "point" system can give you only an arbitrary estimate of a picture's drawing power, so we urge you to read the entire reviews. Some pictures are particularly suitable for certain types of audiences and this must be covered in the detailed criticisms.

CHAMPAGNE WALTZ

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

MUSICAL . . . Despite lavish production, it does not click . . . Should pull on strength of MacMurray, Oakie. Swarthout names . . . Rates ● ● + in better class spots; less elsewhere.

Paramount
93 Minutes

Gladys Swarthout . . . Fred MacMurray . . .
Jack Oakie . . . Veloz and Yolanda . . .
Herman Bing . . . Fritz Lieber . . .
Vivienne Osborne . . . Frank Forest . . .
Benny Baker . . . Ernest Cosart
Directed by A. Edward Sutherland

Paramount has missed again in trying to give the delightful singer, Gladys Swarthout, a hit. Probably the chief fault in this second effort is the obvious straining to make it a "big" picture, with the result that there is no pretentious, somewhat heavy-handed musical, in place of what should have been a gay, carefree comedy with songs. The situations, gags, romance and music are all there, but somewhere along the line it missed out. Fortunately for the exhibitors, it has some better than average name strength in Fred MacMurray and Jack Oakie to support the little known Miss Swarthout. Class locations may get slightly above average grosses, while action and rural spots will do badly with it.

Miss Swarthout appears as a descendant of Johann Strauss, conducting a waltz palace in Vienna. The piece is a great success until MacMurray and his manager, Oakie, happen along to introduce American jazz to the Austrians. A series of complications follow, during which MacMurray masquerades as the American consul, finally evolve into the transplanting of the waltz palace to New York and the realization of Oakie's scheme to merge jazz and waltz orchestras in an enormous dancing palace. In a noisy finale, both orchestras are heard, one playing "The Blue Danube," the other "Hold That Tiger."

WILD CAT TROOPER

BOXOFFICE RATING

NORTHWEST MOUNTIE . . . Outdoor meller above average . . . Has action aplenty, Curwood story and striking outdoor shots . . . Rates at least ● ● for action spots.

Ambassador Pictures
58 Minutes

Kermit Maynard . . . Hobart Bosworth . . .
Fuzzy Knight . . . Lois Wilde . . .
Yakima Canutt . . . Jim Thorpe . . .
Eddie Phillips
Directed by Elmer Clifton

This James Oliver Curwood story of the Northwest Mounted has more than a goodly share of the ingredients that make western fans whoop it up. Hard riding, hard fighting, fast shooting are here in abundance, with a neat little romance woven on the framework of action. It should more than satisfy the action fans. The story concerns itself with a feud between two families of (Continued on following page)
REVIEWs

(Continued from page 7)

fur trappers and the attempts of a band of crooks to have them annihilate themselves so that the furs will eventually fall into the hands of the gang. Kermit Maynard and Fuzzy Knight, Northwest Mounted Police, stumble upon this situation and set about to bring law and order out of the chaotic conditions. The hero manages to find time for a bit of love-making with Lois Wilde, member of one of the families.

The scenic background, including many glimpses of high mountains, is beautiful and striking. What production values there are are above the average for indie offerings of this type. Acting is good, Maynard carrying both fighting and romance neatly. Knight yodels one hillbilly march tune. Direction and photography rate well with the rest of the production.

AD TIPS: The cast is unusually strong. Mention Bosworth, Knight, Thorne, Connit in all copy. Sell Carwood, most famous writer of stories of the Great Northwest.

NONNIE.

CRIMINAL LAWYER

Hollywood Premiere

BOXOFFICE RATING

MELODRAMA . . . Title explains type of story . . . Nifty portrayal by Lee Tracy lifts it above secondary dual rating . . . Rates • • for action, rural and nabe spots.

RKO
69 Minutes
Lee Tracy . . . Margot Grahame . . .
Eduardo Ciannelli . . . Erik Rhodes . . .
Betty Lawford . . . Frank M. Thomas
Directed by Christy Cabanne

There is certainly nothing novel about the story of "Criminal Lawyer." The title is a sure tipoff to the fact that it is patterned after that cycle of yarns about smart aleck, boozing, underworld-collaborating gentlemen of the bar which infested the screen about two years ago. Despite its familiarity, this one has the benefit of a crackling performance by Lee Tracy and snappy direction by Christy Cabanne, with the result that it amounts to fairly fast and exciting melodrama. It should get fair returns in the middle class, action and rural locations. It is good dual fare for better class spots.

As the smart aleck lawyer whose chief client is a big-time gambler, Tracy is always fixing juries, witnesses and even judges. He becomes interested in a street walker, Margot Grahame, pleads her case, wins her freedom and makes her his secretary. Boomed for the district attorneyship by his gambling associate, Tracy wins, but with determination to go straight. At the high point of his career, he wakes up one morning with a terrific hangover and finds himself married to the daughter of a big shot politician. The gambler murders one of Tracy's foes and Grahame is the only witness. She is forced to perjure herself, but Tracy pulls the truth from her on the witness stand and sends the gambler to the chair, disgracing himself at the same time. However, with Grahame by his side, he plans to start anew.

Tracy is convincing and always entertaining as the lawyer. Miss Grahame and Eduardo Ciannelli are splendid in their roles, the latter as the soft-spoken gambler. The direction is direct and strong on the human interest angles.

AD TIPS: Build up the story. Catchline: "He Was Sworn to Uphold the Law, But He Did His Best to Tear It Down!"

HANNA (Hollywood).

BEWARE OF LADIES

BOXOFFICE RATING

MELODRAMA . . . Political and romantic mixup doesn't jell . . . General production shoddiness hurts fair-to-middling yarn . . . OK for duals . . . Rates • + on its own.

Republic
65 Minutes
Donald Cook . . . Judith Allen . . .
George Meeker . . . Robert Strange . . .
Phil Dunham . . . Russell Hopton
Directed by Irving Pichel

A fairly interesting story, "Beware of Ladies" doesn't rise above the dual bill level due to weak direction and generally shoddy production. It should prove satisfactory fare for doubling with light comedy or heavy drama, but will require the strongest sort of selling to get anywhere on its own. The title is swell for exploiting.

Donald Cook, lily white candidate for d.a., is opposed by political boss Robert Strange. The latter sends for Russell Hopton, who knows a thing or two about sharpening good names. Cook, meanwhile, becomes enamoured of Judith Allen, a reporter on the staff of the newspaper supporting Cook, when she walks in on him and takes control of his campaign to win the women's vote. Hopton digs up George Meeker, hus-

AWAKENING THE—SLEEPERS

(Continued from page 2)

COMEDY AND SONG

The better class nabe houses should go for the silver-voiced crooning of our hero and the comedy angles. Sell 'em Regan—and sell him strong. The boy has the goods and he does things to a song that spot him as a miniature McCormick. Al Adams tells you in the press sheet to hook up your P.A. system to carry his voice out to the theatre front. Do it with the trailer for a week in advance and place a one-sheet out front announcing that they are hearing the voice of Phil Regan singing the song hits from "Happy-Go-Lucky." They will stop, listen and talk about it.

Here are a few of our copy suggestions on the comedy angle:

"See What Happens To An American Crooner When They Catch Him In Shanghai!"

"He Was A Happy-Go-Lucky Crooner Till A Mysterious Cutie Nabbed Him In Shanghai!"

"He Insulted The American Navy Just To Have A Thousand Gobs Chase Him!"

"He Was Happy-Go-Lucky Till He Found Love And Trouble In Shanghai!"

The title is snappy and gay-sounding. Plaster it all around town. Rephrase this way on posters and window cards: "You'll Be Happy And Lucky When You See 'Happy-Go-Lucky' At The Strand!"

band of Judith from whom she is separated, and frames Cook into a compromising position with the girl. Meeker, suing Cook for alienation of affection, is later murdered. It winds up with a general melee, the police arriving in time to rescue the candidate and his sweetheart and bring forth all the necessary confessions.

AD TIPS: The title is a honey. It can be used in a dozen ways to lure the public into interest. Go after it.

NONNIE.

Clem's
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SHORT SUBJECTS

FROM PHILLY
By Nonamaker


AT LAST! Traffic lights are about to be placed along Vine Street and Race Streets to take care of the heavy flow of traffic and from that gargantuan Delaware River Bridge, to the commission of which Governor Earle is about to appoint Harlacher's JAMES P. CLARK . . . BOB LYNCH, operated upon in Hahneman Hospital last week, doing nicely expected to be out in about another week . . . HARRY SLATKO still on the air with colored kiddies' hour and going to open a colored dance hall at Broad and Bainbridge Streets . . . CY COHEN's Reading operation is now up at Newark's Grand . . . A. A. TOMEI re-elected president of Musicians' Union by a land-slide vote which re-elected following officers as well: GEORGE E. GREENHALGH, vice-president; A. REX RICARDI, secretary and JOSEPH BOSSIE, treasurer . . . They are still conferring with Warners' over settlement with 'something' in sight altho the pit-men say it is not definite as yet . . . JACK FRERE resigned as manager of AL BOYD'S Colonial, Lancaster, to take charge of a chain of theatres recently acquired including the Ritz, Tacony; the Trail, Schrewsbury; the Marietta Theatre, Marietta; and the Parkersburg Opera House . . . Succeeding Frere in the management of the Colonial is LOUIS BOLANDER, who was his assistant for nearly two years . . . ELI GINZBURG to handle WILLIAM PIZOR'S Imperial product here. Temporary offices in the Warner Building until a better site is obtained. Will screen the first three, "Broken Blossoms;" "She Shall Have Music" and "With Pleasure, Madame" this week . . . CHAS. WAGNER back from managing CHARLIE KLANG's Reading and now managing Lorraine for SAM WALDMAN . . . Bijou, IZ HIRSH's burlesque house on 8th Street, closed last Saturday night for sound installation and will re-open as Philip's only continuous burlesk-movies combination . . . BEN STEIN has National-Kline's new poster display room all fixed up and is ready to sign those contracts for display stuff NOW! . . . JOHNNY BACHMAN happy over finally getting those Warner Bros. dates . . . BOB WALES of Grand has re-elected THOMAS MITCHELL as their president for the third consecutive year . . . You may read about a switch in the staff of one of the local exchanges very soon . . . The date strike on which the U.M.P.T.O. is working to carry against Metro has long been one of DAVE BARRIST's pet schemes.

FROM BOSTON
By Bruce

SAM DAVIDSON of Cameo Screen Attractions has about fifty features on hand for distribution and reports record business . . . EDDIE CANTOR, the guy who never went to school, told the boys at Harvard Business School a thing or two last week. He knew the students were smart, because they got him to come over for nothing! . . . It is said that BRAD ANGLER is a master of the "chunkumsome" system of contract bridge . . . MEL MORRISON came down from Dover, New Hampshire, to leave his appendices in Brookton. . . . One of the prettiest, as well as the most modern showrooms in the district is the new branch office of Price Theatre Premiums. Manager HARRY GERMAINE had quite an opening last week. JACOB PRICE comes up from New York just to be present. Were you on hand for the refreshments? . . . A. RUDENSTEIN of Faulkner was one of the first to try PRICE'S "samples" . . . JERRY SWAEBE hasn't broken any dishes—yet . . . "Virtue" is more successful than expected according to MAX MICHAELS at the Park Theatre . . . IRVING A. ISAACS is one of the men behind the $600,000 anti-trust suit against a host of M. P.'-ites. . . BOB CORE's sister died last week in New Haven . . . HAROLD CONLEY has been gathering gunnery experience in Maine . . . ARTHUR ALLAIRE is now with the Star Theatre in Westbrook, Maine . . . DAN MURROY, has renovated Loring Hall in Hingham at a cost of $15,000. Dan had the first Sunday showings the town had known but the Board of Selectmen refused to allow him to operate Sundays hereafter. A referendum in March will probably decide the matter. JOE DONDIS has purchased a theatre in Calais, Maine, and is reported interested in another one too . . . The Friar's Club will have a grand New Year's Eve Frolic in the main ballroom of the Hotel Stattler . . . AARON ROSENBERG, the traveling "Lloyd's of London," was seen in Fall River the other day together with ART HOWARD . . . Two new theatres are slated for Springfield early in the Spring . . . AL ANDERS, at Springfield way, is renovating Bijou on a large scale. Happy days must be here again! . . . JULES BENEDICT is busy covering Rhode Island this week . . . KENNETH RUSSELL has returned from his honeymoon and back at his old stamping grounds in the South Station Theatre . . . It must be true that SAM MY HAAS has settled with the insurance companies. What a smile! It won't be long now before Sammy will be an exhibitor . . . DICK RUBIN believes in getting them started early. He was showing his two youngests around the film district last Tuesday . . . Three offices of Novelty Premium have been opened on Church Street . . . MEYER ROSEN has just returned from the City of Brotherly Love. PEARL BARON, his secretary, has been taking care of things very well . . . HARRY GOLDEN, checking supervisor for Metro, has been in Portland, Maine, the past few days . . . The first "Donald Duck" program in the U. S. ran last week at Boston's Lime Arts Theatre. 10 Disneys with Mickey's sidekick composed the bill.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Ten cents per word, including initial, address, or box number. Minimum insertion 15 words. Cash or money order with each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower. Send for contract scale. Address communications to FILM BULLETIN, 1123 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to theatre operation handled on minimum rates. Representative will be sent on request. Box FB 107.

TRAILERS
Snappy, effective trailers; special low prices. Film Service Co., 25th St. and Lehigh Ave., Phila., Pa., SAGamore 1653.
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SAY, JOHNSON, DID YOU SEE BY HOLLYWOOD REPORTER THAT WE'RE "KNOCKOUTS"—AND THAT "COUNTRY GENTLEMEN" IS "JUST AS DELIGHTFUL A COMEDY AS HAS ROLLED OFF THE PRODUCTION LINES IN MANY A MOON"!

SURE, OLSEN, AND DID YOU READ WHERE IT SAYS, "IT IS THE BEST PICTURE WORK THIS COMEDY PAIR HAS EVER DONE AND WILL PROBABLY LEAD THEM INTO A FINE FILM FUTURE AS THE INDUSTRY COULD WELL USE ANOTHER RELIABLE LAUGH TEAM"!

*REPUBLIC WILL TAKE CARE OF THIS*

GENTLEMEN, WE GIVE YOU

OLE

OLSEN • JOHNSON

CHIC

FOR YEARS YOU'VE HOWLED AT THEIR ANTICS ON THE STAGE. NOW THEY'RE ON THE SCREEN—IN YOUR HAIR—AS A COUPLE OF CITY SLICKERS TURNED

COUNTRY GENTLEMEN

with JOYCE COMPTON • LILA LEE
Produced by NAT LEVINE • A REPUBLIC PICTURE
A LETTER ABOUT A LION

The following letter from a prominent exhibitor, who desires to remain anonymous, was found in our mail bag Tuesday morning. We think so well of it that it is presented here in lieu of our regular editorial.—Ed. Note.

"To the Editor, Film Bulletin,

"Dear Sir:

"Sunday evening at the Variety Club affair I was particularly impressed by the remarks of Louis Nizer, a fine and respected attorney, who seems to be preaching the principle 'Live and let live' to an industry that seems to know all too little about the rules of fair business conduct.

"Mr. Nizer spoke of the lion, who, in a display of ferocity that had been previously subdued, recently clawed a little girl to death in a Baltimore theatre. Posing the analogy, he referred to the Variety Club's gift of $1,000 for the aid of four children crippled by infantile paralysis as an example of Man's unleashing of the charitable instinct, which is too much subdued. This, he declared, is the instinct that should remain unleashed, while the ferocity of business competition that causes men to claw each other should be always subdued.

"I could not help but wonder if the cries of anguish coming from independent theatre men all over the country against the ferocity of another lion known as Leo gave the astute attorney the food for his remarks. For although he is the legal representative of some of the major film companies, I do not doubt that a man seemingly as fair-minded as Mr. Nizer personally disapproves of the tactics of Metro's Leo in seeking to claw the independent exhibitors of the nation until they bleed to their economic deaths.

"It occurs to me that a man of Mr. Nizer's importance and influence in our industry might deem it wise to suggest to Leo's masters the advisability of subduing the animal's vicious tendencies before its intended victims, compelled by the law of self-preservation, unite and unleash their own ferocity. For when that happens, not only may Leo be destroyed, but the entire industry suffer severe damage.

"Knowing the courage of your publication and your alert guardianship of the independent exhibitors' interests, I am sending this letter to you in the hope that you will communicate its thoughts to Mr. Nizer. If men of his type will exert their influence on the more ferocious individuals, a far more cordial and equitable relationship between film man and theatre man would result. And, thus, we should be better able to properly serve the public and retain its confidence in our great industry.

"With kindest thanks, may I ask you to merely refer to me as

Anonymous."
AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'

The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatre men those pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in their "Sleepers" with the view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns. Follow these "Sleeper" campaigns for bigger grosses.

By Wolfe-Smith

LEGIT AD STYLE URGED TO SELL JEANNE DANTE!

Here’s a tough one. That means you must make up your mind to sell it in some unusual way that will attract attention to a picture, which, on its face, seems to offer little that will draw ‘em in.

Let’s look at it. The story is a fair-to-middlin’ mystery-comedy that would lay a pretty egg on lots of empty seats, if you depended on it to sell "Four Days Wonder." It does have the well-known A. A. Milne name as the author, however, and that means that it is a pleasant, sentimental sort of thing, to those who know Milne.

What the New Universal is dishing up to you, boys, is a little gal, a new star whose name is, perhaps, known to one movie fan in more thousands than you have dollars. Her name is Jeanne Dante — an attractive name, yes, so what!

In the supporting cast you won’t find one name that would represent anything more than a waste of expensive electric juice if put up on your marquee. They’re good performers all right, but boxoffice, no!

Sounds discouraging as hell so far, doesn’t it? Well, we reckoned we had better have a clear and definite understanding before we proceeded to tell you how you COULD make dough with Miss Dante and her "Four Days Wonder." Perhaps if you realize exactly what you have here, and you are going to play the picture, you may take our advice and surprise yourself. So, on that basis, let’s go!

The plan we are going to suggest is applicable to all types of theatres, with the exception of the cheapest action joints. For Pete’s sake, don’t be afraid of it just because it isn’t the usual sort of ad hokum you dish out every day in the week; for that very reason, as a matter of fact, it should produce results.

SELLING WITH CLASS-PLUS!

Stop and think how routine your standard copy is in newspaper ads, programs and heralds. Bold punch captions, a little reader and an illustrative cut is the general layout. PUT ALL THAT ASIDE THIS TIME!

My franss, you’re going to sell little Miss Dante to the public with CLASS-PLUS! You’re going to introduce her as you would a new Duse, Bernhardt or Garbo. You’re going so damned DIGNIFIED that the movie fans—and those who aren’t—will sit up and wonder who this gal is. If you can get ‘em wondering, you’ve got ‘em half sold on a ticket.

On your screen, in your lobby, on your front, in all newspaper ads and printed matter, you’re going to use type — fine, classy type faces — and no cuts (with the possible exception of posed photos of our star) to get the message across. And the message is going to be to the effect that you are "Extremely Proud To Present" and that Jeanne Dante is "The Most Exciting Personality To Come To Motion Pictures In the Past Decade" and that the "Management Feels It’s Duty To Bring Her First Picture Personally To The Attention Of Our Many Friends and Patrons." That, gent, is what you are going to tell ‘em.

But the manner of telling it is the most important part of this idea. Make your newspaper ads up to look like legitimate show copy. Grab yourself a legit theatre program and follow that idea through for a special herald. List the cast, author, director and other credits on one page; a few brief, dignified lines about the star and story on another. Use no other cuts than a small photo of the star you are selling. Leave the back page blank.

You’re probably thinking that this is OK for first run spots in metropolitan cities. Nuts! It is just in places where they are not accustomed to advertising of this type that the idea will have its greatest effect.

Now, look, on this page we are laying out an "invitation" herald, which can be printed on card or made the front page of a herald program such as we described above. It will give you our idea most clearly.

Now, if this form of advertising frightens you and you feel saner and safer when using the regular type of ballyhoo, we recommend Joe Weil’s exploitation spread in the press sheet, which gives you all we could possibly think of in that line. But, pass up Joe this time and try it our way.

Keep in mind the fact that "Four Days Wonder" is NOT going to bring you much unless you sell it in some UNUSUAL manner.

INVITATION

The STRAND THEATRE regards it a distinct honor to present
THE MOST EXCITING PERSONALITY TO COME TO MOTION PICTURES IN THE PAST DECADE
JEANNE DANTE
in her first film adapted from A. A. Milne’s famous novel of the same title

FOUR DAYS WONDER
ONE WEEK Starting JANUARY 6th
THE INDUSTRY'S NEWS
From An Editorial Viewpoint

BIG CONCLAVE NEXT WEEK IN N.Y. ON METRO STRIKE
Expect Large Turnout...

A meeting of exhibitor organization leaders and members interested in the date strike against Metro being sponsored by the United M.P.T.O. of Phila. is slated to be held in New York next week, probably Wednesday. Representatives of units from N.Y., Phila,. New Jersey and Ohio will be present, a spokesman for the U.M.P.T.O. stated today. Harry Brandt of the I.T.O.A. is to call the conclave.

U.M.P.T.O. leaders seem to feel that their contemplated date strike against M-G-M, to protest the company's excessive terms for the 1936-37 season, will not be very effective unless they are joined by other groups. The Phila. strike is scheduled to start Jan. 2nd, after which all members are expected to refrain from booking Metro pictures for a period of probably 30 to 45 days. Theatres that refuse to join the strike will be picketed, according to plans.

INDIES SNIFF AT MPTOA CONCILIATION BOARD PLAN
Suspect Majors' Control...

The major distributor-M.P.T.O.A. plan to set up local conciliation is proceeding according to schedule. Industry observers have never doubted that the prime purpose of the so-called "trade practice concessions" program of the Kuykendall committee was the establishment of the boards. Acceptance of this feature by three companies and the undoubted prospect that it will be wholeheartedly endorsed by the others makes it virtually certain that an attempt to organize the boards will be made within the next two months.

Querying of independent exhibitors reveals that the reaction of the vast majority is skepticism. Not that they disapprove of the idea of settling their squabbles with the film companies out of court. It is by whom and in what manner the plan was conceived and is being carried out. Bluntly, they feel that the majors are going to make the "conciliation" boards another of their subsidized agencies.

Distrust M.P.T.O.A. . . .

The association of the M.P.T.O.A. with the scheme, they sponsored it, has only served to make it appear less "kosher" than if it had come directly from the majors themselves. Only a few innocents regard the Kuykendall outfit as anything other than an exhibitor sounding-board for the film companies, who control it through the membership of their affiliated circuits.

The average independent is favorable to any plan of mediation, which is handled by thoroughly impartial boards. With the major distributors and the M.P.T.O.A. collaborating in the present program, however, they can hardly be blamed for viewing it with suspicion.

Allied Support Doubtful...

It is extremely doubtful that Allied will back the M.P.T.O.A. plan unless they are convinced that independents who are strictly qualified to have equal and unqualified membership on the boards with all representatives of the film companies, whether they be exhibitors, affiliated theatre operators, or leaders of M.P.T.O. units. Without Allied's support it is questionable whether the conciliation boards will carry much influence in independent circles in most parts of the country, and without the cooperation of the independents they will be worthless.

If Allied considers backing the scheme at all it will probably insist on a secret poll of every independent theatre owner in each territory as the means of electing the exhibitor representatives on the boards. Thus, they would protect the indies' interests by preventing the Kuykendall outfit from choosing "friendly exhibitors," meaning friendly to the majors, as the board members representing exhibitors.

G-B STILL IN AIR
In the Middle...

The Ostrer Brothers of Gaumont-British are in the middle and right now there seems to be no exit for them.

They sold their non-voting "B" shares of stock in the British amusement enterprise to John Maxwell of B.I.P. and apparently promised him that they would talk the 20th Century-Fox officials into letting them sell him their 51 percent of voting "A" stock. But, the American company holds the right to forbid the Ostrers to sell their "A" stock to anyone—and that they are doing.
Kent Statement...

The Ostrer Bros. arrived in N. Y. Monday after a week of intensive talking to the 20th Century and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer executives in Hollywood (M-G-M now owns one-half of the former 20th Century holdings in G-B). The Englishmen came back empty-handed, as witness the following statement issued last Saturday by Sidney R. Kent, president of 20th:

"The status of Gaumont-British deal remains precisely as it was before the arrival in Hollywood of the Ostrer Brothers. Our discussions with them were friendly and they departed without any conclusion being reached. We still hold our stock in the company, and it is not for sale. Further than this there is absolutely nothing to state."

Behind all the intrigue is the vital question of who shall control the greatest single block of playing time in the British Isles. G-B controls the chain of theatres with that asset.

NO COLUMBIA SALE — COHN

Rumors...

The Cohn brothers, Harry and Jack, of Columbia are wondering who started the rumor that they were contemplating the sale of their holdings in the company. Brother Jack, the vice-president, laid the story to someone who would like to get their reaction. But, they're not interested!

Likelihood of the Cohns stepping out at this time seems more remote than at any time since their connection with the Columbia. The product this season has been the strongest ever delivered by them, and the financial condition of the company is reported as excellent.

VARIETY TENT 13 HOLDS SECOND BANGUP BLOWOUT

1100 Attend in Philly...

For the second consecutive year the Charity Banquet of Philadelphia's Variety Club Tent No. 13 showed unmistakable signs of becoming, annually, one of the traditional high points in industry events.

Something over 1100 men crammed every inch of the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel ballroom last Sunday night to witness an affair that mixed grand showmanship and charitable sentiment in lavish portions. It was Tent 13's second blowout and it was bang-up in every respect.

Once again, $1000 in cash was presented by the Club for the care and cure of four children afflicted with infantile paralysis. The same was done last year and Sunday night's gathering saw, in film and in the children themselves, the advances made by the four little unfortunate who were helped by their contribution.

Addresses were made by Governor Earle of Pennsylvania, Governor Hoffman of New Jersey, Mayor Wilson of Philadelphia, C. C. Pettijohn and Louis Nizer. George Jessel, as toastmaster, contrived to slip in a few plugs for the New Universal, which he recently joined as producer.

Ben Amsterdam was inducted as new Chief Barker, with James Clark retiring. Both were presented with gifts.

WB 3 MONTHS NET 2 MILLION

Doubles Last Year's...

Wilmington.—Warner Bros. Pictures and subsidiaries earned a net profit of over $2,000,000 for the three-months period ended Nov. 28th, it was reported at the stockholders meeting here Monday. This is approximately twice as much as was shown for the corresponding period in 1935.

U TO QUIT PRODUCERS' ASS'N

Because Metro Took Koenig...

Hollywood, Dec. 15.—An unsubstantiated, but well founded, report has Universal resigning from the Motion Picture Producers' Association, Hollywood branch of the M.P.P.D.A. The actual withdrawal is imminent, unless the Hays organization is successful in bringing sufficient pressure to bear on the company to keep it in line.

Reason is said to be Metro's signing of William Koenig immediately after his resignation from the post as general manager of Universal's studio. Suspicion exists that Metro urged Koenig to quit his job at U, violating the verbal agreement between all majors not to take employees from each other. Universal officials are said and determined to stay out of the association as long as some of the influential members feel free to break the rules, it is reported.

Koenig stepped into the studio managership at Metro.

PARAMOUNT DUAL BILL LEADER — IN OWN HOUSES

Prohibit Them for Others...

Minneapolis.—Paramount-Publix will lead this single feature territory into dual bills, if present plans are carried out.

The State, Publix first run spot here, is slated to go into a bargain show policy within the next month and the move is expected to encounter plenty of opposition from the Allied organization, whose members do not want the single feature policy broken down. Paramount's leadership is sure to start the territory on its way to general dual billing.

Chicago.—The Balaban & Katz chain, Paramount affiliate, is gradually spreading the recently inaugurated double feature policy to all the theatres in the circuit. Another group of second run spots switched from single to dual bills this week. Independents are being forced to follow suit against their wishes.

While Paramount theatre affiliates are responsible for the spread of double features in territories where their own theatres are located, the film company continues to forbid independent exhibitors in some places, such as Phila. and Washington, D. C., to double feature its pictures.
WHITE HUNTER (20th Century-Fox)

"... Some excellent animal shots ... Con-
trivies to be interesting most of the time. Its
outstanding intefude of suspense is that created
by a mother lion stalking a lost cub which, at
the moment, happens to be lying in the arms of
June Lang ... Not much humor, ..."

-Carney, WASHINGTON EYE STAR

"... Projects the eternal triangle in the heart
of the jungle. Werner Baxters is the sad-faced
white man who tries to forget in African heat
... Unless my memory fails me, I have seen this
story filmed at least half a dozen times in the
last generation, and certainly with a more en-
gaging pace than that offered in 'White Hunter.' ...
"...

-Kelley, WASHINGTON TIMES

"... Occasional glimpses of the Africa the
Martin Johnsons photographed and scenes of a
lioness and a leopard are the bright spots ...
Anyone who saw 'Wings Over Africa' will im-
mediately recognize the air shots early in
the picture ... Definitely tame. ..."

-W. T. C., JR., BOSTON HERALD

"... Very small game indeed, and the old
California veldt is so scared up in could hardly
look less genuine if it were covered with filling
stations ... A secondary film. ..."

-B. R. C., N. Y. TIMES

"... One of those films apparently prepared
for no other reason than to try the patience of
the playwright, the director, the producers... ...The kind of a placid exercise in phony
phenomena one frequently encounters when am-
ateurs are trying to express themselves in pub-
lic, and which the cinema, it was hoped, had
discarded with its swaddling clothes. ...
"Kaoour, BALTIMORE EYE, SUN

"LOVE IN EXILE" (Gaumont-British)

"... A sedate, respectable, and at times,
appealing story of a young king who is forced
to abdicate ..."

-Hale, N. Y. DAILY NEWS

"... Pretty shallow stuff ... static, unins-
spired production ..."

-Bachuel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... A storybook version of a king who
abdicates, only to regain his throne. The
picture seems a little silly after one has watched
a real king going about his business, but it is
excellently performed by its stars ..."

-Twaelar, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"... Hardly the most distinguished celluloid
issue from the British studios. However, its
proximity to the current headlines, makes it
significant ..."

-WASHINGTON TIMES

"... A tepid and confused story of political
intrigue and a sexual romance. Neither per-
rance nor comedy—though it attempts at both.
Rather, it is a garrulous affair whose dialogue,
because of inadequate sound, is often unin-
telligible ..."

-Finn, PHILA. RECORD

"... The king abdicates (a) because he is
in love with a girl who is not of royal birth, or
(b) because some people can make a better
business deal about some oil concessions if they
install a dictator. Anyhow, he abdicates. He
does not have any love in exile, though, because
the girl he loves goes to Holland instead of meet-
ing him after his abdication. So all he does in
exile is sit in a very swank hotel on the Riviers
and send his valet out to hock the crown jewels.
The theatre has made a mistake. They should
have hocked the picture and displayed the crown
jewels. ..."

-H. M. WASHINGTON EYE STAR

"... Has a startling opening. To the ac-
companiment of great music, Clive Brook sweeps
into a palace, enters the council chamber, sur-
veys forbidding counselors, signs a paper, re-
makes 'My abdication' and sweeps out again.
The timeliness of the scene gives it an immense
dramatic punch. The rest of the picture, how-
ever, is something else again. The adventures
of Regis after his abdication are a curious mix-
ture of farce and melancholy.
"Murdock, PHILA. LEDGER

"PENNIES FROM HEAVEN" (Columbia)

"... The best film to date in the Crosby
catalog ... Unpretentious but highly enter-
taining ... Story is light and simple, and the
tunes are delightful ... Performances rendered
by Crosby and the Fellows should make it
splendid entertainment ...
"Schnieder, CLEVELAND PRESS

"... Not very red-blooded entertainment
for a grown man, but if his family can persuade
him to take all the members to see it, I feel
quite sure he will have the kind of good time
which comes of doing something nice for some
one else ...
"Pennies From Heaven' is also one of the
best songs sung by Crosby ..."

-Marsh, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

"... Not the best of the Crosby films ...
More comedy than sentimentality ...
"WASHINGTON EYE STAR

"... Thoroughly delightful entertainment.
Mixed with some of the best songs a la Crosby,
a medley of comedy, a dash of drama and
more than a little of the old hokum, it still
stands up as anybody's money worth ...
"Crosby fans will be very pleased ...
"Evans as charming as ever ...
"WASHINGTON TIMES

"... Vastly entertaining ... Strikes an un-
usual but pleasing sentimental note. Further-
more, it has a story—and a rather good one at
that ... Armstrong turns out to be something
of a screen comedian ...
"-Finn, PHILA. RECORD

"... Wholesome, highly sentimental and
genial comedy ... The roles by Arthur John-
son and John Burke should be—probably al-
ready is—quite popular ... Chief honors pro-
perly belong to little Miss Fellows. Her's really
is an exceptional performance for a youngster ...
"One of Mr. Crosby's best ...
"Anguen, N. Y. TIMES

"... Some pleasant tunes, first-rate humor
and some good acting ... But not much enter-
prise or ingenuity. However, in spite of the
fact that the scheme of the film is entirely con-
ventional, it has an attraction that is above the
ordinary in merit ... Crosby is in his usual
good form and that his singing and non-singing
playing do much to carry the film over some of
its dull stretches ...
"Bachuel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"THE LIFE OF
"KING EDWARD VIII"
"(Gaumont-British Short Subject)

"... Although 'The Life of King Ed-
ward' isn't exactly an exciting movie, its
dullness suggests the lot Edward has just
renounced ... Trace the history of the King from
the cradle to the threshold of the throne. No reference is made to recent events ...
"-Finn, PHILA. RECORD

"... None-too-well edited ... General
effect is one of busy, but slightly dreary
routine ...
"Murdock, PHILA. LEDGER

"... A newsreel compilation, making up
an exceedingly interesting history of the
recent public life of Britain's ex-monarch ...
It was a busy public life the Prince of Wales had, and the film is a
fine review of it ...
"H. M. WASHINGTON EYE STAR

"... A full hour's compilation of news-
reels showing some of the public activities of
the most talked of man in the world today ...
There is one shot nobody will want to miss, that of the King and Mrs.
Simpson watching a parade from a
window. This alone is worth the price of
admission ...
"-Hale, N. Y. DAILY NEWS

"... Well edited and narrated ...
On the whole, it is a fascinating pictorial
record of the most-talked-of man in the
world today ...

-Bachuel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Discloses a personality amazingly
versatile, a disposition friendly and dem-
ocratic ... In a last scene, in a closeup,
he explains that Gaumont British is re-
leasing the film for the purpose of rais-
ing funds for the unemployed, whose
interests, he says, are at this time nearest
his heart ...
"Twaelar, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE
HOLLYWOOD FLICKERS
By DAVID J. HANNA

Hollywood, Dec. 15.

With the close of an old year and the ushering in of a new one comes the usual promises, the inevitable boasts of merchants, firms and organizations in every part of the country, that the coming year will bring forth a season of 'bigger, better and greater' products than ever before. The motion picture industry makes no exception. With a well-oiled machine of ballyhoo behind it, each studio assures first itself, then the exhibitor and patron that the forthcoming year will mark a brighter era in motion picture, a new day in the entertainment world. And so with the demise of '36, the horns are being blown full blast. The trade and newspapers are loaded with the bubbling, enthusiastic copy from the smooth working studio press departments.

It looks swell on paper, it did last year and the year before that. But somehow we're inclined to believe it this time. The present rush of news of expansion, increased budgets, etc., is merely the following of a long established custom. In reality these same ideas and plans were not only formulated in the past three or four months, but have been in progress during the same period of time.

Universal, for instance. At this time last year, that studio was barely able to keep its gate open. Today it breathes new life and running through the entire organization is a feeling of hope for the future and satisfaction because of the success of its product during the past eight or ten weeks. New players, directors and writers are being added to the lists, B pictures are being sent back for retakes only to emerge as money-getting attractions. New personalities such as Deanna Durbin, Doris Nolan and Nan Grey are being developed. The ever bandied "budget" has become an almost obsolete word.

Walter Wanger, Sam Goldwyn and Selznick-International, the three class indies, all look forward to actual "Brighter Days." Their three-way agreement with artists assures them of outstanding talent for the year's product, thereby solving their heretofore greatest problem. With such an arrangement, they become independent of competition from studios with long contract lists and insure themselves against the shelving and postponement of production because of the lack of top names.

Problems aplenty confront the producers this year. Story material, the usual search for new faces, and still another drawback which manifested itself this week, the lack of studio space. With newly formed independents looking for space, the present dearth of stages is the worst since the advent of talking pictures. It is estimated that from fifty to one hundred pictures that have been announced for next year cannot possibly be produced with the present facilities. But with the free spending and the influx of capital from almost unexpected sources, it is more than likely that new construction will supply the demand.

As we said before, it all looks swell on paper, but living up to promises is another thing, but somehow the general feeling seems to be that the new year will really bring a new "dawn" for the industry.

Anyhow, we've been getting around quite a bit of late and now we're going to let the studio heads talk for themselves. Next week we begin a series of interviews, the first being with one of the most astute producers of pictures, Sol Lesser.
All Advertising Men Are Not Fools!

... For, if they were, they would all disregard the primary consideration of Reader Interest in their selection of advertising mediums. And, they would all be hoodwinked into believing that the publications read in their own business circles are necessarily the ones read by the prospective BUYERS OF THEIR PRODUCTS.

FILM BULLETIN has very little to interest the high-priced executive who is concerned about what Mr. Soandso ate at the Tavern yesterday.....

—But it has PLENTY for THE EXHIBITORS!
of a spy ring, and the swashbuckling Brian Donlevy, as a renegade pilot. Except for a surprise twist at the end, the story of "Crack-Up" is not particularly fresh, yet these two players contrive, between them, to make it constantly engrossing. The film should get something better than average grosses in action and rural houses.

Lorre and Donlevy are both in search of a blueprint of a bombing plane, the former because of patriotism, the latter in a desire for easy money. Donlevy wins the confidence of Thomas Beck, a young mechanic, and manages to get the prints. He starts off on a non-stop ocean flight to sell the prints in a foreign land, accompanied by Beck, stowaway Lorre and the owner of the plane factory, Ralph Morgan. Beck learns by radio from his fiancee that Donlevy is in possession of the plans. The plane is wrecked in a storm and it does not appear that it will stay afloat until a nearing boat reaches them. Donlevy shoots Lorre, who, in a moment of remorse, hands the papers to Beck. With only one lifebelt among the four men, they decide to give it to the boy and, as he goes off to safety, the plane sinks with the three others aboard.

Supporting cast and production good.

AD TIPS: Sell Lorre and Donlevy, thrill, adventure, mystery. HANNA (Hollywood).

Strangers on a Honeymoon

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY-MELODRAMA . . . British attempt at madcap comedy that comes off fairly well . . . Constance Cummings' good performance helps . . . OK for duals . . . Rates • • — where they like comedy.

Gannett-British
62 Minutes
Constance Cummings . . . Hugh Sinclair . . . Noah Berry
Directed by Albert de Courville

This may get more laughs than were intended, since it offers a British conception of American farm characters, a conception that is pretty ludicrous in spots. However, this is only incidental to a fairly diverting plot that mixes humor, romance and melodramatics in well-balanced portions. It is aided no end by the adept performance of Constance Cummings. Where he like light, madcap comedy, this will satisfy. Lacking sufficient strength either in cast or story to get much on its own, "Strangers On A Honeymoon" is fine for doubling with a drama.

The plot starts with a quite hilarious opening sequence in which Sinclair, an English nobleman traveling incognito as a hobo, gets himself married, while dead drunk, to Constance, a wealthy farmer's daughter. Then follows the old chase formula, with the newlyweds trying to get to Canada in time to get possession of the third piece of a map to an oil-gushing island somewhere. A villainous sister and uncle of Sinclair's are after the same thing and stop at nothing to prevent him from completing the map. The fleeing couple encounter plenty of opposition and fun on their way, and come through it all in love with each other.

The direction is breezy and keeps the action moving. Cummings and Sinclair make a personable, happy-go-lucky couple. Noah Berry comes in for a comparatively minor role as one of the gangsters employed by the vicious sister. Production is fair.

AD TIPS: Sell this as madcap comedy on the order of "It Happened One Night." Use street bills of bride and groom.

SINNER TAKE ALL

BOXOFFICE RATING
MYSTERY . . . Poorly constructed "quickly" that has only a couple good performances to make it bearable . . . Will pass only as lower half of dual bills . . . Rates • • — for action houses; less elsewhere.

M-G-M
78 Minutes
Directed by Errol Taggart

This is an inconsequential mystery loaded with situations that somehow don't come to a head. It is too long and much too clumsy for an acceptable detective yarn. It rambles all over the film and has only an occa-

SINNERS TAKE ALL

Hollywood Preview

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"
HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.
RITtenhouse 7828 • TRinity 1189

THE GIRL GROWS OLDER! Nova Pilbeam who was "Eleven going on twelve" when GB introduced her to screen audiences in "Little Friend," will have her first adult role in "Lady of La Par," play by Edith Evans, (based on the novel by Elinor Morden) which GB purchased specially for her.
short subjects

FROM PHILLY
By Nonamaker

VARIETY BANQUET NOTES: The affair Sunday night was the high point of a year's film industry banqueting—for the second consecutive year. It is a credit to everyone connected with its planning and staging and there is no reason why it should not become an annual affair. This year's importance as long as no one tries to commercialize it... HERMAN GLUCKMAN and ED SCHNITZER, Republican chiefstamps, remained in town Monday to confer with local manager Harry LA VINE...

GEORGE' G. Fays found himself on a roadblock.

GIVEN and other G-Bers dished up to the Fox projection room Sunday afternoon to view their two latest releases, 'Arles in 'Man of Affairs' and 'Strangers on a Train.' Danny Cohan, new pal of Frenchman dies in L.-A., informed.... HARRY FRIED is to build a new theatre in Ardmore... THE VAR-BAL-OW-SHAPIO duo take over the Highland, Andubon, N. J. from LEW ROYNER. MEL KOFF is to manage, we hear. STEVE BOINE joins him, to move to the Parkway, Camden; CHARLIE DUTKIN comes over to handle the Girard in this burg... MAYOR S. DAVIS WILSO was a guest at the Fox projection room on Monday. He naturally came down to look at the new reel pictures of himself... CHARLIE STEIFFEL and JACK BLUMBERG open their new President December 22nd with Republic's 'Follow Your Heart.'... HARRY PARKER moves his Dennis G. Films from a 1257-1259 North 13th... MARSHA HUNT, Paramount starlet who is representing ADOLPH ZUKOR's Silver Jubilee in town, was shown the sights by EARLE WIGEART and OSCAR NEUFELD... SID STANLEY of Fays found himself with a flock of lions on his doorstep and no place to show them last Friday when local authorities refused to allow an animal act to go on... KEN HAINES, the former Quality Print man now in Washington, will return to the city by Dec. 25th... JOE SUSKIN to the Variety Club banquet... A. A. TOMEL, president of the Musicians Union, got out of a sick bed to attend another conference with Warner officials, but the militant unions and the I.R.T. executives better be sitting up on the last Warner proposals. Still no settlement and the pickets walk. However, both sides say 'something' may happen momentarily... Fay's is getting to be the hangout for a clique of film and theatre boys. BENNIE HARRIS, FRANK HAMMERMAN, GEORGE FISHMAN and HARRY WEISBROD all caught there Monday night... DAVE MOLIVER is working on a premium idea that looks like the big thing yet... W.P. Colman, closed for renovations, reopens Xmas Day... SAM GROSS, Fox, is in charge of Variety Club's annual Xmas basket distribution this year, with 1000 baskets for needy families the goal. De- mon from the basket causes of the contributions... JOE GLASSNIER married recently... AL SHINDLER now at the York... Lots of places on the street are getting ready for their Xmas parties. Warners and Hurlbutech's hold theirs December 24th, National Penn on December 24th. We'd like to see every exchange and every accessory house on the old street throw a little shindig for their employers and friends this year. You all have something to be thankful for, so make it a real MERRY XMAS, boys.

FROM BOSTON
By Bruce

ROY L. FEHNER, who runs bank night in New England, is away on an extensive vacation visiting Oklahoma, Texas and Mexico City... NATE YAMIN, who has been conferring with the BROTHERS' M. J. JARROCH, Representative, S. E. Cor, 10th & Vine Sts., Clayton's Garage (Kd.), Phila., Pa., was shown the sights by the Juniors of the industry... HIRIAM GRANDIS has gone from Placeco to Foreign Exchange in New Hampshire. The boys are giving him a testimonial banquet tomorrow... FRANK BEDARZ has deserted St. Albans, Vermont, for warmer climes, the lucky guy!... EDDELL GRACE is back for the Christmas season in New Hampshire. A. M. GRAVES, Interstate will take over on January 1st... ARTHUR K. HOWARD (the "K") stands for King) and Yours Truly won the coveted Top Man and Guest duplicate contract bridge tournament of the Harvard Club of Boston last Thursday evening... SAUL SIMONS, Columbia salesman, can recite the wedding service forwards and backwards. His sister just got married last week. His brother, Morty, who sells for Twentieth Century Fox, is taking his marital vows on Sunday and Saul's other sister is getting married Christmas Day. When last seen Saul was bearing up splendidly under the strain. Ray MILLAND, Paramount motion picture star, has been looking over New England the past week... JOE BRENNAN had his hand bandaged the other day. He offered to give a furnace demonstration, says he knows how to make the things work. His sister just got married last week. His brother, Morty, who sells for Twentieth Century Fox, is taking his marital vows on Sunday and Saul's other sister is getting married Christmas Day. When last seen Saul was bearing up splendidly under the strain. Ray MILLAND, Paramount motion picture star, has been looking over New England the past week... JOE BRENNAN had his hand bandaged the other day. He offered to give a furnace demonstration, says he knows how to make the things work. His sister just got married last week. His brother, Morty, who sells for Twentieth Century Fox, is taking his marital vows on Sunday and Saul's other sister is getting married Christmas Day. When last seen Saul was bearing up splendidly under the strain. Ray MILLAND, Paramount motion picture star, has been looking over New England the past week... JOE BRENNAN had his hand bandaged the other day. He offered to give a furnace demonstration, says he knows how to make the things work. His sister just got married last week. His brother, Morty, who sells for Twentieth Century Fox, is taking his marital vows on Sunday and Saul's other sister is getting married Christmas Day. When last seen Saul was bearing up splendidly under the strain.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials, address, or box number. Minimum insertion 15 words. Cash or money order with each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower. Send for contract schedule. Address communications to H.F.I. BULLETIN, 1123 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to theatre operation handled on minimum rates. Representative will be sent on request. Box FB 107.

TRAILERS
Snappy, effective trailers; special low prices. Film Service Co., 25th St. and Loheng Ave., Phila., Pa., SAGamore 1655.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES
Cups, towels, toilet paper, disinfectants, etc., Hankel's Sanitary Supplies. H. L. Jarroch, Representative, S. E. Cor, 10th & Vine Sts., (Clayman's Garage Bldg.), Phila., Pa.
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GREAT GUY

Hollywood Preview

COMEDY DRAMA

James Cagney in tailor-made role returns to screen in worthy vehicle... Bristles with action... Name and interest in his film comeback should pack 'em in... Rates *** generally.

James Cagney... Mae Clark...
James Burke... Edward Brophy...
Henry Kolker... Bernadene Hayes...
Edward McNamara... Robert Gleckler

Directed by John G. Blystone

James Cagney's long-awaited debut under the Grand National banner proves worthy of the yardage of newspaper copy that preceded it. From start to finish it packs a wallop that spells topnotch entertainment in every sense of the word. No expense has been spared on the production and through the film shines the magnetic personality of the star, who seems happy and unusually comfortable in a role that fits him like a glove. Since there is no reason to assume that the Cagney name has lost any of its appeal to the mass public, it can be taken for granted that this will match most of his previous films in boxoffice value.

The story is convincing and sockful of human interest angles that were lacking in most of his Warner vehicles. It starts rolling right from the start, with Cagney, an assistant in the weights and measures department of a big city. His boss happens to be an honest chap, who was smashed up in an auto accident because he refused to take orders from politicians and racketeers. Cagney takes over the job and sets out to rid the city of the crooks who make big profits by short-weighting the public. Complications arise when the trail leads to the boss of Mae Clark, with whom Cagney is in love. When the crusader exposes him, Mae breaks their engagement. After some exciting events, during which the papers containing the evidence are lost, Cagney cleans up a gang of crooks, recovers the papers and wins his girl back.

The star is great. His role is far more sympathetic than many others he had in the past, and he makes the most of every situation in which he is involved. Mae Clark is a perfect match for the dynamic Cagney and her performance matches his in appeal. The supporting cast is above par, Edward Brophy, James Burke and Henry Kolker deserving special mention. John Blystone's direction is punchy throughout. There are no noticeable lags anywhere in the film. It is good Cagney!

**AD TIPS:** Go after this strong star Cagney's first film in almost two years. Sell it as his greatest and MOST SYMPATHETIC role—"A New, Greater Cagney With All the Old Punch!"

HANNA (Hollywood).

MAN OF AFFAIRS

Hollywood Preview

COMEDY DRAMA...

Typical Arliss role and production that will satisfy his fans... Rates ***+ in class houses; **** elsewhere.

Gaumont-British

71 Minutes

George Arliss

Directed by Herbert Mason

The usual one-man show put on by Arliss. It is up to his recent par and will please those who like his particular brand of comedy touched with quiet melodramatics. The action flows smoothly, if gently, to its obvious and inevitable conclusion, but it never becomes boring, due, of course, to the adroit performing of the star.

Arliss is seen as twin brothers, one the stupid ass foreign secretary who almost plunges England into war with a Far Eastern country; the other, an old codger who has lived among the people his brother would fight. The trouble starts when one of the tribal sheiks favorable to England is murdered by two other sheiks, who seek to stir up trouble with the mother country. The retired gentleman Arliss returns to London in time to kidnap his stupid brother, prevent him from starting a war and straighten out the whole mess to the satisfaction of everyone, after which the foreign secretary resumes his post and his brother steps out of the picture, with only a few people the wiser. Incidentally, he finds time to guide a romance between the foreign secretary's secretary and the son of the murdered sheik, who attends school in London.

There is a bit of satire on British diplomacy as played by the blundering minister. The production is first rate, particularly in the Far Eastern locale. Supporting cast is adequate.

**AD TIPS:** Sell Arliss in dual role.

CRACK-UP

Hollywood Preview

SPY MELODRAMA

Excellent performances by Lorre and Donlevy elevates mediocre programmer... Rates **+ or better for action houses, if exploited.

20th Century-Fox

65 Minutes

Peter Lorre... Brian Donlevy...
Helen Wood... Ralph Morgan...
Thomas Beck... Kay Linaker...

Directed by Malcolm St. Clair

This is a fascinating piece of melodrama despite its many shortcomings. Principal of its virtues are simply swell performances by the ominous Peter Lorre, as the shrewd chief

(Continued on page 8)
What Santa Might Bring Them:

RKO. Quintuplets of Astaire and Rogers.

UNIVERSAL. A couple of stars who have already been “discovered.”

M.P.T.O.A. A new false-face. Everybody knows the old one!

OSTRER BROS. “Yes” from Kent and Mayer.

KENT & MAYER. “Yes” from John Maxwell. And so forth!

ALLIED. Plenty of pals in Congress.

WILL HAYS. An announcement from Jim Farley that he is going to remain in the Cabinet.

COLUMBIA. More Pennies From Heaven.

GRAND NATIONAL. Just one more Cagney.

BETTE DAVIS. Better advice in the future.

PARAMOUNT. A Quickie-Killer and a Production Reorganizer. Quick, Santa!

M-G-M. A good spanking and a copy of “Common Sense In Business.”

MAE WEST. Her old touch. Perhaps this should be referred to the Lost and Found Department.

MARTHA RAYE. A decent break from Paramount, so she can become one of the outstanding boxoffice bets among screen clowns.

INDEPENDENT EXHIBS. Less Competition and more Cooperation!

WARNER BROS. One-half of Zanuck and all of Cagney back.

AL LICHTMAN. A horse!

REPUBLIC. One topnotch star name. Reward: $100,000 for 2 weeks work!

US. More subscriptions, more advertising and better editorial ideas than this one.

YOU. The merriest of all Christmases.

MO WAX.
AWAKENING THE ‘SLEEPERS’

The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremen those pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in their “Sleepers” with the view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns. Follow these “Sleeper” campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

A GIRL AFTER HIS OWN HEART
-WITH A GUN!

Plenty of excitement when a private sleuth trails a diamond and a dame — but finds only one phoney!

COUNTERFEIT LADY

with
RALPH BELLAMY
JOAN PERRY
Douglass
DUMBRILLE
Directed by D. Ross Lederman
A COLUMBIA PICTURE

The plot of this new Columbia film can be told in the few well-chosen words of the press sheet: "A Dame With A Diamond—BOTH PHONEY—Matches Wits With A Slick Sleuth!"

Nobody is sucker enough to believe this is anything more than one of those little "program" pictures (whatever that means!), but it has its angles. There is plenty of action, some romance and a few laughs, but, principally, it’s the old game of “diamond, diamond, who’s got the diamond?” with the audience joining the characters in trying to figure it out. That makes for ENTERTAINMENT!

When you book "COUNTERFEIT LADY" plan one or two of the simple stunts we are going to offer youse guys forthwith and you can bet that the little effort will be worthwhile. Without any special plugging it will probably squeeze by as a date-filler, but why let it get away as just that when you can make it bring you some real dough. You have a catchy title and a swell story angle to sell, so lift your what’sis off that chair and git goin’ on this one.

LOBBY TEASER

The obvious gag in this case is still the best one, so we offer that first.

Well in advance of playdate set up a small showcase in your lobby containing two fairly large diamonds side by side. Both can be cheap pastes, or one can be a fairly good stone, the other an imitation. Your naborhood jeweler should be easily promoted on the idea of supplying the stones in return for a small credit card in the case. Neatly lettered copy in the case should read: "One Of These Diamonds Is Real—One An Imitation. Can You Tell The Difference? See ‘COUNTERFEIT LADY’"

Next Friday & Saturday To Learn How Clever Crooks Switch Jewels And Steal Them!"

Don’t clutter up this display with a lot of copy and photos. If you think it necessary, spot one still on each side of the gem layout, no more.

JEWELER’S WINDOW

The very same idea can be followed through in the windows of as many jewelry stores as you might promote. Sell them on the idea of using the tag line: "But You Can Rely On Caldwell’s Gems Being GEN-UNE." Add the name of the theatre to the copy card and get space for several stills featuring the crook angle.

The real vs. imitation gag can be used just as well for all types of merchandise. Your local fur store might display a real and an imitation silver fox. Antique and oriental rug shops are other logical prospects for such tie-ups.

STREET BALLY

Dress an attractive young woman in a new fur coat and smart outfit. Rent a Russian wolfhound or other attractive and large dog, which she will lead as she parades the streets. Put no copy on the front of the coat, but this sign on the back: "I’m A ‘COUNTERFEIT LADY.’ You Can Learn More About Me At The Strand Theatre This Friday & Saturday."

If you don’t want to rent the coat or can’t borrow it, give the fur store this tag line in exchange for its use: “The Coat Is NOT Counterfeit. It Comes From Caldwell’s Fur Shoppe.”

This gal, if done up right and a good.looker, will get a mess of attention. It’s a simple stunt to pull and one that need cost you no more than the gal’s wage for taking the stroll.

PRINTED MATTER

Heralds and a novelty window sheet can be made to produce results on this. The front page of the herald might simulate a newspaper page, with a bold headline shouting, "FAMED BLUE MARQUEE DIAMOND STOLEN BY GIRL!" Display of mats on the inside will sell the story and cast.

There it is, gents. What are you going to do about it?

$ $ $ $ $ $
THE INDUSTRY'S NEWS
From An Editorial Viewpoint

GOV'T SUES CIRCUITS & MAJOR DISTRIBUTORS IN TEXAS

Charges Conspiracy on Price-Fixing...

The Federal Government's legal war against alleged anti-trust law violations, latent since the St. Louis case was settled, flared anew last week when the U.S. Attorney General filed a complaint in the Dallas, Texas, Federal Court charging two Paramount theatre affiliates, two of their executives and seven of the major film companies with conspiracy to restrain trade. The charge is based on the agreements between the circuits and the distributors to fix the prices of and restrict dual featuring by independent subsequent runs.

Involved in the suit are the following: The Interstate Circuit and the Texas Consolidated Theatres, both affiliated with Paramount; Karl Hoblitzelle, president, and R. J. O'Donnell, general manager of the chains; Paramount, RKO, Loew's (Metro), Warner Bros., 20th Century-Fox, Universal and Columbia. The defendants are allowed 20 days in which to file an answer, after which date for the hearing will be set.

Under the terms of the contracts between the two circuits and the film companies subsequent run theatres for the past several years have been required to single feature and charge at least 25 cents for any feature that played a Hoblitzelle first run house charging 40 cents or more.

Gov't Asks Injunctions...

The Attorney General's aim is to obtain both temporary and permanent injunctions restraining the defendants from continuing this form of contract.

The complaint alleges that the film companies named in the action control approximately 80 percent of the "high class" films exhibited in the affected territory and therefore have a "virtual monopoly" of first run product. By entering into such a contract with the Hoblitzelle circuits, they were part of a conspiracy to violate the anti-trust laws, it is charged.

Allied Led Fight...

Independent exhibitor leaders in Texas have been complaining for years about the situation on which the Government's suit is based. It has been charged that numerous small theatres were forced out of business by their inability to exist at the admission scale demanded by the distributors and the Hoblitzelle interests. Houses of the calibre that thrive in other territories solely because they charge admission prices low enough to attract the cheap trade have found it almost impossible to carry on in spots controlled by the defendant circuits.

This fact has been reported to Department of Justice officials repeatedly since 1935 by Harry A. Cole, president of the Allied unit of Texas. Cole has conducted an unrelenting fight against the alleged conspiracy during that time and has now apparently gained his first victory by bringing about the Federal Government's intercession.

Thorough Investigation...

Special investigators from the Attorney General's office have been examining every phase of the Texas situation for over two years. It is understood that the distributors and Hoblitzelle were told on several occasions that this action would be instituted unless they eliminated the price-fixing provision from the film contracts. When it was included again in the 1936-37 deals, the Government decided to proceed.

The defendants are apparently confident that a previous court ruling on the question of their right to control the admission prices of subsequent runs will enable them to ward off the Government attack. Shortly after this provision was first made part of the film contracts in 1934, Robert Glass, an independent exhibitor, brought suit against the Hoblitzelle Theatres and others in an attempt to have the price-fixing feature declared illegal. The move was defeated in the state courts, but the Texas Supreme Court stated that there were grounds for taking the matter into the Federal courts.

The chief argument of the defense is expected to be the right of manufacturers of patented or copyrighted products to fix the retail sale price of their merchandise. This, however, will not answer the conspiracy charge, supported by the uniformity of the provisions in the various contracts and their effect of restraining trade.

PHILLY MUSIC STRIKE OVER

Warners Settle, Resume Shows...

Warner Bros.' Theatres of Philadelphia and the Musicians Union kissed and made up at a conference in New York Tuesday afternoon, thus settling what the circuit claimed was a strike and the Union called a lockout. Warners have had no "live" music or stage shows in any of their houses for the past five months, but for the next 12 weeks they will pay $178,500 to the fiddlers and fitters for work in their string of Phila. houses.
The Earle returns to its established vaudeville-picture policy Thursday, with 26 men in the pit. The Fox, for the time being at least, will continue with pictures and an orchestra of 35. The Allegheny, Frankford nabe spot, goes into a full week vaude-picture policy starting Monday. The following naborhood theatres will have vaudeville one or two days per week: Oxford, Cross Keys, Nixon, Frankford, Alhambra, Kent and Stanley, Camden. The Commodore gets an organist.

Pickets Off . . .

Pickets, who have been parading in front of Warner downtown and key spots for the past two months quit their tasks Tuesday evening as soon as word of the settlement reached local headquarters.

Present at the final, successful conference in N. Y. were Joseph N. Weber, head of the American Federation of Musicians, who acted as mediator; A. A. Tomei, president of the Phila. local; Joseph Bernhard, general manager of Warner Theatres, Ted Schlanger, head of the Phila. chain, and other WB officials.

So, Philadelphia movie-goers shall have music once again.

ANTI-METRO MEETING FIZZLES
No One Knows Why . . .

The confab of anti-Metro exhibitor forces scheduled to be held in New York today (Wed.) failed to materialize for some unexplained reason. The meeting, according to a statement made to FILM BULLETIN last week by a leader of the Phila. U.M.P.T.O., was to have been called by Harry Brandt, head of the I.T.O.A., and was to include large delegations of theatre men from Phila., N. Y., New Jersey and Ohio, territories in which the M-G-M sales policy has been under heaviest fire.

Efforts to learn why the pow-wow fell through proved unavailing. Lewen Pizor, president of the U.M.P.T.O., stated that he had expected to hear from Brandt, but had been disappointed. He declared, however, that the Phila. group would proceed with its planned date strike against Metro and that "pickets will probably be on the street by next week."

It was reported in some quarters that Metro has made substantial concessions to many exhibitors who had previously refused to sign contracts in an attempt to forestall any concerted action by the independents.

ALLIED ELECTS JAN. 21-22
Annual Board Meeting . . .

Washington.—The annual meeting of the Board of Directors of National Allied will be held at the Emerson Hotel, Baltimore, on January 21-22. According to Abram F. Myers, general counsel, the time and place were chosen to enable the directors and their families to attend the Presidential inaugural ceremony here on January 20th.

The Board will elect the officers for the ensuing year and it is generally assumed that Nathan Yamin, national president, will decline to be a candidate for re-election.

The Defense Fund campaign to bring about the legal and legislative divorce of production-distribution from theatre operation and the recently instituted suit by the Government against the Hoblitzele Theatres and major distributors in Texas will be the chief topics of discussion at the confab.

NEW YORK TIP-OFF—
Observations and Opinions by Larkin

COLUMBIA DRIVE FOR MONTAGUE . . .

The Columbia sales force is girding itself for an intensive sales campaign to honor youthful A. Montague, general sales manager. The period from January 17th to May 1st will witness a drive of salesmanship that is expected to exceed anything this outfit has ever put across, for this chap Montague seems to have that priceless executive knack of making his men perform miracles in the pinches.

BROADWAY BIZ . . .

"Pennies From Heaven" (Col.) pulled a surprisingly good second week at the Paramount, especially considering the expected pre-Xmas lapse. The Music Hall is feeling a little better with "Rainbow On the River" (RKO) and Bobby Breen in person doing very swell so far. They say the picture may continue for two full weeks instead of being pulled after the original 11 days booking. . . . Although the Roxy did nice business with "Stowaway" (20th.), it gave us another tipoff that little Shirley is slipping in the public's affection, or at least, following. She pulled less than "Banjo On My Knee" did the previous week. And the pic was favored with generally good reviews in the dailies. . . . "Born To Dance" (Metro) nose-dived pretty badly at the Capitol. 3 weeks too long for that one. . . . 

"Three Men On A Horse" (WB) was also stretched to the breaking point at the Strand, where it has had to hang on for 4 weeks waiting for "Gold Diggers" to come in Xmas Day. . . . Rialto had its best week in some time with "Man Who Lived Again" (GB). Karloff is perfect for that house! . . . The one that still baffles us is "Rembrandt," which has been doing OK business at the Rivoli for 3 weeks. Figured that for a sure flop after the first week! . . . Even the unfortunate Criterion did above expectations with a dual bill that wasn't figured so hot. "Accused" (UA) and "Captain Calamity" (G-N). This house goes back to single billing Xmas Day when "Sing Me A Love Song" (WB) opens.
BANJO ON MY KNEE
(20th Century-Fox)
"... Held together by the slenderest threads ... Delves musically and romantically into the sheltered lives of those primitive people who dwell in shanty boats along the lower Mississippi River ... Turns out only as a moderately entertaining melodrama with music ... Primarily Walter Brennan's picture. Without his characterization, the film would have to be put down as an also-ran ..."
Schneider, CLEVELAND PRESS

"... Just missing being a burlesque of its own story ... Has the true ring of a lead half dollar. At times, however, it abandons all pretensions and breaks down into some good song and dance stuff, with Buddy Ebsen doing the dancing and a fetching chap named Anthony Martin turning in the vocal chores ... Their work is the only salvage of some forced and unstylish drama ..."
WASHINGTON EVE. STAR

"... One of the most enjoyable, unpretentious, simple and unaffected screen comedy dramas I have seen this season ... Truly one of the surprise pictures of the season ..."
Marsh, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

"... A most interesting story of the Mississippi shanty folk ... Much of the interest derives from well-written and well-developed levee characters ... Direction of John Cromwell never permits the action to lag ..."
Kelley, WASHINGTON TIMES

"... Holds never a dull moment for the looker ... Walter Brennan, the unadventured star of the film, is immense ... Runs the gamut from melodrama to musical comedy; but it has much of the stuff essential for popular pastimes, and we suggest that it not be overlooked ..."
Kanour, BALTIMORE EVE. SUN.

"... A cheerful, rambling, frequently entertaining chronicle. ... Plot wanders a good deal and Walter Brennan steals the show. ..."
E. L. H., BOSTON HERALD

"... Tuneful, amusing and different. ... Story is rather slight, but it is the dialogue, the musical interludes, the dancing and the topical comedy which makes the picture a winner. ..."
BOSTON POST

"... Makes a daring and happy departure from the usual in movies. Every song is cast into the plot by a cue. The tunes are exceptionally good. ... Walter Brennan is superb. ..."
Finch, PHILA. RECORD

"... A LITTLE MIXED in mood and purpose, nevertheless offers good entertainment ... This shantyboat romance of the Mississippi has a hard time making up its mind whether it wants to be a folk drama or a musical comedy ..."
Murdock, PHILA. LEDGER

MAN I MARRY
(Universal)
"... A somewhat strenuous, slightly skittish comedy ... Trite and inerit little affair which relies upon self-consciously bright dialogue for its pace ... Miss Nolan's presence, however, lends the film some importance. ..."
Finch, PHILA. RECORD

"... One of the better-type 'new faces' is introduced by Hollywood. ... It belongs to Doris Nolan. ... Given good roles, she will probably become star material. ... Works hard at being a light, frivolous comedy, None-too-original situation. ..."
Murdock, PHILA. LEDGER

"... Miss Nolan is a very pretty blonde, who looks like promising screen material. ... Plot stretched pretty thinly to make it feature length. ..."
BOSTON POST

"... Interesting because of the presence of Doris Nolan. ... A satisfactory although by no means brilliant actress. ..."
W. T. C., JR., BOSTON HERALD

JUNGLE PRINCESS
(Paramount)
"... I departed quietly so that I would not disturb the patrons who were taking it in with an earnestness. ... I cannot regret an inability to recommend 'The Jungle Princess' ..."
Marsh, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

"... Serves to introduce Dorothy Lamour, erstwhile radio torch singer, to movie audiences. And that, frankly, is about as far as its usefulness goes. ... Filmed in Paramount's homemade jungles. ... Pretty feeble stuff and the performances of Ray Milland, Akim Tamiroff and Lynne Overson are merely less wasted on a more cinematic tribe ..."
CLEVELAND PRESS

"... A sentimental romance against exotic and improbable setting. ..."
BOSTON HERALD

"... Follows rather closely the pattern of most Tarzan stories. However, the current film lacks the honesty and sincerity so largely responsible for the success of the Tarzan tales. ..."
Finch, PHILA. RECORD

"... Excellent wild animal photography. ... Miss Lamour is an attractive screen personality and sings well. Ray Milland is effective as the explorer, and Lynne Overson has some comic lines. ..."
G. G., PHILA. LEDGER

POLO JOE
(Warner Brothers)
"... The mushroom comedian is up to his old tricks in new pastures. ... Two crooks supply the only legitimate humor in the film. ..."
Phillips, JR., WASHINGTON EVE. STAR

"... Does not top other efforts by this star but it is none the less excellent fare. ... bit of hokum, to be sure, but dished out with the proper decorations and all the side trimmings. It is not a picture to be passed up the fun-loving movie fan ..."
WASHINGTON TIMES

"... Young boys convincingly will find 'Polo Joe' up to snuff; but those beyond the grammar school grades should approach it warily if they are search of anything but an occasional chuckle. ... Mr. Brown, with his cavernous jaw and keen sense of the ridiculous, conducts him in the best traditions of low comedy, and he is an almost unfailing source of hilarity with given half a chance. He doesn't get that shan in 'Polo Joe'. ..."
Kanour, BALTIMORE EVE. SUN

"... Pure slapstick, made to order for Joe E. Brown. If you can laugh at h.m. matter how trite the story, sloppily the direction, ignore the dialogue, 'Polo Joe' is yours for the taking. ..."
Schneider, CLEVELAND PRESS

"... 'Tunnel-Mouthed' Joe E. Brown, who most ardent fans are youngsters, goes complete slapstick in this farce to please more than his adult following. ... He's out most of Max Sennett's most reliable gags, but executes them with the terrific amount of energy. ..."
CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

"... No world beater. In fact it varies in a hair's breath from the usual Joe E. Brown story formula. But like most of these, 'Polo Joe' is wholesome, breezy and appealing. ..."
Finch, PHILA. RECORD

"... Fairly short picture is stretched out with numerous irrelevant 'gags' but the net result is amusing comedy. ..."
Murdock, PHILA. LEDGER

MAD HOLIDAY
(M-G-M)
"... Seems to us affected, hysterical and boring. ... The only amusing moments in the picture were when Ted Healy and his new star were on the premises. ... All the film cliches for this kind of fiction are included such as black hands, masked fakes, sliding doors and bloody deaths. ..."
Lovelaw, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... There are three villains, and it should be easy to spot two of them. The third one not so easily discovered. Matter of fact, there is some doubt as to whether the studio has me up its own mind on that point until the picture was pretty well along. ..."
J. T. M., N. Y. TIMES

"... A better comedy than it is a murder mystery. The characters are gay and interesting and the comic situations in which they find themselves have a lighthearted quality about them. But the puzzle is we're asked to solve is just another one of those second-rate riddles. ..."
Baehrel, N. Y. WORLD-TribLogram
Kid Star Discoveries Sol Lesser’s Specialty

This is the first of a series of articles by our West Coast correspondent, author of "Hollywood Flickers," on interviews with prominent personalities active in the production field in Hollywood.

SOL LESSER
Presented by DAVID J. HANNA

Hollywood, Dec. 22.

From the very first day when Sol Lesser, a seventeen-year-old boy, started in the motion picture business, his entire life has been wrapped up in the industry. It wasn’t easy in those pioneer days of 1907 to visualize any future for the flickery shadows called “moving pictures,” but young Sol, even as today, had dreams and imagination, but unlike so many of us he also had the courage and determination to make his dreams become realities. And so through an enviable career as a distributor, circuit owner, associate producer, we meet Sol Lesser today as he closes his books on his most successful season as an Independent producer, and embarks on his twentieth year in the motion picture industry.

Two decades have not dimmed his interest, nor lessened his enthusiasm, because like those two other great showmen, Barnum and Ziegfeld, developing and introducing new personalities is to Sol Lesser what champagne and caviare are to the gourmet. And when the fickle public tires of a face, Lesser merely rolls up his coat and pulls another from his sleeve.

His greatest success has possibly been with “child” stars. Baby Peggy, Jackie Coogan, Jackie Cooper all served their apprenticeships with Sol Lesser. Only last year he introduced what he considers the greatest of them all, the eight-year-old Bobby Breen.

Breen is the pride and joy of the Principle Lot. Little else is discussed. His first picture, “Let’s Sing Again,” was an enormous success, and his second, “Rainbow on the River,” judging from the preview reaction, is expected to make an even better showing.

"Two pictures will be made starring Bobby Breen next year,” Mr. Lesser informed us. "The first, of course, is ‘Boy Blue,’ which goes into production in March for a September release. As you know, I am leaving for Europe the latter part of this month to sign Oscar Strauss to do the score. The second? Well, just now that’s a matter for speculation since at present we haven’t even reached the writing stage.

"To complete our program for 20th Century-Fox release, we will produce three outdoor pictures starring Richard Arlen. The first, ‘Secret Valley,’ will hit the cameras the first of February."

One question we had marked on our cuff to ask Mr. Lesser was whether or not Lou Gehrig would actually play the title role in the contemplated Tarzan picture on next year’s program.

It brought a slight smile from Mr. Lesser, since it is not long since the battle royal was waged between him and Burroughs-Tarzan regarding the ownership of Edgar Rice Burroughs’ books.

"That’s a hard one to answer," he replied, "perhaps Gehrig might be an ideal Tarzan. At any rate, that’s one of my jobs in New York. We intend to test the ball player then. But whether or not Gehrig plays the role, a Tarzan picture will be made. By

no means a ‘quickie,’ it will be one of the specials of the season. One deviation we expect to make from the usual run of jungle stories is that this will have a circus background and will be produced on a circus scale.”

Not long ago, Sol Lesser handed the buxom colored actress, Louise Beavers, a five-year contract. It was believed that this was the first term agreement ever made with a colored artist. Also understood was that Lesser intended starring her in a series of pictures.

"Starring Louise Beavers," he said, "would kill her popularity. As she is now, she is a most valuable player. But with so few stories suitable to an actress of her type, it would be impossible to expect her to carry the burden of a starring role. When she returns from her personal appearance tour, she will be cast as Aunt Jemima in a story based on the life of the pancake queen. But even in this production, she will play only a featured role.”

Sol Lesser has often been called the John Golden of the screen. Never once during his career of picture making has the Hays office, nor for that matter, any body of censors ever deleted or suggested a change of scene in his films.

"Possibly the chief reason for this," he said, "is that always I have tried to direct my appeal to the middle classes. Like this," as he reached for a pencil and drew a diamond on a sheet of paper:

"Here at the top you have your high brows, sophisticates, then comes the white collar class, mothers, wives, business men. In the middle the enormous school-going population. Just below the youngsters, and finally your illiterates and alleged morons. We strive for the center, and if you see this diagram you can visualize just how far we can go on either side without losing touch with the representative American audience. They want clean and wholesome entertainment, yet without the adolescent touch that constitutes 'children's pictures.' Even in making pictures with child stars, I have tried to appeal to this class, rather than just to youngsters.”

Briefly this sums up the theme of Sol Lesser’s Principle Studio. Although each year of its existence has brought forth more pictures, the organization remains small. Only three players are under contract, Bobby Breen, Louise Beavers and Richard Arlen. Supporting casts are found in the free lance field or borrowed from other studios. Earle Snell and Paul Gerard Smith do the writing. The director’s list numbers two, Kirt Newman who directs Breen, and Howard Bretherton in charge of the outdoor pictures. Edward Gross is the associate producer and is running the studio during Lesser’s absence. Responsible for publicity and exploitation is Paul Snell, whose campaign for Breen is one of the niftiest bits of ballyhoo we’ve seen this year.

Thus Sol Lesser begins the new year. With his small, compact organization behind him he expects once more to be in at the finish with a list of boxoffice winners. And while it’s hard to make predictions, still if we can rely on past performances, it is safe to presume that into each of Sol Lesser’s productions will go that one quality, culled from his many years of experience, entertainment.
ONE IN A MILLION

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

MUSICAL COMEDY . . . Contains some lively entertainment . . . Introduces ice-skating champ, Sonja Henie . . . Supporting cast has topnotch comic . . . Rates • • +.

20th Century-Fox
95 Minutes

Directed by Sidney Lanfield

Mark down Darryl Zanuck as producer, songs by Lew Pollack and Sidney Mitchell, story by Len Praskins and Mark Kelly, direction by Sidney Lanfield, and give it a cast of comics like Menjou, Sparks, The Ritz Bros. and Arlene Judge—and, boys, you’re bound to get topnotch entertainment as the result. "One In A Million” is not the best of the season’s musicals, but it has enough of the elements of comedy, music and novelty to assure it better than average box-office returns.

A flimsy story is bolstered adroitly by specialties among which there should be some to please everyone. The most ballyhooed name in the cast is, of course, Sonja Henie, whose ice skating feats have made her world famous. While her acting in this debut leaves much to be desired, she has a pleasing and warm personality. Skating to the rhythm of a waltz, she presents a graceful and strikingly beautiful picture. In one number, an ice ballet, she dominates the entire scene with an almost unearthly grace and an eloquence of movement which is emphasized by her seeming lack of effort. The Ritz Brothers have only limited footage, but manage to score plenty of laughs. Borrah Minnevitch and his gang do well with their mouth organs. Leah Ray does her warbling stunt entertainingly. Even Don Ameche and Miss Henie unloose their pipes for one number.

The light story concerns itself with the exploits of a Swiss innkeeper’s daughter, who finds herself Olympic skating champion and is ballyhooed to fame and fortune. In the more legitimate roles, Adolphe Menjou adds another plume to his well-feathered cap as a Swiss showman. Jean Hersholt is convincing as the girl’s father and Ned Sparks and Arlene Judge are good in comic parts. The direction is spirited and lags only at the beginning, when the film is weakest.

AD TIPS: Sell it first as a bright musical comedy successor to "Sing Baby Song," with the novelty of an ice skating heroine. Secondly, sell Miss Henie as a new star.

HANNA (Hollywood).

BOLD CABALLERO, The

BOXOFFICE RATING

OUTDOOR ADVENTURE . . . Grand action all-color film that is hindered by technical faults . . . Should click nicely if sold . . . Rates • • + for action and rural spots.

Republic
76 Minutes

Directed by Wells Root

It may be our personal prejudice for rousing adventure stories, but this reviewer got a great kick out of "The Bold Caballero." The film has some technical deficiencies, such as poor lighting and bad acting in spots, nor is the color all it might be, nevertheless, we found it dashing, actionful and offhones exciting entertainment. Its virtues, we believe, will outweigh its faults in the eyes and ears of the class of fans who will go to see this type of show. For that reason, it rates at least average grooves in action and rural locations. With more care for the technical features, this might have been one of the best outdoor pictures of the season.

The adventurous story tells of Zorro, Mexican idol of the California Indians, who constantly frustrates the attempts of the brutal Spaniards to keep the Indians enslaved by collecting excessive taxes. About to be hung, he is freed as a new governor arrives. Later, Zorro is suspected of killing him. The dead governor’s daughter comes to Santa Cruz to rule and avenge her father’s murder. Posing as a perfumed pop, Zorro pays courtier to the girl and, after many complications, proves the evil commander is the guilty man. The girl and Zorro are imprisoned, but freed when the Indians revolt and bring the brutal rule to an end.

Robert Livingston is excellent as Zorro. He duels with swords, rides, fights and looks good. Heather Angel and Sig Rumann as the commandante perform ably. The direction keeps the action flowing at a fast pace throughout and the final revolt episode is admirably handled.

AD TIPS: Sell it as an exciting all-color outdoor epic. The title and the Zorro name can be made to mean much, if their exploitation possibilities are utilized.

TRAIL DUST

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

WESTERN . . . Another good Hopalong Cassidy yarn . . . Will more than satisfy action fans and kids . . . Rates • • + for action spots.

Paramount
77 Minutes

Directed by Nate Watt

This is the kind of Western action houses yell for. Definitely aimed at the balcony and Saturday afternoon trade, it is a corkscrew action yarn full of the usual thrills and suspense. The story is good and the photography is unusual for this type of low-budgeted picture. Can hold its own in localities that like this type of film.

(Continued on following page)
HAPPY-GO-LUCKY

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY MELODRAMA with songs . . . Has good material, but misses many opportunities . . . Regan sings well . . . Should satisfy pop audiences . . . Rates ★★★ ★★

Republic
67 Minutes
Phil Regan . . . Evelyn Venable . . .
Jonathan Hale . . . Willie Fung
Directed by Aubrey Scotto

With a yarn that is chockful of possibilities and Phil Regan's appealing Irish tenor voice, "Happy-Go-Lucky" should have been better than it is. There is plenty of action and something is always happening, but director Aubrey Scotto missed some of his best opportunities to score with real punch. His failure to capitalize on the material at hand is responsible for the fact that this Republic offering is less than the sock entertainment it might have been. As it is, we have a mildly amusing and diverting mixture of comedy, melodrama and song that should satisfy audiences who like light, snappy fare.

Regan plays a dual role and, as a singer in a Shanghai theatre, is mistaken for an American Navy flier, who deserted to sell a secret invention to a foreign power. This leads him into contact with Evelyn Venable and her father, inventor of the gadget. Going through a series of wild events, being kidnapped, slugged, forced to fly a plane about which he knows nothing, Regan, the singer, finally leads to the roundup of the gang of international spies and thugs who have plotted with his double, the flier. A clever finish has Regan singing a song that insults a crew of sailors in the theatre, in order to have them chase him to the house holding the gang.

Regan's singing is the film's highlight. He handles "Right or Wrong" and "A Treat for the Eyes" in fine voice. The balance of the cast is so-so, with Evelyn Venable pleasant on the eyes, but having little to do.


LEGONG

BOXOFFICE RATING
SOUTH SEA ISLE FABLE . . . All-Technicolor with music, no talking . . . Nicely photographed and interesting . . . Subtitles explain fable plot . . . Rates ★★★ ★★ — as added attraction.

Du-World Pictures
57 Minutes
Native cast
Directed by Marquis Henri De La Falaise and Gaston Glass

Beautifully photographed in Technicolor, this legend of the people who inhabit the picturesque Isle of Bali in the Dutch East Indies emerges as an interesting and eye filling addition to the series of films made on this spot. An excellent musical accompaniment accents the simple and sympathetic plot of the fable about two sisters in love with the same boy. In addition to its scenic beauty and story, "Legong" has an educational value in its depiction of native customs, dances, cock-fights, etc. Sold under the sub-title, "Dance of the Virgins," it should prove an asset as an added attraction. Despite the posters, we assure the women are quite well covered all over.

Clem's
INDEPENDENT THEATRE SUPPLY HOUSE
1224 Vine Street, Philadelphia
"Everything From Street to Screen"

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n
250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.
LOCust 4181 RACE 4400
CHARLIE (Santa Claus) GOLDFINE gave away 400 Xmas baskets to the needy up Falls of Schuylkill way. Says it made him feel swell! OSCAR NEUFEILD is an uncle again! This time because LESTER (Columbus) WURTTELE became the daddy of a baby boy Monday morning. Dressed nice of ol' man stork arriving in time for Xmas this way with a bundle of, oh, what joy? JACK ALTZM, who has a cooperative gog with neighborhood merchants whereby real, live pony is given away at the movie house in their vicinity, has one of the animals in his room at the Sylvania. If the management of the hotel didn’t know it before, they know it now! JACK KELLY, JIM and BILL CLARK, and, of course, OSCAR NEUFEILD were present when STANLEY HATHEN shot some safe driving film out on the Parkway by the Board of Education Building Sunday. JACK ENGEL was married Saturday Sunday at the Benjamin Franklin to the former BERNICE BORNSTEIN. HROLACHER’S platform moved to 24th and Race Streets. Little Theatre’s interior dismantled at auction with the one-time “lyric” house reverting to the furniture stores — RITA MCWONIGLE back at Paramount after two months’ illness. HARRY DEMBOW, who has the Media, Meda, to reopen the Paste time there. It’s been closed night for nine years. Imperial Theatre is NOT going to open its own exchange here, as rumored. CHARLIE STIEFEL’s new President had gala opening December 22nd. Many film and theatremen were present. It is a beautiful house. Our news sources sent a telegraph line each week, so we have these corrections to make: MEL KOFF is NOT going to manage the Highland, Audubon, N. J., but is occupied plans for re-opening his fire-damaged Darby Theatre: MAYOR S. DAVIS WILSON did not show up at the Fox projection room to look at the news reels of himself. We understand he was having more pictures taken of himself somewhere! ALLEN LEWIS is now managing the Lorraine for SAM WALDMAN — Nixon’s Grand goes after the white trade after this week and the Lincoln reopen Xmas Day with Willie Bryant’s Band. SAM STIEFEL operating. The life of the film exchange manager is not always the pleasure he seems. HARRY LA VINE has left to leave his cozy home Sunday morning to hop up to Scranton on some Commerford business. Incidentally, he is scheduled to fly to Kansas City this Thursday morn to see his mother, who is ill. JOHNNY BACHAN screened the first G-N Cagney film Monday and left the projections room wreathed in smiles. We liked it, too. JOHNNIE GOLDER screened “Tenderfeet” for MRS. ARTHUR GOLDSMITH’s various women’s clubs and the representatives from some of the city’s high schools. Part of a build up campaign which has resulted in getting a flock of swell representatives for the picture. DAVE MARGOL back in town and on the job at the Avenue on Monday.” Says he had a swell time and he looks it! RAY SCHWARTZ to take East Indies Cruise sailing Jan. 9th. The Majestic Press, printers of the FILM BULLETIN, celebrated their annual Christmas Party at the swanky Embassy Club, on Wednesday nite. . . .

HARRY ASHER is extending his activities. He has just obtained the New England franchise for General Pictures for a period of five years. EDDIE KLEIN has moved his Bay State Film Company into a larger and larger quarters. ART HOWARD has been in New York most of the week on advertising matters. LESLIE BENDSLEY is making sure his Christmas will be a happy one. He just bought a new suit of clothes for himself. FRANK HOWARD was in the district the other day and had lunch with a few of the boys. Frank reminisced so entertainingly that the exhibits forget all about their food. DONALD J. McGUIRK has taken over the Strand Theatre in Malbor. . . . LARRY O’TOOLE is doing “Rembrandts” in the lobby of the Keith Memorial Theatre. FRED SHARRY has taken over the Strand Theatre in Windsor, Vermont, from J. MATHIEU. . . . Every exchange in the district is going in for Christmas parties. BEN ROGERS is the new Gaumont-British manager in the New Haven office. Congratulations! BLAIR ANGER spends his time between his three estates in Boston, Beverly and New York — and he is a member of the fourth estate. MATTY SIMONS, Twentieth Century-Fox saleswoman, married Marsha Kantor last Sunday. . . . GEO KRASKA is having great success with “The Ski Chase” at the Fine Arts Theatre. The picture, starring the world-famous ski expert, Hans Schneider, is in its third week. PHIL BELLER is great at keeping track of blessed events. . . . HY TEICH of the Four Star Program Co. has enlarged his offices and completely modernized them. HARRY GOLDEN, checking supervisor for Metro, has returned from Portland, Maine, where he installed the Metro checking system. . . . JOHN SCULLY and STANLEY SUMMER must have got together on that date by this time . . . . The newly opened Price Premiums branch here is doing well under the excellent guidance of HARRY GERMAINE. . . . IRVING A. ISAACS’ suit for $200,000 against Sam Pinanski, M. J. MULLIN, Public NETOCA, New England Theatres Inc., and M. & P. Theatres Corporation called for an agreement to that amount. However, last week Judge Swearingen red FILED half of all the defendants to an aggregate amount of $75,000. The Isaacs suit is one of four Sherman Antitrust suits brought by the consecutive owners of the Humboldt Theatre in Roxbury for the past five years and charges monopolization throughout New England for the period of five years. Later hearings will be held. BARNARD A. young and JACK GOLDSTEIN have organized an Intercollegiate Music League in Boston to plug new compositions by members. The Community Fund campaign for Greater Boston is being assisted by many theatre men. M. J. MULLIN, E. A. CUDDY, HY FINE and JOE BRENNAN have been appointed division chairmen in the Industry and Finance Division.
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Phil (Happy-Go-Lucky) Regan soared to stardom with the No. 1 air and picture song sensation, "All My Life". "Happy-Go-Lucky" has two new hits by the same composers, "Right or Wrong" and "A Treat for the Eyes". They're a treat for the ears.

"Smartly concocted melodrama with music—Regan's personality gets over impressively and in song he is comparable to several of the more highly touted stars." —Daily Variety

"A good combination of amusing entertainment elements has been blended in this picture—romance, comedy, melodrama, music, intrigue, mystery and suspense. Phil Regan's singing is the outstanding feature." —M. P. Daily

"Regan's voice is exceedingly pleasant to listen to. Especially catchy are the tunes given him to sing." —Hollywood Reporter

with **Phil Regan**
**Evelyn Venable**
**Jed Prouty** • **William Newell**

Directed by AUBREY SCOTTO • Screen Play by Raymond Schrock, Olive Cooper • Original Score by ERIC TAYLOR, WELLYN TOTMAN, INDER BOHEM
Produced by NAT LEVINE • A REPUBLIC PICTURE
LOOKING BACK

1936 was not a sensationally eventful year for the motion picture industry. Nothing revolutionary took place, but it was a twelve-month notable for certain trends, rather than isolated occurrences.

Most satisfying of these developments, of course, has been the strong recovery made by the boxoffices of the nation. Drooping sadly after six years of depression, they have been perked up considerably by the return of optimism and freer money. It is unfortunate that some of the major studios have failed to deliver better quality product consistently to enable exhibitors to realize to its fullest extent the better times. Tendency of these companies to concentrate on a limited number of “specials” and churn out far too many dual bill “cheapies” is retarding the industry immeasurably in its struggle to regain normalcy.

An encouraging note has been provided in the fine progress made by independent production during the fading year. Several new and promising producers have entered the field, while two or three of the established indies have upped their budgets considerably and improved their products to a great degree.

Grand National and Republic head the independent parade, with little to choose between their outputs and the average product delivered by the majors. It is by no means unlikely that during 1937 both of these organizations will make the strides necessary to place them on a par with the most important production factors.

In the major group Columbia has shown the most marked improvement. This company, notorious in the past for its policy of turning out its program pictures like sausages, and with about the same ingredients, is now spending money and apparently taking care with even those features in the lowest classification. In the “big” picture class, Columbia ranks very close to the top so far for the ‘36-’37 season and some of its announced product looks like strong boxoffice fare.

Paramount seems to be gradually regaining some semblance of equilibrium after its sieges of bankruptcy and mismanagement, although there are still evidences of carelessness and undue haste in many of its productions. It can only be hoped that Adolph Zukor will coordinate the company’s studio operations to make the Paramount trade mark regain the significance for value it boasted in former years.

20th Century-Fox, despite an obvious bogging down after a sensational start this season, remains probably the most alert studio in Hollywood and ranks with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer at the top of the heap.

The latter company lost Irving Thalberg and a fund of exhibitor goodwill that it may never regain. While the Metro “A” pictures are still tops, there have been more and more quickies turned out by this studio to pull down the earning average. The loss of virtually the entire Thalberg staff, unquestionably the most competent unit in the industry, will count heavily against Metro in its efforts to maintain its position on the peak.

The past year witnessed the construction of the strongest production organization United Artists has ever had. Selznick, Goldwyn, Wanger and Korda compose a group to be envied by every other company.

The new Universal organization is striving to overcome its deficiencies. The attempt to introduce “new faces” has virtues, but not from the viewpoint of the exhibitor who has contracted for the pictures on the understanding that some boxoffice names will be included in the casts with the newcomers. This is a defect in policy that the New U must change or suffer severely from loss of prestige.

Our staff joins us in wishing our many friends, subscribers and advertisers A Happy and Prosperous New Year.
AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'

The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of showmen those pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in their "Sleepers" with the view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns. Follow these "Sleeper" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

"They said they were my friends — and they double-crossed me! I was framed, accused of murder, sentenced to die in the chair for a crime I did not commit!" Thus screams the press sheet on this new Republic offering, and there, in pub, is the basis for your campaign on this melodramatic tale of "A Man Betrayed."

You have an exploitative title, a saleable story idea and little else worth mentioning. The cast are unmentionables from the boxoffice viewpoint, so that means you must make up your mind to go out and plug those angles that might interest the public.

Briefly, the yarn concerns a young chap who is high pressure man for an oil stock outfit, the honesty of whose bosses he has sudden reason to doubt. When he hops off by plane to South America to discover if the oil well he has been selling is really there, one of the partners commits suicide and the other two hire a crew of gangsters to make it look like murder by our hero. He is nabbed, sentenced to death and accidentally escapes from the train taking him to the death house, when the mug to whom he is handcuffed is snatched by his mob. The boy then decides to fight to clear his name and, with the help of his minister brother and a rival gang to the one that framed him, does the trick and gets the gal who has been true as true to him all through it.

All you want to be concerned with is that part of the story leading up to the frame-up and conviction. THAT IS THE EXPLOITATION ANGLE! People are always interested in the arguments, pro and con, on Capital Punishment. You can turn a mess of attention to this subject by dragging out all the old gags.

CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE

Ask 'em: "IS IT RIGHT TO SENTENCE A MAN TO THE ELECTRIC CHAIR ON CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE?" Streamer this bold question across one end of the lobby. Below it, this: "Hauptmann Was! Mrs. Gray Was! The Gigolo Of Jersey Was! And Frank Powell, 'A Man Betrayed.' Was! Learn The Amazing Story of A Frame-up That Sent An Innocent Man to The Very Brink of Death in the Chair — 'A MAN BETRAYED!'"

Drop over and talk with the editor of your local paper about this subject and its interest to all readers. He may be sold an idea to run a feature story on famous cases of recent years in which men and women were sentenced to legal death on purely circumstantial evidence. Tell him that you will make a blow-up of the article, credit-ting his sheet, for display in the lobby and front.

ELECTRIC CHAIR
Scout around and try to locate an electric chair model for display in the lobby. The morbid and the plain curious always crowd around such things and it will be a grand idea to sell them this show with copy spotted around the chair.

STREET BALLY
Here is a simple street stunt that will pull the eyes. Handcuff two of your stooges together. The hat of one should be disheveled, his tie twisted, as though he had been in a struggle. The other is neatly dressed—the detective. On the back of the "captured" one, this copy: "I AM A MAN BETRAYED." On the flatfoot, this: "He Says He Was Framed, But the Law Will Take His Life! Learn the Facts At The Strand This Friday and Saturday." If they walk as far apart as the bracelets will allow, those two will attract a flock of attention and everybody will read that copy. No cost—and effective. Try it!

PRINTED MATTER
A special window card or sheet (of a teaser herald, for that matter) can be made very effective with simple copy, black on white, like this: "AN APPEAL FOR HELP! I Was In Love and Eager. To Make Money, But Did Not Know That the Oil Stock I Was Selling Was Worthless. Now I Stand Accused of MURDER and Face Death In the Chair. I Am Innocent. So Help Me God, But No One Can Help Me. I Was Framed and the Law Will Take My Life On Circumstantial Evidence. I Am A MAN BETRAYED! . . . Learn My Story At The Strand Theatre This Friday & Saturday. CAN YOU HELP ME?" Use no cuts, one size of type.

All right, boys, it's in your laps to do with as you will. There's dough in this little piece if you'll do your share to get it.

So, until next year, with our kindest wishes for a happy 1937 full of bucks, we're signing off until then.

$ $ $ $ $
THE INDUSTRY'S NEWS
From An Editorial Viewpoint

CONGRESS EXPECTED TO ACT ON BLOCK BOOKING AND ANTI-PRODUCER CHAIN BILLS DURING '37 SESSION

Allied to Press Fight . . .

The motion picture industry may undergo one or two revolutionary changes during the coming year if the independent Allied States Ass'n and its proponents in Congress have their way.

Last year Allied devoted its energies to the measures aimed at prohibiting compulsory block booking and blind selling, but in 1937 the exhibitors' organization is taking on the added job of seeking enactment of a bill forcing the divorce of production and distribution from exhibition. Leaders of the group have been allowing no grass to grow under their feet during the legislative recess months and apparently will have a large and influential force of advocates in the national, as well as state congresses.

No Letup on Block Booking . . .

There is no indication that Allied will neglect its battle against the compulsory block buying practice in favor of the newer endeavor. Over a period of several years the indies have built a strong following for legislation on this issue among civic and church units interested in film betterment and it is extremely doubtful that they will fail to capitalize this goodwill and support.

The bills introduced at the last session of Congress by Representative Pettengill of Indiana and Senator Neely of West Virginia missed reaching the floor by the narrowest of margins. The Pettengill measure failed to get the approval of the House Interstate Commerce Committee after considerable debate and revisions largely, it is believed, because Allied and its backers did not approve of the changes made in the original draft.

In the Senate the Neely bill was passed by the full Committee, but was prevented by adjournment from coming up for debate on the floor. It is this measure which will probably be presented in both houses soon after the forthcoming session gets under way.

Anti-Chain Bill Ready . . .

The move to force the producer-exhibitors out of their theatre operations, first introduced at the Allied convention last June, has been receiving most attention from the active leaders during recent months. A bill has already been drawn by Rep. Patman of Texas and will be introduced in the House without delay.

The Patman measure would make it illegal for any manufacturer to engage in or have a financial interest in the retail sale of his product. Since motion pictures are specifically named as a product falling into the category covered by the bill, the producers are forestalled from seeking exemption on the ground that films are only leased.

Large Fund Raised . . .

Allied has raised a defense fund and to be in excess of $100,000 for the purpose of seeing this proposed law through to enactment. The drive for money was started immediately after the convention and has been carried on diligently by Al Steffes and Abram Myers, who have obtained pledges ranging from $2,000 to $10,000 from each unit.

It is planned to introduce bills similar to the Patman measure in many state legislatures as soon as they convene. Perhaps a dozen state bodies will have such legislation up for consideration before the middle of February. Bills outlawing block booking and preferred playing time will also be introduced into the state legislatures on the urging of individual Allied units throughout the country.

Allied Means Business . . .

The guiding hands of the indie organization mean business. They are convinced that no relief from onerous practices can be coaxed from the major film companies by negotiation and that legal and legislative steps are the exhibitors' only recourse. For this reason they have remained aloof from the M.P.T.O.A.'s "shadow-boxing" 10-point trade practice program. If the producers decide to make peace with Allied they will have to put any concessions they may offer into writing and into immediate effect.

G-B CAN'T SELL B.I.P.

20th Century Says No . . .

Exercising its rights as distributor of Gaumont-British product in the United States, 20th Century-Fox has notified Arthur Lee, vice-president and general manager of the English company, that it will not handle any pictures but those produced by G.B. This is aimed at the announced intention of Gaumont-British to distribute several features made by John Maxwell's B.I.P. company.

The 20th Century action is undoubtedly intended to embarrass Maxwell, who is seeking to gain control of G.B. from the
RODGERS EXPLAINS M-G-M SALES POLICY TO U.M.P.T.O.

Wants No Misunderstanding...

Stating that he wishes to avoid any misunderstanding resulting from the discussion of his company’s sales policy with leaders of the Phila. U.M.P.T.O. on Dec. 9th, William F. Rodgers, general sales manager of Metro, wrote the organization a letter this week explaining the reasons for the 1936-37 terms.

On the question of the company’s ability to turn out 30 class "A" pictures, Rodgers stated that he told them that "no exhibitor shall be billed at terms higher than the picture merits, according to its boxoffice returns," and that exchange managers are authorized to make adjustments where justified.

Defends 40 Percent Terms...

The M-G-M executive declared in the letter that his company felt the merit of the four 40 percent pictures would justify the charge and that it was necessary to obtain such a high rental. If it is found that only two features during the season were worthy of classification at 40 percent, that is the number that will be billed at those terms, Rodgers stated. The 40 percent pictures are those that should gross more than 35 percent releases in his opinion.

"In respect to preferred time I did tell you that our first objective was to have our top 16 pictures protected with preferred playing time and that anything beyond that in the way of preferred time was a subject of individual negotiation," the letter states.

RE-NAME MONTAGUE DRIVE

Columbia Campaign...

Columbia has retitled the sales and liquidation drive in honor of Abe Montague, general sales manager. It will be known as "Columbia-Montague Sweepstakes." The campaign is to run from January 17 to May 1, during which the film company expects to release several of the biggest shows in its history.

CHICAGO DUALS SPREAD

Warners Follow B & K...

Chicago.—The local Warner Theatres are going dual next week, following the lead of the Balaban & Katz circuit, which recently broke down the four-year-old single feature policy in this city. Although some independents are still holding out, it is estimated that practically every theatre in the city will be dual billing within another month.
What the Newspaper Critics Say:-

Excerpts Culled From the New Film Reviews by the Most Reputable Critics in Leading Newspapers

A VALUABLE BOOKING GUIDE . . . USE QUOTES IN ADVERTISING

CAN THIS BE DIXIE

(20th Century-Fox)

"... Frankly is trivial program material ... Had the scenarist had a clearer idea of the plot, the picture might have been less jumpy ... One of her lesser endeavors ... The gifted Miss Withers has had better material ..." N. Y. MIRROR

"... Average entertainment of the double-feature variety ... A good time is had by all performers, if not all persons! ..." Chicago, N. Y. POST

"... An extraordinary hodge-podge and not much help to Miss Withers who is being thrust more and more into the ways and manners of Shirley Temple when her real gift is for playing nasty but amusing brasses ..." BOSTON HERALD

"... Abuse of the talent of Jane Withers ... Bad acting, poor direction and routine staging. The musical specialties and the dance numbers rate about the same as those in the average short ..." L. G. D., PHILA. LEDGER

GOLD Diggers of 1937

(Warners)

"... Warner Brothers come up with one of the best of their series ... The humor of the piece is derived from slight macho sources, but it is amusing ..." Ollie Wood, PHILA. LEDGER

"... The dull spots are quickly followed by brighter scenes which keep the spectator alert and laughing. It seems as if the Warner Bros. annual extravaganza is improving, because this one, in its gaudy, irresponsible fashion, is legitimately entertaining ..."

Kanour, BALTIMORE EVE. SUN

"... Passably tuneful song and dance show ... Feeble, shambling and bogus attempt at satire and comedy ..." BPAHCL, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAPH

"... Better fun than its immediate predecessor ... Presents a few fresh faces, has a better plot than most and boasts only one Busby Berkeley "production" number ..." Finn, PHILA. RECORD

"... The music and ensemble departments have a certain standardized pleasuness about them ... A disappointing Christmas package ..." B. R. C., N. Y. TIMES

"... Bliethe, airy and pleasant film with a lot that entertains. It has sprightly music, it has songs by Dick Powell, it has comedy by Victor Moore and Glenda Farrell, it has dances, and it has "girl's galore" ..."

MacArthur, WASHINGTON EVE. STAR

"... The music is too-so, a few of the songs are catchy; The Gold Diggers are comely, and there is a tap dancer, Lee Dixon, who enlivens the scene whenever he makes his wheedling appearance. The entertainment won't overwhelm you, but should divert you, at least part of the time ..."

Taubman, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

STOWAWAY

(20th Century-Fox)

"... Miss Temple gets a major opportunity ... Is humorously appealing and skillfully executed ... The Gordon-Rosen songs are catchy, but Miss Temple makes it triumphantly obvious that she is something more than a song-plugger ..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"... A piquant, happy-go-lucky charade ... A gay and light-hearted affair, concocted with fine technical skill and superior comic writing ... Mixes romance, music and comedy with such effortless dexterity that it emerges as grand light entertainment ..."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAPH

"... For the first time in several starts she has an amusing script behind her, an agreeable adult troupe with her and a clever director before her. The combination has produced a thoroughly entertaining romantic comedy, unquestionably the best thing the gifted moppet has done since 'Little Miss Marker' ..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... Story isn't much and doesn't pretend to be. But it's sufficient for the need ... Not brilliant or novel, but somehow plausible and beguiling. Chalk up another one for Shirley Temple ..."

II. M., PHILA. RECORD

"... Follows the regular formula of her films ... Miss Faye sings several song numbers nicely ..."

G. G., PHILA. LEDGER

"... That the legion of Shirley Temple fans will be pleased by it all should surprise no one ..." BOSTON HERALD

"... Shrewdly written and maneuvered to appeal to adults on holiday bent as well as to the youngsters ... Shirley is enormously attractive ..."

Kanour, BALTIMORE EVE. SUN

"... A good picture for the family trade, and one of the best of the Temple child's recent contributions ..."

Schneider, CLEVELAND PRESS

RAINBOW ON THE RIVER

(R. K. O.)

"... Sweet and sentimental piece of screen house-pocus ... Some good players have been gathered together to help matters along, among them Charles Butterworth, May Robson, Louise Beavers, Aiken Mowbray and Benita Hume, but even their skilled efforts are unable to cover up the obvious and artificial pattern of the narrative ..."

Boehnel, WORLD-TELEGRAPH

"... It's just as sweet as sweet can be. Yesterday's audience seemed to enjoy it immensely ..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... Parents and others inordinately fond of the little ones will find a film dish entirely to their liking ... Bobby Breen, Eddie Cantor's protege, combines a childish soprano voice with some cretinating adult mannerisms ..."

G. G., PHILA. LEDGER

"... Extremely generous with the Breen boy's specialty, his singing ... Designed to put lumps in your throat and tears on your lashes ..."

WASHINGTON EVE. STAR

"... If I ever see Bobby Breen again on the screen it will be too soon. He bores me beyond endurance ..."

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1936

"... A comic trifle with far too few funny moments ... There are occasional ribald lines, as when a pert stenographer says that her mother admonished her to "take care of your body, for that's all you've got," but on the whole it is a production that is definitely on the dull side ..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"... May be forgiven its reritation of a familiar theme and be put down as an enjoyable picture ... Adult comedy ..."

CLEVELAND PRESS

"... As a comedy it rings hollow wherever it is tapped ..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... Rather pedestrian film of undistinguished quality ... Jean Arthur plays with considerable freshness, spontaneity and zest, while George Brent is capital as the stodgy editor. But the really fine performances in the film are contributed by the dependable Lionel Stander as the editor's physical culture mentor and by Dorothy Kent, who is superb as the bland cutie who causes all the complications ..."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAPH

"... Jean Arthur gives the play brightness and appeal ... Nice entertainment ..."

CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

MORE THAN A SECRETARY

(Columbia)

"... A comic trifle with far too few funny moments ... There are occasional ribald lines, as when a pert stenographer says that her mother admonished her to "take care of your body, for that's all you've got," but on the whole it is a production that is definitely on the dull side ..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"... May be forgiven its reritation of a familiar theme and be put down as an enjoyable picture ... Adult comedy ..."

CLEVELAND PRESS

"... As a comedy it rings hollow wherever it is tapped ..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... Rather pedestrian film of undistinguished quality ... Jean Arthur plays with considerable freshness, spontaneity and zest, while George Brent is capital as the stodgy editor. But the really fine performances in the film are contributed by the dependable Lionel Stander as the editor's physical culture mentor and by Dorothy Kent, who is superb as the bland cutie who causes all the complications ..."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAPH

"... Jean Arthur gives the play brightness and appeal ... Nice entertainment ..."

CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER
HIRLIMAN AMONG HOLLYWOOD'S MOST PROLIFIC AND ABLE PRODUCERS

This is the second of a series of articles by our West Coast correspondent, author of "Hollywood Flickers," on interviews with personalities prominent in the production field in Hollywood.

GEORGE HIRLIMAN

Presented by DAVID J. HANNA

The time-worn phrase, "quantity without quality," loses its import when mention is made of George Hirliman, for here is a man who, within the short space of two years, has carved a considerable niche for himself in this fabulous fairyland, Hollywood. His product is almost double that of even the most facile producers, he works on no million-dollar budgets, he has no long list of players, directors, writers and technicians, yet his keen knowledge of showmanship and understanding of public reaction is evidenced in every film bearing the Hirliman name.

It is true that none of his films have earned fame as boxoffice "knockouts," but practically every one has been of a high standard for independent production. Hirliman is a believer in consistency, a virtue that is most valuable in the commercial-artistic business of making motion pictures. Without some fair degree of this asset, even the most brilliant of the producers may be responsible for several consecutive flops and find themselves on the well-known rocks.

Today Hirliman is perhaps best known as the producer of the George O'Brien Westerns. In landing this star, he won the most valued new opera star in the world, for none have maintained the consistent appeal that has been O'Brien's. Including the 16 Westerns featuring this star, the prolific Hirliman will produce a total of 36 features during 1937!

His recent alignment with the Van Buuren and M. H. Hoffman interests will bring the varied Hirliman interests into a more compact organization. Under the name of Condor Pictures, the new combination will absorb the producer's programs for Grand National and RKO releases, as well as his Metropolitan productions. E. H. Buckman, a Chicago banking firm, is behind Condor Pictures, which is capitalized at $2,500,000. Hirliman is president, and Albert H. Iberman, treasurer.

Their first production will hit the cameras sometime in January and will be a Grand National release. Based on the Anne Morrison Chapin story, "Love Takes Flight," it will boast an all-star cast. The production will be filmed in Hirliman's own color process known as "Hirlicolor." Conrad Nagel will direct, this being the actor's first megaphone assignment. No members of the cast have been announced but the Studio currently is negotiating with several top boxoffice names for the leads.

"Numerous of our productions cannot be announced as yet," said Mr. Hirliman, "because in 1937 many of them will have news angle stories. And because the trend of news is ever-changing, it would hardly be possible to imagine our entire next season's output now. The headline is still the best form of exploitation, and if we can find or create sufficient dramatic interest in any news-worthy story, it will be filmed. Roughly, our program of three dozen pictures will be divided as follows: For Grand National release, eight pictures starring Conrad Nagel and Eleanor Hunt, and eight color pictures. These will be the "specials" of the season, having all-star casts and will be filmed entirely in Hirlicolor. For RKO there will be the usual program of sixteen Western stories starring George O'Brien. At the present time, the remaining four are merely numbers."

It is interesting to note that although film production in Hollywood has mounted to its highest point in motion picture history, one phase of picture-making has steadily declined, until today, the making of Spanish versions for international release is in the hands of one man, our interviewee of the week. Four or five years ago practically every major Studio had a commitment of Spanish versions of its English pictures. But one by one, they gave up the fight. Independents now and then blossom forth with a Spanish-speaking piece, but soon pass back into the oblivion from which they came. But Hirliman finds it a most lucrative field and the newly-formed Condor Pictures will continue to produce pictures for the Spanish speaking people.

"It's strange, though," remarked Mr. Hirliman, "this catering to Latin tastes. Quite the contrary of American films, except for gangster stories, which fill the house every night. But for instance, a good bloody, thundering adventure yarn must have rollicking music as well as colorful romance. American Westerns they dislike. Since their own Pampas workers are quiet, easy-going peasants, it is difficult for them to visualize the American cowboy. They consider them ridiculous. In South America the likes and dislikes of the nations of themselves are varied, in that the people of Paraguay will tolerate little that has to do with Brazil, nor do those of Argentine care to see anything of the Chileans.

"Several pictures on our next season's program," continued the producer, "will be filmed in Spanish. "Love Takes Flight" will have a Latin version and will be released through MGM. Some of the color musicals on the Grand National schedule will also have Spanish versions."

Hirliman's contract list is small. George O'Brien, Eleanor Hunt and Vince Barnett comprise the artists' list. Megaphoners are Ewing Scott, Louis Gasnier and David Howard. On the writing staff are David Levy, Dan Jarett and Ewing Scott.

Like every newcomer to the motion picture industry, Condor Pictures will have to battle for its existence. Not financially perhaps, since there seems to be plenty of money behind the corporation, but like anything new, it must first establish itself before the industry accepts it. However, we feel that with George Hirliman at the helm, it has a better than even chance to succeed. His record proves he has succeeded, not in the easy role of a seat-warming producer in a major studio but in the more difficult role of the ever-handled "Indie." With skimpy budgets, pictures usually sans top flight boxoffice names, hastily written scripts and a too brief period before the camera, Hirliman has made money for the exhibitors, his distributors and himself.

Now, with a fresh influx of capital, some competent assistance from his new associates and his own aims and ability, our Mr. Hirliman may realize his ambition to produce real "specials" with outstanding talent working under him.

This man has imagination, vision and a keen knowledge of boxoffice values. The end of the new year should find him very firmly entrenched as one of the most dependable men in production.
STOWAWAY

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY with Songs . . . Better than last two Temples . . . Story stronger and child star's part more varied . . . Rates — where Temple clicks; only slightly less elsewhere.

20th Century-Fox
87 Minutes
Shirley Temple . . . Alice Faye . . .
Robert Young . . . Eugene Pallette . . .
Helen Westley . . . Arthur Treacher . . .
J. Edward Bromberg . . . Astrid Allwyn
Directed by William A. Seiter

Undoubtedly the strongest of the last three Temples, this would have been good entertainment even without the starlet. That is something that could not have been said for any of the Temples dating back to "Little Miss Marker." The child still occupies three-fourths of the footage in "Stowaway," but the plot and the supporting cast make the film something more than mere frame for her antics. This will please not only the Temple fans, but others who have recently made it a practice to avoid her pictures. It should get above average grosses in most spots.

The plot is a light and diverting affair of little consequence. Shirley is the orphaned daughter of Chinese missionaries, who have been slain. She meets Robert Young, an American playboy, in Shanghai, gets him engaged and married to Alice Faye and saves them from a foolish divorce at the end. The finale, in which she sits on the bench of Judge J. Edward Bromberg and discusses the divorce action will bring a flood of laughs.

Shirley sings, dances and talks Chinese. She indulges in clever imitations of Fred Astaire, Al Jolson and other famous stars. She is more natural and more appealing than in her past two films, when she was almost irritatingly "cute." Young, Miss Faye, Bromberg, Helen Westley are extremely competent and several minor roles are excellently handled. Direction is snappy and nicely blends Shirley's bits into the story.

AD TIPS: Sell it as Shirley's best since "Little Miss Marker."

BARTON

AFTER THE THIN MAN

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY MYSTERY . . . Nearest approach yet made to "Thin Man". . . . Suffers from some repetition and weaker mystery, but comedy and performances are grand . . . Rates — .

M-G-M
106 Minutes
William Powell . . . Myrna Loy . . .
James Stewart . . . Elissa Landi . . .
Teddy Hart
Directed by W. S. Van Dyke

The important fact about this sequel to "The Thin Man" is that it will satisfy the multitude of fans who relished its predecessor. The same author and scriptists, principal players and director have contrived to make "After" almost as amusing as the original. That the mystery is far less ably constructed will react only slightly against it, but the solution might prove a great disappointment to most spectators. The same brand of comedy that scored so heavily in the prior success is supplied almost as lavishly here, and, although the gags may seem repetitious in part, they will still bring plenty of laughs.

The Dashiell Hammett story plunges detective Nick Charles and his probing wife Nora into the mystery surrounding the murder of the errant husband of Nora's favorite niece. There are the usual number of very suspicious suspects and the climax follows the formula of having the least suspicious of them proving to be the culprit. In this case it happens to be James Stewart, who is the old sweetheart of the dead man's wife and far too likeable a character to be the killer.

William Powell and Myrna Loy are every bit as good as they were in the original. Their domestic camaraderie is pleasant and full of fun. Even Asta, the dog, joins in the spirit. The supporting cast is ace high right down the line. Van Dyke has turned in another shrewd, mobile piece of direction which rates him orchids.

AD TIPS: Sell it as, "As Good As "The Thin Man", That will do!"

BARTON

REMBRANDT

BOXOFFICE RATING


United Artists (Korda)
75 Minutes
Charles Laughton . . . Gertrude Lawrence . . .
Elsa Lanchester . . . Edward Chapman
Directed by Alexander Korda

This will unquestionably prove to be weak fare for the average theatre. Factionalized biography of the famous Dutch painter, "Rembrandt," will hold interest for the masses only because of the presence of Charles Laughton—and he will not disappoint them—but, being a heavy costume play, it is safe to predict that even many of his followers will pass it up. In class houses it should get good returns.

The story is principally concerned with the great painter's domestic life. First, there is his unhappy affair with his housekeeper, who constantly demands money and a more respectable life, keeping Rembrandt in a nervous state. He finds happiness and inspiration in a maid, who becomes his mistress. In keeping with her part in Rembrandt's life, she dies, a pathetically beautiful scene admirably played by Laughton and Elsa Lanchester. Running through this domestic story are several engrossing angles, as when Rembrandt takes a beggar from the street, dresses him as a king and, while reciting the Biblical story of David and Saul, changes his demeanor from that of a derelict to that of a majestic ruler.

Laughton, of course, has a Roman holiday as the senorine, alternately despairing and happy artist. He is superb in the scenes where he recites passages from the Bible. Miss Lanchester (Mrs. Laughton) does a fine job as the kindly kitchen maid, and Gertrude Lawrence is competent as the housekeeper who nags the painter. Korda

(Continued on page 8)
REVIEWs
(Continued from page 7)

has mounted the film in a lavish production and his direction is good in spots. However, he permits the plot to drag in several spots.

AD TIPS: Sell this as Laughton's greatest performance. Ignore the story and concentrate on the star.

HANNA (Hollywood).

The playing is excellent. Barbara Stanwyck has never been seen to better advantage, her usual shouting giving way to a reticent, grim performance that achieves its strongest effects in utter silence. Foster is powerful as the leader and this role should place him well along the road to stardom. Some of the other roles are played by members of the famous Irish Abbey Players. John Ford's direction again captures the deep, tragic and typically Gaelic humor that was so marked in "The Informer." This is a worthy companion piece.

AD TIPS: Sell this as the successor to "The Informer" by the same author, producer and director.

HANNA (Hollywood).

PLough AND THE STARS

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA ... Sombre, heavy story of Irish Rebellion ... May profit by fame of "The Informer," but is of dubious box office value ... Rates • • generally; • • • in class spots.

RKO
72 Minutes
Barbara Stanwyck . . . Preston Foster . . .
Barry Fitzgerald . . . Dennis O'Dea . . .
Una O'Connor . . . Eileen Crowe . . .
Moroni Olsen . . . J. M. Kerrigan . . .
Bonita Granville
Directed by John Ford

RKO may have decided that the fame and belated success that befell "The Informer" after it won the Academy Award justified the production of this similar Sean O'Casey story. Exhibitors can only hope that this will prove to be the case. From the artistic viewpoint, this is comparable to its predecessor. Further, it has more of the ingredients that make for popular entertainment. First, a fairly strong female lead name, Barbara Stanwyck; secondly, a plot conflict that is far more apt to interest the female trade, that of the struggle between man and wife, his duty to her or his country, her duty to him or her happiness. While "The Plough and the Stars" will hardly be strong boxoffice, it should get average returns in most spots and above average in the class locations.

Played against the soothing background of the Irish Rebellion, the story concerns Preston Foster, commander of the rebel forces, and his young wife, Barbara Stanwyck. She is forced to submerge her own happiness to her husband's fierce love for the Irish cause and his duty to the patriots who made him their chief. As the wife fights for her husband, there is pictured the struggle of a nation for its freedom. The scenes of the riot in the postoffice and the sudden, frequent brawls between the English soldiers and the Irish hold the spectator in suspense throughout.

CASE OF THE BLACK fAT

BOXOFFICE RATING

MYSTERY ... Just a so-so detective yarn ... Cortez good as Perry Mason ... Rates • • • for action spots.

Warner Bros.
63 Minutes
Richard Cortez . . . June Travis . . .
Craig Reynolds . . . Jane Bryan . . .
Carlyle Moore, Jr.
Directed by William McGann

This is another of Erle Stanley Gardner's mystery tales featuring Perry Mason, the lawyer who likes to play flatfoot. There is nothing unusual or particularly noteworthy about it, but should afford detective story fans a mildly diverting hour. It may stand on its own where they like mysteries and rates fair as dual bill support.

The plot is a bit too involved to please this non-detecting reviewer and we fear that it will confuse all but the professionals.

It seems that a mean old millionaire vanishes and is thought dead (stop me if I'm wrong!), but turns out to be alive after three people are murdered and a cat, which isn't black, meows weirdly occasionally.

Richard Cortez does well with the Perry Mason role. The director was much more concerned with getting eerie effects than with making the story make sense. However, we suppose mystery addicts aren't too concerned with logic, so they may like it.

AD TIPS: The title suggests ballyhoo ideas for hobby and front. Feature Richard Cortez, who is more popular than some pictures Perry Masons.

L. J.
FROM PHILLY
By Nonamaker

IT ALL HAPPENED DURING THE HOLIDAYS—If you say Merry Christmas to SAM STIEFEL he is apt to go raving mad. On Xmas morning he was awakened around two o'clock and had to assist in taking a relative, stricken with appendicitis, to the hospital. At nine o'clock he learned by wire that his radio headliner for Nixon's Grand, would be unable to appear due to illness, and almost immediately thereafter WILLIE BRYANT telephoned to say he had missed a bus in Pittsburgh and was consequently four days late for Sam's re-opening of the Lincoln . . . Down at the S-W Earle they shaved vaudeville in so fast after setsattlement with musicians that the Rimac unit arrived minus proper costumes when they had to ransack all the local costumers for Spanish and Mexican dress. . . . Out at the Orient Theatre the manager made a hurry call for cops when a boy patron started celebrating the holiday spirit by tossing lighted matches beneath seats in the crowded theatre. No one, it seems, thought the idea was very funny but the fourteen-year-old lad . . . HORNACHER's party, of course, was simply swell. Among other things OSCAR got several of the loveliest shirts of shirts. ELI EPSTEIN and CHARLIE ZAGRANS are vacationing in sunny (?) Miami over the holidays . . . JOE SUSKIN served his friends nothing but the best (Haig & Haig 'Pinch Bottle') during the party season . . . HOWARD PARKER also gave gifts that poured out . . . Our condolences to FRANK McNAMERE, whose brother died in Cleveland on Xmas eve . . . BOB LYNCH out and around again. Comes into the office for a short time: John Long, Ed Ford, Joe Swan easy at home. He looks quite well and seems none the worse for his travel wear . . . HARRY LA VINE expected back from Florida for New Year's . . . A. M. ELLIS will erect a new theatre at 4813 North Broad Street to be known as the Broad . . . S-W's Allegheny got going with split week vaude last Monday with IRV BLUMBERG from the Liberty, Tacony, brought into manage and BILL LAFERTY of the Allegheny going to Tacony . . . NIXON, 52nd and Ludlow, gets vaude 3 days last half of week with MARTY GOLDENBERG sent out there to manage . . . SAM BLATT goes from Price Premiums to Dennis Games where he will again run 'Lucy' . . . DAVE MOLIVER found a new car in his Xmas sock . . . So did DAVE MILGRAM . . . And ABE RESNICK . . . What is this anyway? . . . HERMEN RUBIN, Paramount, had infected thumb operated on. Doing ok, but insists upon telling everyone how badly he stood the pain . . . The cat ate the bird in Connelly's Drug Store . . . And what happened to the Flicker Club? The treasurer promises to be around next week . . . LOUIS ('POP') KORSON is back from Hollywood, where he conferred with producer MAURICE CONN.

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
215 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.
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FROM BOSTON
By Bruce

L. B. "DUDE" EWINS says he is not the famous "Dudley" Lewis of baseball fame. The general owner of the Provincetown Theatre says the outfield is no place for him . . . SAM DAVIDSON is getting a swell break. A Boston newspaper is running a double page spread every Sunday about 'Caster's Last Stand. And Sam has the distribution rights to the serial 'Caster's Last Stand!' Plenty of publicity at no cost . . . GEORGE I. ROBERTS has sold his theatre in Vergennes, Vermont to the Interstate circuit. It looks like a hot race between E. M. Loew and the Interstate Circuit for the distinction of being the largest independent theatre circuit in New England . . . M. & P. are selling a little acquiring too. They just took over the Bayside Theatre in sell from DANIEL J. MURPHY . . . There are rumors of new theatres in West Newton, Lexington and Concord . . . DAN MURPHY cannot exhibit on Sundays at Loring Hall in Hingham hereafter. One of those violently opposed to Sunday movies there is Deacon Riley a member of the all important board of selectmen. It is said that it is this same Deacon Riley who heads the Buck Printing Company which derives thousands of dollars a year from theatre advertising and printing . . . BILL KELLY of Universal is said to be the greatest casino player in those here parts. E. M. LOEW is one of his admirers. . . . WARREN NICHOLS is in town from New Hampshire the other day and would like to know the name of the man who greets him so enthusiastically every Tuesday on the train . . . JACK MARKLE has organized a basketball team at the Greenridge Corner Theatre and states that his team is doing very well in the Brookeville Municipal Basketball League . . . FRANK (somebody called him "Johnny" the other day and he didn't like it!) LYDON firmly believes in making people happy. Perhaps that's why he is an exhibitor! . . . JULES BENEDIC is no longer connected with Independent Exhibitors. When last seen he was wandering about Albany . . . PHIL SMITH has made his choice. Hereafter he will devote his time and energy to theatre management having relinquished all his interest in Academy Pictures of New England to Imperial Pictures, Inc. LEO J. BRITTON, kazoo as "Doc" around the district, has been appointed manager of the Boston branch by E. J. SMITH, JR., and LOUIS BERMAN of Imperial Pictures. The entire staff of the now defunct Academy Pictures has been retained . . . MIKE THOMAS has left for Caribou, Maine. Mike reports an increasing demand for those ingenious Philco Radio Bars . . . LOUIS GORDON came to town last Saturday and announced that he had purchased the State Theatre in Farmington, Maine, from HARRY PAUL . . . The Cinema Club will hold its next meeting on January 24th according to president CHARLES REPEC . . . "DOC" BANGS is spending the holiday week in Lisbon, New Hampshire . . . JOHNNY SAVINA has been working night and day but he plans to rest up by doing some hunting in Berlin, Mass. He has his trusty .22 well-oiled and ready for action .
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All Advertising Men Are Not Fools!

... For, if they were, they would all disregard the primary consideration of Reader Interest in their selection of advertising mediums. And, they would all be hoodwinked into believing that the publications read in their own business circles are necessarily the ones read by the prospective BUYERS OF THEIR PRODUCTS.

FILM BULLETIN has very little to interest the high-priced executive who is concerned about what Mr. Soandso ate at the Tavern yesterday ... .

—But it has PLENTY for THE EXHIBITORS!
Those Ads In Feature Pictures; Who Is Being Paid For Them?

In a recent editorial FILM BULLETIN advised independent exhibitors to demand payment for exhibiting the commercial advertisements that are being inserted in feature pictures by certain major producers. A number of theatremen subsequently communicated with us to urge that we press either for discontinuance of the practice or for payment to exhibitors who provide the screens on which such ads are shown to millions.

Last week we received an interesting letter on this subject from a New England exhibitor, as follows:

"Since reading your editorial concerning the practice of some producers in slipping ads into their regular feature films, I have watched for them and have caught three advertisements in the pictures played at my theatre during the last four weeks. There may have been more, as I did not see every show.

"Personally, I don't think these ads do any great damage to a theatre when cleverly introduced, although I myself do not run any ad films, but what I do resent is the fact that the producers are getting paid for showing them in MY theatre.

"The Alexander Film Company has tried to sell me the idea of showing a 40 or 50 foot trailer, for which they would pay me a sum that would help me defray some of my incidental expenses. Yet I have resisted the temptation because I do not like the idea of forcing advertising on my patrons. "I pay a high enough price for my film and I cannot see why the offending film companies should take advantage of a situation by keeping for themselves revenue that rightly belongs to the theatre that shows the ads."

Every theatre owner has just reason to resent the producers' disregard for their rights in their theatres. If an exhibitor does not wish to allow his screen to be used as an advertising medium for soft drinks, headache tablets, automobiles, liquors, etc., no producer is justified in taking the liberty to place such ads in pictures for which the exhibitor pays well. On the other hand, those theatremen who are willing to run screen ads are entitled to be paid for exhibiting them.

FILM BULLETIN is planning to investigate where the money paid by manufacturing concerns for advertising in entertainment films really goes. It appears that some studio heads may be the recipients personally, either in cash or in merchandise they keep for their own use. That should be a matter to interest the stockholders as well as the exhibitors who play their customary role of "patsies" in this matter.

MO WAX.
The Rise and Fall of Stars in '36

The Boxoffice Gains and Losses of Famous Hollywood Names Discussed

By ROLAND BARTON

It is often said in justification of the salaries paid our film stars that the hazards besetting their careers provide the reason for the staggering sums they draw for appearances in two or three pictures during a year. One need only survey the film skies of the season just past, or any season, to learn how quickly the brightest luminaries may dim and how suddenly new ones may shine forth in crowd-drawing brilliancy.

1936 was an active year for the boxoffice astronomers. Through their powerful glasses they were able to discover several previously unknown stars in the distance. By keeping their hands on the quiver ing pulse of the nation's boxoffice, they were able, too, to sense the gradual fading of some of the stars whose lustre had been dimmed by poor vehicles or the public's fickleness.

Since the changing values of star names is of utmost importance to the theatre owner, your film reviewer will discuss in the following paragraphs those players whose drawing strength has either increased or diminished during the year so lately closed.

ROBERT TAYLOR

Unquestionably, this handsome fellow made the most phenomenal advance of any American screen player during 1936. His appeal, however, unlike that of Clark Gable or Gary Cooper, is confined almost solely to the feminine trade. Where a greater virility is demanded in male stars as in action and rural theatres, Taylor's value is naturally limited and the films featuring him require the support of either additional names or outstanding production to bring anything near the grosses attracted by the very mention of his name in metropolitan first runs or average neighborhood houses. What may be the life of this startling popularity he now enjoys is a moot question. At present he is more the "heart-throb" of shopgirls than the actor and, while his features may bring sighs from them for a long time, he must grow in acting stature if his following is to be increased and his boxoffice value made more permanent.

SIMONE SIMON

Although she won plaudits for sensitive emoting in her first two American-made films, this petite French girl's boxoffice possibilities were retarded in many places by the thickness of her accent. A number of exhibitors to whom we spoke about her reported that patrons complained of being unable to understand much she said. 20th Century would have been wiser to have delayed her debut for several months during which her tongue might have been better trained to handle English. Nevertheless, the heavy and clever exploitation accorded Miss Simon's name in advance of "Girl's Dormitory" brought her an immediate following, which is in prospect of being substantially increased by her role in the forthcoming "Seventh Heaven." Because she has exceptionil ability and will undoubtedly overcome her speaking defects, we predict a bright and enduring future of popularity for "Simone Simone."

MARTHA RAYE

Paramount's heedless rushing of this vociferous clown may do her irreparable harm, but she is definitely one of the "finds" of 1936. After scoring heavily in "Rhythm On the Range" and "Big Broadcast," she was given a poor vehicle and a weak part in "College Holiday." Her fast-grown drawing power is being attested to by the fact that the quickie "Hideaway Girl" is pulling above average grosses in many spots, a result that must be attributed strictly to the popularity of Miss Raye's mugging and shouting. A grand clown of the old school, she can be a great favorite among the masses if Paramount handles her with some intelligence.

ERROL FLYNN

This husky Warner player is promising, but appears to be restricted to adventurous tales of swashbuckling heroes. More a man's star than a romantic favorite with the ladies.

BOBBY BREEN

This boy with the sweet voice is being badly handled and will alienate most of his followers with another "hammy" performance like that in "Rainbow On the River." Taught to act naturally he will have a limited following for a year or two.

RAY MILLAND

Tall, handsome, pleasant, this chap has been idle around Paramount's studio appearing in the cheaper productions too long. His performance in "Big Broadcast" boosted his stock considerably and he seems ripe for co-starring.

SHIRLEY ROSS

A "knockout" in "Broadcast" and a miserable role in "Hideaway Girl" has been her career so far. Easy on the eyes, a clever performer with a pleasant voice, she should be an important boxoffice figure before 1937 is out, if properly managed.

DEANNA DURBIN

Perhaps this 14-year-old girl should be listed next year as one of the 1937 "finds," but our Hollywood reporter advises us that she is a remarkable young lady who will immediately acquire a large and affectionate fan following, so we are taking this opportunity to scoop some of the other "discoverers."

THE RITZ BROTHERS

Not exactly stars, the value of this trio of mephit clowns should not be underestimated by exhibitors. Their antics are particularly well suited for films and their act name will mean additional business for any picture with which it is connected, at least for a year or two.

CAROLE LOMBARD

By no means a newcomer, this striking blonde beauty must have doubled her boxoffice value by her performance in "My Man Godfrey," to our mind the finest comedy playing of the year. Watch the results on her next one!

THE THREE MESQUITEERS

Among Western fans the series starring Bob Livingston, "Crash" Corrigan and Max Terhune, as "The Three Mesquites," struck a popular note from the first and now ranks in the forefront of horse operas.
ALLIED TO CONCENTRATE ON STATES IN ANTI-CHAIN FIGHT

Patman to Revise Bill . . .

The bill being prepared by Congressman Wright D. Patman of Texas, designed to divorce manufacturing from retailing, will contain no specific mention of motion pictures, as was originally intended, according to the recent Allied bulletin. The measure did not meet the needs of independent exhibitors and encountered certain legal obstacles which apparently caused Allied leaders to decide against putting their forces behind the bill in its present form.

"It now appears that Mr. Patman is going to revise his bill in many particulars," the bulletin states, "among others, to eliminate all reference to motion pictures. This seems a satisfactory solution of the problem for the time-being. The legislation will have to be watched carefully and it appears that it has any chance of going through in a form that would be beneficial to the theatre owners, an effort should be made to have motion pictures reinstated."

To Work on States . . .

Indication that the indie organization will confine its efforts to seeking the passage by state legislatures of bills aimed to force film producers out of theatre business is contained in the following remarks: "With such a bill (Patman) pending in Congress, the States might be reluctant to assume jurisdiction in the matter, it being a favorite pastime of some States to pass the buck to the Federal Government."

It is understood that Abram F. Myers, general counsel of Allied, has already drafted a pattern bill for introduction in several States. Minnesota and New Jersey may be the first two states to consider this measure, the reaction in their legislatures being watched closely as a guide for the final form to be used in others.

Steffes May Be President . . .

Allied holds its annual board of directors meeting at the Emerson Hotel, Baltimore, on January 21-22, at which time election of officers will be held.

With Nathan Yamins seen refusing to consider a second term as president, it is believed in many quarters that Al Steffes of Minneapolis, a former president and now head of the anti-chain committee, will be elected to the post. It is possible, however, that the fiery Northwest leader will express a desire to be free to carry on the fight for legislation to sever production from exhibition and decline the presidency, if offered.

G-B's OWN EXCHANGE

Split With Fox Likely . . .

It appears increasingly likely that the strained relationship between 20th Century-Fox and Gaumont British will lead the English company to open its own exchanges in this country.

The two companies are at loggerheads over the refusal of 20th Century and Metro, co-owners of 49 percent of G. B.'s "A" stock, to give their consent to the Oster Brothers to sell their 51 percent to John Maxwell of B. I. P. Maxwell, however, has apparently assumed a commanding position in G. B. and it was announced that several of his B. I. P. pictures would be released through G. B. in the United States. 20th Century, physical distributors of G. B. product here, declared that they would permit no pictures except those produced by G. B. to be handled through its exchanges.

There the situation stands, with Gaumont British officials threatening to pull out of the 20th Century exchanges—and apt to do so as a matter of necessity.

NO CONCESSIONS — METRO

Favors Conciliation Boards . . .

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer answered the M.P.T.O.A.'s plea for trade practice reform on Monday in much the same manner that other major distributors had answered previously. In effect, that answer is "Nothing doing!"

The only point of any consequence to which the M-G-M reply, issued by Al Lichtman, agreed is the plan to establish local conciliation boards in every territory. This the others had accepted.

METRO STRIKE OFF


After all the ballyhooing of a date strike against M-G-M in protest against the company’s sales policy for this season, it now appears that officials of the Phila. United M.P.T.O. have decided to call it off. A meeting of the board is scheduled for Friday to consider a "compromise" that is said to have been offered the organization in return for calling off the strike. This "compromise" is reliably reported to consist of a guarantee by the distributor that every exhibitor will make a profit on all the company's pictures.
MONOGRAM NAME STAYS
W. R. Johnston Drops 'Sterling'...

W. Ray Johnston announced this week that he would retain the name Monogram Pictures Corporation as the title of his new production-distribution company. Sterling Pictures will be dropped.

The Monogram trade mark will be used on the first pictures to be made for the 1937-38 program and all exchanges acquiring the new franchises will operate under the name of Monogram.

Officers of the new company are: W. Ray Johnston, president; Scott R. Dunlap, vice-president; J. P. Friedhoff, treasurer; M. S. White, secretary. Louis S. Lifton, who has been director of advertising and publicity for Sterling, retains the same post with Monogram.

'MR. DEEDS' BEST FOR 1936
N. Y. Critics' Selection...

"Mr. Deeds Goes To Town" (Columbia) was named the best picture of 1936 by the New York film critics.

Walter Huston's performance in "Dodsworth" was selected as the best among the actors.

Luise Rainer's Anna Held in "The Great Ziegfeld," the finest female role.

Rouben Mamoulian's direction of "The Gay Desperado" tops in his work.

NEW YORK TIP-OFF
Observations and Opinions by Larkin

ODDS AND ENDS

Abe Montague, one of the more retiring sales managers in Film Business, must be finding it hard to get accustomed to all the publicity that has suddenly befallen him as a result of the Columbia-Montague Sweepstakes. However, he doesn't seem to be affected by it; you can still find him in Roth's (7th Ave.) with his favorite corned beef sandwich almost any afternoon he is in town...

 Warners have their fingers and dough in live legitimate shows currently running. They are: "White Horse Inn," "Brother Rat," "Boy Meets Girl," "Swing Your Lady" and "Promise." They are reported on the verge of purchasing another legit house in N. Y. and considering spots in several other metropolitan cities. Could it be that the Warner frieres are looking ahead to television and thinking of broadcasting shows to film theatres in the areas surrounding their legit houses?...

 Maury Cohen's withdrawal from the Chesterfield-Invincible setup adds credence to reports that George H. Batcheller and Edward Golden may hook up Chesterfield with Ray Johnston's reorganized Monogram company...

 Because those entered in the drawings need not buy tickets to the theatres, Bank Night is legal in this state, the Court of Appeals ruled last week. This has always been the issue on which the theatre game operators have fought the legal battles to keep their biz out of the lottery classification. This victory should settle the question—for a while at least...

 The Paramount, Roxy, Rivoli and Strand hiked their admission prices to $1.50 in the first three cases and $1.25 at the Strand. They learned that good times haven't come back quite that strongly and that not many people will pay such prices for a movie— even loaded with Holiday Spirits.

FIRST RUNS BIG

All the central city movie palaces had something to cheer about over the New Year's weekend. Business was big in all of them from New Year's Day to Sunday, but slipped considerably starting Monday, when everybody must have been tired and broke...

 Cagney is doing handsomely at the Criterion, however, and that house has something else to thank Warners for!...

 "College Holiday" (Paramount), with the assistance of the Casa Loma Orchestra, pulled a heavy second week and is being held over for one more, which will not have the benefit of a holiday and the same popular band. Another unit replaces it...

 "Gold Diggers" (Warner Brothers), was pretty much of a flop and, although booked for three weeks, barely crawled through two and is being pulled Saturday, to be replaced by "God's Country and the Woman"...

 The Music Hall heard some of the sweetest b. o. music in months with "That Girl From Paris" (RKO) and it remains for at least another week...

 "One In A Million" (20th) is clicking for ace returns at the Roxy and is being held for a second week...

 "Beloved Enemy" (U. A.) good at Rivoli...

 "After the Thin Man" (Metro) big at the Capitol and staying for a third week...

 The Astor will probably drop "Lloyd's of London" (20th) at the end of this week. Helped by the holidays, but was no great shakes at any time.
PROLONG THE HOLIDAY SEASON WITH THIS TRIO OF REPUBLIC HITS!

Every day a holiday for your patrons with Republic Pictures for 1937. It's a party at the box-office!

A MAN BETRAYED
with EDDIE NUGENT • KAY HUGHES
LLOYD HUGHES and JOHN WRAY

HAPPY-GO-LUCKY
with PHIL REGAN
EVELYN VENABLE
JED PROUTY • WILLIAM NEWELL

OLE
OLSEN • JOHNSON
in
COUNTRY GENTLEMEN
with JOYCE COMPTON • LILA LEE

Produced by
NAT LEVINE
AS I SEE THEM ... REVIEWS OF NEW FILMS

BY ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING: — Means POOR; •• Means AVERAGE; ••• Means GOOD; •••• Means EXCELLENT
Plus (+) and Minus (—) will be used occasionally to indicate slightly above or below the point rating.

At best this "point" system can give you only an arbitrary estimate of a picture's drawing power, so we urge you to read the entire reviews. Some pictures are particularly suitable for certain types of audiences and this must be covered in the detailed criticism.

THAT GIRL FROM PARIS

BOXOFFICE RATING

MUSICAL COMEDY ... Some grand comedy and singing ... Several dull stretches slow it down ... Has enough to please everyone ... Rates ••• •—

RKO
104 Minutes
Lily Pons ... Gene Raymond ... Jack Oakie ... Herman Bing ... Mischa Auer ... Frank Jenks ... Lucille Ball
Directed by Leigh Jason

This came fairly close to being a smash hit. Only a few lapses by the director and the cutter in retaining sequences that should have been omitted stand in the way of its entertainment and boxoffice wow. Those few lapses are enough to retard "That Girl From Paris" to the point where it gives one the squirms occasionally. However, it is above average in both the musical and comedy departments and diversified enough to please all classes of fans.

Lily Pons of the Met lets down her hair and plunges right into the fun with Jack Oakie, Mischa Auer and Frank Jenks. Her singing, meanwhile, remains a topnotch thrill. The above-mentioned three comics make the most of some good material, making the picture stand out for the most of the while they are on the screen. "Sail It With a Waltz" is a lifting waltz that will be hummed as they go out, and one short musical bit on "The Blue Danube" is a swell combination of Pons' finest singing and hilarious comedy.

The story, a remake of one of RKO's first talkers, "Street Girl," has Miss Pons, a Parisian operatic star, leaving her intended husband at the altar and attaching herself to a nutty American musical quartet. They get a job in a cheap restaurant in Jersey and the place becomes famous due to the prima donna's warbling. Romance develops between Gene Raymond, leader of the band, and Miss Pons. They separate and she is on the verge of being shipped back to Paris when the boys decide to kidnap her and marry her off to Raymond in order to make her an American citizen. The finale is a scream.

AD TIPS: Play down Lily Pons and co-star Oakie and Raymond with her. Sell it as a riotous musical comedy to overcome the operatic tinge left by Miss Pons' name.

BARTON.

BELOVED ENEMY

BOXOFFICE RATING

ROMANTIC DRAMA ... Below Goldwyn standard ... Story shallow and routine ... Presence of Oberon and Aherne will aid draw ... Rates •• •+

United Artists (Goldwyn)
91 Minutes
Merle Oberon ... Brian Aherne ... Karen Morley ... David Niven ... Jerome Cowan ... Henry Stephenson ... Donald Crisp
Directed by Henry C. Potter

Not in production, story or direction is this up to the Goldwyn standard. While "Beloved Enemy" may get slightly above average grosses generally, it will be due principally to the drawing power of Merle Oberon and Brian Aherne. Word of mouth won't be favorable, since the story is commonplace and the direction is loose and misses opportunities in several of the potential dramatic high spots.

The romance is played against the background of the Irish Rebellion. Aherne, in-cognito leader of the rebels, falls in love with the daughter of the British representative sent to Ireland to size up the situation and advise the government on its future action. Merle persuades her father to urge conciliation and he recommends that the rebel leaders be invited to London to meet with the cabinet. Britain offers a compromise for peace, which is finally accepted by the deciding vote of Aherne. Several of his die-hard colleagues plot to take his life for this "betrayal" and he is shot in Dublin while making a speech, and dies in Merle's arms.

The story is spotty and full of holes that weaken the spectator's interest. Color and atmosphere are sadly lacking in the scenes in Ireland during the period of the revolt. The romance is allowed to predominate throughout, but is not deep enough to carry the film successfully. Aherne and Miss Oberon are a pleasing romantic team and their playing is excellent. Their performances, aided by those of Donald Crisp, Henry Stephenson and Jerome Cowan, make "Enemy" the mildly enjoyable entertainment it is.

AD TIPS: Sell Oberon and Aherne as a new romantic team that takes its place with the greatest.

BARTON.

A MAN BETRAYED

BOXOFFICE RATING

MELODRAMA ... Well produced loaded with material, but story is too involved ... Should please pop fans ... Rates •• for action and rural houses.

Republic
56 Minutes
Eddie Nugent ... Kay Hughes ... Lloyd Hughes ... John Wray ... Edwin Maxwell ... Theodore von Eltz
Directed by John H. Auer

This is a peculiar job. It appears that two separate and distinct stories were merged and the result is a film loaded with interesting situations, but a bit too diffused to make solid entertainment. It has been smartly directed, too, by John Auer and is capably played by a cast that lacks only name strength. It is a pity the authors of this screen play did not blend the two stories more adroitly; "A Man Betrayed" would have been one of the better Republic films if they had. As is it should please those in action and rural spots and serve for dueling in the nabs.

The story opens with the arrival of Lloyd Hughes, the missionary brother of Eddie Nugent, who is selling oil stock for a crooked mushroom outfit he believes on the level. Suspecting that no oil well exists, Nugent leaves for South America. One of the partners commits suicide and the others hire gangsters to make it look like murder and frame Nugent. He is sentenced to the chair, but inadvertently makes a getaway when the crook to whom he is hand-cuffed escapes.

At this point the story goes off on a new tangent, with Nugent and his brother taking refuge in the gymnasium headquarters of a rival gang to the one who framed him. John Wray, leader of this friendly gang, is won over by Hughes and determines to help him clear Nugent. They eventually prove that it was suicide and lead to the arrest of the two scheming partners. Nugent gets the girl who has been faithful to him throughout.


BARTON.
SING ME A LOVE SONG

BOXOFFICE RATING
MUSICAL COMEDY . . . Commonplace musical has hilarious moments while Hugh Herbert is on screen . . . . Rates • • for all but action houses.

First National
70 Minutes
James Melton . . . . Patricia Ellis . . .
Hugh Herbert . . . . Zasu Pitts . . . .
Walter Catlett
Directed by Raymond Enright
One of the best comedy performances of the season makes this worthwhile. Hugh Herbert, in the role of a timid kleptomaniac, is a howl, and the word-of-mouth buildup the film will receive on the strength of his mirthmaking should bring the picture fair results. "Sing Me a Love Song" is ordinary stuff otherwise.

The trite yarn has Melton, as the wealthy playboy, going to work at the music store in his own store, incognito. He falls for Patricia Ellis, who has no idea who he is until he is forced to take steps against the conniving managers of the store, who are out to wreck it. After he squares accounts with the villains and puts the store back on its feet, he finds the girlfriend and tells her he really loves her.

One scene with Herbert is a comic masterpiece. He plays four roles, as the klepto, his own father and two brothers. It will set the spectrators on their ears and is a tribute to this shrewd comedian's talents. After mentioning Herbert there is little else to be said. None of the songs sounded like hits. Allen Jenkins and Walter Catlett have a few comic moments. The direction is average.

AD TIPS: Sell the complete cast on par; naming Herbert, Jenkins, Pitts, Pendleton with the two featured players.

BARTON.

EASY TO TAKE

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY ROMANCE . . . Snappy bit of stuff that will please 'em, but has nothing to draw 'em in . . . . Good for dual bills . . . . Rates • • .

Paramount
65 Minutes
Eugene Pallette . . . Jcin Duggan . . .
Richard Carle
Directed by Glenn Tryon
"Easy To Take" will please those who venture in to see it, but the problem presented the exhibitor is how to get them in. Nothing about the title, cast or story offers anystrand that may be grasped to sell the picture, so it is automatically relegated to the lower half of dual bills, for which it was probably intended when planned in production. It is a pleasant enough, if inconsequential, romantic comedy, ingratiatingly played by a young and competent cast and given snappy direction by Glenn Tryon.

The plot has to do with a young chap, John Howard, who tells millions of children bedtime stories every evening. An old spinster leaves her fortune to her nephew, an incorrigible brat, and his dog, on the condition that Howard be the child's guardian. Reluctant to have anything to do with it, the yarn spiller is finally coaxed into accepting the position by his press agent, who sees good publicity. Howard begins to like the job when he sees that lovely Marsha Hunt is the boy's sister. Then follows complications, misunderstandings and the revelation to Howard that there really is no fortune involved. He tries to support the kid and his sister on his own meager salary, but the truth out, the shamed girl disappears and only comes back to her sweetheart's arms when a fake broadcast to the effect that her brother is injured has been sent out.

AD TIPS: Book it with a drama or action film and let it ride.

L. J.

HATS OFF

BOXOFFICE RATING
MUSICAL COMEDY . . . Slow paced direction hurts good story idea . . . . OK for duals . . . . Rates • • •

Grand National
65 Minutes
Mae Clarke . . . . John Payne . . . .
Helen Lyon . . . . Luise Alberni
Skeets Gallagher . . . Franklin Pangborn
Directed by Boris Petroff
This is tepid stuff. Starting with a good story idea, the scriptists and director somehow messed it up and turned out a rather slow moving, if mildly entertaining musical. It is fair fare for dual bills, but will have a struggle on its own in any spot.

The yarn is centered around the rivalry between the two exhibitions in Texas. Mae Clarke and John Payne are publicity directors for the competing affairs and both are out to build the best show. She wins his way into his heart and then double crosses him by stealing his stuff. By hiring someone else to impersonate her, Mae is able to delude Payne right up to the climax, when he learns the truth and throws her over. Having really fallen in love with him, she quits her own show, hands him back the contract for a great showman, which she connived out of him, and joins him to make his show a great hit.

The comedy is only fair, most of it carried by ebullient Luis Alberni. The musical numbers have no sparkle and seem rather makeshift. Mae Clarke is the outstanding performer, but her material is lightweight. Petroff's direction is the weakest factor.

AD TIPS: Sell Clarke, Alberni and Gallagher. The title lends itself to ballyhoo. Dress a couple of stories in top hats and have them walk streets, tipping them to all passers-by. Place copies on their backs.

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.
RITTENHOUSE 7428 • TRINITY 1189

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY MESSANGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n
250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.
LOCATION 4181 RACE 4099

Honest . . . Impartial REVIEWS You Can Trust

THE FINEST of Everything in Equipment

National Theatre Supply Company
PHILADELPHIA—1225 VINE ST.
BOSTON—40 PIEDMONT STREET
COLLEGE HOLIDAY
(Paramount)
"... None of the plot makes sense and a little of it is beyond reason, but draw a line total up the columns, and the credit side gets all the laughs. . . ."
Marsh, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER
"... Pretty cockeyed, but it's good, light holiday fun. . . ."
CLEVELAND PRESS
"... All of the featured players work hard, but the story is too slapstick for their type of comedy. . . ."
BOSTON POST
"... Nothing more nor less than an amusing collection of variety acts loosely strung together. Everybody in the cast works hard and the results are probably better than even they expected after reading the scenario. . . ."
BOSTON HERALD
"... Out of the ordinary and at times genuinely funny. . . . Although the story is trilling, it is so briskly paced, littered with snappy music and reasonably amusing burlesque and peopled with such an amusing cast that it completely disarms any form of semi-serious criticism." Bochel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
"... Grows tiresome when it should be humorous. . . . A variety show, stringing together a series of specialty acts on a mere suggestion of a plot. . . ."
Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE
"... A concoction of subdued Jack Benny, exaggerated Marsha Raye, restricted Mary Boland, generous Bunas and Allen and negligible plot. We found ourselves in complete accord with Mr. Benny's curtain speech when he remarked, rather apologetically, that they never permitted the story to interfere with art, but tossed both out of the window. . . ."
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

SING ME A LOVE SONG
(Warner Bros.)
"... An extremely amusing and entertaining film, thanks to Mr. Herbert's part in it. . . ."
Bochel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
"... Performance by the increasingly amusing Mr. Herbert lifts the mediocre piece above its level and makes it a rollicking comedy. . . . Th' song numbers are moderately enhancing." Tavelaar, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE
"... With Zasu Pitts and Allen Jenkins contributing of their special comic talents and Nat Pendleton in a typical bodyguard-chauveur role added to the funmaking of Mr. Herbert and Mr. Carlett, the film is really pretty gay fare." J. T. M., N. Y. TIMES
"... Plot is of no account for it is simply a vehicle for the singing of Mr. Melton and the clowning of Messrs. Hugh Herbert, Allen Jenkins, Walter Catlett, Nat Pendleton and Miss Zasu Pitts. . . ."
BOSTON HERALD

BELOVED ENEMY
(United Artists)
"... It is primarily Hugh Herbert's picture, inasmuch as he supplies it with one of the daintiest impersonations of recent film history. . . . Amusing, entertaining. . . ."
Schneider, CLEVELAND PRESS
"... The story has a Cinderella theme, but it has been freshened by kidding and low comedy until the plot is a thin skeleton upon which to hang the clowning. . . . A funny picture."
Marsh, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER
"... Makes excellent use of the tenor voice of James Melton and the antics of four expert film comics to carry a none-too-strong story through its allotted screen time. . . ."
G. G., PHILA. LEDGER
"... Diverting little piece of musical comedy bric-a-brac. A rather incredible story along the Cinderella theme. . . . Most of the good moments in the picture are supplied by Hugh Herbert." H. M., PHILA. RECORD

Charlie Chan at the Opera
(20th Century-Fox)
"... By far the best of the recent crop of Chan pictures. . . . Flows smoothly and swiftly." T. M. P., N. Y. TIMES
"... The best of the long list of Chan essays. . . . It is neatly contrived, flows smoothly and has dramatic substance. . . ."
WASHINGTON TIMES
"... Should be enough for Chan fans. . . ." Carney, WASHINGTON EYE, STAR
"... Good murder-mystery film fare. . . . Not the sort of thriller that keeps you on the edge of your seat. But there is a liberal injection of comedy and rapidly moving plot. . . ."
CLEVELAND PRESS
"... Does not vary much from the usual formula. . . . All of these Chan yarns have good suspense but the reapparance of the wild-eyed, white-haired Karloff raises it to a high-voltage degree." Palen, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER
"... Th' re are too many loose threads in this film to make it one of the best of the Charlie Chans, but it has the merits of excitement and surprise." W. A. M., BOSTON HERALD

THAT GIRL FROM PARIS
(RKO)
"... A joyous little charade, amusingly spoken, witty, tuneful and exceedingly diverting. . . ."
Bochel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
"... Becomes an exceedingly gay and amusing screen offering. . . ." Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE
"... This is no high comedy, but a medley of farce and slapstick of frequently dubious originality. . . . Most of it is brisk and slight and seasonally festive, and intermittently there is the lovely voice of Miss Pons to console us for its delinquencies. . . ."
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES
"... Miss Pons is in such magnificent voice. . . . Oakie does unusually good clowning. . . . Mischa Auer continues to climb as an eccentric comedian. . . ." Marsh, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER
"... Embellishing Miss Pons' high notes with good humor, the producers have concocted an engaging picture. . . ." CLEVELAND PRESS
"... Altogether favorable to the cause of entertainment and to Miss Pons' popularity. . . . A refreshing blend of inspired singing and excuses for laughter. . . ."
Kaneur, BALTIMORE EYE, SUN
"... Seldom, if ever, has a musical romance combined so perfectly, lovely music and entertaining comedy. . . ."
H. K., WASHINGTON TIMES
"... As devoid of sense as it is full of wit and gay good humor. . . ." MacArthur, WASHINGTON EYE, STAR
AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'

The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremen those pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in those "Sleepers" with the view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns. Follow these "Sleeper" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

A-D-V-E-N-T-U-R-E! And in capital letters! That's the keynote of "Captain Calamity." It's a rollicking, roistering tale about the sort of swashbuckling, singing story book hero every man, woman and kid goes nuts about. . . . A battle for pirate gold . . . bloodthirsty cutthroats and a lovely girl. . . . Danger and drama. . . . All in COLOR!

Call it hokum, if you will, but since when do film fans object to romance, fist fights, action galore? They don't! They love it!

Get behind this, boys, and push. It has the elements that make for grand entertainment, but it hasn't the names to drag 'em in. That job is strictly up to you, so hitch up your jodhpurs and get down to the business of making your location "Calamity" conscious. Let's look at it. . . .

This guy Captain Calamity is a card. A handsome, reckless devil of a man who sails the South Seas in search of adventure—and always finds it. Two-fisted, devil-may-care, with a song on his lips, he is always ready for a fight or a frolic. He is also an awful liar.

He's what you should sell. First, pick up the swell press sheet the Grand National ad boys have turned out and get the gist of the copy. Tell 'em that "Cap" is the kind of a guy who will give men a thrill and ladies a heart-throb. Tell 'em it's the "Captain Blood" type of entertainment with the added kicks of singing and color. Plug George Huston as a great discovery, "last of the be-men singing stars."

PIRATE COSTUMES

One of the stunts that is always reliable for getting advance attention is costuming the ushers. Dress them in pirate outfits that can be hired cheaply enough to make their use profitable.

STREET BALLY

Use this for a street ballyhoo as well. Dress one or two Stooges as pirates and have them walk the main streets, copy on their backs.

TREASURE CHEST

Rent a large treasure box or have your sign shop build one of compra. Set it up in the lobby on a table or small platform. Buy a few five-and-ten strings of "pearls" and drape them over the sides of the chest to catch the eyes. Inside, on a false bottom, display a number of stills and copy.

'CALAMITY' has MASS-APPEAL Character

HE WAS A TWO-FISTED SINGING SEA-RANGER . . . WHO NEVER SIDE-STEPPEBD TROUBLE OR A SWEETHEART . . . AND FOUND PLENTY OF BOTH AS HE BATTLED AS DESPERATE A BAND OF CUTTHROATS AS EVER RAN THE SOUTH SEAS!

ROMANCE! THRILLS! GLORIOUS SONGS!
With the Screen's Newest Singing Sensation in a Gripping Romantic Drama.

PRINTED MATTER

Get up a special window card or sheet. Rout out the figure of "Cap" from mat No. 101 and place it in the upper right part of the layout. Here's your copy: "YOU MUST MEET This Two-Fisted Devil of a Man . . . A Song On His Lips . . . Adventure In His Heart . . . Liar and Lover Par-Excellence . . . A Man After Every Woman's Heart . . . He's 'CAPTAIN CALAMITY' and

(Continued on page 10)
THE RISE AND FALL OF STARS IN '36

(Continued from page 2)

JEAN ARTHUR

With "Ex Mrs. Bradford" and "Mr. Deeds Goes To Town" to her credit in 1936 and "The Plainsman" to start off '37, Miss Arthur shapes up as one of the most rapidly developing boxoffice prospects among the females. Her quirky voice and adroit playing has won her a host of fans that is constantly growing. Her producers should give her the recognition she deserves.

GARY COOPER

Ace performances in "Mr. Deeds" and "General Died At Dawn" convinced many people who formerly regarded Cooper as merely a personable chap and an awkward actor that he has real talent. Those two roles are bound to show results in the boxoffice returns on his future pictures.

SONJA HENIE

A delight to the eyes on ice skates, which should make her a good bet for two pictures. After that, featured bits, unless she develops into a far better actress than she has reason to be.

COMEBACK PREDICTIONS FOR 1937

We suggest you keep your eyes on these old favorites during the current year: GEORGE BANCROFT, RONALD COLMAN, LEE TRACY, RICHARD DIX, SPENCER TRACY, LEO AYRES, JAMES CAGNEY, ANN HARDING. Most of them have switched studios, which is what they needed.

But 1936 was not all brightness in Hollywood's heaven. Several seemingly fixed stars lost some of their lustre in the fickle public's eye. Boxoffice checkups tell us that the following names no longer lure the fans in as great numbers as the year before:

SHIRLEY TEMPLE

The brightest of all child stars was, until the middle of 1936, the topmost film name value in America, but her last three pictures have indicated a definite trend downward in her drawing power. Perhaps the fault lies with 20th Century-Fox, who allowed her material to become too routine and relied too steadfastly on the youngster's ability to attract the fans without assistance from capable supporting casts or strong stories. Her newest film, "Stowaway," indicates that the studio is now cognizant of that mistake and they may try to avoid it in the future. However, the "edge" is off little Shirley and the success of her future films will depend on their merit almost as much as on her presence in the cast.

MAE WEST

The buxom dispenser of burlesque in high class form still has her faithful following, but it is neither as faithful or as large as it was a year ago. Hamstrung in her technique by the new moral code of the screen, La West has been forced to observe more rigid bounds and her wisecracks lack some of their former zest. The undulating hips that made people laugh at first have become a bit monotonous and the star's insistence on making each of her films a virtual monologue have driven many fans away from her. The masses may yet find her funny for some time to come, but she has already lost caste with the upper classes, who saw her first as a clever satirist of things sexual in fiction.

PAT O'BRIEN

Without the support of James Cagney, O'Brien has never meant much at the boxoffice. During '36 what value he had was damaged by several poor roles. We doubt that he will be anything more than a supporting cast player in the future.

JANET GAYNOR

Perhaps it is the fact that her timid style is difficult to suit with roles, or it may be that she has been overshadowed in her past two films, but it is a certainty that this little lady has slipped appreciably in the public's estimation during the year past. It will take one or two exceptionally strong roles to bring her back to near her popularity of '35-'36.

JOE E. BROWN

They tell us Joe has many faithful fans "out in the sticks," but it is difficult to believe that even they have not cooled toward him after seeing his last three efforts. Perhaps Warners just didn't care since he was leaving them, but it doesn't strike us as likely that RKO is the studio to give him the proper material and handling. Just a case of a comic's tricks getting stale!

KATHERINE HEPBURN

Her's is the wreckage of one of the most promising careers in filmdom. We do not know whether she or her studio is to blame: for confining her to costume films, and stuffy ones, too, but the point is that La Hepburn has never lived up to the glowing promise held out by her triumphs in "Little Women" and 'Morning Glory." During 1936 her popularity was all but completely destroyed by a succession of stories that had little appeal for the talk and file movie fans. Only in class spots does her name hold any attraction today.

DICK POWELL

Still one of the best-liked singing juveniles in films, Powell has slipped principally because the second era of lavish musicals has passed the peak and is going downhill. His limited talents make him little suited for any other type of picture.

WHEELER & WOOLSEY

We gamble the prediction that they will be making short subjects within another year or two, at most. They might be funny for two reels!

Thus, we have had our say on what the movie heavens hold for 1937. Our remarks are based on observation and opinion, both of which can be disturbingly upset by good pictures or bad. Perhaps some of those we have boosted to imminent stardom may plunge: out of sight and memory due to a few poor pictures; perhaps one or two of those we have relegated to the scrap heap will shoot to the heights again on the wings of inspired performances in great hits. That's the gamble of stardom, the reason why an ex-peddler can demand $5000 per week for making ladies' hearts twitter.

AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'

(Continued from page 9)

You Can Know the Pleasure of Seeing Him At The Strand Theatre on Friday and Saturday."

This same layout will serve well for the front page of a herald, too. It's the type of stuff the vast majority of movie fans like, so feed it to 'em from every angle.

Although we personally don't believe color itself means much at the boxoffice, we do urge you not to overlook it in this case. "Captain Calamity" is the first outdoor adventure film made in natural hues and it is an item worth selling.

As for the cast, go after "Cap" and let the others lay. This chap Huston has looks, an athletic figure and a fine voice. Your trailer should impress the ladies with his appeal and, if you follow it up strongly in your copy, he should attract them.

As we said back near the beginning of this opus, this is the kind of a show the masses enjoy, but you've got to tighten your belt and go to work on it. If you do, we guarantee extra and unexpected bucks for your box.
**Short Subjects**

FROM PHILLY
By Nonamaker

CONFLICT! . . . It took no more than an announcement that HARRY FRIED was planning to build in Ardmore to stir up all the forecasting competition; just before it was favored with the publicity attendant upon its winning the N. Y. Film Critics Award as the best film of 1936. With the same pic in line for the Academy Award, Columbia is setting itself ready to fill a booking of its reissues . . . Goodie, goodie! ABE RESNICK is a grandfather for the eleventh time and we’re betting it doesn’t even become monotonous to him . . . IZ BOWROCK’S brother Milt was admitted to the bar, so watch out! . . . Slow biz was reported by most houses this Monday and Tuesday. Let down after all that holidaying, no doubt. They have to stay at home and rest sometime! . . . HARRY LA VINE arrived back from Miami by plane Thursday evening. Says he left his mother considerably improved . . . SAMUEL J. and MARTIN EISENBERG and SAM BAJISKY have moved their Sun Display Studios to the 2nd and 3rd floors of 1335 Vine Street over the Exchange Restaurant . . . JOHNNY EHRICH tried to get rid of a house full of kids into see “Devil Is a Sissy” Saturday night by offering them passes to come back some other time; but found few takers . . . DAVE ROSEN announces that shipments for Horlacher can be left with him at Clark Film Distributors. Trucks stopping there at regular intervals . . . S-W’s Center Theatre looks like it should be ready for opening within another month. And Paramount Exchange is scheduled to move into their brand, new building at 12th and Summer Streets with two weeks . . . NORMAN LEWIS is down south for a mid-winter vacation. With local weather such as it is the old seeking-warmer climes gag isn’t working so good these days! . . . DAVE BARRIST and COLUMBUS STAMPER looked quite dapper all dressed up with white carnations in their button-holes as they strolled up Vine Street t’other day! . . . And that was a swell plug DAVE MOLIVER got in JEFF KEEN’S Daily News column last week . . .

FROM BOSTON
By Bruce

FRANK HOWARD was reminiscing about Sunday censorship of movies in the good old days. Any picture showing drinks, even it on the side, or any semblance of dancing were banned. Even pictures with auto accidents were prohibited on Sundays for fear there might be a woman in the family way in the audience! GEORGE MILLER, manager of the Whalley Theatre in New Haven, is going to be married on January 10th. He is starting the new year right with “Sonny” Kramer! . . . DICK FLORA of Caribou, Maine, has organized the Booze & Card Club of which D. J. holds all four offices. PELLE JOHANSEN of JOHN GOLDER and OSCAR (Iron Man) NEUFELD. Your humble paragrapher has been afflicted with chills these past couple of days, but climbed out of bed to type off these meaningless items for your benefit. Who said benefit? . . . WALT POTAMKIN leaves the Felts and goes to manage at West Grove . . . CHARLES COX goes to Morrisville . . . SMITH and HARRISON, the Eurospites, scopped the houses in town by book- ing “Mr. Deeds” just before it was favored with the publicity attendant upon its winning the N. Y. Film Critics Award as the best film of 1936. With the same pic in line for the Academy Award, Columbia is setting itself ready to fill a booking of its reissues . . . Goodie, goodie! ABE RESNICK is a grandfather for the eleventh time and we’re betting it doesn’t even become monotonous to him . . . IZ BOWROCK’S brother Milt was admitted to the bar, so watch out! . . . Slow biz was reported by most houses this Monday and Tuesday. Let down after all that holidaying, no doubt. They have to stay at home and rest sometime! . . . HARRY LA VINE arrived back from Miami by plane Thursday evening. Says he left his mother considerably improved . . . SAMUEL J. and MARTIN EISENBERG and SAM BAJISKY have moved their Sun Display Studios to the 2nd and 3rd floors of 1335 Vine Street over the Exchange Restaurant . . . JOHNNY EHRICH tried to get rid of a house full of kids into see “Devil Is a Sissy” Saturday night by offering them passes to come back some other time; but found few takers . . . DAVE ROSEN announces that shipments for Horlacher can be left with him at Clark Film Distributors. Trucks stopping there at regular intervals . . . S-W’s Center Theatre looks like it should be ready for opening within another month. And Paramount Exchange is scheduled to move into their brand, new building at 12th and Summer Streets with two weeks . . . NORMAN LEWIS is down south for a mid-winter vacation. With local weather such as it is the old seeking-warmer climes gag isn’t working so good these days! . . . DAVE BARRIST and COLUMBUS STAMPER looked quite dapper all dressed up with white carnations in their button-holes as they strolled up Vine Street t’other day! . . . And that was a swell plug DAVE MOLIVER got in JEFF KEEN’S Daily News column last week . . .

**Classified Advertisements**

Ten cents per word, including initials, address, or box number. Minimum insertion 15 words. Cash or money order with each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower. Send for contract scale. Address communications to H. M. BULLETIN, 1123 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

**Insurance**

All forms of special insurance applying to theatre operation handled on minimum rates. Representative will be sent on request. Box FB 107.

**Janitors’ Supplies**

Cups, towels, toilet paper, disinfectants, etc., Krankel’s Sanitary Supplies, H. J. Jarosh, Representative, S. E. Cor. 10th & Vine Sts. (Clayman’s Garage Bldg.), Phila., Pa.

**MARKet 9875**

**Clem’s**

INDEPENDENT THEATRE SUPPLY HOUSE
1224 Vine Street, Philadelphia

“Everything From Street to Screen”

**Save Time Energy Insurance Worry Money**

Economically Sensible for All Your Deliveries to Be Made by

**Horlacher Delivery Service Inc.**

PHILADELPHIA
1228 Vine St.
266 N. Bond St.
Baltimore
1243 Vine St.
214 N. Bond St.
Washington
1031 3rd St., N.W.
518 W. 48th St.

Motor Carrier Agents for GENERAL AIR EXPRESS
Coast to Coast Overnight

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.

Member National Film Carriers, Inc.
YOUR CAMPAIGN TO ADVERTISE

James CAGNEY

GET THIS GUY!
ROARED GANGLAND

They tried to fame him... bribe him... even kill him! But they couldn't stop this red-headed, two-fisted champion!

IT TOPS ALL CAGNEY ROLES!

CAGNEY
AT HIS BEST IN
GREAT GUY
Mae Clarke

The Dynamic Star of the
Year's Biggest Hit in the
Hit Picture of His Career!

SINGLE HANDED--HE
BATTLED A NEW KIND
OF PUBLIC ENEMY!

James gives you the line
down on a new role in
this smash drama!

IT'S TOPS IN CAGNEY ROLES!

The Incomparable Jimmy...
in the Greatest Role of his
sensational career!

And it's TOPS in Entertainment!
All the thrills... drama... punch... humor of Cagney's best
rolled into one Smash Picture!

JAMES
CAGNEY
IN HIS GREATEST PICTURE
GREAT GUY
with Mae Clarke

A GRAND NATIONAL PICTURE

MINIATURE REPRODUCTIONS OF ADS
IN YOUR PRESS BOOK CAMPAIGN

Now Booking

A GRAND NATIONAL PICTURE
Metro's "Subsistence Profit" Plan

Some exhibitors are hailing as a great victory the purported offer of Loew's sales executives to "guarantee a profit" on every Metro picture. This proposition was reported to have been made to leaders of the United M.P.T.O. of Eastern Penna. as a compromise to quell the nationwide campaign of exhibitors against M-G-M's 1936-37 terms.

FILM BULLETIN cannot join in the enthusiasm for the scheme being shown by those exhibitor leaders who are either shortsighted or incautiously eager to accept any gift horse from the distributor without looking it in the mouth. We see a grave danger in Metro's offer and warn all independents to scrutinize the plan carefully before heralding it as a boon and a victory.

American labor fought for many years against the acceptance of the subsistence wage as the yardstick by which workers were to be paid for their toil. The subsistence wage meant a sum which enabled the worker barely to exist in food, shelter and clothing. Today, in normal times, with exceptions in some sections of our country, this reactionary attitude is no longer held.

In Metro's "guarantee of a profit on every picture" we see the danger that the plan will eventually lead to the fixing of a "subsistence profit" for the independent exhibitor. We fear that it may gently ease into general adoption of a policy that will limit the independent to a low and stationary profit allowance from the operation of his own theatre.

Assuming that the plan was to be adopted, who is to decide what a reasonable profit is in each case? On second thought, would the profit be reasonable, or would it be the lowest possible percentage of his gross the distributor could force the exhibitor to take?

If this strikes you as fantastic, hearken back to the manner in which block booking became compulsory upon the exhibitor; to the adoption and gradual increase in percentage pictures, 20 percent, then 25, 30, 35, and now 40 percent; to the system of selling unproduced pictures by meaningless numbers. Oh, yes, the ready and thoughtless acceptance of every new, pleasant-sounding scheme put forward by certain film companies has placed the independents in their present position, from where many of them are constantly shouting "robber" at the distributors and yelling for help, without ever trying to help themselves—except, perhaps, by occasionally gyping a percentage checker.

MO WAX.
The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of exhibitors those pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these “Sleepers” with the view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns. Follow these “Sleeper” campaigns for bigger grosses!

**By Wolfe-Smith**

A daredevil, freelancing reporter witnesses a struggle between two men on the deck of a train ferry traveling across the Mississippi to N’Orleans. He sees them both plunge over the side of the boat, hears a splash as they strike the water—and then silence as they vanish into the darkness of the pea-soup fog that envelopes old Miss like a shroud.

Sensing murder and a sensational story, the newshound watches the unloading of the baggage, classing as his own the two bags that are left unclaimed. From that lead he is soon at the home of a wealthy banker, whose lovely daughter tells our hero her father is missing. He has a story and he hotfoots it directly to the office of the leading newspaper in town. “Buy me and you buy this story,” he offers, and the editor buys quickly. Now, all he has to do is solve the mystery. He does it—and how! Wins himself the dead banker’s daughter, in the bargain!

Of course it isn’t unusual, bright boy, but if you can’t see the angles in it just don’t bother disturbing the cobwebs that have been woven around your dogs up on the desk! This is plain, unadulterated mystery melodrammer, sweetheart, the kind that come to you by the bushel every season. BUT, when you’re after the method of killing a guy—by pushing him and yourself off a boat in the fog, and you a good swimmer!

First of all, we want to warn the brighter and more ambitious boys in the class not to try to tie up with the railroad line to get free space at every train crossing!

Our stunts on this one are coming to you, for the most part, right out of the press sheet, which too few of you guys ever go through thoroughly. In the case of Universal, a fellow we mention here from time to time, Joe Weil by name, is just about one of thesmartest exploitation thinkers in the business and the least you can do is show him the courtesy and do yourself the favor of learning what he tells you about how to make more dough for yourselves. Look over these simple and yet effective, gags that cost as close to nothing as possible and see what interest you can build in an ordinary picture, merely by giving it that little extra PUSH. We are using Weil’s own illustrations.

**BAGGAGE LOBBY DISPLAY**

Get yourself a couple of old suitcases, letter according to the sketch, and set them in front of a contrasting compo background board that contains stills. Play a baby spot on them and you have a lobby display that will stop ’em. Or, have the cases constructed out of a simple wooden frame, covered with canvas and leather-stained crepe paper. If you do this, you can put lights inside the bags and light up the lettering in reverse.

**FLOATING HAT DISPLAY**

This looks tough, but it isn’t. All you need is a large tub, artificial grass and bullrushes, and, as Weil says, you have a lobby stunt that strikingly dramatizes “Crossing.” Fill the tub with water, surround it with grass and bullrushes and float a hat on the surface. Copy like that in the illustration, on a white painted compo board, will do the trick.

**SPOT DISPLAYS**

Above are illustrated a couple inexpensive “spot” displays that will catch the eyes and sell the picture.

**STREET BALLY**

Have a few criss-cross “STOP” signs made of light wood and send stooges out with them to stand for short periods at the busiest street crossings in your naborhood. “Mysterious” on one piece; “Crossing” on the other, and a small strip below the cross giving the theatre and dates.

The 6-sheet and 24-sheet are both excellent for cutouts and these can be used very effectively to form the backgrounds for any of the stunts listed above.

There are other gags on the “Showmanship” page in the press sheet, but we like the ones we mention best. Drag your whatss off the office chair and go to work on this show. Maybe some day people will call you a showman, instead of exhibitor!
NO RKO CONCESSIONS

Reject MPTOA Program . . .

"In conclusion, I should like to state that we will welcome any opportunity to cooperate by proper means with your very laudable attempt to bring about better conditions in the industry and improved relations between the exhibitor and the distributor."

Thus ends RKO's reply to the heralded 10-point trade practice program proposed by the M.P.T.O.A. But, only on the point of setting up local conciliation boards does the distributor find itself in accord with the organization's proposals.

The letter, written to Ed Kuykendall by Ned E. Depine, president of RKO, declares that his company is "willing to grant an unconditional minimum rejection privilege of ten per cent"—and immediately proceeds to place the same limitations on the same cancellation privilege as has existed in film contracts since the N.R.A.; the exhibitor must contract for all pictures offered by the distributor; notice of rejection must be given within a reasonable period after availability; no picture released by RKO for outside producers can be cancelled.

Score another "victory" for the M.P.T.O.A.!

CASH GIVEAWAYS SPREAD; LEGAL OBSTACLES GROWING

Cashing On in East . . .

Cash giveaways, for years the principal boxoffice stimulant of mid-western movie houses, are now sweeping the eastern territories and possibly heading straight for trouble with legal authorities.

Hitherto most theatres in the east relied on merchandise prizes as the lure for their games, but the cash awards, often running up to several hundred dollars in average neighborhood houses, are attracting more and more people and exhibitors are turning to Bank Night and other drawing stunts that involve cash. In some cases, theatremen are using the old "Lucky," "Bingo," "Bingo," etc., with cash prizes instead of merchandise.

May Be Heading for Fall . . .

Whereas it took several years for the local and state authorities throughout the west to take action against cash awards on the charge of violation of lottery laws, it is extremely doubtful if they will escape that long in the east. Having examples of recent police drives to stamp out the alleged lotteries in other states, police officials in the states in which the giveaways are just spreading are alert and familiar with methods for making it uncomfortable for exhibitors who give cash.

With Bank Night having been dealt crushing blows by recent court decisions in Denver and Boston, where it was ruled that they had no legal copyright or patent on the idea, the practice of cash awards by registration or any other device was tossed into the public domain. That means innumerable theatres will soon be operating their own stunts to give away money. That, in turn, will unquestionably result in a wave of unfavorable public opinion leading to the necessity of police action to bar them all.

METRO RIDICULES THE PHILLY STRIKE THREAT

Branch Uses Its Own Pickets . . .

The Phila. M.G.M. exchange is having its own laugh about the threatened date strike by local indies, which fizzled after a few conferences between leaders of the United M.P.T.O. and Metro officials.

A FILM BULLETIN reporter was apprised of the fact that a "demonstration" was to be staged by pickets in front of the film company's Phila. branch. Apparently the word "staged" had been used advisedly, for, after keeping close surveillance on the exchange for some time, the reporter saw four men carrying picket signs emerge from the building and take posts on the pavement, while a photographer pounced them and took pictures.

Lynch Directs "Pickets" . . .

The "pickets" were under the direction of branch manager Bob Lynch, who instructed the men on holding the signs to best advantage.

Inscribed on the cards were slogans to the effect that "Theatres Which Do Not Pay Metro Pictures Will Go Out Of Business!" "Metro Has All The Big Pictures; Metro Has All The Big Stars!"

Some fun, it seems!
GOLDEN REJOINS JOHNSTON
In New Monogram Setup . . .

Rapidly changing events in the independent film field brought two old associates together again in the reorganization of one of the outstanding indie outfits. Edward A. Golden suddenly resigned from his post as general sales manager of Chesterfield-Invincible Pictures last Saturday to rejoin W. Ray Johnston's new Monogram company in the same capacity.

Johnston and Golden, two of the most popular executives in the industry, were president and general sales manager, respectively, of the old Monogram Pictures Corp. and went to Republic in the same positions when the latter company merged several independents. Golden left Republic in Dec., 1935, to join Chesterfield-Invincible, and was chiefly responsible for working out that company's date deal with Allied.

Monogram Set for '37-'38 . . .

Johnston resigned from Republic late last summer and immediately plunged into plans for reorganizing Monogram, which is now under way with plans for 34 features to be produced during 1937-38.

Four prominent indie producers, I. E. Chadwick, Lon Young, Ken Goldsmith and Dorothy Reid, will supervise the company's production. First film scheduled to go before the cameras is "The Legion of Missing Men," which Chadwick will handle.

G-N TAKES OWN STUDIO
Five Stages . . .

Further evidence that the company intends to go places in the industry was contained in the announcement by President Edward L. Alperson last week that Grand National had entered into a ten-year lease for the Educational Studios in Hollywood as the home of all future G-N films.

The studio, one of the best equipped in the Movie City, is now prepared to house five shooting companies on its five modern stages. Ample space is available for expansion on the ten acres of ground space surrounding the studio buildings.

Meanwhile, it was reported that Grand National executives had already decided upon a program of 44 features for the 1937-38 season.

NEW YORK TIP-OFF
Observations and Opinions by Larkin

GORDON-GOETZ TO U.A.?

It is being reliably reported that the Max Gordon-Harry Goetz film producing venture will actually get under way shortly and that it will distribute its product thru U.A. Gordon, bright boy of today's legit, has been itching to get his fingers into the film business and the chances are that he will be a very valuable addition to any firm. The best of everything has been his motto for stage productions and he has turned out hits with uncanny regularity during the past several years. A few of Gordon's productions have brought fancy prices for the film rights and he reasons that he can put them on the stage and turn them into pictures himself for greater profit. He should be a gent to be reckoned with in film business. . . . Jimmy Cagney, whose difficulties with Warners included his refusal to be tossed around on all sorts of publicity stunts by the WB idea boys every time he slipped into N. Y. for a res or to visit family and friends, has been cooperating nicely with Ed Finney and the Grand National staff, we are told. While the pugnacious star still won't permit himself to be hounded on his visits, Finney's gang have been smart enough to be considerate, and the result is a smoother relationship between Cagney and the G-N publicists, as well as more personal news stories than the Warnerites were able to eke out of him. Tact, boys, tact! Incidentally, Jimmy is due to get going on his second G-N film within the next couple of weeks. The story is ready and is said to be as actionful, but different than all the others. . . . Eddie Golden's quitting of Chesterfield-Invincible to join Monogram came as no surprise to this reporter, who had known the genial, rotund executive's desire to reassociate himself with his old side-kick, Ray Johnston. Pleasant fellows both, Ray and Eddie worked together like a well-oiled clock in the old Monogram days. Important things can be expected from the new Monogram outfit, mark these words!

BROADWAY BUSINESS

Only one new film opened at the first runs since last weekend, but a few of the holdovers wish they had replaced their screen occupants with new material. . . . "God's Country and the Woman" (WB) is a flop at the Strand. It is being replaced by "Black Legion" this Saturday morning. . . . The Music Hall did so well the first week with "That Girl From Paris" (RKO) they thought it a cinch for holdover, but it skidded badly in the second. . . . "Beloved Enemy" (UA) is struggling through a third week and goes out Friday night, to be replaced by "Men Are Not Gods" (UA) . . . "College Holiday" (Par), as predicted in this column last week, couldn't stand the gaff of a third week without the aid of the Casa Loma Band, which quit the stage after the second week. . . . Three holdovers are doing very well, however. They are: "One In a Million" (20th Cent.) at the Roxy for a third week; "After the Thin Man" (Metro) at the Capitol for a fourth, and "Great Guy" (G-N), which is still clicking nicely at the Criterion. . . . "Lloyd's" (20th Cent.) finally quit the Astor and opens at pop prices at the Music Hall Thursday.
E. B. Derr Headed Three Major Film Companies At One Time

This is the third of a series of articles by our West Coast correspondent, author of "Hollywood Flickers," on interviews with personalities prominent in production.

E. B. DERR

Presented by DAVID J. HANNA

We were on our way to meet the man who, at one time some years back, had been the chief executive of three topnotch film companies simultaneously!

Finding Talisman Studios among the dovetailing, twisting streets that make East Los Angeles a labyrinth, is a trip we hesitate to recommend to even the most seasoned citizen of the City of the Angels. But, should by any chance the object of your visit be E. B. Derr, your pioneering will have been worthwhile.

For, without a doubt, Derr is one of the most fascinating individuals in the motion picture field. He brings to his post as president of Crescent Pictures a background with almost the same amount of drama and interest as the industry itself.

1914 saw his beginning in the business when he became a theatre operator in Pennsylvania. "The days when pictures were just thrown in," he calls them. "Chaplin was the attraction then. Audiences never seemed to tire of him and many times the supply never met the demand. We had our own way of meeting this problem, however. We merely hid ourselves to the old General Film exchange and a few hours there would net us enough odd bits of film to make a Chaplin two-reeler. Sometimes the picture would open with Charlie stiffing in the Sahara and end with him freezing in the Arctic, but the audiences loved it and begged for more."

Realizing that the production of motion pictures offered more lucrative returns, Derr and his associates took over FBO, which before long was producing thirty-six features and forty-two shorts a year. Mergers and affiliations between FBO, the Keith circuit, the advent of sound and the eventual entrance of RCA into the film world resulted in what is now RKO. Following the merger, Derr became chief executive of Pathe and remained in that spot until it was sold to RKO.

To us, whose only knowledge of mergers and stock and studio transactions is gained on rare visits to a friend in the mountains who long since discovered building fish ponds was more fun than guiding the destiny of a motion picture studio, this sounded somewhat bewildering. However, during that part of the interview we managed to sense a bit of the unusual and jotted it down in a prominent place among our notes.

With the flurry of mergers, affiliations and the purchases of entire studios, a strange situation arose. E. B. Derr was simultaneously the chief executive of FBO, Pathe and First National. Unparalleled in the history of the motion picture industry, it will probably never happen again, since it is unlikely that the bankers will again attempt to monopolize the entire film business.

Derr's greatest asset has been his unerring ability to develop stars. Ricardo Cortez, Helen Twelvetrees, Ann Dvorak, Ann Harding, George Raft, Robert Ames, Mary Astor, Paul Muni—at all were given their first chances in Derr productions. Constance Bennett was brought over from Paris to star in her first talkie. "Sin Takes a Holiday," and in a short eleven months, Derr had made her such a force in the cinema firmament that Warner Bros. signed her at the unprecedented salary of $50,000 a week!

"One of the chief reasons for the formation of Crescent Pictures," said Mr. Derr, "is to develop our own stars and keep them. Heretofore I have worked to discover and exploit personalities only to find the Studio sold to someone else, at a profit, of course, and with the sale went the stars."

This year's program at Crescent will include four murder-comedy mysteries. A male player will head the cast of this quartet as the smoothing working detective. Four exploitation pictures, one of which will be the story of Alcatraz, and eight historical action pictures starring Tom Keene will round out the program.

"In Tom Keene," the producer continued, "I believe I have another potent boxoffice personality. Although only two in our series have been released, the response has been most gratifying. It seems we are actually accomplishing what we set out to do, which was to deviate from the run-of-the-mill type of action picture and, while still retaining the speed action and suspense so necessary to the success of this type of film, to present the hard riding and fist fights of the hero against a truly interesting background. And what better basis is there than American history?"

And at this point the genial Crescent Picture star, Tom Keene, arrived on the scene. A few minutes for the formal introductions and once more we were off on Derr's favorite theme of the action picture based on authentic historical facts.

"Do you know that Paul Revere made George Washington's false teeth?" demanded good looking, rugged Mr. Keene, his six feet towering over us while we murmured our apologies and wished our history teacher had apprised us of the fact.

"Do you know that Mark Twain's name means 'that's safe?'" queried Mr. Derr, as he leaned across the desk and handed us a cigarette. Once more we bowed before the wisdom of these two historians and quietly made our exit, while Keene and Derr discussed the right of France to sell us the Louisiana purchase.

And today we had seen this very same producer enthuse, believe in and trust a new departure in that type of film production. Aside from any commercial angle, we mused, here was one man with the courage and idealism to bring history to the screen under the guise of entertainment. To re-enact the early days of America, not in a single film, but with an entire series of pictures; to glorify on celluloid every State of the Union. "Every town which boasts a statue has a story, and even if we have to wash it to find the inscription, we will," he had told us. And so with an honest wish of "good luck" to F. B. Derr, we set about the less romantic task of finding our way home.

Addendum

John T. Neville is the historian for Crescent Pictures. On his shoulders rests the burden of research, and in fact much of the writing of the scripts is done by this able ex-professor. Frank Melford is in charge of production, and B. A. Morrauris bears the title of associate producer. These three men, plus Ted Loefl, whose exploitation is a high spot in Crescent Pictures' campaign to make the action picture educational as well as entertaining, form the core of the organization behind E. B. Derr.
GREAT GUY
(Grand National)
"... A nifty and exciting melodrama. ... Exciting and gripping 'expose' melodrama—a melodrama that is guiltless of a single dull moment. "
Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
"... The year that James Cagney has been absent from the films has marked no diminution in his talents for persuasive and engaging characterization. ... He sets off an old tale with a vital and dynamic performance. ..."
Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE
"... Cracking entertainment; and it bears unmistakable evidence of that Hollywood rarity, complete cooperation of the director and the story and casting departments. ... There are interludes, deftly introduced, which permit Mr. Cagney to be the dynamic, knuckle-dusting Cagney of old. ..."
J. T. M., N. Y. TIMES
"... Although the film itself tells a rather familiar cops-and-robbers tale, it is illuminated by Cagney's presence to such a degree that it assumes a style and quality beyond its limitations. ..."
E. F., PHIL. RECORD
"... Typical Cagney action vehicle. ... The story is right in the Cagney repertory and the supporting cast and production are all that could be asked. ..."
H. T. M., PHIL. LEDGER

God's Country and the Woman
( Warners )
"... Direct and hearty melodrama in which a punch on the jaw counts more than three pages of small talk. ..."
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES
"... Only moderately effective Technicolor. ... The tale itself is melodrama of the open spaces at its least convincing points, but it has been resolutely staged and acted and should prove popular with city dwellers. ..."
Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE
"... Technicolor that is better than usual, ... A reasonably good yarn. ... There is very little plot. ... Deserves a better than average rating. ..."
Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
"... As melodrama it is as primitive as the Northwest woods which provide the settings. ... There are legitimate thrills and excitaments that even sophisticates, real or alleged, should find it easy to applaud. ..."
Kuerner, BALTIMORE EYE, SUN
"... It is never unpleasant. And there are times when it is gripping. ... Full of fistfights, including one interval when Miss Roberts socks Mr. Brent in the jaw. ..."
Carmody, WASHINGTON EYE, STAR

SMARTEST GIRL IN TOWN
(RKO)
"... Practically buried in whiskey. ... If you would win the gal of your heart (so say RKO's script writers) the two prime requirements are that you should be a millionaire playboy and as persistently irritating as seven reels will allow. Well, maybe the million dollars isn't essential, but you absolutely MUST be a complete..."
Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
"... Gene Raymond and Ann Sothern as the upper and lower class protagonists do the best they can to make it light and engaging, but the material simply isn't there. ..."
H. M., PHILA. RECORD
"... A light weight comedy. ..."
BOSTON HERALD
"... A landslide of laughs, fast action and novel situations. It's a sure cure for the blase blues. See it ... just for fun!"
Rob Red, CHICAGO AMERICAN

THE PLAINSMAN
(Paramount)
"... A straightforward hoss opera that has plenty of action and excitement, an uncomplicated story, interesting, if not deeply drawn characters, and the slight excuse of history to hold the affair together. ... Good entertainment. ..."
Murdock, PHIL. LEDGER
"... One of the finest films of the cinema year. ... Teems with genuine dramatic fire. ..."
Finn, PHIL. RECORD
"... Lusty, gusty romantic melodrama taken from the history of the West when it was really wild. ... It is long, large and handsome; it is well staged, picturesque, sometimes exciting, sometimes amusing, and practically never dull. ..."
L. L. H., BOSTON HERALD
"... Grand entertainment for anybody. 'The Plainsman' is finely done, martial, thrilling, action-loaded Western drama and romance. ..."
WASHINGTON TIMES
"... Not since 'The Covered Wagon' have audiences been so captivated with the heroism and the villainies of an animated dime novel. ... Absorbing entertainment of the flamboyant, highly theatrical sort. ... As thrilling a panorama of crowded, turbulent events as even the most whirling enthusiasts for such things reasonably could desire. ..."
Kuerner, BALTIMORE EYE, SUN

SMART BLONDE
( Warners )
"... Not only does the film lack the zip and dash that one can reasonably expect of a first-rate murder mystery, but its story is hackneyed, adolescent, extremely dull and completely wastes the talents of some really first-rate players. ..."
Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
"... Although the Warners deny making Class B pictures—the brothers label their product AA and A—'Smart Blonde' is pretty far down the alphabet. ... I seem to remember having seen the story in pictures before; strange that the same mistake should have been made again. ..."
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES
"... Just one of those pictures which entertains and keeps you in a good humor while it is being unneed and then passes on to the limbo of films that are forgotten even if not regretted. ..."
MacArthur, WASHINGTON EYE, STAR
"... Primarily a murder mystery, yet it has plenty of laughs and occasional songs and dances, in night club scenes. ..."
WASHINGTON TIMES

ONE IN A MILLION
(20th Century-Fox)
"... Gives her opportunity to display her figure-skating ability to its best advantage, but it also provides plenty of comedy and good music. ..."
Murdock, PHIL. LEDGER
"... Scarcely a dull moment in a fresh, bright, lively production which is further enriched by the presence of the extraordinary Sonja Henie. ..."
Finn, PHIL. RECORD
"... Miss Henie goes through her classic repertoire with exquisitely and spine-tickling finesse. ... Merely a disconnected variety show and, on the whole, a good one. ..."
B. R. C., N. Y. TIMES
"... She (Miss Henie) is like poetry in motion, and performs on the ice with an inspired grace and technical perfection. ... Dull stretches result from a surfeit of unimportant incidents and confused direction. ... The Ritz Brothers perform gags with their customary comedy, while Minevitch and his Harmonians intrude to play mad ditties, fight one another and clown generally. ..."
Tazelaar, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE
"... Light, gay, tuneful and amusing, it moves along at a fast clip with unflagging interest. ..."
Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
Riders of the Whistling Skull

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

**WESTERN...** One of the most thrilling how operas of the season... Puts "Three Mesquiteses" close to top of Western list... Can be used wherever they like action-plus... Rates ★★★ for action spots.

Republic
59 Minutes

The Three Mesquiteses: Robert Livingston, Ray Corrigan, Max Terhune... Mary Russell... Yakima Canutt... Roger Williams

Directed by Mack V. Wright

This slam-bang outdoor opera is composed of just about the nearest combination of old-fashioned cowboys 'n Indians thrills and modern story twists we've seen in a blue moon. It starts off like a house afire and never once lets down until the producers shipped in a quick solution to get it under the line of proper running time. The way it was going up to that point, it looked like it could have continued for twice its length without making anyone tired of anything but jumping up and down and yelling. Yes, it's that kind of a Western and ranks as the best of the "Three Mesquites" series, all of which have been good. This one is good enough to deserve playing time in the better class spots where well produced action films are liked.

The Mesquites go out into remote sections of the Painted Desert with a group of scientists bent on locating the girl's missing father. After several of their party have been slain by arrows branded with strange cult symbols, the action really starts and ends up with the Mesquites vanishing a band of vicious Indians with the aid of a landscape, which engulf's them. They find the father.

AD TIPS: Sell this as a superlative outdoor-action picture. Three cowboys on horses, labeled "The Three Mesquites," will be a striking street talker.

---

God's Country and the Woman

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

**NORTHWEST OUTDOOR MELLER in Technicolor...** Old-fashioned Carwood yarn modernized a bit, but not enough... Acting and color help... Rates ★★★ for action and rural locations; less elsewhere.

Warner Bros.
85 Minutes

George Brent... Beverly Roberts... Barton MacLane... Robert Barrat... Alan Hale... El Brendel... Joseph King

Directed by William Keighley

Warner apparently relied on Technicolor to dress up this vintage 1915 story of the great Northwest outdoors for present-day consumption. Certainly any picture with a title as dated as "God's Country and the Women" is going to frighten off every modern younger than 60, so the efforts put into jazzing up the plot will probably go for naught in the boxoffice returns. It is mildly entertaining stuff, helped not little by the color, some striking logging scenes and the playing of a capable cast. But, oh, that title!

Beverly Roberts operates a lumber camp which is in keen competition with the one run by Robert Barrat. George Brent, dude brother of Barrat, is brought back from Europe by the latter, and he meets Beverly and falls for her. Little by little, Brent acquires virile manhood, fights his brother's tactics to force Beverly out of business, and finally dynamites the log jam that has been caused by Barrat.

Brent and Miss Roberts are a pleasant outdoor hero and heroine. Barton MacLane, Barrat and most of the supporting cast give capably of their efforts to make all this seem real. William Keighley's direction lends color and action to the story and manages to sustain interest fairly well.

AD TIPS: Sell the cast and the color. Play down the title as much as possible.

---

10 LAPS TO GO

**Hollywood Prods.**

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

**AUTO RACING MELLER...** Fast moving cheapie will shock with kids and racing fans... Thrills and spills at track add to excitement... Rates ★★ for late runs, action spots and rural.

Fauchon Roger Prod.
70 Minutes

Rex Lease... Duncan Renaldo... Muriel Evans... Marie Prevost... Charles Delaney... Tom Moore

Directed by Elmer Clifton

Auto racing holds a strong lure for many adults and kids, and this swift moving indie film contains plenty of the action one witnesses at the tracks. The routine yarn is well played by a nicely balanced cast composed chiefly of old favorites, and those who like this sort of stuff should have no complaint. The midget auto race presents a novel angle. It rates fair grosses for cheaper action houses and rural locations.

The plot is principally concerned with the rivalry between Rex Lease and Duncan Renaldo, arch-enemies of the auto racing tracks. The latter is in league with crooked gamblers and upsets Lease's car in the big race. III. broke and mumps his girlfriend. Lease comes to the rescue when his old friend, Tom Moore, the inventor of a new motor being used in midget autos, is in danger of having his invention stolen by Renaldo's gang. Our hero rides Moore's midget car to victory over his rival and wins back his girl.

AD TIPS: Picture the excitement and racing and you can sell on the stars, story and the exciting street action.

---

HONEST... IMPARTIAL REVIEWS YOU CAN TRUST!
LARCENY ON THE AIR

Hollywood Review

BOXOFFICE RATING

MELODRAMA . . . Has plenty of action, but shpshed production keeps it in lower brackets . . . Novel story and G-man angle will help . . . Has strong exploitation angle . . . Only suitable for lower class spots . . . Rates • • •

Directed by Irving Pichel

This little melodramatic number is hampered by lack of name strength and evidences of hasty production. However, in spite of these deficiencies, director Irving Pichel has contrived to throw in enough swift-moving action, suspense and love interest to deliver a moderately engaging movie that should please the action fans and kids. Blue pencil it for any place where the patrons are choozy. The story is above average for this type of film and can perhaps be sold for fair grosses in the naborhoods.

Robert Livingston is a young doctor, whose ambition is to break up the ring controlling the manufacture of quack medicines. Using the radio as his medium, he soon finds himself being pushed off the air by the more affluent manufacturers. He becomes embroiled with a group of blackmailers headed by Granville Bates, whose daughter, Grace Bradley, provides the romantic interest. Livingston ties in with the G-men, and, posing as a quack, he gets the goods on his enemies in connection with a murder. A whirlwind finale has him chasing the crooked syndicate in a mad motor car dash through the mountains.

Livingston, who has been appearing in Westerns as one of "The Three Mesquiteers," is a pleasing juvenile who shows promise. The other performances, especially that of Miss Bradley, are competent. Pichel deserves credit for working up so much excitement with his direction.

AD TIPS: This looks like an exploitation lulu. The idea of a crusade against quack medicine fakers is in line with recent efforts of the Federal Government to check their practices. Play it up.

HANNA (Hollywood)

WE'RE IN THE LEGION NOW

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY-DRAMA . . . Generally bad job . . . Direction misses fire repeatedly and color is spotty . . . Only suitable for lower class spots . . . Rates • • •

Grand National

57 Minutes

Reginald Denny . . . Vince Barnett . . .
Esther Ralston

Directed by Crane Wilbur

This has a few moments of action, but they are too few and far between to justify the balance of the film. Sloppy direction and poor color are outstanding deficits that will keep this relegated to the lower bracket action spots.

Reginald Denny and Vince Barnett, good comics when their material is decently written, wallow around in this shallow yarn about two ex-racketeers who join the French Legion for peace and quiet and get the unexpected. They are constantly drinking and squabbling over women. Eventually, of course, they prove themselves heroes in a pitched battle with the Arabs.

The climactic fighting sequence is fairly well done and will satisfy the action fans. Otherwise, thumbs down.

AD TIPS: Sell this as the most gorgeous Technicolor film yet made. Feature Fonda and the new French discovery, Annabella. Mention McCormack's singing.

NONIE

WINGS OF THE MORNING

BOXOFFICE RATING

IRISH ROMANCE in Technicolor . . . Most beautiful color yet, but story is too slow for this country . . . McCormack sings . . . Rates • • • generally; slightly more in class houses.

20th Century-Fox

86 Minutes

Henry Fonda . . . Annabella . . .
Leslie Banks . . . John McCormack

Directed by Harold Schuster

This has the thrilling beauty of a painted masterpiece. Technicolor did itself proud with the scenes of a. Ireland, where the film was made, but the ancient static quality and slow unfolding of the story makes it definitely unsuited as mass entertainment. Strikingly beautiful to view at first, it becomes pretty boring when the story is relied on to hold the spectator's interest. Class houses may be able to sell it for fair returns, particularly in places where John McCormack's name is valuable. Elsewhere let it lay.

The fourth generation love affair between gypsies and Irish noblemen is pretty mucky stuff and never convincing. Fonda and Annabella, French girl and good, do their best as the idyllic lovers, wandering through the tinted scenery and making wishes while standing in the wishing spring and sleeping in haymows. McCormack, unfortunate in his first film appearance, again is not shown to best advantage, but sings several Irish ballads. The other players are adept with the material at hand. Some excitement is provided at the finish by a Derby race, but up to that point the action is noticeable chiefly for its absence.

AD TIPS: Sell this as the most gorgeous Technicolor film yet made. Feature Fonda and the new French discovery, Annabella. Mention McCormack's singing.

NONIE

Geo. Weeks Date Drive

Arthur A. Lee announced that G-B has inaugurated a date drive honoring George W. Weeks, general sales manager of the British company. The campaign starts immediately and continues until April 3rd. It will be known as "George W. Weeks Playdate Roundup" and will concentrate on four new pictures to be released by the company during the period. They are: "Strangers On a Honeymoon," "Man of Affairs," "Head Over Heels in Love" and "The Woman Alone."
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ADVERTISERS
REPUBLICAN RIVALRY! . . . Although it is the off-season at a national sales and date drive by the Republican organization, the sectional contest between the Phila. and New York branches is going to be very interesting to observe. The N. Y. sales force have given the local staff a merciless ribbing ever since the big town boys beat them out for first place by the smallest fraction of one percent you can possibly imagine in last year’s drive. It cost the Phila. gang dough and some plaudits they coveted very much. What, in effect, some of the New Yorkers said was that the Philly exhibits were really too tough for the local manpower, and that the staff just didn’t know how to sell them! So, burning up, the Philly salesmen, led by branch manager HARRY LA VINE, offered to place a personal wager that they would lick the “big shot” big towners to a merry frazzle in the campaign that starts Jan. 18th and runs to March 1st. The N. Y. gang are publicizing their drive in honor of their popular boss, HERMAN GLUCKMAN, who is celebrating his 20th anniversary in the industry. The Phila. crew are going to work on any angle like that; with them it must be a matter of sheer salesman ship and cooperation from the theatremen who have some pride in their territory. If they lose, it may become necessary for LA VINE, BILL KARRER, JERRY LLEW and FRANK HAMMERMAN, not to mention BILL PORTER and MARY MEADOWCROFT, to leave the country or remain here in shame and minus quite a few bucks! Don’t you think YOU ought to give them some dates RIGHT NOW! J. H. HENRY’S son, Harold, operated on for appendicitis at Jefferson Hosp, and doing nicely. . . . LEW BERGER celebrated son’s Bar Mitzvah last Sunday . . . MIKE Felt pays premiums for old coins to Indwiana; he heads the Fox rosumes stage shows and orchestras this Friday . . . We hear several downtown houses are dusting off their stages for vaudeville. The Standard, South Street, and Colonial, Moyamensing, among ‘em. . . . BENNY HARRIS swears he is related to Benny The Rum; Benny being the bum! Preferred’s BILLIE MILLER is going to A. C. for a mid-winter health vacation. . . . SAM STIEFEL reported taking over the Riviera, Manayunk, from WILLIAM GREENFIELD. . . . MILT SMITH says Nat’s Screen Art will shortly open another display room on the Street. . . . WALT POTAMKIN back in the Felt fold again. . . . JOE CONWAY is still arguing with JOE SILVER of the Ledger about the use of that line “Tonight’s the Night,” by which he advertises Bank Nite in the newspaper. . . . ELLI GINSBURG now selling Girls in the Gold Fish Bowls for SID STANLEY. . . . MRS. JOHN GOLDER back at her desk after a week’s illness. . . . Nixon-Grand is supposed to become definitely a white house within the next couple of weeks. . . . IZ RAPPAPORT of Baltimore in town last week to look over vaude at Earle and Fays. . . . POP KORSON and ED BORETH are excited about the first Pinky Tomlin musical that just arrived in the exchange.

FROM BOSTON
By Bruce

Warner Brothers has a new office manager, one ELI LEAVITT by name, sent on from the New York home office with apparently complete control over the collection of accounts. Coincident with his appointment, many exhibitors are finding that their films are being sent by express to their offices instead of the old O. D.’s, who always chose to pay on the spot, including express charges, plus previous overages, plus any money claimed as due Warner Brothers. It is explained that any adjustment in favor of the exhibitor will be very. This is another indication that Warner is treating the exhibitor the right way. As one well-known exhibitor put it, “A fat chance we have of getting anything back once they get the check—our bargaining position is nil.” Several exhibitors, who have been in touch, say the Warner O.D. films pulled their dates and booked other product. The exhibitors have already paid for a shipper without paying these express charges and they formerly paid up their accounts once a week. At any rate, Elia’s high pressure tactics are occurring a lot of ill will as well as several cancellations. The sooner El Leavitt realizes that he is not always dealing with chieftes, but with decent New England showmen, the less damage he will do to the heretofore good name of Warner Brothers. . . . The E. M. Loew offices were saddened by the news of the death of Yetta Blank, E. M. Loew’s sister. She was 52 years old and at time of her death and little had been said for some time. . . . JOE COHEN always eats fruit at the previews. . . . The film district was deserted Tuesday morning, as all the exhibs flocked to the Fenway Theatre to see the trade preview of “Loyd’s of London.” . . . ARTHUR K. HOWARD announces that the annual meeting of Independent Exhibitors will be held at the Hotel Touraine on January 26th. In addition to the election of officers, many matters of importance to independent exhibitors will be discussed. . . . BOB WOLFE, sales manager for Wholesale Film Company, has just returned from Springfield, sad and weary, as his wife is in the Springfield Hospital with pneumonia. His company has acquired the rights to six new pictures. Bob tells us that the entire Loew circuit in New York has signed up “I Cover Chinatown,” and that many RKO houses are also taking it. . . . MIKE THOMAS spent the weekend in Manchester, New Hampshire, and reports that business is excellent. . . . EDDIE KLEINE, of the Bay State Film Company, has acquired the rights to the Freiburg Passion Play, an eight reeler. Fastnacht takes the part of Christ. . . . ART SHERRY beaves in his new clothing. Has remodeling and redecorating the Star Theatre, Island Pond, Vermont, as well as renaming it the Roxy. . . . SAM DAVIDSON spent the week in Bridgeport and New Haven, leaving the Cameo Screen Attractions office in charge of WALTER GILLES. . . . HENRY SPERLING, manager of the Central Theatre, Maville, R. 1, is ill with the grippe. . . . Practically the entire Columbia staff attended the Abbe Montague Eastern Sales Convention at the St. Moritz in New York, headed by branch manager TIM O’TOOLE. . . . THAD BARRON’s was elected president of the Boston Projectionist Union for the eighteenth consecutive time. . . .
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A Vicious Circle

As the practice of enticing patrons to movie theatres by offering expensive merchandise gifts or huge cash giveaways continues to make advances, it becomes more and more evident that the industry is whirling in the course of a very vicious circle that is bound, ultimately, to bring both producer and exhibitor naught but harm.

It strikes us that the industry is behaving very much like a dumb animal, butting its head against a stone wall and refusing to heed the instinct warning that its action will result in death. However, men, not animals, are guiding the destiny of the motion picture industry and it is high time that those responsible for the stupid course it has taken do something to guide it back in the direction of sound entertainment business.

It is no blind devotion to the cause of the exhibitor that leads us to point the accusing finger at the producers of films. We recognize all the faults of the independent theatre owners. Far too many of them do not hesitate to resort to every conceivable cutthroat business device to beat competition. Many of them try their best to be worthy of the title "chiseller." But, in seeking the basic cause for most of their methods of operating so-called motion picture theatres, we are persistently led back to the source of the film supply—the studios.

Eliminating from our considerations those exhibitors who would practice cutthroat competitive tactics under any circumstances, we point to the alarming spread of "bargain" shows, giveaways of dishes, cash, merchandise and double features among reputable theatre men. They are adopting countless schemes for boosting their grosses, and, listening to them, one learns that it is not competition, but the low quality of the greater portion of film product that is leading them to seek stimulants for their boxoffices.

Try as they may to place the blame elsewhere, it rests right in the laps of the producers. The "B," "C" and "D" quickies turned out by them forces the exhibitor who uses an average quantity of film per season to find some means of bolstering at least half of the pictures he plays. Be it dual billing, Bank Night, dishes to the ladies or "Lotto," it enables him to save himself from losing on the weaker pictures what he might have profited on the better ones.

It requires nothing more than common sense to realize that FEWER and BETTER pictures must be the formula adopted by the major producers if the nation's theatres are to be rescued from degeneration into cheap and unattractive business houses not far different from the corner grocery.

We appeal to the better judgment of the producers to realize that flooding the market with poorly made pictures will not maintain them in a strong position, but that it will WRECK THE ENTIRE INDUSTRY, themselves as well as the exhibitors!

MO WAX.
AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'

The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatre men those pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these 'Sleepers' with the view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible return. Follow these 'Sleepers' campaigns for bigger grosses.

By Wolfe-Smith


Despite all the evidence against her, the ever so shrewd story of the gal is sold on the idea that the hoodwinker himself did the slaying. BUT, he has to prove it! At the time of the killing the magician was performing the trick of HAVING HIMSELF SUBMERGED UNDERWATER IN A SEALED CASKET FOR THREE HOURS! . . . Yet, did commit the crime during that time?

It's a lulu of an angle and, incidentally, your only hope for pulling 'Witness' out of the dual bill class. If you pull a few little stunts based on that lead catchline and the title, you can make it worth a single bill booking.

ADVANCE TEASERS

Tease 'em to death with the catchline and title. Both are provoking and are bound to intrigue anybody who likes to play flatfoot. You can build plenty of interest weeks in advance by spotting cards around the lobby asking the question: "HOW ? CAN A MAN BURIED ALIVE COMMIT MURDER? ? ? ? ?" A line of small type should inform them to "Learn the Answer in 'Find the Witness' . . . Coming Soon."

Probably, you seldom, if ever, use your invaluable screen to tease 'em about one of your coming shows. Do it this time and amaze yourself with the reaction. Make up a short strip of direct trailer using the above copy and spot it between two of your regular trailers.

STREET BALLY

Dig out one of the old street gigs. You might use the comic Sherlock Holmes to good effect on this. Rent a Sherlock cap and the largest magnifying glass you can find. Lay hands on. Send one of the stooges out to walk the streets, peering intently at various objects through the glass. On his back an oilcloth sign should carry the same catchline and the title and playdates.

You can get laughs with this stunt if you employ an old vaude comic to wear a baggy suit and big shoes to do the street sleuthing.

LOBBY STUNT

Have your sign shop build a box about the size of a casket. Get a couple of old chains and locks and do the box up like it is scaled to keep something inside. Set this up on a table with a compo board background containing the following copy behind it:


"The Great Mordini Was Sealed In This Casket 50 Feet Down In The Ocean When His Wife Was Murdered. Yet They Accused Him Of The Crime! IS IT POSSIBLE?"

"Learn the Amazing Answer in 'Find The Witness'!"

If you care to elaborate on the gag, do it this way: Get a long glass case, fill with water and place a small box at the bottom to designate the casket. Use same copy.

On the outside, special window cards or sheets bearing the catchline query will stir up head-scratching. "FIND THE WITNESS" CAN BE SOLD!

There's money in this!

Boys, there's a mystery angle that will stand any whodunit fan right square on his or her ear, as the old saying goes. And, further, if you get behind that catchline with a little umph! this little Columbia quickie is apt to surprise you with a near gross for the couple of days on which you really expect to lay an egg.

Here, briefly, we're laying out the basic plot of "FIND THE WITNESS":

A temperamental opera warbler is jealous of her magician husky and follows him when he thinks he is deserting her. Because of an innocent squib in a newspaper gossip's column, the hot-blooded tamale rants and raves against the prestidigitator's secretary, a cute trick whose relationship is really strictly business.

Next day, the magician's wife is found dead—MURDERED! The accusing finger points directly at his secretary.
THE INDUSTRY'S NEWS
From An Editorial Viewpoint

ALLIED ANTI-CHAIN BILL INTRODUCED IN ONE STATE LEGISLATURE

State Unnamed . . .

Baltimore, Jan. 22.—The Special Defense Committee of Allied made the startling revelation today (Fri.) that the bill designed to force the film producers out of theatre business has already been introduced in one state legislature. This was told the board of directors, assembled at the Emerson Hotel here for the annual meeting. The name of the state, however, was not disclosed and could not be learned from any of the members. Confidence that it will be passed within one month was expressed by Allied leaders.

As reported previously in FILM BULLETIN, the independent exhibitors organization will pursue the policy of taking this measure to every state legislature in the country. No drive on this issue will be made in the National Congress, it was reported by the Committee.

Officers Re-elected . . .

The board, representing delegates from every unit in the country, voted the re-election of all incumbent officers.

Yamins, whose acceptance of the presidency for another term came as a surprise in view of several statements that he hoped to be relieved of the burdens, opened the meeting on Thursday by stating that he sees, as two of the greatest dangers to independent exhibitors, the threat of affiliated chain expansion and the vertical unionization of the entire industry.

Abram F. Myers, chairman and general counsel, told the delegates that the organization’s finances are in good shape. He declared that the organization will push for enactment of the Neely-Pettengill bills against compulsory block booking and that a huge public following is behind them in this drive. The Neely bill will be known during the current session of Congress as Senate Bill S 153 and the Pettengill measure as House Bill HR 1669.

Insurance Plan Adopted . . .

The Theatre Liability Insurance plan with Lloyds was explained in detail by Arthur K. Howard, business manager of the N. F. unit. It was adopted by the board and will be taken up immediately by eight units, in addition to New England, where it has been effecting savings for exhibitors for over a year.

A committee consisting of H. A. Cole, Walter Littlefield and Sidney Samuelson was appointed to work out the details of an organization house organ to be known as “The Allied Bulletin.”

DROP IN INDIE THEATRES DURING 1936; CIRCUITS UP

Still 12, 511 Indies . . .

Interesting and important data concerning film theatres in this country is contained in the annual report of the Film Boards of Trade for 1936. Issued this week, it makes known the fact that the end of last year found a total of 16,258 theatres, with total seating capacity of 10,440,632, operating in the United States, a gain of 880 over 1935.

Of the 880 increase in operating houses, 570 were reopened situations, while 310 were new constructions.

The vast majority of the nation’s movie houses are still individually and independently operated, the total of this class being 12,511. This, however, is a decrease of 341 over 1935. Independent circuits gained 446 theatres, giving them a total of 3,910.

Affiliates Increase . . .

Evidence of further encroachments on theatre business by film companies is furnished by the figures showing an increase of 205 such houses during last year. This makes a total of 2,397 owned by the several theatre-operating producers.

Not many exhibitors in metropolitan territories know that there are still 903 unwired theatres in the country, although this is many less than the 1,519 in existence at the end of 1935. Still managing to operate are 36 of those silent spots. 500 others operate occasionally with portable sound equipment.

Territories having the largest numbers of operating film houses are: (1) New York, 1,047; (2) Philadelphia, 764; (3) Chicago, 754; (4) Boston, 716. Boston, however, has more seats in its lesser number of houses than Chicago.
REPORT G-B MAY QUIT PROD.

Ostrer Statement in London...

A press despatch from London on Thursday quoted Isadore Ostrer, president of Gaumont-British Pictures, as saying that his company is considering the discontinuance of production within the next two months. A definite decision will be reached by the directors before the end of March, he is reported to have stated.

Ostrer, with his brother Maurice, left the United States last Thursday, Jan. 14th, to return to London after unsuccessfully attempting to iron out their difficulties between 20th Century-Fox and M-G-M, co-holders of a minority interest, and John Maxwell, British film leader, who is seeking to buy control of G-B from the Ostrers. The two American companies must approve any deal for the transfer of the Ostrer holdings—and they have refused to allow the Ostrers' 51 percent of "A" stock to go to Maxwell.

May Be Only Strategy...

It is quite likely that the Ostrer statement is intended as a strategic maneuver designed to induce 20th Century and Metro to retreat from their stubborn position against Maxwell control. Perhaps the reasoning behind the move is that if the company's future is painted black enough the opposition may withdraw while they can still salvage a fair return for their interests.

Fortunately for the Ostrers, if this is a stratagem, the British film skies are rather clouded at the moment. Financial circles are reported to have decided against making any further substantial investments in English production. Further, there have been rumors that Gaumont-British will pass its regular semi-annual preferred dividend at the end of March. All this would seem to add credence to I. Ostrer's declaration upon his arrival in London, but it is reasonable to assume that it was a piece of strategy.

PARA GETS JUMP; LISTS 22 OF ITS '37-'38 FEATURES

Some in Production...

Beating the gun by several months, Paramount announced Thursday that 22 of its features on the 1937-38 program have been selected and several are already in actual production.

The pictures listed are:

A remake of "Beau Geste," in Technicolor, starring Fred MacMurray.
"Spawn of the North," in Technicolor, starring Carole Lombard.
"Buccaneer," Cecil B. DeMille production with Franceska Gaal, Randolph Scott.
"Angel," Ernst Lubitsch production, starring Marlene Dietrich.
"I, James Lewis," starring Claudette Colbert.
"Double or Nothing," with Bing Crosby, Martha Raye.
"High Wide and Handsome," starring Irene Dunne, directed by Rouben Mamoulian.
"Big Broadcast of 1938," with Jack Benny, Burns and Allen, Leopold Stokowski.
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife," with Claudette Colbert, Fred MacMurray.
"Souls At Sea," with Gary Cooper, George Raft.
"One More Spring," starring Bing Crosby.
"Victor Herbert," with Irene Dunne.
"Madame Butterfly," with Gladys Swarthout.
"Caviar for His Excellency," with George Raft.
"What Ho," with Gary Cooper.
"Show Business," by Fannie Hurst, with Jack Benny, Gladys Swarthout.
"Cuckoo College," with Jack Benny, Martha Raye, Yacht Club Boys.

A second Marlene Dietrich vehicle, one Mac West picture, and a Harold Lloyd comedy complete the advance schedule.

NEW YORK TIP-OFF

Observations and Opinions by Larkin

QUICKIE PROBLEM ACUTE

The film company big shots are, for the first time in several years, allowing themselves to be troubled by exhibitor protests against the flock of dual bill quickies that come out of every major studio. The theatre owners are squawking that they are being pushed harder and harder to devise bigger and bigger giveaway stunts to attract some patrons to come in on the days when one or two of the "weakies" are exhibited. From Hollywood has come word that many of the big time showmen running circuits affiliated with Paramount told Adolph Zukor and his production associates that the problem is becoming acute and that it is doing the industry serious damage. Dual billing two bad ones isn't helping any, either, the Paramount exhibitors told them. Rather, it makes the situation worse, bringing complaints from the customers and keeping them away for weeks thereafter. The plea was to cut down on the number of out-and-out dullers and pour more time and money into the production of a better grade "B" product. It is probably too much to expect the filmcos to follow this advice to any appreciable extent immediately, but the conviction is growing among the wiser heads that the gap between the top pictures and the next classification cannot continue to be as great as it is at present. There doesn't seem to be any danger that G-B will pull its product out of the 20th Century exchanges very soon. However, it does seem inevitable that this will come about by the time next season rolls around. However, it is not likely that the English outfit will attempt the expensive job of opening its own distribution offices throughout this country. Chances are, and we hear propositions already are being made, that G-B pictures will be released through one of the lesser majors (possibly Universal) or one of the bigger independents like Grand National or Republic.

"GREAT GUY" STAYS 4th

The Criterion continues to smile with the fourth week of Cagney's "Great Guy" (G-N), keeping pace on length of run with "After the Thin Man" (Metro), which ended its 4th Thursday, being replaced by "Camille." The Paramount packed them rather tightly during the past week, first of "The Plainsman" (Par). This looks like it will stay for at least three weeks. Reviews were great and Broadway seemed just ripe for a good old fashioned western! Disappointment of the week: "Black Legion" (WB) at the Strand is doing just about, despite some of the swell-est notices of the season. Audience is heavily male, with the femmes staying away in droves. "One In a Million" (20th Century) held nicely for a third week at the Roxy. "Men Are Not Gods" (UA) received a critical drubbing from the newspaper boys and, while getting through the first week just-about, seems headed for red ink in the second. "Lloyds of London" got surprisingly good returns at the Music Hall in first week at pop prices and stays for a second. "Hideaway Girl" (Par) so-so at the Rialto.
Indies Must Depend on Word-of-Mouth Advertising, or Fail, says Nat Levine

This is the fourth of a series of articles by our West Coast correspondent, author of “Hollywood Flickers,” on interviews with personalities prominent in production.

NAT LEVINE
Presented by DAVID J. HANNA

Although he is today burdened with the direction of a thriving studio turning out a program of over 50 feature films, Nat Levine is still hailed by the industry as “King of Serial Makers.” As he basks in the limelight as chief executive of Republic Pictures, one of the most flourishing and promising Independent companies, it seems a far cry from the days when his principal occupation was the annual production of a group of 13 episode thrillers, which invariably brought innumerable squeals of delight and countless shudders from awe-stricken children.

Nat Levine has grown in stature as a producer with his advancement to a spot of importance in this business and art. He is probably the most sought-after producer outside of the major group and not infrequently rumors are heard of fabulous offers made to him by various studios. With characteristic modesty, this reticent, yet dynamic man, listens, then reaffirms his conviction that the real hope of the industry lies with the Independents—that is, those Independents who strive to advance the artistic and commercial values of their products by pouring into them their ingenuity, originality and sense of the public’s tastes. Levine believes in Independent production, believes that eventually it may prove to be the backbone of an art-industry that is becoming too routined, too careless of its output.

His tone, as well as his words, drives home to the listener that here is a man who is wrapped up in enthusiasm for his job, yet has the necessary hard work to know its scope, its limitations, its eternal hardships. Hear him:

“The independent producer has little chance to survive unless he can, somehow, contrive to convince the public that he can offer something different, something better than the average. Pages of publicity, exploitation stunts and ballyhoo will never have the same potent effect on the boxoffice as word-of-mouth advertising. One pleased, entertained patron can do more towards making a picture successful than two pages of newspaper copy,” Nat Levine speaking.

“Here at Republic,” he continues, “we have had to learn the true meaning of the word ‘entertainment.’ Our long struggles with limited budgets, stories that are not so carefully devised, and second rate names in the casts have all been obstacles that require ingenuity to overcome. Unless we overcome them and justify the confidence and expectations of the exhibitor and the theatre patrons, we are failures. In place of films featuring some established star names, we must make pictures that entertain the great mass of movie-goers.”

That his company is accomplishing its purpose with reasonable frequency may be gathered from the fact that Republic is rapidly making strides forward, both in the advancement of the quality of its product and in the respect it is earning from the nation’s theatremen.

Fifty-six features, including Westerns, will emanate from the Republic lot this year. Among them will be two starring vehicles for the former Met Opera songbird, Marion Talley, two or three musicals featuring the pleasant Irish tenor, Phil Regan, who left Warner Bros. to accept a contract from Levine. There will be, also, several features starring the famed comedy team of Olsen and Johnson, whose film careers started so auspiciously in “The Country Gentlemen.”

Another newcomer to the studio is Guy Kibbe, who will star in a group of pictures, the stories of which will be selected to fit his unique personality. The first will be “Special Orders,” with the rotund comedian creating the role of Jim Hanvey, a new type of comedy detective. Penned by Octavus Roy Cohen, it promises to result in a series built around the same character.

Perhaps the shrewdest move yet made by Levine will prove to be his teaming of those two veteran comedians, Alison Skipworth and Polly Moran. They have already completed their first Republic feature and enthusiasm ran high in the projection room during the showing of an uncut print.

The difficulties of the better Independent producers, who desire, but cannot obtain recognized names for their productions is forcing them to search for “new faces” that show histrionic or musical ability. Levine, sensing the necessity for the development of new talent, has established the Republic Talent School, from which he hopes to draw personalities that will strike the public fancy while under contract to their sponsoring studio.

He has to his credit the discovery and development of Gene Autry, a young man who seems destined to achieve the very top of stardom in his field. The singing cowboy was a creation by Nat Levine, additional evidence of the man’s keen appreciation of what the public will accept as “entertainment.” It has been copied by other producers, but today Autry has the fastest growing following of any Western star, because his discoverer was first with the idea.

In “The Three Mesquites,” he may have another “find,” the idea of three inseparable cowboys striking the same note that made Dumas’ famous cowboys three a classic of romantic literature.

It is because the Independent field fosters the sort of ingenuity that resulted in the discovery of a singing cowboy, the creation of a cowboy trio, the teaming of two almost-forgotten, but immittable duo of comedians, that Nat Levine turns a deaf ear on those attractive offers from the major studios and remains where his creative talent may have more freedom.
His First Serial!

Big boxoffice because Buck is constant front-page news... his animal shows smash records everywhere... his books are best sellers... he's tops on the air... he's advertised in biggest newspapers and magazines!

JUNGLE MENACE

COLUMBIA'S FOUR

CAPT. FRANK HAWKS

NO. 2

THE ADVENTURES OF THE MYSTERIOUS PILOT

For Audiences Of Adults And Juveniles
Every week—every installment will be serialized in big-circulation Argosy. L. Ron Hubbard—famous action writer—stunt pilot—world adventurer—wrote the excitement-jammed yarn with one of the best boxoffice titles in years!

THE SECRET OF TREASURE ISLAND

NEW-STYLE SERIALS!

EPIC THRILLS IN THE DANGER-FILLED LIFE OF AMERICA'S BRAVEST INDIAN FIGHTER!!

Every school-child—every adult—read breathlessly the exploits of Wild Bill. His thundering story—bursting with the glory of the Old West—will make a serial that's tops for thrills!

THE GREAT ADVENTURES OF WILD BILL HICKOK

or Any Theatre—Any Day Of The Week!
REVIEWS OF NEW FILMS

By ROLAND BARTON

BLACK LEGION, The

BOXOFFICE RATING

MELODRAMA . . Gripping, vital topical story based on recent Detroit exposures. . . Swell for male trade, but has nothing to draw women. . . Rates ★★★★ for action houses; ★★★ elsewhere.

Warner Bros.
80 Minutes
Humphrey Bogart . . Dick Foran . .
Addison Richards
Directed by Archie L. Mayo

 WARNERS can well be proud of this job. It is a daring and courageous dramatization of an important social problem typified by the surge of many Americans to join so-called Negro organizations. The "Black Legion," based on the recent disclosures of the Detroit band, reveals such outrages in all their vicious, un-American ugliness. It is tense, thrilling film fare that will keep the men on the edges of their seats, but will probably prove too strong for the feminine trade. For that reason, it will hardly achieve the boxoffice success it richly deserves. Too, the lack of outstanding names, especially weak in the female lead, will retard it. Action houses should get good returns without trouble and it can be sold strongly in predominantly Catholic, Jewish and Negro locations.

The plot traces the degeneration of Humphrey Bogart, a decent factory worker, who joins the Black Legion when a foreigner is appointed foreman over him. He sinks deeper and deeper into the mazes of hatred fed by the leaders of the gang, who are actually racketeers in it for the money they make through the sale of equipment and the dues from the sucker members. His wife leaves him and finally he is led to kill his best friend, who threatens to give the police information about the Legion. Jailed for the crime, he promises to take the blame without involving them when the Legion's leaders want him they will kill his wife and child if he squeals. However, he tells the truth and leads to the arrest and conviction of the guilty ones.

Performances are topnotch. However, honors go chiefly to the scriptists and Director Archie Mayo. At all times it is attention-compelling and often exciting. It leaves a vast impression on the spectator.

AD TIPS: This offers the showman great opportunities. The obvious angle is to connect it up with the Detroit case.

M-G-M
71 Minutes
Sara Nayden . . Dean Jagger .
Frank Reicher . . Henry Kolker
Directed by George B. Seitz

The only claim to distinction this average murder mystery might claim resides in the fact that the identity of the killer is made known to the audience at the outset and the suspense developed in the detective's moves to ensnare him. Nevertheless, "Under Cover of Night" boils down to melodrama spiced with murders and it is definitely limited in appeal to fans who like to solve these gory things. Outside of the action and, perhaps, rural houses, where it should get fair returns, this is second flight material.

The story, studded with murders, takes place at a university, where the head of the physics department is retiring because of old age. Competition is keen for the position, but Henry Daniell seems sure of being named. He owes his success to his wife, however, and when she prepares to leave him, because he has fallen in love with a student, he murders her. The notes of a new scientific formula, which his wife had prepared, are lost and the frantic search for the papers leads to more murders. Daniell leaves evidence accusing Dean Jagger, an instructor who is in love with the president's daughter. Edmund Lowe, a graduate of the school, iron the mystery and captures the killer just as he is about to kill Florence Rice, Jagger's fiancée.

Love is characteristically breezy as the detective. Standout performance is delivered by Daniell, who makes a splendid foil for Lowe's sleuthing. Direction keeps the action flowing at fair pace.

AD TIPS: Sell angle: "You know the Killer—BUT, CAN YOU TRAP HIM?"

HANNA (Hollywood).

CAREER WOMAN

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY-DRAMA . . Better-than-average "B" picture. . . Well acted and directed . . . Has strong selling angle . . . Rates ★★★ generally; better if sold.

20th Century-Fox
70 Minutes
Claire Trevor . . Michael Whalen .
Isabel Jewell . . Eric Linden .
Virginia Field . . El Brandel .
Directed by Lewis Seiler

With the sensational selling angle provided by its similarity to the recent newspaper headlines about the mountain girl who killed her father as he tried to beat her, "Career Woman" should bring surprisingly good returns to those exhibitors who will exploit it. It is an engrossing little film of the "B" variety, capably acted and directed, and boasting several dramatic high points. If played "cold," it will attract fair grosses and won't be hurt by word-of-mouth comment.

Claire Trevor, recent law graduate, watches clever and famous lawyer Michael Whalen trick a jury into acquitting his client, and she determines not to be a dishonest member of the Bar. Whalen makes a play for her, but Claire slights him and returns to her small home town. Before long she is defending Isabel Jewell, who accidentally killed her father after he found her in the arms of the son of the local prosecutor. Claire finds herself up against the prejudices of the small town jury, which regards Isabel as a "bad girl." Whalen, learning of her plight, comes to her rescue and, by a shrewd trick, wins sympathy for the girl, a victory for Claire, and her for himself.

Most of the action takes place in the courtroom and, thanks to well-written speeches and adroit playing, rings truer than the usual thing. Miss Trevor is an intelligent writer, not just pretty. Isabel Jewell makes every one of her scenes count for the utmost. The direction is creditable, Lewis Seiler having judged wisely in keeping the plot always directed toward the courtroom climax.

AD TIPS: Sell the sensational angle of the small town girl on trial for killing her brutal and narrow-minded father. Hint at its similarity to the recent mountain girl case.

HANNA (Hollywood).
**HOLY TERROR, The**

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

**COMEDY MELODRAMA** with songs

... Better than last two Jane Withers' films

Routine yarn enlivened by kid star... Rates ★ or slightly better.

20th Century-Fox

68 Minutes

Jane Withers... Anthony Martin...
Leah Ray... El Brendel...
John Eldredge... Joe Lewis

Directed by James Tinling

Her producers haven't been doing right by the personable little prankster, Jane Withers, of late. While "The Holy Terror" cannot be said, by any means, to do her talents justice, it is better than the last couple films in which she has appeared. The story, while routine, has some melodrama and is embellished by fair comedy and the delightful singing and dancing of the young star. It should get at least average grosses generally.

Little Jane is the daughter of John Eldredge, officer of a naval airplane station. A new plane is in process of invention and foreign spies are after the plans. Leah Ray, who sings pleasantly, alone and in a duet with Tony Martin, operates a cafe near the plane grounds and finds her place in the hands of the enemy, who are attempting to photograph the plane from their vantage point. Jane, with the aid of a parachutist squadron headed by Martin, capture the spies at the crucial moment. And, as usual, the kid brings about the inevitable clinching of the lovers.

Supporting cast is uniformly good. El Brendel provides some of the fun with his dialect comedy. The Ray-Martin duet, "There I Go Again," is a hummable number. James Tinling's direction cooks up suspense out of the formula plot.

**AD TIPS:** Sell it as Jane's best since "Ginger." The title is a lula for trancers. Use it.

HANNA (Hollywood).

**COUNTERFEIT LADY**

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

**CROOK MELODRAMA**... Strictly second rate stuff, but packed with the sort of action pop fans enjoy... Good stuff for dulling... Rates ★★ on its own action in rural houses.

Columbia

59 Minutes

Ralph Bellamy... Joan Perry...
Douglas Dumbrille... George McKay

Directed by D. Ross Lederman

This is one of Columbia's quickies, but it is loaded from start to finish with action, suspense and chases that should give the fans of this sort of stuff a grand time. Take a lovely lady gem thief (who isn't really a thief), a handsome and not-too-honest private detective, a flock of police and a few gumshoes—all after the same valuable diamond, and you've got something. That's what "Counterfeit Lady" has and it makes for second rate, but exciting, entertainment. Acceptable for dual billing anywhere, it might be made to stand on its own in the action and small town locations, with a bit of selling.

Joan Perry steals the valuable "Blue Marquise" diamond from Dumbrille's jewelry shop by the clever trick of concealing it in chewing gum until after the police search her. Dumbrille employs Bellamy, a private detective, who demands a huge fee because he knows Dumbrille had obtained the gem in some crooked manner. Pursuing Joan, Bellamy eventually falls in love with her and when he learns that the stone had been stolen from her father, outsmarts the two thugs also sent by Dumbrille because he suspected Bellamy's plans. With the help of the police, the detective nab Dumbrille and his henchmen and wins the girl.

The principal roles are handled very well. Miss Perry is easy on the eyes and an adept performer. Bellamy is reserved and impressive as the flatfoot. Dumbrille is as villainous as usual, and that's good. Lederman's direction keeps the meller hopping at a fast clip throughout.

**AD TIPS:** Refer to "Sleepy" campaign, some of December 23rd.

BARTON.

**MIGHTY TREVE, The**

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

**HOMEY DRAMA**... Lower calibre stuff... Simple story of man and dog... Passable for duals... Rates ★★★ more for rural spots.

Universal

68 Minutes

Nosh Beery, Jr. ... Barbara Reed...
Samuel S. Hinds... Hobart Cavanaugh...
Alma Kruger

Directed by Lewis D. Collins

Strictly dual bill fare. This Universal quickie is one of those simple, sentimental family pictures that will be very weak in the cities, but should get fair returns in rural sections. There are some appealing moments for animal lovers, but practically nothing to attract the vast majority of film fans. Cast names are meaningless.

Story concerns young Beery and his dog, Treve. Financial difficulties bring about the auction of Beery's ranch, and among his possessions goes Treve. The dog escapes his new master and follows Beery to the ranch of Barbara Reed, where he has obtained work. Complications arise, what with the girl's uncle, who has an unhappy dislike for dogs; the arrival of the dog's purchaser, and some sheep found dead. It all turns out right, however, when it is found that Treve killed a wolf and saved many more sheep. The romance between Beery and Barbara blossoms.

Beery's performance is good, his attachment to the dog being natural and sympathetic. Director Collins has kept the story flowing smoothly, although its pace is never fast.

**AD TIPS:** Play up the angle of a man and his dog. This can be odd to the children's eyes. HANNA (Hollywood).
What the Newspaper Critics Say:-

Excerpts Culled From the New Film Reviews by the Most Reputable Critics in Leading Newspapers

A VALUABLE BOOKING GUIDE ... USE QUOTES IN ADVERTISING

CAMILLE
(M-G-M)
"... Lavishly dressed film ... There are times when it moves slowly ... Taylor comes through his greatest screen test with more than many suspected him of having in the way of talent. ..."

Carney, WASHINGTON EYE. STAR

"... Garbo does a superb job of acting. ... Picturesque yet mounted and handsomely costumed. ... Taylor's acting is still pretty stiff. ..." Schneider, CLEVELAND PRESS

"... Pictorially a beautiful picture. ... Taylor has not had sufficient experience to handle young Armand Duval with a sufficient degree of conviction. ... A most wondrous shell—beautiful to behold but without the life which once made it the snappiest of plays the stage could offer. It needs flamboyant acting and it doesn't get it. ..."

Marsh, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

"... A magnificent production. ... Garbo is superb. ... A mature film eminently worth seeing. ..."

Finn, PHILA. RECORD

"... A cunningly told tale, filled with sound technique, fat acting parts and an abundance of heart-throbs. ... The Swedish star comes through with one of the finest performances of her career. ..."

Murdock, PHILA. LEDGER

THREE SMART GIRLS
(Columbia)
"... Bright and amusing. ... The first surprise picture of 1937. ... Deanna Durbin's performance as the brainy little minx is a smooth one. The child has talent as well as charm. ..." Schneider, CLEVELAND PRESS

"... A wholesome, frequently amusing piece of sentimentality about father-and-daughter love. ..."

Pullen, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

"... Gay, amusing. ... Debut of Deanna Durbin, young radio soprano, who proves herself the possessor not only of an unusually mature and agreeable singing voice, but of a pretty face and a distinct talent for comedy. ..." E. L. Hu, BOSTON HERALD

"... One of the most entertaining pictures to reach the screen in many months. ... A good story, original and logical; fresh and smooth direction; intelligent and sparkling dialogue, and a splendid cast. ..."

BOSTON POST

BROKEN BLOSSOMS
(Imperial)
"... Dolly Haas emerges as an actress of distinction. ... On the whole, a slow, monotonous and clumsily constructed offering that never quite manages to overcome its obvious melodramatics. ..."

Bochel, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM

"... Dolly Haas is a source of endless delight. ..."

B. R. C., N. Y. TIMES

"... A maudlin romance, much over-acted, and, of course, outmoded as to both substance and treatment. ... But as a human-interest story to pull at the heartstrings and broad entertainment dripping with pathos, 'Broken Blossoms' is in its unique way diverting. ..."

Tatzelaur, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"... Dolly Haas, a German actress, plays the leading part in this harrowing tragedy with compelling force and integrity. ... A great story, greatly presented. ... Entertainment at its best. ..."

J. W. B., WASHINGTON TIMES

"... Is moving at all times—but not moving fast enough. ... Splendid acting in this English film. ..."

Carney, WASHINGTON EYE. STAR

WE WHO ARE ABOUT TO DIE
(RKO)
"... Most commonplace of deathhouse melodramas. ... Uses every standby of the formula prison story. ..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... Proves to be fascinating in a morbid kind of way. ... Little conviction in either the story or the characters, and while the lurid plot seems to go on forever, it has enough variety to keep the undiscriminating amused. ..."

Tatzelaur, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"... Violent and harrowing melodrama, even if it is considerably less than satisfactory as propaganda against the evils of capital punishment. ..."

Bochel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... A morose, morbid tale. ... Powerful, gripping drama holds audience interest in tight rein until the later scenes ... but here the let-down comes as be-whiskered theatrical devices are employed in bringing about Thompson's eleventh-hour vindication. ..."

Rob Reel, CHICAGO AMERICAN

FUGITIVE IN THE SKY
(Warner Bros.)
"... Fairly interesting, if incredible, action picture in which Warners blandly repeat the story of Paramount's "13 Hours by Air." ... Cast, while minor, is convincing and contains a few new faces. ..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... A conventional murder mystery that confines much of its action to the interior of a transcontinental airplane. ... Plenty of thrills."

Finn, PHILA. RECORD

"... An active and enterprising melodrama. ... The cast satisfactorily fills the minute acting demands of the piece. ..."

PHILA. EYE. PUBLIC LEDGER

"... A simple film but one satisfactorily exciting. ... The cast all contribute performances well above the average. ..."

Bochel, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM

Masterpiece-Trio Releases

Releases for the next two months, at the rate of three per month, have been fixed by the Masterpiece and Trio Exchanges in Philadelphia and Washington respectively. They are as follows:


"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.
RITtenhouse 7282 • TRinity 1189

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n
250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.
LOCust 4111 • RACE 4408

Everything in Equipment
NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
1225 VINE ST. PHILA., PA.
A mob of exhibs invaded the Columbia exchange last Friday afternoon to hear the coast-to-coast telephone broadcast opening the Columbia-Montague sales and drive for driving ARE MONTAGUE. After it was all over, the boys repaired themselves to de Place de la Schoppe, where HARRY WEINER treated the boys to a gulp or two. HARRY MANNING handled the headlines Wednesday morning in the role of hero. Diving along a dark high-way Tuesday night he witnessed a tussle between a woman and her estranged half, the latter firing a pistol at her ex. Rescuing the lady and with her on the running board of his car, Sork rushed her to a police station. The tender hubby was picked up and jailed, if you're interested. LESTER KRIEGER is tendered our condolences at the farewell party at Benny the Boyle Tuesday evening. And NATHAN SABLOSKY got the same thing Thursday nite for the same reason.

AL DAVIS sails for South America on January 29th. JIM CLARKE got the Roosevelt inaugural Wednesday in the company of this town's Democratic politicians. ARTHUR LEE and BUDD ROGERS in town Tuesday for a "quickie" visit to confer with G-B manager HERB GEBEN of Columbia. OSCAR NEUFELD's heart-throb and your struggling correspondent, who tried the old pint of rye cure and got the most pleasant eye of his career! St PEARLSCHWIEG, who left G-B last Saturday, is now working for MRS. GEBEN'S Action Pictures. toc. Horlacher's are campaigning to have all exhibs use film inspectresses at night to facilitate early matinee shipments. They report that theaters in the territory have steadily advanced their opening hours. Whereas the usual opening time was between 1:30 and 2:30, it is generally between 11 and 12 noon now. Often prints are not ready for the early matinee and theaters are complaining to the delivery company. OSCAR FORMAN called to ve- hemently deny, for WILLIAM GREENFIELD, that the latter was negotiating with SAM STEIFEL to turn over the Rivieras. Spotted L. REFOWICH, upstate exhibitor on one of his infrequent trips to Philly this week. Add to the down-with-the-8 group of the week: SID STANLEY of the Fays, JEFF KEEN of the Daily News and HENRY MURDOCK of the Ledger. WB COPS insist that LARRY DAIYL is going in for handball just to make OSCAR eat his taunts. The Fed Government had so much success with its Social Security reen in the nation's film houses that it has been decided to make a series of subjects dramatizing every important governmental project, we hear. WHITEY MOLITCH is back in town to stay. EARLE SWEIGART is the new chairman of Variety Tent 13's membership com- mittee. 'Tis an ill wind, etc.
PRE-SOLD
To 50 Million Movie Fans
by a Priceless Plug on
EDDIE CANTOR'S RADIO HOUR

Last Sunday evening, on his coast-to-coast network, Cantor sang “The Trouble With Me Is You,” outstanding hit from “With Love and Kisses,” and introduced the star of the picture, Pinky Tomlin, as his guest star. Advertising you couldn’t buy!

The former M-G-M star who made THE OBJECT OF MY AFFECTIONS one of the greatest song hits

PINKY TOMLIN

and that adorable blonde terror

TOBY WING

A SWINGING, SINGING NEW LOVE TEAM in

"With LOVE and KISSES"


Distributed by

MASTERPIECE FILM ATT’S
1329 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

TRIO PRODUCTIONS, Inc.
203 "I" STREET, N. W., WASHINGTON, D. C.
Mr. Adolph Zukor
Paramount Studios
Hollywood, Cal.

Dear Mr. Zukor:

We have encountered your picture so often in the trade press during the past few weeks that we have come to feel that we may almost call you Adolph. Please believe, however, that this letter is not intended to inject a jarring note in the chorus of adulation that has occasioned the celebration of your Silver Anniversary in film business. It is because we regard you as a man of some business acumen and vision that we address these remarks to you.

You are back in the saddle at the Paramount studio, the company you once directed to a position of eminence in the industry, and which, in the past several years, delivered to exhibitors more tripe under the exalted title of "motion picture entertainment" than any other prominent major studio. And now, Mr. Zukor, that the industry has honored you, we hope you will not delay in getting down to the serious business of striking off of Paramount's future schedule those so-called features that are put into production DELIBERATELY intended to be nothing more worthy than program "fillers." You probably know that we are referring to pictures like "Along Came Love," "Hollywood Boulevard," "Timothy's Quest," and "Easy to Take," to mention a few of many.

We know that it is beyond human ability to make all pictures successful as artistic achievements and as boxoffice attractions, but you know, Mr. Zukor, that our industry was built by the fervor and vision and hunger of the men who pioneered, you among them, to advance the merit of films. You must know, too, that it will inevitably be destroyed by the influence of madness that has crept into the policies of most of the people now controlling production—an influence of greed, of desire to so monopolize the film market that they do not hesitate to glut it with trash which will eventually alienate the millions who now flock to the nation's movie theatres.

It is too much to hope that you will heed the warnings of theatremen and reorganize Paramount's production plans to eliminate the unwanted and worthless pictures? Isn't there something in the view that a studio that makes less pictures will probably make better ones, that these will receive more of the theatres' playing time, that the public therefore will not be surfeited with "program" pictures and decide to seek its entertainment through some other medium?

It has become the habit of the producers to blame all the industry's ills on exhibitors. But it is in Hollywood that there exists a crying need for common sense and showmanship. Look over your own branch of the industry Mr. Zukor, and try to do something about it, please. We should like to join in honoring you on your next anniversary.

Most sincerely,

MO WAX.
AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPOERS'

The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremen those pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in their "Sleepers" with the view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns. Follow these "Sleepers" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

A new menace threatens your home, your life, the safety of your children ... the radio racketeers ... baffling the law — defying the G-men ... raiding the air lanes — making bank robbers look like petty thieves. No one is safe from these marauders of the ether.

Round them up — wipe them out—blast them into eternity. Fight their bullets with brains ... match their Tommy-guns with cunning science. The amazing views story that rocked the nation and shocked it into instant action ... blasts across the screen in a bolt of entertainment!

Boys, HERE'S AN ANGLE!
"Larceny On the Air" is an expose of fake patent medicine manufacturers and their crooked advertising methods. And, if you shake off the cobwebs and go after that EXPOSE angle, this neat little programmer is going to get you some surprise dough.

The yarn has a young doctor blasting away at the fraudulent patent medicine racket via radio broadcasts. The publisher of a health mag offers to sponsor his broadcasts and then proceeds to shake down the manufacturers for dough, in exchange for which he orders the crusader to lay off. The idealistic young doc decides that his only chance is to get on the inside and ferret out the fake medicine men's methods by direct action. By locating a victim who had been poisoned by a phony radium "cure," our hero nabs the leaders of the ring in an exciting finish.

You may or may not know that the Federal Government has been talking about adopting legislation to curb the advertising of the patent medicine firms who promise to cure any ailment known to man with some salve or lotion. Much has been written in the newspapers about it and the problem has received the attention of millions of people during the past couple years. Here's your chance to capitalize that interest by hailing this as the "first motion picture to expose the frauds who advertise fake cure-alls."

Your neighborhood druggists should be set up for the campaign. Firstly, they all claim that they handle only the best tested products. Secondly, they will be flattered by copy that urges drug buyers to "heed the advice of your pharmacist rather than the advertisements on unknown drug products." This sort of stuff is bound to win you plenty of window space for still display and copy. In simple language, glorify the pharmacist, the established neighborhood druggist — and do it in dignified style.

"10,000,000 GUINEA PIGS"

A book entitled "10,000 Guinea Pigs" did a grand job of blowing the lid off the phony advertising methods employed by patent medicine manufacturers. Get to your local book shops and have them give this book prominent space in their window, surrounded by a few sterns and copy on "Larceny."

In return, use copies of the book in a special lobby display on the picture, urging your patrons to read the book, as well as see the picture. The book store will cooperate to get a credit line in your lobby layout.

For both lobby and front displays, have blowups made from portions of "10,000,000 Guinea Pigs" and supplement it with copy plugging the picture as "The First Film Daring To Expose This Menace To Your Life and Ours!"

LOBBY DISPLAY

Set up a counter across one end of the lobby and display a number of medicine bottles with labels blanked out or with fake ones pasted over the originals, poison labels and a skull or two. On the white compon background behind the counter, streamer this headline: "YOU MAY BE TAKING POISON LABELED MEDICINE! THOUSANDS DIE YEARLY FROM FAKE PATENT MEDICINES! Now, for the First Time, THE TRUTH IS TOLD! (Title and playdates)." Have a woman in nurse's outfit sitting beside the display.

STREET BALLY

In his idea-filled press sheet, Al Adams gives you a tip. He tells you to "Hire a tall, thin man and dress him up in a skeleton costume . . . Have your artist make up a sign for the man's back carrying the following copy: 'I was a patent medicine addict. Now look at me. If you want to avoid my fate go to the Rex Theatre and see Larceny On the Air. It dares tell the truth about the great dope racket that yearly claims hundreds of lives and millions of dollars.'"

(Continued on page 7)
PHILLY CRACKS DOWN ON ALL THEATRE GAMES

May Have Been Error . . .

Opposition of Philadelphia police to theatre games, dormant for over a year, was suddenly revived last Tuesday evening on an order from Mayor S. Davis Wilson to put a stop to all "Bingo and Radio Games." It appeared, subsequently, that the action had been directed against places that operate such games as the sole attraction and the Mayor rescinded his order insofar as it applied to theatres, churches and charitable organizations.

The order sent to all police stations by Acting Superintendent of Police Taylor stated: "You will make an immediate investigation in your district with reference to Bingo and Radio Games, or any other games of this type. Where you find this type of game being operated, you will notify all persons concerned that same must be eliminated at once." The police assumed it to be all-inclusive and several theatres did not conduct their games this week.

Mayor Defends Indies . . .

At a meeting attended by over 60 exhibitors, game dealers and attorneys in Mayor Wilson's office Friday afternoon, the city's chief executive explained that his order resulted from the offer of two "out of town men" to pay the city $1,000 per week if the authorities would okey their opening rooms to play "Bingo." It was his desire, he said, to prevent professional gamblers and racketeers from organizing a syndicate in the city for operation of the games alone. They will be prosecuted, he warned.

The Mayor came to the defense of independent theatremen who conduct games as an added attraction when they were attacked by counsel for Warner Bros. Theatres, who declared that the games lowered the dignity of the business. "Picture business should stand alone," declared Morris Wolf, the circuit's attorney.

"I do not blame independent theatres for trying to increase their business by using games as an added feature," Mr. Wilson retaliated, "since they obviously are not in a position to get as good a run on pictures or as good product, perhaps, as the Stanley Company."

The Mayor stated that he personally felt that theatres, churches and charitable institutions should be permitted to conduct games, but that it was a matter to be decided in court, he said. He told the exhibitors that they would have four weeks in which to prepare for a test case, which will be given preference on the court calendar for an early hearing.

PRODUCTS, SALES TERMS FOR '37-'38 TO BE SIFTED BY ALLIED MAY CONVENTION

Board Adopts Jersey Idea . . .

A practice that has been indulged in by some Allied units to aid their members in ascertaining the basic sales policies of the film companies will be adopted by the national independent exhibitors' organization at the annual convention to be held in Milwaukee early in May. This was decided by the board of directors, who held their annual conclave in Baltimore last week.

Under the plan, originated by the New Jersey unit, every exhibitor present at the meeting is handed a form listing every important distributor and the standard rental terms and requested to check the terms asked from him by each of the companies. A consensus is then drawn and variations in the sales policy of each distributor noted. The device is aimed at blasting the argument of film men that they are bound by "national" sales policies.

Urge Exhbs Not to Buy . . .

The Allied bulletin issued by general counsel Abram F. Meyers following the board meeting urges independent exhibitors not to sign film contracts until after the Milwaukee convention, in order that they might benefit by the results of the product and sales terms analysis conducted there.

"With knowledge of this plan only the most reckless and improvident exhibitors will sign 1937-38 contracts before that time," the bulletin states. "Won't you join in making this campaign effective by deferring your buying for the time being and by attending the nation-wide conclave on this subject in Milwaukee?"
Flood Waters Receding...

The raging Ohio River closed down every movie house in Cincinnati last Monday when the flood waters crippled the city's power supply. Some theatres will be forced to spend thousands of dollars to replace equipment damaged by the inundation, but the majority of houses were closed because of lack of electricity.

Throughout Eastern Ohio, West Virginia and states bordering the Mississippi vast sections of land and entire towns are being hit by the flood, making theatre operation impossible.

Pittsburgh, one of the worst sufferers in last spring's flood, seems to have escaped unscathed this time. For several days it appeared that the theatres which were completely refurnished following the previous holocaust would see those investments wiped out. But, at this writing, the rushing waters are reported to be receding and Pittsburgh seems safe.

The loss to theatres in equipment is only a small portion of the damage wrought on exhibitors in the flooded areas. The irreparable loss of revenue resulting from closings and reduced income for months to come is the much harder blow.

KUYKENDALL ESTIMATES

Bad Mathematician...

According to one of the trade dailies, to which he speaks freely, Ed Kuykendall, President of the M.P.T.O.A., estimated that the major distributors have accepted to date approximately 33-1/3 per cent of his organization's ten-point program for trade practice reform. The rotund gentleman from Mississippi, who tours the country incessantly on behalf of the producer-owned theatres, has been a notably poor mathematician on many occasions in the past, and does not seem to be improving.

In no case has a distributor accepted any of the reforms suggested by the M.P.T.O.A. other than the plan to establish local conciliation boards. This statement deliberately excludes the fact that the companies which have not levied a score charge in the past agreed to continue that policy in the future.

Kuykendall needs an adding machine!

REPUBLIC'S BIG PLANS?

Big Shots Huddle on Coast...

Hollywood, Jan. 28.—Reports are heard here that a revolution in the set-up of Republic Pictures is in the offing. Heads of the company, including Herbert J. Yates, Nat Levine, E. H. Goldstein and Herman Gluckman, are conferring on a purported scheme to split production among a group of first class producers, all responsible to head-production man Levine.

It has been rumored that the bigwigs had been talking to several outstanding producers formerly associated with major companies, among them is said to be Jesse L. Lasky and Carl Laemmle, Jr. Whether or not there is any substance to these reports has not been learned, inasmuch as the Republic executives are reluctant to disclose their plans.

NEW YORK TIP-OFF

Observations and Opinions by Larkin

NEW U's FIRST BREAK

Friends of the New Universal were beginning to despair of the company's ever coming through with a solid boxoffice hit when '3 Smart Girls' came along. Everyone who wants to see this outfit go places is happy that Deanna Durbin's debut is such a howling success and is hoping that this picture may prove the charm that will bring further success. Charles Rogers has been having extremely tough sledging out at the U studio. Without even one outstanding boxoffice name as a bulwark, he has been forced to experiment with unknowns. That in itself would not be so bad if he were backed by a limitless bankroll, allowing him to put them in pretentious productions. But that has not been the case and, consequently, the product he turned out up to '3 Smart Girls' was little desired by theatremen everywhere. Universal commitments from theatres were not being filled and many probably will not be filled, even if a flock of hits are turned out between now and the new season. The New Universal is a personable outfit that can capitalize the exhibitor goodwill turned over to them by Uncle Carl if it can only deliver the product! Here's hoping they do! At Friedlander has a novelty on his hands in 'The Robber Symphony,' advertised as the 'first sur-realist picture,' which opened at the Venice here on two-a-day. The British-made film was concocted by a musician who intended to express the story's action by music, with the characters saying almost nothing and pantomiming strangely. It received mixed notices from the local dailies, but got enough good reviews to assure it of fair business for a limited run. Warners are digging down into their jeans again to finance more legit. They are reported as backing two new plays soon to open. At present they are in the legal field much more heavily than any other film company. Need for film stories is probably the motive.

'SMART GIRLS' ACES AT ROXY

The first run situation on Broadway this week linds the Roxy doing socko business with '3 Smart Girls' (U) and the strong stage support provided by Borrah Minevitch & Rascals. It wound up the first week strong enough to fix it almost definitely for a 3 week run. 'Great Guy' (G-N) still good enough at the Criterion to hold for a 5th week. For the second straight week the flop of the week must be 'Black Legion' (WB) at the Strand, where it continues to draw a fair male trade, but makes the ladies walk on the other side of the street. 'Camille' (Metro) did handsomely in its first week at the Capitol. Looks set for three, 'The Plainsman' (Par.) remains a: the Paramount through next Tuesday, completing 3 weeks of very good biz. The Rivoli managed to squeeze thru with 'Men Are Not Gods' (UA) as its tenant for a second week. 'You Only Live Once' (UA) opens Saturday (today) with strong advance build up. Music Hall has no complaints against 'Lloyds of London' (20th Cent.) inasmuch as it held fairly well for its second week. 'Plough and the Stars' (RKO) started Thursday and is a tough one to figure, but we have our doubts. 'Criminal Lawyer' (HKO) started off nicely at the Rialto Tuesday. Under Cover of Night' (Metro), which preceded it, did fairly well for one week.
Youthful Maurice Conn Started His First Film Production With $1000

This is the fifth of a series of articles by our West Coast correspondent, author of "Hollywood Flickers," on interviews with personalities prominent in production.

MAURICECONN
Presented by DAVID J. HANNA

Scan your library shelves in search of one of those ancient five-cent masterpieces of fiction, the Horatio Alger novels, and between the faded covers of almost any one of those editions you will find the parallel to the story of our Producer of the Week.

Maurice Conn is the personification of the typical Alger hero. A few years ago his name was meaningless to the Motion Picture Industry; today, at the comparatively tender age of 30, he is widely regarded as one of the most promising men in the production field. And, in the few years that have witnessed his rise to recognition, he seems to have absorbed a lifetime of experience.

One thousand dollars (yes, $1,000!), plus a wealth of nerve and imagination, were Conn's assets as he started on his career as a film maker. He resigned his position as associate producer with Nat Levine's Mascot company to organize his own unit. Renting space at Talisman Studios, he hired Kermit Maynard as his star and produced a Western titled "The Fighting Trouper." Thus began that unit of Conn's enterprises known as Conn Pictures. Hardly an auspicious inauguration, but not unlike that of other men now at the top of the ladder in this industry.

From that single Western has grown an organization which will produce between 28 and 36 features this year. The Maynards are now an annual series of 8 outdoor films of established boxoffice value in action houses.

Two other units, Ambassador and Melody Pictures, comprise the balance of the Conn organization. The former is responsible for the Frankie Darro series, 8 action melodramas that have struck an extremely popular note with the juvenile and matinee trade in neighborhood and rural theatres. They are definitely above average attractions of their class.

Young Mr. Conn this season took his first excursion into higher bracket film production. Sensing the potentialities of Pinky Tomlin's pleasant vocal and shy comedy talents, he signed the song writer-actor to a long-term contract and plans to make 6 musical features per season under the banner of Melody Pictures, his most pretentious venture. The first Tomlin vehicle, "With Love and Kisses," is now being released and was sent off to an unusually strong start with the help of a shrewd publicity campaign that featured Pinky's appearance on Eddie Cantor's radio program two weeks ago, during which the pop-eyed comic also sang one of the songs featured in the picture. It is alert stunts of that sort that lend credence to the general impression that this young man is headed places.

Conn recently returned from New York, where he met with his franchise-holders to discuss distribution plans for the 1937-38 season. In the course of the meeting he asked the frank reactions of the exchange management to his future production plans, whether they felt the need for more Western melodramas or musicals.

"As a result of my survey," he told this writer, "the bulk of my program next season will be 75% musical and melodrama. To that end our production budgets will be raised and standardized at a forty thousand dollar minimum and a one hundred thousand dollar maximum."

Asking a producer outright for his own views on what formula he would lay down for the making of successful pictures is a question we have carefully avoided throughout this series of interviews. Perhaps it has been our fear of receiving a lengthy theoretical dissertation on the virtues and ills of the motion picture industry, with particular stress on the speaker's virtues. However, on this occasion we blurted out the query in a weaker moment and, to our astonishment, Mr. Conn calmly gave us a formula which we believe should be framed and placed on every producer's desk in Hollywood.

"The simplest way to insure the success of a picture, or at least to minimize its chances for failure, is to make it exactly what it is intended to be. A Western should be just that. Today, in an attempt to lure patrons of other types of entertainment, much of the riding and outdoor scenes are being replaced by indoor sets. This defaces the producer's very purpose. The Western fan dislikes the slower moving indoor action and resents any lengthy deviation from the wide, open spaces, where action is a prerequisite.

"On the other hand," our host and interviewee continued, "it is hardly possible that the lover of the drawing room comedy will find a Western very much to his liking, even though the picture may be camouflaged with parlor sets. It must be with any type of picture. A melodrama should be melodrama; a comedy, comedy; a drama, drama. Not, by any means, that there must not be digressions that fall naturally into the plot. But they must not be forced or so long that they divert the spectator's attention to the basic theme. It has long since been proven that it is impossible to please everyone, but, by aiming a picture at a definite type of audience, you will come out with a winner in the vast majority of cases."

And so, with this prescription tucked away in our notebook and mind, we left Maurice Conn. On our way across the lot, we dropped into the office of Ted Richards, the man whose exploitation ideas have had much to do with the boxoffice success of Conn's pictures. Before long the desk and floor were littered with press sheets, old and new, and from them we gained a factual view of an independent company's progress—from those first cheaply printed 4-page press sheets down to Richards' beauty on "Love and Kisses."

By all means, we urge you to keep at least one corner of one eye focused on this Conn outfit.
THREE SMART GIRLS

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

COMEDY-DRAMA . . . Vastly amusing and sentimental film for all audiences . . . Deanna Durbin’s debut great success . . . Should build to heavy grosses on word-of-mouth plugging . . . Rate ●●●, except, perhaps, for action houses.

Universal
85 Minutes

Directed by Henry Koster

Perhaps many of your patrons, as we did, will look forward to “Three Smart Girls” merely because it serves to introduce Edie Cantor’s radio protege to the films. But, Deanna Durbin, while her personal share of the film is a grand success, is not all there is to the picture—not by a load of entertainment! Enratating is the word for it. Its unforeord comedy, reserved sentiment and unaffected romance creep on you with you hardly aware of it, until that misty-eyed finish suddenly makes you realize how much you have really enjoyed it.

The story is very simple, dealing with the efforts of three young sisters to rescue their middle aged father from the clutches of a blonde adventuress and return him to the long ring of the wife, whom he divorced ten years before. Led by the feisty youngest sister, Deanna, the corps uses over known weapon in feminine warfare and recaptures their dad only by making his sense of fatherhood grow stronger than his passing affection for the attractive villainess. Young Miss Durbin displays a winsome personality and a bell-like, if immature, voice and acts like she was born to it. She is outstanding, but by no means does she overshadow a great supporting cast. Bunnie Barnes, as the blonde menace; Alice Brady, her giddy, scheming mother; Ray Milland, the handsome nobleman who wins one of the girls; Charles Winninger, the father who wanted to be young again; Mischa Auer, again a scowlingly fatigued drunk; Nan Grey and Barbara Read, the other two sisters; Luella Watson and John King. Each one makes his or her role tell. Henry Koster’s direction is “safe,” adhering to the story to unfold itself without any notable directorial touches.

**AD TIPS:** Sell the return, as well as Deanna. Most of the critics have hailed it, so use excepts on a blow-up.

BARTON.

YOU ONLY LIVE ONCE

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

DRAMA . . . Somber tragedy that will be too heavy for most film fans . . . Excellent in spots: dull in others . . . Rate ●●●● +, at best generally.

United Artists (Wanger)
87 Minutes

Directed by Fritz Lang

An intriguing story idea and the presence of Sylvia Sidney and Henry Fonda should pull this through to slightly above average grosses, but the picture will prove too heavy for the majority of film fans. It is grim, sombre melodrama, with many moments of gripping suspense. Yet, on the whole, it is disappointing. Somewhere along the line it fails, dragging along at an almost tedious pace, which tends to reduce the tragic import of the story’s high points. However, for those who like their film fare deep, tragic chunks this is a natural. It is definitely NOT shopgirl entertainment. Class houses should get the best returns and action spots will benefit by the prison background and the escape-chase theme. It will fail in getting much response from that vast middle class audience.

Fonda, three times a convicted criminal, is sentenced to die for his fourth offense on circumstantial evidence. His love for his young wife, Sylvia, turns to hate because it was upon her advice that he chose to face the situation rather than run away. She manages to smuggle him out of the cell and he makes his escape with her, killing the prison chaplain, lone barrier to his escape. As he is escaping his pardon arrives, but, unknowing, they continue on his way. Hunted, despairs, the young couple slowly make their way to the border. Their child is born by a wayside. Then, just as they are about to cross the border, they are killed.

Its virtues and its faults rest squarely on the shoulders of director Fritz Lang. He is responsible for the almost breathless tenseness of some of the sequences and for those stretches of dullness. This does not compare to the admirable job he did with “Pity.” Sylvia Sidney is surprisingly weak in her role, at times disturbingly stilted. Fonda however, is excellent. His characterization is deftly shaded, first as the wrongfully convicted man, as the fugitive and through all his alternating hate and love for his wife. The supporting cast is well balanced.

Don’t Pull Your Punches

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

BOXING MELODRAMA . . . Quickie with pugilistic background is fair entertainment for pop spots. Good performances help . . . Rate ●●● for cheaper naves and rural locations.

Warner Bros.
67 Minutes

Directed by B. Reeves Eason

This is somewhat better than the usual cheapie. Bryan Foy has been turning out for Warners, some of which have hit new lows recently. The yarn, projected on a background of boxing ring, has its moments of heart-throbs, action and comedy, making it fair entertainment for the cheaper naborhoods, action and rural houses. In better class spots, it will get by on dull bills. MacLane and Travis are two fair names, the former being liked by action fans.

Wayne Morris is a cowboy stranded in the big city. In a street brawl he beats up the ranking contender for the heavyweight championship after the latter has abused a newsboy. The attendant publicity brings the cow pugilist into the limelight and before long he is fighting his way to the championship. Meanwhile, he finds himself in love with June Travis, sister of another contender for the crown, Barton MacLane. The fight for the honors and MacLane wins, but Morris gets the girl for consolation and a happy windup.

MacLane is aggressive and handles himself neatly as the pug. Morris, a newcomer, demonstrates good potentiality which should materialize after he has several more roles under his belt. Balance of the cast is satisfactory. B. Reeves Eason’s direction keeps the action moving at a fair clip and gets plenty of excitement into the fighting scenes.

**AD TIPS:** Pug the conflict between brother and lover for the championship. Circles in form of fight billing. Appeal to sporting fans.

HANNA (Hollywood).

**AD TIPS:** This must be sold according to the class of patronage. Spots where they like comedy or romance require stress on the stars. Action houses will do best by plugging the prison break and chase angles. Class audiences will respond to the intriguing story.

HANNA (Hollywood).
MEN ARE NOT GODS

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA ... Improvable story not helped by some cheap melodramatics. English production. Only Hopkins name will save it from complete flop. Rates • • •

United Artists (Korda)

82 Minutes

Miriam Hopkins ... Gertrude Lawrence ... Sebastian Shaw ... Rex Harrison ... A. E. Matthews

Directed by Walter Reisch

It is difficult to understand how the usually particular Alexander Korda allowed a story as full of holes as this one to reach the camera stage. For the most part it is quite boring and when some action does take place it is cheaply melodramatic. The cast, all English aside from Miriam Hop-kins, is adequate, but neither the story nor the direction are. For its boxoffice returns it will have to depend solely on Miss Hopkins strength, but word-of-mouth advertising will tear it down.

On the plea of the actor's wife, Miriam Hopkins rewrites her boss' review on "Othello," changing condemnation of the actor to praise. After she is fired, the play becomes a success and she meets the actor and falls in love with him. The wife, soon to become a mother, pleads with Miriam to give up her husband. Learning of this, the actor determines to choke to death his wife, who plays Desdemona opposite his Othello, during the choking scene in the play. As he starts to do this, Miriam cries out from the gallery and breaks up the performance. When the husband learns of his wife's condition, he parts with Miriam.

Why he would pick out a stage on which to commit murder isn't explained and hardly anyone will care. The cast tries to make it seem sensible, but the odds lie with the story.

AD TIPS: Sell Miriam Hopkins. The title is a honey and can be used to entice early customers. BARTON.

RED LIGHTS AHEAD

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY-DRAMA ... Homely stuff about grandpop showing family error of their screwy ways. Pleasantly done with good performances. Lack of name strength relegates it to duals. Rates • • • for rural locations; less elsewhere.

Chesterfield

79 Minutes

Andy Clyde ... Lucille Gleason ... Roger Imhof ... Paula Stone ... Ann Doran ... Frank Coghlan, Jr. ... Ben Alexander

Directed by Roland D. Reed

This is old-fashioned, honey fare for the family trade. Lacking name strength, it will necessarily drop into the lesser spot on most dual bills, but its mild, pleasant humor and touches of drama makes it OK supplementary entertainment. Although Andy Clyde's performance as the shrewd old grandfather is good, his name will mean very little to the boxoffice.

The plot has the harassed mother; the lodge-joining, gold mine-buying father; the intellectual and occult-delving daughter; the daughter who almost slips off the right path; the son who aspires to be a radio announcer and practices constantly; the kid brother who saves the daughter from the seduction-hunting crooks. Strung together, you have the usual ring-to-riches plot, with foxy grandpop testing the mettle of his family.

The cast, with hardly an exception, turns in neat performances. The direction is rou-tine, but keeps the story flowing smoothly.

AD TIPS: Sell it as a comedy at the "Typical American Family." NONNH.

WOMAN IN DISTRESS

BOXOFFICE RATING

MELODrama ... Diverting, if lightweight, stuff. Grand performance by May Robson. Good for dazing ... Rates • • • on its own.

Columbia

68 Minutes

May Robson ... Irene Hervey ... Dean Jagger ... Douglass Dumbrille ... George McKay ... Paul Fix ... Gene Morgan

Directed by Lynn Shores

This is a combination of several standard movie formulas which usually please the mass trade. The ingredients, a band of crooks who pilfer a priceless Rembrandt painting, a sympathetic old lady who is the victim, and a couple of newspaper reporters, male and female, who are constantly striving to out-scoop each other—when they aren't cooing. In this Columbia offering, these ingredients have been nearly handled and competently blended to make a diverting programmer. The crook angle should make it a fair subject for action houses, while the presence of May Robson in the cast should assure fair returns for the nabes and rural spots.

When it is suddenly discovered that Miss Robson, a spinner living in a small Maine town, owns a painting which may be a Rembrandt long believed destroyed, the two reporters and the band of crooks set out to get there first. The thieves make off with the canvas, but find themselves unable to dispose of it, because the old lady alone knows the identification marks on the back. As a climax, the victim and the girl reporter, who has become the woman's confidante, are about to be put to a novel death by the irate crooks when the other reporter arrives to save them.

Miss Robson's performance is her usual workmanship, which means outstanding. Others are competent. The direction manages to keep the action moving at a fair clip.

AD TIPS: The stolen Rembrandt angle offers lots of laby. Display opportunities. Sell Miss Robson strongly.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 30, 1937

LET'S MAKE A MILLION

Hollywood Press

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY ... Typical Horton vehicle, but weaker than most. Will hardly satisfy even his faithful following. Oke for duals. Rates • •

Paramount

60 Minutes

Edward Everett Horton ... Charlotte Wynters Margaret Seddon ... Margaret McWade ... Purnell Pratt ... Porter Hall

Directed by Raymond McCarey

Except for the presence of Horton in the cast, there is little to recommend this as entertainment in any form. The story is weak, routine and chock full of loop holes that make it hard to swallow, even as comedy. Nor has the direction imbued it with any pep. The burden of the entire yarn rests on the star's shoulders, but, despite all his usual mugging, the laughs come few and far between. It is definitely queeke stuff that will serve only as the second feature on dual bills.

Horton is a respectable citizen of a small town. He receives his government bonus and there comes the problem of spending it. A business associate induces him to make an oil investment and before long the entire town is buying the bogus oil stock. The fraud is exposed and Horton is disgraced, the whole town believing him a crook. With the aid of the romantic element, Charlotte Wynters, he manages to get an honest oil man to drill the well and, of course, the oil gushes in abundance, bringing the happy ending.

AD TIPS: Dibs to bald circular in book of quickie forms. Try spoof blurb: "Want to Be a Millionaire? . . . Invest the Price of Admission and Get a Million Dollars Worth of Laughter, etc." HANNA (Hollywood)

Col. to Roadshow 'Horizon'

Columbia is casting about for a theatre on Broadway in which to roadshow Frank Capra's "Lost Horizon." The studio has advised home officials that the film, on which considerable re-shooting was done, will be ready for release February 1.

Awakening the 'Sleepers'

(Continued from page 2)

If you like the more shocking sort of thing, you might hire a hearse and spread this copy over the sides: "Here goes the remains of a fool who tried to cure himself with fake patent medicines. Beware, lest you suffer that fate! See the true facts about this racket in Larceny on the Air at the Rex Theatre Starting Thursday!"

Now, on the level, this looks like one of the "hottest" exploitation bets we've encountered in a couple of months. For pete's sake, don't let it slip through your fingers!
MEN ARE NOT GODS
(UNITED ARTISTS)

"... If not completely convincing—is de-
cidedly entertaining in its odd mixture of farce and melodrama. Miss Hopkins’ role is an
exuberant one, calling on all the more explosive
emotions from sheer farce comedy and funny
falls to dramatic tirades. She negotiates them
all in vivacious, believable fashion."

Murdock, PHILA. SCOTSMAN

"... Without a doubt, the best modern sub-
ject film to be made by British producers. Al-
though the picture is of considerable length, it
ever lags. There is an unswerved freshness
about its style. And, best of all, it mounts to
one of the most exciting climaxes this reviewer
has witnessed in many films—especially those of
the comedy-drama genre.... Somewhere: true in
the solution of its triangle problem...."

Finn, PHILA. RECORD

"... A film so pondersome and so dreary and
one so often on the verge of ludicrousness....
Has about it the mustiness of old melodramas—
a ten-twenty-thirty-cent flavor. Dialogue
is hackneyed, adolescent and fearfully dull."

Bochel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Has considerable charm as well as pathos, if not the wells of wisdom it obviously
hopes to reveal.... Miriam Hopkins in her
early comedy scenes has never been better....
Where the story fails is in its power to move
one sufficiently, as a triangle of this kind
should...."

Tatelbar, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

BELoved VAGABOND
(COLUMBIA)

"... From William J. Locke’s sentimental
novel, British film makers have fashioned a
gently nostalgic picture.... Unpretentious and
forthright. And, if you meet it on its own
ground, it is simple and genuine and not a
little appealing.... Cast plays it with un-
affected simplicity and the old world setting
lends an appropriate atmosphere...."

H. M., PHILA. RECORD

"... Maurice Chevalier makes a welcome, and
highly favorable, return. Captures the
warmth of the book with a quiet simplicity and
pastoral charm that remind one of The Con-
stant Nymph.... Told to the accompaniment
of a tripping and playful musical score...."

L. G. D., PHILA. LEDGER

"... A pity that the gay and debonair
Maurice Chevalier, long absent from our screens,
should be compelled to return here in a picture
like this one. It may be filled with whimsy in
England, but it is a complete bore here...."

Marsh, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

"... A fluffly and moderately beguiling tripe.
Chief claims to attention are its lilting
music, its mild charm, and some very interest-
ing pictorial effects...."

Schneider, CLEVELAND PRESS

PLOT THICKENS
(RKO)

"... Reasonably entertaining buffer, bar-
ing our faint wine at the sight of Zasu Pitts
trying to fill the satiric shoes of the Hil-
degarde of Edna May Oliver and Helen Bro-
derick...."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... James Gleason, who has played the
blundering Inspector Piper throughout the
whole series of five Pipe-Willhers films, is amusing as
ever. I do not, however, care for Miss Pitts as
Hildegarde. Fairly well told little mys-
tery yarn, not new but passably entertaining.

Schneider, CLEVELAND PRESS

"... The hard-boiled Mr. Gleason and the
flirty Miss Pitts get a nice quota of laughs."

BOSTON POST

"... Agreeable combination of comedy and
mystery. Contains its full share of humor.
Zasu Pitts brings her fluttering methods to
the Hildegarde Withers part. Previously, Edna
May Oliver and Helen Broderick had appeared
in this role, both of them making a better job
of it than Miss Pitts."

W. T. C., JR., BOSTON HERALD

BLACK LEGION
(WARNER BROS.)

"... A savagely direct and uncompromising
study of mob terrorism and violence. An
outstanding and memorable motion picture....
In no sense a mere tract, but a smashing human
drama.... Not a pleasant film, but it is one
that will haunt you with its vivid imagery and
its stark emotional power for a long time....
Humphrey Bogart is excellent."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... Editorial cinema at its best—ruthless,
direct, uncompromising. Direction, writing
and performances are as strong as the theme...."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... Biting, scathing, courageous and ex-
posing mob melodrama.... Absorbing enter-
tainment as well as fiery indignation."

Bochel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Thrilling cinematic piece—an expose of
mob rule against Americanism. The result
is powerful, often unpleasant, but always
important, because it carries FORCE! A startling
film...."

WASHINGTON TIMES

SINNER TAKE ALL
(MGM)

"... Absorbing film that moves along smooth-
ly.... Breezy piece with clever dialogue and
a wealth of new angles...."

Young, CHICAGO AMERICAN

"... High pressure melodrama, the stream-
tined tempo.... Almost lacking in comedy re-
lied, with very little romance, this murder case
is nevertheless enacted with an acute starkness.
So honestly told is its complex story that it
doesn’t need any false teases to whip up your
attention—but the mystery is a tough nut to
crack...."

Pullen, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

"... Well-scrambled murder mystery in
which one killing follows quickly upon the heels
of another and threatens to decimate the cast
before the final clinch and fadeout.... Theatre
detectives will find ‘Sinner Take All’ right up
their alley...."

R. B. C., BALTIMORE EYE. SUN

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2515 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years
of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSAGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n
250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

"A VALUABLE BOOKING GUIDE . . . USE QUOTES IN ADVERTISING"
Scenes from... and a few facts about the new films

FUGITIVE! Some of the animal-like fear of the hunted man is expressed here by Henry Fonda in this scene from "You Only Live Once." The girl at the window is Sylvia Sidney, his young wife, who found that her love for Fonda had ensnared her in a tragedy that was to end only with their deaths. It is a Val Lewter Wanger production, directed by Fritz Lang, who made "Fury." Release is by United Artists. Review is in this issue.

LOVE AND LEGS! The New Universal first plunge into Song and Leg extravaganza has been titled "Top of the Town." The scene below gives you the idea most effectively. The romantic pair, who sing incidentally, are Geo. Murphy and Donna Nolan, of whom Universal expects much. Do you recognize the girls? It will be released in the very near future.

LA MOORE! Reports tell us that lovely Grace Moore's new vehicle concerns itself as much with mirth as with the star's vocal talents, as you might note from her frivolous attitude while singing in this still. You knew it previously as "Interlude" but the new and final title is "When You're in Love." It's a Columbia release.
More Exhibitors Will Read Film Bulletin in 1937, because it is rapidly growing in Importance and in Circulation. A unique trade paper built on the solid rock of INDEPENDENCE!
FROM PHILLY
By Nonamaker

BEN KASSOY and SAM BLATT both out of HOWARD PARKER's "Lucky" outfit. Ben now connected with Metropolitan Printing Co. and Sam expected to rejoin Price Premium . . .

DAVE MULIVER announces new and improved "Bongo" game with tie-in with Favorite Food Brands . . . BARRIST and GOODWIN announce that "Bonus" goes into SAM STEIFEL's Nixon-Grand first of the "flesh" houses to go for a stimulant. The mixed (white and colored) house is now in a 3-day policy, continuous only Saturdays and Holidays . . .

The Lincoln only lasted four weeks with colored vaude-film. It's now all pics . . . FRANK HAMMAN glad to report that his son is convalescing from appendicitis and pneumonia attack . . .

BERT KARRER, brother of BILL of Republic, managing the Star, Harrisburg and doing a neat job of it . . . D. C. D. of New York, now in New York City, building a house in Selbyville, Del . . .

The Millsboro, Del, to re-open . . .

New house to be built on site of old post office at 10th and Snyder Avenue was acquired by HANDLER, ELLIS, EMERSON & CO., Baltimore, Md. .

New deal reported on for Million Dollar Pier, A. C. Big money reported interested . . . Met opened with Molly Picon in "Yiddle With His Fiddle," the Yiddish musical which is in its fourth week at the Ambassador, N. Y. . . . The success of the good vaude units is making SID STEINMAN feel worse than he does from an attack of flu germs . . .

HARRY LA VINE spurring his Republican-ites on in their current drive for bigger and better business by screening first episode of the new "Dick Tracy" serial . . . ABBOTT (Skinny) OLIVER air-mails that the Coast is "over-rated" and that early in February he will be Philly bound . . .

JOHNNY EHRICH, the Flicker Club treasurer, definitely is NOT hiding . . . HANSON and SMITH, the Europas-ites, celebrate the house's sixth anniversary with Elizabeth Bergner in "As You Like It" . . . LEON BEHAL celebrates his 29th year on the street . . . BILL CLARK and OSCAR NEUFELD in Washington last Monday for opening of new Universal exchange building at 913 New Jersey Avenue, N. W. SIG WITTMAN, U district manager also present . . .

VERNON KLINE now managing the Rio for GEORGE FISHMAN . . . BILLIE (Preferred) MILLER returned from a week's rest-vacation at A. C. last Monday only to be rushed to Hahnenmann Hospital where she was immediately under operation. She is doing nicely, thank you . . .

JOE KENNEDY was re-elected president of Horshlicher Social Club for 1937 at their January meeting. TOM RILEY was elected vice-president; JACK HAHN, secretary, and CHARLIE ANSPACH, treasurer. BILL LARK and LARRY DAILY were named the executive committee . . . SAM STEIFEL, SID STANLEY, WARNER's, JACK LYNCH, and BENNY, the BUM all contributing "flesh" entertainment for the President's Birthday Ball here . . .

STEEL Co. of America (WB) this week purchased the old Hippodrome, 7th and South and Franklin, 3rd Street, for a total of $95,000. The Hipp was assessed at $24,100, the Franklin at $16,400 . . . JACK (Lenox) MILLER's young son, injured on Monday when struck by auto while riding his bicycle, is at home now.

FROM BOSTON
By Bruce

FURST OFF! The newly appointed branch manager for Warner Brothers as Boston, NATE FURST, was given a swell send-off Monday evening by the boys in New Haven. TOM SPIR, who resigned from the Boston management (and 'tis said he got paid to May lst) will be given a testimonial dinner at the Statler, Thursday evening. BILL ERBB, EDDIE ANSIN, and NATE GOLSTEIN will be there.

M. LOEW is going to try Sunday openings only at the Royal Theatre in Providence figuring that one-seventh of a pie is better than none. HENRY TOBIN will have to manage the slack . . . you know that BILL MANCUSO of Exhibitor's Advertising and Supply Company is first cousin to Gus Mancuso of the New York Giants? . . .

ALL "DISH KING" SWERDOLE has a new profit sharing premium plan. You will hear all about it pretty soon . . . MAX LEVENSON and his wife are leaving on a long southern cruise today. Bon Voyage! . . .

Little friction between ROSE-MARK will soon be straightened out . . . SAM GOLDSTEIN is coasting back East from coast to coast in new car . . .

EMANUEL COHEN of Columbia has recovered from a short but snappy attack of influenza — the flu has flown. Ouch! . . .

LILA IZEN was all upset the other day. Someone pulled the old army game and made off with five reels of 16 mm film . . . The salesmen now have a club. The idea is to help each other and promote good fellowship. HERMAN KONNIS was given the honors of being the first president. Another Universal star ascends the heights. TOM DUANE of Paramount is vice-president; HARRY ROSENBLATT of Metro was elected treasurer; NATH ROSS, GB, sergeant-at-arms; and SAM SELIKTSH of Republic, secretary.

The board of directors are JAMES KENNEDY of Bank Night fame; TOM DONALDSON of Metro; HARRY WORDEN, ditto; HARRY "Great Guy" GOLDMAN of Grand National; and JACK DAVIS of Republic. The next get-together will take place on February 6th . . . It is rumored that a New England circuit is planning to build a new theatre in Westboro. Quen sabe! . . .

And there's a wild scramble for a theatre in Brookline Village. There are at least six applicants. Get in there and fight, boys! . . .

MARK JEFFRY states that contrary to reports he doesn't care if the races never start . . .

LOUIS STERN of Beaumont Pictures is an expert phila — er — er — stamp collector . . . J. COHEN is going to do a lot more walking. MAURICE POUZNER is going to move his offices way over to Newbury Street . . .

Master MAURICE MASTERS mastodons! He is getting along nicely after an operation at the eye and ear infirmary . . . It seems to be an epidemic. RUTH HAAS has mastodons too. Her operation was also successful according to daddy SAMMY HAAS . . . HARRY RICHARDS, who has been delivering films in Lowell, Lawrence, and Haverhill for a long, long time, died last Thursday. .
How Many Times Do You Sell the Same Pictures to Exhibitors, Mr. Zukor?

Mr. Adolph Zukor
Paramount Studios
Hollywood, Cal.

Dear Mr. Zukor:

Last week we addressed several remarks to you in a letter concerning the basic industry ailment of poor product deliberately being turned out by major studios merely to fill the excessive film commitments they force on exhibitors. You may recall that we specifically mentioned the fact that your Paramount company has, during the past few years, delivered more than its share of these “quickies” and we expressed the hope that you would take steps to eliminate this type of product and set an example for the other studios.

We wrote that in the face of an announcement you had issued about a week prior naming 22 of the pictures Paramount plans to release during the 1937-38 season. Frankly, a good portion of the lineup impressed us and we gave some space to it in our news columns.

It wasn’t long, however, before several of our readers wrote us pointing out that you had flashed a number of those same titles and casts before them when you were trying to sell your 1936-37 product. Since we happened to be conducting a one-way correspondence with you on the general subject of correcting some flagrant evils of film business, it was suggested that we drop you another line or two to ask how many times you sell the same pictures to exhibitors, Mr. Zukor? Looking through the very attractive trade advertisements issued by your company during the ’36-37 selling period, we find that you definitely told exhibitors that they could expect to receive the following pictures during the current season:


"HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME" with Irene Dunne and Fred MacMurray.

"SOULS AT SEA," a Technicolor production, with Gary Cooper.

"ARTISTS AND MODELS," One of the Most Lavish Pictures of the Year.

Marlene Dietrich in two (2) pictures directed by Ernst Lubitsch.

Without delving any further into those pictures less definitely designated by titles or stars, we see six of the most valuable film properties held out as a bait to entice this year’s contracts being dangled as bait for next season’s contracts. Don’t you think the fish are entitled to a break, Mr. Zukor?

Before you sit down to the next banquet tendered in honor of your Silver Anniversary with Paramount, we hope you will take a moment to ask yourself if policies of this sort will build a really lasting monument to you as one of the pioneers of the industry.

Most sincerely,

MO WAX.
AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'

The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatre men those pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in their "Sleepers" with the view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns. Follow these "Sleeper" campaign for bigger profits!

By Wolfe-Smith

If there exists in your makeup one grain of that valuable asset SHOWMANSHIP we need do little else than mention the title of this week's subject to you and say, "Go to it!" But, for fear that some of you sceptics can't see D-O-U-G-H written in "She's Dangerous," we're going to pass a few general remarks and several specific ones in the hope that you will bestir yourselves to make some dough where you least expect it.

We aren't going to lay out much in the way of stunts, because those Universal ad boys have done a damn good job of it in the press sheet and we demand that you go through it carefully. Their mat layouts contain some very nifty device to sell the DANGEROUS WOMEN angle, the angle, incidentally, that we are telling you to get out and sell for all your worth.

Your male patrons, of course, will readily agree that all women are dangerous. Your female fans will agree that most women are dangerous. So, all you have to do is stir up the idea, and you'll have both household factors interested.

If you care to go in for the sensational headline sort of stuff, your approach is along the lines of "Hell hath no fury like a woman scorned." This calls for yellow journalistic re-hash of quick-on-the-trigger dames who have bumped off their "hearts" in a moment of passion. The files in your local newspaper offices will supply you with all the material you want on this.

Then, there is the Women In Industry danger. It presents the problem as to the fitness of females to hold important positions and the slant is that lots of men regard women in business as DANGEROUS, using their sex and wiles to outwit male competitors. IS THIS TRUE?

The most romantic and intriguing form of the Dangerous Women species, however, is the beautiful and super-cunning spy. Mata Hari made great factual-fiction story material, as have other illustrious feminine espionettes.

None of these types of slick females include the kind encountered in "She's Dangerous." This one is a FEMALE DETEC-

INTO THESE EYES

Men looked and loved their liberty away!... She put their hearts in the bonds of love—and their wrists in shackles of steel!

A New Universal picture with
TALA BIRELL - CESAR ROMERO
Whitler Pidgeon-Walter Brennan
Warren Hymer - Samuel S. Hinds
Richard Carle - Franklin Pangborn
Jonathan Hale - Richard Truax

Directed by Lewis R. Foster and Milton Carruth

There's money in this!
COLUMBIA ANSWERS MPTOA

Restrict Cancellation...

Columbia this week gave the M.P.T.O.A. its answer to the organization's 10-point program for trade practice reform. In a letter from A. Montague, sales manager, to Ed Kuykendall, the distributor replied to each point with much more frankness than has characterized the answers from other major film companies, although the net result is only another very minor "victory" for Kuykendall's outfit.

On the issue of increasing and lifting restriction from the 10 percent cancellation privilege, Montague's letter declares that "Columbia is willing to grant a cancellation of 10% of the number of pictures offered if the exhibitor contracts for all pictures offered at one time, provided this cancellation is restricted to pictures in the lowest price allocation." Thus would be placed in the contract a condition which the distributors exercise at present, as, when the exhibitor cancels a picture in the higher bracket, a lower classification feature is moved up to replace it.

Exhibitors who buy selective contracts are not entitled to an additional cancellation privilege, the distributor argues, inasmuch as they take their elimination at the time the contract is negotiated.

Rental to Absorb Score Charge...

"We believe that score charges are a part of film rental," Montague states. "Therefore, when satisfactory percentage terms are agreed upon, we feel that the score charge can be eliminated. On flat buy contracts we are agreeable to discontinue the practice of separating the terms between film rental and score charge and in the future have one space for the insertion of complete film rental terms."

This is generally regarded not as an elimination of the score charge, but, rather, its inclusion in the whole film rental. Undoubtedly Columbia will be pressed to clarify this point.

Preferred playing time is subject that will be dealt with according to the individual situation, the letter declares. However, "We must expect to receive our fair share of an exhibitor's preferred time in order to protect our film rental for important percentage pictures."

Proportionate Shorts Sales...

"It has never been the intention or the practice of this company to 'force' shorts with features," the distributor claims. "We believe that where we do license features we should have an equal opportunity to license the account a reasonable number of short subjects proportionate to the number of features we supply as against the exhibitor's total feature requirements." Montague points out that he suggested this method during the N.R.A. discussions and still regards it as the "most equitable" plan.

The other points are passed over lightly, either because they are viewed as exhibitor problems or involving legal obstacles.

ALLIED MEETS MAY 12-14

STEFFES ANTI-CHAIN CZAR

Wood Heads Convention Committee...

The Committee on Arrangements for National Allied's annual convention has selected May 12-13-14 as the dates on which this year's confab will be held in Milwaukee. The Hotel Pfister will be the central headquarters.

P. J. "Pete" Wood, secretary of the I.T.O. of Ohio, has been named chairman of the Convention Committee, and Ray A. Tesch, of Milwaukee, heads the local Committee on Arrangements.

Centralize Anti-Chain Fight...

A statement from the organization's office in Washington declares that in a move to centralize control W. A. Steffes has been given dictatorial power over the legislative campaign to force the divorce of production-distribution from exhibition.

"Recognizing the necessity of centralizing authority and concentrating effort in the project to prevent producers from operating theatres," the notice reads, "the Special Defense Committee has authorized its chairman, W. A. Steffes, to assume sole responsibility for securing the necessary legislation."

Steffes, fiery Northwest Allied leader, has been touring the country to address units and solicit funds for the anti-chain fight. A total of over $100,000 is reported to have been pledged or contributed already, with many non-member independents sending checks to James Ritter, treasurer of the Special Defense Fund. The plan is to introduce a bill in each of the 48 states.

The first state to get the anti-chain bill is California, where the Legislature will consider a measure by Assemblyman Ernest Voight after it convened on March 1st.
NAT LEVINE-REPUBLIC PART

Remains to Clean Up . . .

Hollywood.—Nat Levine, president and production head of Republic, resigned this week after extended conferences with other officials of the company. The decision was reached on a friendly basis after Levine stated that he could not see eye to eye with the others on proposed plans for reorganization of the production setup.

As reported in last week's FILM BULLETIN, Republic bigwigs have been discussing the establishment of a unit system to replace the present one-man control. Negotiations have been carried on with several prominent producers formerly associated with major studios, it was authoritatively reported, among them Jesse Lasky, Winnie Sheehan and Carl Laemmle, Jr. Levine did not approve of this plan and voluntarily suggested severance of the relationship.

Levine will remain with the company until all film already in production are completed. His ownership interest will be purchased by Herbert J. Yates, it is believed. In attendance at the conferences were Levine, Yates, E. H. Goldstein, Herman Gluckman and J. J. Milstein.

GAMBLING ONUS ON CERTAIN GAMES HAS EXHIBS WORRIED

Will Bring Down Police . . .

Exhibitors in territories where theatre games are flourishing are concerned about being deprived of a profitable asset through the introduction of cash prize games which skirt very close to the borders of lotteries. The more these boxoffice stimulants take on the aspect of out-and-out gambling devices, the sooner will the police crack down and order the elimination of all games.

In the Philadelphia area, for example, theatres have been operating games in which merchandise items are the prizes for several years with very little interference from law enforcement authorities. Last week, Mayor Wilson issued an order to the police to halt all games, and while this appeared to be directed against professional promoters and not theatres, local exhibitors are worried lest the spread of cash prizes turn the order against them.

Some theatremen see a grave danger in the new game now being introduced by National Screen Service, called "Ten-O-Win," which very closely resembles roulette. Such devices may stir up protests from parents and force the police to take a final stand against all theatre games.

N. E. UNIT RE- NAMES YAMINS

Steffes Addresses Meeting . . .

Boston.—Nathan Yamins, re-elected president of National Allied by the board of directors recently, was similarly honored by his own New England unit, Independent Exhibitors of N. E., Inc., at the organization's annual meeting held here last week.

Al Steffes, chairman of the Defense Committee, addressed the members on Allied's plans for obtaining enactment of legislation to force the producers out of theatre business, and won a pledge of $5,000 from the group. Steffes declared that Allied will seek laws in each of the 48 states to affectuate the program.

NEW YORK TIP-OFF

Observations and Opinions by Larkin

MARCH OF TIME CELEBRATES

On the first of February, 1935, the initial issue of The March of Time was released. This "new kind of pictorial journalism" was introduced with a fanfare of ballyhoo that demanded something unusual to merit public attention and sustained interest. How well the Time boys have succeeded in their job is evidenced by the fact that now, on its Second Anniversary, the March of Time can point to the fact that its popularity has steadily advanced until it ranks with Mickey Mouse at the top of boxoffice shorts. The "connections" of Time's editors has enabled them to get entree to places barred to ordinary newspaper men, to interview people "never" interviewed. Not only intelligent movie goers, but mass audiences as well, have come to expect stimulating discussions on vital and entertaining problems in the March of Time and it would be well for theatremen to give the monthly subjects the space they deserve in their advertising copy. Many of them have been a bit slow in recognizing the public's interest in this editorial page in pictures and they have neglected to capitalize the voluminous newspaper publicity created by several of the issues. This column says, "Happy birthday," to the March of Time and repeats its desire to see two issues each month . . . Insiders suspected something like the Nat Levine resignation from Republic when Manny Goldstein went to the coast several weeks ago. It was understood that Goldstein went out to investigate the production setup for money-man Herbert J. Yates and that Levine resented infringement on his domain. A topnotch producer, or group of them, will replace Levine, who is expected to join one of the major studios after vacationing.

'GOOD EARTH' GOOD NOTICES

"The Good Earth" (Metro) got off to a good start on its roadshow run at the Astor Tuesday night, abetted by very good reviews in all the dailies. However, its strength for pop houses, where novel doesn't mean so much, looks dubious . . . Holdovers held the spotlight here again this past week. Cagney in "Great Guy" (G-N) still did well enough at the Criterion to warrant a 6th week.

"Camillo" (Metro) going strong into its third week at the Capitol, with a 4th possible, but not likely . . . "The Plainsman" (Par.) finished 3 good weeks at the Paramount on Tuesday and "Champagne Waltz" (Par.) opened Wednesday with the powerful help of Fred Waring's Band on the stage. Latter attraction will probably hold it for two weeks . . . "3 Smart Girls" (U) went into a third week at the Roxy and is clicking handsomely. Borrah Minevitch on the stage helps . . . Flop of the week was "Plough and the Stars" (RKO), which was favored with good reviews but didn't bring them into the Music Hall for more than "just-about business. "On the Avenue" (20th Century) started strongly on Thursday with mixed reviews . . . "You Only Live Once" (U.A.) while notices were mixed, stirred considerable interest and brought good enough returns in the first week to suggest a three weeks run at the Rivoli . . . The Strand pulled itself out of the doldrums for a change with "Stolen Holiday" (WB), but even this Kay Francis starrer hasn't completely lifted the past few flops . . . "Criminal Lawyer" (RKO) got thru for fair business at the Rialto and "Sinner Takes All" (Metro) is so-so there since Tuesday.
I. E. Chadwick, Industry Vet, Urges Indie Exhibitors Unite for Self-Preservation

This is the sixth of a series of articles by our West Coast correspondent, author of "Hollywood Flickers," on interviews with personalities prominent in production.

I. E. CHADWICK
Presented by DAVID J. HANNA

FILM BULLETIN'S Hollywood correspondent went to see I. E. Chadwick with the designated and avowed intention of interviewing him on production plans, problems, faults and virtues, but, instead, we sat engrossed and hardly opened our mouths as this former attorney expounded his interesting views on the industry's basic economic issues.

For many years (he has been associated with the industry for over a quarter of a century!), Chadwick has been a leading champion of the independent producer's and exhibitor's causes, one of the few men who has not knaw-towed to the powerful producing interests in return for small favors. And, if one may judge an individual's innermost beliefs and sympathies by the length of time he displays them, then I. E. Chadwick is independent through to the core!

Started as Distributor

His career in film business began in 1910 as a distributor. His foresight told him that there would ultimately be a concentration of production power in the hands of a small group and, at that time, there would be room and a need for independent producers, so into production he plunged. Ivan Film Productions and Chadwick Pictures Corporation were his personally owned companies. No mass quantity producer, Chadwick's product was usually above the standard which most independents must set for themselves. To mention only two, "The Wizard of Oz" and "The Unchastened Woman," were among the many successful films that bore his name as producer.

He was one of the founders of Monogram Pictures. Only recently he rejoined the company still bearing that name, which was reorganized several months ago by W. Ray Johnston. Chadwick holds an important niche in the new Monogram, his job being to produce most of the specials on the scheduled program. But, while his primary interest is centered in his work with Monogram, even today our Man of the Week finds time to maintain his insatiable interest in the broad problems of the industry and to argue his point that the industry will be healthy only while all legitimate participants, producers, distributors and exhibitors, receive a "square deal."

Exhibitors Must Run Theatres

One of the principal "planks" in Chadwick's "platform" is his insistence that the producer or distributor has no right to infringe on the exhibitor's domain—his own theatre. Matters such as choice of films, playdates and how many features are to be shown on one program—in brief, the manner of operating a theatre—these must rest with the theatreman himself, Chadwick says, and the producers usurp powers not rightfully their's when they seek to force exhibition policies down the throats of exhibitors.

"The greatest crying need of the independent exhibitor," he remarked, "is a single, unified national, independent organization. At present there is no single powerful body representing all or most of the independents. They must work to this end, submerging lesser organizations to the development of one great independent unit of representation." He was off on his pet subject and there simply was no stopping him to ask the questions we had come prepared to ask—not did we want to.

Producers' Chains Now Control

"The affiliated chain theatres have the production field in their grasp and hence it is they who dictate the policies to the studios. That situation works both ways. Certain of the major producers, through their control of these huge chains, have the independent exhibitors at their mercy. Although independents comprise a far greater percentage of the nation's theatres, their failure to unify themselves has been their greatest stumbling block toward having their policies carried out, rather than accepting those ordered by Hollywood studios.

"Support of the independent producer is one avenue of escape. True, the exhibitor will be called upon to make sacrifices, since so much of the independent product, produced as most of it is on the proverbial shoestring, falls short on entertainment and boxoffice appeal. But, by alignment with these companies through cooperation, the independent exhibitor will keep the film channels open and have access to the type of pictures he chooses to run.

"Only by keeping the film market free from the grasp of any group who seek to monopolize it can the independent theatre owner save himself from being sold out to the chains controlled by Hollywood. Adoption of the independent producer as his child may be the means of preventing this, for, if the exhibitor supports him today, tomorrow will find him supporting the exhibitor."

Exhibitor Must Be Free

"The theatre owner has a responsibility to his patrons, one from which there is no escape, save failure. To fulfill this responsibility, he must be free to buy and present pictures as he sees fit. Under present conditions, by which the film companies dictate policies, this is impossible.

"Granted that the independent exhibitors are slowly winning a few minor points, they can be forced to accept what the powerful interests want them to have and, ultimately, they may be wiped out. Organization and unification of the independent theatre owners are absolutely necessary to bring about an equalization of the balance of power in this industry. The business structure cannot remain unbalanced and healthy! Complete freedom for the exhibitor is essential to the successful presentation of motion pictures."

Thus spoke a film man!
THE GOOD EARTH  
(M-G-M)  
"... Has tremendous elemental sweep, commanding characterization and striking spectacle. Paul Muni and Luise Rainer have realized the parts of Wang and his fanatically devoted wife, O-Lan, with consummate understating. Somewhat over-long."
Barney, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"... Performances, direction and photography are of uniform excellence, and have been fused perfectly into a dignified, beautiful and soberly dramatic production... Does full justice to the novel..."
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... A legitimate (not 'Hollywood') epic. Muni was least convincing of the masquerading Orientals. Perhaps any one would have shown poorly in comparison with Luise Rainer's glorious performance..."
Winston, N. Y. POST

"... Beautiful and profoundly stirring film of Chinese life... Emerges as an indisputably fine achievement, a bit too long perhaps, but remarkable for its well-developed tragedy, its dramatic simplicity and its power to hold one's interest throughout..."
Bochel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

STOLEN HOLIDAY  
(WARNER BROS.)
"... FAIR PLUS... Miss Francis looks her loveliest in a wardrobe of stunning clothes, and acts sympathetically in a story which is forced in treatment and in which the dialogue is never quite as smart as it means to be..."
Thibet, N. Y. POST

"... A story, frayed at the edges by much use and artificial to the point of dismissal, is saved from complete indifference to the audience by the astute characterization Mr. Claude Rains contributes... A creaking, manufactured film item..."
Tatelaar, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"... Moves listlessly... Considerably over-wordy, too, because in this one Miss Francis' heart is torn between love and friendship, and the brief advanced for each is paradoxically lengthy. If the picture is at all distinguished, it is because Claude Rains does a superb job..."
J. T. M., N. Y. TIMES

"... Fortunately for all concerned-on and off the screen-Kay Francis wears an array of stunning, original and individual frocks as the heroine. I say fortunately advisedly, because in doing so Miss Francis manages to make forget a little bit all the intrigues, stock figures and stereotyped phrases of this feeble and fumbling melodrama..."
Bochel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Faintly impressive yarn told with Hollywood's usual slick proficiency, although there are a regrettable number of photographic cliches sprinkled through the production... Kay Francis lives up to her ballyhoo as the best-dressed actress in films..."
H. M., PHILA. RECORD

CHAMPAGNE WALTZ  
(PARAMOUNT)  
"... A blend of Viennese music and modern swing. It is so gay and frothy that it might be best described as musical farce... Gladys Swarthout is Hollywood's prettiest prima donna..."
Kelley, WASHINGTON TIMES

"... Will offer solid entertainment qualities in the form of lean, affable Fred MacMurray; the infallible clowning of Jack Oakie and Herman Bing, a beautifully staged production number based on Strauss' 'Blue Danube Waltz'..."
Phillips, WASHINGTON EYE. STAR

"... Miss Swarthout conducts herself prettily as she tugs at the heart strings... Mac-Murray also is sufficiently well bestowed... Jack Oakie is continuing his steady progress to steal the show... Plesant and satisfying diversion..."
Kanuor, BALTIMORE EYE. SUN

"... Might have been called 'Jazz vs. Strauss'. It is perhaps a commentary on the film as a whole that the outstanding impression in the production is made by Veloz and Yolanda, who offer two stunning dance numbers..."
E. L. H., BOSTON HERALD

"... Light, frivolous, often highly amusing comedy with music... Skips blithely over its trite plot, devoting all its time to such skittish nonsense as scenes in which Fred MacMurray teaches Miss Swarthout how to chew gum... A conglomeration of comedy incidents, strung together and circled about Miss Swarthout..."
Finn, PHILA. RECORD

"... Gay and frivolous entertainment with good music, both Strauss and jazz, amusing comedy and some colorful and elaborate production effects..."
Murdock, PHILA. LEDGER

MAN OF AFFAIRS  
(G-B)  
"... Offers actor Arliss a fine opportunity at a dual role..."
Kelley, WASHINGTON TIMES

"... Extremely interesting to watch George Arliss. Has none of the characteristics which mark some English productions. There isn't a Sonny Hale-ish comic to be seen and the wit is good and the pace is right. There's a lot of good humor to the tale..."
MacArthur, WASHINGTON EYE. STAR

"... An amusing comedy, filmed in England and with not too much of the whimsy that sometimes impedes the action of Mr. Arliss' pictures..."
W. A. M., BOSTON HERALD

"... Lively appealing picture... Although implausible, the story is made highly amusing by the beguiling Arliss' tricks..."
Rob Reel, CHICAGO AMERICAN

CRIMINAL LAWYER  
(RKO)  
"... FAIR-PLUS... Definitely in the fast-moving class..."
Winston, N. Y. POST

"... Based on the antics of some of our hard-lined mouthpieces. It is quite the best job of its kind this reviewer has seen. Craftily directed by Christy Cabanne, who allows full play to the mannerisms that brought Mr. Tracy his screen following..."
J. T. M., N. Y. TIMES

"... Made this writer sad because of the unforgettable way it wastes the talents of Lee Tracy, Margot Graham, Edward Gianelli and Betty Lawford, and because of its embarrassingly anemic and gauche story..."
Bochel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Tracy does a forthright job... Neither a startling expose of corruption in high places nor a beguiling production..."
Barney, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"... Lee Tracy gives the 'mouthpiece' a new lease on life... The story is full of gaps, Tracy's character lacks the cleverness he is supposed to posses and the courtroom scenes fail to ring with any semblance of authenticity..."
Schneider, CLEVELAND PRESS

"... Large shots of hokum, yet its exciting highlights are built up with sharp theatrical effect... Tracy dominates the court, with pyrotechnical tricks as he rips open the case as well as his own life. His farewell speech has a hokumish flavor but he knows how to make it terse and stinging..."
Pollen, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

CRACK-UP  
(20th CENTURY-FOX)  
"... Not even the shyness present of that departmental favorite, Peter Lorre, can save 'Crack-Up' from complete collapse with oddments of plot... Wild-eyed melodrama, with its bangs in its eyes, it moves from the ridiculous to the supine in short order..."
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... Peter Lorre, Brian Donlevy and Ralph Morgan share whatever honors there are... Routine spy story with a trans-Atlantic commercial flight angle thrown in for a new twist..."
PHILA. LEDGER

"... Lorre again turns his uninspired material into convincing melodrama... Blood and thunder thriller... The whole thing is downright hokum and the most obvious sort of plot manufacturing, but it's irresistibly exciting..."
H. M., PHILA. RECORD
POISED TO KILL!

The little lady in this tense scene seems unaware of the machine-gun killer at the window. "Scotland Yard Commands" is the picture to be released by Grand National.

VERY FUNNY! Someone should extend a voice of thanks to the New Universal for "discovering" that grand comic who wallowed in "heavy" bits for years. It is Mischa Auer as he plays a very funny scene in 3 Smart Girls. You recognize Binnie Barnes and Alice Brady; of course.

3 YEARS OLD! Here you see J. Jaffe as the three century old Llama of Tibet, the role which, for months, delayed the release of Frank Capra's most retentious effort, "Lost Horizon." Columbia will roadshow it within few weeks.

The stills are selected for their descriptive value to exhibitors.
WITH LOVE AND KISSES

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY with songs... Mildly pleasant indie offering... Several hummable tunes, a cow, Arthur Houseman's drunk, several good vaude acts and Tomlin's crooning... Rates ●● where they like Tomlin's stuff; less elsewhere.

Melody (Conn)

67 Minutes

Pinky Tomlin... Toby Wing... Kane Richmond... Russell Hopton...

Directed by Les Goodwins

This is a humorous little yarn which has been embellished with seven song numbers, a few of which linger on the hummer, and several vaudeville acts. The result is pleasant enough entertainment to amuse and lift the less discriminating fans. Its chief asset is Pinky Tomlin, the rural-looking chap who popularized "The Object of My Affections," which clogged the air waves a year or two ago. Tomlin has an appealing personality and sings without jarring the reader's auditory organs. It won't wow 'em, but in nabes where they like music in their films and in rural spots, this should bring fair results.

The story isn't very important, having to do with a song writer, a crooner who steals a song hit, a reformed racketeer who inveigles the twumsht to write exclusively for him, and an inspirational cow. The latter, known as Minnie, must be beside the song writer when he creates and is installed in a luxurious apartment beside her master. So, you see what sort of a yarn it is!

Arthur Houseman turns in another grand drunk and gets plenty of laughs every time he appears. Toby Wing is largely decorative. The vaudeville acts are all good and bolster the story whenever it threatens to slip. Les Goodwins' direction is just so-so, lacking the snap such pieces require.

AD TIPS: Sell Tomlin and the fact that he wrote and popularized "Object of My Affections." Feature the seven songs.

NONIE

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY

2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE

Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

LOCast 4181 RACE 4600

Bulldog Drummond Escapes

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

MYSTERY COMEDY... Better than average B picture... Appealing performance by Ray Milland... Has good action, fair comedy... Good for dual bills in A houses... Rates ●● for nabes, action and rural spots.

Paramount

66 Minutes

Ray Milland... Heather Angel... Sir Guy Standing... Porter Hall... Reginald DeKiller... F. E. Clive... Fay Holden... Walter Kingsford

Directed by James Hagen

Sans Ronald Colman and expensive production values, Paramount carries on the Drummond series with this meritoriously concocted B class picture. It is neatly produced within its limitations and boasts a well-balanced cast. Mystery, melodrama and comedy are herein the usual Drummond proportions. The up-and-coming Ray Milland is an ingratiating hero and the role will help him along the road to stardom. Lack of real marquee strength makes it dubious for top spots, but as the lower half of dual bills, it will more than satisfy, while it should carry itself nicely in the cheaper naborhoods, action and rural locations.

Despite his promise never to return to England, made at the end of his last adventure, we find Drummond returning again, drawn by the mysterious predica ment of Heather Angel. She is being held prisoner by a trio of murderous counterfeitters. There ensue the usual captures, escapes, fights and suspense. Sir Guy Standing plays the sly Scotland Yard inspector, who is seemingly more interested in his golf than in solving mysteries. Drummond tries to enlist the aid of Standing, but is always thwarted. Of course, the gang is finally rounded up, Drummond takes the girl for life and Standing confesses that he knew all about the case all the time.

Porter Hall, Walter Kingsford and Fay Holden are good as the counterfeiting trio. However, acting honors go to Milland, Sir Guy Standing, Reginald DeKiller as Alyk, and E. E. Clive in another debt butter role. Hagen's direction maintains a smooth pace and builds plenty of suspense, although the hokum is spread a bit too thick in a couple of the sequences.

AD TIPS: Sell this as a sequel to the previous Drummonds, the further adventures of "Fiction's Most Fascinating Hero," Play up Milland to the ladies. He already has a fair following.

HANNA (Hollywood)

NOBODY'S BABY

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY with music... Falls far short on entertainment value... Comedy is forced and stretched to boredom... Rates ●●—only for cheapest spots.

M-G-M

76 Minutes

Patsy Kelly... Lyda Roberti... Lynne Overman... Robert Armstrong... Rosina Lawrence... Don Alvarado... Tom Dugan

Directed by Gus Meins

This plays like a two-reeler stretched to six. A cast of comics capable of better things try their best to bring it out of the hole, but no amount of mugging could possibly have brightened up this dull script. An occasional few moments of fun and the wasted production are the only assets it can boast. Tediously long at its preview showing, it seemed the whole yarn could have been presented considerably as a short subject. Only on the lower half of dual bills will "Nobody's Baby" serve.

Kelly and Roberti are potential nurses. With their boy friends, Lynne Overman and Robert Armstrong, they go to a night club. The principal entertainers, Rosina Lawrence and Don Alvarado, are secretly married, and on this particular night they quarrel. Rosina disappears and Kelly and Roberti later find her, with a new-born baby. They try to reconcile the couple and complications arise when their boyfriends both suspect that the baby belongs to their girl friends. It is all cleared up finally and the four get married.

It is dull, drayy and the situations bring but few laughs. The director had too much to overcome.

AD TIPS: Sell the comedy cast.

HANNA (Hollywood)

Sales Campaigns on '37-'38 Products to Start Earlier

Several film companies have indicated their intentions to get off to an early start on their sales campaigns for the 1937-38 season and exhibitors will be asked to buy new product with about one-third of the current season's film still undelivered.

Universal and 20th Century are two of the distributors who may be expected to start harping on '37-'38 contracts by the beginning of March. With this trend started, the other majors may be expected to follow suit without much delay.

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY CO.

1225 VINE ST. PHILA., PA.
SICK LIST: With the weather being such as it was and is, flu germs and other ailments hit the following Vic Theatre and exhibitors during the week: National-Penn's SID BLOOMFIELD out with a cold; SAM KANTOR, Ridge Avenue Theatre, nursing a cold for several weeks; JIM CLARK had a touch of flu; the Mises Theatre's HARRY WEINBERG was laid up with a broken arm; Horlacher flu victims; RITA MONCAGNE, Paramount, rushed to Presbyterian Hospital last Saturday night, very sick again; JOE CONWAY at home; BILLIE MILLER, Preferred, still in hospital American dozen against a flu attack; Tom doing nicely ... MEL KOFF's Darby Theatre re-opens February 22d ... Paramount moving piece by piece into their new building at 12th and Sumner Streets. Official opening February 15th; SID STANLEY, Pauley and ANNY LEWIS, Jumbo, who sold 100 and 35 tickets respectively for the President's Ball deserve honorable mention ... Republic started releasing through Clark Film Distributors Monday night; HARRY WEINBERG, who is an old com Buddy painted a right smart likeness of JIM CLARK in oils ... DAVE BARRIST's mother and father celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary last Saturday evening, at the Majestic Hotel. Practically all Vine Street attended as well as many exhibitors ... MURRAY BEIER and 'POP' KORSON's 'agreements' over MAURICE CONN'S product is an interesting story ... BILL TURBETT, the booker at Hollywood, to ANN and MARIE ESMOND Saturday, February 6th ... JAY KENTER, formerly in the premium business independently, now associated with Quality Premium Co. ... AL DAVIS left last Friday on South American cruise with his assistant, DAVE MORIA, flies to Miami this Sunday to visit his family, who are there for the season ... JEFFERIES THEATRE, Roxborough, has installed all new equipment ... EUGENE MORT, who is building new home for himself and the family of N. J., met with an automobile accident there last Sunday and landed in the Vine and Hospital with fractured pelvis bone ... Golder Construction Company working three shifts to complete 3-W's new Glenmore ... MARCH 1st ... BEN FERTEL had birthday Tuesday and celebrated with a party at Palumbo's ... 'UNCLE CHARLIE' DUTKIN now gets feature billing up at NORMAN LEWIS' Girard; and is the old vaudeville type and the genuine article ... DAVE NIXON, 52nd Street, changes vaude schedule from Thursday, Friday and Saturday to Wednesday, Thursday and Friday ... Practically all the exchanges are "driving on" for bigger and better business. Some of the 12th Street theatres had its hands full with one of those games this week. When a certain number was called, about 30 people rushed down to claim the remaining six prizes. The manager handled the situation like a trooper and told the audience that he would run a short subject while he called the owners of the game to ask advice. He was told by the game distributor to continue the game and tell the 30 previous winners that they would be given prizes later. He resumed the game and, after almost an hour of calling numbers, close to 100 people had called out winning cards and had their names taken to be sent prizes! Only the manager's intelligence, humorizing the audience restrained them from making it a very boisterous mixup.
ON THE AVENUE

BOXOFFICE RATING:

MUSICAL . . . Topnotch entertainment for all classes. Strong cast and Berlin melodies make it secure box-office everywhere . . . Rates ● ● ● ● ●.

20th Century-Fox

95 Minutes

Dick Powell . . . Madeleine Carroll . . .
Alice Faye . . . Ritz Brothers . . .
George Barbier . . . Cora Witherspoon . . .
Alan Mowbray . . . Walter Catlett . . .
Douglas Fowley and Stepin Fetchit

Directed by Ray del Ruth

Darryl Zanuck and Irving Berlin, who are credited with the production of this outstanding musical film, have done a showmanly job. It virtually bursts with elements that make for popular entertainment—and we mean popular with every strata of filmgoers. A carefree, romantic story; typical Berlin melodies; a cast of favorites, singers and funsters, all these have been thrown into one of the most sumptuous productions of this or any season. Delivered in bright, almost sophisticated manner, it will make the highbrows sit up, yet has all the ingredients to attract and entertain the masses. It spells box-office-f-f-f-f.

Dick Powell fares better with the Zanuck organization than he does on his home lot. He turns in his best performance since "Thanks a Million," handling his comedy lines and singing in better form than usual. Madeleine Carroll is lovely to look at and her performance is a definite boost. Alice Faye, the Ritz Brothers click, and the minor characters are uniformly good. Roy del Ruth directs with verve and intelligence, his handling of the musical numbers especially displaying deft touches that put them over.

The well-developed story has Powell and Faye as stars of a Broadway revue in which there is a sketch satirizing Madeleine Carroll, one of America's popular young heiresses. She dates Powell with the avowed intention of making him eat the words he delivers in the sketch. Her wiles work too well and they find themselves actually in love. He promises to change the bit, but Faye, jealous, makes it even worse. Believing Powell has done this deliberately, she purchases the show from producer Walter Catlett and relegates Powell to an unbearable position. He quits the show and Madeleine proceeds with her plans to marry explorer Alan Mowbray. At the crucial moment, Faye confesses her misdeeds and all ends well with the reunion of the lovers. Berlin's score is lovely and haunting almost without exception.

AD TIPS: Sell the cast and Berlin's music.

HANNA (Hollywood).

TWO WISE MAIDS

BOXOFFICE RATING:

COMEDY-DRAMA . . . Introduces Skipworth-Moran team in heart-warming story . . . Fine family entertainment that will please both adults and kids . . . Rates ● ● ● + for naborhoods and rural.

Republic

70 Minutes

Alice Skipworth . . . Polly Moran . . .
Donald Cook . . . Hope Manning . . .
Jackie Searl . . . Lila Lee . . .
Luís Alberni . . . Maxie Rosenbloom . . .
Marcia Mae Jones

Directed by Phil Rosen

It looks like Nat Levine of Republic has founded a new starring team that will become a strong boxoffice bet right from its initial effort. Those two veterans of mixing comedy and pathos, Alison Skipworth and Polly Moran, get their start in a down-to-earth story, loaded with touches of human interest angles and heart-warming comedy. While in spots the film evidences production shortcomings, they are noticeable only to the trained eye and will not interfere with the public's enjoyment of the story. "Two Wise Maids" is a cinch for the family trade and that goes for the better class nabes, as well as the lesser spots.

Miss Skipworth is a New York public school teacher of over thirty-five years experience. The resignation of the principal places her next in line for the position and everyone takes for granted that she will be rewarded for her service. However, young Donald Cook is appointed and Alison accepts her humiliation and returns to her classroom. Polly Moran and Hope Manning, a young teacher, do their best to console her. Meanwhile, Cook and Hope become fond of each other and venous Jackie Searl, a student, insists that he saw them embracing in the school. Alison attempts to protect the young couple from the child's lies, but her efforts are rewarded only by being charged by Searl of striking him. Brought up before the Board of Education, she refuses to defend herself for fear of implicating the couple. At the last moment, her former pupils from every walk of life band together and dash to the Board office to plead for her reinstatement. Young Searl finally breaks down and tells that he has lied, bringing happiness all around.

Miss Skipworth troopes like the veteran she is, as does Polly Moran in the lesser role. Their distinctive portrayals augur well for the future success of their team-work. Jackie Searl is marvellously mean and Marcia Mae Jones, the tiny girl who organizes the former pupils, is outstanding.

AD TIPS: Go heavy on this new team.

HANNA (Hollywood).

STOLEN HOLIDAY

BOXOFFICE RATING:


Warner Bros.

77 Minutes

Kay Francis . . . Claude Rains . . .
Ian Hunter . . . Alison Skipworth . . .
Walter Kingsford

Directed by Michael Curtiz

This is an average Kay Francis picture. She wears beautiful clothes with dignity, suffers with dignity and loves with dignity. Some day she may let down her hair and play a scene that will earn her the coveted title of actress! It will engross the non Francis fans to watch the adroit Claude Rains dominate, even overwhelm, every scene in which he appears. The production is uniformly lavish, but the story development and dialogue show evidences of carelessness. Parts of the plot are difficult to swallow and in spots the dialogue has a lead nickel ring. But Miss Francis has quite a loyal following and this vehicle will satisfy them.

The story, while the producers disclaim any association, is definitely drawn in part from the French Stavisky case. Kay, a poor model, is taken under the wing of Rains, a man without much except big ideas and a great ambition to become wealthy. To aid him in his scheme for gaining influence, he establishes her as owner of a fashionable modiste shop. Through several years, Rains becomes very wealthy by swindling the public. His advances to Kay are always treated coldly, she regarding their relationship as "strictly business." When Rains' crooked work finally catches up with him, Kay offers to marry him in hope of saving his neck, but the swindler commits suicide and Kay is free to have Ian Hunter, a diplomat who has pursued her faithfully from near the start.

Rains, of course, is outstanding, while the balance of the cast handle their roles adequately. Michael Curtiz directed with an obvious intent to show Miss Francis at her best. The modiste idea is used to permit her to exhibit innumerable and beautiful gowns.

AD TIPS: Sell Francis and Rains. Hint that the story is based on a French scandal that shook the world.

BARTON.

(Additional Reviews on page 8)
We Repeat This Warning:

Paramount, seventh and last of the major film companies to evince any interest in the M.P.T.O.A.'s 10-point program for trade practice reforms (Warner Brothers never even acknowledged the outfit's plan), has sent its answer to Ed Kuykendall. With only the slightest variations, Paramount followed the precedent set by the others of writing the alleged exhibitor organization a lengthy letter couched in most conciliatory language, but actually granting exhibitors no mentionable concessions. It is noteworthy that the distributor also followed the formula of accepting the proposal that local conciliation boards be established in every territory "where desired by the exhibitors."

Many months ago, FILM BULLETIN warned independent exhibitors of the danger latent in this scheme and expressed our conviction that the real motive behind the entire M.P.T.O.A. program was the creation of such a new arbitration system, control of which would rest with the distributors and "their boys" of the Kuykendall ilk. Now that the "side" issue of trade practice reform has been swept aside and the boys are setting about the serious business of organizing the boards, it is timely that we repeat the warning contained in the following editorial, which appeared in this paper, issue of June 3, 1936:

"Hardly anyone who observes movements in the film industry has doubted that the original and principal motive for the so-called "Fair Trade Practice" conferences between the distributors and the producer-controlled M.P.T.O.A. is the ultimate establishment of boards of arbitration to keep the industry's troubles within the industry and Government regulation on the outside. The widely heralded "concessions" which the M.P.T.O.A. leaders told theatre owners they expected to get for them were really nothing more than the coated candy stick held out to make the swallowing of the arbitration boards more palatable.

"Unless an organized, concerted movement is started by independent exhibitors against the setting up of these industry courts, there is no question that they will be established by next year. It is not unlikely that Allied, justly distrustful of any idea that is born in conferences between distributors and a group of men representing an organization that is controlled by distributors, will oppose the idea and urge its members to ignore the bodies.

"However, that the industry is troubled by diverse difficult problems, both between exhibitors and producers and exhibitors and exhibitors, cannot be denied. Now, can any friend of the industry argue against the proposition that regulation within the industry is far more desirous than control by some arm of the Federal Government. PROVIDING that such intra-industry regulation is absolutely impartial and protects the interests of the smallest theatre owner as fully as those of the five theatre-operating producers?

"Courts of arbitration for voluntary settlement of industry disputes may serve a most useful purpose. BUT—and this is a big "but"—every independent theatre owner must determine that such boards be so composed that they will have absolutely EQUAL REPRESENTATION with the total membership of every other factor in film business, regardless of the manner in which those other factors are affiliated with, or controlled by, the producing-distributing branches of the industry, OTHERWISE, THEY WILL BECOME INSTRUMENTS OF GRAVE DANGER TO THE BUSINESS OF EVERY INDEPENDENT!"

MO WAX."
AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'

The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremen those pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in their "Sleepers" with the view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns. Follow these "Sleeper" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

PRICELESS REMBRANDT STOLEN FROM OLD LADY OWNER!

There, in very brief, is the plot around which the melodramatic happenings in "Woman In Distress" revolve.

The newspapers suddenly get wind that a supposedly destroyed priceless Rembrandt is in possession of an old spinster in Maine and a couple reporters, male and female, hot-foot it up there to get the lowdown. The boy gets there first and his art expert gives him the word that it is the real thing.

Immediately after, a slick art crook takes the old lady into letting him look at the painting and he manages to replace it with a phony and get off with the real thing. The gal newshound takes the old lady under her wing, brings her to the big city to identify the thief in ruffians' gallery. They pick him up, but are forced to let him go for lack of evidence.

Realizing that he cannot peddle the valuable portrait as long as the old lady is alive to identify the peculiar tell-tale mark on the back of the canvas, the crook plans a clever method of disposing of her and the gal reporter. Drugging them, he sets fire to the house and only the fast work of the hero reporter saves them.

All right, it isn't exactly bubbling with originality, but you have a somewhat off-the-beaten-track crook yarn, an intriguing title and a worthwhile b.o. name in May Robson, who handles the old lady role in her usual nifty style. You can peddle these ingredients for extra bucks.

TEASERS

The title affords you a load of opportunities to create interest in this show by teasing 'em. Select one of these ideas:

1. Print special window cards or sheets with a picture of Miss Robson under the scare-head line "MARKED FOR MURDER!" Below her photo, this copy: "I Have Been Robbed Of A Rembrandt Worth $100,000 And the Crooks Have Marked Me For Death... Please Be At The Strand Theatre Friday or Saturday If You Would Help Me... (Signed) 'WOMAN IN DISTRESS.'"

2. Offset print a single sheet circular with the above copy in scrawled handwriting. If possible, have girls walk hurriedly along the streets handing them out.

3. The Columbia ad boys offer this one. Spot ads in the personal column of your local paper several days in advance, and we suggest the following copy for the first one, the others to be in similar vein: "I Warn the Crook Who Stole My Rembrandt That I Won't Shut Up Until I Have Him In Jail. I'll Have More To Say Here Tomorrow... (Signed) 'WOMAN IN DISTRESS.'" This one is bound to have everybody in town up in the air. Keep the name of the theatre out of these teasers until the day before the picture opens.

SELL STAR

Houses in better class locations will get best results by plugging May Robson much stronger than the title or crook angle. She's generally regarded as the "Grand Old Lady" of the screen and you can mention important roles she has had in a half dozen box-office hits within the past year.

Sell her role in "Distress" as that of a kindly old lady who takes matters into her own hands to fight a band of thieves when the police fail to retrieve the invaluable Rembrandt painting which had been stolen from her.

SYMBOL STUNT

In the press sheet you will find illustration of the symbol by which the real Rembrandt in the story is identified. You can use this as the basis for a novel stunt.

(Continued on page 9)
THE INDUSTRY'S NEWS
From An Editorial Viewpoint

ALLIED STRIKES FAST WITH PRODUCER-THEATRE DIVORCEMENT BILL IN NORTH DAKOTA; PASSES HOUSE

Expected to Win Senate Approval . . .

If any of the Big 8 producer-exhibitor companies were inclined to believe that Allied was bluffing or would daily with its program to force the producers out of theatre business in the hope of affecting compromises, their hopeful beliefs should have been exploded by the swiftness with which the independent organization struck its first blow.

The North Dakota House of Representatives last week passed bill No. 112, making it illegal for film producers to have any theatre interests in the state. The measure, introduced by W. J. Godwin, was voted in 76-30, little more than 36 hours after it had been approved overwhelmingly by the House committee. Its proponents are confident that it will win Senate approval within the next two weeks. The Senate Judiciary committee is slated to hold hearing February 18th. Since Representative Godwin is a political ally of Governor Langer there is no question of the bill being signed by the executive.

Steffes' Strategy . . .

The North Dakota action is the first taken by any state on this issue. Similar measures will be introduced in the legislatures of each of the 48 states, according to Allied's present plans. A bill has already been prepared by California Assemblyman Voight and is awaiting the convening of the movie state legislature.

Al Steffes, Northwest Allied leader, who was recently clothed with full power to conduct Allied's program, has apparently adopted the strategy of keeping the location of each move shrouded in secrecy until the bills are actually before the various state law-making bodies. In this manner, the producer-exhibitors' legal forces will be kept in confusion and unable to muster their opposition at least until after the anti-chain bills have already been introduced.

Observers are almost universally agreed that it was a shrewd move on the part of Steffes, Abram Myers, Sidney Samuelson, H. A. Cole and the others on Allied's board of strategy to direct their attack on producer-owned theatre chains through the states, rather than national Congress. If the campaign were to be conducted in Washington, it would be a simple matter for the producers to concentrate their legal staff and lobbyists there to crush the move. However, with bills being acted on in 48 states almost simultaneously and backed by the potential political strength of large bodies of independent theatre owners, the affected companies have more than a man-sized job on their hands.

This is a 48-cornered battle, the outcome of which will have vital bearing on the future of the picture business.

N. D. Bill . . .

The bill passed by the North Dakota House is entitled: "An act to prohibit the operation of motion picture theatres which are owned, controlled, managed or operated, in whole or in part, by producers or distributors of motion picture films in which such producers or distributors have any interest."

It provides that the operator of every theatre file with the Secretary of State an affidavit "that such theatre is not owned, controlled, managed or operated, in whole or in part, by any producer or distributor of motion picture films, and that no such producer or distributor has any interest, direct or indirect, legal or equitable, through stock ownership, or otherwise, in such theatre."

Penalty for deliberately falsifying an affidavit is a fine not exceeding $1,000, or imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both.

PARA. POOH POOHS MPTOA'S 10-POINT CONCESSIONS PLAN

Approve Conciliation Boards . . .

Paramount last Saturday replied to the M.P.T.O.A.'s trade practice reform proposals, with negligible gain for exhibitors.

Only in the matter of extending the time allotted for notice of cancellation under the existing 10 percent clause did sales manager Neil F. Agnew commit his company to any change in present practices. Further than that, the only "concession" granted was the expected agreement to the establishment of local conciliation boards.

Increase in the cancellation privilege, score charges, forcing of shorts, unreasonable clearance, all these points are either glossed over or rejected outright. About the proposal that Paramount eliminate the score charge, Agnew's letter says, "The score charge is an essential part of our revenue and we cannot afford to forego it."

Whatever cause for satisfaction independent theatre men can extract from Paramount's "acceptance" letter must come from the clause changing cancellation notice from 14 days after release date to 10 days after notice of availability.
FILMCOS DEFENSE IN TEXAS SUIT BASED ON COPYRIGHTS

Answer Gov't Charge . . .

Dallas.—Denying the charge that they violated the Federal anti-trust laws by fixing admission prices of subsequent run theatres in Texas, the eight major distributors on Monday filed answers to the Government's suit in U. S. District Court here, claiming that they merely exercised their prerogatives under the copyright laws. The date of trial is expected to be set within three months.

The case was instituted last December by the Department of Justice, after studying numerous complaints from independent exhibitors. Involved, in addition to the film companies, are the Interstate Circuit and Texas Consolidated Theatres, both affiliated with Paramount; Karl Hoblitzelle, president, and R. J. O'Donnell, general manager, of the chains. Under the terms of the contracts between the distributors and defendant circuits any picture playing a chain house at an admission price of 40 cents or more could not be shown in any independent subsequent run charging an evening price less than 25 cents or as part of a double feature show.

Expect Gov't Victory . . .

Industry observers generally are of the opinion that the conspiracy charge will bring about the defeat of the defendants, since all the restraining clauses are identical in effect. The fact that there are actual examples of harm done competitive independents will further sustain the restraint of trade phase of the complaint.

Harry A. Cole, president of the local Allied unit and leader of the campaign to bring about Government intervention in this situation, recently expressed the opinion that the distributors either would enter a consent decree or go down to a smashing defeat before the court. Cole declared that the price-fixing scheme has spelled virtual ruin for many Texas independents and if allowed to continue would force many more out of business.

GAME TESTS SET IN PHILLY

2 Cases to Decide . . .

The fate of theatre games and giveaways in Philadelphia will be decided in two separate cases, one long pending in criminal court, the other filed this week in civil court. This is the outcome of a recent order by Mayor S. Davis Wilson resulting after the police clamped down on movie houses when Wilson ordered all games halted to prevent professional gamblers from organizing a string of "beano" places throughout the city.

At a meeting with exhibitors in his office two weeks ago, Mayor Wilson asked that a test case be filed within four weeks and that he would personally see that it is favored on the court calendar for prompt action. The new test case was entered on Monday by David Malis, attorney for Sam Somerson, owner of the Palm Theatre, Kensington, who uses "Lucky." This will be a civil suit for an injunction to prevent police from interfering with future operation of the game.

'Bango' Case Up Again . . .

The other case will be the criminal action hanging fire for over a year in Judge William Lewis' court. This is the police action against Ray O'Rourke, operator of the Doris Theatre, who was arrested on a lottery charge for running "Bango." Samuel Sunnenfeld, attorney for "Bango," will push this case on the defense that the game is not a lottery inasmuch as the patron pays to see the picture show and gets the game free. This is a different angle from that taken by the "Lucky" lawyer, who will argue that no lottery is conducted because the numbers are repeated in the lobby and anyone not buying a ticket to the theatre is allowed to play.

WARNERS TO RENT POSTERS

Follow Para.; Start April 4 . . .

Following the lead of Paramount, Warner Bros. Pictures will enter into the penny-ante business of renting their advertising accessories. The change from the present policy of selling only new material on an outright basis will be made on April 4th. While the sale prices and rebates for returned items have not been set yet, the plan as outlined will be similar to that instituted by Paramount about a year ago.

In explaining the purpose of the new policy, Gradwell L. Sears, general sales manager of Warners, declared that it was designed to encourage the greater use of proper advertising accessories. The poster renting firms have been crying that the purpose of Paramount's plan is to drive them out of business, although they say it has not hurt them to any appreciable extent. Many exhibitors are complaining about their inability to obtain material when desired from Paramount exchanges and receiving damaged, second-hand accessories.

METRO STARS OFF AIR

Except Few . . .

Hollywood.—It is reported here that M-G-M has decided to heed the complaints from exhibitors that radio broadcasts featuring film stars cut boxoffice receipts and taboo such extra employment for their contract players, excepting those who have regular radio commitments and have this privilege in their film work contracts.

The order is said to have originated with Louis B. Mayer upon the advice of Metro sales executives. The latter, closer to exhibitors than the production people, told Mayer that anti-radio feeling had become widespread among theatre men and they resented the producers refusal to bar their stars from this form of "home-made" competition.

Metro's plan to turn the air waves to the industry's advantage by conducting broadcasts advertising coming pictures failed to create any enthusiasm in exhibitors, who claimed that the ones to get this hallyhoo hardly needed it and, anyhow, they were usually the percentage shows.

So, the concerted exhibitor squawking may have produced results on this issue!
PRODUCTION OF 'A' PICTURES
MINUS WASTE AIM OF WELSH

This is the seventh of a series of articles by our Hollywood correspondent on interviews with people prominent in production.

ROBERT E. WELSH
Presented by DAVID J. HANNA

Keeping track of Independent companies, their production plans, mergers and affiliations is a task which we venture to presume could keep an entire newspaper staff on its toes twenty-four hours a day. It cannot be denied that many of them evolve into noteworthy producing organizations, filling as they do an important gap in motion picture presentation. But on the other hand there are the countless companies (not always the shoe-stringers) which begin so suspiciously, making a grand play for trade journal space with their announcements of great plans for the future and their program of momentous productions. But somehow, even before the cameras begin to grind on the first contemplated production, the company is disbanded, sold or merged so that in some way it soon loses its identity and in an equally short space of time is forgotten.

Out Culver City way on the Pathé lot, another Indie company, General Pictures, made its bow only a short time ago. One difference marked the entry of General Pictures into the Independent field. No attempt was made to bring undue attention to itself, but quietly and cautiously it began a job of laying a firm foundation and groundwork for what in all probability will emerge as a thriving producing organization. Fenn Kimball is president and Robert E. Welsh is in charge of production.

On the shoulders of Welsh falls the task of forming General Pictures. But a glance at his past achievements and background makes us confident that Welsh will establish the newly launched organization as one well worthy of the industry's recognition.

His two-way career has been divided between motion picture activities and the journalistic world. A Fordham graduate, he entered the newspaper business in New York and for several years worked on the leading dailies of that city. In Hollywood he found himself general manager of Universal and personal aide to Carl Laemmle. From here he went to Monogram as executive producer, resigned from the resultant Republic set-up to organize General Pictures.

One picture, as yet unreleased, has already been completed by General Pictures. Produced on an eighty-five thousand dollar budget, it is titled, "Three Legions," with Robert Armstrong, Lydia Talbot and Anne Nagel heading the cast. Between now and May four more productions are scheduled to be completed at a cost of a little less than two million dollars. With this quintet of pictures behind it, General Pictures will embark on a schedule of twenty-six features yearly. A national distribution set-up has been completed, with English and continental exchanges soon to be established.

Having the reason for General Pictures existence on the premise that Class A pictures can successfully be produced on smaller budgets than those of the recognized majors, Mr. Welsh told your correspondent:

"It is not realized by many in the motion picture industry that much of the cost of A pictures is devoted to studio overhead and extravaganzas. Time, money and personnel are all wasted by major studios in producing their product. The result, as we all know too well, is an extensive program, boasting a few money-making attractions and an overabundance of cheap B pictures, which mean little or nothing at the box-office. Under the present system of distribution, the exhibitor must accept a batch of "duds" with the vague hope that he will realize a profit on one of the company's specialties. Such practices as these will eventually lead to disintegration of the industry.

"It is the hope of General Pictures Corporation," your correspondent continued, "to establish itself as an organization capable of producing A pictures at a more or less standardized budget, far less than the amount of money employed by major studios in producing their A attractions. By cutting down the cost of operation and eliminating much of the waste, we believe we can do this successfully.

If Welsh, Kimball and their associates have the resources to make this plan of production effective, we believe they will strike a happy solution to the "quickie" problem. An Independent company producing successful A pictures would prove hard competition for the majors' dual bill output and the example might lead other studios to drop their low budget product and go after the bigger catch. This situation inevitably would force the majors to eliminate most of their low classification pictures and bring about a betterment of all film production. Robert E. Welsh knows his business and art. He sincerely believes he is laying the groundwork for the establishment of a new kind of Independent producing company.
Scenes from... and a few vital facts about... the new films.

REPUBLIC PICTURES
Presents
15 Blood-curdling, Nerve-shattering Chapters
with
DICK TRACEY

The New Universal is going to see what it can do about re-establishing the Bad Girl-Bad Boy team of Sally Eilers and James Dunn as important boxoffice. The first try is "We Have Our Moments," in which we see them dancing above. Release set for March 19th.

COMEBACKS!
And, below, is a scene from the vehicle with which Columbia is enterprising to bring George Bancroft back to the ranks of stardom. "Racketeers In Exile" is the title and it finds ex-mobster Bancroft becoming an evangelist. Release in about one month.
GRACE! But that is not her name. You may recognize the graceful lady as Jessie Matthews, pride of London, who makes another bid for American popularity in her new song and dance show, "Head Over Heels In Love." It opened at the Roxy (N. Y.) Friday. G-B production and songs by our own Gordon & Revel.

ARMY FUN! However, it obviously isn’t going to be much fun for comic private Andy Andrews who has just socked serious captain Paul Harvey. It’s a bit of slapstick in producer Douglas MacLean’s comedy about army life, "23 1/2 Hours Leave." Grand National expects to have it ready for release within a week or two.
**WILD HORSE ROUND-UP**

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

WESTERN...A most spry, with plenty of hard riding, fast fighting, horse stealing and shooting...Also a pip of a wild horse fight...Rates  • • + for action spots.

Ambassador (Conn)
59 Minutes
Kermit Maynard...Betty Lloyd...Dickie Jones...John Merton
Directed by Alan James

Surprisingly smooth production featuring; if not anything new, all the elements that go to make up a dandy Western, Maynard was never better; Betty Lloyd is easy on the eyes and a capable gal, too; Dickie Jones is a cute youngsters, and John Merton plays a hussail villain for all the role is worth. Even the horses do their galloping and fighting like veterans. Some cowboy yodeling is tossed in for good measure. "Wild Horse Round-up" is above average Western stuff which should more than satisfy those who like such things.

Yarn is the one about night riders in the employ of Merton, who is trying to buy up control of the valley to sell to the railroad. Maynard and a quartet of happy-go-luckies, who sing on occasion in no mean fashion, hear about the night riders driving people off their ranches and come looking for some good, clean fun. There is the usual lassie to make romance and the boys clean up the mob.

The story has an air of plausibility uncommon to Westerns, the production is major technically and it has plenty of speed and dash. A fight between wild horses is admirably handled. An orchid to director Alan James.

**AD TIPS:** Sell, in addition to the star, the wild horse fight.

**TIME OUT FOR ROMANCE**

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

COMEDY...Well-worn plot enlivened by some bright dialogue and pleasant acting of Trevor and Whalen...Will satisfy but needs support for drawing power...Rates • • where they like comedy.

20th Century-Fox
72 Minutes
Claire Trevor...Michael Whalen...Jean Hagen...Chick Chandler...Douglas Fowley...Bennie Bartlett...William Griffith...William Demarest
Directed by Malcolm St. Clair

This is a pleasant bit of fluff that does well enough by a rehash of the familiar comedy formula Hollywood has faithfully followed since "It Happened One Night" surprised everybody so much. This time it is a pretty girl fleeing from her scheming mother and marriage to a foreign nobleman; and the boy is a truck driver, of course. Despite this imitation-honored plot, "Time Off For Romance" continues to be amusing and not a little ingratiating. This may be due principally to some clever dialogue, the basically ridiculous situation, or the pleasant performances of the leading players. However, it is fair entertainment that should please those who will be attracted by the names of Claire Trevor and Michael Whalen. In most places it will require support to mean anything worthwhile at the boxoffice.

The breezy yarn has Claire being palmed off to a foreign count by her conniving so-
OFF TO THE RACES

BOXOFFICE RATING


20th Century-Fox
58 Minutes
Slim Summerville ... Jed Prouty ... Spring Byington ... Shirley Deane ... Russell Gleason ... Kenneth Howell ... George Ernest

Directed by Frank R. Strayer

Strongest of the Jones Family comedies being made by 20th Century, "Off To the Races" is still mild stuff. This one has the advantages of Slim Summerville in the cast and a snappier team than the previous ones of the series. Otherwise, it is composed of incidents affecting the family of typical small town folks, troubled father, fluttery mother and problem children. It will appeal to older people and rural audiences, but requires strong boxoffice support.

Slim Summerville is a not entirely welcome uncle who visits the Joneses at the time of the local fair. He is always borrowing money from the members of the family and his presence interferes with the older daughter's romance. Owning a trotting horse, he enters him in the big race. With all the luck and fortune and all the skill of the daughter's suitor, Slim's horse, Papa Jones is forced to ride him to victory.

A good deal of suspense is built up in the race and it is well handled for laughs and excitement. Summerville, Jed Prouty, as the father, and Spring Byington, Mother Jones, all troup like the veterans they are. Some of the youngsters are weak beside them. Frank Strayer's direction is creditable.

AD TIPS: Call it the most exciting of the Jones Family pictures. Slim Summerville.

RKO
69 Minutes

Directed by Ben Holmes

Personally we are so fond of droll Helen Broderick and timid Victoria Moore that it is a great temptation to give this very mediocre comedy a higher rating than it deserves. Working with a script that gives them only limited opportunities to display their special brands of humor, the pair contrives to make those good moments so good that the film becomes ALMOST worthy of single featuring; but not quite. It makes an exceptionally appropriate supplement for heavy drama or action-drama on dual bills.

They're on the jury, and they come very close to wreaking a murder trial. Broderick is a society woman who depends on her womanly intuition to reach her conclusion on the guilt or innocence of the woman on trial for killing her husband. Moore is a real estate operator who specializes in asking puzzling questions. Broderick is the only one on the jury to hold out for acquittal and she uses Moore as a foil to convince some of the other jurors, finally winning court consent to restage the crime. With these two being used to represent the dead man, Helen leads to a solution of the murder and wins the woman's freedom.

The supporting roles are in capable hands. Ben Holmes' direction leaves much to be desired, much of the fault for the several dull sequences attributable to his unimaginative meandering.

AD TIPS: Sell the comedy team of "Swing Time" where they like fun. Action scenes should push the murder mystery angle.

BREEZING HOME

BOXOFFICE RATING

HORSE RACE MELLER . . . Story as commonplace as can be not aided by weak production . . . Only race scenes effective . . . Rates . . .

Universal
65 Minutes

Directed by Milton Carruth

This reeks of staleness. The story is a horse racing mellerdrammer, vintage 1915, and it has been handled with an absolute minimum of originality. The cast, all usually reliable performers, seem to have been overwhelmed by the insurmountable odds against them in the hackneyed yarn, with the result that the best acting is done by the ebony horse hero "Galaxy." It will attract the limited number of fans who like horse race pictures, but requires strong feature on any bill.

The plot follows the usual pattern about a crooked gambler, who takes a horse in payment of a debt, and the honest trainer, who can't be induced to "throw" a race. The pretty little night club singer enters the picture when the gambler turns over the bill of sale for the horse to her. A crooked race sours the honest trainer and he goes over to work for the beautiful blonde lady. The little night club singer goes West, determined to redeem herself and her horse. The approach of the big race. The honest trainer helps the girl train her horse, although he still works for the blonde lady, who has learned to love him, just when it looks like the night club singer's horse won't be allowed to run, the blonde lady comes to the rescue, the girl's horse wins and we hear welding bells for the trainer and her, while the sacrificial horse's success is equally well received.

Gargan is the trainer. Binnie Barnes, the blonde lady. Wendy Barrie, the girl. Alan Baxter, the villain. Willie Best, the colored stable boy, manages to get a few laughs. The racing scenes are neatly spliced in.

AD TIPS: Sell to racing fans. Use up copies of "How Horse Race Are FIXED!"

AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'

(Continued from page 2)

Have about fifty cards with this symbol and the following copy printed: "(Symbol) This Is the Symbol of the WOMAN IN DISTRESS . . . This Symbol Appears in (50) Stores Near the Strand Theatre. Mark the Address of This Store and Any Others In Which You Find This Card and Bring Your List To the Strand on Friday or Saturday. If You Have 40 Or More Correct Addresses You Will Be Admitted FREE To See 'WOMAN IN DISTRESS.'"

Have a large one of these cards made up for your lobby in advance with instructions to your patrons on the contest. What we have offered here is only a small part of what you can do with a title like "Woman In Distress." Oil up your brain to start it rolling on all cylinders. This is only another little "program" picture, but you can get yourself some unexpected dough if you sell it.

Col. Sets 'Horizon' Date

Columbia has selected the Globe (N Y) to house its road-show engagement of "Lost Horizon." Frank Capra production starring Ronald Colman, starring March 3d. Previously it had been reported that a deal was made for the New Criterion, but this, apparently, fell through.
PLOUGH AND THE STARS (RKO)

"... Stirring, eloquent and profoundly humorous. ... John Ford has directed it magnificently. Dudley Nichols has kept the dialogue singing and provocative and a group of Abbey Theatre players lends rare distinction to the performance. ..."

Barney, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... Entertaining, singing, beautifully acted. ... Grim and searching photoplay, indignant, powerful indictment of armed force as well as finely written, shrewdly characterized and intense entertainment. ..."

SHERMAN, NEW YORK TELEGRAPH

"... Aimed at the discriminating minority. ... John Ford, whose 'Informer' won an academy award, adds another feather to his already well-plumed hat. 'The Plough and the Stars' is definitely on the go to list. ..."

Rodaleish, CHICAGO DAILY NEWS

"... Barbara Stanwyck and Preston Foster are co-starred, but it is the Abbey Players of Dublin, who take the acting honors. ... The film is stirring, it is dramatic in its primitive appeal, but it does not get under your skin. ...

BOSTON POST

"... Stark, grim tragedy of sorrow and sacrifice. ... Relieved occasionally by the spluttering and droll wit of that great Irish comedian, Barry Fitzgerald, ... Miss Stanwyck's attempt at the bleeding Irish heart falls a little short of the target. ...

Kapner, BALTIMORE EVE. SUN

THE WOMAN ALONE (G-B)

"... Again demonstrates the ability of that master directorial craftsman, Alfred Hitchcock, to weave a fascination that almost glues the spectator to his chair. ... Suspenseful and absorbing melodrama. ..."

Schnieder, CLEVELAND PRESS

"... An out-and-out thriller that seems too localized and too haphazardly made to be considered one of Britain's better products. ... Fair fantastic melodrama for the thrill-fans...

Pullen, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

"... Man-sized portion of jitters, chills and shakes. ... Probably would just be routine melodrama in other hands, but not in Mr. Hitchcock's. He is a citizen who knows how to create suspense. ...

H. M., WASHINGTON EVE. STAR

"... Drama becomes all-absorbing as the plot builds toward a climax that is fascinating in its horror. ... Tremendous dramatic fire runs riot throughout the film. Homolka is a silently sinister figure lurking in the darkness. Miss Sidney is splendid as the wife and John Loder is a satisfying hero. ...

Rob Reel, CHICAGO AMERICAN

ON THE AVENUE (20th CENTURY-FOX)

"... Entertaining, especially because of its music, but also because of Madeleine Carroll's luminous presence, an amusing story and the comedy antics of the Ritz Brothers. ... A good show presented in excellent taste. But somehow the production seems just a little cramped. ..."

Tina, PHILA RECORD

"... One of the gayer screen musicals to reach these parts in this long while. Tunes that click, smart humor and a fairly plausible story help make this production double A entertainment. ..."

G. G., PHILA. LEDGER

"... Moderately amusing revue with no more of a plot than we can expect these things, but with a pleasant Irving Berlin score and a disarming informality. ... 'Sing, Baby, Sing' and 'Pigskin Parade' were better. ..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... The brilliant score that Irving Berlin has composed is the most distinctive feature. ... The script writers and the performers are far behind him. The tale of antic doings in the white tie and sequin set is a dull one. ... The mad Rizz boys are up to their old pranks. ...

Barney, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... GOOD PLUS. ... A good variety of talent that is bound to hit your taste at one of its many levels, a story linked to figures in the public eye and smart pace. ... Most noteworthy single contribution to the picture has been made by Irving Berlin whose songs and lyrics are highly contagious. ..."

Winseta, N. Y. POST

"... Gay, brisk, light, tuneful, slick, amusing and exceedingly well plotted, directed and played. In short, here is grand entertainment. ... Possesses a fresh, imaginative and satirical twist to its main stageback theme. ...

Boeschel, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM

HOLY TERROR (20th CENTURY-FOX)

"... FAIR ... Any one who likes Miss Withers and child actresses of that type will like the picture. ...

Winseta, N. Y. POST

"... Another of Mr. Zanuck's successful and even rather ingratiating little variety shows—a gaudy necklace of knockabout, song-and-dance, or sentimental skits, strung on a mere thread of story. ...

B. R. C., N. Y. TIMES

"... Feeble and flatulent blend of music, romance and melodrama. ...

Boeschel, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM

"... Better fun despite a formulaized yarn. ... Miss Ray and Martin are likeable newcomers. They do not do as much as El Brendel and Joe Lewis, a droll pair of nuts who woop it up. ...

Tremain, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

"Jane Withers performs in peppy style, making this desirable amusement for adults and youngsters. ... Blends farce, music, dancing, romance and action. ...

WASHINGTON TIMES

YOU ONLY LIVE ONCE (UNITED ARTISTS)

"... Build up an utterly unsympathetic theme and set of characters. ... Frankly, I cannot understand what the authors are driving at. ... Even so, I recommend 'You Only Live Once,' to you because it is a keen and adult melodrama. ...

Boeschel, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM

"... GOOD. ... Not all the genius of all the directors in the world could make a silk purse out of this story. ... This is definitely a picture for people who want their young love tragic. ...

Winseta, N. Y. POST

"... Fritz Lang's 'You Only Live Once' is not the dynamic and powerful photoplay his 'Fury' was, but, within the somewhat theatrical limits of its script, it is an intense, absorbing and relentlessly pursued tragedy. ... The performances are less conspicuous. ...

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... Fritz Lang again demonstrates his talent for achieving significant suspense and terror on the screen. ... A powerful production that is acted with terrifying honesty by Henry Fonda, Sylvia Sidney and the other players. ... But the script writers have blurred a simple and challenging theme with a counterfeited resolution. ... A gripping melodrama, seriously marred by its conclusion. ...

Barney, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... A dramatic thing which deals with a young couple driven to despair, hunger, robbery, murder and finally death, when all they wanted in this world was the right to live and love. ... A continuous high-pitched snarl. ...

J. C. WASHINGTON EVE. STAR

THE FINEST of Everything in Equipment

National Theatre Supply Company

PHILADELPHIA—1225 VINE ST.

BOSTON—40 PIEDMONT STREET

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE

Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

LOCAL 4181 RACE 4600
FROM PHILLY
By Nonamaker

Columbia's "Lost Horizon" opens road-show engagement at Chestnut Street Opyre House March 7th... JOHNNY EHRICHJICHT announces that all money paid in by ''charter'' members of the 'Flicker Club,' which died at birth, has been returned. BEN STERN has resigned from National-Penn Poster Co. and is now associated with National Screen Service... J. STEWART SILVER, the Ledger's classified ad man on Vine Street, made a director in the United Business Men's Association of Philadelphia at their meeting last week... REX W. B. FORNEY, secretary of the Lord's Day Alliance, and the city's Number One Blue Nose, was instrumental in having the police free the 1937 Ice Follies last Sunday evening while the Arena 'burned up.' Only those who had purchased tickets in advance gained admittance... Censors no like parts of 'Spain in Flames' scheduled for the Europa, so the arty spot substituted "SLALOM," one of the ski pictures...

The Locust Street will serve as the road-show stand of M-G-M's 'Good Earth' beginning Sunday night, February 21st... GEO. FINKEL- STINE, U poster department, is the proud daddy of a boy born Sunday night, Mazzelot!... DAVID MILGRAM planning to enlarge The Avenue... MAYOR WILSON banned the legit 'Mulatto,' Langston Hughes' miscegenation drama, at the Locust Street Theatre... Fays will be open Sunday, February 21st when they will be playing the new Cagney pic... CHARLES GOODWIN down South on winter vacation... BOB MOCHRIE, Warner sales executive, resigned, effective today (Sat.) Rumor has it he's with United Artists after a few weeks vacation... CY COHEN, STIEFFEL's able helper up at Nixon's Grand, reported honeymooning... BILLIE (Preferred MILLER left hospital Tuesday for convalescent sanitarium... ROSE ROSSOFF and ANNA JACOBS are two additional Horlacher flu victims... CHARLIE GODFIRE living with Blackie, a great dane almost as big as he is, at the Sweater... DONALD REED, ad sales manager of Fox, and his lovely wife joined Film Colony at the same hotel and will be here several weeks... LEW DAVIDOFF, head of S-W's North Philly district, and the managers under him held party at Willow Room Monday night... OSCAR NEUFELD is an uncle again. This time his niece had a baby girl. Which makes him 7 times an uncle and 7 times a grand-uncle. A family re-union is being planned for the Municipal Stadium sometime in July... MRS. GOLDER wishes us to announce that she has tickets available for the Charity card party the Ladies' Auxiliary of the Variety Club will hold Wednesday afternoon and evening, February 24th at the Hotel... National Penn Print's FRANCES GOLDBERG back from Rochester, N. Y., with three bright red camelias... Lawyers for the local game companies are busy preparing their arguments for the 'friendly' test case suggested by Mayor Wilson... At the end of the 3rd week in Republic's national sales drive, HARRY LEVINE's Philly exchange ranked third in the Eastern division. That puts them next to New York, with whom they are having a side-het battle. Give our boys some dates!

FROM BOSTON
By Bruce

TOM SPRY, popular ex-Warner Bros. branch manager, has been named district manager for New-England by United Artists. You can't count a good man out!... NATE HASS has come back into the premium business after being away from the film district for several years... Over thirty exhibs crowded the preview room of Attractions' "Rebel- lion," SAM DAVIDSON'S, in smiles at the comments... The Cinema Club is going to run a dance at the Stater on March 10th. Some of the bookers swing a mean hoof, judged by the merriment. SAM KIMBALL came down from Eimerick, Maine, and reminded us that it was still winter. He felt pretty warm here though in his fur cap. He tells us that he is going to open the old Misko Music Hall on the first of next month... M. GLICKMAN is taking over a theatre in Springfield, 'tis said... East Milton is going to have a referendum on March 6th on the question of allowing Sunday movies. A modest group has already granted a special benefit show at the State Theatre on Sunday, February 14th... Portland, Maine, is getting a black eye as far as Sunday motion pictures go. Maine law prohibits Sunday showings so that even a benefit Red Cross program arranged for last Sunday by LEO YOUNG at the Strand was quashed. Thank goodness the nation does not follow the lead of Maine after all!... TONY RUSSO of Littleton and Colbrook, New Hampshire, knows good reviews when he reads them. FILM BULLETIN is pleased to learn that its reviews are the only ones Tony saves... PHIL "ALBANY" FOX, AL "DISHEW" WERN, RICHARD "RAZZ" GOLDSTEIN were very much surprised to see Mr. and Mrs. E. M. LOEW as passengers on the same Southern cruise with them... MAURICE WOLF, the Metro Lion, and HAL STONEMAN, the Interstate King, left for Miami this last Thursday — no doubt inspired by the stories of the big trio, ED CALLAHAN, GENE CAMPION, and HARRY ALEXANDER, who have just returned from there... Boston now has an International Theatrical Sales and Distribution Company of New York. JOSEPH W. KAY is managing... The Warner Bros. offices are being remodelled and redecorated with provision for greater office space. It is said that the new preview room will be the latest word in little theatres. While the alterations are being made the exhibits will be hard hit for Warners is the most liberal exchange for screenings. And don't think the exhibs don't appreciate it!... The weather has been so mild that champ JOE COHEN has been getting in some golfing practice. As if he needs it!... ANSELMO FRANCESCHELLI has joined the Allied group here according to ARTHUR K. HOWARD. Franceschelli operated the Elite Theatre in Walpole... GEORGE HUSSON practically lost his Empire Theatre by fire last week. The Whitman fire department did nobly in keeping the blaze from spreading to neighboring buildings... LOUIS RICHMOND has returned to the National Theatre with a sunburn after hoshing on the beach at Havana... HERMAN RIFKIN's Republic Exchange ranks 6th in the Eastern section of the company's National Sales and Drive... JACK GOLDSTEIN has joined the Universal Pictures office in New York as a publicity expert.
REPUBLIC CRACKS THROUGH WITH A PICTURE WHICH WILL FIND FAVOR WITH ANY TYPE OF AUDIENCE AND WHICH CAN STAND UP AGAINST ANY KIND OF OPPOSITION” Daily Variety

Alison SKIPWORTH • MORAN

in “TWO WISE MAIDS”

with HOPE MANNING • DONALD COOK
JACKIE SEARL • LILA LEE • LUIS ALBERNI

Screen play by SAM ORNITZ • Original story by ENDRE BOHEM
Directed by PHIL ROSEN • Produced by NAT LEVINE

A REPUBLIC PICTURE
Universal's 'Squeeze Play'!

The New Universal is working a "squeeze play" on independent exhibitors to get playing time for some of the poor pictures it has turned out during the past few months.

A number of our readers have informed us that they were told that "3 Smart Girls" would not be made available to them until they came across with dates on a few other pictures which they had neglected to book.

Certainly the officials of Universal are not blind to the fact that their company's product has been abominably weak for the most part and that on the basis of what has been delivered thus far this season the majority of their accounts were heavily oversold in price. To use the one strong attraction delivered in several months as a weapon to force dates on poor product is both unfair and unwise policy.

The New Universal is direly in need of exhibitor goodwill if the company is to prosper. No one more sincerely desires to see this producing-distributing organization advance than FILM BULLETIN. We believe it is for Universal's benefit that we urge the heads of the company to advise their exchange managers and salesmen to court the friendship of independent theatre owners by encouraging extended playing time on a valuable property like "3 Smart Girls," rather than antagonizing them by forcing the playing of pictures that will unquestionably prove unprofitable.

The Allied and MPTOA Conventions

Allied States Association and the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, both claiming to represent the exhibitors of this country will hold their annual conventions within the next few months. It is interesting to note the "attractions" that are being offered by both bodies to lure attendance to their respective confabs.

Allied announces that it will "feature" analyses of next season's sales terms and the announced products and past records of all film companies, as well as discussions of such vital problems as the campaign to force the producers out of theatre business, compulsory block booking and blind selling, unfair trade practices.

The M.P.T.O.A. will "star" Bing Crosby, Martha Raye, Carole Lombard, Bob Burns "and other movie stars," as well as Adolph Zukor.

Take your choice, Mr. Exhibitor!
AWAKENING THE ‘SLEEPERS’

The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremen those pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in their ‘Sleepers’ with the view of having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns. Follow these ‘Sleepers’ campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

A ‘DAME’ THEY COULDN’T FRAME!

He called her a crook! She called him a crook! And they didn’t learn they were both wrong until their lips met!

There is something definitely irresistible about the running of the gee gees! Roman emperors and mobs of their subjects flocked to the Coliseum to watch thoroughbreds race in front of chariots. Millions annually go “to the races” today and shout themselves into whispers over the neck and neck struggles between racing naggs. And, everywhere, millions place daily bets with “bookies” on horses running hundreds of miles away. Racing may be the “sport of kings,” but it’s also the sport of millions of clerks, chauffeurs, factory workers and housewives.

Knowing this, it should be a cinch for you boys to wake up this Universal sleeper, “Breezing Home.” It’s just another hoss racing picture, true enough, but it has a couple of angles that will drag in everybody who knows anything at all about the sport. That means most of the audience.

Your object should be to nab both the hoss players and those opposed to betting and we think we can show you how to do just that. So, with your kind permission, dear exhibitor, we’ll proceed to “lure” you into the idea.

The yarn of “Breezing Home” concerns itself with a crooked bookmaker, an honest trainer, thrown races, jockey trickery and, incidentally, romance. Forget the latter element and concentrate on the others. Our campaign would be laid out to interest the hoss players and fans by getting race-track atmosphere all around the theatre and into their hands in various ways. On the other hand, the anti-bettors will be attracted by an “expose” of the crooked work in racing business.

“TIP” SHEET

If you don’t know what one looks like, stop at a newsstand and buy a racing tip sheet. Follow that form in preparing a herald. As the name of one of the horses listed on the front page of the herald, use “Breezing Home.” and draw a circle around it with a note to the effect that details of this “tip” will be found inside.

The inside spread should be headed with the bold caption: “BREEZING HOME A 100—1 SURE TO WIN!”

Get these into all taprooms, clubs, stores, etc.

LOBBY AND FRONT

Joe Weil provides you with a flock of swell ideas and layouts for your lobby and front in his two-page “Exploitation” spread in the press sheet. Go through it carefully and get plenty of the hossy atmosphere around the theatre in advance, as well as currently. Little can be added to the comprehensive list of suggestions offered by Weil, so we urge you to grab the press sheet and study it. His stunts are cheap, practical and simple to make up.

STREET BALLY

A jockey riding a nice looking nag through the city streets is bound to catch plenty of eyes. It will cost you little to rent a jockey’s costume and hire a horse from the local riding academy. Drape oil-cloth signs over the sides of the animal.

Sweepstakes Tickets

Print imitation sweepstakes tickets for distribution. The copy might be along the following lines: “THRILL-A-MINUTE SWEEPSTAKES... $1,000,000 worth of excitement, drama and horse racing thrills in ‘BREEZING HOME’ (cast, playdates).”

If you use these, you can develop the idea into a stunt that will bring 'em flocking to the theatre. Here it is:

Print a number on every ticket and carry copy on it telling 'em that it may be worth a free admission to see “Breezing Home.” On the day the picture opens, you will post 50 or 100 numbers on the front of the theatre and those holding the “Lucky Sweepstakes” tickets will be admitted FREE. Have the board up in the lobby about a week in advance, without the numbers, and copy explaining that the numbers of the winners will be posted on opening day and urge 'em to watch out for their sweepstakes ticket, which will be distributed to every home in the area from which your patrons come.

This same stunt can be worked with the “tip-sheet” herald, if you prefer to use them.

CROOKED RACING “EXPOSE”

Now, for those with a reform bent of mind, the angle to sell is the fact that some hoss racing is crooked. Get together figures (your local newspaper sports editor can give them to you) on the amount of money spent yearly in your state or throughout the country on nag betting. Get info on all the various ways in which horses can be doped and made to lose or win races. Then go town with your expose.

A tabloid herald with the screamers head, “MILLIONS LOST YEARLY ON CROOKED HORSE RACES!” and all your accumulated dope on the racket will make interesting reading. Hitting 'em directly, you play up the fact that “Breezing Home” reveals some of the tactics used by the shady members of the racing fraternity—label it EXPOSE!

In the lobby in advance, lay out samples of the paraphernalia used in doping, spurning, etc., of horses. Again, this data can be obtained from the sports editor of the local sheet. A sponge, several vials marked “Dope,” hypo needles laid out on cotton, etc., will make an imposing display that will get their attention. Copy on a compo background behind the layout should get across the “expose” angle.

If “Breezing Home” is worth playing—or, if you must play it to fill commitment—it's worth going after. At little cost and with little effort you can put it over.
ALLIED ANTI-CHAIN BILLS
INTRODUCED IN FIVE STATES

More Being Readied . . .

At this writing five states are known in which Allied's sample bill to force the film producers to relinquish their theatre holdings has already been introduced to the legislatures. They are North Dakota, California, Wisconsin, Indiana and Ohio.

This list undoubtedly will be increased during the coming week and it will continue to grow with each succeeding week during the current legislative season throughout the country. It was Allied's carefully planned idea to fire away at the five producer-exhibitors on as many fronts as possible and the scheme is being carried out efficiently by the committee headed by Al Steffes.

Within the next month it is likely that more than twenty state legislatures will be acting upon measures similar to the one now being considered by North Dakota's Senate, which appears in this issue of FILM BULLETIN (see page 5). Several New England states and Iowa will have such measures presented very soon.

Fight N. D. Amendment . . .

The North Dakota bill cleared the House with little delay, but is being held up by the Senate for consideration of an amendment that would permit producers-distributors to retain any theatres they already have. Steffes has declared himself unalterably opposed to the amendment and it is doubtful that it will pass in that form.

Reliable reports state that the original bill would pass the Senate with little opposition and independent exhibitor leaders in the state are determined to fight for the unamended measure.

WHEN A CONGRESSMAN HAS TROUBLE FINDING A TOILET!

Demands More of Them . . .

Boston.—When a state legislator visits a movie theatre and cannot get through the crowd to the men's room fast enough, what does he do? This query is answered by the attempt of a member of Massachusetts' legislature to have passed a bill which would have required theatres to provide individual male and female toilet accommodations for every 150 seats.

The measure was quickly tossed out by the Public Health Committee, fortunately for exhibitors of this state.

BRITISH FILM COS MAY 'GANG UP' ON U. S. PRODUCERS

Boycott in English Theatres . . .

From an authoritative source it has been learned by FILM BULLETIN that the Gaumont British and B.I.P. (John Maxwell) interests are seriously planning a retaliatory move against the theatre-operating American producers who are not giving English-made product what is considered a reasonable percentage of their playing time.

The action will take the form of severe booking restrictions on the products of these American companies in the large chains operated by G-B and B.I.P. Between them, the two British firms own approximately 700 of the finest movie houses in England and the loss of a considerable portion of the revenue from these circuits will put a damaging dent in the foreign rentals collected by the American producers.

Demand Door Be Opened . . .

The English companies have not been very successful in the U.S. market chiefly, they claim, due to the reluctance of the native producers to open the door to the foreign products in their affiliated chains. Inability to obtain better runs in the class A theatres here has further hindered them in selling independents. Maxwell and the Ostrer Brothers of G-B are said to be demanding that the door be opened wider for their films in this country or the American Big Five must count on losing a substantial amount of their British theatre income.

An important point in favor of the English firms is the difference in the scales of film rentals paid by the circuits in the two countries. Whereas G-B receives minimum prices for its pictures from the producer-controlled theatres in the U.S., Gaumont British and Maxwell houses in England pay much higher rentals for American made films, in many cases double the average they receive here. Therefore, if the British interests decide to go through with their plan to give the Big Five less of their playing time, the loss on 700 theatres will be equivalent to a similar booking loss from many more theatres in this country.

It is believed that the English companies will hold off any action for several months to watch the reception accorded a number of their most important pictures to be released here during that time. If they fail to get a better break from the chains, the Americans may find themselves gravely damaged in one of their most lucrative markets—one without which they claim they can hardly exist.
WILL KUYKENDALL ACCEPT??

One of the more momentous questions occupying space in some of the contemporary trade sheets is whether Ed Kuykendall will accept the nomination for re-election as president of the M.P.T.O.A. or whether he will not accept. It is very likely that he will accept, but it will make little difference to the industry if he does accept.

However, if he should NOT accept, it is quite possible that he will go to work directly for the Hays organization!

OHIO ALLIED DISAPPROVES MPTOA CONCILIATION BOARDS

Columbus.—P. J. Wood, secretary of the Ohio I.T.O., has declared that his organization will not approve the M.P.T.O.A.'s scheme for establishment of local conciliation boards.

It is generally supposed that all Allied units throughout the country will oppose attempts to set up such arbitration bodies in their territories on the ground that they will be controlled or heavily influenced by the major producer-exhibitors.

PHILA. EXHIBS SUE MAYOR TO PROTECT THEATRE GAMES

Please to Be Heard Thursday . . .

Suit against equity have been filed by three Philadelphia independent exhibitors in Common Pleas Court against Mayor Wilson, Director of Public Safety Emanuel and Superintendent of Police Hubbs in an effort to obtain an injunction prohibiting the police from interfering with the operation of theatre games in this city. Their plea will be heard Thursday, Feb. 23th.

The exhibitors are Leo Posel, Lyric, Abe Rosner, Girard, and Morris Somerson of the Palm Theatre. Their action is taken in connection with the Mayor's recently expressed demand that the question of the games' legality be settled quickly in court so that the police would definitely know their status in the future.

The basis of the exhibitors' allegations is that the games violate no anti-lottery laws inasmuch as any person, whether purchasing a ticket to the theatre or not, is free to play outside.

CAGNEY'S 2nd IN WORK

Hollywood.—James Cagney's second for Grand National, "Hot Oil," is being scripted by Manny Seff and will go into production shortly. The star is going over the story and filming plans with Richard Rowland, who will produce.

Mrs. Cheney (Metro) wasn't favored by the reviews and will get two weeks at best at the Capitol where it opened Thursday . . . Cagney drooped after six good weeks at the Criterion and was replaced Friday by "Man of Affairs" (G-B) . . . Rivoli's new tenant is "Man Who Could Work Miracles" (U.A.) and it must have gone in with a prayer. "You Only Live Once" barely crawled thru its third week . . . "Doctor's Diary" (Par.) at the Rialto is a fair grosser, better than "We're on the Jury" (RKO), which preceded up to last Tuesday.

NEW YORK TIP-OFF

Observations and Opinions by Larkin

G-N'S CRACK AD MEN

Some of the advertising boys reclining in comfortable positions with major companies might do well to cast a glance or two in the direction of the department that turns out press sheets for Grand National. Under the guidance of young, sincere, intelligent Ed Finney, a crew consisting of two oldsters (they'll probably resent that!) and a comparative youngster are turning out some of the most effective press sheets we have the pleasure to leaf thru from time to time. The two vats on the job are Merritt Crawford and Joe Sullivan; the youngest, Harry Blair. For compactness, practicability and class, every press sheet that has been turned out by this gang tops the vast majority of ad books being concocted for major pictures. Finney wants no part of the usual superlativistic oratory that has made film advertising the object of ridicule by ad experts in other trades and his staff gives him solid selling material without even an occasional use of the word "colossal."

The catchlines seldom include the superlatives "best," but, rather, seek to interest the reader by conveying something intriguing about the picture. The ad display mats are strikingly effective, both in layout and art work. The exploitation stunts suggested are always within the limits of the average exhibitor's means and ability to handle them. All in all, Finney, Crawford, O'Sullivan and Blair are entitled to a salute—which we give them herewith!

Arthur Lee, vice-president and the man who carries the greatest portion of Gaumont-British activities and problems in this country, confidently believes that his company will eventually become a very important factor in American film business. Today many rumors are heard to the effect that G-B will drop its American venture as a hopeless job and that the English outfit will discontinue producing pictures for this market. Despite all the talk, Lee goes about the business of putting G-B across in the U. S. and, slow though his progress may be, he is succeeding. At present, he appears to be backed up by the strongest lineup of pictures his company has ever had in the offering. The new Jessie Matthews vehicle, "Head Over Heels in Love" is now in its second week at the Roxy. Following comes this likely looking product scheduled for early release: Sylvia Sidney in "The Woman Alone," "The Great Barrier," starring Richard Arlen, (this will be roadshowed); "You're in the Army," with Wallace Ford, Anna Lee, and directed by Raoul Walsh; "King Solomon's Mines," with Roland Young, Paul Robeson and Anna Lee. Films of that type will make Arthur Lee's job a much simpler one and the future of all British product brighter.

BROADWAY FEELS LENT LITTLE

The first run spots in the Big Town report the effect of Lent as negligible. Grosses generally are adversely affected to so slight a degree as to be unnoticeable. At the Roxy, "Head Over Heels in Love" (G-B) clicked heavily in the first week, stays a second and possibly a third . . . "John Meade's Woman" (Par.) started at the Paramount on Wednesday with benefit of only fair reviews, but with the strong support of Guy Lombardo's Band on the stage it may hold two weeks . . . "When You're in Love" (Col.) opened at the Music Hall Thursday and received mixed notices. "On the Avenue" (20th-Cent.) had rather strong second week as the prior attraction at this house . . . "Green Light" (WB) is a bit the strongest attraction the Strand has had in the past five or six weeks. Doubtful that it will hold more than two weeks, however. . . . Last of (Continued in column to left)
HALPERINS FOLLOW 'SCIENTIFIC'
FORMULA IN FILM PRODUCTION

This is the eighth of a series of articles by our Hollywood correspondent on interviews with people prominent in production.

HALPERIN BROTHERS
Presented by DAVID J. HANNA

Not so long ago, the Halperin Brothers, Edward and Victor, or vice versa, arrived in California. Recent college graduates and unprepared for any particular profession, it was a question of "sink or swim." Preferring to swim, they found themselves formulating sets and plans for a motion picture production.

Hearing tales of fabulous fortunes being wasted on inconsequential picture productions, they decided something was wrong. They labored under none of the illusions that beset many newcomers to Hollywood. By no means did they consider themselves as singled out by destiny as saviors of the industry.

"But," they opined, "why couldn't a picture be produced with the same sense of security and responsibility that a man opens a clothing store. Although a motion picture production property might not be as materialistic as a store stocked with merchandise, the same identical methods of safe and sane operation could well be practiced."

With a small nest egg, they started production. Their first few efforts, while meeting with comparatively meager boxoffice success, still carried out their theories of motion picture production. Then suddenly, they clicked. The picture was "White Zombie," and it was grabbed by United Artists for release. It set a new vogue in screen entertainment. Soon Hollywood picked up its ears and started asking questions about les freres Halperin.

A long list of pictures followed, all made for major releases. As soon as the boys finished one, the bids always began to pour in. The Halperins decided to bring their experience in producing for the majors into the Independent market.

Their first step was an eight thousand mile trip around the country, during which they personally contacted distributors and exhibitors alike. Their trip resulted in the formation of plans to produce what is anticipated to evolve into a series of eight exploitation features yearly. Produced on major budgets, they feel fully confident that they will receive commensurate returns. Their first, "Nation Atlante," has already been released.

"Atlante" has already received recognition from the Hays office, women's organizations and is being sponsored by the American Legion. A cast of comparatively fresh faces has been used in this picture and the Halperins expect to use them as the nucleus of their future productions, eventually bringing them together as contract players. The next Halperin picture to be produced is "Merrily We Go To Jail," which will employ fourteen well-known comedians. Penned by Damon Runyon, it is a saga of the hobo. Also scheduled for early production is "Court For Girls," another timely feature.

The Halperins believe a far greater average of successful pictures than many of the major producers. The success of their product may be attributed to their ability to produce "different" pictures.

"We have always tried to be unique," said Victor Halperin. "In lining up our stories, we strive to obtain material that differs from the run-of-the-mill offerings of Hollywood studios."

"To this end," brother Ed picked it up, "we use the Halperin formula, a chart so to speak. Before we begin a picture we write down a list of questions—questions that might be asked everyone concerned in the film's making and seeing, the distributor, exhibitor, audience, director, etc. When, and only when, our story measures up to every one of the established qualifications, we start laying the foundation of production. In such cases where our contemplated picture misses out, we start again and go about the task of rectifying it."

In the face of the former successful features produced by the Halperins, it is a welcome addition they make to those independent producers who choose to release through the indie channels rather than through major organizations. Aware of the importance of the exhibitor's part in making or breaking a motion picture, they intend, always, to give him a strong selling angle, a unique story and good production.

Little of the fixed burdens making most producing companies top-heavy encumber the Brothers Halperin. Quietly they chart out the production course, beginning work when every detail has been carefully worked out. Ed is Producer of the pictures, while Victor has become known as a consistent and reliable director.

An unusual team these Halperins, one that has already established itself in the industry. And with the new set-up, opening as it does a vast field of wider scope for their talents, the boys should soon be attaining greater heights in this picture making business. They should be warmly welcomed by every independent exhibitor who recognizes that a broader market of quality films will improve his situation.

COMPLETE TEXT OF N. D. BILL TO OUTLAW AFFILIATED CHAINS

Following is the full text of the Godwin measure passed by the lower house of the North Dakota Legislature, making illegal the operation of theaters by film producers or distributors. It is now awaiting action by the Senate.

TWENTY-FIRST LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
OF NORTH DAKOTA

HOUSE BILL No. 112
introduced by Representative Godwin

For an Act to Prohibit the Operation of Motion Picture Theaters Which Are Actually Controlled, in Whole or in Part, by Producers or Distributors of Motion Picture Films, or in Which Such Producers or Distributors Have Any Interest.

Be it Enacted by the Legislative Assembly of the State of North Dakota:

Section 1. Definitions. For the purpose of this Act, unless the context otherwise requires:

(1) The term "Motion Picture Theater" or "Theater" includes any place in which motion pictures are publicly exhibited and to which an admission price is charged.

(2) The term "Motion Picture Film" or "Film" includes all printed or recorded films (whether copyrighted or uncopyrighted), including positive and negative prints, and copies or reproductions of such prints, which films contain photographs or other subjects and are produced for public exhibition.

(3) The term "Person" includes any individual, partnership, association, joint stock company, or any type of corporate or other organization.

(4) The term "Distributor" includes any person who engages or contracts to engage in the distribution of motion picture films, whether as seller, lessor, or licensor, and whether the distribution is made by means of sale, lease, license, contract, or any other type of agreement whereby the film is supplied for public exhibition.

Section 2. Effective Date. This Act shall become effective twelve months after its enactment.

Section 3. Operation Prohibited. It shall be unlawful for any motion picture theater to be operated in this State which is owned, controlled, managed, or operated, in whole or in part, by any producer or distributor of motion picture films or in which any such producer or distributor has any interest, for the purpose of indirect, legal or equitable, through stock ownership or otherwise.

Section 1. Affidavit to Be Filed. As a condition of the lawful operation of a motion picture theater in this State the person operating it shall file with the Secretary of State within thirty days after the date on which this Act becomes effective or after the date on which the operation of the theater is begun, whichever is the later, and annually thereafter on or before the fifteenth day of January an affidavit that such theater is not owned, controlled, managed, or operated, in whole or in part, by any producer or distributor of motion picture films, and that no such producer or dis...
The stills are selected for their descriptive value to exhibitors.

RELEASE ADVANCED! Eager to get the Columbia-Montague Sweepstakes (sales and date drive) off to a good start, Columbia advanced the release date of Grace Moore's new song romance, "When You're In Love." It's currently at the Music Hall, N.Y. The gent enjoying himself below is Cary Grant.

HEART-BREAK! This tense family scene is from "Girl Loves Boy," B. F. Zeidman production for Grand National release. It is a story of the trials and tribulations of young love, shattered by a scheming woman. Cecilia Parker is the girl; Eric Linden the boy.

TOUGH GALS! Between the studio apparatus we get a striking view of Bette Davis (back in the WB fold), flanked by Lola Lane and Mayo Methot, awaiting a judge's verdict in "Marked Woman." It has to do with tough gals who work in a "clip" joint and is now in production at Warners.
GOOD NEWS FROM ENGLAND! Despite all the despairing rumors about the English film situation, you see above concrete evidence that Gaumont-British is going forward. Four coming releases show great promise. They are illustrated by the scenes from, left to right: "The Woman Alone," a tense drama starring Sylvia Sidney; next is Raoul Walsh's comedy of British army life as seen by an American soldier, "You're In the Army," Wallace Ford and Anna Lee heading the cast; the barroom brawl is a scene from "The Great Barrier," which G-B regards so highly it may be roadshown. Richard Arlen stars; on the right end is a preview shot from "King Solomon's Mines," an important-looking production with cast headed by Roland Young, Paul Robeson, Anna Lee, Sir Cedric Hardwicke.

TRACY HIMSELF! In person below you see Ralph Byrd in silhouette is the artist's conception of "Dick Tracy," the popular cartoon strip character played by Byrd in Republic's new serial. If all the adults who slyly read the strip in the newspapers come to see the serial, it will prove to be a whopper.

"LAMING HISTORY! From Alexander Korda's London Films comes another of those film excursions into English history this time it is "Fire Over England," which is all about an adventuresome young Englishman's gallantry in defending his country against Spain's naval attack in Elizabeth's day. Laurence Olivier is the gentleman on the right.
GREEN LIGHT

BOXOFFICE RATING
DRAMA . . . Heavy, sombre film from Lloyd Douglas' novel of doctor's sacrifices . . . Only moderately successful as popular filmmaking . . . Rates • • • • for class houses; less elsewhere.

Warner Bros.
84 Minutes
Errol Flynn . . . Anita Louise . . .
Margaret Lindsay . . . Henry O'Neill . . .
Walter Abel . . . Sir Cedric Hardwicke . . .
Henry Kolker . . . Russell Simpson
Directed by Frank Borzage

Lloyd Douglas' novel, "Green Light," concerned itself with the philosophy of an old faith healer and delved into the trials and tribulations of a young doctor who made sacrifices for the progress of medical science. Warners have retained the basic qualities of the novel with fair success and highlighted some of the dramatic points to turn out an engrossing film. By no means does it approach "The Story of Louis Pasteur" in importance, but it does have some of the same atmosphere. It lacks a central character of Paul Mun's stature and that, perhaps, is its chief failing. Errol Flynn is not a satisfactory Dr. Paige, his acting showing little of the depth the role demands. It is a sombre story of sacrifice that will not particularly appeal to general audiences. Best returns should come to class houses.

When a famous surgeon in whom he has great faith performs a bad operation which results in the woman patient's death, Flynn takes the blame to protect the other man's name. In fact, he had started the operation because the older man was late and time vital, but stepped aside when the surgeon rushed in and attempted to complete the surgery. He resigns from the hospital and seeks out Sir Cedric Hardwicke, whose philosophy of optimism had comforted the woman who had died under the knife. There Flynn meets Anita Louise, the dead woman's daughter, and they fall in love. When she learns who he is, she upbraids him. He runs away to Montana, where he joins a former associate and plunges into experiments to find a vaccine against spotted fever. Flynn inoculates himself with a serum and loses close to death. Meanwhile, Anita has been convinced by Hardwicke that she wronged Flynn and she rushes to him, inspiring him to fight for his life. He recovers and wins honor for his experiment's success.

Sir Cedric Hardwicke is excellent as Dean Harcourt, the philosopher. Walter Abel, as Flynn's associate experimenter, Spring Byington, Margaret Lindsay and Anita Louise handle their roles effectively. Frank Borzage's direction catches the more sentimental effect and builds his dramatic high-points cleverly.

AD TIPS: Sell it as "the successor to 'Paster' . . . A stirring drama of the man who willingly offers himself for progress and science." Play Flynn as the star of "Captain Blood" and "Charge of the Light Brigade."

BARTON.

WHEN'S YOUR BIRTHDAY?

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY . . . Best Joe E. Brown vehicle in some time . . . Comedian's followers will find it very much to their liking . . . Rates • • • • • + for Brown's fans.

RKO Radio
70 Minutes
Joe E. Brown . . . Marian Marsh . . .
Fred Keating . . . Edgar Kennedy . . .
Maude Erbene . . . Suzanne Kaaren . . .
Margaret Hamilton . . . Minor Watson
Directed by Harry Beaumont

The teaming of comedian Joe E. Brown and producer David Loew is off to a healthy start. Brown's initial film under the Loew banner is the best he has appeared in for many a day and it should go a long way to retrieve some of the popularity poor vehicles have cost Joe during the past year. An excellent production, a supporting cast of merit and, above all, a story fitted tightly to this comedian's brand of humor are the noteworthy assets of "When's Your Birthday?" When the word about this gets around to the Brown fans it should pull above average grosses in spots where he is liked.

The screen play is built on a basically amusing theme and builds to a hilarious climax. Brown's playing astrology and engaged to Suzanne Kaaren, has been boxing on the side to obtain money. Suzanne's social climbing family object and break off the engagement. Joe goes in for casting horse races, so he is released and they prosper on his prophesies. He again meets Suzanne and complications arise between him and Marian. Despairing because Marian has disappeared, Joe makes a mistake in reading the horoscope of a fighter, predicts victory for him, only to discover that he has read his own horoscope. The gamblers force Joe to take the pud's place in the ring. He takes a beating, but at the propitious moment the moon comes up and he knocks out his opponent. He is reunited with Marian.

Brown's performance is possibly the best he has ever given. While his portrayal does not differ much from others, his material is excellently produced and culls Browning's features. The supporting cast is strong all the time. Harry Beaumont has directed with a smooth hand, achieving the best comedy results.

AD TIPS: Go to town with this as "Joe E. Brown's funniest picture." The horoscope casting angle offers opportunities for lobby stunts in advance.

HANNA (Hollywood).

A DOCTOR'S DIARY

BOXOFFICE RATING
DRAMA . . . Engrossing yarn based on ethics of medical profession . . . Introduces newcomer John Trent, who shows possibilities . . . Good exploitation angle . . . Rates • • if sold.

Paramount
75 Minutes
John Trent . . . Helen Burgess . . .
George Bancroft . . . Sidney Blackmer . . .
Raoul Walsh . . . Ruth Coleman
Directed by Charles Vidor

If producer Ben Schulberg, Paramount and director Charles Vidor had summed up greater courage to deal with a delicate and dangerous theme, "A Doctor's Diary" might have been a very important picture. But, obviously, they dared to do more than put their fingers on the subject of the medical profession's "ethics:" in this case the law of silence when a surgeon's negligence results in crippling a boy. One young idealist is notified that he will testify that Blackmer was negligent, he is dismissed from the hospital, but regains his position when an epidemic breaks out. Helen Burgess, a nurse in love with Trent, convinces him that he should not oppose the accepted ethics of the profession. At the trial, Trent protects Blackmer and Hould's mother shoots him. Blackmer saves his life and promises to curry the young violinist's arm.

The romance between Trent and Helen culminates happily when Ruth Coleman, to whom he had been engaged, realizes that he does not love her.
Trent is a new "discovery" and has lots to learn about acting. He shows promise, however, and his appearance is in his favor. George Bancroft, the only name that might mean anything to the boxoffice, has a comparatively minor role, which he handles well. Other performances are fair. Vidor's direction builds the dramatic scenes to punch climaxes.

AD TIPS: Go after the problem raised by the story. Sell Trent as a handsome new star.

L. J.

SEA DEVILS

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA ... Realistic story of Coast Guards' life makes interesting fare ... Adapts performances to help him that should appeal to men ... Rates 4

RKO Radio
85 Minutes
Victor McLaglen ... Preston Foster ... Ida Lupino ... Donald Woods ... Helen Flint
Directed by Ben Stoloff

This is topnotch entertainment all the way. The life of the story lived by Coast Guards has not been handled with the usual brash melodramatics, but concerns itself with human elements. The characters are introduced as home loving people, who, except for their work, lead more or less commonplace lives. It is for fans, particularly the males, who like their comedy and excitement in large chunks, well acted, down to earth and embellished with some thrilling sea stuff. Its all-around merit should be enough to warrant the word-of-mouth plugging from the ladies.

McLaglen, captain of a Coast Guard ship, has two interests in life—his work and his daughter, Ida Lupino. Obsessed with the idea that his type of man is not suitable for her, he forces her into a match with Donald Woods, a well educated and refined man, on his ship. But Preston Foster emerges as her real heart interest and McLaglen, to break up the affair, has Foster transferred to his ship and proceeds to give him "the works." In Foster, however, McLaglen meets his match and gets the punches as hard as he delivers them. During one of their brawls, Woods is injured fatally. At a court martial, Foster is brigaded and McLaglen, reduced in rank, resigns. An accident at sea sends them both out to aid a stricken vessel. In the tussle with the waves, McLaglen goes under fighting to the last, while Foster manages to survive and get ashore to Miss Lupino.

McLaglen turns a deft portrayal as the tough guy, one of his better performances. Foster makes his role of equal importance with McLaglen's, shading his characterization cleverly. The others are uniformly good. Ben Stoloff did a creditable directing job and the production is fine.

AD TIPS: Avoid telling this as an ordinary sea story. Go after it as "a warm, human story of men and their women." Play up the heroic angle, "the men who guard our coasts against storm and fire."

HANNA (Hollywood).

MAN OF THE PEOPLE

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA ... Weak story and poor castinglegate this to dull biographies ... Slipped production ... Rates 4

M-G-M
80 Minutes
Joseph Calleia ... Florence Rice ... Ted Healy ... Thomas Mitchell ... Catherine Doucet ... Paul Stanton
Directed by Edwin L. Marin

Perhaps the worth of this Metro quickie can best be explained by the fact that in the first run theatre where this reviewer saw it the yawns of people in the audience were markedly audible. For the imposing title of "Man of the People" the authors of the screen play contributed one of the most miserable, rambling scripts of the season and the producer proceeded to miscast Joseph Calleia in the role of a hard-hitting, crusading lawyer. Every well-known, backed-up device to make entertainment was tossed in and it merely summed up to boring film fare. The one virtue is Ted Healy's typical comedy, but that would have made a funny one-reeler. This will do only as the secondary feature on dull biographies.

Calleia, self-made, poor Italian lawyer, cannot get many clients or win any cases because he refuses to join the local political organization. He finally sees the futility of bucking the tide and is welcomed by Thomas Mitchell, the leader. For his good work Calleia is made assistant district attorney and promised the top job when his superior resigns. However, he makes the mistake of opposing Mitchell's will in pushing an investigation of a fraudulent stock deal. He does not get the job and is fired instead. The governor appoints him special investigator and he cracks the stock case, which involves the mother of Florence Rice, a society girl who is in love with Calleia. He is acclaimed by his old friends and Florence comes back to him.

Calleia suffers with a role wholly un suited to his talents. Healy is funny, Mitchell effective as the political boss, Miss Rice decorative. The production and direction are slipped.

AD TIPS: The title affords the only hope to sell this. Give Ted Healy feature billing along with Calleia.

BARTON.

G-B Plans Roadshow Run for 'The Great Barrier'

Gaumont British, enthused by the exceptional reception accorded "The Great Barrier" when it was first shown in London recently, plans to roadshow the American premiere engagement, it was announced this week by Arthur A. Lee, vice-president.

The reports from England indicate that it is one of the finest British films yet made. The story centers around the building of the Canadian Pacific Railway, paralleling the famous "The Iron Horse" production. Most of it was photographed in the Canadian Rockies.

COMPLETE TEXT OF N. D. BILL TO OUTLAW AFFILIATED CHAINS

(Continued from page 3)

Herman Gluckman Sales
Drive Clicking for Republic

Concurrently with Republic's national sales and date drive, the New York and Philadelphia branches are conducting individual campaigns that have resulted in boosting the big city group into second place, and the Phila. office to third, in the national standings. The New York drive is centered in two efforts: one on the big man, while the Phila. exchange, also a Gluckman branch, is carrying on a "side bet" battle with the big towners with substantial bonuses for the winning staff at stake.

Sec. 7. Separability.) If any provision of this Act is declared unconstitutional, or the applicability thereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid, the validity of the remainder of the Act the applicability of such provision to other persons and circumstances shall not be affected thereby. Referred to Committee on State Affairs.
GREEN LIGHT
(WARNER BROS.)
"... FAIR-PLUS... Not a gay film nor a brightly entertaining one... Characters seem—even the culprits—too good for this here new world... Signified performances and the intriguing background of the scientific world (besides the spiritual)..."
Thier, N. Y. POST

Bulldog Drummond Escapes
(PARAMOUNT)
"... Strong in hair-raising excitement and weak in plausibility... Ray Milland is the dashing Capt. Hugh Drummond and the disarming way in which he goes about stirring up puzzling crimes and their eventual solution is a pleasure to watch... A type of entertainment that went out with the bubble skirt..."
D. M., WASHINGTON TIMES

GREAT O'MALLEY, The
(WARNER BROS.)
"... A good movie, which will satisfy the average individual... Good acting is done by Humphrey Bogart, the detective, and especially by his wife, Frieda Inescort. But O'Brien seems out of place..."
Prudence, CLEVELAND PRESS

APRIL ROMANCE
(M-G-M RELEASE)
"... Its appeal will be for a specialized audience—for those who love the Schubert songs... Too long, its story is not told very engagingly and the camera work is unimagni-
Tovelaar, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

Tovelaar, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE
"... Sweet music, beautifully sung... Colorful, charming, melodious and entertaining film..."
Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

DEVLIN'S PLAYGROUND
(COLUMBIA)
"... Completely commonplace idea—a story of two petty officers, a dancing girl and a submarine mishap—treated with the detailed care and technical respect of a Hollywood super-
Ch. T. M., N. Y. TIMES

NEW JERSEY
MESSANGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n
250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.
LOCust 4181 RACE 4600

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years of film delivery service!"
HENRY DENNING had a paralytic shock last week when he managed the Capitol Theatre in Lowell . . . FRANK LYDON did himself proud on that Community Fund Campaign . . . JACK GOLDSTEIN is now with the Universal Pictures publicity department in New York . . . DAVE PERKINS resigned as publicity director with the New York Schine circuit and is now managing the Calvin Theatre in Northampton for the Goldstein Brothers. Sam and Nate know how to pick good men . . . IRVING GREENL town last week on urgent business . . . The old Gates Theatre in Lowell is to be sold at public auction on March 8th. BILL PURCELL of Fall River is the mortgagee . . . A bill to divorce distribution from exhibition is to be filed in the Massachusetts legislature . . . Yvonne FOX is out on the West Coast where he is visiting all the major studios as a representative of the National Screen Service. It was only last week that Gene resigned the publicity post at the Metropolitan Theatre . . . E. M. LOEW is all set to open the Court Square Theatre in Springfield on the first of the month . . . JOSEPH W. KAY of New York is the manager of the newly opened International Theatre . . . PASKMAN, brother of Hy, has been appointed assistant . . . WALTER GILLIS of Cameo Screen Attractions has one of the best home theatres hereabouts. It’s a 16 mm affair complete with sound. . . "DOC" BANG also has the same hobby . . . SAMMY HAAS, the veteran film man, says that he can’t remember a winter as mild as this one . . . JOE BARRON, postmaster and exhibitor from Warren, was in the district the other day trying to sell foreign stamps . . . LON VAILE is in the pink. He is back at Bristol, R. I., after a vacation in Florida. Perhaps pink isn’t the word! . . . EDDIE LaLOND has a new drink for the exhibitors at Scharff’s. It is called the Ron Rico — "Yum-yum." . . . The new rules and regulations of the Department of Safety have been issued. Two thousand foot reels are officially sanctioned. In new theatre construction it will be necessary to have a separate rewinding room as well as approved toilet facilities connected with the projection room. The new booths will have to be larger. And finally, asbestos cloth booths will be prohibited after January 1st, 1938 . . . J. E. CHAR- BONEAU of Concord, New Hampshire, was in town last week on urgent business. Anyway he couldn’t stay very long . . . AARON ROSEN- BERG loves his work. He saw "Lloyd’s of London" twice! . . . The big trio who have just returned from Florida created a new low for hotel rates. $8.50 a day for 3! . . . ROBERT CORE, branch manager for Republic Pictures at New Haven, has filed intentions to marry . . . Believe it or not! JIM KENNEDY, formerly with affiliated Enterprises, is now selling Grand National Pictures. TOM JENNINGS, formerly with Grand National, is now selling "Rocky Night" for Affiliated Enterprises! . . . Exhibs are very much interested in the new profit sharing coupon deal that is scheduled to start March 3rd at the National Theatre. . . . Mr. and Mrs. CARL MYSHRAL are vacationing in Florida but it won’t be long now before people will be vacationing in their home town of Harwichport . . . It was suggested at a recent testimonial dinner that it would be a great idea to have a grand reunion of all those who have had dinners get together and give a dinner to all those who haven’t had a dinner in their honor!

Ten cents per word, including initials, address, or box number. Minimum insertion 15 words. Cash or money order with each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower. Send for contract scale. Address communications to FILM BULLETIN, 1323 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to theatre operation handled on minimum rates. Representative will be sent on request. Box FB 107.

JANITORS’ SUPPLIES
HERMAN KRANKEL, HERMAN JAROSH (Chicago) (Phila.) KRANKEL'S SANITARY SUPPLIES Machin and Vine Streets. Clayton Garage Block. Market Street. RACE 8360
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"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

"Short Subjects"
FROM PHILLY
By Nonamaker
LOUIS N. (POP) KORSON, of Masterpiece, has the house booked at the Palace in Pa. and D. C. territories . . . The opening of Paramount’s new building was a huge success last Monday. Refreshments were served and many exhibitors and film men paid “first day” visits . . . "NOOKIE" BECKETT celebrating the 12th Anniversary of his being at Ye Corner Smoke Shoppe . . . EDDIE GOLDEN, of Monogram, in town Tuesday. Closeted with Johnny Golden, of Hollywood . . . HARRY WEISER is kick- ing ‘LeGong’ around for DuWorld. Clark Film Distributors handling his prints . . . CHEF FELT to Florida. Gave the rest of the clan and WALT POTASKIN a ‘farewell’ party at one of the night spots . . . Pennsylvania State Highway safety rules had private screening before dignitaries at Board of Education Administration Building last Saturday . . . HARRY THOMAS (Thumkins) in town this week, with AL FRIEDLANDER making arrangements for local showing of “Cloistered,” which goes into Erlanger. Private screening for women’s clubs, clergy, educational groups, etc. was held in Fox projection rooms . . . BEN FERTEL and IRWIN CHARLAP were "Kings for a Day" at the Variety Club on Wednesday . . . JIM CLARK, JOHN BACHMANN, EARL SWEIGART, PERCY BLOCH, OSCAR NEUFELD, and JAY EMANUEL all journeyed to Washington last Tuesday for the HARRY HUNTER dinner at the Willard Hotel. Hunter was one time manager for Warner’s and is just back from five years in Australia . . . HERB ELLIOTT, Fern Rock, and MELTON ROGASNER, of Iris, back from Florida . . . 'Uncle' BEN AMSTEDAM writes that all was well in Miami but he must rush back . . . JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN, formerly proprietor of the Palm Theatre, and later an exchange man in Denver, back in Philly again in the popcorn dispensing business for theatres. 'Uncle’ CHARLIE DUT- KIN is preparing to spring an "Indian\" sign on RKO and unsuspecting patrons of the Girard when he plays "Daniel Boone" . . . MILLS BROS. patronizing the Fox Theatre when they were playing Nixon’s Grand . . . HARRY LA VINE and the Republicans are all enthused about "Two Wise Meals" (we personally think it is the best picture yet made by Republic) and are counting on it to help them beat the N. Y. branch in the current date and sales drive . . . HOBE MORRISON, Record theatre department, goes to N. Y. to join staff of "Variety" . . . BARNEY COHEN reported buying a cradle . . . MORRIS WAX, scheduled to return from Florida Tuesday, was held up by a cold and is due back Saturday . . . We were exceedingly pleased to be stopped on the street early this week by one of the most prominent theatremen in this territory and told that he gets more out of FILM BULLETIN than all other contemporary journals put together—and that FB reviews are the swellest and most useful he reads. It was good to hear someone who owns quite a few theatres and has been in this business a long time!

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"
BIGGEST NAME IN SERIALS

It's only natural that the biggest name in serials should come to you from the industry's serial specialist, Nat Levine. Here’s one for the whole family. Ready now! Millions follow Tracy daily in the newspapers. Millions more trail him on the air*. Every one a pre-sold patron for the picture. An exploitation gem. See press book loaded with ready-made national tie-ups, stunts.

Based on the cartoon strip by CHESTER GOULD with RALPH BYRD • KAY HUGHES Directed by Ray Taylor • Alan James Screen play by Barry Shipman • Winston Miller Original Story by Morgan Cox • George Morgan Produced by NAT LEVINE • A REPUBLIC SERIAL
Some Sunshine for Exhibitors!

The sudden flurry of protest against the deluge of Class B, C, D, etc., down to Class Z, major pictures is a healthy indication that some factors in the industry are aware of the fact that its greatest danger lies not in games and giveaways but in the ever-decreasing proportion of carefully made, definitely Class A pictures to those commitment-filling "quickies" that flow with appalling regularity from some of our best studios.

We doubt, however, that mere advice and protests from exhibitors or even the counsel of the wiser heads in Hollywood will drive home the potentialities of the present production practice of giving the public four or five or more "weakies" for every worthwhile picture. Something much more forceful, more directly striking at the pockets of the foremost major producers is needed to bring them to the realization that bad pictures, nothing less important, will wreck this industry.

Looking beyond the four or five companies from whom we naturally expect the best and who are failing us with unwarranted and dangerous frequency, we think we see some sunshine for exhibitors and for the industry as a whole.

Nothing will be so inducive to the outstanding producers to improve the quality of their products than stiff competition from the "lesser" majors and the independents. When the big boys find themselves being squeezed out of sales by the exhibitor's purchase of the products of two smaller producers, he will be hit where it hurts most and you can count on their taking steps to make their pictures more desirable.

Columbia's great progress within the past year; the extension and bolstering of United Artists' organization; the entrance of Grand National as a promising factor in production; the steady, if slow, development of Republic; the birth of such organizations as General Pictures, the Conn-Halperin combination, the New Monogram; the sudden spurt of strong American-value product from Gaumont-British; the hopes that rest in the New Universal — these are the factors that we regard as holding the power to force the cocksure majors of the upper flight, insolent to combined exhibitor and public demands for less trash and more quality, to get down to the serious business of making motion picture entertainment worthy of the name.

Those we have named above are definitely on the up-grade. Those at the top will slide like greased lightning unless they get a better grip.

MO WAX.
AWAKENING THE ‘SLEEPERS’

The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of the theatremen those pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these ‘Sleepers’ with the view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns. Follow these ‘Sleeper’ campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

Week after week we are trying to give you a shot in the arm on some picture or other which has the goods to be made into good boxoffice, but which requires exploitation to shock the public to its entertainment values. Lots of them are tough babies to sell and those are the ones that make our job tougher than usual. So it’s with something akin to sheer delight that we pull one out of the hat like this Columbia humdinger.

When you lay your mitts on a well-made little show like “I Promise To Pay,” with a better than fair cast and, ABOVE ALL, a meaty angle like the loan shark racket to dig your teeth into, you must be devoid of all sense of showmanship to let it pass by as “just another” program booking.

Here’s a picture that is as pregnant with possibilities as a sputtering dynamite fuse. We calmly predict that it can be SOLD to do as much business as many SPECIALS in certain types of theatres, and by that we mean any spot of less than Class AA calibre where melodramatic action pictures on timely subjects hold some appeal. Our tip to you is to increase your playing time, put aside a few extra bucks for exploitation — AND GO TO TOWN WITH “I PROMISE TO PAY!” If you don’t do stand-up business every night of the run, write us a letter and we’ll send you a whopper of an alibi on a gilt edge postcard!

The title and the words “loan shark racket” just about give you the size of this yarn, but lay your ears to these facts. It was written by a New York reporter, who knows his rackets and who covered a loan shark racket expose in his town for a daily sheet. It has, as its topnotch names, Chester Morris and Leo Carrillo. They may mean a lot in some places, but names don’t mean a thing to a story like this one.

Your dear public on the whole is pretty much familiar with the type of louse this film exposes. Millions of folks have found themselves in the spot where circumstances forced them to put themselves “in hock” temporarily. Some of them, unfortunately, have fallen into the hands of loan houses which bleed their clients for terrific interest rates and bulldoze them into making payments long after they have actually repaid the money borrowed and the interest rates. Not that there aren’t decent loan houses, but newspaper and police exposures from time to time have revealed blood-sucking tactics of the most despicable sort in some cases.

The point is that this yarn touches home with plenty of your customers and your job is only to get across to them the fact that “I Promise” takes a healthy sock at the strong-arm loan sharks they should avoid. Roll up your sleeves, take out the lead and go to work on this one. Take our advice offered above and give it added playing time to warrant your spending some extra dough to sell it.

THE TABLOID

From time to time this department tells you to sell headline stories with HEADLINES, and the best way to sell headlines is with tabloids. It isn’t often, however, that you have a honey of a tab tossed right into your lap by the picture’s producer, but in this case it’s so. The Columbia ad boys have prepared one of the sweetest jobs we’ve ever seen in this line. Unless your faithful savant is all wet, you can count on getting a couple hundred extra customers for every thousand of these tabs you get under doors or into the hands of passersby. There’s one inserted in the press sheet, so, if pete’s sake, lock it over and place your order with the exchange for a slew of them as soon as you look the picture!

PROMISSORY NOTE

There is a “promissory note” throwaway offered in the press sheet. The idea is a

(Continued on page 9)
THE INDUSTRY'S NEWS
From An Editorial Viewpoint

HAYS TELLS 'TRUTH' ABOUT BLOCK BOOKING IN BOOKLET

'Not Compulsory,' He Says . . .

"The Truth About Block Booking" has finally been opened up to the public through the kind offices of Will Hays. In a pamphlet bearing that title, issued this week from the headquarters of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors As'n, the statement is made that "the records show that block booking is not compulsory."

There is nothing random about the publication at this time of pro-block booking propaganda, since the drive by Allied and hundreds of civic and church organizations for passage of legislation to outlaw the compulsory feature of the practice is about ready to be resumed. With the prospect of greater congressional interest in the issue during this session, the Hays organization is undoubtedly girding itself for a most strenuous battle to safeguard the right to compel exhibitors to buy films in blocks.

'No Effect on Morals' . . .

The pamphlet argues that block booking is merely a form of "wholesale" selling, similar to practices used in many other businesses. It states:

"Block booking,' makes it economically possible for millions to see the best pictures that the industry can produce at the lowest admission prices. It permits the little exhibitor to rent for eight to ten dollars a film which costs a first-run metropolitan theatre many thousand dollars.

"Block booking,' or wholesale selling has no effect whatever on the maintaining of right moral standards in motion picture entertainment. These standards are fixed and recorded in the films before they enter distribution."

Imply Exhibitor Deception . . .

In one portion of the lengthy telling of the "truth," the implication is passed that theatre owners occasionally employ the excuse of compulsory block booking to escape accusation of exhibiting unfit films.

"If your local exhibitor has shown a picture you do not like and told you that he was required to show it by 'block booking,' ask to see his contract so you may know whether he has bought all the company's pictures. Also ask him to show you what pictures he has cancelled."

"It is an admitted fact that motion pictures have never been finer than today in entertainment, moral, artistic and social value.

"This was brought about for self-regulation, the industry and the public working together always for higher and higher standards. It is not wise to destroy the process which has achieved such fine results.

"To continue the advancement of motion pictures, to promote the public's interest, all legislation to abolish 'block booking' must be opposed."

The "truth" has been told!

PHILA. COURT 'TESTS' GAMES

Lawyers to File Briefs . . .

The first of what promises to be a long parade of "friendly" test cases on the legality of theatre games was held Thursday in Philadelphia Common Pleas Court before Judge McDevitt. The action was instituted by exhibitor Samuel Somerson in a plea for an injunction to restrain Mayor Wilson and the Police Department from interfering with the conduct of "Lucky" in Somerson's Palm Theatre.

The theatre owner testified that a person need not buy an admission ticket to participate in the game. The numbers are called through an amplifying system that permits people in the lobby to follow the play and any winners outside the auditorium are privileged to enter and claim their prizes.

Detective Denies Story . . .

Assistant district attorney James Francis Ryan called a city detective to the stand to refute Somerson's testimony. He asserted that he purchased a ticket at the Palm on a recent "Lucky" night, and was given a playing card only after he had deposited the ticket in the box. No free cards were around, the detective, Benjamin Reisman, stated. Remaining in the lobby during the course of the game, he saw only two people playing and no one outside of the auditorium won a prize, he said.

Recalled to the stand for cross-examination by Ryan, Somerson declared that Reisman was in the theatre on Washington's Birthday and the theatre was filled to overflowing. For that reason, the table containing the "free" cards was removed a short time before the game was started.

Judge McDevitt instructed Ryan and David Malv, attorneys for Somerson, to file briefs for his consideration.
N. Y. CHAINS DROP GAMES
INDIES WILL NOT FOLLOW

Want Circuits Prices Upped . . .

In a move, apparently designed in hope of bringing about the elimination of all theatre games, the Loew’s and RKO theatre circuits in New York City suddenly announced on Wednesday that they would discontinue the use of boxoffice stimulants like Bank Night, Screeno, etc. Loew’s will start the elimination process Monday, but it will require two weeks to distribute $15,000 in prizes which will be due winning patrons who had been entered in the drawings previously. RKO will also wash them up within two weeks.

Speaking on behalf of independents represented by the I.T.O.A., Melvin Albert, the organization’s counsel declared that they would be willing to cooperate in dropping games only if the affiliated circuits increased their admission prices sufficiently to compensate the indies for their clearance disadvantages. Previous efforts to win admission price concessions from the circuits have proved unavailing. It is possible, however, that the affiliates will be more amenable to the indies demands in view of their deep desire to remove games as a feature of theatre operation.

Minn. Gets Anti-Chain Bill

Sixth One . . .

Minneapolis.—A bill to force the legal divestment of production and exhibition by prohibiting film companies from owning, operating or having any interest in theatres has been introduced in the Minnesota Legislature. It is being sponsored by Al lied of the Northwest, led by Al Steffes.

This is the sixth state to join the legislative war on affiliated theatre chains.

G-N UPS BUDGETS

Third Increase . . .

Pleased with business during the first five months of its existence, Grand National last week announced, through president Edward L. Alperson, that all product yet to be produced on this season’s schedule will be made on much higher budgets than originally fixed. This is the third boost made by this company in its brief career.

TO PUSH BILL—PETTENGIll

Denies FTC Plan . . .

Washington.—Congressman Samuel B. Pettengill has no intention of dropping the fight for enactment of his measure to abolish compulsory block booking, he declared here this week. His statement was an answer to reports that Pettengill favored, as an alternative, extension of the Federal Trade Commission’s powers to enable that body to supervise film trade practices.

The House Interstate Commerce committee is now considering a bill whereby the FTC would be empowered to outlaw “deceptive” trade acts and to hear complaints of various industry branches against unfair practices.

Within the past week many rumors have been spread to the effect that the opponents of compulsory block booking are agreeable to solve the legislative tangle on the issue by tagging on to the FTC extension bill introduced by Congressman Lee of California. Several proponents of the Pettengill-Neely bills have declared that these rumors have emanated from sources unfriendly to the measures and who are eager to divert support from them.

Columbia’s Plunge

‘Lost Horizon’ is the most important venture in Columbia’s history. In addition to costing in the neighborhood of $2,000,000, the picturization of James Hilton’s best-selling novel occupied the time of the studio’s ace director, probably the most valuable meger in Hollywood, and the cost of that item, Capra’s time, cannot be estimated in taking into account the fact that during that time he might have produced one or two more boxoffice hits like “Mr. Deeds” or “It Happened One Night.” There is no question but that “Lost Horizon” was a dangerous novel to touch for film fare. It has few of the elements that usually make for widespread popularity among average filmgoers, dealing with a fantastic, philosophical text. Columbia is to be complimented on taking the gamble. If the picture should prove to be a boxoffice success, so much the better for the producers and exhibitors alike. If, on the other hand, it brings only moderate returns on the huge investment, Columbia will have grown immensely in stature among the leading film making companies in this strange art-business. No one can question that an undertaking like the production of “Lost Horizon” brings inestimable prestige to the entire industry. To a growing company like Columbia, prestige pictures will eventually bring handsome returns in many ways.

The First Runs Fair

Nothing that can be classed as startling was experienced by the first run boxoffice in the past week. Washington’s Birthday pulled up the grosses in a couple of spots, which otherwise might have been in the red. . . Tops for the week was the new Grace Moore vehicle, “When You’re in Love” (Col.), which clicked well above average at the Music Hall and is going nicely in its second week. . . “Head Over Heels in Love” (G-B) managed to do exceptionally well for two weeks at the Roxy, with benefit of complimentary notices from the dailies. Another Britisher, “The Woman Alone” (G-B) succeeded it Friday . . . “The Last of Mrs. Cheynie” (Metro) is fairly strong at the Capitol, but won’t go more than its second week. Romeo and Juliet” replaces it Thursday . . . First showing at pop prices . . . The Paramount is fortunate in having Guy Lombardo’s popular band on the stage, the screen attraction “John Meade’s Woman” (Par.) came in for pretty much of a drubbing at the pens of the local film scribes. Lombardo is responsible for the pic holding a second week. . . The Criterion held “Man of Affairs” (G-B) for a second week, apparently in hope that it will build. The first week was only slightly above average. . . “Green Light” (WB) holding its own at the Strand and is now in its third week. Will probably be pulled next Saturday. . . “Man Who Could Work Miracles” (UA) was favored with attractive (to intelligentsia) notices and goes into its second week today (Sat.), a possible holdover for a third. . . The Rialto is just so-so with “Man of the People” (Metro), which was panned. . . “Good Earth” (Metro) is roadshowing to stand-up business at the Astor . . . Columbia’s important “Lost Horizon” opens at the dressed-up Globe Wednesday for a two-a-day engagement.
B. F. Zeidman, Once Fairbanks' Press Agent, Recounts Odd Tales

This is the ninth of a series of articles by our Hollywood correspondent on interviews with people prominent in production.

B. F. ZEIDMAN

Presented by DAVID J. HANNA

Your Hollywood correspondent is under instructions in this current series of despatches, to submit stories about people prominent in production from the angle which is most apt to interest and aid the exhibitor in operation of his business. It is quite likely that ye editor did not foresee an encounter with a personality so flitting in relating tales of his experiences as a press agent for a famous and temperamentally movie star as this week’s interviewe, so we are breaking through the restrictions and offer you some yarns from one film producer who does not change the subject when anyone mentions his past.

Bennie F. Zeidman is now an established and highly regarded independent producer for Grand National. But the preposterous doings of his days as a press agent, ridiculous in retrospect, yet almost tragic in their desire to create synthetic fame at the time they were conceived, are still fresh in his memory and he derives keen pleasure in recounting on occasion.

It was he who exploited Douglas Fairbanks to screen fame, almost in spite of the athletic star. Fairbanks, Zeidman recalls with a wistful smile, used to fire him every week or so with the utmost finality, the price of his magnificent imagination in staging publicity stunts.

When Bennie was first engaged by Fairbanks to handle his “public relations,” the star, well enough known on the stage, was unheard of by millions of screen fans. Zeidman must have been an awfully good persuader, because he managed to get Mary Pickford and Charlie Chaplin, then the outstanding movie luminaries, to have numerous pictures taken with Fairbanks. In every case, the canny Mr. Zeidman placed his client’s name first—and got plenty of space with the photographers to mark so. The “Fairbanks-Chaplin trio” became a household word. Promoting for all he was worth, Zeidman then managed to stage a prizefight between Fairbanks and Chaplin, at which Mary was guest of honor and Jack Dempsey the referee. The free space he got throughout the country on this match clinched the Fairbanks-Pickford-Chaplin tieup.

The first time he handled a Liberty Loan tour for Chaplin, Fairbanks and Miss Pickford, Frank R. Wilson, national head of the Liberty Loan advertising campaign, to whom Zeidman proposed the idea of a tour for the trio, jumped at the idea and wrote Zeidman that the local committees throughout the country were made up of clergymen, bankers and civic leaders, who had had no experience with exploitation and hence must be instructed in detail concerning the necessary advance publicity for the tour. “This’ll have to be tremendous,” thought young Bennie, and laid out what he considered the proper program, including parades, banquets and the like. After sending copies to everybody concerned, he started out across the country ahead of his stars.

Arriving at the Chicago station, Zeidman bought a Tribune, and was amazed to find his name all over the front page, in an Associated Press dispatch. The Rev. E. E. Violet, head of the Kansas City Liberty Loan Committee, he discovered, had declared in a devastating statement to the press, that Fairbanks had an outrageously ambitious publicity man, whose demands for a reception were greater than the President of the United States would dream of making, and that Kansas City was going to ignore Zeidman and proceed independently. At his hotel Zeidman received the final blow in a telegram from Fairbanks firing him.

Desperate, Zeidman continued across the country ahead of the trio, seeing that his program was carried out. (Incidentally, it was welcomed in every spot but Kansas City.) Typically, the tour was a great success, and when Doug arrived in Washington he met Zeidman in the office of the Assistant Secretary of the Navy, Franklin D. Roosevelt, slapped his press agent on the back and said, “Glad to see you.” Not a word was said about the Violet incident or the notice of dismissal.

The next time Doug fired Bennie, it all got settled with a champagne breakfast. As a part of the National War Work Charity campaign, Zeidman conceived the idea of staging a baseball game between a picked team of actors headed by Fairbanks, known as the “Sinners,” and Billy Sunday and his Tabernacle, known as the “Saints.” In spite of the fact that the story was spread all over the front pages, the world didn’t like the idea, and would only consent to take part if it was fixed to have Sunday’s team win.

Zeidman didn’t tell Fairbanks that the “Sinners” consisted of picked men from the major leagues using assumed names. They romped away with the game, leaving Sunday and his team with a goose egg. Fairbanks, furious, fired Zeidman, leaving him to go home on a street car. Ten minutes after he got to his apartment, he got a telephone call from Fairbanks, who shouted at him, “What you did was absolutely against orders, but, anyway, get our entire team together and give them a party at the Alexandria hotel. BUT DON’T FORGET, YOU’RE STILL FIRED.”

Bennie spent $925 for Fairbanks on champagne and appeared at the studio the next morning with a hangover, exchanged greetings with his employer, and never heard about the baseball game again, except that his next salary check contained a bonus.

In a few months Zeidman was fired again just because Fairbanks happened to visit William Gibbs McAdoo and his wife, the daughter of President Wilson. The host and hostess thought it would be fun to have some pictures taken of themselves and their guest riding horses in cowboy outfits for their personal amusement, of course. Fairbanks reassured them that nothing would be done to embarrass them. But the next day the enthusiastic Bennie found them in the Fairbanks studio. Delighted, he sent them to all the press services. "Marvellous," he thought, "they’ll be on all the front pages." And they were. The McAduos were terribly upset, and Fairbanks, almost strangeling, again fired Bennie. But after a few days the difficulty blew over and all was forgiven and forgotten.

The regret that the two men formed for each other has been a lasting one. For instance, some years later, Zeidman branched out as an Independent producer and was having a difficult time keeping things going. One day he learned that $25,000 had been deposited to his credit in a local bank. After some investigation he traced it to Fairbanks. Eventually the money was repaid, but the gesture will never be forgotten.

Today Zeidman is still the impetuous, quick-thinking man that marked his career in the early days of motion picture making. With a wealth of information and practical knowledge of the industry, he is quick to seize upon new ideas in his capacity as Grand National’s see producer, and it is his future plans in that role about which we shall write next week.
The stills are selected for their descriptive value to exhibitors.

**ACTION GALORE!** It requires little imagination to get the idea that "Navy Spy," the Grand National film illustrated above, must have at least a fair share of action. The picture itself need only live up to these suspense-plus scenes to be a humdinger. George Hirliman produced. Conrad Nagel plays the G-man; Eleanor Hunt, the gal.

**YOUNG TEAM!** Cecilia Parker and Eric Linden made a strongly favorable impression in their first B. F. Zeidman production for Grand National, "In His Steps." The company expects this young team's popularity to be further enhanced by "Boy Meets Girl," which will be ready for release soon.

**'SLEEPER'!** On Wolfe-Smith's 'Sleeper' page in this issue you will find many interesting facts about "I Promise to Pay," the loan shark racket expose from which the scene on the left is snatched. Chester Morris is the wounded victim and Thomas Mitchell, the d. a. Clever Leo Carrillo appears as the racketeer chief in other scenes. Columbia will release March 12th.
THREESTAGESINHOLLYWOODLOVE!

Above you see three scenes from "A Star Is Born" David Selznick production, which fairly typically illustrates the course of so many Hollywood romances. Janet Gaynor, a fame-hungry waitress, marries Fredric March, a film star. He makes her a star and they are happy while on honeymoon. And then, the divorce, when his fame fades while hers blossoms more brightly than ever. You recognize Adolphe Menjou, who is seen as their producer. Release by U. A. will come early in April.

FIRE AT SEA!

The scene in the last picture of the more exciting moments in the current new mystery "Girl Overboard." Glenn Strange is a sinking Billy Surtees, while Charlotte Wynters looks on. Walter Pidgeon is the captain and meeting half at the nearest hospital. Release late winter.
LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY . . . Old Lonsdale play about society crooks in modernized version . . . . Still has sparkling lines and is very well acted by strong cast . . . . Rates . . . . .

M-G-M
95 Minutes
Joan Crawford . . . William Powel . . .
Robert Montgomery . . . Frank Morgan . . .
Jessie Ralph . . . Nigel Bruce . . .
Benita Hume . . . Ralph Forbes
Directed by Richard Boleslawski

The values of "The Last of Mrs. Cheyney" may be summed up as consisting of an outstanding cast and some witty lines from Frederick Lonsdale's ten-year-old play. The story is most ordinary, being concerned with nothing more important than a couple of society crooks, the young lady of the duo falling in love with one of the noblemen she has set out to fleece. However, it is pepped with a cast which is not only sure-fire from a boxoffice standpoint, but which also has the talent to infuse a commonplace play with human appeal and make the most of their lines. The lines are extremely important, for there is a dearth of action in "Mrs. Cheyney" and, for that reason, the cast will have to be entirely relied upon in action houses. It is a well above average attraction for any location, especially suited for class houses.

Joan Crawford turns in a finely shaded performance as the thief who works her way into intimate friendship with a party of society folk, bent on stealing some valuable gems. Her associate is William Powell, who poses as her butler. While Joan and Bill are plotting the robbery, she finds herself slipping into love with nobleman Robert Montgomery. Torn twixt love and loyalty to her partner in crime, she has about made up her mind on loyalty when Montgomery gets the goods on her and the philanderer comes out in him. He offers her the option of sleeping with him or being handed over to the police. She declines the comfort of his bedroom and awaits arrest. But her lover turns over a new leaf and saves her for himself and an honorable marriage.

Powell has a part that is almost a "bit," but he is excellent in his few scenes. Frank Morgan is the outstanding performer in the film, playing the role of a peer who falls head over heels in love with the clever and bewitching Jessie Ralph. It is great again. Montgomery is just part of the romantic interest. The late Richard Boleslawski directed with a light touch that suited the vehicle perfectly.

AD TIPS: Sell the cast

BARTON.

MICHAEL STROGOFF

BOXOFFICE RATING
Hollywood Premiere
COMEDY . . . Fine production of Jules Verne's spy story . . . . Stark, exciting melodrama that will click with male audiences . . . . Requires strong selling, however . . . . Rates . . . + at best.

RKO
85 Minutes
Anton Walbrook . . . Elizabeth Allan . . .
Akim Tamiroff . . . Margot Grahame . . .
Fay Bainter . . . Eric Blore . . .
Edward Brophy . . . Paul Harvey . . .
Murray Kinnell
Directed by George Nicholls, Jr.

This is strong action entertainment that will appeal to men and children, but is of dubious attraction for the female trade. A lavishly produced film from the well-known spy story by Jules Verne, "Michael Strogoff," vividly depicts the conflict between the Russians and Tartars. The numerous battle scenes and the grimy life of the contestants are well handled. Suspenseful and swift moving action are interwoven with the rather commonplace theme of the spy who finds herself in love with her enemy. Shy on marquee display, it will require heavy exploitation to pull more than fair gross. Word-of-mouth advertising will undoubtedly help.

The story recounts the adventures of Walbrook, who plays Strogoff, a spy in the service of the Czar sent to Siberia to advise the ruler's brother of the propitious moment to strike against the Tartars, headed by Tamiroff. Margot Grahame is the emissary of the enemy, trailing him to discover the Russians' plans. She falls in love with him, while he becomes enamoured of Elizabeth Allan, a young girl he had helped. He falls into the Tartars' hands and witnesses the excruciating torture of his mother before he is sentenced to be blinded. Margot saves him, however, and he gets back safely to his own entrenchment with Elizabeth. Meanwhile, Tamiroff, posing as Strogoff, gives the Russians misleading information. In the ensuing battle, Strogoff kills the Tartar chieftain and Margot is slain by him in her own side.

Walbrook is an outstanding newcomer, playing with finesse and verve. European in his style, his portrayal is refreshing. The ace performance, however, is contributed by Akim Tamiroff, who does the sinister Tartar chief flawlessly. Balance of the cast were intelligently cast and handle their roles well. The sparse comedy relief is provided by Blore and Brophy, as reporters. Nicholls' direction is noteworthy, his facility shining particularly in the mob and battle scenes.

JOIN THE MARINES

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY MELLER . . . Fast, funny Marine Corps comedy that stands high in program picture class . . . . Acting very good . . . . It will please everyone . . . . Rates . . . + for action houses; . . . elsewhere.

Republic
68 Minutes
Paul Kelly . . . June Travis . . .
Warren Hymer . . . Purnell Pratt . . .
Reginald Denny . . . Irving Pichel . . .
Sterling Holloway
Directed by Ralph Staub

This is a feast of sustained action from start to finish, generously garnished with witty comedy lines that will bring laughs continuously. It ranks well up as an attraction for action houses, despite a lack of strong b.o. names, and is certain to please all classes. "Join the Marines" rates as one of the best productions out of the Republic studio to date. The writing is bright, snappy and packed with punchy situations, while the cast and director have not allowed any of their opportunities to slip past.

Paul Kelly, a policeman, is a member of the Olympics team on his way to Germany. Becoming interested in June Travis on board ship, he breaks up her contemplated marriage to Reginald Denny, a wealthy and drunk playboy. For regard she has for June gets him fired off the team by getting him mixed up in a fight with some drunks. He returns to the U. S., with June following, regretting her action, when he discovers they love each other, but June demands that Kelly get a job before they marry, so he joins the Marine Corps, in which her father is an officer. There follow several mixups, splits between the couple, but Kelly wins honor in the service by quelling a potential uprising in the South Sea Isles, where he is stationed. They finally marry.

Kelly is excellent as the fighting Irish Marine, and Miss Travis teams up to make them a very appealing couple. Warren Hymer, as Kelly's dull-witted side-kick, has some of the funniest lines he has spoken in many pictures. The balance of the cast is uniformly good. Credit is due Karl Brown for his original story, and Ralph Staub for his snappy direction.

AD TIPS: Sell this as the funniest, most exciting Marine comedy of them all. You might look in the Olympics ship mix-up that was featured in the newspapers.

BARTON.

AD TIPS: Sell this as a big production from a famous novel. Action scenes can create interest in the methods of torture employed by the cruel Tartars. Sell Walbrook, "a new romantic star," to the ladies.

HANNA (Hollywood).
DEVIL'S PLAYGROUND

Hollywood Review

BOXOFFICE RATING

MELODRAMA . . . Good performances by principals salvage this hackneyed sailor yarn . . . Will need support in better class spots . . . Rates 0 0 for action houses; less elsewhere.

Columbia 75 Minutes
Chester Morris . . George McKay . .
Ward Bond
Directed by Earle C. Kenton

Except that this Columbia programmer hits a phase of Navy life that hasn't been filmed for a few years, there is nothing to recommend it beyond the long performances of the principals. The story unrolls like one of those old silent melodramas and it's pretty hackneyed stuff. The better class locations will find it tough going unless there is an A top supporting it. Action, rural, and cheaper nuke spots should about draw fair returns, due chiefly to the three top names. It's strictly for male trade.

Dix and Morris are Navy pals, who become separated. Always cherishing a desire to settle down, Dix meets Dolores, ostensibly a domestic soul, and marries her. In reality, she is a cheap dance hall prostitute. On their wedding day Dix is called to duty, while Morris lands on shore, and Dolores promptly makes a play for his husband's pal. When Dix suddenly returns and learns of the affair between his wife and Morris, the latter, rather than involve his friend's wife, suddenly refuses to defend himself, which results in a breach between the pairs. At sea, Morris' submarine sinks and Dix is asked to dive to the vessel's rescue, but he refuses. In the nick of time, Dolores confesses Dix saves the friend and the pals return to their seafaring life, leaving Dolores to her dance halls.

Dix is sincere and convincing in every scene. Morris turns in a neat performance and his and Dix's emotional scenes in the doomed sub strongly. In the unsympathetic role of the unfaithful hussy, Del Rio gets the most out of her lines. The direction is fair and the production far better than such a story deserves.

AD TIPS: Play up the pal-tow-pal scene by cruel woman angle. Most locations will do better if the navy atmosphere is played down. HANNA (Hollywood).

Her Husband's Secretary

Hollywood Review

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . Dull, light-weight yarn of routine pattern. Can't box-office, is non-boxoffice, cast wasted on poor material . . . Fair for duals . . . Rates 0 0.

Warner Bros. 65 Minutes
Jean Muir . . Beverly Roberts . .
Claude Blandick . . Addison Richards
Directed by Frank McDonald

The rather dubious "novelty" of this Warner Bros. opus lies in the fact that the wife

in the story was formerly a pencil pusher; otherwise it fits almost perfectly into the ancient wife-boss-secretary mould. One need hardly be a veteran movie-goer to be able to anticipate every phase of the yarn. It's so old, it's deceptively and neither the author or director did anything to make it worth seeing. A capable cast strives energetically to balance the story weakness, but the weight is too heavy against them. It's weak dual bill fare.

Jean Muir marries Warren Hull, a steel man, leaving her secretary's job. Beverly Roberts, pal of Jean's, is engaged as Hull's see. Fanned by the spunky Clara Blandick, Jean gradually becomes suspicious of her husband and friend and finally finds them together in a mountain cabin. A fire breaks out and Beverly rescues Jean. Hull becomes ill and goes to a hospital. A separation is in order, but, upon Hull's recovery, the wedded couple turn over the pages and start life anew.

Miss Blandick's too brief comedy moments are the film's high spots. She plays the tattling aunt to the hilt. The others are believable, but their material is not. McDonald's directing is satisfactory, if unoriginal.

AD TIPS: Nothing else to do but tell the old triangle. HANNA (Hollywood).

Murder Goes to College

Hollywood Review

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY MYSTERY . . Quickie with plenty of laughs and a bit of excitement . . . Only for lower half of dual bills . . . Rates 0 0 as dualler.

Paramount 70 Minutes
Roscoe Karns . . Marsha Hunt . .
Lyne Overman . . Larry Crabe . .
Ardell Allwyn . . Harvey Stephens . .
Purrell Pratt
Directed by Charles Reisner

Everything about this Paramount picture spells "quickie," but it has been constructed on a fairly well devised and breezily written script. It is acceptable dual bill stuff that demands support of a strong drama. It is another of the recent crop of college murder yarns, but has better pace and some bright comedy brightly played by Lynne Overman and Roscoe Karns. The mystery will hardly set anyone throbbing with anxiety.

The plot concerns the murder of a mathematics professor, who had been involved in the numbers racket. There are the usual number of suspects, who are examined by Overman, an unemployed detective who happens on the campus. Karns is a reporter sticking close to the flatfoot for a good story. Of course, Overman nab the culprit with the help of police.

Overman and Karns are both seasoned comics and they have been handed some snappy lines in this one. None of the other characters are very important. Chief Reisner's direction is aimed at getting the laughs and does.

AD TIPS: The best angle on this might be to sell Overman and Karns. Their faces are known from many smaller parts and they are liked. Hardly enough thing else to sell. HANNA (Hollywood).

AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'

(Continued from page 2)

one good. You need not necessarily use the one shown, but can lay out your own. If you prefer a folder herald, use the promisatory note with the bold caption, "DO NOT TITLE THIS" on the front cover. It will make them look inside, where you might display some of the very effective ad mats illustrated in the press sheet.

SEE YOUR EDITOR:

If you can get your own crusading dandy up about this loan shark topic, it should be a cinch to sell your local newspaper editor a bill of goods on running an article (or a series of 'em) as a warning to the public to stay away from loan houses about which they know nothing. It makes swell copy for any sheet and he doesn't have to give you a tag line. As a matter of fact, you can tell him you are going to take more than the usual space in advertising this pie and you want to make blow-ups of his article to feature in your lobby and on the theatre front.

LOBBY AND FRONT

Don't rely on the ordinary lithos and photos this time. Go in for big compo boards, painted white with bold black headings and bordered around them. Lines like these will sell: "HAVE YOU EVER BEEN A VICTIM? LOAN SHARK RACKETEERS MUTIL MILLIONS YEARLY! DON'T BORROW MONEY FROM LOAN SHARKS! LOAN SHARK RACKET RIPPED OPEN BY SENSATIONAL DISCLOSURES! LOAN SHARK VICTIM SHOT!"

Composite still layouts on these boards will get the eyes in the lobby and out front. Sensationalize the EXPOSÉ!

STREET BALLY

Dress up one of your stooges in a ragged suit and have him walk the busy thoroughfares with an oilcloth sign on his back. This copy: "I PROMISE TO PAY a Loan Shark and Look At Me Now! If You Want To Prevent This From Happening To You GET the Low-Down on My Case! I PROMISE TO PAY' at the Strand Theatre (dates)."

We have barely scratched the surface in the limited space allowed us by the Ed, so use your own noodle to build up a campaign on "I Promise." We feel confident that you are underwriting BIG grosses with this little show IF YOU JUST GIVE IT A LITTLE PUSH!

§ § § § §

U Loss $1,835,419 in '36

In its annual report to stockholders, issued this week, it was revealed that Universal Pictures Co., Inc., showed a net loss of $1,835,419 for the year ending October 31, 1936.

An accompanying statement by Robert H. Cochrane, president, and J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the board, stated, however, that the company has improved its credit standing and is producing pictures on a regular schedule. They express confidence in the future prospects.
LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY
(Metro)
"... Mossy as the piece is around the edges, and commonplace as the plot revolving around a lady crook may be, it cannot be denied that Mr. Lonsdale's gift for witty lines equals Dorothy Parker's, and that his observation of human nature, even in a glib setting, is unerring. Has been staged handsomely."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... GOOD. Not much bigger in plot than many other pictures with similar themes, but definitely a super-special in acting and production value."

Thirer, N. Y. POST

"... A little out of date on the screen today. As a photographed stage play it is moderately entertaining. Some passages over long and a little thin, but it does have moments of good fun... Frank Morgan quite steals the play... Powell hopefully lost in a crook role which has been pared down to practically nothing."

Marsh, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

"... Stiff and exceedingly talkie opus in spite of the glossy smoothness of its production and appeal of its principals."

Einn, PHILA. RECORD

WHEN YOU'RE IN LOVE
(Columbia)
"... Rating: TIP TOP. An appealing, human-interest romance, balanced by light comedy, plus entertaining musical sequences, provides a vehicle of great interest to any audience... Clever in action and dialogue, too..."

WASHINGTON TIMES

"... Pleasantly diverting... Mr. Riskin, in his capacity as author, neglected to inject into the picture the humor he concocted so generously for 'Mr. Deeds'... After watching Cary Grant, it is easy to agree that his talents are not being sufficiently appreciated in Hollywood, because he performs with a lively and tonic sense of the ridiculous."

Kane, BALTIMORE EYE, SUN

"... Agreeable, tuneful and slight... Comic highlight of the production, naturally, is her (Grace Moore) interpretation of Cab Calloway's 'Minnie the Moocher.'"

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... Her vocalizing plays a rather minor role in the show. For the most part she is engaged in a pleasantly preposterous romantic, witty and engaging. Much of the credit for a gay entertainment must go to Cary Grant..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"... A glib and amusing discussion of things romantic and musical, it is one of the best films Miss Moore has had—a literate, tonic, diverting entertainment that may be attended by all in search of witty comedy and lilting melody... Score by Jerome Kern is grand."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

JOHN MEADE'S WOMAN
(Paramount)
"... Feeble and fumbling melodrama... Stock intrigues and stereotyped formulas. Miss Larrimore plays the heroine with fine gusto—a bit operatic, perhaps, but theatrically effective and always faithful to the characters written for her... Deserving applause, too, for their gallant efforts are Edward Arnold and George Bancroft..."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Generally engaging; in spite of a muddled narrative. Discount its lack of dramatic honesty and you will find it passably entertaining. Francis Larrimore, smooth direction and good talk are the chief assets..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"... One of the most fantastic melodramas of the season. A thoroughly absorbing piece of theatrical clap-trap... The conclusion is a laughable attempt to give some semblance of dignity and significance to a shoddy theme..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... FAIR-PLUS. Retains the marks of its Class B origin. It is said to have started that way, but was upped when the studio chiefs decided it had too much stuff. That may have been due to those big trees falling..."

Winston, N. Y. POST

HEAD OVER HEELS IN LOVE
(Gaumont-British)
"... Miss Matthews is the most graceful of all the girl dancers... But, in this case, alas, the restrictions of plot permit her to dance too little... Marred in spots by tactless lighting, point blank camera technique... Score by Gordon and Revel is adequately tuneful..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"Not even the talented and attractive Miss Jessie Matthews can overcome the handicaps of the adolescent, or hackneyed film... Has moments that are gay and sprightly... But not enough..."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Naturally, it is Miss Matthews's spri-gline that gives this film its flavor, but of primary importance is the music contributed by the song writing team of Gordon and Revel... Achilles had a heel and 'Head Over Heels' in Love' has a plot..."

Schneider, CLEVELAND PRESS

"... The story is about as thin as they come and the dance and song numbers are far too long. If the play gets over at all it is a great credit to the charming personality and remarkable dancing ability of Miss Matthews, who can put over a love ballad in the best Helen Morgan tempestuous style..."

CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

Man Who Could Work Miracles
(United Artists)
"... Delightfully bizzare comedy... In his new and amiable fantasy, Mr. Wells wonders what would happen if a fellow were granted unlimited power to correct all terrestrial evils... frolicsome humor... Roland Young is a well-nigh perfect cast as the miracle-maker..."

G. R., N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... GOOD. A picture with a new idea... Worked out in a characteristic Wellsian fashion, creating food for thought as well as entertainment...

Winston, N. Y. POST

"... With Roland Young giving a brilliant portrayal of the title role and an ingenious, charming and spectacular production, it is an absorbing photoplay... A film of imaginative comedy..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"... A delightfully humorous fantasy with an undertone of sober Wellsian philosophy... Ned Mann's trick effects and Harold Rosson's photography worked some cute miracles, and the players, from Mr. Young on down, have done a generally satisfactory job...

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES
HARRY THOMAS and AL FRIEDLANDER, connected with the Censor Board in town last Thursday. Held screening at Fox projection room and made arrangements for showing of this "life in a nursery" pic at the Erlanger beginning of little "Wazman," Mr. and Mrs. Leister, their branch supervisor, was in Philly this week ... FRED MYERS, RKO buyer, also in town ... As was CLAUDE MCGOWAN, supervisor of exchanges for G-B ... Opera House, Girardville, burned down Monday morning ... MIKE SIEGEL has taken over distribution of "Legon" and other Du-World product for the territory. Prints handled by Clark Film Distributors. HARRY WEISBROD is salesman ... A new house will be built at the S. E. Cor. of Belgrade and Auburn Streets, Kensington, and will be controlled by LOUIS ROVNER ... Metro had Hollywood opening for "Good Earth" at the Locust Street with big lights n' everything ... DAVE MOLIVER has joined the Sylvania movie colony. Expects to motor to Florida shortly ... DON-ALD REED, Fox ad sales manager, left Thurs- day, after signing a new local exchange ... MANNY LEWIS reported engaged to a California girl ... BILLIE (Preferred) MILLER back on the street and feeling so much better she expects to be back with you as you are reading this ... MOE VERBIN sick abed last week ... HARRY LA VINE announces that Republic is extending their sales and booking contracts to May. His staff is after dates, cotations, and sales to "help Philly beat New York." If all the effort the local Republic exchange is putting into pushing a "First Love" doesn't merit not only support; but their actual "besting New York" (with your aid, of course) then there just ain't no justice! ... MRS. JOHN GOLDER announces that LOUIS FONIXMAN, PRICE PREMIUMS, BARNEY HIRSH and DAVE BARRIST all contributed prizes awarded at the Charity Bridge held by the Ladies' Auxiliary of the Third Ward. Proceeds purchased an in- cubator for Northern Liberties Hospital ... MORRIS WAX back from Florida ... MIKE LEVIN- SON postcards from Los Angeles demanding that FILM BULLETIN be sent to him weekly—or he will sue us—and saying he would be glad to hear from some of his friends on the Street. His address is 2215 Ocean Ave., Santa Monica, California ... Records were hung up at Fays this week with showing of Grand National’s first Cagney, "Great Guy" ... The Great put in "Ten-O-Win," National Screen’s roulette game ... GOVERNOR EARLE upheld the local Censor Board in their banning of Aukmano’s "Spin in Flames." ... PERCY HASSENGER, old time exchange man, seen visiting EDDIE GABRIEL and BENNY HARRIS. Peri is still con- ducting showings of silent stuff he owns for schools, churchers, clubs, etc.

Posel in Game Suit

Leo Posel, Phila. exhibitor, denied being a party to the injunction suit against Mayor Wilson and the Police Department to test the legality of theatre games. Posel informed FILM BULLETIN that his name had been employed by one of the game dis- tributors without authority from him.

FROM PHILLY
By Nonamaker

FROM BOSTON
By Bruce

ARTHUR R. HOWARD, spirited business manager of the Allied unit, gave a forceful lecture before the Massachusetts Federation of Women last week scoring the evils of compuls- ory block booking. Some of the exhibs are now calling Art "Professor!" ... A bill to combat the employment of a licensed engineer to tend to refrigerating apparatus and internal com- bustion engines of twenty-five horse power or over was heard at the State House several days ago. Theatre owners are up in arms against it for any theatre equipped with air conditioning, for example, would have to have a licensed engineer on the premises even if he only had to push a button several times a day ... E. M. LOEW is all set to open the Court Square Theatre in Springfield. KEN DOUGLASS has been helping with the improvements ... BERT McKENZIE, publicity man de luxe for Metro, is getting things ready for the opening of "The Good Earth" at the Colonial Theatre on March 8th ... JULIUS MEYER is taking over the Holyoke Theatre in Holyoke which has been closed for a long time. The late DAVID BRAND was the last operator ... GEORGE HAMMOND and DENNIS REARDON of the Globe Theatre up Holyoke way were in town the other day due to a broken toe. The film dis- trict is beginning to take on a little more activity as the boys are returning from their Southern cruises and points west. JOE LEVEN- SON is back from the West Coast and the brother, MAX, is all tanned as the result of going South. Mr. and Mrs. E. M. LOEW, together with "RAZZ" GOLDSTEIN, PHIL FOX, and AL FREDLOVE have just got back ... JOE FRANK, who stewards at the Boston Friar’s Club, was presented with a ten pound baby girl the other day. Columbia Pictures, just screened "When You’re in Love" at the Uptown a few days ago. Very appropriately we saw DOMINIC TUTTURDO of Worcester with his picture "Tin Pan" ... Dominic was married last Thanksgiving Day and the news is only just now getting around ... WILLIAM PURCELL of Fall River was in town on some business connected with theatres we presume ... JOE MORENCY of the Plaza Theatre in Salern was in a pretty bad automobile accident the other day. Joe was injured ... Over in Spring- field the wife of AL ANDERSON, operator of the Bijou Theatre, also was involved in an auto crash ... The burglars who touched the GOLD- STEIN BROTHERS for some hundred odd dol- lars at the Strand Theatre in Pittsfield are still at large ... BOB COBE, who recently filed his intentions to wed here, is honeymooning with the former Ethel Levine of Boston in Miami. ... BRAD ANGIER should know that you can’t solve puzzles with your fingers, hands and feet crossed. The real puzzle, though, is the reason for Brad’s frequent trips to New York. ... EDGAR HOSMIR can give you the low-down on Bermuda. Eddie is just getting back into the stride of the business. At the Cinema: Club is all set for a dance on March 16th. Those named on the entertainment committee include CHAS. "Cinema" REPEC of Metro and president of the Club, DAN SELSKY of M. & P., N. MUR- RAY and JAMES CONNOLLY of Twentieth Century-Fox, WALTER SILVERMAN of Colum- bia, BUDDIE LEWIS and PAUL BRODERICK of Paramount, and JACK RICE of National Screen Service.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials, address, or box number. Minimum insertion 15 words. Cash or money order with each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower. Send for contract rate. Address communications to FILM BULLETIN, 1323 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to theatre operation handled on minimum rates. Representative will be sent on request. Box FB 107.

JANITORS’ SUPPLIES
Herman Kranek (Chicago), Herman Jarosh (Phila.), Kranek’s Sanitary Supplies, 10th and Vine Streets, Clayman Garage Bldg. Market 9825, Race 8596.

TRAILERS
Snappy, effective trailers; special low prices. Film Good Service, 26th St., and Lehigh Ave., Phila., Pa., SAGamore 1653.
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HELD OVER AT THE ROXY

Managers—Cashiers—Ushers—Doormen—and even the Press Agent—were shoved Head Over Heels—and loved it—by the crowds pushing their way in to see the lovely

Jessie MATTHEWS

In her newest and best dance-sing musical

"HEAD OVER HEELS in LOVE"

Everybody from coast to coast is singing and whistling these Gordon and Revel Hit Tunes: "May I Have the Next Romance With You" ... "Head Over Heels in Love" ... "There's That Look in Your Eyes Again" ... "Don't Give a Good Gosh Dam" ... "Lookin' Around Corners For You" ... "Through the Courtesy of Love".
HEADLINES:

Allied Wins First Bill Outlawing Producer-Owned Theatres!

M.P.T.O.A. Induces Metro to Drop Score Charge in Name - and Add it to Film Rentals!
CURRENT RELEASES

SINS of CHILDREN
with Eric Linden and Cecilia Parker

DEVIL ON HORSEBACK
with Lili Damita (Mrs. Errol Flynn) in color

WHITE LEGION
with Tala Birell and Ian Keith

YELLOW CARGO
with Conrad Nagel and Eleanor Hunt

CAPT. CALAMITY
with George Houston and Movita. Gable’s lead in “Mutiny on the Bounty” in color

HATS OFF
with Mae Clark, John Payne & Helen Lynd

James Cagney in GREAT GUY

WE’RE IN THE LEGION NOW
with Reginald Donnly and Esther Ralston in color

SCOTLAND YARD COMMANDS
with Clive Brook

TEX RITTER
Musical Westerns

"23½ HOURS LEAVE"
with JAMES ELLISON and TERRY WALKER
The picture that skyrocketed Douglas MacLean to fame now produced by Douglas MacLean. From Mary Roberts Rinehart’s brilliant Satevepost story.

"GIRL LOVES BOY"
featuring ERIC LINDEN and CECILIA PARKER

"NAVY SPY"
starring CONRAD NAGEL and ELEANOR HUNT
Federal Agent Series. Produced by George A. Hirliman. Matching wits with spies selling navy secrets to foreign powers.

"ROMANCE and RICHES"
with CARY GRANT and MARY BRIAN
From the novel by E. Phillips Oppenheim. A fast-moving comedy of a rich young man’s quest for happiness.

"KILLERS OF THE SEA"
featuring CAPT. WALLACE CASWELL, Jr.
Dialogue by LOWELL THOMAS
A Raymond Friedgen Production. Exploitation sensation of 1937 with Capt. Caswell fighting the man-eaters of the deep.

SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT • A Victor Schertzinger Prodn. Written and directed by the man who gave you “One Night of Love”

THE THOUSAND DOLLAR BILL • A Zion Myers Production. . . Based on the Cosmopolitan magazine story of the same title.

DYNAMITE, starring James Cagney • Based on the stor “Hot Oil”. Produced by Richard A. Rowland. The red-headed dynamo of the screen in another great Cagney entertainment. Different—thrilling—timely.
PRODUCER-OWNED THEATRES MADE ILLEGAL IN N. DAKOTA

Senate Passes Bill, 39-8 . . .

Within a few weeks after opening its drive to force the divorce of film companies from their theatre holdings, Allied had won a smashing victory in the first of the 48 states in which they hope to obtain similar legislation.

At Bismarck on Thursday, the North Dakota Senate, by a vote of 39-8, approved an "Act to prohibit the operation of motion picture theatres which are owned, controlled, managed, or operated, in whole or in part, by producers or distributors of motion picture films, or in which such producers or distributors have any interest." This measure (complete text appeared in FILM BULLETIN, issue Feb. 20) provides one year for producer-distributors to dispose of their theatres in that state.

The bill, having been passed by the House two weeks before, only awaits the signature of Governor Langer to become law. Al Steffes, chairman of Allied's Defense Committee and the man most responsible for the independents' victory, already has "positive assurances" of the Governor's approval.

Myers Wires Message . . .

In a wire to FILM BULLETIN, Abram F. Myers, general counsel of Allied and legal brains behind the producer-theatre divorce move, stated:

"Final passage of Allied theatre divestiture bill in North Dakota today marks milestone in struggle of independent theatre owners for economic freedom and of the public for community freedom in the selection of motion picture entertainment. The overwhelming majority in favor of the measure in both houses demonstrates public interest in sympathy with the movement and foreshadows success in other states. Let exhibitors unite in congratulating and thanks to Al Steffes for his splendid work."

Myers pointed out that six other states have already introduced bills similar to the North Dakota measure. They are Indiana, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Ohio, Michigan and California.

The Indiana House passed its bill Thursday by the overwhelming vote of 72-6. In Minnesota, on the same day, the House committee unanimously recommended passage of its bill. The first hearing will be held in Wisconsin next Wednesday and in Ohio about a week later.

'Cloud' on Producers' Titles . . .

Washington.—Abram F. Myers declared on Friday, "I think the passage of the bill in North Dakota by such overwhelming support places a cloud on the title of every theatre in which the producers have an interest."

Questioned on the measure's constitutionality, Allied's general counsel said that the organization has a memorandum prepared by Professor Noel T. Dowling, eminent authority on constitutional law at Columbia Law School, "which unquestionably supports the constitutionality of the legislation."

COURT OK'S PHILLY DUALS THURS.; RESCINDS RULING FRI.

Re-argument Now Ordered . . .

In one of the most puzzling actions ever taken by a Federal court, the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals, Eastern Penna. district, within twenty-four hours after it had handed down a decision upholding the right of Philadelphia independents to double feature the products of all film companies, rescinded its ruling and ordered another re-argument.

The Court's first ruling, a per curiam decision, was delivered Thursday and was being hailed as a victory for Harry and Louis Perelman, exhibitor plaintiffs, in the action against seven major film distributors, Warner Bros., Paramount, RKO, M-G-M, Fox and United Artists. The brief verdict merely affirmed the same court's prior action in upholding U. S. District Court Judge George A. Welsh, who declared the defendants guilty of anti-trust law violations in prohibiting dual billing.

'Filed Through Oversight' . . .

Friday's unexpected action caught attorneys for both sides completely unawares. Neither Benjamin M. Golder, counsel for the Perelmans, nor D. Benjamin Kresch, counsel for Morris Wolf who headed counsel for the film companies, could explain the court's nullification of its one-day old decision.

The rescissory order merely stated that the earlier verdict had been filed "through oversight" and that "same is now recalled and the case held for further consideration upon a re-argument which is now ordered."

In January, 1936, the Circuit Court handed down a decision denning the film companies' appeal for reversal of Judge Welsh's ruling and, in ringing terms, sustained the lower court opinion of their guilt. Quite unexpectedly, last May, the Circuit Court granted the defendants plea for re-argument of the case. The re-argument was unplaced with Judges Bingham, Davis and Thompson for almost a full year until their per curiam verdict of Thursday.
RAINER, MUNI WIN AWARDS

Capra Best Director . . .

_Hollywood._—Louise Rainer, for her performance as Anna Held in _The Great Ziegfeld,_ and Paul Muni, for his characterization of "Louis Pasteur," won the highest acting honors for 1936 awarded by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. Presentation of the golden statuettes was made at the annual banquet held here Thursday night. The awards were popular in the film community.

For meritorious direction, Frank Capra took first prize for the second consecutive year with "Mr. Deeds Goes To Town." In 1935 Capra won with "It Happened One Night."

A less popular decision was the one awarding "The Great Ziegfeld" first prize for production merit.

Other winners were: Walter Brennan, best supporting actor, for his work in "Come and Get It;" Gale Sondergaard, for her role in "Anthony Adverse;" Walt Disney, for his cartoon "Country Cousin;" Tony Gaudio for his cinematography in "Anthony Adverse;" Douglas Shearer for his sound recording of the quake scenes in "San Francisco;" Richard Day for his art direction on "Dadsworth;" Jack Sullivan for his assistant direction on "Charge of the Light Brigade;" Sheridan Gibney and Pierre Collings for their screen writing of "Story of Louis Pasteur," and the original story award to the same pair.

"March of Time" was given a special award.

AFL-CIO RUSH TO UNIONIZE THEATRE-EXCHANGE EMPLOYES

Boston, Phila. First . . .

The rival labor union factions, the American Federation of Labor, headed by William Green, and John L. Lewis' Committee for Industrial Organization, are both rushing to get the jump in organizing theatre and film exchange employees.

The A.F.L., employing the craft union plan, already has a crew of organizers operating in Boston. At present they are principally occupied in an effort to unionize exchange workers in their various craft groups. With most projectionists already under the S.A.F.L. banner, unionization of other film handlers would give the Green organization a powerful weapon in bringing other theatre labor into line.

Meanwhile, the C.I.O. is reported active in Philadelphia, where the first drive for membership was to be conducted at a mass meeting of theatre employees Friday night. The Lewis plan of vertical unionization would encompass every type of theatre and exchange employes in one vast labor body today, but the C.I.O. will encounter opposition from the projectionists, who are affiliated with the A. F. of L.

NEW YORK TIP-OFF—

Observations and Opinions by Larkin

WEAKER PICTURES CUT DOWN FIRST RUN RETURNS

They may be blaming it on Lent, but the truth is that weak product is responsible for the lull Broadway experienced during the past week. The only pictures showing real strength are the two roadshows, "Good Earth" at the Astor and "Lost Horizon" at the renovated Globe. Both of these spots are hitting capacity and better, proving that flocks of people will pay more to see outstanding films even during Lent. . . . When You're in Love" (Col.) held its own during the second week at the Music Hall, "Fire Over England" (U.A.) opened Thursday and doesn't look like any great shakes. . . . "The Last of Mrs Cheyney" (Metro) crawled thru a mild second week at the Capitol and was replaced by "Romeo and Juliet" (Metro) on Thursday. Likelihood of latter pic going only two weeks. . . . "The Woman Alone" (G.B.) did fairly well in one week at the Roxy, but didn't rate holdover "Love Is News" (20th-Cent.) came in there Friday. The Paramount showed a heavy drop for the second week of "John Meade's Woman" (Par.), which was held over only on the strong support of Guy Lombardo's stage band. However, even Lombardo couldn't do much the second stanza "Maid of Salem (Par.) is in since Wednesday and evidence of Par's doubt it will prove strong fare is offered by booking of Benny Goodman & Band for aid. "Outcast" (Par) at the Rialto is getting fair returns. It was preceded by "Man of the People" (Metro), which just about got through. After a fair first week, "Man Who Could Work Miracles" (U.A.) dropped badly at the Rivoli and went out yesterday (Fri.). "Nancy Steele Is Missing" (20th-Cent.) went in today. An odd booking! . . . "Green Light" (WB) came close to red ink in its third week at the Strand. "Great O'Malley" (WB) starts today and shows how badly Warners are up against for A product needed by this spot. . . . "Man of Affairs" (G-B) flopped in its second week at the Criterion and "Women of Glamour" (Col.) entered Thursday.

G-B ROADSHOWS 'BARRIER'

Arthur Lee of Gaumont British effected a deal with the Criterion to take the house over for a roadshow engagement of "The Great Barrier," which the English company regards as the strongest picture it has ever had for the American market. Run is slated to open on March 18th. Columbia has been dickering for the spot to exhibit "Lost Horizon," but couldn't settle and took the Globe from Harry Brandt instead. . . . The potence of the sit-down strike by theatre employes was displayed here last week when the projectionists in the houses operated by the Consolidated Circuit "sat down" during the matinee shows and forced a quick settlement of their claims. They were being paid below regular scale . . . While Loew's and RKO houses are going ahead with their announced plans to eliminate theatre games, most independents will continue until the affiliated chains move their admission price scales upwards to give the indies a reason.

---

them, the two producing units are expected to provide the American market with at least 16 pictures yearly, which will be distributed through G-B's present setup with 20th Century-Fox. However, if 20th Century refuses to handle General Films' portion of the English product, arrangements may be made with another American company, probably Universal, to distribute here.
Casting Most Important Factor
In Picture Making, Says Zeidman

This is the Tenth of a series of articles by our Hollywood Correspondent on interviews with prominent in production.

MORE ABOUT

B. F. ZEIDMAN
Presented by DAVID J. HANNA

Back in the studio where he first served as an errand boy and later as press agent for D. W. Griffith more than twenty years ago, Bennie F. Zeidman is now the big boss, the producer. Behind him are the reckless adventures in bellyhoo by which he persistently kept the name of Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., spattered on the front pages of newspapers for several years, but he still retains that sense of showmanship that has been evidenced in his productions.

His present producing grounds had once been known as the Griffith Studio, where they were sheltered the film endeavors of Doug Fairbanks, Bebe Bebohm Tree, De Wolf Hopper and Weber and Fields. Later the name was changed to Reliance Studios, then, successfully, the "Home of Fine Art Pictures," Majestic Studios, Talisman, and more recently, Hollywood Studios. Currently he is there under the banner of Grand National, taking meticulous care with the production of "Girl Loves Boy," co-starring the promising young team of Cecilia Parker and Eric Linden.

"It's a lucky spot for me," said Mr. Zeidman, who doesn't seem to have any fear of being haunted by the financial bones of several "quickie" producers which have been interred there in recent years. "This industry has never been a question of hit or miss. If you have the material to work with, it doesn't matter where you work it."

Which reminded us of the legend that surrounds the actors who work in Zeidman's pictures. One of the few producers in the industry who insists upon handling his own casting, it is an acknowledged fact that any actor working in a Zeidman-produced picture is the best of his type available. And so we queried our genial host regarding the great importance he attaches to the casting of his pictures.

"I have always contended," he said, "that the most important part of any picture is its cast. Any story can be ruined by incompetent players, while an experienced cast can take much of the sting out of a weak, threadbare story."

Apparently not many of Hollywood film-makers share Zeidman's theory. If we are to judge by the result of a poll on the relative values of story, director and cast conducted some time ago by one of the coast journals. The replies favoring story and director far outnumbered those which gave the cast paramount position. We reminded the Grand National producer and he was off on his favorite theme.

"Let us proceed with the premise that a producer is allowed his choice of the three essentials and he selects a mediocre story and director, but chooses his cast with infinite care. The very presence of carefully selected characters will add credulity to the unfolding of the story. Further, the actor of experience can usually direct himself to a great extent and, when the megaphone is in doubt about how a scene is to be played, the knowledge of the capable player will prove invaluable. The sparkling, dynamic performances of adroit actors is forever causing audiences to overlook defects in plots.

"By no means do I imply that this is to be a rigid and standardized formula for picture making," Zeidman continued, "Let us hope there are more and more good stories filmed and greater directors created, but, all things being equal, give me an A-1 cast."

Exactly how much weight casting carries in Zeidman's picture making was indicated to us by his remarks about present-day methods employed in this vital department of production.

"Casting today is deplorable," he said. "The office of a casting director is more like an open market than a place where actors are selected for roles. To save their studios a few hundred dollars a day, these men are forced to bargain, squabble with the actors over their salary demands. And those few Hardy souls who refuse to take the smaller salaries are then replaced by cheaper, less talented actors."

"Not only from an artistic angle is this a harmful practice, but from the financial side as well. For, like buying anything, the cheaper piece of merchandise is almost worthless, and so it is with an actor who has no production grade. His lack of experience necessitates retakes, wasted time and commensurate loss of money."

"As for me, I like to cast my own pictures. Each time I engage an actor I am confident that he will fit the bill, give a good performance, and, should by any chance his salary be a trifle more than someone else, I know I will be doubly recompensed in the end."

Zeidman has earned his reputation as one of the most highly regarded independent producers through just such intense interest in the business and art of picture making. For Grand National he will deliver eight pictures during the current season, two of which have been completed, the third being "Girl Loves Boy." His program is varied, ranging from that New England romance of youth, to zestful comedy in "Sweethearts of the Navy," to the criminal melodrama of "Rogues Gallery."

But it isn't difficult to imagine this one-time glib, fast-talking press agent skipping from one type of picture to the other with the same facility a diva shifts from low to high C. An intriguing personality, this Bennie Zeidman, who started as an office boy and persuaded his boss to pay him an extra five dollars a week to get articles about his employer's films in the papers, thus becoming the world's first studio press agent, he still retains the charm and personality which made him a successful publicist. And through his many years of affiliation with the motion picture industry, he has absorbed a million dollars worth of experience, evidence of which you will find in any production boasting the B. F. Zeidman trade mark.

Scenes are from "GIRL LOVES BOY," B. F. Zeidman's latest picture for Grand National release.
The stills are selected for their descriptive value to exhibitors.

MAKE-UP! The art of make-up has been carried to its finest degree in Frank Capra's production of "Lost Horizon," as you will note from these contrasting studies of Ronald Colman. Below, you see him as he is, while, on the left, as he appears after losing the Tibetan secret of prolonged youth. The picture is Columbia's grandest effort and is being roadshowed in several cities at present.

PICTURE-MAKING! In this week's Watching Them Make Pictures Dept. we see, left above, Ruby Keeler and Lee Dixon, dancing stars of Warners' new musical, "Ready, Willing and Able," resting between scenes. Director Bobby Connelly shows the lovely gals a step or two. Below, you get a slant on how a desert fighting scene is shot by the same WB. The chief machine-gunner is Errol Flynn and the picture is "Another Dawn." That gent wrapped snugly in a blanket is the head cameraman.

HISTORY! Charles Boyer is rescuing Jean Arthur from a ship fire in this scene from the picture with the intriguing title "History Is Made At Night," which United Artists will release early in April.
Scenes from... and a few vital facts about... the new films.

LOCAL GAL MAKES GOOD! Above, we see Virginia Bruce appearing in a musical comedy number with Nick Long, Jr., after she left her small town home for the big city to make good... and did. In other scenes she returns to give the sneering snobs at home the thrill of shaking her hand. It's all from "When Love Is Young," New Universal's release for March 26th.

MYSTERY IN THE ORIENT! The fabulously valuable "Soo" diamond is the cause of much ado in "China Passage," pictured below. RKO introduces newcomer Constance Worth in this thriller of murder, theft and intrigue in various China ports. Release set for March 19th.
THE KING AND THE CHORUS GIRL

-Hollywood Review-

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY-DRAMA . . . Continental actor, Fernand Gravet, scores in light role . . . Topnotch production should please everywhere . . . Rates ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆;

less in action spots.

Warner Bros. 90 Minutes


Mary Nash . . . Luis Alberni . . .


Shaw & Le Roy

Directed by Mervyn LeRoy

There is not a great deal of solid plot material in this yarn of a king who falls for a chorus girl, nor is it very original, but under the sparkling direction of Mervyn LeRoy it emerges as a bright, spirited comedy with touches of appealing sentiment. Of primary interest is the introduction of the French star, Fernand Gravet, whose charming personality should score heavily with feminine audiences. He displays real acting ability and has only the faintest glimmer of an accent. The supporting cast is of sufficient boxoffice value to assure fair returns even where Gravet is not sold. Extra exploitation possibilities exist in the faint similarity between this picture's theme and the royal romance that recently shook the British Empire. With this picture being subtly pushed and the build-up of favorable word-of-mouth advertising, "The King and the Chorus Girl" should get well above average grosses in better class spots.

Story concerns Gravet, a dethroned king, who is wasting away his life in Paris by excessive drinking. He meets Joan Blondell, an American chorus girl, and loses his heart to her completely. She plays up to him with the encouragement of Horton. Gravet's plan, who realizes that the girl can help his master rehabilitate himself. She finds herself returning his affection, so she decides it has gone far enough and books passage for America. On the boat, she discovers that Gravet has booked every other cabin and that they are the only two passengers. The crew witnesses their marriage ceremony.

Blondell turns in her best performance in many a day. She handles her dramatic scenes with finesse. Edward Everett Horton again gets the most out of a tailor-made role. Musical numbers are done neatly by Kenny Baker and Shaw & Le Roy. It is LeRoy's first endeavor as an independent producer and sets a high mark in production values, as well as in direction. He has done an admirable job of blending comedy, drama and music.

AD TIPS: Sell Gravet to the feminine; Blondell to the male. Don't overlook the facts that this has some fictional aspect of the Edward Simpson affair.

HANNA (Hollywood)

MARKED WOMAN

-Hollywood Preview-

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . Bold, sombre expose of vice racketeering, strictly adultly, while faye that may offend moralists . . .

Marks Bette Davis' return to screen in strong role . . . Rates from ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ to ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ depending on type of house and exploitation.

Warner Bros. 97 Minutes

Bette Davis . . . Humphrey Bogart . . .

Eduardo Ciccioli . . . Lola Lane . . .

Isabel Jewell . . . Maye Methot . . .


Directed by Lloyd Bacon

This is unquestionably the boldest film dealing with immorality produced since the Legion of Decency drive was inaugurated; yet there is a possibility that it may not cause a stir among the moralists. The theme, torn from the newspaper headlines of a year ago, when New York's Grand Jury was investigating that city's vice rackets, is a strong impeachment of the parasites who fatten their pocketbooks at the expense of unfortunate women. It is not only thinly disguised, the women being portrayed as hostesses in a "clip joint" rather than prostitutes. Because it is based on fact and because the sinners are properly punished, it is quite possible that the screen reformers may not howl.

The film is composed of sensational stuff that rather overshadows the exploitation value of Bette Davis' return to the screen after many months' absence. In the class A spots this sensationalism should bring well above average returns, if publicized, while the cheaper class houses can do s.o. business for extended playing time. It presents a problem, however, for small town exhibitors. There it may offend the moral societies. Opposition in such places might be overcome if it is presented as an indictment of evil. Sombre, ponderous, sometimes crude and almost propaganda in its unveiling, "Marked Woman" holds a wealth of dramatic interest and suspense, relieved only at rare intervals by comedy. The deftly pencilled characters of Davis, as the hardened woman; Ciccioli, as the vice overlord; and Bogart, as the district attorney, are real, forceful and charged with drama. Miss Davis shrewdly expresses the transition from the smart, arrogant prostitute to a fearful, bewildered girl, until, in the tense courtroom scene, as though hypnotized by her hatred for Ciccioli, she becomes a defiant, accusing woman. The tribute to Ciccioli's performance came when, upon his conviction, the preview audience almost cheered. Bogart sympathetically handles the da., who only succeeds in getting Bette's pledge to appear in court against her overlord after he has killed her younger sister and tried to do away with her and Isabel Jewell. The lesser roles are all handled adroitly.

Lloyd Bacon's direction is straight from the shoulder. At times it is crude, hokey, but effective. It was aimed at pleasing those who like blunt, shocking film fare.

AD TIPS: Sell the EXPOSE angle. Get copies of New York dailies dated at the time of the vice racket quiz. Plug Bette Davis' return to films in her best role since "Of Human Bondage."

HANNA (Hollywood)

23 1/2 HOURS LEAVE

-Hollywood Preview-

BOXOFFICE RATING


Grand National 72 Minutes

James Ellison . . . Terry Walker . . .

Morgan Hill . . . Arthur Lake . . .

Paul Harvey . . . Wally Maher . . .

Andy Andrews . . . Murray Alper . . .

Ward Bond

Directed by John C. Blystone

This is a genuinely entertaining laugh-film, which is aimed at, and will score a hit with, all classes of film fans. It is the same story in which Douglas MacLean first gained wide attention as an actor; now his name appears on the title as producer. Claiming only a thread of a story, "Twenty-Three-and-A-Half Hours Leave" contrives to be one of the most continuously amusing and sprightly comedies in many weeks. It is the same yarn about training camp life during the war that starred MacLean, but it is far from dated. A clever re-write job has been done, smart dialogue, funny situations and songs having been added. It is particularly strong on the family trade and should get its best returns in noberhood spots.

This time Jimmy Ellison is the gay, ingratiating sergeant, who loves to bet with his doughboy pals, and inevitably wins. He takes on a tough assignment, however,
when he bets that he will have breakfast with the General. Here the fun begins, but not only does Ellison get fed by the officer, but he becomes a couple of spies and the hand of the general's daughter, to boot.

Ellison is an extremely pleasing young man who promises to go far. He squeezes every bit of comedy out of his role. Terry Walker, the only female in the cast, displays a refreshing personality and some talent in her first lead. The balance of the cast, including some newcomers, acquit themselves with exceptional merit. The production rings true throughout, a factor in the film's favor and a credit to director John Huston. Evidence of painstaking care on his part is evident in the snappy, rollicking pace which is evenly sustained from start to finish.


HANNA (Hollywood)

JON MEADE'S WOMAN

BOXOFFICE RATING

MELODRAMA . . . Attempt to place routine melodrama in "big" picture class with drought topic fails to impress — Will not prove popular entertainment. Rates ★ ★ generally: best suited for action and rural houses.

Paramount

80 Minutes

Edward Arnold . . . Francis Larrimore . . .

George Bancroft . . . Gail Patrick . . .

John Trent . . . Sidney Blackmer . . .

Aileen Pringle . . . Jonathan Hale

Directed by Richard Wallace

This is an ordinary melodrama which the producers hoped to push into the "big" picture class by dragging in the topical subject of land reforestation and including some dust storm scenes. But it is patently based on a routine meller formula and the mid-west drought was a topical subject two years ago. In favor of "John Meade's Woman" is a cast of very capable players, who contrive to make a sometimes incredible story seem more worthy than it is. The film will achieve only fair boxoffice success, chiefly because it is neither fish nor fowl; a cheap story diluted with documentary incident.

Arnold, middle west lumber man, grows in position and wealth through ruthless tactics, taking everything out of the soil and giving it no care for the future. In Chicago he falls in love with socially prominent Gail Patrick and plans to marry her. Learning, however, that she has no love for him and wants only his money, he jilts her and, to spite her, marries Francis Larrimore, a former farm girl he picked up on the street. Drought hits the farm country and Arnold buys the land for a song. Meanwhile, Francis discovers why he married her and she leaves him to return to the drought area. There she leads the farmers in revolt against Arnold and they march to lynch him. He is shot, but recovers and promises to use his resources to aid the farmers and their land. He and Francis realize they love each other.

Arnold again is the ruthless lumber baron, a pretty low character and one unlikely to be redeemed by such a thing as a woman's love or a bullet wound. Frances Larrimore's screen debut is interesting, but she will require better material than this offers her to win a reputation with film fans. George Bancroft is good as Arnold's old farmer friend and adviser. Gail Patrick is as evilly beautiful as usual. Richard Wallace's direction fails to make the story seem more logical than it is.

AD TIPS: Sell the cast and compare this to "Come And Get It." Frances Larrimore is a prominent stage actress in her film debut.

BARTON

THAT I MAY LIVE

BOXOFFICE RATING

MELODRAMA . . . Old yarn of ex-convict going straight against odds . . . Mild fare for lower end of duals . . . Rates ★ ★ for action houses.

20th Century-Fox

70 Minutes

Rochelle Hudson . . . Robert Kent . . .


George Cooper . . . Fred Ralsey

Directed by Allan Dwan

The time-worn plot about the youth who comes out of jail determined to hit the straight and narrow, only to do "just one more job" with his old pals, has been dragged out again and made into mild program fare. "That I May Live" has sufficient melodrama and suspense to satisfy the less discriminating action fans and the production is worthy of better story material. In most spots it will serve only as the lower half of dual bills, but action houses should get fair returns with it single-billed.

Robert Kent, ex-convict, is threatened with death unless he takes part in a final holdup with his old cronies. One of them kills an officer and suspicion is fastened upon Kent. He escapes the net police have spread for him and later meets and marries Rochelle Hudson under an assumed name. However, he is constantly haunted by the stigma of being hunted as a murderer. His young wife, realizing that something is preying on his mind, extracts the truth from him. Enlisting the aid of J. Edward Bromberg, an old merchant, she contrives to track down the real murderer, thus proving Kent's innocence.

Acting honors go to Bromberg, who is excellent as the kindly wandering merchant. Miss Hudson and Kent make an agreeable romantic team, but neither boasts much acting ability, and they fail to convince at times. Allan Dwan's direction is only fair.

AD TIPS: The old problem of "once a thief, always a thief" can be exploited to the interest. Action houses will get best results by building up the crook murder angle.

HANNA (Hollywood)

ESPIONAGE

— Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY MELODRAMA . . . Not a spy story . . . Routine, if amusing, yarn about rival reporters . . . OK for dual bills . . . Rates ★ ★ —

M-G-M

62 Minutes


Paul Lukas . . . Ketti Gallian . . .

Shields Gilreath . . . Frank Reicher . . .

William Gilbert

Directed by Kurt Neuman

This Metro quickie has the advantage of some good comedy lines and situations and a fairly well known cast, but it is definitely class B stuff. The story formula is the much-used one concerning rival reporters, boy and girl, out after the same story, with boy getting girl in the not unexpected conclusion. It will do for the lower half of dual bills.

Edmund Lowe and Madge Evans are an engaging pair of reporters chasing Paul Lukas, a munitions manufacturer. Lowe finds his passport gone and poses as Madge's husband, although that lady happens to be travelling on a passport stolen from her boss. An attempt is made to assassinate Lukas, which involves the pair since they, through a gag, have managed to get aboard the manufacturer's private train. It all ends up with a light touch when the mystery is cleared up and Lukas decides to give up gunmaking and marry Ketti Gallian, while Lowe and Madge set out for the altar as well.

Performances are all topnotch. The pace is even, none too exciting, but fairly comic throughout.

AD TIPS: Can be sold either on comedy or action angle. "Rival reporters accused of attempted assassination" for action houses.

HANNA (Hollywood)

Republic Studio Expansion

Republic's Hollywood studio will be given the once-over by financier Herbert J. Yates next week and plans to enlarge and improve the production facilities will be carried through. During his visit, Yates may select the man to replace Nat Levine as chief of production. Levine resigned recently, but has remained at the studio pending completion of several important films.

Dropping of Pa. Theatre Tax May Result in Upping Admissions

HARRISBURG.—It is regarded as certain that the Pennsylvania state amusement tax of one cent on each 25-cent fraction will be dropped after May 31st, when the two-year period for which the levy was enacted expires. It is generally believed that many first-run, higher-scale houses will take advantage of the tax removal to up their admissions five cents, with little effect on the public.
What the Newspaper Critics Say
Excerpts Culled From the New Film Reviews by the Most Reputable Critics in Leading Newspapers

MAID OF SALEM
(Paramount)

"... Claudette Colbert gives a strikingly human characterization of this repressed, oppressed and misunderstood young maid of Salem. Film catches the full flavor, spirit and mood of its period and is a decided departure from the usual Hollywood product..."

Rob Reel, CHICAGO AMERICAN

"... Captures the spirit of the time, the exactness of dress, speech and thought of the period... Colbert and MacMurray are at their best. One of the tops for 1937."

Rodenbach, CHICAGO DAILY NEWS

"... Merely a chronicle of events and not a very competent study of the causes. The witchcraft persecution becomes the macabre background for a conventional romantic drama... Colbert gives fine performance..."

Murdock, PHILA. EYE. PUBLIC LEDGER

"... Diverting movie, if not the powerful drama we expected of a tale about the hanging of witches. It does not ring true... Only hints at the bigotry and intolerance of the Puritans; and is mere fiction of a rather tepid variety where it might have been history with a dramatic punch..."

Finn, PHILA. RECORD

"... Exciting costume melodrama... A cinematic attack upon mob hysteria... Director Frank Lloyd builds it to a gripping climax..."

Schneider, CLEVELAND PRESS

"... A drama of old Salem town rooted in witchcraft, hatred, and love, of course, is something of a visual treat in the matters of faithful costuming, careful reconstruction of buildings of the town. The drama, however, is far too thin and the director has failed to bring his characters to life..."

Marsh, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

"... Another to add to the expanding list of memorable cinema attractions... Never has Colbert understood and interpreted a character with the brilliance the displays in and as the "Maid of Salem." MacMurray is a player of more resource than the ordinary personable leading man of Hollywood..."

Kannour, BALTIMORE EYE. SUN

"... Frank Lloyd comes through with a fine film; he makes history tremendously colorful and exciting... Miss Colbert lovely..."

Hall, BOSTON POST

"... A rather sombre drama giving a vital picture of well-meaning but superstitious people in the grip of overwhelming hysteria... Colbert is both charming and satisfying..."

BOSTON HERALD

MAN OF THE PEOPLE
(M-G-M)

Finn, PHILA. RECORD

"... Joseph Calleia does as well with his role as any one could expect; but nothing terribly exciting ever happens... Ted Healy’s buffoonery is about the best thing in the picture, which attempts to expose undercover political operations and does so... but in a rather uninteresting manner..."

Rob Reel, CHICAGO AMERICAN

"... Virtue is not particularly becoming to Joseph Calleia, the bad man who turns good for "A Man of His People." Both effective and convincing in villainous roles, Calleia’s current performance is as pallid as the film in which he is featured..."

Finn, PHILA. RECORD

"... A prime example of a potentially good movie being cut down to ordinary program dimensions by its climax—or lack of climax... Calleia’s performance is unassumingly, but effective. He makes few dramatic gestures, but is as believable as the story will permit..."

Murdock, PHILA. EYE. PUBLIC LEDGER

"... Routine plot... Calleia is strange though not impossible as a good man... Workmanlike direction and a competent cast make this trite story pretty fair entertainment..."

Winston, N. Y. POST

"... Villain goes virtuous... Large sections of the film are undeniably funny. Or perhaps, consciously so. Calleia wears his new virtue somewhat uncomfortably..."

G. R., N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

DON’T TELL THE WIFE
(RKO)

"... Guy Kibbee and Una Merkel deserve much better working conditions than those under which they are compelled to function in this..."

B. R. C., N. Y. TIMES

"... Misuse the talents of its cast in another tawdrily told narrative..."

G. R., N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... There are many merry moments in this brisk little comedy about fake stock-selling schemes... Smart cast tosses off the amusing lines and situations with adroit pointing..."

BOSTON POST

"The cast work hard with a story dealing with a group of shady stock promoters..."

F. L. H., BOSTON HERALD

OUTCAST
(Paramount)

"... Crisply directed, naturally played and well-told melodrama... Warren William fills the physician’s role snugly..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... Medical melodrama plus argument against mob violence... Despite fundamental faults of the story and certain characterizations that don’t appeal to many people, the film should be given credit for its getting you sore and teaching a needed lesson..."

Winston, N. Y. POST

"... Generally lively and engaging melodrama... Only fair-to-middling film fare... Has moments of great excitement and suspense, but others which lag and drag it down from its soaring heights to a level of commonplaceness... Cast, however, is excellent..."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Fails in purpose... Story not sincere..."

Hale, N. Y. DAILY NEWS

"... In its haphazard course the film deals with an outcast from society, a conventional romance, a lynching party and an impromptu and al-fresco trial. There is too much diverse material here for a good photoplay, but the successive melodramatic jolts have been conceived powerfully by director Robert Florey, and a stalwart cast..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"... An exciting and extremely well done drama... Maintains interest at fever pitch throughout... Marvelously well acted and becomingly staged..."

J. W. B., WASHINGTON TIMES

"... Some extremely dramatic moments... Warren William does very well by a character which asks him to carry nobility to the point of comparative absurdity..."

WASHINGTON EVENING STAR

SEA DEVILS
(RKO)

"... Although the situation is none too novel, the picture is extremely well made... The storm scenes, with wind and water effects, are excellent..."

Rodenbach, CHICAGO DAILY NEWS

"... Contains a wealth of maritime thrills, superlative sea photography and plenty of rocking humor..."

Rob Reel, CHICAGO AMERICAN

"... Directed at a lively pace and contrives to keep you interested with its squabbles, icebergs and stormy seas..."

Kelley, WASHINGTON TIMES

"... Rigged to type and neither its gags nor its characters are especially refreshing..."

Phillips, WASHINGTON EYE. STAR

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years of film delivery service" NEW JERSEY MESSENGER SERVICE Member National Film Carriers’ Ass’n 250 N. JUNIPEER STREET, PHILA. LOCal 4181 RACE 4600

CLEM’S INDEPENDENT THEATRE SUPPLY HOUSE 1224 Vine Street, Philadelphia “Everything From Street to Screen”

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating" HARRY BRODSKY 2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA. RITTEnhouse 7828 • TRinity 1189
FROM PHILLY
By Nonamaker

Warner Brothers' new mid-city Center Thea-
tre at 17th and Market Streets, opened Friday.
Modernistically up-to-the-minute, the small
house will run from 9:30 A.M. to midnight with
a policy of "bringing back the big ones." RAY
MEYERS will manage. Opening attraction is
"Gold Diggers of 1937." ... STEVE STEIEI,
who formerly had the Brunswick, takes over
the Montgomery from NORMAN LEWIS...
Fire damaged interior of Penn Amusement Com-
pany's Colonial Theatre, 42nd and Lancaster,
early Tuesday. Stage, screen, sound equipment,
some seats, and roof and walls all destroyed.
LEONARD EDDIESTON, manager, was unable
to estimate the damage and told firemen every-
ting was in good shape when he left the theatre
after the Monday evening show... HARRY
LA VINE's local Republic exchange is now third
in the Eastern Division of the current sales
drive. Their "Dick Tracy" serial is going over big...
DAVE BARRIST Africa bound.

ANN JAGS B., Hailer telephone box, back at
switchboard after four weeks illness... At-
torney DAVID S. MALIS and Assistant City
Solicitor JAMES F. RYAN have filed their briefs
with the Chief of Police in Mr. McDEVITT's con-
nection with SAM SOMERSON's 'Lucky' case.
McDEVITT will subsequently hand down his
decision on the legality of this game...
STANZ GOLDBERG shifted to CINCINNATI
for National Screen, with MILT SMITH cover-
ing upstate and BEN STERN and LOU BLA-
USTEIN now the Philadelphia representatives...
Former localite LOU BERMAN resigned from
WM. PIZOR's Imperial Pictures... HARRY H.
THOMAS and AL FRIENDLADER expect to
follow "Conscripted" with "Carnival in Flanders," French prize winning pic...
LARRY DAILY is sick... OSCAR NEU-
FIELD in New York several days... The
BARNEY COHEN case, Judge Cradle purchas-
ing, have moved into their new Rodyn Hall
home Everyone connected with the industry is
invited to the house warming... ABE RES-
NICK's game trouble out at his Hamilton
Theatre... JOHNNY EHRlich and wife
celebrated another wedding anniversary...
Europe gets first run Metro release in "April
Romance"... BENNY HARRIS and SID
STANLEY have been corresponding—and how!
... JACK SMITH resigns from Europa to as-
sume management of Hollywood Fire. For
determined origin destroyed the interior of
BERGER and NEMEZ's New Empress, 7th and
McClellan, early Wednesday morning. A
600-seat house is reported to be constructed at
Kentucky and Arctic Avenues, Atlantic City...
JOHN L. LEWIS' C. I. O. unionization
moves in on the movie theatres this week...
HARRY WEINER and his Columbia crew are
very proud of "Lost Horizon," which opens a
roadshow engagement at the Chestnut Street
Opry House Sunday night.

Norma Shearer
May Leave Metro

Hollywood.—It is reported that Norma
Shearer, star of "Duel in the Sun," will leave
the next two months to appear in a picture
away from the Metro studio. She has been
absent since the death of her husband, Irry-
ing Thalberg, who owned the contract for
her services.

It is unlikely that she will form her own
production unit and release through United
Artists.
Gene has become the screen's ace western star!

-BUT DON'T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT!

BIG SHOW, THE: Gene Autry, Kay Hughes—A perfect picture for our town. Drew above average and pleased everyone. We probably made a mistake playing it only one day. When your patrons complained about an eight-reel picture being too short, well, you know it's a good show. You'll be glad you played this picture. Played January 9—C. O. Shaler and E. E. Ingram, Ashland Theatre, Ashland, Ala. Small town and CCC patronage.

SINGING COWBOY AND OH, SUSANNA! Gene Autry—From my observation after showing "Singin' Cowboy" and "Oh, Susanna," Autry is the best be an exhibitor can make, for in my estimation Autry will be greater than Tom Mix was in his prime days in silent pictures. Autry's combination of singing and riding makes a happy medium for clicking off the box office. This is the first comment on an product in 26 years of business here, but I feel credit is due even though Republic is a newcomer in the business.—Johnnie Griffin, Orpheum Theatre, Chinook, Mont. General patronage.

OLD CORRAL, THE: Gene Autry, Smiley Burr ete—Our box office jumps every time we play Gen Autry westerns. This is the best Western star we're using. Autry pictures gross with the biggest pictures we play. Played January 6.—Gavin Bros., American Theatre, Stevensville, Mont. Small town patronage.

BIG SHOW, THE: Gene Autry, Kay Hughes—The result of the national poll as recorded in the HERALD and in FAME notwithstanding Gene Autry is now and above any other western star at our box office. "The Big Show" is well produced and better than any previous Autry we have shown. Please everyone, including myself. Excellent business. Run time, 70 minutes.—Ed Stump, Elks Theatre, Aberdeen, Mont. Rural patronage.

RIDE, RANGER, RIDE: Gene Autry, Smiley Burr ete—When better westerns are made Gene Autry will make them. All Gene Autry pictures do fine business for us. Played December 4—Gavin Bros., American Theatre, Stevensville, Mont. Small town patronage.

SINGING COWBOY, THE: Gene Autry, Lois Wilmus—Autry musical westerns outdraw all other pictures so typed. Of course they please, otherwise it wouldn't do.—C. E. Morrow, Morrow's Theatre, Decatur, Ill. General patronage.

from "WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME"

pages of MOTION PICTURE HERALD

Gene Autry
1936-37 PROGRAM

OH, SUSANNA!

RIDE, RANGER, RIDE

THE BIG SHOW
—Texas Centennial Special

THE OLD CORRAL

ROUNDUP TIME IN TEXAS

GITALONG LITTLE DOGIES—Special of the same calibre as "The Big Show"

—and two more to come
Allied Has Turned the Tide!

"The most important development in the motion picture industry since the General Film 'trust' was broken." In this manner did one astute observer of film business express his opinion of the recently enacted North Dakota law prohibiting the ownership or operation of theatres by any individual or corporation interested in production or distribution. From the viewpoint of the independent exhibitor, it is that important.

For some 15 years now, certain of the film producers, harboring an insatiable lust to gain supreme control of the industry, have been engaged in intensive drives to accumulate vast chains of theatres. In more cases than the records will ever show, they stooped to foul and shabby tactics to force independents to sell out to them. One of those companies formed partnerships with independent circuits in some southern states and proceeded to direct or allow a veritable campaign of terror against individual theatre owners, who were forced to join and pay tribute to "protective" booking organizations. The courts of the United States are cluttered with evidence that dams the producers' aggression in the theatre field.

Many an independent theatre owner has spent sleepless nights worrying over the threat, open or implied, thrown at him by a film salesman or executive that he might find an affiliated theatre across the street if refused to sign a certain contract. Little more than a year ago, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, in one of the most arrogant displays of this form of intimidation, threatened to acquire or build theatres in competition to a group of Chicago exhibitors who regarded their sales terms as unreasonable. Thus, on many occasions for 15 years have the producers' theatre interests been employed as the "blackjack" in gangster methods of business conduct. We believe the tide has turned and it will again be the small man's day in this industry. The North Dakota law shows the way to independents throughout the country how they may rid themselves of the threat of affiliated theatre aggression in their territories. Similar legislation can be enacted in every state in the nation if the independents make proper use of their organized strength.

To Allied's leaders, who planned and organized the "divorce" drive; to Al Steffes, fiery and able commander-in-chief of the campaign; to the independent exhibitors of North Dakota, who showed the way — to them, every independent exhibitor in the United States owes a rousing vote of thanks. The fight to regain the independent's trading freedom has only begun, but they have made an auspicious start.

MO WAX.
AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'

The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremen those pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in their "Sleepers" with the view of having you sell them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible return. Follow these "Sleepers" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

TWO MEN IN LOVE WITH ONE WOMAN! 
TWO WOMEN IN LOVE WITH ONE MAN! 
DARING DRAMA ON THE HIGH TRAPEZE!

CIRCUS GIRL

JUNE TRAVIS
with 
BOB LIVINGSTON
DONALD COCK

Circus comedy and thrillers wrapped up in one picture. The boy who dareth scoffs at his Waterloo. Marquees, press releases, and all publicity material are available.

FRONT

For surprisingly little your sign shop can rebuild your front in circus design. Build around the cash box with compo boards painted in bright red and yellow hues. Over the door tack a large card: "MAIN ENTRANCE." Cover the regular poster boards with red and yellow boards; tack cutouts and little cards on them. Throughout the front, get that circusy atmosphere.

BARKER

Al Adams' press sheet offers you a sure-fire stand for the front of the house that is a natural for "Circus Girl," and one that will go well with or without the red and yellow front. We'll repeat exactly what Al tells you to do:

"A circus wouldn't be a circus without a ballyhoo Barker. Hire some boy who has a talent for mimicking the type of sales talk used by circus men. Fit him out in a loud suit, brown derby hat and the inevitable cane. Prepare a paragraph of sales talk and have him memorize it. The success of this stunt depends on the boy himself. If he handles it cleverly it will attract plenty of attention. Choose your man carefully.

By all means, do as Adams advises—select your man carefully and you will have everyone who passes him stop to listen to his spiel.

MARQUEEE BALLY

Now, we will present one that can be used to knock out advantage by the deluxe spots with large marquees. It is as simple as pie to work out, so don't let it frighten you. The gent who pulls this one will deserve—and probably get—a raise in salary.

For little more than the well known "fish-ounce," you can hire one of those old wire and spring mat "trampoline" acrobats. They can rig up their wires and canvas "lap" on the marquee and perform with no difficulty. Can you imagine what mobs will crowd the streets in front of the theatre with a free circus show like that going on?

It's a cinch, so, if you have the space on your marquee, don't hesitate to pull it. It will be a stunt that will send your name down in the archives as a showman of worth.

CLOWNS

Less pretentious, but nonetheless effective, in the ballyhoo line would be the employment of a clown or two to cover all the busy streets in town or neighborhood, doing cartwheels and clowning. Have a couple kids along to distribute heralds while the clowns perform.

CALLIOPE

Another one that Adams suggests is the use of a steam calliope, which you will probably able to dig up in your town. Dress it up with posters and you will have a ballyhoo to command all eyes.

In closing, we want to mention the fact that you have an up and coming star to sell in Bob Livingston. Handsome and talented, this boy will please the ladies and we urge you to plug him as a new screen Adonis.
BIG FIVE GIVEN JITTERS BY ALLIED ANTI-CHAIN VICTORY

Speed of Success Stuns Them...

The speed and comparative ease with which Allied won its first victory in the campaign to put up legal bars against the ownership and operation of theatres by the producers-distributors has given the "Big 5," Loew's, Warner Bros, RKO, Paramount and 20th Century-Fox, principal affiliated theatre owners a severe case of the jitters.

They really did not expect it to happen. Here, they thought, was another legislative wild goose chase being indulged in by the independents' organization. Many of the executives seemed to feel that it was too fantastic a plan to stand any chance of success, so they pooh poohed it.

But, North Dakota has already passed a measure making it illegal for any individuals or corporations having any interest in film production or distribution to own, operate or have any financial interest in theatres in that state. Passed by overwhelming majorities in both branches of the N. D. legislature, it awaits only the assured signature of the Governor to become law.

Paramount is the sole company affected by the North Dakota measure, having twelve affiliated houses in the state. This bill provides that they must dispose of their theatre interests within a year.

Outsmarted...

The wisdom of Allied's scheme to attack affiliated chains in individual states, rather than through the national Congress, manifested itself by the swiftness with which Al Steffes, leader of movement, and the independent exhibitors of N. D. pushed thru the measure. The bill was introduced, given public hearings and passed before the producer-exhibitors could assemble their battery of high powered lobbyists in Bismarck. They had been outsmarted, because, while the N. D. legislators were debating the measure, similar bills had been introduced in five other states.

The one hope of the film companies seems to rest with the courts. Undoubtedly, they will attack the constitutionality of the anti-chain law in a state where they reckon their chances of victory are brightest. Allied, on the other hand, is confident that the bills they are backing will withstand any court action. The constitutional question has been probed and passed upon by a member of the Department of Justice and Noel T. Dowling, professor of Constitutional Law at Columbia University.

BRANDT SUES MAJORS ON LOEW'S 5-2 SPLIT

Claims Tacit Understanding...

Charging that five major distributors are guilty of breach of contract and conspiracy in restraint of trade in permitting Loew's theatres to run their sex pictures for five days instead of four, Harry Brandt, leader of New York's Independent Theatre Owners Ass'n, filed suit in the N. Y. Supreme Court last Saturday against the circuit and the film companies.

The action is the result of a recent move by Loew's increasing their "weekend" playing time on the better pictures from four to five days. Weisman, Quinn, Allen and Spett, counsel for Brandt allege that the distributors sold their product to subsequent runs with the tacit understanding that the affiliated chain would limit the run of "A" product to four days and "B" product three days. Loew's recent decision to change to a five and two day split was acquiesced to by the distributors in violation of the implied understanding with independents, Brandt's attorneys claim.

The additional day's run in the circuit's neighborhood theatres is viewed as decreasing the value of pictures to subsequent runs.

DUAL BILL CASE STUMPS ALL

Court's Action Mystifying...

Everyone involved in the Perelman double feature suit seems nonplussed by the sudden and peculiar twist given the case by the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Philadelphia last week.

On Thursday the court rendered a decision upholding the District Court ruling that the major distributors were violating the anti-trust laws in barring dual bills and the issue appeared to be settled pending a possible appeal to the Supreme Court by the film companies. The following day, however, the court rescinded its decision with the laconic remark that it had been handed down through an "oversight" and that the appellants would be allowed to reargue their case.

Attorneys for both sides admitted they were stumped by the action. One lawyer asserted that it was "the most mystifying court action I have ever heard of." An independent exchangeman remarked that it was "a great argument in favor of President Roosevelt's court reform plan."

Making it more difficult to understand is the fact that the case already has been reargued following the Circuit Court's first decision sustaining District Judge Welsh's ruling against the distributors.

It could not be learned when the reargument will be heard, or whether there was any startling new evidence to warrant the court's about-face.
PROJECTIONISTS GIVE AFL ADVANTAGE IN UNION DRIVES

C. I. O. Hesitates . . .

While distributors and theatre men expectantly await unionization drives in their territories, the big question is whether the American Federation of Labor or the Committee for Industrial Organization will dominate the film industry’s labor.

Among those employers who regard unionization as inevitable there is a preference for the A.F.L. plan of craft unions. John L. Lewis’ vertical or mass industrial unions are viewed as a more radical form of employee grouping by which strikes can be more effectively carried out.

Through the affiliation of the strong projectionists’ union, the A.F.L. has the upper hand over Lewis’ outfit, particularly in the theatre field. Without their cooperation any attempt to cripple theatre operation would prove far more difficult and the C.I.O. apparently realizes this, if one is to judge by that organization’s reluctance to plunge into any extensive unionization drive among theatre employees.

Boston, N. Y., Philly Active . . .

Meanwhile, the A.F.L. is active in several eastern territories. Boston, New York and Philadelphia exchange employes have been approached by organizers and meetings held. How far they have progressed is subject to speculation, as little can be definitely learned.

It appears that the Federation’s plan for film exchanges is to group inspectors and shippers in one union; salesmen, bookers and other office workers in another.

A meeting scheduled for Friday in Philadelphia was called off that day. It was reported that the word had gone out to discontinue the drive in all other territories until New York was fully organized.

N. W. ALLIED TO REFUSE ALL PERCENTAGE PICTURES

Virtual Boycott . . .

Minneapolis.—Allied of the Northwest, the unit led by Al Steffes, provided some fireworks at a meeting this week when a resolution was adopted urging members to refrain from signing any film contracts including percentage deals. The details of the plan are to be worked out at a convention of the group to be held shortly after the National Allied confab in Milwaukee.

The N. W. convention will aim to “provide a method of defeating any and all percentage demands and such other demands as seem onerous to the assembled convention.”

In another resolution, the organization called upon the state legislature to support their plea for a congressional inquiry into charges that a monopoly of production and distribution is held by the major film companies.

“SUICIDE ACT”
Robert Livingston, Donald Cook and June Travis in Republic’s “Circus Girl”
See Review and “Sleepers” Campaign in this issue

NEW YORK TIP-OFF

Observations and Opinions by Larkin

BENNY GOODMAN WOW

The outstanding hit currently in the Broadway picture houses is not a picture, but Benny Goodman and His Band. The master of swing did nothing less than tie up the Paramount’s 43rd and Broadway intersection on opening morning, March 3rd. Inside the theatre the audience went wild over his gang’s tooting and people are said to have actually danced in the aisles. One young chap managed to get up on the stage and “went to town” before a roaring mob of sitters and standees. Goodman can be credited with creating the biggest boxoffice sensation in many years. The picture at the Paramount is “Maid of Salem” (Par.), which has been no great shakes in other spots and is hardly to be regarded as strong b. o. for Broadway. Yet the pic is tagging along on the Goodman name for at least a three weeks’ run, and may go four. . . . “Romeo and Juliet” (Metro) is hardly hitting ‘big picture’ pace at the Capitol. It is remaining for a second week, but will barely get thru. “Maytime” (Metro) opens next Thursday. . . . Floppo of the week was “Fire Over England” (U.A.) at the Music Hall. Another sure-fire loser, “Wings of the Morning” (20th), replaced it on Thursday in the Rockefeller’s pretty, big house. . . . “Nancy Steele Is Missing” (20th) is doing nicely at the Rivoli. Mixed notices have retarded it a bit, but the public seems to like, so they are coming. It may stay a third week. . . . “Love is News” (20th) clicked handsomely in its first week at the Roxy and will probably stay two more. . . . The unfortunate Strand housed another Warner weakie, “Great O’Malley,” for one week until last night (Friday) and skimmed the red ink. Still another poor one, “Ready, Willing and Able” (WB) goes in today for a week’s struggle. . . . Since the two-a-day opening of Gaumont’s “Silent Barriers” was set back to March 25th, the Criterion took on G-B’s “Strangers on a Honeymoon” starting last Thursday. “Women of Glamour” (Col.), which preceded it, barely crawled thru. . . . “Espionage” (Metro) is getting average returns at Rialto. Jus’ another poor one, “Par.” did about the same up to last Tuesday. The two roadshows, “Good Earth” (Metro at the Astor, and “Lost Horizon” (Col) at the Globe, are both selling out at most performances. When they are joined by “Silent Barriers” on the 25th, it will be the first time in many years that Broadway has had three two-a-day showing running at one time.

ODDS AND ENDS

Douglas MacLean, who left Grand National last week is being sought by several major studios. They say he will probably go to RKO, which needs producing talent badly. . . . The A. F. of L. is said to be lining up exchange employes locally. . . . Lots of the film co. execs are leaving this weekend for the M.P.T.O.A. convention in Miami. . . . Charles R. Rogers, Universal production chief, is in from the coast to confer with the Cochranes and J. Cheever Cowdin on next season’s lineup. 35 features is expected to be the important product limit. The Bob Mochrie, who recently quit as division sales manager at Warners, joined his old boss, Andy Smith, now sales manager at U. A. Mochrie will handle the southern division for U. A.
GOOD EARTH, The

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . One of the screen's monumental triumphs . . . Superbly played by Rainer and Muni . . . May be too long and "arty" to catch fancy of masses. Rates ★★★★ + generally; perhaps more in class spots.

M-G-M
140 Minutes
Directed by Sidney Franklin

Pearl S. Buck's famous novel has been translated to the screen by M-G-M in a production of great dignity, simplicity and force. It is a monumental film that will never lose its boxoffice returns it deserves for, despite its indisputable virtues, it is a bit too much on the heavy and "arty" side to attract the great mass of filmgoers. It will go down in film annals as one of the finest pictures, if not one of the most profitable.

For all its epic proportions, "The Good Earth" is deeply touching, made so principally by the superb emotional performance contributed by Luise Rainer, in the role of the faithful wife. Paul Muni again submerges himself in his role and delivers an effective characterization. They both make the humble Chinese that represent seem like very real people, and if Muni seems at times to overact, it is due only to the contrast of Miss Rainer's stirring restrained playing.

Those associated with the technical end of the production deserve more credit than space will permit. Suffice it to say that the settings have never been surpassed for realism; the plague of the locusts is one of the most amazing scenes ever filmed; the revolution sequence is brilliantly photographed and cut; the direction is direct, swift moving for the most part and forceful.

Of necessity, the film story is limited to only the novel's highlights, but these are reproduced faithfully. Through famine and revolution, the poor Chinese farmer, Muni, and his wife, Rainer, struggle to live from the good earth, to raise a family and support their aged father and his wife. Only when they fall into unearned and unexpected wealth does unhappiness enter their lives. Then, Muni becomes enamoured of Tilly Losch, the seductive geisha girl, and brings her home as second wife. There follows the affair between his younger son and his new wife; the "plague of the locusts," which brings Muni back to the good earth; his reconciliation with the younger son; his faithful first wife's quiet death as they celebrate their younger son's marriage.

AD TIPS. One of the greatest motion pictures of all time.

MAYTIME

- Hollywood Prev e-

BOXOFFICE RATING

OPERA/TTA . . . Beautiful picture version of the famous musical love story

MUSIC, SINGING, ACTING AND PRODUCTION ALL OF HIGHEST TYPE . . . Rates ★★★★ + for class houses; much less for action spots.

M-G-M
133 Minutes
Directed by Robert Z. Leonard

To music lovers and fans of the Macdonald-Eddy combination, "Maytime" will provide an unusual treat. Even to less rabid devotees of operetta, this picture holds more than an ordinary amount of interest. It is unabashedly one of the loveliest musicals filmed, merging a story that has tender pathos, giddy comedy, charming simplicity and dramatic suspense, with a haunting musical score that embraces such favorites as "Carry Me Back To Ole Virginny," Romberg's perennial "Maytime" and the classical "Les Hugenots." Too, Herbert Stothart's operatic arrangement of Tchaikovsky's Fifth Symphony, which is beautifully dextered by Macdonald and Eddy against the accompaniment of Don Cos-sack's male choir, is one of the most intriguing musical arrangements we have heard.

The picture should be a great success in theatres which have foared well with this duo's previous films. It has nothing to entice the action fans, being definitely aimed at class trade.

Miss MacDonald sings with ease, her voice lending itself admirably to the varied musical selections. Her acting, too, shows marked improvement, her transition from the world-weary retired opera star to the lovely young girl who chose a career rather than love being deftly portrayed. The booming which marked Eddy's previous singing efforts has been entirely eliminated by better recording. Gone too, is much of the stiffness that marked his acting before.

The story opens with Lynne Carver coming to Jeanette to ask her advice on the problem of choosing between her sweetheart and a career. Jeanette tells her the story of her life. Trained and developed by her impresario, John Barrymore, she marries him because of her gratitude to him for making her a celebrated opera star. In a Paris cafe, she meets Eddy and they quickly realize their love for each other. She feels her bond to Barrymore and returns to him. Years later, she comes to New York, where she finds Eddy, now an equal actor to the hit of all his opening night. They resolve to run away, but Barrymore's pistol ends Eddy's life, leaving her to her lonely life.

Barrymore's interpretation of the jealous older suitor is urbanely effective. The lesser roles are all well handled. Robert Z. Leonard has blended all the elements admirably.

All TIPS: Sell the stars. The story is "The Sweetest Of Love Story Ever Told." HANNA (Hollywood).

CIRCUS GIRL

BOXOFFICE RATING

MELODRAMA . . . Plenty of excitement and suspense in circus atmosphere that is the McCoy. . . . Capably acted . . . Has a thrill climax that will lift 'em out of their seats. . . . Rates ★★★ + generally.

Republic
68 Minutes
Directed by John H. Auer

Here is a circus thriller good enough to grace any theatre's screen! Directed with a keen sense of dramatic values, given a production that is impressively authentic and well acted by an able cast, "Circus Girl" has the stuff to keep the average movie fan glued to his seat until it lifts him out of it with a heart-stopping climax. It is a natural for the nabis, action and rural spots, and the deluxers will find it very well received.

The story is concerned with the rivalry between Bob Livingston and Donald Cook, brother circus trapeze artists, both in love with June Travis, newcomer to the troupe. The more aggressive Cook marries her quickly and, when Livingston accidentally drops him, causing him to lose the use of an arm, Cook accuses his brother of doing it deliberately. June persuades her husband to allow her to team up with Livingston, with Cook acting as manager. The latter arranges a "suicide" act, in which his brother performs over an open hogs' cage. Jealous of his wife's love for Livingston, Cook weakens the rigging to cause Livingston to fall, but accidentally drops to his own death in the cage below.

Livingston cuts a handsome figure in tights and his acting is polished. Cook is a
The stills are selected for their descriptive value to exhibitors.

ACTOR PRODUCES OWN HIT! One of Douglas MacLean's greatest hits when he acted under the First National banner was "23½ Hours Leave." Now he has produced that same comedy of army life for Grand National and seems to have scored with it again. The chap playing MacLean's old role is Jimmy Ellison, the jai, Terry Walker, promising newcomer.

MAKING THE MOVIES! On the left below, Mervyn LeRoy is directing a scene for "The King and the Chorus Girl." Fernand Gravet, the French Adonis, and Eddie Horton are on the set. The realistic auto wreck and the tea-for-two shots are from "Another Dawn." Kay Francis and Ian Hunter are the pair at the table. Errol Flynn has the male lead in this pic. Both are Warner productions.
Scenes from... and a few vital facts about... the new films.

G.B.'S BIG SHOW!...
Gaumont British has changed the title of its most important effort to date to "Silent Barriers." It was formerly known as "The Great Barrier." The opening of the N.Y. road-show engagement at the Criterion has been set back a week to March 25. Richard Arlen, Lili Palmer and J. Farrell MacDonald are the players seen in the scenes to the right and below.

FUNNY AUER! On the left, are just a couple of the diverse characters played by that droll comic Mischa Auer in the New Universal pic "We Have Our Moments." and two scenes therefrom. James Dunn and Sally Eilers are listed as the stars but the funny Auer, we bet, proves one of its best assets. Slated for release in two weeks.
clever menace. June Travis is extremely easy on the eyes and does her romantic and dramatic stunts capably enough. Supporting cast is uniformly good. Chief credit is due director John Auer, who displays noteworthy ability to build suspense. The camera work is sensitive, and the foreshadowing and atmospheric suspense is expertly reproduced.

AD TIPS: Get out your book of circus stunts: flag the marquee, down a bull on the street; bar one in front of the theatre, etc. If they don't like circus stuff, sell Livingston as a new Alonzo—he's a comer!

NONNIE

CALL IT A DAY

—Hollywood Prev.s

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY DRAMA . . . Surprisingly sprightly and ingratiating fare for sophisticated audiences, but doubtful for lesser spots . . . Excellently played . . . Rates • • • for class houses; • • • for action and rural locations.

Warner Bros.
89 Minutes
Olivia De Havilland . . . Ian Hunter
Anita Louise . . . Alice Brady
Roland Young . . . Frieda Inescort
Bonita Granville . . . Peggy Wood
Walter Woolf King . . . Marcia Ralston
Una O'Connor . . . Beryl Mercer
Peter Wille
Directed by Archie L. Mayo

This is one of those unheralded bits of amusing film fare that pop up every so often to delight flippers. "Call It A Day" happens to be timed directly at sophisticated audiences and its boxoffice strength will be chiefly confined to the better class theatres. Favorable word-of-mouth advertising should help it build to above average business in the deluxe spots. Although it will hardly disappoint any spectators, once inside, there is little to attract the action or rural fan and strong dual bill support will be required in such locations.

Episodic in its unrolling, the story revolves around the life of an average British family in the course of a single day. The first touch of spring disrupts their normal lives and sets each member off on some adventure. Ian Hunter and Frieda Inescort have been happily married for twenty-two years, yet, this day, he becomes involved with an actress client and she finds herself the object of bachelor Roland Young's affection. Their eldest daughter, Anita Louise, declares her love for Walter Woolf King, a married artist of dubious character. Peter Wille, the son, resolves to run away, but is swayed by a blossoming infatuation for a newly arrived neighbor, The precocious younger daughter, Bonita Granville, wanders in and out, ex- pounding her adult views on art. A chill breeze in the evening brings them all back to their senses and they resume their normal lives.

It is a natural, amusing, heart-warming story, admirably played. To distinguish one member of the cast from the others would be unjust, since each role is a starring piece in itself and played as such by an excellent cast, Archie Mayo's direction has deftly knitted together the various sequences in a smooth and engaging film.

AD TIPS: Sell this as a "surprise" picture. Catchline: "Eyebrow, Romance, Heartbreak and Drums! All Touched This Family in One Day." HANNA (Hollywood)

GIRL OVERBOARD

—Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

MYSTERY MELODRAMA . . . Fair quickie that will mean little at box o . . . Rates • • •

Universal
78 Minutes
Gloria Stuart . . . Walter Pidgeon
Billy Burud . . . Hubert Cavanaugh
Gerald Oliver-Smith . . . Sidney Blackmer
Charlotte Wynters . . . Jack Smart
Directed by Sidney Salkow

This is typically low-grade, inconsequential dual bill fare. It offers practically nothing on which the exhibitor might hang his hopes of getting any mentionable boxoffice returns and must be regarded as nothing more than a double feature program "filler." It has some moments of suspense and is well acted, but the stamp of mediocrity is visible throughout its unrolling.

Gloria Stuart takes refuge on an ocean liner in an attempt to thwart the unwelcome attentions of her employer, Blackmer. When the ship has left port, it is revealed that he has been murdered. Charlotte Wynters, former mistress of the man, is also aboard, and just as she is about to confess her guilt, fire breaks out. While abandoning the ship, Gloria rescues a boy, Billy Burud, and Charlotte is lost at sea. Gloria poses as the dead girl, leaving herself considered among the missing. It develops that the boy is the son of Walter Pidgeon, district attorney. When her identity becomes known, Pidgeon stalls off her arrest, shelters her in his home while evidence is unearthed, which saves Gloria from facing trial for murder. Romance, meanwhile, has developed between Gloria and the dam, with dignity. Billy Burud, a charming lad, helps matters. The story hardly deserves such talent.

AD TIPS: Catchblows . . . "She Escaped From Her Past," "Accused of Another Woman's Misdemeanor," "She Tried to Find a New Life, But Her Past Caught Up With Her." HANNA (Hollywood)

MEN OF ACTION

BOXOFFICE RATING

ACTION MELLER . . . Average Darro vehicle that should satisfy his follow- ers . . . Rates • • • for action and rural spots.

Maurice Conn Pictures
55 Minutes
Frankie Darro . . . Roy Mason
Barbara Worth . . . Fred Kohler
Arthur Hoyt . . . Syd Saylor
Edwin Maxwell
Directed by Alan James

There is plenty of action in this. Listed as Frankie Darro starrer, the kid actually has less of a part than some of the other characters, but plenty is happening while he is off screen, so his absence isn't as noticeable as it might have been. Fist fights galore, shooting, dynamiting and fast auto chases keep the plot humming at a continually fast pace. Although the production is not up to par for these Conn-Darro films, "Men Of Action" should satisfy fans in the lesser action and rural spots.

Yarn is credited to Peter B. Kyne's "The New Freedom," but it is hard to figure how much of his stuff was used. Plot centers around the building of a huge dam (looks like Boulder), on which project Darro and Roy Mason are employed. Fred Kohler, hiring of behind-scenes villain, is out to prevent completion of the dam, to enable his boss to buy draught stricken farm lands cheaply.

Practically entire production was photographed outdoors, with scenes of construction activity neatly spliced in. Acting is competent enough, with Fred Kohler doing his usual swell bad man. Mason is OK as the hero superintendent and Darro is forceful in his limited role. Direction is snappy.

AD TIPS: Sell Darro, Kohler and author Kyne.

NONNIE

DICK TRACY

Republic Serial in 15 Episodes

This serial, based on the famous cartoon strip by Chester Gould, is one of the best we have seen in a long time. It should prove a natural everywhere, since the newspaper exploits of the central character are followed daily by countless kids and grownups. The action in the first five chapters we saw is double quick, with heavy doses of mystery and suspense. Ralph Byrd is a good "Dick Tracy," Kay Hughes is above par for serial heroines. Smiley Burnette mugs his way through for many laughs as Dick's dumb assistant. The villains are a mighty fine looking bunch. Direction by Ray Taylor and Alan James is punchy throughout, and the boys have wisely eliminated the long repeat sequences that usually open every episode.

Buy from
FILM BULLETIN
ADVERTISERS
More Care With Scripts Would Cut Down Production Costs, Faults, Says Dave Loew

This is the Eleventh of a series of articles by our Hollywood Correspondent on interviews with people prominent in production.

DAVID L. LOEW
Presented by DAVID J. HANNA

When some Hollywood producers make a good picture, that’s news. But, when a newcomer to production, in his initial efforts to fashion a film that is to be a success, that is news. When David L. Loew decided to leave his post as vice-president of Loew’s Inc., the firm his father had founded, to enter production, no great amount of interest was evidenced by the movie city. Perhaps young Loew knew the thespian and distribution branches of the industry, but production—well. It was then, with something of a jolt that the boys here received word that he had taken Joe E. Brown, whose popularity had been gradually smothered by a succession of poor pictures, and breathed new life into his talents with a cleverly contrived film. With the preview of “When’s Your Birthday,” they found themselves where and why Mr. Loew had been hiding his talent all these years.

The really significant point in this first success is that it struck no degree of “beginner’s luck.” Displayed by Loew was a keen appreciation of the cause of his star’s previous failures and an intelligent approach to the problem of rectifying the errors that had been made by Warner Bros. in their handling of Brown. It was the policy of Warners to present the mouthy comic with frail scripts that placed the complete burden of entertainment on his “mugging.” Loew obviously realized that no comedian can be successful without good material, so he demanded a script that supported Brown with clever lines and situations. The result in “When’s Your Birthday” is a film that bids strongly for the laughter of audiences in deluxe and class houses, as well as for the usual Brown fans. In brief, it has more story substance, clever dialogue and a better supporting cast.

Your correspondent had seen the first Loew film just a few days before our visit to interview him and we were naturally interested in learning how he avoided the production pitfalls of Brown’s previous pictures. We popped the question and received this intelligent reply:

“It is my theory,” said Loew, “that a script should be tightly set before the cameras begin to grind. For instance, the Joe E. Brown scripts are being worked on three months in advance of scheduled production. By all means, I say give the writers plenty of time; three months, six months, even longer, if necessary. It is in the writing that most hits are made or unmade and rushing does not pay. This idea of changing gags and situations while a film is in production usually results in the story becoming subsumed in a complex and disconnected series of situations, and only tends to increase costs.”

To anyone knowing of the production methods employed by lots of our “quickie” producers, major as well as independent, who do not hesitate to start shooting a film with a half-completed script, the wisdom of newcomer Loew’s policy is apparent. His theory is based on the practical plan of having everything “down on paper” before he proceeds. How simple, then, to alter a situation, eliminate or change a gag, or revise a scene. Every really capable person in production insists upon operating that way. It makes for better films.

David L.’s father was the well remembered Marcus Loew. He won his spurs not by dropping into a soft, junior partner’s chair in his father’s business, but by exhibiting a willingness to learn from the bottom, the very bottom, up. He accepted, as his first job, the exalted post of office boy to Nicholas Schenck. Even he would not deny that it was partly “drudgery” that enabled him to progress with fair rapidity to head the real estate department. In 1929, he was elected vice-president and a director of Loew’s Inc., holds he held until his resignation in 1935, when the production bug bit him.

As the son of one of the industry’s outstanding pioneers, it is natural that David L. should have absorbed a sense of showmanship. His ability to apply it to film making is a virtue which must be credited solely to him, however.

For the present, he will concentrate on two additional Joe E. Brown films. The second, “All Is Confusion,” is now in production, while the third of the series, to be titled “Flirting With Danger,” is being scripted with typical Loew thoroughness.

He does not, however, intend to confine his activities to producing Brown comedies. It is his intention to sign at least two more stars for whom stories will be carefully selected and produced to meet the best of them. In no hurry, Loew is willing to wait until he finds the type of personalities he desires.

In our meetings with many and various film men, we can immediately spot the “stuffed shirts” by their indiscriminate and general praise of everything Hollywood. Dave Loew promptly noticed that he was alien to that fraternity of “yes-men” by his answer to our query as to his opinion of the general production trend.

“Too much concentration on too few of their pictures is one of the great faults of most studios,” was his forthright reply. “Rather than raise the standard of their entire programs, they choose to concentrate on twenty-five percent, overwhelming them with their stars and throwing their ace directors into a small portion of their output.

“One unwise feature of these all-star productions is the necessity for script changes to give each ranking player a star part. Thus, the stories of many of these pictures lose much of their dramatic effectiveness, they become distorted.

“Most of the producers who bemoan loudly the lack of new faces, the scarcity of potential starring material, could find sufficient players of boxoffice calibre on their own contract lists,” he continued. “By giving these players an opportunity to show their wares in substantial parts for which they are suited and which now go to ‘names,’ the studios would discover many promising actors and actresses, from whom stellar boxoffice stars could be developed.”

David L. Loew was born into and reared in an atmosphere of showmanship. Our conversation with him was enough to convince us that that background will stand him in good stead in his new work. He knows what exhibitors need and what the public wants. There is every reason to believe that he will go far in film production. Please record that prediction!
What the Newspaper Critics Say

Excerpts Culled From the New Film Reviews by the Most Reputable Critics in Leading Newspapers

A VALUABLE BOOKING GUIDE . . . USE QUOTES IN ADVERTISING

LOST HORIZON
(Columbia)

"... Excellent. ... Finely produced, acted and photographed. The directional technique of Frank Capra steps off any beaten track. ... Crediting audiences with intelligence and the ability to understand and appreciate the fantastic concept of his efforts is painstakingly thorough. ..."

WASHINGTON TIMES

... A near perfect film translation of James Hilton's novel.

FINN, PHILADELY. RECORD

"... A grand adventure film, magnificently staged, beautifully photographed and capitably played. ..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... A stunningly mounted and engaging photographic spectacle. The technique is typical of Capra's direction and editing. The Lama ... Ronald Colman has the power to unleash one's imagination while he stamps the direct drama with authority and conviction. ... It is Capra, though, who has made it all absorbing. ..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"... Beautifully acted, superbly directed, often thrilling and compassionate. It has always been entertaining. James Hilton's novelty has not been wronged in its conversion from type into action. ..."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAPH

"... Its visual and photographic magnificence yields nothing to the epoch-making 'Good Earth.' ... Cast and director deserving of praise. ... In certain sections the picture, however, is so static and talky that it will be equally dull to those who find the philosophy too deep and those who would call it trite. ..."

Winston, N. Y. POST

Ready, Willing, and Able
(Warner Bros.)

"... Familiar theme of two struggling young geniuses presenting a stage show. ... A number of appealing specialties have been thrown in. ..."

J. C. WASHINGTON EVE. STAR

"... A conventional musical comedy romance that looks as though it had been put together on an afternoon when there wasn't much else to do. In the musical and dancing departments the one thing it has is an ear for the slapstick variety; the dancing does not get anywhere near enough play. ..."

E. L. K., BOSTON HERALD

"... Follows the usual pattern of Warner Bros. musicals, mixing comedy, singing, dancing and romance, and, of course, the big production number, which makes the finale. ..."

BOSTON POST

"... Routine musical. ... Distinguished by several very nice tunes, a great deal of un-inspired story and dialogue, and the presence of the late Ross Alexander. ... Plot is the familiar 'show must go on' affair. ..."

C. C., PHILA., EVE. PUBLIC LEDGER

"... Still another carbon copy of the stock Warner Brothers' back-stage musical. ..."

FINN, PHILADELY. RECORD

LOVE IS NEWS
(20th Century-Fox)

"... They had an excellent idea for a novel comedy and they made the most of it. ... Picture is admirably cast and its romance and humor nicely blended by director Tay Garnett. ..."

Rodenbach, CHICAGO DAILY NEWS

"... Audience was visibly entertained as the reporter hero of the yarn got himself into romantic and headline jams. ... Tyrone Power works with enthusiasm and has a likeable personality. ..."

Murdock, PHILADELY. LEDGER

"... A fresh, sparkling affair packed with laughs. ... The principals, Power, Young, and Ameche are attractive. ..."

FINN, PHILADELY. RECORD

"... One of the brightest comedies of the year. ... Its people are real and director Garnett has won fine response from all his players. ..."

Marsh, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

"... Fresh, modern and brisk. ... An ingenious and gayly entertaining comedy, performed by the pleasantest of people and as seasonal as the flowers of spring. ..."

Schneider, CLEVELAND PRESS

"... Our old friends, the heiress and the newspaper man, are back again, this time in a furiously unimportant farce. ... Young, Power and Ameche are agreeable farceurs. ..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... Lively entertainment. ... Cast is in every way first-rate. ..."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAPH

"... Comic invention is at low ebb in dog-eared yarn of the heroine and the reporter. ... Cast and director deserve credit for whatever distinction 'Love Is News' has. ..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"... Fast stuff, and the picture has an endless stream of gags, none of which contributes anything to the fun of American wit or humor. ... The pace is terrific and the players are both personable and well up to their assignments. ..."

Phillips, BALTIMORE EVE. SUN

WE'RE ON THE JURY
(R. K. O.)

"... Has its moments, but as a whole it's disappointing. ... Seems to be definitely "dated" ... Starts out more entertaining than it ends. ... Victor Moore gives it the few bright moments it does have. ..."

Rodenbach, CHICAGO DAILY NEWS

"... Helen Broderick and Victor Moore give good, light and laughable comedy in this picture. ..."

M. D., BOSTON HERALD

"... It is not so much the story, but the delightful way that the team of Broderick and Moore give it to you that matters. ..."

BOSTON POST

"... Jury room farce still funny with Broderick and Moore as the outstanding and very unconventional jury. ..."

Murdock, PHILADELY. LEDGER

"... Courtroom farce still funny. Old gags still reliable, especially with those daffy former musical comedy stars, Broderick and Moore, as the gags. ..."

H. L. G., PHILADELY. RECORD

WOMEN OF GLAMOUR
(Columbia)

"... Penny-shocker stuff. It deals in a dull and ponderous manner with one of those 'ladies of the evening' with a heart of gold, who allows herself to be talked into posing for a famous artist, and under his guidance learns to loathe the life she has been living. ... Told in wordy detail and slow motion action. ..."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAPH

"... Full of phony glamour, stilted dialogue and mosh-eaten situations. ..."

Tatselauer, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"... Except for a new cast, a modernized plot in settings and some up-to-date wisecracks this is the same stuff Columbia handed out in 1930 under the title, 'Ladies of Leisure.' ..."

J. T. M., N. Y. TIMES

"... A bright cast and shrewd direction make it occasionally bearable. ..."

Kanour, BALTIMORE EVE. SUN

"... A rather familiar set-up of two women and a man; but the story is well told and it becomes acceptable, and often amusing, entertainment. ..."

FINN, PHILADELY. RECORD

"... Romantic item that attempts further research into the thoroughly studied emotional problems of certain "ladies." ... Manages to be amusing through the aid of some bright dialogue and good acting from the principals. ..."

Murdock, PHILADELY. LEDGER

Nancy Steele Is Missing
(20th Century-Fox)

"... Feeble and fumbling melodrama about kidnapping in which the crime's sting is white-washed by a phony sugar coating of pacifism. ... Fine performances of star cast are of little avail. ... Grade B entertainment. ..."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAPH

"... Kidnap story in which we couldn't find a warm note in spite of able treatment and good performances. ... Misses out because of nature of its story. ..."

Thier, N. Y. POST

"... Any photoplay that has Peter Lorre in a leading role is certain to be marked by sinister excitement; but this film is stingy with his talents. ... A confused and unsatisfactory show. ..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"... Interesting melodrama. ... Lore, McClagen, Connolly, June Lang give excellent performances. ... Direction has kept the picture moving briskly and ingeniously from start to finish. ..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

NEW JERSEY MESSAGER SERVICE
Member National Film Exors' Assem.
230 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.
LOCIST 4181
RAT 4 6600
FROM PHILLY
By Nonamaker

A quiet working bandit held up manager MORRIS K. GABLE and his assistant, ALBERT SIMPKO, of S-W’s Boyd, Tuesday night, while they were waiting in their office for an armored car to pick up the night’s receipts, reported as $1150 . . . MOE VERBIN makes a “dashing” M. C. for various theatres playing “Games” . . . WARNER BROTHERS won on Tuesday when JUDGE NELDS in Wilmington, Del., U. S. District Court, dismissed stockholders suit of HARRY KOPLAR, of Kansas City. Judge Nelds ruled that payment of $10,000 a week salary to the 3 Warner Brothers collectively did not constitute a waste of assets . . . Philadelphia Common Pleas Court JUDGE HARRY S. MCDEVITT has not yet handed down a decision in the SOMERSON ‘LUCKY’ game case . . . Ladies’ Auxiliary of Variety Club will hold Paddy Day’s party March 17th . . . A testimonial dinner will be tendered EDGAR MOSS at the Warwick, April 6th, by friends and relatives in honor of his 20 years in Philadelphia . . . Surprising as it may seem Catholics are not lending their official support to ‘Claustroph’ which opens at the Erlanger tomorrow . . . HARRY RUMBAK, speaking of the double features case says BEN GOLDER has a copy of the decision of the Appellate Court upholding Federal Judge Walsh’s decision, but the clerk of the court, authorized by the judge, says this decision does not count as it was too premature. So the entire thing must be argued over again . . . Tuesday is now “shirts night” at the Cameo for Vine Streeters. Steady patrons are DAVE MILGRAM, MOE VERBIN, DAVE MOLIVER, JACK BLUMBERG, SID BLOOMFIELD, and MEL KOFF . . . Nation Pean’s RALPH JORDAN was sick last week . . . ‘Pop’ KORSON expects 3 Legionnaires, first General Pictures release, in next week. The FELP’s threw their 2nd annual party for their employees at the Allen, Bluebird and Casino last Friday night at Palumbo’s . . . HARRY LA VINE screened the first 5 episodes of ‘Dick Tracy’ serial for the personnel of the Record, the Phila. newspaper carrying the ‘Tracy’ comic strip. They liked it so much, they wanted to know when he was going to show them 5 more . . . Down in Vineland, N. J., the Cumberland Holding Co. opened the new LANDIS THEATRE last night. HERBERT LUBIN is manager . . . And it is reported that Warners’ plan to reopen their Grand Theatre there. This latter house has been completely remodelled from the ground up . . . The Mitten Bankers are going in for free admissions in a big way at their Nixon-Grand and Lincoln. As many as a dozen passes in envelopes are being left under doorways in various sections of the city. Purposes, they say, is to “build up a mailing list.” SAM DIAMOND, Fox Baltimore salesman, married to MAE SEGAL on March 6th. His sister Esther Diamond and many Foxites attended the ceremonies.

FROM BOSTON
By Bruce

The Columbia Club is going to hold a costume party next Monday in the club rooms. Just one of those real old-fashioned St. Patrick’s Day affairs. And pity the one with orange! . . . TIMOTHY O’TOOLE has just got back from a well-earned vacation—in time for the party . . . That veteran exhibitor, JOHN KAMUDA of Indian Orchard, doesn’t like new shoes. The breaking in process usually has Kamuda limping for a week . . . Mrs. AL ANDERS of Springfield is recovering rapidly from a serious automobile accident. Inspectors, shippers and porter clerks from the various Square houses have organized a union under the auspices of the American Federation of Labor. Practically all the inspecters, shippers and clerks have joined . . . HENRY GREENBERG, who manages the accessory department for Columbia, has made a swell tie-up with Liberty Magazine. The "Liberty Boys" distribute heralds for theatres with the cost of printing as the only charge to the exhibitors. Greenberg states that over a hundred theatres have availed themselves of this opportunity to save distribution costs. RICHARD BERMAN has taken over the Strand Theatre in Westboro from GEORGE BEEDLE. That makes it lucky "seventy" for the Lieberman circuit . . . SAMMY HAAS says he doesn’t like the activity of exchange employees in undertaking the role of real estate brokers in theatre transactions. He contends he lost out on a recent deal for that very reason . . . MATT DONAHUE lost his father at Saranac recently . . . SALLY HOCHBERG is the new secretary at the Independent Exhibitors headquarters on Shawmut Street . . . SAM A. KIMBALL has reopened the Cornish Theatre in Cornish, Maine . . . RUSSELL MACK has opened the Seville Theatre in South Portland, Maine. Mack also operates the Colonial in Portland . . . What with all these openings it is a sure sign of Spring! . . . More opening news! People are almost ready to come out of hibernation according to the operators of open air theatres. At any rate the Weymouth Drive In Theatre will open in a few weeks . . . MEL AMES, who represents RKO in Connecticut, and who is back in his home state of California last week . . . A. A. SPITZ and ANTHONY ROMANO are planning to start a dramatic company at the Empire Theatre in Providence. Present plans call for an abandonment of motion picture sometime in June . . . LOUIS STERN, who manages E. M. LOEW’S Watertown Square Theatre, paid a flying visit to the film district the other day . . . The Court Square Theatre in Springfield had a gala reopening this week. LOUIS RICHMOND is doing the managing for the present . . . PHIL BERGER has been doing a lot of fast and furious booking. We have the reason now. He is on the high seas with Mrs. Berger vagabonding on the high seas. And Mrs. MAX FINN, wife of the valuable general manager for E. M. LOEW, is still out on the West Coast. She will probably fly back . . . ART HOWARD had the exhibits together for a secret meeting last Tuesday . . . BRAD ANGIER’s visits to New York are becoming more and more regular. Maybe he’ll have something to say soon! . . . JOE COHEN has been seen taking long walks. In the Spring a young man’s fancy turns to the fair—way! . . . The Cinema Club in a big dance at the Hotel Statler next Tuesday evening.

S A V E

INSURANCE

All forms of special insurance applying to theatre operation handled on minimum rates. Representative will be sent on request. Box FH 107.

JANITORS’ SUPPLIES

Herman Krankel (Chicago), Herman Jarouch (Phil’a), Krankel’s Sanitary Supplies, 10th and Vine Streets, Clayman Garage Bldg. Market 2975, Race 8560.
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Film Bulletin Is The Independent Exhibitors' Favorite Trade Paper Because It Is INDEPENDENT

...Keep that in mind when you have an advertising message for independent theatre owners
EXHIBITORS MUST STOP FILM STAR BROADCASTS!

Read Editorial on Page 3

Congress Asked to Conduct Inquiry Into Film Monopoly

News On Pages 4 and 9
AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'

By Wolfe-Smith

TRIGGER MEN BLAZED AWAY!

BUT HE DARED TO BROADCAST THE TRUTH...

RACKETEERS IN EXILE

GEORGE BANCRONFT
EVELYN VENABLE
WYNNE GIBSON

Directed by Ely C. Kenton
A Columbia Picture

He Held Millions Spellbound... But a Blonde Tied Him Up Into Pretty Little Knots!

What a title! You have to hand it to those Columbia boys for concocting a lulu like "Racketeers In Exile," which should sell a flock of tickets for every spot where the fans still like a bit of raw meat melodrama. But, in addition to a swell "handle," this has a damn clever yarn and one that is a cinch for socko exploitation stunts. Just get a load of it...

"Big Bill" Waldo decides to quit the racketeers temporarily when the G-men get a little too hot for his comfort, so he takes his mob to the small town where he was raised. Having been the son of a minister, "Big Bill" is welcomed by the townspeople as a "home town lad made good" and they invite him to speak at a church function. He makes an appeal for funds and, surprised at the power of his oratory, which brings a pile of coins into the contribution baskets, he conceives his big idea—revival meetings! Starting modestly, his gang is amazed at the huge "take" and, when Bill's past is made known, he hits on another scheme. Building a huge tabernacle, he broadcasts as "William Waldo, Ex-Racketeer, The Voice of Your Conscience!" Little by little, through his love for a home town girl, Bill gets religion and starts a campaign to clean up the underworld. He sends word to Parker, Public Enemy, that he will expose him, and the latter has the messenger bumped off on Bill's doorstep. That night, when the ex-racketeer preacher steps to the mike to tell "all," a bullet stops him—but only until he recovers.

TWO ANGLES

There are two obvious angles from which to approach this. One is the usual gangster pic slant, using all the old gangland stunts. The other one, which we prefer because it gives a fresh and novel angle to the public enemy yarns, is "gangster gets religion." It gives you a chance to attract the family trade and more conservative elements who don't particularly like the shoot-'em-up!

CHURCH COOPERATION

The churches may be reluctant to cooperate, but we believe you can get pulpit plugs if you go about it properly.

Write to or call upon the clergymen and explain the theme of "Racketeers In Exile," pointing out that it depicts the powerful effect of religion on the life of a hardened criminal, but one who had had religious training in childhood. Invite them to a special preview screening at least a full week in advance and suggest to them that the moral lesson taught by the picture should be worthy of their support.

LOBBY DISPLAYS

Here is a simple, inexpensive and very effective lobby layout. Its very simplicity will sock 'em between the eyes as they enter or leave.

Set up a small table in front of a wide and high compo background. On one end of the table, place a gun; on the other, a Bible. On the portion of the compo behind the gun, have mounted a blowup from any still showing Bancroft in a gangster pose. Beside or just below the blowup, this copy, with an arrow pointing down to the gun: "He Put Down This!" Directly behind the bible, a blowup of Bancroft in evangelist pose, with this copy: "... And Took Up This!" An arrow will draw the eyes to the bible on the table. You can dress up the other portions of the board with stills and titles and cast copy.

Another sure-fire lobby layout is this: Have a very large blowup made of Bancroft preaching and use the following copy to make it appear like an announcement: "Hear 'Big Bill' Waldo, Ex-Racketeer, Expose the Sins of the Underworld! The Voice of Your Conscience!" The copy explaining that this is the theme of "Racketeers" should be lettered much smaller than that bold heading.

GANGSTERS IN EXILE

The Columbia press boys give a dandy. They tell you to dig up photos or newspaper clips of notorious gangsters who are (Continued on page 11)
Editorial

Exhibitors Must Fight the Competition of Film Star Broadcasts!

It is several months now since the Hays Association promised to investigate and seek a remedy for movie star broadcasts. Nothing of any value to the exhibitors of the country came of the purported investigation. As a matter of fact, today more film players than ever before are providing free radio entertainment, most of it at the very hours when millions of people make their choice of recreation for the evening. Any night in any week you can find a number of personalities, little known before their names were emblazoned on the theatre marques of the nation, listed among the radio performers.

Here is a situation which promises to become increasingly serious for theatre owners. It is sheer stupidity to believe that the value of radio advertising for a star or picture overcomes the anti-boxoffice effects of a broadcast that keeps millions of potential theatre patrons at home. With film stars being offered by the radio networks every night in the week, when, may we ask, are those people, who are supposed to have been radio-sold on some new picture, to leave their dials long enough to attend the theatre?

Another, and perhaps more vital point, is the fact that radio-listening is habit-forming, as is picture-seeing. Thousands of people are becoming accustomed to spending certain evenings at home to hear their favorite programs. Monday night, perhaps, to hear Cecil B. DeMille’s Lux program featuring film stars; Tuesday evening, Fred Astaire or Jack Oakie; Wednesday, Burns & Allen; Thursday, Bing Crosby and Bob Burns; Friday, Dick Powell or Fred MacMurray and “Hollywood Hotel.” They are but a few of the outstanding offerings given radio listeners during the hours when it’s “make or break” for theatre receipts.

Several of those named above, such as Crosby and Burns & Allen, had established radio followings prior to their entrance into pictures, but none would deny that films skyrocketed them to fame they never before approached. Their producers and thousands of exhibitors gave them the opportunities to win that fame.

The producers, through their Hays leadership, not only have failed to halt or abate the radio competition of their own players, but have actually, in some cases, engaged themselves in competing with theatres playing their pictures. We know now that if a change in this condition is to be brought about it must come through the independent theatre men of the country.

Many Independent exhibitor units, at the instigation of FILM BULLETIN several months ago, passed resolutions urging the producer to adopt methods for stopping the radio competition of film-made stars by inserting prohibitive clauses in their contracts. This has not been done. Now what?

We urge every independent group and every individual independent to write or wire Cecil B. DeMille, Fred Astaire, Jack Oakie, Dick Powell, Bob Burns, Burns & Allen, Bing Crosby, Fred MacMurray, Martha Raye, Nelson Eddy, Charles Butterworth and Grace Moore to the effect that you will find means to retaliate against every film player who broadcasts after 8 P.M. any night.

It comes down simply to the question: Will you destroy the popularity of those stars, or will you wait until they destroy your business?

Don’t wait. Don’t allow the mild flush of business revival you are now experiencing to lull you into a false sense of security. This radio competition is a serious threat to your livelihood. Let those who are hurting you by capitalizing on the popularity you helped create for them, hear from you.

MO WAX.
THE INDUSTRY'S NEWS
From An Editorial Viewpoint

HOUSE RESOLUTION ASKS FEDERAL INQUIRY
ON ALLEGED ANTI-TRUST VIOLATIONS BY HAYS ASS'N

Special to FILM BULLETIN

Hits Affiliated Theatres . . .

Washington—A resolution asking the House of Representatives to direct the Committee on Judiciary to conduct a sweeping investigation of the Hays organization, the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors Association, and its members, for alleged violations of the anti-trust laws was introduced on Friday by Rep. Sam Hobbs of Alabama.

The resolution specifically listed the following trade policies on which the sponsor bases his charge of monopolistic tendencies by the major film companies: (1) Acquisition of theatres by producers; (2) allocation of product to affiliated chains; (3) withholding product from independents; (4) discriminating in favor of affiliated chains and against independents, forcing independents out of business; (5) control of sound equipment; (6) percentage selling; (7) designation of playdates; (8) regulating admission prices; (9) compulsory block booking and blind selling.

May Have Allied Backing . . .

The completeness and comprehensiveness of the resolution set observers here wondering about its source. It is probably the most thorough case yet made out in any Congressional proposal against the activities of the major film producers and it is being surmised that it may have the backing of Allied States Ass'n.

The practices covered in the Hobbs resolution quite completely blanket all of the persistent complaints coming from independent exhibitors during the past ten years or more. It smacks of none of the "reformer" tone of previous resolutions presented to Congress in recent years. These facts make it appear all the more probable that the sponsor has discussed the ills of the industry in great detail with practical theatremen or with those, such as Allied's leaders, who are leading the fight to correct unfair practices.

Hobbs is a member of the powerful Committee on Judiciary, of which Hatton Summers is chairman.

MPTOA RE-ELECTS KUYKENDALL
Submits Lengthy Report . . .

Miami.—Under the benevolent observation of many executives of the film companies, whose revenue supports it, the M.P.T.O.A., assembled here from Tuesday to Thursday for the 17th annual convention, paid dutiful lip service to the cause of the independent exhibitors.

"Big Ed" Kuykendall was again re-elected president of the producer-controlled outfit, as were all other incumbents. In a lengthy "report on the state of the industry," Kuykendall traversed most of the vital problems facing film business and almost invariably found himself in complete harmony with the opinions of the major producing-distributing-exhibiting firms. Witness:

LAWS AGAINST PRODUCER-CONTROLLED THEATRES: "I am doubtful of any actual results which will be beneficial to the thousands of really independent exhibitors."

SCORE CHARGE: "There is no valid excuse for the score charge. The reason for it is past . . . It should not be attached to percentage pictures under any excuse, as percentages are a partnership arrangement. On flat buys, it should be figured in the rental and avoid that annoying extra charge for score which the exhibitor knows is obsolete and without reason." (Kuykendall has already given his approval to the plan of some distributors to camouflage the score charge by adding it to film rentals.)

PERCENTAGE PICTURES: "I do not quarrel so much with percentage contracts as I do with the number of percentage pictures as compared with the quality of pictures on flat rentals. Distributors must give this more thought and consideration." (Please!)

COMPULSORY BLOCK BOOKING: "Twenty-five years of experience has amply demonstrated that economic problems cannot be solved by law-suits. Legislation is just about as stupid and futile, as witness the ten years of effort and enormous amount of the exhibitors' money squandered on the so-called anti-block booking bills, none of which would have cured the abuses of block booking, even if they had been enacted." (Someone should advise Kuykendall that the U.S. is gradually correcting economic abuses by legislation and law-suits!)

THE M.P.T.O.A. 10-POINT PROGRAM: "Some progress has been made . . . I refuse to accept the theory that the many fine men and women in this industry cannot work out a fair trade practice program."

CONCILIATION BOARDS: "Of course, the expense of Conciliation Boards will have to be borne by the distributors. Therefore, they have the right to go about their set-ups carefully, but they should have been operating before now." (Undoubtedly, the cost-and-control plan has been approved by the distributors?)

(Continued on page 9)
AS I SEE THEM... REVIEWS OF NEW FILMS

By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING: — Means POOR; • • Means AVERAGE; • • • Means GOOD; • • • • Means EXCELLENT
Plus (+) and Minus (−) will be used occasionally to indicate slightly above or below the point rating.

Three Legionnaires, The

—Hollywood Review—

COMEDY... Toppnotch production of snappy post-war comedy... Loaded with gags that will get the laughs... Above average indie cast... Rates • • • • • for action, rural and lesser nabe spots; good dualler.

HER HUSBAND LIES

—Hollywood Review—

MELODRAMA... Routine story made engrossing by deft cast and good direction... Title affords strong exploitation possibilities... Rates • • for action, rural and lesser nabe spots; OK dualler.

You're in the Army Now

—Hollywood Review—

COMEDY MELODRAMA... Fast paced yarn about American who falls into British army... Directed by Raoul Walsh, of "What Price Glory" fame... Rates • • for action and rural spots; good dualler elsewhere.

Three Legionnaires, The

General Pictures
58 Minutes
Robert Armstrong... Lyle Talbot...
Fif Dorsay... Anne Nagel...
Donald Meek... Stanley Fields...
Maurice Black... Man Mountain Dean
Directed by Hamilton MacFadden

Built for laughs, Robert Walsh's first production for General Pictures emerges as a snappy light entertainment. True, the story is set in the Russian wilder-
ness, but the screenplay is so well written that you forget you are in a movie. The cast, while hardly rated as strong boxoffice personalities, boasts many faces familiar to filmgoers, which will help in the selling. In class spots it will be an effective dualler, while it will easily hold its own in nabe and stick runs.

Yarn takes place in the Russian wilderness. Armstrong and Talbot are sent there to work with the Cossacks. The Art Institute is signed but the pair know nothing about it until six months later. They discover dirty-work in the Cossack ranks, in which they are the unwitting tools in the plans of the Cossacks to disarm a fort which is the only protection of the Russian hamlet. Miss Dorsay and Anne Nagel burst in on the scene and start making life even tougher for the doughboys. It all leads up to a climax when the Occupation Army finally finds the ladder and imprisons the devastating information that the war was ended a half year before.

Armstrong does a grand job in a role familiar enough to him and his fans. His portrayal is a gungy one. However, the sidekick, Lyle Talbot, has more difficulty in getting over the hard-boiled lines in his role. Fif Dorsay and Anne Nagel handle the female leads nicely, and Donald Meek registers plenty of laughs as the third leg-
gonnaire. Supporting cast is good, with Man Mountain Dean outstanding as a Russian General. Hamilton MacFadden has tuned his gags well, keeping the film running along at a smooth laugh-getting pace.

AD TIPS: Sell the comedy angles in the situation of two doughboys unknowingly fighting the war for six months after it's ended. Sell Armstrong to action fans. Fif Dorsay and Armstrong may be the strongest billing combination.

HER HUSBAND LIES

Paramount
75 Minutes
Gail Patrick... Ricardo Cortez...
Akim Tamiroff... Tom Brown...
Louis Calhern... Jane Martel...
Dorothy Peterson... Jack LaRue
Directed by Edward Ludwig

This is one of those program pictures that can be sold for good grosses if its exploitation potentialities are realized by the exhibitor. While it has no names of real marque value, "Her Husband Lies" has the advantages of an engrossing, if fam-
iliar story; unusually adept acting, and intelligent direction. While it can hardly be classed as worthy of deluxe single billing, it will easily hold its own in the action, rural and cheaper naborhood locations—and can get even better than average grosses, if exploited. Word-of-mouth advertising will help.

Tom Brown is the younger brother of Ricardo Cortez, notorious gambler. Cortez finances the kid's schooling and, when he marries June Martel, gives him a consider-
able sum of money for a wedding gift. Brown starts to gamble, too, and goes to the big town, where he falls in with his brother's gang unknowingly. In a show-
down, the kid brother cleans out the big timers, including Cortez, but they take his winnings and send him off. When the mob realizes that Cortez is framing them to save his brother, they kill him, leaving Brown and his young wife much wiser, although the lesson was a costly one.

Suave Cortez does the sympathetic gambling chieftain with refreshing naturalness. Gail Patrick is charming as his wife. Akim Tamiroff turns in another adroit menace, deftly handling his portrayal of a gambler. The romance is done engagingly by Brown and Miss Martel. Edward Ludwig builds his dramatic situations shrewdly, and his characters, while never preachy, have an interesting philosophical quality.

AD TIPS: Brother Vs. Brother. Catchline: "America's Most Notorious Gambler Fights the Underworld To Save His Kid Brother!" Patrick, Cortez, Tam-
iroff, Brown, LaRue are attractive names.

AD TIPS: Brother Vs. Brother. Catchline: "America's Most Notorious Gambler Fights the Underworld To Save His Kid Brother!" Patrick, Cortez, Tam-
iroff, Brown, LaRue are attractive names.

You're in the Army Now

Gaumont British
74 Minutes
Wallace Ford... Anna Lee...
Grace Bradley... John Mills
Directed by Raoul Walsh

Raoul Walsh has caught just enough of the "What Price Glory" spirit in this yarn of British army life to make it a fair bet for locations where they like the devil-may-care soldier hokum. Made in England, Walsh's technique is the fast paced American style that will please action fans. The yarn starts in a New York honky-tonk, goes to London, and ends up with warfare in China, moving swiftly most of the way. With the aid of fairly well-known names like Wallace Ford and Grace Bradley, "You're In the Army Now" should get average returns in the pop spots and it will satisfy as secondary feature on dual bills in deluxe houses.

Ford, shady Broadway character, has heart trouble over Grace, cabaret singer. The cops are after him for a murder he did not commit, so he skips for England on a passport belonging to the murdered man. Mistaken for the latter, he is promptly ushered into the British army corps. He begins to like it when he meets Anna Lee, for whom he falls head over heels. Her boyfriend is John Mills, who becomes Ford's "buddy." After some training camp fun, their division goes to China, where, during a battle with bandits, Ford rescues Anna and the British Embassy, only to die of a bullet wound. In the meantime, Grace, who had located her "ex," does a fadeout rather than expose himself.

Ford is breezy as the typical Broadway "wise guy." Anna Lee is both decorative and appealing as the English girl, while Miss Bradley does well with the hard-to-
define cabaret gal.

AD TIPS: Sell Walsh, Director of "What Price Glory"... "Again Catching the Human, Tragedy and Drama of War's Creatures!" To the women, you might go after the angle of a brother's love. The young woman loved him out of his reach, but he wouldn't have her the one who wanted him!...
The stills are selected for their descriptive value to exhibitors.

BEFORE & AFTER!... Wonderful movies! On the left you see Virginia Bruce as the small town girl everyone shunned and opposite she has been transformed into a striking glamour girl of the stage. Below, she dances with Nick Long, Jr. It all happens in "When Love Is Young," which Universal will release shortly.

PIOUS RACKETEER!... This week's Sleeper campaign is on Columbia's melodrama "Racketeers in Exile." Here, George Bancroft plots with his fellow "mugs" to go in for commercial evangelism on a big scale and, below, they are busy mulcting the suckers with "religion." It's a novel yarn that has excellent exploitation angles.

FLATFOOT KIBBEE!... Octopus Roy Cohen's genial flatfoot, Jim Hanvey, fits Guy Kibbee like the well known glove. The comic's first picture since his break with Warners is "Jim Hanvey - Detective," which Republic will release April 9th. Edward Brophy and Tom Brown are two other familiar faces in the scenes at left.
Scenes from... and a few vital facts about... the new films.

MILQUETOAST PERFORMS MIRACLES! Above, in the usual sequence, you witness the development of Roland Young from a Milquetoast to "The Man Who Could Work Miracles." In the pub he sips beer and talks of trivial things. Then, the sudden shock when he first exercises the power given him by the gods. And, on the extreme right, he fulfills his whims by "creating" a breakfast of fruits, flowers and gold watches. United is releasing this Korda production.

HEY GOT HIM!... is bit of tragedy off G.B.'s comedy... "Wallace Ford, American 'wise-guy,"... as his brief career in the British army by removing a bullet from a Chinese bandit, as Ann Lee and John Mills look on sympathetically.

BARRIE WHIMSY BY LA HEPBURN!... Below and to the right, we catch glimpses of the dramatic, comic and romantic phases of "Quality Street," RKO's production of the James M. Barrie stage play. Fay Bainter consoles Katherine Hepburn; Franchot Tone and Eric Blore engage in some frivolity, and, above, La Hepburn and Tone pursue romance in this costume comedy of whimsy. It's slated for release next week.
TROUBLE IN MOROCCO

BOXOFFICE RATING

ACTION MELLER ... Fair thrill yarn about gun smuggling to Arabs ... Will satisfy action fans and kids ... Rates • • in action spots; OK for lower half of dual bills in nabs.

Columbia

65 Minutes
Jack Holt ... Mae Clarke ... C. Henry Gordon ... Harold Huber ... Victor Varconi ... Paul Hurst ... Bradley Page ... Oscar Apfel
Directed by Ernest B. Schoedsack

This is a fair enough action thriller which will meet with the approval of action fans and youngsters. The story runs along the usual lines, but producer Larry Darmour has crammed plenty of excitement and gun play into its 65 minutes. Production is fair and cast boasts better players than are usually associated with this type of film. It will get by in the lower spot on dual bills in the nabs.

Holt plays a newspaper man trailing a story about the smuggling of guns and ammunition to the Arabs in Morocco. Mae Clarke comes along as the correspondent and the river bank story begins, but are quickly dropped when the action starts. Holt becomes a member of the Foreign Legion to get the story. How he finally cleans up the mystery and scoops the world's scribes calls for skirnishes with the Arabs, tanks, gun fighting, etc.

Holt plays with his familiar gusto. Somewhere along the line Miss Clarke gets lost in the maze of bullets and bobs up only infrequently thereafter. Ernest B. Schoedsack's direction is satisfactory, his outdoor scenes being managed particularly well.

AD TIPS: Play up timely angle of Morocco and Arab in current headlines. Catchline: "Daring Reporter Exposes Gun-smuggling Ring in Morocco!"

HANNA (Hollywood)

STEP LIVELY, JEEVES

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY ... Screwy and hilarious tale of crook beats crook in the best P. G. Wodehouse flavor and enacted by adroit cast ... Rates • • • where they like to laugh.

20th Century-Fox

69 Minutes
Arthur Treacher ... George Givot ... Allan Dinehart ... Patricia Ellis ... Helen Kent ... Robert Kent ... George Cooper ... Arthur Houseman
Directed by Eugene Ford

This is lively fun and a natural for the familiar cast of followers of Wodehouse's "Jeeves." It should get fair returns wherever they like face. The yarn of crooks crashing society with the aid of other crooks is not a new one, but it moves at a snappy pace and is studded with some good gags.

Givot and Dinehart, two crooks, take Treacher in hand and convince him he is a direct descendant of Sir Francis Drake and promote him into going to America to claim his fortune. Once there, the party is received with open arms by Helen Kent, gun moll, gone society, and her "daddy," a reformed beer baron. Helen sees in Treacher the wedge that will open to her the gates of the "400." How one group of crooks finds out about the other and the ludicrous take-off on crooks trying to make society makes for plenty of topnotch fun. Ellis and Robert Kent are the "romantic interest," She is a reporter, who smells an expose story when she doubts the authenticity of Treacher's title; and he is the son of a man of wealth, crazy enough in love with her to help get the story so she can hurry up and marry him.

Treacher, of course, is swell as "Jeeves," but Givot, Dinehart, Helen Kent and the others keep right on his heels for laugh honors. Direction is in proper mood and the action has been kept moving without resorting to too much slapstick. A burlesque of gangsters shooting up New York is an outstanding laugh sequence.

AD TIPS: Sell it as the tops in Wodehouse comedy. List all the comedians and star Treacher, Givot (The Greek Ambassador) and Dinehart. NONNIE.
Praise for Allied . . .

Unprecedented at any M.P.T.O.A. confab in recent years was the remark by Fred Wehrenberg of St. Louis, chairman of the board, during Thursday’s closing session. He said, “Sometimes I feel that maybe Allied isn’t so wrong in its campaign for legislation. I’m tired of round table conferences that get nowhere.” It caused raising of eyebrows.

Several discordant notes were sounded. Wehrenberg criticized Kuykendall as having been “too tolerant, too easy with the distributors” in seeking trade practice reforms. “Big Bill” hotly came to his own defense with the claim that he had used “every resource” to wring concessions from the distributors.

H. V. Harvey, San Francisco exhibitor, frankly told the convention that the Kuykendall outfit had accomplished nothing and declared that the organization should stop protecting the film companies in their legislative fights. Harvey said that the Pettengill bill against compulsory block booking was favored by every country exhibitor. “Only the big fellows” are against it, he asserted.

N.D. Anti-chain Act Now Law

Governor Signs . . .

Governor Langer of North Dakota last Monday affixed his signature to the recently enacted measure barring producers and distributors from having any theatre interests in the state.

It is generally expected that the Paramount theatre subsidiary, which operates eleven houses in N.D., will seek to have the law declared unconstitutional. Allied leaders have expressed confidence that the law will withstand all attacks.

Ohio House Delays Action . . .

Columbus.—The Ohio House Judiciary Committee temporarily deferred any definite action on the bill to force the film companies out of theatre business, after holding a public hearing on the measure Wednesday. The delay, it was explained, is for the purpose of allowing the committee members to study the issue more carefully.

P. J. Wood, secretary of the I.T.O. of Ohio, Allied unit, addressed the committee in favor of the bill, while C. C. Pettijohn, counsel for the producers, expressed the opinion that the bill is unconstitutional. He asserted that independent exhibitors were really not backing the measure.

The I.T.O., with a majority of the state’s independents in its ranks, is supporting the bill, however.

20th-Fox Profit Doubled

During ’36 . . .

20th Century-Fox showed a net profit of $7,924,126 for 1936, more than double the previous year’s net, it was revealed this week. In 1935, the company earned $3,563,087.

Also disclosed by the statement was the fact that 20th Century was paid $3,500,000 by Loew’s last Feb. 5th for one-half of its 49 percent interest in Gaumont British.

SALES TAX ON FILMS UPHELD

The New York Court of Appeals at Albany on Tuesday upheld the municipal sales tax as applicable to films exhibited in N. Y. City. The case was United Artists’ appeal from an appellate Division ruling. The other major film distributors joined with U. A. in fighting the assessment on the grounds that films are rented and not sold. With their refusal to make payment of the sales tax dating back more than two years, the film companies are said to owe the city in excess of $2,000,000 a considerable portion of it due to penalties and interest. O’Brien, Driscoll & Raytfer, counsel for U. A., declared after the Court of Appeals verdict that they would carry their appeal to the U. S. Supreme Court. . . . The local burlesque spots go in for nifty titles. The prize one of the past week was the offering at Minsky’s Oriental, “She Lives Alone — And Looks It!” . . . If there is any really intensive labor organizing going on in this burg’s film exchanges, (and we understand there is), it is being kept very carefully under cover. The A. F. of L. is said to have gotten the jump on John Lewis’ C. I. O. and if the exchange employees do go union, it will be under the Federation’s banner . . . . The biggest day in Gaumont British’s American history will be next Thursday, when the company’s first roadshow in this country, “Silent Barriers” opens at the Criterion for a two-a-day run. Thus, just when reports from England paint a black picture for the future of British film production, Arthur Lee, G-B’s head man here, gets his first real break in his campaign to have English pictures welcomed more warmly by American exhibitors.

ROADSHOWS BEST B. O.

The best money-getters on Broadway continue to be the two roadshows, “Good Earth” (Metro) and “Lost Horizon” (Col.) Both are doing close to capacity business and will run for many more weeks . . . Otherwise, this past week was undistinguished by any outstanding films. The chief attraction continues to be Benny Goodman’s sensational swing band. They’re wondering here whether it is radio or his appearance in “Big Broadcast” that has sold Goodman so heavily to the public. However, he is still bringing them in for the third week at the Paramount, with little help from “Maid of Salem.” “Romeo and Juliet” (Metro) flopped badly at Capitol in its second week and was replaced Thursday by “Maytime” (Metro), which was accorded rave reviews and looks set for big biz . . . Another week one was “Wings of the Morning” (20th-Cent.) which skirted the red ink edge at the Music Hall. RKO’s first Joe E. Brown picture, “When’s Your Birthday” opened at the Radio City big house Thursday and got mixed notices . . . “Love Is News” (20th-Cent.) after a strong first week, nose-dived on the last half of the second week at the Roxy and went out Thursday, although expected to last a third. Film and theatre men were watching the Roxy’s boxoffice closely during the week to get the public reaction to the radio broadcast of an abbreviated version of “Love Is News,” which went out over the air last Friday. . . . “Nancy Steele Is Missing” (20th-Cent.) is just getting thru at the Rivoli, but hangs on for a third week . . . The Rialto has one of its strongest attractions in recent weeks with “Sea Devils” (RKO), and is showing it with above average returns. “Espionage” (Metro) preceding and governed by “Good Will Hunting” (WB) is another weakie for the unfortunate Strand. It is being held for a second week for no other reason than to occupy playing time until “King and the Chorus Girl” comes in next Saturday. Latter show is expected to give this house its first real break in months.
A VALUABLE BOOKING GUIDE . . . USE QUOTES IN ADVERTISING

What the Newspaper Critics Say

Excerpts Culled From the New Film Reviews by the Most Reputable Critics in Leading Newspapers

SOLDIER AND THE LADY
OR MICHAEL STROGOFF
(RKO)

"... Jules Verne's 'Michael Strogoff' should succeed with most audiences. . . Magnificent battle scenes. . . Walbrook makes an excellent impression in his first American picture. . ."

Rodenbach, CHICAGO DAILY NEWS

"... Steeped in the grandeur of old Russia. . . Teems with the cruelties of the Tartars and mellowed with sweet romance. . . Walbrook establishes himself as a dependable actor. . . A fiery film with dynamic action and gripping heavy menace. . ."

Rob Reel, CHICAGO AMERICAN

"... Will hold you spellbound and entranced. . . No blood and thunder effort. True there is restrained combat picture, great noise, very excellent battle shots, done on the scale of a great pageant. But the picture has a real and deep appeal to the finest of human emotions. . . One of those rare films wherein is displayed the real and unimpeachable touch of genius. . ."

WASHINGTON TIMES

"... Moves fast . . . Has much violent action. . . Anton Walbrook plays the title part and looks every inch a soldier, a patriot, and the kind of male for which American women would gladly lose their heads. . ."

Carmony, WASHINGTON EVENING STAR

FIRE OVER ENGLAND
(United Artists)

"... Rich production has all the solid virtues of the better English pictures. It is dignified, sound, carefully filmed, extremely well played and reasonably faithful to the events it sought to re-set; and it is impressive; but dull . . ."

Nogent, N. Y. TIMES

"Resplendent pageantry and skillful acting do not clash the frailities of Alexander Korda's latest obstacle to the Tudors. . . From a technical standpoint this new British historical film is a work of pictorial distinction. It bristles with glistening armor, rich costumes, colorful settings and exciting naval engagements, culminating in the defeat of the Spanish Armada. The narrative, though tough, is singularly lacking in plausibility and emotional substance. . ."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"... Historical film of the British defeat of the Spanish Armada during Elizabeth's reign. . . Korda again has delivered a finely wrought, restrained and picturesque production with measured and sounding dialogue, several memorable performances and a story that holds interest throughout."

Finch, PHILA. RECORD

"... Most amiss of the series of historical photoplays which have come from England . . . A superior cloak-and-sword drama. . . Its exciting action and its nick-of-time escapes have the substantial support of really top-notch playing . . . and all the other elements which go into a good photoplay . . ."

Murdock, PHILA. LEDGER

SWING HIGH, SWING LOW
(Paramount)

"... Flip, wise-cracking member of that gay school of romantics started by 'It Happened One Night'. . . Based, remotely, on 'Burlesque,' the play hit of a decade ago. . ."

H. T. M., PHILA. LEDGER

"... It takes more than Miss Lombard's talent for light comedy and MacMurray's ability to tote a trumpet to put across a carelessly made, unfunny production which is neither comedy, melodrama nor musical. . ."

Finch, PHILA. RECORD

"... Aims to amuse, going serious in only a few interludes. Miss Lombard and Mr. MacMurray are both expert in the art of light entertainment, especially when aided and abetted by such deft assistants as Jean Dixon and Charles Butterworth. . ."

BOSTON POST

"... Has the ingredients that audiences enjoy—comedy, lively swing music, and a certain amount of sentiment. Essentially, however, it is the tale of a talented loafer and the girl who loved him and spent her life straightening him out. . . The film is all Carole Lombard's and she does some of her best work as the bony, sweet-hearted whose sense of humor keeps her from being a weeping willow. . ."

E. L. H., BOSTON HERALD

TROUBLE IN MOROCCO
(Columbia)

"... Jack Holt and Mae Clarke as rival reporters, track down a matter of riddle-smuggling in the desert. . . The highlight is the new technique of roughing the Riffians, zippy armored tanks with machine guns. . ."

J. T. M., N. Y. TIMES

"... Shambling and bogus melodrama. . . Full of all the intrigue, stock figures and stertoyped phrases of penny-shocked melodrama. . . It is hackneyed to the core. . ."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Blood and thunder adventure film. . . Dramatically directed and excellently photographed. . ."

Thier, N. Y. POST

OFF TO THE RACES
(20th Century-Fox)

"... Brief, inert, humorless little comedy of the homespun school. . . Stretches its thin and feeble story to the breaking point. . . Some usually good comedy actors find their efforts entirely wasted on a flimsy counterfeit that has little value as entertainment. . ."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"Another chapter in the considerably less than epochal adventures of the Jones Family. . . A gentle, unpretentious little comedy. . ."

Nogent, N. Y. TIMES

"... There are more laughs than you usually get in Class B pictures of this type. . ."

Winston, N. Y. POST

MIDNIGHT COURT
( Warners')

"... The story of the brilliant ex-prosecutor who, in a mood of cynicism turns his presumably unlimited talents to the service of the underworld, grows rich, then turns honest again and cleans up the town at the behalf of some lovely girl. (whom he then proceeds to support with the ill-gotten gains) is retold with considerable brilliance. . ."

B. R. C., N. Y. TIMES

"... Nothing very bad about the picture, and nothing good. . ."

Winsten, N. Y. POST

"... An insignificant trifle that tells of a shadowy world filled with coppers, gangsters, crooks, and lawyers. . ."

Finch, PHILA. RECORD

DANGEROUS NUMBER
(M-G-M)

"... A feeble attempt at looney humor that never quite comes off. . . The comedy is weak and fumbling and considerably lacking in meriment. . . The cast, however, is first rate."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Gay, giddy film which purports to recount the difficulties that arise when a cloth manufacturer marries a vaudeville artiste. . . Amiable bit of nothing in particular. . ."

G. G., PHILA. LEDGER

"... A charming little fillip which can boast a number of laughs, a satisfying romantic story and a very ingratiating performance by Ann Sothern. . . Reaches high, wide and handsome for its fun; but it's a farce and makes no pretense at anything else. . ."

Finch, PHILA. RECORD

ESPIONAGE
(M-G-M)

"... A sprightly comedy melodrama that progresses from grim bomb-throwing to extravagent farce. . ."

H. T. M., PHILA. LEDGER

"... Starts out as a serious detective drama and winds up with Edmund Lowe wearing a false mustache and Madge Evans wearing a Swiss peasant costume. Making strenuous efforts to be 'cute' the film at times manages to be amusing; but, on the whole, it is an oft-told tale."

Finch, PHILA. RECORD

"... Pretty silly business. . . A lot of diddle-dee-all purporting to be 'love and intrigue in the gay adventure of two star reporters on the trail of a millionaire munitions magnate.' . . ."

Schneider, CLEVELAND PRESS
Pennsylvania State Board of Censors with assistance of Philadelphia police raided New Theatre's "Madrid Document," a reeler sponsored by American Legion for Spanish Aid; last Saturday evening, arresting the group's secretary and the projectionist, and seizing the print. Those arrested were subsequently held under $400 bail for further hearing. They claim the film comes under "news reel" classification.

"SLEEPERS" (Continued from page 5)
now "in exile" in jails. Set them up on a board with copy looking in "Backseats." "FLASH HERALD"

You will stir a flock of attention with one-sided flash heralds, containing copy similar to that suggested above for use on the hobby layout, "Heir 'Big Bill' Waldos, etc." Fake it to appear like a revival meeting announcement.

"SLEEPERS" (Contd.)

ARThUR KINo HOWARD had quite a battle with the flu early this week and finally won out after three day illness. Art will miss the Independent Exhibitors meeting last Tues-

day. That was quite a break the exhibitors got when the bill compelling them to employ a licensed engineer if they had air conditioning units or any engine of twenty-five horse-power or over was withdrawn early last week...

And speaking of breaks your correspondent broke into the headlines for once when he crashed through for a second prize of two-thousand dollars in a great names contest conducted by the Boston Traveler. JOHN LOFTUS is manager of the Standard Theatre and Supply Company which has just been opened in the film district on Broadway. In addition to the editorial office and display room the company has built one of the most modern screening rooms in the district. Several film companies have announced their intention of using this new screening room. LEO LEVENSOn has been made manager of the candy sales division. The sweets to the sweet!... WALTER STUART, manager of the Community in North Attleboro, BEN GREENBERG of the Stadium Theatre in Woonsocket, Rhode Island, and AL LASHWAY of the Strand in Pawtucket were the three judges of the recent inspection contest. They were asked to judge the pass-holders reach the Grand's box-office. At the Lincoln the charge is 11c flat with the "passes." We made this correction, but the fact that the planey dodges deliberately misunderstand the public, as they did us. They are using the "critic suggested" ending now in "Last Horizon" at the Chestnut House and the Lincoln road show ending its second week. Plans are definitely afoot to unisonize the Vine Street portion of the local movie industry. Nothing is being divulged as yet, but you'll be hearing about it within the next week or so. It was interesting to note how many non-Irish gentlemen were wearing the green on Vine Street on St. Patrick's day. MIKE SEGAL's exchange is known as Imperial Pictures. He and HARRY WEISBROD are handling last year's Imperial product as well as the Du-World films. "Cloistered" will only remain two weeks at the Eleranger as the house is already leased for a legit attraction coming in at the end of next week. "Slagger" BEN GREEN duked it out after little guy took a poke at him in CHARLIE ZAGRANS' RKO office last Wednesday. The other half pint, who should know more about checking a blow, took a snappy right to the jaw from K. O. Green!... HARRY FRIED is on a South American cruise. Warners have leased the one on Keith's.

LEWEN PIZOR is hobnobbing with the other big shots at the M.P.T.O.A. convention in Miami. Lew, you know, is a member of the board of the Hays-controlled outfit.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years of film delivery service!"
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OUR FEET ARE ON THE GROUND

We have no illusions. Our aim is to provide entertainment everybody can understand and enjoy. That's why Grand National gives you—

DOWN-TO-EARTH ENTERTAINMENT

THESE TWO ARE ONLY A START!

Give YOUR PATRONS A TREAT

DATE IN THESE GRAND NATIONAL WINNERS NOW
STOP THESE
'BOXOFFICE ENEMIES'!

Below are listed four prominent movie-made personalities, whose vast popularity has been established thru the medium of theatre screens and the advertising of thousands of exhibitors. For every person these people attract to movie houses they are keeping two or three or ten at home by their participation in regular weekly radio programs at hours when theatre attendance should be at peak.

The producers have it within their power to stop these people from providing FREE competitive entertainment, but they have failed to do anything about it. The independent exhibitors of the nation CAN and MUST stop these "boxoffice enemies" from continuing to jeopardize the hundreds of millions of dollars they have invested in theatre bricks and mortar. They are biting the hand that has fed them to fame and that hand will wither and die if they are allowed to continue.

If you want to protect yourself against the ever-increasing competition of FREE radio entertainment provided by film stars, YOU MUST TAKE ACTION. The prospect of television makes this threat all the more ominous. Each exhibitor can simply do his share to impress these people by writing to warn them of your disapproval of their broadcasting during theatre hours and of your intention to play down their names in all advertising. The loss you may suffer by submerging their names will be small compared to the ultimate loss you will suffer if you allow them to use their film fame to make millions of potential movie fans "free entertainment" conscious.

LET THESE FOUR 'BOXOFFICE ENEMIES' HEAR FROM YOU!

CECIL B. DE MILLE
MARSHA RAYE
FRED ASTAIRE
JACK OAKIE

We name these four particularly because they owe by far the greatest portion of their present success to films and film theatres and they are involved in radio programs most damaging to you.

Write to them today!

MO WAX.
“DON’T TELL THE WIFE” PUSHOVER TITLE TO SELL

“Their’s gold in them thar hills,” but the comic clowns who thought they were melting the people to whom they sold stock in the mine, didn’t know it. That’s the skeleton plot of “Don’t Tell the Wife.” And, that’s some dough in this year picture, but lots of chump exhibitors will never find it out unless they do a bit of exploiting to dig it out.

“Don’t Tell the Wife” has some well-known comics, but nothing big in the way of cast names; the story isn’t particularly novel; in brief, it’s just a programmer—but, gentlemen, if you can’t see a cinch sales angle in that title, you’re due for another trip to the optician. “DON’T TELL THE WIFE” is something every guy blessed with a female ball and chain has said once or many times during his marital career and it will touch a familiar spot in the memories of all married folks. When you have an angle as valuable as that at your finger tips and don’t do anything about it, then you’re due for another visit to the conk analyst.

The yarn of this RKO frolic concerns a crew of confidence men who want to get back in the business of selling worthless gold mine stock. Last time they were pinched for not having a mine, so this time they purchase a worthless hole in the ground. They set out to get their old associate Lynne Overman, who is married to Una Merkel and retired in comfort. Una holds the purse strings and she refuses to let go of 100 grand the boys plead for to start the ball rolling. Hubby Lynne goes in on the deal and helps his pals sell wifey the idea of parting with the dough by hooking in Guy Kibbee, an innocent old duffer, to be their “front.” Detectives go to work on the gang and make things hot until Kibbee, amazed to learn that he has been peddling phoney stock, goes out to New Mexico to investigate the mine. Finding that it really has a rich vein, he rushes back, quietly buys up a load of the stock in Una’s name and then springs the news, which almost kills the con men, including hubby Lynn.

There it is in barest outline. The angles of the phony stock and the conniving hubby can be hooked in together for some gross-building stunts. Let’s see what we can offer...

LOBBY BALLY

On one side of your lobby rig up a real or imitation stock ticker machine in front of a large compo background. Place a well-dressed, but dishevelled, gentleman, with collar pulled open, sleeves rolled up, etc., fiancally pulling and reading the tape. On his back (which faces the incoming and outgoing patrons) this oilcloth signs: “For Heaven’s Sake, DON’T TELL THE WIFE!” On the compo background, which he faces, this bold copy: “I INVESTED ALL MY WIFE’S MONEY IN THIS PHONEY STOCK, SHE’LL HAVE A FIT IF SHE EVER FINDS OUT.” In smaller lettering, this: “Don’t Miss the Best Laugh Investment You’ve Been Offered In Months. It’s The Sure-Fire Buy, DON’T TELL THE WIFE,” starring Guy Kibbee, Una Merkel and Lynne Overman,” Stick worthless stock certificates and stills all over the background in haphazard manner. You might pile up some gilded bricks on each side of the ticker.

STREET BALLYS

Gild a couple dozen ordinary red bricks and have the sign shop stencil on this lettering: “I Bought A Gold Brick—DON’T TELL THE WIFE.” Have these placed at busy street intersections for as long as they will remain put.

Use three stooges for the following gag. Dress two of them in raggy outifts and place these oilcloth signs on their backs: (1) “I Played the Ponies—DON’T TELL THE WIFE”; (2) I Bought Phony Stocks. The third one should be rigged out in tuxedo or snappy sport suit, and his sign should read: “I’m STEPPING OUT To See the Laugh Hit—DON’T TELL THE WIFE—at the Rialto.” The words in caps should be much larger than the connecting words. Have them walk the streets in proper order.

MAILING LIST GAG

If you have a regular mailing list (or you can select a few thousand names from the telephone directory), this one is a natural: Have postcards printed with the following copy: (In handwriting) “Dear Pal: If You Want To Make A Load of Dough Fast and Easy, Get Your Share of Golden Rod Mining Stock. It’s a Sure-Fire Investment. (And this, in very small type) . . . And, If You Want Your Share of Laughs, See ‘DON’T TELL THE WIFE’ at the Rialto This Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. P. S. Don’t Be A Chump, Take The Wife Along For A Good Time! (Signed) Your Pal Joe.”

Barret McCormick’s press sheet gives you a few pips that will get you extra dough on “Don’t Tell.” Look ’em over on page three. They are simple, inexpensive to pull, and they’ll get the eyes.

$ $ $ $ $ $
THE INDUSTRY'S NEWS
From An Editorial Viewpoint

MPTOA CONFAB CLOSES WITH ZUKOR 'UP RENTALS' DEMAND

Encourage Producers, He Says...

The annual convention of the producer-subsidized Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America wound up its three-day confab with a closing session that was converted into a rally for higher film rentals for Paramount.

Adolph Zukor, continuing his extended "Silver Jubilee" celebration, addressed an assemblage of M.P.T.O.A. leaders, Paramount studio officials and affiliated theatre executives with a rousing demand that his company's film rentals must be increased, if he is to be encouraged to continue the production of "big" pictures.

"Exhibitors today do not appreciate they are getting something outstanding. Business is better and Hollywood, naturally, is aware of it, thereby encouraging producers to step out." Zukor expounded.

They Take Entire Risk...

"Taken by and large, they are taking all the risk," he continued, referring to the producers. "On the basis of total investment, those in production are finding the return is not worth the gamble and that's why I say exhibitors will have to see to it those returns are increased."

Zukor limited himself to mention of the comparatively few outstanding productions delivered by Paramount this past season and made no reference in his M.P.T.O.A. to the "quickies," subject of ever-mounting complaints from theatremen.

The irrepressible Zukor is reported to have told the Paramount theatre affiliate executives, in an organization meeting, that he might refuse to stay in Hollywood if exhibitors did not pay more for his product. To the M.P.T.O.A., however, he said, "If I had to stay in Hollywood at no pay at all, I would remain for the thrill of making pictures."

(Ed. note.) Financial circles estimate that Paramount will show a net profit of over $7,000,000 for 1937. This is based on the company's earnings for the first two months of the year.

MAXWELL SUES OSTRERS

Seeks Refund...

London.—John Maxwell, apparently determined not to be made the goat in the current Gaumont British muddle, filed suit here last Monday against the Ostrer Brothers, principal stockholders in G-B, to recover damages and the sum he recently paid for their non-voting stock in Metropolis & Bradford Trust, which controls 57 percent of the English film company. The basis of Maxwell's action is the allegation that the Ostrers breached an agreement whereby they guaranteed Maxwell that they would obtain the 49 percent of "A" stock presently owned by 20th Century-Fox and Loew's Inc.

The two American companies have not only refused to sell their stock to Maxwell, but have exercised their power to prevent the Ostrers from selling him their own 51 percent of voting stock. Meanwhile, the Ostrer Brothers have entered into a deal with C. M. Woolf of General Film Distributors, whereby the latter firm handles distribution of all G-B films and the two companies will confine their production to one studio. This deal has already been approved and General is now distributing all Gaumont pictures in England.

It is extremely difficult to gauge the exact nature of all these complications in G-B's affairs. Basically, the difficulties arose from the company's extravagance in plunging into the production of pictures for the American market. Spending recklessly, the product failed to measure up to proportionate boxoffice value in America and huge losses were sustained.

Hope for Future...

It is generally believed that Maxwell might have been the man to straighten out the outfit and place it on a sounder foundation. However, his entrance into a position of leadership was forestalled by 20th Century and Metro, who foresaw a threat to the substantial revenues they derive from the 400 theatres controlled by Gaumont if they let go their 49 percent grip.

It is quite possible that out of this welter of financial and legal manipulation G-B will emerge as a much more potent factor in the American market than it has been in the past. Regardless of who will ultimately gain control, the errors made by the Ostrer management have provided a lesson from which the new leaders will be able to proceed to a sounder operation.
U. A. PLANS 30; PAR. 58; 
COL. 48, FOR NEXT SEASON

Goldwyn Schedules 8 . . .

Announcements of projected production plans for the 1937-38 season were made by three major companies during the past week.

Upon his return from the coast on Friday, George J. Schaefer, vice-president of United Artists, stated that his company would release approximately 30 features next season. Of these, David Selznick would make 8; Samuel Goldwyn, 8; Walter Wanger, 6; Alexander Korda, 6 to 8. It is generally understood that Max Gordon will also contribute several pictures to the U.A. lineup for the coming year, although no definite announcement of this has yet been made.

Par.'s Group Include Cassidys . . .

In Paramount's scheduled 58 will be six Hopalong Cassidy westerns, to be produced by Harry Sherman. This company announced delivery of 60 to 65 features during the current season, but will actually release only 50 to 53. Two of the outstanding features now being presented on next season's program are "Souls At Sea" and "High, Wide and Handsome," both of which were definitely promised to exhibitors on their 1936-37 contracts.

Col.'s 32 and 16 . . .

Columbia's tentative schedule of 48 for the coming year includes 16 westerns. "Lost Horizon," the Frank Capra production now being roadshorn, will be among the pictures on next season's contracts.

HOUSE EXPECTED TO APPROVE 
MAJORS' 'MONOPOLY' INQUIRY

Pushed by Indies . . .

Washington.—The Rules Committee of the House of Representatives is expected to recommend adoption of the resolution introduced by Rep. Sam Hobbs, Alabama, calling for an investigation of an alleged monopoly held by the eight major film companies. The inquiry would be conducted by a House Judiciary sub-committee.

Hobbs stated that his action was taken because "thousands of complaints" have been received by members of Congress from independent exhibitors. Some observers saw in his move an indirect blow at the Department of Justice, which has moved rather slowly in prosecuting alleged anti-trust law violations by the producer-distributors and their theatre affiliates. However, it is believed that the Department is occupied in accumulating a vast store of evidence to employ in one major attack on the members of the Hays Ass'n. Indications that this is being planned are offered by the persistency with which the Attorney General's office is pursuing its inquiry into all phases of the industry. Agents appear in various parts of the country occasionally to question members of the industry and take notes, which are turned in to headquarters.

NEW YORK TIP-OFF

G-B'S GALA PREMIERE

Gaumont British certainly went to town with its first roadshow premiere in this country. The crowd that attended the opening of "Silent Barriers" at the Criterion Thursday evening was a deluxe gathering in every sense of the word. The white ties and top hats were very much in evidence. The layout of the front and the lobby display are distinctive eye-openers that reflects naught but credit on G-B's two "Als." Selig and Margolies, with proper proportions of praise due them for their relative shares in conceiving and setting up the displays. The Keig lights beamed all over Broadway and made the occasion the most gala in British filmmom's history in America. The film itself, while it may not fully measure up to roadshow standards, nevertheless vastly entertained the audience. But, perhaps the ballyhoo accompanying the premiere was as important as the picture itself, in that it provided the sort of ballyhoo needed to overcome the reluctance of some native exhibitors to give English-made product the break it deserves. Coming as it did at a time when G-B affairs are in a state of turmoil, it can only be hoped that the premiere of "Silent Barriers" will mark the beginning of the end of this company's difficulties and that it will go on to provide American theatres with good, marketable product. American independents need G-B! . . .

HOLY WEEK HITS MAIN STEM

Holy Week, of course, hit Broadway hard, but such standout films as the two roadshows, "Good Earth" (Metro) at the Astor and "Lost Horizon" (Col.) at the Globe; "May-time" (Metro) at the Capitol and "Waikiki Wedding" (Par.) at the Paramount, did above average business. . . . "Maytime" was favored by some of the raving-est reviews the big town cricks have indulged in for some months. It looks set for a possible four-weeks run. . . . "Waikiki" came in Wednesday, following three very successful weeks for Benny Goodman's Band and "Maid of Salem" (Par.), principally the former attraction . . . The Music Hall felt the pre-holiday blues to the extent of red ink on "When's Your Birthday" (RKO), on which the big house apparently hoped to attract the out-of-school kids in greater numbers. "Seventh Heaven" (20th Cent.) opened there Thursday and was accorded below par reviews, which may mean only one week, or two at best. . . . The Roxy had the lowest week in several months with "Breezing Home" (U), which flopped to the edge of red ink. It was supplanted by "Top of the Town" (U) on Friday . . . "Her Husband Lies" (Par.) had a weak week at the Criterion up to Wednesday. "Silent Barriers" (G-B) came into this house Thursday night for a two-a-day engagement. It won't be helped any by the unfavorable newspaper reception. . . . "Sea Devils" (RKO) clicked handsomely at the Rialto, where it was held for a second week. It gave this house its best week in months. . . . "Ready, Willing and Able" (WB) crawled thru its second week at the Strand with poor box and was replaced by "King and the Chorus Girl" (WB) Saturday morning. . . . "Nancy Steele Is Missing" (20th Cent.) flopped in its third week, after a none-too-good second, and was happily removed Friday night to make way for "History Is Made at Night" (U A)
REVIEWS

AS I SEE THEM

By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING: •• Means POOR; ••• Means AVERAGE; •••• Means GOOD; ••••• Means EXCELLENT

Plus (+) and Minus (−) will be used occasionally to indicate slightly above or below the point rating.

SPECIAL AGENT K-7

G-MAN MELLER... Excessive talk and little action... Cast weak... Will get by only as dualler in cheaper action spots, where it rates ••.—

C. C. Burr

BOXOFFICE RATING

65 Minutes

Walter McGrail... Queenie Smith...

Irving Pichel... Donald Reed...

Willy Castle... William Conrad...

Joy Hodges... Richard Tucker

Directed by Raymond K. Johnson

Main fault of this indie quickie is the overabundance of talk. The central character, a scientific crime detecting G-man, does his sleuthing by poring over clues in the old Sherlock Holmes manner. It makes for a minimum of action and therein lies the weakness of this offering. The title should get it by the joints, if dualled with something stronger.

Story has to do with the murder of a crooked night club and gambling house operator. Castello, Walter McGrail, the G-man Sherlock, eventually tracks down the killer by eliminating a field of candidates too numerous to mention. A vein of romance is carried through the story by Queenie Smith, a reporter, and Donald Reed, young man about town.

Irving Pichel outshines the weak cast in his role of a crooked lawyer and, incidentally, the killer. The others are below par. One character is delivered in the night club by Joy Hodges; the number and her singing are so-so. Direction weak.

AD TIPS: Sell the title and G-man angle.

NONNIE

FLASH PREVIEW

G-B Gives 'Silent Barriers,' First Roadshow, Gala Premiere

With a typical Hollywood premiere, featuring Kleig lights, ermine and top hats, Gaumont British presented its strongest bid for American patronage to date in "Silent Barriers" at the Criterion Theatre (N.Y.) Thursday night.

The picture, a romanticized document of the building of the Canadian Pacific Railroad, was made in Canada with a number of American players, notably Richard Arlen and J. Farrell McDonald, in leading roles. It is an engaging tale of a gambler (Arlen), who comes to the boom town, center of the railroad work, with plans for making easy money and remains to become the driving force behind the gallant struggle to overcome natural and man-made obstacles. Photographed against a background of unsurpassed natural beauty, it is often an eye-filling spectacle, as well.

RACKETEERS IN EXILE

Hollywood Preview

MOLEDRAMA... Gangster yarn with novel twist... Excellent comeback vehicle for Bancroft... Can hold top spot in nabc... Rates ••+, or better, for action and rural houses; slightly less for better class locations.

Columbia

65 Minutes

George Bancroft... Wynne Gibson

Evelyn Venable... Marc Lawrence

John Gallaudet... George McKay

Directed by Earle C. Kenton

Columbia has exhibited keen judgment in its selection of a vehicle to set George Bancroft back on the road to stardom, "Racketeers In Exile" opens as a hard-hitting gangster melodrama, and finishes up that way, but the main part of the story is a clever and novel divergence from the familiar pattern that packs a load of entertainment and should be welcomed by all types of audiences. Bancroft, in the ready-to-wear role of a racketeer gone straight to crusade against gangdom, gives a forceful, sincere performance that will regain him a host of his old followers. Although he does not boast the drawing power of several years ago, his return to the limelight should make interesting marquee display. This should get well above average returns whenever gangster films click, and it has sufficient general appeal to warrant top billing in the better class naborhood spots.

Bancroft, the biggest racketeer in the city, is molested by G-men activities, so he takes his mob and his sweetie, Wynne Gibson, to the small home town where he is regarded as a respectable citizen. At a church social, Bancroft delivers a speech so eloquently that the charity drive is a huge success. This gives him the idea of making some ready cash by turning evangelist and blackmailing the big time gangsters. He acquires a radio station and builds a tabernacle, his fans growing all the time. Meanwhile, romance develops between him and Evelyn Venable, the church organist. At the peak of his success, the girl's influence convinces him that he can do some real good by exposing gangland. On the eve of a sensational broadcast, he is shot, but the G-men nab the gangsters and promise to allow Bancroft to continue his crusade— with the aid of the girl he loves.

Wynne Gibson turns in an adroit performance as the high-heeled blonde. Evelyn Venable fails to convince as the romantic interest. The supporting players fine. Kenton's direction is intelligent, his spotting of comedy relief being especially noteworthy.

AD TIPS: Sell "Sleeper's" campaign in March 20 issue.

HANNA (Hollywood)

SING WHILE YOU'RE ABLE

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

MUSICAL COMEDY... Topnotch indie production worthy of ace bookings... Tomlin's performance in TIPS... Songs good... Rates ••+

Melody (Conn)

65 Minutes

Pinkie Tomlin... Toby Wing...

H. C. Bradley... Monte Collins...

Sam Wren... Suzanne Kaaren...

Bert Roach... "Prince" Michael Romanoff...

Jimmy Newell... Three Brian Sisters

Directed by Marshall Neilan

This indie musical has the goods to entertain all classes of audiences. Boasting an excellent production comparable to many major offerings, several tunes of the hit caliber and an ingratiating performance by Pinkie Tomlin, it is by far the finest film yet produced by the alert young Maurice Conn and well above the usual indie standard. Only fault lies in the overemphasis of certain situations, which occasionally slows down the evenly paced tempo. However, this defect may be eliminated on the return trip to the cutting room. "Sing" rates equal billing with average major releases in A houses and it will hold its own in the lesser spots, especially nabc and rural locations.

Yarn has Tomlin as a simple, lovable country lad, who is brought to New York to sing on the radio program of H. C. Bradley, a toy manufacturer and father of Toby Wing. In the city, the gentle rube becomes involved in a host of situations. He loses his baritone voice, emerges as a crooner after an operation in time to score a sensation of success, thus thwarting the ambitions of Sam Wren to gain control of the factory and win Toby. Romantic complications arise when Pinky hears that Toby used him as a tool to rid herself of Wren's attentions. He goes back to the country, where the gal joins him for a happy reunion.

Tomlin will get 'em, because he is human and appealing—his best role to date. Toby Wing is effective as the romantic interest. One of the outstanding bits in the film is provided by the 3 Brian Sisters, three tiny tots who outshine in perfect harmony a ditty entitled "I'm Just a Country Boy at Heart." The headlined "Prince" Mike Romanoff makes an auspicious debut as a visiting member of royalty. Supporting cast is uniformly good.

Marshall Neilan's direction is shrewdly conceived, even and always fluid. He gets the most from the situations and the players.

AD TIPS: Sell the Tomlin-Wing duo. Plug the song numbers. Catchline: "Down-to-Earth Romance Set to the Sweetest Song Hits of the Season!"

HANNA (Hollywood)

(Additional Reviews on page 8)
The stills are selected for their descriptive value to exhibitors.

HISTORY AT NIGHT! . . The yarn of this Walter Wanger production with the fascinating title of "History Is Made At Night" concerns an adventurous gentleman headwaiter and the lovely wife of a brutish shipping magnate. Charles Boyer, the waiter; Jean Arthur, the lady; Colin Clive, the villainous hubby. "History" may not make b.o. history, but that title should attract lots of curious folks. It's being released by U. A.

TOPPER! . . . The dapper gent with the iron topper is George Murphy, who sings and hoots with the gal by his side, Doris Nolan, in Universal's musical, "Top of the Town."

ANOTHER RACKET! . . . Columbia's latest excursion into the racket field is depicted in the couple scenes above from "I Promise To Pay," in which Chester Morris, Leo Carrillo and Thomas Mitchell deal with the loan shark racket.
KORDA'S ELEPHANTS & ROMANCE! ... Here we have preview shots from Alexander Korda's forthcoming two for U.A. release. Above, Sabu, the young native star of "Elephant Boy," (from one of Kipling's yarns), astride a royal elephant in Asiatic jungles. At the right, "Knight Without Armor," co-starring Marlene Dietrich and Robert Donat.

FERTILE FIELD AHEAD! ... Perhaps that is what Barry Mackay is telling gambler Richard Arlen as they look out on the vast Canadian Rockies. But the gambler becomes converted and plays a big part in the building of the Canadian Pacific R.R. It's all told in "Silent Barriers." G-B's roadshow film
BILL CRACKS DOWN

BOXOFFICE RATING

MELODRAMA . . . Love triangle in steel mill setting . . . Fair production lacks punch and name values . . . Will satisfy on dual bills . . . Rates - - in cheaper spots only.

Republic
61 Minutes
Grant Withers . . . Beatrice Roberts . . .
William Newell . . . Pierre Watkins
Directed by William Nigh

Story and production of this programmer are not bad at all, but it lacks the qualities to make it anything but dual bill fare for the lesser spots. No names, a no-draw title and absence of sufficient punch to satisfy action fans count against it. Nevertheless, it contrives to hold the spectator's attention almost throughout and might have amounted to something with stronger casting.

Story has Ranny Weeks, weak artist son of steel mill owner, inheriting the plant on the condition that he put in one year at hard labor under the tutelage of Grant Withers, the foreman. With Weeks dodging labor and Withers trying to make him work, hatred grows between the pair. The wealthy young top, seeking revenge for Withers' driving, makes a play for the latter's gal, Beatrice Roberts. However, Weeks' old sweetie arrives on the scene and events reach a climax with a fist fight above the steel furnace, resulting in Withers being knocked down. Weeks rescues him and the men agree to be pals and partners, and keep their own girlfriends.

Weeks looks promising, a good-looking boy with some talent. Withers, Judith Allen and Newell are OK. Nigh's direction is just adequate.

AD TIPS: There might be good in the labor vs. capital angle. Catchline: "A Rich Man's Son Learns Fair Play From This Hard Hitting Laborer!"

NONNIE

CRIME NOBODY SAW, The

BOXOFFICE RATING

MYSTERY . . . Mild version of routine plot . . . Will get by on dual bills in pop houses, where it rates . . . -

Paramount
62 Minutes
Eugene Pallette . . . Ruth Coleman . . .
Colin Tapley . . . Ethelanne Osborne . . .
Howard G. Hickman
Directed by Charles Barton

This Paramount cheapie holds nothing novel in story, nor is its treatment original. The plot is the routine one about authors in search of a mystery plot, who encounter the real thing. Directed and played with fair speed, it will satisfy the rabid mstatus film fans in cheaper spots. A fair dual biller, if teamed with light comedy or heavy drama.

The story, by Ellory Queen, is somewhat goofy and only the less discriminating fans will overlook the many inconsistencies. Lew Ayres, Eugene Pallette and Benny Baker are three playwrights seeking a plot for a contemplated mystery play. That, it seems, is their only stumbling block to writing a Pulitzer Prize winner. They stumble on the real thing when a murdered "man" is found in their room. The man turns out to be a woman. The three authors turn detectives and start to solve the crime. The dead person is revealed as a blackmailer, who had been carrying on a successful practice in both guises. They force a confession from the culprit just when things look darkest for an innocent man.

Pallette is outstanding in the mediocre cast. Barton's direction is aimed to garner laughs, with mild success.

AD TIPS: Catchline: "The Scrivener Mystery Comedy in Youths" Mention Ellory Queen's name in all copy. Title good for teases.

HANNA (Hollywood)

WHAT PRICE VENGEANCE

BOXOFFICE RATING

ACTION MELLER . . . Standard formula gangsters vs. cops yarn . . . Cheaply made, but has advantage of fair cast . . . Rates - - for action and rural locations.

Rialto Prod.
58 Minutes
Lyle Talbot . . . Wendy Barrie . . .
Marc Lawrence . . . Eddie Acuff . . .
Lucille Lund . . . Arthur Kerr
Directed by Del Lord

Fair cops and gangsters meller that will get by where they aren't very particular about production values. It's action all the way, with motorcycle cops chasing autos, harbor patrol chasing motorboats, etc. The production is slapped in many spots, but a better than average indie cast covers up most of the flaws. It should get fair returns in the lesser action and rural spots.

Lyle Talbot, a cop with a complex against shooting, is accused of neglect in failing to use his gun when chasing gangsters headed by Marc Lawrence. Real reason was the fact that Lawrence used kid Kerr as a shield, making the getaway after a crash. To all intent he resigns the force in disgrace, but actually goes into plain clothes to track down the gang. His sweetheart, Wendy Barrie, accompanies him and they work their way in with the mob as a "mug and his moll." When the jig is up, they engage in a pitched gun battle with the gang in a dark factory, the police arriving just as Talbot uses his gun to bump off Lawrence.

Talbot and Wendy Barrie carry off acting honors in the leading roles. The lesser characters are also well handled. Del Lord allowed action to have full swing from start to finish.

AD TIPS: Sell it as cops and gangsters thriller. Catchline: "A Cop Gave Up His Uniform in Disgrace and Goes After Mob of Killers Single Handed!"

NONNIE
News About Pictures and Picture People

Bruce Cabot has been signed by Condor to play the male lead in “Love Takes Flight,” which Grand National will release. Conrad Nagel will direct.

Columbia has changed to forthcoming release dates. “Racketeers In Exile,” starring George Bancroft, will be released on March 30th, instead of the 20th. “Motor Madness,” in which Rosalind Keith and Allen Brook are co-featured, also has been set back from March 27th to April 5th.

Three more roadshow dates have been set by Columbia for “Lost Horizon.” The Capra film has been running on a two-a-day basis in New York, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago and Pittsburgh. It opens in Atlanta, March 29th; in Hartford, March 31st; and Seattle, April 8th.

Edward Arnold, Jr., 16-year-old son of the noted film star, has been signed to a Monogram Pictures contract by Scott R. Dunlap, vice-president in charge of production. The deal is for one picture, with Monogram holding an option on the youth’s services for two additional pictures.

Edward L. Alperson, president of Grand National, last week signed Stuart Parkin to a two-picture contract with additional options. Erwin’s first G-N film will be “Small Town Boy,” to be produced by Zipp Myers. Glenn Tryon will direct. The story is based on Manhattan’s Cosmopolitan magazine yarn, “The Thousand Dollar Bill.”

Change ‘Lost Horizon’ Ending

Sensing unsatisfactory audience reaction to the first conclusion used in “Lost Horizon,” its roadshow hit, Columbia has substituted a different one.

The original ending showed Conway (Ronald Colman) being reunited with Sandra (Jane Wyatt) at the Tibet monastery. Many critics commented that this struck a false, commercial note not in keeping with the spirit of the rest of the picture. Taking heed, Columbia switched to this one: A group of people in the British Embassy drink a toast to their friend, Colman, who is then shown climbing the icy heights of the mountains leading back to his beautiful Shangri-La, where the girl he loves, the life he wants await him.

Does this sign belong on your theatre?

ALL YE WHO ENTER HERE LEAVE ALL HOPE OF COMFORT BEHIND

or can you use this one:

“Our American Seating Company Chairs Will Fulfill Your Every Hope for Luxurious Comfort”

Ask us ABOUT RESEATING YOUR THEATRE

American Seating Company

Public Seating for Every School, Theatre, Church, Auditorium and Bus Requirement
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN. Branch Offices and Distributors in All Trade Areas

COMFORT: THE GREATEST STAR OF THEM ALL
WHEN’S YOUR BIRTHDAY
(R. K. O.)

"... Joe E. Brown as a practicing astrologist... amusing fare presented with no irritating departures from the standard recipe." - WASHINGTON EYE STAR

"... Full of Joe E. Brown’s good old tricks. ... Since the purpose is laughter and since Fred Keating, Edgar Kennedy, Maude Ebarne, Charlie Judels and Bob Murphy help out the comic in getting the giggles, the net score is satisfactory. ..." - Kelley, WASHINGTON TIMES

"... NOT the Joe E. Brown picture you have possibly been waiting for ... does not amuse ... fails to register. ..." - B. R. C., N. Y. TIMES

"... Spontaneous and flexible ... just a collection of comedy reels, but the speedy tempo and the antic performances of Mr. Brown and Edgar Kennedy, blended with a few magic tricks by Fred Keating, are enough to hold your attention. ..." - Tazelaar, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"... Knockabout farce in which Joe E. Brown and some pleasant associates amusingly kid the pants off astrology ... has its moments of good, solid, slapstick comedy and some first-rate funny talk. ..." - Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Joe E. Brown is a clown apart of run-of-mine ... however, his new picture abounds in hackneyed situations and speech which require no little gall to revile. ..." - Kamnor, BALTIMORE EYE, SUN

"... Sure-fire for fun-loving audiences with Joe E. Brown spoiling up laughs at a mile-a-minute speed. ..." - Rob Reel, CHICAGO AMERICAN

A FAMILY AFFAIR
(Paramount)

"... Considerable suspense and excitement ... the comedy shows up remarkably well ... a rather gripping melodrama. ..." - Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"... A competent remake of a competent old melodrama. They called it ‘Street of Chance’ when they made back in 1920 ... creditably performed. ..." - Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... Possesses its share of suspense and capable actors ... dialogue weak ... fairly entertaining. ..." - Winsten, N. Y. POST

"... Well planned, well written and the characters, the dialogue and the background blend perfectly ... a solid, arresting and entertaining melodrama. ..." - Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

MAYTIME
(M-G-M)

"... A resplendent and melodious spectacle that moves majestically through more than two hours of romance, operatic doings and melodrama. ..." - Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"... The most entrancing operetta the screen has given us. Establishes Jeanette MacDonald as the possessor of the cinema’s loveliest voice; and affirms Nelson Eddy’s preeminence among the baritones of filmdom ... a picture to treasure. ..." - Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... Intelligent and sensitive treatment rescues ‘Maiotype’ from the grab-bag of half-forgotten operettas and fills it with new life ... the singing is the best yet of any year in the movies. ..." - Winsten, N. Y. POST

"... A melodious, beautifully-sung and, in spite of its excessive length, engaging screen version of Sigmund Romberg’s operetta. ..." - Buchnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... A rare treat ... comedy, romance and music have been welded into a smooth and lustrous whole ... singing beautiful, but little of original remains ... John Barrymore gives principals stiff acting competition. ..." - Finn, PHILA. RECORD

"... Proves definitely that cinema has conquered operetta ... a musical playday destined to lure long lines to the box office. ... MacDonald, Eddy, John Barrymore excellent. ..." - Murdock, PHILA. LEDGER

MAYTIME FOR 1937 - 1938

W. Ray Johnston

W. RAY JOHNSTON, president of Monogram Pictures, this week announced its complete production and distribution plans for 1937-38. The Board of Directors consists of Johnston; Sol A. Rosenberg, former deputy administrator of the N.R.A.; J. A. Sisto, Wall Street banker; William Rhinlander Stewart, and Scott E. Dunlap, head of production.

The company’s distribution organization will consist of 31 franchise branches throughout the United States. Distribution in New York, Philadelphia and Washington, D.C., will be operated by an affiliate of the parent company, Monogram Distributing Corp. All other exchanges handling the product will bear the name Monogram, giving the organization a unity not had by other independent film companies.

FROM PHILLY  
By Nonamaker

S-W FAIRMOUNT closed last week for repairs, response today.  NADINE NELSON,  ex-National-Penn salesman ... DAVE MOLIVER to move his 'Range' Sales Offices to the newly prettied building at 1241 Vine ... There has been no decision on the 'Lucky' case yet.  JUDGE McDEVITT evidently taking his time.  Who gave MIKE, the barber, his black eye?  Dennis Games now have Popsie Pops "made with spinach."  Vine Street traffic lights should be working by the time you are reading this .  WM. F. MATTSON, at the 1106, told us Trenchers ... "BILLY" (Cities Theatres) HEENAN was sick.  Pre...ferred BILLY MILLER, who is recuperating nicely, says she had so many blood transfusions that she thinks she is a couple of other girls now.  JOE KENNEDY happy over being back at his old post as superintendent in chief of Hordalcher's platform, and the Republic exchange happy over JAC LINDER booking their "Two Wise Maid's" to follow "Good Earth" at the Locust Street Theatre, which he has been managing and Girard, Gurnardale, is being rebuilt by FRANK HOL...LISTER ... EMANUEL TANNENBAUM has the Roxy, Olyphant, closed for alterations and will reopen within three weeks.  Daddo Theatre, Shepton, which has been closed for years, will shortly reopen ... BILL TURBETT's wife was operated upon for appendicitis.  She is doing nicely ... WILMER and VINCENT's Victoria, Harrisburg, has beautiful new mar...que ... Victoria, Frackville, now open three days a week instead of one ... A new theater is being built in Elizabethville by a party named WEIST ... In about two months the NATE MILLGRAMS will be four instead of three ... JOHNNY BACHMAN busy with Grand National's "Manager's Billing Drive" and all the G-N boys are excited about "231; Hours Leave" and "Girl Loves Boy," a couple of good looking shows.  EDMUND GRADE's vaude hooker, has pleasing ... MILES EPSTEIN is the proud pappy of a 6-lb., 12½ oz. girl born Tuesday night.  Good going, boy.

FROM BOSTON  
By Bruce

"DOC" BRIOTON has the state police of Maine looking for one of the exhibitors.  How about us?  The Weekly.  Mounts Doc?  WALTER GILLIS ran up pouting with the announcement that "The Battle of Greed" had just been received by Cameo Screen Attractions.  Just made the deadline, Walter?  SALLY HOCHBERG, the new secretary for Independent Exhibitors, is making her monumental hit with all the exhibs.  Lost! JOE COHEN.  Last seen in the rough.  Mrs. FRANK LYDON is resting comfortably in St. Margaret's Hospital after having a serious attack of pneumonia.  Frank is perking up again!  Yep, BRAD ANGER went to New York again.  Insists that there is something to that rumor that he will say something soon to explain his habitual visits to the big city.  What do you think?  CHARLIE WILLIAMS is going in for 16 mm in a big way.  He has formed the Filmart Company and will distribute the Russian Amkino 16 mm film.  That's the reason for all that activity at 43 Church Street.  RICHARD RUBIN does not need to take any course on public speaking judging by the way he handled his spiel on the problems confronting the independent exhibitor in the light of the new law.  WIOU.  LOUIS LESLIE has been promoted.  He's now salesmanagement for Century Pictures according to MARCEL MIKELBURG.  LOUIS FRITZ is opening up the Hope Theatre in Hope Valley, Rhode Island next Sunday.  M. STANZL...ER transferred the title to Frey just recently.  Here's "heaping-up!" ... The Film Exchange Workers elected their president yesterday.  The other day all are definitely under the A. F. of L. thus quelling all rumors about C. I. O. activity.  MAX MAGOVSKY of National Screen Service was chosen as the first president of the new organization.  MIKE THOMAS has a corner on the famous meeting place in the film district.  Mike moved to 41 Church Street from his Theatre Noveltys Company ... PHIL. BLOOMBERG, the big shot from Salem, is vacationing in Florida.  Oh well, the sun is getting pretty hot here too.  "Porter Square" she...KELL is back after eight weeks in Florida.  "One Shot!" ROSSI is trying to figure out four horse parleys again! ... HARRY ZEITZ of New Bedford was seen flitting through the district.  That man can cover more territory in less time than any other exhib in the district!  ABE MONTAGU, general sales manager for Colum...nia Pictures, was here from New York last weekend to do a little advance work on "Last Horizon."  MAX FINN went down to New York to meet his flying wife.  She is back from a trip to Hollywood.  COLBY W. ROBIN...SON opened the Town Hall in Yarmouth, Maine, this week.  There will be a flock of openings soon with the advent of warmer weather.  AARON ROSENBERG always wants to see the best pictures.  We know what he will say to that too,—"you're darn tootin!" ... L. M. LOEW is opening the Royal Theatre in Oney-...lle, Rhode Island, on Sundays only ... SAMMY HAAS is going to be minus one of his best listeners in a very short time!  JIMMY O'BRIEN is going great since he moved in with MIKE THOMAS on that famous corner.  The Film salesmen are going to give a dance and entertain at the Hotel Bradford next Fri...day evening and they have managed to get Earl Rhodes' orchestra.  We seem to be coming into an era of bigger and better parties.  The Cinema Club had a gala celebration recently and put themselves in a financial corner.  Everything in Equipment  
NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY CO.  
1225 VINE ST.  
PHILA., PA.
AN AUTHENTIC HUMAN DOCUMENT
FILMED BY SPECIAL PERMISSION OF POPE PIUS XI

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN HISTORY
Cameramen have been permitted to film the mysterious life of the nuns living in a strictly cloistered Convent—where no man ever entered before.

"A masterpiece. Not to be seen once but many times." — AMERICA

"One of the most unusual pictures of the year." — N.Y. TIMES


"Unique picture...Strange-ly moving and beautiful." — DAILY NEWS

Presented by BEST FILM, CO., INC. RENE HUISMAN president
DISTRIBUTED BY MUTUAL M.P. DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
HARRY H. THOMAS president.
R.K.O. BUILDING • RADIO CITY • NEW YORK.
Don't Be A Sucker For Paramount's Phony Promises!

How does Adolph Zukor get that way?

As a display of callous disregard for common moral integrity and business decency, his demand for higher film rentals to "encourage" him to make better pictures, voiced at the M. P. T. O. A. convention in Miami, takes the well known cake.

Paramount was just about as false to exhibitors this season as any company can possibly be and stay within the written law. During the 1936-37 selling term, its salesmen flaunted before their buyers printed forms naming titles, stories, stars and noted directors which made the product appear most promising. On the basis of those printed promises, and allowing for the normal vagaries of production, thousands of exhibitors agreed to outright rentals and percentage terms for the Paramount '36-37 program.

They know now that they were tricked. Because the pictures were not itemized in the contracts, Mr. Zukor's Paramount is giving its customers the short and dirty end of the stick by withholding a number of the strongest pictures promised this year.

"Souls at Sea," starring Gary Cooper was "sold" on '36-'37 contracts. "High, Wide and Handsome," starring Irene Dunne, was "sold" on '36-'37 contracts. Both of these films are lying on the shelf in the Paramount studio, completed and accumulating interest charges on the investments, which will probably be charged to the suckers who buy them for the second time next season.

Where are the two Marlene Dietrich productions, one to be directed by Ernst Lubitsch, the other by Frank Lloyd? Paramount proudly announces them for "sale" again on 1937-38 contracts, although the Lubitsch film is already being made. Where is "Artists and Models"? And the second Bing Crosby picture? And the Technicolor "Slave Ship," with Gary Cooper? The Technicolor special, "Spawn of the North"? "The Count of Luxembourg" starring Irene Dunne? What of "Diamond Rush," starring Gary Cooper or Fred MacMurray?

We have listed ten pictures (there are more) which Paramount promised exhibitors this season and which they will not deliver. This company has already announced through the trade papers that it will be approximately ten pictures short on its total for the year (60 to 65 sold—about 53 will be delivered.) It hardly requires a mathematical mind to understand that the withdrawal of these ten boxoffice films substantially increases the proportionate rentals on the other 53 releases.

Paramount made false promises in 1936 and Zukor is laying the foundation for getting even larger returns on phony promises for 1937.

So be ready. When the Paramount salesman mentions higher rentals, tell him to take back to Mr. Zukor the indelicate, but appropriate, answer: "Nuts"!

MO WAX.
AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'

The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of all those pictures which are perhaps overlooked or neglected in their advertising. The Grand National press boys, under Ed Finney's guidance, have made our job extremely soft this time by turning out a nifty press sheet. Four pages sold with exploitation stunts and tie-ups cover the sales angles pretty thoroughly and we have to dig down into the deepest recesses of what we egotistically call our brain to pull out anything original. What we are going to do is break these press sheet offerings so that everyone who sees them out grinning from ear to ear. So, roll up the frayed shirt sleeves and go to work.

"WAR"

If you go in for circular distribution (or even if you usually don't), here is an angle that will engender a load of excitement at first glance—and get a hearty laugh at second.

Get this printed on large size sheets (something over 12 x 18): "There Will Never Be W.A.R....If the Dictators of Europe Would See '23½ Hours Leave' and Enjoy A Good Laugh At The Hilarious Antics of Army Life! Let them come to the Strand Next Week to See It and Relax!"

That word "WAR" should be huge and very black, so that it will give the appearance of being an important announcement. The other copy much smaller, Liberty and peace-loving Americans will enjoy the tone of this herald—and that's an "in."

FREE DOUGHNUTS

Everyone remembers what an important part the doughnut played in winning the war. Promote some from the local bakery and enclose them in printed transparent bags. The press sheet shows you a couple of stills on doughnuts that can be used effectively for bakery shop tie-ups.

V.F.I. LEGION TIE-UPS

The press sheet lists all the American Legion branches throughout the country. Contact your local Legion post, as well as other veteran and patriotic organizations, and you will probably find them ready to cooperate in helping you at least reach all their members.

LOUD SPEAKER

Hook up a loud speaker system on your front and have a male trio or quartet singing old war songs like "You're In the Army Now" and "Oh, How I Hate To Get Up In the Morning," with periodic announcements about the picture.

Remember always to keep the comedy angle predominant. Don't allow anyone to get the impression that this is a war picture. There is money in comedy and this one can be sold for plenty of dough.

$ $ $ $ $
THE INDUSTRY'S NEWS
From An Editorial Viewpoint

ALLIED SETS BACK NATIONAL CONVENTION TO MAY 26-27-28

Closer to Buying Season . . .

Apparently for the purpose of enabling leaders and members to obtain more data on 1937-38 film selling terms, Allied has set back the date of its annual convention for two weeks to May 26-27-28. It will be held in Milwaukee, with the Hotel Pfister as headquarters. Announcement of the decision was made by P. J. Wood, Secretary of the Ohio I.T.O. and Chairman of the National Convention Committee.

The added valuable feature of the product and sales terms analysis on a national scale has made Wood and other Allied leaders confident that this year's turnout will exceed any in the organization's past history. Other outstanding issues that will occupy the delegates' attention are the theatre-divorce measures, block booking and blind selling and other legal and legislative attacks against the majors' monopoly hold on production and distribution. However, from an immediate and practical viewpoint, the chief attraction for most independents will be the exchange of information on sales terms asked by the various companies for 1937-38 and the analysis of the current season's deliveries and next season's promises.

Committees Named . . .

Wood announced the committee appointments for the convention. In addition to himself, the National Convention Committee consists of: Secretary, Ray A. Tesch, Milwaukee, Wis.; Nathan Yamin, Fall River, Mass.; Lee W. Newbury, Belmar, N. J.; W. A. Steffes, Minneapolis, Minn.; M. B. Horwitz, Cleveland, Ohio; William D. Davis, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Roy Bair, Indianapolis, Ind.; F. J. McWilliams, Madison, Wis.; H. M. Richey, Detroit, Mich.; Aaron Saperstein, Chicago, Ill.; Col. H. A. Cole, Dallas, Texas; Walter Littlefield, Boston, Mass.

Chairmen of other committees are as follows: General Convention—Edw. F. Maertz, Zenith Theatre, Milwaukee; Banquet—Max Krofta, Abby Theatre, Milwaukee; Entertainment of Delegates—Merrill Devine, Milwaukee; Publicity—Arnold Brumm, Ritz Theatre, Milwaukee; Reception—George Langheinrich, Burleigh Theatre, Milwaukee; Exhibits—Ross J. Baldwin, Tosa Theatre, Milwaukee; Transportation and Hotel—George Fischer, Milwaukee Theatre, Milwaukee; Convention Arrangements—A. C. Berkholz, West Bend Theatre, West Bend; Credentials—Gene Gaderski, Aragon Theatre, Milwaukee; Women's Activities—Mrs. Frank Fischer.

An enticing program of social events has been arranged to entertain the delegates during non-business hours of each day. The latest in theatre equipment will be displayed in the convention headquarters during the 3-day period.

HAYS ASKS 'COOPERATION' INSTEAD OF LEGISLATION

In Annual Report . . .

Following the customary line of pleading for cooperation between exhibitors and producer-distributors, Will H. Hays again decried legislative attacks against the producers in his 15th annual report to the board of directors of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors Association presented on Friday.

Flying in the face of the producer-controlled M.P.T.O.A.'s failure to win concessions on unfair trade practices from members of the Hays organization, the M.P.P.D.A. president had this to say: "There will never be a time in this or any other industry when individual grievances will not exist and need to be adjusted, and when there will not be groups which will demand legislation instead of cooperation. But an overwhelming number of responsible exhibitors, distributors and producers fully understand that any act which would destroy initiative and enterprise in the industry must endanger the investment in all theatre properties, make it impossible to serve large portions of the public with outstanding entertainment and hurt the small theatre now protected by the assurance of a constant and unfailing picture service.

'Men of Good Will' . . .

"There is enough elasticity in the trade structure of the industry and enough men of good will within it—exhibitors, distributors and producers—to solve through self-regulation all its trade problems that exist or may arise from time to time."

In other sections of the report, Hays praised the producers for improving the quality of films, complimented newsreels on extending "the scope of their informational service" and commented favorably on the trend toward popularizing films dealing with biographies of famous musicians and composers.

RKO NET FOR 8 WEEKS OVER 10 TIMES HIGHER THAN IN '36

$714,000 . . .

RKO earned a net profit of $714,000, after all charges, for the first 8 weeks of 1937, it was disclosed Thursday by O. C. Doering, counsel for the company's trustees, at a hearing before Federal Judge William Bondy on the petition of the trustee and counsel for partial payment on services rendered in reorganization matters. This sum is over ten times greater than RKO's net for the same period in 1936, when a profit of $68,511 was shown.
MINN. MAY YET PASS THEATRE-DIVORCE MEASURE

Senate Committee Favorable . . .

St. Paul.—Racing against time, proponents of the Minnesota measure to outlaw ownership or operation of theatres by film producers-distributors are still hopeful that the bill will be enacted before the legislature adjourns next week. Their stock was boosted considerably Friday when the Senate committee reported the measure favorably, following like action by the House committee.

While observers here deem it unlikely that the legislature will finally act on the bill at the current session, there is still a possibility that it will be rushed through at the eleventh hour.

Cal. Hearing April 5 . . .

Los Angeles.—The California legislature is slated to hold its first public hearing on the theatre-divorce measure April 5th. Also up for debate will be a proposed bill to bar preferred playing time demands by film distributors.

Meanwhile, it was reported in New York that counsel for Paramount is preparing to contest the recently enacted North Dakota law banning affiliated theatres on the grounds that it is unconstitutional. Allied leaders who sponsored the measure are confident that it is permanently on the statute books, basing their belief on assurances of eminent constitutional law attorneys who have examined the law.

WARNER REPORTED SET TO ADOPT GAMES IN PHILA.

Several to Start . . .

Warner Bros. are understood to be planning to put games in several of their Philadelphia theatres shortly. At present, only a few houses will be affected, those in sections where competition with independent spots now using games and giveaways as box-office stimuli is stiffest.

The Imperial in West Phila. and the Kent in Kensington are said to be the first two Warner houses designated for the games.

Warners have long been on record as opposed to theatre games and this move is regarded as retaliation against indies who have used them successfully in locations against the circuit’s competition.

NEW YORK TIP-OFF

Observations and Opinions by Larkin

LOEW’S QUERY ON DUALS

Loew’s just completed a survey of the duals problem among the patrons of their metropolitan theatres and learned that at least half of them prefer double features. The poll was conducted thru the medium of Loew’s Movieliner. The company announced that a majority of the people indicated their preference for shows that run over two and a half hours. Some independents point to the results of the poll as added evidence that the public really wants twin bills, remarking that Loew’s must have been ardently hoping that the majority would be opposed.

Present indications are that the major film companies will not further contest the N. Y. City sales tax on film rentals, which was upheld by unanimous decision of the N. Y. Court of Appeals last week. Between $1,000,000 and $2,000,000 is reported due the City from the major distributors. . . . The opinion that Grand National will become an important factor in the industry within another year or two is steadily gaining ground. After a slow start this season, the company has raised the generally accepted estimation of its future by recent moves. The acquisition of such production names as Richard Rowland, Zion Myers, the Condor outfit and the likelihood that Douglas MacLean will remain all have counted in boosting G-N’s prospects. Another factor has been the cautious procedure being followed by Eddie Alpers, who seems determined to teach the baby to walk before it attempts to run into the big time class—and perhaps fall. A vast improvement in the product can be looked for during the ’37-’38 season, and a still greater improvement the following season. A solid foundation is being laid . . . .

HAPPY EASTER ON BROADWAY

Business was very much on the up in the first run spots this week. Some better class boxoffice stuff than the Main Stem has been enjoying recently and the Holiday combined to boost grosses to happier figures. . . . The Paramount is singing a merry tune with “Waikiki Wedding” (Par.) in its second week. It will stay at least one more, possibly two. . . . “Maytime” (Metro) was going so nicely at the end of the second week that it stayed at the Capitol for a third—and may hold for a fourth. . . . The Music Hall jumped into the upper brackets with “Seventh Heaven” (20th Cent.), which was an ideal Easter booking. The reviews, however, were not very favorable and it is staying for a second week on the strength of the Holiday week business. . . . “Top of the Town” (U) received mixed notices, but received the benefit of a strong ad build-up in advance and is sailing along into its second week with good returns. . . . While it is not exactly doing terrific, “King and the Chorus Girl” (WB) gave the Strand its best week in a long time. It will probably hold for two additional weeks. . . . “History Is Made at Night” (U.A.) is clicking well enough at the Rivoli to guarantee a three weeks run . . . Unexpected clicker is “Sea Devils” (RKO), which was held for a third week at the Rialto, first time this house has done this in some time. . . . The three roadshows are hitting it at a strong clip. “Good Earth” (Metro) is slipping off just a bit at the Astor in its 9th week. “Lost Horizon” (Col.) is holding its own keel, which is excellent, at the Globe, in its sixth week. G-B’s “Silent Barriers” gave the Criterion a new high in its first week on the two-a-day basis.
AS I SEE THEM... REVIEWS OF NEW FILMS

WILLIAM K. ZINN

BOXOFFICE RATING: • • Means POOR; • • • Means AVERAGE; • • • • Means GOOD; • • • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus (+) and Minus (−) will be used occasionally to indicate slightly above or below the point rating.

SILENT BARRIERS

OUTDOOR DRAMA

Most Americanized British film to date... Has some stirring sequences, gorgeous scenery and fair action, but is not in "big" picture class... Rates: +

J. Farrel MacDonald... Roy Emerson

Directed by Milton Rosmer

While Gaumont British has not achieved the success of a "Covered Wagon" or a "Plainsman" with "Silent Barrier," it has delivered the most Americanized film it has yet made. Built on "epic" proportions, "Barriers" does not quite reach the big picture class, but it offers much to satisfy the outdoor film addicts. Most of it was photographed in Canada and the Canadian Rockies make a striking background of unsurpassed beauty. The basic theme—the struggle of the builders of the Canadian Pacific Railroad against adversities of nature and man—provides some stirring sequences. However, the story built around this theme is below par and the picture's principal weakness. Action and rural locations should have no trouble getting above average returns. The better class spots will have to sell.

The plot, briefly, concerns Richard Arlen, a gambler, who comes to the Canadian boom town, center of operations on the projected railway from Montreal to Vancouver. Gradually, inspired by his love for a girl and the sight of the people's struggle to overcome all the obstacles blocking their path through the Rockies, Arlen becomes regenerate and joins the work, becoming one of its driving forces. After all sorts of hardships are defeated, they meet success and Arlen wins his girl.

The performances are good. Arlen is characteristically sincere and adds punch to his big scenes. J. Farrel MacDonald, Lilli Palmer and Barry Mackay are outstanding in support.

The production is topnotch throughout. The sheer magnificence of many scenes will bring gasps. Milton Rosmer's direction could have dwelled to better advantage on the inspiring spectacle of the railway building, rather than on the shallow story.

AD TIPS: Sell this as a "Saga of Man's Struggle to Overcome Nature." The regeneration-of-a-gambler is a good angle for action spots. Feature Arlen.

LARKIN

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY MELODRAMA

Capable cast and deft direction endow weak story with some interest.

Arthur names and intriguing title will attract... Rates: +... generally solely on these assets.

History Is Made at Night

Directed by Frank Borzage

This is a far-from-satisfying mixture of comedy and melodrama. The fault lies with the obvious confusion of the authors, Gene Towne and Graham Baker, who tried to drive their cart both ways at once. That "History" emerges as mildly entertaining fare is due to the sympathetic portrayals by Charles Boyer and Jean Arthur, and the appeal with which director Frank Borzage has endowed their strange romance. The proceedings is further disguised by a handsome production and a "smash" climax, in which an ocean liner crashes into an iceberg.

Collin Clive, shipping magnate, desiring to prevent his ex-潸annequin wife from divorcing him, attempts to frame her with his chauffeur. Boyer, head-waiter in a fashionable Paris restaurant, saves her by a ruse, posing as a thief and kidnapping her. They dance together all night at the restaurant and she tells him of her brutal husband. Meanwhile, Clive kills the chauffeur and pins the murder on Boyer. Then he induces his wife to rejoin him in returning to America as a common-law wife, to protect the obstacle of the waiter. Boyer follows her to the U.S., where, with his pal chef, Leo Carrillo, they revive a failing restaurant in the hope that Jean will be attracted there. She has again left Clive, but he wins her back by convincing her that she have found Boyer in Paris and will sentence him to death for the murder. She finds him in New York, however, and learns of his husband's trickery. When she tells Boyer why she suddenly left Paris with her husband, he determines to return to Paris to stand trial. Jean sails with him on the new boat Clive has just launched and the latter deliberately raises issues that cause the vessel to crash into an iceberg. Clive, believing that the woman he loves is drowned, commits suicide, but the lovers are rescued.

Miss Arthur is lovely to look at and handles her role with sincerity. It hardly deserves Boyer's performance, also, is among his best. Leo Carrillo does well enough with the hackneyed "Glick" chef's role. Clive is properly venemous.

AD TIPS: Sell the bath and fight scenes as the climax. Sell all over town... it's grand for the banter.

BARTON

(Additional Review on page 5)
The stills are selected for their descriptive value to exhibitors.

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER! ... But only in reel life. Janet Gaynor wins the Award in "A Star Is Born," in which she leaves her job as a waitress to climb the film heights. Frederic March, a star when he marries the unknown girl, skids to obscurity and tragedy as she rises. It's a David O. Selznick production for U. A. release.

GOBBY FUN! A gobby gob, a cute gal and a spy ring are the main ingredients of "Navy Blues," new Republic comedy - meller slated for release the 16th of this month. Dick Purcell, erstwhile Warner player, Mary Brian and Warren Hymen are the principal participants.

YOUTH DANCES! ... Universal has provided many striking stills of the striking stage setting on which lovely Virginia Bruce dances with agile Nick Long, Jr. in "When Love Is Young." It was released this week.
GRAND NATIONAL SIGNS! . . . The three players seen above have affixed their signatures to G-N contracts. On the left, Stuart Erwin, who will star in a series, first of which is to be "Small Town Boy." Zion Myers produces; Glenn Tryon directs. On the right, Bruce Cabot, who goes into "Love Takes Flight." Production is set to start April 12th. And, up-and-coming Irene Hervey in the center. Her first role is opposite Robert Armstrong in the Gilbert & Sullivan comedy, "The Girl Said No," Andrew L. Stone producing.

FLYING DOCTOR! . . . Here we see two scenes from the RKO film with the interesting title, "The Man Who Found Himself." It concerns a young doctor whose enthusiasm for flying wrecks his career, but eventually enables him to regain his rightful place in the medical profession. John Beal, Joan Fontaine and Dwight Frye are the players. Release this week.
**REIEWS**

**TOP OF THE TOWN**

(Continued from page 5)

**CHARLIE CHAN AT THE OLYMPICS**

BOXOFFICE RATING

MUSICAL . . . Spectacular and expensive bimusical fails to click . . . Will require strong selling to overcome lack of marquee names. Rates • • • • no better.

Universal
89 Minutes

Directed by Ralph Murphy

This is disappointing. Despite reams of publicity copy that preceded this first "colossal" from the new Universal, it nowhere approaches expectations. The production is sumptuous, and of that there is no doubt, and there is varied entertainment, but little of it warrants the great expenditure of money which went into the production. It just doesn't click. The story slides around and pops up at the most inappropriate moments and the musical sequences resemble a Hollywood Benefit Show, each personality displaying his wares in a cardboard hodge podge manner. Profits will be slim and spotty on this, and only in those spots where the magnitude of the production can recompense, in the exploitation, for the lack of names, will it mean anything to the exhibitor.

Yarn has Doris Nolan, a wealthy young gal with Communist ideas as well as theories on staging floor shows. George Murphy is an up and coming young band leader and floor show director. She decides to learn something about show business, so stars in the Murphy's show, which is to be staged in a cabaret atop Doris' skyscraper. At her uncle's insistence, Murphy uses her out of the show. She discovers this, returns just as he is about to open in the Murphy's show, and stage her own show. What with Mischa Auer burlesquing Hamlet, Henry Armetta leading a symphony orchestra and several groups of futuristic dancers, this is a riotous sequence. The top hat audiences find it not so hot and proceed to walk out, whereupon Murphy saves the show.

Miss Nolan is O.K. as the eccentric heiress but she has little chance to establish and develop her daffy characterization. Murphy is agreeable. Comedy lines are in the hands of capable Hugh Herbert and Gregory Ratoff, who work to advantage. Miss Nolan's torch singing is agreeable, but she looks like a female impersonator. The remainder of the enormous cast work like troopers with the 3 Sailors and Peggy Ryan coming out on top. The sets are lavish and in good taste. The Jamboree finale looks like a circus parade in top hats and tails, which doesn't help a bit.

AD TIPS: Play up "colossal" angle. Most "dreadful" musical ever filmed, etc.

**BULLETS AND DIAMONDS**

BOXOFFICE RATING

ACTION MELLER . . . Satisfactory Darro, in which the young star is given plenty to do in retrieving jinx diamond for proper owners. Moves fast all the way . . . Rates • • • • for action spots and rural.

Conn Pictures

61 Minutes

Directed by Les Goodwin

"Diamond, diamond, who's got the diamond?" aptly describes this hour of actionful meller involving crooks; a private dick; a kid, who thinks the crooks are training him for the ring; mile-a-minute automobile chases, and quite a lot of slam-bang fist fighting. To say nothing of two girls for romantic interest. It's all done with plenty of speed, but director Les Goodwins has contrived to keep it logical. Originally titled "The Devil Diamond," we have no way of guessing how much of the story remains from Peter B. Kyne's original, but the screen play is okeh on its own. And the cast, topped by Frankie Darro, put it over for all it is worth. It will get average or better returns where they like action.

Frankie, a messenger boy, falls into the hands of a gang of crooks who use him as a front to cover their plan to steal a valuable "cursed" diamond. They tell Darro that they will make a prizefighter of him and set up a gymnasium "blind." To their regret, the kid learns to use his nits only too well and he turns against his "benefactors" to side with Richmond, private dick, helping him capture the crooks. Butler, a boy crazy girl, falls for Darro, and Gale and Richmond decide it is love at first sight.

AD TIPS: The "cursed diamond" angle. Sell Darro and the action. NONNIE

**FURY AND THE WOMAN**

BOXOFFICE RATING

OUTDOOR ACTION MELLER . . . Fast paced thriller of logging industry authentic in atmosphere and shot right out in the woods . . . Gargan gives swell performance . . . Rates • • • • for action spots, lesser nabs and rural.

Rialto Productions

66 Minutes
William Gargan . . . Molly La Mont . . . James McGrath . . . J. P. McGowan

Directed by Lewis D. Collins

Thrilling and impressively authentic meller of the logging industry shown in detail as a background for a fast-moving and logical story. Gargan very good as Irish hero who fights his way through timber claim dispute and a realistic forest fire to straighten out his father's business and, of course, to win the girl he meets in the woods. William Gargan's name will help its boxoffice chances, but it will require support to draw in most spots. Action fans will like it.

The elemental plot seems more important than it is, due to the fast-moving direction, capability of the actors and the excellent photography, to say nothing of the undeniable authenticity that stamps the entire production. There is no denying the thrill of logging train wreck, the forest fire, the many fights and the scenes of tall trees being felled, cascading down the slides, washing into the water with a terrific splash.

Gargan turns in a fine, appealing performance. La Mont, while unknown, proves that she is a capable actress. The others are all competent in their parts and look and act like the giant lumber-jacks they are portraying.

AD TIPS: Feature Gargan. Tell them it is an action plus picture of the lumber camp. NONNIE
Hollywood Flickers
The Inside Low-Down on Studio Activities
By DAVID J. HANNA

Hollywood, April 2

Three months ago we pecked out a Hollywood Flickers column, announcing we are about to embark on a series of articles on interviews with prominent production person alities. And so for the past twelve weeks, we have smugly paraded past the forbidding countenances of reception clerks, office boys and stern secretaries to the comfortable overstuffed chairs in the offices of Hollywood's film-makers. A delightful task we found it, embracing as it does, the mere jotting down of notes on odd pieces of paper, while we pulled away on our host's six bit cigars. Then a day or so later we leisurely went about the job of transcribing our picturesque but highly illegible hieroglyphics. And that was that. So it was more or less a shock when our tranquillity was rudely disturbed by our demanding editor, who decided to once again restore a reporting department. However, we gathered our wits together, made a hasty scurry through the studios of the Cinematic City and emerged from our hibernation with some notes which may prove of interest (we hope).

Republic was our first stop. A very hectic organization since the abrupt resignation of Nat Levine. But Captain Herb Yates is expected within the next two weeks at which time everything will be straightened out. It seems Republic's biggest headache was its "super-super," "The Hit Parade," and the sudden flurry of resignations and personnel changes didn't help any. First the sequences shot in the East employing the galaxy of radio talent weren't photographed properly so the Republic execs sent it all back and had it completely done over... that wasn't really so bad, but the payoff came when a Quicksie Company negotiated with the studio to rent one of many spectacular sets for the picture. They agreed to remain only one day and shoot only one side. But the shoestrings stayed four and photographed the set from every conceivable angle. Since the Quicksie picture will be released first, the entire set, costing ten thousand dollars, was completely remodeled for Republic's own picture. While on the subject of Republic, to all appearances it seems that their ex-chieftain, Nat Levine, has joined the legions of "Forgotten men." Headline material for the trade journals a month or so ago, he now has dropped into comparative obscurity. That is as he probably wants it. But there is a persistent rumor making the rounds that Levine is definitely headed for Culver City to take over the production of Metro's Grade B pictures. Overtures were made by Columbia and Universal, but the producer jixed both these offers in favor of the Metro deal. It is reported Levine will finance part of the Metro arrangement.

One of the less significant items of the week is the survey of the double feature situation which is being made by one of the West Coast trade journals. In an attempt to establish the audience reaction on the double bill, a poll is being conducted at the deluxes and neighborhood houses. At this writing, the tabulation is well on its way with those favoring a single picture plus shorts and a newsreel scoring a three-to-one majority over two feature addicts. There are many pros and cons concerning this much debated issue, but surveys of this sort don't mean a thing to anyone who understands that industry problems like duals and premiums go much deeper than audience reaction. Involved are such items as too many B C and Z pictures; producer-owned theatre competition, over seating, etc.

Opinions may be divided concerning Universal's first step into the million dollar class picture under Roger's regime, "Top of the Town." But it is unanimously agreed their new trade mark is tops. With a revolving world with THE NEW UNIVERSAL travelling in the opposite direction, it is really striking.

But, back to the Studios. The Indies are doing a flourishing business these days. Maurice Conn has whipped out three pictures in as many months, and is off to New York on a finance deal. George Hirlimann has just finished a Ken Maynard Western, and Bob Welsh is about to shoot THREE LEGIONAIRES. Monogram is practically ready to work and we won't see I. E. Chadwick at lunch anymore. And so with this period of activity our return to the familiar beat promises to be an interesting one. And maybe we'll get to like the publicity departments five cent signs as well as their bosses' six-bitters!

Notes About Films and Film People

G-B has signed Nat Pendleton for a feature role in the forthcoming Jesse Matthey musical, "Goldilocks." The story concerns the adventures of a web designer who moved from New York to London and became involved with a band of racketeers.

Monogram has signed Guy Bates Post, famed stage star, to appear in "Blazing Barriers," which will be produced by Ken Goldsmith.

Morris Goodman, vice president in charge of foreign sales for Republic, sails on the Queen Mary, April 7th, for a tour of the company's foreign offices taking with him a print of "Hit Parade."

Columbia has engaged Dolly Haas, noted foreman stage and screen star, for a starring role in "Absent Without Leave," which will be placed in work shortly. Miss Haas was loudly acclaimed last season for her work in "Broken Blossoms."

Francis Lederer returned to Hollywood this week to star in the first picture on his new long term Columbia contract. It will be "Cape of Good Hope."

Richard Rowland, producer of James Cagney's second Grand National picture, "Dynamite," is seeking the services of John Blystone to direct. Blystone is presently occupied on "Woman's Touch" for Samuel Goldwyn. He also directed "Great Guy."

Edward L. Alperson, president of Grand National, announced this week that the series of eight Ken Maynard westerns to be produced by Condor will be held for next season's release. The first one, "Trailin' Trouble," has been completed.

Paramount has handed Gail Patrick a new term contract in which the lovely brunet is guaranteed featured roles.

Richard Dix and Fay Wray will be co-starring in "Once a Hero" by Columbia. It is scheduled to go into production within a few days, with Harry Lachman directing.

W. C. Fields has been added to the cast of Paramount's "Big Broadcast" for next season. The bulbous-nosed comedian has been recuperating in a Pasadena sanatorium for almost a year.

Warners have designated Josephine Hutchinson and Barton MacLane for the leading roles in "It Takes Nerve." It is to be one of the Bryan Foy lower-budget films story being about the dogs which lead blind people.

Max Reinhardt's next Warner production will be Fedor Dostoievsky's "The Gambler." Bette Davis gets the top spot.
**SILENT BARRIERS**  
(G-B)  

"Plenty of good old-fashioned excitement, swift and continuous action. Consistently interesting picture... Richard Arlen is splendid and Antoinette Cellier is lovely to look upon and capable..."  
Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

"... Record of the gigantic task of pushing the Canadian Pacific R. R. across the forbidding Rockies... Misses its mission by a wide margin... Made in Canada, the able filming of the magnificent Rockies and a forest fire are the highlights of the picture..."  
J. T. M., N. Y. TIMES

"... Celebrates the building of the Canadian Pacific R. R. in sequences that have occasional adventurous excitement, but are more often an absurd mixture of romance and melodrama..."  
Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

"... A drama of the building of a country and a railroad... Elaborately melodramatic... magnificent scenery... the breath-taking beauty of the Canadian mountains..."  
N. Y. SUN.

**King and the Chorus Girl**  
(Warners)

"... Weak vehicle, but Fernand Gravel, Warners' new Belgian star, shows an ingratiating personality. Story is disappointing because of lack of originality... Direction is routine and undistinguished... Has been mounted handsomely and the musical accompaniment is agreeable..."  
Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

"... Buoyant farce-romance... Auspicious because of Fernand Gravel, who is sure to please for a time; and director Melvyn LeRoy, whose 'tricks' passage an occasional welcome departure from the familiar Warner technique..."  
J. T. M., N. Y. TIMES.

"... Gravel promises to become THE new light on the Warner horizon... The film itself is a rather limp affair..."  
Finn. PHILA. RECORD.

"... Gravel manages to live up to the flood of advance publicity and definitely clicks in his first Warner starring film, which is nothing more than the conventional fluff about royalty nodding in the direction of a chorus pretty..."  
Murdock. PHILA. LEDGER.

"... Less amusing than it was intended to be, although Fernand Gravel and his supporting cast perform the frothy and tempestuous piece with immense zest and Mervyn LeRoy achieves some excellent directional effects..."  
Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

"... Sumptuously upholstered, frisky and witty farce... Gravel performs the regal role with a fine flourish..."  
Schneider, CLEVELAND PRESS.

**TOP OF THE TOWN**  
(Universal)

"... A musical colossus... Has everything except a sense of humor, a semblance of continuity and the veriest morsel of credibility... Just a big and dumb variety show..."  
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES.

"... It is colossal, tremendous, stupendous, spectacular, gigantic... definitely big... It's glittering extravaganza... Whether you'll like it will depend on your ability to enjoy that sort of thing..."  
Winston, N. Y. POST.

"... Super-musical is lavish enough to make even the Warner Brothers look to their laurels... Good entertainment with spectacular numbers and clever comic antics..."  
Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

"... Lavish, massive, and EXHAUSTING... The first half is almost continuously amusing; but everything goes to pieces badly when the Moon Beam Room once opens... Music is lively... Cast all good... And it is an eye-filling show with lots of funny gags..."  
Tarzalar, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

**History Is Made at Night**  
(United Artists)

"... Frank Borzage and the stars have succeeded in making this a superior screen hodgepodge..."  
Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

"... As unreasonably likeable a film as we have chuckled over and snorted at this season... Extremely clever cast have kept the story within credible limits..."  
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES.

"... Hasn't anything to do with history—nor does much of its action take place at night: but it is still a smart, smooth and satisfying production... A comedy for the most part with a realistic and terrifying disaster at sea as a climax..."  
Finn. PHILA. RECORD.

"... A completely fabulous tale sometimes undecided whether it wants to be sophisticated comedy or deep-dyed melodrama, but it is well played and, except for some of its middle passages, smartly paced..."  
Murdock. PHILA. LEDGER.

"... Average entertainment... Contains the most thrilling climax of the season... Cast are first rate..."  
Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

"... High class entertainment... Plenty of same value... The story content were as strong as the talent that has been lavished upon it, the film would be a sensation..."  
WASHINGTON TIMES.

**SEVENTH HEAVEN**  
(20th Century-Fox)

"... A disappointing picture... By far the outstanding performance in the picture is Gale Sondergaard's portrayal of Nana... But it all seems singularly pointless..."  
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES.

"... Little of the stuff of tender and mystical romance that made the silent film of a decade ago memorable remains... It is an absurdly old-fashioned story, full of words and little action, that is never moving and rarely touching..."  
Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

"... The silent version of 1927 more altogether delightful picture than the talkie version of today; but the current vehicle has a full share of charm, of whimsy and ingratiating performances..."  
Thirer, N. Y. POST.

"... The new version is something of a disappointment... Casting at fault... Simone Simon disappointing..."  
Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

"... Disappointing remake... A prosaic, garish, and uninteresting affair; the showmanship of the Gaynor-Farrell idyll... Simone Simon lacks depth; and James Stewart isn't much happier in the male lead..."  
Finn. PHILA. RECORD.

**WAIIKIKI WEDDING**  
(Paramount)

"... Starts out like a winner, soars in the middle, picks up towards the end, but retires without having won the race... Has decent working plot with some bright lines and realistic situations; but those Hawaiian production numbers drag..."  
Winston, N. Y. POST.

"... Friendly, inoffensive, reasonably diverting musical of Hawaii a la Hollywood..."  
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES.

"... An engaging comedy with music... Bing Crosby is excellent and croons in a definitely superior manner... Martha Raye jumps up and down and shouts throughout the picture..."  
Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

"... Moderately amusing little screen musical... Crosby at his best... Tolerable entertainment..."  
Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

"... An amiable and not too sensible bit of fluff... Cast do their parts well..."  
E. L. H., BOSTON HERALD.

"... Bing Crosby's latest musical is a bright and entertaining piece... Has a fluff of a plot, but the trimmings make quite a refreshing spring tonic..."  
BOSTON POST.
Short Subjects

FROM PHILLY
By Nonemaker

Taking a cue from the popularity of free book giveaways for newspaper coupon contests, LYLE TRENCHARD, of the 56th Street Theatre, is among the first of the local exhibitors, to start giving away sets of 10 volumes of the works of Robert Lewis Stevenson. DeLite Sales is handling the books. . . . BILL KARRER and JERRY LEWIS, Republic salesmen, doubled up in up-state territory this week; and Manager HARRY LA VINE and FRANK HAMMERMAN toured the jersey territory together to garner all possible dates in their drive to 'beat American-Jerk' in the National Republic drive. With 'Jim Hanvey, Detective,' 'Navy Blues' and 'Hit Parade' expected in next week, the lads have plenty to sell. . . . TUDJ G. McDEVITT still no speak on the games lost case. How long can a guy deliberate on the legality of a thing? . . . Vine Street, especially, U exchange all excited when DEANNA DURBIN visited last Wednesday . . . LEO SEGALL has a new car . . . JOE CONWAY threatens to get off of SID STANLEY's free list unless Fox's soon plays a dog and pony act. . . . EZ SEGALL has scarlet fever. . . . MILTON ROGASNER's wife very ill. . . . TOM LARK in Taylor Hospital, Ridley Park, for intestinal operation . . . We wish them all well and trust they will be enjoying good health soon again . . . RAY SCHWARTZ and SAM SEIDMAN to Bermuda . . . DAVE MORGAN commuted to Florida again . . . CHARLIE STEFFEL back from vacation at A.C. . . . CLIFTON, Clifton Heights, Pa., has new RCA High Fidelity sound . . . HERB GIVENS was over to New York for the premiere of G.B.'s 'Silent Barriers' at the Criterion . . . HARRY BOKIN on vacation to South America. . . . EAGLE still having pressure brought to bear over censor banning of 'Spain In Flames.' Civil Liberties Union still trying to make an end of it. Metro reported putting on their own checkers due to dissatisfaction with Ross Federal men . . . The SID BLOOMFIELD's will be three soon . . . Mr. B. away has been down with an infection this week . . . HARRY PERELMAN is threatening another suit against certain majors on clearance.

FROM BOSTON
By BRUCE

Local boy makes good in Canada! HENRY A. MORTON, who ran the old Marquise Theatre in Lawrence for some twenty-four years, dropped into his old home town for a brief visit this past week. Morton operates a string of 12 theatres and controls his headquarters at the Garrick Theatre in Winnipeg . . . WILLIAM KELLY, Universal's branch manager, and AL HERMAN, division manager, are running neck and neck in that casino tournament that started last year or was it the year before. Anyway JACK MAGANN is gaining ground . . . DICK BURIN of the State Theatre in Saugus comes to the film district for his doughnuts and coffee . . . ED SHEA resigned from the Paramount Theatre in Newport, Rhode Island, and the boys saw him off with a swell party. HARRY BROWN is carrying on . . . Sunday motion pictures in the State of Maine will not be allowed this year. The legislature just tabled a measure that would have permitted Sunday showings . . . FRED WALTERS. Universal's high pressure man from the "Big City" is in town doing advance publicity for "Top of the Town." Walters also helped the Motion Picture Salesmen's Club put over their gala entertainment and dance last night at the Hotel Bradford. . . . SAM GOLDSTEIN sees better times ahead. Anyway the Western Massachusetts Theatres are expanding in a big way. His brother, NATE, announces that plans have already been drawn for the construction of a new theatre in Brattleboro, Vermont. The Colonial Theatre in Pittsfield. Mass., is going to be remodeled and a new theatre is being planned for Ulicia, N. Y. . . . ARTHUR KING HOWARD has indigestion again. He ate too much turkey last Sunday . . . N. J. ROSS had a dog and pony this other day and it looked like his "criminal record." Maybe that's where he gets that nickname "one-shot." Your correspondent is going to take a little trip to Europe and perhaps, curiously enough, another "Bruce" will cover. Accordingly, if any cracks are made by the writer of this column about himself, just remember the one and only is abroad—and that the quips are just unfair digs! Imagine Walter Winchell letting Jack Benny write his column or him, for the MAN KONNIS worked overtime to make that party last night at the Bradford the biggest thing in years . . . "Ecstasy" is here again. Manager MAX MICHAELS at the Park Theatre is rebooking the greatest hit the house has ever had . . . HARRY BLOOMBERG of the National Premium Company has signed up a beautiful monogram deal. Business must be good for a new secretary is being added, one LIBBY GOLDBERG, young and beautiful! . . . DAVE PURCELL has resigned as salesman for Warner Brothers . . . SALLY HOCHEBACH is the perfect secretary. She won't talk! . . . HERBIE HIGGINS has another hobby—collecting travel posters . . . And speaking of hobbies, are you giving all your foreign stamps to MARK JEFFREY? . . . There is a rumor that the important business calling BRAD ANGIER to New York so regularly is Mabel . . . AARON ROSENBERG has been having a lot of fun. It's been "tag day" almost every day! Lost a gold watch. Finder returns. . . . Finder returns to Brad Angier. Well, after all, it IS Spring! . . . Independent. . . . Meetings. . . . Monday morning meeting Tuesday in the regular offices.

Disney Joining 5 Cartoons to Sell as Animated Feature

Walt Disney is working on a plan to combine five of his old Academy Award-winning Silly Symphony cartoons into a feature-length picture for United Artists release. New material will be shot to connect the various subjects smoothly. The subjects being used are "Three Little Pigs," "Tootie" and the Hare," "Flowers and Trees," "Three Orphaned Kittens" and "Country Cousin."

'Captains' to Be Roadshowed

Metro has withdrawn "Captains Courageous" from regular release schedule and will roadshow it throughout the country. First date has been set for April 18th at the Locust St. Theatre, Phila. It follows "The Good Earth" at the Astor, N. Y.

CLEM'S INDIPENDENT THEATRE SUPPLY HOUSE
1224 Vine Street, Philadelphia

"Everything From Street to Screen"

NEW JERSEY MESSAGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n
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"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
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JAS IT RAIN
SWEET HEARTACHE
LOVE IS GOOD
For Something That Ails You
LAST NIGHT
I Dreamed of You

HIT TUNES

HIT PARADE
AND THIS
STAR-STUDED CAST

CARL HOFF
and the Hit PARADE orchestra

DUKE ELLINGTON
and his band, with love Anderson

EDDY DUCHIN
and his orchestra

AL PEARCE
and his gang

PICK AND PAT
LOUISE HENRY
GEORGE GIVOT
"The Great Ambassador"

MOLASSES 'N'
JANUARY
THE VOICE OF
EXPERIENCE

ED THORGERSEN
PERT KELTON
THE GENTLE
MANIACS

ROY SMECK
Wizard of the Strings

TIC TOC GIRLS
EDWARD BROPHY
MAX TERHUNE
INEZ COURTNEY
OSCAR • ELMER

directed by GUS MEINS

Produced by WARREN ROSE

Every air listener a picture patron—if you can fit 'em in.
Recheck those names! "All-star" has been worked to death.
But it never really applied to a picture before THE HIT PARADE.
Will You Make Paramount "Cooperate", Mr. Hays?

Last week, the Hon. Will H. Hays was elected president of the Motion Picture Producers & Distributors Ass’n for the sixteenth consecutive year and he spoke sweet and soothing words about the "men of good will," who are always willing to adjust the industry’s ills by "cooperation," instead of legislation.

Verbatim, he said in part: "There is enough elasticity in the trade structure of the industry and enough men of good will within it — exhibitors, distributors and producers — to solve through self-regulation all its trade problems that exist or may arise from time to time."

We wonder if Mr. Hays has had an opportunity to read the comments that appeared in this space last week anent Paramount’s ruthless disregard for fair play and for exhibitors’ rights. We remarked that that company is deliberately cheating its customers out of a number of pictures which it promised to deliver to them this season. Several of those films are either in production or already completed and laying on the shelf.

FILM BULLETIN is heartily in accord with your expressed desire for cooperation, rather than legislation, in adjusting trade problems. Undoubtedly, every sensible independent exhibitor would prefer that, too.

But, what is to be done in a situation of this sort, Mr. Hays? Are there any "men of good will" among Paramount’s executives? Apparently not, for they would never permit so flagrantly unfair a practice as the withholding of "sold" pictures for the purpose of re-selling them the following year at higher terms. Every fairminded person must agree that Paramount should deliver the pictures in question on this season’s contracts. Would you suggest that the exhibitors display their good will and take this licking without defending their rights by legal or legislative action? Or, are you thinking, as we are, that it is your duty to persuade or compel Paramount to correct "through self-regulation" this foul-smelling breach of good faith?

If you are something more than a mere well paid figure-head in the post of president of the M.P.P.D.A., you should certainly have the power to rule out unethical trade practices by any member of your organization, practices which are likely to place the entire group in ill repute.

It should hardly be termed "cooperation" by Paramount, if it should give its customers what is fairly coming to them; it might more aptly be termed simple honesty.

But, Mr. Hays, will you (or can you) make Paramount "cooperate" by being only decent in its relationship with exhibitors? MO WAX.
AWAKENING THE ‘SLEEPERS’

The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremen those pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these “Sleepers” with the view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns. Follow these “Sleeper” campaigns for bigger grosses!

**By Wolfe-Smith**

**WANTED’ BOARD**

Both as a lobby display in advance and on the front currently, use a large board containing “criminal wanted” fliers issued by the federal government. You can fake your own fliers on the criminal characters in the picture and mix them among the real ones. Try to get Dillinger, “Baby Face” Nelson, Vincent Coll and other notorious gunmen recently captured or killed. This heading across the top: “THEY WERE FREED BY THE ‘PAROLE RACKET’ TO ROB AND KILL! Learn the Inside Facts About This Threat to Your Safety in ‘PAROLE RACKET’ . . . (playdate).”

**FINGER PRINTER**

A flat board, some thick black ink, a hard rubber roller—and you have a finger printing outfit for your lobby. Set it up on a table and invite your patrons to obtain a souvenir sample of their own finger prints. Put them on index cards, on which are printed some facts about “Parole Racket” and your playdate. Surround the printing table with a still display and the following copy: “POLICE USE SCIENCE TO PUT OUR CRIMINALS BEHIND BARS, BUT THE ‘PAROLE RACKET’ SETS THEM FREE TO ROB AND KILL!”

**STREET BALLY**

As old as the hills—but still effective—is the sight of men in prison stripes walking the streets. Dress one or two of your stooges in prison suits with this copy on their backs: “SHALL KNOWN CRIMINALS BE FREED TO WALK THE STREETS — AND KILL? See ‘PAROLE RACKET,’ the Inside Story of This National Danger!”

**TEAER WINDOW CARDS**

White cards. Black, very bold type. “HUNDREDS OF PROTECTED CRIMINALS ARE WALKING THE STREETS IN THIS CITY! The ‘PAROLE RACKET’ Is to Blame’! In much smaller type, this: “Get the Low-Down at the Strand Theatre Next Week.”

The press sheet offers you a few additional nifties that will get the eyes. The advertising matters, cuts and lithos are excellent and you will get results-plus.

There it is, lads. Nothing new, no fortunes to be spent, but stunts that will get you extra bucks on a show that’s a natural to sell.
THE INDUSTRY'S NEWS
From An Editorial Viewpoint

3 METRO EXECUTIVES SPLIT
$1,220,242 BONUS IN 1936

Revealed by SEC . . .

Washington.—Salaries of many film executives were considerably higher in 1936 than those paid leaders in other industrial fields, it was revealed here by the Securities and Exchange Commission today (Sat.)

Receiving the largest sums in wages are the officials of Loew's Inc., parent company of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Three men, Louis B. Mayer, J. Robert Rubin and the late Irving Thalberg, alone shared a bonus amounting to $1,220,242. They are co-partners in Louis B. Mayer Pictures, which reaps the profits from most of the outstanding pictures distributed by M-G-M.

Other Loew's executives in the higher salary brackets for '36 were: Nicholas M. Schenck, $312,783; David Bernstein, $213,857; Arthur M. Loew, $205,544.

Other Execs Get Less . . .

By comparison, heads of prominent firms in other industries are made to look like "pikers" by Loew's executive wage-earners. For instance, Robert E. Wood and Lessing J. Rosenwald, guiding lights in Sears, Roebuck & Co., were paid only $86,223 and $69,519, respectively; the president of Montgomery Ward & Co., S. L. Avery, received $100,180; Harvey S. Firestone, chairman of the board of Firestone Tire and Rubber Co., earned $85,000.

The three highest paid directors of Armour & Co., the Chicago meat-packing firm, together received $231,000.

Star Salaries . . .

Among the film stars who received over $100,000 during last year are the following: Kay Francis, $227,190; Joe E. Brown, $201,562; Leslie Howard, $185,000; Irene Dunne, $102,777.

Warner Bros. paid $100,000 to ex-Senator James A. Reed of Missouri, their counsel in the famed St. Louis monopoly case which was brought against the film company by the Federal Government.

ALLIED-MPTOA TIEUP RUMORS
ARE 'BUNK,' SAYS INDIE LEADER

Allied Not Interested . . .

Recently recurring rumors to the effect that there is a possibility of the powerful Allied States Association of Independent Exhibitors aligning itself in some manner with the producer-controlled Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America were termed producer-inspired "bunk" by a prominent Allied leader.

"The M.P.T.O.A. is eager to gain some respect from the independents and they think they can win it by implying that Allied would consider associating itself with that outfit in some way," this individual told FILM BULLETIN. "The pitiful and stupid maneuvers in which the producers' puppet exhibitor organization have recently engaged for the purported purpose of winning trade practice concessions from its bosses has made it seem funnier than ever and they adopt this means of saving face. By hooking up Allied with themselves, even if only in the rumor columns of the trade press, the M.P.T.O.A. leaders think they will gain a bit of prestige for their outfit and, perhaps, tear down some of the confidence Allied has won from intelligent independents everywhere by its constructive, long range program of winning permanent reform of industry evils.

"It really isn't worth talking about."

ALLIED SETS UP COMMITTEE
TO STUDY '37-'38 FILM TERMS

Will Report to Convention . . .

How important a part the comparison and analysis of film selling terms will play in Allied national convention to be held in Milwaukee May 26-28, is evidenced by the fact that a Regional Survey Committee was appointed at the organization's regional committee meeting held in New Haven on Monday. The survey group will gather detailed data on terms asked from eastern members by the various film companies and this information will be presented to the national convention for comparison with similar surveys to be conducted in other sections of the country.

The eastern survey committee is headed by Jack Unger of the New Jersey unit. Other members are Irving Dollinger, N. J.; Jack Whittle and Sam Holtz, Maryland; Arthur K. Howard and Frank Lydon, Mass.; Charles Olive and A. Lichtman, Washington, D. C.; Joseph Davis and Joseph Shulman, Conn.

Arthur Price, regional vice-president from Maryland, presided in the absence of Nathan Yamin, who could not be present due to the death of his brother.

MARYLAND 1% TAX STAYS

For 28 More Months . . .

Baltimore.—This state's one percent tax on gross admission receipts will continue to be levied for an additional 28 months from June 1st, it was voted by the General Assembly. The original relief measure expired on March 31st, but was temporarily extended to May 30th.
FILM INDUSTRY RAISING WAGES TO WARD OFF UNIONS

C. I. O. – A. F. L. Battle Also Deterrent...

Faced by the prospect of having all labor in the industry unionized, the film companies are adopting a general policy of wage increases with the hope of forestalling the unionization drives.

Many studio and exchange employees have recently been surprised to find a few extra, unsolicited dollars in their pay envelopes. In the majority of cases, these increases are reiterations of part of depression period cuts, but they nevertheless make the jobs of union organizers more difficult.

Although this strategy is helping the film companies combat the organizers, another factor is playing an even more important part in their favor. It is the rivalry between the American Federation of Labor and John L. Lewis' C.I.O. This intra-industry struggle results in confusion among the unorganized workers, many of whom would be receptive to organization propaganda, but who are fearful lest they join the "wrong" group.

Exibs Upping Pay, Too...

More so than in any other branch of the industry, employees of the small neighborhood theaters took heavy cuts during the depression years. Hundreds of such theaters closed down, while thousands barely existed throughout that period and were able to do so only by reducing expenses to absolute minimum.

Neither the A. F. of L. nor C.I.O. have yet attempted any extensive drives to organize theater workers, but observers generally anticipate that one or both units will plunge into this field after gaining a strong enough foothold in the film exchanges.

PHILA. UMPTO ATTACKS SHORTS WEEKLY PAY PLAN

"Unfair" Practice...

The United Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Eastern Penna. are conducting a campaign against the weekly payment plan for short subjects, which was instituted by most of the major distributors within the past two years.

One sheet with the following copy have been posted on Vine Street in Philadelphia by the U.M.P.T.O.:

"Warning to all exhibitors! Do not sign contracts for weekly payments on shorts. The United M.P.T.O. of E. Pa., S. N.J. & Del. are against this practice because it is unfair and complicates your bookings."

METRO SLATES 52; FOX, 60; UNIVERSAL, 36, FOR 1937-38

Decrease Over '36-'37...

Tentative production plans for the 1937-38 season were announced recently during the past week by M.G.M. 20th Century-Fox and Universal, and the indications are that they will produce fewer features than for the current season.

Metro will sell 52. This company sold 44 to 52 for '36-'37. 20th Century-Fox promises 60 features next season, 12 of these are slated for production in the home studio, while 6 will be Sol Lesser westerns and 2 additional outside pictures will be produced in England. 20th Century sold a total of 69 last year, including 6 westerns, 5 foreign films and 4 Will Rogers revues.

Universal, which promised 42 features this season and will deliver far less, announces a total of 36 for 1937-38. Nothing more definite than the vague statement that 12 of them will be "A" pictures is forthcoming thus far.

OLLYWOOD FLICKERS

The Inside Low-Down on Studio Activities

By DAVID J. HANNA

Hollywood. April 8

Aside from the furor created when it was understood Norma Shearer was to play Scarlett O'Hara in 'GONE WITH THE WIND' and the subsequent denial of the statement, Sacramento held Hollywood's attention this week. With legislation now in progress, which would limit studio's and agent's contracts with their artists, the ten percenters and producers are up in arms. Headed by Mike Levee, the talent peddlers are doing most of the lobbying. The proposed bill not only restricts an agent's contract to a year, but it will cut off all their gravy from outside deals made by the stars without their negotiating. The bill has some merit, true, but legislation of the sort would of necessity be more or less elastic at any rate milder than the restrictions currently contemplated.

We know of one producer who'd be delighted if the bill were already effective. Sol Lesser is the gentleman. All pepped up about the finished 'BRAZAN' script, there's not an ope man available, Lou Gehrig seemed set for the part, but the ball player is due for training before production can be started. Negotiations started anew between Lesser and Metro, but the latter is keeping a careful eye on tree-hanger Johnny Weissmuller. So, unless one of his scouts brings in a 'BRAZAN' soon, the picture will be off this year's schedule completely.

We're inclined to doubt the story that a group of New York bankers will finance Leslie Howard in forming a new motion picture company. After the wad he lost on 'HAMLET,' Leslie himself may be dubious.

A few production notes from around town: Headed by Bill Boyd and Bernadine Hayes, Harry Sherman starts a new Hopalong this week titled 'NORTH OF THE RIO GRANDE.' George Hayes. Stephen Morris. John Beach. Eusel Wayden hold supporting spots with Nate Watt directing. . . . Dick Arlen has been handed a Columbia term contract. . . . Gertrude Berg will script the new Bobby Breen starrer, as yet untitled. . . . Maurice Cowan finished the new Ermit Maynard western, 'WHISTLING BULLETS.' . . . Understand that Sophie Tucker is terrific in 'BROADWAY MELODY' and will be ticketed by Metro and tutored to star in the stories purchased for Marie Dressler.

THE GRAND NATIONAL STUDIO SEEN FROM THE CLOUDS

Grand National officially took over its new production home, the old Educational Studios at 7250 Santa Monica Blvd., which is seen from the air above. The lease is for a ten year period. Producer Edward L. Alperson has before him plans for extensive improvements which will ultimately give this company one of the more modern studios on the coast. When these plans are completed there will be seven sound stages available.

Alperson has made a deal with Erpi to use the new Microphonic Recording on all new G-N productions.

The Grand National Studio was built in 1923 and was first known as Vidor City, where King Vidor produced his early pictures. After two years, the noted director sold the one-stage studio to Sol Lesser, who produced the Harry Langdon comedies. Next, E. W. Hammons acquired the property for his Educational Comedies and the Mermaid. Lloyd Hamilton and Cameo funnies were reeled there. G-N's lease dates from April 1st, 1937.
HIT PARADE, The

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

MUSICAL . . . Crammed full of excellent talent and grand entertainment . . . Will click to high grosses everywhere . . . Rates ⚫⚫⚫ generally.

Republic
80 Minutes
Frances Langford . . . Phil Regan . . .
Louise Henry . . . Pert Kelton . . .
Edward Brophy . . . Max Terhune . . .
Inez Courtney . . . Monroe Owsley . . .
Pierre Watkin . . . J. Farrell MacDonald . . .
George Givel . . . Sammy White . . .
The Gentle Mansions . . . Tic Tac Girls . . .
Carl Hoffa, Duke Ellington's and
Eddie Duchin's bands . . .

Musicals and January . . .
At Peace and His Gang . . .
The Voice of Experience . . .
Ed Thorgerson . . . Oscar and Elmer
Directed by Gus Meins

Major Studios may well look to their laurels! This Republic musical is exactly what the title conveys, a hit, in every sense of the word. Nat Levine went to town on this and it comes forth as one of the most skillful jobs of spotting and blending individual talent we have seen in many a day. It's crammed full of ENTERTAINMENT. The huge cast of specialty entertainers have each been spotted so as to show their wares in the best possible manner. The radio background provides a natural device for introducing the acts, and serves to keep the film paced at a smart tempo. A sumptuous production backs up this array of talent, as does a neatly assisted cast of straight performers. A cinch to sell, "Hit Parade" will get well above average grosses everywhere.

Yarn is thin, but serves its purpose adequately. Frances Langford is the young radio aspirant who meets up with agent Phil Regan, who has just called it quits with his society singer, Louise Henry. Believing Frances a find, he exploits her to the house tops and through a series of situations, finally wins her for himself.

To give each member of the mammoth cast the credit he deserves would consume columns. The lovely Langford warbles three numbers enticingly, Phil Regan delivers a gutsy portrayal as the agent, Ed Brophy gets laughs and Max Terhune scores decisively with his imitations and ventriloquist act. The three orchestras are well spotted, none holding the spotlight long enough to make their appearances dull. Balance of the specialties are seen briefly and effectively. Louise Henry looks lovely as the snooty Park Avenue gal and Pert Kelton makes the most of her stint as Langford's sidekick.

Gus Meins delivers a gem of direction. Never once losing control, he keeps the film moving snappily along almost farcical lines and presents the numbers in showmanly style.

AD TIPS: Play up the great array of talent. "Greatest Cast! To Come Out of Hollywood Title has socks selling possibilities."

HANNA (Hollywood)

IN OLD LOUISIANA

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

WESTERN . . . Well made historical action film . . . Rates ⚫⚫⚫ for action and rural spots, and will satisfy as lower dueller in nudes.

Directed by Gus Meins

Crescent Pictures
64 Minutes
Tom Keene . . . Rita Cansino . . .
Will Morgan . . . Robert Fiske . . .
Raphael Bennett . . . Bud Buster
Directed by I. V. Williat

E. B. Derr isn't slackening the pace of his series of historical Westerns, as evidenced by this latest offering. "In Old Louisiana" contains all the ingredients of better grade outdoor films, suspense, fast action and romantic interest, in addition to a background of actual historical events. This latter quality tends to raise it above the standard of the usual Western. No stunting on production, this being superior in that line to the previous ones of the series. Action spots will find it a natural, while the nudes can spot it effectively in lower berth on duls.

Yarn concerns the difficulties of the settlers along the Mississippi who find the Spanish government taxing them for river shipments. Keene happens along, takes in the situation and attempts to end the difficulties by negotiations rather than war and fighting. Naturally he succeeds and also thwarts the ambitions of Robert Fiske, a Northern trader, to gain leadership of the territory.

Keene's portrayal is sincere and vigorous as is that of Rita Cansino in the female lead. Supporting parts are well played. Director I. V. Williat's direction is nicely timed.

AD TIPS: Feature historical angle to take it out of straight Western category.

HANNA (Hollywood)

ANOTHER DAWN

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . Familiar triangle yarn handled in trite manner . . . Will rely on talent. Rates ⚫⚫ grayscale only where the star names are strong; elsewhere.

Warner Bros.
70 Minutes
Kay Francis . . . Errol Flynn . . .
Ian Hunter . . . Frieda Inescort . . .
Herbert Mundin . . . G. P. Huntley, Jr.
Directed by William Dieterle

This trite story built along standard triangle lines is a dull, uninteresting film. It is gabby, lacking in action. True, it is faithful to the Kay Francis formula, but that is no excuse for the complete absence of originality displayed in the script. The situations are as out of date as Kleig lights and through it all the actors utter long philosophical discussions on love, etc., that sound like a rehash of every triangle picture turned out in the past ten years. Only in those locations where either Miss Francis or Flynn are blindly followed will this get any favorable response.

The action takes place at a British frontier post. Ian Hunter, commandant of the post, is married to Francis and loves her dearly. She, in turn, is in love with the young officer, Erroll Flynn. Together, Frances and Flynn have committed a military blunder which can only be undone by one of them flying into enemy territory. It's a battle between the two to see who'll be the goat. Hunter tricks Flynn out of the job, flies to certain death, leaving Kay and Flynn to do something about their previously frustrated romance.

Miss Francis does as well as can be expected with the hackneyed story, trots out a fascinating new wardrobe and suffers in her familiar manner. Flynn is effective as the young officer. In his usual sacrificial role, Ian Hunter skillfully acquits himself, proving himself once more a sterling actor. Among the lesser lights, Herbert Mundin shines, his comedy occasionally making the piece bearable.

Dieterle tries hard, but the material is too much for any director to overcome. In the battle scenes where he has things more or less his own way, his megaphoning is engrrossingly effective.


HANNA (Hollywood)

(Additional Reviews on page 110)
The stills are selected for their descriptive value to exhibitors.

GENERAL'S FIRST! The 3 people we see around us here are Fifi D'Orsay, Lyle Talbot and Robert Armstrong, who lead the fun in General Picture's first release, "3 Legionnaires." Advance reviews have been highly favorable.

AWARD-WINNER MUNI! This is an advance shot of Paul Muni as he appears in RKO's "The Woman I Love," a wartime love triangle, in which he is co-starred with Miriam Hopkins. It is slated for release the latter part of this month.

MEN IN EXILE! "Where There Are No Ten Commandments" is the caption by which Warner describe the hellish scene of their major drama "Men In Exile." Dick Purcell, June Travis & Victor Varconi are among the players. It's about a far-off spot in the Caribbean.
Scenes from ... and a few vital facts about ... the new films.

BOY & ELEPHANT! One of the better jungle films seems to be the critical consensus of "Elephant Boy," forthcoming United Artists release.

TRIANGLE! The girl is Lilli Palmer and she seems to share herself with both Richard Arlen & Barry Mackay, the gamblers in G-B's roadshow "Silent Barriers," now in its 3rd week at the N. Y. Criterion.

GOLD RUSH DAYS! The famed Bret Harte penned some vivid words about California's colorful gold rush period and "The Outcasts of Poker Flat" is one of those yarns. RKO is making it with Preston Foster, Loretta Young, and Margaret Irving in lead roles. Release within a week or two.
QUALITY STREET
(RKO)
"... Adaptation of Barrie's comedy award-
ed blue ribbon with palms ... Katharine
Hepburn fits her provocative self into the role
of Phoebe and makes it glow with histronic
warmth...

Kanour. BALTIMORE EVE. SUN.
"... Amiable and ambling entertainment,
unexciting and pleasantly sentimental ... Abounds in the gentle
whimsies of Sir James Barrie..."
Redenbach. CHICAGO DAILY NEWS.
"... Difficult as it is to translate the
delicacy of Sir James M. Barrie's work to the
screen. George Stevens has done precisely
that ... Hepburn portrays Phoebe Throssel
with a great deal of sympathy and displays a
charming personality ... Supporting cast
excellent..." M. D. BOSTON HERALD.
"... Fragile, dainty screen drama ..."
J. C. WASHINGTON EVE. STAR.
"... Moves slowly and methodically ...
It is a little out of date; it is lavender and
old lace, and redolent of a time long gone
... Hepburn gives one of her finest screen
performances...
Marsh. CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER.

GIRL OVERBOARD
( Universal)
"... 'Nuthin' but a nuthin'; and a Class B
nuthin' at that...
J. T. M. N. Y. TIMES.
"... After a good melodramatic beginning
it dwindles into a conventional and disappoin-
ting variation of the 'Who Killed Cock
Robin? theme ... Some competent players
are unable to lift it out of the weakening class.
Boehnel. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"... A minor screen melodrama with a
placid and uneventful plot ...
Murdock. PHILA. LEDGER.
"... A bland little detective story in which
suspect plays but little part ...
Finn. PHILA. RECORD.
"... Belongs in the category of films that
flutter to and fro across the border between
mediocrity and fairly good entertainment.
Schneider. CLEVELAND PRESS

THE CRIME NOBODY SAW
(Paramount)
"... Mystery murder drama with comic ad-
ditions suffices to pass time ...
Wisten. N. Y. POST.
"... Dull, inept and almost entirely lacking
in thrills and suspense ... Cast does what it
can, but its efforts are wasted on a feeble and
fumbling script ...
Boehnel. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"... Based on a play hardly anybody saw
... With Lew Ayres. Eugene Pallette and
Benny Baker imitating three playwrights in
search of a mystery play ...
Nugent. N. Y. TIMES

PENROD AND SAM
(Warners')
"... There isn't much of Booth Tarkington's
story left in Warner Brothers version of
this still delightful juvenile story ... It is in-
teresting and entertaining ...
M. D. BOSTON HERALD.
"... They have modernized the now
ancient story; but have lost none of the youthful
charm ... Billy Mauch and Harry Watson
are excellent ... It tugs at your heart, tickles
your ribs and gives you a big thrill at the
finish ...
WASHINGTON TIMES.
"... Not the Booth Tarkington story, but
brings to light the adventures of his heroes,
and the notable success of their organization
of junior G-men ... Has plenty of excitement
for kids, but will certainly bore anybody else.
MacArthur. BALTIMORE EVE. STAR
"... The scenarioists have done a
completely uninspired rewrite job of Booth
Tarkington's story, of which little remains but the

PAROLE RACKET
(Columbia)
"... Detective hero and crook gal reporter
ferret out the whole pseudo-respectable
caboodle of parole racketeers, etc., etc.,
J. T. M. N. Y. TIMES.
"... Pretending to expose the corruption
that exists on the parole board in an
unnamed state, this film is really an old-fashion-
ed underworld thriller ... The players do
what they can with the material in hand, but
the story is too stereotyped in plot and treat-
ment to enable their fine performances to help
matters much ...
Boehnel. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"... For those confirmed gangster-story add-
dicts who demand high-voltage thrills more
than subtlety or acting in their screen 'mel-
erdrammers'
Pullen. CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER
"... A bogus and shambling film which
pretends to expose evils of the parole system
but is, in fact, nothing more than a tite crook
melodrama ...
Schneider. CLEVELAND PRESS

Her Husband's Secretary
( Warner Bros.)
"... Fairly amusing little picture which
might just as well never have been filmed
at all, but doesn't offend and occasionally
calls forth laughter, and is decently acted
and smoothly directed ...
Thier. N. Y. POST.
"... Physically this picture can fill one
space on a double bill ... cast make a brave
show of loyalty to dear old Warner's, but do
little, if anything, else ...
B. R. C. N. Y. TIMES
"... A warning to too-trusting wives ...
Good cast ...
Finn. PHILA. DAILY RECORD.
"... Principles give good performances ...
The script (the how-to-catch, how-to-hold-a-
man information) isn't bad, merely familiar.
G. G. PHILA. LEDGER.

I PROMISE TO PAY
(Columbia)
"... Interesting if true picture of loan shark
racket ...
H. M. WASHINGTON EVE. STAR
"... Exposes the loan shark racket ... Leo
Carrillo powerful and Chester Morris shows
up strongly ... Lacks the usual romantic in-
terest but the situations are carried dramatic-
ally and credit is due D. Ross Lederman
for his direction...
Rob Reel. CHICAGO AMERICAN.
"... The lesson this teaches is one which
may well be heeded; but it is taught in none
too appealing a manner. Just another un-
pleasant picture of the bad boys who want
the good boys' money without working ...
Redenbach. CHICAGO DAILY NEWS.

Selznick to Release
'Gone With the Wind'
Through U. A.

Despite reports that David O. Selznick's
production of the best seller, 'Gone With
the Wind,' would be distributed by M-G-M,
it was learned this week that United Artists
will release. The producer is still said to be
seeking the services of Norma Shearer to
play the role of Scarlett O'Hara, but Clark
Gable will not be in the cast.

Everything in Equipment
NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.
1225 VINE ST.
PHILA., PA.
Harry Sherman, 'Hopalong Cassidy' Producer, Has Abiding Faith in Appeal of Westerns

This is the twelfth in a series of articles on interviews with people prominent in film production

HARRY SHERMAN
Presented by DAVID J. HANNA

"HOPALONG CASSIDY, HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA."

So addressed, arrive hundreds of letters each week for William Boyd, and Uncle Sam’s postmen deliver them without a question. A tribute, indeed, to the actor’s sterling characterization of the swashbuckling film hero of Clarence Mulford’s famous stories.

But, even more significant, is the tribute to the man behind the Hopalong Cassidy of film fame, the man whose vision and abiding faith in the universal and everlasting appeal of outdoor action films created and has sustained the finest series of westerns ever made—Harry Sherman.

Four years ago, when Sherman first fostered the idea of a Hopalong series, the western market was very close to the lowest ebb in film history. By virtue of his demonstration that there is, and probably always will be, a market for Class A-1 “horse operas,” the entire field has been re-vived. To compete with the Sherman product, other producers have been compelled to pour more money into their westerns than ever before.

Not content to skim by using the cheapest talent and technicians, Sherman sought for people who were the best in their respective lines. No hack directors, cameramen, script writers would satisfy this Man With An Idea; he sought people who could give him the classic westerns he desired. How fully his judgment has been justified can be best appreciated by those who know that the Hopalong Cassidy films play many theatres where the very mention of the word “western” was taboo. Within the next few weeks, Sherman will start on his first of the 1937-38 schedule. For the thirteenth time, he will take the three central characters—the adventurer, his pal and the old pioneer—and start them off on a new adventure.

"And believe you me, that’s some job," remarked Mr. Sherman, as we reminded him that he was the only producer of pictures ever to sustain one, much less three, characters through an entire series of pictures.

Yes, it has been done with detective yarns, the Tarzan stories and some comedy pictures. But in none of these instances has the producer been confronted with the problems that Sherman has to overcome in his Hopalong series. Charlie Chan can go to China, Tarzan has both the jungle and civilization, but Hopalong and his pals must remain the same, be in the same locale, the West, and confine their activities to the period of forty years ago.

Yet for the past two years Sherman has found it possible to overcome the limitations and inject into each and every production a wealth of entertainment value. Sherman, an outdoor man, knows his West, understands its history and presents it as he feels it should be done.

"Westerns are perennial," our host told us. "Ever since the beginning of the motion picture industry, they have been surefire attractions—if properly made. True, they went into a decline some few years ago, but look at their popularity today. "The greatest single factor in favor of Western pictures is the West itself. Its bigness, the natural beauty of its scenery, and the romance and legends that have been built up about it ever since the early pioneers left the East to explore the plains and the mountains make it a fertile field for adventure fiction."

"Sure, I’ll admit it’s enough to drive anyone daffy to figure out what to do with Hopalong Cassidy in picture after picture, but again the West comes to our aid. It is so vast that it is certainly big enough to hold our three characters for quite some time. Even more importantly,” he went on with a sly smile, “is the fact that our budget is not quite so limited as most producers of Westerns, which allows us to choose location sites far beyond the budgets of other companies."

Although for the past two years, Sherman has confined his activities to producing only the Hopalong pictures for Paramount release, this year a Rex Beach story, "The Barrier," will be filmed. Budgeted at about three hundred thousand dollars, Edward Ludwig will direct. Should this first step into the higher bracket outdoor film division prove successful, it will mark the beginning of another series on Sherman’s program.

But regardless of how extensive his quota of pictures may become or how large his budgetation, it is the Hopalong character which is close to the heart of this producer. The character means far more to most people than my imagine a fictional person might mean to a man, for it is through the Hopalong series that the producer returned once more to the limelight.

Originally a distributor, he started in the industry as a franchise holder in the midwest. At the same time Louis B. Mayer was in Bostom and Sol Lesser on the Pacific Coast. A chance trip to Hollywood brought him into contact with D. W. Griffith. Together they went to Pomona, where from eleven o’clock until two-thirty, they saw the unreeling of "The Birth of a Nation." For one hundred thousand dollars he bought the rights to the picture west of the Mississippi. The investment netted him a fortune estimated at nearly a million dollars. Shortly later he entered production.

But the old saying that a millionaire has a harder time keeping his money than making it proved no exception when it came time for Harry Sherman to hit the financial skids. That is until he hit upon the idea of producing the Hopalong pictures.

As has been the case, few film producers, visualizes picture making as an art, a strange trait, perhaps, for a Western producer. He enjoys, too, giving youngsters their first break. The most notable, of course, is Jimmy Ellison, who after winning his spurs in Sherman productions, is now off on what promises to be a startling career. Paula Stone, Jean Rouveral, Gail Sheridan are others in whom producer Sherman has shown confidence.

Nor does this gentleman of the motion picture industry lose touch with some of the veterans, whose pioneering in the old days is responsible for the development of pictures. Clara Kimball Young, Chester Conklin, Agnes Ayres all may be glimpsed from time to time in the Hopalong pictures. It is his simple way of giving them "a break."

As we bade Harry Sherman goodbye, the realization suddenly caught us that he was, after all, pretty much like his prototype, Hopalong himself—Forthright, simple, a man who has built a career on honesty and unselfishness in work that he really loves.
WEDDING REHEARSAL

BOXOFFICE RATING

ROMANTIC FARCE . . . Fair comedy with plenty of name strength . . . Roland Young in deft performance . . . Lacks action, but has been given nice production . . . Rates ★★ only where light English farce satisfies; less in action spots.

Du World
63 Minutes
Directed by Alan Adrock

The names of Roland Young and Merle Oberon alone should be sufficient to pet this boy, but it is more than do that in spots where light English type, romantic farce is appreciated. It was made several years ago. It is a chuckling sort of affair, with Young walking off with acting honors in a typical role. Miss Oberon has very little to do, but she is in the picture, so you can’t be accused of misrepresenting. Despite several slow spots, the direction is adequate and there is maintained a certain air quality that will please sophisticated audiences.

Young is a bachelor whose grandmother threatens to curtail his allowance unless he picks a suitable bride from a list of eligibles she prepares. At a large wedding rehearsal of the twins’ (Gardner and Napier) forthcoming nuptials Young does quite a bit of match-making, quickly eliminating most of the names on the list and being quite happy over it. The ones he pairs off are likewise quite happy. Finally everyone involved weds at a huge wholesale wedding ceremony with Young taking as his bride Oberon, his grandmother’s secretary. Even grannie marries again.

AD TIPS: Sell the names. If they are strong for Young sell him above the others, since it is his picture all the way. It is inadvisable to plug Oberon very heavily.

NONNIE

MILE-A-MINUTE LOVE

—Hollywood Preview—

BOXOFFICE RATING

ACTION . . . Formula story, heavy on action . . . Should suffice for spots that like this type of film . . . Rates ★★ for cheaper action houses.

Ace Pictures
63 Minutes
Directed by Elmer Clifton

This is a stock action picture. Familiar story, shots of speeding motor boats and plenty of fist fights and wild boat races. Production is better than average for low-budgeted picture of this type, which glosses over plot implausibilities.

Blakewell is a young inventor who likes to tinker with motor boats. He is in love with Arletta Duncan, offspring of Willfred Lucas, motor boat racing fan. Into the scene comes Duncan Renaldo, a phoney count. Amidst a few boat races, he does a neat job of getting everyone’s cash as well as involving Blakewell. This turns Arletta and Lucas against him, but Billy comes through with flying colors, exposes Renaldo, retrieves the money, thereby reinstating himself with his heart interest and her parent.

The juveniles are attractive, but unsteady in their delivery. Renaldo is properly menacing, but overacts. Vivien Oakland does a deft comedy bit and supporting players handle their assignments with fair results. Elmer Clifton’s direction is routine.

AD TIPS: Sell motor boat racing angle.

HAHA (Hollywood)
SHORT SUBJECTS

FROM PHILLY

By Nonamaker

FEATURE STORY—

One of JOHNNY EHRlich's colored women patrons up at the Irish-American monthly dinner was too busy adjusting her baby from its coach parked in the lobby about 4:45 P. M. last Monday. After a house to house canvas of the neighborhood, one of them was all set. As she left the next afternoon just as the woman who 'adopted it' to look after her husband was packed and ready to leave with the babe for what she expected to be a happy family reunion in Chicago.

STUDENTS—

Pursuing their study of the art of the strip tease with more than ordinary enthusiasm, a number of gentlemen of the industry were observed examining the flesh showers from a box at the Troc by IRVING PHILLIPS. He wishes to advise them that he charges a standard rate for not talking!

25 YEAR CLUB—

In a reminiscent mood LEON BEHAL compiled the following list of salesmen who have been actively connected with the merchandising of film for 25 years or more. If there are any others who should be included, write to LEON's group of vets: BILL BETHEL, HARRY TYSON, DAVE KORSON, HERB GIVEN, EARL SWEDENBERG, CHARLIE KLINGER, BILL KARRER, MORRIS FISHMAN, JOE SINGE, ER, A. H. SHOE MAKER, and LEON, himself.

THISA and THATA—

LOU BLAUSTEIN sends everybody his regards from Atlantic City, where he is vacationing ... MRS. ARTHUR GOLDSMITH gave a luncheon to exchange managers last Wednesday at the Warwick ... JAMES P. CLARK made chairman of the new Civil Service Commission ... JUDGE MCDEVITT still no talk regarding legality of Lueg's lease. AL DAVIS is now managing the Band Box. ... Spring premium trade showing begins at Quality Premium April 12th. ... KUNZ-MCCLREY CO., the sound engineers, move into 1319 Vine St. ... The Lincoln closed last Saturday after trying a straight picture policy. ... SID STANLEY announced for the balance of the summer will be from the considerably remodelled and have new sound and a cooling system installed when the house closes for the summer months early in June. ... CHARLIE COHEN and AL ESSIG have signed for Mognograph projectors, which Pean Theatre Equipment will distribute exclusively in this territory. ... GERSON SHALITA, manager of WB's Granpre, won a prize for showing exceptional box-office results with "Midsummer Night's Dream," by advertising as a comedy with Joe E. Brown and refraining from any mention of Shakespeare ... M. G. M.'s Captains Courageous follows Good Earth' into the Locust Street, opening Sunday, April 19th. Evidently the dope printed here and elsewhere several weeks ago anent Republic's 'Two Wise Maids' going in there was premature. ... DAVE MOLLIER has his 'National Brands on Parade' giveaway about set with many large food companies scrutinizing his contracts. ... J. STEWART's "Lust Horizon" this Sunday-day from the Chestnut Street Opera House to the Erlanger ... BENNY HARRIS gave his pooh a Spring cleaning and expects to take it out for airing any Sunday now.

FROM BOSTON

By Bruce

MARCEL MEKELBURG, G.B.'s genial Boston boss, and we would like to know that we were in error in reporting that he is connected with Century Films. He is not. ... The cops have copped a motion picture theatre manager, ARTHUR QUINN, M. and P. Theatres Corp., resident chief at the Regent in Norfolk Downs, has quit the biz to become a bluecoat. ... It is a dance at the Motion Picture Salesmen's Club last Friday evening. Interest was divided among Prexy HERMAN KONNIS in a tuxedo, JEAN ROGERS of Universal, and the Yuletide season's newest and youngest. A group of them was upstairs for thrity wayslayers. "Salesmen are right," said JOE CIFRE in an ad in the red-coated program. "You sold me!" ... GEORGE S. RYAN, anti-trust attorney, is preparing for an onslaught against garden pests. MRS. GEORGE S. RYAN is preparing the apron ... MR. and MRS. JOHN MCCORMACK request the honour of your presence at the marriage of their daughter SHEILA ELIZABETH to MR. ARTHUR LEO TUOHY on Thursday evening, April nineteenth, nineteen hundred and thirty-seven at nine o'clock. Saint Margaret's Church, Dorchester, Massachusetts," reads an engraved bit of business received through the mails last week. MISS MCCORMACK is the secretary of an M. and P. district manger. MR. TUOHY is assistant manager at Leem's State. The best man is to be JACk GRANARA, exploitation emir for RKO theatres locally. "Tis a clean and clear cut case of violation of the anti-trust law ... Keith Memorial Theatre Corp. has reported a net loss of $89,033 for 1936, as against a consolidated net loss of $109,100 for 1935 ... EDDIE KLEINE is looking around for a publisher to take his book, "Our Town," which was a school and a college favourite. Concerning unusual selections from poems throughout the ages. ... They had to bring in a Gilbert and Sullivan opera to make Loew's, Inc. move out of the legit house it commandeered for the road showing of 'The Good Earth.' The feature bundled out Sunday, April 11, after a five-week sojourn ... a rising special demonstrations at both the Cinema Club & the Motion Picture Salesmen's Club hops. PHILLIP LAVINE, general-manager of the PHIL SMITH circuit, has been unoffically voted the best of the district ... JEAN ROGERS is visiting local friends and relations: in fact, almost everyone but HARRY BROWNING who handled the publicity contest which was directly responsible for sending her Pacific-ward in the not-so-distant days when she was ELEANOR LOVE. GREEN, dispenser of ice cream in a Brinon confectionery emporium ... ANN EARLEY, secretary of the Motion Picture Exchange Workers Union, Local 2049. A. F. of L., has sent registered letters to distributor Boston managers, requesting a conference with the union on the proposed standard wage scale. JAMES BURKE, who is doubling as business manager of this organization and the projectionists union was named the M.P.E.W.U. duly authorized representative. ... E. M. LOEW is negotiating to erect an automobile theatre in Lynn. ... The "K" in the name ARTHUR E. HOWARD, local Allied biz mgr., stands for KINGS. In other words KINGS. ARTHUR is happy married and has two dogs, PETER and PATSY HOWARD. ... Moving picture operators have been in the news recently. MAURICE ADELSON of Cambridge got into court as the result of expressing indignation at the antics of Ted Germaine, professional wrestler often seen in the district, with a bombardment of electric light bulbs.
Francis Langford and Ginger Rogers, in an unknown setting.

A second-class car, and a sable-stoned Rogers. Rogers in his star role, and a tan-skinned, tan-stoned character.

T-Golden, under the watchful eye of

A young lady, an attractive lady, and a handsome lady.

The story, an original by Francis Langford, with the screenplay by Leonard H. Salter and Dorothy Fields, and the music by Jerome Kern. The cast includes Rogers as Miss Langford, and Langford as Miss Rogers. The film is produced by Republic Pictures.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY'S HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

"The Hit Parade"

March 31, 1937

Nat Levine, producer, has spared no expense in this production, which shows remarkable talent and resourcefulness. The cast, costumes, and sets are all outstanding. Rogers, in her star role, is a remarkable actress, and Langford, in his role, is a remarkable actor. The film is a real hit, and is sure to be a big success.
A Letter To Paramount's Mr. Agnew

Mr. Neil F. Agnew, Vice-President
Paramount Pictures, Inc.
1501 Broadway
New York City, N. Y.

My dear Mr. Agnew:

In the past two issues of FILM BULLETIN we have called attention to your company’s attitude of total disregard for its customers’ rights in regard to product which Paramount promised to deliver during the 1936-37 season and which is being withheld without just reason.

Since you, as chief of Paramount’s sales and distribution, are most directly concerned in the relationship with exhibitors, we feel it is proper that you should be apprised of the reaction of theatre operators to your company’s policy.

No other issue we have discussed through our editorial columns in many months has stirred the response that have our comments on this ugly practice of deliberately depriving your accounts of films they had been “sold.” Expressions of resentment against Paramount have come to us from many individual theatremen who hold contracts for this season’s product. We have heard many of them say they will not buy your product next season.

We hope you will not take the cavalier attitude of “we can always sell the opposition.” That may be true to a great extent, but it succeeds just so long, then the opposition, too, learns that it cannot trust Paramount’s promises and you may find your self unsold in hundreds of less competitive spots. The ill will of several thousand exhibitors cannot be discounted as a profit-costing factor. No company, no matter how powerful, can long afford to play the business game unfairly. Undoubtedly, you, as an individual, cannot be held accountable for Paramount’s sins. But, you, Mr. Agnew, can bring your influence to bear upon those other Paramount executives who are more remote, and, therefore, less personally concerned in the company’s relationship with its customers. Surely, neither you nor they desire to have Paramount get a “bad reputation” as to its integrity among exhibitors, but this can be prevented only if you deliver to contract-holders all those features represented by your salesmen at the beginning of the season as being on the 1936-37 program.

“High, Wide and Handsome,” “Angel,” “Artists and Models” and “Souls at Sea” are reported to be either completed or in production. We understand you may roadshow the last-named and, if you do, you are entitled to withhold it from the current year’s program. But, for what reasonable reason have you the right to withhold the others? We can find none and we must, therefore, tell our readers truthfully that Paramount deserves nothing but condemnation if it does not deliver those pictures.

We sincerely hope that you will correct this onerous situation. Our columns are open to you for any reply you might care to make.

Most sincerely,

FILM BULLETIN
MO WAX.
'GOLD RACKET' HAS G-MAN ANGLE!

Nobody is making any claims for "The Gold Racket" other than that it is a fast-moving action melodrama that will give everyone who likes excitement their fill. Our reasons for selecting it as this week's "sleepers" are twofold: (1) the G-man angle; (2) the title. Both are valuable features that will help in selling this "sleepers" to your patrons.

You might book it for one day and let it slip through for an average gross, or you might give it a two days run and, giving it just a little push, watch it roll along to outstanding business. You have your "chance," gents (as we say down on Tent' Avenue), but we are addressing ourselves to those of you who get some pleasure (and profit) out of extracting the extra few bucks out of shows like this by a bit of exploitation.

"The Gold Racket" has some gold in its title for you, and you can get nuggets out with a simple stunt or two. Nothwithstanding this angle, the pic doesn't warrant it. Just read through these paragraphs and select the gags that are easiest for you to pull. It'll pay.

The yarn has to do with a Federal Agent and his gal, who trail a gang of gold smugglers to their deserted mine. After plenty of action, thrills and suspense, the couple smash the gang's illegal operations between Mexico and the U. S. The G-man knows it's the simplest sort of action material, but the advance reports say that it is nicely done, with a maximum of whiz-bang melodramatics.

The "gold" angle suggests a wealth of little stunts that will get results. The Grand National exploiters give you a good one in the press sheet, well worth repeating here.

STREET BALLY

They tell you to dress a man in typical gold miner fashion, and have him carry a pick and burlap bag over his shoulder. The bag should contain some imitation "gold nuggets." At the busy street corners, your miner will pause, put his bag down on the pavement and start looking over his nuggets. When the crowd gathers (and it will), have him hand out circulars on the picture.

If you don't choose to go in for the nugget idea, the miner can simply walk the streets with an oilcloth sign on his bag. Copy: "It's Worth A Fortune In Entertainment! (Title and playdates)."

OLD GOLD FOR ADMISSION

Announce in advance that you will have an expert gold assayer in the lobby during the picture's engagement and ask your patrons to bring their old gold (not coins) to be exchanged for cash. Tell 'em full value will be paid. You might be able to make a deal with the assayer to allow you the admission price for everyone who brings $2.00 or more worth of the yellow stuff. In that case, you will offer free admission to anyone who brings gold worth that sum.

JEWELRY STORE WINDOWS

You should have no difficulty in getting space in local jewelry store windows with this layout: A fairly large gold-tinted rock in the center of the window, laying on a piece of black velvet, with this copy: "A real GOLD NUGGET the size of this imitation worth $——. Millions of Dollars Worth of These Nuggets Are Reported Being Smuggled Into the U. S. A. From Mexico. See How the G-Men Are Fighting This Racket—THE GOLD RACKET (theatre and playdates)." Embellish this display with stills or photos.

"WANTED FLIERS"

The G-man angle will click best in many spots and should be pushed to the limit where they still like the racket pix. The old "WANTED" window sheets will get the eyes. Use a still of one of the villains and this copy: "WANTED FOR GOLD SMUGGLING! A Band of International Smugglers Are Bringing Millions of Dollars of Illicit Gold Into the U. S. From Mexico. Help the G-Men Wipe Out This Gang By Learning the True Facts About Their Activities In 'THE GOLD RACKET' (theatre and playdates)."

G-MEN DISPLAY BOARD

A large board for the lobby and front might contain copy like this: THE G-MEN HAVE ALMOST WIPE OUT THESE RACKETS... Dope Smuggling and Selling; Bootlegging Liquor; White Slavery; Kidnapping; 'Protection' Rackets; Counterfeiting; Smuggling Aliens Into the U. S.; Fake Cure-All Medicines... Now They Are Fighting 'THE GOLD RACKET!' Learn the Inside Facts On This New Menace At This Theatre (date).

Other catchphrases on this angle: "THE G-MEN SMASH A NEW RACKET!! INTERNATIONAL SMUGGLERS DEFY UNCLE SAM!!" "A LONE FEDERAL AGENT AND HIS SWEETHEART CHALLENGE AMERICA'S NEWEST MENACE—THE GOLD RACKET!!"

All right, boys, that's the works as far as we are concerned this week. It barely scratches the surface of what you can do to put over this little melodrama, but we only hoped to get you started on something. School's out for the week, but we'll be back, so you better get us results!

$ $ $ $ $
THE INDUSTRY'S NEWS
From An Editorial Viewpoint

WAGNER LABOR DOES NOT AFFECT THEATRES — A. F. MYERS

 Applies to Studios...

The Wagner Labor Act, given a broad interpretation by the U. S. Supreme Court last Monday, does not apply to theatres in the opinion of Abram F. Myers, general counsel of Allied.

Discussing various phases of the labor problems given impetus by the court's decisions, Myers, in the current Allied bulletin, says: "This much is clear: The Wagner Labor Act applies to studios. The facts in the Garment Case and the Associated Press Case bear sufficient resemblance to the conditions under which pictures are produced and sold, to warrant this conclusion. It is highly probable that the act also applies to the exchanges. There is not much in the decisions to warrant the belief that the act applies to retail stores or to the theatres. The court laid down no general rule, but reserved the right to pass upon the peculiar facts of each case. The General Counsel of Allied is of the opinion that labor relations, wages, hours and working conditions in the theatres are beyond the scope of Congress, even under these broad interpretations."

States May Adopt Similar Laws...

The former Federal Trade Commissioner warns exhibitors, however, that the individual states may enact laws to give purely local labor the same advantages as accorded workers in interstate industrial fields. Further, he foresees the possibility that Congress will enact legislation to revive the N.R.A. in restricted form to bring about voluntary conformity to fixed working conditions in interstate commerce.

"It is inevitable," Myers declares, "that a movement will be initiated in many states to enact bills similar to the Wagner Law in order that no form of employment may escape. In the meantime, it is not improbable that union organizers may seek to stretch the Wagner Act to include mercantile establishments and even theatres. The problem is growing imminent and the exhibitors must chart a wise course."

The Allied counsel chides independent exhibitor leaders for not taking a greater interest in this problem and warns that they must prepare themselves for any emergency by analyzing the situation carefully. He also offers to advise the exhibitors in any territory where the subject might arise "prematurely."

N. J. GETS BILL TO OUST PRODUCERS FROM THEATRES

Allied Mystified...

The first step in any Eastern state to divorce production and distribution from exhibition was taken in New Jersey last Mon-

day when an anti-affiliated chain bill was introduced in the Assembly.

Introduction of the measure, Assembly Bill 507, is shrouded in mystery. Its sponsor is Edison Hedges, a Democrat of Atlantic County. He is reported as saying that the bill was urged upon him by a group of independent exhibitors, who held grievances against Warner Bros., largest affiliated circuit operators in the state.

Leaders of Jersey Allied disclaimed any knowledge of the bill and asserted that they had not backed its introduction. It was implied by one prominent member of the unit that the move may be the result of internal strife in the Warner organization or family.

May Not Support It...

This same individual told FILM BULLETIN that it is problematical if Allied will support the measure. He explained that they had not intended to present the regular Allied anti-chain bill, which has already been made a law in North Dakota, to this session of the Legislature, "because the Assembly has been occupied with too many other matters."

While the Allied leader did not give voice to this opinion, it is likely that the independent group is skeptical of the measure because of the possibility that its introduction at this time may be a trick by the producers to administer a smashing defeat, thereby lessening Allied's chances of winning passage of their own bill at a more propitious moment.

OHIO MAY HOLD DOWN TAX

I. T. O. Action Credited...

Columbus, O.—The aggressive action of the Independent Theatre Owners, Allied unit, may result in the Legislature dropping the proposed measure to increase the tax on theatre admissions from 3 to 10 percent.

After P. J. Wood, secretary of the organization, appeared before the House Taxation Committee last Wednesday, it was announced that action on the bill would be deferred indefinitely in the hope that other taxes would take care of the relief burden. The following day, the committee voted down the measure to tax gasoline one-half cent per gallon. Since this bill was coupled with the amusement admission tax, it is held likely that the latter measure will also be defeated.

Action on other film industry legislation was also favorable. The bills providing for two men in a booth and for a permanent maintenance man in all theatres were both put on the shelf by indefinite postponement.
WARNERS ADOPT GAMES IN 7 MORE PHILLY HOUSES

Total Ten . . .

Warner Bros. Phila. theatres, heretofore opposed to all giveaways, are going in for games in a big way. Starting with three spots last week, the circuit added seven more this week to the list of houses using "Bango" and "Bonk" as boxoffice stimulants.

The first three were the Kent, Imperial and Casket. The seven additional: Strand, Lindsey, Keystone, Liberty, Colney, Cross Keys, Wishart. It is further rumored that Warners may decide to set up huge bank nites in several key houses. The Uptown, North Broad Street ace spot, has been under consideration for some time, inasmuch as it is being hurt by indie-operated Nixon's Grand, which is using games two nights a week, in addition to stage shows and pictures.

RKO '36 PROFIT ZOOMS UP

3½ Times Above '35 . . .

RKO's net profit for 1936 was over three and a half times higher than that for 1935, it was revealed this week by the company's audited report. Last year's net was $2,481,911, after all charges, as compared to $684,733 for the preceding year.

INDIE EXHIBS DO NOT WANT MPTOA CONCILIATION BOARDS

Idea May Be Dropped . . .

Almost universal resistance to the idea among independent exhibitors may result in the producers and the M.P.T.O.A. dropping the scheme to set up local conciliation boards.

Evidence that Ed Kuykendall, president of the affiliated exhibitor group, sees the handwriting on the wall is contained in recent inspired trade paper reports that "certain of the producers" have changed their minds about the plan and now do not approve the proposal. This is viewed as a means of letting the scheme down with as little loss of face as possible for those who backed it.

Simply, the fact is that independents do not trust the producer-controlled M.P.T.O.A., which fathered the plan and was given whole-hearted support by the film companies.

ALLIED 'BUYERS' CONVENTION

In the current Allied bulletin the forthcoming national convention of the independent body in Milwaukee is referred to as a "buyers' convention."

"Each distributor holds a 'sales convention' at the beginning of the selling season," it states, "to instruct the salesmen in the gentle art of gypping the exhibitors. But whoever heard of a 'buyers' convention'? No one, apparently; and that accounts for a great deal. Obvious as the idea is, it remained for the Allied directors to think of it, and now such a convention is definitely under way. A great BUYERS' CONVENTION will be held in Milwaukee on May 26, 27 and 28, and 6000 exhibitors have been asked to participate."

The bulletin further explains that plans have been organized to assemble a complete analysis of all companies' sales terms and products for the 1937-38 season and this data will be presented to the convention delegates.

NEW YORK TIP-OFF

Observations and Opinions by Larkin

CIRCUIT EXPANSION

New York independents have the jitters since it was announced that both Loew's and RKO are set on building up their theatre chains in the Boroughs. RKO has purchased two corner properties in the Bronx, where theatres will be built, and Loew's are already constructing one at Boston Road and Fenton Avenue in the same borough. RKO has taken two houses from an independent circuit. Loew's are reported after several additional spots in Manhattan, one of them probably in the Times Square area. It may be one of the old legiti houses. The trade is wondering what has spurred this recent activity by the two chains. Although one rumor is as good, or bad, as another, we like best the one that 20th Century-Fox is seriously considering moving into the metropolitan theatre field in a big way, and Loew's and RKO are building up their own chains as a protective measure.

The nice guys in the film advertising business, Ralph Rolan, of March of Time, will succeed another one of the nice guys, Gordon White, of Educational, as president of Anima, the film admen's association. Both are among the most popular men in the field and it has long been assumed that Rolan would succeed White when the latter stepped down.

'MARKED WOMAN' BIG ON B'WAY

Since we were absent from this column last issue, we have double duty to report what has been happening in the Main Stem first runs. So here goes! . . . After what seemed an endless stretch of poor pics, WB's Strand got its first real break of the current year with "Marked Woman" (WB). It kicked handsomely in its first week and looks set for three or four. The King and the Chorus Girl" (WB) preceded the Bette Davis vehicle and got slightly above par results on a strong ad campaign . . . "Top of the Town" (U) held up fairly well in its second Roxy week, but went out last Friday to be replaced by RKO's "Soldier and the Lady," originally titled "Michael Strogoff." Although little was expected of it, "Soldier" got nice returns. Yesterday, (Friday), "When Love Is Young" (U) came into this house and will probably stay only one week. . . . The Music Hall looked for big things from Hepburn's "Quality Street" (RKO), but didn't get the business. One week was plenty, and the Muni-Hopkins co-starrer, "Woman I Love" (RKO) came into the big house and received some bad notices . . . "Waikiki Wedding" (Par.), plus Eddy Duchin's band on stage, got three heavy weeks out of the Paramount up to last Tuesday. The following day brought in "Swing High, Swing Low" (Par.) and Louis Armstrong's band. This show got off to a good start, although the reviews on the pic could have been lot more favorable . . . "History Is Made At Night" (UA) crawled through its third week at the Rivoli and went out last night (Friday). "Love From a Stranger," British-made U.A. release, opened Saturday pushed along by a strong newspaper ad campaign that ran almost a week in advance . . . The Capitol had four big weeks with "Maytime" (Metra) up to Wednesday. "Personal Property" (Metra) opened Thursday . . . Arthur Mayer, who operates the Rialto, can be credited with the exceptional business his house got with "Elephant Boy" (U.A.) last week. The foreign made animal pic gave the house one of its best weeks and Mayer's smart exploitation did it. It finishes its second week Sunday . . . "Silent Barriers" (G-B) roadshowed for three weeks at the Criterion. It went out Wednesday and was replaced by "Young Jo" in the Astor and "Lost Horizon" at the Globe are both holding their own.

PELLICULAR RAMBLINGS

"A high class" (Cit) got the Best Run of the Week award in Manhattan. Last week's Big One was "Marked Woman" (WB). The Strand had most of the "W"'s business and they had a few of the "H"'s as well. The Strand also had a good "B" day with "Bette Davis Day" (WB). The RKO Strand had a first class "H" showing with "Marked Woman" (WB). The Strand had a good "B" show with "Bette Davis Day" (WB). The Strand, not to be outdone, had a good "B" show with "Bette Davis Day" (WB). The Strand, not to be outdone, had a good "B" show with "Bette Davis Day" (WB). The Strand, not to be outdone, had a good "B" show with "Bette Davis Day" (WB). The Strand, not to be outdone, had a good "B" show with "Bette Davis Day" (WB). The Strand, not to be outdone, had a good "B" show with "Bette Davis Day" (WB). The Strand, not to be outdone, had a good "B" show with "Bette Davis Day" (WB).
AS I SEE THEM... REVIEWS OF NEW FILMS

By ROLAND BARTON

HILLS OF OLD WYOMING
Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

WESTERN . . . another excellent Hopalong Cassidy . . . Fine for rural and action nabs, where it rates • • + or better.

Paramount (Sherman)
79 Minutes

Directed by Nate Watt

20th Century-Fox
92 Minutes

Joan Davis, Condos Brothers
Directed by Sidney Lanfield

A comedy about radio with plenty of music and a good plot idea involving the well known air feud of columnist Winchell and old maestro Bernie and the frantic search for the "radio phantom" who comes over the ether via an open studio mike and into Bernie's program with a K.O. voice. Winchell and Bernie as themselves are ok, photographing well and getting over their lines in entirely satisfactory manner. They are surrounded with a swell comedy cast, all of whom are seasoned screen performers and who get every last ounce out of their parts. Kelly is Winchell's gal Friday; Sparks her boy friend and Winchell's number one news hound; Faye is the gal with a philosophical radio broadcast who eventually makes a star out of Mike-frightened "phantom" Haley, who incidentally has THE juiciest part in the picture and makes the most of it, thereby coming into star limelight.

Bradley is Haley's old vaude partner, who gets mixed up with chiselling booker Catlett and tries to win him back from Faye who makes him the hit he deserved to be. But Winchell straightens it all out and even tops Bernie for once.

Lanfield's direction is fast-paced. Most of the song numbers are logically introduced as part of the plot and are adequate, although we dare say there are none that will be long remembered as hit music. The specialty people, Leah Ray, Joan Lavis and Condos Bros., register but mildly.

"Wake Up" is entertaining, slightly original, and amusing. Those names from radio and films are what really count. And, although overboard in length, it is never boring and the laughs come frequently enough.

AD TIPS: Sell the cast. Capitalize on the Bernie-Winchell air feud.

NONNIE

INTERNES CAN'T TAKE MONEY

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . heavy, but novel story is well acted and directed . . . Good for class spots and gangster angle should pull it through for action and rural homes . . . Rates • • generally, but can be sold for better grosses.

Paramount
79 Minutes
Directed by Alfred Santell

This may prove a bit too sombre for the average audience, but upper bracket patrons will find it much to their liking. The story is a fascinating, novel yarn and holds up well in its unreliefing. Performances and direction are outstanding and definite care has been evidenced in the production. The racketeer angle makes it saleable in nabe and rural spots, but the best it can hope for from such territories are spotty grosses, depending on the exploitation it is given. It should at least average business in A houses.

Joel McCrea is the young intern, who performs an operation on a racketeer chieftain, Lloyd Nolan, in a corner saloon. Miss Stanwyck is the consort of the criminal and his gang. After the operation, Nolan offers McCrea a thousand dollars as his fee for the operation, which is refused by the intern. Nolan, through the misguided belief he can repay the obligation by shooting Ridges, has his stooges commit the crime. Again intern McCrea performs an illicit operation and saves Ridges from death in order he may reveal the whereabouts of Miss Stanwyck's child.

McCrea extracts every bit of drama from his role. Miss Stanwyck captures the spirit of the distinctly good woman, forced by circumstances to consort with thieves; a realistic and touching portrayal. Nolan is superb as the gangster chief, while Stanley Ridges, of the deep resonant voice, uses his power of speech to good effect. Supporting cast is excellent with Irving Bacon registering as a bartender.

AD TIPS: The title is a honey and will copy. Should raise issue of ethics and law on the intern's right to help a woman. Sell Stanwyck McCrea.
The stills are selected for their descriptive value to exhibitors.

Mother Love! The theme of "Michael O'Halloran" is that of a restless young mother, who first learns the meaning of mother love through the affection of two children not her own. The cast of this Republic picture includes Wynne Gibson, Warren Hull and Jackie Moran.

Frame-up! Apparently Columbia has another of those snappy melodramas for which it stands supreme. "Frame-up" involves some crooked business with race horses. The first print just landed in New York and those who saw it say it has plenty of excitement.

Coming soon is a release that boasts Marlene Dietrich and Robert Donat in the starring roles. It's a post-war romantic drama. "Knight Without Armor" is scheduled to be released by United Artists about the end of this month.
THE LADIES!... The New York critics gave "Marked Woman" those towering reviews. Undoubtedly the "hottest" theme touched by Hollywood in three years, concerning the vice racket, it brings Bette Davis back to the Warner fold in a strong role.

KARLOFF AND SCIENCE!... Moviedom's most eccentric scientist, Boris Karloff, is once again mixing medicine and murder in "Juggernaut." It was made in England and will be released by Grand National shortly.

SERIAL!... Republic's new serial is "The Painted Stallion," in which Ray Corrigan and veteran Hoot Gibson are co-starred.
What the Newspaper Critics Say

Excerpts Culled From the New Film Reviews by the Most Reputable Critics in Leading Newspapers

A VALUABLE BOOKING GUIDE . . . USE QUOTES IN ADVERTISING

PERSONAL PROPERTY
(M-G-M)
"... Robert Taylor is slightly miscast and Jean Harlow does not appear at her best... Story may pass over the heads of some audiences...
WASHINGTON TIMES
"... Not so good... Farcical family affair... The sort of picture to make men rejoice and women wince...
Rob Reel, CHICAGO AMERICAN
"... Taylor and Harlow excellently cast... Has laughs, but they are pedestrian laughs... heavy-handedly evolved and, apparently, designed for the delight of hall-wit Coritanian peasants...
Beebe, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE
"... Jean Harlow loves Robert Taylor... It is more an affair of the marquee than of the heart... Has a few amusing moments,
B. R. C., N. Y. TIMES
"... Beguiling Jean Harlow here treats her fans to a new exhibit of her gaudy charms in a farce based on The Man In Possession. She has with her that sure-fire bait for the matinee trade, Mr. Robert Taylor. Though their material is neither new nor substantial, they make the most of it, providing an hour of amusement for the fans who like negligible situations and roistering romance...
Johaneson, N. Y. MIRROR

HER HUSBAND LIES
(Paramount)
"... Tense drama of New York's tenderloin and its wagering habits...
WASHINGTON TIMES
"... Fair film with a moderately absorbing plot which will appeal chiefly to the movie-goer who spends his spare time at a card table... Ricardo Cortez gives the best performance...
Rob Reel, CHICAGO AMERICAN
"... Good story with plenty of suspense... Ricardo Cortez excellent... Man's fare rather than woman's...
Redenbach, CHICAGO DAILY NEWS

STEP LIVELY, JEEVES
(20th Century-Fox)
"... A slight little comedy, brisk and dull by turns, but it has an amusing cast...
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES
"... A nimble and simple farce... Treacher as P. G. Wodehouse's Jeeves' perfect... Supporting cast, including Alan Dinehart and George Gitrov, excellent... Handled very well...
Winston, N. Y. POST
"... Happy, cheerful and brisk comedy... Skillful and action speed it along and Treacher is excellent as comic butler...'
Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

THE WOMAN I LOVE
(RKO-Radio)
"... The technical execution that has been lavished on this deserves less banal material... Cast offer incisive impersonations that are almost convincing despite the fact that the production as a whole is pretentious and dull...
Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE
"... A rather turgid war-time triangle played with competence—scarcely more—by Muny, Hopkins and Hayward...
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES
"... All the cliches of the screen march in orderly and somber fashion through this drama of love and war... Muni's performance a competent one but it fails to offset the limitations of the plot...
Cameron, N. Y. DAILY NEWS
"... Muni lends dignity to the film, one of those "buddies in love with the same blonde" affairs staged against a lurid background of war... Has neatly executed flying scenes.
Johaneson, N. Y. MIRROR

FAIR WARNING
(20th Century-Fox)
"... A bland little detective story... Although the production is eminently unimportant, it manages to command some interest.
Finn, RECORD
"... J. Edward Bromberg as a hack detective with a weakness for penny candies is the outstanding performer in this latest who-dun-it which takes place in and around a hotel in Death Valley, and this aptly named location does all that can be expected in the way of contributing eerie scenery, coyote yowls, abandoned mines and other appropriate backgrounds for the film's various slaughters...
G. G. PHILA. LEDGER
"... Mystery thriller with the ordinary type of murder by shooting: poisoning: slugging: drowning: stabbing: and dynamiting... Bromberg is excellent...
M. D. BOSTON HERALD

MARKED WOMAN
(Warners)
"... Luciano Case filmed... Grim but good... An extremely well-made and well-cast job... Bette Davis' best since the prize winner...
Redenbach, CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
"... Bette Davis mirrors emotional changes and is superb in new gang-busting film...
Rob Reel, CHICAGO AMERICAN
"... Surprisingly grim and earnest affair... The drama neither pulls its punches nor sacrifices probability for the sake of a happy ending, and Lloyd Bacon's direction is taut, terse, and exciting from start to finish... Bette Davis plays with intelligence, spirit and the right veneer of disillusionment...
E. L. H. BOSTON HERALD
"... Strong, melodramatic crime story well told... Has skillful direction... Eduardo Cianelli, in the Luciano character, gives the film both its color and style... Humphrey Bogart's role is small and comparatively unimportant...
Finn, PHILA. RECORD
"... Bette Davis impressive in grim role... Fine supporting performances in picture dealing boldly with vice racket...
Canton, BOSTON DAILY REEL
"... Has a dramatically concise script, shrewd direction, and an extremely capable supporting cast... Miss Davis turns in her best performance since 'Of Human Bondage'...
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES
"... Davis is good, but it is Eduardo Cianelli's portrayal of a vicious racket overlord that gives the photoplay most of its sting... A briskly, melodramatic treatment of a perennially interesting subject...
Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE
"... Exciting drama drawn starkly from the recent front paged activities of Lucky Luciano... Bette Davis has her best part in several pictures and makes the most of it... All roles are admirably portrayed...
B. M. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
"... Gangsters, clip joint hostesses and district attorney mix in familiar tangle... One of the best pictures of its kind...
Winston, N. Y. POST

50 ROADS TO TOWN
(20th Century-Fox)
"... A beguiling and entertaining farce trifile... Briskly directed and pleasantly performed... Some of the dialogue is exceptionally smart...
Schneider, CLEVELAND PRESS
"... Extremely light but engaging picture, which makes its mark by letting Don Ameche prove that he can handle comedy situations fairly deftly... He and Ann Sothern form a likeable couple of romancers...
Pulkin, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER
"... Not quite up to the performance of its job as a romantic comedy...
Kanour, BALTIMORE EVE. SUN
HOLLYWOOD FLICKERS
The Inside Low-Down on Studio Activities
By DAVID J. HANNA

Hollywood, April 16.

"MOST OF THE PRODUCERS who bemoan loudly the lack of new faces, the scarcity of potential starring material, could find sufficient players of boxoffice calibre on their own contract lists. By giving these players an opportunity to show their wares in substantial parts, the studios would discover many promising actors and actresses, from whom stellar boxoffice stars could be developed."

Thus spoke David Loew in our recent interview with that showman-producer. It happens to be one of our pet theories so with thanks to Mr. Loew for his corroboration and Norman Webb for his figures, we write our column for this week.

During our series of interviews we discovered almost every important studio in Hollywood is fostering a talent school. Every time we turn around we bump into one of their pupils. Budding stars literally crowd the streets. By day they pose in bathing suits for Chamber of Commerce photographs emphasizing California sunshine, while in the evenings their jolly faces beam at every nite spot in town. Then too there are the numerous swimming champs, broad jumpers and other public figures scheduled for promising careers in pictures.

All this is part of the extensive campaign being conducted by the filmmakers to supply the demand for fresh personalities. Everyone is eligible, from boy scouts to Empire State scrubwomen. That is except the actresses and actors in Hollywood.

Today that city boasts more talent, idle talent, than any spot on earth. Radio is making its headquarters here, shows are tried out, Broadway thespians arrive in droves. Yet Hollywood continues to look for "freaks," meaning those whose regular business is something other than thespian. Remember the Search for Beauty contest and the Panther Women gag. Who of those hopefuls is boxoffice material now?

We obtained a list containing the boxoffice value of every star and supporting player of consequence now in pictures. Among the group of the first ten dramatic actors, actresses, and comedians, there was no single personality listed who had not come to stardom through the usual professional route, either from the stage or via supporting roles in pictures. The comedians were all from the stage: actors had one exception, and the women two.

In the next hundred we found twenty-two artists with no previous stage experience. Of these only one was plucked from non-professional ranks, Frances Farmer.

Our figures also included a list of 43 names who had advanced the most during the past year. Only three were previously non-professionals, and since two of them are child stars, once again Miss Farmer champions the "freak" cause.

Mr. Webb also made predictions, naming the players most likely to reach stardom this coming season. Thirty-six, says he, and of that three dozen, the list of lords and lasses who were brought out of the nothing into the here, number two: Frances Farmer, again, and Dorothy Lamour, the lone survivor of the Panther gals.

Robert Taylor is considered the prime example of the value of studio talent schools. But Mr. Taylor played a season with the Pasadena Playhouse as well as with E. E. Clive at the Hollywood Playhouse, before he won his Metro contract.

We will concede talent schools turn out some bearable weak-kneed juveniles and cute sad-eyed ingenues, but

Herbert J. Yates, 'man behind Republic, left for the coast this week to confer with studio heads on next season's product. A program of 36 features, plus 12 or 18 westerns and four serials will probably be set. Al Adams director of advertising and publicity, also hied westward to sit in on the production talks.

Monogram has signed young Mickey Rooney to play the leading role in "The Hoosier Schoolboy," Edward Eggleston's classic. Mickey clicked recently in "Midsummer Night's Dream" and "Devil Is a Sissy."

Universal's "Armored Car" went into production on Monday with Cesear Romero, Judith Barrett, Irving Pichel Robert Wilcox and Inez Courtney.

B. F. Zeidman, Grand National producer, has again made a deal with Metro for the services of Eric Linden and Cecilia Parker. "Sweetheart of the Navy" will be the title of the third Zeidman G-N production to co-star this young couple. It goes into production next week at the new G-N studios.

"Non Stop New York," G-B's transoceanic plane melodrama, was completed this week and will be ready for release shortly. It co-stars Anna Lee and John Loder. Well into production at this company's English studio is "Gangway," the new Jessie Matthews musical, in which Nat Pendleton will appear.

Columbia's studio is a hotbed of activity these days. Before the cameras now are these three: "Once a Hero," with Richard Dix and Fay Wray; "White Heat," with Rosalind Keith, and "Shooting Showdown," a western with Charles Starrett. "With Kind Regards," starring Ralph Bellamy, Claire Trevor, Robert Armstrong, and Raymond Walburn went into production this week, while "Thanks for Nothing," "Miss Casey at the Bat" and "Taxi War" are on deck.

The entire Loew circuit will play Republic's outstanding musical, "The Hit Parade." Newspaper reviews following the early runs have been very favorable.

Edward J. Peskay, general sales manager, has set May 16-19 as the dates for Grand National's first sales convention. It will be held at the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles. Peskay and Edward Finney, head of advertising and publicity, left for the coast this week and will remain there until the convention is over.

With the definite news that Norma Shearer will remain in the M-G-M fold and will not sell her services to David O. Selznick for the role of Scarlett O'Hara in "Gone With the Wind," the United Artists producer is again scouting around for a female lead. Taullah Bankhead is being considered now, it is reported.

they have hardly been productive of real starring material. Can they bring forth a Tyrone Power, Milton Berle, Johnny Downs, Francis Lederer, Francine Larrimore Sophie Tucker, or any of those personalities for whom film star dom looms in the near future? Let Hollywood look for its talent where it is more apt to find it, in the ranks of professionals and not everywhere else but.
BIG BUSINESS—Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY . . . New Jones Family film best of series . . . Will hit home in family spots and serve as programmer in A houses . . . Rates 0 0 where they like this mild humor.

20th Century-Fox 60 Minutes
Directed by Frank R. Strayer

This latest Jones Family comedy is an ingratiating home-spun bit of entertainment which should please in the category for which it is intended. Aimed directly at the family trade, it is a forthright humor which should please grandma as well as little Willie. The strictly routine story is built for laughs, which click through the brisk delivery of the excellent cast. Should hit average grosses in family spots, and make O. K. lower bracket dualler for the de luxe.

This time the Jones are all mixed up in a phoney stock deal. Things look pretty bad for the family; Shirley Deane as the daughter is all upset because she has broken her engagement to Russel Gleason, the town florist. Jed Prouty flusters along as the worried father of the family who is being ruined because of his association with Alan Lane, a stock promoter. But juvenile Kenneth Howell, turned inventor, comes through with an auto device, the sale on which saves the family from bankruptcy.

George Ernest, as the kid brother, steals the show from his elders, with Kenny Howell and Russell Gleason running him a close second. Florence Roberts plays her “I-told-you-so” grumpy in a spot style, while parents Prouty and Byington handle their assignments capably. Strayer’s direction aims for laughs, which come aplenty.

AD TIPS: Sell this as the best of the series. Go after young people on young love angle.

HANNA (Hollywood)

DON’T TELL THE WIFE
BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY . . . Lightly told tale of Wall Street phonies . . . and fake stock selling . . . is comically played by the three stars . . . lots of laughs . . . Good dualler . . . Rates 0 0 — on its own.

RKO-Radio 63 Minutes
Guy Kibbee . . . Una Merkel . . . Lynn Overman . . . Thurston Hall . . . Guinn Williams
Directed by Christy Cabanne

“Don’t Tell the Wife” is one of those quiet, unobtrusive little program comedies that grows on you as it unwinds. It isn’t exactly a howl, but there are some rather funny lines and three pleasantly comic performances by Guy Kibbee, Una Merkel and Lynn Overman. With these three names, it should be able to hold its own in the neighborhood family spots. A houses will find it an adequate second feature if teamed with a heavy disaster action.

Story concerns a group of con men adept in selling worthless stock. They get a new brain storm to peddle phoney paper on what they think is a worthless gold mine. Overman is ‘lucky” member of the outfit, who is hooked into with the gang again on this one deal, despite wife Una’s objections. To give themselves a “front,” they draw in Kibbee, a respectable citizen. The latter finds out that the mine is a good one and he buys up all the stock held by the gang and turns it over to Una, whose money was used by her hubby to finance the scheme.

AD TIPS: Sell “Sleeper” campaign in FILM BULLETIN issue of March 27th.

Case of the Stuttering Bishop

BOXOFFICE RATING
MYSTERY . . . Routine puzzler with intriguing title . . . G. Donald Woods is likeable Perry Mason . . . Plot well sustained . . . Rates 0 0 — on its own; O. K. dualler.

Warner Brothers 70 Minutes
Directed by William Clemens

Furnished from an original by Erle Stanley Gardner, this new Perry Mason yarn stands up exceedingly well. It will satisfy mystery fans. Donald Wood is the sleuthing Mason this time, a portrayal which heretofore has been played by higher bracket actors, and should add much to this young actor’s reputation. There’s plenty of mystery, which is all carefully sustained to the end. Those fans who have enjoyed the Mason yarns before will particularly like this, and it will also please as a secondary dualler in any spot. The title will help sell it.

Edward McWade is the stuttering bishop who knows the true identity of a certain heiress. Anxious to do away with the young lady and obtain her wealth, various suspicious people become involved. Donald Woods is called into the case, and with Miss Dvorak, his very efficient secretary, unravels the mystery.

Deft performances by Dvorak as the secretary, Anne Nagel as the phoney heiress, and Linda Perry, the real McCoy, add credence to the piece. Comedy is supplied chiefly by Tom Kennedy as a dumb detective, always in the way. Supporting cast handle their parts adequately. Clemens direction is smooth.

AD TIPS: The title is a good teaser; use it without any added lines.

HANNA (Hollywood)

NAVY SPY

BOXOFFICE RATING

Grand National 50 Minutes
Directed by Crane Wilbur & Joseph E. Lewis

Pretty weak stuff. Crane Wilbur’s screenplay is just another spy and intrigue story, varying little from the hundred that have gone before. His direction shows carelessness and too much haste, all of which contribute to relegating it to the lower class. Heavy on action, it will get by in spots that like their fighting fast and furious, without much plausibility. For more discriminating audiences, it’s an extremely weak programmer of a minute running time necessitates dulling.

The cast is fair. Nagel wears a wide-ranged variety of disguises that may amuse the audience.

AD TIPS: Sell the G-man and action angles.

HANNA (Hollywood)

MELODY OF THE PLAINS

BOXOFFICE RATING
WESTERN with songs . . . Below par horse opera for lesser action spots only . . . Will please the juve trade . . . Rates 0 + .

Jed Buell Production 53 Minutes
Directed by Sam Newfield

Except for the teeming of the up and coming Fred Scott and Al St. John, the old comic of silent days, there is little to recommend this quickie Western. Scott looks like a comer. He has an ingratiating personality and tosses a rope and rides a horse with comparative ease. His singing, too, leaves nothing to be desired. St. John, a comedian of proven ability, is genuinely amusing as the happy-go-lucky pal of Scott. A bright stroke, the teaming of these two, and with any luck at all, Producer Buell will find himself with a pair of boxoffice favorites.

Story is pretty creaky. The old yarn of the cowhand, embroiled with rustlers, the fastening upon him of a murder and his eventual disappearance from the ranch. In another spot, he meets papa with daughter. Papa will lose ranch, but in the nick of time, Scott clears himself, saves the ranch, finds that neighborhood of the bandits and wins the gal for himself.

AD TIPS: Play up Scott, the singing cowboy and St. John the hilarious pal.

HANNA (Hollywood)

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
1225 VINE ST. PHILA., PA.

Everywhere in Equipment

HANNA (Hollywood)
Blair Replaces Peirce at G-N

Harry N. Blair has been appointed Exploitation Manager of Grand National by Edward Finney to replace William L. Peirce, who resigned to become west coast director of advertising and publicity for Monogram.

Penna. 6-Day Employment Bill

Harrisburg...Governor Earle recently signed the Yourishin bill requiring all Pennsylvania theaters to give all employees a full day off every week.

FROM PHILLY
By Nonanaker

ARE WE IN THE
MOVIE BUSINESS, OR WHAT?

Here’s how one of the local nabobhood spots retails “motion pictures” to its patrons.

SUNDAY: Double Feature. MONDAY: Line-O, 15 beautiful gifts to winners; TUESDAY: 25 beautiful gifts to lucky ticket holders; WEDNESDAY: Bank Night: THURSDAY: Line-O again: FRIDAY: Merchants’ Cash Night. $40.00 in cash: SATURDAY: Dago, with 15 beautiful gifts free...who’s to blame for this sort of thing, the exhibitor or the filmco and their affiliated theatres? That question is something like what came first, the chicken or the egg?

ALL IN A WEEK—

DAVE BARRIEST back from darkest Africa . . . KEITH’s Theatre cashier held up, but that overlooked most of the money in his hatae . . . SAM WALDMAN leases the huge Met for showing of foreign films week-ends only. His first show was a Big Hit! ... BOB LYNNCH becomes a grand-father. Mazeltovi! ... LOU SCHWERIN no longer with UNPTO . . . Savola. In South Philadelphia, opens May 1st. ... DAN DUBNAN hurry propping & home from stomach miseries. Expect to be back on the street shortly ... And still JUDGE MCDONAGH is silent as to the legality of “Hack” . . . We hear that many additional theatres, including the Keystone and Cross Keys, Maybe Uptown, too . . . Unionization of the Street Pursuers a slow-silent and steady course ... MURRAY BEYER’s old friend PEARL WHITE is back in New York ... JOE CONWAY eagerly awaiting arrival of the circus . . . MIKE LEVINSON reports from the West Coast that he is interested in HARRY REVIER’s production. “The Leah of the Penitentes.” based upon the flagellation activities of this secret New Mexico cult . . . HARRY THOMAS in town Thursday to arrange distribution of “Cloustered” . . . EDIE GOLDEN and HERSCHEL STUART, of Monogram, in town today having the other week, which will become their local exchange. They also interviewed several local boys for the post of a number of exhibitors. We know a few who it is, but can’t talk yet ... HARRY SPIEGEL, Comerford, had 1500 people up at the Hotel Jermyn. Scanton, for his son’s bat mitvah ... NAT LEVY, division manager for RKO, in town Thursday ... EVERETT HARDING, traffic expert, now permanently connected with Horlacher’s. Philadelphia ... MAXIE GILLIS made a lunch room full of exhibitors MONTAGUE SWEETSTAKES conscious by playfully pinning “drive” buttons on the coat backs of STANLEY GOLDBERG and DAVE ROSEN ... BILL ROVER opens his Overbrook Villa Cafe on the White Horse Pike at Lindenwold. April 23rd ... HARRY LA VINE and the Republicans all over “Hit Parade,” which got swell reviews in Washington. D. C. newspapers ... DAN FEENEY, shipper at Warner Brothers, may have to have his leg amputated due to the tumor he is suffering at St. Luke’s Hospital ... JULES BENEDICT in town ... Why does OSCAR NEUFELD always get mixed up in beauty contests? swear off them! and they will be in the show business again? ... MORRIS WAX. former prexy of the old I.E.P.A. of his own volition, has written to a number of exhibitors urging them to back FRANK McNAMEE’s RKO date drive. Wax says McNamee has always tried to help indies solve problems and deserves support.

FROM BOSTON
By Barclay

RUDOLPH BRUCE, erstwhile column conductor and the original frog-legs-to-riches gent, sailed Monday from New York on the first leg of a vagabond world cruise. Bruce commandeered a leave of absence from FILM BULLETIN to spend more time in which to spend the two grand he won as a second prize in the BOSTON HERALD motion picture cartoon contest. He also mentioned something about a honeymoon. MARGARET “PEGGY” O’NEILL, the gal who won the prize of ten thousand dollars in the same competition, is accompanying him on the trek— as Mrs. Bruce. They were married in New York last Friday evening. Bon voyage; and a bit of sodium nitrate in milk is said to be a good remedy for sea sickness . . . TOM SPRY. New England manager for United Artists, has been appointed chairman of the local committee for the Will Rogers Memorial Fund by LOUIS RICHARD, manager of the National in Boston for E. M. Loew, adopted a short-subjects program Thursday. Twas a girl ... There are now two “masters” in the ARTHUR P. HOWARD household. The Independent Exhibitors, Inc., his mrmr. and his mizzuz were two of the team of four that capped the New England Masters bridge championship. Holyoke last week ... DR. RAY LYMANN WILBUR, national prexy of the Motion Picture Research Council, spoke at a dinner in his honor here Tuesday. STEPHEN P. CABOT, head of the local chapter of the organization, presided at the affair ... J. CLYDE STROCK, house manager of the Metropolitan, made a nifty appearance last week, wearing a white carnation on one side and WINI SHAW on the other. She was doing a personal at the theatre ... H. M. ADDISON, V. P. ROGERS, and STANLEY GOODNESS have emerged from secret conferences and held “Maytime” for a third week. day and date, at Loew’s Orpheum and Loew’s State .

A notable bit of sales resistance was witnessed along a main drag Wednesday evening—a young lady was standing under the brightly lighted awning of the Tremont, unperturbed by the chatter of a Goody, reading a book . . . One of the principals in the RKO Boston stage show last week was standing in the wings, & arm casually around ELOISE MARTIN, shower-bath beauty of Drake University and COLLEGE HUMOR, when he saw a candid camera lend leveling a lens in his direction. “Mistah— what if the wife should get hold of a picture,” he exclaimed, ducking and leaving Eloise with JACOB GRANARA. RKO publicist, who was responsible in the first place for opening the theatre to candid camerists that day. Jack has been enthusing over the success of the tieup ever since . . . WILLIAM SHARBY is now at the Capitol in Hillsboro, N. H., . . . M. & P. Theatres Corp. has begun work on a new theatre, West Newton’s one and only, it will seat some 1200 and cost about $150,000 . . . BENNY FIELDS is scheduled to be at the Mayfair, beginning next Wednesday. MARK MILLER, his pal, has been in and out . . . GEO. FRENCH, with the sanction of Divisional Manager CHARLES W. KOERNER, has held “Top of the Town” and “The Man Who Found Himself,” for a second week at Keith’s Memorial . . . AL DUFFY is setting ALICE JERCYLEN McCArTHY and other former associates at the Shubert where he was formerly exploitation manager. Duffy is here now for the Columbus roadshow of "Lost Horizon" which opened Tuesday at the drayma dive.
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## Grand National Gives You The Perfect Schedule For April!

### PROGRAM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>“23 1/2 HOURS LEAVE”</th>
<th>“THE MAN IN THE MIRROR”</th>
<th>“GIRL LOVES BOY”</th>
<th>“TWO WHO DARED”</th>
<th>“KILLERS OF THE SEA”</th>
<th>“THE GOLD RACKET”</th>
<th>“JUGGERNAUT”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Sun. Mon. Tues.</td>
<td>A Douglas MacLean Production — Mary Roberts Rinehart’s Story with James Ellison &amp; Terry Walker</td>
<td>with Edward Everett Horton &amp; Genevieve Tobin Produced by Julius Hagen</td>
<td>with Eric Linden and Cecilia Parker B. F. Zeidman Production and TEX RITTER in “Hittin’ The Trail”</td>
<td>with Anna Sten and Henry Wilcoxon Produced and Directed by Dr. Eugen Frenke</td>
<td>with Captain Wallace Caswell Jr. A Ray Friedgen Production and “THE GOLD RACKET” with Conrad Nagel and Eleanor Hunt A Condor Production</td>
<td>“JUGGERNAUT” with Boris Karloff Produced by Julius Hagen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. Thur. Fri.</td>
<td>FOR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Coming**

Solution to the Radio-Competition Problem

Much ink and many words have been spilled about the issue of movie-made stars appearing on radio programs which compete directly with theatre boxoffices. The Hays Association has heard many complaints from individual exhibitors and their organizations, and several months ago, even conducted an investigation of the situation.

Then publicly, at least, they promptly forgot the matter. At present, the producer-controlled M.P.T.O.A. is in the throes of another "inquiry" that will probably end up some blind alley.

And so it goes, 'round and 'round, as more and more film players engage in radio broadcasts at vital theatre hours.

No one in the film industry, except those who are profiting from radio work, denies that theatre receipts are cut down whenever popular film stars are broadcasting. On the other hand, the argument that theatre business is aided by the radio advertising accorded the stars and their pictures, is unsound for the simple reason that the air-lanes are filled EVERY NIGHT in the week with such broadcasts, so that the public who hears them NEVER HAS A CHANCE TO GO TO THE THEATRE TO SEE THOSE PICTURES!

The objection of exhibitors is not directed so much against the fact that film stars broadcast, but rather, against the time at which those broadcasts are made.

The "make or break" period for the average theatre's receipts is between 8 and 10 o'clock every evening. With the twin handicaps of "B" or "C" pictures and radio competition, it has been "break" too often of late for the exhibitor's well-being.

The competitive phase of radio programs can be greatly reduced and the medium actually turned to the advantage of the film industry, by switching star broadcasts to the dinner hours. From 5 or 5.30 to 7.30 P.M., there is a vast potential audience for the networks and at those hours theatre business is slackest. Film advertising at THAT time could prove invaluable in boosting theatre receipts. The programs would reach almost as large an audience and the general effect would be to educate the public to listen-in during those hours.

The contention of the producers that they cannot prohibit their contract players from accepting radio engagements is probably true in many cases. However, it is no more than reasonable that they should insist upon protecting their exhibitor customers by prohibiting DIRECT radio competition from those whose popularity has been established through the medium of exhibitors' screens.

If the producers have any sincere desire to minimize the damaging effects of radio competition, they can do so merely by restricting the hours during which movie stars may broadcast. Such a solution would neither deprive the players of their share of radio's gold pot, nor permit the exhibitor to suffer damage.

MO WAX.
HOLLYWOOD FLICKERS

The Inside Low-Down on Studio Activities

By DAVID J. HANNA

Hollywood, April 22.

Some weeks ago the editor of one of our Hollywood trade journals, noted for his assertion to Independent companies, devoted his editorial space to a touching obituary mourning the demise of the Indies. The context of his editorial opinion is that industry is at its competitive days of picture making, there is no room for small fry; no bookings for independent pictures, hence it would be wiser for these offenders to Hollywood’s big shots to take their walking papers.

To his assertion there is no available booking for Indie pictures, the past ten days offer striking contradiction. At our Pantages Theatre we find Grand National’s BOY LOVES GIRL and TWENTY-THREE AND A HALF HOURS LEAVE, Last week at the Orpheum, Maurice Elvey’s CRASHER and follows soon at the same house with SING WHILE YOU’RE A LITE. From New York we hear that LEAVE and ABLE have just finished a successful week’s engagement at the Fox. The Hulperin Brothers just advised that their new picture NATION AFFLAME will have five and date bookings in Cincinnati, and Dayton, April 23rd, as a single feature. Only a partial list, but it proves to some degree there is no dearth of bookings for independent pictures.

To this correspondent, who has been in a position to see the progress being made by the Indies, only one reason presents itself for such unwaranted statements. Witness the rise of Grand National, the colorized Monogram program, the flourishing Conn Studios, General Pictures, and glance at the inroads Republic has made within the past few years.

It is obvious that the major organizations are seeing things, as well as hearing them. The editor in question bases his opinion on the ancient law, “The survival of the fitter.” Those of the Indies which do not fit fade quickly from the picture, while the others do survive.

These companies are not shoe stringers; they have their own studios, strong exchange deals, contract lists and personnel. Their operation of the independents program, they have done—and at that too. But in this instance, the picture business is a corporation of itself. A company, whether small, medium, or large, must be in constant motion, or it will stagnate. The Indies of today are the result of the changing picture business, and their success is based on a survival of the fittest theory. The film business of today is not a business of yesterday, and the Indies are better equipped to meet the demands of the new picture business than any other group of companies.

Rosen Named Phila. Manager by Monogram

Samuel Rosen was appointed manager of the Philadelphia branch of Monogram Pictures, it was announced this week by W. Ray Johnston, president. He has resigned his position with Grand National, effective May 1st.

Rosen is one of the most popular film executives in the territory. He was formerly manager of RKO’s branch here and later headed First Division.

Monogram has taken office quarters at 1211 Vine Street, Film service will be handled in the Phila. area through the Clark Film service.

Rosen leaves on May 5th for Chicago to attend the company’s sales convention.

Bachman Heads Mono. in D. C.

Harry Bachman, veteran film and theatre man, has been named manager of Monogram’s Washington office, which will be operated by the parent company.

A new building will be constructed at New Jersey Avenue and K Street in the Capitol’s film district to house the organization.

Bachman has been associated in both film and theatre business for a number of years. One of the old Educational veterans, he left that company to connect with RKO. For some time he has been active in the theatre field, only to return last year to Grand National. He has resigned his post with that company to accept Monogram’s offer. He is a brother of John Bachman, manager of Grand National’s Philadelphia office.

Grand National has arranged a nationwide cooperative tie-up with American Air Lines calling for lobby and window displays on the Condor Picture, “LOVE TAKES FLIGHT,” which BEN PIWAR is producing. CONRAD NAGEL is directing and BRUCE CABOT has the leading role. Initial shooting is at Grand Central Airport.

ARTHUR A. LEE, vice-president of G-B, sails with his family on the Queen Mary on May 5th for the Coronation. While abroad he will confer with G-B executives on coming season’s pictures to be released in America.

DOUGLASS MONTGOMERY added to cast of Columbia’s “PROFESSIONAL JUROR,” in which OTTO KRUGER has the male lead.

JAMES CAGNEY starts work on his second Grand National film, “DYNASTY,” on May 10th. RICHARD BOWLAND is the producer.

20th CENTURY-FOX, pleased with the response to PETER LORRE’s new character, “M. Moto,” has decided to follow THINK FAST, MR. MOTO with a series of features based on the same character.

A STAR IS BORN has been accorded excellent reviews by the newspaper critics wherever it has opened.

The Hollywood trade is wondering if the publicity being accorded CLARK GABLE thru the trial of the woman who accuses him of being the father of her child will harm his popularity.

G-B has set release dates on two new pictures. They are THE TENTH MAN, from W. Story Smilow’s play, May 15th and TALE OF THE WOLF, by Richard Cortez and SALLY EILERS, June 1st. The latter picture will have a pre-release engagement at the Roxy (N. Y.) starting May 14th or 21st.

ROD LA ROQUE has been selected to play THE SHADOW in the series of films to be based on the famous radio character. MAX ALEXANDER is the producer for Grand National.

Production was suddenly stopped on Universal’s THE ROAD BACK late this week. No reason for the action could be learned. The film from Erich Remarque’s post-war novel had been in production for several weeks and was supposed to be near completion.

It is reliably reported that CARL LAEMMLE, JR. is negotiating with M-G-M and may shortly sign a contract to produce a series of pictures for that outfit.

Paramount is talking about road-showing two of their films slated for general release on this year’s contracts. They are THE SLAVESHIP and HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME.
THE INDUSTRY'S NEWS
From An Editorial Viewpoint

ALLIED SURVEY SHOWS LAG
IN EARLY '37-38 FILM DEALS

70% Have Bought No Products . . .

Despite the early season selling efforts of the major distributors, independent exhibitors are proceeding cautiously in their buying of 1937-38 products, it is revealed by early returns from the buying survey being conducted by Allied in advance of the forthcoming national "Buyers' convention."

Of 170 theatres, for which Allied headquarters in Washington have received replies to the questionnaire, only 15 have already contracted for their full film requirements for next season. 23 indies have signed up for two or three products, while 14 have signed with one distributor. The remaining 120, 70 percent of the total, have thus far shed from film salesmen. The theatres reporting are spread over 21 exchange territories.

Data for Convention . . .

The final results of this survey will be presented to the delegates attending Allied's annual convention in Milwaukee, May 26-28. Its purpose, in part, is to de-bunk the claims of the majors' salesmen that they have national sales policies from which they cannot deviate by revealing the variances in terms offered in different territories. In addition, the survey compares the product "promises and deliveries" of the various companies and analyzes the prospects for the new season.

This method of combating sales propaganda by the distributors has been successfully employed for the past two seasons by the New Jersey Allied unit, surveys of film terms being conducted among the members at the group's last two regional conventions in Atlantic City.

National Allied will probably accumulate data from close to 2,000 independents prior to the Milwaukee confab.

NEW ANTI-TRUST ACTION
ON COAST FEARED BY MAJORS

Justice Dep't Quizzing Exhbits . . .

Los Angeles.—Activities of Department of Justice agents on the coast are exciting the fears of film executives that the Government is planning some new anti-trust move against the majors.

Albert Law, special assistant to Attorney General Cummings, located in the Bank Commerce Building here, has been querying independent theatre men for several weeks in a manner that builds the impression that the Government is earnestly striving to get to the bottom of the many complaints from indies against the distributors and their affiliated theatre interests and pin an air-tight Monopoly charge on the major group, if the evidence warrants.

Law was joined last week by assistant J. G. Joseph Keenan. His arrival added another ominous note to the Department's movements here.

Grand Jury Inquiry? . . .

As was predicted by FILM BULLETIN months ago, the Government's action, if it comes at all, will probably take the form of a Federal Grand Jury investigation, such as was planned by Philadelphia attorney Benjamin M. Golder, following his appointment as amicus curiae by Federal Judge George A. Welsh last year. While Golder's investigation was temporarily shelved (at the suggestion of the Attorney General, it is believed), he is reported to have advised the Justice Department that a Grand Jury quiz would accomplish more in prosecuting the film companies than any other form of legal attack. Cummings is understood to have been sufficiently impressed by Golder's reasoning to have adopted his recommendations.

PHILA. EXCHANGE EMPLOYEES
ORGANIZE A. F. OF L. UNION

150 Join . . .

After several weeks of advance proselytizing among Philadelphia exchange workers, American Federation of Labor organizers called them to a meeting Thursday night and formed Local 7-B of the Film Exchange Employees Union, affiliated with the I.A.T.S.E. Approximately 110 of the close to 300 bookers, shippers, inspectors and poster clerks attending paid their $1.00 initiation fee and became members. Many are reported to have delayed signing up because they lacked the fee, it being the day before pay day.

The meeting, held at the Broadwood Hotel, was addressed by Lew Krause, president of the Projectionists' Union; Horace Johns, business manager of Local 307, and Harry O. Cohen, chief organizer of the new exchange workers' unit.

The first official meeting of Local 7-B, F. F. E. U., has been called for next Friday evening at the Broadwood, at which time election of officers will be held and minimum wage scales and hours for the various types of work discussed.

When this reporter questioned a number of the workers as to the attitude of their employers to the unionization, the majority replied that they had met with no objections or obstacles. A group from one exchange declared that they were undecided about joining because they were being paid above the scale that would probably be set by the union.

Cohen has expressed himself as confident that practically every eligible exchange employer will have joined by the time the next meeting is adjourned.
RECENT CHAIN EXPANSIONS SPUR EXHIBITORS TO BACK ALLIED DIVORCE MEASURES

Strictly Protective Move . . .

The need for speeding up Allied's drive to force the producers out of theatre business is rapidly becoming more acute, in the opinion of Independent Exhibitor leaders. For cause, they are calling attention to the recent buying and building rampage on the part of the chain-affiliates of major producers. Indies in territories which previously displayed lukewarm interest in Allied's anti-chain drive are now eager to throw their full support to the campaign.

Wholesale theatre acquisitions by the Mullin-Pinanski interests, Paramount's New England affiliate; the $2,000,000 construction plans of Warners in Washington, D. C., and vicinity; the buying and building activities of Loew's and R.K.O. in New York, and thyroid with similar legislation in 20th-Century-Fox and several other states, lead to concrete evidence that the return of prosperity to the Big Five is resulting in a determined drive on their part to rebuild their chains to pre-depression strength—and more.

Paramount Leads Again . . .

In New England, Paramount's M & P Theatre Corporation has just acquired Edward Rosen's State, East Milton; Daniel Murphy's Bayside, Hull; Walter B. Littlefield's Eggleston Square and Fairmount, and the four million-dollar properties of Olympia Theatres, Inc., and are in the act of closing a deal with Joe Drucker for his Waltham, Waltham, Mass.

Indians are bitterly aroused over the fact that, whereas these theatres were of necessity operated as subsequent run houses under their own operation, they are being converted to first runs since the change in ownership.

Warners in D. C. . . .

In Washington, D. C., the immediate $2,000,000 construction plans of Warners call for four new air-conditioned, 1,000 to 1,500-seat, neighborhood houses in Tenleytown; Bethesda, Md.; Silver Springs, Md.; and Northeast Washington. Counting the four just opened recently—the Penn, Uptown, Sheridan, and Calvert—Warners circuit in that territory will be 20 theatres.

In New York City, Loew's and R.K.O. have bought lots for two theatres, they have one under construction, and two have been purchased from the Randforce Circuit. There is also a rumor that 20th Century-Fox is seriously considering moving into the Metropolitan Field in a big way.

N. J. Allied Denies Bill . . .

Meanwhile, with legislation divorcing production and distribution from exhibition already on the law-books of North Dakota, and with similar legislation pending in several other states, the New Jersey Allied Unit has disclaimed sponsorship of a theatre divorcement bill introduced in the New Jersey Legislature on April 12th by Edson Hedges, Democrat of Atlantic County.

Sidney Samuelson, of the New Jersey unit and a member of Allied's Special Defense Committee, made clear the organization's attitude with the following statement: "Assembly bill No. 507 is not the divorcement bill drafted by experts for Allied. It was not submitted to, nor approved by the Special Defense Committee, and was not introduced at the request of it, or for any one acting for it, or for the Allied Theatre Owners of New Jersey. . . . The committee cannot accept responsibility for measures instigated by others and without its knowledge and authority, and which deviate in language so as to raise new questions which the General Counsel and the Committee's legal experts have not had full opportunity to study."

Suspect Strategy . . .

Samuelson also said that the situation at this time is not propitious for the introduction of such a bill. This last remark was construed by some observers to mean that the introduction of Bill No. 507 might be a shrewd move on the part of the producer-exhibitors with theatre holdings in that state, to present divorce legislation in an unfavorable light, thus hoping to quash any attempts by the independents to have such legislation enacted in the future.

Minn. Bill Shows Strength . . .

Minneapolis.—Although the move last Monday to make the Minnesota anti-affiliated theatres bill a special order of business failed, the clear-cut majority of votes favorable to the measure led W. A. Steffes to claim a "moral victory."

The vote was 34 in favor and 25 opposed to placing the bill on the preferred list. Since it is necessary to have a two-thirds majority, the move was defeated. However, it can be logically assumed that the same 34 legislators, and probably more, would vote for passage of the bill.

Steffes asserted that the vote was taken solely for the purpose of testing the measure's strength. Although he personally had no hope of obtaining the two-thirds majority, he said, the vote was extremely gratifying to him and the bill will be reintroduced on the opening day of the next legislative session.

20th-FOX NET $2,067,598 FOR FIRST QUARTER OF '37

$1,239,760 Last Year . . .

A consolidated net profit of $2,067,598 for the first thirteen weeks of this year has been reported by 20th Century-Fox Film Corporation. This compares with $1,239,760 for the same period in 1936.

The gross income from sales and rentals for the 13 weeks was $13,984,320.

LOEW'S SHOWS $8,606,130 NET PROFIT FOR 28 WEEKS

Up 3 1/2 Millions Over '36 . . .

Loew's net profit for the 28-week period ending last March 11th totaled $8,606,130. The same period last year produced a net of $5,033,038.

MONOGRAM TO HAVE 42

16 Westerns . . .

The new Monogram Pictures will distribute 26 features and 16 Westerns during the 1937-38 season, it has been announced by president W. Ray Johnston.

The well-financed indy outfit holds its first sales convention at the Drake Hotel, Chicago, May 7-8, at which time the season's program will be outlined in detail. Branch managers and all salesmen, as well as the entire home office staff, will attend.

19 franchise branches have already been established, while the parent company will operate the offices in New York, Philadelphia and Washington, D. C. Announcement was made this week that Samuel Rosen has been appointed manager of the Phila. branch and Harry Bachman to head the D. C. office. Steve Brody had previously been named manager of the Boston branch.
REVIEWS ALL PLEASANT ITS NEATLY VERITABLE UNLIKELY DISCOVER HOTEL SUBJECT J.
RATES NEW BERYL JUST TOPS FRANK THE.
UNUSUAL. INTRIGUING IS.
EXCELLENT, RATES HOLLYWOOD.
A NONNIE EITHER.

BOXOFFICE RATINGS: • MEANS POOR; • • MEANS AVERAGE; • • • MEANS GOOD; • • • • MEANS EXCELLENT
PLUS (+) AND MINUS (−) WILL BE USED OCCASIONALLY TO INDICATE SLIGHTLY ABOVE OR BELOW THE POINT RATING.

NIGHT MUST FALL

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . Unusual and fascinating horror story magnificently done.

Too strong for female trade ... Strictly adult fare . . . Rates • • • — for action houses; less for nubile and class spots.

M-G-M

115 Minutes


Merle Oberon . . . Kathleen Harrison . . .

Ely Malyon . . . Beryl Mercer . . .

E. E. Clive

Directed by Richard Thorpe

Rarely, if ever, has such a gruesome, yet fascinating picture been brought to the screen. The story, a psychological insight into a murderer's mind, is arresting, gripping and almost frightening drama. Uncompromising in its unfolding, it either will enthrall or revolt the spectator by the very baseness of the theme. John Van Druten's screenplay is excellent, the direction of Richard Thorpe superb, and the performances of the three principals may be termed great.

Although from a critical standpoint the film is a monumental piece of work, the boxoffice aspect is subject to less enthusiastic scrutiny. The roles of the stars are radical departures for Montgomery and Russell, and it is unlikely that their fans will be too changeable. Too, there is the all-important factor that while horror of the Frankenstein variety has been worked with remarkable success, subtle murderers continue to be less likely to be understood, especially when the monster is a charming young man. The picture will undoubtedly receive the critics' acclaim, which helps it in the deluxe houses, but not many women will like to see it. Action houses should be able to sell it for good grosses.

Montgomery is a hotel page boy, who comes to the attention of Dame May Whitty, a veritable female Scrooge, who lives with her niece and two servants in an old house. A woman has been killed and the police are searching for the body and the murderer. It is eventually found in the garden of the old lady's home, but not before Montgomery's suave charm has brought him into the very good graces of the old woman. The niece, Rosalind Russell, feels his almost hypnotic personality and is drawn to him emotionally, although she suspects he is the murderer. The police eventually close their net around the house and come to question the boy and search his room. They find a hat box, tightly locked. They bring it to Montgomery to open, but Russell, although believing it contains the head of the victim, claims it as her own, thus saving Montgomery.

A sickly horror spreads through the house, but Russell remains because of the attraction of the ccelibated and whimsical murderer. At last she leaves for London to stay with her aunt's attorney, who loves her. With the girl and servants gone, Montgomery prepares his second crime. The old woman is murdered, her hidden money stolen, and as he prepares to burn the house with kerosene, Miss Russell returns. Again it is the influence of the youth which brings her, but this time she realizes his true character and guiltily faces the inevitable penalty for her intrusion. However, the police have traced their prey and arrive to claim him. For one brief moment one sees his true black, despairing soul, but, as everyone would expect, he is handcuffed, asks for a cigarette, and jauntily, with complete callousness to his crimes, leaves with the officers.

Montgomery's performance is sheer artistry. His is a complete and fascinating Miss Russell is superb in an excelling role. From the original stage cast comes Dame May Whitty to deftly portray the wealthy old woman, who feigns illness to gain the attention of the young man. The support is uniformly good.

AD TIPS: Action houses, of course, should sell the horror angle. Deluxers should stress the fact that it is a fine psychological analysis of a murderer's mind.

HANNA (Hollywood)

THE GOLD RACKET

BOXOFFICE RATING

MELODRAMA . . . G-man and his girl vs. gang smuggling gold into U. S. from Mexico . . . Elemental action stuff but played nicely and neatly directed . . . Moves fast and rates • • for action spots and ruralas.

NIGHT KEY

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

CRIME-MELODRAMA . . . Intriguing crook yarn . . . New type of role of Karllof . . . Rates • • + in action spots; • elsewhere.

Universal

66 Minutes


Directed by Lloyd Corrigan

For Boris Karloff's departure from the grotesque characterizations so long associated with this actor, Universal has contrived an interesting and unusual story. Essentially a crime vs. police yarn, the twist of the story raises above the category of the usual programmer of this type. Action spots where Karllof is tops will easily get above average grosses, especially if they exploit the novelty of the story as well as the straight Karllof role. Better locales will find it strong lower berth material.

Karlof is the inventor of an ingenious burglar alarm system, which is stolen from him by Samuel S. Hinds and used successfully for many years. He improves the system with another invention, but this, too, is taken from him by the unscrupulous Hinds. For revenge, he invents another device which nullifies the system, proceeds to break into various places, taking nothing but leaving signs of his visit. It nets first page material for the papers, but Karllof finds himself embroiled with a band of crooks anxious to discover his secret so they can clean up the town. He goes in for more electrical demonstrations and brings about the arrest of the thieves. Running through this main plot are the side stories of his daughter's romance with Warren Hull and his friendship with Hobart Cavanaugh, a petty crook whom he meets during his escapades.

Karlof gives a sympathetic reading to the old inventor, anxious to help his daughter and avenge himself, while Hobart Cavanaugh wins honors as the thief. Romantic interest is neatly carried by Jean Rogers and Warren Hull. Lloyd Corrigan's direction is very good, getting the most out of the dramatic and human interest in the novel story.

AD TIPS: Play up Karloff's new type of role. Catchline: 'He Had the Power to Rob an Entire City but He Never Stole a Penny.'

HANNA (Hollywood)

THE GOLD RACKET

BOXOFFICE RATING

MELODRAMA . . . G-man and his girl vs. gang smuggling gold into U. S. from Mexico . . . Elemental action stuff but played nicely and neatly directed . . . Moves fast and rates • • for action spots and ruralas.

Grand National

35 Minutes

Conrad Nagel . . . Eleanor Hunt . . . Fuzzy Knight . . . Warner Richmond

Directed by Louis J. Gasnier

While this is just another action programmer, it was put together intelligently. The production is okeh, director Gasnier has kept the melodramatics from getting too meller, and Nagel, as the G-man, and Hunt, as the G-woman, make a pleasant team. While plenty happens in this wild yarn of smuggling gold into the U. S. from Mexico via airplane, the action never runs away with the picture. Rather the romantic and light angles have been shrewdly stressed to balance the melodramatics. The Mexican cabaret sequence gives Knight a logical spot for his crazy-singing and he registers. A "Walt of Jerico" bit in a tent will make everyone remember "It Happened One Night" and some of the shooting and other business will doubtless recall other pictures, since the scripters of this opus were evidently blessed with good memories. However, all in all, it's okeh for action spots, the cheaper nubile, and anywhere they like their G-men frolics.

AD TIPS: See Sleeper Campaign in FILM BULLETIN issue of April 17th.

NONNIE

(Additional Reviews on page 10)
The stills are selected for their descriptive value to exhibitors.

A MAD DAY! With the first wisp of Spring air, a typically domestic family seems overcome by a capricious madness. The devoted husband and father falls for an actress; the mother and faithful wife verge on falling in love with another man; a daughter becomes enamoured of a married artist; the son wants to run away from home. When the chill evening comes, they CALL IT A DAY (the title!), and everyone suddenly returns to normalcy. It's a WB picture, just released. Olivia De Havilland, Ian Hunter, Anita Louise, Alice Brady, Roland Young, Bonita Granville.

HIGH PRESSURE! Small town boy makes good in the big city as a ballyhoo genius—until he himself gets stuck with swamp lands, which are sold to him as the site of a "dream city." James Dunn, the boy, then gets the brilliant idea of converting the swamps into an American Venice, and even sells a slice of it to the district attorney who is threatening to indict him for fraud. VENUS MAKES TROUBLE is the title of this Columbia comedy. In addition to Dunn, Patricia Ellis, Gene Morgan and Thurston Hall play it.

KING SOLOMON'S YES! One of the most promising English is on the horizon is a promising British's picturization of the search for King Solomon's Yes, an adventurist tale. The scene to right shows guide Robeson pointing the way to the goal to Ann Harding, Roland Young, the completely "out" Anna Lee and John Loder. A fine cast of players, a fascinating story idea, this yet prove to be one of the foremost British vessels—or a great disappointment! It is decidely worth watching for lease is promised the early part of May.
Scenes from ... and a few vital facts about ... the new films.

WAR AND LOVE! Two men and a maid married to one, set the basic plot of THE WOMAN I LOVE. Academy Award-winner Paul Muni as a French war pilot married to Miriam Hopkins. Louis Hayward becomes his war-time buddy and, unwittingly, his rival for Miriam’s love. The two men finally have it out in the clouds, with Hayward going down to death, and Muni, wounded, to Miriam’s unloving arms to be nursed back to health. It’s RKO’s and now in first runs.

GILBERT & SULLIVAN! ... The legion of Gilbert and Sullivan fans will have their first opportunity to hear the famed operettists’ works on film in enterprising Grand National’s THE GIRL SAID NO. They have talked about doing G & S operettas in the movies before, but no one has tried it. It’s an Andrew L. Stone production, with Grace Bradley, Robert Armstrong, Irene Hervey and a singing cast of many of America’s foremost G & S stage stars, including Frank Moulan and Vivian Hart.
LOVE FROM A STRANGER
(United Artists)
"...Finely wrought horror story...Ann Harding figuratively lets down her lovely hair and gives all...Basil Rathbone rises to the heights and turns in a magnificent and brilliant performance..."
J. W. B. WASHINGTON TIMES

"...British murder meller well acted...Will send chills shivering up and down the spines..."
MacArthur, WASHINGTON ENE. STAR

"...Chilling screen study in maniacal homicide...Superb performance by Basil Rathbone...A more than ordinary sinister melodrama..."
Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"...A grim and chilling film...For all its excellence of production and performance, a throwback to melodramatic ancestors..."
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"...Eerie tale suffers from stickiness and early slackness of pace; but has breathless climax..."
Finn, PHILA. RECORD

"...A mere thriller trifle...Faithfully taken from the play of the same name...Basil Rathbone does well and Ann Harding is the same pretty and wholesome blonde she used to be before she went to England..."
Winston, N. Y. POST

"...In spite of its slowness in getting under way, the film provides some exciting and dramatic moments at the end...Both stars are entirely expert at interpreting the jobs entrusted to them..."
Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

WHEN LOVE IS YOUNG
(Universal)
"...Adds up to very little in the way of screen entertainment...Story thin..."
Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"...Simple, pretentious and harmonious romantic comedy...Fresh and crisply paced...Its musical interludes are blended pleasantly into the action...Virginia Bruce displays an unexpected talent for comedy..."
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"...Story is probably the oldest in screen history...Two fair songs...Direction sometimes shows signs of brilliance, while at others it is purely amaturish..."
H. L. G, PHILA. RECORD

"...Deftly played little comedy with music...Amusing light entertainment...Acting is exceptionally good..."
Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"...Trite plot about the ugly duckling farm girl who has fallen for the most popular guy in high school...Nothing outstanding..."
Winston, N. Y. POST

"...Familiar story pleases with believable acting, good dialogue, and some all right musical passages..."
G. G, PHILA. LEDGER

A STAR IS BORN
(United Artists)
"...One of the year's best...Good entertainment by any standards, including the artistic...A Hollywood story of by and for its people...Capitally played all down the line...Script is bright, inventive and forceful...Direction is expert...Technicolor proves its value..."
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"...The most remarkable account of picture making that has yet reached the stage or screen...Frederic March has difficult assignment of acting an actor whose acting days are ended, but he does it with fire and versatility...Gayanor is better than she has ever been since the silent "Sevene Heaven"...Others in cast line..."
Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"...Considerably below par...Excellent work contributed by cast...Color is splendid..."
Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"...Will thrill the millions who yearn Hollywoodwards. It is a lovingly detailed exposition 111 minutes long in the best Technicolor yet of what happens to a little Mid-Western girl whose ambition is to go to that beckoning El Dorado, that Metropolis of Makebelieve—Hollywood...The fan magazine public will eat it up..."
Winston, N. Y. POST

"...Hollywood with its glamour, its falling tale of chance, its brutality and its heartbreak brought to the screens of the world...Cast good...Direction and Technicolor excellent..."
Cameron, N. Y. DAILY NEWS

YOU'RE IN THE ARMY NOW
(G-B)
"...Roaul Walsh turns out fast moving production with constant action, well distributed comedy and admirable suspense...Walace Ford puts life into a questionable yarn in typical Jimmy Cagney fashion..."
R. W. D., N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"...A batch of things...Adds nothing to what we know already about army affairs in Britain, nor does it contribute to the advancement of the cinema as a dramatic form..."
J. T. M., N. Y. TIMES

"...Pretty feeble and mediocre entertainment...Story is hackneyed, direction is shambling, and the dialogue almost entirely lacking in sparkle and freshness...Good performances are turned in by Wallace Ford, John Mills, Grace Bradley and Anna Lee..."
Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"...Stale situation of a reluctant recruit to the British Army...Nicely paced and the mixture of humor and drama has been deftly contrived by director Roaul Walsh..."
Winston, N. Y. POST

CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS
(M-G-M)
"...Splendid...An outstanding epic of Gloucester fishermen—a spirited saga of the sea...Young Bartholomew and Spencer Tracy magnificent..."
WASHINGTON TIMES

"...Every moment of this lengthy production is full of color, humor and drama. Spencer Tracy gives his best performance to date. Freddie Bartholomew moves into a new place in the respect and affection of his fans...The charters is a fine music score and excellent photography make it a film not to be missed..."
Finn, PHILA. RECORD

"...Performances are all line...The tang of the sea has been caught entirely by Victor Fleming's direction and the camera crew never once forgets the photographic qualities of full-rigged schooners...A superlative photoplay..."
Murdock, PHILA. LEDGER

THUNDER IN THE CITY
(Columbia)
"...The British have a bit of good wholesome fun at their own expense...Robinson good...Film has the superficial smoothness and pace that might have been expected from so much American collaboration..."
B. R. C., N. Y. TIMES

"...Edward G. Robinson brilliantly comic as an engaging American promitor, who introduces big-time ballyhoo to England...A pleasant melding of American and British subject matter and treatment..."
H. B. N., N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"...Robinson has a part perfectly patterned to fit his talents...British made film does right by both star and customers..."
Winston, N. Y. POST

"...Robinson steps out of his usual gangster role to play a nice fellow...Snappy direction...Excellent cast..."
Cameron, N. Y. DAILY NEWS

THE GOOD OLD SOAK
(M-G-M)
"...Wallace Beery is without a peer for the part...Sparkles here and there with good dialogue and whole-hearted characterizations by grand stock players..."
J. T. M., N. Y. TIMES

"...Homespun fun...Good natured, moderately amusing, innocent...Much of it might be monotonous if it were not for the skill of the cast and the sly wit and wisdom of some of the lines..."
Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"...Beery's characterization is a pleasant one...The plot is pure hokum...Ted Healy is outstanding in supporting cast..."
Winston, N. Y. POST

"...Wallace Beery is just about the only show...He is surrounded by a strong cast..."
Hale, N. Y. DAILY NEWS
Rowland Enthusiastic About Keller-Dorian Color Process to Be Used by Grand-National

This is the thirteenth in a series of articles on interviews with people prominent in production.

By DAVID J. HANNA
Hollywood Correspondent

Rowland Enthusiastic About Keller-Dorian Color Process to Be Used by Grand-National

We hardly expected it to be a common-place interview with Richard Rowland—and it wasn't!

This energetic, 57-year-old veteran of film production has a new spark generating him to vast enthusiasm—Color! "We've got what I honestly regard as the most sensational development in color to date. It's the Keller-Dorian process brought over from France. It should revolutionize color filmmaking."

Your correspondent was sunk about three feet deep in one of those swank, leather chairs in the sanctum-sanctorum of the new Grand National studio when he got this shot in the arm. The man who had made a million dollars in the industry before he reached thirty was pacing the floor before this luxuriously ensconced interviewer, his usually placid eyes sparkling with excitement.

"It is my pleasure to produce the first Grand National picture by this extraordinary color method. It will be called 'Grand Canyon.' For the first time in history that beautiful song will be sung exactly as it is, without loss of any of those finer shades and transitions, as has been the case with other color methods.

"Frankly, I'm excited. And it is easy to see that Dick Rowland was excited. "The Keller-Dorian method is the most effective and revolutionary color-shooting process I have ever seen. Already, we are scheduled to produce twelve color pictures here at Grand National—and all with this method. Wait! Talk to the expert!"

Out of the room he bounced, to return a few seconds later with—surprise!—the world-famous authority on color, Albert Chapereau.

"Dick Rowland is right," Chapereau agreed. "The Keller-Dorian process will eventually revolutionize the color field. As he talked he chewed on the stub of an old cigar. "This method is new in the U. S. A. But in France we have used it for many years—even in silent pictures. New discoveries, however, have placed it as far ahead of the old color methods as the airplane is ahead of the horse-and-buggy.

"The process itself is simple. A glass filter with three stripes—red, white, and blue—is fitted over the camera lens. The same disc is used in projection. But the most intriguing thing is this: the negative is so similar to that of black-and-whites that the operator can omit the filter and the movie audience will still be able to see a 100% perfect black-and-white picture!"

Other facts your correspondent learned: there are twenty-nine color lines to the millimeter imprinted on each frame. By twisting a slice of the negative flat, it is possible to see the color rays in the film. Sequences shot with this method are available for "rushes" the same evening—like black-and-whites. With other color processes the identical developing would take from three to four days. Thus, in many cases, the director is prevented from making necessary "retakes." So the Grand National—Keller-Dorian color shooting means elimination of sloppily-shot or badly-acted scenes. This spells better pictures.

I picked up the little glass filter and looked it over. Producer Richard Rowland must have sensed my air of slight skepticism. In truth, I was wondering how a device with but three colors in it could produce ALL colors. He laughed. "I see you're from Missouri. Drop back again in a week or two, friend Hanna, and we'll show you actual screenings of some films made by this process."

"Thanks," we replied, "you're on!" And that's an interesting story for a future issue.

Ford, Colman, Garnett Join United Artists

Hollywood.—Formation of a new production unit, Renowned Artists Corp., reveals the fact that John Ford and Tay Garnett, directors, and actor Ronald Colman will be associated in the venture. Release is expected to be through United Artists, although Renowned will function as an entirely independent unit for production.

Fox-West Coast Circuit Decides to Continue Duals

Los Angeles.—The Skouras-operated Fox-West Coast circuit will continue its dual bill policy, it was announced last week, following a test made to learn the public's reaction.

Several art pictures were run in similar theatres in the chain as singles and duals, the latter invariably outgrossing the one-picture program.

Bank Nite Ruled a Lottery by Illinois Supreme Court

Chicago.—The Illinois Supreme Court [a] week upheld ruling of this city's police officials that Bank Night is a lottery. The boxoffice stimulant has been dropped throughout the city since the police clamped down several months ago, but it probably would have been brought back on a big scale if favored by the court.
**KING OF GAMBLERS**

(Continued from page 5)

**LET THEM LIVE**

**BOXXOFFICE RATING**

MELODRAMA . . . Mediocre gangster yarn . . . Good idea, but plot goes haywire. Rates: ● ● + for action houses; only good for lower berth on duals elsewhere.

Paramount
78 Minutes
Claire Trevor ... Lloyd Nolan
Akim Tamiroff ... Larry Crabbe...
Helen Burgess ... Porter Hall...
Harvey Stephens ... Barbara Bordlam...
Purnell Pratt
 Directed by Robert Florey

Paramount might have concocted a really engrossing melodrama if they had not stayed so far from the basic theme. The picture starts off at a neat clip, ostensibly destined to be an expose of the slot machine racket; this idea is soon lost in a maze of side issues bearing only vague relationship to the original theme. And why "King of Gamblers" for its title is something only Paramount must know. Performances and production are good, but lack of story punch and interest makes it an average programmer at best. With selling it can probably get slightly above average in action houses on the title. It's dual bill fare elsewhere.

Because of rival gunmen's attempts to force stores to use other than Tamiroff's slot machines, a bombing of a barber shop results in the death of some children. A grand jury investigation is announced and gangster chief Tamiroff calls in his forces to frame the jurors. The story skips to the night club where Claire Trevor sings. She meets reporter Lloyd Nolan and, with her roommate Helen Burgess, helps him out of a jam. Helen leaves her to go to Havana with Harvey Stephens, one of the Tamiroff gang, and Nolan is sent by his paper to London on an assignment. Trevor at this point accepts the favors of Tamiroff, namely, an apartment and a car on a strictly platonic basis. We hear bits about the grand jury and the slot machine racket to give Nolan enough time to return home. He arrives just after Stephens and Burgess are found dead. It is believed they have both been murdered. Nolan traces responsibility to Tamiroff and in a show down fight in the latter's office, forces him down the elevator shaft where the gangster's victims met their doom. Trevor and Nolan are then free to start their romance, which never had time to develop.

The three principals work well, Nolan particularly. He shows a distinct flair for comedy in the earlier sequences, a fact which might be taken advantage of in subsequent pictures. Tamiroff is effective as the gang chief, but his role is too inconsistent. Porter Hall is a different type of city editor.

AD TIPS: Play up the slot machine angles. Display them in the lobby and show inside mechanism. Reveal that they operate on a fixed ratio—the player has only a 30% chance to win.

**OH DOCTOR**

Hollywood Preview

**BOXXOFFICE RATING**


Universal
60 Minutes
Edward Everett Horton ... Donre Leighton
William Hall ... Eve Arden...
Thurston Hall ... Catharine Doucet...
Directed by Ray McCarey

This is typical Horton slapstick comedy. It makes no pretenses at being sensible, but contrives to hold the spectator's attention with gags and a brisk pace. Horton makes the most of every line and situation, although it takes him a little time to warm up to the general idea of the proceedings. Can hold top spot in family spots where Horton's name means boxoffice. Elsewhere it is strictly secondary dual bill stuff.

Horton is a hypochondriac. Convinced he is going to die, he goes by boat to California. En route he meets a gang of genial crooks, headed by William Demarest, Seeing a chance for some easy money, the crooks agree to keep Horton alive for six months at the low cost of $50,000, if he in turn will turn over his money to them. The gang seeks a girl for the task of inspiring him to live, and select Donre Leighton. He fails further and, in order to win her hand against William Hall, wrestles a bear, buys a racing car and even dives off a diving board. The girl is accused of being a member of the crooks, but she forces them to accept a check for $50,000 and return the papers giving them Horton's fortune. This reunites Horton and Donre.

Horton is his usual bewildered self, using his sense of comedy to good advantage throughout. Donre Leighton is a pleasing ingenue and Thurston Hall scores decisively as the happy-go-lucky chief posing as a doctor. Edward Brophy, Eve Arden and Catharine Doucet stand out in their respective assignments.

Ray McCarey's direction may not be exactly orthodox but he never lets the tempo fall nor run shy on slapstick footage when there's room for another laugh.

AD TIPS: Play up Horton in his funniest role. Catchline: "He Had Only 6 Months So He Made Whoppa in a Big Way!" Action houses should sell gangster angle.

HANNA (Hollywood)
BOB SIGMUND. Columbia's press representa-
tive in this area, arranged private showing
of "I Promise To Pay" in Mayor Wilson's re-
ception room prior to opening at Stanton. Film
got endorsement of local Better Business
Bureau. . . . Tom Lark back at Hotchner's
after siege in hospital and feeling much bet-
ter. . . . Dan Heenan also back at Peersless
after several weeks' illness and has a dandy
new N. C. baseball single reel ready for re-
lease. Only ad plug is on lead title where it
states "General Motors Presents" . . . . The
EDGAR MOSS anniversary dinner at the War-
vick was a huge success, as expected. Lew
Lehr, the Fox-Movietone News' funny man,
was hit speaker of the evening. . . . Repub-
lit's "Hit Parade" goes into the Fox April 30th
. . . Iz BORBEROS, who is impressive, is
engaged to lovely Frances Axler, of Grand
National. Congratulations! . . . The same ex-
change's Dorothy Stein will hit the matrim-
onial trail any day now. Max Mostigan, local
musician, is the lucky groom. . . . The
opinion is around that Warners are out to
"kill" games by putting them in their the-
ares. Angela is said to be their hope to force
the court decision as to their legality. Mean-
while, Judge McDevitt still delays his ver-
dict of "lucky" . . . Martin Ellis, new leg-
ner on Broad and Loudon Streets, up Logan
way, opened last Thursday with Grand Na-
tional's "Rats Off" the first pic to hit the screen
. . . George P. Aarons, of Umpoto, says
75% of Philly exhibs are opposed to weekly
payment plan on shorts . . . Lester Stall-
man, Bethlehem, in town . . . Also Frank
Durkee, Baltimore, who is going to Europe;
shortly with his family . . . Bernnie Dupkin,
from Salem, Vt., here for short visit with John
Golder . . . John Ehrlick, Louis Schlei-
fer, Jack Hexter, the Resnick broth-
ers, were "Off to the Races" at Havre de
Grece Thursday . . . Sir Eli Ginzburg
back from three months in Connecticut sell-
ing "Lucky" and eating "Le Pizzer" with the
fairest of New England. He will announce a
new connection shortly . . . Charles Ehr-
lich takes over territorial distribution rights
to Howard Parker's "Lucky" . . . Sam Hy-
man and Bill Butler seen together fre-
quently on the street. Wonder what's up? . .
First mass meeting to unionize Vine Street
was held Thursday evening at the Broadwood
. . . Earle Schwegert and Leonard
Schlesinger to Omaha for National Variety
Club convention . . . Sam Blatt back from
Quality Premiums . . . National Screen Trail-
ers and Accessories will soon be located in
the old Paramount Bldg., at 12th and Vine
Sts. . . Shubert burlesque closes next week . .
Fay's closes for summer June 3rd after
successful season . . . Daylight Saving starts
Sunday, so set your last show schedules back
about a half hour!

FROM PHILLY
By Nonamaker

Rudy Vallee has pleaded not guilty in
Boston Municipal Court to charges of assault
and battery on a newspaper photographer.
Denedict Fitzgerald, who charges that
Rudy attacked him and smashed his camera.
It had to do with the photographing of Val-
lee in company with Miss Evelyn Grez-
Hann. Harry Paul, who was with the pair
at the time, is also a defendant in the action
. . . Paul Reveré was America's first motion
picture producer, according to the Chris-
tian Science Monitor. The famous Bos-
tonian "devised a series of 'transparencies' il-
uminated by candles, oil lamps and reflec-
tors. These he displayed in the windows of
his houses, largely to fan embers of protest
against the Boston massacre of March 5, 1770" . .
Buddy Clarke, Hub radio and theatre crooner, sings Jack Healy's songs in
Wake Up and Live. The job is almost
perfectly synchronized . . . Jacob Morse,
father of circuit-owner Charles Morse and
Henry Travler, was sent away last
week . . . Herman Rikfin, Republic exec,
has booked "Hit Parade" into the RKO Bos-
Gohn, commander of the film district's
Legion post, was given a huge dinner at
the Stater before leaving for Detroit. Kenne-
thor Forkey succeeds the colonel, who has re-
tired from the United States Army . . . Ralph
Ince, actor and director, killed the other Sun-
day in England, was born in Boston in 1897
. . . William Gillette has been ill in the
Hartford Hospital . . . Roger Pryor, play-
ing the Met last week, was concerned with
the condition of his wife, Ann Sothern,
who was injured by stumbling over a studio
cable . . . David Grover is back at the
RKO booking desk after being ill . . . Frank
Murphy is touring with the roadshow;
"The Good Earth" . . . The Warner Club
held a party at the Coconut Grove last week
. . . Claude Ezell spent several (Bank)
nights in the Hub last week . . . The Inde-
dependent Exhibitors, Inc., held its sched-
uled business meeting on April 20th . . . The
Motion Picture Salesmen's Club held its
monthly meeting at Grand National on the
afternoon of April 10th . . . The Drive-In
Theatres, in Weymouth on the South Shore
3-A to Nantasket, opened Saturday . . . It
took three cars of police to quell a riot in a
West End theatre April 9th. Stench bombs
and electric bulbs were hurled at stage per-
formers . . . A law has been suggested for
Massachusetts enactment. It reads: "No
banker who ever gave a chorus girl a fur
coat shall be allowed to foreclose mortgages."
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INSURANCE
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TRAILERS
Snappy, effective trailers; special low prices,
Film Service Co., 25th St. and Lehigh Ave.,
Phila., Pa., SAGamore 1653.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years
de film delivery service!"
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CALL it a SLEEPER, if you will. By any other name, it's still the surprise sensation of the season. Audiences of Loew's entire circuit of sixty Metropolitan houses are giving the girls a hand daily. And what a hand! Full week or preferred playing time in all instances.

Publix Great States, Fox Westcoast, Skouras, Century, Publix-Kinney, Interstate, Fox Midwest, Butterfield, Robb & Rowley, Jefferson Amusement Co., are a few of the other circuits that have this one gobbled up.

We told you so a month ago. Still time to get in under the wire. Strong stuff for the week-end. And the surprises have only started.
The Allied Convention Should Not Be Missed!

We may be wrong, but there is every reason to believe that the forthcoming National Allied convention will be the most practical and effective meeting of independent theatre owners in the last decade.

Someone in Allied's organization, we don't know who, should be credited with terming the event a Buyers' Convention. From all we hear, that is exactly what it will be.

Ample time will be devoted apparently to basic corrective issues like the campaign to ban producer-affiliated theatres, the anti-compulsory block booking bills, the legal attack on compulsory preferred playing time and other such matters. But the 1937 convention will become memorable most likely simply for furnishing those present with concrete, enlightening "defensive" ammunition to be used in buying product for the '37-'38 season. That, after all, is what the average exhibitor is vitally interested in at this time of year.

A survey of each distributor's past performance, prospects for the coming season and terms being asked is now being conducted by mail. This data will be supplemented, we understand, by a similar survey among those present at the convention. The summaries of all the answers to the questionnaires will provide each exhibitor with an invaluable fund of knowledge, which he can use to combat the usual hokum dispensed by the film sellers.

It is only right and sensible that independent theatremen should meet to discuss and exchange information on film buying. As was stated by general counsel Abram Myers of Allied, the film companies hold their sales conventions every spring to design plans for soaking the film buyers; why should not the buyers convene to establish some sound basis for getting the best possible terms?

This, exactly, is what the Allied convention promises to offer you, and this is why we believe it will prove to be one of the most efficacious meetings of exhibitors ever held.

The exhibitor who has an investment of from $5000 to $1,000,000 in theatre property spends thousands of dollars per year on film. Intelligent buying—buying the proper products and paying the proper price—may save him thousands of dollars in one season. The Allied convention in Milwaukee on May 26-27-28 should afford him the opportunity to obtain the facts he needs to buy film intelligently. And, from almost any point in the United States, it will cost LESS THAN $100 to attend that convention.

It should not be missed by any independent exhibitor.

MO WAX.
AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'

The purpose of this department is to bring forcefully the attention of theatre-managers to those pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these 'Sleepers' with the view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible return. Follow these 'Sleepers' campaigns for bigger grosses.

By Wolfe-Smith

JUSTICE fairly cries for blowups of those sensational headlines and the exhibitor who does not use them is hardly worth the title "Showman."

THE DRESS SHEET

Warner's press boys have turned out an ace press sheet that is worthy of your careful attention. The catchlines, particularly, are tops.

"WRENCHED FROM ITS MOUNTAIN FASTNESS — THE STORY THE WORLD WANTS TO KNOW!" is one of the punch lines. Others that are bound to intrigue the readers are: "SECRETS THE MOUNTAINS HAVE GUARDED FOR CENTURIES! The Screen Tore Down the Curtain Hiding the Last Barbaric Outpost of 20th Century America. "EXPOSED! THE SECRETS OF AMERICA'S FORGOTTEN WOMEN!" "IT DOES HAPPEN HERE!"

Our tip to you is to splash these screamers across your screen, lobby and front in advance. Avoid the hackneyed romantic captions and go whole hog on this headline shouting. It will pay.

The window cards, both regular and mid-size, are worth using. The litho paper is all aces and every sheet used will get you extra dough.

Incidentally, we looked through a set of stills and want to tell you that they are strong selling material. Several of them offer a chance to make blowups that will be smash eye-catchers.

LOBBY DISPLAY

Here's our idea of a lobby layout that will make 'em stop, look and make a date to see JUSTICE.

Have a mountain scene painted on a large combo board, cut out in peak shapes across the top. This board has a number of circular holes, about 1½ inches in diameter, at average eye-level. Arrows point to these holes. About one foot directly behind this front board is placed another combo containing stills in position to be clearly seen through the holes. This arrower caption across the top of the display will make them look: "PEEK BEHIND THE FASTNESS OF THESE MOUNTAINS AND LEARN THE STORY THE WORLD WANTS TO KNOW! Why Did A Certain Girl Kill Her Brutal Hillbilly Father? Why Do You Read About Child Marriages? What Secrets Have America's Fantastic Mountains Hidden For Centuries? Look Here and Learn What MOUNTAIN JUSTICE Really Means!"

It might be advisable to let our "Look Here" along the arrows pointing to the peek holes.

HILLBILLY IMPLEMENTS

It shouldn't be too difficult for you to rip up a display of items used by the backward hillbillies in their anti-civilization activities. A couple of whips, old-fashioned shotguns, rope for lynchimg, hooded gowns made out of burlap and any other such material you might be able to dig up. Put it all on a table and use this caption: "WITH THESE WEAPONS OF HILL- BILLY 'CIVILIZATION' THEY METER OUT MOUNTAIN JUSTICE!"

The really important phase of your exploitation on JUSTICE will be the newspaper headlines on which this story is based. Spread those headlines and tie them in with the picture—that will get RESULTS. Don't let this picture slide through without plugging. It's definitely the sort of film for which selling can mean double normal grosses. Of course, if you're too busy to make extra money . . .

$ $ $ $ $ $ $
Hollywood, May 1.—This Motion Picture Capital of the World today is on the brink of its third great strike since 1929. Three thousand technical workers, members of the Federated Motion Picture Crafts, an American Federation of Labor affiliate, streamed onto the picket lines in front of the major studios Saturday after voting to strike Friday night.

As this story is being handed to the telegraph operator, the four craft unions who issued the original strike call have been joined by seven others, bringing the total number of workers affected to six thousand. The sole issue confronting the producers is the demand for a closed shop throughout the Industry.

**Actors Hold Balance...**

How widespread the strike will become depends chiefly upon the powerful Screen Actors Guild, which includes on its rolls most of the highly paid film stars and practically all the lesser players. Before it can support the strike of the technicians, seventy-five per cent of its "senior members," players earning from $250.00 a week and up, must vote for positive action. Competent observers believe the Guild will either vote against joining the strike or delay action when it meets tomorrow.

Officers of the organization are Robert Montgomery, president; James Cagney, 1st vice-president; Joan Crawford, 2d vice-president; Chester Morris, 3d vice-president; Kenneth Thomson, secretary; Boris Karloff, assistant secretary; Noel Madison, treasurer.

Scenic artists, hairdressers, painters, draftsmen, plumbers, engineers, molders, boilermakers, machinists, blacksmiths, carpenters, linoleum workers, sheet-metal workers, culinary workers, and custumers are all out.

Mr. Charles Lessing, president of the Federated Crafts, on issuing the strike-call, announced, "This is a do-or-die proposition. We are going to fight to the last ditch for our demands."

**Producers Waiting...**

Pat Casey, labor conciliator for the M.P.P.D.A. (the Hays' organization), said that producers were waiting to see how widespread the strike would become before deciding whether to hold out. "I made a careful check at all studios today and found that production is proceeding on a normal basis," he stated. "At the most, not more than 1,500 of the 40,000 studio workers are involved in the present dispute. I believe we shall reach a reasonable and sensible solution of our difficulties."

Throughout Saturday there was no disorder. Pickets made no attempt to stop members of the Screen Actors Guild from entering the studios today.

Clark Gable, needing a shave and hungry for breakfast, arrived early at the Metro lot, and when asked whether he was a strike-breaker, replied, "No, but of course, I'll work if the company does." Marlene Dietrich, minus the services of her make-up artist, smiled, "Business as usual."

James Cagney, a thorn in the side of the producers because of his intensive efforts to unionize the film players of the colony, could not be reached for a statement.

Only the head chef, who is working under a contract, was on hand today in the Metro studio kitchen. Consequently, the stars on call, including Gable, La Dietrich, and Ann Dvorak, had to be content with boiled eggs for breakfast.

About fifty pictures were in production at the various studios, more than at any time in the past four years, when the strike-call came. Producers had been rushing work to get as many finished as possible before the long-expected strike could tie up the industry.

**KUYKENDALL GETS SLAPPED**

Rebuked on Bank Night Charge...

Memphis.—Exhibitors who use Bank Night as a boxoffice stimulant are "getting out of the show business and into rackets." These words from Ed Kuykendall, delivered last week before the M.P.T.O. of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee, brought the round M.P.T.O.A. presto a sharp rebuke from R. X. Williams, head of the regional unit.

"We cannot sell some of the pictures made by some of the companies without Bank Night," Williams replied tartly.

Apparently "Big Ed" is losing his grip on the M.P.T.O.A.'s constituents, which, added to the fact that his bullyhood 10-point trade practice reform drive flopped, is giving the producers' pet exhibitor an acute headache.
N. J. ALLIED MAY ADVANCE
ANNUAL CONVENTION TO JUNE
To Aid Members Buying . . .

With the aim of aiding members in their film buying, Allied of New Jersey may advance this year's annual convention to June, it was stated by president Lee Newbury last week. In previous years, the unit has held its confabs in the early fall and this has diminished the value of the product and terms survey conducted annually.

SIEGEL HEADS REPUBLIC
Named President . . .

Hollywood.—Moe Siegel was named president of Republic Pictures to succeed Nat Levine, who resigned recently. Siegel was formerly associated with Herbert J. Yates, financier backer of the company, in Consolidated Film Industries, Inc. He has been with Republic almost since its inception and was first assistant to Levine.

Republic announced that it will produce 32 features, 17 Westerns and 4 serials as its 1937-38 program. The studio will operate on a unit plan, with six producers each turning out a fixed quota of product. The group consists of Leonard Fields, Herman Schloom, Joseph Krumgold, Bert Clark, Harry Grey and Al Levine.

PARA. '36 NET $6,012,250
Doubles 1935 Profit . . .

Paramount Pictures earned a net profit of $6,012,250 after all tax charges in 1936, it was reported by the company this week. This figure is almost twice as much as that shown in 1935, when the profit was $3,153,167.

BANK NIGHT UP AND DOWN
Outlawed and Upheld . . .

Bank Night is experiencing a period of bewildering vicissitudes in the various state courts of law, not unlike that of New Deal measures before the Supreme Court. "Here you have it; here you don't."

While the Illinois Supreme Court banned the redoubtable box-office stimulant from that state on the grounds that it is a lottery, the highest tribunal of the neighboring state of Iowa had previously upheld Bank Night. Thus a situation is created in which exhibitors of Rock Island and Moline, Ill., find many of their patrons leaving their towns to visit the Bank Night theatres in nearby Davenport, Iowa.

B. P. SCHULBERG QUITS PARA.
Wants to Make 'A' Pictures . . .

Hollywood.—Asserting that he wishes to discontinue the production of "B" pictures which he is required to make for Paramount, B. P. Schulberg announced last Saturday that he is terminating his releasing deal with that company upon completion of the current season's pact.

"Under our Paramount contract," Schulberg stated, "we were required to produce four A and four B pictures. In the future we will direct our efforts to the making of only A product."

He names Edward Arnold, John Trent and newcomer O'Brien Hayward as the star nucleus on which his production organization will be based.

No mention was made of any releasing connection to replace his Paramount deal.

HOLLYWOOD FICKLERS
The Inside Low-Down on Studio Activities

By DAVID J. HANNA

Hollywood, April 23.

VISITS NEW GRAND NATIONAL HOME . . .
A time-tested tradition among columnists, when, with a deadline sneaking up behind them, they find themselves staring at a completely blank sheet of paper, is to tear off an essential fragment of the tribulations of writing a column. But your columnist is more fortunate; he lives in Hollywood, and in Hollywood, right now, there is a sure-fire way to get news—visit bustling Grand National.

G-N has opened a new studio—the whole place is a bustle of activity. To reach the publicity director, Joe Shea, your correspondent tripped over a dozen carpenters, bumped into gangs of moving vanners, and was bumped back by numerous typewriter haulers.

Joe told me G-N would be making eight pictures next month, two on location and six at the studio. "Everyone is here," he said, "and if you will just wander around a bit, even you might dig up an interesting item."

Our first encounter was with Max Alexander, who is starting production on THE SHADOW. Red La Rocque will play the title role in this first of a series based on the popular radio character. Lynn Shore is directors. Alexander has been nurturing the idea of producing this series of pictures for quite some time, but has been held up for various reasons. Chief of these was finding an actor suitable for the role of the Shadow. La Rocque, he believes, will be excellent and should meet favorable response from the public.

We spotted Eric Linden, who has just signed a long term contract with Grand National which guarantees him to be featured in four pictures a year, with an option on his services for a fifth picture. His first will be HERE'S FLASH CASEY, a story which will be developed around Black Mask's candid-camera photographer character.

Coming out of a projection room was Albert N. Chapperau, one of the Keller-Dorian color experts. With him were Leo Lipp and S. B. Grisman, two other technicians, who arrived in Hollywood this week from New York. They will leave Monday with Richard Rowland for Colorado to scout locations for Grand National's color epic, GRAND CANYON. No cast has been selected as yet, but production will be started soon after Rowland gets the James Cagney picture, DYNAMITE, under way.

We don't know who the drivers were, but as we stepped from the path of a truck bearing a shipment of new typewriters for Grand National employees, we heard one mention how brilliant the tests on Anna Sten had been. Miss Sten, of course, is returning to the screen in GN's production tentatively titled GORGEOUS. The story, it is said, will give her an opportunity for light comedy as well as emotional acting. She will also sing two sentimental songs.

Lindsay Parsons, whom we had interviewed a day or so before at his own International Studios, had apparently dropped into the home office for a visit. According to Mr. Parsons, Tex Ritter, whose pictures he produces, will leave for a personal appearance tour immediately after completion of his next picture, RIDER OF THE ROCKIES.

Monogram Signs Jackie Cooper

Jackie Cooper this week signed a contract with Monogram to star in BOY OF THE STREETS, one of the company's specials on next season's program. The news, breaking unexpectedly, was regarded as an important scoop for the new independent outfit.

Young Cooper, for several years one of the leading juvenile stars, had been under exclusive contract to M-G-M until recently. His most recent roles have been in THE DEVIL IS A SISSETY and O'SHAUGHNESSY'S BOY for Metro. Previously he had appeared in SKIPPY, THE BOWERY, TREASURE ISLAND and TOUGH BOY among others.
A STAR IS BORN

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY-DRAMA...Excellent story laid against a Hollywood background.

Rates O.O.

Selznick-International (United Artists) 111 Minutes
Janet Gaynor...Fredric March...Adolphe Menjou...May Robson...Andy Devine...Lionel Stander...Owen Moore...Peggy Wood...Elizabeth Allan...Margar Kennedy...I. C. Nugent...Guinn Williams...Clarence Wilson
Directed by William A. Wellman

An entrancing and entertaining picture which should meet with the definite approval of the vast majority of filmgoers from New York to Tokosh. Add to the marquee strength of Janet Gaynor and Fredric March, a typical story of the magic movie city, Hollywood, and you undoubtedly have the elements that make for box-office smash. The incorporation of the technicolor shots of famous Hollywood restaurants, homes, reproduction of a Hollywood premiere, and the hysterical funeral of a star show keen showmanship on the part of producer David Selznick.

The story has every ingredient of popular film fare—comedy, pathos, romance, human interest and a note of reality. The plot, depicting the downfall of one great star and the rise of another, intelligently blends these elements. Janet realizes that "A Star Is Born" an impressionable and lasting experience. Miss Gaynor is the young girl, bent on a screen career, who leaves her country home with grandmother May Robson for fabulous Hollywood. She is not the Utopia she imagines. So, finally, when down to her last dollar, she gets a job as a waitress at a studio party being given by producer Adolphe Menjou. There she attracts the attention of her screen idol, Fredric March, who is heavily addicted to drink. He arranges a test which proves successful and she is given the lead opposite the fading drunken star in his next picture. Her popularity rises, while March's dwindles. His contract is finally broken. Meanwhile, they have married and he finds himself becoming known only as the husband of a celebrity. Unable to shake off the drinking habit, he realizes that his life and career are over and that his wife's career is in jeopardy. When March hears her is planning to renounce it for his sake, he plunges into the sea and drowns. The film ends as the court returns home, but grandma Robson reminds her of the hardships one must endure as the price of fame. She goes on with her career and, for the final fade-out, attends the premiere of her latest picture, the smiling gracious star with a weary heart.

Miss Gaynor has never been more appealing. Her handling of the earlier roles, as well as the latter dramatic scenes, is superb. As the drunken celebrity March is at his best, lending a sympathetic note to what might have been a distasteful character. Menjou plays the producer straight, and effectively. May Robson plays her brief assignment flawlessly, while Andy Devine and Lionel Stander score in their respective comedic roles.

William A. Wellman has wistfully blended the various elements in his story, deftly interweaving the comedy and tragedy of the piece. Technicolor photography is excellent with the shots of Hollywood unusually effective.


ANGEL'S HOLIDAY

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY...Will please Withers' fans, Snappy comedy and action.

Rates O.O. + where they like her.

20th Century-Fox
75 Minutes
Jane Withers...Robert Kent...Joan Davis...Sally Blane...Harold Huber...Frank Jenks...Roy Walker...Lon Chaney, Jr...Russell Hopton
Directed by James Tinling

A fast and furious comedy which should please Withers' fans, as well as grown-ups in neighborhood houses. Yarn has an unusually good plot, while plenty of comic situations and action have been injected to give the piece speedy pace. Withers does a neat job in the starring role, surpassing most of her previous efforts. A credible picture in every way, it should do a merry business in spots where they like this type of humor.

Little Jane is the offspring of novelist John Qualen. Beyond her years in intelligence, she is left with his brother, a newspaper editor. Complications arise when movie star Sally Blane disappears, supposedly kidnapped. With reporter Robert Kent, she fathoms the mystery and it is revealed to be a publicity stunt. However, some real kidnappers decide the star would be a good snatch and proceed to make the hoax ring true. Once more with Kent, the little lady solves the case, aids in capturing the yeggs and turns Kent over to Miss Blane to continue their romance, which had blossomed before she became a cinema celebrity.

Little Miss Withers holds up her end of the proceedings like a trouper. Kent and Blanc are O.K. as a romantic team and supporting members of the cast perform capably enough. Tinling's direction is bent for laughs and appeal. His handling of the child star intelligent with enough pitfalls that make some of them annoying.

AD TIPS: Sell Withers' fans are one of her best vehicles. HANNA Hollywood.

DANCE, CHARLIE, DANCE

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY...Speedy program comedy...Erwin scores in good performance...O.K. for the family trade.

Rates O.O. for nudes and рагs only. Dualler elsewhere.

Warner Bros.
61 Minutes
Stuart Erwin...Jean Muir...Glenda Farrell...Allen Jenkins...Addison Richards...Charles Foy
Directed by Frank McDonald

Warner's had a good story to begin with in this George S. Kaufman play, THE BUTTER AND EGG MAN, which they wisely did not butcher in the transcription. It emerges as a better-than-usual program comedy which can hold its own within its limitations. It starts off and maintains a neat pace, breezing along in a swift farcical style. Stuart Erwin garners laughs aplenty in a made-to-order role, Will do best in the family spots. It's a fair dualler for the delinquents.

Stuart Erwin is the yokel, who comes to New York, anxious to invest a wad of money in show business. He is quickly taken in hand by the she-strings producers, Jenkins and Foy. The dough goes into a show which fizzles miserably in its out-of-town tryout. Jenkins and Foy quickly leave the picture, but Erwin, entranced with show business, forms a partnership with a hotel man, and takes the show to New York. The first-nighters fall for the idea, thinking it burlesque and the show is a success. The producers quickly return and with a bit of conniving Erwin recasts them the show at a 300% profit, grabs off their secretary, Jean Muir, and beats it back to the home town.

Erwin was an admirable choice for the top role, his naive comic ability scoring most of the laughs. Allen Jenkins adds a lot to his role as the fast-talking producer, who can be out-talked only by his wife, Glenda Farrell. Jean Muir is her usual colorless self and Olive Olsen wows 'em in her picture debut as the leading lady who's so terrible, she's great. McDonald's direction is nicely paced.

AD TIPS: Play for the adult and juvenile audiences. Checkup: Charles Foy._plot takes a mite longer than the usual time. Nelson Eddy has his first feature in a starring role. OPPOSITE PAGE Pauline Phillips, Erwin MAE BELLE, Pluggs: Mae Belle, a recent acquisition by Erwin. HANNA (Additional Reviews on page 10)
The stills are selected for their descriptive value to exhibitors.

AWARD-WINNER BRENnan! What may prove to be the shrewdest casting tour de force of the season is Republic's selection of Walter Brennan to play Peter B. Kyne's famous character in THE AFFAIRS OF CAPPY RICKS. Brennan, who won the Academy Award for his grand supporting role in 'Come and Get It,' might be the perfect old salt Cappy. Others in the cast are Mary Brian, Lyle Talbot and Frank Shields. It is to be released in two weeks.

TEX RITTER! One of the newer, but already one of the most popular, western troubadors is Tex Ritter. Not only has this personable young saddle crooner a pleasant voice, but he handles himself like an honest-to-goodness cowboy on a horse. His next Grand National hoss opy, produced by Edward Finney, will be SING COWBOY SING. Release to come later in May.

RCE! A boy dog-sitter and a girl dog-sitter meet and romance is born. From there, the plot of TOO MANY WIVES dives into mystery of the missing stamp of great value. Light, very light stuff, is a new RKO film. Principally, the players are: Shirley, newcomer in Morley and Gene khart. It is a current fad.
MEDICINE VS. POLITICS! The fight of a young intern against a crooked political machine that ruthlessly exploits the city while permitting disease-breeding conditions in the slum districts. That is the high-sounding theme of LET THEM LIVE!, a new Universal film. How the medico-to-be defeats the political grifter thru the latter's affection for a dying boy furnishes the climax to the yarn. John Howard of 'Lost Horizon'; Nan Grey of '3 Smart Girls'; Edward Ellis, the judge of 'Winterset,' play the leads. A current release.

TALENTED MISS NEAGLE! Gaumont British is confidently expecting Anna Neagle to click at first glance of the American eye—and ear. The talented young lady (she sings and dances, as well as makes a pretty eyeful) will be seen here soon in BACK-STAGE, Herbert Wilcox's production. Also in the cast are Arthur Tracy, remembered as radio's popular 'Street Singer,' and Tilly Losch, the exotic dancer who scored in 'The Good Earth.'
HIT PARADE
(Republic)

"... Has entertainment from start to finish and is presented in such a first-rate manner that it will stack up with many a more expensive effort of the larger companies... Terrific is the lineup of the various acts used and brilliantly spotted... Frances Langford and Phil Regan are grand... A bang-up production, full of entertainment..."

WASHINGTON TIMES

"... Real tune-talking hit... Gus Meins, the director, knows how to keep his various sequences alive... Makes all the timers look at that cast! Maybe, 'Hit Parade' didn't cost a million, but it looks as if it did—and BEST OF ALL IT HAPPENS TO BE WORTH THAT MUCH. ANYWAY..."

Marsh, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

"... A picture of varied mood... Excess of characters and dearth of materials handicaps big picture... Gus Meins did a reasonably good directing job..."

Carmody, WASHINGTON EVE. STAR

WAKE UP AND LIVE
(20th Century-Fox)

"... Splendid... The gayest, zippiest of the current crop of tune films... Entertainment plus..."

WASHINGTON TIMES

"... Sufficently bright and tuneful comedy with music about columnist and musician’s (friendly enemies) hunt for phantom troubadour..."

Kanour, BALTIMORE EVE. SUN

"... Fun in the feistiest camp—Winchell-Bernie O.K. Jack Haley big surprise in movie with gags and top music..."

Rob Reel, CHICAGO AMERICAN

"... Speed and expert timing have shaped the random elements into a thoroughly enjoyable screen carnival... Sidney Lanfield, the director, deserves unqualified applause..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"... Brightens the screen... A blessed event... A bundle from Darryl Zanuck’s West Coast heaven... Winchell never sounded eddier, nor faced a microphone and lens more gracefully..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... Bright, infectious comedy with music... Bernie-Winchell feud used as background in search for "phantom" voice... Haley gets his first "break"... All good fun..."

Finn, PHILA. RECORD

"... Winchell earns himself a few orchids... Haley registers one of the film’s hits... Alice Faye is charming... Patsy Kelly and Ned Sparks score... Has a lively go at..."

Murdock, PHILA. LEDGER

"... A sacca... Name-heavy cast fitted into comic doings of highest quality..."

Winston, N. Y. POST

INTERNES CAN’T TAKE MONEY
(Paramount)

"... Story of medico’s love a rather disjointed affair, linked by frequent and lengthy closeups of Barbara Stanwyck in tears... Slack of pace, a little short on color and relieving humor, but makes for a certain kind of dramatic suspense..."

Boehnel, PHILA. RECORD

"... Interesting addition to "doctor cycle"... Pace lags... McCrea convincing... Stanwyck enjoys a good role..."

Murdock, PHILA. LEDGER

"... Good film, but little Stanwyck and McCrea form an excellent team... above the average..."

Rodenbach, CHICAGO DAILY NEWS

"... Picture of intense life appears a comedy... Has its laughs and is fun, even if it was meant for melodrama... Stanwyck and McCrea give honest and successful performance..."

MacArthur, WASHINGTON EVE. STAR

"... Wildly improbable at times, the picture nevertheless maintains a high-powered interest... Excellent acting..."

J. W. B., WASHINGTON TIMES

"... Has a ring of sincerity that makes it a commendable picture... Top hospital scenes... Stanwyck reaches superb heights in her emotional acting..."

Rob Reel, CHICAGO AMERICAN

CALL IT A DAY
(Warners')

"... Delightful comedy about what happens to one family when spring is in the air and romance is on the loose. It is brittle and bally and downright entertaining..."

Kelly, WASHINGTON TIMES

"... An excellent cast, a grand comedy idea, and adroit direction combine in making one of the gayest, daffest, and most sparkling pieces of the current season..."

J. C., WASHINGTON EVE. STAR

"... Although its opening is slow and holds little promise of the amusing situations to come this feature is warmly recommended... It is a photographed stage play, but as a good piece of talkie entertainment... Very satisfying cast, smart direction and editing..."

Marsh, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

"... Equals and sometimes surpasses the English play hit upon which it is based... Intelligently cast..."

Finn, PHILA. RECORD

"... An efficient copy of its stage original... Neat, compact entertainment with a theme of wide appeal... Has a very wisely selected cast..."

Murdock, PHILA. LEDGER

"... Delightful... Brisk... Spontaneous in humor and rich in human understanding... Joyous entertainment... A honey of a picture..."

Schneider, CLEVELAND PRESS

CAFE METROPOLE
(20th Century-Fox)

"... Gay, rollicking variegated about deliciously improbable people that is well above the average in ingenuity, novelty and humor... Generously and intelligently cast..."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Light comedy... Its plot has a warmed-over look... Yet it comes pleasantly seasoned with comedy and it has been served with a modest flourish or two by Adolph Menjou, Loretta Young, Gregory Ratoff, Charles Winninger and Tyrone Power..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... Titled foreigners who marry rich American girls come in for light ribbing... The picture trembles between polite comedy and force... Cast and production smooth..."

Winston, N. Y. POST

"... Has a pleasant quality of fooling about it... Brings together an engaging set of characterizations... The flavor of the show is best described by calling it a Franco-American farce..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

NIGHT MUST FALL
(M-G-M)

"... Carries a pathological theme through to its inevitable macabre resolution... Imaginative direction... Brilliant portrayals topped by acting of Robert Montgomery and Rosalind Russell... Very much out of the ordinary and very much worth seeing..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

"... Grim, thrilling film... Played for all of its worth by an excellent cast... An improvement on the stage production with suspense intensified..."

Cameron, N. Y. DAILY NEWS

"... Provocative and diverting psychopathic excusion for the mature... Sustains deep interest, invokes dark moods, conjures secret sympathies. It is an unusual picture and a forceful one... Splendidly acted, skillfully written, attractively produced it is a triumph for Robert Montgomery..."

Johansen, N. Y. MIRROR

"... Murder character study thrilling and terrifying film... Montgomery gives an uncommonly fine performance... Entire cast is excellent..."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... A sober, evenly modulated and definitely unusual melodrama sentiently directed and remarkably well-played... Different and interesting..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... Thrill killer meets thrill-Jorn girl in English home, object: Not Matrimony... Not nearly so exciting as on the stage or in a book... Performances of Montgomery, Russell and Dame May Whitty are first rate..."

Winston, N. Y. POST
Lindsley Parsons, Tex Ritter Producer, Sees Trend in Westerns Changing

This is the fourteenth in a series of articles on interviews with people prominent in production.

By DAVID J. HANNA
Hollywood Correspondent

Lindsley Parsons, Grand National's young and alert producer of the popular Tex Ritter Westerns, believes that the craze for purely musical Western Pictures has passed its peak.

"More and more, the story is coming to be the thing," he said. "There will continue to be music, of course, but it will be merely incidental to the plot."

"In the old days," he continued, "three elements comprised a Western—riding, shooting, and fighting. The public became a bit weary of these same things rehashed time and time again. Then music came along just in time, and injected new life into Western Pictures. Cowboy ballads, always popular, made hits out of what, in many cases, would have been otherwise, unsuccessful pictures.

"But this all-musical type is now on the wane. For example, take a certain Western we made some little time ago that was about two-thirds music. It didn't click with the public, so we sent it back to the cutting room. The editor was told to concentrate on the story. He ripped out two whole choruses and one complete song. The re-edited film was then sent East, where I understand it is now doing exceptionally good business."

We asked Mr. Parsons to explain his phenomenal success with the Tex Ritter outdoor series, those Grand National Westerns which have proved such popular fare for theatre-goers' action appetites, and are so rapidly earning back their production costs.

"Naturally, I'm very pleased," and his eyes twinkled. "But it's really Tex Ritter who is putting them over. He has an agreeable personality, rides well, and his pleasant singing voice makes him distinctive. Ed Finney (also G-N's advertising chief), the man behind these pictures, discovered Ritter and really deserves the credit for them."

"But what do you do?" we queried.

"Me? Oh, I—I," he stammered modestly, "I just try to keep up with the trend of the public's taste."

"Come, come, Mr. Parsons," we urged, "you do more than that, although that's important in itself."

"Well, I try to buy outside stories and put the writing staff to work on those, that's all. I think that method is better than the usual practice of having the story department write and develop its own original. They'd eventually run out of ideas, and a sameness in stories would be the result. The public wants fresh material, fresh characters, fresh angles."

And that, my friends, is all I could worm out of this extremely interesting but modest young man. We can think of no two young men in this industry more worthy of success than Finney and Parsons. And they will win that success because their's are the assets of youth and vision so direly needed today in Hollywood.
Make Way for Tomorrow
Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING
DOMESTIC DRAMA . . . Moving and heart-warming story of old folks . . . A happy, for family trade, he did her. prove too heavy for general consumption . . . Rates • • + on word of mouth plumbing.

Paramount
90 Minutes

Directed by Leo McCarey

Under the masterful hand of Leo McCarey, Vina Delmar's story THE YEARS ARE SO LONG emerges on the screen as a beautifully human and touching drama that will set handkerchiefs fluttering in any type of audiences.

Poignant and compelling, it recounts the story of two aged parents, Victor Moore and Beulah Bondi, who, unable to support themselves, are thrown upon the charity of their children. With promises they will be reunited, Bondi goes to the home of her son Theodore Reade and his wife Fay Bainter and daughter Barbara Reed. Moore is sent to the country with his son Ray Mayer and wife, Elizabeth Risdon. The natural complications of parents in the married household arise. Mitchell and Bainter decide to send Miss Bondi to an old folks' home. She hears the plan and rather than embarrass her son, she suggests it herself, with the proviso that Moore will never know. Meanwhile it is decided to send the father to California. The couple meet before his departure for what is their last few hours together. In this short space of time they realize they are together, visiting the hotel of their honeymoon, riding in a car, drinking cocktails until at last at the station the train pulls out and only memories of each other remain.

Now that the in the telling, the plight of these two people makes a deeply moving film, besides bearing a much-needed moral. From a boxoffice point of view, the picture defies classification. The older folks will love it, young people will probably find it too depressing, too frightening. However, word-of-mouth advertising should net it above average grosses generally. The lack of marquees will be at the till. Paramount is reported planning to roadshow "Make Way For Tomorrow." It is not strong enough.

Performances are all excellently drawn. Erstwhile comedian Victor Moore transforms himself adeptly into a grayed, stooped, mild mannered father, who tosses off witticisms at unexpected moments. Beulah Bondi is perfect as the mother who unwittingly embraces her daughter-in-law and son by monopolizing conversations with guests. Particularly effective are her scenes with Moore towards the end. Bulk of the support is run the capable shoulders of Fay Bainter and Thomas Mitchell, with Maurice Moscovitch lending a memorable moment in one brief scene.

Leo McCarey's natural comedy genius brings out the human qualities of the story, which adds to the richness and depth of its unfolding.

AD TIPS: Ballyhoo it heavily as one of the most moving dramas ever filmed. Catchline: "A heart-stirring docuement of every child's parents. No one who was ever a child should miss it." HANNA (Hollywood)

JUGGERNAUT

BOXOFFICE RATING
DRAMA . . . Heavy triangle drama from England has suspenseful story and outstanding acting by Karloff and Goya . . . Rates • • where they like Karloff.

Grand National Release
Julius Hagen Production
63 Minutes
Directed by Henry Edwards

Strong dramatic material is found in this story by Alice Campbell, and while there is nothing particularly new about it, the two leads make the most of it. Karloff, minus makeup, turns in a swell performance, as does Mona Goya, who is lovely to look at and who speaks with a fascinating continental accent. She makes her villainous character stand out and her histrionic ability more than equals the hysterical outburst she is required to carry off in her big scene. Technically there are several faults. The ending comes much too abruptly and the photography is oftimes below par. It should satisfy Karloff fans.

Karloff, a doctor, is prevented from continuing his research for a cure for paralysis by lack of funds. Dejectedly he returns to small practice in the south of France. Goya, young second wife of bedridden, rich and elderly Selten, is carrying on an affair with gambler Ireland, who makes increasing demands upon her for money. Selten is aware of this unsavory situation and calls home his son by his first wife, Margotson, to whom he gives power of attorney to act for him as long as he lives and appoints him sole executor of his estate should he die. Without being aware of this, Goya conceives the diabolical scheme of having Karloff poison his wife, in return for a large fee that will enable him to carry on his life work. Karloff agrees and takes him for a newly hired nurse, Wyndham. The latter falls in love with Margotson after Karloff has killed Selten with an injection of poison and is about to do the same to Margotson. Exposed, Karloff commits suicide, as the unfaulty Goya is arrested. Wyndham goes to Margotson's Waiting Arms.

AD TIPS: Sell Karloff. Use the "He became a murderer through necessity" angle. Catchline: "He was willing to murder one man that thousands might live!"

NAVY BLUES

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY . . . Romantic sailor and girl yarn that winds up as spy meller . . . Will only get by in pop houses . . . Rates • • — for dualling.

Republic
68 Minutes
Directed by Ralph Staub

Starts off as slapstick comedy about goons on shore leave; goes into the business of sailor Purcell dating Mary Brian, an unattractive librarian, on a bet; "makes her over;" and winds up as a spy meller with Purcell the hero. The comedy of the early portion seemed forced, although Hymer registers as usual. In the romantic middle Purcell continues his "wise guy" characterization, and Mary Brian just fills the scenery. The spy plot of the latter portion is plain hokum meller, but should please action fans. It's strictly duel stuff.

AD TIPS: Sell on the sailor angle. Get up a navy front. Mention Hymer.
FROM PHILLY
By Nonamaker

SIGNS OF SPRING—
Hurdy-gurdy heard on the Street for the first time this season . . . CHARLIE GOLD-FINE and spouse Geraldine Danzinger, which answers to the name of "Blackie" because he isn't black . . . The various 'drives' blossoming into conventions . . . LEWEN PIZOR and his white camouflage. And a week of April showers—and WHAT showers!

VINE STREET IN SPRINGTIME—
SAM ROSEN has rounded up the following staff for his Monogram Exchange, which opens May 7th. Salesmen: CY PERLISCHWEIG, PHIL WOLFSON and CHARLIE HITE, and office manager BILL PORTER . . . "WHITEY" MOLITCH flew to Los Angeles and back. Finished the return trip Tuesday . . . TOM LARK suffered a relapse. We wish him speedy recovery . . . Friends are tossing IZ BOROWSKY a party at Palombo's this Saturday evening in honor of his engagement to FRANCES AXLER . . . JOHN GOLDER to handle trailers of Theatre Trailer Corp. of New York . . . Local exchanges claim ad sales managers and bookers are 'executives' and therefore should not belong to the new union—Film Exchange Employees Local 7-8 A. F. of L.

From the PICTURES column . . . Ron Bowen is recuperating at Mt. Sinai Hospital following recent operation . . . Operators Local 418, Camden, presented LEW KRAUSE with honorable life gold membership certificate as a birthday present. President of this local, did the honors last Monday. . . . WILLIAM GEASEN, dramatic editor of the Evening Bulletin died of pneumonia April 26th. Iconic was the fact that one of last pictures he reviewed was, "Wake Up and Live" . . . MISS HURLEY is the daytime mother of the RIZZI TWINS . . . "Song of Songs," Jewish talkie, goes into the Lincoln May 15th for a run. A Ukrainian pic opens there a week prior . . . SID STANLEY will supervise the job at Fay's as soon as the house closes for the season. A cooling system will be installed; additional seats added; new stage lights; and considerable other alterations . . . DAVE MOLIVER conducted a "Game School" last week, instructing Warner managers in the fine points of playing that old pastime of our childhood—Lotto. Some say that Warners' putting in the games will just about prove the straw that breaks the camel's back. Which, we might add, would just be ducky as far as WB are concerned . . . Shubert 'strip-tease' house blanketed and shut for the Summer . . . South Street Museum closes for Summer the end of this week. They were playing 'Bingo' every Wednesday night. Top that one! . . . A local film salesman says that the average exhibitor's word is so bad that if he should say "Good Morning" to you—GET IT IN WRITING! Would we be considered impertinent if we remarked that film companies are not reliable on promises to deliver certain pictures? . . . The holw of the week is the moral JOHNNY BACHMAN says is to be found in the G-N Capt. Wallace Cawsewell's "Kissin' philomel . . . man should never wrestle with man-eating sharks BEFORE MARRIAGE!" . . . BENNY HARRIS considered being down to the Street for a 'date' with CHARLIE GOLDFINE's pooch. Write your own ticket! . . . J. D. KEN- DIS, Jay Dee Kay Productions, Hollywood, who made "Road to Ruin" in town looking for outlet for pictures he has in production . . .

FROM BOSTON
By Barclay

Monogram Pictures of Boston has leased space at 39 Church Street, where the company's permanent headquarters will be established. STEVE BRODY has appointed L. P. BRITTON and PHIL SHerman as salesmen. . . RUDY VALLEE and HARRY PAUL, his contact man, lost a case in Boston Municipal Court the other day when both were found guilty of assault and battery on a local newspaper photographer. Vallee claimed that EVELYN GRESHAM, the New York footlights gal with whom they were lensed, was supposed to be working that eve and would lose her job if the pix were printed. She lost it, anyway. Paul lost fifty bucks, a line which he has appealed. Vallee, whose case was filed after he had been declared guilty, lost some sleep. His lawyer has already requested that the litigation be called not until after eleven A. M. . . BOB HORTER, former Columbia publicity pro and present U.A. p.a., was in Boston last week, explaining that a Chinese foodery on Hudson Street, the Den, is the best bit of Oriental business he has encountered here or there. Bob has tilted say sauce and is willing to go as far westward as San Francisco. . . RANNY WEEKS is being given a big local buildup because of his roles in Republic pix. MISS ENGEL's recent job here was with ROLY ROGERS, Baton swinger, also said to be headed toward where the holy, if any, grows green. Hub singers are doing all right on the coast. BUDDY CLARK is the new singing voice which Jack Haley is said by less wise film trade sheets to have discovered in "Wake Up and Live." And there's that guy who used to do I. M. . . the vocalist over WEEZ, with whom was a staff announcer, WARREN HULL . . . JOE EHRICK, assistant to the ballyhoo chief Ziegler's Memorial, JACK GRANARA, is eyeing Hollywood with both glimmers. . . The RKO Boston said "presto" on April 29 and bobbed up sans vaudeville, with the Metropolitan doing a local solo on the stage-line market. . . From sliding trombone to silver-screen is the swing record of CHARLES CUM-MINGS. Warners Brothers recruit from Springfield . . . an old Pal tracking Shubert Street line dealer, and RENE HUISMAN, also local, are credited with having first glimpsed the possibilities of "Cloistered" in the U. S. They bot the pix for a conservative eight hundred smackers, so the yarn goes. It was show, not success. . . . MAJOR PATRICK HEALY, Department of Public Safety exec., was observed on Piedmont Street the other noon, observing the new neon-lighted sound truck which ROY HEFFNER has bought to publicize The Vanishing Gangster." Heffner calls it "Floating EXPLOITATION Power," legend coined by the lug who does his adv. layouts. . . IRENA MONTAGUE was missed in the line on the Metropolitan stage last week, after having temporarily returned to the unit at the de luxe. She is a member of the original Elida Ballet which went on the road about a year ago, after being featured at the house for several years, and finally disbanded. . . Whereas cinema luminaries practically ignored on each other's callouses pasting past years at the RKO Boston, EDGAR KENNEDY was the only Hollywood name to play the film and flesh house during the past season, indicating something or other. . . LOUIS BOAS, the candid treasurer of the Boston Friars Club, was given a candid camera the other Wednesday by fellow members of the film fraternity.
LA LOVELY STEN!

One of the most highly publicized actresses presented to the American public a year or so ago, beautiful Anna Sten returned to Europe after falling out with her producer Samuel Goldwyn. She is being brought back by Grand National under contract. First, however, G-N will re-introduce her in an English-made film, TWO WHO DARED, in which she appears with Henry Wilcoxon. To the left we see La Sten in a dancing pose from that picture. Incidentally, the first G-N film which she will make in this country will be titled GORGEOUS—which she is!

3-MAN & WOMAN!

The next in the series of 3-man, G-woman films being produced by George Ishman for Grand National will be MARKED MONEY. Obviously, it deals with the counterfeiting racket! Conrad Nagel once again plays the shrewd 3-man, while Eleanor Hunt is the cute femme Fed who帮s him in his encounters with the underworld. It will be ready for release shortly.

GANGSTERS UP IN THE AIR!

Leave it to Columbia to carry filmdom's underworld adventures way up into the clouds! It's accomplished in CRIMINALS OF THE AIR, in which an aviation G-man battles a band of desperate smugglers in the air. The principal players are Rosalind Keith and Charles Quigley. It is slated for release this week.
LET PARAMOUNT
HEAR FROM YOU!

It is gratifying to see some independent exhibitors rearing up on their hind legs and telling Paramount just what they think of that company for cheating them out of a number of the best boxoffice pictures promised them on their 1936-37 contracts.

The Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors’ Association this week passed a resolution condemning Paramount’s act as “unfair, unethical, unjust and contrary to the implied promises in the 1936-37 Work Sheets.”

Harrison’s Reports, current issue, carries a letter in which the independent exhibitor writer urges others to follow his example in returning the silver medallion commemorating Adolph Zukor’s twenty-fifth anniversary, because Paramount, by its unfair policy in withholding those pictures, has lost his good-will.

These are healthy signs. Paramount should never be permitted to get away with so flagrant a disregard of common business decency, for if they do, other companies will follow their example.

It pleases us to learn from a reliable source in Hollywood that FILM BULLETIN’S first editorial pointing out the injustice of this policy and urging exhibitors not to be “suckers for Paramount’s phony promises” has caused some consternation among executives at the company’s studio.

But one editorial, or a dozen editorials, will not compel a multi-million dollar corporation to alter unethical tactics. However, they will heed the shouts of protest from a thousand individual independents and their organizations.

Let Adolph Zukor hear from you and you and you. By air-mail or wire, let him hear what you think of his company’s callous disregard of your rights. If there is any thought of retaliation, let your message be anonymous.

Urge your local organization to pass a resolution condemning this wanton policy, and send copies to Zukor and sales manager Neil Agnew.

Make certain the Allied Convention gives proper attention to this matter. Let a roar rumble out of Milwaukee that will reverberate throughout the walls of Zukor’s sanctum two thousand miles away.

DON’T LET PARAMOUNT GET AWAY WITH IT!

MO WAX.
AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'

The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremen those pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these "Sleepers" with the view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns. Follow these "Sleepers" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

SCIENCE VS. CROOKED POLITICS THEME OF NEW U FILM!

In LET THEM LIVE Universal has given you a picture with an IMPORTANT theme—and a saleable one. The topic around which its drama and romance are woven is that of a young interne who fights a city's corrupt political machine to win decent, sanitary housing for the slum-dwellers. It's headline stuff, gents, the kind that's a cinch to sell.

FIGHTING INTERNE!
HE GAVE CROOKED BOSSES THE NEEDLE... and inoculated them with the serum of decency!

LET THEM LIVE!
John HOWARD • Non GREY
Of "Salt Wives" OF "I Sleep Soft"
EDWARD ELLIS • JUDITH BARRETT
ROBERT WILCOX
Based on "The Three Smart Girls" by Walnut Street
Directed by Mervin LeRoy
Associate Producer: Edward Cooper
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

The background of this topic is this: The Federal Government has been discussing slum clearance, in Congress and in the White House, strenuously during the past few years. The public is deeply interested, for everyone would like to see the squalid hovels in the city slums replaced by clean, modern housing.

This yarn tells of young John Howard, interne, who encounters evidence implicating the political leaders of Mid-City in crooked dealings. When he seeks to force them to divert money they are using for their own benefit to correction of unsanitary housing conditions in the slums and the purchase of proper equipment for the hospitals, the politicians, led by Edward city, a young boy beloved by Ellis is afflicted and Howard is the only person who appears capable of saving his life. Ellis pleads with him, but Howard refuses to aid the child until the political patriarch agrees to play square with the slum-dwellers. There is an incidental romance.

HEADLINES
This yarn is a natural for scream headlines like the following:

"YOUNG INTERNE, SINGLE-HANDED, FIGHTS CROOKED POLITICIANS TO DRIVE DISEASE FROM SLUMS!"

"A FIGHTING YOUNG DOCTOR... A CROOKED POLITICIAN... THEY HELD LIFE AND DEATH BETWEEN THEM!"

"POLITICAL CHIEF ACCUSED OF GRAFT BY YOUNG DOCTOR!"

Boards on the front made up in newspaper page fashion with these will garner plenty of looks. There are plenty of excellent stills, which, blown-up, will dramatize these captions additionally.

PRESCRIPTION HERALDS
Heralds, about 4 x 6 inches, made up in imitation of a prescription blank, is a simple, cheap, but effective throwaway stunt. Don't use any cuts. The copy should be in handwriting. Suggested copy: "My Remedy for the Disease-Breeding Slums of Mid-City Is to Drive Pete Lindsey and His Crooked Politics Out of Town. If You Want the Facts on Their Conning, See LET THEM LIVE at the Strand Theatre Next Week. (Signed) John Howard, Interne."

PRIVATE SCREENING FOR BIGWIGS
Your local newspapers will have the space to the picture if you pull this one. Send letters to the mayor and other political bigwigs of your town, board of Health officials, several prominent medical men and the newspaper editors and film critics asking them to attend a private screening of LET THEM LIVE. Point out that this film discusses the vital problems of slum clearance and sanitary housing for the poor. Tell them frankly you desire their cooperation in exploiting the picture, so that it may bring about some benefits for those living in the slums.

THE STARS
If your particular situation does not lend itself to exploitation of the sort offered above, your best angle is to sell the three leading names. John Howard won his starring role in LOST HORIZON, in which he appeared as Ronald Colman's brother. Ellis, pin a blackmailing charge on Howard and have him tossed in jail. However, when an infantile paralysis epidemic strikes the nan Grey, the girl in the story, was one of the THREE SMART GIRLS. Edward Ellis, the crooked political leader, scored something of a character acting triumph as the conscience-stricken judge in the film version of WINTERSET. Mention of these three memorable roles will add considerably to the prestige of the cast.

SCIENTIFIC LOBBY DISPLAY
In the press sheet, Joe Weil suggests a lobby display, illustrated above, that will get the attention of everyone passing in and out of the theatre a week in advance of opening.

Joe tells you to "borrow chemical and physical laboratory equipment from your local school or hospital and set up the paraphernalia in your lobby. Retorts, burners, microscopes, tubes and other impressive pieces make effective displays. You might have a student dressed in white gown and cap explaining the significance of the equipment."

However, we see doubt in that Interne vs. Politician angle and there is no reason why that shouldn't get a heavy response in any situation.

...
Producers Expected To Accede To Demands of Screen Actors Guild

By a Staff Correspondent

Hollywood, May 8.—At this late moment developments in the film studios strike appear more complicated than at any time since the Federated Motion Picture Crafts walked out last week in an attempt to enforce their demands for a closed shop.

Outstanding in the week's activities was the unofficial polled decision of the Screen Actors Guild, composed of filmunion's leading players and some 5,000 extras, to strike unless their demands for better working conditions and higher wages for the extras and a preferential shop were met by the producers. The studios have been given until Monday morning to accede to the SAG's conditions. A general meeting of the Guild will be held here Sunday night, at which time a vote on the strike motion will be taken.

It is suggested by those in closest touch with strike developments that the actors are playing off the Federated strikers against the producers to obtain the concessions for their own group, the extras and "bit" players. There is no question in the minds of most observers that the major film companies will heed the stars' ultimatum. For by negotiating a separate peace with the Guild, the film companies will, in effect, deal the striking craft groups of painters, hairdressers, scenic designers, makeup artists, etc., a staggering blow, inasmuch as their chances for winning have been based to a great extent on the hope-for support from the actors.

GET C.I.O. SUPPORT

On the other hand, strikers are jubilantly hailing the offer of support from John L. Lewis' C.I.O. as a harbinger of victory. John Brophy, national director of the C.I.O., promised a telegram to send steel, automobile and rubber workers into the picket lines around the studios. Charles E. Lessing, president of the Federated M.P. Crafts, announced on Wednesday that the C.I.O.'s offer of aid would be accepted. Lessing appealed to John Lewis to send his men only to the studio picket lines, but, particularly, to picket lines which are to be placed around theatres showing major films.

THREATS TO EXHIBITORS

So far, there have been two direct threats to exhibitor interests. One is the planned nation-wide boycott of film houses by C.I.O. affiliated workers. The other is the danger that continuation of the labor difficulties will tie up production effectively enough to deprive them of new pictures. If the Actors Guild should vote to join the strike, this latter threat will become an actuality within thirty days, by which time already completed films would have completed their first run engagements—with none available to follow.

It is not unlikely that by the time this dispatch is being read the producer-owned theatres, at least, in Los Angeles will be picketed.

Production thus far seems to be affected only slightly. The start of several films have been delayed for reasons which the producers claim are in connection with the strike, but those in work are continuing uninterrupted, as far as could be learned today. Of course, a walkout of the players would cause an immediate suspension of all studio activity. Hardly anyone here gives any consideration to the possibility that the producers would permit this to happen.

SEE C.I.O.-A.F.I. STRUGGLE

The latest angle on the situation as seen by some competent observers is that the background of the strike is part of the struggle between the C.I.O. and A.F. of L. for supremacy over labor.

Refusal of the L.A.T.S.E., most powerful of the film industry unions, and an affiliate of the American Federation of Labor, to aid the strikers, and the entrance of the C.I.O. into the picket lines are two points which lend credence to this conclusion. Lessing has violently accused the L.A.T.S.E. of being a producer-controlled "company" union, despite its membership in the A.F. of L., and charged that it has furnished strike-breakers to the studios.

The first outbreak of violence occurred Tuesday evening when L.A.T.S.E. headquarters were attacked by about sixty men armed with hammers and clubs. They battled a group of members who were in line to pay their dues and badly damaged the building.

The Wage Scale Committee of the Philadelphia Film Exchange Employees Union Sets Wage Scales

The Wage Scale Committee of the Philadelphia Film Exchange Employees Union, Local 7-B, A.F. of L., met Wednesday evening and decided upon the following wage scales: Head shipper, $20.00; first assistant, $35.00; other assistants, $25.00; inspectors, $22.50; head inspectors, $27.50; accessory manager, $40.00; poster clerks, $25.00. Present at the meeting was one representative from each department of the various exchanges. It was announced that the next general meeting for all members would be held in the Broadwood Hotel, May 14th.

Gov't Determined In Coast Monopoly Inquiry, Says Law

By a Staff Correspondent

Hollywood.—With the announcement from Washington on May 4 that the House Judiciary Committee had informally passed the Hobbs resolution, credence was lent to the report that the motion picture industry, chiefly the Hays organization and its affiliated major studio members, will be subject of a government investigation on anti-trust and monopoly charges.

With the swelling protests of exhibitors, another factor contributing to the general impression that this time the government investigation will be more than just a farce, is the fact that for the past eight weeks, Albert Law, an assistant to the Attorney General, with offices in the Bank Commerce Bldg., Los Angeles, has been making a quiet and comprehensive investigation right here in the City of Angels.

It will encompass all of the above points with particular stress on zoning, blind and block booking.

QUIZING EXHIBITS

Mr. Law recently informed F.B.I. correspondents that his efforts have been concentrated chiefly in questioning independent exhibitors. Forty theatre owners have already appeared before him, with a cross section of all of Southern California's individual owners on the Federal attorney's list to be queried.

He has not contacted the chain operators, the studios themselves nor the Hays organization. But, he has been all right on the Hobbs Bill in Washington, it is safe to presume that the quizzing of these individuals is scheduled for the very near future.

Asked whether or not his investigation so far warranted a recommendation to the Attorney General that a Grand Jury be called, Mr. Law refused to state. But he did express the opinion that, judging from the reports of previous committees, such a procedure was more than likely. "So far," he said, "our investigation has led us only into contact with exhibitors, but we are far less on one side. So at this point of the game, one can hardly recommend a Grand Jury investigation."...

"Since 1929," he stated, "committees have been appointed to obtain evidence against the motion picture industry on violations of the anti-trust laws. In each of these instances indictments have been returned, but successively these have been squashed."

Mr. Law then went on to assert that this was possibly the most complete and thorough investigation that has ever been made. He also intimated, that this time the government meant business, and should any violation of the Federal Law be found to exist, the axe will fall with a mighty thud which his quiz will not end up as a killed indictment.

"Such practices cannot be continued," said Mr. Law, "if the alleged charges can be substantiated, there must be a showdown."
Cleveland Indies Condemn
Paramount's 'Hold-Back' Policy

Flay Broken Promises to '37-'38 Contract Holders

Cleveland.—Flaying Paramount for "disregarding the moral rights of the 1936-37 contract holders" by withholding a number of features promised for delivery this season, the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors Ass'n passed a resolution last Tuesday placing itself on record as condemning the company's policy.

The resolution follows:

"Whereas, Paramount Pictures Corporation announced for the 1936-37 season certain feature pictures by titles, stars and directors, and

"Whereas, Paramount in a recent printed document, distributed among exhibitors at large, announced that it will not deliver some of these feature pictures during the 1936-37 season, thereby disregarding the moral rights of the 1936-37 contract holders, now, therefore, be it

"Resolved, that the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors Association, Inc., at a meeting held this fourth day of May, 1937, goes on record as condemning this act of Paramount as unfair, unethical, unjust and contrary to the implied promises in the 1936-37 Work Sheet that such pictures would be delivered during the 1936-37 season."

The organization's secretary was ordered to send copies of the resolution to Adolph Zukor, chairman of the board, and Neil Agnew, general sales manager of Paramount. A copy was also forwarded to P. J. Wood, general chairman of the forthcoming Allied Convention, with the request that the matter be brought to the attention of the convention.

In a recent editorial, FILM BULLETIN hit Paramount's action of withholding completed pictures sold on this year's contracts as "a display of callous disregard for common moral integrity and business decorum." The editorial named ten of the outstanding films promised for delivery this season, which are being held for re-sale on 37-38 contracts and asserted that "it hardly requires a mathematical mind to understand that the withdrawal of these ten boxoffice films substantially increases the proportionate rentals on the other 53 re-releases."

Metro Lists 19 Stories
No Change in Sales Policy

Los Angeles.—The titles of 19 out of the total 44-52 M-G-M features scheduled for release next season were announced at the annual sales convention held here from Monday to Wednesday. However, exhibitors have no assurances that they will receive any of these pictures, since some may be dropped from the program, others roadshowed and withdrawn.

At Lichtman, announced that there would be no basic changes in the sales policy held during the current season.

Film Buying Slow
Allied Quiz Shows

Additional returns from Allied's buying survey further substantiate the claim that exhibitors are still reluctant to sign contracts for the '37-'38 season's product. A bulletin from the organization's Washington headquarters states that a hearty response from independents covering 25 exchange centers shows that only 22 of the reporting exhibitors have bought anywhere near their requirements for the coming season, and 281 have signed no contracts whatsoever.

Final reports to be submitted at the convention will reveal to exhibitors such interesting facts as: "Is block booking more prevalent in my territory than in others? Does the other fellow have to take all the shorts? Are they soaking me with more percentage pictures than the exhibitors in other territories? Is there a national policy on designated playdates? Are terms tougher where there is no effective exhibitor organization than where there is?"

Meanwhile, P. J. Wood, general chairman of the convention, reports that enthusiasm for this year's confab exceeds that of any previous meeting. Wood attributes the exhibitor interest principally to the practical value of the product survey, which will give exhibitors a sounder buying basis than they have ever had in dealing with the film companies.

House Group Votes
Probe of Hays Ass'n

Washington.—Approval of the proposed congressional investigation of monopoly charges against the Hays Ass'n of major producers and their affiliated theatre chains was voted Tuesday by House Judiciary Committee. A resolution asking the House to authorize the committee to conduct such an inquiry was introduced by Rep. Sam Hobbs of Alabama on March 19th.

The matter has been referred to the rules committee, with a recommendation that it be considered by the House.

Hobbs' resolution specifically listed certain trade practices on which he based his allegations that the majors are violating the anti-trust laws. These were: (1) Acquisition of theatres by producers; (2) allocation of product to affiliated chains; (3) withholding product from independents; (4) discriminating in favor of affiliated chains and against independents, forcing independents out of business; (5) control of sound equipment; (6) percentage selling; (7) designation of playdates; (8) regulating admission prices; (9) compulsory block booking and blind selling.

IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT!

1000 EXTRA COPIES OF

Film Bulletin
Issue of May 22nd

WILL BE DISTRIBUTED
ON THE FLOOR OF THE
ALLIED
CONVENTION
at Milwaukee
May 26th, 27th, 28th

Advertising copy deadline for this special issue is noon, May 20th.
No change in advertising rates.

RKO Plans 48, 6 Westerns

A total of 54 features and a like number of short subjects are planned by RKO for the 1937-38 season, it was announced this week. Six George O'Brien Westerns, to be produced by Condor Pictures, are included in this list:

42, 16 Westerns - Columbia

Columbia will release 42 features and 16 Westerns next season, according to present plans. In addition, there will be 126 short subjects and 4 serials, to be produced by Louis Weiss.
AS I SEE THEM... REVIEWS OF NEW FILMS

By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING: • Means POOR; •• Means AVERAGE; ••• Means GOOD; •••• Means EXCELLENT
Plus (+) and Minus (−) will be used occasionally to indicate slightly above or below the point rating.

KID GALAHAD

BOXOFFICE RATING

BOXING MELODRAMA... Robinson and Davis wasted on inconsequential story... Will depend chiefly on draw value of stars... Rates • • + at least.

Warner Bros. 
105 Minutes
Edward G. Robinson... Bette Davis...
Humphrey Bogart... Wayne Morris...
Jane Bryan... Harry Carey...
William Hoadle... Soledad Jiminez...
Joe Cunningham
Directed by Michael Curtiz

This is laboriously long and dull. Even with Edward G. Robinson and Bette Davis in the starring roles, it emerges as nothing more or less than a dolled up B picture. The story, against a boxing background, has a slightly new twist, but otherwise it is basically the antiquated yarn of the mug desirous of protecting his family from the contamination of his cohorts. It starts off sprightly enough, but falls down with a thud in the middle and displays no further punch until the last few sequences. Generally it will get only average grosses on the star strength. Action houses will get slightly better returns on the fight and gangster angles.

Robinson is a fight manager, rival of gangster Humphrey Bogart. En route to the championship, Robinson's fighter throws the match for a sum of money paid by Bogart. Later he meets Wayne Morris, a bellhop, who strikes the fancy of Bette Davis, his gal friend. He trains him and the lad is finally ready to meet Bogart's champ. Meanwhile, Davis has fallen in love with him and left Robinson, while Morris' heart interest is Jane Bryan, Robinson's sister. Robinson has contrived to keep her free from such entanglements, and bitter because of Bette's love for the boy, he sets him against the champ, with such instructions that will cause him to lose. All of Robinson's money is on Bogart's man—this fact causing Bogart to double his wagers. Blindly Morris follows instructions, taking a terrific beating. Finally Bette and June beg Robinson to stop it. Knowing it will mean his life, he does so. With the chance of tactics Morris knocks out the champ, Bogart contrives to get into the dressing room and kills Robinson, but the latter manages to get Bogart before he can harm the others.

AD TIPS: Sell the stars. Expose the crooked fight racket.

WOMAN I LOVE

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA... Hackneyed yarn wastes talents of Muni, Hopkins... Will get only fair response generally... Rates • • + on star strength.

RKO
$5 Minutes
Paul Muni... Miriam Hopkins...
Louis Hayward... Colin Clive...
Minor Watson... Elizabeth Risdon...
Paul Guilfoyle... Wally Albright...
Mady Christian
Directed by Anatole Litvak

It is a sad commentary on RKO's production organization that they took two players like Paul Muni and Miriam Hopkins and could find no better vehicle for their talents than "The Woman I Love." The story is essentially a rehash of the familiar old triangle, played against a military background. It presents nothing new and affords Muni little opportunity to display his wide range of acting ability. While the story will prove fairly engrossing for most audiences, they will leave the theatre disappointed. The marquee value of the two star names assures it of slightly above average business in most spots.

Muni is an ace pilot in the French forces, but contrives a jinx by his fellow air-men. To guard against this Louis Hayward, a new and young recruit, the other men refuse to fly with Muni and Hayward volunteers for the job. They become good friends, and the jinx is believed broken. Before Hayward's departure for the front, he had formed a friendship for a lovely young lady, Miriam Hopkins, who, upon a later visit to Paris is revealed to be Muni's wife. His friendship with Muni is strained, until Hopkins realizing she loves Hayward, visits the post on pretense of seeing her husband. The truth finally comes out and both take on a task which means death to one or both. Hayward is the one who is killed and Muni and Hopkins return to each other, prepared to repair their lives.

Muni makes his characterization tower above his material. Hayward makes a difficult role sympathetic. He has the choice assignment, which he plays with intense feeling. Loser roles are well cast with Colin Clive, vivacious as the commandant and Mady Christian in a good portrait of a war-time entertainer. Litvak, directing this same story for the second time, obviously knows the dramatic values of the story, which factors are distinctly brought out.

AD TIPS: Sell Muni as Academy Award Winner. Feature Hopkins as woman desired by two men.

THE THIRTEENTH CHAIR

BOXOFFICE RATING

MYSTERY... Better than average program thriller... Can top in action spots; for the lower berth elsewhere. Rates • • generally.

M-G-M
62 Minutes
Dame May Whitty... Midge Evans...
Lewis Stone... Elissa Landi...
Thomas Beck... Henry Daniell...
Janet Beecher... Charles Stone...
Holmes Herbert... Charles Trowbridge
Directed by George B. Seitz

Despite the dragginess and certain sequences where the plot seems obscure, this familiar chiller should satisfy mystery fans. The famous play of some years ago has retained all its vigor and eerie quality, encored by some new situations. The production is top notch, the suspense carefully maintained and enough jitters injected to keep the audience on its toes throughout. Superior dualler, it can hold its own in the netherworld houses where they like their mystery dramas in the familiar orthodox manner.

Dame May Whitty is the spiritualist called in by Henry Daniell to solve the murder of his friend. The suspects are all called to the seance. During the seance Daniell is murdered, stabbed with a knife. At this point inspector Lewis Stone is called in to handle the situation, and, during the course of his investigation, discovers that Midge Evans, about to be married to Thomas Beck, is the daughter of Dame May Whitty. Suspicions point to Madge as the killer, but Whitty contrives to force Stone into allowing her to conduct another seance. With Beck, she arranges a trick to trap the murderer, whom she suspects. And right she is, for the ruse works and Charles Trowbridge is revealed as the culprit.

Dame May Whitty, who scored so brilliantly in her picture debut in "Night Must Fall," takes this less exacting assignment in easy style, making her every line in this plot role strike home. An actress of great ability, Lewis Stone is in top form for honors as the shrewd police inspector. Others of the twelve guests score in their respective and varied characterizations.

Dr. Roy Seitz has neatly balanced the action and dialogue. Playing the final sequence in the dark, as in the stage play, is an effective stroke.

AD TIPS: The cast is fairly strong; give prominent space to the names.

HANNA (Hollywood)

HONEST... IMPARTIAL REVIEWS YOU CAN TRUST
The stills are selected for their descriptive value to exhibitors.

MASTER MIND!  This sounds like an interesting yarn; a couple of slick show business agents build up a phoney psychic as a radio sensation, only to have the old soak get potted. One of the agents fills his shoes and palms off a number of mystifying predictions, becoming a greater sensation than the original "Master Mind." Complications arise when a racketeer muscles in on the game and engages in some plain and fancy gyping of the public. The title of the picture is WITH KIND REGARDS and Columbia made it. Ralph Bellamy, Betty Furness, Robert Armstrong and Raymond Walburn are the players. No release date set yet.

ACTION-PLUS!  Some of the fastest action films produced come out of the studio where young, enterprising Maurice Conn turns out the Frankie Darro vehicles. This miniature Cagney puts a zip into his performances that has won him a host of followers among action fans. Here we are peeking at several shots from the latest Conn-Darro picture, TOUGH TO HANDLE. This time the excitement revolves around the idea of sweepstake ticket counterfeiting and Frankie's determination to run down the gangsters who murdered his grandfather to hush him up.
KARLOFF MINUS MAKEUP

Scenes from... and a few vital facts about... the new films.

HILLBILLY JUSTICE!
Above, one of the heavier; on the right, one of the lighter moments from Warners latest film excursion into topical material.

MOUNTAIN JUSTICE
Obviously the story of an educated mountain girl who kills her brutal hillbilly pappy is plucked from the recent headlines about a real-life case. Josephine Hutchinson, George Brent, Guy Kibbee are the principals. It's now in the first runs.

LUCK—GOOD AND BAD!
A wealthy playboy on a coast-to-coast cruise finds that his dough can't buy him luck in life, although it helps him in the ladies. That's the theme of YOU CAN'T BUY LUCK, in which Dorothy Storm, Helen Mack, and May Haworth appear for RKO. The plot includes the playboy's greyhound and gigolo boyfriend. When the latter bops off the lad, our hero wins the belles back on him. Then, he learns that the love and faith of the pretty ladies in his life is worth more to him than his money. They live happily ever after. Release is scheduled for next week.
HOLLYWOOD COWBOY

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

WESTERN . . . Horse opera with a new twist . . . Top flight entertainment for action spots, where it rates • • +.

RKO
50 Minutes

Directed by Ewing Scott

A different type of Western. The plot is novel and refreshing, making the film a possibility for spotting on dual bills in nabe houses. Director Ewing Scott deserves credit for making the most of the story, without contriving to include all the proven Western action material. It's bound to wow the kids and regular action fans.

Yarn has O'Brien, a Western picture star, vacationing in Wyoming with his writer pal. Joe Collier gives the mistaken for real cowboys and finds themselves coming to the aid of Cecelia Parker, the niece of a ranch owner. The bad men of that country have concocted a protection gag, and when the ranchers refuse to kick in, they fly planes low over the ground, scaring the animals to death and dispersing them. O'Brien turns out to be a real as well as reel hero, chases the villains and falls for the gal.

O'Brien turns in a gauzy portrayal of the picture star, anxious to keep his secret from his newly found friends. Joe Collier garners laughs as his stooge and pal, while Cecelia Parker shows to advantage in the feminine role. Others in the cast do well, especially Maude Eburne and Frank Milan. The laughs and the romance are neatly dovetailed with the fast and exciting action.

AD TIPS: Sell the novel plot of a western movie star being mistaken for a real cowboy.

HANNA (Hollywood)

TURN OFF THE MOON

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

MUSICAL . . . Pleasant, light musical . . . Unpretentious offering should build up dual bills . . . Rates • • as dualler.

Paramount
77 Minutes

Directed by Lewis Seiler

Stacked up beside the more pretentious musicals, "Turn Off The Moon" looks pretty weak, but judging it on its own merits it is light, fluffy entertainment which should pass in the average neighborhood house. Fanchon, of the famous vaudeville producing firm, Fanchon and Marco, making her debut as a picture producer, has chosen to let the farcical story unroll with only two musical interludes, which build up to a finale with all the specialties appearing in a department store show, and delivered with all the "finest" of ol' time vaudeville.

Charlie Ruggles, the eccentric owner of a department store, with a penchant for astrology, and fifteen years his junior, Marjorie Gateson, has waited for him to find the stars favorable to his proposal, the only hitch being that Ruggles must find and foster the romance of two youngsters. In the persons of Johnny Downs, piano beater in his department store, and Eleanor Whitney, a hungry dancer, they appear. The gal is given a job in the store, but Grady Sutton fires Downs, since he himself has taken a fancy to Whitney. At the night club where, at the propitious hour, Ruggles is to propose to Miss Gateson, Whitney arrives with Sutton and Johnny Lewis to visit the department store. The pair are reunited, but Miss Gateson walks out on Ruggles. However, astrologer Andrew Tombes realizes he has made an error in his calculations and promises to get Gateson to Ruggles at the right time. It all works out with Tombes practically slugging the lady to get her to the store for the finale of the jubilee show.

Charlie Ruggles hits a neat pace with his dualling portrayed by Marjorie Gateson. Johnny Downs and Eleanor Whitney, equally facile in acting, dancing and singing, are engaging youngsters. Ben Blue as the night watchman is in for laughs, high-lighted by his perennially popular Russian dance.

Lewis Seiler's direction is well timed, showing good co-ordination of the varied elements in the piece. Some of the gags are unnecessarily overlong.

AD TIPS: Sell it as a lively, youthful musical. Plug Ruggles and the musical numbers of the cast. Tie-ups can be effected with music and department stores.

HANNA (Hollywood)

THE GO GETTER

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

MELODRAMA . . . Typical Class "Z" entertainment . . . Tedioussly long and uninteresting . . . Long retail dualler at best . . . Rates • • +.

Warner Bros.
92 Minutes

Directed by Busby Berkeley

A dual! With a plot about as plausible as a Hans Anderson fairy tale, a cast of players unable to cope with the situations and a poor audience wondering what it all is about and an extremely poor excuse for entertainment. Gobs of stock shots have been incorporated to give it production value and they turn out to be the only interesting sequences in the picture. Strictly dual fare. How we have trouble enough to stand even that gag.

George Brent loses his leg in the crash of the airship Macon. His friend gives him a watch upon which is inscribed "It Shall Be Done." With this sentiment in his mind and pocket, he starts off to find a job. He meets Charles Winninger and is given a position as salesman in his lumber company. Jim leg and all, he sells the entire stock as well as himself to daughter Anita Louise. Meanwhile, the manager of Winninger's Shanghai office is found inefficient, so he decides on Brent for the job. He must, however, pass a test involving the purchasing of a vase from a Chinatown store and bringing it to Winninger aboard a train bound for Santa Barbara. "It Shall Be Done," says hero Brent, and although he is blackballed, borrows an airplane, he finally stops the train and gives the vase to Winninger. Picture should end here, but Brent goes off to China with Anita and is sent frantic wires by Winninger to return and settle a strike. He jumps off the boat, followed by Miss Louise, and all ends next day with the strike settled, his rival John Eldridge sent to China. While he and Miss Louise are settled in the city, his chance of winning is灿烂.

Except that Brent forgets he's supposed to have a bum leg in many scenes, he does the only decent piece of action in the picture.

AD TIPS: We can only advise you to sell the cast.

HANNA (Hollywood)

PICK A STAR

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

MUSICAL . . . Misses on every count . . . Hodgepodge of musical numbers, none of which click . . . Rates • • . . . only for duals.

Hal Roach
76 Minutes

Directed by Edward Sedgwick

How Hal Roach, who, for so many years, has consistently scored with his two-reelers, seems just as regularly to turn out bad feature pictures, is something this correspondent will never understand. A glance at the cast shows us some of the best fun-makers in pictures, yet each is shown to such distinct disadvantage that their efforts at times are pathetic.

Yarn concerns the efforts of Jack Haley to promote a beauty contest in a small town, the winner to be given a trip to Hollywood. Just before the decision is announced, the backer runs off with the money. Decision is given to Rosina Lawrence to prevent any prosecution. Bent on getting the girl into pictures, Haley goes to Hollywood, gets a job as a waiter in a club.

Resina and her pal, Patsy Kelly, get two plane tickets for Hollywood. En route they meet Mischa Auer, a film celebrity. He is fleeing to a department, quickly followed by Kelly and Haley. They impress upon him the wickedness of his deed, and he gets her a screen test. The test is going badly and Haley arrives at the studio, eludes the hush-hush, and off she starts on a great career.

AD TIPS: Play up comedy of cast, it's all you have.

HANNA (Hollywood)
Monogram and the Men Behind It!

By DAVID J. HANNA

Hats off to the new Monogram! On the foundation of what was one of the most solid independent producing organizations in the industry, W. Ray Johnston has built a new Monogram which promises to outstrip anything the old ever attempted and to deliver a type of product that will compare favorably with the best program pictures of the mighty majors.

This organizing genius

Johnston's first step in the reorganization of his company was to surround himself with a personnel, which, for experience and reputation, is hardly excelled by any single outfit in the business. Among that group we might note the libel of Sam Rosenblatt, former N.R.A. Administrator for the motion picture industry; Edward A. Golden, general sales manager; Herschel Stuart, treasurer; J. W. Dunlap, vice-president and in charge of production, and Louis Lifton, director of advertising and publicity.

The financing of Monogram's ambitious production program has been placed in the hands of two, one of the most reputable underwriting firms on Wall Street. This organization is known to be meticulous in its investigations. The Monogram stock will be listed on the New York Curb within two weeks or so.

With personnel and financing thus taken care of, Johnston proceeded to build up a distributing organization of the most substantial exchanges in the various territories. These distributors have already guaranteed Johnston a sales quota of $4,335,000 for the 1937-38 season. Thirty exchanges will launch the company's opening drive for contracts on May 12th with the slogan, “Save Your Dates for Johnston in June and July!”

Scott R. Dunlap, whose return to picture-making after an absence of several years as an agent is hailed with joy by those familiar with his long career, has already caused plenty of eye-brow lifting in Hollywood. His first smart stroke was the signing of Edward Arnold, Jr., one of the most brilliant young prospects of the day, whom he will groom for stardom. He followed this up with the striking accomplishment when he contracted Jackie Cooper, outstanding boy star, to play the lead in BOY OF THE STREETS.

Monogram Budgets Up 25% Johnston Says at Confab

Chicago—Production budgets of the new Monogram will be 25 percent higher than the old company's, president W. Ray Johnston told the enthusiastic gathering of sales representatives, exchange men and home-office officials Thursday at the opening session of the first annual sales convention here in the Drake Hotel.

A total of 42 features will be released during the 1937-38 season, the convention was told. Included will be 10 Westerns, divided in two series, one featuring Jack Randall, cowboy baritone formerly under contract to RKO. The other group may star an outstanding Western star for whose services Scott R. Dunlap, production chief, is reported dickering.

A sales quota of $4,335,000 has been fixed for the "37-38 season, of which $1,500,000 will be sought in the first nine weeks sales drive. This quota has been guaranteed by many of the franchise holders, Johnston declared.

The official opening of Monogram's Philadelphia branch, at 1211 Vine Street, will take place Monday, May 17th. President W. Ray Johnston is expected to be present to greet exhibitors attending. Samuel Rosen is manager of the office. His staff consists of Claude Hite, Phil Wolfson, St. Perlswieg and William Porter.

Notes About Films and Film People

GLORIA SWANSON, long absent from the screen, has been signed by Columbia to star in THE SECOND MRS. DRAPIER, modern romance by Noel Pierce. The deal was made via trans-Atlantic telephone, as Miss Swanson is in London.

Reports have SCOTT R. DUNLAP, production chief of Monogram, dickering with one of the outstanding Western stars. We have been asked not to mention the player's name, but you have our word that he is tops in his field.

The next GEORGE ARLISS Gaumont film is to be DR. SYN. This yarn has the veteran in the role of a parson-smugger, who tends his flock by day and smuggles in contraband by night. It takes place in the 18th century.

Imperial Pictures will hold a serial of regional sales conventions during July. It was announced by general sales manager E. J. SMITH. The Eastern confab will take place July 3-4-5 at the Astor Hotel, New York. The Southern convention is slated for July 17-18-19 in New Orleans. The titles of 32 features planned for release during the 1937-38 season have been announced.

TEX RITTER, Grand National's Western singing star, leaves Hollywood on June 25th for a personal appearance tour in Illinois, Ohio, New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania. Arrangements were made by EDWARD FINNEY, producer of the Ritter series, and the William Morris Agency. He returns to Hollywood in August to start on the first of eight Westerns on next season's schedule.

HARRY COHN, president and production head of Columbia, has purchased FRANCES DRAPER'S contract from 20th Century-Fox and will attempt to develop the beautiful brunette into starring material.

JAMES CAGNEY shifted from work on DY-NAMITE, to the lead in ZION MYERS' musical SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT. The tough-guy star will be seen in the role of a bond leader. Incidentally, it is recalled that the ex-gangster exhibited his ability to tap dance in one of the Warner musicals in which he appeared.
What the Newspaper Critics Say

Excerpts Culled From the New Film Reviews by the Most Reputable Critics in Leading Newspapers

WE HAVE OUR MOMENTS
(Universal)

"... Mildly pleasant comedy about shipboard crooks and Summer romance... Fair enough filler..." Thirer, N. Y. POST

"... Third rate picture... The cast help the conventional situations considerably..."

NY TIMES

"... Crazy but funny film... The ultimate in the ridiculous... Cast all there to make fun..."

Masters, N. Y. DAILY NEWS

SHALL WE DANCE
(RKO)

"... Superb dancing... Gershwin music... Merry drollery... Eric Blore one of the funniest telephone serfs ever seen... Story slightly screwy but of sufficient solidity to tie the dance and vocal numbers together... Of peak entertainment character... Set a masterpiece and Astaire's dancing tops even its beauty..."

Reel, CHICAGO AMERICAN

"... A triumph of rhythm and alacrity... Funnier than most Astaire-Rogers films because of the antics of Edward Everett Horton and Eric Blore... A smartly sentimental exhibition, presented with tasteful extravagance and full of color and cedars..."

Kemp, BALTIMORE EVENING SUN

"... Fred and Ginger don't let you down... They dance in the park, on roller-skates, in the engine rooms of ocean liner... Horton and Blore at their best..."

Badenbach, CHICAGO DAILY NEWS

MOUNTAIN JUSTICE
(Warner)

"... A frenzy of ignorance, intolerance, and bestiality... Obviously inspired by the Edith Maxwell case... Unimaginative but never dull... Melodrama brings into sharp focus problems of child marriage and hooded terrorism... Strong stuff, and stirring..."

Schneider, CLEVELAND PROGRESS

"... Highly dramatic... There is a hiss of authenticity in every hiss of that blacksnake whip that pappy and daughter use alternately on each other... In spite of its dreary theme it even has comedy..."

WASHINGTON EVENING STAR

"... A nightmare of horror and unreality... Has little to recommend it... Take it from one who knows his mountaineers. The film makers have never strayed farther from the truth than they have in this film... All elements are magnified, sometimes to the point of burlesque..."

WASHINGTON TIMES

"... Interludes of frolicous realism alternate with interludes of outright larceny and highly improbable romance... Robert Barret does some forceful acting and Mona Barrie is good in some coyistic comedy scenes... Theme is grim and does not make for either good entertainment or good melodrama..."

BOSTON HERALD

"... Once more a front page story makes melodrama... Not a pleasant picture... Some excellent character types... Many sordid and brutal moments... A real drama of the hillbilly of the South..."

BOSTON POST

Murder Goes to College
(Paramount)

"... Well constructed and generously interspersed with good comedy... Although none of the characters are at all particularly admirable type, the story has sufficient suspense to hold the interest throughout..."

WASHINGTON TIMES

"... Mild little detective story in which a newspaper solves a murder again... Boring little with its collegiate atmosphere..."

Finn, PHILA, RECORD

"... A collegiate murder mystery... Fairish mixture of humor, action, mystery, swigging, gambling, and racketeering... Clever dialogue..."

Reel, CHICAGO AMERICAN

Charlie Chan at the Olympics
(20th Century-Fox)

"... Best of the Chan series... A swell mystery with vastly interesting background..."

WASHINGTON TIMES

"... Film runs true to Charlie Chan picture formula... Certain 'mysterious foreign powers' bent upon obtaining a device which looks like an electric clock and flies airplanes are foiled... It's exciting and fun for Chan fans..."

WASHINGTON EVENING STAR

"... Chan, the remarkable, gets his man... Warner Oland's suavity is such an effective piece of acting that the monotony of the plot routine is not at all noticeable..."

WASHINGTON HERALD

HOLLYWOOD FLICKERS

Hollywood, May 7.

Early last week it was intimated in the press that James Cagney was negotiating with Warner Executives on a new deal with that studio. The reason advanced for the actor's willingness to return to the Warner fold was that Cagney was tired of his Independent set-up, due chiefly to the inability of Grand National to secure for him suitable starring material.

However, your correspondent has discovered that such is not the case. While it is not beyond reason that Cagney is anxious to affiliate himself with a major studio, following the completion of his second and last Grand National commitment, DYNABITE, he himself has made no overtures to Warners. As we understand the situation, an emissary from that company approached Cagney with the suggestion that both the star and studio drop the pending suits and sign a new five-year contract.

Cagney refused this offer, and through his brother-manager declared that unless the courts decided against him, he would never return to the Warner lot. His contract with that studio still has one year and ten months to run.

And now the American Tobacco Company (Lucky Strike) has decided to enter the picture field. They plan a series of shorts to be run in theatres as direct tie-ups with the company's air programs. Doris Kenyon has been signed to star in the first short, which is being produced at Selnick-International. The series will be known as LUCKY STRIPE MUSICALS. It is the tobacco company's idea to use better names than in most commercial films, and also, to use the medium of Technicolor.

The first of the many sales conventions scheduled for the next few months started this week when Metro's 262 delegates arrived in Pasadena Sunday morning. All were greeted by Louis B. Mayer and other studio execs and then sent on their way to the Ambassador. Among the functions prepared for the visitors was the "made-to-order" preview of THEY GAVE HIM A GUN, which took place Monday night. Celebrities, lights and all the fanfare of Hollywood previews was turned on especially for the conventioners.

Shrouded in much secrecy, Warner Brothers, we hear, are readying a script based on the life of the noted actress Mrs. Leslie Carter. Mrs. Carter, herself, is cooperating with the studio, and it is most likely she will play in the final sequences of the picture. Which reminds us: What has happened to the plans of Universal to produce a picture based on the life of Sarah Bernhardt? Alice Brady was slated to portray the celebrated French actress.

William Boyd's continuance in the role of Hopalong Cassidy seems assured for some time to come, since, this week, the actor signed a new pact with producer Harry Sherman. The first picture in the fourth series of Hopalong adventures will be started May 17. Also, at the Sherman studio production is being readied for the producer's super-western, THE BARRIER. This is the Rex Beach yarn, and it was announced that Richard Arlen will have the starring role originally scheduled for Jimmy Ellison. Arlen was recently released from his contract with Sol Lesser, for whom he had been starring the past two years.

This week Monogram purchased HIDEOUT from Black Mask magazine. The yarn was purchased so its title could be used for PORT OF MISSING GIRLS. Also at the Monogram outfit, young Jackie Cooper, our favorite boy star, was contracted to play in BOY OF THE STREETS.
FROM PHILLY

By Nonamaker

CHARLIE KLANG moves his Principal Exchange in with DAVE SIEGAL. ... NATIONAL also has to move as COLUMBIA is taking larger quarters. ... We were sorry to learn of the untimely death of ABRAHAM Ginsberg, father of ELL, who was killed when an automobile skidded at 62nd and Walnut Streets, mounted the sidewalk and pinned him down. ... IRVING COOPER-SMITH, assistant to JOHNNY EHRICH, recovering from stomach operation, ... GEORGE FINKELSTEIN. Universal accessories salesmen, can get you 600 bars of candy for the asking when you play "Smart Girls," 'Top of the Town,' or 'Man I Marry,' ... We liked the first episode of Republic's new serial, THE PAINTED STALLION. Plenty of action! Plenty of action! Yippee! ... The Shubert and Bijou closed, with the Troc reported shuttering soon. One step ahead of the anti-burlesque moral wave that is sweeping the country... CIRCUS arrives May 24th for nine days in Philly, 6 at 11th and Erie and 3 at 69th and Market Streets. ... JIMMY MILLER of the Regia Theatre Miller's are infanticipating. ... JIM CLARK elected one of the National Variety Club Committee men. ... LEO POSEL is building a new house at 926 S. Walnut Rd. ... DAVE SHAPOFI considering building in Camden again. ... OSCAR NEU Feld reports that the Motion Picture Committee of the National Committee for the Arts, a year ago this past month, went to Hollywood to put in another claim. ... HARRY FISHMAN, who has been managing GEORGE RESNICK's Caayega leaving there to go into premium business. ... WHEN DAVE MILGRAM returned from Florida and found his house robbed he found a tuned loening on a kitchen chair. He picked it up and put it back. Weeds later he sent it to a tailor to have it cleaned and then discovered it was not his tus. Noticing a "Mills Retail Store" label in the pocket he got in touch with SAM SATINSKY, and found out he was robbed and that it was his coat. So Sam got his coat back. This should be titled a "coincidence in robbing." ... Pathe News scooped the town with the Hindenburg catastrophe shots, beating Fox by a couple of hours.

FROM BOSTON

By Barclay

ANGELINE ALICE MANEY, according to a Metropolitan Theatre usher, came into the show no less than five different times each day, escorted by a different gent on each occasion. No doubt proving that the attractive Met. assistant p. a. enjoys the shows she exploits. ... HARRY PAUL, contact man extraord. for RUDY VALLEE, has been saying it these days with boxes of wooden-tipped cigars, each stogie with the name of the recipient emblazoned on the cellophane wrapper. Whether or not the receiver of the glorified rumpshakers is the least of Mr. Paul's worries. ... FUZZY KNIGHT has been doing a personal at the Met. ... RAMONA has been appearing at the Brunswick Casino. ... GERHARD NIJESSEN of the Mayfair. A certain local motion picture man has gained so much weight lately that a friend, meeting him on the street for the first time in a few months, greeted him as, "Omar, the Tent Wearer." ... KIT KLEIN. Olympic skating star, enlivened her engagement at the RKO Boston by giving exhibitions of the forms of skating in various countries, to appropriate music. There was one slip, though. The Swedish routine found the orchestra playing, "lase of the Capitole." ... MARTY GLAZIER of the Boston Theatre publicity staff of M. and P. Theatres, who has been leading the circuit's bowling league for more than a few weeks, is challenging one and all to a game of tennis. ... JIM AEPP, publicity manager of the Paramount and Fenway Theatres, replied to a critic who said he needed a show he was booking on DICK MCKAY an assistant, to have his face scraped for him. ... A couple of vaudeville stars in town the other day were described by a local sheet as the "top layers" of stage confection after the house. ... PHIL LAVINE, circuit manager for PHILIP SMITH has been laid up with a blood clot in his eye. ... MILTON GLICKMAN has sold the Crown in Lowell to IRVING DUNN of that city. ... RUDOLPH BRUCE, vacationing BULLETIN scrivener who has gone "continental" with twelve thousand bucks and one bride, has not been heard from since he landed in France on his globe jaunt. ... GEORGE S. RYAN, head attorney in the anti-trust actions of MRS. LOUISETTA L. MOMAND and A. B. MOMAND of Oklahoma, won a victory in setting the trial of the former litigation in Boston that has established a national precedent in anti-trust law. The United States District Court decided in ATTORNEY RYAN's favor, in denying a motion of the major distributors, that a United States court has no "discretionary power to refuse to retain jurisdiction of an action brought under the Anti-Trust statutes by a citizen of the United States." ... IRMA ERNESTINE JEAN-ETTE MONTAGUE, back on the Metropolitan stage after touring the country with the Elida Ballet, threatens to take up fencing. ... J. CLYDE STROCK avers that the rumors that Longchamps have offered him several hundred dollars for his recipe for filet mignon de luxe are "somewhat exaggerated." ... PHIL MANEY of James W. Brine Co. reports that New England film men are becoming increasingly sports conscious and this year, more than ever, are getting into the outdoors for active and the promotion of discounts. ... STEVE BROIDY has obtained the old Paie offices on Church Street for the new headquarters of Monogram Pictures here. ... It's an interlude of conventions and train tickets. ... AL McEVOY, Atubebo exhibitor, is back from a Southern voyage.

WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE

MR. AL ROTHBERG

IS NOW ASSOCIATED

WITH OUR ORGANIZATION

Penn Theatre Equipment Company

309 N. 13th St., PHILA., PA.

Bell: RIT. 3273 — Keystone: Race 2038
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WHAT A CAST!
WHAT A STORY!
WHAT A "GUY"!

Jim Hanvey
DETECTIVE

Original Story by
OCTAVUS ROY COHEN

with GUY KIBBEE  TOM BROWN
LUCIE KAYE  CATHERINE DOUCET  ED BROPHY

Directed by PHIL ROSEN  Executive Producer ALBERT E. LEVOY
A REPUBLIC PICTURE

and amusing . . . fun through-
—Daily Variety
...see swell as new type sleuth . . .
extertainment"...
—Hollywood Reporter
Kibbee creates a unique, lovable
actor"...
—M. P. Daily
...production has an air of gen-
excellence which marks the
re as cinch boxoffice"...
—Boxoffice
MYERS STATES ALLIED'S CASE!

In "Still The Battle Rages," an article to appear on the Allied Convention Program, Abram F. Myers, General Counsel, tersely presents Allied's case on behalf of the nation's independent exhibitors...

"... Independent exhibitors must abandon the policy of negotiation, supplication, and frustration, and battle for their rights..."

Taking to the crying-towel boys, those who weep bitter tears over their mistreatment by the film companies, but never lift a finger to help correct unwholesome situations...

"... Independent exhibitors have not yet mustered their full strength. In times of stress there are too many staff officers and not enough officers of the line... too many back-seat drivers and not enough men at the wheel... those who are unwilling... to furnish gas for the car... have expressed* impatience because Allied has not performed a miracle. To all such let it be said: There is a place for you in the Allied ranks; Allied is the only national* association of independent exhibitors; you cannot tear Allied down, and the only way... you can make good on your protestations of devotion to the independent cause is to HELP BUILD ALLIED UP!!!*

Pointing to accomplishments...

"... The divorcee bill has been passed in North Dakota... It was passed by the House in Indiana... It mustered a clear majority in the Senate in Minnesota... At this writing it is under active consideration by legislative committees in Ohio and Wisconsin... The Special Defense Committee has rendered material aid in the Frels case in Texas... There are rumblings in the Department of Justice and it is possible that that sleeping giant may wake to strike a blow for the sorely-pressed exhibitors..."

He then points out Allied’s accomplishments in winning passages of the anti-affiliated theatre bill in North Dakota and the fact that similar measures have been placed in favorable positions for passage in other states. Not without pride, the article recounts other advances made by the organization in its fight for the independents. But were this the only accomplishment, the limited successes won in the campaign to force the producers out of theatre business should have earned Allied the deep gratitude and ardent support of every independent theatre owner in the country.

Myers then asks...

"Where do we go from here? Will the independent exhibitors abandon their aggressive tactics and revert to resolutions addressed to the Big Eight?... Will they forsake the splendid program that has been fashioned with such care to pursue some new will-of-the-wisp idea generated on the spur of the moment?... Will they pledge anew their loyalty to and support of the declaration of principles and program set forth in the booklet entitled 'Break The Motion Picture Monopoly'?... Will they, each of them, become a crusader in their communities, in their Congressional Districts, in their States, and, yes, in their regional associations, to vindicate those principles... THAT IS INDISPENSABLE TO THEIR SALVATION."

"... Exhibitors cannot expect others to battle while they sulk in their tents... The need to unite for self-preservation is greater than ever."

In his own mind and by his actions, every independent exhibitor must answer those questions if he desires to preserve his investment and livelihood in the industry. On all sides there is evidence that the five theatre-grabbing majors have not dissipated their lust for larger circuits and a tighter grip on the industry. Rentals that were regarded as inordinate last season are dwarfed by this season's demands. The inevitable flow toward completeness of the film-theatre monopoly continues.

Independents, UNITED, can stop these abuses. Do you want to? Allied is your ONLY hope.

MO WAX.

* Editorial punctuation.
HOLLYWOOD Flickers
The Inside Low-Down on Studio Activities
By DAVID J. HANNA

Among the chuckles of the week are the stories tossed out by the various studios for the delaying of several productions scheduled at this time. While probably the entire reading portion of the world is aware that a strike in the motion picture industry is in full swing, the film-makers are standing by their guns, and continuing to maintain that production is not being held up. Like bolts out of the blue, the most plausible (?) reasons are being found to delay studio schedules.

For instance, RKO's VIVACIOUS LADY is being "held over three months" because of "Jimmy Stewart's arthritis." A few days earlier, the postponement was to have been only ten days. M-G-M is just "recovering from a convention." Warners "can't get a leading lady" for Errol Flynn's PERFECT SPECIMEN; Paramount is "too busy finishing several pictures" to announce forthcoming films.

But our old friend, the resourceful Sol Lesser pulled the prize excuse: MAKE A WISH. starring Bobby Breen, is being "held over a week" because "the younger went out and got a haircut, and it's cropped too short for his role," Now, after all, Mr. Lesser!!! And aren't these jobs good! Warners went the first of Alva Johnston's satire-post articles "The Great Goldwyn" on the stands, in which is emphasized the fact that Goldwyn glories in being different, Sam was on the spot. So with everyone else preparing to close up shop, the producer started three pictures going this week, DEAD END, HURRICANE, and STELLA DALLAS. That's the heaviest schedule Goldwyn has had in years.

Setting out rest rumors about what B. P. Shulberg is going to do upon completion of his contract with Paramount in July, the producer has definitely launched a drive to enlarge his production and talent staff in line with his announced decision to make nothing but "X" pictures in the future. One of the stories going the rounds was that a deal was hit between Shulberg and Grand National for the producer to become production head for that organization. From both studios, your correspondent was told the rumor was "silly."

With the solo spotting of Oliver Hardy in the forthcoming Roach production ROAD SHOW, the often rumored finale to the famous team of Laurel and Hardy seems likely to become more than just a possibility. An unwise move it would be, too, for both parties. Neither is strong enough to carry a picture alone, and while, like most great comic teams, one is considered better than the other, (in this case Stanley Laurel), each is indispensable to the other.

The contemplated Grand National musical starring James Cagney should be a corner from what we hear. Titled SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT, it is expected to be the most lavish production yet to emanate from G-N. The original budget of DYNAMITE and the allotment given Victor Shertzinger for his first musical under G-N's banner will be combined for this production.

Cagney is reported to be unusually enthusiastic about this latest in plans. For although the actor won his acting spurs on the New York stage in musical comedies, it was his dramatic appearance in PENNY ARCADE, which brought him into films and typed him as a legitimate actor ever since.

Maurice Conn, after a brief stay in Hollywood, is back in New York negotiating with his exchange men and franchise holders regarding his product for the forthcoming season. Meanwhile, production has started on Dorro and Bette Richmonds. This is a yarn of the activities of the newsreel camera men. Also in the cast is the attractive June Johnson, daughter of Chic Johnson of the famous team of Olson and Johnson.

Metro May Ask 8 at 40 %

72 features on percentages ranging from 25 to 40 percent is part of M-G-M's sales policy for 1937-38, it was announced following close of the company's annual sales convention in Los Angeles last Saturday.

Ignoring last year's nation-wide protest of independent exhibitors against 40 per cent pictures, Metro will seek to increase the group at that rental from 4 to 8 pictures for the coming season.
STUDIOS AT FULL SPEED AS STRIKE AGREEMENT NEARS

By a Staff Correspondent

Hollywood.—Reports of a complete settlement to the studio strike filled the turbulent Hollywood air as it was announced that the machinists' union, members of the Federation of Motion Picture Employees, had signed a separate agreement with the major producers. With its ranks thus further depleted, the militant FMPC found itself in a less formidable position to insist on its demands that the workers be guaranteed a closed shop before it negotiates wages and conditions.

Meanwhile there is no apparent let-down in production activities at any of the major studios.

With one peace meeting between the FMPC and the majors gone by the board and another scheduled for Charles L. Lesser, rumors of a move by the Federal Government to conciliate their differences have petered out.

In addition to the issue of whether negotiations should precede or follow recognition of a closed shop, the bitter jurisdictional dispute between the Crafts and the L.A.T.E.S. has been referred to a Federal Labor Board. But in the eyes of the FMPC, the L.A.T.E.S. is merely an ash tray for the L.A.T.E.S. and the CIO, something the Roosevelt Administration must artfully dodge for the present.

ACTORS LOSS FELT

In sharp contrast to the tense feeling of last week, a general air of relief has settled over the Cinema City.

From the very beginning of the strike the balancing weight was in the hands of the Sereed Artists Guild. Following their first meeting with which they decided to postpone action, the tension began and continued almost to a panic, as secret balloting revealed that a majority of the major guild members favored a walk-out. With that issue settled, the producers are breathing much easier.

Although picketing of Hollywood studios and key city theatres by CIO members continues and statements and counter-statements are issued by the opposing sides, it cannot be denied that since the successful culmination of the negotiations between the producers and the SAG, the continuance of the strike by the Crafts group is somewhat anti-climatical.

The producers still seem adamant in their demands that the strikers return to work, and negotiate individually about their problems, but studio management is equally determined to win his demand for a closed shop and collective bargaining.

PRODUCTION NOT HIT

The filmmakers naturally do not want a closed shop, and since production is continuing and has been, with scarcely any interruption, they feel there need be no particular haste in settling the strike. The F.M.P.C. forms only a small minority of Hollywood workers, and their absence is felt only slightly at this time.

Like the cat and the canary, both sides are parrying for favorable public positions, awaiting any signs of weakness in the other's forces.

Allied Divorce Bill
Passed by Wis. House

Madison, Wis.—After being regarded as dead, at least for this session, the Wisconsin anti-affiliation anti-divorce bill finally sponsored by Allied was passed Thursday by the lower house of the State Legislature. The vote was overwhelming.

The bill, which was defeated in the Senate, where a similar bill has been awaiting action, a vote may be reached in the upper house within the next two weeks.

The only variation in the Wisconsin measure from the recently enacted North Dakota law is the effective date. In N. D., producer-owned circuits must dispose of their holdings within one year, while this state's bill would allow them two years.

Paramount, RKO, Warner Bros. and Fox have theatres in Wisconsin.

Al Friedlander Dies

Al Friedlander is dead. The motion picture industry lost one of its most able and energetic advertising and publicity men when the former First Division Exchanges executive died at his home in Chicago last Saturday while taking a nap in a friend's New York office.

He was 45 and one of the industry's veterans. Friedlander became attached to a United Artists sensation in 1913, he was associated successively with Celebrated Film Players, the Merit Film Exchanges, and, finally, Harry Thomas' First Division Exchanges, of which he was vice-president in charge of advertising and publicity. It was for this company that he conducted one of the most sensational and effective advertising campaigns in the trade's history—on "Goona Goona."

After FD was liquidated by Grand National, Friedlander obtained a settlement of his contract and organized his own Fortune Agency for distribution and advertising of films. This organization handled "Robber's Symphony," and Friedlander recently became associated with Thomas again in the distribution of "Cloistered" and had just returned from a tour of the country when stricken.

M.P.T.O.A. GIVES UP TRADE PRACTICE REFORM PROGRAM

Grasping at the possibility of new Federal laws to govern trade practices as the reason for his action, Ed Kuykendall, president of the M.P.T.O.A., announced last week that his organization's ten-point program to eliminate the industry's unfair trade practices would be dropped.

Although Kuykendall described the move as "temporary," it is generally believed that the M.P.T.O.A.'s program is quite permanent—dead—and the reason is nothing different from the fact that the major distributors refused to back it.

Kuykendall turned down an invitation to the Allied Convention in Milwaukee, May 26-28, with the remark that the legislation in view will occupy his time.

SEEK PUBLIC SYMPATHY

Unless the Federated Crafts shortly garner enough support to cause a serious tie-up or blocking of production, they will, of necessity, have to compromise. On the other hand, if sympathy can be turned their way, it is more likely than not that the producers will be able to reach an agreement to Labor's demands and prevent any further danger to continued production or loss of public goodwill.

PA. GETS 3 BILLS TO CONTROL FILM SALES PRACTICES

Bills to prohibit compulsory block booking, blind selling and designation of play dates by film distributors have been introduced in the Pennsylvania Legislature. Apparently lacking sponsorship by any organized exhibitor group, the circumstances under which the measures were introduced is mystifying trade observers. Civic and church organizations are presumed to be backing them.

Bill No. 1163 is "An Act to prevent restraint of trade by prohibiting the system of 'blind booking'." It would make it illegal for any distributor to offer a picture for lease "without first offering to the exhibitor desireing to lease such film or films an opportunity to view a projection... or if he so desires."

The distributor would also be required to "furnish the exhibitor at or before the time of making such a lease or offering to lease a complete and true synopsis." This synopsis would include (a) an outline of the story included, and scenes not included of the film; (b) the names of the leading players; (c) the amount of the actual cost of production; (d) the length of the picture; and (e) the amount of the rental of the film and of the lease. The measure would also require that the distributor make "a sufficient number of copies of the synopsis to permit the exhibitor to keep one for his personal use while the other shall be retained by him as a permanent record of the information furnished to him pursuant to this act."

The exhibitor will have the right to cancel any picture in which the material shall be substantially changed. Penalties of fine or imprisonment are provided for violations by distributors.

BLOCK BOOKING BILL

No. 1164 is "An Act to prevent restraint upon free competition by prohibiting the system of compulsory 'block booking'" prescribing a method of determining the price to be paid for a portion of a block or group of motion pictures... conferring upon the Commission to hear complaints and, if found to be justified, to order the parties to negotiate, to agree upon or to order the parties to agree upon the price to be paid."

This measure would forbid the film companies to require exhibitors to "take all or a designated number of playdates or... the entire number of pictures... that shall be settled by the judges of the various courts of common pleas sitting in equity, or by the Department of Justice in cases where the public interest requires that they be heard."

Disagreements between distributor and exhibitor on the proportionate rental to be charged for a portion of the whole block of pictures "shall be settled by the judges of the various courts of common pleas sitting in equity, in the county in which said theatre operator shall reside or do business." (Continued on page 11)

M.P.T.O.A. Radio Group Meets Majors on Control Move

The M.P.T.O.A. radio committee will meet with representatives of the eight majors next Tuesday, at the Astor Hotel, N. Y., to discuss proposals for controlling the material and broadcasting hours for film stars.

Agitation by independent exhibitors for some effective curb on the "home-made" competition created by star air programs at crucial theatre hours has been pouring in on the I.A.S.'s offices for many months, but so far has not been acted upon. But the raids that have been made recently will compel the film companies to take steps to limit the time of such broadcasts to pre- and post-theatre hours.
Labor Problem, Trade Evils Must Be Met By Organization--Yamins

Pointing out that "every exhibitor will soon be faced with the problem of national unionization of all his employees from usher to manager," Nathan Yamins, president of National Allied, urged independent exhibitors to meet the problem "with organization" in an article entitled "Strike For Independence," which he has written for the Allied Convention Program.

"No intelligent person," he declares, "would be opposed to organized labor, but as business men, let us meet organization with organization."

"Legislation," Mr. Yamins writes, "has been enacted to make the life of the working man easier—he is allowed to organize, his employer must deal with his chosen representative, his hours have been shortened and pay increased, his old age taken care of with pensions, and even the hardships of unemployment reduced.

"The small business man has been benefited with legislation that deprives monop- olistically large chain operators of its advantages. But the Independent Exhibitor's lot is harder than ever. Nothing has been done for him. He is the forgotten man. Scarcely a change, percentage pictures; compulsory buying of shorts, news reels and block booking still continue. Clearance has been lengthened and the very person who sells you pictures goes in competition with you, and is slowly and surely driving you out of business."

Data on the vital problem of labor relations is being gathered by Allied for presentation at the convention in Milwaukee. There will be a complete report of the unionization drive in film exchanges, as well as theatres throughout the country.

Reports of Change in Universal Studio Head Persist Despite Denial

Hollywood, May 11.—As Universal's executive board was in session Monday morning to determine the course of the annual sales convention at the Ambassador Hotel on Monday, rumors persisted that Charles R. Rogers will be asked to step down from his post as head of the studio, despite a definite denial voiced by J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the board.

It is generally admitted in the trade here that Universal's 1936-37 product was far below par for a major company and the sales resistance will be greatly increased this coming season for that reason. Efforts to build up boxoffice personalities have resulted in only one hit, Deanna Durbin, and the few attempted "big" pictures have been flops.

Cowdin apparently hoped to squelch the growing rumors of the change with this statement: "Contrary to reports," he said, "neither my associates nor I have had any conversations or negotiations with anyone, directly or indirectly, with that end in view. The fact is that we have the highest ad- miration for the manner in which our associates conduct business. Rogers, has reorganized the studio and is carrying on its opera-

BUSINESS-PLEASURE TO MIX AT ALLIED CONVENTION

PRELIMINARY OUTLINE OF PROGRAM

NATIONAL CONVENTION

ALLIED STATES ASSOCIATION OF MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITORS

Milwaukee, May 26th, 27th and 28th, 1937

Convention Headquarters — Hotel Pfister — Entire Seventh Floor

FIRST DAY — WEDNESDAY, MAY 26th

MORNING:

REGISTRATION OF DELEGATES

RECEPTION

GRAND OPENING OF EXHIBITS

AFTERNOON:

OPENING SESSION—2:00 P. M.

ADDRESS OF WELCOME—Mayor Daniel W. Hoan, Milwaukee

RESPONSE—Edward F. Maertz, General Chairman, Milwaukee

OUTLINE OF CONVENTION ACTIVITIES—P. J. Wood, Convention Chairman, Columbus, O.

OPENING ADDRESS—President Nathan Yamins, Fall River, Mass.

OUTLINE OF ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAM—Max Krofta, Chairman

APPOINTMENT OF COMMITTEES AND DESIGNATION OF MEETING PLACES

ADRESSES ON TOPICAL SUBJECTS

ENTERTAINMENT (FOR THE LADIES)

ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL

WEDNESDAY EVENING, BEGINNING 8:30 P. M.

A NIGHT IN MONTE CARLO—In the beautiful, spacious, Fenn Room—Hotel Pfister

A special carnival, casino, Mardi Gras, Monte Carlo party—fun and frolic for all.

Registration tickets will entitle bearer to THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS for participation in many games and activities.

8:30 — A TOUR OF MONTE CARLO

9:00 — WRESTLING — BOXING (Women and Men)

10:00 — OFFICIAL OPENING OF MONTE CARLO

11:00 P. M. — GALA RIVERSIDE STAGE SHOW

Roulette, Dice, Chuck-a-Luck, Poker, Bet on the House. See the Kanga- roo Court in Session. See 'em pinched and then bailed out, fined, stripped and imprisoned.

THURSDAY MORNING — MAY 27th

INSPECTION OF EXHIBITS

REGISTRATION OF DELEGATES — RECEPTION

GOLFING, YACHTING, TOURING, SHOPPING

ENTERTAINMENT FOR THE WOMEN

AFTERNOON FOR MEN

12:30 — LUNCHEON

SECOND BUSINESS SESSION — 2:00 P. M.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

INTRODUCTION OF NOTED VISITORS

ADRESSES ON TOPICAL SUBJECTS

OTHER BUSINESS

ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL

BANQUET — 8:00 P. M.

Entertainment through the courtesy of the leading theatres and night clubs of Milwaukee, with a few short talks and introductions of visiting notables including:

Honorable Philip F. LaFallette—Governor of Wisconsin

Honorable Daniel W. Hoan—Mayor Milwaukee

DURING BANQUET, A SURPRISE RADIO SALUTE AND GREETING BY ONE OF HOLLYWOOD'S BEST KNOWN MOTION PICTURE STARS.

Dancing to one of Milwaukee's finest orchestras. A grand, glorious evening of good food, beautiful ladies and marvelous striking entertainment.

Beautiful useful favors for both men and women.

FRIDAY MORNING — MAY 28th

BUSINESS SESSION

Closing session — 10:00 A. M. sharp

Meeting opened by President Yamins

Reports of Committees

Introductions of Visiting Guests

Unfinished and Miscellaneous Business

Adjourment

The following firms have taken booth display space at the Convention:

RCA Manufacturing Company, Inc.
International Projector Corporation
International Seat Company
Acoustic Theatrephone
Alexander Film Company
Wenzel Company
Electrical Research Products
Theatre Trailer Corporation
Monogram Pictures
National Theatre Supply
National Screen Service
National Chair Company
American Carbon Company
Chas. Trampe Film Service
National Carbon Company
Screen Games Attractions
General Register Corporation
Burch Mfg. Company

An Independent Film Trade Publication issued weekly on Saturday. Main Office, 1223 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.; phone: Rittenhouse 7424. Mo Wax, Publisher and Editor; Clarence E. Ergood, Jr., Managing Editor; Roland Barton, Associate Editor. Advertising Manager, Edward Larkin; Advertising Office: 551-725 Seventh Avenue, New York City, N. Y. David J. Hanna. Hollywood Correspondent. P. O. Box 2005, Hollywood, California
AS I SEE THEM . . . REVIEWS OF NEW FILMS
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING—• Means POOR; •• Means AVERAGE; ••• Means GOOD; •••• Means EXCELLENT
Plus (+) and Minus (−) will be used occasionally to indicate slightly above or below the point rating.

SHALL WE DANCE

BOXOFFICE RATING

RKO Radio
101 Minutes
Fred Astaire . . . Ginger Rogers
Directed by Mark Sandrich
This is the merriest of the Astaire-Rogers films. Blessed with a bright script and two grand comic trio in Edward Everett Horton and Eric Blore, (and they are ably abetted by Mr. Astaire?). SHALL WE DANCE makes as much of laughter as it does of the music and the still breath-taking dancing of the stars. The result is a continuously comical film in which the laughs occasionally come so fast that good gag lines are drowned out. Astaire handles most of the dancing and is superb. George Gershwin's music adds to the gaiety. If there is fault in the reports that the recent Astaire-Rogers films have been plumping at the box office, this one should do much to bring them back strongly. It will get very good grosses everywhere.

Astaire is Peter P. Peters of Philadelphia, Pa., a ballet dancer employing the Russian handle, Petroff. He falls for Ginger, a musical comedy star, and follows her to America. A rumor that they are married is started and gains so much headway that they are forced to go thru with it, without the understanding, however, that it is just a hollowness. Of course, they never do get the divorce.

Astaire's dances range from fast taps to a ballet with Harriet Hower—and all are great. He does two numbers with Ginger, one of them a roller skating novelty dance in Central Park. Both stars sing several numbers without (thank heaven!) repeating the choruses. There are only two musical "production" numbers—the ballet and an Astaire specialty in a ship engine room, accompanied by a Negro choir.

Horton, as the ballet dancer's manager, and Blore, as a morally fastidious hotel manager, both win new laurels. They have the picture constantly in stitches. Miss Rogers handles herself neatly, but has less dancing to do than usual. The supporting cast is uniformly good, with a citation due newcomer William Brisbane for a few hilarious moments as Ginger's stupid-looking fiancee.

Mark Sandrich gets an orchid for the best direction given any of the films in the series.

AD TIPS: Sell this as the stars' funniest picture.

BY ROLAND BARTON

THEY GAVE HIM A GUN

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY DRAMA . . . Heavy, sombre story is excellently acted and directed . . . Should appeal to all classes . . . Rates ••• –.

M-G-M
97 Minutes
Spencer Tracy . . . Gladys George
Franchot Tone . . . Edgar Bergen
Directed by W. S. Van Dyke
This is strong drama, relieved at frequent intervals by human touches of comedy. The basic theme, a stirring imitation of the effect of war on the future of the participants, should prove of strong appeal to better class filmgoers. On the other hand, the carefully interwoven triangular situation, almost veiling the anti-war propaganda content of the film, should interest the mass trade. Superbly produced, directed and acted, it starts off at a dynamic pace, and while in softening Tone's character towards the end, one feels the makers were still conscious they will kill the thrill of the piece off. With careful selling and stimulus of the three boxoffice names, it should get good grosses everywhere.

Picture begins as Tracy and Tone are recruited into the army in war time. The former, a mug circus Barker, takes it all in stride, while Tone, a weakling, is repelled at the idea of war and killing. His weapon, however, serves to reenforce him and soon he is conscious of something he gives him. In the war area, Tone is injured after pulling a coup. In the hospital he meets Gladys George, but she falls in love with Tracy. The latter is finally forced to leave for the front, as reports come back that he is killed. Meanwhile Tone has fallen in love with Miss George unaware of his attachment to Tracy. She agrees to marry him, but meanwhile it is revealed Tracy is alive. Rather than hurt Tone, he misleads Miss George into the belief that his feelings for her had changed. The war over, the scene shifts to New York, where Tracy finds Tone is now a racketeer. Gladys turns Tone over to the police, but he goes off to serve his term. She joins Tracy's circus to await his release. Tortured by the separation, he makes an escape and flees to the circus quarters. Here, Tracy on hearing of Tone's thought that his gun is his sole power, when he realizes it is Tracy his wife loves, he surrenders to the police, and in a feigned attempt to escape, is moved down by their guns.

Tracy's underacting is brilliantly effective. Franchot Tone displays keen insight into his exacting role, making it at once honest and sympathetic. Miss George's sense of dramatic value is sturdy indeed.

Van Dyke has contributed another directorial gem.

AD TIPS: Catchline "A Shocking Indictment of War for the Scarlett I Letter on the Souls of Youth". HANNA (Hollywood)

MOUNTAIN JUSTICE

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING
DRAMA . . . Stark and compelling melodrama diluted by some weak romances. Selling important for boxoffice results . . . Rates •• + generally, if sold.

Warner Bros.
82 Minutes
Josephine Hutchinson . . . George Brent
Robert Barrat . . . Mona Barrie
Guy Kibbee . . . Marcia Mae Jones
Elizabeth Risdon . . . Edward Pawley
Directed by Michael Curtiz
Another of Warner's newspaper headline stories. It is for the most part sombre, although effective, entertainment. Bearing definite similarity to the recent Edith Maxwell play, it is a girl who killed her father, and touching on the "child marriage" issue, it offers strong exploitation material. It is an unpleasant picture of the backward hillbillies, crude of civilization, and its authenticity is marred by some rather silly melodramatics enacted by George Brent, the city lawyer. Grosses will be spotty, depending for the main part on the individual selling campaign. It should get above average in most spots, however.

Story recounts the plight of the backwoods family, completely dominated by the ignorant and willful father, Robert Barrat. He is found guilty of murdering a neighbor and is sentenced to three months in jail. George Brent, who has come to the place as special prosecutor, falls in love with his intelligent daughter, Josephine Hutchinson. When her father is convicted, she goes with him to New York, returns some time later and attempts to educate the ignorant mountain folk to improve their lot by installing clinics and other modern improvements. Meanwhile Barrat is attempting to marry off his younger daughter, Marcia Mae Jones, to an uncooth hillbilly. A fight ensues between father and daughter, resulting in heart attack for Barrat. She is accused of murder and sentenced to twenty-five years imprisonment. With the aid of the woman she has helped, Brent saves her from a possible lynching and contrives to get her into another state, where he marries her and makes an understanding governor refuse to extradite her.

Josephine Hutchinson is flawless as the girl, reviled by her environment, while George Brent continues as the city attorney. It is unfortunate that the script gave him several bad situations to enact. Robert Barrat gives a repulsive flavor to the role of the domineering father. Comedy relief is injected at rare intervals by Guy Kibbee and Margaret Hamilton. Outstanding are little Miss Jones, as the younger daughter, and Elizabeth Risdon, as the mother.

AD TIPS: See "Sleepers" campaign. May 1937

Additional Reviews on page 101.
The stills are selected for their descriptive value to exhibitors.

KILLER HUSBAND! Some of the most nerve-wracking suspense scenes of the season are witnessed in LOVE FROM A STRANGER, a British importation being distributed by United Artists. Ann Harding wins a lottery and hastens into marriage with Basil Rathbone. After their honeymoon, she realizes he is a murder-maniac and she is intended for his next victim. How she escapes makes exciting film fare.

NO MONSTER! ... It's Karloff the Awful, but not so awful this time. In NIGHT KEY, the Monster appears as a gentle old inventor of a burglar-protection gadget who falls into the hands of a band of thieves and is forced to help them in their robberies. The cast includes Jean Rogers, Warren Hull and Alan Baxter. Just released.

FRAME-UP! Kelly uncovers a crooked gang behind the s... That's the d...
Scenes from... and a few vital facts about... the new films.

STEN! At the right we glimpse two more advance shots from Anna Sten's first picture in two years TWO WHO DARED. In this British made film she appears with Henry Wilcoxon. It is being released by Grand National.

THE DEVIL IS DRIVING! Columbia capitalizes millions of words of newspaper copy directed against reckless auto driving and the ever-increasing toll. THE DEVIL IS DRIVING co-features Richard Dix and Joan Perry. It is slated for release next week.
TIME OUT FOR ROMANCE

(20th Century-Fox)

"... A faint and watery carbon copy of 'It Happened One Night'... A flimsy romantic comedy which calls upon a jewel robbery and a gangster for support... About a rich girl who steals hitch-hiking to California but finds rides are not easy to get..."

Finn, PHILADELPHIA RECORD

"... Nonsense... From church wedding to a cross-country chase with a cop and gangsters outlook... Claire Trevor and Michael Whalen pleasant enough... Fowley keeps up Hollywood's standard of underworld portraits..."

Murdock, PHILADELPHIA LEDGER

"... Entertaining enough, if you want nothing too stimulating... Bountiful with laughs... Claire Trevor lends beauty, brilliance, and a spontaneous zest to her role... The 'It Happened One Night' formula is still good..."

PHILADELPHIA BULLETIN

"... A pleasant and innocent affair... Reminiscent both of 'It Happened One Night' and 'Love on the Run' without the sparkle of either... Claire Trevor is prettier and more vivacious than usual..."

BOSTON HERALD

A VALUABLE BOOKING GUIDE

The Prince and the Pauper

(Warner)

"... Mere announcement of the title is the occasion for an hysterical outburst of applause... Deserves the applause it gets..."

NEW YORK WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Anyone who feels cheated at not attending the coronation of George VI should attend this picture... Evidently no expense spared... From a pictorial standpoint there can be few complaints... Film lacks something possessed abundantly by such films as 'The Private Life of Henry VIII' and 'Nine Days a Queen'..."

BOSTON HERALD

"... Excellent... Mark Twain's literary classic of 16th Century England... suspense-filled dramatic comedy of Royal life... A natural for the Mauch Twins..."

WASHINGTON TIMES

"... Even without the coronation scenes, a treat... A brittle, lively, and engaging movie of Mark Twain's classic fable... Shines with smooth production, good performances, handsome sets, and a fine musical score..."

Finn, PHILA. RECORD

"... Pomp and poverty of the Tudor period are vividly contrasted... Direction of William Keighley is on grand scale... Neither as richly comic nor as moving as it might have been... A costume carnival rather than a human drama..."

NEW YORK HERALD-TRIBUNE

THAT MAN'S HERE AGAIN

(Warner)

"... Plot there is none... A mad hodge-podge dealing with a nondescript group of characters... Cast works hard... Tom Brown and Mary McGuire are pleasant pair of juveniles... Hugh Herbert's littering laugh and fluttering, nervous mannerisms save the picture..."

WASHINGTON TIMES

"... A Herbert portrait of a wacky bill-dodger who plays godfather to the elevator operator and his young love in the true Herbert Tradition—completely hilarious... Not boring, but not above the program picture class... Miss Maguire nice to look upon..."

WASHINGTON EVENING STAR

"... A barefaced, artless, and occasionally ingratiating little harlequinade... Budgeted to the bone, it seems to be merely an attempt to stretch to feature length one of Mr. Herbert's absent-minded, half-intelligible barroom soliloquies..."

NEW YORK TIMES

Make Way for Tomorrow

(Paramount)

"... A fine and moving photoplay... Strives chiefly to beguile... Script built solidly on characterization... Bitter material... Treatment has breadth and balance... McCarey has knit situations together into a screen drama of genuine beauty... Acting of first order..."

NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE

"... Has qualities rarely encountered in the cinema: humanity, honesty, and warmth... Best script Vina Delmar has written... Mr. McCarey's direction brilliant... Victor Moore and Beulah Bondi give superb performances... May be counted upon to bid for a place among the "ten best" of 1937... Burden of story somber..."

THE NEW YORK TIMES

"... Discusses sympathetically, the problem of aged dependents... Not sincere enough or honest enough to drive home the full impact of the theme... Poignant and compassionate... Film unbalanced... An overblown, one-sided, obvious attack on the heart-strings... Two-thirds hokum and one-third sincerity..."

NEW YORK WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Don't think any one could enjoy it... Nevertheless demands an 'excellent' rating... A tragic subject—and followed to the end without a single concession to popular taste... The outstanding tear- jerker of the past decade... Hard to remember when the screen has been honored with a more bitterly tragic and truthful presentation from life..."

NEW YORK POST

Excerpts Culled From the New Film Reviews by the Most Reputable Critics in Leading Newspapers
Allied Convention Turnout May
Hit New Peak; Issues Stir Indies

The Allied Buyers’ Convention to be held at Milwaukee, May 26-28, promises to be one of the largest gatherings of independent exhibitors since the Chicago Convention of 1931, according to reports from the organization’s headquarters in Washington, D. C.

With ten days remaining in which to put the finishing touches on the attendance drive, the number of exhibitors pledged to attend has already surpassed the registrations at the Atlanta and Cleveland conventions, and has a chance to exceed the all-time record set up at Chicago in 1931.

The large turn-out of exhibitors this year can be attributed to the following reasons: First, the valuable data on sales policies, terms and product of the major producers in all parts of the country which is being assembled by Allied and will be presented to those present; second, the passing of theatre divorce legislation in North Dakota has awakened the Independents to the value of organization; third, the resentment of thousands of exhibitors over the raw deal handed them this season by Paramount in withholding ten of its outstanding box-office attractions which were promised in the 1936-37 Work Sheet; fourth, the increasing pressure being brought to bear on exhibitors through the unfair manipulation of “zoning” policies to favor producer-owned theatre affiliates; fifth, the sales conventions’ ballyhoo for higher rentals and increases in the number of percentage pictures for ’37-38; and sixth, the ominous threat of an extensive drive by the Big Five to increase their theatre holdings.

Some Indie leaders even go so far as to point out that 1937 might prove to be the crucial year in producer-exhibitor relations; that the Independents realize this, and intend to do something about it. Otherwise, it is said, they may see their investments injured or swept away by the further encroachments of the theatre-holding majors.

Preliminary reports from only six states so far, show Wisconsin will have more than 100 present; Illinois more than 50; Minnesota more than 25; Indiana more than 20; Michigan more than 20. The New Jersey delegation has chartered a special train car, which will leave New York on the 25th.

It is expected that the following will attend the pre-convention board meeting on the 26th as duly authorized directors: Abram F. Myers, chairman, Nathan Yamin, J. B. Fishman, H. A. Blum, Lee W. Newberry, C. H. Olive, Fred J. Herrington, P. J. Wood, Fred DeLodder, R. R. Bair, Aaron Saperstein, E. P. Maertz, E. L. Pease, Frank Wetzstein, Johnnie Griffin, H. A. Cole, Henry Lazarus, N. H. Waters.

G-N Convention to Hear
Program of 65 for ’37-38

Hollywood.—A program of 65 features and westerns will be announced for Grand National’s second year at the company’s annual sales convention which gets under way Sunday at the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

Fifty district and branch managers arrive Sunday morning and will remain until Wednesday for a program of business and pleasure arranged under the guidance of the “3 Edwards”: president Alperson, vice-president Peskay, and producer-advertising chief Finney.
SLIM

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

ACTION . . . Excellent thrill programmer . . . Can hold top spots in action and rural locations, where it rates • • • • . Good for lower spot in deluxers and nabc.

Warner Bros.
85 Minutes
Pat O'Brien . . . Henry Fonda
Margaret Lindsay . . . Stuart Erwin
J. Farrell MacDonald . . . Dick Purcell
Joseph Sawyer . . . Craig Reynolds
Directed by Ray Enright

The popularity of William Wister Haines’ novel of the same name was due chiefly to its title. However, this Triumph Brothers’ version emerges as a pure undulated action picture. But, judged in that category, it is top flight entertainment, which can stand on its own in those action slots that are crowded with plenty of fast-paced thrills and thrills, plus unassuming comedy is tops. The herculean little-plumbled source of the hazardous lives led by linemen provides excellent material for exciting action and suspense. With an A-1 production and the names of Fonda, O’Brien and Erwin for marquee lure, it should be able to hold its own where male trade is heavy. Deluxers and nabc can use it advantageously as a dual play.

Lady is the country bumpkin, who becomes a lineman and is taken under the wing of old-timer Pat O’Brien. Situations force them to leave the camp of J. Farrell MacDonald and they go to Chicago where they meet Margaret Lindsay, sweetheart of O’Brien. She becomes attached to Fonda and tries to persuade him to live a different sort of life. Fisa pats Chicago and get work in the middle-west, but Fonda is injured in a squabble. Margaret arrives to nurse him and while O’Brien is off on the job, the two realize they are in love. The test comes when MacDonald wires the boys he needs them, and Fonda is forced to choose between Miss Lindsay and his promise to his old boss. The latter wins and with O’Brien he starts on his way. Lindsay follows, O’Brien falls and is killed. Again the girl begs Fonda to quit his work, butlinewidth is his life, and as he mounts the towers, she realizes her efforts are of no avail, so she promises to wait for him.

The film is an action smash for Henry Fonda. It is an excellent job of restrained acting, never overemphasizing the heroic angle, keeping his portrayal at all times convincing and sincere. No better choice that Pat O’Brien could there be for the role of the happy-go-lucky pal, who makes his character completely believable. Neither Miss Lindsay’s romantic interest nor MacDonald’s comedy match up as they should, Farrell MacDonald is excellent. Ray Enright’s direction moves quickly with proper emphasis on thrills. Special mention is due Sid Hilco’s photography, whose excellent shots of the high tension towers help the unfolding of the story.

AD TIPS: Play up danger of heroes who bring power and lights to your home. Sell Fonda, O’Brien, Erwin.

HANNA (Hollywood)

REVIEW

(Continued from page 5)

VALLEY OF WANTED MEN

BOXOFFICE RATING

OUTDOOR ACTION MELLER . . . Satisfactory Darro in which young star does some fast thinking, fighting, and riding . . . Moves fast throughout . . . Rates • • • • for action spots and rural.

Conn Pictures
64 Minutes
Frankie Darro . . . Roy Mason
Russell Hopton . . . Grant Withers
Drue Leyton . . . Paul Fix
Ralph Miller
Directed by Alan James

Crook chase thriller, starting with an authentic, bloody, jailbreak, shotguns blasting, machine guns stuttering, search lights blazing, sirens screaming; and ending in a small wholesale government near a hunting lodge in the Big Timber. Slam-bang action, plenty of suspense, and plot twist will get this Peter B. Kyne original by for average returns while they like their action not too refined and fast.

Masquerade on a bank robbery charge breaks jail with two killers, Hopton and Fix. All are out to square accounts with Miller, cunning banker who is guilty of the crime. Mason disguised as a Ranger, sets out to find where Miller has hidden the loot. With the help of Darro and sweetheart Drue Leyton, he outings rangers, special posses, the crooked banker and his two killer accomplices. Just as the mugs are about to kidnap the gal, Miller and Darro appear on the scene and the picture winds up with a fast gun battle.

Darro is characteristically punchy in his delivery and action. The feminine lead is rather weakly handled by Miss Leyton. Alan James has maintained a swift pace from the first reel to the end.


ERGOOD

WINGS OVER HONOLULU

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

ROMANTIC DRAMA . . . Pair pro- grammer . . . Can get by in lower berth . . . Should attract the younger ele- ment . . . Rates • • • •

Universal
80 Minutes
Ray Milland . . . Wendy Barrie
Kent Taylor . . . William Gargan
Polly Rowles . . . Mary Phillips
Samuel S. Hinds . . . Margaret Wadlow
Clara Blaeddick . . . Joyce Compton
Louise Beavers
Directed by H. C. Potter

This is only average second rate film fare. Starts off at a neat clip, it promises to become an interesting problem yarn of youthful matrimonial difficulties, but along about the middle, backs down on its original thesis and develops into the familiar triangle situation. Sans much production value, with liberal use of Honolulu stock shots, and no marquee bait, it is destined for the lower spot on dual bills.

Barrie turns down millionaire Kent Taylor to marry naval officer Ray Milland after a whirlwind courtship. The day after the ceremony, he journeyed to Honolulu, leaving Wendy to follow by ship. She finds it difficult to fit into the Naval life. Taylor, meanwhile has followed her. She agrees to attend a party aboard his yacht, even against the protestations of Milland. In an ensuing slumy party, she participates in a brawl, which hits the paper’s front pages. Believing she has ruined Milland’s reputation, she decides to skip off with Taylor. Against orders, Milland follows her in a plane. He is later court-martalled but when Miss Barrie tells the whole truth, he is restored to duty, and the charmed little gal takes up life anew in Honolulu. Interwoven are Polly Rowles attempts to regain the affections of Milland.

The young cast advance their fortunes decisively in this. Milland displays marked dramatic growth against the usual sequences, while Miss Barrie is a poised and striking heroine. Taylor, William Gargan and Miss Rowles are competent.

H. C. Potter’s direction is fluid and easy to watch, but in the reeling of the script, he is limited. AD TIPS: Direct your campaign to the young, marrying generation. Play up this as a story of hasty youth marriage and the rocks it hits.

HANNA (Hollywood)

TWO NEW SERIALS

PAINTED STALLION, The

Republic—12 Chapters
Ray Corrigan . . . Hoot Gibson
Duncan Renaldo . . . Sammy McKim

The first episode, running 3 reels starts this wild and woolly Western serial with a bang and has been given the ace feature production and has action every minute. The story has to do with the efforts of the pioneers to break a trail through the Per. It looks like a natural for the kids, who have two favorites in Ray Corrigan and Hoot Gibson. They will go for Sammy McKim, who plays young Kit Carson in a big way.

BLAKE OF SCOTLAND YARD

Victory—15 Chapters
Ralph Byrd . . . Herbert Rawlinson
Joan Thayer . . . Lloyd Hughes
Dickie Jones . . . Nick Stuart

Here is a refreshingly good serial! With a better-than-average plot idea an above-par cast and good production values. BLAKE OF SCOTLAND YARD should have easy sailing in satisfying the youngsters, as well as action-loving adults. The story is timely in the sense that it deals with munitions, war and international spy rings. Ralph “Dick Tracy” Byrd has invented a death ray that will make munitions obsolete and banish war. There are plots and counter-plots, the entire cast on an eerie figure known as The Scorpion. A counterpart of the late king of munition salesmen, Sir Basil Zaghroll. All this business makes it suitable fare for pulp fan adults.
SHORT SUBJECTS

FROM PHILLY
By "Jaywalker"

The Monogram boys returned from Chi feeling high about their new company's future. The convention, says SAM ROSEN, imbued him with the feeling that the outfit is "going places" right from the start. Sam was all raves about JACK RANDALL, Mone's handsome cowboy singer. From the photos we've seen of the guy, we'd say that if he can match his looks with singing and riding, he'll bring WOMEN flocking to see his westerns. He's got it! Accompanying Rosen to the convention were CHARLES HITE, PHIL WOLFSON, SI PERLSWEIG and BILL PORTER.

The Street is welcoming CHARLIE HITE, one of its real veterans, back to the fold. He's an old Educational and Fox man and one of the most respected members of the local trade. Been away for about five years... BEN KASSORY is managing the Lorraine department openings of the week: the new Dante, down S. Philly, got going with a flourish Wednesday evening. The show was handsomely represented by exhibits and film men alike. ALLEN LEWIS managing... The renovated Colonial, 42nd and Aspen, reopened Tuesday night. LEONARD HETTLESON managed... JULES REIFF, formerly in the auditing department, has been appointed Columbia salesman in the Scranton territory by manager HARRY WEINER. He replaces SAM PAUL MANaging... Romantic Note: PERRY LESSY is showing his intimates pictures of the "only girl" these days. Engagement plans are rumored... STEVE SCHRANK is managing the Fox.

The old managment of SID STANLEY in SAM WALDMAN is reported taking the Met for foreign pix exclusively... AL SCHWARTZ, former WB man, managing Lessy's Cedar... HARVEY LEMANSky managing the Sidney Street, Bridgeton... FRED GLADDECK, son-in-law of BOB LYNCH, has joined Quality Premium as an associate-junior partner. The BARRIO'S pictures and prints, songs and joke department with BEN KLEBANOFF's De-Lite Sales... MRS. BEN SHINDLER is doing nicely after undergoing an operation... MIKE SEGAL has returned to Washington, while JIM PERLSWEIG, his brother, and a former Phila. Record man, is operating the Imperial exchange here... BILL HUMPHE- RIES is back at Fox after a minor operation... EDDIE GABRIEL is quite hot up about the series of FRED SCOTT musical westerns. Reviews have liked them and exhibit reports are favorable, accounting for Eddie's enthusiasm...

Would it worry HARRY WEINER and JACK GREENBERG too much to learn that their present premises at 1232 Vine Street was once the place where obscene pictures, songs and joke books were sold. The Washington Merry-Go-Rounders report in one of their recent columns that Anthony Comstock, the two-fisted anti-vice crusader, filled the following report with the Post Office Department back in 1914: "I have reason to report that yesterday at Philadelphia. I caused the arrest of Thomas Scroggy, of 1232 Vine Street, and seized on his premises a large amount of obscene pictures, songs and joke cards of the grossest character." Dirty, dirty...

FROM BOSTON
By "Brod"

PAUL LAVINE, New England theatre manager for PHIL SMITH who controls a circuit in this territory and in New York, has been in critical condition because of a blood clot that has stopped behind an eye... ANGELINE MANLEY, assistant Metropolitan publicist, received an addition for her toy-dog collection the other day from GENE FOX, her former boss who is now active in producing for National Screen on the opposite coast. Twas a skunk, hewn from charcoal and whitewashed where it would do the most good... MARK JEFFREY, former owner of the New England Film Exchange, was the recipient the other day of a Spits-Collie from STEVE BRODNY. Monogram treasurer in Boston, who was himself the recipient of the same dog a few minutes previously. Standing on the corner of Church and Piedmont Streets, Jeffrey discovered the why and wherefore of both instances of generosity when the canine almost broke his lease to get at a passerby he didn't like... HARRY SEGAL has bought the Imperial franchise in New England and has taken over the Imperial exchange at 12 Piedmont... IRA MAHTE- GUE, one of the loveliest extravaganzers from the disbanded Elida Ballet, is permanently back at the Metropolitan... Workmen have been building out a few walls at the M-G-M. FRANK LYNDEN, local Allied vice-president, took a look at the axes they were using, then made an offer to Manager MAURICE WOLF to do the job for nothing... Local dailies have heralded a new bit of boost film rates a dime an inch... LEO "DOC" BRITON, independent exchange head and the nation's cheeser in the district, is now with Monogram of New England, Inc... CHAS. REPEC, HENRY WOLPER, BERT MCKENZIE, BEN BEECHICK, RAY CURRAN, MAURICE N. STEV, MAURICE GOLDSTEIN, HENRY ROSENBLATT, HARRY WORDE, and TOM DONALDSON have brought a bit of California su to the back of the M-G-M offices... ERIC PETROHUN, Hub supply man, is now Eastern Sales Manager for Mofrotograph... NATHAN ROSS, also known as "ONE-SHOT" because of his non-manship predilections, has set to begin work for Grand National the first of June. LARRY HERMAN, booker for the chain headed by RALPH SNIDER, found himself tasked with his own bachelor dinner last week... ABRAHAM SHREIBER, New York premium man, was in the Hub a few days ago to confer with his local representative, SI BUNCE... MADELINE MURPHY, who assisted the M. and P. publicity department in showing JOHN BOLES the sights of the city when he was doing a personal in town last summer, was on hand last Monday catching an early dinner at an Italian spot so as to get to a Boles' feature at a downtown theatre in time to see it two days... E. M. LOEW has been found guilty on charges of violating copyright regulations, by doubling some Warner Brothers shorts between two Main theatres, and has been fined a matter of four hundred dollars... Union negotiations with major distributors, both here and in New York, have come to an end with exchange shippers, inspecters, and post clerks being guaranteed a forty-four hour week with a fortnight vacation with pay. The new wage scale, incorporating increases which make fifty per cent in some instances, gives head shippees $28 per, first assistants $28, shippees $23, head inspecters also $23, inspecters $20, head clerks $28 and regular post clerks another $23.

Penn, Legislature...

(PREFERRED PLAYING TIME...
No. 1165 is "An Act prohibiting the specification of a certain day or days for the public exhibition of motion picture films." Fines are graded up for each violation. As an additional penalty, the bill provides that the Pennsylvania corporate license of any film company shall be revoked if this law is violated.

Clem's
Independent Theatre Supply House
1224 Vine Street, Philadelphia
"Everything From Street to Screen"

New Jersey Messenger Service
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n
250 N. Juniper Street, Phila.
Locost 6182 Rac 4688

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
1225 Vine St., Phila., Pa.
"Not a dark house in more than 20 years of film delivery service!"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 Walnut Street, Phila., Pa.
"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

RITTENHOUSE "828 • TRINITY 1189"

S A V E
TIME
ENERGY
INSURANCE
WORRY
MONEY

Economically sensible for all your deliveries to be made by
H. HorRACHER DELIVERY SERVICE, Inc.
Phila. Baltimore
1228 Vine St. 206 N. Bond St.
Washington New York
1031 3rd St., N. W. 606 W. 47th St.

Motor Carrier Agents for General Air Express
Coast to Coast Overland
M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.
Member National Film Carriers, Inc.
Hollywood gives public a new deal in musicals; 'Hit Parade' has story as well as all-star cast.
—Dayton Journal

Real tune-talkie hit—Maybe 'The Hit Parade' didn't cost a million, but it looks like it.
—Cleveland Plain Dealer

Cleverly patterned in story and generously sprinkled with humor.
—Philadelphia Public Ledger

'HIT PARADE' BIG—$23,500 CLEVE., WITH LEWIS.
—Variety

"Stood them in line. Packed and jammed 'em inside.'"

PARAMOUNT, San Francisco, Cal.
"Opened to excellent business and built with each performance."

LOEW'S, Dayton, Ohio
"Excellent. Second day bigger than opening. Third day beat second."

MILLER, Wichita, Kan.
"Far above average for this house."

NEW BAY THEATRE, Ashland, Wis.
"Capacity business again today. Patron comments great. Truly a parade to the box office. Congratulations."

Miner Amusement Co.

with a parade of standout radio, stage and screen personalities

Directed by GUS MEINS • Screen play by BRADFORD ROPES

SAMUEL ORNITZ • Original story by Bradford Ropes

Produced by NAT LEVINE • A REPUBLIC PICTURE
You Took The Words Right Out of Our Mouth, Mr. Wood!

NEIL AGNEW
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORP
PARAMOUNT BUILDING
NEW YORK NEW YORK

YOUR LETTER MAY TWENTY FIFTH AND THE MEANINGLESS EXPLANATION OFFERED BY MR ZUKOR IN HIS LETTER COUPLED WITH YOUR ANNOUNCEMENT THAT SOULS AT SEA WILL BE RELEASED AS ROAD SHOW JUNE THIRTIETH IS GREATEST SLAP IN THE FACE EVER GIVEN EXHIBITORS STOP WHEN ONE OF THE THREE LEADING COMPANIES IN AN INDUSTRY STOOPS TO SUCH UNETHICAL AND UNFAIR TACTICS IT IS NO WONDER THAT IT IS BESET WITH CONGRESSIONAL INVESTIGATIONS AND THE CONDEMNATION OF CIVIC AND OTHER PUBLIC GROUPS STOP PARAMOUNT IS CERTAINLY DOING ITS FULL SHARE TO HASTEN FEDERAL CONTROL OF THE MOTIONPICTURE INDUSTRY STOP I HOPE THAT ITS STOCKHOLDERS AT FORTHCOMING MEETING TO CONSIDER RECOMMENDATIONS OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS REGARDING PROHIBITIVE SALARY AND BONUS TO BE PAID MR ZUKOR FOR THE CURRENT YEAR WILL FIND TIME TO TAKE SOME ACTION ON THE BUSINESS TACTICS OF THEIR ORGANIZATION

P J WOOD SECRETARY
INDEPENDENT THEATRE OWNERS OF OHIO

The above is an exact copy of a telegram wired to the Gen. Mgr. of Paramount Thursday afternoon
NATIONAL SALES SURVEY REVEALS WIDE VARIANCE IN FILM RENTALS

The first national sales survey ever undertaken, the results of which were presented at the Allied Convention in Milwaukee last week, revealed the fact that not one of the major distributors operates with a hard and fast national policy in selling.

The answered questionnaires, filed by over 500 independent theatres spread from coast to coast and covering a border-contaminated data on terms paid for 1936-37 product and comparative rentals being asked for the '37-'38 season. The trend is unmistakably in the direction of higher film prices, if it is possible to judge by the companies' early selling demands listed in the survey analysis.

CONCLUSIONS—REMEDIES

Following the report of the survey are listed seven conclusions and suggested remedies to strengthen the exhibitor's buying position. These are:

1. First let us bury, once and for all time, without benefit of clergy, that ancient myth, that venerable gage, the national sales policy. The only thing faintly resembling such a policy was Metro's "1 at 10." But even that company's percentage demands ranged up and down between none and 30.

2. The greatest single factor in the sale of pictures is the weakness of the exhibitor. This weakness consists mainly in his competitive situation; this is the biggest factor playing into the hands of the distributors. Other elements of weakness are lack of bargaining skill,—the inability to hold off and to say "no," and of sufficient regional organizations to supply needed information, assistance and advice.

3. A It is obvious from the reports, as our common sense should tell us, that the introduction of double features doubles the film requirements of the exhibitor, to create a shortage in the market, stimulates unhealthy competition between exhibitors and increases their dependence upon the distributors.

4. For several years there has been a persistent and determined movement on the part of all distributors to increase their revenues both by enlarging percentage playing and by increasing flat rentals; and while this has been marked by considerable irregularity as between theatres and territories, the results are plainly discernible in the reports. Thus the benefits of a returning prosperity have been diverted entirely to the distributors, the mounting grosses of the exhibitors being more than offset by increased film rentals.

5. Divorcement bills, chain tax bills and the like are absolutely necessary in the battle of the independents to survive; chain operation and theatre grabbing constitute VISIBLE MANIFESTATIONS of the monopoly by which they can strike; but they are the symptoms, the disease lies much deeper.

6. If the Big Eight are forced to dispose of their theatres and all the big chains are dissolved, the exhibitors should be confronted with the problems presented by this sales survey. Exhibitors are not and cannot be truly INDEPENDENT so long as they share their receipts with and relinquish their operating policy to the distributors. The selling policies and practices of the Big Eight MUST be reformed.

7. Exhibitors must strike out through the Hobbs Resolution for Congressional investigation, through the Neely-Pet- tengill Bill, by bills to prohibit compulsory playdates, and, ABOVE ALL, by cooperation among themselves and the exercise of restraint and judgment in their buying operations, to correct the basic evils residing in the selling policies of the distributors.

COVERS 8 TERRITORIES

The survey analysis comprehensively covers eight exchange centers, namely: Detroit, Boston, Los Angeles, Dallas, Oklahoma City, Indianapolis, Cleveland-Cincinnati, New York-New Jersey and St. Louis-Kansas City.

The answers to the questionnaire from Detroit outnumbered those from any other territory and most space is devoted in the analysis to this territory. The data is broken down into four classifications: (1) towns up to 5,000; (2) towns from 5,000 to 25,000; (3) towns from 25,000 to 100,000; (4) towns over 100,000.

In the Detroit area only 3 exhibitors reported buying any product for 1937-38; two in the smallest towns and one in a 25,000-100,000 town.

Interesting facts disclosed by the reports on 1936-37 deals in the Detroit territory are the following, quoted from the survey:

**Towns Up to 5,000**

Only a small minority of the exhibitors were required to take all the features. The biggest offender was Metro, and it even broke down on a few occasions. Metro demanded percentage in all contracts, the number ranging from 3 to 30 (most contracts specified 4) with preferred playing time usually coinciding with the number of percentage pictures. Vitagraph was next in the number of percentage pictures, running from 2 to 10. Paramount received percentage in less than half of its deals, the number ranging from 2 to 6—mostly 2.

80% of the deals were characterized as "higher" than the preceding year.

**Towns 5,000-25,000**

**Detroit Territory**

Not a single reporting exhibitor has signed a contract for 1937-38. Only one reports terms asked: namely, that 20th Century is asking six additional in the top classification. We find that as the towns grow larger the deals become tougher.

In the matter of score charge, Metro, Paramount, 20th Century and Vitagraph collected on every deal. Columbia, with but a few deals, collected about one in three; RKO and United Artists 50-50, and Universal not at all. Metro demanded percentage on every deal, the number ranging from 3 to 30. Paramount demanded percentage on a majority of contracts, the number ranging from 3 to 10. Preferred playing time was specified in only one Paramount deal. Vitagraph ranged from 5 to 12. Columbia, RKO, 20th Century, Universal and United Artists had a few percentage deals.

**Towns 25,000-100,000**

**Detroit Territory**

The data seems scarcely representative unless there are only a few towns in this bracket.

Only one exhibitor reports that he has bought any product for 1937-38. He has bought Paramount, 20th Century, Universal, United Artists and Vitagraph. He bought only 4 pictures on percentage, these from Vitagraph. His flat rentals averaged 10% higher. For 36-37 we find that while percentage deals are not so frequent—again assuming the data is representative compulsory block booking is enforced more rigidly than in the smaller situations. Metro and Vitagraph were the only companies to demand percentage and the highest number in any contract was 3 for Metro and 1 for Vitagraph, with a 35% top.

**Towns Over 100,000**

**Detroit Territory**

Although a considerable number of exhibitors in this group have reported, not a single contract has been signed for 37-'38.

In dealing with the reports of these exhibitors for 36-37, we are now definitely in double feature territory, and we will see what lesson we can draw from this fact. Block booking now appears with a vengeance.

Score charges are equally well enforced, although two Detroit exhibitors report no score charge to Vitagraph—the only exceptions thus far.

(Continued on page 6)
WAR OR PEACE - ALLIED OFFER

Convention Pledges Funds
To Extend Anti-Chain Drive;
May Invite Majors to Meetings

Following enthusiastic approval on the preceding day of the organization's aggressive legislative campaign against producer-operated theatres, Allied States Ass'n closed its fifth annual convention last Friday morning in Milwaukee with its hand extended to the major producers in a gesture of good will, to be accepted or rejected by the film companies. Meanwhile, however, there is to be no let-down in Allied's efforts to force them out of theatre business.

The conciliatory move, in the form of a suggestion for a "round-table" conference with "the actual heads" of the major companies, was being handled by J. Zukor, head of the Northwest unit and guiding spirit in the theatre divestiture drive. A near-record attendance of over 500 independent theatre owners heard, during the first two days of the meeting,AILB calls for "action" from the leaders, including Steffes.

By unanimous vote, the past year's record of the Special Defense Committee was endorsed. It was authorized to continue the campaign and to extend its activities against large independent chains by introduction of chain-store tax bills fashioned after the Louisiana plan recently upheld by the U. S. Supreme Court.

When asked for funds to replenish the Committee's treasury, the individual units hold private caucuses and the total pledged exceeded the amount collected after last year's convention to open the drive.

Yamins Says Lot Worse

In the opening address of the convention, president Nathan Yamins declared that "the lot of the independent exhibitor is worse than it was a year ago." Despite the "social revolution" by which labor and the average small business man has won a fair degree of protection, he said that nothing has been done to aid the independent exhibitor in his battles for a fair deal in the film industry.

"Let us take a leaf from labor's book," Yamins urged, pointing out that without organization the workers could have done nothing to better their conditions.

The Allied chief executive closed his speech with a call for creation of a Government board to judge whether film rentals are excessive. "If this sounds like Government regulation," he said, "it isn't better for independent theatre owners to have their business regulated by the Government than destroyed by monopoly?"

Hands Off Labor Issue

The labor issue was discussed in detail at a closed executive session Thursday morning. The principal question concerning the delegates was that of procedure in cases of (Continued on page 14)

Zukor Denies Pard's 'Hold Back' is Unfair

Condemned by Allied

Asserting that "the exhibitor has no claim" on the pictures Paramount is withholding from delivery this season, Adolph Zukor sought to justify his company's "hold-back" policy in a letter delivered to the Allied Convention which was read to the independents in Milwaukee last Thursday.

Earlier in the day a resolution censuring Paramount's policy as "unethical, unjust and a menace to the peace of monopolistic power" was unanimously passed by the Convention.

The three-page letter, sent by sales manager Neil F. Agnew to P. J. Wood, chairman of the Convention, is in response to a letter by private caucuses and the total pledged exceeded the amount collected after last year's convention to open the drive.
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20th-Century-Fox Program

Los Angeles.—A total of 66 features, including 4 Will Rogers reissues and 3 foreign pictures, will comprise the 20th Century-Fox program for the 1937-38 season. The annual sales convention was held Tuesday. 60 titles and a number of casts and directors were listed.

52 of the features will be produced at the 20th Century studios under the supervision of Darryl F. Zanuck, 4 westerns and 2 Tarzan films will be made by Sol Lesser. The foreign productions will be filmed in London by New World Pictures, a subsidiary. "Borizzo," the last jungle film made by the late Martin Johnson and his wife.

Educational's 88 Shorts

The 20th Century '37-'38 program will be supplemented by 88 short subjects to be made by Educational. The total will be composed of 46 one-reel subjects and 42 two-reelers.

Yamin's Speech

Nathan Yamin's, president of National Allied, told the Convention in his opening address:

"Unless an aroused exhibitor body finds some way out of the difficulty, this will be the last independent exhibitor convention."

"I am sorry to say the lot of the independent exhibitor is worse today than it was a year ago. His liberty in the operation of his theatre has been lessened and his economic security imperilled."

"Allied has long felt that if the Distributor monopoly could be destroyed, the accompanying evils would be a thing of the past, because real competition would result in fair dealing."

"If the working man can have a board pass on the question of his pay being too small, is it illogical to ask that a similar board pass on the question that the exhibitor is made to pay excessive prices for film rentals?... If this sounds like Government regulation, isn't it better for independent theatre owners to have their business regulated by the Government than destroyed by Monopoly?"

Wood on Zukor's Salary

P. J. Wood, secretary of the I.T.O. of Ohio, calculated Adolph Zukor's salary from Paramount; for the benefit of the Allied Convention delegates. He said it would approximate $12,000 per week.

$3,500 per week straight salary: 7½% of the first $2,500,000 profit; 5% of all profit over that sum. Basing his figures on the company's estimated $8,000,000 net for 1937, Wood arrived at the total of $65,000 for the year.

A tidy sum on which to struggle along.

Allied Hits Date Drives As 'Near Racket'; Seek Check

Date drives were termed a "near racket" by the Allied Convention and plans laid for creation of a Committee on Drives to approve or disapprove them in a resolution unanimously accepted by the meeting.

The resolution follows:

Whereas, distributors from time to time conduct so-called Drives with the object of boosting sales and playdates... and Whereas, in the time allotted, the exhibitor is induced to date only such features as are owned by the distributor conducting the Drive, upsetting the exhibitor's bookings and causing loss of patronage through showing of successive weaker programs; and Whereas, this has degenerated into a near racket, inasmuch as the hooker, who is frequently used as the tool to put such Drives over, is in position to do the exhibitor much harm if his "request" is refused; therefore be it Resolved, that Regional Organizations affiliated with Allied be urged to appoint a secret committee, to be called the Committee on Drives, the function of which will be to receive applications from distributors for such Drives, and either to approve or reject them, depending on whether such Drive will, in the opinion of the committee, benefit the exhibitor at large or not; and be it further Resolved, that the Regional Organizations urge their members to refuse to support any Drive unless the distributor conducting it first obtain the written consent of the Drive Committee.
'Met Him In Paris' Smart Comedy
G-N's 'Girl Said No' Will Click
RKO's 'My Girl' A Fizzle

REVIEW OF NEW FILMS

BOXOFFICE RATINGS:
- Means POOR: ••••
- AVERAGE: •••
- GOOD: ••
- EXCELLENT

I MET HIM IN PARIS
Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY... Ultra sophisticated froth that will click with "smart" femme trade... Little appeal for masses...
Rates ••• for deluxe spots; ••+ in nabes; less for action and rural spots.

Paramount
87 Minutes
Claudette Colbert... Melvyn Douglas...
Robert Young... Lee Bowman...
Mona Barrie... George Davis
Directed by Wesley Ruggles

Wherever Colbert is at her light, breezy continental comedies (delivered in the American style), Colbert's latest Paramount vehicle stacks up as good boxoffice entertainment. Its froth, sophisticated dialogue should provide the audiences with a good time. The story has three men chasing one gal, all with supposedly honest intentions, giving room for plenty of comic situations, and director Ruggles has made the most of them, but one gets just a little bored and wise when Miss Colbert and her three gentleman friends would let down their hair and act like human beings. This is definitely "out" for action spots and family-trade nabes.

Miss Colbert is a diva designer off on her first trip to Paris, leaving behind admirer number one, Lee Bowman. Paris, she finds, is pretty dull until she meets admirers Two and Three, Robert Young and Melvyn Douglas. Young goes to town and proposes within twenty-four hours. He invites her to Switzerland (on a purely platonic basis). Melvyn Douglas scoffs at the idea and makes it plain he can't be done. So through a few reels of beautiful snowy scenery, with gob of scintillating dialogue, Miss Colbert and Mr. Young alternately prove and disapprove Mr. Douglas' theory. It looks as though Colbert is hooked by the glib Robert Young, when Mona Barrie arrives. Being his wife, she automatically ends the episode. Back to Paris they go, where Bowman is waiting for her. They are on their way to Japan, promising to join the troupe, but Miss Colbert, having handled his role capably enough to satisfy, Mona Barrie and George Owen make the most of their small parts.

THE GIRL SAID NO
Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING
MUSICAL... Picture incorporating Gilbert and Sullivan melodies in snappy comedy clicks in topnotch fashion...
First class production makes it headline knowledge material in any type of house...
Rates •••+ generally; better where G & S works are liked.

Grand National
75 Minutes
Irene Hervey... Robert Armstrong...
Paua Stone... William Banforth...
Vera Ross... Edward Hanari...
Harry Tyler... Richard Tucker...
Gwili Andre... Mildred Rogers...
Frank Moulan... Josef Swickard...
Ed Brophy... Allan Rogers
Directed by Andrew L. Stone

With a snappy, modern story as a basis, Andrew Stone has ingeniously contrived an excellent and intriguing background for the first film presentation of Gilbert and Sullivan operetta, THE MIKADO.
An excellent production, Mr. Stone's sparkling direction and the troupe of veteran G & S singers make this a well-rounded and generally excellent film presentation. For the Humphries, there are the familiar names of Hervey and Armstrong, but the exploitation possibilities in the famed G & S operetta will more than counteract the lack of top music.

Story revolves around the activities of bookmaker Robert Armstrong and his partners, Ed Brophy and Harry Taylor. To avenge himself on Irene Hervey, a taxi dancer, who recently left him belonging to his pals, Armstrong poses as an agent for a phoney Broadway producer. When he has gotten all but five hundred dollars of the money, he finds a broken-down troupe of Gilbert and Sullivan players. With the remaining half grand, he plans to present them in THE MIKADO. He discovers the veterans have all given up their jobs in a restaurant and, conscious of the troupe's fate in him, he is sickened. The night of the show, he confesses the plot to the audience. The show clicks and because of its innate goodness, Miss Hervey realizes she loves him.

Armstrong is excellent in this tailor-made role, and Miss Hervey does an excellent piece of work as the gold digger turned opera star. However, those perennial Gilbert and Sullivan farceurs William Danforth, Vera Ross, Vivian Hart and Frank Moulan ruff up with the honors, taking their acting stints in easy stride, topped by their familiar and excellent interpretations in THE MIKADO.

Andrew Stone has performed his three-man job of original story, director and producer in showmanly style.

AD TIPS: Class spots should go after the G & S angle strongly; first time on the screen. Action house; can concentrate on the main story.

BORDER CAFE
Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING
WESTERN DRAMA... Good horse opera with enough dramatic interest for family trade...
Rates •••+ for action spots; OK for duelling in nabes.

RKO
65 Minutes
Harry Carey... John Beal...
Armando... George Irving...
Leser, Armanda, from whom little is required on the acting side, delivers several numbers in good style.

The trio of top players carry off their assignments competently. Beal is completely believable as the dwee who is gradually re-made in the rural life, Harry Carey lends great sympathy to the friendly ranch owner. The trio of top players carry off their assignments competently. Beal is completely believable as the dwee who is gradually re-made in the rural life, Harry Carey lends great sympathy to the friendly ranch owner. The trio of top players carry off their assignments competently. Beal is completely believable as the dwee who is gradually re-made in the rural life, Harry Carey lends great sympathy to the friendly ranch owner.

Credit Lew Landers with speedy direction, which neatly dovetails the various elements of the picture.

AD TIPS: Sell Carey, who has again developed quite a following lately. Catchline: 'The Remaking of Man From A Black Sheep!'
'National' Sales Policy Myth Exploded By Allied Survey

(Continued from page 2.)

The problem of playing percentage on double feature programs manifests itself in a marked lessening of the relative number of pictures on percentage. Metro ranged from 3 to 12 with 10% top, with corresponding amount of preferred time. Vitagraph also got percentage on all its deals, the number ranging from 3 to 13. Paramount and RKO had a very few percentage deals, without preferred time.

While percentage deals, except as to Metro and Vitagraph, are relatively fewer than in other Michigan brackets, this advantage is more apparent than real. Exhibitors in this category, due to double features, buy a great many more pictures, and it is not uncommon for such exhibitors to report deals with all of the ten distributors listed on the questionnaire. By reason of their heavy requirements they are very vulnerable, and in this game, as in bridge, the penalty of vulnerability is very high. Virtually all exhibitors report that they had to pay much higher averages in 36-37 than in the preceding year.

BOSTON AREA ANSWERS

The Boston territory rated next to Detroit in the number of answers to the questionnaire. Following are some pithy excerpts from the survey report on the New England area:

Not a single exhibitor in towns UP TO 5,000 has bought any product for 37-38. One reports that he was offered a deal by 20th Century with 18 in percentage, with 40% top and 20% increase in flat rental averages. He has not gone for it.

Exhibitors in towns FROM 5,000 TO 25,000 report they, too, have not obeyed that impulse and are without contracts for 37-38. Several report that 20th Century is out after 1 at 10%, 10 at 15%, and 8 at 20%, and they do not hesitate to say that is too damned much.

As regards the 36-37 deals in this category, virtually all deals were at higher rentals than in 1935-36. Definitely there is a larger amount of percentage playing than in towns of comparable size in Michigan.

Only one report was received from a town BETWEEN 25,000 and 100,000 AND IT COVERED ONLY 36-37 product. This exhibitor had 98 on percentage.

Among the reports from towns of 100,000 AND OVER (mostly from Bos-

without percentage. One was on the same terms as last year, and last year's deal was marked lower than the preceding year.

On the deals for 36-37 there is an outstanding feature which merits special attention. 32 deals were for a higher average for flats than the preceding year; 80 were marked "even" or "same" as the preceding year; whilst 32 were marked lower. A remarkable record, the best in the country, reflecting credit on all concerned.

RKO ACTIVE IN OHIO

Ohio independents, served from Cleveland and Cincinnati branches, replied in large volume, especially on last season's deals. The number was so great, the report remarks that an analysis "would require a volume." Excerpts from the brief survey of this territory follows:

There has been very little buying in the territory served by these cities, but such as has taken place has been at higher prices. RKO has shown some activity and there are deals with this company with no percentage and some with as high as 13 on percentage.

Generally speaking, percentage deals are more prevalent than in the adjoining Michigan territory.

A man in a town of 1,500, whose report shows sound buying, says: "By switching from one company to another we are able to avoid some of the 'national' terms."

Another says: "This is my last contract with Vitagraph."

Again: "Vitagraph wants too damned much!"

AS REPUBLIC EXECUTIVES LEFT FOR CONVENTION

This group of Republic home office executives and eastern franchise holders are saying goodbye from the observation platform of the Century last Wednesday as they pull out for Hollywood and the annual sales conference, held June 1-2. They are: clockwise, J. J. Mosh, v.p. in charge of sales; Sam Hacken, contract manager; H. H. Everett, southern sales supervisor; Herman Rahn, S. A. D., executive order; Harry A. Lewis, Phila. branch manager; Herman Gluckman, N. Y. and Phila. franchise holder, and Edward M. Schuster, eastern sales supervisor.
ALLIED ASKS FIGHT ON TRADE EVILS; ENDORSES SURVEY; CHIDES COLUMBIA ON ‘HORIZON’; HIT POSTER RENTAL PLAN

The following resolutions touching on vital trade problems were passed unanimously by the Allied Convention in Milwaukee last week:

Urge United Action
To Abolish Sales Evils

BE IT RESOLVED by the independent motion picture theatre owners in attendance at the annual convention of Allied States Ass’n of Motion Picture Exhibitors in Milwaukee this 27th day of May, 1937, that the trade practices conceived, formulated and imposed on the independent theatre owners by the producer-distributors and known as

1. Percentage playing in all its forms.
2. Compulsory designation of playdates to pre-empt preferred playing time.
3. Exaction of a weekly charge for short subjects without regard to the number needed or used.
4. Withholding of pictures which they have agreed to deliver as an inducement to the exhibitors to sign a contract for their next year’s program.
5. Selling on allocation and then not delivering the full or a proportionate quota of low allocation pictures, thus raising the average rentals above what the contract calls for and what the exhibitor had in mind when he signed it.
6. Compulsory block booking and blind selling.

All have for their purpose and, as demonstrated by the report of the national sales survey, are having the effect to divert the earnings of the independent theatres in increasing amounts into the pockets of the producer-distributors and are forcing all exhibitors into an unwelcome and one-sided partnership with said producer-distributors, with the result that the independent theatres are realizing no benefits from the returning prosperity because their grosses are more than offset by their mounting film rentals.

Be it further resolved that this convention calls upon the independent exhibitors of the nation to join in a concerted effort to resist, individually, through their regional associations and by cooperating with Allied States Ass’n, all of the practices enumerated in this resolution, by the following means:

1. Exercise of a stern self-discipline and sales resistance in buying pictures this year.
2. Less distrust and more cooperation among competing exhibitors so that they will not play into the hands of the distributors by trying to out-smart each other.
3. Publicizing these intolerable practices and their effect on the public as well

as the exhibitors by the use of trailers, house organs, information printed on programs, addresses to interested public groups and the cultivation locally of the contacts made by Allied States Ass’n with national and regional religious, welfare and educational societies.

4. Immediate widespread effort to secure support for a thorough congressional investigation of the motion picture industry and particularly of the practices in question and the coordination of such effort through National Allied in order that the same may be most effective.

5. That a similar effort be made to secure the passage at the present session of Congress of the Neely-Pettengill Bill against compulsory block booking and blind selling.

Be it further resolved that all independent exhibitors wherever located and without regard to their affiliation with any association be invited and urged to join in this effort, and, if their so-called leaders are unwilling to join with them, to ascertain the reasons, and if such reasons are found unsatisfactory to repudiate such leadership.

Ask Repetition of National Sales Survey

BE IT RESOLVED . . . as follows:
1. That Allied States Ass’n be and it is hereby requested to repeat next year the national sales survey with such alterations in the questionnaire as may be advisable in view of this year’s experience.
2. That all exhibitors are hereby urged to cooperate fully in this effort by promptly filling out and returning the forms.
3. That the records and data be retained at national headquarters.

Condemn Columbia for ‘Lost Horizon’ Withdrawal

RESOLVED . . . that we condemn and bitterly resent the action of Columbia Pictures Corporation in again holding out the promise of Capra’s “Lost Horizon” as the main and in some cases the only inducement for buying Columbia product, for selling it and another Capra production not now in sight on a separate contract with a view to avoiding the consequences of withholding thereof in the cancellation of one of their high-allocation run-of-the-mill pictures, and then withdrawing it under the tricky road-show clause with a view to embarrassing the exhibitors again next year.

Further resolved, that we recommend that all exhibitors bear in mind their losses on this year’s Columbia contract when (and if) they enter into negotiations for next year’s program.

Hit Distibs’ Accessory Rentals Support Indie Poster Exch.

RESOLVED . . . that we receive, approve and commend to the favorable consideration of all independent exhibitors the resolution of the Twin City exhibitors condemning Paramount’s advertising accessory plan and urging that independent exhibitors do everything in their power to assist the independent poster companies and exchanges. (Note: Resolution amended to include Vitagraph and all other film exchanges.)
The stills are selected for their descriptive value to exhibitors.

BEHIND THE HEADLINES . . . An ex-newspaper reporter becomes a radio reporter and constantly scoops the newshounds via a short-wave transmitter kept in his pocket. A renegade G-man, head of a band of crooks, plots the holdup of a Government truck bearing a fortune in gold to the vault at Fort Knox. A girl reporter leads to the capture of the gangsters after they have seized the gold and taken it to a secret cave in the mountains. Those are the highlights of the melodramatic happenings in BEHIND THE HEADLINES. It's an RKO picture, with glib Lee Tracy, Donald Meek and Diana Gibson heading the cast. A current release.

IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU . . . Murder and psychological blackmail! A young man kills the father of his best friend in an attempt to steal some money. A meek-looking professor with a diabolical philosophy knows of the murder and uses it to force the youth into a deal to swindle ignorant immigrants. IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU is a Republic picture featuring Alan Baxter, Owen Davis, Jr. Release is scheduled for June 11.
Scenes from... and a few vital facts about... the new films.

**THE MAN IN BLUE...** The question: Are the crook's instincts hereditary? is probed in this Universal film. A policeman adopts the young son of a gangster he killed in the line of duty. The boy grows to manhood and, by accident, becomes involved in a theft, of which he is really innocent. Accused, he turns robber and breaks with his adopted father. Fate finally leads him back to the straight and narrow. The cast includes Robert Wilcox, Nan Grey, and Edward Ellis. A current release.

**WOMAN CHASES MAN...** is a somewhat sappy tale in the modern manner. Miriam Hopkins, a female architect, sets out to help Charles Winninger induce his son, McCrae, to finance his model village project. McCrae, wooed and pursued by Miriam, falls madly in love with her. The climax comes when someone falls out of a window on which all the principals have beleaguered poor McCrae. It's a United Artists release of course.

Samuel Beaufayn plunges into the field of comedy. Prior to that he spent his money in a period production, modern drama, and maintained that there is such a thing as a cycle in art. A good picture always makes money regardless of the 'type' of story. (More about picture below.)
PITHY FACTS TO AID YOUR BOOKING

AS GOOD AS MARRIED ... When a successful businessman conceives the idea of marrying his pretty stenographer just to save income tax, he can expect trouble. It probably won't surprise you to learn that John Boles falls in love with Doris Nolan, the secretary. Complications are bound to arise, and they come in the person of Walter Pidgeon, who loves Doris, and Tala Birell, who makes it a habit of winding Boles around her little finger. AS GOOD AS MARRIED is Universal's farce and is currently on the screens.

KNIGHT WITHOUT ARMOR ... This Alexander Korda production has for its background the Russia of the Revolution. Robert Donat, a young Britisher in sympathy with the Reds, and Marlene Dietrich, a widowed countess, fall in love. Their experiences, until both are freed from the opposing sides, are quite harrowing. United Artists will release shortly.
WHAT THE NEWSPAPER CRITICS SAY

Excerpts Culled From the New Film Reviews by the Most Reputable Critics in Leading Newspapers

A VALUABLE BOOKING GUIDE

THIS IS MY AFFAIR
(20th Century-Fox)

"... An interesting and graphically presented background of the 1901 era. A first-rate vehicle for Robert Taylor and Barbara Stanwyck. More color and variety than 'Her Brother's Wife.'"

H. T. M. PHILA LEDGER

"... Well-made and exciting production which entertains from beginning to end. The sets will delight all who remember the gingham lamp shades, antimacassars and overstuffed chairs and tin bathtubs..."

PHILA. RECORD

"... Dark intrigue and romance are nicely blended against the picturesque background of America at the turn of the century. High-grade entertainment that is novel, colorful and interesting from beginning to end..."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM

"... Don't be misled by the title, for this is one picture in which drama strikes an arm and arm with suspense thereby making grand entertainment. Miss Stanwyck does well with her role but is given to screaming on occasion..."

K. Y. WASHINGTON TIMES

"... An exciting, genuinely atmospheric melodrama. Miss Stanwyck looks pretty in her pombadours, big hats and wasp-waist dresses, though her acting lacks both variety and conviction..."

E. L. H., BOSTON HERALD

"... A melodrama of bank robbers, a secret service man and a cafe singer, with the usual plot variations. The settings and costumes are elegant. Cast is big and impressively right. Good entertainment..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... The gaudy cabarets, the glimpses of a Billy Watson 'beef trust' in tights, Rice and Cady in a 40-year-old vaudeville routine - these are the real highlights of the picture..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

MELODY FOR TWO
(Warner Brothers)

A pleasant romantic musical. Old-fashioned romance with the newest in swing entertainment..."

PHILADELPHIA RECORD

"... Mr. Melton sings several numbers exceptionally well. Pretty mediocre stuff."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM

"... Satisfying program offering comedy touches are good..."

WASHINGTON TIMES

"... Mr. Melton has a pleasant voice. Nothing much ever happens - certainly nothing you can't afford to miss..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

KID GALAHAD
(Warner Brothers)

The best prize light movie ever made. Even more exciting than a broad cast of what Graham MacNamee imagines he sees when he's at the digside. Heavyweight entertainment for the men folks. A slick straight to the heart for the girls...

Kelley, WASHINGTON TIMES

"... Perfect blending of an exciting prize-fighting story, terse dialog and a group of character actors who couldn't be better. 'Kid Galahad' is recommended to you heartily in all respects..."

Pulleen, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

"... Packed with enough punches to satisfy even the most rabid of light fans. Ha, ha. A romantic overtones and is releated with gangster talk..."

CLEVELAND PRESS

"... The finest melodrama of the spring season... The acting is superb..."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM

"... Not only a splendid light picture, but also a consistently interesting romance. Perfect casting is partly responsible for the triumph..."

Winston, N. Y. POST

"... The plot is sturdy enough and the acting is persuasive. A good plot and a lot of suspense. Miss Stanwyck is in her best swashbuckling role..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... A good picture as well - lively and suspenseful. More than merely a prize-winning film..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

DREAMING LIPS
(United Artists)

"... Will enchant you with a true Berger characterization. Tastefully produced but has no value except as a vehicle for Miss Bergner's promotion of emotions..."

Winston, N. Y. POST

"... A reasonably bad play made into a reasonably bad motion picture. Miss Bergner supports it. Roles have been filled with more than competence..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... Strange and hauntingly beautiful offering. A revealing study of feminine psychology. Superb production and an inspired performance by Miss Bergner. An honest and inexpressibly poignant tragedy of a tender and rather unusual heroine..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... A deeply unimportant fable. Acted brilliantly... Scarcely able to survive a full hour's entertainment..."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM

AS GOOD AS MARRIED
(Universal)

"... Luck is at its best and plays that have come to expect from so-called sophisticated comedies on the screen... Good possibilities for romance, entertainment..."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM

"... Not nearly as funny as it attempts to be. Lamentable lack of comic invention. The performers have little gift for nonsense. Amusing by-plays toward the end..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... Dazzling picture. Promises splendid production, fine cast and beautiful sets..."

WASHINGTON TIMES

"... Comedy of sophisticated trees too hard to be funny. Comedy of sophistication can't be given credit for its devil-may-care spirit. Amuse all those whom it does not offend or bore..."

Winston, N. Y. POST

"... If you have a taste for giddy, frothy farce flavored with sophistication. As Good As Married will undoubtedly offer you an amusing time. By the time it's half over you know exactly how and when the rich playboy will suddenly realize he does love his office wife. The repetition wears down the laughs..."

CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

TURN OFF THE MOON
(Paramount)

A lavish musical production. Dazzling sets, lively music, romance in caps, and comedy..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... A well-written show as far as Charles Ruggles and Marjorie Gateson are concerned one sprinkled with engaging specialty bits..."

J. T. M., N. Y. TIMES

"... A very mild affair. The plot that holds the various song numbers together is dependent mainly upon the efforts of Charlie Ruggles to hold it together. The songs are agreeable if not remarkable..."

BOSTON HERALD

NOBODY'S BABY
(M-G-M)

"... Much of the same usual material and more than the usual amount..."

PHILADELPHIA RECORD

"... A typical Roaam comedy with a moist spot on the slapstick. Miss Robert's among the funniest..."

WASHINGTON TIMES

"... A mildly amusing affair. Two girls are first-year nurses and their attempt to shield and soothe a young man who has had a baby..."

EVENING PUBLIC LEDGER

"... Commonplace and familiar comedy. Some of the gags are funny. Cast performs well but film is too thin to provide a full hour of merit..."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM
**YOU CAN'T BEAT LOVE**  
Hollywood Preview  

**BOXOFFICE RATING**  
COMEDY . . . Plenty of laughs in comedy about crooked city politics . . . Absence of name strength will hold it in duals . . . Rates • • for duelling.

**RKO Radio**  
62 Minutes  
Directed by Christy Cabanne

This is a frothy and amusing bit of satire on that great American game—city politics. It moves snappily and has the advantage of several good character portrayals in the lesser roles. Despite its virtues, however, lack of cast values for the marquee will hold it down to the lower spot on most dual bills.

Preston Foster is the wealthy playboy who envisions a career as a detective. This trait leads him into complications when his newspaper pals, William Brisbane and Alan Bruce, frame him into running for mayor against Frank M. Thomas, father of the lovely Joan Fontaine. Thomas himself is essentially a square guy, but the city is gilded with corruption, principal offenders being police chief Berton Churchill and big businessman Bradley Page. Through a series of highly amusing situations, Foster manages to expose the grafters and hands the election over to Thomas, winning the heart of Miss Fontaine in exchange.

Foster handles his first light assignment with verve and a distinct flair for comedy. Joan Fontaine is an attractive blonde, and with a little polish will come close to the promises of her p.a. Comedy butler role is cleverly played by Herbert Mundin. Harold Huber, as a youthful mobster, scores as a general racketeer with the best “recommendations” from various police chiefs. Another deft bit is contributed by Barbara Pepper, who does a neat hip-swinging Westman role.

Completes its snappy pace during the abbreviated footage.

**AD TIPS:** The nudes should play this up as a giddy comedy of the playboy who always took a dare and found himself running for mayor. Better class locations can go heavy on the satire, while action fans will be attracted by the rackeering-politics angle.  
**HANNA (Hollywood)**

**BANK ALARM**  
Hollywood Preview  

**BOXOFFICE RATING**  
DRAMA . . . Strictly small house fare, but aces in that category . . . Nagel Hunt do neat job in latest of G-Man series . . . Rates • • in action and rural houses.

**Grand National**  
63 Minutes  
Directed by Louis Gasnier

**BANK ALARM** is the latest in G-N's G-Man series and it should be eaten up by kids and the action fans. Although the story seems a bit too involved, the snappy direction and excellent performances of the principals smooth over this difficulty, making it a fast-moving thriller. It should get average business in action and rural spots.

This time the problem confronting G-Man Conrad Nagel and G-Woman Eleanor Hunt is the locating of the ringleaders of a bank robbery gang. As usual, the villains are right under their noses, situated in what is ostensibly a legitimate night club with Wheeler Oakman, the brains of the gang, as proprietor. Wilma Francis, sister of Nagel, strikes up an acquaintance with Frank Milan, a member of the gang, and when she is kidnapped it brings about the round-up of the mob. And this time Nagel and Hunt decide to mix pleasure with business and, in the final close-up, look set to head for the altar.

Principals carry off their assignments ably and the film gains favor by sheer acting ability. While Vincent Barnett and Wilma Francis are extremely good, the roles of Miss Fontaine and Harold Huber are extremely solid.

**IT HAPPENED OUT WEST**  
Hollywood Preview  

**BOXOFFICE RATING**  
ACTION . . . Good outdoor picture . . . Strictly formula, but OK for dualing in nabes . . . Rates • • • for actions and rurals.

20th Century-Fox  
58 Minutes  

From an original by Harold Bell Wright, this new Sol Lesser production has what it takes to click with western and action audiences. The steady flow of action is relieved often by typical outdoor comedy. Short and breezy in its unraveling, it has some nice performances and adept direction, which might warrant spotting it in secondary spot in family venues.

Story is strictly routine stuff, with City Slicker Paul Kelly going out West for the monopoly organization to induce Judith Allen to hire him before she goes out of business. He falls in love with the gal and discovers a plot whereby other forces are attempting to secure the ranch because of a secret silver deposit. He thwart all the enemies of the love and decides to stay with her in the prairies.

Kelly's delivery is brisk and his stride easy and fluid. Johnny Arthur holds down the laugh spot and Miss Allen is an eye-filling ingenue. LeoRy Mason makes a sinister heavy and the remainder of the cast meet their mettle happily.

Bretherton does a fine directorial job, blending the comedy, romantic and action elements to everyone's satisfaction.

**AD TIPS:** Sell it as an "outdoor drama." Mention author H. B. Wright in all copy.  
**HANNA (Hollywood)**

**MEET THE MISSUS**  
Hollywood Preview  

**BOXOFFICE RATING**  
COMEDY . . . Amusing program laugh film . . . Moore and Broderick click . . . Should fit in nicely on duals for family trade . . . Rates • •.

**RKO**  
65 Minutes  
Directed by Joseph Santley

Poking sly satirical shafts at the numerous bathing beauty contests and Miss America competitions, this is a giddy, if unpretentious comedy. Better than the prior Moore-Broderick vehicle, MEET THE MISSUS will fit nicely into the lower berth of nabobhoods, where it will hit home with the feminine contingent. Story idea is excellent and delivered by an expert cast of funmakers, it clicks solidly on laughs.

Yarn concerns Moore, a hen-pecked husband who holds together his home by assuming the domestic duties, while wife Helen Broderick wastes her time on newspaper and radio contests. Things take a serious turn when Broderick is named one of the final contestants in the Happy Noodle Housewives' competition. She and Moore go to Atlantic City, where with other regional winners, she is put through a series of domestic duties. Moore does all the work and Miss Broderick is on her way to become Mrs. America. The husbands revolt and in an upwarring finale as nookemaker Edward Robbins is about to award the prize, the hulking parade of bathing suits Moore grabs the radio and pans all the noddles, especially Happy noodles, Miss Broderick wins the prize, primarily because the noodle king is afraid Moore will continue his war on the firm. The incidental romance between Anne Shirley and a representative of the company, Alan Bruce, comes to a successful culmination.

Comedy honors Moore, Miss Broderick's role, for the most part, is played straight. William Brisbane chalks up several good scenes as the prissy master of ceremonies. Anne Shirley's assignment is small but satisfying. So is Alan Bruce. Joseph Santley has shrewdly directed this along deft satirical lines, obviously enjoying this giddy burlesque of those American institutions, contests.

**AD TIPS:** Play up the Moore-Broderick team . . . A giddy comedy of a hubby who does all the housework and a wife who takes all the credit . . . Meet Mr. America, Victor Moore!  
**HANNA (Hollywood)**

**THERE GOES MY GIRL**  
Hollywood Preview  

**BOXOFFICE RATING**  

**RKO**  
75 Minutes  
Directed by Ben Holmes

This is far below previous Raymonds-Southern vehicles. It starts off as slapstick (Continued on page 14)
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My dear Mr. Wax:

I have been receiving your Film Bulletin for several months and want to congratulate you on the splendid work you are doing.

Your editorial comments have always been timely, interesting and valuable, and what is more important, forceful enough to make an impression upon those most concerned.

Wishing you continued success and with kind personal regards, I am

Yours sincerely,

MARTIN G. SMITH

---
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REVIEW

(Continued from page 12)

Comedy and emerges as mystery-molodrama, with neither element ever making much of a headway. It's the very old yarn of the boy and girl reporters, so in love that their work they can't get around to being married. Weak stuff, it will probably see most duty on the lower half of dual bills.

Unwilling to lose his star scribbler, Ann Southern, managing editor Richard Lane contrives to break up her marriage to Ray- mond by a series of tricks, the worst being a staged murder at the wedding. This causes Raymond to call it quits and Miss Southern to break up her marriage to the man of the road, and Frank Jenks as a galo-crazy reporter.

Holmes' direction tries to cover the unimportant situations, but falls miserably. Ads urging Plug Raymond-Southern team. Action houses will get best results by exploiting mystery.

HANNA (Hollywood)

THE LADY ESCAPES

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY . . . Weak programmer . . . Attempts at domestic fun-making appear ridiculous . . . Rates @ — only as dualler.

20th Century-Fox
60 Minutes

This is going to leave many patrons feeling "hot" during the summer months. An attempt at domestic comedy, it comes off only as a trite and noisy yarn relating the hickeries of a young married couple. It isn't amusing; in fact, we'd call it downright bad taste. Strictly third rate offering, THE LADY ESCAPES will get by only on dual bills.

After Gloria and Whalen marry, he discovers that her mother, Cora Witherspoon, is an unbecoming bore who threatens their happiness. A year of animated arguments ensues, and finally they agree on a divorce. Gloria, to prove to one and meets playwright George Sanders, who is escaping his jealous girl friend, June Brewster. Whalen goes off to the Riviera with June. It all ends well, Whalen posing as his wife's lawyer and knocking out his rival. Both couples are reconciled.

Miss Stuart and Whalen do their best, but aren't equal to making this seem more worthy a vehicle than it is.

AD TIPS: Sell the two leading names and the mother-in-law angle.

HANNA (Hollywood)

Hollywood, May 28
Now that the Screen Actors Guild contract with the major producers is signed, set and delivered, the actors organization is now confronted with the problem of ironing out its position with the Independent Studios. First snag in the negotiations is being caused by the smaller shoe-string Indies.

Contending that their cheap negative-cost pictures cannot stand the strain, they are fighting the Guild, which provides that SAG members be used in all location shots within a 300 mile radius of Hollywood. With the travel pay drawn by extras in addition to housing and feeding, they estimate production costs will be hiked from two to five thousand dollars on the average low budgeted picture.

Equally righteous is the Guild, which declares its first principal is to insure work for its members, since carpenters, electricians, etc., are transported location, the SAG would be reneaging if it did not insist upon work being given its members.

In talking to various of the more reliable Independent producers, your correspondent has discovered very little opposition is being given the contracts as offered by the Guild. The Independents are being given every consideration, and while it is expected salary costs will be upped approximately fifty percent, most organizations feel they can absorb the tilt with comparative ease.

The atmosphere of the new historic Motion Picture Strike is the trend in Hollywood towards a complete unionization of all those concerned. The Film Editors and the latest recruits to the organizing cause. Frankly we've felt slighted because no one has offered us a nicely engraved union card for the last word in membership. But apparently that little matter is soon to be rectified. For we have just discovered that several meeting have been held by the executive board of the American Newspaper Guild considering the advisability of admitting its to its ranks, film correspondents and studio "praise" agents.

But to get down to some studio news. Republic's Dick Tracy serial, which has been scoring unusually well, went back into work this week on some retakes preparatory to releasing it as a feature. The story, with Ralph Byrd in the title role, will continue to be released in the serial form as well.

Following close on the heels of Al Jolson's wash-up of his contract with Warner Brothers, Ruby Keeler has been granted a release from her Warner commitments. Miss Keeler contends her recent pictures were of no value either to herself or Warners, so after some quibbling the discharge was effected. It is believed the dancer is negotiating with RKO for the femme lead opposite Fred Astaire in his next musical. Universal is reported also to be dickering for Miss Keeler's services.

Allied Convention

(Continued from page 3)

jurisdictional disputes between A.F. of L. and C.I.O. unions. The general conclusion was that no definite method could be outlined for exhibitors to follow, inasmuch as so many conflicting possible situations were present.

Abraham F. Myers, general counsel, defined the Wagner Labor Act and warned the members that they must not rely on the hope that theatres will be held to be excluded from its interstate provisions, since it appears likely that the vast majority of states will soon enact "little Wagner Laws."

It was decided that any concerted action by exhibitors in dealing with union matters would have to be handled by local units, rather than by the national body.

Myers urged the delegates to support the Hobbs Resolution for a Congressional investigation of the Hays Association and the Pettengill bill to outlaw compulsory block booking.

Steffes Move Surprise

In view of the overwhelming endorsement given the "action" program followed during the past year, Steffes peace offer came as a distinct surprise to the convention. Sidney Samuelson opposed the move on the grounds that a large number of delegates had already left for their homes. However, the opposition vanished when the motion was worded so that the Defense Committee was given merely the "discretionary" power to invite the producers to a conference.

Steffes declared, "I don't mean a Kuy-kendall conference." He would insist that only the top men in each company sit in and they must be prepared to give up many of their theatres, disband the Hays Association and disown the M.P.T.O.A.

He had never approved round table conferences before, Steffes said, because the independents never had anything strong enough with which to bargain. Today, the situation is different because Allied has created a weapon in the anti-chain laws.

"There is no doubt," he warned, "but that store tax bills cannot be passed for years within the next two years."
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SHORT SUBJECTS

FROM PHILLY
By "Jaywalker"

The absorption deal between Local 307 and Keystone State, the projectionists unions first reported in this column, is practically set and will be officially announced after a meeting is held this week. It's a mutually favorable merger that essentially throws off the burdens of an independent, unaffiliated group, while the 307 unit removes a potential CIO threat. Meanwhile, the trade watched the first jurisdictional labor skirmish hereabout when the Lansdowne Theatre, taken over by HARRY DEMBOW, HENRY FRIEDMAN and HARRY BALL, from Warners Saturday midnight, put in C.I.O. projectionists in place of the 307 men formerly employed by the circuit. After one day'sicketting and counter-ticketing, the squeakule was patched up and 307 operators went in. Movie exhibitors are still wondering why his consort Mayor Wilson included them in the call to his office for a harangue on "dirty" entertainment. A large number of exhibs stood around looking at each other while Wilson put the taboo on strip tease, female impersonators, lesbian acts, etc. Someone should have informed the Mayor that the film industry hasn't been going in for that stuff for some years.

FROM BOSTON
By Barclay

FRANK LYDON, Independent Exhibitor's Vice-President who operates the Hamilton Theatre in Dorchester, takes notice of the C.I.O. and sit-down strikes in his theatre program for June. "Come In, Oh, " said Lydon, "SIT-DOWN and see a splendid show at a price scale that will STRIKE you right!"

NATHAN YAMINS, ARTHUR K. HOWARD, DAN MURPHY, and Mr. and MRS. WILBUR PETerson allied in the Milwaukee meander.

HARRY SEGAL, independent of long local standing who has now purchased the exchanges and the distribution rights of Imperial Distributing Corp, has appointed DICK COHEN to manage his New Haven branch. Segal will headquarter in the Hub.

JOHN LONGO, Buck Printing executive and brother of the two local Loew's press-agenting LON-Go's is a spaghetti addict as verifts his forebearers, but he can't eat the stuff with a spoon augmenting his fork.

PAUL LEVI, exploitation impresario at the Metropolitan asks for nothing better than a session of bridge at the Copley Plaza, or even elsewhere. The Mystic Theatre in Malden, operated by GEORGE RAMSELL, suffered heavy fire loss a few days ago. Operation has been suspended and new building contracts may be let. HARRY AllARD has capitalized on the public recognition being accorded a local artist by spotting a display of paintings by WILL RAPPORt in the lobby of the house. "Shall We Dance?" went for a fourth week in Boston, shutting from the first run Keith Memorial to the equally first run R.K.O. Boston. Also extending premier run was "A Star Is Born" and "A Family Affair" at Loew's State and Loew's' Orpheum, and the "Prince and the Pauper" which did its second week in the Hub at the Paramount and Fenway. Publicity men JACK GRANARA, JOE DI PESA and JACK SAEF of the respective theatres have been ying.

LOUIS STERN has stopped pioneering for his Bea- mont Picture Company to become an Independent salesman.

LEO MORGAN, who replaced HARRY GOODPEN sometime ago as stage producer at the Metropolitan, remembered, but not too well, that ANGELINE A. MANEY of the theatre publicity staff has a collection of 986 for done. So he contributed a china cat.

GENE S. FOX, of the National Screen Service, sent along a skunk of California through a few days previous.

LARRY O'TOOLE, local motion picture publicity art- ist, is back from over the waves to New Brunswick with a new series of sketches, several bits of which he has already sold to local newspaper. Incidentally.

HIBBARD HENDERSON of the Metropolitan, where O'TOOLE once worked is an avid collector of O'TOOLEANA. Independent Exhibitors are anticipating invitations to the Paramount sales convention to be held in Los Angeles in the middle of June according to a local official. Invitations are coming well in ad-vance--it's a long walk.

CLEM'S INDEPENDENT THEATRE SUPPLY HOUSE
1224 Vine Street, Philadelphia
"Everything From Street to Screen"
Republic Pictures presents

The PAINTED STALLION EPISODES

Braving a wild country with

RAY CORRIGAN
HOOT GIBSON • SAMMY McKIM

Directed by WILLIAM WITNEY, ALAN JAMES, Ray Taylor • Screen play by Barry Shames, William Miller • Original story by Morgan Cox, Ronald Davidson • Based on idea by HAL G. ENNIS

Associate producer J. Lawrence Richards

REPUBLIC
WHY PARAMOUNT IS THE BUTT!

When FILM BULLETIN blew off the lid of boiling resentment against Paramount several months ago with the editorial, DON'T BE A SUCKER FOR PARAMOUNT'S PHONY PROMISES! we did so with the sincere and confirmed belief that that company was perpetrating one of the most unsavory and revolting pieces of anti-exhibitor business in the history of the industry. That this opinion is shared by hundreds or perhaps thousands of theatre owners is evidenced by the resolutions expressing outrage being adopted by independent organizations everywhere in the nation.

Lately we have received several communications (apparently from exhibitors who did not hold Paramount contracts this season) asking why we are concentrating our verbal fire on that film company and neglecting others, allegedly guilty of other abuses.

For instance, one letter, unsigned, "demands" to know why we have not been attacking Metro for "soaking exhibitors 40 percent for four pictures, and 35 percent for lots more—and then failing to come through with even a half dozen (6) decent shows which gave me a dime's profit."

Another one, from a mid-western town and only initialed, declares: "Why only Paramount? Why don't you point out that Universal has been the biggest flop of the year and they had the nerve to get percentage this time, the first year they ever asked it? They ought to give the company back to Carl Laemmle!"

Our reply to the complainant against Metro is that he obtain copies of FILM BULLETIN issues of the Spring and early Summer of 1936—WHEN METRO FIRST ANNOUNCED THAT IT WOULD ASK 40¢, —at which time we warned exhibitors to reject the product on such terms. As for Universal's failure this season, that will be covered in future issues, as will the 1936-37 products of all other film companies.

At present we are concerned with Paramount, because we still hope that the independent exhibitors of the country will prevent that company from succeeding in its plan to deprive 1936-37 contract-holders of ten or more of the best potential boxoffice pictures it PROMISED and ADVERTISED for delivery this season. And, if Paramount's executives cannot be made to see that the "hold-back" policy is a cheap, unprofitable and indecent abuse of thousands of customers who signed those contracts in good faith, we hope that the mass of independents will realize the urgency of giving Paramount a sound financial licking as a lesson to other distributors who may consider such practices in the future.

If there is to be any basis for confidence between exhibitor and distributor in film dealings, Paramount must not be permitted to get away with its "hold-back." MO WAX.

Read the Editorial: 'DAMAGED LIVES' ADVERTISING ON PAGE 2

A PARAMOUNT ADVERTISEMENT FREE OF CHARGE PAGE 3

PICKET PARAMOUNT'S HOME OFFICE ON BROADWAY!
‘DAMAGED LIVES’ ADVERTISING
— DAMAGING TO THE INDUSTRY!

"SEE! ALL THE FORBIDDEN SECRETS
OF SEX DARINGLY REVEALED BY A MAN
AND HIS LOVING WIFE!"

The entire motion picture industry may suf-
er for that lurid line of advertising. It appears
on a circular, thousands of which have been dis-
tributed all over Philadelphia, to exploit the sex
features of the film "Damaged Lives," which
opens at the Erlanger Theatre in that city Mon-
day.

Within one day this week, we heard from
five theatre and film men, who urged us to in-
vestigate the circumstances under which the
Pennsylvania Censor Board placed its stamp of
approval on a picture being so advertised. We
learned the following facts:

The picture was seen and approved by a
special committee appointed by the direction of
Governor Earle. Since formal approval is the
province of the State Board, that 3-member
group found itself in the position of being prac-
tically "instructed" to O.K. it. Despite this sit-
uation, Patrick Duffy, vice-chairman of the
Board, voted to pass the picture only "under
protest" and Mrs. Hester Frye, secretary, voted
against it. Chairman Mrs. A. Mitchell Palmer
voted for approval.

However, it strikes us that all this is beside
the point. Not having seen "Damaged Lives,"
we may accept the opinions of the Governor's
special committee and the Censor Board majority
that the film is fit material to be exhibited to the
public. Further, we understand that it has the
approval of many medical experts.

We are told that the subject of the film is
a somewhat scientific preaching against the
dangers of the venereal disease, syphilis. If it is
handled intelligently and delicately, there should
be no charge of immorality placed against it.

The objectionable phase of "Damaged Lives,"
as it is being presented in Philadelphia, is the
advertising. Reform elements will accuse "the
motion picture industry," not the individual dis-
tributor or theatre, for stepping out of the
bounds of decency, and another anti-film cam-
paign may be engendered, to wreak great dam-
age on thousands of innocent exhibitors and the
producers who have no association with such
penny-catching exploitation of delicate subjects.

Apparently the Penna. Censor Board feels it
was deceived in this case, because it claims that
the circular in question was not presented when
the Board passed upon the advertising regular
matter. As a result, the first repercussion is this:
The Board has informed all film exchanges that
it will rigidly invoke Section 8 of the rules,
whereby all advertising used in connection with
the display of every film must be submitted for
approval before release is permitted. This may
often delay release of new films.

That is a comparatively minor matter, but
indicative of the stringent attitude that may be
adopted not only by the Censors, but by outside
reformers, who stand ready to pounce on the in-
dustry at the slightest provocation.

More alarming is the threat that official and
unofficial censors throughout the country will
go on a spree of "witch-hunting" and condemn
every film that does not abide strictly by their
arbitrary moral code.

Reputable, established exhibitors have far
too big a stake in the industry to gamble with its
general welfare for a few quick dollars. The
Censors may yet revoke the distributor's license
to show "Damaged Lives" in Pennsylvania, we
have been advised. If they do not, it will fall
upon each individual theatre owner to protect
the entire industry from attack by refusing to
have traffic with any picture tainted by such
advertising.
This ADV'T IS CONTRIBUTED FREE OF CHARGE TO PARAMOUNT!

The two gentlemen pictured in the above advertisement aren’t fooling anyone, probably not even Paramount; they are NOT exhibitors!

Of course, it is simple to recognize them as imposters (probably employed just to pose for these pictures!), because no legitimate theatreman could possibly be so gullible insofar as Paramount’s product promises are concerned.

Imagine any sensible exhibitor looking into a Paramount sales book and remarking: “What A Line-up Paramount’s Got This Year!” Everyone in the trade knows that Paramount issued a very impressive sales book last year, too, and then reneged on about ten of the best pictures it advertised.

And imagine, if you can, a Paramount customer displaying joy because Paramount tells him he is going to get “Souls At Sea.” Why, he bought it in his 1936-37 contract—or, at least, he thought he did.

The chap on the left seems very pleased to be promised two Marlene Dietrichs and two Gary Cooper. If he knew anything about the business he would be aware of the fact that Paramount has a moral obligation to deliver those four star attractions to ’36-’37 contract-holders.

Just look at the grin on the fellow to the right. How stupid. Doesn’t he know that “Artists and Models” and “High, Wide and Handsome” were promised this season? And he should be told that Paramount’s 1936-37 work sheet advertised a second Bing Crosby picture, which they are not delivering.

Just in case these two men should really be exhibitors, someone should tip them off that they cannot trust anything which appears in Paramount’s “promise book.”
Call To a Meeting of Action Against Paramount!

The following telegram was sent to twenty-four exhibitor organizations last Wednesday by P. J. Wood, secretary of the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio:

By Including in its Nineteen Thirty Eight Program the Seven Presumably Outstanding Features Definitely Promised in Their Nineteen Thirty Seven Printed Work Sheet Paramount Has Shown Its Utter Disregard of Moral Rights of Thousands of Its Customers Stop a Sit Down Strike Against Paramount by Four Thousand Independent Theatres Holding Nineteen Thirty Seven Contracts Unless It Meets Its Moral Obligation to Deliver These Pictures Would Mean a Loss To It of Between Eight and Ten Millions of Dollars Which Fact Would Be of Interest to Paramount Directors and Stockholders If Properly Brought to Their Attention Stop With the Selling Season for Paramount About to Start Time Is Opportune for Decisive Action and I Urgently Recommend That Your Organization Irrespective of National Affiliation Be Represented at a Meeting of Action and Not of Protest to Be Held Washington Hotel Washington Under the Eyes of Congress Thursday, June Twenty Fourth Stop Let's Quit Sending Out Bulletins and Letters and Act Stop Show That You Have the Courage of Your Convictions by Advising Your Organization Will Be Represented at Meeting—

P J WOOD

---

20th Century-Fox

. . The Company That Delivered!

In scanning the records of the major film companies for the season drawing to a close we are struck by the performance of one company in particular. It is 20th Century-Fox.

Some exhibitors may have the complaint that the 20th Century product was unsuited for their theatres and they made no profit with it. Many may argue, with justice, that the company's terms were too high. But, laying aside such disapprobation, every fair-minded theatreman must acknowledge some commendation for the delivery of all pictures it promised and actually produced within this season.

Especially in the light of Paramount's "hold-back" policy and the road-show withdrawals by Metro and other distributors does 20th Century's conduct stand out as decent and fair performance. Further, it will be accepted by exhibitors as a display of confidence on the part of the company's leaders in their own production organization.

It is unfortunate that in our industry we are inclined to view any fair play by a film company as something remarkable, but so it is, and the independent theatre owners of the nation should remember that 20th Century DELIVERED while others WITHDREW.

---

Games Are Not Evil
-- When Circuits Need Them!

Operators of the producer-owned theatre circuits repeatedly have decried the use of games as boxoffice stimulants, terming them an "evil" device of independent exhibitors.

Last week, via an announcement to the press, we learned that this vice of the trade had received the official blessing of the austere and righteous Loew's circuit in New York. The words of general manager Charles C. Moskowitz are these:

"Some months ago we eliminated 'Screeno' and 'Bank Nights' and other games owing to the length of our performances, and feeling that they had served their purpose as a passing novelty. However, during the last few weeks we have received thousands of requests, asking that they be reinstated. In response to this demand, these audience games will be reinstated in those theatres where they have enjoyed greatest popularity."

Simultaneously, the RKO circuit announced that it also, would restore games in Metropolitan theatres.

Independents operating games to boost their business may now do so with a freer conscience. The mighty have spoken in approval.
Marx Bros. Funny . . . 'Train From Madrid' Weak, But Can Be Sold . . . 'Won't Forget' N.G. For B.O.

A DAY AT THE RACES

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY . . . Marx Bros. run riot in the Sanitarium and at race track . . . Not quite as funny as 'At the Opera' . . . Two plus, several sequences . . . Rates • • • where they are liked.

 Paramount
 78 Minutes
 Dorothy Lamour . . . Lew Ayres . . .
 Lionel Atwill . . . Helen Mack . . .
 Robert Cummings . . . Olympe Bradna . . . Anthony Quinlan
 Directed by James Hogan

 Paramount hurried to produce the film story with the current Spanish civil war as the background—and did a mediocre job of it. THE LAST TRAIN FROM MADRID shows haste. It is spotty; alternately slow and fast and far too complicated in its plot. However, it should register some boxoffice strength, results depending entirely on the individual exhibitor's exploitation. Since word-of-mouth comments will not be favorable generally, short bookings will get most satisfactory returns.

The story, done in GRAND HOTEL style, offers three separate romances, bound together by the mutual desire of the people involved to get out of the beleaguered city of Madrid until the end of the war. With this as its main situation, or rather, situations, it then proceeds to introduce a number of pleasant and unpleasant people not related to each other in their problems.

One thing the scenes are photographed against a background of newsreel shots of the Spanish strife. Most of the characters are lost in the general confusion of happenings and do not stand out as personalities. However, Lew Ayres does contrive to make his role a bright spot.

Director Hogan lost control of his material.

AD TIPS: Go to town on fact that the story is placed in Spain Today. Sell the 'shattered lives, shattered romances' idea to catch the feminine vote. Your local newspaper can furnish you with some human interest photographs taken in Madrid for blowups.

MOUNTAIN MUSIC

BOXOFFICE RATING

MUSICAL COMEDY . . . Burns and Raye try hard but fail to keep this piece alive . . . Will have to rely on their names for boxoffice results . . . Rates • • • where the comics are liked.

 Paramount
 75 Minutes
 Bob Burns . . . Martha Raye . . .
 John Howard . . . Terry Walker . . .
 Raoul Davis . . . George Hays . . .
 Spencer Charters . . . Charles Timlin . . .
 Jan Duggan . . . Olin Howland . . .
 Fuzzy Knight . . .
 Directed by Robert Florey

The popularity of Bob Burns and Martha Raye with the masses should bring 'Merry the Newt' above average business, but it is possible they may fail to recoup the cost of the film.
PARNELL

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA ... Handsome, but tiresome history of phase of Irish fight for Home Rule ... Gable-Loy names will pull it through ... Gable sadly miscast ... Rates D • • — for deluxe locations; less elsewhere.

M-G-M

114 Minutes

Clark Gable ... Myrna Loy ... Edna May Oliver ... Edmund Gwenn ... Alan Marshal ... Donald Crisp ... Billie Burke ... Berton Churchill ... Donald Meek ... Montagu Love ... Byron Russell

Directed by John M. Stahl

It is a bit bewildering to note all of the values in PARNELL and yet feel so sadly disappointed in the sum total. The choice of Clark Gable for the role of the famed Irish patriot, Charles Stewart Parnell, was a mistake. He lacks entirely the appearance, the speech, the sensitivity needed for the role and the whole story seems artificial, rather than a page torn from actual history. There are too many long speeches, too, and the action lags noticeably in many spots.

PARNELL is bound to get above average returns in the deluxe spots, but it will not have such easy pickings in the lesser naborhood, action and rural locations. The star names of Gable and Myrna Loy are its one important asset.

Miss Loy underplays her role to good effect, but her performance tends to make Gable's Broadway manner seem all the more inappropriate. The lesser characters are adroitly drawn, but all the important action centers around the two leads and one feels uncomfortable in their presence.

The story recounts Parnell's efforts to win Home Rule for Ireland until he meets and falls in love with Mrs. Katie O'Shea. His, His Cause takes second place in his affection from that point forward and he is finally deposed as leader of his party when Mrs. O'Shea's husband names him corresponding. Parnell has a heart attack and dies in Katie's arms.

The production is lavish. John M. Stahl's direction can be much with that of the film's dullness. The dramatic highlights are poorly handled, and lose most of their potential effectiveness.

AD TIPS: Sell the two stars. The story of a country's leader giving up his career "for the woman he loves" can be tied in with the Windsor-Wally romance.

BARTON

MIDNIGHT MADONNA

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA ... Mother-love tear jerker should satisfy family trade ... Has kidnap angle for action houses to sell ... 56 minutes makes dulling necessary Rates • • • for napes and action spots.

Paramount

56 Minutes

Warren William ... Mady Correll ... Kitty Clancy ... Edward Ellis ... Robert Baldwin ... Jonathan Hale ... Joseph Sawyer ... Joseph Crehan ... Irene Franklin

Directed by James Flood

This has angles that should bring it fair results in family trade nabes and action houses. Principally, it is a sob story about a mother's fight for her child. That will appeal to the women. The fact that Warren William, a gambler, kidnaps a judge in order to return the child to its mother, affords action houses a good selling point.

The story is quite commonplace, but it has been underplayed wisely underplayed and is, therefore, touching. It tells of the struggles of Mady Correll to obtain work in order to keep her child, Kitty Clancy, to herself. She meets William and asks him for a handout. When he sees her impoverished circumstances and finds her daughter near death, he takes them both to a hospital, where the younger recovers. When the child's grandfather leaves her an enormous inheritance, he and Robert Baldwin seek to gain guardianship over the child. By introducing paid witnesses to defame Mady's character, Baldwin convinces judge Edward Ellis to give the child to him. Unable to see the judge, William kidnaps him, shows him the true character of the perjured witnesses and thus leads to a reversal of the decision.

As the warm-hearted gambler, William underplays admirably and is the most excellent performance. Newcomer Correll has a fascinating beauty and restrained acting ability, Kitty Clancy, not too precocious nor too pretty, looks like another kid star. Edward Ellis makes his judge distinctive.

Flood's direction is generally OK, although a bit slow in parts.

AD TIPS: Go after the family trade on the "mother-love tear jerker" theme. Action fans will be attracted by the kidnap and gambler angles.

HANNA (Hollywood)

RIDING ON AIR

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

SHOWS . . . Made-to-order role for Brown ... Should please his following . . . Rates • • • where they like.

REO

70 Minutes

Joe E. Brown ... Guy Kibbee ... Florence Rice ... Vinton Haworth ... Anthony Noce

Directed by Edward Sedgewick

This is up to par for Joe E. Brown comedies. It should get average grosses in the nabe and rural spots where they like this comic's peculiar style of clowning. It will assist as a dualler for better class locations. The yarn, while patently original, has been handled with an aim at speed tempo and averages as fair fun for the unsophisticates.

This time Joe is a small town newspaper correspondent, who likes to invent gadgets on the side. When he wins five thousand dollars in a radio contest, he becomes the butt for various promoters who want him to invest in a radio. The town buys the stock and, of course, everyone is swindled. Brown is considered a crook by the townsfolk, but, when in a socko finish, he accidentally demonstrates the feasibility of the beam, he wins back his confidence as well as the love of his girl friend, Florence Rice.

AD TIPS: Sell Brown and Kibbee. Herald might be made up in imitation stock form—"100 Shares of Laughs Preferred," etc.

HANNA (Hollywood)

Yodelin' Kid from Pine Ridge

BOXOFFICE RATING

WESTERN WITH SONGS . . . More action than is usually found in three ordinary hoss operas ... Best Autry to date ... Rates • • • • • for any action house.

Republic

63 Minutes

Gene Autry ... Smiley Burnette ... Betty Bronson ... LeRoy Mason ... Charles Middleton ... Russell Simpson ... Tennessee Ramblers

Directed by Joe Kane

This is tops in the Western class! It has everything that action fans love, and has it in such abundance that they will bite their fingernails to the flesh in their excitement. There is one thrill shot of the villain diving off a cliff into a lake on his horse that will positively yank 'em right out of their seats. And this scene comes as the punch finale to one of the fastest moving ribbons of celluloid this reviewer has ever witnessed. In addition, there is a forest fire that is a pip.

The yarn is an up-to-date variation of the old feud theme, with some excellent singing of cowboy ballads and a bungup screening of an old-time wild west show. In brief, everyone with red blood in their veins will get a great kick out of it. YODELIN' KID is worth a try in spots where hoss operas are seldom used. Autry has beenrounded with an ace cast and they cover themselves with immorals. Director Joe Kane earns a salvo of applause for never allowing his film to sag after a slam-bang beginning.

L. J.

(Continued from page 5)
Wanger's Color Prophesy

Eighteen months ago Walter Wanger prophesied, without reservation, that within three years all important motion pictures would be made in color.

He further predicted that the public, by the end of that period, would accept - then demand - the medium as completely as it did sound. Perfected color, Wanger stated, inevitably would make screen black-and-white as archaic as the silent film is today.

Although a large part of Hollywood and the motion picture industry scoffed at his original forecast, today Wanger is in a position to enjoy the last laugh, with leading producers preparing for a complete switchover to natural hues on the screen.

Still sticking to his first prediction, Wanger points out that lack of sufficient equipment and technical facilities to handle the rush to color is the only thing that keeps the transition from being as sweeping as the advent of sound less than a decade ago.

With Wanger preparing for fall release of the production credited with precipitating the certain knell of black-and-white, and mapping his own future studio schedule accordingly, other leading filmmakers are officially announcing a swing to color. Samuel Goldwyn has come out 100 percent for color. Selznick-International, with two color hits already to its credit, is setting the bulk of its new-season program in natural hues. Other studios are considering the departure as rapidly as the change can be made.

It is Walter Wanger's VOGUES OF 1938, Technicolor picture nearing completion and set for public view in September, that film industry oracles declare will cause the public to swerve definitely from black-and-white and demand color. From what we hear from those who have seen the rushes, the color in VOGUES is so natural and unemphatic as to be merely an accepted complement, like dialogue and sound, of screen entertainment as a whole. Everything is in quiet, pastel shades, with the personalities appearing exactly as they do in real life.

In anticipating the fulfillment of his prophecy that black-and-white photoplays will be relegated to the shelf beside silent pictures by the end of 1938, Wanger takes into consideration the fact that the transition will depend chiefly on the availability of equipment to handle it. He feels the public will expect nothing but good color pictures within eighteen months, and it will be up to Hollywood to supply them.

Wanger realizes Hollywood won't unanimously indorse his stand at the present time. Filmdom still remembers the major studio head who, when talking pictures were first sweeping the world, issued the unequivocal statement that they were a fad and wouldn't last.

The next Technicolor picture on Wanger's program is ARABIAN NIGHTS, in which he will use several of his stars, probably Charles Boyer, Madeleine Carroll, Sylvia Sidney, Joan Bennett and Henry Fonda. The script has already been completed by Harold Lamb, the world's recognized foremost authority on Asia's golden age.

Eighteen months ago, when Wanger gave Hollywood only three more years of black-and-white pictures, he was making THE TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE, which proved the first big box office success in natural hues. It piled up one of the year's top grosses in world theatres and won the Venice International Award for the finest 1936 photoplay in color.

Hollywood, decidedly and with good reason, was skeptical of color until THE TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE, then began to weaken. Today, with a rainbow breaking over the film capital horizon to eclipse black-and-white as significantly as sound thundered the doom of the silent screen, Wanger is too busy taking care of his own end of the new entertainment deal to bother about the wearing of the prophetic laurels.

But he hopes any doubting Thomas among his producer confreres will remember the sound revolution and not trumpet an historical blunder of classifying screen color as a fad.

The Goldwyn-Korda Deal

Ending what has been a highly irregular phase of affairs is the news that Sam Goldwyn and Alexander Korda have acquired an option on the partnership interest of Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin and Douglas Fairbanks.

Although Goldwyn's share in United Artists has been the same as the non-producing stars, for the past few years Goldwyn has stood prominently at the helm of that organization, striving to the best of his ability to bolster that organization's source of product. With only one contribution apace from Fairbanks and Chaplin, and two from Miss Pickford within the past five years, Goldwyn has been forced to increase his own output and depend for the bulk of United Artists pictures on his releasing arrangements with Walter Wanger, Selznick-International and the Korda British-made pictures.

But, while there are many aspects to the proposed Goldwyn-Korda deal, possibly the most significant is the fact that it will bring about the merger of a Hollywood motion picture company with a British organization - in this case, Korda.

Much revenue is poured into Hollywood's coffers through the release of its pictures in Great Britain. But, with the organization of English producing organizations as a direct threat to Hollywood's supremacy in the picture market, the quota laws have naturally been so designed to protect British interest to the exclusion of American-made pictures. The present law now in effect calls for one British-made picture to be made in England by a Hollywood company releasing four films in Britain. It is generally anticipated that, at the expiration of the present law, a new and more drastic quota plan would be enacted.

Also contributing to the more or less unfriendly attitude of England towards Hollywood's picture companies, is the recent efforts of 20th Century and Metro to seize control of Gaumont British. As everyone knows, the deal was bungled sadly and collapsed chiefly because of the complete lack of diplomacy shown by the American company. And certainly the injured and defiant attitude adopted by 20th Century after the deal flopped failed to enhance Britain's respect for Hollywood filmmakers one little bit.

Goldwyn is highly regarded in England, and although every indication points to the fact that it will be Goldwyn's United Artists, with Mr. Korda only barely represented, still this merger of financial and production resources between Hollywood and England, through Goldwyn and Korda, should prove highly satisfactory to Britain. And it means that U.A. product will get a great break from our English cousins.

As for Hollywood, it knows only too well the value of such an affiliation, and it must bow to the finesse and acumen of THE GREAT GOLDWYN, who, we suspect, had this deal up his sleeve on the q.t. for many a month.
FIRST SCREEN SERIAL FEATURE CAST!

FRANK

No. 1 of Columbia's new-style serials

JUNGLE MENACE

with the greatest serial cast on record and the amazing "TIGER MAN" who kills jungle brutes with a deadly spear!

SASHA SIEMEL

First time on the screen!
WITH A

BUCK

• REGINALD DENNY
• WILLIAM BAKEWELL
• CHARLOTTE HENRY
• ESTHER RALSTON
• LEROY MASON
• JOHN ST. POLIS
• RICHARD TUCKER
• DUNCAN RENALDO
• MATTHEW BETZ
• WILLIE FUNG

and

Coming! Three more crackerjack big-name attractions!

No. 2
FRANK HAWKS
in the
"ADVENTURES of the MYSTERIOUS PILOT"

No. 3
Secret of TREASURE ISLAND

No. 4
The Great Adventures of WILD BILL HICKOK
A DAY AT THE RACES
(M-G-M)
... As consistently funny as they can possibly be, are the Marx Brothers... Gags and situations involve some of the wildest slapstick the screen has seen in a couple of seasons... Funny enough to satisfy...
Marsh, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

Marx Brothers have moved in on horse-racing and what they do to that noble game will take your mind off the weather... Keep fun flowing throughout...
Murdock, EVENING PUBLIC LEDGER

Funnier than ever in story of mortgage and horse race... The Marx Brothers are like caviar—a delectable treat if you like them... There’s much slinging of mud, turning on of faucets and breaking up of household...

PHILA. RECORD

THE GO-GETTER
(Warner Bros.)
... Pleasant enough fare, but the Horatio Alger-esque quality of the main theme tends to make it somewhat silly... Play is over long and has far too much dialogue...
Marsh, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

Develops considerable entertainment of the light sort in its predictable but amusing situations... Free and easy and, in its lack of pretense, quite engaging...

Winston, N. Y. POST

An appealing, it considerably padded picture... While its improbabilities are frankly absurd, so pleasingly are they cloaked they prove almost as persuasive as Alice’s adventures in Wonderland... A triple-tedious at times...
Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

PICK A STAR
(M-G-M)
... A bill of laughs... One of those home-town-boy-and-girl-go-to-Hollywood-and-make-good affairs, with a slightly different and slightly less plausible angle... Stan and Oliver have seldom been funnier...
H. L. G., PHILA. RECORD

... Guarantees sufficient giggles to keep the customers happy during its unrelenting—besides which there’s some pleasing songs and somefetching dance routines...

Thirer, N. Y. POST

Is distinguished by some very funny sequences and the performances of a number of capable screen comics...
G. G., PHILA. RECORD

ANGEL’S HOLIDAY
(20th Century-Fox)
... Belongs more or less roughly to special field of mimeographed vaudeville... Miss Withers obliges this time with an imitation of Martha Raye...
B. R. C., N. Y. TIMES

... A nice child picture full of gangsters, double-crossers, lake and real “snatches”...
L. G. D., PHILA. LEDGER

... A mild Class B comedy drama about a movie star who returns home and runs into the boy she left behind, plus the publicity angles of her agent and a kidnapping...
Winston, N. Y. POST

... Completely fantastic the whole film... Cloying sympathy through none’s over-precocity, nor do slapstick or romantic interludes help matters along much...
Finn, PHILA. RECORD

PARNELL
(M-G-M)
... A singularly pallid, tedious and unconvincing drama... Lacks vitality, completely misses the sensationalism that Elsie Schueller’s play... Is disappointing...
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

Clark Gable, a Parnell utterly devoid of brogue and accent, H. W. H. and Myrna Loy, a cool and statuesque Mrs. Katie O’Shea... Lacking in momentum...

Winston, N. Y. POST

... Filled with brilliant and challenging beauty... When Parnell is addressing the House of Commons or street crowds on the Home Rule issue, or when he is making grave love to Katie O’Shea, the lines are superb... Moderately exciting...

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

BEHIND THE HEADLINES
(RKO)
... Recalls Pearl White in her most desperate peril... Produced with the daredevil pace... Guaranteed to divert you from almost any calamity...
N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

... Mr. Tracy again figures as such a demon newsman he can’t even talk confidently to himself... He repays his dear patrons (fictional Gibson) for getting him fired by rescuing her from a gang of gold thieves hidden out in what appears to be Mammoth Cave, and doing it with practically no assistance except in the United States Army and Air Corps...
B. R. C., N. Y. TIMES

... A comedy-melodrama that would be only so-so if the twitchy Lee Tracy... A racy atmosphere that spells diverting action for the melo. fans...
Pullen, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

WOMAN CHASES MAN
(U.A.-Goldwyn)
... An extremely flimsy piece, adding to its moment of sophistication both fiasco and slapstick... Some of the comedy, may seem a bit forced, but on the whole it is agreeable...
Winston, N. Y. POST

... Spun out of the cheesest nonsense... Throws daffy characters together in daffy situations and gives them glib, amusing speech... Picaresque invention runs thin before the ending and goes over into rather strained slapstick...
Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

... Lightweight, porous, attractively tailored and not meant to withstand the rigors of wear or the chill blasts of the critics...
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

... A dish of bubbles minus water, soap or pipe... If you like this type of entertainment, you’ll get a lot of laughs out of the frothy nonsense...
Finn, PHILA. RECORD

ELEPHANT BOY
(United Artists)
... Hasn’t a great deal of story to it... Its charm is scenic and photographic... Story of the safaris and the speech over elephants that accidental hunters cannot fathom...

Rodet, CHICAGO DAILY NEWS

... Spectacular in its jungle scenery and highly exciting in its recording of wild animal life... Most surprising and delightful is Sabu, the 13-year-old boy who is the hero of the piece...
Reel, CHICAGO AMERICAN

UNDER THE RED ROBE
(20th Century-Fox)
... Embraces a series of swaggering situations with a plausible flourish... There are duels and near-hangings, secret passages and close calls for the hero... Humor is woefully lacking... Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

... Pursues its narrative rather more solemnly, blunting its melodramatic edges against dull stretches of action and dialogue and sacrificing much of its romantic vigor to the inescapable maturity of its hero... Just a bit to the credit side of average...

Winston, N. Y. TIMES

... A deal of excitement, suspense and vigorous pace... Annabella is quite lovely and manages a convincing performance...
Hall, BOSTON POST

SLIM
(Warner Bros.)
... As two linehemen heroes, Henry Fonda and Pat O’Brien can be credited with a pair of grand performances... Although the heroism of the line-man is laid on a little heavily, the photo-play, in the main, rings true...
G. G., PHILA. LEDGER

... Far more entertaining than its subject matter would suggest... Has something rather important to say—and it says it in such a clever, cinematic language that many will listen...

Finn, PHILA. RECORD

... Provides more of an education in the training of line-men than it does in the way of frivolous entertainment... Does not call for much acting, for the audience is interested more in what the men are doing than in their personalities...
E. H. L., BOSTON HERALD

THERE GOES MY GIRL
(RKO)
... There is a great deal of scurrying about in this innocuous little bit about two newspaper scribes... An attempt to wring one more success out of a recently popular theme...
Carmody, WASH EVENING STAR

... Some amusing sequences... A characteristic studio natick, beguiling to those who are not in the pictures every Tuesday or Thursday...
D. G. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

Never manages to keep more than a few steps ahead of the plot-undertaker’s horse... If we call it a moderately diverting comedy, we are thinking merely of its best moments, not of its worst...
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES
Smart Independent Exhibitors From Coast To Coast are Reading **FILM BULLETIN** because it tells what others fear to say. It will pay you to read it regularly, too.

Starting in next issue . . .

**THE ONLY COMPLETE, ACCURATE PRODUCTION RECORD**

You need it to operate theatres intelligently.

Subscription in U. S. $3.00 per year. Mail yours NOW!
Scenes from ... and a few vital facts about ... the new films.

LEAGUE OF FRIGHTENED MEN ... The strange adventures of that unique super-sleuth, Nero Wolfe, are pursued again in this Columbia film. This time, the detective, played by Walter Connolly, finds himself beset by a group of old college classmates, whose lives have been threatened—apparently by Eduardo Cianelli, whom they had crippled accidentally during a hazing at college. Wolfe gives up his favorite archie and beer long enough to prove that, not Cianelli, but a wealthy banker, who had swindled them out of some funds, had murdered 3 of their number. Lionel Stander is Wolfe's aide again. Irene Hervey is the heart interest. It is a current Columbia release.

FOREVER YOURS ... Lovers of music and even common critics have been saying some very nice things about this musical film. The star is Beniamino Gigli, Metropolitan Opera star and widely regarded as one of the greatest tenors of all. He sings numbers from nine operas and the N.Y. critics report that the audience enjoyed it all immensely.
WHEN THIEF MEETS THIEF . . . This promises to be one of the more exciting English-made melodramas. Escaping from the grip of a New Orleans bootlegger, who dominates him because of a phony murder charge, Doug Fairbanks, Jr. flees to England, leaving behind as the only evidence, a cameo ring broken by the blow he struck in the killing. That ring turns up in London, where Doug meets Valerie Hobson, and again encounters his nemesis, Alan Hale, the bootlegger now turned wealthy swindler. Robbery, romance and the elimination of villain Hale are the plot ingredients thenceforth. United Artists is releasing.

MEET THE MISSUS . . . The comic stars of WE'RE ON THE JURY have been assigned the laugh-making job in this new RKO comedy. When Helen Broker wins the Mid-west competition for the Happy Noodle Corp's title 'America's Perfect Housewife,' meek hubby Victor Moore is in for some trouble at Atlantic City, where the finals are held.
SATURDAY, JUNE 19, 1937

REVIEWS

(Continued from page 6)

SWEETHEART OF THE NAVY

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING


Grand National
70 Minutes
Eric Linden . . Cecilia Parker . . .
Roger Imhof . . Bernadene Hayes . .
Jason Robards . . Cully Richards . .
Don Barcy
Directed by Duncan Mansfield

This is a pleasing and highly amusing comedy. While not original, it has been directed with plenty of pep and speed. A couple of entertaining musical interludes effectively aid the proceedings. Minus strong marquee draw, SWEETHEART OF THE NAVY will do best as a dualler in any type of theatre. It will prove particularly acceptable to the family trade.

Cecilia Parker, owner of a shore cafe, frequented by the gobs, gets into trouble with her creditors when her partner disappears with their capital. The boys learn of her plight and arrange a boxing match, which has been forbidden by the commander, to raise the cash for the girl. Linden is appointed to meet the champ Jason Robards. Imhof, the commander, puts his foot down, and the situation looks bad, until Linden really falls for Miss Parker, beats up Robards in a cafe brawl. Thus the gobs win their bets, handing the dough over to Cecilia in time to keep her from the hoosegow.

Miss Parker, besides giving a pleasing touch to the picture with her singing, is attractive as the heroine. Linden is adequate as the boy. Mansfield’s direction is refreshing and the entertaining musical interludes effectively aid the proceedings. Minus strong marquee draw, SWEETHEART OF THE NAVY will do best as a dualler in any type of theatre. It will prove particularly acceptable to the family trade.

AD TIPS: Sell Tamiroff. His dark, ominous, sultry appearance is perfectly suited to the role of the man-basher. Engage a straight-screen artist to perform tricks in lobby in advance.

GREAT GAMBIINI, The

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

MYSTERY . . . Too involved to entertain much . . . Tamiroff delivers good performance . . . For double duty only . . . Rates ○ ○ for dualling.

Paramount
70 Minutes
Akim Tamiroff . . Marian Marsh . .
John Trent . . Genevieve Tobin . .
Reginald Denny . . Roland Drew . .
William Demarest . . Edward Brophy
Directed by Charles Vidor

Even dyed-in-the-wool mystery fans will find this Paramount offering too complicated for their taste. There is a multitude of sub-plots, making it more of a headache than entertainment. One asset is the adroit and sinister playing of the title role by Akim Tamiroff, who continues to shape up as one of the better character actors in films.

THE GREAT GAMBIINI is strictly dual bill fare, except in spots avidly pro-mystery.

A famous magician, Tamiroff, predicts that his future wife, Marian Marsh and Roland Drew will not take place. When Drew is found dead the next day, the suspects include Tamiroff. Reginald Denny, John Trent, Genevieve Tobin. Trent, in love with Marian, is regarded as the prime suspect, but the murderer is finally pinned on Tamiroff, who reveals that he killed Drew because he had stolen his wife.

Tamiroff, flawless as Gambini. The others are adequate, with an outstanding bit delivered by Anne O’Neal.

AD TIPS: Sell Tamiroff. His dark, ominous, sultry appearance is perfectly suited to the role of the man-basher. Engage a straight-screen artist to perform tricks in lobby in advance.

ANYTHING FOR A THRILL

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

ACTION . . . Excellent Darro-Richmond vehicle . . . Made to the order for action fans and juve audiences . . . O.K. for lower berth on duals in nabes . . . Rates ○ ○ ○ for action spots.

Conn Pictures
58 Minutes
Frankie Darro . . Kane Richmond . .
June Johnson . . Ann Evers . .
Johnstone White
Directed by Lee Goodwins

Easily the best Frankie Darro starer yet turned out by Maurice Conn, this has all the goods to please the kids and action fans, while the freshness and speed with which it is delivered makes it a good dualler for nabob audiences. The film has the benefit of a snappy yarn, and young Frankie has plenty of opportunity to display his athletic prowess without making his feats seem implausible. A top notch production and an evenly balanced cast round out a generally satisfactory picture of this calibre.

Frankie delivers his familiar punchy performance and Richmond is excellent as the older boy. The welder June Johnson is an attractive heroine. Suave Johnstone White gives just the right touch to his villainous characterization.

Lee Cooe’hin’s direction is effective.

Married Before Breakfast

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY . . . Highly amusing laugh-film has good story idea. Should please as dualler in nabe and deluxe houses . . . Rates ○ ○; less for action spots.

M-G-M
51 Minutes
Robert Young . . Florence Rice . .
Warren Hesper . . Helen Flint . .
Irene Franklin . . Hugh Marlowe . .
Tom Kennedy
Directed by Edwin L. Marin

Although strictly dual bill fare, this M-G-M quickie is good comedy. It is the latest edition to the frothy, dither comedies and fares much better than many of its predecessors. With plenty of ingeniously contrived situations and gags, it is good laugh entertainment from start to finish. On top of Young’s recent performance in 1 MET HIM IN PARIS, he might prove a fairly good drawing value. But, with only his name, most situations will do well to couple it with a good attraction.

Young is an enterprising young fellow, who gets a quarter of a million dollars for an invention. Before sailing on a honey-moon with his society bride-to-be, he throws a party for his former boarding house companions. A girl from the steamship company, Florence Rice, arrives, and when he invites her to help along the proceedings, tells her he will make true any wish she wants. Marriage is her aim, but her fiancé is delaying the marriage until he can sell an insurance policy, thus bringing about a promo-tion. The night brings a whirlwind of adventures as the pair attempt to sell the policy. By morning, Young is jilted by the society girl and Miss Rice has forgotten her betrothed under the charm of Mr. Young.

The cast handles the comic situations with verve and good farce humor. Young romps through his roles brightly. Warren Hesper, as a good-natured gangster, and Tom Kennedy and Irene Franklin as a milkman and his wife, get plenty of laughs. Others are O.K.

AD TIPS: Play this up as a smart, frothy comedy. Mention Young’s role in “1 MET HIM IN PARIS.”

ROOTIN’ TOOTIN’ RHYTHM

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING


Republic
60 Minutes
Gene Autry . . Smiley Burnette . .
Armanda . . Monte Blue . .
Al Clausen and His Outlaws . .
Mac Hoffman, Jr.
Directed by Mack V. Wright

This is under the standards set by preceding Gene Autry Westerns. However, it has the star’s warbling and a better than usual female lead in pretty Armanda. Strictly formula stuff, it is replete with the usual Western chases, fights and ordinary plot. Autry fans will be satisfied.
HARRY FLORENCE

WHEN NATE DREW

ZIPPY. BANG! BANG! BANG!

MANAGING

JACK GRANARA, who directed publicity for the RKO Boston and Keith Memorial, took an infrequent weekend off a few days ago and boarded the train to New York. CHARLES KOERNER is back at his duties as Eastern Division Manager for RKO after taking six weeks off to West Coast. RUDOLPH BRUCE, world-scouting BULLETIN correspondent, is back in Boston from Denmark. Bruce and the Mizuz will be remembered, were spliced in that position after winning the first and second prizes in the HERALD film cartoon contest for a slight matter of twelve grand. She was ELIZABETH O'NEIL. Whom did the honey-spoons meet up with in Tivoli but ADOLPH BYNG, who operates the Community in Wellesley when he is not abroad. The three of them chipped in for one postcard to Allied friends. None, no, not in Scotland. ALICE FREEMAN of Warner Bros. is no more. She became MRS. MACK SHAFFETZ at a Hotel Bradford binding June 22nd. He's on M.D. ELECTION COMMITTEES of the Paramount Theatre couldn't wait. Well, the boat couldn't wait anyway. Her marriage was set for a day because of sailing schedules to Bermuda. LEO GORMAN will build in Portland, it is expected. JACK EAMES of Allied is contemplating a new theatre in Copley, N. H. ANDY TEGU is raising, not razing, a couple of new houses in the Green Mountain State, also known as Vermont. ROY HEPFNER, Bank rate so far, is talking more law suits against naughty exhibs who won't kick in for the Banknike royalty coffers. The peace-pipe has been smoked in several instances and litigations suspended. Pumptor Inn is to be the place; the Motion Picture Salesmens Club, the sponsor. The occasion, the proposed general outing for Greater Boston filmmotions to be held in July or August. HERMAN KONNIS, M.P.S.C. proxy, is in charge of initial arrangements. Exhibitors, viewing the new A. F. of L. union of Boston exchange workers with an eye toward possibly similar tiptop in the future, woke up one other morning to find still another A. F. of L. unit in their own theatres. Usurers, drovers, cashiers, night cleaners, and candy salesmen now have an organization of their own, chartered by the William Green group. Wave demands were being scaled last week. TIMMY O'BRIEN of the Stage Hands local is business manager. The Columbia Club held an outing in Marblehead last Saturday. TIM O'TOOLE Boston branch manager, donated a Montague Drive prize check to the occasion. CHAS. LYNCH of RKO is to marry MISS HELEN WELCH of the Film Credit Department. Hearing of special Legislative Committees are keeping the statutes pot simmering.
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So boasted a man who ruled his world of shame and avarice by the sheer force of his dominating will—and who faced his doom at the hands of the woman whose life he had made unbearable. A dramatic story unique in its compelling power!

The Tenth Man is the wise showman who knows that an action melodrama without a dull moment is the key for box-office profits—and "The Tenth Man" is that kind of a picture!

SOMERSET MAUGHAM's famous play with JOHN LODGE ANTOINETTE CELLIER
Athole Stewart • Aileen Marson • Iris Hoey
Clifford Evans • Directed by Brian Desmond Hurst
WAR DECLARED!

Independent Exhibitors To Boycott Paramount On Dates and New Deals During Month of August. Campaign Is Nation-Wide.

Read: THEY'RE UP IN ARMS — Editorial, Page 3
The Anti-Paramount Meeting In Washington

To Washington last Tuesday came a group of independent theatre owners numbering approximately forty. Knowing the timidity of most independents to "stick their necks out" in a fight against one of the more powerful major film companies, this little band of exhibitors must be credited with courage, as well as foresight, for they came to give battle to one of the most insolent, anti-exhibitor companies in the industry—Paramount.

The meeting was called by "Fighting Pete" Wood of the Ohio Independent Theatre Owners. It was a non-partisan gathering, for Paramount's cheap "hold-back" scheme strikes at every independent exhibitor, regardless of affiliation. Although Ed Kuykendall, "front man" for the Big 5 producer-exhibitors, found some alibi for absenting himself, there were present several M.P.T.O. unit men from Virginia: a group representing the U.M.P.T.O. of Eastern Penna., and a doughty independent from far-off Minnesota.

Under the eyes of a number of sympathetic Congressmen, this "war committee" laid plans, which, if the exhibitors of the nation accept and follow through, will make of Paramount an example of what an outraged body of independents can accomplish in defense of its rights.

The "course of action," unanimously agreed upon, is formally stated by Wood as follows:

1—THAT all exhibitors throughout the United States refuse to play any Paramount pictures during the month of August 1937 and for such longer period as the Washington Committee may, by its future action decide upon.

2—THAT all exhibitors refrain from entering into any 1937-38 contracts with Paramount at this time, and during the duration of the strike, unless the present terms demanded by Paramount become more fair, reasonable and equitable.

3—THAT all 1936-37 contract holders make a demand upon Paramount to deliver to them the following pictures: "SOULS AT SEA," "HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME," "ANGEL," "ARTISTS AND MODELS," "SPAWN OF THE NORTH," and "THE COUNT OF LUXENBOURG," for the reason that all these pictures appeared in the work sheet that was used to induce exhibitors to enter into 1936-37 contracts.

4—The Committee was of the unanimous opinion that this campaign against Paramount shall be declared a "BUYERS' STRIKE," or a "SIT-DOWN STRIKE" of exhibitors against Paramount.

Wood points out that if 4000 theatres holding 1936-37 contracts with Paramount would refuse to sign 1937-38 deals, the loss would be sufficient to wipe out the company's anticipated profit for this year.

"With the product of seven other majors and two or three independents available," Wood declared, "surely four thousand theatres for one season can very easily get along without the eight or ten "box-office" or "near box-office" pictures that Paramount might release during 1937-38."

In our estimation, one of the most potent measures taken at the Washington meeting was the decision to TEST BY LAW THE RIGHT OF A FILM COMPANY TO IGNORE THE EXHIBITOR'S CLAIMS TO PICTURES "SOLD" TO HIM.

Such a suit may finally establish the theatreman's rights, but it will take time. For the present there is the fight against Paramount at hand. It is a golden opportunity for America's independent exhibitors to win their rightful place in the industry—as a respected group.
A MESSAGE TO ADOLPH ZUKOR

They're Up In Arms!

We both know, Mr. Zukor, that in the past independent exhibitors have been easily defeated or won over whenever they engaged in a fight against inordinate film rentals or unfair trade practices foisted upon them by this or that film company.

We both know that there are many dollar-hungry exhibitors who will desert a fight for a favor from one of the majors, and we know that your company — and others — deliberately set out to sabotage any independent unity by “reaching” those stupid and short-sighted theatraemen with favorable contracts, thus enabling the distributor to point out to the stalwart independents how they had been betrayed.

We both know all this and it seems to have made you confident that you will smash the current anti-Paramount campaign just as easily. But, will you?

The independents are up in arms this time, Mr. Zukor, not because of Paramount’s terms, exorbitant as they are, but BECAUSE YOUR COMPANY CHEATED THEM!

By refusing to deliver the pictures promised in the 1936-37 Work Sheet, Paramount may be within the strictest letter of the Law — although even that is open to dispute — but it is flagrantly violating both the spirit of the Law and all Ethics by which man deals with man on any level of Honesty and Decency in the business world.

During the past decade independent theatre owners have been victimized by so many disreputable and insulting trade practices that they have lost not only the respect of the trade at large, but THEIR OWN SELF-RESPECT! They have come to fear the “almighty” power of the film companies and to live in dread of the day when they might be deprived of their livelihood and investment by the whim of some offended distributor.

But, there is a limit to which even the most docile of all human creatures will subject himself. Perhaps these independent business men have learned something from Labor’s current struggle for organization to win a brighter place in our Nation. Perhaps Paramount’s un-savory “hold-back” policy flooded the exhibitor’s well of resentment against being made the goat of the profit-mad schemes of film executives. Perhaps it just struck them as the dirtiest deal they have ever been served.

DON’T YOU SENSE REVOLT IN THE AIR, MR. ZUKOR? We do.

You may lick them once more, but don’t delude yourself for a moment with the thought that your Paramount will come thru the fight unscathed. Maybe 1000, or a mere 500 of your customers will tell you to pickle your pictures this coming season. That will hurt, but it isn’t all the hurt you will suffer. Goodwill may seem an unimportant factor to you today, but lack of it will eventually destroy Paramount. You will feel the repercussions into the distant years to come.

Take our advise, Mr. Zukor. Don’t sit back and say, “They’ll buy our pictures because they need them.” Be fair and let them say they’ll buy them because they want them. There IS a difference.

MO WAX.
A Bit of Tyranny
By Warner Brothers!

The following letter was sent by the Advertising Sales Manager of Warner Bros. Washington, D. C. exchange, to an independent theatre operator in Virginia:

June 8, 1937

Mr. Benj. T. Pitts, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Pitts Colonial Theatre,
Fredericksburg, Virginia

My dear sir:

In connection with your request for (4) pressbooks on GODS COUNTRY AND THE WOMAN please be advised that although we are anxious to furnish to your houses free suggestions disclosed in each pressbook we find it to our advantage to give pressbooks to only those accounts buying our accessories.

We should like to know why you request a large number of pressbooks in view of the fact that your gross purchases of our accessories has been nil.

In the future please be advised that pressbooks will be available to only those exhibitors buying exclusively our paper.

We realize that this new rental plan recently adopted offers to you accessories at prices far below those offered for similar data by the unethical service of independent poster houses.

Very truly yours,

J. L. Mathews.
Ad Sales Manager.

The penny-wise, pound-foolish policy of renting poster accessories was adopted by Paramount and Warner Brothers for the express purpose of crushing the competition of independent poster renters — and without any consideration for the convenience or economy of exhibitors who buy their products. Most theatremen regard the system as a nuisance and we have been told by someone in Warners that fewer accessory sales are being made to independent exhibitors than ever before.

If the Washington ad sales manager was officially empowered to adopt such a tyrannical attitude toward a purchaser of their pictures because he doesn’t buy a one sheet from them occasionally, Warner Bros. is heading straight for a flock of trouble with hundreds of old customers.

This is certainly the height of impudence. For what, may we ask, did Mr. Pitts sign a contract with Warner Bros. — FILMS OR POSTERS?

Know Your Own Business

It has often been said, in truth, that exhibitors know less about their own business than any other merchants.

Very few of them attend preview showings of new films, when offered; a comparative handful read newspaper reviews, and only in isolated spots can be found a theatreman who studies the entertainment pulse of his own patronage in order to judge shifts in taste, their preferences for minor players, whose names should be featured, etc.

Surprising, too, is the fact that innumerable independents never analyze the performance of the various products they have played during the past season. Such revealing figures as net profit or loss per day, per centages of individual outright-buy pictures and average percentage for an entire product are unknown to a majority of exhibitors.

The exhibitor who does have such data with which to confront the film salesmen buys more intelligently and inspires respect from the distributor. Know your own business.

The Majors Reject
Allied’s Peace Offer

It should hardly have shocked the “wolf of the Northwest” Al Steffes, to discover that his proposal for round table conferences with the heads of the major distributors fell on deaf ears. It was wishful thinking to assume that Allied had already brought the Big 5 producer-exhibitors to their knees with the theatre divorce campaign.

Now, Steffes declares, “There is only one thing for Allied States Association and that is to more aggressively sponsor state and national legislation, as producer-exhibitor representatives are not ready as yet for round table conferences.”

The fiery Minnesotan was well-intentioned, but opposed all that experience should have taught him in fighting the independents’ battles. The majors are multi-million dollar corporations and more than a bit callous to complaints from their independent customers. True, the independents are powerful, more powerful than the film companies en masse, but they have never wielded their power in unity and the distributors are supremely confident that they never will.

Until, some day, the mass of independents demonstrate that they can strike a lusty blow in their defense when offended, they may well expect all their pleas for concessions to fail.

Of course Allied must continue the fight. If North Dakota passed the anti-affiliated chain law, it can win in other states. Allied is the underdog. When it has proved to the distributors that it can really hurt them, the call for conferences will come from the other side.
This is the introduction to a new FILM BULLETIN department, which, we expect, will prove an invaluable aid to exhibitors in the operation of their theatres. The plan is to provide a complete and comprehensive summary of all new feature films at the time they go into production. This information will enable the theatre operator to anticipate bookings and plan for the exhibition of forthcoming pictures for which he has contracted. We hope to enlarge the scope of this service as we further learn the needs of our readers.

**COLUMBIA**

**I'LL TAKE ROMANCE**

Shooting Started — June 21

Musical Comedy

Cast: GRACE MOORE, Melvyn Douglas, Stuart Erwin, Andre Berthomieu

Directed by Leo McCarey

Produced by Miles Corbin

**Story:** The life of an opera singer (Grace Moore) is dominated by her aunt (Helen Westley), an ex-opera star. Offered an engagement in Paris, Westley persuades her to accept, but Melvyn Douglas comes along as an emissary of a South American company, and by forcing her to fall in love with him contrives to get her aboard the ship for Buenos Aires. She discovers his motive for leading her on, but he has meanwhile fallen in love with her. The usual romantic complications ensue but all ends well.

Production No. 25 on '37-'38 program. Listed as a Special.

**THE AWFUL TRUTH**

Shooting Started — June 21

Comedy

Cast: IRENE DUNNE, Cary Grant, Ralph Bellamy, Joyce Compton, Wyn CAHOON

Directed by Everett Ruiken

Produced by Leo McCarey

**Story:** Irene Dunne divorces Cary Grant because the latter has refused to believe her explanation concerning a slight spent in a hotel room ostensibly with an aging actress. Dunne takes up with Ralph Bellamy, a bachelor, while Grant becomes engaged for a vaudeville tour with Joyce Compton. A reconciliation is effected but called off when Grant becomes formally engaged to another girl. Irene invites Dunne to the announcement party, where she insults Grant. Grant's dance calls off the marriage and Dunne and Grant are reunited.

Production No. 27 on '37-'38 program. Listed as a Special.

**RECENTLY COMPLETED**— *Irene in last two weeks*

**IN PRODUCTION**— IT'S ALL YOURS LIFE BEGINS WITH LOVE

**GRAND NATIONAL**

**SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT**

Shooting Started — June 23

Musical Drama

Cast: JAMES CAGNEY, Evelyn Daw, William Frawley, Jimmy Newell, Harry BARRIS, Cully Richards, Bill Carey, Gene Lockhart

Directed by Victor Schertzinger

Produced by Zinn Mayer

**Story:** Cagney, a popular orchestra leader, comes to Hollywood to give a screen test and wins a star role in a picture. Believing he has a little better luck, he boards a freighter to the South Seas. The released Cagney however is a huge success. Cagney is finally located and brought back to Hollywood with Evelyn Daw, his sweetheart whom he has never since married. The publicity department builds up a sympathy between him and a foreign star who-Assie Daw to leave him. He follows her, they reunite and he learns picture business.

Production No. 112 on '37-'38 program.

**METRO-GOLDFYN-MAYER**

**BIG CITY**

Cast: SPENCER TRACY, LUISE RAINER, Victor Varconi, Oscar O'Shea, William Demarest, Russell Hopton, Andrew Tombs

Directed by Frank Borzage

Produced by Louis B. Mayer

**Story:** Spencer Tracy is an independent and clever Manhattan lawyer who falls in love with Luise Rainer, an immigrant Vienna girl. A love story, it obviously is to Lise Rainer, an immigrant Viennese girl. A love story, it obviously evolves as the story of a Frenchwoman. Since evidence points to the fact that Paris offered the best time, the plan to deport her Tracy gets the real facts behind the tale and by disrupting a dinner given by a man is the ship and into the hospital where the baby is born in another: the war.

Production No. 1010 on '37-'38 program.

**RECENTLY COMPLETED**— *UMBRELLA MAN*

**IN PRODUCTION**— THE BRIDE WORE RED, MACANAL WAYEWSKA

**MONOGRAM**

**PARAMOUNT**

**SOPHIE LANG IN HOLLYWOOD**

Shooting Started — June 21

Mystery

Cast: GERTRUDE MICHAEL, Sandra Storm, Larry Crabbe, Barlow Bondland

Directed by Charles Reisner

Produced by Jules White

**Story:** Sophie Lang follows an Indian thief around a valuable diamond to Hollywood. She gets mixed up in the picture business and falls in love with Larry Crabbe, a director meanwhile meeting her usual encounters with the police as she pursues the gem.

Production No. 1145 on '37-'38 program.

**BULLDOG DRUMMOND COMES BACK**

Shooting Started — June 29

Mystery

Cast: JOHN BARRYMORE, John Howard, Louise Campbell, E. E. Clive, Reginald Denny

Directed by Louis King

Produced by Charles Executive

**Story:** A new Bulldog Drummond played by John Howard, is an assistant Scotland Yard inspector. John Barrymore, who is required in the usual situation when Drummond (Reginald Denny) is napped. With the help of Reginald Denny, he is able to return the manager to his duties.

Production No. 1146 on '37-'38 program.

**RECENTLY COMPLETED**— PLEASE IN WITH A NIGHT

**IN PRODUCTION**— *ARIADNE* BUT WITH MR. WATTS
PRODUCTION RECORD
(Continued from page 5)

PUBLIC COWBOY No. 1
Shooting Started — June 18
Western
Cast: GENE AUTREY, Smiley Burnette, Ann Rutherford, Frankie
Marrin, Arthur Loft, House Peters, Jr.
Directed by Joe Kane
Produced by Sol Siegel
Story: Story deals with an extremely modern method of rustling
whereby the cattle are stolen with planes and trucks. Autrey is
the deputy sheriff who finally rounds up the crooks in the good old-
fashioned way. Of course there is the incidental romance supplied
by Ann Rutherford.
Production No. 701 on '37-'38 program.

DOUBT TROUBLE
Shooting Started — June 23
Comedy
Cast: OLSON and JOHNSON, Mary Howard, Harry Stockwell, D'Arcy
Corrigan, Eddie Kane, Lew Kelly, Stanley Fields, Franklyn
Pangborn
Directed by James Horne
Produced by Leonard Fields
Story: Olson and Johnson are about to be evicted from their thea-
trical rooming house when they receive an important looking letter.
The landlady overhears their conversation and is led to believe the
comedy team has some oil property for a million dollars. The
newly set around and the bewildered comics back a show. Despite
the forces working against them, they save the day for themselves
and their acting pals by getting the show on the radio where it is a
huge success.
Production No. 656 on '37-'38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED:—LOVE AHOY
IN PRODUCTION—S. O. S. COAST GUARD (Serial)

FLIGHT FROM GLORY
Shooting Started — June 23
Drama
Cast: CHESTER MORRIS, Whitney Bourne, Onslow Stevens, Van
Heflin, Douglas Walton, Rita Lee Roy
Directed by Lew Andes
Produced by Robert Sirk
Story: Chester Morris is one of a number of renegade aviators, who
brought to South America by a smuggling organization to fly their
contraband through the dangerous Andes mountains. Interwoven
in this situation is his romance with Whitney Bourne, wife of aviator
Douglas Walton. The latter, one of the group, weakens under the
strain and kills himself, leaving Morris and Bourne to their own
lives.
Production No. 982 on '37-'38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED:—ANNAPOLIS SALUTE
IN PRODUCTION—MAKE A WISH, STAGE DOOR, MUSIC FOR
MADAME, FIT FOR A KING

20TH CENTURY-FOX

CHARLIE CHAN ON BROADWAY
Shooting Started — June 15
Mystery
Cast: WARNER OLAND, Keye Luke, Joan Marsh, J. Edward Brom-
berg, Thomas Beck.
Directed by Gene Ford
Produced by Gene Stone
Story: Not available.
Production No. A 107 on '37-'38 program.

IN OLD CHICAGO
Shooting Started — June 14
Drama
Cast: Tyrone Power, Alice Faye, Don Ameche, Alice Brady. Andy
Devine, Tom Brown, Brian Donlevy, Phyliss Brooks
Directed by Henry King
Produced by Kenneth Macgowan
Story: The historical Chicago fire forms the climax of this story. Don
Ameche and Tyrone Power, sons of Alice Brady, grow up in Chi-
gado, Power to become a small town racketeer and Ameche a promis-
ying lawyer. In order to spite his enemies Power abets the
election of Ameche as mayor. Elected, Ameche fulfills his campaign
promise to clean up the Patch, clashing with his brother until the
great fire starts. Alice Faye and Phyliss Brooks vie for Ameche’s
favor.
Production No. A 106 on '37-'38 program.

ALI Baba GIVES TO TOWN
Shooting Started — June 28
Musical Comedy
Cast: EDDIE CANTOR, Louise Hovick, Roland Young, Virginia Field,
John Carradine, June Lang, George Saunders, Tony Martin
Directed by David Butler
Produced by Lawrence Schorab
Story: Cantor is a bum, who, when thrown from a freight car,
finds himself working in a motion picture company producing Ali
Baba and the Forty Thieves. He falls asleep and dreams of the old
story and some modern embellishments and when he awakens de-
covers he has missed his cue and is fired from the job.
Production No. A 103 on '37-'38 program. Listed as a Special.

RECENTLY COMPLETED:—LIFE OF A LANCER, YOU CAN’T HAVE
EVERYTHING, HOT WATER, BORN RECKLESS, WILD AND
WOOLY, LOVE UNDER FIRE
IN PRODUCTION—HEIDI, LOVELY TO LOOK AT (Formerly Thin Ice),
DANGER—LOVE AT WORK

GOLDWYN

ADVENTURES OF MARCO POLO
Shooting Started — June 15
Historical Drama
Cast: GARY COOPER, Sigrid Gurie, Ernest Truex, Verree Teasdale,
Basil Rathbone, George Barbier, Lotus Jen
Directed by Archie Mayo
Produced by Samuel Goldwyn
Story: Laid in the picturesque period of the middle ages. Cooper
plays the famed explorer who is bent on establishing trade rela-
tions between Europe and the Orient. He falls in love with Sigrid
Gurie, daughter of George Barbier, who is supposed to marry the
King of Persia.
To be released on '37-'38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED:—STELLA DALLAS, DEAD END
IN PRODUCTION—HURRICANE

S.ELZNICK

NOTHING SACRED
Shooting Started — June 17
Comedy
Cast: CAROLE LOMBARD, FREDERICK MARCH. Charles Winninger,
Walter Connolly
Directed by William Wellman
Produced by David O. Selznick
Story: A madcap comedy relating the adventures of Carole Lomb-
ard, a country gal, who comes to the big city and is given her
first assignment at life by newspaper man, Frederick March. Most of
the whirlwind action takes place in the various little spots in New York.
Production No. 101 on '37-'38 program.

(Continued on page 10)
'Road Back' Impressive . . . 'Candlesticks' Story Weak . . . 'Small Town Boy' Good Family Picture

ROAD BACK, The

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

ANTI-WAR DRAMA . . . Fine production of Remarque's biting novel of youth's post-war disillusionment . . . comedy added abundantly to popularize the film . . . Rates ★ ★ ★ for deluxe houses; slightly less elsewhere.

Universal
80 Minutes
Directed by James Whale

Erich Maria Remarque's novel, THE ROAD BACK told in biting, ironical passages, the story of the disillusion of Germany's youthful World War fighters after they returned from the front. Universal has lavished the bitterness of the novel with more comedy and, although the result may not prove wholly satisfying to critical readers of the book, it is our opinion that it makes better boxoffice. The original was far too depressing for popularity among movie fans, so producer-director James Whale decided to concentrate, in part, on bringing laughs in that infrastructural atmosphere.

The production is sweeping in magnitude, yet simple in its telling. Its aim is obviously anti-war and that impression will be lasting on its audiences.

The armistice—peace! Back in their native town, a group of young ex-fighters seek happiness and internal peace, but cannot find it. The years of ruthless killing has marked them. When one of them finds his sweetheart in the arms of a drunken war profiteer, he shoots him and is convicted for murder, despite the pleas of his old comrades. Why, one asks, is it a crime to kill one man you hate after killing hundreds of soldiers who had never wronged you? Another, a radical, is shot down with a number of others in the town square for pleading for bread to eat. And, at the end, these hapless war-torn boys watch in despair as a goose-stepping instructor drills a group of children with wooden rifles and toy machine-guns—for "the next war."

The cast is uniformly excellent. John King, Richard Cromwell and Slim Summerville doing outstanding work. Top honors, however, go to Andy Devine for a deft and at times feeling comic performance.

The boxoffice returns should be good in most locations. Its timeliness affords the exhibitor strong exploitation angles.

AD TIPS: Call it the most important picture since "All Quiet" Plug the sequence in which the young soldiers fill the town's parapet. Point out the story's timeliness.

SMALL TOWN BOY

Hollywood Preview

HANNA (Hollywood)

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY . . . Excellent family trade fare . . . Story makes shrewd use of Erwin's comedy talents. Rates ★ ★ ★ ★ better for small towns and natures; good dueller for deluxe spots.

Grand National
60 Minutes
Directed by Glenn Lyon

With a made-to-order story for the noted talents of its stars, Stuart Erwin, SMALL TOWN BOY has been fashioned into a genuinely amusing comedy, which should highly please the family trade. Neatly paced and helped by some excellent performances, the simple story is further embellished with well timed and effective gags. A natural for the small towns and naborketons; it can also hold its own as a dueller in the big houses.

Erwin, in the title role, is a lube insurance salesman buckled by his family and sweetheart because of his lack of initiative. When he finds a $1,000 bill, which is unclaimed after Erwin buys it for its owner, his entire demeanor changes and he becomes a demon salesman. The bill, however, brings its complications, for it turns out to be a counterfeit. But, having discovered his new personality, the difficulties fail to affect him, and after straightening them out, he marries the gal.

Erwin carries his role excellently, and with a minimum of effort, effects the transition from the small town boy to a person of affluence, getting plenty of laughs and sympathy enroute. Miss Compton is an eyeful as well as an engaging actress. Jed Prouty lends sympathy to the role of Erwin's cousin, Powell, and a characterization which dominates her every scene as the picky wife.

Director Glenn Tyson has done a creditable job, his experienced hand being vividly displayed in the many deft touches he has incorporated.

AD TIPS: Feature Erwin in the ideal role. Catchline: "A Phony $1000 Bill Changed Him From Meek Mouse To Demon Man"

BETWEEN TWO WOMEN

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . First rate dramatic entertainment with general appeal. . . Can hold top spot in any type of house . . . Rates ★ ★ ★, or slightly better generally.

M-G-M
87 Minutes
Directed by George B. Seitz

A genuinely moving and engrossing story, BETWEEN TWO WOMEN is more than satisfactory dramatic entertainment which should appeal to the classes. The story of a doctor who is torn between devotion to his work and love for his butterfly wife, the hospital provides an effective background—glorifying as it does the doctors and nurses who sacrifice their own personal lives to their profession and in an excellently mounted and well cast production. With the
EVER SINCE EVE
Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY ... Standout comedy cast makes this good fun ... Usual Marion Davies plot, but deftly written ... Rates 0 0 for all but action houses.

Warner Bros.
81 Minutes
Marion Davies ... Robert Montgomery ... Patsy Kelly ... Frank McHugh ... Allen Jenkins ... Louise Fazenda ... Barton MacLane ... Marcia Ratson

Directed by Paul L. Stein

Although this abides strictly by the standard Marion Davies plot formula, it is a fairly well contrived comedy and boasts an unusually strong cast of funmakers. With the added value of Robert Montgomery's name in the romantic lead, EVER SINCE EVE should have little difficulty getting average returns in the deluxe and naborhood locations. Action houses will do well to dual it.

Again Miss Davies is the beautiful girl transformed into an ugly duckling in order to gain her ends. As a stenographer, she is unable to keep a job because of advances made by her boss. Changing her appearance on the unattractive side, she gets a job as secretary to author Montgomery. Opposed by the whims of his fiancee, Marcia Ratson, Montgomery rashly helps Miss Davies bring her novel to completion, until she is forced to resign by Marcia's outburst. Montgomery cannot work without Marion and brings her back, after falling in love with her beautiful self. We never knew, that she is his funny-looking stenog. The book finished, he learns the truth and they marry.

Miss Davies takes fewer close-ups than usual and gives very funny and good comedy to her dual role. Montgomery is the playboy again. Patsy Kelly takes the honors with her very pretty portrait of Marion's roommate, Frank McHugh, Louise Fazenda and Allen Jenkins. Rawan's direction is satisfactory.

AD TIPS: Sell the cast, giving them all equal billing with Davies.

HANNA (Hollywood)

ARMORED CAR

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

MELODRAMA ... Routine cops vs. gangsters yarn ... OK for action spots, but lack of names limits it to lower dual berth elsewhere ... Rates 0 0 where crime films click.

Universal
62 Minutes
Robert Wilcox ... Judith Barrett ... Cesar Romero ... Irving Pichel ... David Oliver ... Bill Lundy

Directed by Lewis R. Foster

Just a fair gangster movie, ARMORED CAR has little to distinguish it from its many predecessors and is further hampered by lack of any name strength. However, there is enough action and suspense to satisfy avid gangster film fans and it should have no trouble returning average grosses in the shoot-em-up locations. It's strictly lower berth dual fare elsewhere.

Robert Wilcox appears as a guard for the armored cars of a bank, who is dismissed when it is found that he has a police record. Of course, he develops that he is a detective assigned to round up the gang which has been robbing the trucks regularly. According to formula, he is taken in by the gang, gets the goods on them and, in an exciting chase and chase, nab them. Incidental romance between Wilcox and Judith Barrett is carried on.

The moody roles of the gang chiefs are adepth handled by Irving Pichel and Cesar Romero. The actors are satisfactory.

Director Foster did well enough with the thrills, but the remainder is rather badly done.

AD TIPS: Action houses should go to town on the gangster vs. cops angle. Cesar Romero is well-known to action fans and should be featured in such spots.

HANNA (Hollywood)

North of the Rio Grande

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

WESTERN ... One of best in Hopalong Cassidy series ... A winner for action houses, where it rates 0 0 0.

Paramount (Sherman)
72 Minutes
William Boyd ... Bernadene Hayes ... Russell Hayden ... George Hayes ... Stephen Morris ... John Rutherford ... Walter Long

Directed by Nate Woot

Harry Sherman seems to improve his Hopalong Cassidy westerns with every new one. NORTH OF RIO GRANDE is cornoing entertainment for western lovers, combining mystery with outdoor action. The production bears evidence of quality not apparent in run-of-the-mill hoss operas. It's well above average stuff in its category and should click handsomely in the action spots, William Boyd, of course, is again Hopalong. This time he is out to avenge the treacherous murder of his brother and joins the responsible outlaw band, which is headed by the town's leading citizen. They trap Hopalong and wound him, but he gets out of the tight spot to wipe out the gang.

Bernadene Hayes lends more than usual color to her "good-bad woman" role, and George Hayes draws many laughs by his pantomime. Jack O'Donnell has furnished a splendid adaptation of Clarence Mulford's original, and Nate Woot's direction maintains a swift pace throughout.

AD TIPS: Emphasize mystery angle. Catchline: An Eye For An Eye And A Life For His Brother's Life—That Was Hopalong Cassidy's Code.

HANNA (Hollywood)

SING AND BE HAPPY

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY with Songs ... Only passable dual bill stuff ... Martin's singing OK, but yarn is tired ... Rates 0 0 0 for nabe duals.

20th Century-Fox
67 Minutes
Tony Martin ... Joan Davis ... Frank Coghlan ... Leila Roy ... Dixie Dunbar ... Allon Lane ... Chick Chandler ... Berton Churchill ... Andrew Tombes ... Louis Alberini

Directed by James Tinling

This has been lifted from that grove of undistinguished and inconsequential seminuusical comedies, of which far too many (Continued on page 14)
MOUNTAIN MUSIC
(Paramount)

"... Starting out as a hillbilly opera, laid in the Blue Ridge Mountains of Kentucky, the script turns out to include a show, a modern show, parlor charades, a woman surprise in a hotel room, a court scene, and finally a return to the original trend started out with ... Miss Rye is not quite so masks the article as usual ..."

Tazelaar, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNI

"... A story crazy enough to require Miss Davies to wear for much of the film's footage a straight black wig over her pretty blonde curls, horn-rimmed spectacles, a drab, old-fashioned costume, straight-lined, substantial shoes and most god-awful hat ... Miss Davies plays with her usual monotone ..."

Gilbert, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Marion Davies has one of those dual roles—now a supposedly glamorous witch, now a tramp. There are nervous attempts at farce in the production, occasional burlesque interludes and a dash of melodrama ..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNI

SING AND BE HAPPY
(20th Century-Fox)

"... The only depth to the story is in the dimples of the principals, Tony Martin and Leah Ray ..."

B. R. C., N. Y. TIMES

"... Amusing, thanks to the presence of Helen Westley and the comic team of Joan Davis and Chick Chandler. Some funny scenes with Miss Westley, who poses as a pickle manufacturer ..."

Tazelaar, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNI

"... Too headlong in its foolishness. There are songs and funny sayings ... An ordinary plot, but it would stand up if it had more humor and a better score ..."

D. G., N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

SLAVE SHIP
(20th Century-Fox)

"... A tale of high adventure on the high seas ... the final sequences have a certain sustained excitement, but the exposition is as a whole is faltering ..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNI

"... Not a good picture ... Strictly for the box office slave trade in artistry and characterization, but a painted ship upon a painted ocean ..."

Gilbert, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Dramatic picture of trade in human cargoes will please that part of the public which does not examine too closely the method by which their emotions are to be aroused and find much to cause laughter, thrills and satisfaction ..."

Winston, N. Y. POST

YOU CAN'T BEAT LOVE
(RKO)

"... One of those potboilers that should be run through the reviewing mill as perturbingly as possible ..."

B. R. C., N. Y. TIMES

"... Preston Foster stands off the picture by digging ditches, wearing full dress clothes ... Mr. Foster, who does well enough, hasn't much material to work with ..."

Thier, N. Y. POST

"... Introduces Joan Fontaine, RKO-Radio's new find, in a trilling comedy that is surprisingly smooth and often quite bright and lively ... Recommendable for its case, some amusing dialogue and a general lack of pretentiousness ..."

Finn, PHIL. RECORD

THE THIRTEENTH CHAIR
(M-G-M)

"... While the 1940 version, which plays it dark, the pacing is somewhat better and the story more dramatically written ... Miss Rogers is an excellent cast ...

Tazelaar, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNI

"... Some fat, more modest humor ...

Time. May Whitby's work is spiritedly if not creditably handled ..."

Winston, N. Y. POST

THE ROAD BACK
(Universal)

"... Reasonably effective was the film, more admired than most of the Hollywood war pictures seen ... Those who have not read the book should have a fine time at the picture, but most of those who will have considered it vulgar ..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... Set down as disappointing. His version of the finest war scenes ever filmed ... Comedy, interpretation are lame and tedious and the personal drama lacks vitality ... Voices a challenging denial of war's glory. Not particularly entertaining ..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNI

"... Has a fine theme—the tragedy of malapportion of the soldiers returning from the trenches to 'civilization' (Germany) and the failure of the Allied government to make any attempt to rehabilitate them ... Tense and subjective study of blighted lives ...

Gilbert, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

RIDING ON AIR
(RKO-Radio)

"... Joe E. Brown's familiar cavy genuflections are accentuated with excitement ... Thanks to some clever serial photography, the film is a comparatively amusing summer-weight offering ...

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNI

"... The familiar theme of 'Riding On Air' is not Brown, but is the track photography involving airplanes in maneuvers, which would frighten any enemy out of its ways ...

Carmody, WASH. EVENING STAR

"... Worthy bits of horseplay ...

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... Fine entertainment of the 'flying' type ... Joe E. Brown fans will love it ... Changes are based upon such qualifications as a good heart, a pin head, the courage of a fool and the luck of the fiction ...

Winston, N. Y. POST

THE LAST TRAIN FROM MADRID
(Paramount)

"... A very ordinary melodrama, developing a crisis in which situations with slight excitement or screen excellence ... Story attempts to hitch a threadbare 'moro' plot into the portentous world wide setting ...

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNI

"... Heralded as the most picture (and record and documentation) most eagerly anticipated to deal with the Spanish civil war ... Should not be accepted literally or too seriously ...

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... Dialogue remarkable for skill and taste ... Fundamentally, it is a silly picture, essentially a production that has been poorly made ...

Winston, N. Y. POST
**PRODUCTION RECORD**

(Continued from page 6)

**SEZLICK**

**ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER**

Shooting Started — June 24

Cast: Tommy Kelly, Ted Lome, Elizabeth Patterson, Walter Brennan, Ann Gillis, Victor Jory, A. W. Swaray, Cora Sue Collins, Charles Richman, Spring Byington, Margaret Hamilton

Directed by H. C. Potter

Produced by David 0 Selznick

Story: Continuing the boyhood adventures of Mark Twain's famous character, Tom Sawyer and his pals and enemies. Tommy Kelly, a new discovery, was hailed by Selznick International as the perfect Sawyer.

Production No. 105 on '37-'38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED: PRISONER OF ZENDA

**WANGER**

**I MET MY LOVE AGAIN**

Shooting Started — June 25

Romantic Comedy-drama

Cast: HENRY FONDA, JOAN BENNETT, Alan Marshall, Dame Mae Whitty, Tom Holt, Louise Platt

Directed by Arthur Ripley

Produced by Walter Wanger

Story: Joan Bennett visits her somewhat dull New England sweethearts, Henry Fonda, to marry playboy Alan Marshall. Their life together takes them to Europe, where she discovers the worthlessness of her husband. He is finally killed; she returns to New England, discovers Fonda is now a professor, and after a series of complications finally marries him.

To be released on '36-'37 program.

**WANGER**

**STAND-IN**

Shooting Started — June 28

Comedy

Cast: LESLIE HOWARD, JOAN BLONDELL, J. C. Nugent, Tully Marshall, William Mong

Directed by Tay Garnett

Produced by Walter Wanger

Story: From the Clarence Budington Kelland magazine story, this recounts the amusing experiences of a bank employee (Leslie Howard), who is placed at the head of a movie picture studio during its reorganization. Joan Blondell supplies more of the comedy, as well as the romantic interest.

To be released on '36-'37 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED: VOGUES OF 1938

IN PRODUCTION: 52nd STREET

**UNIVERSAL**

**THE LADY FIGHTS BACK**

Shooting Started — June 14

Comedy-Melodrama

Cast: Irene Hervey, Kent Taylor, William Lundigan, Willie Best, Ernest Cossart, Joseph Sawyer

Directed by Milton Caruth

Produced by Edmund Grainger

Story: Irene Hervey is the manager of a salmon fishing club, who is fighting the attempts of engineer Kent Taylor to assume control of the club's rights in order to dam up the river. Their efforts to out-smart each other result in Taylor's being jailed at Hervey's instigation. He gets out in time to save Hervey, when the political powers behind him saw away the supports to the bridge. They effect a compromise, the dam is built and Miss Hervey saves the fishing club.

Production No. 896 on '36-'37 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED: TWO CLEVER TO LIVE, THAT'S MY STORY

IN PRODUCTION: 100 MEN AND A GIRL, RADIO PATROL (Serial)

**WARNER BROTHERS**

**THE GREAT GARRICK**

Shooting Started — June 14

Comedy-Drama

Cast: BRIAN AHEARNE, Olivia de Havilland, Edward Everett Horton, Marie Wilson, Lane Turner

Directed by James Whale

Produced by Mervyn LeRoy

Story: The great English actor, David Garrick, tells his British fans he is leaving for Paris to teach the French actors how to act. A French playwright has heard this and since Garrick has refused to appear in one of his plays, sees a way to obtain revenge on the actor. He gathers a group of French actors together to give Garrick a thorough beating at one of the inns in which he plans to stay. Posed as various members of the staff, they start their trick but Garrick sees through the plot and turns the tables, tells each man how he really should perform his part and all ends happily for the great star and the French thespians. Olivia de Havilland supplies the romantic interest as a passerby who stops at the inn and is mistaken for an actress by Garrick.

Production No. 165 on '37-'38 program.

**SUBMARINE D-1**

Shooting Started — June 14

Drama

Cast: PAT O'BRIEN, GEORGE BRENT, Wayne Morris, Gloria Dickson, Frank McHugh, Gloria Dickson

Directed by Lloyd Bacon

Produced by Lou Edelman

Story: Not available.

Production No. 168 on '36-'37 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED: INSIDE STORY, PRAIRIE THUNDER, ALCATRAZ ISLAND

IN PRODUCTION: ADVENTUROUS BLONDE

---

**HELP US!**

It is our desire to improve this new FILM BULLETIN department to make it increasingly valuable to you.

**YOUR SUGGESTIONS**

on how we can accomplish this will receive our keen appreciation and attention. Drop us a note NOW.
Alert Monogram

It is still too early in the career of the New Monogram to judge whether or not this revived production unit will set Hollywood afire with its accomplishments. However, the crack-out-of-the-box feats performed by studio chief Scott R. Dunlap made a vast impression on the trade at large, and especially on competitive indies.

Although actively under way only two months, Monogram has already signed such comparatively important "names" as Mickey Rooney, Jackie Cooper, Tim McCoy and Tom Keene. They may not sparkle with the same boxoffice lustre as Garbo or Taylor, but they will do nicely to boost the stock of a new independent film producing organization.

Young Rooney has grown in stature with every picture in which he has appeared during the past year. Metro has lately awarded him increasingly important roles in some of its biggest productions and his work in "The Devil Is A Sissy," "Captains Courageous," "A Family Affair" and 20th Century's "Slave Ship" won the plaudits of film critics throughout the country.

Jackie Cooper's superb performance in "Devil Is A Sissy" revived interest in this youngster, whose memorable "Skippy" stands as the finest child performance in our recollection. He will be seen in Monogram's "Boy of the Streets."

Both Tim McCoy and Tom Keene rank high in the estimation of western fans. In addition, Dunlap has created a new singing cowboy star to rival the popular Gene Autry; he is Jack Randall, probably most handsome of all outdoor yodelers. He may lure some feminine taste for the hit-to-exclusively male horse opera.

Dunlap's talent scoops have left some of the other indies breathless, because their greatest problem has always been to obtain players who are in demand by the major studios. It is here that his background as a talent agent serves well the Monogram production head. Knowing the ropes and having connections with agents, Dunlap gets the inside track on many available players and signatures them before it is generally known that they can be obtained.

If its productions measure up to some of the names they will include, the new Monogram can readily assume an important niche in the trade.

"Million Dollar" Pictures

This is the time of the year ("accidentally" coinciding with the start of the sales season) when some of the major studios issue what reads suspiciously like propaganda about "million dollar" productions to be made during the new film year. Perhaps exhibitors will get excited when they read those stories, but out here in Hollywood it is swallowed calmly and with a generous portion of salt.

Paramount, it seems, has announced its intention to produce no less (no more) than twenty (20) million dollar pictures—count them. While this takes the cake, others of the major group rush into print from time to time with statements that a million or more will be spent on certain productions.

First of all, on hearing these estimates, one must consider how much of the "million dollars" will actually go into the production and how much will be charged to good old overhead. At Metro or Paramount, with their high-paid executives, an appalling percentage of the alleged "cost" cannot be found in the picture itself; overhead consumes almost one-half of the figure budgeted for a production.

Further, and of primary concern to the exhibitor, so-called million dollar films do not always, or even usually, develop into boxoffice successes. We have several recent examples worthy of attention.

"Captains Courageous" (M-G-M), "Lost Horizon" (Col.) and "Road Back" (Univ.) are costly productions and heavily publicized, yet none are expected to bring returns proportionate to expenditure. They are classed as "prestige" pictures, but the exhibitor argues, justly, that he cannot pay so heavy a price for prestige.

Other producers might heed the policy of 20th Century's shrewd Zanuck. Not only does he neglect to blow off about million dollar pictures, but he does not even bother producing them. Zanuck's formula is ENTERTAINMENT, and while that may bear less prestige, it can be relied upon to make both the exhibitor and filmgoer happy.

Conn Steps Out

A significant item in recent news about the Indies is the statement from Maurice Conn announcing the signing of Gene Austin, prominent radio star, to a long-term contract. The deal will call upon Austin to star in a series of six outdoor musical pictures a year for the Conn organization. The first of these productions will hit the camera in September, prior to which Austin will embark on a nation-wide personal appearance tour.

The signing of Austin, your correspondent can reliably report, is only one step in the general reorganization which Maurice Conn is now effecting. It is believed that for the forthcoming season his output will be thirty-six pictures, this increasing his program of Maynard Westerns, the Darro action pictures and Pinky Tol- lin's musicals by twenty-two pictures.

This enterprising young man has been conducting negotiations for substantial financing during the past few weeks in New York. It is reported that he has some plan for bringing his franchise distributors into a unified Indie setup similar to that of Republic.

This becomes a more than interesting expansion plan when one considers Conn's youth and the brevity of his career. He is an untiring worker and an extremely ambitious young man, who aims to assume a position of real importance in the industry—and probably will. Meanwhile, his 1937-38 production plans will be worth watching carefully.
Scenes from... and a few vital facts about... the new films.

NEW FACES OF 1937  Here is the first of what RKO hopes will be an annual series of musical comedies. As the title, NEW FACES, obviously indicates, the purpose will be to provide entertainment via the talents of hitherto undiscovered, or newly discovered, performers. The '37 version, which is nationally released this week, includes Joe Penner, Milton Berle, Parkyakarkas, Harriet Hilliard, William Brady and Jerome Cowan. It boasts 8 songs, specialty numbers and chorus routines.

TALK OF THE DEVIL... This latest Gaumont British importation has a story with a novel twist. Through his talent for mimicry, Ricardo Cortez unwittingly helps the scheme of a noted shipbuilder's unscrupulous brother (Basil Sydney) to obtain business secrets for a stock market scoop. This lends to the shipbuilder's suicide. Sally Eilers, his ward, is charged with his murder. Cortez, marked for death by the rascally Sydney, contrives to escape a trap and, by using his same powers of mimicry, telephones the police and makes a full confession of the villain's crime—in Sydney's name and voice! TALK OF THE DEVIL is a current G-B release.
The stills are selected for their descriptive value to exhibitors.

**Jungle Menace**

A few advance shots for Columbia’s first entry. It’s a Frank Fark jungle epic with all the thrills to be expected in darkest Africa. The cast of *Jungle Menace* boasts Columbia’s “feature” calibre includes Reginald Denny, Charlotte Henry, William Bakewell, Esther Dalston, LeRoy Mason and Richard Tucker — not to mention the “amazing Tiger Man who kills jungle beasts with deadly spear.” Yippee! It will be ready for release shortly.

BORDER CAFE

This marks the come-back to top billing of that beloved veteran of the outdoor films—Harry Carey. Apparently feeling that his recent efforts have captured the public fancy, RKO has given him the top spot in this semi-western romance. The yarn concerns a no-good boy philanderer who runs away to Texas where he encounters a dark-eyed senorita and eastern gamblers homing in on the cattle-rustling racket. Under the wing of Carey, the youth is remade and wins the gal. John Beal is the bad Armilla and the senorita is being released this month.
IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . Fairly engrossing melodrama OK for double billing in support of lighter fare . . . Rates ♦ ♦ as dualler.

Republic
64 Minutes
Owen Davis, Jr. . . . Astrid Allwyn
Walter Kingsford . . . Al Shean
Christian Rub
Directed by Phil Rosen

Although this tends at times to go overboard in heavy burst of melodramatics, as a whole it is rather effective; if sombre entertainment. Forth'-th's in its delivery, the story should prove a fair amount of word-mouth advertising, which will aid the box-office. Lack of many will keep it out of top spots, but in black booths it should win good audience reaction. Action houses, by emphasizing the title and murder aspect, might sell it solo.

Walter Kingsford owns a school where immigrants are presumably taught how to be good Americans. When, by chance, he witnesses a murder committed by Alan Baxter, race track bookie, Kingsford forces him to aid in turning the school into a racket. By threatening the foreigners with deportation, their revenue is increased. Astrid Allwyn, jealous of Baxter's affections for another girl, informs the police of his crime. Owen Davis, Jr., son of the murdered man, defends Baxter—obtaining an acquittal. Davis is accused of complicity in the "school"s racket. Baxter, to save his friend, admits his murder guilt and part in the racket, then plunges from a skyscraper to his death.

Owen Davis, Jr., turns in an excellent portrayal as the young attorney, while Alan Baxter lend a grim note as the youthful racketeer.

AD TIPS: Catchline: "The Son of the Man He Murdered Saved His Life!" Plug the title; it's intriguing.

HANNA (Hollywood)

BLAZING BARRIERS

BOXOFFICE RATING

MIFLER . . . Propaganda film showing how C.C.C. camps reform wayward youths . . . Has some mildly exciting action . . . OK dualler in pop houses . . . Rates ♦ ♦

Monogram
64 Minutes
Frank Coghlan, Jr. . . . Edward Arnold, Jr. . . .
Florence McKinney . . . Guy Bates Post
Directed by Aubrey Scotto

With the sanction and cooperation of the Government's C.C.C. organization, Monogram has turned out a passably entertaining outdoor melodrama which should satisfy kids and action fans. Highlight of the film is a forest fire, well photographed and quite realistic. The two juniors, Coghlan and Arnold are personable young men and their acting acceptable. It is lower berth dual bill stuff for all but the pop action and rural spots, where the C.C.C. angle might be exploited to bring fair returns.

Story centers around Coghlan and Arnold, two tough mugs on the wrong path. After being mixed up in a near-robbery, they hit the road and join a C.C.C. camp. How the camp life and Florence McKinney bring about their reformation is plausibly told. In the climax, a nutty old inhabitant of the woods starts a forest fire, which affords the boys an opportunity to prove their mettle and clear Coghlan of a false murder charge.

The production is topnotch and Scotto's direction fair.

AD TIPS: Sell the "America Remaking Its Youth" angle. Feature Arnold, Jr. — "Like Father Like Son," etc.

L. J.

THE FINEST

c of Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

1225 Vine Street Philadelphia

DRUMS OF DESTINY

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

ACTION . . . Well contrived historical yarn makes good vehicle for Tom Keene . . . Rates ♦ ♦ for action spots.

Crescent
60 Minutes
Tom Keene . . . Edna Lawrence . . .
Budd Buster . . . Robert Fiske . . .
Carlos De Velde . . . David Sharpe
Directed by Ray Taylor

Ed B. Deline's pictured another top-notch outdoor actioner with an historical background for Tom Keene. It moves at a fast pace, recounting a little known history tale, which does much towards making generally agreeable and entertaining film fare of this type. Should do nicely in lower berth in smaller nabs and top where action is the prerequisite.

Yarn is laid in the early period of the nineteenth century, when Mississippi was part of the United States and Florida was Spanish territory. In one part of Florida, there is a sort of No Man's Land, in which dwelt various tribes of Indians, who are the pawns of gun running bandits. Armed by these outlaws, the Indians raid the settlements. Into this scene comes Tom Keene's young brother, David Sharpe, who is bringing in a train of ammunition. Sharpe is ambushed by the Americans in Florida, sentenced to be shot. Keene, who has crossed the border against his superior's wishes and manages to straighten out the whole situation in a suspenseful finish. He has time to fall in love with Edna Lawrence, daughter of the Spanish commanding officer.

Performances are uniformly good. AD TIPS: Play up historical angle. Tom Keene in his best fighting role.

HANNA (Hollywood)

DAMAGED LIVES

BOXOFFICE RATING

ANTI-DISEASE DRAMA . . . Fairly well made preachment on dangers of syphilis . . . Has OK of many medical and social groups . . . B.O. rating depends entirely on exploitation.

Wildon Pictures
95 Minutes
Dinner Sinclair . . . Lyman Williams

This is hardly entertainment, but it should be of interest and value to parents and adolescents. The subject is the venereal disease, syphilis, and its dangers are pointed out by means of a simple, straightforward and fairly honest love drama. There is nothing to offend any but the overly sensitive. Although it is more educational than entertaining, DAMAGED LIVES affords exploitation possibilities which will attract all classes. Exhibitors should take care with ad copy, for there is the danger that too much sex sensationalism in the ads will bring down the ire of reform groups.

Story very simply concerns a couple about to be married, and their friends, a doctor and his wife. The youth contracts syphilis from a girl during a drunken party. The emotions of the couple, their attempted suicide and despair are graphically depicted, until the doctor-friend points the way to a cure.

A medical lecture, running about a reel, follows the story's completion.

L. J.
SHORT SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY
By "Jaywalker"

The Horlacher truckers walked out Friday at 5 P.M. to join the general teamsters' strike, but returned to their posts this morning (Sat.). It was made to be a 'strike not instigated by any differences with the Horlacher management, but was in answer to a call from the A.F. of L. Teamsters' Union for a showdown with the C.L.O. group. The UMTIO holds a general meeting Thursday morning, 11 o'clock, at the Broadwood Hotel to broadcast plans for its fight against Paramount, as well as the methods of PICKERING, CHARLES SEGAL and GEORGE AARONS attended the non-partisan indy conflag in Washington last Tuesday, at which it was decided to call a nation-wide date and buying strike against Para, dur- ing the month of August. . . . J.O. KELIN, former G.B. salesman upstate Pa., passed away in New York last week. . . . The Alan, new Colorjuice, is opening today. . . . The Walnut, downtown Phila., opened Thursday. RAY SCHWARTZ is booking. . . . The multi-owned Dew is decided to open July 16th. . . . A number of local indy houses have signed up to participate in the annual Variety Pigeon's Beauty Contest eliminations. It looks like a swell hot weather business booster. From the gala competing in the navbarhood contests, Min. Philadelphia will be selected to compete with other cities at A.C. in Sept. OSCAR NEUFELD is handling the theatre entries. . . . The Exchange Office Workers met Thurs. night at the Adelphi. . . . The LOUIS-BRADDOK MDL to open in most spots. . . . DALE DEITZ is handling them thru MURRAY BIER's Preferred Exchange . . . the Park, Williamsport, was purchased by L. CHAM- BERLAIN and P. R. HOFFMAN. . . . The Horlach- cus annual picnic will make the ants happy on July 24th at the General National preview show- ing of GIRL SAID NO at the Aldine was unusually well received and JOHNNY BACHMANN caught bearing. . . . The recently opened Delaware Race Track has caused some anxiety in the interest of the Street's mag followers and the daily trains transport a fair quota of film and theatre men, who told their secre- taries, "An important engagement will keep one out the rest of an afternoon!" . . . OSCAR (Mayor) NEUFELD has a list of experienced and employable film and theatre workers who are looking for a job . . . NONNIE is coming around nicely after suffer- ing from a stomach ailment last week. . . . The drive for unionization of ushers, doormen, janitors, cashiers, etc., is reported to be progressing slowly, but surely. . . . The week of the Street's strike is union so close-lipped. . . . WARNER's new Savona, S. Broad St., becomes a first run spot in South Philly on July 15th. Weak opening is said to have forced the decision to get the house some attention. . . . DAMAGED LIVES stays on for a third, and possibly a fourth week. . . . All the shows in town are pray- ing for a cloudy 4th. The meancs. . . . THE Colum- bia crew gets back from Coast conventioneering on Tuesday. . . . The Lincoln, Broad & Lombard, goes into Jewish shows in Sept., after an abortive movie policy attempt last season.
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ROLLICKING!
RHYTHMIC!
ROMANTIC!

hear:
TWO HEARTS ARE DANCING
DON'T EVER CHANGE
HAWAIIAN HOSPITALITY

RHYTHM IN THE CLOUDS

with PATRICIA ELLIS • WARREN HULL
WILLIAM NEWELL • RICHARD CARLE

Directed by JOHN H. AUER • Screen play by Olive Cooper
Adaptation by Nathanael West • Original story by George Mence, Ray Bond • Associate Producer ALBERT E. LEVOY

REPUBLIC
CAN YOU TAKE IT?

We ask you: Can you take it? Because it’s our guess that Paramount is going to dish it out with a huge ladle. It’s WAR, so you independent exhibitors had better be ready for the counter attack. Big, cocky Paramount isn’t going to take this licking without utilizing all the tricks and bluff at its disposal.

The first phase of their plan of battle is already evident; a cool, carefree attitude of indifference. It’s a pose, designed to give you the impression that they don’t give a hoot.

The second phase, we may assume, will be a whispering campaign. Still feigning nonchalance, they will drop a “friendly” word to this exhibitor and that advising him that so-and-so was just in the office to discuss terms for a contract. Not exactly by chance, perhaps, the name mentioned will be that of a competitor with whom the hearer is not friendly.

But, when the going gets tougher and the independents’ ranks show no sign of weakening, the entire scheme of battle will become more vicious. Subtle intimidation will give way to open threats; calumny will be showered upon the heads of your leaders; they will be charged with the double-cross. Then it will be a fight for men with red blood in their veins.

The line of battle is spreading every day. You independents of Ohio, Pennsylvania, Iowa, Minnesota, or wherever you are—YOU DO NOT STAND ALONE. This is a NATIONAL war!

Your leaders have their necks in a noose for a cause that is as much your’s as their’s and you dare not think of deserting them when Paramount’s seige guns of propaganda go into action to shatter your line of defense.

The occasional strike breaker will not ruin the cause and his shame will burn so deep that no profit he derives from his treachery will possibly soothe it.

HOLD THOSE RANKS!

MO WAX.
TWO INDEPENDENT LEADERS

By David Barrist
Chairman, Paramount War Board of Philadelphia U.M.P.T.O

What Paramount sells Paramount delivers — THE FOLLOWING YEAR AT HIGHER PRICES!

Paramount’s failure to deliver the definite stars and titles designated in the 1936-37 work-sheet despite the fact that certain of these pictures were, by their own admission, completed last March, is a sharp piece of merchandising unworthy of the oldest of the majors.

Paramount’s decision to re-sell these same pictures to the exhibitors on the ’37-’38 program AT HIGHER PRICES calls for the presentation of the Tin Plaque for Shoddy Practice to the father of the idea.

It is altogether likely that somewhere in the Contract of Many Clauses which the exhibitor must sign to enjoy the boon of playing Paramount product the Zukor company is given legal sanction to sell one thing and deliver another and that the customer must take the inferior substitute along with the metal plaque commemorating 25 years of distinguished service. He may take it but he won’t like it and so we have a nation of exhibitors in revolt against a new high in unethical practice.

Paramount has been somewhat less successful in cultivating exhibitor goodwill over the past twenty years than in defending the many lawsuits directed against them by their customers. The history of Paramount’s relations with exhibitors is a history of almost continuous strife and guerilla warfare.

Paramount, recently emerged from bankruptcy, needs all the goodwill it can muster. Exhibitors, mindful of Paramount’s major contribution to the growth of the industry, also know that Paramount executives, stars and stockholders have been well paid for their activities and that Paramount’s recent financial troubles were incurred in the operation of theatres, not in the production of pictures.

The present uprising against Paramount’s refusal to deliver what they sold, plus that company’s extraordinary price demands, is strongly intrenched, although but three weeks old. Already the three-point plan of “delay buying,” “no negotiating” and “no booking” has been adopted by eight film zones besides Philadelphia. Home office executives, reassured by their branch managers that the fight is local and lacking in support, will do well to investigate for themselves the strength of the forces back of the uprising and the embittered feeling of the exhibitors toward Paramount.

Never before has the public been so strike-conscious as today. The appeal of the independent exhibitors to their patrons and neighbors to support this strike, defeat of which means the bankrupting of theatres and the loss of jobs to thousands of employees, is a powerful one and an appeal that will win many converts among the workers of each community. It will be a courageous exhibitor who will dare brave the wrath of his community after his patrons have been acquainted with the purpose of the strike.

In Philadelphia the campaign for enlisting public support is already under way. This campaign, in charge of a group of seasoned showmen includes:

1—Cruising trucks advertising the purpose of the strike.
2—Heralds for door-to-door distribution.
3—Trailers on the screen.
4—Newspaper ads.
5—Telephone campaigns.
6—Picketing by parents of employees threatened with the loss of their jobs because of Paramount’s high prices.

If the Paramount strike is not speedily settled and if the Paramount product should lose favor with the public it may be necessary to further re-adjust Paramount prices downward to bring them in line with their reduced box office value.

On the other hand if Paramount is successful in its “sales policy” of appropriating, without investment, a share in the exhibitors business with the right to audit his books, the theatre owner may well write “finis” to his status as an independent, for the other major distributors inevitably will demand similar terms.
DISCUSS THE PARAMOUNT ISSUE

By Abram F. Myers
General Counsel, Allied States Ass'n

A call has been issued to the independent exhibitors of the nation to stop barking and start biting.

Last June 29th, a representative and doughty band of theatre owners met in Washington at the behest of Ohio's "Pete" Wood and pledged themselves and their organizations to fight back against the depredations of Paramount. The precise plan of action voted was a "sit down" strike by exhibitors during the month of August, when they are to refrain from dating Paramount Pictures, signing '37-'38 contracts, or even negotiating with that company.

There was a remarkable unanimity of opinion among the delegates at the Washington meeting that Paramount must be punished for its indefensible attitude in showing utter contempt for the rights of exhibitors by refusing to deliver pictures sold last year and which are known to be ready for delivery.

The timelines of the call to action is demonstrated by the fact that, for the first time in the history of exhibitor gatherings, there was no difference of opinion among those present as to which company had most flagrantly violated exhibitor rights and was most deserving of punishment. A remarkable note, in view of the fact that the meeting was very well attended and clearly represented a cross-section of exhibitor sentiment throughout the country.

Here, it was pointed out by a half dozen different unit leaders, was no mere dispute about film prices between a group of exhibitors and a distributor. Paramount had made certain promises both verbally and by printed matter; cunningly refused to incorporate them in the contract, then informed its customers indirectly (thru the trade papers) that a number of the potentially most valuable pictures "sold" last year would not be delivered—although several were completed and could be shown. What a precedent this would establish for the other major companies to follow!

So far, there is no indication that the strike threat has thrown Paramount into a panic. That is to be expected. Distributor spokesmen have often said that independent exhibitors are incapable of holding together on any issue.

Undoubtedly, that impression has been responsible to a great degree for the callous disregard these distributors display for their customers' rights. The fact that they have been able to fool a few exhibitors with their love-child, the M.P.T.O.A., has encouraged them in their confidence that there will never be unity among the independents.

The success of the anti-Paramount drive will depend on the capacity of all leaders and individual members to submerge jealousy, egotism and ambition and cooperate wholeheartedly in this movement.

Let me impress you with the fact that this fight is non-partisan. Allied does not pretend to claim this idea for its own; Allied merely asks that all exhibitors, without regard to affiliation, join in the effort. Allied is confident that, if the exhibitors can hold their lines long enough to lick Paramount, they will learn to appreciate the value of national cooperation and see the wisdom of building a bulwark of national organization strength on the solid foundation of Allied.

The Paramount battle resolves itself down to merely this: "Can you, Mr. Exhibitor, understand that if you continue to patronize Paramount after what Paramount has done to you, you cannot expect consideration of any other kind from Paramount or its fellow majors in the future?"

The Independent Theatremen must make a difficult and vital decision within the next week or two. Either he stands ready to make some temporary sacrifices, perhaps the loss of profit from two or three strong pictures, or he proves the majors correct in terming him a non-cooperative creature and remains a sucker for all the unethical, squeezing trade tricks they spring on him each year.
Does It Pay, Columbia?

July 14, 1937

Mr. Harry Regevin, Manager,
Columbia Pictures Corporation,
134 Meadow Street
New Haven, Conn.

Dear Mr. Regevin:

By unanimous vote of our meeting on Tuesday, July 13th, 1937, the writer was instructed to convey to your Company the feelings of our members as a result of the withdrawal of "Lost Horizon" from the 1936-37 releases.

We do not contest your legal right in the matter, but our disappointment in your Company as a result of your action is keenly felt by our members because we have felt that Columbia was the friend of the independent exhibitors.

The 1936-37 contracts were sold to us considerably on the strength of two Frank Capra productions. Your failure to deliver has not helped an otherwise uneventful season of releases.

The theatre owning producers also are guilty of picture withdrawals, but these Companies have not enjoyed the confidence and good will of the independent exhibitors that has accrued to Columbia.

We are emphatic in stating that the good will that formerly existed between your Company and our members has received a severe setback.

We cannot help but feel that the profits resulting from your withdrawal of "Lost Horizon" surely will be offset by red ink on the good will side of the ledger.

Yours very truly,

ALLIED THEATRES OF CONN., Inc.
JOSEPH A. DAVIS, Executive Secretary

Overseating Danger

A letter from John G. Deetjen, secretary of the Akron (O.) Independent Theatre Owners Ass'n advises us that "real estate agents and promoters are responsible for wrong impressions that Akron is fertile ground for motion picture theatre exhibitors, and unless changed will prove injurious to all, and perhaps fatal to some, of the theatre operators in Akron.

"The poor business in our theatres proves we have too many theatres now; certainly there is no room for more."

Mr. Deetjen encloses an editorial which appeared in the Akron Beacon recently. It points out the decrease in employed people and the outflow of manufacturing firms from the city.

Blame the Exhibitor!

This past week one of the Hollywood trade journals pointed out that a very small fraction of the total population of the United States are going to pictures, while in England it is estimated that one out of every three persons go to pictures at least once a week.

The paper places the fault at the door of the American exhibitor. He is charged with failure to excite the public's interest in films by more and smarter exploitation.

This is an old cry—by the producers. In Hollywood too many picture-makers shut their eyes to production’s deficiencies and indiscriminately blame on exhibition everything that makes the industry sick.

Granting that the exhibition business has slipped considerably in its showmanship phase, we must ask why. Our answers are:

No. 1—Chain Theatres.
No. 2—Poor Product.

It can hardly be that theatremen have all suddenly become lazy or dumb. Thousands of the same ones who operated houses a decade ago are still at the old stands. Hundreds of the old timers have been supplanted by younger blood, their sons, perhaps. There is no evidence here to suggest a natural decline in the exploitative talents or energies of the independents.

Chain theatre operation is standardized of necessity and the advertising methods of the affiliated circuits show it. Over-wary of offending public taste, the chain head instructs his advertising department to "go easy" and the result is patterned, punchless publicity that merely announces, does not SELL. Thus, there is no leadership in exploitation by first run houses and the subsequent runs get their films "cold."

Week after week, the major studios pour forth "quickies" to occupy the double feature screens of the country. Occasionally, one of these films has an "angle" that lends itself to exploitation. Usually, however, they are routine pieces of fluff, wholly devoid of any angles which might be exploited to entice any special class of filmgoers.

Oh, no, this one cannot be pinned on the theatreman. Hollywood should look to its own studios and the producer-owned theatre chains for the reasons why pictures are not exploited.

The overseating danger has manifested itself not only in Akron, but throughout the country. Even a minor temporary depression will leave many theatres high and dry, hurting the established exhibitor, as well as the newcomer.
This new department is designed to provide the exhibitor with a complete and comprehensive summary of vital data on all new feature films as they go into production. This will enable you to anticipate bookings and plan for the exhibition of forthcoming pictures for which you have contracted. We hope to enlarge the scope of this service as we further learn the needs of our readers.

COLUMBIA

PARK AVENUE DAME
Shooting scheduled to start July 14; delayed because of withdrawal of Dolores Del Rio. Fay Wray will play feminine lead instead.

RECENTLY COMPLETED—LIFE BEGINS WITH LOVE.

IN PRODUCTION—ITS ALL YOURS... I'LL TAKE ROMANCE (Details issue July 3) . . . THE AWFUL TRUTH (Details issue July 3)

GRAND NATIONAL

RENFREW OF THE MOUNTED
Shooting started — July 12
Outdoor Action
Cast: James Newell, Phyllis Barry, Donald Reed, William Royle, Thundercloud
Directed by Al Herman
Produced by Al Herman

Story: This is the first in Grand National's new action series based on the Renfrew radio stories, with Jimmy Newell heading the cast in the title role. The first, telling of Renfrew's attempts to track down an escaped convict, will establish the various characters who will appear throughout the series.

Production No. 119 on '37-'38 program.

IN PRODUCTION—SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT (Details issue July 3)

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

BLACK LIGHTNING
Shooting started — June 30
Melodrama
Directed by Edward L. Cohn
Produced by Tom Reed

Story: Bruce Cabot is an expert trouble shooter, who kills a man because he had cheated him at cards. Sentenced to be electrocuted, he is reprieved at the last moment when a prison high tension wire fails and is fixed by him. Thru the efforts of Norris, he is given a pardon. Home again, he gets into trouble once more and tries to steal Norris' girl. In a melodramatic finish, wherein he is being pursued in the power house by the police, a wire breaks and he is burned to death, leaving Norris and Virginia Grey to their own lives.

To be released on '37-'38 program.

DOUBLE WEDDING
Shooting started originally May 26; discontinued; resumed July 7
Comedy
Cast: WILLIAM POWELL, MYRNA LOY, John Beal, Florence Rice, Barnett Parker, Jessie Ralph, Sidney Tolmer
Directed by Richard Thorpe
Produced by Joe Mankiewicz

Story: Sophisticated comedy along Thin Man lines in which Miss Loy is the owner of a shop, Powell a drawing artist who lives in a tailor-shop and competitors Florence Rice and John Beal have their own romantic troubles.

To be released on '37-'38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED—UMBRELLA MAN

IN PRODUCTION—BIG CITY (Details issue July 3)

MONOGRAM

ATLANTIC FLIGHT
Shooting started — July 12
Aviation-Melodrama
Cast: DICK MERRILL, John Lammie, Paula Stone, Weldon Heyburn, William Stone, Ivan Lebedei
Directed by William Nigh
Produced by William Berke

Story: Plot not available in detail, but it will be based on Merrill's recent trans-Atlantic hop.

Production No. 3722 on '37-'38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED—LUCK OF ROARING CAMP RIDERS

PARAMOUNT

PARTNERS IN CRIME
Shooting started — July 6
Comedy-Mystery
Cast: Lynn Overman, Roscoe Karns, Muriel Hutchinson, Anthony Quinn, Inex Courtney, Lucien Littlefield
Directed by Ralph Murphy
Produced by General Office

Story: Not available.

To be released on '37-'38 program.

THE BARRIER
Shooting started — July 6
Outdoor Drama
Cast: LEO CARILLO, Jean Parker, Jimmie Ellison, Otto Kruger, J. M. Kerrigan, Andy Clyde, Robert Barrat, Sally Martin, Sara Hayden, Addison Richards
Directed by Ralph Murphy
Produced by Harry Sherman

Story: Jimmy Ellison, in charge of troops in Alaska, falls in love with Joan Parker, daughter of Robert Barrat, a miner. Complications arise when it is charged that she is half-bred. It is proven false and the way is paved for their eventual marriage. Leo Carillo supplies the comedy.

To be released on '37-'38 program.

TEXAS TRAIL
Shooting started — July 10
Western
Cast: WILLIAM BOYD, George Hayes, Russell Hayden, Judith Allen, Alexander Cross
Directed by Dave Salman
Produced by Harry Sherman

Story: This new adventure of Hopalong Cassidy recounts his experiences when commissioned to secure horses for the Civil War. He meets up with cattle rustlers, but, again, with the assistance of George Hayes and Russell Hayden, comes through with flying colors.

To be released on '37-'38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED—ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN: TOW or NOTHING

IN PRODUCTION—SOPHIE LANG IN HOLLYWOOD (Details issue July 3)

BRUCE ROLAND COMES BACK (Details issue July 3)

EBBADGE

(Continued on page 6)

YOUR SUGGESTIONS

on how we can improve this department will be appreciated.
REPUBLIC

FOOLS IN PARADISE
Shooting started — July 7
Drama
Cast: William Hall, Ann Nagel, Dean Jagger, Stella Duna, Charles Waldron, Murray Alper, George Meeker
Directed by Hamilton McFadden
Produced by Harold Shumate
Story: William Hall, a coal miner, happens to interrupt a kidnapping. When hurt by a bullet, Hall goes to the apartment of Stella Duna, a computer's mold, where she takes care of him. Hall finds the apartment surrounded by police. With Duna and other members of the gang he makes an escape and the car breaks down in a picturesque spot in the country. They become intrinsically with the place and, when Hall meets Ann Nagel, romance blossoms, the outcome being that all related in the country.
Production No. 773 on '37-38 program.

HEART OF THE ROCKIES
Shooting started — July 12
Western
Cast: Bob Livingston, Roy Corrigan, Max Terhune, Lynn Roberts, J. P. McGowan, Sammy McKim, Yakima Canutt
Directed by Joe Kane
Produced by Sol Siegel
Story: The action of this outdoor picture featuring the Three Mesquites takes place on a government reservation, where wild game trappers have been systematically raiding the cattle of the ranch owners. The animals are covered up as activities as to make it appear the mischief is being done by the wild animals.

RECENTLY COMPLETED—PUBLIC COWBOY NO. 1 (Details issue July 3) . . . S. S. COAST GUARD (Serial) . . . LOVE AHoy.
IN PRODUCTION—DOUBLE TROUBLE (Details issue July 3).

RKO RADIO

FORTY NAUGHTY GIRLS
Shooting started — July 9
Comedy-Mystery
Cast: JAMES GLEASON, Zasu Pitts, Marjorie Lord, George Shelley, Joan Woodbury, Frank M. Thomas, Tom Kennedy, Barbara Pepper
Directed by Eddie Cline
Produced by Russell Metty
Story: James Gleason and Zasu Pitts, again assume their roles of Hildebrand Writers and Inspector Piper, decide on their sight trip to visit a show. No title of which is FORTY NAUGHTY GIRLS. A murder takes place during the performance and, while Jimmy alternately fires his suspicions on the various characters, Miss Pitts comes through, as usual, and turns over the culprit to the police.
To be released on '36-'37 program.

SATURDAY'S HEROES
Shooting started — July 9
Football Story
Cast: Van Heflin, Marian Marsh, Richard Lane, Frank Jenks, Minor Watson, Walter Miller, Alan Bruce
Directed by Edward Killy
Produced by Robert Sturges
Story: Van Heflin plays the role of a football hero who has been cleaning up by scalping tickets for the college games. The official catches up with him, and he is disqualified. He believes that his girl friend, Marian Marsh, daughter of the president, is responsible, and at the last moment he saves the game for his team, and he is reconciled with Marian.
To be released on '37-'38 program.

DO N'T FORGET TO REMEMBER
Shooting started — July 9
Comedy
Cast: BURGESS MEREDITH, Ann Sothern, Glenda Farrell, Onslow Stevens, Mary Boland, Louise Henry, William Brisbane, George Irving
Directed by Joseph Santley
Produced by Al Lewis
Story: Burgess Meredith is flat broke and in love with Glenda Farrell. He promises her to go away and make some money before he marries her. He his ways to Alaska and becomes quite wealthy, but discovers Miss Farrell engaged to marry Onslow Stevens. Despite the efforts of Mary Boland, mother of Glenda, to get him for Glenda, Meredith declares that Ann Sothern, the younger sister, is the only sister of the family, so he marries her.
To be released on '37-'38 program.

FIGHT FOR YOUR LADY
Shooting started — July 10
Comedy
Cast: JOHN BOLES, JACK OAKIE, Ida Lupino, Margot Grahame, Erik Rhodes, Paul Guilfoyle, Gordon Jones, Billy Gilbert
Directed by Ben Stoloff
Produced by Al Lewis
Story: John Boles is in love with Margot Grahame, but she has broken her engagement to him to marry someone else. Despairing, he runs for Europe and is discovered by his friend Jack Oakie. Jack tells him that he should fight for her affections. Boles returns to America and regains the girl's love. Ida Lupino provides the liaison for Oakie's comedy.
To be released on '37-'38 program.

A LOVE LIKE THAT
Shooting started — July 12
Drama
Cast: BARBARA STANWYCK, HERBERT MARSHALL, Glenda Farrell, Eric Blore, Donald Meek
Directed by Al Santell
Produced by Edward Kaufman
Story: Herbert Marshall is a playwright, who becomes the owner of an important steamship company upon his father's death. He neglects the business and soon it is almost bankrupt. Stanwyck comes along, Marshall falls in love with her, and she contrives to get him back to work and saves the company from ruin.
To be released on '36-'37 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED—FLIGHT FROM GLORY (Details issue July 3)
MAKE A WISH . . . FIT FOR A KING.
IN PRODUCTION—STAGE DOOR . . . MUSIC FOR MADAME.

20th CENTURY-FOX

LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE
Shooting started — July 12
College Musical
Cast: Ritz Brothers, George Murphy, Fred Stone, Jean Davis, Nat Pendleton, Joan Marsh, Jed Prouty, Phyllis Brooks, Maurice Cass, Dixie Dunbar
Directed by William A. Seiter
Produced by Harold Wilson
Story: The Ritz Brothers are attending Lombardi College, an educational institution originally built for the Indians. The fact that no Indians are in attendance causes the Brothers much anxiety. That is, until a red skin in the person of Nat Pendleton arrives, and from then on the picture goes completely screwy as the Ritz Brothers devote their energies towards putting Nat through college as well as breaking up a couple of college football games.
To be released September 17 on '37-'38 program.

WESTERN GOLD
Shooting started — July 12
Historical Western
Cast: Smith Ballew, Heather Angel, LeRoy Mason, Howard Hickman, Otis Harlan
Directed by Robert E. Reed
Produced by Edward Kaufman
Story: Placed during the Civil War, when shipments of gold were being sent from the West to the East under great difficulties. Smith Ballew is in charge of the shipping and encounters difficulties. He manages to get the precious metal through in good order, and the bounty is supplied by Heathen Angel.
To be released August 27 as production No. 761 on '36-'37 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED—CHARLIE CHAN ON BROADWAY (Details issue July 3) . . . LOVELY TO LOOK AT . . . DANGER—LOVE AT WORK.
IN PRODUCTION—HEIDI . . . WIFE, DOCTOR AND NURSE (Details issue July 3) . . . IN OLD CHICAGO (Details issue July 3) . . . ALL BABA GOES TO TOWN (Details issue July 3).

UNITED ARTISTS

GOLDY
RECENTLY COMPLETED—STELLA DALLAS . . . DEAD END (Back for retakes).
IN PRODUCTION—ADVENTURES OF MARCO POLO (Details issue July 3) . . . HURRICANE.

SELENIUS
RECENTLY COMPLETED—PRISONER OF ZENDA.
IN PRODUCTION—NOTHING SACRED (Details issue July 3) . . . ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER (Details issue July 3) . . . production temporarily halted (cast changes).

WALTER WANGER
RECENTLY COMPLETED—VOGUES OF 1928.
IN PRODUCTION—STAND-IN (Details issue July 3) . . . 52nd STREET (Continued on page 10).
'Zola' Strong Class Film . . . 'Easy Living' Good Farce . . . 'Toast of N. Y.' Colorful Show

LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA, The

BOXOFFICE RATING
HISTORICAL DRAMA . . . Fine production, stirring performances. Directed by D. W. Griffith. Will be appreciated by intelligent audiences. Rates O . . . for class and deluxe spots; slightly less for rural and town.

Warner Bros. 123 Minutes
Directed by William Dieterle

Magnificently produced, directed and acted, this is an artistically interesting film which should meet with considerable approval among more intelligent groups. As mass entertainment for the average dual purpose audience, the picture will fail to bring strong boxoffice returns. Too lengthy in its unreeling, a bit tedious, its dramatic action is minimized by long speeches. However, all classes will be interested by Paul Muni's enormously effective playing of the title role and the favorable word-of-mouth advertising this will elicit should help the boxoffice. But, generally, it will take strong selling to put this over in the smaller houses.

Zola is seen first as a struggling young writer, who finally comes into his own with the publication of the novel NANA. Triumphant in artistic and financial success, the public demands more of Zola's works. With advancing age, Muni gradually falls into a state of complacency, until the Dreyfus case startles the world. Mrs. Dreyfus beggs him to act. He does, but from that day forward he is tingling from efforts which is the famous trial of Zola wherein he is accused and convicted of libel. He dees to England, where he continues his condemnation of the army officers who have so callously committed Dreyfus to Devil's Island. A new regime comes into power, Dreyfus is pardoned and reinstated. Zola's victory is honored only posthumously when Anatole France delivers a stirring oration at his funeral.

Brilliant is Muni's interpretation of the title role. His Zola is every bit as good as his Pasteur. Vigorous, fighting, truth-loving in his youth; docile, disinterested with success, and then again the fighter as he brings his life to a close with the comforting knowledge that his love for truth and justice has been of some avail. Next in line comes Joseph Schildkraut who contributes a veritable gem of acting as the falsely accused Dreyfus. The support is excellent throughout.

William Dieterle has directed ably.

AD TIPS: Rave houses might do well to plug the Dreyfus angle trading on the fact that Zola rated his life so highly that he spelled his initials 'D' and 'Y'.

HAANNA (Hollywood)

EASY LIVING

BOXOFFICE RATING
HISTORY DRAMA . . . Plenty of laughs, of both clever and slapstick varieties. Well played by good cast . . . Doubtful for action spots . . . Rates O . . . for deluxe and better male houses.

Paramount 88 Minutes
Directed by Mitchell Leisen

Simplicity, ingratiatingly contrived and loaded with honest-to-goodness belly laughs, this is a grand piece of tomfoolery. Where they like their farce, EASY LIVING should have easy sailing at the boxoffice. From a laugh and a smile, to a chuckle, to the hoots of delight of the boxoffice audience, this is accuracy to a tee. The script is so well constructed that the audience will be kept in suspense as to what will happen next. And it happens just as you would have expected it to do - the moral, the plot, and the characters are all as you would have them be.

Wall Street mogul Edward Arnold tosses a fur coat out the window after a heated argument with his wife about her extravagances, and it lands on Jean Arthur aboard a Paris train. Word gets around that Arnold is Arthur's best friend, which causes Luis Alberni, owner of a classy but failing hotel, to invite her to stay there in the hope that it will stimulate business. She has, meanwhile, met Arnold's son, Ray Milland, an automobile employee who gets himself canned when he endeavors to get her some food. They both stay at the hotel, and by this time the unidentified Miss Arthur is being besieged by car salesmen, furriers and jewelers. Wall Street has heard of her and an emissary of one of the brokerage houses comes to ask her to leave the hotel. Upon Milland's suggestion, she predicts a drop in steel, whereupon the market crashes and Arnold is wiped out. Arnold finally finds out the truth of the situation and attempts to see the hotel where she has since been thrown out of the hotel. She calls the broker, says Arnold predicts a rise in steel, which straightens out Wall Street and, after a few more explanations, gets things straightened out with Milland who asks her to marry him.

Jean Arthur romps through her role, extracting laughs with her brittle delivery. Arnold's performance is delightful, and Ray Milland, so he another notch up the ladder to stardom with a highly effective comedy portrayal.

HAANNA (Hollywood)

PARADISE ISLE

BOXOFFICE RATING
ROMANTIC DRAMA . . . Charming and appealing love story laid in South Sea Isle. . . Excellent production makes it top billing material for naborhood houses . . . Rates O . . . generally.

Monogram 70 Minutes
Directed by Arthur G. Collins

From the pages of two books, THE ROBBER BARON AND THE BOOK OF DANIEL DEW, has been fashioned an engrossing fictionalized screenplay of the life of the almost legendary Jim Fiske. Given a costly production, well acted and directed, TOAST OF NEW YORK brings to the screen an unforgettable moment of human interest, comedy and drama, plus the background of a colorful period. With the four good names of Arnold, Grant, Warner and Oakey for marque display, it has plenty of amusing farces, and can be sold to well above average grosses in any type of house.

Arnold, as Jim Fiske, is one of those sagacious pioneer financiers who operated without any code but greed. After outwitting his rival, Daniel Drew, in several deals, the ambitious Fiske sets out to corner the gold market. The treasury department releases its supply and a panic ensues, culminating in Fiske's Interwoven is his love for a beautiful actress, played by Frances Farmer. She loves Cary Grant, but offers to marry Fiske as a gesture of gratitude. However, a lackey of the brothel of a rival broker kills the Robber Baron.

The Fiske role fits Arnold like a glove. Jack Oakey lends the story its comedy touches as one of the financier's aides, Miss Farmer's performance concerns the market as the film's weakest point. She is colorless, Acting honors go to Donald Meek for his Dan Drew, a deft bit of acting.

Rowland Lee's direction is well sustained, only a few dull spots slowing down the even pace.

AD TIPS: Feature the book ROBBER BARONS and the historical events connected with the story. Plug the favorit top names.

HAANNA (Hollywood)
PARADISE ISLE
(Continued from page 7)

If this is a sample of what we may expect from the new Monogram, the company is destined to make a much sharper impression on the trade than the average Independent. PARADISE ISLE is a credit to everyone associated in its production. Set in the picturesque Samoan Islands, it tells a simple, refreshing and vastly appealing love story embellished with some action melodramatics. The yarn has little novelty, but the charm is in the telling. A competent cast has been admirably handled by director Collins and the unfurling is constantly engaging. It will appeal strongest to women, but men will find much to intrigue them. This should prove a popular top spot wherever it goes.

Warren Hull, a blind artist, is enroute to an Island where a certain doctor will restore his sight. The ship is wrecked and Movita, a native girl, finds him and nurses him back to health. Realising that Hull needs money for the eye specialist, Movita dives for the key to a valuable one, William Davidson, a trader, seeks to get the jewel from her by passing John St. Polis as the noted doctor. Polis attempts to double-cross Davidson and is killed. Movita, while trying to give her lover, Movita, brings the real doctor to the island and exacts a promise that Hull will leave the island, if cured. But his love is too great, so although breaking his promise, he returns to Caribbean Island and Movita goes.

Hull gives a sympathetic, heart-warming treatment to what might easily have become a maudlin characterization. Movita's naive charm is an attractive, lesser role, especially George Pitz's native characterization, are well played.

AD TIPS: Play up the background, native atmosphere and music. Call it an idyllic love story. Sell Movita as the girl in 'Matiny on the Bounty.'

HANNA (Hollywood)

TOPPER
— Hollywood Preview—

BOXOFFICE RATING

FANTASY COMEDY . . . Novel treatment of Thorne Smith fantasy makes grand fun for better class audiences . . . Doublets for masses . . . Rates D + D + for deloters and class houses; less elsewhere.

M-G-M (Roach)

95 Minutes
Constance Bennett . . . Cary Grant . . .
Roland Young . . . Billie Burke . . .
Alan Mowbray . . . Eugene Palette . . .
Arthur Lake . . . Hedda Hopper . . .
J. Farrell McDonald
Directed by Norman Z. McLeod

Thorne Smith's fascinating fantasy of two giddy young people, who live and don't get into the Hereafter until they perform a good deed, has been translated into a clever, tricky, novel screen comedy that should click strongly with intelligent audiences. The photographic effects by which characters pop in and out of scenes and speak invisibly will cause sufficient comment to entire fair grosses in most locations. Action and rural spots will find it least profitable. Killed in an auto smash-up, Cary Grant and Constance Bennett find they must perform a good deed. Roland Young, brow-beaten husband of pikey Billie Burke appears to be a good subject. After a series of situations in which the prankster ghosts disrupt a hotel, frighten detectives and bell-boys, and Connie carries on a flirtation with Young, they finally return Young to his remorseful wife, who promises to be more lenient in the future. The spirits then leave for wherever it is that good people go.

The cast is excellent. Young is outstanding as the henpecked hubby. Grant and Connie Bennett are grand as the 'spirits,' lending their roles the proper, unearthly tone.

McLeod has done a fine directorial job, utilizing the camera's flexibility to achieve many startling and comic effects.

AD TIPS: Play it up as the novelty picture of the year. Feature the trick photographic effects. The 'worm turns' story is always good exploitation material.

HANNA (Hollywood)

THE CALIFORNIAN
— Hollywood Preview—

BOXOFFICE RATING


20th Century-Fox

60 Minutes
Ricardo Cortez . . . Marjorie Weaver . . .
Katherine DeMille Block . . .
Morgan Wallace . . . Nigel de Brulier . . .
George Regas . . . Pierre Watkin Directed by Gus Meins

Top flight entertainment for action spots and smaller nabes. THE CALIFORNIAN, a superior western, has all the ingredients to please the kids and adult action addicts. The Harold Bell Wright story is well balanced, carrying a good share of suspense and dramatic intrigue. It has a nicely mounted production, backed by some eye-filling California scenery. Better nabe spots will find it a satisfactory double feature bet.

Story takes place in that period when California was a possession of Spain, and the Spaniard Ricardo Cortez discovers that the Americans are getting control of the Spanish land grants through a well-conceived taxation plan. To end this injustice, Cortez joins a gang of bandits, headed by George Regas and his wife, Katherine De Mille. A reward is offered for Cortez, who is betrayed by Regas and his wife. However, the royal Spanish friends of Cortez come to his aid, and when papers are discovered incriminating Morgan Wallace as the land stealer, all ends well, including the romance between Cortez and 'Bertha.'

Cortez looks like a Spaniard and handles his assignment in easy, natural style. His name elevates this above ordinary western classification. George Regas is a good villain and Katherine De Mille most satisfactory as his conniving wife.

Direction is O.K.

AD TIPS: Sell Cortez in the title role. Play up the story's historical significance. Mention Harold Bell Wright as author.

HANNA (Hollywood)

NEW FACES OF 1937

BOXOFFICE RATING

MUSICAL COMEDY . . . Weak handling, causes splashes; balloons; Title and exploitation possibilities will draw in first runs . . . Rates D D D generally.

RKO Radio

105 Minutes
Joe Penner . . . Milton Berle . . .
Parkyakarkus . . . Harriet Hilliard . . .
William Brady . . . Rickie Read . . .
Tommy Mack . . . Bert Gordon . . .
Patricia Wilder
Directed by Leigh Jason

RKO had a brilliant idea and proceeded to submerge it in a sea of mediocrity. The plan of producing a musical each year with new faces is splendid; NEW FACES OF 1937 is something quite less. Uninspired scripting and weak direction have brought it forth looking and sounding even more so much like the hackneyed musical comedies vintage 1927, in which the story is not so sparkling and comedians build up a gag to a bludgeon. The material handled such good comics as Joe Penner, Milton Berle and Parkyakarkus is not so funny and director Leigh Jason dishes it out in two-reel comedy fashion. The idea has strong exploitation potentialities and should attract above average grosses in first runs. Word-of-mouth comment will not be favorable generally and only fair returns will result down the line.

The yarn tells of Jerome Cowan, a shoe-string stage producer, who makes a living by selling people interests in flop shows. Cowan oversells one show, by giving four different people 85 percent interests, and Berle is left to produce the piece, written by William Brady, backed by his sweetheart, Harriet Hilliard. After various complications, the show goes on and is a success, of course. Little is seen of Penner until the last reel. Berle fails to register. Miss Hilliard is poorly photographed. Only Jerome Cowan and several tap dance specialties click.

AD TIPS: Sell the idea of bringing new faces—new discoveries to the screen. Catchline: 'Select Them For Yourself!—The Stars of Tomorrow!'

HANNA (Hollywood)

HOOSIER SCHOOLBOY, The

BOXOFFICE RATING


Monogram

82 Minutes
Mickey Rooney . . . Anne Nagel . . .
Frank Shields . . . Edward Pawley . . .
William Gould
Directed by William Nigh

This has been given a bit more finishing polish. Monogram would have a big time picture on its hands. As it is, HOOSIER SCHOOLBOY is checkful of the elements that stir mass curiosity of a boy who faces a hostile world to defend

HANNA (Hollywood)

(Continued on page 14)
Smart Entertainment

“Boasts trio of tuneful songs,” rave the previews. Hear “Sweet Lips”, “This Business of Love”, “To Know You Care.”

Meet the Boy Friend

with DAVID CARLYLE • CAROL HUGHES
WARREN HYMER • PERT. KELTON • ANDREW TOMBES
Directed by RALPH STAUB • Screen play by BRADFORD ROPES • Based on story by JACK RAYMOND • ROBERT ARTHUR • Associate producer COLBERT CLARK

REPUBLIC
THE quelled gang $3.00 sailing.

forced and job. believed. prince.

large alive small.

MERRY TRAPEZE south reigning.

their. nothing.

Mr. Veda.

HIE the Miss

CAST:

MISSING MERRY

Veda

ACTION-MELODRAMA

Shooting started — June 12

Directed by Noel Smith

Produced by Bryan Foy

Feb 1938

STORY: Beautiful Roberts, a picture star, weary of a succession of bad roles, goes to Europe and meets Patric Knowles, who is a prince. When this is revealed, her stock soars high and she is a reigning cinema celebrity. It is reported the Prince is spending her money, but it turns out to be his own, so Miss Roberts trails him to Europe, where they kiss and make up.

No release information available.

RECENTLY COMPLETED: — RADIO PATROL (Serial) . . . THE LADY FIGHTS BACK! (Details issue July 3).

IN PRODUCTION: — 100 MEN AND A GIRL.

MISSING WITNESS

Shooting started — June 23

MYSTERY-MELODRAMA


Directed by William Clemens

Produced by Bryan Foy

STORY: Organized racketeering is being fought by Dick Purcell and John Litel. Harlan Tucker, head of the gang, is believed to be murdered by Jean Daires. However, investigation reveals that Tucker is alive and the murderer is his butler, whom Tucker had disapproved in his own clothes. It ends with the apprehension of the chief henchman and his gang.

No release information available.

TOVARICH

Shooting started — July 6

COMEDY-DRAMA

CAST: CLAUDETTE COLBERT, CHARLES BOYES, BASEL RAISBEKE, Gregory Gayes, Anita Louise, Christian Rub, Fritz Field

Directed by Anatole Litvak

Produced by Robert Lord

STORY: From the Continental and American stage success by Jacques Devall, this is the story of two Russian refugees, arrested with a large sum of money by the Czar to be used as they see fit for the best interests of Russia. Although their personal fortune is nothing, they refuse to spend any of it; and instead, take a job doing housework in the Parisian home of a wealthy American. Difficulties are encountered as they hide their real identity and plots are afoot to separate them from the Czar’s money. Finally, they turn over the money for the purchase of some land and are allowed to remain in the kitchen they have learned to love so well.

To be released on ’37-38 program.

BLOCK THAT KICK

Shooting started — July 12

Football Melodrama

CAST: William Hooper, Doris Weston, Williard Parker, Frank Albertson, William Harrigan, Eric Stanley, Eddie Anderson, Hattie McDaniels

Directed by Noel Smith

Produced by Bryan Foy

STORY: Not available

To be released on ’37-38 program.

EXPENSIVE HUSBANDS

Shooting started — June 22 (Completed)

Romantic Comedy

CAST: Beverley Roberts, Patric Knowles, Allyn Joslyn, William Hopper, Vladimir Sokoloff

Directed by Bobby Connelly

Produced by Bryan Foy

STORY: Beverley Roberts, a picture star, weary of a succession of bad roles, goes to Europe and meets Patric Knowles, who is a prince. When this is revealed, her stock soars high and she is a reigning cinema celebrity. It is reported the Prince is spending her money, but it turns out to be his own, so Miss Roberts trails him to Europe, where they kiss and make up.

No release information available.

IN PRODUCTION: — THE GREAT GARRICK (Details issue July 3).

SUBMARINE C—1 (Details issue July 3, synopsis still unavailable).

INTELLIGENT OPERATION

of theatres is made much simpler by the PRODUCTION RECORD

Make certain that you don’t miss a single issue

Mail Your Subscription for One Year . . . $3.00
NEW FACES OF 1937 (RKO-Radio)

Just another movie variety cup suspended from the usual plot peg of the show within the show. A great mass of faces lend more size than quality to the proceedings.

Winston, N. Y. POST

A grab bag of entertainment. A picture difficult to praise. Scene of a boy giving an imitation of a lady taking a bath drew hoots.

Gilbert, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

Can boast no more novelty or ingenuity than a glorified vaudeville unit. Most of the new faces seem to be confined to the chorus line. Has wide variety of acts.

Finn, PHILA. RECORD

Constitutes a faint kind of boundary surrounding a lot of youthful dancing, comedy and other items which make up in spirit for what the talent lacks of experience. A gay, youthful revue.

Carmony, WASH., EVENING STAR

THE SINGING MARINE (Warner Bros.)

One of the best musical shows to come out of Hollywood in a long time. Plot idea isn't new, but it is treated in a breezy modern manner and trimmed with a grand group of singable songs. It's lively, laughable, love-laden and lyrical.

Reel, CHICAGO AMERICAN

A lively, lifting and attractively staged production. Story is observable, the comedy is comic, the song-and-dance intervals reasonably accounted for.

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

Mr. Powell is at his best. Sticks to singing and only rarely tries to be comical. Show is long on catchy tunes, slapstick humor and smooth dance numbers.

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

Has a little more substance than is found in most musical comedy librettos. Herbert Sturges is at his best, dispensing some gags that are good and funny.

Murdoch, PHILA. LEDGER

Not only can this jaunty little romance with music and plenty of laughs be recommended as family entertainment but it offers agreeable diversion for the not-too-exacting adult.

Hugh Herbert Sturges.

Finn, PHILA. RECORD

EMPEROR'S CANDLESTICKS (M-G-M)

For sheer eye-filling artistry and a precisely beautiful performance by Louise Reiner and William Powell, picture is worth attention. A few moments that are genuinely boring.

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

The producers have breathed debonair life into a shopworn tale of intrigue and espionage, opening the action brilliantly and suddenly. Full of romantic encounters in Continental train-sheds.

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

Action flows easily, the dialogue is deft, performances are excellent. Not prettily exciting as it covers too much old ground to offer many surprises.

Murdoch, PHILA. LEDGER

 Pretending to be nothing else but good entertainment, it is just that; a swell story well told. Has realism because the dialogue is natural and the movie makers have created the atmosphere of a prewar Europe with an amazing fidelity.

J. W. B., WASH. TIMES

FLY AWAY BABY (Warner Bros.)

Merely another chapter of Torchy Blane, and not a very exciting one. Harmless little melodrama.

T. M. P., N. Y. TIMES

Amusing and punch-packed. Has as its central theme the round-the-world flight of last year, wherein several reporters competed in a quest of story material.

Thirer, N. Y. POST

A new adventure in the career of the gal reporter who has a good nose for news and a better one for packing plenty of thrills and excitement, even if it is only a Class B production. Glenda Farrell does a smart job as Torchy and good work is offered by Barton MacLane.

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

EASY LIVING (Paramount)

A merry mixture of ingratiating portrayals and slapstick nonsense. Miss Arthur is serene in the amusing the incidental foolishness. Likely to prove more than moderately hilarious.

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

A good bit of it is incredibly reminiscent of those old custard pie and Keystone chase days. Enough sound comedy to guide it into the charitable channels of midsummer entertainment.

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

The kind of screwy situation that could happen to any one of us, and some times when fate lets loose with a little imagination. Delicious, diverting and delectable.

Reel, CHICAGO AMERICAN

Miss Arthur definitely establishes herself as one of the leading comedians of the screen in this gorgeous comedy. One of the liveliest comedies of the season.

Rodenbach, CHICAGO DAILY NEWS

LEAGUE OF FRIGHTENED MEN (Columbia)

Plot in far above average in that it presents several highly interesting situations. But it has some of the old fashioned detective stuff, and while it doesn't entirely frighten you away.

Reel, CHICAGO AMERICAN

This most intelligent and literate and best acted murder mystery that we have seen.

Gilbert, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

A new Nero Wolfe episode for the screen. Finds Wolfe Connolly the incumbent Nero priestly substituting chowder for the more familiar Wolfe and diet.

A well knitted mystery and well played.

I. T. M., N. Y. TIMES

TWO WHO DARED (Grand National)

A dull and slapdash romantic engagement, indifferently performed and directed. There is more atmosphere than plot in the production.

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

Take all the stock intrigues of porty, shocker fiction, set them against a Russian background of pre-revolution days and you have a fairly good idea of what the new Anna Sten picture is like. Complemented with a theme, the dialogue pedestrian and the acting considerably below par.

W. B., N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

Little more than old fashioned melodramatic hokum set in pre-Soviet Russia when men in branded uniforms and swinging caps were trumped with kitchen maids in peasant smocks.

Finn, PHILA. RECORD

THE GREAT GAMBINI (Paramount)

'A smart direction and a deftly played performance by Akim Tamiroff, making this picture an entertaining mystery. A remarkably good job of minor entertainment.

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

A clever detective story, unexpected plots and action, a variety of costumes and background, fans in general and amateur sleuths in particular should have a real time trying to solve the whodunsystery raised in this plot.

Finn, PHILA. RECORD

Distinguished chiefly for its skill in stopping the action near the end and in its failure to permit the audience to spend a fictitious mystery recognizing the clue so presented.

G. G. PHILA. LEDGER

HEART'S DESIRE (Gaumont-British)

If you are a well-trained eye and a most flawless performance you will be able to cull a lot in this picture. If you leave your critical faculties at the door and view it with an ear attuned to emotional music it will provide a thrill.

Reel, CHICAGO AMERICAN

The plot neither fresh nor original. It suffers from a thoroughly conventional atmosphere, the director's ability to spot the niceties of mood and give his entire attention to the stage opportunities in song and acting in German love songs in English and the setting in a hotel in the same situations.

Tarrella, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
TOAST OF NEW YORK ... One of those semi-legendary characters of America's golden era was Jim Fiske. In the days when the predatory Robber Barons were grabbing the unclaimed natural wealth of this nation, Fiske groveled too. This famous character was documented in the novel ROBBER BARONS; from this, and a similar novel, RKO has fashioned THE TOAST OF NEW YORK, one of those red-blooded, colorful dramas of a changing period in history. The cast, of course, has Edward Arnold enacting Jim Fiske, a role built for his boisterous, robust playing. Others are Jack Oakie, Cary Grant and Frances Farmer. It is a current release and the review can be found elsewhere in this issue.

PARADISE ISLE ... The new Monogram sent producer Mrs. Wallace Reid and a crew to the South Sea Isles to photograph in its natural setting this simple story of a native girl's love for a blind white man. Advance notices indicate that a beautiful and charming love story has been produced. Movita, the lovely native girl of 'Mutiny on the Bounty,' plays opposite Warren Hull. PARADISE ISLE will be released shortly. The review appears in this issue of FILM BULLETIN.
Grand National’s Scoop!  

Ten years ago, young, enthusiastic Andrew L. Stone, just beginning to make a niche for himself in the motion picture industry, decided it was high time someone produced a picture using the semi-classical music of Gilbert and Sullivan. But radio, no studio had enough temerity to bring G. and S. to the screen. This despite the fact that the British Doyle Carte company completed two highly successful transcontinental tours in their Gilbert and Sullivan repertoire; radio hours featured the operettas continuously and every high school and Ladies’ Aid Society in the United States knew that a benefit performance of THE MIKADO or PINAFORI always could be relied upon to bring forth a much-needed fence, helmets for the football team, or gallons of milk for needy children.

In the face of this, the filmmakers then chose as their alibi the fact that the difficulties they would encounter because of copyright restrictions prevented any use of the works for pictures.

Gilbert and Sullivan, as you no doubt know, failed to secure American copyrights on their comedies, and although the total number of times they have been produced in the country is staggering, still no royalty was ever paid the creators, nor since their death, to the estates. This situation, however, does not exist in England and other countries, where stringent copyrights prevent public presentation of the Gilbert and Sullivan operettas.

"Therefore," argued the producers, "how can we make a picture the exhibition of which would not be allowed abroad?"

None of them stopped to think that a vast potential audience awaited these well-known lyrics and music in America and that the returns to be derived from American theatres alone would more than justify this invasion into new screen story fields.

That is until Grand National loomed into the Hollywood horizon a few short months ago. No discouragements awaited Mr. Stone at that studio. But on the contrary, his idea was accepted and shortly thereafter production was started.

From New York came William Danforth, Frank Moulan, Vera Ross and Vivien Hart to assume for the screen the delightful Gilbert and Sullivan characterizations they had played so long and so well on the stage.

And so four weeks later THE GIRL SAID NO, the first picture featuring Gilbert and Sullivan music, was finished. The copyright problem had been cleverly solved by substituting in the foreign version, music from the light opera PRINCESS TING-A-LING.

At its Hollywood preview, the press gave it a seal of approval and almost unanimously endorsed it as a meritorious film. It has just completed a road show engagement in Boston and Eastern reports say it will soon begin a run at the Radio City Music Hall, thus becoming the first Independent picture ever presented at that staid New York cinema palace.

And while this is more or less a success story of Andrew L. Stone, plaudits are most certainly due the heads of Grand National, who, in the face of such complete opposition, had the courage to tackle a job from which older and more experienced producers shied.

---

**COMFORT - the Greatest Star of them all**

Whoever may be on the screen, the patron is in the seat. Stars come and stars go, but seat comfort pulls patronage the year 'round. We are specialists in seating comfort.

**American Seating Company**

Public Seating for Every School, Theatre, Church, Auditorium and Bus Requirement

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN. Branch Offices and Distributors In All Trade Areas.
RE V I E W S

COUNSEL FOR CRIME

DRAMA ... Interesting and well developed courtroom drama ... Superior acting ... Very satisfactory for family trade ... Rates ★ ★, or better, for neighborhoods.

Columbia
67 Minutes
Otto Kruger ... Douglass Montgomery ... Jaqueline Wells ... Thurston Hall ...
Directed by John Brahm

This story of a father's sacrifice for his illegitimate son should click nicely with the nickelodeon trade. It is a neatly paced and generally interesting melodrama, with a succession of varied elements that keep it moving along at a fast and exciting rate. With only the dubious name values of Otto Kruger and Douglass Montgomery, COUNSEL FOR CRIME will have difficulty pulling much on its own. However, it makes eminently satisfactory dual bill fare for any situation.

Otto Kruger is a criminal lawyer, who gives his illegitimate son, Douglass Montgomery, a job in his office. Disliking his father's unscrupulous methods, he leaves and aided by Hall, his foster father opens his own office. The boy becomes a city prosecutor, in protecting Montgomery's knowledge of his birth, Kruger kills a man, Montgomery is forced to try him and obtains a conviction. Hall and his wife, Nana Bryant, realize the truth, yet say nothing, knowing Kruger's determination not to ruin the life of his son.

Brilliant acting marks much of the excellently drawn characters. Montgomery pleases as the boy and Kruger's quiet force dominates his every scene. Outstanding is Nana Bryant's vivid interpretation of the boys mother.

AD TIPS: Get over the dramatic situation of the boy unwittingly sending his father to his doom.

THE FINEST
of Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

40 Piedmont Street Boston
1225 Vine Street Philadelphia

DEVIL IS DRIVING, The

Hollywood Review

DRAMA ... Sensitite performance by Dix ... Plus gaggy sentiment yarn makes this O.K. for top billing ... Excellent exploitation angle ... Rates ★ ★ + generally.

Columbia
64 Minutes
Richard Dix ... Jean Perry ... Nana Bryant ... Charles C. Wilson ... Elisha Cook Jr ... Henry Kolker ... Ann Rutherford ... Walter Kingsford ... Paul Harvey
Directed by Harry Lachman

This fast moving and engaging story crusades against evil of drunken driving and looks like one of the strongest exploitation hits of the season. The moral is shrewdly pointed and Richard Dix abets the proceedings with a fine performance as the conscience stricken district attorney who sacrifices his career to convict the rich man's son he had formerly defended. DEVIL IS DRIVING should appeal to all classes and, if the exhibitor puts a bit of push behind it, can click to above average grosses on its own.

Dix becomes district attorney as a result of having defended the scion of a wealthy and politically influential family. Charged with drunken driving, the youth is saved by Dix's employment of perjured witnesses. The lawyer's finance, Joan Perry, is disgusted by his tactics and quits him. Through her newspaper, Joan starts a crusade against drunken drivers and Dix is forced to launch a campaign to make the streets safer. His sponsor's son again is charged with murder while driving drunk. Dix procures and, incensed by the obstacles in the way of justice, convicts the boy by confessing his part in the former perjury. His career ruined, he humbly leaves the courtroom with his sweetheart, whose faith in him has been restored.

Joan Perry is attractive and capable. Elisha Cook, Jr, is outstanding as the unsympathetic young killer.

AD TIPS: Conduct your own crusade against drunken driving. Appeal to parents to safeguard their children and urge drivers to keep away from the wheel when they drink, etc. Plug Dix's greatest performance — his sacrifice role.

DON HIRST (Hollywood)

WINDJAMMER

Hollywood Review

SEA ACTION ... Fair action yarn dragged down by miserable acting and direction ... Will get by only with kids ... Rates ★★ — for action spots.

RKO Radio
6 Minutes
George O'Brien ... Constance Worth ... William Hall ... Brandon Evans ... Gavin Gordon
Directed by Ewing Scott

A poor production! Although the story is not bad, it has been so weakly acted and carelessly directed that it is actually ridiculous in spots. George O'Brien tries, but most of the other players act like they are on a lark. Its defects will be obvious to all but the kiddies.

HANNA (Hollywood)

WAR LORD

Hollywood Review

BOXOFFICE RATING

ACTION MELODRAMA ... Trepid Karloff vehicle fails to jell ... Will satisfy only juvenile audiences ... Rates ★ — for cheaper action spots only.

First National
65 Minutes
Boris Karloff ... Beverly Roberts ... Ricardo Cortez ... Gordon Oliver ... Sheila Bromley ... Vladimir Sokoloff ...
Directed by John Farrow

Warriors changed the locale of the noted stage play THE BAD MAN from Mexico to China and made the hero-villain a Chinese bandit. The result is hardly satisfactory, for WAR LORD is one of the season's weaker films. Trite as trite can be, the yarn lacks all the comic-serio dash of the original. A cast of competent players, headed by Boris Karloff as the Bad Man, find it impossible to lend credence to their absurd roles and the implausible situations. It's strictly kid stuff; adults will find it unconsciously funny.

Karloff is a Chinese rebel, regarded by his enemies as a bandit. Gordon Oliver owns an oil field, which is coveted by Ricardo Cortez and Douglass Wood, rival oil men. Karloff captures the three men and Beverly Roberts, ex-wife of Cortez, now in love with Oliver. At the expense of his own life, Karloff repays Oliver for once saving his life by freeing him and Beverly, and disposing of Cortez.

The direction is weak.

AD TIPS: Sell Karloff in a new type role. Chinese atmosphere will attract action fans.

HANNA (Hollywood)
**STRIKE FLASH!** The anti-Paramount War Board of the UNIPTO held a hot and heavy session Thursday morning. Two of the sub-leaders were given a dressing down for talking too much and they promised to save their talk for the meetings. One of the most admirable and confidence-inspiring angles of the manner in which this fight is being conducted is the fact that no feelings are spared and no man is considered too small to be a "great" person, straight from the shoulder. Advertisements will appear in all daily newspapers on July 31st, apprising the public of the Paramount fight and asking support for the indie theatres. Seashore houses were given special names by manager SAM ROSEN, this week, in connection with their strike Sept. 6th. This is a practical solution to a difficult problem, since the resort spots usually play pictures "out of the can" and are solidly booked for the entire summer far in advance. The War Board meetings will go on indefinitely so that all the members usually leave them leaving with enthusiasm. Watch out, Paramount! . . . CHARLIE KLEANG and BILL HEMPHURS take over the P. O. S. of A., Berwick, Sept. 1st . . . ROSE ROSOF, Horlachers, will be wedded to JOSEPH BUSCHEL, this Sunday . . . Nixon's Grand reopened yesterday (Fri.) for an unlimited engagement of "Damaged Lives" . . . PHIL WOLFSON resigned from Monogram. RUBIN BRENNER, former United Artists salesman, has been named by manager SAM ROSEN, to succeed Phil as Mon's Phila. salesman . . . MICHEL H. LEVINSON, former indie film man, who was on the coast for several months, returned to town last week with a new film he claims "sensational." It is a novel version of the novel - "The Lab of the Penitent." Mike owns the world rights and it is in New York at present arranging for regional distribution . . . STANLEY HATCH was in town this week conferring with JOHN BACHMAN, Grand National's local boss . . . WILLIAM KELLSER's Bridgeville, Del., closed indefinitely . . . DOTTIE DEANE, artist protege of OSCAR NEUFELD, opened at the Ritz Gardens, A. C., Fri . . . WILLIAM GOLDMAN will build a new theatre at 1230 Market St. House will seat between 410 and 500 and will be known as the New Newsreel Theatre. Expected to be completed within 90 days . . . HERMAN GREENBERG, Columbia's ad mgr., is vacationing . . . JOE FARKOW, Met office mgr., is mourning his mother, who died last Saturday. Our condolences . . . Rovens' Belgrade opens Tuesday . . . CHARLIE COX manages W. E. . . . Warners and Universal exchanges had short-lived sit-down strikes by office workers. Both groups "sided down" last Thursday in order to settle that night, but the U crew stayed in until Monday night. Required to answer a trespass charge in court the following morning, they decided to leave and avoid legal complications. It is reported that increases were granted by both exchanges, although union recognition was not granted the C. I. O. affiliated.

**CLEM'S**

**INDEPENDENT THEATRE SUPPLY HOUSE**

1224 Vine Street, Philadelphia

"Everything From Street to Screen"

HARRY BRODSKY

2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITTENHOUSE 7428 • T RAINING 1189

**ARTHUR K. HOWARD**, business head of the Independent Exhibitors, Inc., called an extraordinary meeting of the Allied organization at 29 Shawmut Street on Tuesday, July twenty, to go over buying policies for the coming season. To stand up, to sit down, or which or what against Paramount was also ominous . . . FRANK LIDON, Ind. B. ex-prexy, has dubbed his latest hero JOHN. So much for conferences to iron out differences. The LYDON'S, here again gone into executive session in a heated effort to determine whether the younger's name will be ALBERT or MICHAEL. FRANK told this publication, in an exclusive interview, that young Mon's LYDON's middle handle is going to be used. "Whatever you are doing," said MADGE S. RYAN, one of the leading motion picture anti-trust lawyers in the country, has filed a $3,000,000,000 suit in the United States District Court in Boston for A. B. MOMAND, Oklahoma circuit operator, who has been hooted to court or less fatuously in the courts for the past few years. RYAN, who also is prosecuting a number of other anti-trust actions for theatre men, secured, almost immediate inquirer from United Artists, Vitagraph, Universal, Columbia, and R.K.O. The president of the Oklahoma circuit stood along for nearly six years in Oklahoma without even a single answer being filed by any of the defendants. Mr. RYAN took over prosecution of the matter, considered vital to the present interlocking industry set-up as a whole, about three years ago . . . Representative FRANCIS XAVIER COYNE of Dorchester is preparing a bill to be filed with the incoming Massachuets legislature. The measure, if passed, will require all motion picture stars to appear under their own names . . . Mrs. HARRY ZIPPY GOLDMAN, the wife of the former American Picture salesmen who has now gone with Warner Bros., is brouzing around France . . . MAX MICHAELS is the newest film distributor in the district. The former manager of the Park Theatre, now being readied for reopening by EDWARD (Grand National) PESCAY, has opened Unusual Pictures for the New Jersey distribution of just such products . . . HARRY SEGAL, former Studio portraitist in New England, has added EDWARD ANDERSON to his sales department . . . ANGELINA A. MINGER, assistant in the Metropolitan Theatre publicity department, is off on a whirlwind vacation throughout Maine, New Hampshire, and thereabouts . . . VIC MURRIS, manager of Low's Orpheum in Boston for the past twenty-seven years, is to be retired in August. MURRIS plans to make his home on the West Coast . . . JOSEPH BRENNER, business manager for the M.P.T.O.A. here, is chairman of the committee in charge of a dinner being planned for VIC MURRIS. The affair will probably be held August fourteen . . . RICHARD BERMAN, circuit man, may open the Repertory in a twin-theatre venture. Reported plans are that HEBERMAN will run a grind house upstairs and a short subjects emporium downstairs . . . The Victory in Lowell has gone from M. J. DALY to JOE LYNX, who will probably reopen the house in the fall . . . W. WARWICK has taken the Palace in Arctic, R. I., from WILLIAM DILLON . . . MAX LEVENSON has been appointed New England member of the Allied finance committee by President NATHAN YAMIN.
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**TRAILERS**

Snappy, effective trailers; special low prices. Film Service Co., 25th St. and Lehigh Ave., Phila., Pa., SAGamore 1553.

**"Not a dark house in more than 20 years of film delivery service!"**
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**READ**

FILM BULLETIN

The Independents' Paper
MICKEY ROONEY

"Is Sensational"—Film Daily
"Amazing"—Variety
"Highly Entertaining"—Motion Picture Herald
"Swell"—Jay Emanuel

"Hoosier Schoolboy"

"Fine Entertainment . . . Moving"—Motion Picture Daily
"Superbly Acted and Directed"—Boxoffice
"Compelling . . . Forceful . . . Touching"—Variety
"Swell Heart Throb Stuff . . . Plenty of Action"—Film Daily
"Very Superior . . . Production Excellent"—Jay Emanuel

with

ANNE NAGEL
FRANK SHIELDS
EDWARD PAWLEY • WILLIAM GOULD

Directed by WILLIAM NIGH • Associate Producer • KEN GOLDSMITH • Screenplay by ROBERT LEE JOHNSON
Recorded by Western Electric Mirrophonic Sound

Awarded The PARENTS' MAGAZINE medal for the Best Family Movie of the Month

30 EXCHANGES TO SERVE YOU
MONOGRAM PICTURES CORPORATION
W. BAY JOHNSTON, PRESIDENT RKO BUILDING • ROCKEFELLER CENTER • NEW YORK
Hold Your Head High, Little Business Man!

Many men of letters have penned graphic word tapestries of the American people and the background of their liberty loving ideals. They have told how the Englishman, the Irishman, the Italian, the German, the Netherlander, the Russian, the Asiatic, the Protestant, the Catholic, the Jew, the Buddhist came to the New World seeking Opportunity and Liberty, many of them fleeing oppression, both religious and economic.

It is only within the half-century that the great bulk of those restless new Americans came to these shores and the flame of Freedom still burns, perhaps faintly today, in their breasts. In the present day of razor-sharp competition for political and economic supremacy, the ideal has become a bit tarnished and many men stand ready to do to their fellow men what they, themselves, came here to escape. Yet, the American is still the world's most independent individual and, if sufficiently harassed by those who regard themselves as his betters, may be relied upon to suddenly raise himself on his hind legs and deliver a solid whacking to his oppressors. That this is usually done by democratic processes is the thankful good fortune of our nation.

In the limited sphere of the motion picture industry we are witnessing now such an uprising of "little Americans."

For the past decade, the influence, bargaining power, freedom of business conduct and stability of the independent exhibitor has dwindled and shrunk until he has become unique among business men having corresponding investments. In brief, he has become a buyer wholly at the mercy of a dictatorial seller.

(Continued on page 2)

READ: "REAL ESTATE PROMOTERS CREATE COMPETITION. IS UNIVERSAL ENTITLED TO HIGHER TERMS?"  EDITORIALS ON PAGE 4
HOLD YOUR HEAD HIGH!

(Continued from front page)

The position of a mere handful of producers holding virtually complete control over the economic destiny of the individuals operating 15,000 theatres is immediately incompatible with democracy. However, there have been known to be paternalistic kingships and the situation might not have grown so bad in this industry had some of the men on the film throne not been so greedy to tax unto death the theatre owners of this country.

Most ruthless and grasping of the film companies (with the exception of a brief period 15 years ago, when the anger of theatre men threatened to ruin the company because it started the first affiliated theatre building and grabbing campaign) has been Paramount. This reputation has been won under the "inspired" leadership of Adolph Zukor.

Zukor is probably regarded by the bankers as a most adroit industrialist. But "adroit" is far too beautiful a word to describe the opinion held of him by thousands of the company's customers. For Paramount, led by Mr. Zukor, has earned the onus of instigating most of the unfair trade practices that conspire to bring slow strangulation upon the independent exhibitors.

In addition to leading the producers into the theatre field to compete with their own customers, his Paramount gave birth to or was among the leaders in foisting upon them such evils as compulsory block booking; the blind, "numbers" method of selling films; the practice of tying up playing time by promising large numbers of pictures for a season and delivering far less; playing double features in its own theatres and re-fusing independents the same right elsewhere—These among other iniquities.

Those who comprise the body of independent exhibitors of the country permitted these evils to be shoved down their throats in comparative silence, only an occasional flickering of protest being heard from them upon the prodding of national Allied or some militant local unit.

It seemed that there was no limit to what abuse they would take, so through the producing-distributing organizations, from the chief executives, down through the home offices and the branches to the salesmen, there simmered an attitude of disrespect for the independent exhibitor. He was viewed as lacking in intelligence, courage and even loyalty to his own convictions. No longer was he permitted the opportunity to bargain for fair terms. So-called "national" sales policies were set by men in high building towers and handed down like the law of Moses. The lowly independent was the sucker of suckers!

Small wonder, then, that the strike against Paramount's current iniquity startled the trade. Already there has been a change in the tone of the executives and salesmen of the other companies. They are a bit bewildered, but awfully impressed.

Don't be so surprised. Paramount was unwise to have pushed them so far. This is an uprising of several thousand of those "little Americans" who have taken their fill of dictatorship in the film industry and are going to reclaim their Liberty. It isn't entirely a matter of dollars and cents any longer. The independents are determined to hold their heads high again!

MO WAX.
PARAMOUNT REAPS THE WHIRLWIND!

PARAMOUNT STRIKE BULLETIN

Adolph Zukor will draw over $400,000 salary and bonus as head of Paramount this year.

What Profi (P) did you make this year by showing Paramount pictures?

Paramount has taken six "box-office" pictures away from the 1936-37 contract holders to sell them over again at higher prices.

Four thousand theaters can make or break Paramount studio as their profits are concerned.

DON'T BE A SUCKER TWO YEARS IN A ROW. DON'T BUY PARAMOUNT NOW!

PARAMOUNT STRIKE BULLETIN

NO. 9

Adolph Zukor's (P) plan for 1936-37: "BULLETIN"

At a meeting held last night at which over one hundred theaters were represented, it was unanimously voted that a date strike be started against Paramount pictures, meaning that every theatre represented will pull all dates, including news reels, short subjects, etc., from Paramount Exchange, starting August 1st and continuing until such time as Paramount will agree to make the tickets they withdraw from 30-37 contract holders the pictures they withdrew from 30-37 contract holders are now trying to resell at an advanced price.

It was further unanimously decided that the Paramount Exchange should be picketed and that any theatre in the Northwest that plays Paramount pictures on and after August 1st shall also be picketed.

A special strike committee was appointed and strike headquarters will be opened.

In addition to the picketing of theatres that play Paramount pictures, radio advertising will be contracted for in which outstanding spots will allow the public to stay away from any theatre that exhibits a Paramount picture on and after August 1st.

If you do not buy Paramount, you should be just as much interested as the man who uses Paramount product. Remember, TO BE NOT PICKETING "PARAMOUNT PICTURES ACROSS THE COUNTRY ARE TO BE CONSIDERED AS THIEVES IF PARAMOUNT PICTURES ARE NOT AVAILABLE TO YOU. YOU CAN BE SURE THAT ALL OTHER DISTRIBUTORS WILL DO THE SAME THING IN FUTURE SEASONS.

The Strike Is On!

At a mass meeting held by the U.M.P.T.O. of Eastern Penna., N.Y. and Del, at the Broadway Hotel, July 28th, the action of the War Board in the Paramount Strike situation was unanimously upheld and the strike declared officially on.

Contributions to the War fund totaled $8,000.00 and Chairman Bur- net and the other officers of the committee immediately set about making plans for the further carrying out of the strike. The exhibitors turned out and gave assurance that they would bend all their resources to stop Paramount "from becoming partners in their losses."
Federal Court Delays Decision On Paramount Picketing

Philadelphia, August 2—Paramount’s motion in U. S. District Court here asking a temporary injunction prohibiting exhibitors from picketing or seeking to “induce, coerce or compel” others from dating or buying its pictures was continued until Wednesday, August 11th after preliminary arguments were heard.

Benjamin Golder, counsel for the 23 defendant exhibitors, asked Federal Judge Dickinson to modify the bill of complaint by eliminating the word “induce,” thereby leaving the independents free to adopt any lawful means to persuade their fellow exhibitors to join the strike. The elderly jurist indicated that he agreed with Golder, but reserved decision until this Wednesday, when Golder and William A. Schnader, attorney for Paramount, meet in his chambers.

When the indies’ lawyer questioned Paramount’s right to bring the action in a Federal Court, since exhibition is intra-state business, Judge Dickinson declared that the case presented many novel aspects into which he would like to probe in detail.

125 independents from Eastern Pennsylvania and New Jersey hailed Golder and the U.M.P.T.O. leaders at the Broadwood Hotel upon their return from court. Every man present doubled his “war chest” pledge.

Real Estate Agents Create Competition

In our last issue we commented on a letter received from John G. Deetjen, secretary of the Akron Independent Theatre Owners Association, in which he charged that real estate agents and promoters are deliberately spreading the impression that Akron is fertile ground for new theatres, in the face of the general opinion that the Ohio city is already overseated.

Lee W. Newbury, president of the New Jersey Allied unit, has also informed us that real estate operators in that state are employing shady promotional tactics to incite unwarranted competition. Some of these promoters secure options on ground near a theatre, then advise the owner that someone else is interested in building on the spot. This trick of inspiring fear often works and the exhibitor purchases the lot, giving the real estate man a handsome profit. Another device used by them is to get an option on a lot in a one-theatre town and peddle it to other exhibitors after rumors of the present theatre owner’s “huge” profits have been spread in advance.

For their own protection, as well as the moral obligation not to wantonly damage another man’s means of livelihood, theatremen should take with more than a grain of salt the ravings of these promoters. Very often the construction of another theatre in a neighborhood or a town results in spreading the receipts that made one theatre profitable between two houses—both unprofitable.

Is Universal Entitled To Higher Terms For ’39?

A number of exhibitors have sarcastically informed us that the NEW Universal is demanding higher rentals and more percentage pictures for its 1937-38 product than it sought this past season. Several have asked our opinion of the company’s prospects.

They are entitled to their sarcasm. If the past record of a producing organization is to be any criterion for judging its future accomplishments—and it must be when there are no radical changes in the setup—we must say that Universal has not earned the right to ask any increases. As a matter of fact, this company should have slashed its prices voluntarily.

Universal’s 1936-37 product was abnormally weak. It has long been obvious to insiders that the company requires a drastic reorganization of its studio if there is to be any improvement in the quality of the pictures to be produced there in the future.

Just In Case You Had Any Doubts!

It is not easy to believe, but there may have been some independent exhibitors in the United States who were naive enough to be hoodwinked into accepting the M.P.T.O.A. as a sincere exhibitors’ organization. The quiescence of Ed Kuykendall and his cohorts during this Paramount dispute has shown them up to the most gullible theatremen as either paid stooges of the Big Five producer-exhibitors, or mighty stupid people. They have their choice!
SARATOGA

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING


M-G-M

91 Minutes


Directed by Jack Conway

This reviewer cannot lend his voice to those who declare SARATOGA to be the late Jean Harlow's best picture. Unfortunately, it isn't, and while our closeness to the scene may influence this decision, we do not feel that the substitution of Mary Dees in long shots at the finish of the picture is cleverly or effectively done. Also, the fact that much of the latter sequences was rewritten so as to eliminate as much as possible those appearances, results in much confusing the story. This picture will probably attract crowds of people interested in seeing Miss Harlow's last screen appearance, but otherwise it would have been a weak sister.

Jean Harlow, daughter of an old time sportsman, is engaged to marry Walter Pidgeon, wealthy business man. She arrives with him from England and meets Clark Gable, race track bookie and friend of her father. Her father dies and Gable owns the mortgage of the house as payment of one of his bets. She promises to make it good so travels from track to track betting on the horses. Gable is anxious for her to persuade Pidgeon to bet, believing he can retrieve what Pidgeon had once won. Unfortunately, Jean refuses to do. However, Gable finally convinces him to place a big bet on the inevitable big race. Gable wins, of course. Gable and Jean realize their love for each other and Pidgeon bows out.

Of the supporting cast Lionel Barrymore and Hattie McDaniels rate honors. Their's are keen comedy performances which give the picture its rare moments of genuine entertainment. Frank Morgan and Una Merkel score with their familiar brands of comedy. Jack Conway's direction is speedy, a bit too fast, perhaps, for there are still many things we'd like to know about this picture which wouldn't be grasped at its preview showing.

AD TIPS: Sell it as Jean's last and greatest role.

HANNA (Hollywood)

High, Wide and Handsome

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

MUSICAL DRAMA . . . Noisy, rambling big-scale western . . . Interesting, if not always entertaining . . . Rates ● ● ● ● generally.

Paramount

110 Minutes


Directed by Rouben Mamoulian

This is a circuses mixture of music, old-fashioned western action and slap-stick comedy. There is plenty of everything, but it falls far below the epic standard. There is too much material, with the consequence that the story rambles in parts and fails to come thru with sock punches in the high spots. However, HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME is a big show and there is something to please all types of audiences. It should get grosses generally and is entitled to some extra playing time.

In addition to Irene Dunne there is little in the way of big time marquee strength. Second best, perhaps, is Akim Tamiroff, whose name is down the list, but actually rates next to the star from the boxoffice angle. Paramount doesn't seem to know that. Miss Dunne isn't entirely convincing as the circus singer, but Tamiroff is effective in a comparatively minor role. Of the others, Elizabeth Patterson scores in a heart-warming portrayal. Randolph Scott acts in western star fashion.

Rouben Mamoulian lets the hulking story get out of hand on occasions. His direction is typically Hollywood, but not painted. Placed in the background of the Pennsylvania oil fields at the time of its discovery, it tells of the romance and marriage of Dunne and Scott the latter's combat with railroad interests who seek to gain control of the fuel fields; his wife's desertion and melodramatic return with a troupe of circus people to help hubby complete the drilling of a pipe line in time to defeat the monopolists.

The musical numbers by Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammerstein 2nd are far below their "Showboat" works.

AD TIPS: Sell this as one of the year's biggest pictures. Plug Dunne Tamiroff Scott and Kern-Hammerstein as authors of SHOWBOAT. Musical action romantic or economic is not to be feared according to tastes of your audience.

HANNA (Hollywood)

MORE REVIEWS ON PAGE 8

Get the Straight-From-the-Shoulder Facts About the New Films in FILM BULLETIN

BOXOFFICE RATINGS: ● Means POOR; ● ● AVERAGE; ● ● ● GOOD; ● ● ● ● EXCELLENT
This new department is designed to provide the exhibitor with a complete and comprehensive summary of vital data on all new feature films as they go into production. This will enable you to anticipate bookings and plan for the exhibition of forthcoming pictures for which you have contracted. We hope to enlarge the scope of this service as we further learn the needs of our readers.

COLUMBIA

PARK AVENUE DAME
Shooting started — July 19
Cast: Richard Arlen, Fay Wray, Mary Russell, Wyn Cocheon, Scott
Colton, Raymond Walburn, Gene Morgan, Marc Lawrence, George McKay
Directed by Al Rogell
Produced by Irving Briskin
Story: The bole is in Greenwich Village, where Fay Wray, wealthy heiress, becomes involved in a murder and meets Richard Arlen, a young commercial photographer. Arlen, of course, comes to her aid and through a series of situations eventually finds he is in love with her.

To be released on '37-'38 program. Dolores Del Rio originally set for femme lead.

WOMEN OF THE NIGHT
Shooting started — July 28
Drama
Cast: Don Terry, Jacqueline Wells, Ralph Byrd, Rita Hayworth, Thurston Hall
Directed by C. C. Coleman, Jr.
Produced by Ralph Cohn
Story: Not available.
To be released on '37-'38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED—LIFE BEGINS WITH LOVE... ITS ALL YOURS.

IN PRODUCTION—‘TLL TAKE ROMANCE (Details issue July 3)...
The AWFUL TRUTH (Issue July 3).

GRAND NATIONAL

HERE’S FLASH CASEY
Shooting started — July 19
Comedy-Drama
Cast: ERIC LINDEN, Booth Mallory, Cully Richards, Howard Lang, John Crehan, Holmes Herbert
Directed by Lynn Shores
Produced by Alexander Bros.
Story: First of a series of pictures to be written around the character of Flash Casey as played by Eric Linden, with Booth Mallory as the romantic interest. Casey is a newspaper photographer who gets involved with a composite photo racket and with the help of Boots, the society editor on the sheet, eventually contrives to get out of it.
To be released on '37-'38 program.

WALLABY JIM OF THE ISLANDS
Shooting started — July 19
Drama
Cast: George Houston, Ruth Coleman, Mamo Clark, William von Brinken, Douglas Walton, Colin Campbell, Syd Saylor
Directed by Charles Lamont
Produced by Bud Basky
Story: Another first in a series of four from Grand National, this introduces George Houston to the screen as Wallaby Jim, a South Sea island schooner captain, who finds himself pitted against crossed interests in assembling a crew of a pearl trading boat belonging to the natives. Houston is also involved in tracing the romantic difficulties of a young schoolteacher and his sweetheart.
To be released on '37-'38 program.

IN PRODUCTION—SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT (Details issue July 3, nearing completion)... RENFREW OF THE MOUNTED (Issue July 17).

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN
(Formally titled WEDDING DRESS)
Shooting started — July 16
Light Comedy
Cast: ROBERT MONTGOMERY, ROSALIND RUSSELL, Robert Benchley, Helen Vinson, Rita Johnson
Directed by George Cukor
Produced by Norman Krasna
Story: In a Hollywood background, this team of Rosalind Russell and Robert Montgomery in a light, frothy comedy. Miss Russell plays the role of a temperamental actress.
To be released on '37-'38 program.

MADAME X
Shooting started — July 19
Heavy Drama
Cast: GLADYS GEORGE, Warren William, John Beal, Henry Daniell, Emma Dunn, Lynne Carver, Phillip Reed, William Henry, Ruth Hussey
Directed by Sam Wood
Produced by James K. McGuinness
Story: A remake of the famous stage play and silent picture success. Gladys George appears as the sacrificing mother, who lives a life of shame for her son, John Beal.
To be released on '37-'38 program.

MY DEAR MISS ALDRICH
Comedy-Mystery
Shooting started — July 19
Cast: Edna May Oliver, Maureen O'Sullivan, Janet Beecher, Arthur Pidgeon
Directed by George B. Seitz
Produced (unassigned)
Story: Edna May Oliver is a funny old lady who enjoys solving newspaper murder mysteries, usually detective problems. When a prominent newspaper woman disappears, she applies her knowledge to the case and solves it, much to the dismay of police officials, who regard her as a busybody.
To be released on '37-'38 program.

MY WIFE
Shooting started — July 20
Drama
Cast: George Murphy, Josephine Hutchinson, Gertrude Michael, Sidney Blackmer, Cliff Edwards, Suzanne, John Wray, Helen Jerome Eddy, Toby Wing
Directed by Errol Taggart
Produced by Michael Fessier
Story: George Murphy is a young reporter who marries an extremely attractive girl, Gertrude Michael. When Sidney Blackmer takes a fancy to her and attempts to win her affections, Murphy resents this and threatens to kill him. Blackmer seizes him and various assignments, which finally separates him from his wife. He falls in with Josephine Hutchinson, and when Blackmer is finally killed, his varied life takes a new turn.
To be released on '37-'38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED—UMBRELLA MAN

IN PRODUCTION—BIG CITY (Details issue July 3)...THE BRIDE WORE RED... MADAME WALEWSKA (Nearing finish).

TITLE CHANGE—BAD GUY—changed from BLACK LIGHTNING (Issue July 17).

PRODUCTION DELAYED—DOUBLE WEDDING (Due to illness of William Powell).

FOLLOW THE PRODUCTION RECORD CLOSELY... KNOW YOUR COMING PRODUCT
RECORD

MONOGRAM

GOD'S COUNTRY AND THE MAN

Shooting started — July 24
Western
Cast: TOM KEENE, Betty Compton, Charlotte Henry, Charles King, James Sheridan
Directed by R. R. Bradford
Produced by R. R. Bradford
Story: When Tom Keene's father is murdered, he sets out for revenge and joins forces with Betty Compton, a woman he loves. They join a band of outlaws and eventually discover their common love for music. Romance and adventure blend in this action-packed Western, inspired by the true story of a frontier family's struggle for survival.

To be released on '37-'38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED — LUCK OF ROARING CAMP . RIDERS OF THE DAWN . ATLANTIC FLIGHT (Details issue July 17).

PARAMOUNT

WELLS FARGO

Shooting started — July 15
Historical Drama
Cast: Joel McCrea, Frances Dee, Bob Burns, Lloyd Nolan, Mary Nash, Ralph Morgan, Porter Hall, Robert Cummings, Barlowe Borland
Directed by Frank Lloyd
Produced by Howard Estabrook
Story: traces the development of transportation in America, beginning with the advent of the railroad.

To be released on '37-'38 program.

LOVE ON TOAST

Shooting started — July 15
Romantic Comedy
Cast: Stella Adler, John Payne, Grant Richards, Katherine 'Sugar' Kane, Isabel Jewell, Luis Alberni
Directed by E. A. Dupont
Produced by Emanuel Cohen
Story: John Payne's pal, Luis Alberni, enters him in a 'Mr. Manhattan' contest which he wins. Stella Adler is a press agent who decides to handle him. Payne finds himself in love with Stella. He believes he is in love with Grant Richards, who plans to marry Katherine Kane, who is 'Miss Brooklyn.' The difficulties are ironed out and the romance between Adler and Payne materializes.

To be released on '37-'38 program.

BLOSSOMS ON BROADWAY

Shooting started — July 19
Musical
Cast: EDWARD ARNOLD, Shirley Ross, John Trent, William Frawley, Weber and Fields, Radio Rogues, Ruth Davis, Kitty Kelly
Directed by Richard Wallace
Produced by B. P. Shulberg
Story: Synopsis is not available in details as yet, but we are advised that it follows the formula of 'Easy Living.' Arnold is a modern Jim Fido.

To be released on '37-'38 program.

ARIZONA AMES

Shooting started — July 19
Western
Cast: Gilbert Roland, Marsha Hunt, Charles Bickford, Monte Blue
Directed by Charles Barton
Produced by General Office
Story: This concerns the adventures of two boys whose father is killed by an outlaw, Charles Bickford, while carrying samples from a gold mine discovered by him in California. One of the boys is adopted by the bandit, and the other is cared for by a sheep herder. Some years later the brothers discover each other; outcome accounts with Bickford and prevent him from taking the gold mine belonging to Marsha Hunt, who supplies the romantic interest.

To be released on '37-'38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED — ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN . DOUBLE OR NOTHING . THIS WAY PLEASE . ON SUCH A NIGHT . BULLDOG DRUMMOND COMES BACK (Details issue July 17) . EBBTIDE . PARTNERS IN CRIME (Issue July 17) . TEXAS TRAIL (Issue July 17).

IN PRODUCTION — THE BARRIER (Details issue July 17)
TITLE CHANGE — SOPHIE LANG GOES WEST — changed from SOPHIE LANG IN HOLLYWOOD (Issue July 3).

REPUBLIC

TREASURE HUNT

Shooting started — July 29
Drama
Cast: Helen Mack, Richard Cromwell, Lionel Atwill
Directed by James Cruze
Produced by Bert Clark
Story: Helen Mack and Richard Cromwell embark on a concert tour and try to raise money for a hospital they both believe in. Their mission is complicated by their romantic entanglements and the schemes of a conniving merchant.

To be released on '37-'38 program.

TROUBLE FOR TWO

Shooting started — July 29
Drama
Cast: Marian Marsh, Gordon Oliver, Margaret Dumont, Sally O'Neil
Directed by Phil Rosen
Produced by Phil Rosen
Story: Marian Marsh and Gordon Oliver, unknown to each other, are standing in front of a jewelry store, when a masked man throws a bomb through the window and attempts to rob the establishment. Cornered by the police, they stuff the jewelry in the pair's pockets and disappear in the crowd. Despite their personal issues, they are in for a surprise. Their release finds them bitter, disillusioned people. Life is a struggle for them, and the girl's family discovers her, but kindly Margaret Dumont comes to their aid, helps them rehabilitate themselves by forcing a confession from the real thieves and all ends happily in romance.

To be released on '37-'38 program.

BOOTS AND SADDLES

Shooting started — July 29
Western
Cast: GENE AUTRY, Smiley Burnette
Directed by Joe Kane
Produced by Sol Siegel
Story: The story of a boy who is raised in England and comes to America to join his father in running his ranch. Gene Autry is the foreman. A mortgage is due and together with the boy and his parent, Autry finally gets the debt paid.

To be released on '37-'38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED — PUBLIC COWBOY No. 1 (Details issue July 3) . SOS COAST GUARD (Serial) . LOVER AGAIN . DOUBLE TROUBLE (Issue July 3) . FOOLS IN PARADISE (Issue July 17) . HEART OF THE ROCKIES (Issue July 17).

RKO - RADIO

A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS

Shooting started — July 23
Musical
Cast: FRED ASTAIRE, Joan Fontaine, Gracie Allen & George Burns, Ray Noble, Reginald Gardiner, Constance Collier, Montagu Love, Mickey Rooney
Directed by George Stevens
Produced by Pandro B. Berman
Story: Not available.

To be released on '37-'38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED — FORTY NAUGHTY GIRLS (Details issue July 17) . FLIGHT FROM GLORY (Issue July 3) . MAKE A WISH . FIT FOR A KING

IN PRODUCTION — SATURDAY'S HEROES (Details issue July 17) . DON'T FORGET TO REMEMBER (Issue July 17) . FIGHT FOR YOUR LADY (Issue July 17) . A LOVE LIKE THAT (Issue July 17)

PRODUCTION RECORD

(Continued on page 10)
THE FIRELY

MUSICAL OPERETTA • Fine production and singing marred by over-long, tedious story • Rates ★★★☆ for class houses; much less in action and rural locations.

M-G-M 140 Minutes
Jeanette MacDonald • Allen Jones • Warren William • Billy Gilbert
Douglas Dumbrille • Henry Daniel • Leonard Penn • Manuel Alavres Maciste • Robert Spinella

Directed by Robert Z. Leonard

Despite a lavish production, the haunting Friml melodies and the line singing of Jeanette MacDonald, THE FIRELY is disappointing. A complicated, tedious tale, this story serves as the background for the musical interludes and is quite boring. The plot is so obvious that the spectator is constantly anticipating every development in advance. Loosely written, it builds up gradually, finally ending in an anti-climax which had this reviewer walk up the aisle before he was aware that the picture had not yet ended. The popularity of the music and interest in the new singing combination of Miss MacDonald and Allen Jones should attract good classes in class and better nabob houses. It is only passable for action and rural spots.

The story is placed in the Novecento period and has MacDonald and Jones as rival Spanish and French spies. Jones lends love for her to gain her secret and succeeds. Later she turns the tables and by allowing herself to be discovered by the French, misleads them and permits the Spanish to attack from an unexpected source and win the war. The couple are really in love and are reunited at the end.

Miss MacDonald's acting and voice are superb. She will thrill music lovers by her clarity and power. Allen Jones surpasses Nelson Eddy as an actor, and his voice is more fluid and romantic. The supporting cast is handsomely and uniformly good.

Robert Z. Leonard handled the musical sequences expertly, but he permitted the story to drag so badly that much of the film's value is destroyed.

AD TIPS: Sell the new romantic singing team of MacDonald and Jones. Refer to Friml's breathtaking music; have the numbers played in the lobby, or broadcast.

HANNA (Hollywood)

WILD AND WOOLY

COMEDY • Excellent Jane Withers vehicle • Should click handsomely with the family trade and juvenile audiences • Duellist for metropolitan nabes • Rates ★★★☆+; better in small towns.

20th Century-Fox 65 Minutes
Jane Withers • Walter Brennan • Pauline Moore • Carl Switzer • Jackie Sharp • Berton Churchill • Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. • Robert Wilcox • Douglas Scott • Lon Chaney, Jr. • Frank Melton • Syd Saylor

Directed by Alfred Werker

This is the best of recent Jane Withers' vehicles. Loaded with comedy suited to the youngsters' talents. WILD AND WOOLLY presents Jane as her fans like her best. There is plenty of action and some appealing sentiment, too. It's natural for the family trade and should garner top grosses in rural spots.

Jane is the orphan of Walter Brennan, a reformed bandit who has been running unsuccessfully for sheriff for the last forty years. Jane unearths a plot by some gangsters to turn a staged hold-up as part of the town livery into the real thing. This gives Brennan the chance he has been waiting for. Through a series of hilarious situations he rounds up the crooks, becomes a hero and looks like the next country sheriff. Meanwhile Pauline Moore switches to forgeries from Frank Melton, playback nephew of Berton Churchill, town banker, to Robert Wilcox.

Of the supporting cast Brennan and Churchill stand out as the small town rivals. Jackie Sharp is good and nasty as Churchill's offspring.

Alfred Werker has brought out the excellent comedy values of the script in a highly ingenuously amusing manner.

AD TIPS: Sell this as a Jane Withers' best picture. Plug Walter Brennan as the Academy Award winner for character performance.

HANNA (Hollywood)

CONFESSION

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA • Hackneyed story of mother love fails to convince • Will please only ardent Kay Francis fans • Rates ★★★☆☆.

85 Minutes
Warner Brothers
Kay Francis • Ian Hunter • Basil Rathbone • lunch Bryan • Donald Crisp • Mary Macgurie • Dorothy Peterson • Laura Hope Crews • Robert Barrat • Ben Weldon • Veda Ann Blass

Directed by Joe May

Abiding by the stereotyped Kay Francis formula, in which the star suffers violently for eighty-five minutes, this is dull uninspired screenfare. The theme of the mother, willing to sacrifice her life to save her daughter from a fate like her's, is certainly an antiquated one, and this version fails to give it any novel treatment. Acting, production and direction are uniformly good but burdened by the trite story. Miss Francis' suffering will appeal to less discriminating women, but, for the most part, grosses will be only fair.

Kay Francis, a night club entertainer, sees Basil Rathbone in a box kissing young Jane Bryan. She shoots him and is brought to trial. She recites her story behind closed doors. It is revealed that she was a one time popular opera star in a company of which Rathbone was a member. She quit her career to marry Ian Hunter, a soldier. While Hunter is at war, she becomes involved with Rathbone; Hunter divorces her and gains custody of their child, Jane. The court keeps her secret and shaly to serve to serve the short term pronounced upon her.

Miss Francis delivers a feeling performance, but the material is too weak. Basil Rathbone shades his sinister characterization excellently, but plays his role as the wronged husband. Jane Bryan, as the girl, gives a fine and delicate reading to her role.

Joe May's direction is aimed at jerking the tears.

HANNA (Hollywood)

RUSTLER'S VALLEY

BOXOFFICE RATING

WESTERN • Hopalong Cassidy returns again • Top notch Western fare for kids and shoot-em-up fans • Rates ★★★★☆.

Paramount 60 Minutes
William Boyd • George Hayes • Russell Hayden • Stephen Morris • Muriel Evans • Lee Cobb

Directed by Nate Watt.

Ace high-action-western. This maintains (Continued on page 14)
"Bulldog Drummond" has always spelled box office!
Here he is at his best. Action, romance, thrills!

BULLDOG DRUMMOND AT BAY

From the CRIME CLUB novel by H. C. McNeile
("Sapper") with John Lodge, Dorothy Mackaill,
Victor Jory, Claud Allister. Screen play by James
Parrish, Patric Kirwin. Directed by Norman Lee

REPUBLIC
20th CENTURY-FOX

LOOK OUT, MR. MOTO
Shooting started — July 19
Adventure-Mystery
Cast: PETER LORRE, Rochelle Hudson, Chick Chandler, George Regas, Robert Kent, J. Edward Bromberg
Directed by Norman Foster
Produced by Sol. M. Wurtzel
Story: The second in the Mr. Moto series as played by Peter Lorre, this takes the Japanese detective to Indo-China. Rochelle Hudson and Robert Kent handle the romantic requirements.
To be released on ’37-’38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED: HEIDI, CHARLIE CHAN ON BROADWAY (Details issue July 3) . . . LOVELY TO LOOK AT . . . DANGER—LOVE AT WORK.

IN PRODUCTION: WIFE, DOCTOR AND NURSE (Details issue July 3) . . . IN OLD CHICAGO (Issue July 3) . . . ALL BABA GOES TO TOWN (Issue July 3) . . . WESTERN GOLD (Issue July 17) . . . LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE (Issue July 17).

UNITED ARTISTS

GOLDWYN

RECENTLY COMPLETED: STELLA DALLAS . . . DEAD END (Back for retakes).

IN PRODUCTION: ADVENTURES OF MARCO POLO (Details issue July 3) . . . HURRICANE.

SELZNICK

ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER
Shooting started July 19, after delay for cast changes. (Details issue July 3).

RECENTLY COMPLETED: PRISONER OF ZENDA
IN PRODUCTION: NOTHING SACRED (Details issue July 3) . . .

WALTER WANGER

RECENTLY COMPLETED: VOGUES OF 1928.

IN PRODUCTION: STAND-IN (Details issue July 3) . . . 52nd STREET . . . I MET MY LOVE AGAIN (Issue July 3).

UNIVERSAL

MIDNIGHT RAIDERS
Shooting started — July 16
Outdoor Action
Cast: Noah Beery, Jr., Catharine Hughes, Larry Blake, Bernadene Hayes
Directed by Ford Beebe
Produced by Barney Sarecky & Ben Kenig
Story: This is a yarn of cattle rustling in the northern part of Illinois. Beery is the owner pitted against the men who employs huge transport trucks to carry on his plundering of dairies and farms. Catharine Hughes supplies the romantic interest.
To be released on ’37-’38 program.

SUDDEN BILL DORN
Shooting started — July 19
Western
Cast: BUCK JONES, Noel Francis, Evelyn Brent, Frank McGlynn, Sr., Harold Hodge, Ted Adams
Directed by Ray Taylor
Produced by Buck Jones
Story: Racketeers enter Bordertown and defraud the people of their money through a fake gold mine. Buck Jones discovers real gold on a ranch owned by Noel Francis, but mortgaged to Harold Hodge, the villain. He soon settles the matter and the investors all receive their money back. He gets the girl.
To be released on ’37-’38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED: ADVENTURE'S END (Details issue July 17) . . . RADIO PATROL (Serial) . . . THE LADY FIGHTS BACK (Issue July 3) . . . 100 MEN AND A GIRL.

IN PRODUCTION: CARNIVAL QUEEN (Details issue July 17) . . . BEHIND THE MIKE (Issue July 17) . . . MERRY GO ROUND OF 1928 (Issue July 17).

WARNER BROTHERS

OVER THE GOAL
(Changed from BLOCK THAT KICK)
Details issue July 17
Synopsis: (Previously unavailable.) Dealing with commercialized football, this tells of two rival colleges, one of which continually wins from the other. Two of the rival players of 1987 bet that this situation will continue. As both grow older and ultimately wealthy, the stakes are increased until finally one dies, leaving his entire estate to his college with the proviso that they win their yearly game against the rival. William Hopper is the football star, who has finally turned the luck of his team and all are confident of victory. However, old friend June Travis persuades him to quit the game, feeling he might be injured, but the coach has him placed in jail and released in time for the big game.

SH! THE OCTOPUS
Comedy-Mystery
Shooting started — July 17
Cast: Hugh Herbert, Allen Jenkins, Marjorie Ralston, Brandon Tynan, John Eldredge, Margaret Irving
Directed by William McGann
Produced by Bryan Hoy
Story: Jenkins and Herbert, essaying the roles of the "dumbest detectives", in the world, are lost in a police car somewhere on Long Island during an electrical storm. Herbert discovers through the radio that he is about to become a father and starts celebrating. They are assigned to track down an octopus which has been terrorizing the metropolis. And so through a series of adventures which introduces them to several corpses as well as screaming women, the comics proceed to unravel the case.
To be released on ’37-’38 program.

ONE MORE TOMORROW
Shooting started — July 27
Cast: DICK FORAN, June Travis
Directed by Frank McDonald
Produced by Bryn Foy
Story: Not available.
To be released on ’37-’38 program.

SERGEANT MURPHY
Shooting started — July 13
Comedy of Army Life
Cast: Ronald Reagan, Mary Maguire, Max Hoffman, Jr., Donald Crisp, David Newell
Directed by B. Reeves Eason
Produced by Bryan Hoy
Story: Ronald Reagan, a private, is owner of an excellent horse, "Sergeant Murphy." His name up, in the army, he attempts to have his horse murdered at the same time. He makes the animal act fractions while on parade, but instead of having him ordered out of the army, as Reagan expected, the colonel's orders are to transfer him to the cavalry. He finally gets his horse, plus the hand of Mary Maguire, daughter of the colonel.
To be released on ’37-’38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED: MISSING WIFE (Details issue July 17) . . . TWO PLATOONS (Issue July 17) . . . EXPENSIVE HUSBANDS (Issue July 17) . . . INSIDE STORY . . . PRAIRIE THUNDER . . . ALCATRAZ ISLAND . . . ADVENTUROUS BLONDE.

IN PRODUCTION: THE GREAT GARRICK (Details issue July 3) . . . SUBMARINE D-1.

TITLE CHANGE: TONIGHTS OUR NIGHT—changed from TOVA-RICH (Details issue July 17).

Intelligent Operation
of theatres is made much simpler by the PRODUCTION RECORD

Make certain that you don't miss a single issue
MAIL YOUR SUBSCRIPTION FOR ONE YEAR . . . $3.00
MARRIED BEFORE BREAKFAST
(M-G-M)
"...A maximum of plot, including an amusing scene of a rich and a motley assembly ...
Winston, N. Y. POST
"...Crack-brained though most of its ideas may be, it is perfectly executed and ingeniously worked out. Made-to-order entertainment for anyone who has secretly harbored a desire to cut off the shackles of convention and give vent to those suppressed impulses ...
T. M. P. N. Y. TIMES
"...Isn't very funny. Neither Mr. Young nor Miss Rice are the type to arouse the boser instincts of the opposite sex, and as a result they scarcely seem any real reason for the existence of the film at all ...
L. B. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
THE DEVIL IS DRIVING
(Columbia)
"...A telling denunciation of the drunken driver and the graft, rampant, which permits a whiskey-crazed maniac in a high-powered car loose upon the streets and highways. The success of this film is largely due to Mr. Dix ...
H. K. WASH. TIMES
"...Is certain to make you pause and consider before you stagger into a car and zig zag down the road at an excessive rate of speed, but the propaganda would have been far stronger had the show been better ...
Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"...A close-knit, credible and honest picture, with an interesting theme, and an energetic cast to play it ...
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES
SHE HAD TO EAT
(20th Century-Fox)
"...The amusing Mr. Huley, who has stolen several movies in the past season, doesn't get an idea of a chance in this one. A couple of not bad numbers in the flicker ...
Thirer, N. Y. POST
"...A muddled and inconsequential screen play. Concerns a girl with a fabulous appetite who has mastered the knack of eating free and eating herself chaperon to a penniless Arkansaw lad ...
T. M. P. N. Y. TIMES
"...Amusing, if thoroughly disjointed, with continuity the shape of an unascertained ice-cream puzzle. Miss Hudson, a non-finger, obliterates a dirty thing ...
Rodembach, CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
MIDNIGHT MADONNA
(Paramount)
"...While the cast acts away earnestly, the performers really seem convincing characters, chiefly because these characters are so "phony." Edward Ellis, as Judge Clark, displays as much authority as one can get on an obligation, but the others always seem to be made of sawdust ...
Tazelaar, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"...Tells the story of a mother's battle to retain custody of her daughter after her wealth and no-good husband has left her ...
M. D. BOSTON HERALD
"...With an engaging new 4-year-old temptress to give its plot motivation and seasoned with several interludes of well-fabricated humor, continues to be a pleasant enough entertainment ...
MacArthur, WASH. EVENING STAR
SUMER SLEUTH
(RKO-Radio Pictures)
"...A high-flying mixture of drift, glitter and melodrama, a Jack Oakie show, and an experience at the end will depend on your capacity to begin with your energies ...
Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"...An amusing bit of romantic nonsense ...
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES
"...A well-acted, well-directed, well-written and well-staged melodrama ...
Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
TOAST OF NEW YORK
(RKO-Radio Picture)
"...Consistently amusing, it tells a buddy's story with such wit and humor that it leaves you breathless ...
Winston, N. Y. POST
"...Merely Edward Arnold is much too much to enjoy... Beulah Bondi in a brilliant sweater-dress of watermelon red ...and placing a pretty girl on a diamond-studded pedestal, from which she is rescued in a protracted manner by a handsome young man who has yielded his passion for her until the older one had disappeared ...
Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"...Although there are moments when the film is less concerned with gusto than with romance, it remains good entertainment, particularly in its account of the hero's dealings with Miss Bondi and his attempt to cornter the gold mark ...
Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
WEE WILLIE WINKLE
(20th Century-Fox)
"...Plays enough little acts in order to light every Temple addict and likely to win the grudging approval of those who are riding their time until she grows up ...
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES
"...A concerningly dialogue between a pretty Temple in her most unsainted and winning portrayal ...
Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"...Shrewd, wily and entertaining melodrama. It is quick, the plot of "Sidney Temple's series ...
Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
"...Comique, tragic, adventurous and romantic ...a grand entertainment ...
Finn, PHILA. RECORD
HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME
(Paramount)
"...Another original script of American history, involving the discovery of the Panama Canal, and the bitter struggle for the development of the first to利润 and credit to ourselves. A rapidly produced spectacle, and a more or less a business ...but one much more unusual than the others ...
Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"...Rivalry in that most bellicose country ...with good performances by Richard Nylund and Irene Dunne ...
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES
"...You will find practically all the ingredients that go to make up the sort of films that are expected from beginning to end ...
Winston, N. Y. POST
"...Part musical romance, part melodrama, in an exciting story, well by the advertising of the same ...
Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
SARATOGA
(M-G-M)
"...Mr. Harris creates the phase of the gambler with a manner that is as effective as it is agreeable. Sid Haig is perfect as the gambler in the picture ...
E. L. R. BOSTON HERALD
"...A fine film which tells the story of Saratoga, Magic, Trumpet, Park and Derby Days at Saratoga. Sometimes a bit thin, but in other ways much ...
Pullen, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER
"...A very good picture. The most plausible and gripping story ...
J. T. M. N. Y. TIMES
"...Packed and artistic treatment. Harris, Harris, and Harris - a great deal of comedy keeps picture moving ...
Thirer, N. Y. POST
"...In a way, an outburst of a lovely person and a talented actress. It is told with humor, ...
Tazelaar, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
THEY WONT FORGET
(Warner Bros.)
"...Honest, moving and provocative. A melodramatic tragedy, filled with action, suspense and a burden of terror and tragedy. An ominous disclosure of the case with which many passions can supercede democratic processes and human rights ...
Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"...In many ways superior to "Forty" and "Black Legion," which have been muddled from the same dramatic mire ...
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES
"...Unquestionably a powerful, significant and rare picture. It is a tragic picture which ends in the unforgetting bitterness that was also the source of the tragedy ...
Barnes, N. Y. POST
JUGGERNAUT
(Grand National)
"...Successfully stars melodrama. Karloff gives his usual splendid impersonation of himself, and the supporting cast is capable ...
B. R. C. N. Y. TIMES
"...Not likely to capture 25c's in excess for its mediocrity, and its old-fashioned turnings and dispositions are ample only by the public's scars ...
Tazelaar, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"...Karloff is able to keep his own personality and doesn't let anything get in his way. A fine picture, involving, massive plots, romantic, thoroughly lovely, as wehrms and very merry in its old-fashioned plots ...
Finn, PHILA. RECORD
BORN RECKLESS
(20th Century-Fox)
"...Plot of a gangster's story. The story, of course, is a tale of suspense ...
Reel, CHICAGO AMERICAN
"...Get's its subject matter from several sources, some of which is good enough in which a detective story may be told, but a ton of stuff ...
L. G. D. PHILA. LEDGER
"...The standard gangster film. It is directed with a degree of interest ...
Finn, PHILA. RECORD
DUNSEL FOR CRIME . . . A father's sacrifice for his illegitimate son forms the
basis of this story. Otto Kruger, district attorney and a none too scrupulous one,
ings law graduate Douglas Montgomery into his office, never telling the boy
at he is his father. Disgusted with his sponsor's tactics, Montgomery quits and
n his foster father's firm. Later, as a special prosecutor, Montgomery prosecutes
unknown father on a fraud charge and the latter accepts a jail sentence rather
than destroy his son's life and career.

SMALL TOWN BOY
Grand National has hit
Stuart Erwin with a
those tailor-made role
which the star is note
the meek, unsuccessful
ance salesman. Erwin
sold one policy in five
and is given one day
which to sell another—fired. He finds a $100
and given new con
his personality changes
pletely. He not only
plenty of insurance pol
others, but also make
own boss buy one from
The $1,000 bill turns out
to be phony, but the $5
TOWN BOY has tasted
fruits of courage and got
girl anyhow G-N will ret
this week.
FLICKERS

COOPER MEANS COLOR FOR METRO . . .

An interesting item in recent Hollywood trade news is the sudden announcement of Merian C. Cooper's resignation from his post as vice-president of Selznick-International Pictures. And especially when one considers his extremely hasty signing of a contract with M-G-M, there is most certainly cause for some curiosity.

Cooper assertedly left Selznick because of a purely personal desire to return to active production. To us, it looks like only one thing: color.

Metro, as you no doubt know, is one of the few major studios which has not planned any color pictures for this season. Considering the large number of musicals being planned by the company and in the face of the color technical facilities which are being readied to handle other studios' requirements, it has been difficult to understand why M-G-M has so consistently failed to commit itself to some color policy.

The smart boys who claim to know tell us that Metro set its cap for Cooper, because they finally took cognizance of the new trend and decided to take a plunge in the hued film field. They needed someone to handle that work and naturally cast their eyes toward Selznick-International, the most color-minded outfit in Hollywood. Mr. Cooper was their man!

TOM SAWYER IN TECHNICOLOR . . .

On the subject of color, it was decided this week that Selznick-International's production of TOM SAWYER, originally planned as a black and white film, will be made in technicolor. And thereby hangs a tale.

It seems that David O. Selznick has the very comfortable habit of perusing the day's rushes in the leisurely confines of a projection room in his home. And so during the week when H. C. Potter was shooting the first scenes of TOM SAWYER, the studio sent the Sawyer rushes to Mrs. Selznick's home every evening, along with those from another Selznick picture, NOTHING SACRED, which is being made in color.

For seven days the producer watched this odd combination. Then one morning he marched into his office, summoned the staff, announced he couldn't stand it any longer and TOM SAWYER simply had to be made in technicolor.

Norman Taurog was assigned to replace H. C. Potter. Certain cast changes were effected, which placed Beulah Bondi in the role of Aunt Betsy and added to the cast Nana Bryant, Spring Byington and Margaret Hamilton. Thus the beloved Twain story and its picturesque period and costumes will come to the screen in its natural color.

WHITHER MERVYN LE ROY? . . .

The capricious rumors concerning the future production plans of Mervyn Le Roy have stimulated a constant topic for conversation in Hollywood film circles the past few months.

Le Roy reportedly is at odds with Warner Brothers and anxious to sever his connections with the company. This, despite the fact that only a few months ago there was talk that Le Roy would take over the old Warner Brothers Studio on Sunset Boulevard, where he would function as an independent producer, releasing through Warner Brothers. It was generally believed that Warner capital would back him.

This week, speculation concerning the Warner son-in-law rose to great heights when it was revealed the producer had attempted to negotiate with the United Artists interests to take over the options on the Fairbanks-Pickford-Chaplin stock which was recently acquired by Samuel Goldwyn and Alexander Korda.

A definite NO was the answer to this report from both the Warner and Goldwyn lots, although the principals in the matter, Le Roy and Goldwyn, failed to make definite statements regarding the story.

The whole situation seems completely illogical. Le Roy's backing is completely Warner money, and since that studio seems so desirous of keeping him within their own fold, they would hardly consider buying a slub of United Artists to lose him. Thus it must mean that either the freres Warner or some outside party is interested in getting into the United Artists set-up through Le Roy.

But that doesn't seem to make much sense either. When one considers the fact that Goldwyn is having difficulty raising capital to lift his options on the stock, the would-be investors would do better to tie in with Sam himself, since he has so wisely guided United Artists' destiny these past few years.

The rumor concerning Le Roy in which we place most credence is his possible affiliation with the newly-formed Renowned Artists. Since the withdrawal of John Ford from that company, a producer like Le Roy would be heartily welcomed. The company is well backed and intends to produce the type of pictures Le Roy enjoys doing. It's an ideal set-up and our guess is that unless Mervyn and Warners suddenly decide to stop squabbling the young producer will be casting his lot with Ronald Colman, Leslie Howard and the other Renowned interests.

His Independent Exhibitor
Friends
will be pleased to know

AL SANTELL
is now directing

A LOVE LIKE THAT

starting BARBARA STANWYCK
for RKO Radio
RUSTLER'S VALLEY

(Continued from page 8)

the fine pace established by Harry Sherman in preceding Hopalong pictures. Replete with gun fights, riding, a faint tinge of romance, it has all the necessary elements that make for top grossers in western houses. Production, cast and direction are uniformly good with the usual high grade scenic shots blending excellently into the well contrived story.

Russell Hayden is believed dead, so Boyd and his pal, George Hanya, start off to find the killer. Boyd discovers that is was Cobb who had instigated the death of Hayden, by framing him into being accused of a bank robbery. Hayden, however, is revealed to be alive, and in a show-down fight with the lawyer, his innocence is established by Boyd.

Playing in perfect harmony, the three principals deliver their usual fine performances. Lee Cobb is a good menace and Miss Evans is an attractive romantic interest.

Nate Watt delivers his customary swift paced direction.

HANNA (Hollywood)

LOVE IN A BUNGALOW

—Hollywood Preview—

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY... Weak programmer... Only suitable for second spot on naborhood duals... Rates •••

Universal

67 Minutes

Jone Grey... Kent Taylor...

Jack Smir... Hobart Cavanaugh...

Richard Carle... Louise Beavers...

Directed by Raymond B. McCarney

Although it opens with an highly amusing basic comedy idea, this trivial series story falls to jell and except for a few laughs people. Work on a contest similar to the one in the picture awarding prizes for the best letters. Mention that Nan Grey is one of the "3 Smart Girls.

HANNA (Hollywood)

THE BIG SHOT—Hollywood Preview—

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY... Homespun yarn has some laughs... Rates ••• for rural fair dwellers for nabes.

RKO Radio

60 Minutes

Guy Kibbee... Cora Witherspoon...

Dorothy Moore... Gordon Jones...

Russell Hicks... George Irving...

Macine Jennings... Frank M. Thomas

Directed by Edward Killy

This is one of those mild, down-to-earth comedy offerings that will please in the smaller towns, but is doubtful for anything but lower dwellling in metropolitan areas. The yarn is a familiar one, slightly involved at times. Guy Kibbee is still a fair name for the family trade.

Kibbee is a veterinarian who inherits a large sum of money from his uncle, and goes to the city to live. The story is never very appealing to him, but Cora Witherspoon, his socially conscious wife, revels in it and plans a match for her daughter. It turns out that his uncle was a big time racketeer and the mob plan to gain control of the money. Kibbee meanwhile has become involved in a "rid the city of gangsters" movement, which starts a series of comic events, resulting in the finish of the mob. Kibbee keeps the money and wife Cora is much subdued.

Kibbee is in his element, but the choice of Miss Witherspoon for the role of his wife was unfortunate; she fails to click.

AD TIPS: Sell Kibbee in his familiar home-spun role. Action houses should stress gangster angle.

HANNA (Hollywood)

HOT WATER—Hollywood Preview—

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY... Follows usual Jones Family pattern... Should satisfy fans of series... Strictly dual stuff... Rates •••

20th Century-Fox

59 Minutes

Jed Prouty... Shirley Dean...

Spring Byington... Russell Gleason...

Kenneth Howell... George Ernest

Directed by Frank Strayer

HOT WATER follows the same groove and maintains the homey atmosphere established in prior Jones Family films. It is, perhaps, a bit heavier on comedy, but the yarn generally is of the same pattern. It is strictly double feature material and better suited for small town location with- though family trade in the cities will find it mildly amusing.

Jed Prouty, again as Papa Jones, finds himself running for mayor after delivering an oration about a citizen's duties. In an attempt to discredit him, one of his sons is framed in an automobile accident by gangsters. The younger son saves the day by painting, on his own press, a blast against the corrupt opposing forces. Papa is elected.

The familiar family of players are up to par.

AD TIPS: The gangster and "honest government" crusading angles will lend this a tinge of importance and action.

HANNA (Hollywood)

LONDON BY NIGHT—Hollywood Preview—

BOXOFFICE RATING

MYSTERY... Routine murder melodrama... Lacks names... Dual bill material for action houses only... Rates ••+

M-G-M

70 Minutes

George Murphy... Rita Johnson...

Virginia Field... Leo G. Carroll...

Montague Love... George Zucco...

Eddie Quillan... J.M. Kerrigan

Directed by William Thiele

This is one of those commonplace mysteries, which starts out with a sound basic idea, but soon becomes so involved in its own implausibilities that the spectator is confounded. The complete absence of marquee names definitely represents LONDON BY NIGHT to the limp of dual bill fill-ins in the cheaper spots.

The yarn concerns a London killer, Leo G. Carroll, who, shielding his identity by an umbrella. George Murphy, a reporter, and his girlfriend, Rita Johnson, solve the situation. Bring the killer to justice and save nobleman Montague Love from being a victim of the criminal's desire to appropriate some of his fortune.

Performances are weak with few exceptions and William Thieles' direction indicates some confusion on his part.

AD TIPS: The umbrella angle can be used as a street ballyhoo.

HANNA (Hollywood)

Moonlight on the Range—Hollywood Preview—

BOXOFFICE RATING

WESTERN... Well contrived horse opera should satisfy with juveniles and western fans... Fred Scott continues to improve... Rates •••

Ied Buell (Spectrum)

53 Minutes

Fred Scott... Lois January...

Al St. John... Dick Curtis...

Jimmy Aubrey... Frank La Rue...

Ed Cassidy... Oscar Gahan...

Carl Matthews... George Morrell...

Forrest Taylor

Directed by Sam Newfield

This is satisfactory indie shoot-'em-up material. With plenty of excitement, gun and fist fights, plus the engaging warbling of its star, who is improving with each picture, and the comic presence of Al St. John, it has enough of what it takes to go over with the youngsters and western addicts.

THE FINEST

of Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

1225 Vine Street Philadelphia
SHORT SUBJECTS

FROM PHILLY
By "Jaywalker"

STRIKE FLASH! ... Paramount, through former Republican gubernatorial candidate BILL SCHRADER, asked U. S. District Court Judge Dickson for an injunction prohibiting UMPTO from picketing theaters playing Paramount pix during the strike month of Aug. Hearing was set for Monday (2nd) at 10 a.m. The index immediately buried the wires to Atlantic City and came up with no less than BEN GOLDER for their counsel. Golder will be remembered (and how!) as the man who handed the major fillins a severe drubbing in the Perlman double feature case in the same federal court. ... The film delivery services, Horlacher and L. J. Messinger, after consulting with leftists, have devised a means for protecting both the exhibitor and themselves in the matter of delivering Paramount's shows to striking theaters. The truckers found themselves in something of a spot when they were advised that the common carrier law required them to make delivery anything given them by a shipper. Paramount has notified many exhibitors that they will ship films for which dates had been pulled out and the delivery companies must offer them to the exhibitor, despite the fact that the exhib had served them in not to deliver any Paramount pix during Aug. Both Horlacher and L. J. Messinger will therefore seek to get signed agreements from all indie theaters receiving any of the company's films. You are urged to NOTIFY ALL YOUR HELP TO ACCEPT ONLY THE PICTURES YOU HAVE BOOED IN ORDER TO AVOID HAVING SOMEONE TAKE A PAR pic you yanked! ... BEN KASSOFF suffered a severe optic ailment and is confined to his home. Ben is one of the better liked and more capable young men around the industry. ... MURRAY BIEBER skipped to the seashore for a brief 5 days vacation. ... The Dewey opened Fri., A. W. HILL will erect a new 100-1000 seat house in Paulsboro. ... SAM HAYMAN will build a 1000 seat on the grounds of the old Camden Athletic Club. ... DAVID HIRSH is willing to take to anybody about his new 10-pound son, 1007 on the ground to the annual Horlacher picnic and SUNDAY's last day. OSCAR "Apple-checks" NUEFSLEK modestly admits that all the fair ladies cling close to him. Ah, what a man! ... IMPORTANT! The Pa. Dept of Revenue issued a warning this week that all theaters and stores must apply for licenses under the new chain store tax law before Aug. 4th. After that date you can be fined $50 per day for failure to comply. Up to July 30th, the department's statistics showed that only 9,896 out of a possible 15,989 stores and theaters received licenses. The law applies to one establishment, as well as more. ... GEORGE FISHMAN is doing a grand job of exploiting "Damaged Lives" for JOHN GOLDER.

FROM BOSTON
By Barclay

ARTHUR K. HOWARD, young business executive of the Independent Exhibitors, Inc., sailed it back from Chicago and a bit of this and that about Paramount in time to arrange a meeting on the same Paramount unit subject in the Hotel Fourane on Tuesday, July 27, afternoon. HOWARD, gavel in hand, brought exhibitors having for some 150 theaters in this territory into united line against the major sentiment on the strike, slow to rise here inasmuch as the issue was regarded by many as just another conversion on price, was bowed upon as so rapid a clique as the Tuesday meeting was held to be one of the most important local Allied conclaves in months. ... Every independent theatre owner in N. England, whether a member of the Independent Exhibitors or a lone wolf, received a pledge card which, if signed and returned to ARTHUR K. HOWARD at 20 Shawmut Street, Boston, puts him on the picket line against one Paramount Picture. The pledge is: "I hereby agree: (1) not to date Paramount Pictures from August 1st to September 15, 1937; (2) not to buy Paramount pictures until satisfactory adjustment is made with the 'National Strike Committee'." ... LEONARD TUTTLE has moved out of the National in Boston where he was assistant manager for E. M. LEOW; to the circuit operator's Watertown Square in Water... ... The great question has been settled. FRANK LYDON, local Ind. ex. vice presy when he's not at the Hamilton in Dorchester, has agreed on the middle name of "MICHAEL" for his new... ... GEORGE S. RYAN, known nationally as one of filmdom's chief anti-trust lawyers because of work in the A. B. MOWAN, MORSF and ROTHENBERG, LOU ANGIER, and other such suits, has been engaged in the Federal Street cubbyhole of Auditor RICHARD EVARTS these past few days. His suit against E. M. LEOW, chain head for whom he, per exhibits brought forward, once gained an agreed settlement from Paramount on anti-trust grievances to the actual value of close to $100,000, was being heard at the time the Bulletin's forms were being locked. Mr. RYAN withdrew from the Loew-Paramount agitation finally because, he alleged, the thirterman "committed a breach of faith by failing to perform his agreement with Paramount." He is now suing, on a writ, for $60,000, for his "just" fee. LEOW settled with Paramount some months ago for about one-third of the top amount once agreed upon by BEN DOMINGO, manager of the Boston, who rolled the hot one on the "white" list September 2. when flesh is scheduled to re-enter. The Metropolitan is now having things its own way as the only stage show house among the Class A situation... MARTHA RAYE, in the Met from July 22 to 24, gave the house its hottest week of the year. To show the extent of her draw, combined with that of "Wee Willie Winkie," the tiger-mouthed lady pulled over four hundred per cent over another seven-day span about a month before. This statement is not exaggerated... ROY HILFNER of Bank Night has had another flock of collection suits filed. His legal eye also has a telescope on Connecticut, where Bank Night, booked in with a peer system, was adjudged a lottery a few days ago. The decision was arrived at in Bridgeport Superior Court and was in harmony with a judgment handed down in the local court at Windsor Locks, where the offending theatre, the Ritz, is located... ROBERT MURRAY is now selling in the northern part of the territory for Monogram. MURRAY resigned a couple of weeks ago from Columna, where JOE WOHL, promoted from the booking department, replaced him. HENRY GREENBERG, former & current manager, replaced him. BUCKY LEVIN, former assistant manager, replaced him. MAYER FOX, brother of the MURRAY manager, replaced him. Just who replaced HOWARD is not certain.
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HORLACHER DELIVERY SERVICE, INC.
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1228 Vine St.
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Film Service Co., 25th St. and Lehigh Ave.,
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ANNA NEAGLE IN 'BACKSTAGE' FILM

A Human Story — A Scintillating Musical With Exquisite Dancing, Superb Singing, Appealing Romance ... For the Entertainment of All Audiences.

Fox Brooklyn presents "Backstage," with Anna Neagle (center) the starring attraction.

By WANDA HALE

"Backstage," Gaumont-British release, produced and directed by Herbert Wilcox, presented at the Fox Brooklyn Theatre.

THE CAST:

Anna Neagle... Miss Neagle
Maurice Ray... Arthur Tracy
Ray Madison... Jane Winton
Lady Hardcastle.. Nancy Jeffreys
Miss Tracy... Miss Tracy
Mrs. Tracy... Miss Tracy
Tilly, the chorus girl... Tilly Long

Anna Neagle, lovely Briton, when New York moviegoers will remember as the star of the British films "Bitter Sweet," "Nell Gwyn," and "Peg of Old Drury," pays us one of her all too infrequent visits in a Herbert Wilcox musical production dubbed "Backstage."

Into her role in this new film, now at the Brooklyn Fox Theatre, Miss Neagle puts the qualities which have characterized her as a sincere, gracious and vivacious actress. That her leading man is her own — "Street Singer," Arthur Tracy, will heighten the film's popularity in this country. What Tracy lacks in height he makes up for with his mellow singing voice.

Not so lavish a musical as we are accustomed to, "Backstage" depends upon a human little story of frustrated love, the star's presence, Tracy's songs, dances by Tilly Long, and a number of chorus element "Backstage" on the Fox uses, for entertainment value. One program for this week.

particular ballet number brought an hearty applause from the audience when it was repeated as it did on first sight.

At a chorus girl in a London musical show, Miss Neagle sees a man singing for coffee and doughnuts on the street, and takes him to the manager. Given a chance, he clicks. The chorus and the star seem to be headed for happiness together when ambition rears its ugly head. Tracy, as the accepted financial aid from a wealthy and attractive English woman to continue with voice lessons abroad.

He becomes a singing sensation in foreign capitals while the chorus girl plods along in the front row, pinning away for him. Ultimately her chance comes to replace a specialty dancer. At this she succeeds, but a wild idea of the manager to have her succeed Tracy as a girl street singer brings her short-lived grief. Tracy comes back to London just in time to step out on the stage and help the frightened young woman out of a very embarrassing situation. And from then on the future looked rosy for these two.

"The Last Train From Madrid," a Spanish Revolution story, and one of the Dick Tracy series, supplants "Backstage" on the Fox.
THE END OF AUGUST IS ONLY THE BEGINNING!

Paramount seems to have deluded itself into believing that the strike of several thousand independent exhibitors will end August 31st. This is hardly surprising, because for many years this company has demonstrated a flagrant lack of respect for its customers.

If there is a grain of real wisdom among Paramount’s executives they will soon enough realize the irreparable damage that is being done their company every day the strike continues. If, instead of issuing phony statements about how little effect the strike is having, they took the trouble to check the sentiment of the country’s independents, they might be startled to learn that hundreds, and perhaps a couple of thousand, former customers are eliminating Paramount pictures from their product considerations for the 1937-38 season.

As we have remarked before, this is no longer a matter of dollars and cents. The many unfair trade practices perpetrated by Paramount throughout the years have accumulated in the exhibitors’ pot of resentment—and it has boiled over! The little fellows in this industry are sick and tired of being suckers for every greedy scheme concocted by bonus-hungry executives to mulet their theatres of all profit.

From coast to coast the word is spreading among the independents that they MUST see this fight through to the finish—or be prepared to look for some other means of livelihood. No ban on picketing can not stop them; it will merely serve to cement their unified action.

Paramount, this is a siege that will last just as long as YOU want it to. You are facing an army of thousands who are enlisted for the duration of the war. You may feel secure in your fortress, but rolls of unused film will not nourish you when your food gives out.

You still have a chance to make peace. If you delay, it may be a whole year before those at your gates will be willing to talk terms. The end of August will witness no retreat, but, rather, a tightening of the lines.

MO WAX.

Read: WHOM THE GODS WOULD DESTROY—Editorial, Page 3
WRITE THE FTC ABOUT PARAMOUNT’S ‘FALSE AND MISLEADING’ ADVERTISING

Exhibitors who have wondered why no action has ever been taken to prohibit the film companies from refusing to deliver pictures promised in year books and by salesmen will be interested to know that Abram F. Myers, general counsel of Allied, has filed a strong application for a complaint with the Federal Trade Commission against Paramount for "false and misleading" advertising.

If a formal complaint is issued by the Commission it will have the effect of forbidding all distributors to withdraw pictures advertised as being included on a season’s program, especially when such pictures are important factors in inducing exhibitors to sign contracts.

We urge every independent exhibitor, especially those involved in the Paramount strike, to write the Commission urging quick action on Mr. Myers’ application. Letters from hundreds of individual exhibitors will be a mighty force in focusing the body’s attention on this matter.

Address your communication to
Hon. W. A. Ayres, Chairman,
Federal Trade Commission,
Washington, D. C.

Merely state that you were induced to sign a Paramount contract last season by the advertisement in the year book or trade papers showing such pictures as “High, Wide and Handsome,” “Artists and Models,” “Souls At Sea,” “Spawn of the North,” “Count of Luxembourg” and the Marlene Dietrich-Lubitsch production, which are not being delivered on that contract. Urge the Commission to take steps to correct this unfair practice.

Mr. Myers’ application very clearly points out reasons why Paramount, or any distributor, holds back pictures promised for delivery. The policy of fulfilling higher allocation commitments early in the season and the desire to use those same pictures as bait for selling contracts the following season are revealed to the Commission for the first time.

"Paramount,” the application states, "having utilized all of the high allocation brackets, and concluding that the six pictures above mentioned possessed great boxoffice possibilities, arbitrarily announced that they would not be delivered to the exhibitors in pursuance of their 1936-37 contracts.

"As I have already indicated,” Myers continues, "this practice is also indulged in by certain of the other companies. We cite these examples to show what we complain of is an ‘unfair method of competition’ — a practice — and not merely an isolated instance of dishonesty. We limit our complaint to Paramount for the time-being because it is the most flagrant offender ... and finally because if formal proceedings are launched against Paramount it is believed that the others will institute voluntary reforms.”

You will note that the distributor reserves the right to allocate specific pictures to the different categories after release. This permits of a very great abuse in allocating the delivered pictures to the higher brackets and leaving the shortage in the lower brackets. By this device, the average film rental in contemplation when the exhibition contract is negotiated and signed is arbitrarily increased by the dishonest action of the distributor.

It is further pointed out that such false advertising practices "not only defraud the exhibitors (customers) but operate to the detriment of competing distributors. (For example, had exhibitors known that Paramount was not going to release the pictures in question, many doubtless would have chosen 20th Century-Fox instead, which company has endeavored in good faith to deliver what it promised to deliver.)"

Your word will carry great weight with the Commission. If you are desirous of eliminating one of the many onerous practices which make your dealings with the distributors inequitable and unreliable, write to Chairman Ayres immediately.
'WHOM THE GODS WOULD DESTROY...!' 

The blithesome attitude with which Paramount set out early this season to take the shirts off the backs of its independent exhibitor customers has completely vanished. Instead, today, this majestic corporation has become not unlike the maddened bull, which, being stung by thousands of wasps, bellows and rushes about in wild, aimless fury.

Many of the keenest industry observers are of the opinion that Paramount’s bigwigs committed a grave tactical error in seeking to restrain the Minneapolis and Philadelphia independents from picketing strikebreakers’ theatres. They reason that the anti-Paramount groups were encouraged and bound more closely together by the spectacle of this mighty corporation rushing into court to plead for protection. And this is so.

It is something shy of good sense to figure that, by an action such as this, several thousand theatre owners can be frightened off a course they have taken to preserve their existence in business. It is the unpremeditated and ill contrived action of a group of men who are scared and will grab at any straw in the hope of settling the fight without loss of face.

The efforts of the Paramount exchanges to wheedle or bulldoze dates and deals out of exhibitors is further evidence of their uneasiness and anger. The independents’ ranks are not cracking and there is talk of continuing the strike INDEFINITELY—until Paramount attests, concretely, to its intention to deal fairly with its customers. And Paramount IS scared!

An incident which occurred immediately following the first hearing on the injunction suit in U. S. District Court of Philadelphia typifies the insolent, die-hard attitude of some of Paramount’s worried officials.

Louis Phillips, an important member of the distributor’s expensive legal staff, walked over to Lewen Pizor, leader of the U.M.P.T.O., in the courtroom and, in voice loud enough for us and others to hear, berated the independent exhibitors of the nation engaged in the strike, calling them “a bunch of loafers and gangsters.” Not once, but three or four times, the esteemed and red-faced counsellor shouted that remark into Pizor’s face. In calm tones, the exhibitor leader told Phillips that the theatremen might be interested to know his opinion of them and received the answer, “Let them know it!”

Finally, Phillips turned to Neil F. Agnew, general sales manager of Paramount, and asked, “Am I right, Neil, in saying they are conducting themselves like a bunch of loafers and gangsters?” Then the man who is the ultimate authority in Paramount’s sales department, whose every word should be guarded to protect the good will of its six or seven thousand customers, replied, “You’re absolutely right, Louis!”

Phillips’ anger—Pizor’s composure; there you have a picture that tells so strongly on which side rests basic justice.

Whom the gods would destroy they first make mad!
G-B DESERVES SUPPORT

Gaumont British is building a solid foundation for its future existence in the American film market.

The announcement of a new sales policy, under which exhibitors will be offered the product either on an individual picture or a group basis, has won the company a host of new friends.

Independent exhibitors, especially, should back G-B to the limit. No distributor on these shores operates under more severe handicaps.

Riddled by false rumors of its dissolution, the company has persevered and is constantly improving the quality of its product. The affiliated circuits seem deliberately intent on preventing G-B pictures from obtaining fair playing time, and too many independents, playing “follow the leader,” maintain an unjustified prejudice against these “foreign” pictures.

If one will only pause to recall the English films of three or four years ago and compare them with the type of picture being delivered in the United States by G-B today, the vast progress made by this company will strike one with great force.

A free and full supply of films is vitally important to independent theatre owners. Gaumont British offers a product that is gradually assuming front rank quality. More and more Hollywood stars and technicians are being employed to make the pictures more attractive to the American public. These are reasons enough to encourage the company by playing its pictures to the limit.

But, there is another reason. Under the guidance of Arthur Lee and George Weeks, the sales policy of G-B has always been based on fair play and a decent regard for the rights and desires of their customers. In the film industry this in itself is a remarkable attitude and doubly worthy of all possible support.
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'Dead End' Great Drama ... 'Artists' Strong B. O. ... 'Souls' Disappoints ... 'Vogues' So-So Boxoffice

DEAD END
—Hollywood Preview—

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . Intense, moving production from famous stage play . . . Has elements to appeal to all classes . . . Rates: ★★★ or better generally.

United Artists (Goldwyn)
95 Minutes
Sylvia Sidney, Joel McCrea, Humphrey Bogart, Wendy Barrie, Claire Trevor, Allen Jenkins, Marjorie Main, Billy Halop, Hunts Hall
Directed by William Wyler

Sam Goldwyn and director William Wyler will please step forward to accept the Film Makers' laurels for the month! From Sidney Kingsley's notable stage play they have fashioned one of the most adult, moving and intense film dramas of any season. Scene after scene is packed with dramatic thunder and lightning designed to leave a lasting impression on every spectator. That should result in cumulative word-of-mouth advertising that rolls up big boxoffice grosses. From that angle the one danger is that it may prove too strong for the mass female trade, who prefer conventional romance, which this lacks.

Done in GRAND HOTEL manner, in that it concerns itself with individual groups of characters only remotely associated, the story is laid at the river end of a narrow street, where shanties homes and the ruins of wealthy apartment houses pour out their varied humans. Joel McCrea, a struggling young architect is loved by Sylvia Sidney, an orphaned girl left to provide for a younger brother. He is leader of a gang of ruffians. Wendy Barrie also loves McCrea, but hesitates to marry him for fear of poverty. She goes off with another, rich man. Humphrey Bogart, a gangster risks his life to visit his old mother and sweetheart, only to find that the former hates him for being a killer and the girl is now a street walker. The only gleam of hope is provided by the fact that necessity forces McCrea and Sylvia together, as they try to free her brother from jail.

The performances are nothing short of superb. One scene which everyone will remember for a long time is that in which Marjorie Main, Bogart's mother, curses him for returning to destroy the little happiness left in her life. The same group of boys who played the stage roles reenact their roles and do great work.

William Wyler has directed a sure, dramatic hand. It is his finest job.

AD TIPS: Sell it as one of the great dramas of all time. Action houses can feature the gangster angle

HANNA (Hollywood)

ARTISTS AND MODELS
—Hollywood Preview—

BOXOFFICE RATING

MUSICAL . . . Bubbles with novelty . . . First rate musical show, should click handsomely . . . Rates ★★★★ generally.

Paramount
95 Minutes

Directed by Raoul Walsh

From the opening number in which the Yacht Club Boys set the key for the more hilarious gags which follow in fast succession ARTISTS AND MODELS is consistently top first rate entertainment. The story slim as it is, holds water throughout and gracefully makes way for the musical numbers, which sparkle with originality and ingenuity. A galaxy of well-known specially entertainers has been assembled and their combined boxoffice draw definitely defines this as picture of the hit calibre.

The story recounts the efforts of Jack Benny to select a Queen for the artists' ball, the same lass to be used to publicize Richard Arlen's silver company. Arlen does not want a professional model, so Ida Lupino goes to Florida with the job; she wins the coveted contract. Meanwhile Benny meets Gail Patrick, the McCoy blue book, and takes her to Arlen. Lupino's date is discovered, but Arlen has meanwhile fallen in love with her. He gives her the job and leaves for Europe. Arlen returns and effects a reconciliation with Lupino. Benny gets Miss Patrick, which is how he wants it.

Benny's role is his most advantageous to date, his almost whimsical humor scoring on every point. Of the specialties, Ben Blue and Judy Canova are responsible for many laughs with their eccentric dancing and hoofing. Martha Raye delivers a grand number supported by Louis Armstrong's hot trumpet and a chorus of Negroes. Outstanding are Russell Patterson's "Personettes," a chorus of animated dolls, which with Ben Blue supply one of the high spots of the picture. Connie Boswell with the Kostelanetz orchestra delivers a lilting number titled "Whispers in the Dark" the only serious ballad of the picture.

Raoul Walsh handled his easy directional assignment, has come through with flying colors. He has handled his material with a sure and ingenious hand.

AD TIPS: Sell these names. Feature the novelty such as Patterson's Personettes. Then the Martha Raye-Louis Armstrong item Connie Boswell, etc.

SOULS AT SEA
—Hollywood Preview—

BOXOFFICE RATING


Paramount
85 Minutes
Gary Cooper, George Raft, Frances Dee, Henry Wilcoxon, Harry Carey, Olympe Bradna, Robert Cummings, Porter Hall, George Zucco, Virginia Wiedler, Lucien Littlefield, Joseph Schildkraut.

Directed by Henry Hathaway

Although handsomely produced and sombrely brilliantly acted, SOULS AT SEA fails to be either stirring or powerful drama. It is an equation of historical accuracy which does not hold the spectator's interest throughout. Two love themes, one between Cooper and Dee the other Raft and Bradna, have been interwoven into this story of nineteenth century slavery, neither of them coming through with the audience any note of sincerity. The names of Cooper and Raft will carry it to above average grosses. It is not how- ever big boxoffice.

Story told in flashback opens as Cooper is sentenced to die, convicted of mass murder on the sea. From the spectators comes Geo. Zucco, who recites a story which is eventually to free the prisoner. Commissioned by the British Government, Cooper is to discover the hideous methods of the slavers. In route to America he meets Frances Dee sister of Henry Wilcoxon, an officer and slave. The ship is wrecked. Cooper saves as many lives as he can but when he returns from the wreck, Cooper discovers the life boat is overcrowded with several of the passengers into the water and shoots them. Thus he brings the other slave to shore.

Cooper in a made to order role gives an convincing sincerity performance. In a new type of characterization for George Raft, the erstwhile slick-haired actor gives a sympathetic note to a porno-con戏 role. Olympe Bradna scores in the role of a young servant girl determined to get to America so that her mythical daughter will not be a bond. Frances Dee does not fare as well.

Henry Hathaway fails to lend sweep and punch to the sea scenes. His direction squarely

AD TIPS. Plus the two top names above. Sell it as a sweeping drama of the sea.

HANNA (Hollywood)

BOXOFFICE RATINGS: ★ Meets POOR; ★★ AVERAGE; ★★★ GOOD; ★★★★ EXCELLENT
PRODUCTION

This new department is designed to provide the exhibitor with a complete and comprehensive summary of vital data on all new feature films as they go into production. This will enable you to anticipate bookings and plan for the exhibition of forthcoming pictures for which you have contracted. We hope to enlarge the scope of this service as we further learn the needs of our readers.

COLUMBIA

ALL AMERICAN SWEETHEART
Shooting started—August 11
Comedy
Cast: Patricia Farr, Scott Colton
Directed by Lambert Hillyer
Produced by Wallace MacDonald
Story: Not available.
To be released on '37-'38 program.

RIVER OF MISSING MEN
Shooting started—August 26
Action
Cast: JACK HOLT, Wynne Gibson, C. Henry Gordon, Jack La Rue, William Pawley, Billy Blakewell, Arthur Hohl
Directed by Lewis Collins
Produced by Larry Darmour
Story: Holt is a G-Man, posing as a crook to capture a gang headed by La Rue and Pawley. Miss Gibson, also an officer, poses as his wife. The gangsters, believing him to have a large sum of money hidden away, follow him constantly. His identity is revealed to the mob, but he eventually fights his way five and finally captures them.
To be released on '37-'38 program.

WOMEN OF THE NIGHT
(Other details in issue of July 31)
Story: Similar to MARKED WOMAN, this is a story of night club hostess under the dominance of Art Loft, a notorious gangster. Don Terry is the G-Man assigned to secure evidence against him. Terry opens a rival club and forces Loft into a partnership deal. Meanwhile Jacqueline Wells, Terry's girl friend, secures a job with Loft. He discovers her identity, and plans to take her for a ride and frame Terry. The plot is thwarted in the nick of time.

RECENTLY COMPLETED—LIFE BEGINS WITH LOVE.
IN PRODUCTION—I'LL TAKE ROMANCE (Details issue July 3) . . . THE AWFUL TRUTH (Issue July 3) . . . PARK AVENUE DAME (Issue July 31).

GRAND NATIONAL

RECENTLY COMPLETED—HERE'S FLASH CASEY (Details issue July 31) . . . WALLABY JIM OF THE ISLAND (Issue July 31) . . . SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT (Issue July 3) . . . RENFREW OF THE MOUNTED (Issue July 17).

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

IN PRODUCTION—LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN (Details issue July 31)
MADAME X (Issue July 31) . . . MY DEAR MISS ALDRICH (Issue July 31) . . . THE BRIDE WORE RED (Issue July 31) . . . DOUBLE WEDDING (Issue July 17).
RECENTLY COMPLETED—UMBRELLA MAN . . . BIG CITY (Details Issue July 3).
TITLE CHANGES—CONQUEST—Changed from MADAME WALEWSKA (Completed) . . . THE WOMEN MEN MARRY—Changed from MY WIFE (In production, details issue July 31).

BRIDE FOR HENRY
Shooting started—August 6
Comedy
Cast: Warren Hull, Anne Nagel, Henry Mollison, Claudia Dell
Directed by William Hight
Produced by Dorothy Field
Story: Anne Nagel is an heiress who is invited on her wedding day by Henry Mollison. Determined to marry someone, she chooses Warren Hull, the shy family attorney. Mollison enters the scene again and complications ensue. But Hull rises to the occasion, proves himself a worthy husband, and after Miss Nagel loses some of her temper, both settled down to domestic happiness.
To be released on '37-'38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED—GOD'S COUNTRY AND THE MAN (Details issue July 3) . . . LUCK OF ROARING CAMP . . . RIDERS OF THE DAWN . . . ATLANTIC FLIGHT (Issue July 17).

PARAMOUNT

BULLDOG DRUMMOND'S REVENGE
Shooting started—July 23
Mystery
Cast: JOHN BARRYMORE, Louise Campbell, John Howard E. E. Clive, Reginald Denny, Frank Puglia, Nydia Westman
Directed by Louis King
Produced by General Office
Story: Howard, as Drummond, accidentally finds a suitcase of a newly invented powerful explosive, which almost starts him off on a series of thrilling adventures. Barrymore is again the popular Scotland Yard Inspector and Louise Campbell the romantic interest.
To be released on '37-'38 program.

THE BUCCANEER
Shooting started—August 9
Historical-DrAMA
Cast: Fredric March, Franciska Gaal, Akim Tamiroff, Ian Keith, Walter Brennan, Douglas Dumbrille, Charles Bickford, Anthony Quinn
Directed by C. B. DeMille
Produced by C. B. DeMille
Story: The most feared pirate on the Atlantic Coast, March offers his services to Andrew Jackson during the war of 1812. A cunning official tells Jackson, March's sympathies are not with America. A band of soldiers are ordered to wipe out March and his pirates, but he contrives to get to New Orleans and help Jackson win a decisive battle. He is accused of having pirated an American ship and the citizens attempt to hang him. But Jackson keeps his word, pardons the pirate and gives March an honor to get away. The film sees March and his sweetheart, Franciska Gaal, sailing away to Europe.
To be released on '37-'38 program.

THRILL OF A LIFETIME
Shooting started—August 9
Musical
Cast: Eleanor Whitney, Johnny Downs, Betty Grable, Leif Ericson, Larry Crabbe, Ben Blue, Judy Canova, The Yacht Club Boys
Directed by George Archainbaud
Produced by General Office
Story: Leif Ericson, the owner of a summer camp, is assigned to produce a show he has written. He tries it out at the camp and the Yacht Club Boys, seeing a chance to earn for a while, pose as producers and look over its possibilities. After complications, a real producer arrives on the scene to take the show intact to New York. Downs and Whitney play a young dance team, Betty Grable the secretary who marries Ericson, and Ben Blue clowns with Judy Canova.
To be released on '37-'38 program.

(Continued on next page)
PARAMOUNT (Continued)

BLOSSOMS ON BROADWAY
(Other details in issue July 31)
Story: Edward Arnold is a high powered promoter, who with Shirley Ross as his ally, attempts to turn over a million-dollar swindle. John Trent wins the girl after Edward Prawley exposes Arnold.

TITLE CHANGE—BUCKAROO—Changed from ARIZONA AMES (Completed, details issue July 31).

RECENTLY COMPLETED—ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN THIS WAY PLEASE—ON SUCH A NIGHT—BULLDOG DRUMMOND COMES BACK (Details issue July 31) — TEXAS TRAIL (Issue July 17) — PARTNERS IN CRIME (Issue July 31) — SOPHIE LANG GOES WEST (Issue July 31).

IN PRODUCTION—THE BARRIER (Details issue July 17) — WELLS FARGO (Issue July 31) — LOVE ON TOAST (Issue July 31).

REPUBLIC

PORTIA ON TRIAL
Shooting started—August 6
Drama
Cast: WALTER ABEL, Frieda Inescort, Neil Hamilton, Ruth Donnelly, Heatherv Angel
Directed by George Nicholls
Produced by Al Levey
Story: Not available.
To be released on '37-’38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED—PUBLIC COWBOY No. 1 (Details issue July 31) — SOS COAST GUARD (Serial) — LOVE AHOY DOUBLE TROUBLE (Issue July 31) — FOOLS IN PARADISE (Issue July 17) — HEART OF THE ROCKIES (Issue July 17) — BOOTS AND SADDLES (Issue July 31).

IN PRODUCTION—TREASURE HUNT (Details issue July 31) — TROUBLE FOR TWO (Issue July 31) — MANHATTAN MERRY-GO-ROUND (Being produced in New York).

RKO - RADIO

LOVE IN A BASEMENT
Shooting started—August 5
Comedy
Cast: James Dunn, Whitney Bourne, Joan Woodbury, Solly Ward, Franklyn Pangborn, Tom Kennedy
Directed by Lou Landers
Produced by Maurey Cohen
Story: Not available.
To be released on '37-’38 program.

A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS
(Other details in issue July 31)

Story: Joan Fontaine is a virtual prisoner in her home, where her father has determined she shall marry Ray Noble. She contrives to escape to London, where she meets the American dancer, Fred Astaire. She helps him to help her and in so doing finds herself in love with him and, after various complications, wins her as well as the approval of her father. George Burns plays Astaire's vaudeville manager and Gracie Allen is his stage secretary.

CORRECTION—DAMSEL IN DISTRESS was incorrectly listed in last issue as a '37-’38 release. It will be delivered on RKO's 35-37 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED—FORTY NAUGHTY GIRLS (Details issue July 17) — FLIGHT FROM GLORY (Issue July 3) — MAKE A WISH... FIT FOR A KING... SATURDAY'S HEROES (Issue July 17) — DON'T FORGET TO REMEMBER (Issue July 17) — FIGHT FOR YOUR LADY (Issue July 17).

IN PRODUCTION—A LOVE LIKE THAT (Details issue July 17).

20th CENTURY-FOX

45 FATHERS
Shooting started—August 9
Comedy
Cast: JANE WITHERS, Shirley Deane, Thomas Beck, Louis Henry, Brenda Carole
Directed by James Tunning
Produced by John Stone
Story: Not available.
To be released on '37-’38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED—HEIDI — CHARLIE CHAN ON BROADWAY (Details issue July 3) — LOVELY TO LOOK AT (Details issue July 3) — WESTERN GOLD (Issue July 17)

IN PRODUCTION—IN OLD CHICAGO (Details issue July 3)
ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN (Issue July 3) — LADY BUCKAROO (Issue July 17) — LOOK OUT, MR. MOTO (Issue July 31)

UNITED ARTISTS

GOLDWYN

RECENTLY COMPLETED—STELLA DALLAS — DEAD END

IN PRODUCTION—ADVENTURES OF MARCO POLO (Details issue July 3) — HURRICANE.

WANGER

RECENTLY COMPLETED—VOGUES OF 1938 — 52nd STREET — I MET MY LOVE AGAIN (Details issue July 3)

IN PRODUCTION—STAND-IN (Details issue July 3)

SELZNICK

IN PRODUCTION—ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER (Details issue July 3)

RECENTLY COMPLETED—PRISONER OF ZENDA — NOTHING SACRED (Details issue July 3)

UNIVERSAL

THE WESTLAND CASE
Shooting started—August 3
Mystery
Cast: PESTON FOSTER, Cora Hughes, Barbara Pepper, Frank Jenks, Astud Allwyn, Theodore Von Eltz
Directed by Christy Cabanne
Produced by Larry Fox & Irving Starr
Story: The first in a series of Crime Club mysteries to be produced by Universal, this introduces Pesto Foster as Inspector Crane, the popular detective created by Jonathan Latimer. Carol Hughes supplies the romantic interest.
To be released on '37-’38 program.

BLONDE DYNAMITE
Shooting started—August 3
Drama
Cast: Noah Beery, Jr., DorotheaKent, William Gargan, Nana Gay
Directed by Milton Carruth
Produced by E. M. Asher
Story: This is the story of a prize fighter's (Noah Beery, Jr.) rise to fame. With resultant glory, he finds the girl who loves him, Nan Gay, to marry gold-digger Dorothea Kent. With his subsequent defeat he returns again to Miss Gay, realizing his mistake.
To be released on '37-’38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED—CARNIVAL QUEEN (Details issue July 3) — BEHIND THE MIKE (Issue July 17) — ADVENTURES END (Issue July 17) — RADIO PATROL (Serial) — THE LADY FIGHTS BACK (Issue July 3) — 100 MEN AND A GIRL — MIDNIGHT RAIDERS (Issue July 31) — SUDDEN BILL DORN (Issue July 31)

IN PRODUCTION—MERRY-GO-ROUND OF 1938

(Continued on page 8)
PRODUCTION RECORD

(WARNER BROTHERS)

WITHOUT WARNING
Shooting started—August 2
Mystery
Cast: BORIS KARLOFF, Jane Wyman, Eddie Craven, Marie Wilson, Cy Kendall, Regis Toomey
Directed by John Farrow Produced by Bryan Foy
Stars: Set at the U. S. Army's fort, Powder Island. Eddie Craven is a buck private attempting to smuggle his recently married bride, Marie Wilson, into the fort. He discovers the body of a fellow officer, Regis Toomey, and sends for his friend Cy Kendall, a number of the intelligence department. Karloff, a mysterious civilian, is seen on the island and suspected of the crime. Beaten into a confession, he is jailed but escapes due to the laxity of his guard who believes him innocent. Instead of fleeing, he remains behind to interfere in the climax of the story when the murderer is revealed.

To be released on '37-'38 program.

HOLLYWOOD HOTEL
Shooting started—August 7
Musical
Cast: DICK POWELL, Margaret Lindsay, Frances Langford, Igor Gorin, Ken Niles, Raymond Paigo, Glenda Farrell, Hugh Herbert, Frank McHugh, Benny Goodman, Alan Mowbray, Ted Healy
Directed by Busby Berkeley Produced by Sam Bischoff
Stars: Not available

To be released on '37-'38 program.

ONE MORE TOMORROW
(Other details in issue July 31)
Story: Dick Foran, a gambler, ends up in prison. There he becomes interested in music, leads the prison orchestra and wins considerable acclaim. He is paroled, goes back to his sweetheart, Jane Travis, and embarks on a new career.

RECENTLY COMPLETED—OVER THE GOAL (Details issue July 17)
SERGEANT MURPHY (Issue July 31) . . . MISSING WITNESS (Issue July 17) . . . TWO PLATOONS (Issue July 17) . . . EXPENSIVE HUSBANDS (Issue July 17) . . . THE GREAT GARRICK (Issue July 17) . . . INSIDE STORY . . . PRAIRIE THUNDER . . . ADVENTUROUS BLONDE

IN PRODUCTION—TONIGHT'S OUR NIGHT . . . SUBMARINE D-1.
METRO GOES IN FOR WESTERNS!

The perennial Western, as old as the motion picture industry itself, again crept into recent trade headlines in a manner, which should have made a strong impression on those industry oracles who have, with such consistent regularity, described the outdoor picture as passe.

First came the announcement from M-G-M, the only major studio (save United Artists) without a program of Western pictures, that it intended to enter that field and would produce several outdoor pictures this season.

Of course they'll all be "super-super" opuses, according to Metro's publicity department, but nevertheless will be comprised of the same primary ingredients which go into the making of a genuine "horse opera." First on the schedule will be THE GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST, an operetta with enough hoof beats to go into the newly devised class called "musical westerns." This will co-star Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy, with Robert Z. Leonard directing.

Then comes BAD MAN BRIMSTONE, which will star Wallace Beery and feature Virginia Bruce, Guy Kibbee and Bruce Cabot. The story is from an original by Walter Rubin, who will direct it. Another M-G-M western set for production next year is Conrad Richter's story SEA OF GRASS, for which no cast nor director has been assigned as yet.

The interesting fact about Metro's entrance into the Western field is that, on glancing over that studio's recent releases, you will find (with the exception of its musicals) that most of its recent "A" pictures have been designed to appeal primarily to the sophisticated and intelligent filmgoer. GOOD EARTH, NIGHT MUST FALL, CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS, PARNELL, THE FIREFLY, TOPPER and THE EMPEROR'S CANDLESTICKS. None of these have had strong mass appeal, only the strength of the Metro names saving them from the limbo of "arty" offerings.

Obviously Metro realizes its stars cannot indefinitely continue to sell highbrow pictures to the average filmgoer. Thus, we presume this experimentation with Westerns is one step towards a reversal of its policy, the aim being to eventually evolve a more consistent product of popular appeal.

* * *

ZANUCK SEEKS AUTRY

The second episode which placed the spotlight on the Western picture, concerns Darryl Zanuck...

You'd think that with his Ritz Brothers, the Winchell-Bernie combination, Shirley Temple and other money making personalities under contract, Zanuck would have his hands full looking after their interests. But apparently such is not the case; for this week the producer conducted heated negotiations with Herbert Yates to secure for 20th Century-Fox the services of Gene Autry, Republic's extremely popular singing cowboy.

The deal however collapsed in mid-air. While he might have been anxious to borrow several worthwhile star names in exchange for his cowboy, Yates heeded the demands of Republic's franchise and refused to part with Autry. Don't kid yourself, this fellow is one of the most prized personalities in filmdom!

The enterprising Zanuck is therefore left with the job of developing his own saddle yodeller.

* * *

G-N CHANGES PROD. POLICY

A change is gradually taking place in Grand-National's production setup. Altering its policy of independent production units, G-N is switching to the associate producer plan. This will give the company closer control over its product.

Two producers are now under salary at G-N. Dave Diamond and Ben Pivar. It is generally believed that with the possible exception of Eugene Frenke, who has set up his own corporation, further production arrangements will be drawn up along these lines.

Frenke, who recently finished negotiations for the establishment of his own producing organization, has six pictures scheduled for the next 3 years, only three to be released through Grand National. The first is to be the Anna Sten (Mrs. Frenke) picture titled "WITH PLEASURE, MADAME." The second will probably be "GORGEOUS," also starring Miss Sten.

Leslie Howard, it is revealed, is interested in the company and will produce and star in one of the half dozen pictures, with a release through a major company, probably United Artists.

Added to the growing list of picture series is Paramount's plan to continue the "BULLDOG DRUMMOND" pictures with the cast of its latest intact. Starring John Barrymore as the Inspector, John Howard in the title role, pretty Louise Campbell as the inevitable and harried heroine, plus E. E. Clive and Reginald Denny, all of whom appeared in the recently completed "BULLDOG DRUMMOND COMES BACK," the studio, ten days later, plunged into another Drummond picture titled "BULLDOG DRUMMOND'S REVENGE." Negotiations are on with the members of the cast to sign them for a long series of pictures to be written about this popular fiction character.

It seems that it took the other producers a long time to realize the popularity and profit Darryl Zanuck long ago established with his "Charlie Chan" films!
WALTER WANGER'S VOGUES OF 1938

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY ROMANCE with Music . . . Too much fashion show and too little story . . . Will please women . . . Technicolor good . . . Rates ● ● + for deluxeers; less for action and rural spots.

United Artists (Wanger) 115 Minutes
Warner Baxter, Joan Bennett, Helen Vinson, Mischa Auer, Alan Mowbray, Jerome Cowan, Alma Kruger, Marjorie Gateson, George Tafts, Victor Young & Orchestra. Four Hot Shots, Virginia Verrill
Directed by Irving Cummings

Women interested in fashions will find much to engross them in this, but the flimsy story and model parades will likely bore those who like their stimuli made of firmer stuff. Walter Wanger has turned out an eye-pleasing Technicolor film that must be classed as novelty entertainment "for women only."

There is a slender romantic story and snatches of a musical show interwoven, but the emphasis in VOGUES OF 1938 is placed on display of clothes. The musical specialties aren't particularly good, only Georgie Topps' dancing scoring a hit. Deluxe first runs should get above average grosses; in the neighborhoods and rural VOGUES will just "get by."

Baxter, a famous dress designer, finds a model on his hands when Joan Bennett runs out of her planned money-marriage to Alan Mowbray and comes to his establishment for a job. Baxter's wife, Helen Vinson, wants him to take Jerome Cowan's musical show, in which she is to be starred. Baxter refuses and they separate. However, he finally consents, the show is a flop and his business is on the verge of ruin. Helped by Joan, who now loves him, Baxter uses the scenery for the greatest fashion show ever seen in New York. Vinson divorces him and he is free to marry Joan.

Baxter and Bennett make an agreeable romantic team. The supporting cast is uniformly good, with Mischa Auer scoring as a rival designer, who designs dresses by the inspiration of the Moonlight Sonata.

Director Cummings allowed far too much footage for the fashion parades.

AD TIPS: Sell it to the women as the advance word on new styles. Feature the Technicolor. Stills of the models will get the eyes of all; display plenty of them.

HANNA (Hollywood)

FLIGHT FROM GLORY

BOXOFFICE RATING
AVIATION DRAMA . . . Good programmer for action spots . . . Plenty of thrills . . . OK dualler generally . . . Rates ● ●

RKO-Radio 66 Minutes
Chester Morris, Whitney Bourne, Onslow Stevens, Van Heflin, Richard Lane, Paul Guilfoyle
Directed by Lew Landers

A cooking good air melodrama, this has plenty of action, romance and suspense. The production shows signs of careful handling. The story has an original twist, and builds consistently and smoothly to its climax. With Chester Morris as a fair b.o. name, FLIGHT FROM GLORY should get average grosses in action and rural locations. It will satisfy as dual bill material in better class naves.

Morris as a pilot is one of the South American air service, uses antiquated planes to fly supplies from the Coast to the mines. Through various means he forces his pilots to remain with him. Whitney Bourne arrives in his territory with her husband, Van Heflin, a disfigured American pilot. Morris, a pilot, falls in love with her. They find themselves emeshed in a series of thrilling situations, when Van Heflin, crazed with drink and sick at seeing various of the flyers lose their lives in crossing the dangerous mountains, forces Stevens to fly with him, thus ending both their worthless lives. This leaves Miss Bourne and Morris to start anew.

Chester Morris gives punch to his role. Van Heflin is excellent as the weakling husband and Onslow Stevens is suavely menacing.

Lew Landers' direction is well wrought and adept.

AD TIPS: Action spots should sell the air action, crashes, thrills. Deluxe spots will do well to feature the triangle.

HANNA (Hollywood)

WINE, WOMEN AND HORSES

BOXOFFICE RATING
DRAMA . . . Fair program picture about race track tout . . . Strictly dual bill fare, for which it rates ● ●.

Warner Brothers 66 Minutes
Barton McLane, Ann Sheridan, Dick Purcell, Peggy Bates, Walter Cassell, Lottie Williams, Kenneth Harlan
Directed by Louis King

The title, the running time, the cast, the story all label this "quickie" material—which it is definitely. However, it is a moderately pleasing little item with some action and a bit of human interest. It will satisfy the family trade if teamed with a stronger feature, preferably comedy.

Barton McLane is a horse gambler, whose best pal is Ann Sheridan, really in love with him. He meets Peggy Bates, she starts a reformation campaign, persuades him to forego his evil ways and he marries her. He takes a job as a clerk in a hotel, but the gambling urge is in his blood. He starts betting again, runs his money up to a few thousand dollars, only to have Miss Bates swipe it and blow. He follows her home where he discovers she is awaiting a blessed event. It turns out her love was really pity, so McLane goes back to the tracks, becomes a horse owner and nabs Miss Sheridan.

McLane is ideal for the leading role. Miss Sheridan gives her role sympathetic treatment. Supporting cast is uniformly good. Louis King's direction is well-knit and evenly paced.

AD TIPS: Sell the gambling-urge angle. Can a man overcome it?

HANNA (Hollywood)

LOVE UNDER FIRE

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY-DRAMA . . . Familiar tale of detective chasing gang; he loses, played against background of Spanish Civil War . . . Dual bill stuff . . . Rates ● ● on cast.

20th Century-Fox 76 Minutes
Loretta Young, Don Ameche, Berrah Minevitch & Gang, Frances Drake, Warner Catlett, John Carradine, Sig Ruman, Harold Huber, Katharine de Mille, E. E. Clive, Don Alvarado
Directed by George Marshall

This is a rather weak attempt to cash in on the "popularity" of the Spanish Civil War. It is another slim version of the Scotland Yard detective who is sent out to capture a thief and falls in love with her. This time it happens in Spain just as the revolt breaks out. That is mildly amusing is due to the sprinkling of gags. The weakness of the idea is evidenced by the fact that the gang do not come back.

Ameche, a Scotland Yard inspector, is assigned to track down a jewel thief traveling in Spain. Loretta Young is the girl and Ameche immediately falls in love with her. Just as he is about to start off with her for England, the revolution starts. They become involved in a plot on the part of the rebels to impersonate a valuable necklace. Frances Drake is attempting to smuggle out of the country. When they finally get started for England, it is revealed that Loretta isn't a thief at all, but merely a victim of her employer's scheme to get insurance on a fake pearl necklace.

Playing their roles in a light vein, Ameche and Miss Young are a satisfying romantic combination. Harold Huber plays a good Spanish officer and E. E. Clive stands out as a British captain. Berrah Minevitch's gang, while well received, hardly belong in a picture of this type.

George Marshall's handling of the comedy sequences is OK, but the script proved too much for him.

AD TIPS: Sell Young and Ameche. Feature the Spanish War background.

HANNA (Hollywood)

THAT CERTAIN WOMAN

BOXOFFICE RATING
DRAMA . . . Hackedney compilation of old plots tossed together . . . Rates ● ● on cast; solely on value of Davis-Fonda names.

Warner Brothers 91 Minutes
Bette Davis, Henry Fonda, Ian Hanter, Anita Louise, Donald Crisp, Hugh O'Connell, Katharine Alexander, Mary Phillips, Sidney Toler
Directed by Edmund Goulding

We hardly can blame Bette Davis for breaking out on Warrers if they give her material like this. Against the "intriguing" background of a dozen or so modernistic doors, Edmund Goulding has written and directed one of the grimiest offerings of this or any other season.

(Continued on page 14)
What the Newspaper Critics Say

Excerpts Culled From the New Film Reviews by the Most Reputable Critics in Leading Newspapers

BLONDE TROUBLE
(Paramount)

"... Mildly amusing and familiar little piece... Relates the experiences of a young and naïve writer from Schenectady, out to set Tim Paterson Alley on fire... All so tame and harmless that it can't help but be fairly appealing..."

Thirer, N. Y. POST

"... Pretty farce-ridden stuff built along the most meretricious lines Hollywood can devise when planning a film with music..."

L. B. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... The pace of the picture is provided by Lyman Owen, Helen Fleet, Benny Baker and H. L. Benedek, and by the broad humor of the dialogue..."

J. T. M. N. Y. TIMES

BETWEEN TWO WOMEN
(Warner Bros.)

"... Drama of hospital halls... A highly involved eternal triangle has the General Hospital for its background—and Franchot Tone who portrays a skillful staff surgeon...

Thirer, N. Y. POST

"... Tone, a delightful intern who lets himself be married to a rich and beautiful appendectomy, against his better judgment, and regrett it: Miss O'Sullivan, an efficient head surgical nurse, awkwardly married to a no-good, and Miss Bruce, the aforementioned appendectomy, with complications...

B. R. C. N. Y. TIMES

"... The scenes of amputations and death under ether add suspense to a plot that has little in its own right... Franchot Tone plays his role with charm and considerable power...

Barone, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... If you were to gather together all the hospital stories that have ever appeared on the screen and form them into a composite picture, you would find that you had duplicated the plot of 'Between Two Women'... There isn't a surprise in a reel of it...

N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

SAN QUENTIN
(First National)

"... The sturdy work of O'Brien as a United States Army captain with a penchant for reform gives the film a certain dignity... The yarn should be thrilling, but somehow it drags...

Murdoch, PHILA. LEDGER

"... If you want action of the good, old cowboys and indians, cops-and-robbers school, you will find it in the tale of an army captain sent to run a prison and of the tough citizen he almost renounces... You will find plenty of action, with convicts rioting and striking people shooting at other people...

MacArthur, WASH. EVENING STAR

"... The story gets so excited about its melodramatics, that after while it loses sight of its purpose and wends up on a sob note that is little short of the ridiculous...

Finn, PHILA. RECORD

STELLA DALLAS
(United Artists)

"... Barbara Stanwyck proves superb in tender, beautiful story that depicts mother love... A tender, gently pathetic, curiously touching film...

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Certain to appeal to the emotionally susceptible as strongly did the famous silent film of a dozen years ago... Devoted to be very successful...

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... One of the most satisfactory of all the remakes the screen has attempted... Miss Stanwyck's portrayal is as courageous as it is fine... Must be rated excellent..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... Barbara Stanwyck holds up her end with unusual screen... It is not her fault that the role is not wholly consistent in magnifying qualities of cheapness and stupidity while holding in reserve for a dramatic finale some powerful nobility...

Winston, N. Y. POST

MARRY THE GIRL
(Warner Bros.)

"... Attempts to record the daffy doings of a ballyhooed syndicate manager, his bosy sister, his hefty niece and her egomaniacal Russian tutor, a screwloose psychiatrist, an itinerant cartoonist and sundry odd characters... The trouble is that their lunacies are lame or unpleasing instead of hilarious...

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... An attempt to cash in on the popularity of the current 'lunatic fringe' type of film comedy... Points an accusing finger at production heads who play follow-the-leader without bothering to master the technique...

L. G. D. PHILA. LEDGER

"... All good comedy, but wasted on a flat and humorless script... Little to recommend...

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... They all keep trying very hard, repeating funny roles that have brought laughter in other, happier pictures, but only adds to the pain...

Winston, N. Y. POST

ARTISTS AND MODELS
(Paramount)

"... Hilariously funny, luscious and trashy comedy... Jack Benny Miss O'Sullivan's favorite... With just the right amount of romance to make it an eminently satisfying and diverting item and pleasant entertainment...

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... A spectacular and lustful production sumptuously dressed as it is entertaining... Novel from pretentious tonality by Mr. Benny brilliant and indestructible charmer...

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... A gaudy, colossal, giant revue... A couple of vaudeville shows combined... A car cactus hodge-podge, which includes practically everything from marathons to wedding cakes...

Finn, PHILA. RECORD

"... Fresh and debonair, its gags new and glib... and its production lavish without being oppressive... May not be important drama, but Jack Benny nimbly sidesteps the high-priced artists and beautiful models long enough to give it an interest of its own...

Murdock, PHILA. LEDGER

TOPPER
(M-G-M)

"... One of the funnest fates of the season... Dizzy and delightful entertainment... Never lets down a minute in its gay comedy and skillful fantasy...

Murdock, PHILA. LEDGER

"... Adapted from one of the few, Thorne Smith's happily insane novels of fantasy, the story is a 'natural' for the trick photography of the movies and the comic talents of Rowland Young... If you miss it you'll owe yourself an apology...

PHILA. RECORD

"... Dealing with the hilarious escapades of madcap gentry of another world, provides a plot that bursts all the bounds of high comedy...

WASH. TIMES

OURSelves ALONE
(Gaumont-British)

"... Frequently exciting, performed vigorously and excellently photographed, apparently in the native Irish setting at Dudley Sturrock's story, 'River of the Urin,' upon which the film is based...

Tazelaar, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... Mannages by fits and starts to present its subject in a grim, dark and realistic manner... War romance...

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Another dramatic treatment of Ireland's turbulent days... Well acted... Not good for the everyday film fan...

Thirer, N. Y. POST

"... Adheres to the native, people conventions stuff of rebellion, and it covers a lot of its better things at its kid...

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES
Scenes from ... and a few vital facts about ... the new films.

**LEGION OF MISSING MEN** ... Outcasts and murderers—hiding their secret past on the scorching sands of the desert! Tormented by the memory of the women they left behind hungry for love! Thus reads the press sheet of Monogram's LEGION OF MISSING MEN, a current release. Produced by I. E. Chadwick, it stars Ralph Forbes. It's exploitation stuff—plus!

**THE BIG SHOT** ... When a horse doctor inherits his uncle's lucrative "business" you might expect it to be almost anything but a gangster's racket organization. But, of course, when Guy Kibbee plays the doc you can expect anything. THE BIG SHOT, built for laughs, has the meek Kibbee unconsciously operating a super-racket outfit. It's a current RKO release.
STELLA DALLAS! ... That the Man Goldwyn is one of the very smartest individuals in Hollywood has been conclusively proved once again in recent weeks. Digging into his library of old story properties, he came up with the old-fashioned tear-jerker of a decade ago STELLA DALLAS. Today, film critics are hailing the film as one of the most effective sob dramas ever put to film and into the coffers of the Man Goldwyn are pouring the dollars of exhibitors who are proud to exhibit it. Barbara Stanwyck performs admirably as Stella. John Boles, Anne Shirley and Alan Hale are the other important members of the cast. United Artists is tickled to be releasing it!

IT'S ALL YOURS! ... At the tail end of the 36-37 season Columbia has come up suddenly with a prize package comedy, if we are to believe all we read about it. The lovable yarn concerns a playboy who suddenly finds himself broke, an ex-private secretary who suddenly inherits $4,000,000, a suave French fortune hunter who would like to marry the gal with the dough. Francis Lederer is the playboy, Madeleine Carroll the gal and none other than Mischa Auer, the fortune hunter with an accent. They tell us it is very funny. It is ready for first run...
THAT CERTAIN WOMAN
(Continued from page 10)
It is complicated, the dialogue is laborious (and cheap), the scenes tediously long and the situations almost creak with age. Unfortunately for Miss Davis and Henry Fonda, their names will probably attract a fair number of faithful followers. They will be displeased.

Bette is a gangster's moll, who goes straight after the death of her husband and gets a job as secretary to Ian Hunter. Some years later a paper digs up her past and threatens exposure. Hunter squashes the story and arranges for her to marry Henry Fonda, wastrel son of a wealthy man. Naturally Papa messes up the affair, Fonda goes off to Europe and Bette becomes a mother. Hunter dies, leaving Bette his fortune; Fonda marries Anita Louise, who is crippled in an auto accident; the baby's heritage is revealed and Fonda's tyrannical parent, Donald Crisp, attempts to gain his custody. However, Anita Louise, the crippled wife intervenes, goes to Bette and both try to out-sacrifice the other. Bette gives Fonda back to Louise, plus the baby, and goes to Europe. Time marches on! Hugh O'Connell, the reporter friend, discovers her in Monte Carlo, tells her Louise has died and Fonda wants her back. F. S. She goes.

AD TIPS: Sell the stars.

HANNA (Hollywood)

BLONDE TROUBLE
—Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

Paramount
67 Minutes
Eleanor Whitney, Johnny Downs, Lynne Overman, Terry Walker, Benny Baker, William Demarest, El Brendel
Directed by George Archainbaud
This is another version of the George S. Kaufman-Ring Lardner play, "June Moon"—minus practically all the delicious comedy that made the play a hit. This one emerges as a weak program offering, confusing and almost pathetic in its attempts to garner chuckles. It will get by with less discriminating audiences, it dulled with a strong drama.

A young songwriter, Johnny Downs, comes to the city and falls in love with Eleanor Whitney. When publisher Lynne Overman wants to get rid of girl friend, Terry Walker, he gives Johnny an advance royalty on a song which he considers a dud and palms off Terry on him. Johnny and Eleanor quarrel, but the song becomes a hit and Overman's gag is revealed. Johnny gets Eleanor.

Except for a few comic moments from Overman, the performances are pretty routine and aren't helped much by the spotty and indecisive direction of George Archainbaud.

AD TIPS: Sell authors Kaufman and Lardner and the stage hit from which it was adopted.

HANNA (Hollywood)

BACK IN CIRCULATION
—Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

Warners Brothers
110 Minutes
Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell, Margaret Lindsay, John Litel, Eddie Acuff, Craig Reynolds, Geo. E. Stone, Walter Byron, Ben Weldon, Regis Toomey
Directed by Ray Enright
A fast moving and suspenseful newspaper melodrama. It starts off as farce comedy of the wildest sort, then suddenly takes on a deep melodramatic twist, which vein it follows to the finish. Both elements are well carried off and the average moviegoer will find it engrossing. It should get fair grosses without difficulty, especially in action spots.

On an anonymous tip, city editor O'Brien, is led to believe that the husband of socially prominent Margaret Lindsay did not die of heart failure but was murdered. Blondell, the star reporter, is detailed to unearth the facts. She stops the funeral and brings about an investigation. The papers practically crucify Miss Lindsay before she is tried on charges of murder. She stoically refuses to talk and is sentenced. Blondell then discovers that the husband really committed suicide, but left a note behind accusing Miss Lindsay's lover, John Litel, of ruining his home and life. Lindsay was merely protecting Litel from being exposed to the papers as she was. O'Brien and Blondell carry on an mystical romance, which culminates in marriage.

Miss Blondell has the meatiest role of the picture, handling comedy and drama with convincing gusto. O'Brien is his usual Irish self and Margaret Lindsay makes the persecuted woman sympathetic. Litel is cast in a romantic role, but he hardly fits it.

Ray Enright's direction is speedy and suspenseful.

AD TIPS: Play up the angle of persecution by headline hunting newspapers. Catchline: "They Sent an Innocent Woman To Jail To Make Headlines!" Feature Blondell.

HANNA (Hollywood)

MR. DODD TAKES THE AIR
—Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

Warners Brothers
85 Minutes
Kenny Baker, Frank McHugh, Alice Brady, Gertrude Michael, Jane Wymon, John Eldredge, Henry O'Neil
Directed by Alfred E. Green
Nothing pretentious, this is a mildly amusing and entertaining comedy which serves to introduce Kenny Baker of radio fame. Presenting a naive, bashful personality and a fine set of vocal cords, Baker should win an immediate following. With a fair name supporting cast, his first film will fill solidly the second spot on dual bills anywhere and the picture will please.

A simple story introduces Baker as a country lad who is brought to the big city to sing on the radio. Although his voice suddenly switches from baritone to tenor, he becomes a big hit and three women vie for his affections. They are Gertrude Michael, an "easy" lady, who wants to steal Kenny's radio invention; Alice Brady, a tempestual opera singer in need of another husband, and Jane Wymon, the gal who really loves him. It probably won't surprise anyone to learn that Jane gets him and protects her invention from theft.

The acting of the supporting cast is excellent, Brady, Michael and McHugh scoring with laughs. Baker sings several Warren & Robin numbers in splendid voice. The choice of a rube role for his first effort was very shrewd.

Al Green's direction is zestful.

AD TIPS: Sell Baker as Jack Benny's songster. Feature the supporting cast.

HANNA (Hollywood)

ONE MILE FROM HEAVEN
—Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY-DRAMA . . . Dull program offering has only Bill Robinson's hoofing as a redeeming feature . . . Passable only for nosh dual billing . . . Rates O . . .

20th Century-Fox
67 Minutes
Directed by Alan Dwan
With the exception of Bill Robinson's dancing feet, which are utilized quite frequently, this is an excessively weak offering. The story is badly constructed, unrelenting jerkily. Minus marquee values or any angle for word-of-mouth advertising, it is relegated to lower berth on small time bills.

Bill Robinson, as a popular Harlem cop, is kept busy straightening out his district's troubles. A difficult situation arises when Claire Trevor, a newspaper gal, is assigned to track down a story involving a white child and a colored woman, who claims to be his mother. It develops that wealthy Sally Blane is the actual mother of the infant, although Negress Fred Washington has cared for it most capably, but the balance of the cast suffers in this ill-contrived story.

Alan Dwan's direction does little to aid the weak yarn.

AD TIPS: The plot is similar to 'IMITATION OF LIFE.' Running angle: Feature Trevor and Robinson. Spots catering to colored trade can sell it much stronger.

HANNA (Hollywood)
<noinput>
HE CROONS A BOX-OFFICE TUNE:

PUBLIC COWBOY NO. 1 OF THE SCREEN, IN A NEW SERIES OF 8 OUTDOOR ACTION MELODRAMAS WITH MUSIC AND SONGS FROM REPUBLIC

4 GENE AUTRY JUBILEES
1 CALLING ALL COWBOYS
2 BOOTS AND SADDLES
3 ROLL, WAGON, ROLL
4 The OLD BARN DANCE

4 GENE AUTRY MUSICAL WESTERNS
1 PUBLIC COWBOY No. 1
2 CALGARY OR BUST
3 SADDLE PALS
4 MAN FROM MUSIC MOUNTAIN
WE DENY
THESE FALSE RUMORS!

A report is being circulated to the effect that this publication's editorial campaign against Paramount Pictures is inspired, directed and controlled by certain individuals, other than the Editor, for their personal aggrandizement. It is also being "rumored" that FILM BULLETIN is subsidized by Allied States Association and that every word appearing herein is either written or approved by Allied leaders.

We vehemently and categorically deny these stories. We nail them for what they are—deliberate attempts to injure the prestige of this paper and to check its growth as the mouthpiece of America's independent theatre owners.

Is only the film company's side of a trade problem or dispute to find its way into the trade press? We have dared say no! We are so badly versed in this industry's cardinal principles and policies that we actually believe independent exhibitors have a right to form and exchange opinions. For that reason the word has gone out from some source to tear us down. It seems that certain people in film business shudder to see the Truth in print!

We took the leadership in the Paramount strike campaign of our own initiative and after a careful analysis of the facts. We were conclusively convinced that that company had adopted the most arrogant and onerous anti-exhibitor policy in the history of the industry—and that's saying a mouthful!

The fact that we have remained steadfast in support of Allied States Association cannot be attributed to anything other than our conviction that this organization constitutes the one hope at present for unification of the independents' forces in this nation. Further, that its leaders have evidenced their sincerity and competence in the fight to win independent exhibitors a square deal in the trade.

FILM BULLETIN IS INDEPENDENT! As independent of Allied or any outside individuals as it is of Paramount. The Editor, alone, is responsible for its policy and for every word that appears in its pages. We take orders from no one; from neither Allied leaders nor film executives.

Our independence is our pride. MO WAX.
WHAT HAS PARAMOUNT PRODUCED SO FAR FOR THE '37-'38 SEASON?

Have you looked over Paramount's production record so far for the 1937-38 season? Lest some exhibitors fear that they may be losing a fortune by joining the strike against this company, it might be well to analyze its performance to date.

The five "big" pictures already released by Paramount are HIGH WIDE AND HANDSOME, SOULS AT SEA, ARTISTS AND MODELS, DOUBLE OR NOTHING and ANGEL. Of these, our Hollywood reviewer has classed only ARTISTS as a real boxoffice hit. DOUBLE OR NOTHING is one of the weakest Crosby vehicles in some time, with Martha Raye suffering from poor material. (See review in this issue). HIGH WIDE AND HANDSOME and SOULS AT SEA, while both are of the "spectacle" variety, do not shape up as strong boxoffice attractions generally. They are best for rural locations.

These five pictures were all contained in Paramount's Work Sheet for 1936-37. Thousands of customers last season were promised those pictures, but they are not being delivered to them. No, Paramount needed them badly to make its '37-'38 product look better, so a little sleight of hand has converted them into new season releases, leaving a few thousand suckers exhibiting holding the bag—and damn mad about it!

Scanning the FILM BULLETIN Production Record for data on Paramount's recent and current production activities, we find such patently "quickie" material as the following:

SOPHIE LANG GOES WEST. This is the poorest Lang pic so far. (See review in this issue.)

ON SUCH A NIGHT. Melodrama of the 1916 type. Cast: Grant Richards, Karen Morley, Roscoe Karns. (See review in this issue).

BULLDOG DRUMMOND COMES BACK. The first of a series of Drummond stories, patterned after the Charlie Chan series. John Howard plays Drummond and John Barrymore, the inspector.

PARTNERS IN CRIME. A mystery-comedy, with a weak cast. Lynne Overman, Roscoe Karns and Muriel Hutchinson (?)

THE BARRIER. A western, with Leo Carillo, Jean Parker and Jimmy Ellison. Produced by Harry Sherman, maker of Hopalong Cassidy series.

TEXAS TRAIL. Hopalong Cassidy.

ARIZONA AMES. A western, with Gilbert Roland, Marsha Hunt.

LOVE ON TOAST. Romantic-comedy, with this "smash" cast: Stella Ardler (?), John Payne, Grant Richards.

WELLS FARGO. Historical drama, with Joel McCrea, Frances Dee, Bob Burns. The story traces the development of transportation in America.

BLOSSOMS ON BROADWAY. Musical-comedy, with Edward Arnold, Shirley Ross, John Trent and the Radio Rogues.

BULLDOG DRUMMOND'S REVENGE. Same stars as the other Drummond. They seem to be making these very fast.

THRILL OF A LIFETIME. Musical, with "boxoffice" names like Eleanor Whitney, Johnny Downs, Betty Grable, Leif Erickson.

THE BUCCANEER. Another historical-drama, with Fredric March, Francisca Gaal, Akim Tamiroff.

HOLD 'EM NAVY. Comedy, with Lew Ayres, Mary Carlisle, John Howard.

BORN TO THE WEST. Western, with John Wayne, Johnny Mack Brown.

CITY HALL SCANDAL. Detective-comedy, with John Barrymore, Lynne Overman, Louise Campbell.

There is much in this list to mull over for those who feel it will pay them to encourage Paramount's unfair and rapacious policy by breaking the strike ranks and rushing in to buy. Take away those first five pictures, to which last season's buyers have a just claim, and Paramount's showing thus far for '37-'38 is a sorry one indeed.

And what of the few pictures that look good? Is there any guarantee that they won't be pulled out and held for '38-'39?

Paramount was greedy enough to withhold about ten pictures promised on last season's contracts. It isn't a company to trust!
ADOLPH ZUKOR SEES 'A FALSE ALARM' 
-- AND 100 INDEPENDENTS MEET IN PHILA!

Just a few days back Adolph Zukor entertained the trade press boys at dinner (we were NOT invited!) and is reported to have told them that the Paramount strike is "a false alarm." The Film Daily reports that Mr. Zukor "declined to discuss the situation in detail on the grounds that he was not familiar with the matter."

"Not familiar?" We'd say that Adolph was downright ignorant of what is taking place throughout the country in this matter of such vital concern to his company.

In Philadelphia this Friday approximately 100 independent exhibitors, operators of some 200 theatres, met to consider a plan for further action to combat Paramount's "holdback" policy and its cockeyed demands for 1937-38.

The leaders of the United M.P.T.O., the local organization, sat on the rostrum, but they weren't given much chance to speak. The rank and file exhibitors, big and small, did the talking and Mr. Zukor should have been present to hear them!

Their principal purpose in being present was to affix their signatures to a paper granting a committee power of attorney to negotiate with Paramount for them on '37-'38 deals.

All, except one, of those men present paraded to the rostrum and signed of their own free will. Signatures had come in by mail from many out-of-town men.

That, in itself, was a remarkable demonstration. But, Mr. Zukor might have been more than a little impressed by the feeling of those men, feeling of anger and determination. They were tired of being kicked around like cheap footballs by Paramount and they were saying so.

We counted no less than 17 men, who rose and voiced their forthright opinions of Paramount's grab policy. Some of those are known to be exhibitors who seldom complain, who are quite gentle souls, as exhibitors go. Some of them were publicly opening their mouths against film selling practices for the first time in their lives.

One man declared, "I've played Paramount for four successive seasons, but I don't care if I never play them again. I just don't like the way they do business."

Another shouted, "Isn't it about time we won the right to be treated like decent business men?" And the applause told him it was about time!

Toward the close of the meeting, a younger man, operator of a large theatre, stepped forward and asked for the right to speak.

"I've never played Paramount Pictures and I never would on the basis they do business," he started. "But, I am contributing to this fight fund and I want to sign that power of attorney, because I feel that my business is as much involved as that of any Paramount-playing exhibitor. For far too long we've been bullied by the major film companies, who operate on the theory that we should be permitted just to exist. We run down to their offices to buy their pictures, instead of their salesmen calling on us. They use one of us against the other and we have fallen for that gag time and time again. We must win this Paramount fight and then we must demand that every other company deal with us like decent customers."

With sentiments such as those expressed above coming from the lips of hundreds of his company's former customers, Adolph hies himself off to Europe with a hey-nonny-nonny and a pooh-pooh.

If this is a "false alarm," we'd say Zukor wouldn't know it when his pants were on fire!"
THE PARAMOUNT STRIKE

The past fortnight has witnessed no abatement of the national exhibitors' strike against Paramount Pictures. Principal centers of the strike continue to be Minneapolis, Philadelphia, Ohio, Wisconsin and Southern California. Reports from other territories indicate, however, that independents are not signing Paramount contracts for 1937-1938 and that the strike is being guided from their unit headquarters quietly.

* * *

Minneapolis.—A special strike meeting was held here last Tuesday by the Allied Theatres of the Northwest and a poll was taken of all exhibitors present on the question of continuing the date and buying strike against Paramount. Every one of the men representing over 85 theatres reaffirmed his intention of continuing to refuse to date or buy Paramount Pictures.

Final hearings on the film company’s petition for a temporary injunction to restrain picketing of the exchange and theatres are scheduled to start August 31st.

* * *

Philadelphia.—Close to 100 independents attended a Paramount strike meeting called by the United M.P.T.O. here Friday morning and all, but one, signed a power of attorney giving to a special committee the sole right to negotiate with Paramount on any deals for ’37-’38 product. The committee guarantees each exhibitor the same run as last year and prices that are no higher.

The strike was unanimously voted to be continued.

* * *

KROUSE NAMED

New York.—Lou Krouse was elected secretary-treasurer of the I.A.T.S.E., it was announced this week. He succeeds the late Fred J. Dempsey.

* * *

KUYKENDALL WARNS OF SUITS

New York.—Ed Kuykendall, president of the M.P.T.O.A., unburdened himself of a warning to major film companies that they must be prepared to face a series of anti-trust suits by the Federal Government and individual exhibitors. The Mississippian’s statement appeared in an organization bulletin, issue August 21, and laid this danger to the distributors’ refusal to adopt his plan for establishment of local conciliation boards.

* * *

N. J. ALLIED PROGRAM SET

New York.—The program for the annual convention of Allied Theatre Owners of New Jersey and the joint conference of Allied’s Eastern Directors, to be held at the Ritz Carlton Hotel, Atlantic City, September 22, 23, 24, is as follows:

September 22—Eastern directors meet at 10:45 A.M.; first general session from 3 to 5 P.M.; party at the 500 Club in the evening.

September 23—Committee meeting in the morning; general meeting and equipment show in the afternoon; cocktail party at 7:15 P.M., and the annual banquet to follow.

September 24—Last general session at 10 A.M.; election of officers, 11:30.

* * *

PETTENGILL TO QUIT HOUSE

Washington.—Rep. Samuel B. Pettengill, sponsor of the bill to outlaw compulsory block booking by Federal statute, plans to retire from Congress in 1938, he stated here this week. However, Pettengill declared that he will put all his efforts toward enactment of the film legislation before his term expires.

* * *

THEATRE UNIONS ACTIVE

Reports from many sections of the country indicate that the A.F.L. is extremely active in unionizing front-of-the-house employees in theatres. It is generally understood that members of the projectionists union are soliciting the other employees during off hours.
'Varsity Show' Smash Musical ... 'Melody' Below Par... 'Gangway' Mathews' Best ... Crosby's N.S.G.

**VARSITY SHOW**

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

MUSICAL COMEDY ... Loaded with laughs in first half, good musical numbers in second half ... Should click to big grosses ... Rates ★★★ or better.

Warner Bros.

120 Minutes

Dick Powell, Fred Waring & His Pennsylvanians, Ted Healy, Rosemary Lane, Priscilla Lane, Walter Catlett, Johnny Davis, Buck & Bubbles, Sterling Holloway, Lee Dixon, Edward Brophy

Directed by William Keighley

Warners have a hit! VARSITY SHOW is composed of a socko comedy first half and a socko musical second half the whole being one of the brightest filmusicals of the year. Ted Healy, handed one of the juiciest roles of his career, brings a steady volley of laughs from beginning to midpoint, after which the show is turned over to Dick Powell, Fred Waring and the other musical entertainers who provide one of the most diverting production finales it has been our pleasure to enjoy. This has everything and it spells BOXOFFICE.

The yarn is more solid than most musicals boast and it does NOT have the inevitable misunderstanding between boy and girl — hallelujah! Dick Powell, a failure as a Broadway producer, is asked by students to return to his alma mater to help them put on the annual show, they thinking him a big success. He encounters difficulty with Walter Catlett, head of the dramatics department, who is running the show, until Powell's assistant, Healy, contracts pneumonia and passes it along to Catlett. Powell proceeds to snap up the show, but Catlett recovers and finally drives Dick back to Broadway. The students quit the school and the show to New York, take possession of an empty theatre by staging a sit-down. In a hilarious finale, they win over the police and the national guard who are called out to evict them by staging the show for them. There is a romance between Powell and Rosemary Lane one of the students.

Powell has never been better. Waring's music is tops. The Lane sisters are lovely lookers and OK songstresses especially Priscilla. Buck and Bubbles do two top specialties.

The only large scale production number is the collegiate finale and that brought round applause from the preview audience on several occasions.

Will James' direction gets the most out of everything only complaint from this department being that Healy's gags are allowed to come too fast. A number are missed for the laughter.

AD TIPS: Sell the cast and the collegiate idea. Sell Waring's Pennsylvanians big, they are popular everywhere.

**Broadway Melody of 1938**

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

MUSICAL ... Pretentious production and strong cast lineup assures heavy grosses ... Fails to compare favorably with previous Melody offerings ... Rates ★★ on names.

M-G-M

115 Minutes

Robert Taylor, Eleanor Powell, George Murphy, Binnie Barnes, Judy Garland, Buddy Ebsen, Sophie Tucker, Raymond Walburn, Charles Grumin, Billy Gilbert, Robert Benchley, Robert Wildhack, Willie Howard

Directed by Roy Del Ruth

The 36 and 37 variant were far superior in every department. The familiar story of the young producer anxious to put on his show with the gal friend in the leading role forms the very unusual background for Metro's third BROADWAY MELODY production. Throughout the commonplace yarn are sprinkled a variety of musical numbers, whose only importance lie in the fact that they bring to the screen the potential starring abilities of George Murphy, Judy Garland and Sophie Tucker. It is generally disappointing filmwise which will only be saved at the boxoffice by the marquee value of the cast.

Robert Taylor is producer of a show being backed by Raymond Walburn. Taylor determines to put Eleanor Powell into the lead against the protests of his associates. The show is in rehearsal when Binnie Barnes, Walburn's chorus girl wife forces him to withdraw his money unless Powell is removed from the show. Taylor refuses and things look pretty dark until Miss Powell enters a horse she has bought in a race. Naturally the nag wins the $25,000 purse enough to put on the show and give the picture its finale.

Taylor is completely lost in the proceedings which will disappoint his fans. Eleanor Powell is dancing is tops, but she is weak in the romantic sequences. Sophie Tucker scores hilariously in a limited role which calls for the perennial SOME OF THESE DAYS and a show stopping number in the finale titled YOUR BROADWAY AND MINE. Young Judy Garland renders two numbers effectively especially Robert Wildhack whose singing was such a hilarious moment in last year's MELODYI delays a lecture on American music and talent.

AD TIPS: Sell the cast and the collegiate idea. Sell Waring's Pennsylvanians big, they are popular everywhere.

**GANGWAY**

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

MUSICAL COMEDY ... Best Jessie Mathews vehicle to date ... Star dances and sings thru snappy yarn in delightful fashion ... Rates ★★★★

Gaumont British

85 Minutes

Jessie Matthews, Barry Mackay, Nat Pendleton, Olive Blakeney, Noel Madison

Directed by Sonnie Hale

This hit far for the new American filmusicals stars Miss Matthews again as the coquettish but honest telephone operator, a part that had her winning a Broadway plum. Whether or not Miss Matthews is capable of everything she does in this film, she can sing a song and dance a dance and pull the heartstrings with a lovely star to star duet and dance. The story is light and funny, but Miss Matthews manages to make the two BARTON-ROBERTS BROADWAY ROMANCES half, good; the 

**F-L-A-S-H PREVIEW**

From Hollywood

**Something to Sing About**

Grand National

90 Minutes

James Cagney

Sick with film*health problems* please all box offices as this Cagney is a fast leader who brings a great future to the screen. The Artie Shaw music is the best on records and should improve his standing.

AD TIPS: Sell the cast and the collegiate idea. Sell Waring's Pennsylvanians big, they are popular everywhere.
**DOUBLE OR NOTHING**

_Hollywood Preview_

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

**MUSICAL**

Not up to par of recent Crosby vehicles... Story lightweight and somewhat dull... Rates ★★★ — on Crosby and Raye names.

90 Minutes


Directed by Theodore Reed

The marque value of Bing Crosby and Martha Raye will get DOUBLE OR NOTHING good grosses, but it shapes up as something less than satisfactory. The story idea was a clever one, but its handling is most commonplace. Further, Miss Raye's material is below par and Crosby's songs are hardly of hit caliber.

An eccentric millionaire dies leaving a provision in his will that his executors plant 21 purses, each containing a $100 bill with a return address. Those who return the bills are given five thousand dollars and the first to do it within thirty days is to get the remainder of the estate. Four are returned, those found by Crosby, Raye, Devine and Frawley. The other three lose their money, chiefly because of plots hatched by conniving relatives of the dead man, in whose hands Mary Carlisle is an unwitting tool. Crosby uses his money in a night club venture, contrives to thwart the relatives, is given the money and discovers Miss Carlisle really loves him.

Most of the laughs are due to Andy Devine's raucous delivery. Mary Carlisle is a listless heroine. In supporting roles William Frawley and Fay Holden score.

Theodore Reed's direction is uninspired and routine.

AD TIPS: Sell Crosby and Raye. The "Find the Button" story idea can be exploited.

_HANNA (Hollywood)_

---

**MAKE A WISH**

_Hollywood Preview_

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

**MUSICAL**

Latest Bobby Breen vehicle best to date... Good family fare... Rates ★★★★ — for naibornots.

RKO

75 Minutes

Bobby Green, Basil Rathbone, Marion Claire, Henry Armetta, Ralph Forbes, Leon Errol, Donald Meek, Herbert Rawlinson

Directed by Kurt Neuman

Good mass entertainment! Young Bobby Breen, his acting more subdued and polished his voice in superb tettle, provides a treat for the family trade in MAKE A WISH. With a story of nice sentiment and ballads by Oscar Strauss, the youngster has a field day that will delight his old adherents and win him new ones. The script is faulty only in its comedy sequences, which fail to jell. However, this will detract but little from the enthusiasm of those who come to hear the silver-toned boy warble. It is a strong attraction for naibornots and rural locations.

**BAD GUY**

_Hollywood Preview_

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

**MELODrama**

Punchy action yarn... Bruce Cabot scores... Rates ★★ on own in action spots; good dualler.

M-G-M

65 Minutes


Directed by Edward Cahn

This is an engrossing melodrama, which should fit nicely into supporting duty on any double bill. The story is off the beaten track and has well laid suspense, which builds carefully to an exciting finish. The acting is generally good and production outstanding for this type of low budgeted tecture. Lack of names makes it dual fare for the deluxe houses, but it can be easily sold to solo in action and smaller naib spots.

Bruce Cabot is sentenced to die as the murderer of a gambler. His brother, Edward Norris, contrives to have the sentence commuted to life imprisonment. In the penitentary, Cabot's knowledge of hot wires saves the building, and wins him a parole. Free again, he continues his worthless life, eventually finding himself in jail again for parole violation. He even tries to steal his brother's girl friend, Virginia Grey. Norris helps him escape, but, in eluding the police, Cabot is killed by a high tension wire. Norris is arrested, but treated leniently by the police and given back to Miss Grey.

Cabot gives a strong performance in the title role, and Edward Norris extracts great sympathy from his role of the devoted brother. Supporting players are satisfactory, especially Cliff Edwards, who provides the needed comedy relief.

Edward Cahn's direction builds firmly and effectively to the suspenseful climax.

AD TIPS: Sell title and story.

_VINCENT (Hollywood)_

---

**SOPHIE LANG GOES WEST**

_Hollywood Preview_

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

**DETECTIVE**

Far below standard of previous Sophie Lang pictures... Dual bill material only... Rates ★★ —.

Paramount

75 Minutes

Gertrude Michael, Lee Bowman, Sandra Storme, Larry Crabbe, Barlow Borland, Robert Cummings, Jed Prouty, C. Henry Gordon, Rafael Corio

Directed by Charles Reisner

The title should be "Sophie Lang Whitehead" for Paramount so far as the series continues. It remains within the limitations of the Hays Decency Code that the character of SOPHIE LANG is mutilated beyond recognition. The result is a tite, dull jewel that will not entertain many people. It Sophie isn't to be permitted even to look a bit wicked, it would be wiser to forget her in the future.
**PRAISE FROM THE PRESS!**

"A natural for word-of-mouth and steady growth at the box-office... beautifully photographed." — VARIETY

"Monogram makes proud debut... highly acceptable picture." — BOX OFFICE

"Gorgeously photographed... production well above par... vigorous melodrama." — HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"Credit to Monogram... holds interest throughout." — JAY EMANUEL PUBLICATIONS
This new department is designed to provide the exhibitor with a complete and comprehensive summary of vital data on all new feature films as they go into production. This will enable you to anticipate bookings and plan for the exhibition of forthcoming pictures for which you have contracted. We hope to enlarge the scope of this service as we further learn the needs of our readers.

COLUMBIA

ALL AMERICAN SWEETHEART
(Other details in issue of August 14).
Story: This is a story of college crew races, in which Scott C. Hem is seen as the leading member of the crew. Patrick Know is his arch rival, and Arthur Loft essays the role of the gangster night club owner, who does everything he can to prevent Calb's crew from winning.

I MARRIED AN ARTIST
Shooting started—August 12
Comedy-Drama
Cast: LULU DESTE, John Boles, Helen Westley, Frances Drake.
Thomas Mitchell
Directed by Marion Gering
Produced by Sidney Buchman
Story: Lulu DeSte is a noted Paris dress designer who arrives in this country and is in a social interview with the press when she hires the work of her old friend, John Boles, an illustrator. He hires to her making a retracement, but two days later finds himself married. The attempt to put off on a honeymoon, but work and Frances Drake, Edie's prime model interest. After various comedies, the situation is all cleared and their married life is successful.
To be released on '37-'38 program.

SMOKING SIX GUNS
Shooting started—August 16
Western
Cast: CHARLES STARRETT, Donald Grayson, Barbara Weeks
Directed by Fenton Blagden
Produced by Harry Deering
Story: Typical western yarn, which concerns itself with the attempts of the villains to carry out a plan illegally. Barbara Weeks supplies the romantic interest.
To be released on '37-'38 program.

PARAMOUNT (continued)

HOLD 'EM NAVY
Shooting started—August 23
Comedy-Drama
Cast: Lew Ayres, Mary Carlisle, John Howard, Benny Baker, Richard Denning, Elizabeth Patterson
Directed by Roy William Neill
Produced by General Office
Story: Not available; see next issue.
To be released on '37-'38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED: BULLDOG DUMMOND'S REVENGE
(Details issue August 14) . . . BUCKAROO (Issue July 31)
TEXAS TRAIL (Issue July 17) . . . PARTNERS IN CRIME (Issue July 31)
THE BARRIER (Issue July 17)
IN PRODUCTION: THE BUCANEER (Details issue August 14)
THRELL OF A LIFETIME (Issue August 14) . . . BLOSSOMS ON BROADWAY (Issue July 31, August 14) . . . WELLS FARO (Issue July 31) . . . LOVE ON TOAST (Issue July 31).

REPUBLIC

TRIGGER TRIO
Shooting started—August 13
Western
Cast: Ray Corrigan, Ralph Byrd, Max Terhune, Sandra Corday, Cornelia Keith, Hal Taliaferro, Buck
Directed by William Witney
Produced by Sol Siegel
Story: A cattle driver breaks out in an area, part of which is owned by Corrigan, Byrd and Terhune. Concerning itself with the attempts of the horses to prevent the horse from chasing his cattle through the wilderness, the story also provides a romance between Sandra Corday and Corrigan.
To be released on '37-'38 program.

PORTIA ON TRIAL
(Other details issue August 14)
Story: A story of another kind. Frieda Incecart is a popular woman attorney who is hired into a case closely affecting her own life. Walter Abel is the understanding district attorney, and Herbert Angel, the young woman accused of killing Neil Hamilton.

UNITED ARTISTS

GOLDWYN
IN PRODUCTION: ADVENTURES OF MARCO POLO (Details issue July 3) . . . HURRICANE.

WANGER
RECENTLY COMPLETED: 52nd STREET . . . I MET MY LOVE AGAIN (Details issue July 3) . . . STAND IN (Issue July 3).
SEIZNICK
RECENTLY COMPLETED: PRISONER OF ZENGA . . . NOTHING SACRED (Details issue July 3).
IN PRODUCTION: THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER (Details issue July 3).

UNIVERSAL

BOSS OF LONELY VALLEY
Shooting started—August 11
Western
Cast: BUCK JONES, Muriel Evans, Harvey Clark, Walter Miller
Directed by Ray Taylor
Produced by Buck Jones
Story: The story of how country farmers, who by falsifying records gain control of the various ranch lands. Buck Jones is the instigator of a move to rid the country of these criminals. He does it in a familiar Western style, meanwhile winning the love of pretty Muriel Evans.
To be released on '37-'38 program.

MIGHTIER THAN THE SWORD
Shooting started—August 16
Comedy
Cast: Wendy Barrie, Walter Pidgeon, Kent Taylor, Dorothy Kont, Samuel Hinds, Hobart Cavanaugh, George Barbier
Directed by S. Sylvan Simon
Produced by Edmund Grainger
Story: Wendy Barrie, a wealthy heiress, wins publisher Walter Pidgeon's newspaper as a result of a libel suit. She installs her society friends as reporters, the result being these people know so much gossip the paper requires two front pages, making it a huge success. She oversteps her bounds, however; the publisher starts a libel suit and wins back the paper. Meanwhile they have fallen in love.
To be released on '37-'38 program.

IN PRODUCTION: CARNIVAL QUEEN (Details issue July 17) . . . BEHIND THE MIKE (Issue July 17) . . . ADVENTURE'S END (Issue July 31) . . . MIDNIGHT RAIDERS (Issue July 31) . . . SUDDEN BILL DOBIE (Issue July 31) . . . THE WESTLAND CASE (Issue August 14) . . . BLONDE DYNAMITE (Issue August 14).

IN PRODUCTION: MERRY GO ROUND OF NH (Details issue July 3).
BAD MAN OF BRIMSTONE
Shooting started—August 23
Outdoor Melodrama
Directed by William L. Ecceccolo
Produced by Harry Rap.
Story: Not available; see next issue.
To be released on 37-38 program.

THE LAST GANGSTER
Shooting started—August 23
Melodrama
Directed by Edward Ludwig
Cast: EDWARD G. ROBINSON, James Stewart, Lionel Stander
Story: Not available; see next issue.
To be released on 37-38 program.

IN PRODUCTION: LOVE, LADY AND LIEUTENANT (Details issue July 31)
MADAME X (Issue July 31) . . . . . . DOUBLE WEDDING (Issue July 17)
RECENTLY COMPLETED: THE BRIDE WORE RED (Details issue July 31)
THE WOMEN MEN MARRY (Issue July 31).

MONOGRAM
STARS OVER ARIZONA
Shooting started—August 10
Western
Cast: JACK RANDALL, Kathleen Kelly, Horace Murphy, Warner Richmond
Directed by R. N. Bradbury
Produced by N. Bradbury
Story: Jack Randall is sent by the governor to bring law and order into a small town in Arizona. He finds himself in conflict with Richmond, who is virtual dictator of the town. Russell and his men are run out of town. Randell wins the girl.
To be released on 37-38 program.
RECENTLY COMPLETED: ATLANTIC FLIGHT (Details issue July 17) A BRIDE FOR HENRY (Issue August 14).

PARAMOUNT
CITY HALL SCANDAL
Shooting started—August 16
Detective
Cast: JOHN BARRYMORE, Lynne Overman, Louise Campbell, Charles Bickford, Elizabeth Patterson, Evelyn Brent, Ceci Cunningham, Barlora Boland
Directed by Ralph Murphy
Produced by General Office
Story: Not available; see next issue.
To be released on 37-38 program.

BORN TO THE WEST
Shooting started—August 20
Western
Cast: John Wayne, John Mock Brown, Marsha Hunt, Sid Saylor, Monte Blue, John Patterson, Nick Lukas
Directed by Charles Barton
Produced by General Office
Story: Not available; see next issue.
To be released on 37-38 program.

20th CENTURY-FOX
DANGEROUSLY YOURS
Shooting started—August 11
Draka
Cast: Cesar Romero, Phyllis Brooks, Jane Darwell, Alan Dinehart, Natalie Caron, John Harrington, Douglas Wood, Albert Conti
Directed by Malcolm St. Clair
Produced by Sal Wurtzel
Story: Cesar Romero is a Secret Service Agent, assigned to track down a group of dangerous thieves, of which Phyllis Brooks is a member. The action takes place on a yacht, where Brooks contrives to steal a gem belonging to Douglas Wood, a dealer en route to America. Romero catches her and the rest of the gang, when she turns states evidence and reforms, they are free to marry.
To be released on 37-38 program.

45 FATHERS
(Other details issue August 14)
Story: John Wither, is adopted by a group of bachelors, who hold an election to see who is to be responsible for him. Thomas Beck wins. Many complications arise and John is kidnapped. However, young Beck marries Louise Henry and the child legally becomes his own.
RECENTLY COMPLETED: WESTERN GOLD (Details issue July 17) LOOK OUT, MR. MOTO (Issue July 31)
IN PRODUCTION: IN OLD CHICAGO (Details issue July 3)
ALL BARA GOES TO TOWN (Issue July 3)
LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE (Issue July 17)

WARNER BROTHERS
LARGER THAN LIFE
Shooting started—August 18
Comedy
Cast: FRANK McHugh, Cora Witherspoon, Jane Wyman, Diane Lewis
Directed by Lewis Seiler
Produced by Bryan Foy
Story: When Cora Witherspoon, mother of Jane Bryan's fiancée, Frank McHugh, attempts to force him to marry her daughter, she makes the mistake of driving him to an auction sale, where, instead of bidding for furniture for their home, he purchases a statue of a beautiful girl. The girl who posed for it is Diane Lewis, financially prominent daughter of a Senator. The Senator fears the statue will set the hands of the political enemies on his heir, a huge sum of money for it. Consequently, he enters the scene, attempting to force McHugh to sell it for $100,000 to the Senator for the statue. A museum also bids for the statue, so to outbid the senators, McHugh sells the statue. He thereby upholds himself in the prominent family and is free to marry Miss Lewis.
To be released on 37-38 program.

HOLLYWOOD HOTEL
(Other details issue August 14)
Story: Dick Powell comes to Hollywood to seek fame and fortune in the movies. His chance comes when Lola Lane refuses to attend the premiere of her own picture and Powell is chosen to accompany Rosamond Lane, who poses as the missing star. He makes a big hit at the inevitable after-party, Lola learns of this and squashes his and the girl's chances, but eventually things come out all right for both of them.

GOLD IS WHERE YOU FIND IT
Shooting started—August 23
Drama
Cast: GEORGE BRENT, OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND, Claude Rains, Margaret Lindsay, Tim Holt, Jr., Russell Simpson, John Lush, George Hayes, Marlene Dietrich, Willard White
Story: Not available; see next issue.
Directed by Michael Curtiz
Produced by Sam Bischoff
To be released on 37-38 program.
RECENTLY COMPLETED: WITHOUT WARNING (Details issue August 14)
ONE MORE TOMORROW (Issue July 31-August 14)
OVER THE GOAL (Issue July 17)
MISSING WITNESS (Issue July 17)
TWO PLATOONS (Issue July 17)
EXPENSIVE HUSBANDS (Issue July 17)
IN PRODUCTION: TONIGHT'S OUR NIGHT (Details issue July 17)

Keep Abreast of Production!

FILM BULLETIN'S PRODUCTION RECORD
is the Most Complete and Accurate Information Available.
**LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA**
*(Warner Bros.)*

"... A great picture, a work of art..."

Winsten, N. Y. POST

"... Muni's acting distinguished and impressive. Brilliant, straightforward drama..."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

Rich, dignified, honest and strong, is at once the finest historical film ever made and the greatest screen biography... Paul Muni's portrayal of Zola is, without doubt, the best thing he has done..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... As a portrayal, it ranks even higher than his (Muni's) memorable impersonation of Poirot..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

**SHE'S NO LADY**
*(Paramount)*

"... The stuttering complications of a plot about jewel thieves and insurance agents are stripped of whatever echoes of suspense and excitement they might conceivably have by as dull cut-chat as ever cluttered a sound track... Paramount has wasted no talent on the offering..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... Falls pretty flat, because neither as satire nor as straight melodrama does it possess much in the way of entertainment..."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Flippant to compete for the Academy's annual box office awards (if any).... For the worst dialogue of the year and for the most-often-used story..."

B. R. C. N. Y. TIMES

**LONDON BY NIGHT**
*(M-G-M)*

"... First rate shocker, with plenty of tag, disguises, shots in the dark and mysterious figures to make you white around the gills and enough comedy at exactly the right intervals to relieve the strain..."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Unpretentious screen entertainment will do, in spite of certain tedious stretches, the usual clichés attending the regulation film mystery, and action that does not always have point..."

Tazelaar, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... There is mystification and to spare, three actual murders, two faked ones, and a dog that helps solve things..."

Winsten, N. Y. POST

**IT CAN'T LAST FOREVER**
*(Columbia)*

"... Introduces some conspicuously dull specialty numbers, glimpses of the alleged inner workings of journalism and radio, a lumbering love story and a belated shot of melodrama... Trivial and tedious..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... Attempts to be smart and charmingly bright, and it mostly misses... Its romantic episodes are almost nil...\[and...\]

Thirer, N. Y. POST

"... Well paced comedy, captures the attention and keeps up a lively interest, mainly because it moves along so rapidly and has a plentiful sprinkling of laughs..."

R. B. C. BALTIMORE SUN

**You Can't Have Everything**
*(20th Century-Fox)*

"... Besides starting the screen's newest comedians (Three Ritz Brothers), the picture is of import in that it marks the film debut of Gypsy Rose Lee, of burlesque strip-teasing fame, under the name of Louise Hovick..."

Pullen, CLEVELAND DEALER

"... Filled with comedy and music... Decorated with very talented principals, some tickling tunes from Gordon and Ravel, and abundance of the stage comedy that the youthful movie fan finds makes good swing along entertainment..."

Kelley, WASH. TIMES

"... A pleasantly unoriginal item... Embellished by the daffy Ritz Brothers, by Alice Faye, by some comedy sequences, that are really funny and by some good music..."

MacArthur, WASH. STAR

**THINK FAST, MR. MOTO**
*(20th Century-Fox)*

"... Peter Lorre cast as a Japanese detective in a new murder thriller... His performance is slick and smooth, and in general is very easy and cunning..."

Thirer, N. Y. POST

"... Involves action and mystery in opium-smuggling plot... Plenty of action and bloodshed..."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Lorre makes Mr. Moto a remarkably real character and receives capable acting support..."

M. D. BOSTON HERALD

"... Mildly entertaining..."

Finn, PHILA. RECORD

"... Adventures of Mr. Moto have not been related as skillfully as they were in story form... The talk frequently becomes ponderous—telling the audience things it already knows—and the mystery is not particularly well-masked..."

Murdoch, PHILA. LEDGER

**VOGUES OF 1938**
*(United Artists)*

"... Looks as expensive as all get-out... Its entertainers are hand-picked, its fashion originals are from the very best salons and its models are the slick cover girls..."

J. T. M., N. Y. TIMES

"... A weak screen extravaganza, calculated to delight the ladies with an eye-catching array of costumes and the gentlemen with the comedy models who wear them... Much of its success in the way of entertainment is due to the adept and agreeable performance of Joan Bennett, as a society girl turned model..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... Joan Bennett is as lovely a technicolor subject as could have been chosen to display the creations... It's a sure-fire hit, which should keep Mr. Wanger technicolor for several years..."

Thirer, N. Y. POST

**CONFESS**
*(Warner Bros.)*

"... Story is not particularly well conceived, its tragedy growing out of a situation that a good, plain heart-to-heart talk might have cleared up in a trice, even in psissy pre-war Poland..."

J. T. M., N. Y. TIMES

"... Kay Francis achieves the remarkable feat of playing the mother so wondrously that she is neither the conventionally overdrawn figure of sentimental self-sacrifice nor a character..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... As the self-sacrificing murderess Miss Francis is nobly heroic to the end, and Basil Rathbone is credibly sinister..."

G. R., N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

**ONE MILE FROM HEAVEN**
*(Columbia)*

"... Pleasing performance by lovely, clever Claire Trevor, who plays a sub-sister sleuth in a somewhat exaggerated but nevertheless entertaining role... Corking good contribution from Harlem's Bill Robinson, seen as a nimble and not flat-footed copper..."

Thirer, N. Y. POST

"... An unusual story... Lacks sincerity and authenticity..."

Finn, PHILA. RECORD

"... Seems to have been strung together on left-overs... Couldn't decide whether it was to be a flip newspaper comedy, a gangster melodrama, a starker mother-love theme or just another song-and-dance libretto..."

G. G. PHILA. LEDGER

**GANGWAY**
*(Gaumont-British)*

"... Handsomely staged affair... Has some catchy tunes, and presents the star in various song and dance numbers... Should prove diverting if you are a fan of Mirt Matthews..."

Tazelaar, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... Typical musical comedy movie—but it's entertaining all the way through... Bliche Jesse sings and dances in a fluffy bits about mistakes in identity..."

Thirer, N. Y. POST

"... Treats Miss Matthews as an actress and a song pluggie than simply the most g r e a t of female dancers... Slightly better than average production of its kind..."

B. R. C. N. Y. TIMES

**MR. DODD TAKES THE AIR**
*(Warner Bros.)*

"... Based on Clarence Buddington Kelland's 'The Great Crescent'... Follows the Kelland formula..."

J. T. M., N. Y. TIMES

"... Another variation of the theme dealing with the country yokel who comes to the big town, makes good, goes haywire and finally comes to his senses and gives up the scheming society girl for the simple little stenographer who has loved him all the time..."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Kenny Baker sings agreeably the popular numbers given him and is convincing as a 'punch-drunk' young simpleton who is made uncomfortable by the fame shown upon him..."

Tazelaar, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
THE INDIES ARE BUSY!

Your correspondent has been vacationing, so it was more or less a shock, when upon returning to the film city, our mind still cobwebbed with languid thoughts of Mt. Shasta, Vancouver and Victoria, to find Hollywood a veritable beehive of activity. Especially among the Independents, from whom little has been heard of late.

REPUBLIC

Over at Republic excitement is still raging over the unprecedented week's business taken in by the company's exchanges during the past seven days. Over a half million dollars was gleaned in theatre rentals from various parts of the country, the highest take ever recorded for the studio and said to be the greatest of any Independent company in the history of the motion picture industry.

A goodly portion of this sum is understood to have come from rentals on HIT PARADE. This musical played some of the ace first runs throughout the country and clicked nicely. At present, Republic is busy preparing its second large scale musical, MANHATTAN MERRY-GO-ROUND, which will boast the finest cast ever assembled in an Indec production. Phil Regan, Ann Dvorak, Cab Calloway, Ted Lewis, Leo Carrillo, Henry Armetta, Kay Thompson and Her Swing Choir, Joe Di Maggio, the famed Yankees ball star, and Tamara Geva are among the better known names.

This studio will also have on its '37-'38 program another HIT PARADE, with a lineup of stage and film stars aimed to outstrip this year's PARADE.

Tycoon Herbert J. Yates has taken a personal hand in Republic's production and he is determined to deliver at least a half dozen BIG shows this season that will take the Republic trade mark into the biggest theatres in the country. Republic is definitely on the march forward!

GRAND NATIONAL

Grand National, for instance, has eight scripts finished and set for shooting. Six writers are working on screen plays in preparation for a stepped-up fall production schedule to meet the company's 65 feature program for the year.

Betty Lindlow and Robert Lively, Grand National contract writing team, have turned in DYNAMITE, the "on again, off again" Cagney picture. It is really believed that this long-promised production will get under way soon.

Albert J. Cohen and Hans Kraly have completed WITH PLEASURE MADAME, the Anna Sten vehicle which Eugene Frenke expects to put before the camera within five weeks.

Three scripts, written for Tex Ritter, Grand National's singing cowboy, by Edmund Kelso, await the star's return from a ten-week personal appearance tour next Sunday. Carroll Graham has turned in the completed screen play for SO THIS IS HOLLYWOOD, B. F. Ziedman's production, and Richard English, having finished FACE THE FACTS for Stuart Erwin, is turning his attention to another Erwin feature which is titled SIGNALS OVER, FACE THE FACTS, we have just learned, has been re-titled MR. BOOGS BUYS A BARREL. We hope it's switched back to the original.

Other pictures upon which the finishing touches are being given include RETURN OF THE SHADOW, two WALLABY JIM productions and HONOLULU HONEYMOON.

CONN

Another busy independent producer is Maurice Conn, who is rapidly washing up the few remaining films on his '36-'37 program. Completed are ROARING SIX GUNS, which stars Kermit Maynard; YOUNG DYNAMITE, a Frankke Darro-Kane Richmond action melodrama. Now shooting is Pinky Tomlin's third musical under his long term deal with Conn, titled THANKS FOR LISTENING. Maxine Doyle plays the feminine lead, with Aileen Pringle also featured. Scheduled to go before the cameras within the next couple of weeks are THE FIGHTING CADET, and RECKLESS CHANCES.

With the completion of these and three other untitled productions, Conn will be free to embark on the extensive program of 36 pictures which he has planned for next year.

MONOGRAM

From Monogram comes the highly interesting news that E. B. Derr, long one of the most respected men in the independent field, has joined that organization and will produce four pictures this forthcoming season. First will be WOLF CALL by Jack London, followed by QUEEN OF THE YUKON, COUNTRY FAIR and MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME.

Six other scripts are in preparation at this enterprising studio, all of which are scheduled for immediate production. Among them is LAND OF THE SKY BLUE WATER, which will feature the famous music of Charles Wakefield Cadman.

MORE ABOUT COLOR!

Another item in this department about color and the writer will be accused of holding stock in Technicolor. But after viewing Walter Wanger's "VOGUES OF 1938," we feel that another word or two cannot be considered superfluous.

Here is color such as artists must dream about. Completely natural, there is nothing blatant or glaring to distract in any way from the film's natural qualities. Exquisitely beautiful are shots of the models in the latest fashions, a display which makes the spectacular fashion show of "ROBERTA" look like a picket line.

What succeeds "VOGUES" will meet at the boxoffice is difficult to say. Its story is slim, the specialties only fair; facts which minimize its entertainment value, thus lessening its boxoffice draw.

But one thing is evident, whether viewed in a deluxe, neigh borhood or action house, audiences will be impressed with the color and start calling for more. For that alone, Mr. Wanger may take a bow.
Scenes from ... and a few vital facts about ... the new films.

ROARING TIMBER! ... Jock Holt was the most respected and feared logger in the whole timber country, but he revolted when a gal took over his dad's business and tried to boss him. ROARING TIMBER is a he-man melodrama by Columbia. Grace Bradley, Ruth Donnelly and J. Farrell MacDonald assist Holt.

ATLANTIC FLIGHT! ... Dick Merrill and Jack Lambie made aviation history with their trans-Atlantic flight. Now Monogram has made their epic achievement the basis for a film story, with the real life heroes as the reel heroes. Paula Stone and Weldon Heyburn are also in the cast. It's ready for release.

THE MAN WHO CRIED WOLF! ... A famous actor planning to murder the man who had stolen his wife years before, disturbs the police by "confessing" crimes he never committed. He is regarded as a "nut." When he does kill the man, his own son is accused of the crime and the actor cannot convince anyone that he himself did it. Lewis Stone is THE MAN WHO CRIED WOLF. Ted Brown and Barbara Read support him in this new Universal release.
THE SHADOW STRIKES!... The Shadow—Nemesis of the Underworld! Grand National brings the famous magazine and radio character to the screen in the person of Rod La Rocque. This is the first of a series of four SHADOW mystery-melodramas.

VOGUES OF 1938!... Beautiful girls in beautiful clothes—filmed in beautiful Technicolor. That's the background for Warner Bros.'s comedy-romance VOGUES OF '38. Warner Baxter and Bennett Maslin are the top names. United Artists releases, of course.

THE SHEIK STEPS OUT!... There's a heart-throb in store for the ladies here. Ramon Novarro returns to the screen after two years' absence—and in a desert romance. This is Republic's scoop, a current release.
THE FIGHTING TEXAN
—Hollywood Preview—

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

WESTERN . . . Good horse opera should please juvenile audiences and western fans . . . Rates ● ●

Ambassador
58 Minutes

Kermit Maynard, Elaine Sheppard, Frank La Rue, Bud Baxter, Ed Cassidy

Directed by Charles Abbott

From an original story by James Curwood, Joseph O'Donnell has written an unusually good western story to drape the capable shoulders of Kermit Maynard, who is rapidly coming into his own among the Western stars. Replete with gun fights, chases and the usual western trimmings it is generally OK entertainment for the shoot-'em-up houses.

Story has Kermit purchasing, sight unseen, a half interest in a ranch owned by a friend of long standing. Shortly after his arrival, the pal is killed. Kermit sets out to avenge his murder, meets pretty Elaine Sheppard and falls in love with her, although he believes her Frank La Rue, the murderer. However, it all comes out in good order in the end, for Bud Baxter, a range detective, uncovers the real murderer and La Rue's name is cleared. Thus the two unite for the finish.

Consistently improving in his acting, Maynard's performance in this is head and shoulders above anything he has done heretofore. Elaine Sheppard is a pretty blonde ingenue and La Rue and Baxter lend competent support.

Abbott's direction is snappy.

AD TIPS: Sell this as by James Oliver Curwood,— Master Writer of Outdoor Stories!— LEE (Hollywood)

REPORTED MISSING
—Hollywood Preview—

**BOXOFFICE RATING**


Universal
65 Minutes

William Gargan, Jean Rogers, Dick Purcell, Hobart Cavanaugh, Michael Fitzmaurice, Joseph Sawyer

Directed by Milton Caruth

A painfully slow moving mystery melodrama. The weakly constructed screenplay is a mass of implausible situations and the performances are something less than inspired. REPORTED MISSING is second rate material for dual billing only in the cheaper nabes and grind houses.

William Gargan designs an invention to end airplane crashes. The planes crash during the first two tests. Gargan decides one of his associates is responsible for the accidents. He sets up a trap for the villain by announcing that he has secured fingerprints of the culprit and is flying to Washington to have them identified. The ruse works and in mid air, Gargan is attacked by Dick Purcell, the villain. Romantic interest is supplied by Jean Rogers.

Hobart Cavanaugh's daily portrayal of a pilot afraid of germs is a good piece of comedy acting. The other players just so-so.

Milton Caruth's direction shows little imagination.

HANNA (Hollywood)

HOPALONG RIDES AGAIN
—Hollywood Preview—

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

WESTERN . . . Good Hopalong Cassidy . . . Top notch fare for western spots. Rates ● ● +

Paramount (Sherman)
65 Minutes

William Boyd, George Hayes, Russell Hayden, William Duncan, Lois Wilde, Billy King, Nora Lane, Harry Worth, John Rutherford.

Directed by Lesley Selander

Orchids to Ralph Ravenscroft who, in his first stint as supervisor for Harry Sherman, has turned in a splendid Hopalong Cassidy. Alive with all the necessary western requirements, it moves along at a fast and suspenseful clip. It is one of the best of the series.

The yarn has Hopalong faced with the choice between love and duty; this time, the love being his brother's for the gal whose kin is head of the rustlers. There is plenty happening from start to finish to keep the kids and action fans on edge.

A youngster, Billy King, runs the others in the cast a close race for acting honors; his presence will aid the kid business.

Lesley Selander's smooth direction lends freshness to the script.

AD TIPS: Ballyhoo this as another in the most popular series of westerns.

HANNA (Hollywood)

HONEST REVIEWS!

How valuable are they to you? You get them in FILM BULLETIN

Direct from Hollywood
The Independent Exhibitors, Inc., will meet on the Paramount strike in chilly old New England on September 14 . . . JOE GARL, veteran of the equipment dealers in New England, now is located on both sides of Winchester Street in the district . . . MRS. ARTHUR K. HOWARD is back from a hurried trip to Arkansas, where her father died unexpectedly from a heart attack. Because of the press of business, the Allied leader could not accompany her . . . FLOYD BELL, formerly publicity head of the Metropolis, is seriously ill after surviving several heart attacks . . . TONY ZINN, of the RKO Boston, and CAMILLE CARPEINIER are to marry soon after the leaves . . . VICTOR J. MORRIS has arrived in Hollywood to work under EDWARD MANNIX, who was his assistant when MORRIS was at Loew's Orpheum. At a luncheon tendered the veteran, who was boss on one job for twenty-seven years, VIC was presented with a check for one thousand dollars. JOE BRENNAN of the M.P.T.O. local branch, which happens to bear the name of Allied Theatres of Massachusetts, Inc., was toastmaster. ARTHUR L. TUOHY and FRANK MURPHY are at present dividing managerial duties at the first-run . . . The district will shift to sport clothes for the film owning at Pemberton Inn on August 30. JIM KENNEDY, one of the boys in the Motion Picture Salesmen's Club, which is sponsoring the occasion, has had the prizes lined up in IRVING ZUSSMAN'S window on Church Street. There are more awards than even HERMAN KONNISS's shadow will cover. KONNISS, New England filmdom's biggest man, is proxy of the M.P.S.A. . . . DAVID AMBUTER, laboratory man and commercial sound film maker, is mourning the death of his wife . . . BILL KOSTER, seat man, will have one of the reigns made for him of the Louis-Farr affair. KOSTER is a buddy of KID McCAY, regarded as the North-East's foremost heavyweight contender. McCAY expects a bout with Louis within the next few months . . . HARRY ANGIER, to give the light its film angle, is again handling the pictures of the championship boat . . . MICKEY HOCHBERG, brother of SALLY HOCHBERG, who occasionally unbends sufficiently to take a bit of dictation for ARTHUR K. HOWARD, FRANK LYDON, BILL McLAUGHLIN, JOE COHEN, DICK RUBIN and others of the local Allied gentry, has fully recovered from a recent operation. Ze THREE STOOGES will be among the top attractions when the RKO Boston resumes stage shows. Flesh will replace double features on September 2 . . . The Metropolitan recently received a complaint from F. M. LORW on its summer exploitation that stated the house was showing the only stage shows in town. LORW now has tabs at the Gardens as a thirty-five cent top. MAX HINN is doing the booking. TERRY TURNER was in town a few days ago . . . FLORIN HUGHES, who reviews films for the Herald, has been away on Cape Cod. JOHN CARROLL, Paramount manager, made a return to the South, where he was formerly a divisional manager for Public. It was only a vacation, however . . . The secretary to HARRY KIRKOSSKY, National Screen Service manager, is wearing a diamond. She is MISS BRONIE CHASES . . . Representative FRANCIS X. COYNE is going ahead with his bill to outlaw "stage names" in the state of the Puritans and the Sacred Cod. COYNE declares that he has only the welfare of the mighty masses in mind.

**SPECIAL**

**NOT A dark house in more than 20 years of film delivery service!**

**S A V E **

**TIME**

**ENERGY**

**INSURANCE**

**WORRY**

**MONEY**

Economically Sensible for All Your Deliveries to Be Made by

**HORLACHER DELIVERY SERVICE, INC.**

**PHILADELPHIA** 1228 Vine St. 206 N. Bond St. **Baltimore**

**WASHINGTON** 1031 3rd St., N.W. 606 W. 47th St. **New York**
Republic helps sell for you the picture it has sold to you with these full-page ads on Ramon Novarro in "The Sheik Steps Out", in Photoplay, Modern Screen, Movie Mirror, Motion Picture, Screenland, Picture Play and Screen Guide. Actual combined circulation of two-and-a-half million picture-goers—and every last one of them a potential patron of your theatre. Another giant stride in the constant forward march of Republic.

*On the stands Sept. 1st*
1 OUT OF 113!

Paramount may wonder why the nation's independents have taken so calmly the Federal Court decision upholding their right to picket non-striking exhibitors.

The answer is obvious when you scan this up-to-the-minute clipping from the Philadelphia Ledger. Of 113 independent theatres in Philadelphia and vicinity, you will find ONLY 1 playing a Paramount Picture the day on which these advertisements appeared.

Picket who?

Read Editorial: A NEEDLESS VICTORY, Page 3
COLUMBIA'S TROUBLES, Hollywood Article, Page 7
PRODUCTION RECORD — REVIEWS
NEWS HIGHLIGHTS
LET'S HOPE '100 MEN' WILL TURN THE TIDE FOR UNIVERSAL

Independent exhibitors, who well know the need for more strong production units in the industry, have been gravely disturbed by the disappointing first year of the New Universal. There can be no disputing that this company, since it passed from the Laemmles to the present regime, has turned out the weakest of all major products.

This paper recently suggested that the Universal Studio was direly in need of drastic reorganization and we still hold to that opinion. The poor quality of the product during the 1936-37 season was patently no accident, for, in our estimation, the selection of stories, their treatments and casting were generally far below the standards expected of a major company.

Indication that Universal has been having difficulty in getting much playing time for such pictures has been contained in various reports from time to time that the company is suffering acute financial difficulties. A report this week, for example, in one of the trade papers says that the release of "100 Men And A Girl" is being rushed to bring some cash into the depleted coffers of the company, and that the management may find it not easy to obtain additional financing until the quality of the product improves.

Universal has long been a favorite among independent exhibitors. In the past its sales policy was notable for its fairness and a large volume of contracts for the product was signed each year by independents. No other major enjoyed such goodwill among theatremen.

The policy of the New Universal has not been meeting with the same response. Casting envious glances in the direction of Metro, Paramount, et al, the new management has jacked up its terms to a degree entirely out of proportion with the type of product being delivered. The result, inevitably, must be less goodwill, fewer contracts. Instead of the old plan of selling every possible account on an individual basis, at equitable terms, the New Universal has taken up the arbitrary "national" sales policy scheme and asks twelve (12) on percentage. How "national" this plan is has not yet been learned, but in certain territories that is being offered as the "take it or leave it" policy.

We hope that Messrs Cochrane, Cowdin, Grainger and their associates will not wait until too many exhibitors say, "Leave it"!

"100 Men And A Girl" gives Universal a brilliant start for the new season. While one swallow does not make a summer, we join the independent exhibitors everywhere who hope that this picture will be the leader of many other fine Universal films to come.

For the present, however, we urge a revision of the company's sales policy.

Right now, goodwill may be the factor that will enable the company to avoid failure and it is a dangerous policy that tends to alienate the friendship of the nation's thousands of independent theatre owners.
A VICTORY NOT NEEDED!

Paramount’s stupid move to break the independents’ strike has failed!

In Philadelphia, United States District Court Judge Oliver B. Dickinson, on the technical ground that a Federal court has no jurisdiction in the matter, tossed out the film company’s plea for an injunction to prevent exhibitors from conducting the strike or picketing the exchange and strike-breaking theatres.

We find in the Court’s ruling several comments which might be read twice or thrice by Paramount’s executives to their advantage. Judge Dickinson says: “The activities of plaintiff and defendants are complementary. It is necessary that they dwell in harmony.” Further: “The defendants do not deny that the plaintiff is subjected to a damage in the loss of business. Nor do they deny that it is intended that the plaintiff should so suffer. This is indeed the very motive for the defendants’ acts.”

“Harmony” is an unknown word to Paramount’s chieftains. The only relationship with exhibitors they desire is one in which they are privileged to ride rough-shod—without semblance of protest—over the rights of those who keep their company in business. Of the second quotation it might be said that the sooner they take it seriously, the healthier it will be for Paramount!

It was characteristic of Paramount, arrogant and ruthless as it has always been, to rush into court in an attempt to bulldoze the striking exhibitors. Not pausing to investigate the basis and justice of its customers’ claims, but seeking, rather, to dismember them, Paramount was following the course that has made it the most disliked film organization in the entire industry.

Still further evidence of that overbearance that permits of no retreat from its high-handed tactics is Paramount’s announcement that it will appeal the Federal Court ruling. Blind to the fact that the independents no longer need or want the right to picket, that they are winning without that weapon, Paramount prepares to spend more of its stockholders’ money on lawyers’ fees to fight a useless battle.

As a matter of fact, the decision is meaningless. In those territories where the independents have organized strongly for this fight, picketing has been found unnecessary. Education, not intimidation, has brought the average theatreman around to the viewpoint that Paramount’s policies are repugnant to fair business dealing and in contraposition to his best interests.

The U.M.P.T.O. of Eastern Pennsylvania; Allied of the Northwest; I.T.O. of Ohio, and other militant exhibitor units have effectively spread factual propaganda about Paramount among their members—common sense has done the rest.

Benjamin M. Golder, special counsel for the U.M. P.T.O. in the Philadelphia case, in addressing one of the body’s meetings recently, advised the members to drop the picketing idea and concentrate on a plan of education. That this has succeeded is perhaps best demonstrated by the clipping on the front page of this issue.

MO WAX.
PHILA. EXHIBS WIN OVER PARAMOUNT

Philadelphia.—U. S. District Court Judge Oliver B. Dickinson on Wednesday upheld the right of independent exhibitors to picket the Paramount exchange or theatres playing Paramount product. The ruling was handed down in the suit brought by the distributor to enjoin the theatre owners from adopting such tactics. Paramount has announced that it will appeal.

The United M.P.T.O. of Eastern Penna. has not yet decided whether it will proceed with picketing.

* * *

MINNEAPOLIS AWAITS DECISION

Minneapolis.—Leaders of the Paramount strike in this territory were heartened by news of the Philadelphia decision and are confident that the temporary injunction now preventing them from picketing soon will be lifted. Final briefs were filed Wednesday by counsel for the film company and Allied of the Northwest.

* * *

PARAMOUNT APPEALS N. D. LAW

Fargo.—A bill in equity asking the U. S. District Court here to restrain Governor William A. Langer and other state officials from enforcing the enacted theatre divorce law in North Dakota was filed by Paramount on Sept. 1st. The law, which prohibits producers or distributors from holding any interest in theatres in this state was recently passed by the Legislature. It was sponsored by Allied. Hearings will probably be held on the injunction suit this fall.

* * *

RKO PROFIT UP

Net profit of $1,448,783 was shown by Radio-Keith-Orpheum for the 26 weeks ending July 3. Its subsidiary, RKO-Radio Pictures Inc., showed $476,491 for the six months, almost double the net for the same period last year.

GOLDWYN-PARA. SCRAP SETTLED

Hollywood.—The $5,000,000 suit brought by Paramount against Samuel Goldwyn for alleged "stealing" of Gary Cooper by the latter was settled amicably, it was announced here last week. Paramount has given Goldwyn the services of Henry Hathaway, ace director, in return for Cooper's appearance in one Paramount picture.

* * *

20TH CENTURY TAKES OVER ROXY

20th Century-Fox last Thursday acquired control of famous Roxy Theatre as its first run showplace in New York. Since William Fox's exit this company has had no theatres in Manhattan. Its product has been divided between the Roxy and Radio City Music Hall during the past few years.

* * *

PARALYSIS SCARES HURT B. O.

The sudden increase in number of infantile paralysis cases in Canada and some parts of U. S. has caused health authorities to close schools and ban children's admissions to theatres until further notice. Chicago, Kansas City and Omaha are among the larger cities in this country affected by the restrictions. Toronto has barred children, too.

* * *

METRO INTO RADIO

It was reliably reported in New York this week that Metro will sponsor a huge weekly radio program starting within two months. The company has been toying with the scheme for many months, but was thought to have heeded the protests of exhibitors, who argued that it would cut heavily into their grosses. The plan is for a program controlled by the studio and including the cream of the company's talent.
Cagney's Latest Socko B. O. . . . 'Zenda' and '100 Men' Both Big . . . 'First Lady' Has Class

Something to Sing About

--- Hollywood Preview ---

BOXOFFICE RATING

MUSICAL-DRAMA . . . Fast moving and engaging filmmusical . . . Should have socko results on novel Cagney role . . .

Rates • • • • generally.

Grand National

96 Minutes

James Cagney, Evelyn Daw, William Frawley, Mona Barrie, Gene Lockhart, James Newill, Harry Barris, Cully Richards, Candy Candeo

Directed by Victor Schertzinger

'Socko entertainment for all classes!' Grand National can sell a bow for this second Cagney production. It abounds with ingenious, well staged musical numbers, which embellish a well sustained human interest story. Cagney has been given a novel role, one which should assure him a host of new admirers. He sings and dances expertly, while retaining his basic two-listed characteristics. Excellently produced in all departments, this is made of the stuff that appeals to all types of audiences and with the Cagney name for marquee display SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT should be among the top grasses of the screen.

Cagney, an up and coming band leader, is signed to appear in a picture. He finishes it and immediately marries his childhood sweetheart, Evelyn Daw, with whom he leaves for a honeymoon. His picture scores a tremendous success. When finally he returns, his marriage is hushed up and a synthetic romance is created by the press department, linking him with Mona Barrie, a temperamental star. Daw leaves him and goes to New York. Cagney, weary of the situation, follows her and they reunite for the finish.

Cagney is superb, distinguishing himself with his dancing and singing, of which too little is seen. Evelyn Daw sings four Schertzinger tunes delightfully, but needs more camera experience. William Frawley, in the meaty role of a Hollywood-wise press agent, supplies good comedy as does Gene Lockhart in the part of a producer. Mona Barrie is a splendid menace.

Victor Schertzinger's direction is excellently timed and fluidly knits the story and musical elements into a smooth, intelligent production.

AD TIPS: Sell Cagney in his most novel role; play up the dancing and singing angle. Label his "A New, Unrevealed Cagney!" HANNA (Hollywood)

THE PRISONER OF ZENDA

--- Hollywood Preview ---

BOXOFFICE RATING

ADVENTURE-ROMANCE . . . Handsome production of thrilling story . . . Has mass entertainment qualities . . . Rates • • • •

Produced, acted and directed with verve and beauty, David O. Selznick has turned out one of the most thoroughly and universally entertaining films of a year. Hope and Heston, two theatrical stars who are "kings for a day" stir the imagination and puts an extra beat into one's heart—especially when it is played against eyes-filling settings by people so magnificently charming and villainous as Colman, Carroll, Fairbanks, Jr., Massey and Niven. Here are all the ingredients that make for popular filmfare, for young and old, professor and mill hand. It will be a boxoffice hit for all locations.

When Raymond Massey, jealous half-broth-er of the profligate king Rudolph V, drugs him on the eve of his coronation, the ruler's two faithful officers, C. Aubrey Smith and David Niven, prevail upon Colman, an Englishman, who is the identical counterpart whom Rudolph, to take his place at the coronation. Even Madeleine Carroll, the king's fiancée, is deceived, but complications arise when Colman falls in love with Mary Astor, and Fairbanks, as the disreputable Hentzau, kidnap the drugged king and Colman must carry on the pretense. Through the jealousy of Mary Astor, Massey's sweetheart, Colman learns that the king is held prisoner at the castle of Zenda. Risking his life, he swims the moat, fights a duel with Hentzau and rescues the king. Madeleine, having learned his true identity, confesses that she loves Colman, not the king, but when he asks her to marry him and go to England, her duty to her country prevails and they part, still loving each other.

Colman plays the adventurous impostor as every lover of the story would want it played. He is the embodiment of the perfect fiction hero. Miss Carroll is beautiful and most appealing—her "warmest" performance. Fairbanks, Jr. is a swashbuckling, devilishly hateful Hentzau. The others are all grand, credit due everyone.

John Cromwell's direction is swift, suspenseful and always engrossing.

AD TIPS: Sell the adventurous qualities of the story. Play up this as Colman's grandest role, a hero to thrill women and men alike. Give it dignity of the socko variety, which is what the picture has.

HANNA (Hollywood)

One Hundred Men and a Girl

--- Hollywood Preview ---

BOXOFFICE RATING

MUSICAL . . . Delightful human interest story with fine music . . . Durbin, Stokowski and Menjou score solidly . . . Should click everywhere . . . Rates • • • • generally; better in class spots.

85 Minutes

Universal

Deanna Durbin, Adolphe Menjou, Leopold Stokowski, Alice Brady, Eugene palette, Mischa Auer, Billy Gilbert, Alma Kruger, Jack Smart, Jed Prouty, Jameson Thomas, Frank Jenks

Directed by Henry Koster

A triumph of picture-making! ONE HUNDRED MEN AND A GIRL has everything to satisfy the lovers of wholesome, stirring entertainment. This delightfully human, story embellished with the thrilling music of Wagner, Liszt, Mozart and Verdi is designed to meet with the unequalled approval of pro-fessors everywhere. Teaming the young King Charles, Deanna Durbin, with maestro Leopold Stokowski was a shrewd stroke. Besides being an exploitation feature of considerable possibilities, it is a perfect union of two music loving souls, a fact clearly evidenced in their work, giving the heart-warming story that deep note of sincerity which distinguishes it. With proper exploitation this will be a boxoffice smash anywhere except in action houses. Word-of-mouth advertising will be most favorable.

Deanna is the daughter of Adolphe Menjou, an unemployed musician. He finds a purse belonging to Alice Brady and uses some of the money to pay the rent, thus leading Deanna and other members of the household to believe he has landed his job with Stokowski's orchestra. Deanna learns the truth and returns the purse to Brady's home. The latter takes a liking to the girl and listens to her tale of the unemployment among musicians like her father. Brady tells her to organize an orchestra and that she will sponsor it. 100 men are assembled, but Brady forgetting her promise, has sailed for Europe. Undaunted Deanna finally takes the plan to Stokowski. He turns her down because of European engagements. But meanwhile Deanna has unwittingly given a story to the papers that Stokowski intended to conduct an orchestra of unemployed musicians. It actually happens and little Miss Durbin sings Traviata to a crowded theatre as the climax of the picture.

Gracious and poised, little Miss Durbin sings and acts with an air which might well be emulated by more experienced prima donnas. Stokowski demonstrates a finished acting technique and his voice is most pleasant on the ears. Adolphe Menjou gives a warm note to the role of the father and Mischa Auer clicks again in a comedy role. Others are all competent.

With unusual craftsmanship, Henry Koster has succeeded admirably, knitting the story music, comedy and human interest into a fluid, well paced whole.

AD TIPS: Sell Deanna Durbin and Stokowski. Class houses can sell the famous musical numbers, while the family trade will want the human interest story.

HANNA (Hollywood)

MORE

--- Straight-From-the-Shoulder

REVIEWS

On the Next Page
WIFE DOCTOR AND NURSE

Hollywood Review—

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA ... interesting triangle story has strong female appeal ... can hold its own in top spot in all save action spots ... Rates ★ ★ ★ + generally.

20th Century-Fox
85 Minutes
Loretta Young, Warner Baxter, Virginia Bruce, Jane Darwell, Sidney Blackmer, Maurice Cass, Minna Gombell, Margaret Irving, Gordon Elliott, Elisha Cok, Jr., Spencer Charters, Lon Chaney, Jr., Charles Judels
Directed by Walter Lang

A strong woman's picture. WIFE DOCTOR AND NURSE is a familiar, but well wrought triangle story with a new twist. It is expertly handled in story, direction and production, being at all times thoroughly engrossing and dramatic screenwise. Assuring its healthy boxoffice in the deluxe and better naborhoods are the names of Baxter, Young and Bruce. Word-of-mouth will help it considerably in the subsequents. It isn't much for action spots.

Baxter is seen as a highly successful Park Avenue physician, whose career has been aided long and capably by his expert nurse. Virginia Bruce. He marries Loretta Young, a popular young socialite, at which time Miss Bruce realizes she loves him. She leaves him but is persuaded by Loretta to return. Understanding Bruce's feelings and believing them mutual, his wife starts for Reno. At the last moment she changes her mind, returns and discovers Baxter in Bruce's apartment. It is explained that her leaving had caused him to get drunk and Bruce is attempting to straighten him out for an important operation. They realize now that both are vital parts of his life. Miss Young at home and Virginia Bruce at the office. So both decide to stick.

Baxter gives his usual warm and sincere performance, and both Miss Bruce and Miss Young deliver sympathetic, completely believable portraits.

Walter Lang's direction is lovely. Jettly extracts the dramatic action from the smoothly written script.

AD TIPS: Go after the women by putting the problem up to them. Call it a different kind of triangle story. HANNA (Hollywood)

FIRST LADY

Hollywood Review—

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY ... smartly contrived farce ... Good woman's picture for class audiences ... Rates ★ ★ ★ + for deluxers and ★ ★ for nabe and action spots.

Warners Brothers
82 Minutes
Kay Francis, Preston Foster, Anita Louise, Walter Connolly, Verree Teasdale, Victor Jory, Marjorie Rambeau, Marjorie Gayton, Louise Fazenda, Henry O'Neill, Grant Mitchell, Eric Stanley, Lucille Gleason, Sara Hayden
Directed by Stanley Logan

This is definitely a class attraction. Poking bland satirical shots at the nation's political and judicial tycoons, FIRST LADY comes to the screen pretty much in the same form as it appeared on stage. The production is handsome and the acting of a high order. It abounds in smart amusing dialogue which should click with intelligent audiences. Kay Francis' name should attract above average grosses in the neighborhoods. It will only get by in the action and rural spots.

Miss Francis plays the granddaughter of a President and wife of a Preston Foster, Secretary of State, for whom she has presidential ambitions. Her social and much married rival, Verree Teasdale, is hitching her cart to young Victor Jory, a possible nominee. Discovering this, Francis contrives through Louise Fazenda, leader of the Peace league to swing presidential sympathy to Miss Teasdale's latest husband, Walter Connolly, a deputize Supreme Court Justice. Surprisingly, Connolly is a popular choice. Determined to thwart Teasdale, Miss Francis concoct the income First Lady, Kay discovers and produces one of Miss Teasdale's former matrimonial mistakes, and it is revealed that because of some technicality her divorce is not legal. Connolly withdraws and the nomination is given Foster.

Kay Francis bestows her comedy role with such much grace and charm as to make it the best performance of her career. Verree Teasdale almost steals the picture with her bawdy portrayal of an accomplished Social Climber. Marjorie Rambeau, Marjorie Gayton and Louise Fazenda have meaty parts which are played to the hilt by this trio of expert facturers. Preston Foster has little to do, and Walter Connolly's broad comedy is a bit out of place. Remainer of the well assisted cast do fine work.

Stanley Logan never lets down his pace directing in tuning farcical strokes to laugh-provoking effect.

AD TIPS: Sell the angle of Kay Francis in a comedy role. Plug the successful play by George S. Kaufman. The political angle is hot, so go all the way—Supreme Court Justice after the Presidency!!

HANNA (Hollywood)

Adventurous Blonde, The

Hollywood Review—

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY-MYSTERY ... Complicated story has good moments thanks to Glenda Farrell ... Secondary dualer ... Rates ★ ★

Warners Brothers
65 Minutes
Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane, Anne Nagel, Tom Kennedy, George E. Stone, Natalie Moorhead, William Hopper
Directed by Frank MacDonald

With a less dynamic "Torchy Blane" than Glenda Farrell, this latest of the series would have been a sorry mess. Burdened with too much dialogue and involved situations, only Miss Farrell's zesty, wise-cracking performance gives the picture some zip. For dual billing in the naborhood houses, this is fine entertainment.

Hoping to dampen the spirits of Miss Farrell, her rival reporters take a murder, tipping her off to the story, which she prints. The corpse turns out to be the real McCoy, putting Glenda one up on her hares. Barton MacLane is again the bumbling police captain, whom Glenda guides through the maze of clues, coming out, as usual, with the crme solved and a scoop for her newspaper.

Supporting cast is adequate; Frank MacDonald's direction average.

HANNA (Hollywood)

FORTY NAUGHTY GIRLS

Hollywood Review—

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY-MYSTERY ... Lively programmer ... Gleason and Pitts make this good fun ... Rates ★ ★ ★ as dualler for nabes and rural.

RKO
63 Minutes
James Gleason, ZaZu Pitts, Marjorie Lord, George Shelley, Joan Woodbury, Frank M. Thomas, Tom Kennedy, Alan Edwards, Alden Chase, Edward Marr
Directed by Edward Cline

One of the best of the Piper-Willhers comedy mystery mysteries, this is top notch program material. With a basically sound story idea, has been contrived a smooth-flowing mystery, abounding in good clean comedy and well maintained suspense. As a program accompaniment, this should prove highly satisfactory entertainment for the family trade.

On Gleason's right off, he takes Miss Pitts to the theater for the film of the week. Miss Pitts, who is playing. Edward Marr, press agent for the show is murdered. Gleason, of course takes charge of the proceedings with the capable assistance of ZaZu Pitts. Things become serious when Alden Chase, author of the play, is killed and members of the cast are suspected. It is finally revealed that Alan Edwards is the murderer. So is, after Gleason has bungled things sadly and Miss Pitts' feminine intuition solves the crimes.

Gleason is droll and dour as usual and ZaZu Pitts scores laugh continuously as the nosy Hildegarde Withers. Edward Marr expertly characterizes the repulsive press agent. Credit is due the well paced and shrewdly pointed direction of Edward Cline.

HANNA (Hollywood)

PARTNERS IN CRIME

Hollywood Review—

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY-MYSTERY "Quickie" has nothing for the marquee and little entertainment ... for secondary dualing only ... Rates ★ ★ Gi.
COLUMBIA’S TROUBLES

That independent theatre owners throughout the country will no longer submit to the domination of Hollywood film moguls was further demonstrated this week when Columbia found itself with a healthy handful of exhibitor troubles here in Southern California.

The controversy started with Columbia’s demands for a percentage deal on LOST HORIZON after yanking it for two consecutive seasons from the general program. This plus the fact that a second Capra production was promised and not forthcoming for ’36-’37. When the split on HORIZON was reputedly placed at 40-60 the exhibs out here are reported to have started wholesale cancellations of Columbia product for the ’37-’38 season.

Oddly enough, the move was started by the Paramount Theatre, which, while independently owned, is virtually controlled by the Zukor company. The theatre’s contract, calling for fifteen of Columbia’s top pictures next season, had been tentatively set and awaited only final ratification. But, when Columbia demanded that the theatre drop its stage show during the HORIZON engagement, Milton Arthur swiftly changed his plans.

This leaves Columbia in the unfortunate position of having no first-run theatre in Los Angeles. A situation which caused Jack Cohn’s appearance in Hollywood, where he is in daily huddles with Columbia execs attempting to straighten out the situation and secure for Columbia a much-needed first-run spot.

As far as this observer can see, the chances of Columbia getting a theatre in Los Angeles are pretty slim. The independently owned Pantages, which would have welcomed such a deal a year or so ago, is now working on a joint booking arrangement with the RKO Hillstreet and is pretty well tied up with RKO and Universal pictures.

Thus it wouldn’t surprise us a bit to see Columbia grab one of the many dark legit theatres in town as a showcase for its films.

Another headache now confronting Columbia is the pending law suit against it being brought by Frank Capra. Capra is suing the studio on two points. First, alleged neglect of the studio to pay him $100,000 called for in his ’36-’37 contract and due him on February sixth of this year. The second issue being raised is the question of billing, a point, which you will recall, won for James Cagney his now historic suit against Warner Brothers.

Columbia, it is asserted, used Capra’s name in conjunction with exploitation of IF YOU COULD ONLY COOK when that film was released in England. The picture was supervised by Everett Riskin and directed by William A. Seiter, Capra having nothing whatsoever to do with its making.

The general feeling here in the film city is that Mr. Capra has a cut and dried case against Columbia and will emerge as the victor. It is presumed that he will join United Artists in the capacity of a unit producer-director.

Columbia, meanwhile, is busy shopping around for another producer to replace Capra on its program. Leo McCarey recently directed THE AWFUL TRUTH for the studio and insiders report it to be one of the best comedies of the year. Current rumors have it that the Cohns have their eyes on Mr. McCarey.

As your correspondent sees the situation, unless McCarey changes his mind considerably, he will not accept the flattering terms offered by Columbia. More the pity for the studio, since his reasons for refusing the handsome deal reputedly being proffered are of a purely personal nature.

CONN’S CAPITAL

Planning to produce 36 pictures during the ’37-’38 season at a cost of $1,100,000, Maurice Conn filed this week a registration statement with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Conn is named as president of the organization, to be known as Conn Productions Inc., which will release through the Ambassador exchanges formed last May. Robert W. Morris will serve as treasurer.

Signed on one picture deals with options for further commitments are Leo Carillo, Max Robson, Sally O’Neal and Ricardo Cortez. Adding to this list of term players, which now include Frankie Darro, Kane Richmond and Kermit Maynard, are Donald Novis, Gene Austin and Cyril McLaglen. Two picture deals also with options for later assignments have been completed with Grace Bradley, Wynne Gibson and Molly Lamont.

It is generally believed that Conn will either take over or build new studio space in addition to his present leased location in order to handle the bulky program the indie leader plans for next year.
GRAND NATIONAL PRESENTS

STUART ERWIN
"SMALL TOWN BOY"
with JOYCE COMPTON
JED PROUTY
A ZION MYERS Production
"A RIOT OF MIRTH"

"The SHADOW STRIKES"
with ROD LA ROCQUE and LYNNanders
Produced by MAX and ARTHUR ALEXANDER
"The Shadow has thrilled millions over the air and in magazines"

BRUCE CABOT
"Love Takes Flight"
with BEATRICE ROBERTS
A CONDOR Production
Produced by GEORGE A. HIRLIMAN
"Blazing Romance of the Airways"

"HERE'S FLASH CASEY"
with ERIC LINDEN
BOOTS MALLORY
Produced by MAX and ARTHUR ALEXANDER
"Fiction's daring news photographer"

"RENFREW of the ROYAL MOUNTED"
with JAMES NEWILL
and CAROL HUGHES
Produced and directed by AL HERMAN
"Radio and Fiction's famous hero now on the screen"

"WALLABY JIM of the ISLANDS"
with GEORGE HOUSTON
and RUTH COLMAN
Produced by BUD BARSKY
"Callier Magazine's most colorful sea adventurer"

EDWARD L. ALPERSON PRESENTS

JAMES CAGNEY
DANCING... ROMANCING... A REAL WALLOP IN HIS GREAT

SOMET TO SING ABOUT

A VICTOR SCHERTZINGER PRODUCTION
with EVELYN DAW • WILLIAM

MONA BARRIE • GENE LOCKHART • JAMES NEWILL
CULLY RICHARDS • CANDY CANDIDO • WILLIAM TUCKER • MAREK WINDEHEIM • JOHNNY ARTHUR • DWIGHT STARR
Screenplay by AUSTIN PARKER
Orchestrated by C. BAKALEINKOFF

Presents

"THE"
Romance of a Broadway
Featuring—IRENE HERVEY • ROBERT YORK GILBERT & SULLIVAN Play
ROGERS and Others • Produced by
Presented by EDWARD L. ALPERSON
GIRL SAID NO

WISE GUY WHO FELL IN LOVE WITH A DIME-A-DANCE SIREN

ARMSTRONG • PAULA STONE • ED BROPHY • And an All Star Cast of the Original NEW
WILLIAM DANFORTH • VERA ROSS • VIVIAN HART • FRANK MOULAN • with ALLAN
Directed by ANDREW L. STONE • Screenplay by BETTY LAIDLAW and ROBERT LIVELY
GILBERT & SULLIVAN ON THE SCREEN FOR THE FIRST TIME • HEAR AGAIN:
"Three Little Maids from School" • "Poor Little Buttercup" • "The Wandering Minstrel" • "The Mikado's Song" and many others

Hear These NEW SCHERTZINGER SONG HITS
"Loving You" • "Right or Wrong" • "Something To Sing About" • "Out Of The Blue" • "Any Old Love"
This department is designed to provide the exhibitor with a complete and comprehensive summary of vital data on all new feature films as they go into production. This will enable you to anticipate bookings and plan for the exhibition of forthcoming scope of this service as we further learn the needs of our readers, pictures for which you have contracted. We hope to enlarge the

COLUMBIA

CARNIVAL LADY
Shooting started—August 30
Murder-Mystery
Cast: Charles Quigley, Rita Hayworth, Donald Kirk, Dwight Frye, Marc Lawrence, Arthur Left, Marjorie Main
Directed by C. C. Coleman, Jr.
Produced by Wallace MacDonald
Story: When her father dies, Rita Hayworth becomes the owner of a circus. One of the performers, Donald Kirk, holds some of her father's notes and threatens to take over the show unless they are paid within twenty-four hours. Before the time limit, he is mysteriously murdered. Charles Quigley, p. up for the circus, takes charge, apprehends the culprit, meanwhile winning the love of Miss Hayworth.

37-38 program.

FRESHMAN FOLLIES
Shooting started—September 8
Musical-Comedy
Cast: Charles Starrett, Jean Perry, Jimmy Durante, Walter Connolly, Gertrude Neison, Three Stooges, Ernest Truex, Romo Vincent, Raymond Walburn, Thurston Hall, Chaz Chase
Directed by Al Rogell
Produced by Nat Perrin
Story: Unavailable, see next issue.

37-38 program.


TITLE CHANGE: THE OLD WYOMING TRAIL changed from SMOCKING SIX GUNS (Completed, details issue Aug. 28).

GRAND NATIONAL

HE WANTED TO MARRY
Shooting started—September
Comedy

RECENTLY COMPLETED: HIGH FLIERS (Details issue Aug. 28) LOVE IN A BASEMENT (Issue Aug. 14, 28) 9/24—FOURTY NAUGHTY GIRLS (Issue July 17) ... 10/6—SATURDAY'S HEROES (Issue July 17) ... DON'T FORGET TO RE-MEMBER (Issue July 17) ... A LOVE LIKE THAT (Issue July 17).

DIZZY BLUE AND GOLD
Shooting started—September 7
Romance
Cast: Robert Young, James Stewart, Tom Brown, Lionel Barrymore, Billie Burke, Barnett Parker, Alyn Curtis, Paul Kelly
Directed by Sam Wood
Produced by Sam Zimbalist
Story: Tom Brown, a prep school quarterback with a social background; Robert Young, a lazy fellow, and James Stewart, a Navy officer, come to the Naval Academy, where they become roommates. Young meets and makes a big hit with Brown's pretty sister. The following spring, Young is drowned because of his ignorance. These causes and is tried for murder. MacMurray gets her acquitted and over night the past are famous; he, an established lawyer, and she as a fiction writer. Harrymore essays the role of a nut who wants to be cut in on the proceeds.

37-38 program.


IN PRODUCTION: WELLS FARGO (Issue July 31) ... LOVE ON TOAST (Issue July 31) ... BLOSSOMS ON BROADWAY (Issues July 31, Aug 14) ... THRILL OF A LIFETIME (Issue Aug 14) ... THE BUCCANEER (Issue Aug 14).

REPUBLIC

HITTING A NEW HIGH
Shooting started—August 25
Musical
Cast: LILY PONS, Jack Oakie, John Howard, Eric Blore, Edward Everett Horton, Eduardo Cianelli, Marek Windheim
Directed by Raoul Walsh
Produced by Jesse L. Lasky
Story: Lily Pons is a night club singer in love with John Howard, a band leader. She seeks an audition with Edward Everett Horton, who is connected with the opera. Jack Oakie, her secretary, tells her to follow them to Africa, where Horton intends to hunt wild game. She does so and is introduced to Horton as some sort of a girl with a magnificent voice. Horton rushes her back to New York. Shortly before her debut, Howard threatens to tell the truth about her unless she returns to the band. She gives up her chance in love and leaves him for South America.

37-38 program.

RKO - RADIO
BORROWING TROUBLE

Shooting started—August 24
Comedy
Cast: Jed Prouty, Spring Byington, Shirley Deane, Russell Gleason, Cora Witherspoon, Billy Mahon, George Ernest, Douglass Fowley, Marvin Stephens
Directed by Frank Strayer
Produced by Max Gold
Story: In 1794 Bones is involved in the Ritz-Brothers' movement and is the advisor to the toughest kid in town, Marvin Stephens. The bad gradually turns his ways and is instrumental in preventing the robbery of the bank by a gang, of which his brother is a member. Shirley Deane, object of the Jones children, finally marries Russell Gleason in the hectic mayhem that culminates in the picture.
37-38 program.

SECOND HONEymoon

Shooting started—September 1
Marital Comedy
Cast: Tyrone Power, Loretta Young, Stuart Erwin, Margaret Weaver, Lyle Talbot, Edward Broderick, Louise Hogan, Elke Sommer, Hedy Lamarr, Regan
Directed by Walter Lang
Produced by Raymond Griffith
Story: Tyrone Power is the ex-husband of Loretta Young, who marries with her new husband, stuffy Lyle Talbot. Tyrone decides to give a party, Tyrone and Loretta are getting together in a hotel but certain things, until Loretta is let to believe that Marjorie Weaver has married Power, although in reality she is wed to Stuart Erwin, his valet. It takes several fights and police officers to get things straightened out. Loretta finally realizes she has always loved Tyrone, decides to divorce Talbot and is rushed off to Havana by the impetuous Power before she changes her mind.
37-38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED: DANGEROUSLY YOURS (Details issue Aug. 28) 45 FATHERS (Issue Aug. 14 28) WESTERN GOLD (Issue July 30) BURNT OUT, MR MOTO (Issue July 30) WICHTIG TO GOTH (Issue July 3) 1011—LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE (Issue July 17)

TITLE CHANGE: A GIRL WITH IDEAS changed from MIGHTIER THAN THE SWORD (Completed details issue Aug. 28)

UNITED ARTISTS

GOLD WYN

THE GOLDWYN FOLIES

Shooting started—August 24
Musical
Directed by George Marshall
Produced by Samuel Goldwyn
Story: Instead of being the big musical produced on Broadway, this shows Hollywood goes for the task of producing its musical pictures.
37-38 program. Goldwyn special.

IN PRODUCTION: ADVENTURES OF MARCO POLO (Details issue July 3) HURRICANE

W A N G E R

RECENTLY COMPLETED: 10-4 MET MY LACK AGAIN (Details issue July 3) STANZIN (Issue May 3) 9 24—22ND STREET
S F Horn

RECENTLY COMPLETED: NOTHING SACRED (Issue June 3)

IN PRODUCTION: THE ADVENTURE OF TOM SAWER (Issue June 3)

(Continued on page 61)

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

BAD MAN OF BRIMSTONE

(Other Details issue Aug. 28)
Story: When Linc O'Keefe, a young price fighter, is held up in Brimstone, he meets Virginia Bruce and decides to stay there. Wallace Reyer, a notorious outlaw who rules that part of the country, recognizes O'Keefe as his son. He provides money for a "fake legacy" to send the boy to college. Meanwhile others are seeking and Reyer's brother's political charge of the town. Before O'Keefe leaves, he kills Warren Haver, brother of the man who killed his wife. Reyer tells Cabot that he has killed Cabot and that Cabot has killed Reyer. But when he returns three years later as Federal Marshal, Cabot guns for him. But suddenly, he kills Guy Kilbee and is arrested by O'Keefe. A fraudulent trial is arranged by the gang. Reyer backs his son and after several gun fights the gang is broken up. Reyer keeps his word and with Miss Bruce by his side, O'Keefe sets about the task of building up law and order in Brimstone.

37-38 program. Another in Hopalong Cassidy series.

TRUE CONFESSION

Secured—September 2
Comed-Melodrama

Earl Hodgin

Cast: CAROLE LOMBARD, FRED MACMURRAY, John Barrymore, Porter Hall, Edgar Kennedy, Richard Cawley, John T. Murray, William Collier, Sr. Fritz Feld, Una Merkel, Dag Dag
Directed by Wesley Ruggles
Produced by Albert Lewin
Story: Carole Lombard, an over-the-hill actress, is married to Fred MacMurray. He is struggling for a break. Against his wishes, she becomes the secretary to John T. Murray, although he has no knowledge of typing. She returns to her old life. He is murdered and pins the frame on her. She enlists the help of her husband; he sees a way to aid his husband, she sees a way to save her husband's name. The story is a vehicle for a confession

37-38 program.
THE NEW FILMS IN PICTURES...

PREVIEWS

PITHY FACTS TO AID YOUR BOOKING

RE'S FLASH CASEY  Fiction's famed scoop-sleuth comes to the screen by courtesy of Grand National. FLASH SEY is the noted magazine character, nabbed cub reporter and detective. His exploits have thrilled young and old for several years. Eric Linden plays the title role.

FLASH FROM GLORY  A group of renegade pilots are assembled in South America to fly rickety planes over treacherous mountain country. Trouble comes when a beautiful woman arrives. A thrilling air story by RKO, with Chester Morris, Whitney Bourne and Onslow Stevens.

100 MEN AND A GIRL  The critical gentry has said most handsome things about Universal's second Deanna Durbin musical. The girl with the silver voice is ably assisted by the maestro Stokowski, who makes his acting bow, and such pianists as Adolphe Menjou, Mischa Auer and Al Brady. The music is mostly operatic, but the story purely sentimental.
What the Newspaper Critics Say

Excerpts Culled From the New Film Reviews by the Most Reputable Critics in Leading Newspapers

Broadway Melody of 1938
(M-G-M)
"...Fails to ring the entertainment gong very loudly. Brightest moments are early in the play. ...Resembles a completely cleaned-up version of 'Stratoga' with nothing new." - G. G. PHILA. LEDGER

Marsh, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER
"...Brighter, gayer and more lavish than any of its previous incarnations ...Plot is the usual backstage business with a couple of horse races thrown in for extra reminiscence." - G. G. PHILA. LEDGER
"...So check full of entertainment, almost impossible to single out the players ...Charming Miss Eleanor Powell is really the main interest not even excepting Mr. Taylor." - WASH. (D.C.) TIMES

PRISONER OF ZENDA
(U. A.-Selznick)
"...So gay, witty, exciting and so thoroughly enjoyable that it definitely ranks among the exceptional pictures of the year ...Cast succeeds in creating an atmosphere of suspense and humor, romance and tragedy ..." - Boehncl, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
"...Ronald Colman plays more excitingly than ever, with maximum charm, utter ineptitude, and excellent sense of romance and humor ..." - Winsten, N. Y. POST
"...Simply bristles with excitement ...Grand characterization, tastefully expensive production ...Most pleasing film in ages." - J. T. M., N. Y. TIMES

THE FIREFLY
(M-G-M)
"...All the singing anyone could ask for, but for a big and elegantly produced feature, it's pretty dull ..." - Winsten, N. Y. POST
"...Although a lavish and tuneful production, it is a wearisome offering, pedestrian in movement, tumbled in dialogue, archaic in treatment and a good sixty minutes too long." - Boehncl, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
"...There are not enough songs to buoy up two hours and twenty minutes of dull doings ...A straight operetta played straightly." - Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"...The superb voices of Janette MacDonald and Allan Jones save the production from downright, if beautifully photographed, dullness ..." - J. T. M. N. Y. TIMES

DOUBLE OR NOTHING
(Paramount)
"...Lines are brisk and often funny, the continuity wobbly and the settings lively and gay ...Piece apparently has been made with painstaking care and expense, but it fails to result in anything more than a routine screen comedy ..." - Tazelaar, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"...Bright and novel plot twist and amusing execution ...A picture for everyone's pleasure." - Thierer, N. Y. TIMES
"...Tuneful show—but a show which lacks lusciousness and sparkle ...Miss Raye provides the brighter moments ..." - T. M. P., N. Y. TIMES
"...Brisk, tuneful, opulent bit of harum-scarum done in the traditional manner of Paramount musicals, which means it has a nice score, slight plot to hold together its various specialty acts and some personable and talented principals ..." - Boehncl, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

VARIOUS SHOW
(Warner Brothers)
"...Deserves high rating for entertainment, although it suffers from undue length ...Tuneful score, some good comedy, and a fine cast ..." - Boehncl, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
"...Gay stuff, tuneful, fast and glittering, works up into a run of gaiety at the finale ...Belongs in the brighter category of Hollywood's travesties of the American scene with music ..." - Beekee, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"...Some of the scenes drag and the picture as a whole seems needlessly overweight ...Music and lyrics are slightly above average ..." - B. R. C., N. Y. TIMES
"...In the matter of role, Mr. Powell is pleasant and capable; in the matter of songs, he is conquered by Waring's Pennsylvanians, not getting much chance at the better tunes ..." - Murdock, PHILA. LEDGER
"...Story is simple as a Vitaphone comedy, but warms into action ...Fast, clean and lively fun ..." - Marsh, CLEVE. PLAIN DEALER

THIN ICE
(20th Century-Fox)
"...One of the brightest comedies of the year ...Miss Henie dips and soars, looking like some Scandinavian goddess of wind and snow ..." - Winsten, N. Y. POST
"...There is expert skating and skiing and occasional moments of laughter, but a distinctly minor league screen musical ..." - G. P., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"...Another musical romance, far better and more coherent than the earlier venture ...Plot is sheer romance interspersed with comedy interludes that really help the action ..." - E. L. H., BOSTON HERALD
"...Delightful piece of screen entertainment ...a pretty porous-knot narrative, but it moves along smoothly and straightforwardly ..." - Boehncl, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
"...Doesn't achieve quite the sparkle of 'One In A Million' principally because of plot silliness and weak comedy ...Hardly needs more than Miss Henie's skating exhibitions to recommend it ..." - Finn, PHILA. RECORD

LOVE UNDER FIRE
(20th Century-Fox)
"...Undertakes the delicate job of weaving a romantic farce out of a jewel thief chase that trips down the home stretch in revolution-torn Spain ..." - Winsten, N. Y. POST
"...There is a sparkle that makes it ingratiating entertainment despite its hackneyed plot and other faults ..." - TAZELAAR, N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE
"...The best thing about this mediocre and very muddled opus is E. F. Clive's performance ...Civil war in Spain supplies a rather incongruous background ..." - Finn, PHILA. RECORD
"...Plot is a somewhat amusing, if not too new, story about a pretty jewel thief and the Scotland Yard detective who pursues, catches and eventually marries her ..." - G. G. PHILA. LEDGER
"...War becomes a opera bouffe for the purpose of a light-feathered romance between Lorella Young and Don Ameche, with frequent interruptions by Borrah Minevitch's harmonica players ..." - G. R., N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

KING SOLOMON'S MINES
(Gaumont-British)
"...Exciting adventure picture ...Highly entertaining film, its only drawback being that it proceeds at half speed sometimes instead of with the throttle wide open ..." - H. M. WASH. (D.C.) EVENING STAR
"...It never oversteps the bounds of probability at times it is for the purpose of giving added enjoyment ...Story is of adventure and mystery ...Concerns the search for the fabled mines of King Solomon in Africa ..." - WASH. (D.C.) TIMES
"...Improbable adventure yarn, enhanced by some impressive photography of the South African veldt country and the robust baritone singing of Paul Robeson ...Far-fetched story of the diamond territory of a half century ago ..." - G. G. PHILA. LEDGER

DANCE CHARLIE, DANCE
(Warner Brothers)
"...Fast and furious enough, but not very funny, except in spots ..." - Winsten, N. Y. POST
"...Picture seems almost as dull as the play it satirizes, which turns out to be a great comedy hit because the audience laughs so loud in the wrong places ..." - B. R. C., N. Y. TIMES
"...Aside from being dated, seems pretty trivial ...The backstage shots are still the same old backstage shots of chorus girls in rehearsal and the opening night sequence, a stale panoply ..." - Tazelaar, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

BAD GUY
(M-G-M)
"...Achieves good thriller effects in the usual Class B fashion that won't be better than passing ..." - Winsten, N. Y. POST
"...Introduces Bruce Cabot as an intrepid power lineman who seeks himself for his calling with extra-curricular pursuits like murder, jailbreak and love, theft ..." - J. T. M. N. Y. TIMES
"...Not a screen masterpiece ...A slightly tingly ring about its spectacular procedure and hazardous accomplishments ..." - Tazelaar, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"...Against a background of high voltages and hot wires, M. G. M. has woven a melodrama that carries a punch, peopled throughout by consistent characters, realistically portrayed ...Should offer strong support to almost any theatre, but particularly where he-man stuff gets a good play ..." - WASH. (D.C.) TIMES

IT'S ALL YOURS
(Columbia)
"...Dallies with moderately amusing situations, tools around with old stuff, and always lacks necessary speed to put it over ..." - Marsh, CLEVE. PLAIN DEALER
"...Has frankly adopted the 'Mr. Mom goes' formula which requires that all members of the cast act as if they were daddies ...Contains some fine comedy scenes ...Madeline Carroll gives a satisfactory performance as a comedienne ..." - M. D. BOSTON HERALD
"...Has a light, gay flavor which is well sustained throughout, its pace never flags, and is to be recommended ...Comedy scenes are unfailingly delightful ..." - R. B. C., BALTIMORE SUN

SATURDAY, Sept. 11th, 1937
Man Who Cried Wolf, The

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING


Universal

62 Minutes

Lewis Stone, Barbara Read, Tom Brown, Forrester Harvey, Jameson Thomas, Marjorie Main, Robert Gleckler, Billy Wayne

Directed by Lewis R. Foster

Given better story development and more adept direction, this original plot might have developed into a superior "B" picture. As it stands the picture holds audience interest only throughout the first two reels, after which it flounders hopelessly until its too obvious conclusion. Performances of the principals are fairly good, but the support is incompetently faked for the smaller nabs. The title and story idea have good exploitation angles, however, and might be sold for fair grosses.

Lewis Stone is a prominent actor, who intends to murder Jameson Thomas, who he believes, murdered his wife. His plan is ingenious. Twice he goes to the police confessing murders which he did not commit. Thus when the actual killing takes place, his confession is regarded as another attempt to gain publicity. Complications ensue when Tom Brown, Stone's son is accused and convicted of murder. His frantic pleas to the police are of no avail, he is sent to an asylum for observation. The only chance of saving the boy from the chair is to find the murder weapon which has been disposed of by Stone's valet, who is killed in an auto accident. Stone escapes, combs New York for Harvey's last residence and discovers the gun in the nick of time.

Stone gives his usual sterling performance. Brown and Read are as engaging young couples. Forrester Harvey's comedy is forced and Jameson Thomas and Marjorie Main overact their menace roles. Foster's routine direction robs the yarn of its essentially novel angles. 

AD TIPS: Title is a honey, it is bound to stir interest, so use it as a teaser far in advance. Stone has a following, so feature him.

HANNA (Hollywood)

EXPENSIVE HUSBANDS

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY . . . Weak laughfilm . . . Only passable material for lower billing in small nabe spots . . . Rates O +.

Warner Brothers

60 Minutes

Patric Knowles, Beverly Roberts, Alyn Joslyn, Gordon Oliver, Eola Gay, Robert C. Fischer, Fritz Feld. Vladimir Sokoloff

Directed by Bobby Connolly

This has nothing at all to entice any customers, so it must be marked down as a secondary filler on dual bills. The basic idea in itself has some originality and ingenuity, but its trite treatment says all semblance of novelty and makes it pretty dull stuff.

Beverly Roberts is a fad movie star, whose press agent, Alyn Joslyn decides that if she goes to Europe and annexes a titled husband, she can contrive to get a renewal of her contract. She takes his advice, goes over and makes a pretty Knowles, then returns to Hollywood. Discovering he has been used, she jilts him, but after various complications, Miss Roberts leaves the screen and goes to Austria where she settles down with Knowles.

Knowles and Roberts, a promising young team, are excellently supported by Alyn Joslyn, who gives a grand performance as the p.a. But in the main, it is a struggle with meager material and what laughs there are come chiefly thru the actor's individual characterizations.

AD TIPS: Sell the title. Tie in copy with famous cases of rich gals who brought husbands to wear their titles.

HANNA (Hollywood)

WESTERN GOLD

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING


20th Century-Fox

56 Minutes

Smith Ballew, Heather Angel, Iracy Mason, Howard Hickman, Alan Bridge, Bud Osborne, Victor Potel, Otis Harlan, Wesley Girard

Directed by Howard Bretherton

Poor! This is 20th Century's first move in the singing cowboy field and it is a flop. While nothing but praise can be said of Smith Ballew's voice, unfortunately neither his style nor his choice of songs are of the stuff which patrons of this type of picture enjoy. As for the story, it lacks badly the speed and thrill required of a Western. It probably won't get much playing time.

The story takes place during the Civil War, when President Lincoln is worried about gold shipments to California. Ballew is assigned the job of rounding up the bandits who are stopping the shipments. In the course of his duty he meets Heather Angel, with whom he falls in love. He ends the nefarious activities of the gang, of course. Performances are all routine. Bretherton's direction is clumsy and slow moving with almost no suspense until the last few moments of the picture.

HANNA (Hollywood)

BULLDOG DRUMMOND COMES BACK

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING


Paramount

64 Minutes

Directed by Louis King

John Barrymore, John Howard, Louise Campbell, Reginald Denny, E. E. Clive, J. Carroll Naish, Helen Freeman

Directed by Louis King

If this is a sample of the story material Paramount intends using for future productions built around the Bulldog Drummond character, may we suggest that they call the whole thing off. This incomprehensible yarn fails completely to capture the spirit of adventure that has made the Drummond books and pictures so popular. It may get by as a lower beth material for the smaller nabs and action spots, but even in that category it must be regarded as cheap, second rate filmmaking.

John Howard, as Drummond, has inquired the enmity of a couple of crooks, J. Carroll Naish and Helen Freeman. They determine to get him as well as his fiancée, Louise Campbell. Then ensue the usual captures and escapes while the familiar Drummond characters enter the scene. It ends after an almost ridiculous chase over foggy British countryside.

Reminiscent of Owen McGinney's vaudeville act, Barrymore jumps in and out of the picture in various disguises, but has little to do with the actual telling of the story. With the exception of E. E. Clive and Reginald Denny, who are burdened with slim comedy, others of the cast give stilted, lifeless performances.

Louis King's direction shows haste and confusion.

AD TIPS: Sell this on strength of previous Drummondpix. Plug Barrymore.

HANNA (Hollywood)
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HONEST REVIEWS!

How valuable are they to you? You get them in FILM BULLETIN

Direct from Hollywood
SHORT SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY
By "Jaywalker"

STRIKE NEWS! . . . The Federal Court decision gave the anti-Paramount independents a shot in the arm that they hardly needed. With very few exceptions, the boys are holding the ranks firmly and really do not need picketing as a weapon. Paramount is NOT getting dates or contracts and that is what counts! A War Board meeting held Friday decided against picketing. The new policy may change their minds and decide to go after the few strike-breakers in the near future . . . Fays reopened Friday (10th) under Comerker management. HD STANLEY is managing and renewing his excellent exploitation stint . . . The Burkeles spots get going again this coming week. The Tree settled its union difficulties after opening the door. Trobbers (14th) while the Shubert returns the following day . . . TOM LARK of Horlachers was rushed to Taylor Hospital, Ridlrey Park, Friday evening for an emergency appendectomy. He will probably lose the old Riverside, Bristol, will rename it The Bristol. He hopes to have the house ready before the first of the new year . . . HARRY SLATKO, former show man for the Horn, is going into the (movie—only) Kio, Chester, on Sept. 24th. This is the old Bess. . . . The Lincoln, meanwhile, goes Yiddish Wed. nights when the Hebrew Theatrical Union opens its first show there . . . One of the most intense and "perpetual" golf tournaments of this district takes place every Saturday afternoon between ALAN SCOTCH, Stockton, and ORCIE NEUFE LD, on the one side; JOHNNY BACHMAN and BILL CLARK opposing. Roxborough Country Club is the place and there is NO admission charge to watch the boys! . . . CHARLIE GOODWIN is a proud granddaddy since Aug. 27th, when daughter MRS. WALTER B. DUNKLE gave birth to daughter PAMMA JUNE DUNKLE . . . BILL WOLF is handling the new蹈artment store and new mad member of the Wolf family. Arrived Fri. . . . The People's Theatre, Millville, is being remodelled for a reopening. Work is going on a remodeling of a new house by the town is reported to have prompted the move . . . GEORGE AARONS, UMPTOY sec-y-counsel, has his head buried in law books with OTTO KRAUSE, JR. of BURLINGTON, in anticipation of Paramount's appeal from the District Court ruling . . . MORRIS WAX braved the hay fever pollens for a few hours last Fri. to rush into town from New Hampshire to investigate the Shuberts of his home . . . AL DAVIS has joined the hand-ballers at the Broadhead to get relaxation from his efforts to please 20th Century's customers and to regain his old form. A rumor that life was seen staring in the new Paramount Bldg. on 12th Street was unfounded! The Louis-Farr Fight Pix are clicking nicely in white houses. Colored spots didn't fare so well. Because of the Louis-Farr win, LOUIS BEIER and DAVE DIETZ have busier with bookings than the well-known one-armed paperhangers.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY MESSSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n
250 N. JUNIPER STREET
PHILADELPHIA

ARThUR K. HOWARD has a meeting of the Independent Exhibitors slated for Tuesday, September 14th. NATHAN YAMINS, FRANK LYDON, ADOLPH BENSLEVN, DAN MURPHY, and A. K. are among those that seem set for the New Jersey Allied confab . . . A publical-to-do, involving too much showmanship in the clutches, may accomplish what showmen have tried to do for years; namely, close out horse racing at the Rhode Island pari-mutual emporium, Narragansett. WALTER OTIARA, the brains of New England racing, and Governor ROBERT QUINN of R. I. have locked horns. QUINN, no doubt realizing that Narragansett is OTIARA's principal source of income, is trying to wipe him off the political map by outing him from the track, the license of which QUINN says will not become non-existent. OTIARA says that he does not do the track . . . INA HAY HUTTON has been appearing at the RKO Boston, together with MITZI MAYFAIR . . . Major circuit operators have not yet come together with the new usters, etc., to do some coordinating. The old Copley, to whom the Shuberts have acquired and renovated . . . WALTER HOWE has left the Goldstein Brothers, for whom he managed the Strand in Holyoke . . . HENRY FONDA is in town in a stage show, "Blow Ye Winds!" . . . MARY HEALY, assistant to JACK GOLDSWORTHY when the present RKO advance man was p. a., for the RKO Boston and Keith's Memorial, has become secretary to a local newspaper publisher, GEORGE S. RYAN and E. M. LOWE have finally settled their differences without benefit of auditor. ATTORNEY RYAN sued the chain owner for fees due him for prosecuting LOWE's anti-trust litigation against Paramount. The case was being heard before an auditor when LOWE settled, during a temporary recess. The sum that passed hands was not made public, but it is believed to be between thirty-three thousand and GEORGE JAMS returns to the local scene, without a Southern accent, to become manager of Loew's Orpheum, replacing VIC MORRIS, who is now safely on the coast. JAMS was formerly an assistant at Loew's State before taking on managerial assignments in Richmond and Wilmington. DICK MCKAY, former M. A. P. assistant publicist here, is on the coast, where he hopes to hook in with Paramount . . . JOHN SCULLY, JR., is now booking at Grand National Theatre. He is the son of Manager JOHN SCULLY . . . Mrs. SAM SOROKER, wife of the film and premium salesman, is seriously ill, although her condition has improved sufficiently to permit her return home from the hospital . . . The mother of BERTHA HARRIS of the M-G-M exchange is dead . . . HAROLD WINSTON is always here to manage the Hub, Interst PHOTOGRAPHY interest inh. BETH ROGERS has resigned as a Grand National salesman . . . HANNAH BRAND, who went with ROY HULLER after HARRY ASHER closed out American Pictures, has just left the district to take a position with F. M. LOWE . . . FRANCIS XAVIER COYNE has filed both his nationally publicized bill to make stage names illegal and his candidacy papers for mayor of Boston. The musicians and stage bands unions haven't yet mitted M. P. Lowe's, and RKO theatres here with whom their contracts ran out this month. Method of retaining a fifteen per cent cut is provoking some of the difficulty.
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UNIVERSAL

TIM TYLER'S LUCK
Drama
Story: Unavailable; see next issue.
37-38 program.

RENEGADE WRANGLERS
Western
Story: A mistaken identity yarn. Bob Baker is apprehended as an outlaw. In order to prove his innocence, he is forced to round up the gang, which he does in the accepted fashion. Joan Barclay lends the feminine interest.
37-38 program.

YOUNG MAN'S FANCY
Musical-Comedy
Story: Unavailable; see next issue.
37-38 program.


WARNER BROTHERS

GOLD IS WHERE YOU FIND IT
(Other details issue August 28)
Story: Claude Rains, a Southern Colonel, is one of the great wheat ranchers in Sacramento Valley. George Brent is the miner's engineer sent to take care of one of the most important mines. He falls in love with Rains' daughter, Olivia de Haviland, and is opposed by Rains. A court decision affects the miners, and bloodshed is imminent. Brent manages to warn the ranchers and, although Rains is seriously injured in the ensuing fight, he finds time to relent and give his blessings to Brent and Olivia.

PATIENT IN ROOM 18
Drama
Story: A wealthy patient is murdered. A valuable supply of radium disappears. Harlan Tucker, a doctor, is also slain. Patsy, of course, untangles the evidence.
37-38 program.

RETURN FROM LIMBO
Comedy Drama
Story: Pat Francis, Alon Mowbray, Ralph Forbes, Grant Mitchell, John Eldredge, Gordon Oliver
Directed by Stanley Logan
Produced by Robert Lord
Story: Kay Francis is slated to marry. stuffed shirt Ralph Forbes, but she changes her mind and elopes with Pat O'Brien, an up and coming advertising man. Their first year is recklessly happy, but Thurston Hall runs off to Europe with the ad company's funds. O'Brien holds it together as long as he can, but is eventually forced to resign. Kay, meanwhile, has picked up some knowledge of the advertising game and proceeds on her own hook to win back some of Pat's clients. This iritates him. They decide to divorce, but make up at the last moment. Not, however, before Pat is again on his feet and has shown Miss Francis he still knows a thing or two about advertising.
37-38 program.

ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN
Drama
Story: James Cagney, Ann Dvorak, Dick Purcell, Sheila Bromley, Hugh O'Connell, Anderson Lawlor
Directed by William Clemens
Produced by Bryan Foy
Story: Ronald Reagan, an insurance adjuster, is framed by Dick Purcell and loses his job. Months of unemployment follow but Reagan is consolled by Gloria Blondell. His knowledge of the fake accident racket becomes useful and he starts his own ring. Alarmed at this threat to their business, Purcell and Anderson Lawlor invite him to join forces. This he does and works out with them a scheme for netting a huge sum of money from the insurance company. At the trial, he does a back flip, exposes the racket and is assigned an important position with the firm.
37-38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED: WITHOUT WARNING (Details issue Aug. 14) ONE MORE TOMORROW (Issue July 31) SERGEANT MURPHY (Issue July 31) MURDER WITNESS (Issue July 17) TWO PLATOONS (Issue July 17) EXPENSIVE HUSBANDS (Issue July 17)
IN PRODUCTION: HOLLYWOOD HOTEL (Details issues Aug. 14 28) TONIGHT'S OUR NIGHT (Issue July 17)
TEXAS INDEPENDENTS WIN AN IMPORTANT VICTORY!

With the aid of the United States Government the independent exhibitors of Texas have broken the shackles forced on them by the Paramount-affiliated theatre chains in their state. The U. S. District Court in Dallas ruled Saturday that the practices of compelling independents to maintain a 25 cent minimum price and prohibiting them from double featuring constituted a violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust Law. The Court found the following guilty of conspiracy: Interstate Circuit, Inc.; Texas Consolidated Theatres, both affiliated with Paramount; Karl Hoblitzelle, president, and R. J. O'Donnell, general manager of the two chains, and the eight major film distributors.

For a number of years the lot of the independents in Texas has been unfortunate. Paramount and its associated stooges have forced dozens of them into a position from which the only retreat was to sell out. Several years ago their situation was made intolerable by the introduction of a new independent-crushing scheme.

In brief, this plan compelled all independent exhibitors to sign film contracts which required them (1) to charge no less than 25 cents admission for any film which played a Paramount first run charging 40 cents or more, and (2) to show only single features.

Perhaps the Paramount chains used their buying power to force their scheme on the other distributors; perhaps they found the majors willing accomplices. Whatever the answer, no justification can be found for the seven distributors who joined this conspiracy, for it amounted to a death sentence for many small independents. To Harry A. Cole and the other Allied leaders in Texas is due much credit for outlawing this oppressive practice. It took much labor, much time to win the Federal Government’s help, but a group of desperate, determined independents did it and accomplished their end — to save their theatres from the grasping hands of avaricious Paramount.

MO WAX.
ARE THEATRE GAMES ‘CROOKED’?

Many exhibitors are deeply incensed about the remarks terming theatre games "crooked" made recently by Jay Emanuel, publisher of "The Exhibitor," in a Philadelphia newspaper. He was quoted by Elsie Finn, film editor of The Record, as stating that "Bingo or Bank Nights are seldom fair. There is too much opportunity for crookedness."

In elaboration, Emanuel explained, for the public’s enlightenment, just how the games are “fixed” so that there will be only a limited number of winners. He told how, when the numbers became confused on one occasion, 75 people walked down the aisle of a theatre to collect prizes. He told how one theatre was recently discovered using a “light-fingered expert” to pick out the winning number, a service for which he was paid $15, while the manager pocketed the prize money.

Anyone who has knowledge, without bias, of the game situation knows that Emanuel has been grossly unjust to the vast majority of exhibitors operating games. It is not news to disclose the fact that the number of winners is limited. Doesn’t the theatreman admit that when he announces that only 10 or 15 prizes will be awarded? Wouldn’t it be stupid to assume anything else?

The fact is that practically every theatre distributes the winning cards fairly among the patrons on game night. They are indiscriminately spotted throughout the whole set of cards and anyone may draw one of the winners.

As for the charge of "crookedness," he has damned thousands of exhibitors for the sins of a few. The number of instances in which individual managers have been petty enough to deprive the public of a fair chance to win a prize have been remarkably few and it is no credit to Emanuel that he saw fit to quote an isolated example to accuse so many honest people.

As his own patented remedy for eliminating games and other boxoffice stimulants, the publisher mouths the same pretty phrases that are heard from the major producers so often. Here’s what he says:

"In my many years as an exhibitor, I have learned that there is only one way to bring people into a picture theatre. Give them good pictures."

Mr. Emanuel should know better. First, premiums and games were depression-born moves on the part of exhibitors to save their theatres. There were far too many poor pictures made and hundreds of thoroughly intelligent and respectable exhibitors who adopted such means of continuing in business. Good pictures will remedy the situation—that is, MORE good pictures and fewer bad ones. Second, Mr. Emanuel hasn’t watched his own industry closely enough, or he would know that thousands of theatres have found that they CAN bring more people into their theatres by offering the added inducement of a premium or a game.
THE PARAMOUNT SITUATION

How effective the strike against Paramount is in the East is perhaps best exemplified by the results of the annual product survey conducted by Allied of New Jersey, which was revealed at the organization's convention in Atlantic City on Friday. Figures do not lie and the following data makes mighty interesting reading for those who are inclined to dismiss the strike as ineffectual.

The questionnaire was sent to independent exhibitors along the Atlantic seaboard, exclusive of the Philadelphia territory, where the hold-out against Paramount is almost 100%, effective. It asked which companies' product had been purchased for the '37-'38 season, terms, etc.

OF ONE HUNDRED AND NINETY-FOUR (194) THEATRES REPORTING, PARAMOUNT HAD OBTAINED CONTRACTS FROM ONLY TWENTY-NINE (29) — LESS THAN ANY OF THE OTHER SEVEN MAJOR DISTRIBUTORS!

It is obvious that if the Philadelphia territory had been included in the survey Paramount's proportionate showing would have been even more dismal. Keep in mind that there have been no threats of picketing, no concerted campaigns in the territories covered by this report. The anti-Paramount action has been completely voluntary by the individual exhibitors.

PARAMOUNT WEEPES IN COURT

It was most interesting to observe the pleading of Paramount's counsel for continuation of the restraining order after their injunction suit had been thrown out by the U. S. District Court in Philadelphia. The tenor of their remarks was that the company would be ruined if the strike were allowed to continue and picketing permitted. Match this with the casual statement from Barney Balaban, president of Paramount, that the strike would cost his company only $10,000; with Zukor's insipid comment that it is just "a false alarm." The Paramount boys should get together, but perhaps they are too worried!

In reply to our note complimenting him on the great victory he won for the anti-Paramount independents, attorney Benjamin M. Golder sent us the following statement:

"Naturally, I am gratified that the Court upheld our position in the injunction suit brought by Paramount, but let us not overestimate the importance of that victory. In the last analysis, this dispute will not be settled in a court of law. From the exhibitors' viewpoint the vital factor must be their cooperative action. If they depend on a legal victory, I have little confidence in their ultimate success. Only by voluntary, cohesive action against Paramount can they really demonstrate to that company's executives their distaste for its policies and their determination not to do business on terms they regard as unfair.

"And, if Paramount believes for one moment that it can defeat this movement in court, it is sadly mistaken. No legal ruling is powerful enough to withstand the pressure of public opinion; nor can any decision force exhibitors to buy pictures they do not desire."

Make notes, Paramount!

WILL NOT PICKET

Anent the court victory, David Barrist, Chairman of the Paramount Defense Committee in Philadelphia, had this to say:

"While the exhibitors in this territory are highly pleased by the victory won over Paramount in the United States District Court, I would like to state that they have no intention of taking advantage of the ruling by picketing or using any form of coercion to make the movement against Paramount more effective.

"The truth of the matter is that exhibitors are lending their cooperation so voluntarily and universally that any other stringent action is unnecessary. We will win because we consider Paramount's policy unfair and their terms onerous. We need no pickets to accomplish that."

CUT NUMBER OF CHANGES

A wise plan to relieve a possible product shortage created by the Paramount strike was adopted by Allied Theatres of the Northwest, who met in Minneapolis last week. It is worthy of consideration by other territories.

By extending playing time and thereby reducing the number of weekly program changes, member theatres are enabled to do without Paramount's product and not feel any pinch. Houses hitherto changing four times will make only two or three changes in the future. All others will eliminate at least one change weekly.

From the Independent Theatres Protective Association of Wisconsin and Michigan comes word that "the ranks are NOT weakening. On September 10th, the Milwaukee members of this unit again voted to continue the strike indefinitely."

Despite the insidious propaganda being spread by Paramount to give the trade the impression that the strike is not hurting and the studied neglect of the issue by most of the trade press, there is far too much conclusive evidence to the contrary to fool any but those who WANT TO BE FOOLED. Those who manage Paramount's affairs seem destined to go down in the history of the industry as its most foolhardy blunderers.
A SOUTHERNER SEES THE NEED FOR FEDERAL REGULATION

While it is true that there is no organized campaign against Paramount in many territories throughout the country, FILM BULLETIN has learned by communicating with exhibitor organizations that the strike movement is being watched closely and with deep interest by every independent body in the nation.

Typical of the sentiments held by independents everywhere are those expressed in the following letter received from M. C. Moore, president of the South-eastern Theatre Owners' Association. Mr. Moore kindly permits us the privilege of quoting from his letter on the condition that we "make it plain that it is not official, only the opinion of an independent, circuit opposition, exhibitor." He states that while he personally has no fight with the film companies, he knows many exhibitors who have.

Says Mr. Moore:

"The exhibitors in the four states which we represent are watching this very closely and are very much interested in the outcome. I am quite frank to state as an individual and my own personal opinion, I think this will have a big effect on other companies, and as this is the first time we have shown any concerted fight, I am sure that the producers will be more careful.

"I am enclosing resolutions which this association adopted in Birmingham, also the Tri-States of North and South Carolina and part of Tennessee have since adopted the same thing word for word. I have every good reason to believe that M.P.T.O.A. will pay a lot of attention to this resolution at its next board meeting and annual convention. I have had hundreds of requests for copies, and from the Hays organization also, and from Congress, so maybe some day we will get up enough strength to do something.

"This is the only business that I know of where the buyer is dictated to so much as we are and told what to do, when to do it, and how to do it, and I for one feel that we will have to show some fight or else go down as Rome did.

"I have been to numerous conventions, both national and local, and have talked till I was blue in the face and no plan could be worked out that would meet with the approval of even a small percentage of the independent exhibitors present, so we simply arrived at the decision that to survive we would have to have Federal regulations that would make each of us stay in line as well as the film companies, as you and I both know full well that there is a lot of dirty linen hanging on all our clothes lines, so it is impossible to get concerted action along any one line, so let's let Uncle Sam handle it and make everybody stay in line. It will be a bitter remedy but we have an awful disease, and a complete cure is well worth the medicine."
STAGE DOOR

Hollywood Review

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY-DRAMA . . . Excellent screen version of popular play . . . Top flight entertainment for all save action houses . . . Hepburn and Rogers provide strong marque draw . . . A hit picture in all departments . . . Rates • • • •

RKO
83 Minutes

One of the dead young girls of the season, STAGE DOOR is an engrossing combination of comedy, drama and human interest; a story which is bound to interest filmgoers from every walk of life. Artfully produced and flawlessly directed by Gregory La Cava, it emerges as a fine blending of comedy and tragedy. Little of the Ferber-Kaufman stage play has been retained, a fact which oddly enough enhances considerably the dramatic impact of the story. The absence of the usual romantic interest will hardly detract from its appeal, it being more than compensated for by the names of Hepburn, Rogers, Menjou. It should reap a well-earned reward through the boxoffice.

The action of the story takes place in the Footlights Club, a boarding house where aspirant legitimate actresses live while searching for the "opportunity" promising them in New York's theatres. Into this scene comes Katharine Hepburn, the wealthy daughter of a Western Wheat King. To her the theatre is a business; an art in which success comes not through emotional ability but because of one's business head. The varied assortment of other girls resent her ideas, particularly Ginger Rogers, the hard-boiled hoolie. In order to discourage his daughter's theatrical aspirations, her father, Samuel S. Hinds, backs producer Adolphe Menjou's show in the hopes that Hepburn will fail. During rehearsals, her performance is amateurish and stifled. On opening night, however, Andrea Leeds, a promising young actress who had counted upon this part to win fame, killed herself. Rogers comes to the dressing room and accuses Hepburn of murder. At Constance Collier's entreaty she plays the part, inspired by the dead young girl, and brings down the house with her great performance.

Misses Hepburn and Rogers are given stellar billing, but it is the others, behind whose wise-cracking exteriors we view the hopelessness, the glamour, the tragedy and happiness of the theatre, who are the characters who make STAGE DOOR the fine picture it is.

AD TIPS: Sell Hepburn and Rogers. Call it "Greater than the Play!" Plug Menjou and Patrick

HANNA (Hollywood)

EBB TIDE

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING
SEA DRAMA . . . Spectacular Technicolor production alternately exciting and dull . . . Story wanders . . . Will require strong selling due to lack of names . . . Rates • • •

Paramount
90 Minutes
Oscar Homolka, Frances Farmer, Ray Milland, Lloyd Nolan, Barry Fitzgerald. Charles Judels, William Hinds, David Torrence, Lina Basquette

Directed by James Hogan

Had some effort been made to tighten the script of this sea adventure story Paramount might have had an important picture here. As it is, Barry Fitzgerald, the character of a nurse, is not definitely drawn and it sings badly in too many spots. The dialogue is laboriously slow on occasions, confusing on others. The events, some of which are quite spectacular and exciting, seem uninter-

ated. From a story by Robert Louis Steven-

son, the film captures a fair degree of the mystic adventurous spirit of the author's work aided scenically by Technicolor. It is strictly a man's picture and that means only fair boxoffice returns, principally action and rural locations. Lack of one topnotch name won't help it any either.

Oscar Homolka, a degraded sea captain, Barry Fitzgerald, an unscrupulous cooksey, and Ray Milland, an erstwhile British gentle-

man, are thrown together on a South Sea Island. A quarantined ship arrives off the mainland, her captain dead. Homolka is asked to navigate the vessel with its cargo of champagne to Sydney. Homolka agrees, it's as good a ship to sail in as any, but he'll need the cargo and ship and start life anew. Milland reluctant-

antly agrees to the plan, too, although his experiences of the dead captain, seeks to have him force Homolka to head for Sydney. Fitzgerald gets Homolka drunk on the champagne. A typhoon hits the vessel and Homolka orders all the food thrown overboard. They reach an unchar-

tered island, where they encounter Lloyd No-

lan, a deranged trader who has amassed a huge fortune in pearls. Fitzgerald and Ho-

molka plan to rob him, but both are killed. Farmer and Milland escape the maniacal Nolan and set sail together on the ship.

Homolka scores a solid success in his American screen debut. Barry Fitzgerald the Irish player, delivers a superb performance as the distasteful lily. Lloyd Nolan is best of the others. Both Milland and Miss Farmer fail to register, the fault being with the script. The secondary characters are alternately working overboard. Homolka scores a solid success in his American screen debut. Barry Fitzgerald the Irish player, delivers a superb performance as the distasteful lily. Lloyd Nolan is best of the others. Both Milland and Miss Farmer fail to register, the fault being with the script. The secondary characters are alternately

M-G-M

85 Minutes
William Powell, Myrna Loy, Florence Rice, John Beal, Jesse Ralph, Edgar Kennedy, Sidney Toler, Mary Gordon, Barnett Parker, Katherine Alexander, Priscilla Lawson, Bert Beach. Directed by Richard Thorpe

A delightful comedy DOUBLE WEDDING is an insane, bawdy mustache or slapstick farce and satire in the vein of MR. AND MRS. THIN MAN. Both have been elevated by the first-class cast. It is a comedy that will help lots in the subsequent spots. Myrna Loy is the domineering business woman who is bent on marrying off her sister, Florence Rice to John Beal. That is until William Powell, a would-be motion picture director with a bit of painting ability arrives in town with his trailer. He attempts to teach Rice and Beal to act. Miss Loy hears of this and immediately squelches their hysterical desires. She is led to believe that Powell is in love with Florence when the girl suddenly announces she will not marry Beal. Then she enlists complications, which cause Powell to actually decide to marry Florence hoping he can get Myrna instead. He finally does but only after Beal has gotten drunk; the police are called to quell a riot and Myrna knocks him out with a chair. Powell and Rice come out of this with the marriage and gradually increases to the final fade-out.

AD TIPS: Sell the Loy-Powell combination. Feature this as their gayest picture. Catchline: MR. AND MRS. THIN MAN GO MAD IN DOUBLE WEDDING.

HANNA (Hollywood)

DOUBLE WEDDING

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY . . . Zestful, spirited laughfilm . . . Top flight entertainment . . . All Powell-Loy combination assures good grosses . . . Rates • • • • • less for action spots.

MORE

Straight-From-The-Shoulder

REVIEWS

On the Next Page

HANNA (Hollywood)

BOXOFFICE RATINGS: • MEANS POOR: • • AVERAGE: • • • GOOD: • • • • • EXCELLENT
REVIEWs

(Continued from page 5)

MADAME X

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . Remake of the old tear-jerker not impressive . . . Should attract fairly strong femme trade . . . Rates • • •

M-G-M

75 Minutes

Gladys George, John Beal, Warren William, Reginald Owen, William Henry, Henry Dani-
el, Philip Reed, Lynne Carver, Emma Dunn, Luis Alberni

Directed by Sam Wood

Although Metro has tried to inject new vitality into this decadent piece of melodrama-
catics, it still creaks. Today the maudlin story of unneccessary sacrifice seems not so tragic as foolish. However, it is likely that there are enough women who can imagine themselves in the role of mother Madame X to bring this new version pretty good grosses. As a matter of surmise, the nabothhods might get surprisig returns. Gladys George plays the role with some restraint, fortunately, and is ably supported by John Beal and Warren William. The production is in handsome M-G-M fashion.

The story, little changed from the original, records the disintegration of Miss George, wife of staid Warren William, who refuses to forgive her infidelity and casts her out of his house. Afraid to resort to the courts less she taint her son's name, she goes to seed. Eventually she reveals her identity to Henry Daniel, who plans to fleece William, now an important governmet official. She shoots Daniel. Her son, John Beal, is appointed by the state to defend her. Then, the famous courtroom scene, during which she tells her life's story, without mentioning names, to prevent William who has recognized her from coming to her aid. She collapses and dies, after kissing the son for whom she sacrificed so much.

In addition to the three principals, outstanding performances are turned in by Daniel, the heavy, and Reginald Owen, in a welcome bit of comedy relief.

Sam Wood's direction builds rather slowly, but surely, to the big climax scene.

AD TIPS: Sell the mother-love-sacrifice theme to the limit. Plug George's performance as the greatest of a long line.

HANNA (Hollywood)

A BRIDE FOR HENRY

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY . . . Pleasantly diverting laugh-
film . . . Worthy of dual billing in best
locations . . . Rates • •

Monogram

55 Minutes

Anne Nagel, Warren Hull, Harry Mollison, Claudia Dell, Betty Ross, Lyle Moraine, Harry Harvey, Harrison Greene

Directed by William Nigh

A lively, amusing comedy. This ingeniously con
tinued story has good entertainment value to please all classes of filmgoers. It has been given a first class production, is well directed and played in spritely manner by the finely assorted cast. Good for dualing anywhere.

Anne Nagel is an heiress, about to marry Henry Mollison. At the church the groom fails to appear, so Miss Nagel hastily summons the stolid family attorney, Warren Hull, and marries him instead. Hull, it turns out, has long been in love with her, but lacked the guts to do anything about it. Mollison returns to the scene, while Hull burns, but since Nagel is already planning a divorce he finds himself powerless. However, Mollison soon begins to size up the girl in the hotel. Claudia Dell takes a fancy to him, again leaving Nagel out in the cold. She decides she sort of likes Hull and returns to his arms.

Nagel is delightfully as the temperamental heiress, playing her role with verve and finesse. Hull is grand as the drone who warns into an ace high lover, and Mr. Mollison expertly forces his caddish role.

William Nigh chalks up another fine direction, guiding his cast through their pieces in swill, comic style.

AD TIPS: Sell the title and the story idea of the "worm who turned."

HANNA (Hollywood)

THE WRONG ROAD

-Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . "Surprise" picture with novel story, excellent performances . . . Should click handsomely with family trade . . . Worthy of top billing . . . Rates • • •+

Republic

62 Minutes

Richard Cromwell, Helen Mack, Lionel Atwill, Horace MacMahon, Ruse Powell, Billy Bevan, Marjorie Main, Joseph Crehan

Directed by James Cruse

Republic has turned out a surprise film in THE WRONG ROAD is an engrossing, intel-
ligent human interest story that will appeal mightily to all classes. The plot is novel and shrewdly pointed to teach a powerful moral

(Continued on page 10)

SHOCKS

TRIPLETs!

You can't laugh off the shock of uncomfortable seats! ! ! ! !

They are transmitted to your balance sheet! Let us show you how SEAT COM-
FORT in American Seating Chairs expresses itself as PROFIT CONFORT at the bank.

Ask us

ABOUT RESEATING YOUR THEATRE

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY

Public Seating for every School, Theatre, Church, Auditor-
ium and Bus Requirement • GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

Branch Offices and Distributors in All Trade Areas
THE ZEALOUS ZUKOR!

Much space has been devoted of late in the friendly trade press to the "sage" observations of Adolph Zukor on what is wrong with the motion picture industry and what is needed to make his company richer. Not infrequently, oddly, Mr. Zukor's remarks find their way into the sheets containing pages upon pages of Paramount advertising containing "flash" reports of "terrific" business being done by Paramount Pictures throughout the length and breadth of the wide world.

How much the current strike against the company by independent exhibitors has had to do with this sort of publicity we can only surmise, but the type of advertising being employed by Paramount to excite theatremen has struck us as the most blatant, false ballyhoo yet attempted in the industry.

It was some consolation to find that we were not alone in this opinion when we read the interesting factual remarks of Welford Beaton in his Hollywood Spectator concerning Zukor's published observations and the current advertising technique being used by Paramount. We would like to reprint the article in full, but space limitations prohibit. However, we have his permission to quote from his enlightening comments.

Discussing the Paramount advertisement which stated that "HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME is the biggest picture Paramount has ever produced, the picture that London, New York and Los Angeles is raving about," Mr. Beaton reminds us that Variety reported the following shortly after it opened at the Astor Theatre, New York: "A DISAPPOINTING ROADSHOW ATTRACTION; LAST WEEK $4,700." Any film that brings less than $10,000 per week is regarded as a decided flop at the Astor!

The Los Angeles Times published this statement: "The huge production has won wide acclaim and capacity houses here." In the third week of the run Variety had this to say about the business being done by HIGH, WIDE: "Playing to lowest grosses in history of this house, third week's outlook is pretty dismal; second week finished brutal $3,900."

Says Welford Beaton: "What part does such high, wide and handsome lying as the Paramount advertising and exploitation indulge in, play in breaking the attendance habit? The chief asset of any business concern is the confidence its customers place in its appraisal of its product. Here we have Paramount lying in its advertisement aimed at its first customers, the exhibitors; and lying also in its publicity aimed at its ultimate customers, those who buy tickets at the box-office. When an individual obtains money under false pretenses, he is sent to jail if proven guilty. When Mr. Zukor's company does it, it is regarded in film circles as a procedure so commendable that all the other film producing organizations indulge in it. I will grant there is some element of truth in the Paramount advertisement from which I quote, for undoubtedly those who paid to see the picture raved about the poor return they got for their money, but that is not the kind of money the fiction writer had in mind when he wrote the ad. The film industry as a whole spends many millions of dollars each year in advertising and not one word of any picture advertisement is believed by anyone. But the poor old wolf goes right ahead, quite unaware his sheep's clothing is worn too thin to conceal his identity."

The basic reason for this Paramount chiding from Mr. Beaton came from Mr. Zukor's observation that the motion picture habit is no more. "Today," says Zukor, "the industry is dependent on customers out shopping for shows."

On this Mr. Beaton writes, "While the public's lack of confidence in any claim the producers themselves make for their product played a small part in breaking the attendance habit, it was but a small part. Knowledge that the habit is broken is of no value to the industry unless it is coupled with knowledge of its cause. Therefore Mr. Zukor's sage observation is of no value to anyone unless coupled with the reason for the stopping.

"Looking for that reason, the first thing we find is that in the days of silent pictures, we cared little what was showing at our favorite film theatres; we went regularly, had the habit of going; the box-office could depend upon so much revenue from us each week. The next point to settle is the reason for our indifference to what was showing. This means delving into motion picture fundamentals. WE FIND WE WERE NOT ENTERTAINED BY WHAT WE SAW ON THE SCREEN. WE ENTERAINED OURSELVES. The screen gave us the strongest illusion of reality ever achieved by an art, and it pleased us because we pleased ourselves with it.

"When sound came to the screen, everything was changed. Hollywood went into an entirely new business. It made a fundamental change in the nature of its product. It dismissed imagination, its greatest box-office ally, and itself told the stories we hitherto had told ourselves. It eliminated the music which had created the mood of what it had shown, and strived unsuccessfully to manufacture moods in the studios. It changed its form of entertainment from emotional to intellectual; it made us listen to stories with our ears instead of permitting us to tell them with our imagination. All this made it necessary for us to shop around for such pictures as we thought would entertain us. In the silent days we took the children, for they could imagine things to please them just as we did, but we could not take them to the talkies which left nothing to the imagination. They, too, had to shop. The talking device, which could have been used as a practical aid to screen art, was used to murder it. And to this day not a producer who used to make silent pictures is aware of the fact that he is now in a totally different business. It is gracious of Mr. Zukor to acknowledge we now shop for our screen entertainment, but it would mean more to the holders of the stock in his company if he would make an effort to ascertain and understand the reason why."
This department is designed to provide the exhibitor with a complete and comprehensive summary of vital data on all new feature films as they go into production. This will enable you to anticipate bookings and plan for the exhibition of forthcoming scope of this service as we further learn the needs of our readers.pictures for which you have contracted. We hope to enlarge the

**PRODUCTION RECORD**

The date before the titles of pictures RECENTLY COMPLETED is the approximate General Release Date.
The date after titles is that of the FILM BULLETIN issue in which all details appeared.

**COLUMBIA**

**COLLEGE FOLLIES OF 1938**

Changed from FRESHMAN FOLLIES
(Other details issue Sept. 11)

Story: When Charles Starrett, a renouned Western star, decides to go back to college to finish his education, the plan is opposed by his manager, Walter Connolly. Starrett is determined, but the insistence of Connolly's trickery and the antics of his stooge finally force him to leave. He has meanwhile fallen in love with the dean's daughter, John Perry, and after some difficulties straightens out the romantic problems with her.

**FORGOTTEN WOMAN**

Shooting started—September 15

Drama
Cost: Wynn Caacon, Scott Colton, Maye Methot, Sarah Padden, Arthur Loft, Mary Russell, Margaret Irving, John Tyrell, Dick Curia

Directed by Lambert Hillyer
Produced by Wallace MacDonald

Story: Maye Methot, an underworld girl, double-crosses her gang and is sent to prison. The mob attempts to get her paroled in order to facilitate their finding of the money which she has hidden. Sarah Padden, head of the prison, refuses to allow the gangster controlled board to free her. The gang then attacks the woman through her daughter, Wynn Caacon, and by intimidating her in a crime attempt to force Padden into paroling Methot. After various complications things are finally righted through the efforts of Scott Colton, Miss Caacon's fiancée.

37-38 program.

**MONOGRAM**

WHERE TRAILS DIVIDE

Shooting started—September 11 (Completed)

Western
Cost: TOM KEENE, Elaine Stewart, Warner Richmond, Lorraine Randall, David Sharpe

Directed by R. N. Bradbury
Produced by R. N. Bradbury

Story: Tom Keene comes West to open a law office and en route is held up on the stage coach owned by his younger brother, David Sharpe. He saves the day for the other passengers, among them Elaine Stewart. Upon arriving at his destination he sees that Sharpe is in league with Warner Richmond, notorious gambler of the territory. Keene makes him see the error of his ways and cleans up Richmond and his gang.

37-38 program. To be released September 26.

**RECENTLY COMPLETED:** 10/13—STARS OVER ARIZONA (Issue Aug. 28) . . . 9/29—A BRIDE FOR HENRY (Issue Aug. 14).

**PARAMOUNT**

EVERY DAY'S A HOLIDAY

Shooting started—September 11

Musical-Comedy
Cost: MAE WEST, Edmund Lowe, Charles Winninger, Charles Butterworth, Walter Catlett, Roger Imhof

Directed by A. Edward Sutherland
Produced by Emanuel Cohen

Story: Mae West is a New York gal with a habit of selling the Brooklyn Bridge, except the police are on her trail. She meets Edmund Lowe, one of the officers assigned to nab her, and from here the story proceeds in the typical Westman note, as she proceeds to extricate herself from one difficulty after another.

37-38 program.


**GRAND NATIONAL**

**FRONTIER TOWN**

Shooting started—September 9

Western
Cost: TEX RITTER, Ann Evers, Snub Pollard, Horace Murphy, Charles King, Forrest Taylor, Lynce Brent, Kari Hackett

Directed by Ray Taylor
Produced by Edward Finney

Story: Tex is a naive youth who is involved with a gang of modern bandits.

**RKO**

**WOMEN HAVE A WAY**

Shooting started—September 8

Comedy
Cost: MIRIAM HOPKINS, Roy Mallard, Walter Abel, Henry Stephenson, Alec Craig, Guinn Williams

Directed by Leigh Jason
Produced by Edward Kaufman

Story: When Miriam Hopkins' sister dies she leaves two young daughters in the care of artist Ray Mallard. With her father, Henry Stephenson, Miss Hopkins decides to gain custody of the children. Since the guardianship is strictly legal, nothing can be done about taking the children away from Millard. Disguising herself as a bohemian Bohemian, Hopkins descends upon the Village and entangles herself in the lives of the many young andINGLEWARTER.

37-38 program.

**HIGHWAY TO HELL**

Shooting started—September 14

Action-Drama
Cost: John Beal, Sally Eilers, Henry Carey, Frank M. Thomas, Lee Patrick, Edward Gargan, Paul Guilfoyle

Directed by Lew Landers
Produced by Moaney Cohen

Story: A story of the man who transporte luggage. John Beal is the driver for the luggage. He becomes involved in a dangerous occupation and also falls in love with his partner, Sally Eilers. She refuses to marry him because of the danger of his work and despite the fact that he insists it is only to earn enough money to complete his education. Only when Carey is killed by substituting for Beal in a dangerous job, does Beal realize the futility of such a life and frees himself from it to marry Miss Eilers.

37-38 program.
THE WRONG ROAD (Continued) lesson. The people are understandable hu-
man beings and are played to the hilt by the three prin-
cipals, Richard Cromwell, Helen Mack and Lionel Atwill. James Cruze has directed
with a sensitive hand, building steadily and
dramatically to the logical and highly satis-
factory conclusion. Exploitation angles are
lent in the ingenious ballyhoo. The family trade
will love it and word-of-mouth advertising should
help it build to above average grosses every-
where.
Richard Cromwell and Helen Mack, young
and very much in love, lack only money
to make their lives complete. Cromwell steals
some from his bank; they admit conspiracy
in the theft and both go to prison. All is done
according to their plan, both misguidedly be-
lieving that by serving a prison sentence,
their debt to the bank and society will auto-
matically be paid. When they are freed,
Lionel Atwill, in his capacity as bank detec-
tive, attempts to get them to reveal the
whereabouts of the money. This they refuse
to do. Atwill, always kindly and understand-
ing, pursues them. When a prison pal of
Cromwell's attempts to steal the money, they
turn to Atwill when he finally con-
vinces them of the futility of such crime and
leads them to the path of happiness.
Both Cromwell and Mack are excellent as
the youths. Atwill gives a flawless perfor-
manoeuvre but firm detective. Lesser roles,
particularly that of Horace MacMahon,
are well played.
James Cruze has lost little of his directorial
genius, blending the elements of the story
into a strongly persuasive drama.
AD TIPS: Tie in with parents' organization
and teachers on this story. Enlist the aid of
juvenile court judges in your campaign. Sell
it as a powerful story of youth.

STARS OVER ARIZONA

— Hollywood Preview —

BOXOFFICE RATING

Monogram 65 Minutes
Jack Randall, Warner Richmond, Kathleen
Eliot, Horace Murphy, Bob McKenzie, Tom
Herbert, Shura Shermatovia, Ennie Adams,
Hal Price
Directed by R. N. Bradbury
This Monogram western has the advantage of
a well devised screen-play, plus R. N. Bradbury's sure-fire direction and the pleasa-
gracious presence of Jack Randall, of which
all give it a high ranking in the western field.
Randall, still a bit timid, is improving his act-
ing and singing. He's definitely a "corner"
man. Randall is supported by an able cast, doped up by
Arizona's governor to turn down a band of
lawbreakers, headed by Warner Richmond.
There are the usual chases and gunfights, as
Randall and Richmond match wits. Kathleen
Eliot provides the necessary romantic inter-
est, while Shura Shermatovia is seen as an
alluring Mexican dancer, bent on vamping
Randall.
Bradbury works it all up to a socko finale
and turns out one of the rip roaringest gun
fights this reviewer has ever seen. It's all a
good action stuff.

MUSIC FOR MADAME

— Hollywood Preview —

BOXOFFICE RATING

Weak story backgrounds Martin's voice
... O.K. for music lovers and deluxe and
class houses... Requires strong selling
elsewhere... Rates ● ●; less for action
spots.

REO
77 Minutes
Nino Martini, Joan Fontaine, Alan Mowbray,
Billy Gilbert, Ethel Nile, Melville Cooper, Frank
Rhodes, Lee Patrick, Frank Conroy, Bradley
Page, Ada Leonor, Alan Bruce, Romo Vin-
cent, Barbara Pepper, Edward H. Robins.
George Shelley, Jack Carson
Directed by John Biustone
Lacking the sparkle which made Jesse La-
sky's last Nino Martini picture such delight-
ful screen entertainment, MUSIC FOR MA-
DAME depends for its entertainment value
on the singing voice of the star and some
mispaced gags. Separately both are
good; together they conflict. Slapstick hard-
ly is in harmony with Martin's presence. The
singer isn't a boxoffice draw on his own, for
he gives a good performance, but in DAZE OF
LADY, a good story, hence this new effort will fail
to meet with popular approval. It must be
strongly sold by the individual exhibitor to
bring even moderate returns.
Martini is an Italian en route to Hollywood
to seek fame and fortune in the movies. He
meets a band of gangsters who use him to
help them steal a pearl necklace. Since
the only means of identifying them is his voice,
the crooks warn him never to sing again. He
meets and falls in love with young Joan Font-
aine, a composer who is pursuing conductor
Alan Mowbray to play one of her composi-
tions. Mowbray is more interested in Martini
and intends to present him in the Hollywood
bowl. Martini wants to give himself up so that
Miss Fontaine can collect the reward
money. Mowbray balks his efforts, he sings
at the Bowl and the crooks are rounded up.
Martini still needs a few acting lessons,
but his singing is top notch. Lovely melodies
have been provided by Rudolph Friml and
for the Bowl sequence, he sings the thrilling
tenor aria from H.M.S. PINAFORE. Alan
Mowbray gives a deft satirical note to his portrayal
of the conductor. Lesser roles are well cast.
John Biustone's direction is only average,
relaying too much on hokum and time-worn
gags.

AD TIPS: Deluxe spots can sell Martini and
his singing. Action houses should emphasize
the crook angle.

ATLANTIC FLIGHT

— Hollywood Preview —

BOXOFFICE RATING

Monogram 60 Minutes
Dick Merritt, John Laurie, Weldon Heyburn,
Paula Wix, Ivan North, Lyle Moraine, Wilbur
Mack, Buddy Messenger, Gertrude Messenger,
Dona Harlan, Earl Dwier
Directed by William Nigh
Without Dick Merrill ATLANTIC FLIGHT
would still be a top-notch action melodrama.
With the added value of his front-page name,
it shapes up as a good bet for action fans
and the kids. The film has been handled with
commendable care by associate producer
William Lebedoff, who has always en-
graced, thrash-packed air yard that should
please everyone. It's a good melodrama,
generally.

Weldon Heyburn is the designer of a new
plane, which Dick Merrill flies in a big
race. Heyburn falls for a young heiress
Paula Stone who is backing Ivan Lebedoff
in the race against Merrill. Lebedoff con-
trives to sabotage the plane and Heyburn is
seriously injured. A serum is required, so
Merrill flies to England and comes back with
it, thus saving Heyburn's life and facilitating
the romance between Miss Stone and his pal
Dick Merrill is not an actor and he is wisely
kept from indulging in any dance technique.
Heyburn gives an excellent performance as the
inventor and Paula Stone is most agreeable
in her ingenue assignment. Ivan Lebedoff
gives his usual excellent villainous perform-
ance, while others are uniformly good work.
William Nigh's direction is swiftly paced
He has deftly blended the stock air shots into
the story structure.

AD TIPS: Sell Dick Merrill. Drag out the
clippings of his recent trans-Atlantic flight
Tie in with airports and plane companies.

YOUNG DYNAMITE

— Hollywood Preview —

BOXOFFICE RATING

ACTION... O.K. Darro-Richmond film
... Should please juve audiences in
action houses... Rates ● ● where
usable.

Conn-Ambassador 57 Minutes
Frankie Darro, Kane Richmond, Charlotte
Henry, David Sharpe, William Costello,
Carlton Young, Pat Gleason
Directed by Les Goodwins
Followers of Frankie Darro will not be dis-
appointed in this. Hitting and maintaining
a neat pace from the start, it is replete with
the usual action sequences, so twisted as to
give the story some semblance of originality.
Only fault lies in the highly melodramatic
finish, but this might be remedied by a bit
of editing.

Frankie Darro's older brother, David Sharpe
is shot on his first day of duty as a state pol-
iceman by a gang of thieves who have been
defrauding the government by cornering old
gold. Kane Richmond another trooper, is as-
signed to the case, but political pressure has
him switched. Frankie resolves to track down
the brother of his brother, succeeds in cap-
turing the gang, which is headed by William
Costello and turns them over to the police.

Frankie gives his familiar punchy perform-
ence and Richmond scores solidly in a well
directed and well-plotted role. Charlotte Henry is an at-
tractive little miss and William Costello is a suave
and menacing villain.

AD TIPS: Sell the Darro-Richmond combi-
nation. Feature the old gold racket exposure.

MORE REVIEWS ON PAGE 14
PRODUCTION RECORD
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9)

UNIVERSAL

TIM TYLER’S LUCK
(Other details issue September 11)
Story: Frankie Thomas goes into the African jungle to search for his father. Stowing away on a river steamer, he meets Frances Robinson, who is hunting Norman Willis, a notorious diamond thief. The latter was responsible for a Kimberly diamond theft, blame for which has been fixed on her brother. The two endure many hardships, but the girl succeeds in clearing her brother’s name. Frankie’s father is killed, but leaves him a map disclosing the fabulously rich elephant’s burial ground. Willis attempts to claim it as his own, but Frankie outsmarts him.

YOUNG MAN’S FANCY
(Other details issue September 11)
Story: Ken Murray, producer of a show, discovers that the Milk Fund Benefit is opening the same night. To arouse curiosity he arranges for a waiter, George Murphy, to pose as a wealthy Oklahoman who has purchased the theatre for an entire week. The scheme works, too well in fact, for Murphy falls in love with Alice Faye, leading lady of the show, much to Murray’s consternation. He fails to convince William Garret, who plans revenge by telegraphing Faye on opening night that Murphy is dying in Kansas City. Murray returns on stage for the encore number after producing Murphy and proving he is well and alive in New York.

A PRESCRIPTION FOR ROMANCE
Shooting started—September 20
Comedy-Drama
Cast: Mischa Auer, Wendy Barrie, Kent Taylor, Dorothy Kent, Frank Jenks, Henry Hunter
Directed by S. Sylvan Simon
Produced by Edmund Grainger
Story: Henry Hunter, an embezzler, leaves his gold-digging sweetheart, goes to Budapest, where he is pursued by detectives Kent Taylor. In Budapest Taylor is mistaken for Hunter and arrested. Wendy Barrie, an attaché at an American bank, goes to Taylor’s aid, believing him to be Hunter, who befriended her family at one time. Discovering he is the wrong man, she effects his release and Taylor promptly becomes violently attached to her. With the aid of Frank Jenks, a reporter, Taylor succeeds in tracking her friend down, proves his guilt after considerable effort. Mischa Auer hovers around the edge of the story as a loveable Hungarian who lives chiefly by his wits.

37-38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED: 10/24—MERRY-GO-ROUND OF 1938
(Issue July 17) BOSS OF LONELY VALLEY (Issue Aug. 28)
10-3 MIGHTIER THAN THE SWORD (Issue Aug. 28)
10-26 BEHIND THE MIKE (Issue July 17) ADVENTURE’S END (Issue July 17)
10-26 MIDNIGHT RAIDERS (Issue July 31) SUDDEN BILL DORN (Issue July 31) 11-7 THE WESTLAND CASE (Issue Aug 14)
11-7 BLONDE DYNAMITE (Issue Aug. 14)

WARNER BROTHERS

SWING YOUR LADY
Shooting started—September 10
Comedy
Directed by Roy Enright
Produced by Sam Buchholz
Story: The story of a wrestling promoter, Humphrey Bogart, whose amorous grifter, Nat Pendleton, falls for a lady blacksmith, Louise Fazenda, while on a barnstorming tour of the Ozarks.
37-38 program.

TOO MUCH OF EVERYTHING
Shooting started—September 11
Drama
Cast: DOLORES COSTELLO, Bonita Granville, Donald Crisp, Natalie Moorhead, Lucille Gleason, Mary Doyle, Donald Briggs, Emmett Vogan
Directed by Arthur Lubin
Produced by Bryan Foy
Story: The story of a problem child, Bonita Granville, whose busy parents neglect her. Only the young family lawyer, Donald Briggs, understands her, and it is at his insistence that she is sent to the school presided over by Dolores Costello. After many disappointments, Costello finally gets the girl to see the error of her ways and changes her into a model pupil. Briggs becomes more than casually interested in Miss Costello.
37-38 program.

PENROD AND HIS TWIN BROTHER
Shooting started—September 13
Comedy
Cast: Billy and Bobby Mauch, Spring Byington, Charles Halton, Jackie Morrow, Benny Bartlett, Frank Craven
Directed by William McGinn
Produced by Bryan Foy
Story: Unavailable; see next issue.
37-38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED: WITHOUT WARNING (Issue Aug 14)
ONE MORE TOMMOROW (Issue July 31) SERGEANT MURPHY (Issue July 31) MISSING WITNESS (Issue July 17) TWO PLATOONS (Issue July 17) EXPENSIVE HUSBANDS (Issue July 17)
TITLE CHANGES: THIS WOMAN IS DANGEROUS—from RETURN FROM LIMBO (in production, details issue Sept. 11) TOVARCH (Original title)—from TONIGHT’S OUR NIGHT (Completed, details issue July 17)

Keep Abreast of Production
FILM BULLETIN’S PRODUCTION RECORD
is the most Complete and Accurate Studio Information Available.
What the Newspaper Critics Say

Charlie Chan on Broadway
(20th Century-Fox)
"... Whole film carries through with speed, variety and humor until Charlie puts the fatal finger on the unsuspected culprit ... As usual, Warner Oland handles Charlie with silken ease ..."  
B. C. N. Y. TIMES
"... Those who treasure Charlie Chan will find his current adventures among his most exciting ... Story is sound, situations logical and colorful ... Plenty of humor throughout ..."  
Finn, PHILA. RECORD
"... A worthy addition to the amazingly long and amazingly clever Chan series ... Chan films never lack variety in characterization, setting and comedy ..."  
Murdock, PHILA. LEDGER

DEAD END
(United Artists)
"... Action-packed, stark in its realism, boldly direct ... A film to be seen by those who demand the best of their movies ..."  
Finn, PHILA. RECORD
"... Exciting melodrama and has a generous share of human interest, comedy and characterization ... While the screen setting is very effective, movie audiences are impressed rather than overwhelmed ..."  
Murdock, PHILA. LEDGER
"... A grim merry-go-round of eternal frustration and its characters are puppets whose lives terminate in the 'dead end' which parallels the place of their birth ..."  
Reel, CHICAGO AMERICAN
"... The boys of the gutter duplicate their excellent stage characterization, and steal the entire show ... Heavy drama, telling with emphasis and feeling one of the evils of our modern social system ..."  
Marsh, CLEVELAND DEALER

100 MEN AND A GIRL
(Universal)
"... Has been handled with redoubtable showmanship ... Long on concert hall doings, but solidly buttressed by freshly amusing situations and delightful comic touches ..."  
Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"... The symphonic interludes in themselves are worthy of delighted attention ... The music is an integral part of the film ..."  
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES
"... Splendid vocal and orchestral music, and that rarest of rare experiences, a new and rather fascinating plot ..."  
Winston, N. Y. POST
"... Light and entertaining and in very good taste ... Scenario manages to keep both interest and suspense lively with exciting incidents ..."  
Finn, PHILA. RECORD
"... One of the finest grand and glorious musical cinemas Hollywood has turned out ... You will thrill to every moment of the story ..."  
H. M. WASH. (D.C.) STAR

BIG CITY
(M-G-M)
"... A fast and furious knockdown for ten minutes near the end, dragout battle between a group of ex-pugilists and a gang of labor racketeers that gives the film a certain vitality, but for the rest it is feeble, fumbling, bugus attempt to show what happens to a frail little alien girl caught in the meshes of a labor war ..."  
Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
"... Casual, superficially diverting, singularly unimportant stuff ..."  
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES
"... Preposterous tale directed at random, played in a variety of mood and cluttered with dull dialogue and incidental business ..."  
Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"... An attempt of sentiment, in order to give some semblance of justification to the use of stars in the picture ... Slows the action and seems phony ..."  
Winston, N. Y. POST

FORTY NAUGHTY GIRLS
(RKO Radio)
"... Since ZaZu Pitts and James Gleason play the principal roles, there is bound to be a certain amount of first rate humor ... Long on comedy, extremely short on ingenuity, suspense and excitement ..."  
Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
"... Manages to be entertaining ... Back-stage background is both authentic and exciting ..."  
Tazelaar, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"... Rather enjoyable, and so long drawn out that you feel the author is having fun toying with the idea ..."  
B. R. C., N. Y. TIMES

ON SUCH A NIGHT
(Paramount)
"... Does a rather good job of balancing its dramatic material against spirited comedy ... Not enough has been made of the Mississippi flood pictures nor of the human interest stories they carried ..."  
Finn, PHILA. RECORD
"... All adds up to a crazy yarn that has been told before in numerous plays and pictures ... Plot, thick as it proved to be, failed to be captivating or convincing ..."  
Tazelaar, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"... Atmosphere of a flood-stricken area under the bleakness of continual driving rain has been reproduced with such vigor and realism that allowances can be made for the cheap melodramatics of the story ..."  
B. R. C., N. Y. TIMES

THAT CERTAIN WOMAN
(Warner Bros.)
"... Gets hopelessly involved in a series of for- tuitous incidents after a promising start ... Has what is vaguely known as audience appeal, but almost no dramatic integrity ..."  
Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"... For all the heaviness of its theme, for all the hopeless monotonity of its heroine's ill-fortune, has dramatic value, and reasonably constant interest ... Miss Davis performs valiantly as usual ..."  
Nugent, N. Y. TIMES
"... About as preposterous as anything that has come along this season, and the wonder is how the actors managed to keep a straight face while saying and doing some of the things ..."  
Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
"... Far from being the picture it started out to be ... Bette Davis and Henry Fonda tear their hearts to tatters ..."  
Winston, N. Y. POST
"... Bette Davis has made the most of a not always believable role ... The results do hold your attention and there is not too much deliberate playing for tears ..."  
E. L. H., BOSTON HERALD

WIFE, DOCTOR AND NURSE
(20th Century-Fox)
"... For the most part, good fun ... Scenes shared by Miss Young and Baxter can be compared with the best in popular, sophisticated comedies ..."  
Finn, PHILA. RECORD
"... Gay and spirited comedy ... Amusing entertainment ..."  
H. T. M., PHILA. LEDGER
"... Warner Baxter turns in one of his best chores as the surgeon ... Loretta Young has never been photographed to better advantage and her gay, romantic moments are cleverly played ..."  
Kelley, WASH. TIMES

FLIGHT FROM GLORY
(RKO-Radio)
"... Not especially original, but has the virtue of straight, sure and forceful direction, some first-rate dramatic incidents and some really good acting ..."  
Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
"... Deals with airplanes in a lace Valentine kind of way, despite its crack-ups, stunt flying and heart-rending romance ..."  
Tazelaar, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"... A man's movie ... Concerns a group of grounded American pilots, flying death-trap planes for an unscrupulous commercial agent in the Andes ..."  
Thirer, N. Y. POST

UNBIASED ... AUTHORITATIVE CRITICISMS OF NEW PICTURES
BY THE MOST REPUTABLE CRITICS ON LEADING NEWSPAPERS
THE NEW FILMS IN PICTURES...

PREVIEWS

DEAD END
William Kingsley's stage play of life on the front and hind of a New York street has been brought to the screen by Samuel Goldwyn to the blaze of critical praise. Sylvia Sidney, Joel McCrea and Humphrey Bogart are the principals.

THE LADY FIGHTS BACK
It's all about the right to fish for salmon! Kent Taylor is sent to build a dam which would obstruct the salmon fishing of the club managed by Irene Hervey. They scrap and scrap until they kiss. Universal releases.

A BRIDE FOR HENRY
The review in this issue tells the story of meek mannered Henry, the lawyer who became a lady killer. Monogram comedy displays the talents of Sylvia Sidney, Joel McCrea and Humphrey Bogart.

PITHY FACTS TO AID YOUR BOOKING

DEAD END William Kingsley's stage play of life on the front and hind of a New York street has been brought to the screen by Samuel Goldwyn to the blaze of critical praise. Sylvia Sidney, Joel McCrea and Humphrey Bogart are the principals.

THE LADY FIGHTS BACK It's all about the right to fish for salmon! Kent Taylor is sent to build a dam which would obstruct the salmon fishing of the club managed by Irene Hervey. They scrap and scrap until they kiss. Universal releases.

A BRIDE FOR HENRY The review in this issue tells the story of meek mannered Henry, the lawyer who became a lady killer. Monogram comedy displays the talents of Sylvia Sidney, Joel McCrea and Humphrey Bogart.
REVIEWS

(continued from page 10)

SATURDAY'S HEROES

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

FOOTBALL MELODRAMA . . . Program pigskin picture has enough sustained interest to please youthful audiences . . . Lack of name value is its secondary dualler . . . Rates ★★ —

RKO

58 Minutes
Van Heflin, Maritan Marsh, Richard Lane, Alan Bruce, Minor Watson, Frank Jenks, Willie Best, Walter Miller, Crawford Weaver, George Irving, John Arledge, Dick Hogan, Al St. John, Charles Trowbridge

Directed by Edward Killy

Although quickly (and cheaply) produced this first of the fall football pictures is genuinely interesting program entertainment. The story is routine, but swiftly paced direction and good performances makes one lose sight of the plot's creakiness and the fact that the football stock shots are out of the newsreels. It's strictly dual bill fare, but young people will enjoy it.

Van Heflin plays the part of a star quarterback, who makes a living by scalping tickets. He is kicked off the team as a result of this and other activities, which include sucking up sports editor Richard Lane in the nose. After his pal, John Arledge, kills himself as a result of some underhand business, Heflin sets out to show college football up as a racket. He does a lot of preaching and finally peddles himself to another college and beats his own team in a rather interesting way. There is a negligible romance between Marsh and Heflin.

Performances are generally good, with old-timer Al St. John scoring solidly on laughs. Killy's direction, a bit slow at the beginning, picks up as it goes along. The game climax is handled in swift, showmanly style.

AD TIPS: Play up the angle of racketeering in college football. Is it a racket? — HANNA (Hollywood)

DANGEROUSLY YOURS

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

CROOK DRAMA . . . Routine jewel thief yarn . . . Passable material for dualling in family houses . . . Rates ★★ — may do better in action spots.

20th Century-Fox

62 Minutes
Cesar Romero, Phyllis Brooks, Jane Darwell, Alan Dinehart, Natalie Caruso, John Harrington, Douglas Wood, Earle Fox

Directed by Mal St. Clair

This never swerving for an instant from the well-beaten path laid by previous yarns wherein the attractive femme-fatale jewel thief is pursued and falls in love with the handsome detective. Packing little punch, it wins its inconsequential way through the necessary footage in the conventional manner with the audience just one step ahead of the story. It is O.K. for the lower berth in family houses where audiences aren't fussy. Action houses may be able to solo it on the crook angle and Cesar Romero's name.

The action takes place aboard a trans-Atlantic steamer. Aboard are Phyllis Brooks, part of a jewel thief gang headed by Alan Dinehart; Douglas Wood, who is carrying a huge diamond, and Cesar Romero, who turns out to be a detective employed by an insurance company. Of course there's a nearly perfect imitation gem floating about which causes all the trouble. Wood is ostensibly killed and various complications ensue. However, it is revealed that the whole business is a gag and that detective Cesar merely wanted to round up the gang. Miss Brooks repents, is placed on parole, and thus is free to marry Romero.

Performances are average and director Mal St. Clair gives the piece an occasional bit of suspense.

AD TIPS: Feature Romero.

HANNA (Hollywood)

THIS WAY PLEASE

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

MUSICAL . . . Slow moving musical has many dull spots . . . Rates ★★ — as dualler.

Paramount

72 Minutes
Charles "Buddy" Rogers, Mary Livingstone, Betty Grable, Ned Sparks, Jim and Marion Jordan, Porter Hall, Lee Bowman, Cecil Cunningham, Wally Vernon, Romo Vincent, Jerry Berge, Rule Davis

Directed by Robert Florey

What results this will have at the boxoffice depends solely on what exploitation possibilities can be milked from the dubious names of Buddy Rogers and Mary Livingstone. Judged solely on its entertainment values, this new Paramount musical is a thin, weak offering. The shallow story not only fails to hold water, but makes a fatal mistake when it asks the spectator to accept as its hero an utter cad who willingly humiliates a girl he professes to love. There are some agreeable tunes and a collection of fairly good musical interludes, but these only partially relieve the general dullness. It's dual bill stuff — no more.

Buddy Rogers is a band leader, successfully filling an engagement in a theatre owned by Porter Hall. Betty Grable comes for a job as dancer in the show, but Hall will have none of her, and she finally gets a job as an usher in the theatre. She finally convinces Rogers of her ability and gets a spot in the show. Hall fires her and Buddy resigns. Without a stage attraction, in despair Hall calls in Betty and bills her as the gal who broke Rogers' heart. With his p.a., Ned Sparks, Rogers contrives to get even. He arranges a stage wedding between himself and Miss Grable, but illets her at the last moment. She decides to marry Lee Bowman, the head usher, but Buddy comes through and the two get twined.

Rogers, still retaining his youthful charm and appeal, does his best with the ninny role but it will take stronger material than this before he can hope to regain his earlier following. Mary Livingstone needs more experience. Ned Sparks has dropped his standard monotone delivery for a lighter spiel. Specialties in the show contribute moments of welcome relief from the too tedious story.

AD TIPS: Plug Rogers and Livingstone, the latter being Jack Benny's radio and real life partner. Sell the musical numbers.

HANNA (Hollywood)
SHORT SUBJECTS

FROM PHILLY
By "Jaywalker"

There is a crew of "mortgage snipers" operating around the Philly area. These illegitimate boys get wind of the expiration date of a theatre mortgage, rush down to the bank or B. & L. and try their damnest to buy the mortgage in an effort to take some other exhibitor's theatre away from him. It's this sort of thing that encourages film men to call exhibitors the things they do call them! The Paramount strike continues with very few defections. All one need do to assure oneself that Para is setting the lacking of its life in these parts is to scan the listing of programs at independent houses in one of the daily newspapers. Judging from these ads, not more than three or four non-affiliated theatres are playing the company's product. And the Philly exhibs are very much encouraged by reports from other territories, which indicate that the strike is gaining—not losing—momentum.

LEWEN PIZOR, UMTOP's presy, is coming along nicely at Temple Hospital and will probably be back to the wars within a couple of weeks. The local National office is arranging the wedding soon: (1) the marriage of manager STANLEY GOLDBERG to his secretary NAOMI LEVY; (2) a cute new daughter for MILT SMITH, the upstate dynamo. SAM LEEKHO has been splashed all over the front pages of recent issues of the Record. He won the newspaper's "hole-in-one" golfing contest. Call at his office for the free cigar!

HARRY LA VINE and his Republic crew have been more than normally busy these past few weeks signing new deals for the company's very promising new product. The Peeelman double feature rehearsing is slated to be heard within the next 8 weeks. Exhibs were called to a meeting in Fire Marshal Clinton's office this Monday. They expect to hear something about crowding theatres on game nights. Some stole has been squawking because he doesn't like games, we hear—TOM LARK, Horlacher's cashier, is recuperating rapidly and should return to the office soon. Spotted at the Allied Convention in A. C.: HARRY LA VINE, JOE ENGEL, BEN BLOMBEAC, DAVE ROSEN. "Dead End" raved editorial comment in the Record after its opening at the Aldine. A real break—MURRAY BEHR'S Preferred staff worked trojans on the Louis-Farr Fight pic. BILLIE MILLER, MATT PUSBY handled what came near being a record-breaking number of bookings in splendid manner. RAY SMITH set a new sales record with the same same. Monogram's W. RAY JOHNSTON, SAM ROSEN sales and date drive gets underway Oct. 3rd and runs until Dec. 4th. LEONARD SCHLEINERG of Warners Theatres is reported slated for a post in N. Y., to be replaced by JACK FLYNN. Here, local impresario Lorene lande is at JAY EMANUEL, publisher of "The Exhibitor," for his statement to ELISIE FINX of the Record accusing exhibitors of operating "crooked" shows in their theatres.

FROM BOSTON
By Barclay

The Independent Exhibitors, Inc., held a special meeting in Boston Tuesday, September 25th, upon the return of a nucleus from the Eastern Regional Convention in Atlantic City. The idea of the con- fab, which was the first of a scheduled series to be held every other Tuesday, was to discuss various buying deals throughout New England and the rest of the country. DAN MURPHY, operator of the Loring Hall in Hingham, was forced to cancel his trip to the Allied meet in Atlantic City because of enforced business duties. JOSEPH MEEK BLAIR, boss for the Drive-In Theatres Corp., announced the engagement of his daughter, CAROLINE, to DR. J. H. SCHWARTZ. The couple are to be married October 19th, after which they will voyage to Palestine, where the groom has received an appointment as Professor of Medical Research.

CHESTER SAWIN is now working for HARRY SEGAL as an Imperial salesman. SAWIN was for years associated with R. L. RUSSELL, and has gone into Bar Harbor, Maine, where his theatre chain has bought the Star out from under GEORGE MCKAY, HAROLD STONEMAN and DICK SCHULTZ. Formerly the treasurer of the Independent Exhibitors, have gone down on Cape Cod, where they had added four MOORE & FITZGERALD theatres to the Interstate circuit. Two of the houses are located in Hyannis, while the remaining two are in Chatham and Osterville. MARJORY ADAMS, HELEN FAIR, PRUNELLA HALL, and HELEN PRIM are back in Boston following a two-week trip to the West Coast. M. and P. Theatres Corporation sponsored the trek for the local film critics, and HARRY BROWN was present for the agent, with whom he met. A. PEGGY DOYLE stopped off in Chicago on her way back. The span was made both ways by plane. PAUL LEVI, Metropolitan Theatre publicity head, was host last week to the press at a party in honor of TOMMY DORSEY, who opened with his band at the house September 21st. The usual pictures were taken and the usual hors d'oeuvres and other refreshments served. WILLIAM PURCELL is to transform the Ritz, a dance hall, in Manchester, N. H., into a theatre. PURCELL was formerly a manager for NATHAN YAMINS. LOUISE BUCKLEY has gone to Bank Night from Cambridge. GEORGE KRASKA held over the "Spanish Earth" at the Fine Arts Theatre a second week. CHARLES KOERNER gave "Thin Ice" and "Annapolis Salad" three weeks at Keith's Memorial. The Paramount Strike is gaining momentum in New England, according to ARTHUR K. HOWARD. A survey of the contract situation showed that ninety per cent had not signed with the major for next year. Of the ten per cent, the majority had signed prior to issuing of strike orders. Meetings on the sit-down are drawing larger attendance now than they did when the action was first put into effect. Close scrutiny is being maintained on Allied activities in this direction in other territories. The town's first lady theatre manager is ALICE JORGELIN MCGARRY, who has been appointed by the Subber's to cover that position in connection with the Boston Opera House. Miss MCGARRY is young, personable, and is sure to draw many inquiries from patrons as to which and what star she is and as to what she is doing in front of the house. ETON GORMAN has opened up the Cape theatre in South Portland. The new situation seats over 500. SAM SOULE, identified with the East Boston theatre situation, was recently stricken by a heart attack.
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SATURDAY, SEPT. 25th, 1937
BY EVERY MOTION PICTURE PRODUCER!

The producers of Hollywood have joined the exhibitors of America in clamoring for GENE AUTRY, Singing cowboy No. 1 of the screen. They all recognize the box office magic of the AUTRY name. The trade and daily papers have been full of this and that company negotiating for the services of REPUBLIC'S singing-action star.

Despite anything you may read or hear, and to set you straight...GENE AUTRY is under long-term, exclusive contract to REPUBLIC.

If you want the new GENE AUTRY 1937-38 series of Four Jubilee Specials and Four Musical Westerns (and who doesn't!) you can get them, as usual, from

Gene Autry

4 JUBILEES . . . 4 MUSICAL WESTERNS

CALLING ALL COWBOYS
BOOTS AND SADDLES
ROLL, WAGON, ROLL
The OLD BARN DANCE

PUBLIC COWBOY No. 1
CALGARY OR DUST
SADDLE PALS
MAN----MUSIC MOUNTAIN
No Court Can Make You Buy Paramount Pictures!

The persistence with which Paramount has pressed its case to restrain independent exhibitors in the Minneapolis and Philadelphia territories from pursuing the "strike" must be attributed to the film company's belief that if it defeats the theatremen in court they will be demoralized and their determination to hold out for a square deal shattered.

How wrong Paramount is in that belief only time will prove. For the present note should be taken of the fact that despite the adverse decision in the temporary injunction case in Minneapolis there is no apparent breaking of the ranks in that territory or elsewhere. This, in the face of evidence that Paramount is putting on terrific pressure to sell its product in a few vulnerable situations, hoping that the old accounts will be frightened. Reports coming to the FILM BULLETIN office from exhibitor organizations throughout the country indicate that even this pressure is bringing mighty few takers.

The independents of Philadelphia have fully and unequivocally renounced all intention to picket or adopt any means for forcing anyone to join the strike. In the United States Circuit Court last Wednesday, Benjamin M. Golder, attorney for the theatre owners, brilliantly presented their case in opposition to Paramount's plea for an injunction, startling the court and opposing counsel by declaring that he is only fighting for protection of the exhibitor's right to meet, discuss and follow the dictates of their own minds and consciences in regard to Paramount.

How any court can refuse that right is unimaginable. Mr. Golder set up a wall of logic and justice which is insurmountable. Exhibitors in large numbers have a perfect right to refuse to do business with Paramount, he declared. Because they have the same contract—a contract they have found onerous.

"THEY HAVE JUST AS GOOD A REASON NOT TO PATRONIZE PARAMOUNT AS I HAVE NOT TO BUY FROM A MAN I THINK IS CHEATING ME!"

There, in Mr. Golder's words, you have the crux of this entire situation. No court can force any exhibitor to buy Paramount pictures. All the propaganda being disseminated to make you think otherwise is perversion of basic fact. Don't believe any of it.

MO WAX.
REPORT ON THE PARAMOUNT 'STRIKE'

20 CAL. EXHIBS SUE

Twenty individual suits charging Paramount with defrauding them and asking damages were filed by independent exhibitors in Los Angeles last week. The suits are based on the same claim being made by hundreds of independents throughout the nation—that Paramount violated its legal and moral obligations by refusing to deliver a number of pictures promised on the 1936-37 contract.

The other seven major distributors and the Hays Organization are included in the complaints on the ground that they conspire to "harass, embarrass and damage" independents for the purpose of eliminating them from competition with producer-affiliated theatres.

A large bloc of indies in the Los Angeles area have joined other groups in refusing to do business with Paramount for the '37-'38 season, but this sudden court move is the first legal action taken against the film company on this issue. Previous litigation in Minneapolis and Philadelphia was instituted by Paramount.

* * *

ONE CONTRACT FROM JERSEY ALLIED

From Jacob Unger, Secretary of Allied of New Jersey, comes the following report, dated Sept. 29th, on Paramount's "progress" in selling its 1937-38 product to members of that organization:

"In reply to your inquiry of the 17th, permit me to say that there has been no general date strike against Paramount in our territory. The resistance against Paramount consists entirely of a general refusal to buy. Within the organization there are four contracts for 1937-38 Paramount product, of which three are hold-over contracts; that is, the exhibitors who have these contracts had bought two years' output in 1936-37."

* * *

THE PHILADELPHIA APPEAL

Arguments on Paramount's appeal from the U. S. District Court decision favoring the "strikers" were heard by the Circuit Court Wednesday. Attorney Wm. Schnader for Paramount pointed out to the court that the strike is nation-wide, apparently with view of strengthening case on interstate commerce factor. He quoted literature sent out by United M.P.T.O. of Philadelphia to sustain charge of coercion.

Exhibitors' counsel, Benj. M. Golder, told the court that he had no intention of disputing Paramount's claim that his clients planned to adopt picketing and other coercive action to widen the "strike." He pointed out, however, that they abandoned such plans and have resorted only to peaceful persuasion and discussion among themselves. He distinguished between primary and secondary boycotts. The former, he argued, is legal when a group of business men having identical problems and faced with a "common enemy," adopt similar means to protect their businesses against such an enemy—without urging the strike on persons outside their field, like the general public.

Golder made the comment that Paramount might have taken legal action to compel exhibitors to fulfill their contracts, if the company had full confidence in the legality of its position.

* * *

MINNEAPOLIS DECISION

Paramount won a temporary injunction against independent exhibitors in this territory restraining them from picketing or coercing others. Despite the sweeping limitations placed on their "strike" activities by Federal Judge Gunnar Norbye, Minneapolis independents have indicated their determination to continue "passive resistance" to Paramount's policy simply by refusing to buy. Their attitude will be entirely individual and not subject to any court decisions.

* * *

WISCONSIN INDIES MODIFY 'STRIKE'

The Independent Theatres Protective Ass'n of Wisconsin, in a bulletin dated October 2nd, suggested to its members a modification of its effective dating and buying strike against Paramount to permit completion of all 1936-37 contracts held with that company. This is no wise to affect the boycott of Paramount for the 1937-38 season.

The I.T.P.A. also announced its intention to organize a buying committee to negotiate all business with Paramount in the future.
THE TEXAS DECISION HITS
ALL CIRCUIT PROTECTION DEALS!

Examination of Federal Judge Atwell's opinion in the Dallas 25-cent minimum admission case reveals far-reaching potentialities for checking the blanket clearance system forced on distributors by the powerful affiliated circuits, it is pointed out by Harry A. Cole, leader of the Allied group in Texas who carried the fight against the two Paramount chain affiliates into court.

The decision found the Interstate Circuit: Texas Consolidated Theatres; their two chief executives, Karl Hoblitzelle and R. J. O'Donnell, and the eight major distributors guilty of conspiracy to violate the Sherman Anti-Trust Law. The case was based on the practice of prohibiting independent competitors of the two circuits from charging less than 25 cents evening admission or double featuring. Testimony revealed that the chains demanded of all film companies that they force such restrictions upon all their independent accounts.

Particular significance is attached by Cole to the following statement in the opinion:

"BEYOND EVEN THE CITING OF TESTIMONY IS THE IRREFUTABLE FURTHER FACT THAT SUCH CONTRACTS AS THE EXHIBITOR RESPONDENTS (the circuits) MADE WITH EACH OF THE DISTRIBUTOR RESPONDENTS, WAS, ITSELF, IN VIOLATION OF THE SHERMAN ANTI-TRUST LAW."

It is not stretching credulity to interpret this statement as casting reflection on the legality of the practice whereby the large circuits command unwarranted clearance and protection over less powerful competitors. Countless cases are known in which individual independent theatres offer higher rentals than directly competitive affiliated houses, but find themselves stymied because of master contracts negotiated by home office officials of the distributors and heads of the chains.

On the subject of the method of conspiracy, Judge Atwell had this to say:

"After all, a contract—agreement, conspiracy—is merely the meeting of the minds. Such meeting may be evidenced by a written instrument, or, by identical action, at a given time, with reference to the identical matter. And the testimony irrefutably establishes the fact that the same action was suggested to each party who, thereafter, so acted."

Another portion of the opinion states:

"The citizen has the right to go to another citizen to make a contract and to have that other citizen free from any inhibiting prior agreement to limit the rights of him who seeks. The subsequent small theatre exhibitor who wanted the right to show a class A film at 10 or 15 cents has a right—that right which belongs to every free man—to contract with the owner of the film, free to exercise his own judgment. This evidence shows that no such subsequent run exhibitor had a field of that sort with the distributor defendants. There had already been a pre-occupation of this very field of agreement. Some of his rights had already been taken away from him. It differs from the exercise by the distributor of the right to refuse to deal at all."

Application of these judicious remarks to some of the objectionable trade practices now in effect would go a long way toward making the film industry more congenial and less of a nuisance to the courts of the land.
NEWSPRINT HIGHLIGHTS

UNIVERSAL GOES ECONOMICAL

New York. — Faced with ever-increasing financial problems, Universal made drastic cuts in its home office staff last week, dropping over 100 employees. This is but one sign of the underlying trouble that has plagued the management since Carl Laemmle was removed from the scene.

Reports have R. H. Cochrane, president, lined up with J. Cheever Cowdin, financier and chairman of the board, in opposition to Charles R. Rogers, v.p. in charge of production. Universal's 1936-37 product was admittedly weakest of the majors by far and the company has been in a financial hole as a result. This week it was understood that the friction between the executives had been ironed out, but insiders believe it is only a temporary truce, prompted, perhaps, by the limited additional investment by banker Giannini of California.

** KUYKENDALL IN AGAIN! **

Without much urging, Ed Kuykendall, president of the discredited M.P.T.O.A., plunged back into trade paper headlines with "advice" to both exhibitors and Paramount to settle their difficulties by compromise. Kuykendall gave the impression that he was speaking on behalf of the United MPTO of Philadelphia, which was vehemently denied by that group.

Kuykendall expressed the opinion that much of the trouble is due to exhibitors' failure to read the "technical, legalistic clauses in fine print in the Paramount contract."

Despite the space allotted the Mississippian's remarks in the press, he is little heeded by exhibitors.

** G-B TO REMAIN INDEPENDENT **

London. — Gaumont British was certain to resist efforts of outsiders to gain control of the company for at least six months, following payment of the semi-annual preferred dividend this week. Only if the dividend is passed it is possible for preferred holders to vote their shares.

** ALLIED PLANS MEMBERSHIP DRIVE **

An intensive drive for additional membership in present units and affiliations of outside exhibitor groups is being planned by Allied States Association, according to reliable reports. The entire country will be canvassed, territory by territory, under the direction of a central membership committee. Allied leaders are reported to feel that the temper of the nation's independents is now ripe for consideration of the values of one powerful national body.

** METRO ON AIR NOVEMBER 4th **

Starting November 4th, and every Thursday night thereafter, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will present the first completely studio controlled radio program. The cast will be composed of all of the company's principal players. The weekly shows will go on from 6 to 7 P.M. Pacific Coast time, which means 7 to 8, Rocky Mountain time; 8 to 9 Central Standard and 9 to 10 Eastern Standard.

P. J. Wood, secretary of the I.T.O. of Ohio, urges the members of his Allied unit to play as many Metro percentage pictures as possible on the broadcasting nights as a means of making the distributor feel the loss of revenue he feels will result.

** N. Y. INDIES OFFER TO DROP GAMES **

Members of the I.T.O.A. of New York have pledged themselves to eliminate theatre games, if affiliated circuit houses do likewise. A time limit until December 1st has been set for other theatres to accept this offer.
THE PERFECT SPECIMEN

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY... Checkful of laughs...
Novel story and ingenious situations...
Splendid cast... Rates O O O... where comedy is liked, less in action spots.

Warner Brothers

82 Minutes


Directed by Michael Curtiz

Warner have a hit in THE PERFECT SPECIMEN. TIPS: Comes to the screen as one of the breeziest and most amusing comedies of the season. Expertly cast and directed, the smooth, fluid story beats a fast and furious pace from opening to the semi-slapstick finale. It has the material to please all fun-loving filmgoers and, with the marquee names of Flynn and Blondell, should get above average grosses generally, with the possible exception of action houses. Word-of-mouth advertising should be considerable.

Errol Flynn is the heir to a 30 million dollar business whose every move is dominated by his grandmother, May Robson. Joan Blondell crashes through the lease in her car one day to intrigue the perfect specimen. In her brief visit she manages to instill enough dissatisfaction with his mode of living to cause him to sneak out the next morning in search of her. The two have one riotous adventure after the other, while poor grandma frantically calls out the police to hunt for the kidnapped heir. Events are straightened out at the last moment when Blondell agrees to marry Flynn, and Beverly Roberts, his fiancé, by Robson's decree is free to marry Dick Foran, Joan's duch-digging brother, whom she really loves.

Errol Flynn gives an excellent account of himself, admirably expressing the change from a dominated individual to an aggressive, self-sufficient young man. Joan Blondell gives her usual breezy performance, and Edward Everett Horton and May Robson have juicy comedy scenes together.

Michael Curtiz's direction shows keen comprehension of comedy values; never once does the director lose a laugh nor slaken his pace. A grand job.

AD TIPS Sell it as one of the funniest comedies of the year. Play up the title, it's a good one.

F - L - A - S - H PREVIEW

From Hollywood

Complete Review in Next Issue

THE AWFUL TRUTH

Columbia

Irene Dunne, Cary Grant

Hilarious and witty comedy every bit as good as THEODORA

HANNA (Hollywood)

THE GREAT GARRICK

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

COSTUME COMEDY... Incident from life of David Garrick... Will delight sophisticated audiences... Mild attraction for nabes and action houses... Rates O O O... for class and deluxe spots; less elsewhere.

Warner Brothers (Mervyn LeRoy production)

95 Minutes

Brian Aherne, Olivia de Havilland, Edward Everett Horton, Melville Cooper, Lionel Atwill, Henry O'Neill, Luis Alberni, Lana Turner, Marie Wilson, Linda Perry, Fritz Lieber, Etienne Giradot, Dorothy Tree, Craig Reynolds

Directed by James Whale

THE GREAT GARRICK is definitely a class attraction. Written especially for the screen by Ernest Vajda, the screenplay abounds in good comedies situations and smart dialogue which will delight the more intelligent filmgoer. Mervyn Le Roy has given the picture a flawlessness, modestly correct in all the period details. The large cast of well known players do fine work in their respective roles, lending superb support to Mr. Aherne and Miss de Havilland. For deluxe and class houses in metropolitan areas this should do good business. While naborhood audiences will require strong selling to be brought in, they will be pleased by this amusing film.

David Garrick, the noted English actor; before accepting an invitation to appear with the Comedie Francaise, tells his British fans he is going to Paris to teach the French how to act. Members of the French troupe rent a hotel at which Garrick plans to stop and expect to humiliate him. He has been warned, however, and is alert to the plot. Thus their efforts go sour, especially when Olivia de Havilland enters the scene as a young countess seeking a night's lodging. Aherne, as Garrick, believes she, too, is an actress and mistakes her spontaneous love for him, as acting. He finally lashes into the jokers, they apologize and bow to his superior acting. Olivia comes in for her share, to her amazement, and it is not until his opening night that Aherne realizes who she really is. She forgives him and he, in turn, pays a glorious tribute to France.

Aherne's stock will go skyward as a result of his expertly faceted performance. Replete with just the right flourishes and alternating displays of ego and humility, it is flawless acting. Olivia de Havilland is a lovely spirited heroine; Edward Everett Horton, Melville Cooper, Luis Alberni and Etienne Giradot score solidly in their turned comedy roles.

James Whale's direction is ingratiating and pointed.

AD TIPS Sell it as a grand comedy-romance. Feature the two stars as a 'Divine Love Team'.

HANNA (Hollywood)

BOXXOFFICE RATINGS:

- Means POOR: O O O
- AVERAGE: O O O
- GOOD: O O O
- EXCELLENT: O O O
LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE

BOXOFFICE RATING
MUSICAL . . . Best of the Tomlin series . . . Has genuine entertainment . . . Should draw well due to Tomlin's recent air appearances . . . Rates • • • +.

Conn
63 Minutes
Pinky Tomlin, Maxine Doyle, Aileen Pringle, Claire Rochelle, Henry Roquemore, Rafael Storm, Beryl Wallace, the Brian Sisters Directed by Phil Rosen

Head and shoulders above previous of the Tomlin musical pictures made by Maurice Conn, THANKS FOR LISTENING is a top-notch indie offering which can stand on its own merits without relying on the New York stage show. The title alludes to the fact that the Tomlin product offers strong exploitation opportunities that should bring good grosses wherever utilized. Only point at which this lets down is the climax, which might have carried more sock and momentum to its consummation.

AD TIPS: Play Tomlin heavily as the singing star of Eddie Cantor's radio hour. Go heavy on the "professional listening" angle. Action houses might sell it as an expose of the "listening" racket.

HAHNA (Hollywood)

THANKS FOR LISTENING
Howard-Blondell combination. Feature the comic story, call it the funniest story of Hollywood since ONCE IN A LIFETIME.

HAHNA (Hollywood)

Blackmailing business and threats to quit Pringle avows she will incarnate Maxine Doyle, a good-natured girl, a police officer to go through with the plans to "take" Roquemore. While the crooks are listening to Roquemore unburdening himself over a dictaphone. Pinky endeavors to tip him off. He finally shows; they lead the mob into a trap. Roquemore rewards Pinky and with Maxine he buys a long-desired duck ranch.

Much improved in his acting, Tomlin is excellent in the leading role, getting every laugh possible from his simple dialogue. Doyle is an attractive heroine and old-timer. Aileen Pringle does good work as the lady crook.

Marshall Neilan's direction deftly weaves the story into a fluid and fast-moving whole.

AD TIPS: Plug Tomlin heavily as the singing star of Eddie Cantor's radio hour. Go heavy on the "professional listening" angle. Action houses might sell it as an expose of the "listening" racket.

HAHNA (Hollywood)

YOUTH ON PAROLE

PROBLEM DRAMA . . . Splendid story of ex-con boy and girl seeking to regain place in society . . . Well acted . . . Good exploitation possibilities . . . Rates • • • or better, if said.

Republic
— Minutes
Marian Marsh, Gordon Oliver, Margaret Dumont, Peggy Shannon, Miles Mander, Sarah Padden, Wade Boteler
Directed by Phil Rosen

A simple problem story told in unusually engrossing manner. Two young people, boy and girl, are convicted wrongly for their, serve 18-month terms and are released to make their way in a world hostile to ex-cons. Their search for jobs, brief moments of hope, they develop with a poignancy that touches one. The effectiveness of such a plot must be regarded as tribute to the skilful performances of Marian Marsh and Gordon Oliver, the understanding direction of Phil Rosen. The title alludes to the fact that this offers strong exploitation opportunities that should bring good grosses wherever utilized. Only point at which this lets down is the climax, which might have carried more sock and momentum to its consummation.

Marsh and Oliver display talents they never revealed before. The latter looks and talks like Fred MacMurray; he should go places in the feminine hearts. Their romance is carried on like real-life stuff.

Realizing that they cannot get an even break as ex-cons, they take a chance on the Indian, a crook himself, and decide to find out the location of the mine and fleece him. Pinky discovers his employers are using him to further their
Less than six months old, the New MONOGRAM has completed almost HALF of its schedule of 42 pictures for 1937-38

MAGNETIZE YOUR MARQUEE WITH

DICK MERRILL in
"ATLANTIC FLIGHT"
"Solid B.O. . . . adult patrons will enjoy it and younger generation avidly devour it." Film Daily

JACKIE COOPER in
"BOY OF THE STREETS"
(In Production)

MOVITA and WARREN HULL in
"PARADISE ISLE"
"A natural for word of mouth, beautifully photographed." Variety

ANNE NAGEL and WARREN HULL in
"A BRIDE FOR HENRY"
"Lively laugh-getter based on inherently good comedy idea . . . sound production values." Variety

MICKEY ROONEY in
"HOOSIER SCHOOLBOY"
"Swell heart-throb stuff and plenty of action . . . Mickey is sensational." Film Daily

JACK RANDALL in
8 OUTDOOR DRAMAS
"Randall shows great promise of climbing to the top." Hollywood Reporter
PRODUCTION RECORD

This department is designed to provide the exhibitor with a complete and comprehensive summary of vital data on all new feature films as they go into production. This will enable you to anticipate bookings and plan for the exhibition of forthcoming pictures for which you have contracted. We hope to enlarge the scope of this service as we further learn the needs of our readers.

The date before the titles of pictures RECENTLY COMPLETED is the approximate General Release Date. The date after titles is that of the FILM BULLETIN issue in which all details appeared.

COLUMBIA

AMERICAN LEGION
Shooting started—September 30
Action
Directed by C. C. Coleman, Jr. Produced by Ralph Cohn
Cast: Mary Russell, Don Terry, Marc Lawrence, Robert Warwick
Dick Curtis, Arthur Loft, George McKay
Story: Not available in detail but is typical action stuff with the Legion as background. '37-‘38 program.

IN PRODUCTION: COLLEGE FOLLIES OF 1938 (Issues Sept. 11-25).


TITLE CHANGES (All Completed): SHE MARRIED AN ARTIST changed to I MARRIED AN ARTIST (Issue Aug. 28) 10/31 - TRAPPED BY G-MEN changed from RIVER OF MISSING MEN (Issue Aug 14) ... PAID TO DANCE changed from WOMEN OF THE NIGHT (Issue Aug 14) ... 10/16 - MURDER IN GREENWICH VILLAGE changed from PARK AVENUE DAME (Issue July 31).

REPUBLIC

THE LADY MISBEHAVES
Shooting started—October 5
Comedy-Drama
Cast: Sally Eilers, Marcia Mae Jones, George Ernest, Mary Gordon
Directed by Lloyd Corrigan
Produced by Al Levy
Story: Sally Eilers is married but at a party one night she gets drunk and marries another man. The remainder of the story is about her attempt to get free of the misstep. '37-‘38 program.

IN PRODUCTION: ZORRO RIDES AGAIN (Issue Sept. 25).


TITLE CHANGES (All completed): 9/17 - ESCAPE BY NIGHT changed from FOOLS IN PARADISE (Issue July 17) ... THE WRONG ROAD changed from TREASURE HUNT (Issue July 31) ... 10/4 - YOUTH ON PAROLE changed from TROUBLE FOR TWO (Issue July 31).

RKO - RADIO

HAVING WONDERFUL TIME
Shooting started—September 23
Comedy-Drama
Cast: Ginger Rogers, Douglas Fairbanks, J.R. Richard Skelton, Peggy Conklin, Eve Arden, Lucille Ball
Directed by Al Santell
Produced by Pan Berman
Story: A girl who leaves her job to find her boy at the same name, is the story of a girl who proves herself a success in the army and her family by going off to the Catskills for two weeks vacation. Here she meets Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., recent law graduate, and in the suave atmosphere of the camp they have a whirlwind romance mixed with heartbreak. '37-‘38 program.

BRINGING UP BABY
Shooting started—September 23
Comedy
Cast: Katharine Hepburn, Car Grant, Lena Horne, Gaye Piller
Directed by David Wark
Produced by Pan Berman
Story: Available in detail, but Warner's scripts have givensen their usual quality. They are set in their familiar difficulties, while spring Resnick's hair grows longer and the perplexed mother.

WARNER BROTHERS

PENROD AND HIS TWIN BROTHER
(Other details Issue Sept. 25)

IN PRODUCTION: THE ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD
Shooting started—September 27
Comedy
Cast: Katharine Hepburn, Car Grant, Lena Horne, Gaye Piller
Direction by David Wark
Produced by Pan Berman
Story: Not available in detail, but Warner's scripts have given them their usual quality. They are set in their familiar difficulties, while spring Resnick's hair grows longer and the perplexed mother.

UNIVERSAL


RECENTLY COMPLETED: MERRY-GO-ROUND OF 1938 (Issue July 17) - LIFE OF LONELY VALLEY (Issue Aug. 28) - ADVENTURES END (Issue July 17) - SUDDEN BILL DORN (Issue July 31) ... 11/7 - THE WESTLAND CASE (Issue Aug 14).

TITLE CHANGES (Completed): A GIRL WITH IDEAS changed from MIGHTIER THAN THE SWORD (Issue Aug 28) ... 10/27 - TROUBLE AT MIDNIGHT changed from MIDNIGHT RAIDERS (Issue July 31) ... SOME BLONDES ARE DANGEROUS changed from BLONDE DYNAMITE (Issue Aug 14).


Titles will be changed on the following productions before release: THOROUGHBREDS DON'T CRY NAVY BLUE AND GOLD . THE FOUR MARYS . THE WOMEN MARRY

MONOGRAM

FEDERAL BULLETUS

Shooting started—October 2 (Completed)
Action
Cast: Milburn Stone, Zelma Tillbury, Terry Walker, Selmer Jackson, Matty Fain
Directed by Karl Brown
Produced by Lon Young
Story: Zelma Tillbury, seeing a, a phony's a in s in a town, is really head of a gang which Milburn Stone is tracking down. Posing as a gambler just out of jail, he gains her confidence and successfully captures the criminals. Terry Walker is the attractive secretary to Tillbury, who knows nothing of her activities until she falls in love with Stone.


PARAMOUNT

THE YELLOW NIGHTINGALE

Shooting started—September 23
Musical
Cast: GLADYS SWARTHOUT, John Boles, John Barrymore, Claire Dodd
Directed by H.C. Potter
Produced by Horace Thompson
Story: Gladys Swarthout is a young singer who comes to Broadway, hoping to gain an audition with John Boles, a popular young tenor. Through his manager she is able to do this, launches a career as THE YELLOW NIGHTINGALE, an Oriental singer, and after several romantic misadventures, marries Boles.

37-38 program.


TITLE CHANGE (Completed): BORN TO THE WEST (Original title: changed from BUCKAROO (Issue July 31)

THE ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD

Directed by William Keighley
Produced by Henry Blanke
Story: Based on the classic story ROBIN HOOD, this film follows essentially the same pattern. Errol Flynn plays the title role, the beloved rogue of Sherwood Forest, and Olivia de Havilland, the attractive noblewoman who falls in love with him.

37-38 program.

BLONDIE AT WORK

Shooting started—October 4
Comedy
Cast: Glenda Farrell, Burton MacLane, Rosella Towne
Directed by Frank McDonald
Produced by Bryan Foy
Story: Another in the Torchy Blane series with Glenda Farrell playing the popular reporter and Burton MacLane in his familiar role of the dumb detective.

37-38 program.


TITLE CHANGE (Completed): SHE LOVES A FIRED MAN changed from TWO PLAATOES (Issue July 17)

The Most
COMPLETE
Production Studio
Information
Available
is
FILM BULLETIN'S
PRODUCTION RECORD
52nd STREET

**Hollywood Preview**

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

MUSICAL . . . Weak hodge-podge of second rate novelty . . . Won't be able to stand on its own . . . Rates 0 0 0—generally.

United Artists

(Wanger)

80 Minutes

Ian Hunter, Leo Carrillo, Pat Patterson, Ella Logan, ZaZu Pitts, Dorothy Peterson, Sid Silver, Mark Daniels, Jack White, Kenny Baker, Collete Lyons, Al Norman

Directed by Harold Young

This is the first weak link in United Artists splendid run of 37-38 pictures—and it IS a dud. The opening sequences give promise of something novel in filmusicals, but is soon plunged into a groove of mediocrity from which it never emerges. The musical numbers are a series of second-rate acts, the plot is announced and lack of lustre permeates the whole show. It won't be able to pull average grosses on its own, but has sufficient material to satisfy on duller.

Ian Hunter marries actress Maria Shelton over the protestations of his highly respectable sisters, Dorothy Peterson and ZaZu Pitts. He is cut off from the family and moves across 52nd Street to a house opposite. Shelton dies a few years later leaving a daughter, Pat Patterson. Meanwhile the crash has come, and wealthy inmates of 52nd Street have sold their homes to speakeasy operators. Hunter, wiped out, goes into the business with Leo Carrillo, and is successful. Unknown to his sisters, he is supporting them. Daughter Pat returns from school abroad and immediately wants to go to work in a night club. Sid Silvers and Jack White give her a job, which leads to a breach between herself and Hunter. thru Carrillo and Kenny Baker it is all ironed out. The two sisters open a night club, reconcile with Hunter and Patterson gets together with Kenny Baker.

Performances are unusually poor. Hunter is stiff, Carrillo's accent overdrawn and Patterson a lifeless heroine. ZaZu Pitts suffers with poor material and Kenny Baker is practically lost in the proceedings. Sid Silvers gets across some good lines and Ella Logan has one good number. Al Norman's eccentric dancing-pantomime is the stand-out act.

Harold Young's direction doesn't accomplish anything to pull the weak script out of the ruck.

AD TIPS: Sell this as a musical history of a great street. Feature Kenny Baker and Hunter.

**THE WESTLAND CASE**

**Hollywood Preview**

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

MYSTERY . . . Fair whodunit inaugurates new series with Preston Foster . . . Should meet with approval of mystery fans . . . Rates 0 0 0 as duller.

Universal

62 Minutes

Preston Foster, Frank Jenks, Carol Hughes, Barbara Pepper, Astrid Allwyn, Clarence Wilson, Theodore von Eltz, George Meeker, Thos. Jackson, Arthur Hoyt, Bryant Washburn

Directed by Christy Cabanne

This well contrived murder mystery, which serves to introduce Preston Foster as the general Detective Crane, will achieve the purpose of entertaining the family trade on the bottom half of naborhood dual bills. The picture is nicely paced and filled with chuckles at just the right spot.

Theodore von Eltz has been tried for murder by the widower father and sentenced to be electrocuted. His attorneys call detective Foster and his assistant, Frank Jenks, into the case. There is little time, but Foster and Jenks go about the task in a snappy, semi-comic manner. Slipping through the chain of evidence to come on top with the real culprit just in time to save the life of an innocent man.

Foster is excellent as the sleuth and after a few more films of this type should rank high among screen snappers. Frank Jenks comes into his own and proves a convincing comedy role as the assistant. The supporting cast, composed chiefly of suspects, are uniformly good and manage to be convincing.

Cabanne's direction is quick-tap.

AD TIPS: Sell this as introducing a new screen sleuth, Foster.

**LIFE BEGINS WITH LOVE**

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

COMEDY ROMANCE . . . Lightweight frolic will serve as strong dual support . . . Pleasant entertainment . . . Rates 0 0 0 as dudler.

Columbia

68 Minutes

Jean Parker, Douglass Montgomery, Edith Fellows, Leona Maricle, Lumsden Hare

Directed by Raymond B. McCoy

Given better treatment than it deserves at the hands of its three leads, this fluffy bit from Columbia should be received amiable on dual bills. It's inconsequential stuff, but Edith Fellows is an ingratiating little devil and Jean Parker and Doug Montgomery are an agreeable romantic couple. They get it by neatly.

Montgomery is the gussling heir to a fortune. He runs out on his family, gets staved and promises a crowd that he will give his fortune away when he gets it and ends up by getting a job as janitor in the nursery his family has endowed—and which pretty Jean Parker heads orphans. "problem child" Edith Fellows imagines Montgomery an escaped convict and finally "turns him in" to his irate grandpa and fortune-hunting fiancée. At a subsequent dinner party, he explodes with a tirade against spoiled shirt society and rushes back to Jean, who pines for him.

That Edith child is a show in herself, as marrying a girl as one can have. Jean Parker is appealing and Montgomery is boyish enough for his role. Direction is so-so.

AD TIPS: Sell it as a yarn about a rich boy who rebelled against society. Feature Fellows along with the romantic leads.

TRAPPED BY G-MEN

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

ACTION MELLER . . . Routine cops and robbers yarn . . . Good cast for such stuff . . . Rates 0 0 0 for action spots.

Columbia

65 Minutes

Jack Holt, Wynne Gibson, C. Henry Gordon, Jack LaRue, Edward Brophy, Eleanor Stewart

Directed by Lewis D. Collins

There isn't much novelty in this programmer about the G-man who joins up with the mob to get the low-down on their operations and hideout. It is routine melodrama right down the line, but contains enough action to satisfy the shoot-em-up fans.

Federal agent Jack Holt gets himself bedded in the prison hospital bureau office in order to let the culprit escape. The gang plans a break and lets LaRue in on it. G-woman Wynne Gibson poses as Holt's moll and engineers the escape. La Rue takes Holt to the hideout, but which can only be reached by shooting the rapids of a fast stream. The gang, suspicious of Holt, watches him closely. Wynne brings the cops for an eleven-hour rescue of the embattled fed. Holt and Gibson find they have been in love all along.

The supporting cast is above par for this type of film. C. Henry Gordon, LaRue and Edward Brophy help matters considerably. Lead performances are competent enough. Direction fair.

AD TIPS: Sell the G-man angle and the hideaway-behind-the-rapids.

REBELLION

**BOXOFFICE RATING**

HISTORICAL WESTERN . . . Well made historical action story . . . A good romance and plenty of thrills . . . A "different" western . . . Rates 0 0 0 for action houses.

Crescent (E. B. Derr)

60 Minutes

Tom Keene, Rita Cansino, Duncan Renaldo

Directed by Lynn Shores

In which hero Tom Keene as the 'U. S. Army,' comes to the rescue of the peons of Southern California and saves them from the lawless renegades who have been tearing their haciendas away from them and forcing them into slavery and untold hardships.

Included are good scenes of Spanish dance, music, etc, the hide-out of the Mexicans who are fighting for their rights; and the usual hard riding and shooting found in average westerns. Of course Keene wins out against terrific odds and wins the pretty Mex gal in the bargain, but there is plenty action before you get around to that.

Keene is topnotch in his performance, and again demonstrates that he is capable of handling stronger dramatic material than hoss opera opuses.

MORE REVIEWS on page 14
THE PRISONER OF ZENDA

All the adventurous plot of Anthony Hope's perennially popular novel about a young Englishman who posed as a king and won a queen's heart is caught in this Selznick version. Ronald Colman, Marlene Dietrich, Ronald Carroll, David Niven, C. Aubrey Smith play the party. U A release.

LIFE OF THE PARTY

The musical and comedy capers of a large cast of stage performers constitute the doings in RKO's LIFE OF THE PARTY. Joe E. Brown (without his duck), Gene Raymond, Harriet Hilliard, Victor Moore, his screen wife Helen Broderick and that jabberer of our fair language, Parkyarkus, are the principals.

IT HAPPENED IN HOLLYWOOD

The leading lady in this Columbia film of the Harold Lloyd plays a cow girl who in the big screen earns the name of Flo. His suspended food is into the galaxy, even parted. Flo wisely her leading lady.
**What the Newspaper Critics Say**

**LIFE OF THE PARTY**
(RKO Radio)

"... The kind of musical film that is slight in plot, overlaid with cast names—mostly from radio—and easily forgotten ..."

L.G.D., PHILA. LEDGER

"... Victor Moore saves a few scenes as a goofy detective on Gene Raymond's trail to keep him from marrying any gold digger ... Helen Broderick doesn't have enough smart cracks ..."

Pullen, CLEVELAND DEALER

"... Some of the tunes are bright, Miss Hilliard's singing is agreeable and the colossal champagne parade at the end is impressive ... Wise cracks, gags, comics and a scrambled story ..."

Tazelaar, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... So hackneyed that it even resorts to such an outmoded situation as having the lovers over for honeymooners and being forced to spend the night in the birel suite of a hotel ..."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

**BULLDOG DRUMMOND COMES BACK**
(Paramount)

"... There isn't much more to recommend in the new exploits of Captain Hugh Drummond ... John Howard is personable enough as Drummond, but cannot quite carry off the jauntiness achieved by Ronald Colman ..."

Murdoch, PHILA. LEDGER

"... One of the most romantic stunts in flickers makes a rather shamfaced return ... Drummond is relegated to the nice-but-not-one-bit-exiting John Howard in a production that is foggy, both literally and metaphorically ..."

Finn, PHILA. RECORD

"... Mr. Barrymore has not been so baleful of eye, so wild of mien in many a picture, and evidently enjoyed his antics as abetted by the make-up artists ..."

Phillips, Jr., WASH. STAR

**It Happened in Hollywood**
(Columbia)

"... Different in its plot, well-knit, smoothly paced and fairly good entertainment of a modest sort ... Columbia parades before the camera the stand-ins and duplicates of many of the greats ..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... Mr. Dix makes a preposterous character sympathetic and comparatively likeable, in spite of the material ..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... Richard Dix is sincere, Miss Wray is pretty ... Picture is so-so, which is, apparently, all it tried to be ..."

Winston, N. Y. POST

**ANNAPOLIS SALUTE**
(RKO Radio)

"... Account of the everyday life of a midshipman, is pretty feeble and uninspired ... It takes more than successive 'Aye, aye, sir!' a June hop with the customary accompanying exercises on the parade field, and a juvenile rivalry between two cadets over a winsome young lady to make a good motion picture ..."

T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES

"... An adolescent essay in love and loyalty it has some nice scenes of the Naval Academy of Annapolis and practically no entertainment value whatsoever ... Feeble and flimsy narrative ..."

N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Has a patriotic fervor and a happy ending—whether are two good points in a flicker of this type ..."

Thirer, N. Y. POST

**Sophie Lang Goes West**
(Paramount)

"... Thievery and skullduggery are managed with urbanity and little excitement ... Narrative is so rambling that it permits the interjection of love interest and comic byplay at almost any point ..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... The confusion is terrific, beginning with that moment when Sophie Lang scoots into a hotel with the law yapping at her heels and changes from gray wig to braclette and from braclette to blonde; just why, is never made clear ..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... A tangled web of snatch and counter-snatch, thievory for love and thievory for sordid gain, true diamond and phony replica, stuff and nonsense ..."

Winston, N. Y. POST

**BACK IN CIRCULATION**
(Warner Bros.)

"... Far more of the time involves engagingly reckless characters in adventurous situations ... Doings are blithely exaggerated but they are substantially entertaining ..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... Director and author seem undecided whether this should be a murder mystery or another variation of the Captain Flagg-Sergeant Quirt feud, but in either case the results aren't very good ..."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Better-than-average murder mystery; lively, energetic, sometimes far-fetched, often amusing film ..."

E. F., PHILA. RECORD

"... Pat O'Brien is the inflammatory managing editor and he spends most of his time in bickering with, or trailing down his star sub-brother, Joan Blondell ..."

G. G., PHILA. LEDGER

**Something to Sing About**
(Grand National)

"... Makes the grade A class ... James Cagney's acting is blithe and easy going, holds his own in the school of tap and even manages a bit of singing ..."

Kelley, WASH. TIMES

"... Gay musical comedy, dialogue is amusing and plot moves along easily ... Should enjoy wide popularity ..."

E. L. H., BOSTON HERALD

"... Light comedy romance with music ... James Cagney makes his return to the local cinema front a thoroughly pleasant occasion ..."

MacArthur, WASH. STAR

**LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE**
(20th Century-Fox)

"... Typical college football musical, which never even pretends that boys and girls go to institutes of high education for anything but flirtations, songs, dances and football ... Steps slightly out of the customary line in that it pays the minimum of attention to romance ..."

Finn, PHILA. RECORD

"... Ritz Brothers' first starring vehicle and they give it the works ... They contribute some revamped versions of their familiar routines, but they bring the laughs ..."

Murdock, PHILA. LEDGER

"... There is much of the Ritz Brothers' mad fantasy and whether they are impersonating rhumba dancers, tailors, football players or Indians they make up generously for any minor shortcomings the film may have ..."

MacArthur, WASH. STAR

**MAKE A WISH**
(RKO Radio)

"... Far more agreeable film than the other Beems were ... Reasonably fresh story, different background and a pleasing Oscar Strauss score ..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES

"... Story is made up of all the stereotyped elements of conventional musical comedy librettos, the comedy relief is obvious and lacking in spirited humor ..."

Boehnel, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Has several pleasant melodies and a lot of infantile antics ... Has almost no dramatic substance ..."

Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... Has loads of charm, and Bobby Breen's performance is his smoothest to date ..."

Reel, CHICAGO AMERICAN

"... Bobby Breen does what he has to do quite well, sings now and then but not all the time and does what acting is necessary ... Paul Rathbone, in a sympathetic role, gives a restrained and sympathetic performance ..."

E. L. H., BOSTON HERALD

---

**UNBIASED . . . AUTHORITATIVE CRITICISMS OF NEW PICTURES BY THE MOST REPUTABLE CRITICS ON LEADING NEWSPAPERS**
A few weeks ago, Metro Goldwyn Mayer completed negotiations with Maxwell House Coffee to sponsor the studio's weekly radio program which is due on the air within the next few weeks. Within forty-eight hours, radio-conscious Warners, almost forgotten in the heat of the Metro deal, came forth with the announcement that it too would have its fingers in a radio hour this fall, under the sponsorship of Lucky Strike.

FILM BULLETIN readers will remember the war waged on the editorial pages of this paper last year, condemning in no uncertain terms the frequent air appearances of motion picture personalities. Presented during the motion picture theatres' best business hours, these programs seriously impair boxoffice revenue of houses throughout the country. FB's and the countless exhibitor protests apparently had some effect on Hollywood moguls, for during the summer the radio issue was reviewed with considerable interest, with the following results:

The programs are to be timed so as not to interfere with good business hours. They will preview forthcoming attractions of the parent studio; each personality is to be presented judiciously and advantageously and the general welfare of the studio is to be remembered at all costs.

Thus, here in the film city we are led to believe that everything is "hotsy totsy" regarding the much discussed radio problems. Exhibitors will have a minimum of interference and studios will have the valuable exploitation.

In view of all this, we regard with extreme interest the eloquent silence of astute Darryl Zanuck on the radio issue. Of the other majors only Twentieth Century-Fox boasts any array talent worthy of the air tycoons' attention, but few of Zanuck's stars or contract players are currently on the air, and although Zanuck has made no commitments regarding radio for his studio, it is doubtful that you will hear of any wholesale etherizing of 20th Century's personalities in the near future.

Zanuck is a shrewd showman and while he would be the last man in Hollywood to fail to utilize radio as an exploitation medium, he is no doubt pursuing the wiser course by steering clear of any radio entanglements until such time as their worth is proven. Perhaps he has a keen desire to maintain the friendship of exhibitors.

In a few weeks, the first studio controlled program will hit the air. We will then be able to ascertain the value of that form of exploitation in relation to its effect on theatre grosses.

Meanwhile Zanuck remains in the background, keeps control of his personalities, awaits the supreme verdict, the telltale BOXOFFICE.

FLICKERS

Buck Jones, who has been riding horses and rescuing heroines for many years is soon to inaugurate a new type of action picture, according to a statement by L. G. Leonard, vice-president in charge of production for the newly formed Coronet Pictures, with whom Jones recently signed a contract, after a long affiliation with Universal. Howard Lang is president of the organization.

The western theme will not be entirely forsaken, but the stories will be tied up with last minute newspaper headlines. First of the series will be HOLLYWOOD ROUND-UP and WEST OF BROADWAY. The former deals with the making of Western pictures, while BROADWAY concerns racketeering in the Imperial Valley.

Embellishing the series of six pictures planned for Jones annually will be two specials. The first of these is currently in the process of preparation and will be titled GHOST SHIP. The yarn deals with the Soviet aviators lost in Alaska.

Leonard believes that this type of topical action story will have considerable appeal in the key cities and expects to book them as dualers in key city first run houses.

Ruth Mix, pretty daughter of Tom, famous cowboy star of silent days, will soon start work in a series of six western features to be produced by George Hillman for Grand National release. With the signing of this contract Ruth becomes the first girl engaged by Hollywood studios to play this type of role since the days of the late Ruth Roland.

On the stage since she was eleven, Miss Mix is adequately equipped for her new screen career. She sings, dances, ropes and rides with ease. Her first film is titled FURY and starts production soon.
REVIEWS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10)

FLYING FISTS

BOXOFFICE RATING
PRIZE FIGHT MELLER . . . Fair Indie programmer has plenty of action . . . Rates ♦ ♦ — as dualler.

Victory
61 Minutes
Herman Brix, Jeanne Martel, Fuzzy Knight, J. Farrell MacDonald, Guinn Williams, Dickie Jones
Directed by Bob Hill

Cheaply made, but actionful leather pusher melodrama. Lack of known names in top spots is somewhat atoned for by supporting players Fuzzy Knight, J. Farrell MacDonald and Guinn Williams. It will satisfy in the lesser action cases, but needs support for drawing power.

Herman Brix, a woodsman, is discovered by Knight, manager of boxer, Williams. They build him up as a potential champ until he needs Cash. Martel. Her dad, an ex-pug, is invalid and she hates fighters. Brix gives the old man enough to take him to California for a cure, then walks out on his manager. He reaches California and joins MacDonald’s gym. His old boss turns up with a new pug. They put him on with Brix, who accepts a bribe to flop in the third. Purpose is to get the dough for Martel’s father, who needs an operation. At the last moment, he balks and puts his opponent away, thereby saving the faith of a flock of kids.

Brix, famous athlete, looks good in trunks. Performances are good enough to get by.

FIX

HERE’S FLASH CASEY

BOXOFFICE RATING
NEWSPAPER MELLER . . . Mixed with romance and affording swell candid camera tie-ups, this one moves fast and isn’t hard to take. Rates ♦ ♦ ♦ as dualler for nabes; O.K. on own for action houses.

Grand National
60 Minutes
Eric Linden, Boots Mallory, Cully Richards
Directed by Lynn Shores

Snappy little programmer about candid lensers on newspapers and photo dopers, who do trick work piecing together of negatives so that socially prominent people are placed in compromising position with other people. Light romance between Mallory and Linden gets a bit of attention although most of the time it is the negative extortionists vs. alert Flash Casey. It winds up with a whirlwind race and tumble fight after one of those fast motor chases all over town. Of course, Flash wins the gal, sub-sister, on the sheet and gets a promotion by exposing the racket.

Has been nicely made, director Shores keeping things moving all the way. Linden and Mallory, naturally, do not make over-strong names for marques; but it will fit nicely as the thriller half of a double bill. Action spots could use it alone.

AD TIPS: Tie-up with photographic equipment stores and the minnie camera idea. Have a photo contest of some kind.
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FROM PHILLY
By Jaywalker

STRIKE FLASH!

Rather than lessening the intensity of local exhibs' feelings against Para-

mount in the past, the strike continues to swell in force and effect.

While they are plenty sore about those who jumped the traces, the "strikers" plan no steps in retaliation—except to screen them. The leaders of the local strike really performed a masterful job in present-

ing the facts against Paramount convincingly.

Today, however, there is hardly need for aggressive leadership; the rank and file of exhibs are completely and individually sold on the direct importance of handing Paramount the drubbing it so richly de-

serves. If any timid soul mentions "compromise" to the boys he is apt to find a dozen of them down his throat. There exists a fighting mood in indi-

vidual ranks such as Paramount never anticipated. They refuse to be drawn in by any bait and have settled down to a long-drawn-out battle. Paramount may find itself out of its own strength for years to come.

Meanwhile, the other majors and independent exhibs are reaping some benefits. Ex-

tended playing time, revivals and indie product are making the exhibs increasingly independent of Para's pictures. Prints of "Artists and Models," "Mountain Music," "Souls at Sea" and others must be rotting in the vaults of the local exchange—if they are foolish enough to keep many here. The loss in Para-

mount's business has run on a slow trough that company never existed.

MIKE LINSY was troubled one of those cashier-doorman "cooper-

atives" and had them arrested.

BARNY COHAN has left the Admiral and is looking for another con-

nection. HARRY and GLEN MARCUS, old-

timers, are opening a new indie exchange at 1331 in a couple of weeks. PERCY FREIDIAN is managing Perelman's Yeadon. CY COHEN is selling "Lucky." RALPH JORDAN stepped out of the Vuda managerial post, to be replaced by CHARLES WAGNER on "Damaged Goods." currently at the Walnut on a $2 deal with Grand National.

Reports have Nixon's Grand being taken over by a New York syndicate. House has been shuttered season due to stage hand differences. IRVING COOPERSMITH, asst. at the New Ideal, is out. Hoylecher's were thrilled by a false fire alarm that brought the engines charg-

ing down to their offices Friday morning. The boys were just out for the ride. Miss MCLAUGL-

HIN has left her post as booker at Monogram. The Arcada is reported having a swell week with an indie pic—Republic's SHEI' S EYES STOPS OUT. Note to Metro: Seems that lots of ladies still adore Ramon Novarro. Quite a few of the Para strikers are hot about the entrance of Big Ed KUVENTDALL into the picture with his freely offered advice of "compromise." They say that no one has any right to hook in their group with the disliked M.P.T.O.A.

They just won't stand for it. Kaykendall told the trade sheets that he had discussed the matter with LEWIN PIZOR, presy of the U.M.P.T.O. It's being suggested that the M.P.T.O.A. leader be told to mind his own business. PIZOR, meanwhile, is recuperating from his recent illness and will be back in the front line trenches shortly.

an all-Disney show the other Saturday. The RKO Boston and Keith's Memorial are setting a trend to book back-to-back shows.

FROM BOSTON
By Barclay

ARTHUR K. HOWARD has called the next big new meeting of the Independent Exhibitors, Inc., for October 19. New England Allied is "more deter-

mined than ever to secure a reasonable adjustment from" Paramount, the business head declares. This territory is "carrying on." IIZABETH NELLE of National Actor in conjunction with other operators.

GLORIA RALF was booked onto the stage of the Metropolitan on Monday and Tuesday, October fourth and fifth. The World Series brought her out.

WILLIAM MARQUIS at the RKO Municipal has quit the theatre to become an engi-

neer. MAY TULLY has left L. M. LEOWN circuit. GEORGE HOLLAND at the Boston, MUNICIPAL is out of the hospital at last. Being the "fourth" Ritz Brother, in conjunction with the other, on the stage of the RKO Boston weeks ago proved too much. A broken leg, with complica-

tions, laid him up.

JAMES PERLMAN, producer of "spot" A. F. of L. biz men, has been ill with neuritis.

CHARLES PATERSON has been promoted to the home office stand of the Graphic Theatre Group in Bangor, Maine. He succeeds the brand new Blank.

JUNEY CON-

NORMIE arranged the plans for a 20th-Fox party at the Mayfair October fourth. The families of Universal's F. J. MARSHALL and A. L. HERMAN are in Europe.

JOHN T. CROSE of M. P. A. has been named staff secretary for the Boston State Community Fund, a charitable affair. Over-heated burlesque has been losing its potentials as a moneymaker.

ANN CORIO has turned to the film business. She's set for a week at the RKO Boston, beginning October fourteenth. Previous undrapings in the Hub, in which she has shown the feature, have been confined to the Old Howard. She gets a grand and a half and maybe a contract for other RKO spots if she clicks in a refined way.

STEVIE BRODNEY goes to get dinner for tonight. STEVIE has received an invitation to spread the napkins at the Stater at seven o'clock October 26. The business is in his honor. EDWARD MORTY, who was for-

merly his boss at Republic, is the chairman. M. N. WORI is secretary.

LOUIS BOAS collects the six-

discount.

NEIL Hurley has been a bad, bad boy again.

MIKE HURNEY was trundled off to court in Providence because he ran the coke give-

away market in the vicinity. HURNEY, who draws a Bank Night salary check, worked on the Quincy News when ROY HEPFNER first got his idea of spreading Bank Night to retailers. HUR-

NEY is out and around until his trial October eighth, but five hundred bucks of someone's dough remains in Rhode Island as bad.

The Motion Picture Post of American Legion is going to show and dance and install its officers for the seventh consecutive year. It will be at the Coplay Plaza on November eighth. BILL MCLAUGHLIN and HARRY SMITH are in charge of the tickets.

There's occasionally a lot of confusion at the Hub, which has been spotted Grand National on a first-run basis since opening a few weeks ago. At WINTONIN is assisted manager. All they need is a CAL. The Hub, which used to be the Park and the toned house of Minsky, burlesque, has gone respectable. It has a new marquee, name, and coat of paint. But don't bad.

Lowe's conducted screen tests as a part of a talent hunt trip with Hearst locally. Someone needed to make two prints of the results, although both Lowe's State and Lowe's Orson Welles participated in the to-do. So the State is the only house screening the pic. "We might bicycle the print," one Lowe man said. "But Boston's traffic is for outside.

Twoholdovers in town the past week were "Red Head" and "It Can't Last Forever" at the two Lowe's spots and "Vogues of 1936" and "Lads Fighting Back" at Keith's Memorial. Mr. WHIT HER DENNY is getting a bit of a local play. One new notice put on
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The famous adventure call of the air waves now heralds the outstanding serial entertainment of all time! The nationally-famous radio program with the largest listening audience known to broadcasting—17 millions weekly—becomes a Republic serial with the greatest adult audience possibilities. Truly, a serial for every situation.

On the air three times weekly coast-to-coast for the past four-and-a-half years. 3,200,000 "Lone Ranger Club" members. Every one a pre-sold serial certainty. And you get it on the same serial program as DICK TRACY RETURNS, 15 episodes; THE FIGHTING DEVIL DOGS, 12 episodes; and HAWK OF THE WILDERNESS, 12 episodes.
PARAMOUNT ASKS FOR PEACE!

Paramount wants peace! It has offered terms which it hopes will end the three-months-old "strike" of independent exhibitors. These terms were worked out between Paramount officials and a committee of three representatives of the U.M.P.T.O. of Philadelphia. It is understood that they will be offered to "strikers" throughout the country.

Paramount's peace offering consists of the following:

(1) It will deliver two of the six pictures claimed by exhibitors as due on 1936-37 contracts. They are "High Wide and Handsome" and "Souls At Sea."

(2) Where exhibitors refused to date the balance of their 1936-37 releases during the strike, they will be permitted to eliminate all "clucks" in that group and any of those releases which have already played subsequent runs.

(3) The number of remaining 1936-37 short subjects to be played and their selection is entirely optional with the exhibitors.

(4) Unplayed newsreel may be cancelled entirely or exhibitor may agree to extend contract for period equivalent to duration of strike.

Paramount will make the following revisions in its 1937-38 sales policy:

(1) 40 percent pictures will be dropped to 35 per cent.

(2) Individual exhibitors are to be given choice of percentage or outright deals.

(Continued on page 4)
METRO'S CONCESSION
IN CALIFORNIA

Following recent conferences between a committee of the independent Theatre Owners of Southern California and M-G-M's western division sales manager, it was reported that the film company has agreed to reduce its top group of pictures on 1937-38 contracts from 40 to 35 percent. Also, several features remaining on the '36-'37 program were reallocated to lower classifications, although exhibitor committments permitted Metro to demand higher prices.

Both the theadmen and the distributor are to be congratulated. The former for winning a reduction of the inordinate 40 percent rentals; Metro for displaying an open-minded attitude toward their customer's grievances.

As we have pointed out numerous times in the past, 40 percent pictures, when introduced as part of its regular selling policy last year, brought M-G-M more ill will than anything that company had ever done before. The additional five percent seemed to be the straw that broke the patience of hundreds of theatre owners and Metro product has remained unsold in many situations.

It is quite possible that the executives have finally decided that that extra five percent can never compensate the company for the loss of exhibitor good will. If that is so it is an intelligent decision and one that will abound to their benefit.

Nevertheless, if that concession has been made in Southern California it should be made to every M-G-M contract holder in the country. Such a voluntary step would go a long way toward removing the cause of friction between the company and its customers. Ultimately it will show, not in red, but in heavy black ink on Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's ledger.

THAT RADIO ISSUE AGAIN!

Before the next issue of FILM BULLETIN is in your hands Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will have broadcast the first of its series of weekly radio programs starring the writing, directing and acting talent of its studio. Thursday, November 4th, is the starting date, and every Thursday thereafter millions of people are expected to sit at home listening to an ether program featuring personalities made known to them on the screens of the nation's film theatres.

Undoubtedly M-G-M has no desire to harm theatre business. The argument is presented that radio competition exists anyhow and it is wiser for the studios to exercise some control over it and utilize the medium to exploit stars and coming pictures. By controlling programs in which its stars appear, the film company claims that it will protect them from suffering unfavorable public reaction to poorly suited material.

These arguments sound logical. But this radio problem is perplexing and paradoxical. It cannot be denied that the very broadcasts which are designed to advertise future releases keep a vast number of people away from theatres the nights they are aired. Thus, while a radio program might be creating a large potential audience for a coming picture, it is responsible for thousands of empty theatre seats that night—and who can predict how many theatres will be playing that same radio-advertised film on the night of some future studio broadcast? So, the subsequent broadcast will quite likely nullify completely the value of the previous air exploitation.

All this would not be so bad if only Metro were to broadcast on Thursday nights. But, what is to prevent Paramount from giving forth a studio program every Monday; 20th Century every Tuesday; RKO every Wednesday; Warner Bros. every Friday; United Artists every Saturday, with Universal and Columbia doubling up for a two-hour stretch every Sunday night? Isn't that practically what we must expect if the M-G-M programs prove successful!

The film companies would be far wiser to let radio go its way while they go their way.
DON'T BUDGE ONE INCH, MR. YAMINS!

In an "open" letter addressed to Ed Kuykendall of the M.P.T.O.A. and Nathan Yamins of Allied, Harry Brandt, president of the I.T.O.A. of New York, recently asked them to commit their respective organizations to join his unit in drafting a trade practice program for presentation to the major film distributors. Brandt expressed the opinion that a combination of all theatre groups, independent and affiliated, "will accomplish a great deal of good."

Mr. Yamins' answer to the Brandt proposal was made known to the trade this week. We reprint here in full the text of his direct and intelligent statement, revising only the sequence. The Allied president says:

"One passage in your letter frankly bothers me. You say that 'one good solid front composed of representatives of the affiliated circuits and other bona fide independents—not packed but fairly represented—will accomplish a great deal of good.' If by this you mean the merger of Allied into such a group, I feel that I should say plainly that Allied leaders have steadfastly declined to consider any move that would affect its standing or impair its effectiveness as a national association composed solely of independent exhibitors. Allied was formed because the then existing national association had fallen under affiliated circuit control and there is not the slightest chance that Allied leaders would risk a repetition of the experience of 1928."

Mr. Yamins closes with the above paragraph, but we have placed it first because it is the most vital portion of his reply. It is a reaffirmation of the basic principle on which Allied has gained the confidence and support of its large membership, a principle comparable to democracy's guarantee of personal liberty.

The balance of the statement follows:

"My attention has been called to an open letter by Harry Brandt, president of I.T.O.A. of New York, to Ed Kuykendall, president of M.P.T.O.A. and myself, and printed in 'THE INDEPENDENT,' house organ of the I.T.O.A., for October 9.

"In reply, I desire to say that it has been the policy of Allied States Association since its inception to cooperate fully with any individual or organization on any measures for the promotion and protection of the interests of the independent theatre owners, where there appeared to be a reasonable prospect of success, and provided such measures did not violate the fundamental tenets of our organization. Allied's efforts in the 5-5-5 conferences at Atlantic City, its activities in securing a forty cent exemption in the Federal Admission Tax, and its activities in the formulation of the Code of Fair Competition for the Motion Picture Industry are striking illustrations of Allied's readiness to cooperate with any organization in the interests of independent theatre owners.

"The policies of Allied are fashioned by accredited representatives of the member organizations sitting as a national board of directors. The wisdom and effectiveness of those policies depends upon the character and strength of those who mold them. If it be true, as you state, that Allied 'is not functioning on all cylinders,' it is due in large measure to the fact that groups of independent exhibitors professing the same ideals have not joined with us in formulating our policies and carrying them into effect.

"We feel, therefore, that proposals for controlling the policies and activities of Allied should originate from within the Association and should be discussed and adopted by the representatives of all truly independent bodies at a common council table and under the banner of the only national organization of independent exhibitors. The independent exhibitors could then present a united front that would be unbreakable.

"But while Allied leaders feel that independent exhibitors desiring to join hands in the common cause should first join Allied, they are by no means unwilling to cooperate with non-members on practical measures so long as there is any hope of substantial accomplishments. Allied will lend its support to any plan to secure benefits for the independent exhibitors by the methods which you favor so long as it is not called upon to abandon its program for securing redress by other methods in case such a plan fails. This support will be forthcoming without any formalities beyond submitting the plan to our board of directors for consideration.

"My belief is that if independent leaders can by informal conferences or by correspondence, with a minimum of publicity and politics, agree upon the measures which are necessary to the protection of the independent theatre owners, and a joint committee can be organized to canvass the possibilities of securing such measures without legislation, the Allied board will authorize its national officers to make the effort. It is my further belief, however, that the board will not hold its legislative program in abeyance during protracted negotiations in view of the possibility that the effort may end in frustration when it is too late to proceed with plans for legislative relief."

Yamins' position is well taken. Allied is pursuing an aggressive and definite, although long-range, plan to equalize the scales of power in the industry. It would be foolhardy to halt or scrap it every time someone got a new idea to cure it of all ills.
PARAMOUNT ASKS FOR PEACE!

(Continued from front page)

(3) Paramount will not ask the right to audit theatre books.

(4) No split figures will be asked where none existed previously.

We have no desire to gloat, but certain comments should be placed on the record.

Any amount of camouflage cannot disguise the patent fact that these terms signalize a smashing victory for the independent theatre owners of the nation who joined the strike.

This fight conclusively proved to the industry that independent exhibitors possess the qualities of courage, determination and loyalty.

The Paramount strike inevitably must have a salutary effect on the executives of any other film companies who might be tempted to regard the independents as "suckers," easily to be trampled upon.

Good will has been re-established as one of the powerful factors in an industry that had come to disregard it.

There is more than enough credit to go around among those who might rightly claim the victory as theirs. To the individual "little fellows" in the ranks, the men who withstood a barrage of threats and propaganda aimed at dislodging them from their positions, who said "they shall not pass"—and meant it!—to them, we doff our hat and say they have lifted the independent exhibitor to a far higher level than he has occupied in the eyes of the trade for many, many years.

To the Leaders: The Lewen Pizor and David Barrist of Philadelphia; the Al Steffes of Minneapolis; the Leo Wolcott of Iowa; the Ray Tesch of Wisconsin; the Robert H. Poole of Southern California—to these men who gave of their time and energy and, perhaps, their health, we say their greatest reward will come in the satisfaction of knowing they performed a difficult job extremely well.

To those who aided them and the leaders in other territories who supported the strike quietly, but nonetheless effectively; to the Pete Wood, who first brought together the various units at the Washington meeting; to the Abe Sablosky and Charles Segall, who sat with Pizor on the settlement committee—to these we commend the appreciation of the men in the ranks.

As for FILM BULLETIN, we feel our part has been not small. If we have further earned our title "The Voice of America's Independent Exhibitors," this is reward enough for us.

Many harsh but truthful words have been printed on these pages about Paramount. We, too, accept Paramount's concessions as an offer for peace, but our's must necessarily be a militant peace. We stand ready to go to war again the moment Paramount forgets its promises and utterances of good will toward the independents.

MO WAX.
THE AWFUL TRUTH
Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY...
The funniest picture in at least two years... Only fault is that
laughs come too fast...

...Should crack
boxoffice records in all except action
houses... Rates ★★★

Columbia
90 Minutes
Irene Dunne, Cary Grant, Ralph Bellamy, Alexander
D'Arcy, Cecil Cunningham, Molly Lamont, Esther Dale, Joyce Compton, Robert
Allen, Robert Warwick, Mary Forbes
Directed by Leo McCarey

Not since, and perhaps before, IT HAP-
FENDED Grant might have the screen been
blessed with a film so unreservedly and
hilariously funny. THE AWFUL TRUTH
abounds with ingeniously clever situations
and witty lines from the opening scenes right
down to the last flicker. It will be appreciated
by all in the theatres that revel in its praises.
It is played to the hilt by Cary Grant and
Irene Dunne, and directed with an extra-Lub-
itsch touch by Leo McCarey. The laughs
come so fast in some spots that many lines
were missed by the preview audience.

This should be a record breaker.

Irene and Cary Grant are married, but
when Grant returns there is a misunderstanding
over a night spent in the country with
her singing teacher. They agree to a divorce.

Then each starts to win back the other by
teaching affection for other people. Miss
Dunne annexes Ralph Bellamy, an unpolished,
but wealthy westerner, and Cary goes for
night club singer Joyce Compton. Bellamy
and his "naw" soon begin to wear on Irene
and before long she has dismissed him.

Meanwhile Cary is ready to marry Molly
Lamont, a society girl. Irene calls on him to
congratulate him and answers the phone
when Molly calls. Cary insists Irene is his
sister and Lamont begs him to bring her
along to a dinner party that night. He
offers excuses for his "sister's" inability to come
and goes alone. Dunne appears, dressed
in the worst possible taste. She proceeds to
do a perfect imitation of Miss Compton and
shocks Grant's fiancée and her parents. They
leave Dunne cleverly contrives to get
him into her country home and the picture
closes with a hilarious bedroom scene that
will send "em out roaring.

Grant and Miss Dunne should be in
line for Academy Awards for their perfor-
mances. While her work in THEODORA was
an indication of her comedy talents, we had
ever suspected that Grant was capable of
such a performance. He is superb and
places him in the very front rank of screen
forerunners. Splendid support is provided by
Ralph Bellamy, Alexander D'Arcy and your
favorite dog star, Asta.

AD TIPS: Sell this as the laugh howl of the
season. Better than IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT
and THEODORA GOES WILD. Feature Dunne
and Grant.

HEIDI

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY-DRAMA...
One of the weaker
Temples... Uneven story misses fire...
Will please children but not adults...
Rates ★☆☆☆ generally.

20th Century-Fox
85 Minutes
Shirley Temple, Jean Hersholt, Arthur Tre-
acher, Helen Westley, Pauline Moore, Thomas
Beck, Mary Nash, Sidney Blackmer, Mady
Christians, Sig Rumann, Marcia Mae Jones,
Delmar Watson, Egon Brecher, Christian Rub
Directed by Allan Dwan

HEIDI starts out in profiting lhauen but
soon degenerates into a confused compound
of slapstick comedy, forced pathos and the

Wallaby Jim of the Islands
Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

ACTION-DRAMA...
Only lack of names
will hold this down at the boxoffice...
Has action, drama, romance and music
Rates ★☆☆☆ as duller.
WALLABY JIM (Continued)

ment which will click nicely with the action fans and with the family trade in neighborhood theaters.

George Houston is the skipper of a trading schooner, bound for the South Seas. Pretty Ruth Coleman is on her way there to join wastrel Douglas Walton, who is one of a band of cutthroats who plot to rob Houston of his pearl beads. Of course there are plenty of complications as hero Houston straightens out the difficulties and that means plenty of fight and action. It all works out and Houston rides away on his schooner leaving Miss Coleman, whom he loves, to make her life with Walton.

Houston is excellent as the dashing Wallaby Jim, capturing perfectly the spirit of the characterization and playing it to its utmost possibilities. Ruth Coleman is an agreeable heroine and Douglas Walton is perfect in his familiar weakening portrayal. Support is fine. Charles Lamont's direction knits the romantic and action elements into a well-paced, engrossing whole.

AD TIPS: Play up the Wallaby Jim character. Sell Houston as a new hero of the screen. Feature his singing.

HANNA (Hollywood)

HOLD 'EM NAVY

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

FOOTBALL COMEDY-DRAMA . . . Above par for programmers of this sort ... Will fully satisfy on dual bills ... Rates  •  •; slightly better in nabis.

Paramount

67 Minutes

Lew Ayres, Mary Carlisle, John Howard, Elizabeth Patterson, Benny Baker, Archie Twitchell, Tully Marshall, Billy Daniels

Directed by Kurt Neuman

HOLD 'EM NAVY will have a wider appeal than most gridiron offerings due to the fact that the well contived story has more to it than another dual big game climax. It has comedy, drama and romance, all carefully blended to make this a generally superior low budgeted picture. Naborhood locations will find it a very agreeable fare as a secondary stuntler. Where young folks predominate, it can probably hold the top spot.

Lew Ayres comes to Annapolis and promptly incurs the enmity of his classmate and instructors. He makes the freshman football team, however, and does great work. The night before the big game he is disqualified.

During the year he has been chasing Mary Carlisle, the girl friend of John Howard, upper classman gridiron star. By the time his second year rolls around, Carlisle is in love with him and he plays side by side with Howard on the top team. Meanwhile his demeanor has changed and when Howard is about to be the team's hero for being AWOL, Ayres takes the rap and thus Navy beats the Army because of Howard's brilliant playing.

Performances are generally good, responding admirably to the deft direction of Kurt Neuman.

AD TIPS: Plug it as a "different" football story. Play up angle that Ayres is hero because he does NOT play in the big game.

HANNA (Hollywood)

NIGHT CLUB SCANDAL

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

MURDER-MYSTERY . . . Good crime yarn . . . Shot well in naby double bills. O.K. on its own for action spots . . . • Rates  •  •

Paramount

70 Minutes

John Barrymore, Lynne Overman, Louise Campbell, Charles Bickford, Harvey Stephens, J. Carrol Naish, Evelyn Brent, Elizabeth Patterson, Cecil Cunningham, Barbara Baxandall, John Sheehan

Directed by Ralph Murphy

This well scripted murder mystery rates among the best of recent crime films. The plot abounds in suspense, interesting situations relieved at just the proper intervals with appropriate comedy. Aimed at family and action houses, NIGHT CLUB SCANDAL is cooking good entertainment, expertly handled in all departments. It will require support in all action spots.

John Barrymore kills his wife and then cleverly proceeds to leave a framework of evidence designed to accuse Harvey Stephens of the murder. Charles Bickford is the detective assigned to the case and after taking the evidence at face value, Stephens is arrested and held for trial. The evidence against him convinces the jury and Stephens is sentenced to die. Lynne Overman, the semi-novelist newspaper reporter, enters the scene because of his interest in Stephens' sister; discovers the real facts of the case; causes Barrymore to make a slip and reveals him as the culprit.

Barrymore turns in a subdued, but effective performance. Lynne Overman scores in her familiar characterization and Charles Bickford is superb in the plum part. Others of the cast do good work.

Ralph Murphy's direction nicely glosses over faults in the familiar story with deft touches of "business" and suspense.

AD TIPS: Sell Barrymore as the perpetrator of the "Perfect Crime".

HANNA (Hollywood)

LUCK OF ROARING CAMP

BOXOFFICE RATING

OUTDOOR DRAMA . . . Bret Harte yarn capably directed and played . . . Well above western standards . . . Rates  •  •;  • for action spots and nabe billing.

Monogram

58 Minutes

Owen Davis, Jr. Joan Woodbury, Charles Birk- kow

Directed by L. V. Willat

With a colorful Bret Harte story as the framework, Monogram has fashioned an engaging outdoor picture that is too good to be placed in western category. The yarn has been directed with a sympathetic hand and is capably performed. In the leading role, Owen Davis, Jr. delivers a standout performance. It is worthy of dabling in naborhood locations and there is sufficient action to satisfy any western addict.

Davis plays a meek, book-studying misfit, in a lawless mining town, who is burdened with the care of a motherless baby named "Luck." A gold "strike" fills the town to overflowing and brings in Joan Woodbury, a dance hall gal. She puts up at Davis' shack and romance develops between them until Charles Birkaw, a gambler, arrives and takes Joan for himself. It develops that Birkaw is the baby's father and he determines to see that his child gets a decent break in life. He stages a holdup and is shot by a posse, but not until he has given Davis the gold for "Luck's" future. Joan returns to Davis and confesses that she is no angel. They ride off together, with the baby.

AD TIPS: Sell it as a Bret Harte story, a human, down-to-earth story of the old west.

PIX

TWO MINUTES TO PLAY

BOXOFFICE RATING

FOOTBALL ROMANCE . . . Several novel twists and an above-average indie cast put it over. Moves fast and dubbed in shots of the big game are handled expertly . . . Rates  •  •  • as dueller for nabis while the season is on.

Victory

68 Minutes

Herman Brix, Eddie Nugent, Jeanne Martel, Betty Compton, Duncan Renaldo, Grady Sutton, David Sharpe, Sammy Cohen, Forrest Taylor, Richard Tucker

Directed by Bob Hill

As double feature fare for naborhoods this indie pigskin yarn is oke if you can get it while the football season is hot. It's pleasant, fast-moving and light entertainment that should please young people and sports fans.

Story involves Brix, college athlete, who refuses to try out for the team because his dad ran the wrong way for a touchdown 30 years before. Coach Taylor finally persuades him to do so, however, and on the eve of the big game star players Nugent and Sharp become drunkenly involved with Betty Compton and Renaldo, a gambler who figures he can bet against "dead old Franklin" if he thus weakens the team. Brix gets in a jam with the coach when he covers up for Nugent and Sharpe. The day of the big game finds Brix out, thanks to the coach's misunderstanding of the night before. The truth comes out in the last 2 minutes of play and Brix wins the game. There is a snatch of campus romance, with Jeanne Martel playing a gold-digging class pin collector.

The youthful cast handle their roles adequately. Brix is very athletic-looking. Betty Compton does a good bit and Renaldo is a good heavy.

The direction by Bob Hill is snappy, keeping the plot moving along at a lively clip from start to finish.

PIX

MORE

Straight-from-the-shoulder REVIEWS

on Page 11
1937's ★★★★ Exploitation Sensation!

UNMASKS A HOODED MENACE AND REVEALS ITS TERRIFYING RITUAL!

The subject that is Rocking America dramatized in a pulsating story from the flaming pen of the man who wrote "THE BIRTH OF A NATION"

NATION AFLAME

A Boxoffice WOW at Broadway's Criterion Theatre

... And look over this Program of 16 Features for the 1937-38 Season from Masterpiece-Trio ... .

'SWEETHEARTS IN SWINGTIME'
A Musical Special with
GRACE BRADLEY • DONALD NOVIS

'STRONG-ARM SQUAD'
Thrilling Melodrama with
LYLE TALBOT
WYNNE GIBSON

4 GENE AUSTIN ACTION MUSICALS
4 FRANKIE DARRO ACTION MELODRAMAS
4 KERMIT MAYNARD MUSICAL WESTERNS

... and 2 JACK LONDON Specials ['PORT OF HUNTED MEN' 'GOLD COAST ROSE']

THE FINEST ARRAY OF INDEPENDENT PICTURES AVAILABLE ANYWHERE

TRIO PRODUCTIONS
203 EYE STREET, N. W
WASHINGTON, D. C.

MASTERPIECE FILM ATTR.
1329 VINE STREET
PHILADELPHIA PENNA.
PRODUCTION RECORD

TELLS YOU EXACTLY WHAT IS HAPPENING IN THE HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS

The date before the titles of pictures RECENTLY COMPLETED is the approximate General Release Date. The date after titles is that of the FILM BULLETIN issue in which all details appeared.

COLUMBIA

MURDER IN SWINGTIME
Shooting started—October 13
Mystery
Cast: Don Terry, Wynn Cacoon, Robert Paige, John Gallaudet, Marc Lawrence, Rita Hayworth, Gene Morgan
Directed by Leona Barsha
Produced by Ralph Cohn
Story: Rita Hayworth, night club singer, is mysteriously murdered during her number in the show. Don Terry is the police inspector who rounds up the suspects, solves the crime and falls in love with Rita's sister, Wynn Cacoon.
37-38 program.

WONDER CHILD
Shooting started—October 16
Comedy
Cast: Edith Fellowes, Leo Carillo, Jauquine Wells, Scott Colton, Thurston Hall, Margaret Irving
Directed by Aubrey Scotto
Produced by Wallace MacDonald
Story: Edith Fellowes is a movie struck youngest brought to Hollywood by agent Scott Colton. Story recounts her experiences in the film city.

RECENTLY COMPLETED

COUNTY FAIR
Shooting started—October 11
Drama
Cast: John Arledge, Mary Lou Linder, J. Farrell MacDonald, Fuzzy Knight, James Butler
Directed by Howard Bretherton
Produced by E. B. Derr
Story: Concerned crooked racing. John Arledge is the jockey. Mary Linder his romantic interest.
37-38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED
FEDERAL BULLETS (Issue Oct. 9) • 10/13—STARS OVER ARIZONA (Issue Aug. 28) • 10/13—WHERE TRAILS DIVIDE (Issue Sept. 25).

PARAMOUNT

THEY KNEW WHAT HAPPENED
Shooting started—October 12
Drama-Mystery
Cast: Lew Ayres, Louise Campbell, Roscoe Karns, Porter Hall, Virginia Weidler
Directed by James Hogan
Produced by General Office
Story: Louise Campbell gets mixed up in the murder of Roscoe Karns, a crime actually perpetrated by Porter Hall. Lew Ayres saves her from going to prison by discovering the truth.
37-38 program.

THE BADGE OF POLICEMAN O'ROON
Shooting started—October 12
Comedy

REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK FARM
Shooting started—October 6
Musical-Comedy
Directed by Alan Dwan
Produced by Raymond Griffith
Story: This has a radio background and concerns the search of a radio station for a little Miss Amercia, which is played by Shirley Temple. Helen Westley plays her aunt. Jack Haley is assistant to Randolph Scott, promotion manager of the radio organization. Romantic interest is supplied by Gloria Stuart.
37-38 program.

BIG TOWN GIRL
Shooting started—October 12
Drama
Cast: Claire Trevor, Alain Dinehart, Alan Baxter, Donald Woods
A MATTER OF PRIDE

Shooting started—October 9


Directed by William Thiele

Produced by Frederick Stephani

Story: A force deals with the life and household of a temperamental playwright, his wife and their stage-dinterop. It is the youngest daughter, Judy Garland, who is exiled from school for affairs, a new play, and she becomes the object of lust for two rival playwrights, Eddie Burke, who is shown on a TV show. The parents’ failures fail to end and Judy’s odds are saved the family fortunes.

37-38 program.

A MATTER OF PRIDE

Shooting started—October 9

Cost: Allan Jones, Judy Garland, Fanny Brice, Billie Burke, Reg- ina Oth. Lynne Carver

Directed by Edward L. Marn

Story: A force deals with the life and household of a temperamental playwright, his wife and their stage-diropr. It is the youngest daughter, Judy Garland, who is exiled from school for affairs, a new play, and she becomes the object of lust for two rival playwrights, Eddie Burke, who is shown on a TV show. The parents’ failures fail to end and Judy’s odds are saved the family fortunes.

37-38 program.

BENEFITS FORGOTTEN

Shooting started—October 18

Drama


Directed by Clarence Brown

Produced by John Considine, Jr.

Story: Walter Huston is an intrepid man who, with his wife, Beulah Bondi, comes to Texas in 1865. Here their son is born, Emmett, whose life is saved by his mother and over the protestations of Huston, he educates himself, finally becoming a doctor. The Civil War breaks out and because his life and the child are not of interest, he is President Lincoln to locate his grave for her. The President has him arrested and brought to him. He reads him a lecture on gratitude and devotion, so he makes it as a repentant and armed young man.

37-38 program.

IN PRODUCTION

11/19—BAD MAN OF BRIMSTONE (Issues Aug. 28, Sept. 11)
19/21—ROSALE (Issue Sept. 11)
19/21—MANETON (Issue Sept. 25)

RECENTLY COMPLETED

1/26—THROUGHBREDS DONT CRY (Issues Sept. 11, 25)
1/3—NAVY BLUE AND GOLD (Issue Sept. 11)
1/19—THE FIVE MARYS (Issue Sept. 25)
1/19—LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN (Issue July 17)
1/18—THE BRIDE WORE RED (Issue July 31)
1/18—THE LAST GANGSTER (Issue Aug. 28, Sept. 11).

TARZAN'S REVENGE

Shooting started—October 9

Cost: Glenn Morris, Eleanor Holm, George Barbier, C. Henry Gordon, Redd Hopper

Directed by D. Ross Lederman

Produced by Sol Lesser

Story: The famous Ape Man returns to the screen in the person of Olympic champion, Glenn Morris. Eleanor Holm is his jail friend.


CHECKERS

Shooting started—October 14

Cost: Jane Withers, Stuart Erwin, Una Merkel, Marvin Stephens, Marcia Mae Jones, Andrew Tombes, John Harington

Directed by H. Bruce Benedict

Produced by John Stone

Story: Jane Withers and Stuart Erwin own a ram horse. Una Merkel, who is in love with Erwin, refuses to marry him because of his interest in horses. After various complications he is saved when the horse wins a big prize.

37-38 program.

IN PRODUCTION

12/3—LOVE AND HUNSES (Issue Sept. 25)
CHARLIE CHAN AT MONTE CARLO (Issue Sept. 25)

RECENTLY COMPLETED

1/19—SECOND HONEYMOON (Issue Sept. 25)
11/12—DANGEROUSLY YOURS (Issue Aug. 28)
10/12—10 FATHERS (Issue Aug. 28)
10/12—LOOK OUT, MR MOTO (Issue July 31)
1/15—JOEY MURPHY (Issue July 31)
1/15—ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN (Issue July 31)
1/15—A GIRL WITH IDEAS (Issue Aug. 28)
1/15—BORROWING TROUBLE (Issue Sept. 11).

UNITED ARTISTS

GOLD WYN

IN PRODUCTION

THE GOLDYWN FOLLIES (Issue Sept. 11)

RECENTLY COMPLETED

1/10—ADVENTURES OF MARCO POLO (Issue July 31)
1/10—HURRICANE

WANGER

RECENTLY COMPLETED

10/22—I MET MY LOVE AGAIN (Issue July 3)
10/22—IN STAND-9 (Issue July 3)
10/22—52nd STREET

SELZNICK

RECENTLY COMPLETED

11/19—NOTHING SACRED (Issue July 31)
11/19—THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER (Issue July 31)

MONOGRAM

DANGER VALLEY

Shooting started—October 3 (Completed)

Western

Cast: JACk RANDALL, Lois Wilde, Charles King, Earl Dwire, Jimmy Aubrey, Ernie Adams

Directed by R L Bradbury

Produced by R L Bradbury

Shots: This story with a gold town where criminals are attempting to check his likeness of their legitimate claim. Jack Randall thwart their plans and with the love of Wilde, daughter of one of the miners.


IN PRODUCTION

THE LADY MISBEHAVES (Issue October 9)

RECENTLY COMPLETED

ZORRO RIDES AGAIN (Issue Sept. 25)
THE DUKE COMES BACK (Issue Sept. 25)
11/19—SPRINGTIME IN THE ROCKIES (Issue Aug. 28)
10/19—PORTIA ON TRIAL (Issue Aug. 14)
11/11—THE CORONADO (Issue July 31)
10/4—YOUTH ON PAROL (Issue July 31)

IN PRODUCTION

THE BUCHEANER (Issue Aug. 14)
EVERY DAY'S A HOLIDAY (Issue Sept. 25)
THE BIG BROADCAST OF 1938 (Issue Sept. 25)
THE YELLOW NIGHTINGALE (Issue Oct. 9).

RECENTLY COMPLETED

TRUE CONFESSION (Issue Sept. 11)
DAUGHTER OF SHANGHAI (Issue Sept. 25)
WELL'S FARGO (Issue July 31)
11/19—CITY HALL SCANDAL (Issues Aug. 28, Sept. 11)
11/19—HOLD 'EM NAVY (Issues Aug. 28, Sept. 11)
MEN MUST FIGHT (Issues Aug. 28, Sept. 11)
11/19—BLOSSOMS ON BROADWAY (Issue July 31)
11/19—THIRL OF A LIFESTYLE (Issue Aug. 14)
11/19—LOVE ON TOAST (Issue July 31)
11/19—PARTNERS IN CRIME (Issue July 31)
11/19—THE BARRIER (Issue July 17)
BORROWING TROUBLE (Issue July 31).
THE BRIDE WORE RED
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
"... Just another fable about the girl from across the railroad tracks mixing in high society. ... The simple posturing of the plot would have done better without profundities. ..."
Barnes, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES
"... A woman's picture—snoozing its heroine's indecision and consumed with talk of love and fashions. ... Like so many of these cinematic affairs of the heart, the film pretends to a sophistication which the material quite obviously lacks. ..."

Another
"... Has the benefit of capable playing which tries valiantly to conceal the fact that every character has a laugh and every incident a long line of antecedents ..."
H. T. M. PHILA. LEDGER

Boehnfeld, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
"... Has the benefit of capable playing which tries valiantly to conceal the fact that every character has a laugh and every incident a long line of antecedents ..."

COUNSEL FOR CRIME
(Columbia)
"... Tell-tale court room drama and father love ... Performances are better than the plot and Mr. Brahms' direction is smooth, but not exactly suspenseful ..."
Thirer, N. Y. POST

Boehnfeld, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
"... Consists of a string of not always first-water trial scenes in which Otto Kruger exercises his old, irresistible fascination. Never anything in the shape of a joke. ... Pretty shoddy melodrama. ..."
B. R. C. N. Y. TIMES

Over the Goal
(Warner Bros.)
"... An action-filled story of much charm ... Should appeal to every member of the family's group and even please those minus a Shirley bump. ..."

Finch, PHILA. RECORD
"... Simple, moving and exciting and related in a manner that will appeal to audiences of any age ... Photography is excellent and the mountain and village backgrounds have a convincing air. ..."
Murdock. PHILA. LEDGER

FINN. PHILA. RECORD
"... Against pretty post-card backgrounds, it provides: laughter and songs, and dance, and melodrama and fantasy in a rich and mellow mixture ..."

Boehnfeld, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
"... A sincerely done classic for children, to whom it is highly recommended ..."
Pullen. CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

HEIDI
(20th Century-Fox)
"... The best Shirley Temple film to date ... An action-filled story of much charm ... Should appeal to every member of the family's group and even please those minus a Shirley bump. ..."

Boehnfeld, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
"... A fresh and imaginative variation of the gold-digger theme with musical interludes from Gilbert and Sullivan, is a grade A film fare for any fan and particularly for Gilbert and Sullivan enthusiasts ..."

CATCHATZ ISLAND
(Warner Bros.)
"... As a picture show it runs from moderately to ridiculously bad ... The shots of daily routine in Leavenworth and Alcatraz may be on the level, but the form the background for a patterning melodrama. ..."

Winston, N. Y. POST
"... A compact plot, smooth performances by John Litel and the little-known others, and a good bit of interesting material on the present residence of Al Capone. ..."

Boehnfeld, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
"... The usual picture, slightly better than the B variations on the theme, but less exciting than its predecessor, "San Quentin." ..."

Winston, N. Y. POST
"... Has a compact plot, smooth performances by John Litel and the little-known others, and a good bit of interesting material on the present residence of Al Capone. ..."

Nugent, N. Y. TIMES
"... Feckless and fumbling, completely stereotyped melodrama. ... Unimpressive and bankrupt of freshness and originality in incidents and treatment. ..."

The Girl Said No
(Grand National)
"... A most implausible, most insubstantial, and most charming picture, full of delightful Gilbert and Sullivan people .... One of the better entertainment investments of the season ..."

B.R.C. N. Y. TIMES
"... An ingenious show, sneaking in the minor classics almost before one is aware that they are being performed, but it is likely to disappoint the Gilbert and Sullivan fans as much as the straight seekers after screen entertainment .... The famous operettas are not done well enough to hold their own. ..."

N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"... A fresh and imaginative variation of the gold-digger theme with musical interludes from Gilbert and Sullivan, is a grade A film fare for any fan and particularly for Gilbert and Sullivan enthusiasts ..."

Boehnfeld, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
"... A disconnected, tedious story, which seems vaguely familiar, Mr. Brown carries the burden in keeping the entertainment rolling along ... Strains hard to be comical. ..."

Tazelaar, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

Unbiased

Authoritative

Criticisms of New Films by the Most Reputable Critics on Leading Newspapers.
FAREWELL AGAIN
—Hollywood Preview—

BOXOFFICE RATING


London Films
(United Artists)

80 Minutes


Directed by Tim Whelan

Technically an excellent picture, FAREWELL AGAIN won't mean much to the average American movie-goer. It's a slow moving affair on the GRAND HOTEL style, with little suspense and less dramatic continuity. With only Leslie Banks as name value (and he can hardly be rated boxoffice), this seems doomed to occasional dual bookings. Art houses will be able to sell it for fair returns.

Story takes place aboard a transport steamer on route from India to England. Most of the men aboard (all in the army) have not been home in five years and thus each hour means that much nearer their homes and loved ones. An order comes assigning the ship to the Near East after a stay of six hours in Southampton. How they manage to straighten out their love and marital affairs in that short space of time is the rest of the yarn.

Performances are typically British and while Mr. Banks and Flora Robson rate stellar billing, neither of these fine artists is given an opportunity worthy of their talents. Tim Whelan's direction is colorful in spots.

HANNA (Hollywood)

45 FATHERS
—Hollywood Preview—

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY . . . An average Withers mixture of fun and melodrama . . . Will satisfy as top dueller in nabe spots . . . Rates "-".

20th Century-Fox

70 Minutes


Romaine Callendar

Directed by James Tinling

Although it is a bit slow in getting started this latest Jane Withers opus will satisfy her fans. The moppet is amusing and lovable as usual in a yarn that is routine, but serves the purpose. The family trade will like it and it is good duell bill material anywhere.

When Jane's father dies, members of his club take her in hand. She is wished off on wealthy young bachelor Thomas Beck. She goes to his home and it is little time before the youngster has disposed of everything including Beck's engagement to Louise Henry. Of course it turns out just as well for Miss Henry was out to fleece the young man and only Jane's timely arrival saved the day.

An ingratiating performance by Thomas Beck is outstanding. The supporting cast does exceedingly fine work. James Tinling directed with his eyes open for laughs.

HANNA (Hollywood)

HOLLYWOOD ROUNDPUP
—Hollywood Preview—

BOXOFFICE RATING

WESTERN . . . Not enough outdoor stuff to satisfy Western fans . . . Compromise story fails to jell . . . Rates "-" for action spots.

Columbia

63 Minutes


Monty Collins. Warren Jackson

Directed by Ewing Scott

This is the first of Buck Jones' Westerns on his new Columbia contract—and it isn't a very good one. In an apparent effort to satisfy fans of both Westerns and melodramas, the scriptwriters compromised the two types of story and brought forth neither fish nor foul as a result. HOLLYWOOD ROUNDUP is a melodrama with only a Western "touch," lacking the good old fashioned gun and fist fights, chases, etc. However, Jones assures it of average returns in the action spots.

Buck Jones is a stand in for a Western star, Grant Withers. Helen Twelvetrees is a laced star relegated to Westerns. Withers goes on the make for her, but Jones interferes, thus incurring the star's enmity. Unwittingly Jones is drawn into a bank robbery and held in jail, but Dickie Jones, younger brother of Miss Twelvetrees, contrives to get him out. He breezes into the bills rounds up the crooks, proves his innocence to the chagrin of friend Withers.

Jones tries hard to be a romantic actor, but this isn't what his fans want him to do. Helen Twelvetrees is a nifty heroine; it is a pity that she is not more in demand. Grant Withers is sufficiently cadish and Dickie Jones is a cute youngster.

Ewing Scott's direction lacks pace.

HANNA (Hollywood)

TRIGGER TRIO

BOXOFFICE RATING


Republic

58 Minutes

Bob Livingston. Roy Corrigan. Max Terhune. Sandra Corday. "Buck"

Directed by

This is below the high standard set by previous 'Mesqueeters' westerns. It's just another horse opera with no distinguishing features. The kids and dyed-in-wool western fans will be attracted on the previous accomplishments of this troupe, but they will notice the absence of punch and originality.

The plot is routine, concerning the villain's attempt to infect the heroine's cattle with disease. For variation there is a landside and the dog "Buck" running endless distance to bring help.

Lightweight stuff for this series.

HANNA (Hollywood)

THE LADY FIGHTS BACK
—Hollywood Preview—

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY-DRAMA . . . Fair program offering . . . Will please as secondary dueller in nabe houses . . . Rates "-".

Universal

61 Minutes


Directed by Milton Carruth

The mild Universal quickie will get by less dismaying filmaddicts in nabehood houses. It is a slow moving affair although a few action sequences have been injected to add punch. Second rate in all departments. It has just enough entertainment value to prove acceptable as the lesser half of double bills.

Kent Taylor is a mining engineer sent to start construction on a dam, which will disrupt the fishing of a salmon club owned by Irene Hervey. Her members are an influential lot and it is little time before the Forestry commissioner, Ernest Cossart, is besieged with petitions to halt construction on the dam. Taylor's corporation is an equally powerful organization, thus clash the two young people, who are by this time in love with each other. A compromise finally is effected when Taylor installs fish ladders, thus allowing the dam to go through without interfering with the salmon fishing.

William Lundigan in a supporting role fares much better than Taylor or Miss Hervey. His is a well drawn piece of acting that should soon establish him in filmdom.

HANNA (Hollywood)

WHERE TRAILS DIVIDE

BOXOFFICE RATING

WESTERN . . . One of the more intelligently made horse operas in recent weeks . . . Keene's performance also above average . . . Rates "-" + for action spots.

Monogram

60 Minutes

Tom Keene. Warner Richmond. Eleanor Stewart

Directed by R. N. Bradbury

The story will be familiar to western fans, but the manner in which it has been handled in the scripting and direction by R. N. Bradbury lifts it into the better western class. There is plenty of action and suspense which are logically evolved.

Tom Keene, who exhibited talent far above that usually expected from horse opera stars, makes the film aduly engaging. His support is overshadowed, but competent enough.

The story has Keene coming to a lawless town to save his kid brother from the hands of villain Warner Richmond. The youngster has been neglecting his job as stagecoach manager by dissipating in the saloon. Keene goes after Richmond whose gang has been systematically robbing the coaches. He saves the day and Hall is left to pick up the pieces.

Bradbury's direction is a bit dull, intelligent and plausible.

AD TIPS. Sell Keene.
THE NEW FILMS
IN PICTURES...

THE AWFUL TRUTH  The film critics (see review in this issue) are hailing this Columbia comedy as the funniest movie in a long, long time. It has to do with a stubborn wedded couple, who can't live together, but can't live apart. Irene Dunne and Cary Grant turn in topnotch farce performances, abetted by Ralph Bellamy and Asta, that cute pup.

MUSIC FOR MADAME  The story of any picture starring the Metropolitan Opera singer, Nino Martini, must be regarded as a mere framework for his fine voice. MUSIC FOR MADAME is no exception. A couple of crooks, a girl with an operetta and a great conductor are the principals in the incidental yarn. Joan Fontaine, Alan Mowbray and Billy Gilbert are seen in support.

DR. SYN  This is the most unusual characterization in George Arliss' long career. The famed star appears as Dr. SYN, saintly vicar of a village church, who is really Captain Clegg, ingenious head of a band of smugglers. Murder, mystery, suspense are the chief ingredients of this G-B film, a current release.
COLUMBIA’S STUDIO TROUBLES

Frank Capra’s suit against Columbia is hardly the only headache that studio is experiencing these days. One after another troubles seem to be piling up on the shoulders of production chief Harry Cohn. Whether the fault lies with him, or with the temperaments of the artists and artistes under him is difficult to say, but there seems to be an epidemic of walkouts plaguing the company.

While Capra is carrying on his fight with apparent determination to force severance of his connections with Columbia, we learn that the studio is on the outs with three other important personalities.

Leo McCarey, whose brilliant direction of THE AWFUL TRUTH has won him the highest plaudits, was being mentioned as the man destined to replace Capra as the ace director of the lot. McCarey, however, is reported to have found working conditions there not entirely amicable and is being counted out as a possibility for the post.

Grace Moore, the company’s top contract star, is now said to be provoked at the haste and negligence with which her films are produced and is threatening to walk out and join another studio.

Luli Deste, the heralded foreign importation, quit this week, giving as her reason the studio’s failure to provide her with proper story material. Quite a sum was spent on ballyhooing Miss Deste for Columbia, the benefit of which will accrue to the company she joins.

Wherever the source of the trouble lies, it should be corrected before Columbia finds its promising roster of talent depleted.

Will the Goldwyn-Korda Deal Go Through?

The deal whereby Sam Goldwyn and Alexander Korda are to assume control of United Artists may have encountered another hitch in the sudden drop in stock market securities. It had been generally assumed that it would be closed by this time, but difficulty in obtaining the large sum of cash needed to swing the purchase caused unexpected delays. The startling crash of stocks will make consumation of the deal so much more difficult.

Late reports have the British Prudential company providing the funds, leaving complete control in the hands of Goldwyn and Korda. They may be joined in the deal by Mervyn LeRoy. Walter Wanger will probably continue with the company until expiration date of his contract, which has several years to run.

David O. Selznick, however, will fade out of the picture and probably emerge as the head of a new major company. It is regarded unlikely by insiders that he will accept any of the propositions being offered him by other companies. His loss will be felt by U. A.

Cagney’s ‘Dynamite’ Off Again

DYNAMITE, Grand National’s “off again, on again” picture intended as a starring vehicle for James Cagney is definitely off if we are to believe the latest reports to emanate from the G-N publicity department. The reason advanced for this definite statement is a similarity of plot between it and a recently completed Radio picture, DANGER PATROL.

And now Edward A. Alperson, president of Grand National has sent out word to find a new yarn to fit the Cagney personality and quickly. For the production must start no later than November 15th, so Cagney can avoid a 1938 production lapover, with its high-bracket income tax difficulties.

Negro Pictures

That the negro market is again being given some thought is evidenced through the announcements of three independent organizations announcing their intentions to produce feature length pictures employing all negro casts.

Jed Buell and Sabin W. Carr have formed a company called LINCOLN PICTURES. They will make six all-negro features this year, the first being titled HARLEM ON THE PRAIRIE, a musical western.

MILLION DOLLAR PRODUCTIONS is another negro company headed by Ralph Cooper and Harry Popkin. They recently completed an action picture called BARGAIN WITH BULLETS and are now shooting a mother love yarn called MY SONS which stars the well known Louise Beavers. MILLION DOLLAR PRODUCTIONS will also make six pictures this year.

Edward Shanberg and Martin Finkelstein, two well known people in the industry will make an even half-dozen pictures this year: the first to be SPIRIT OF YOUTH starring the world’s heavyweight champion, Joe Louis. Clarence Muse, one of the foremost negro actors of the day will be featured in the film.

Whether all, half or even one of these independently produced pictures will bring back their negative costs is difficult to say, although from our vantage viewpoint we are inclined to believe they will. At any rate it will tend to disclose the possibilities of the negro picture.
PRODUCTION RECORD

(Continued from page 9)

UNIVERSAL

IN PRODUCTION

RECENTLY COMPLETED

WARNER BROTHERS

HIGHWAY PIRATES

Shooting started—October 8
Action
Cast: Beverly Roberts, Dick Purcell, Gloria Blondell, Charles Foy
Directed by Breezy Easton Produced by Bryan Foy

Story: Dick Purcell is a racing driver who meets Beverly Roberts, girl-owner of a bus company. He contrives to save her from the crooked designs of a powerful rival and his efforts are rewarded with marriage.

‘37–’38 program

IN PRODUCTION


RECENTLY COMPLETED

SHORT SUBJECTS

FROM PHILLY
By "Jaywalker"

The Independent Exhibitors, Inc., scheduled an extraordinary meeting of the local Allied clan at 26 Shuene Street headquarters on Tuesday, October 26. The Product Survey campaign got the top of the schedule, the Paramount strike rolling along so merrily that the main concern need not be given as yet. For one thing or another, Paramount in Boston has tied the can on two shippers and three receivers. Slack business is said to be the reason.

Arthur K. Howard, Ind. Inc., beseeched sympathy for the newly unemployed, saying: "The discharged workers can trace their lack of employment directly to the officials of the company who last season adopted a sales policy which was so unfair to exhibitors that they did business, as Paramount until a satisfactory adjustment is made." The union, incidentally, is moving against the major because of the quietus at Layfay.

George S. Ryan, nationally known attorney, has been in New York taking depositions from the top centers of films. Messrs. Will Hays, Adolph Zukor and others. Paramount executives were scheduled to run the legal gauntlet. Attorney Ryan will use the deposition in his prosecution of a number of anti-trust suits which have already been initiated in Boston. The Hub lawyer is holding the prosecution of some six million bucks of litigation, the majors being brought for MORMA and Rotenberg, A. B. Momand, Foretta Momand, and the A. and W. Alum's alone, among others. The local open-air theatre situation is expected to pop up in the courts one of these days. Alleged infringement of patent licenses, etc., are seeking cover. Steve Brody got to eat nothing Tuesday, October 25, and was given a present for doing it. Brother Brody is the sales man for Monogram Pictures of New York, in his early thirties, he is perhaps the youngest film executive to be honored by a dinner here. Edward Morey of Republic was chairman of charge, while Louis Ryan, chain owner, handled the dough and M. N. Wolfe, W. M. Meyers, the stationery. The Metropolitan Theatre is planning a private party, Jimmy O'Brien, just coming in charge, Leo Morgan, stage manager at the Metropolitan, has a new apartment. It's in the film district, no less. Alice Jocelyn McCarthy, Boston's first and finest female film manager, has taken over her new duties at the gigantic Boston Opera House. Miss McCarthy was formerly with Shubert's in that place called New York. The lady is responsible for most of the hub film publicity are Messrs. Jack Safi, Mario Dake, Harry Browning, Miles Marcus, Paul Itty, Marty Glaizia, Joe Dempsa, Joe Longo, Jack Granata, and Joe Hebrich, not to skip one of the most important of the troops, Mrs. Angeline Atilly Manly, the Alice in Wonderland, at the Met. Joe Cohen, at Independent Exhibitors, and the head booker for the M. Pouzziner circuit, is the 1937 golf champ at the tricky Pine Brook Valley Golf Club. Reviewing the results of the Allied Eastern product surveys, the Independent Exhibitors announce that: "New England was tied by hardest increases and percentage, viz: New England compared with the East and reporting approximately one and one-third of accounts sold at 101 percentage, cash sold in the East, New England bought 224 or 76 per cent of 106 deals sold at increased prices. New England bought 226 or 77 per cent." Art Howard is going after this situation in regular product surveys, contracted by mail and at semi-weekly contests. "Big City" pulled a surprise by first week at Lane's State and I say, Orpheum, and was held. Word-of-mouth killed it during the second week, however, and it was pulled a day early. Ann Corio did a strip tease in reverse the other week at the RKO Boston. She appeared in the finest and daintily dressed. Sam Pinanski, the P.O. of the M.P.A., is present at the MPOA arm for this week.

THE FINEST
of Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

1225 Vine Street Philadelphia

THE FINEST
of Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

1225 Vine Street Philadelphia
ALL NEW STORY!
NEW THRILLS!
NEW PROFITS!

with the infamous “Spider Ring” to wreck his own records. Voted “tops” by the exhibitors of America his first time out, Dick is due to repeat with a vengeance. Year in and year out, REPUBLIC serials are head and shoulders above the field.

REPUBLIC SERIAL Special in 15 EPISODES
Mr. Mo Wax
Film Bulletin,
1323 Vine Street

Dear Mr. Wax:

I feel I would be way out of line if I did not drop you a note commend-
ing you and your paper on the marvelous stand you took in the Paramount
Strike. Had every theatre owner in the United States received an independent
paper like yours, you can rest assured there would have been at least another
couple thousand exhibitors who would have seen the justice of our cause.

I took a great deal of pleasure in reading all of your editorials and
articles, and each and every one of them was to the point and in my opinion
very fair and unbiased.

Had Paramount listened to your advice earlier in the game, I am
positive that all parties would have been much better off.

Your editorial—HOLD YOUR HEAD HIGH. LITTLE BUSINESS MAN—
was a wow and it is just too bad that every independent exhibitor in the
country did not have the opportunity of reading it.

In behalf of the independent theatre owners of this territory, allow me
to thank you for the marvelous support you gave to our righteous cause.

Sincerely yours.

ALLIED THEATRE OWNERS OF NORTHWEST
W. A. Steffes,
President.

Read: THE PARAMOUNT STRIKE IS NOT ENDED!
About Higher Admissions

Almost every week one of the industry's important production or distribution executives bursts forth with a statement advocating, almost insisting upon, higher admission prices. High production costs usually are blamed.

In answer to this contention, the comments of Pete Harrison are very pointed. Says Harrison in the current issue of his Reports:

"Adolph Zukor, Joseph Schenck, and other first-rank picture executives have advocated an admission price increase on the ground that pictures are costing more now than at any other time in the history of the picture business; consequently the producer must have more money to enable him to produce high-grade pictures. This paper wishes to inform you that pictures cost more, not because more money is put into them, but because there is greater waste in production. There is no reason whatever why a 'flop' such as 'High, Wide and Handsome' should have cost $1,900,-000; only incompetence and ignorance of story values could have brought about such a result. The same is true of a dozen other high-cost pictures.

"In Hollywood today ability is sidetracked and incompetence is rewarded. Just lately a director produced a $1,900,-000 failure and he was given a new contract for $7,500 a week, much more than he was getting. And this is only one case; one could fill a volume with similar cases.

"If you should raise your admission prices, you will encourage extravagance and waste, besides doing a disservice to the public. You may add to Hollywood's income one hundred percent, but you will never be able to put an end to the demand for more."

In Old Chicago’ Will Be Delivered

In our last issue we printed a report that 20th Century-Fox plans to roadshow "In Old Chicago" and will withdraw it from the 1937-38 program. The latter part of this story was incorrect, according to a letter from John D. Clark, general sales manager of the company, who advises:

"These are the facts: IN OLD CHICAGO will be roadshowed.

"It will also be delivered to those exhibitors who bought it on their 1937-38 contracts."

20th Century is to be congratulated for this decision. It is an example of business decency and acumen that might well be heeded by other distributors, who are always so cunningly seeking to take advantage of every loophole in their contracts to jack up a rental another five percent.

Such policies will redound to the benefit of Mr. Clark's company. Exhibitors, like anyone else, are bound to appreciate fair play.
IT SEEMS THE PARAMOUNT STRIKE IS NOT ENDED

Apparently we were hasty in jumping to the conclusion that the Paramount strike was settled when the Philadelphia Independents called off their part in it. This conclusion was not reached by assumption, but was based on information openly voiced by the U.M.P.T.O. committee who met with Neil Agnew and worked out the terms with him. The impression we got from Lewen Pizor, president of the UMPTO, was that the terms of the proposed settlement had been submitted to the leaders of the striking factions in other territories and were universally approved.

Now, however, it appears that the Paramount strike has not been ended at all outside of the Philadelphia territory.

Although the Minneapolis organization formally announced cessation of hostilities, reliable reports tell us there is very little buying of Paramount's 1937-38 product. The prevailing opinion among Northwest Allied exhibitors is that the settlement terms are far from favorable as they might have been had the Philadelphians stuck by their guns just a bit longer. The terms that Paramount is offering the Northwest independents are quite unlike those explained by the Philadelphia leader, so the strike in Minneapolis remains very much in effect, despite the nominal "peace" announced.

The present position of the Independent Theatres Protective Association of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, one of the militant striking units, is summed up in a bulletin of recent date. After citing the conditions of the settlement as of "insignificant" benefit to exhibitors, the bulletin rejects peace with these words:

"Under the circumstances, the committee decided to forego a meeting with the local branch manager, for it feels that since Paramount has made no substantial or material concessions to the exhibitors, a meeting with Mr. Wiens (local Paramount manager) with a view towards getting the same concessions when really no concessions at all have been granted by Paramount officials, would not only be fruitless effort, but a ridiculous gesture as well.

"It is repeated that the committee which was selected at the convention to see that Paramount grants the same benefits to Wisconsin exhibitors that were granted to the Philadelphia exhibitors, reports that it is of the opinion that no benefits at all of worthwhile mention were granted. They therefore take the position that insofar as is humanly possible NO INDEPENDENT EXHIBITOR SHOULD PURCHASE ANY PARAMOUNT 1937-38 PRODUCT. They believe that unless an exhibitor is squarely "behind the eight-ball" for product he should absolutely refrain from purchasing the new program."

Obviously, then, the strike has not been settled in that territory.

Our Hollywood correspondent advises that the Independent Theatre Owners of Southern California are continuing their strike in full effect and are determined to see the fight through to the finish. In that case it appears that Paramount is out of luck there, at least until the California courts dispose of the suits filed against the company by some 20-odd independents.

Yes, we certainly did jump to an unfounded conclusion.
Smart Independent Exhibitors From Coast To Coast are Reading FILM BULLETIN because it tells what others fear to say. It will pay you to read it regularly, too.

Subscription in U. S. $3.00 per year. Mail yours NOW!
'Navy Blue and Gold' Heart-Tugger ***

Hollywood Preview

M-G-M
95 Minutes
Robert Young, James Stewart, Florence Rice, Billie Burke, Lionel Barrymore, Tom Brown, Samuel S. Hinds, Paul Kelly, Barnett Parker, Frank Albertson, Stanley Moore, Minor Watson, Robert Middlemass, Phillip Terry, Charles Waldron, Pat Flaherty, Matt McHugh, Ted Pearson
Directed by Sam Wood

Navy Blue and Gold stands head and shoulders above most other football films. Shedding new light on life at colorful Annapolis, the story is silkot of heart-tugging drama relieved by appropriate touches of comedy. Throughout, it is pervaded by a strikingly effective note of sincerity which will reach the emotions so much better than the usual bungling promotional hoo-ha. Deftly handled in all its production depart- ments, this is the type of picture which has plenty of general audience appeal. It will net healthy returns in the theater houses as well as the sticks and action spots.

Yarn brings together three boys from the walks of life at Annapolis. Robert Young is the football hero with a heart for women. James Stewart comes up from the battle ship ranks while Tom Brown is from a wealthy family. The three make the football team. Because Robert Young's father, a one-time Navy officer, had been dishonorably discharged, the boy enters under an assumed name. This comes to light. Stewart defends his father and is suspended. It is all straightened out with the help of James Stewart's father reestablished. It is time for Jimmy to make the Army-Navy football game. Florence Rice, Tom Brown's sister, is the rival of Ann Archibald.

The Navy has turned out a big time musical, make no mistake about it! Studded with a galaxy of names that mean something to everyone of type of audience. MANHATTAN MERRY-GO-ROUND should click a happy tune on many of the All-America bills of the nation in all but the very hoity-toity locations.

'Manhattan Merry-Go-Round' Good ***

Republic
84 Minutes
Leo Carrillo, Phil Regan, Ann Dvorak, Tamara Geva, James Gleason, Luis Alberni, Gene Autry, Cab Calloway and Orchestra, Ted Lewis and Band, Kay Thompson and Her Redio Choir, Jack Jenny and Orchestra, Max Terhune, Henry Armetta, Joe Di Maggio, Smiley Burnette, Louis Prima and Band
Directed by Charles F. Reisner

Republic has turned out a big time musical, make no mistake about it! Studded with a galaxy of names that mean something to every type of audience, MANHATTAN MERRY-GO-ROUND should click a happy tune on many of the All-America bills of the nation in all but the very hoity-toity locations.

The many specialties are draped attractively on a plot framework that is better than usual for a musical. The romantic fable is that of a tramp of course, who gets his hand at "legitimate" enterprise and he is very ably supported by such clever foils as James Gleason, Tamara Geva and Luis Alberni. Miss Geva is both handsome and talented. Phil Regan croons appealingly and Ann Dvorak is decorative.

Of the specialty acts, neither the exhibitor nor his public need to be told much of their talents. Cab Calloway, Ted Lewis, Kay Thompson, Jack Jenny and Louis Prima display their musical troupes in well-staged numbers. Several Republic western reliable, notably Gene Autry, Max Terhune (in a funny ventriloquist act) and Smiley Burnette, are useful in the legitimate stage opera. It has the advantage of some good material in spots; a hit tune, the experienced boxoffice of Weber and Fields, a riotous operatic burlesque scene, a Gilbert and Sullivan type finale. But the stupidly contorted story serving as backdrop for these interludes, nullifies the value of those isolated good points. Distinctly disappointing screen fare, it is suitable only for dualing.

The yarn has to do with a sharpshooter promoter, Edward Arnold, a naive country gal Shirley Ross, a wealthy mine owner, Kitty Kelly, and a gold-hoarding millionaire Frank Craven. Arnold locks up when she arrives in the city, gets Shirley to impersonate her and sets out to force Craven into putting his gold into a government loan. From this point the plot wanders hopelessly ending up in a police line-up for the finish. John Trent and Shirley Ross carry the romantic interest.

The capable cast struggles valiantly with the material but only those grand old trouper Weber and Fields make any tolerable impression, chiefly because they utilize their own material.

AD TIPS: Sell that cast of stars, Action spots can play up Carrillo and the racketeer angle.

'Blossoms on Broadway,' Musical, Misses Fire. ** As Dualler

Hollywood Preview

Paramount
80 Minutes
Directed by Richard Wallace

This fails to click only because produce, B. P. Schulberg neglected to give sufficient attention to its story structure. A distinct departure from usual screen musical, BLOSSOMS ON BROADWAY resembles more a legitimate stage operetta. It has the advantage of some good material in spots; a hit tune, the experienced boxoffice of Weber and Fields, a riotous operatic burlesque scene, and a Gilbert and Sullivan type finale. But the stupidly contorted story serving as backdrop for these interludes, nullifies the value of those isolated good points. Distinctly disappointing screen fare, it is suitable only for dualing.

The yarn has to do with a sharpshooter promoter, Edward Arnold, a naive country gal Shirley Ross, a wealthy mine owner, Kitty Kelly, and a gold-hoarding millionaire Frank Craven. Arnold locks up when she arrives in the city, gets Shirley to impersonate her and sets out to force Craven into putting his gold into a government loan. From this point the plot wanders hopelessly ending up in a police line-up for the finish. John Trent and Shirley Ross carry the romantic interest.

The capable cast struggles valiantly with the material but only those grand old trouper Weber and Fields make any tolerable impression, chiefly because they utilize their own material.

AD TIPS: Sell that cast of stars, Action spots can play up Carrillo and the racketeer angle.

'Carnival Queen' Fair Quickie. ** As Dualler

Universal
65 Minutes
Dorothy Kent, Robert Wilcox, Hobart Cavanaugh
Directed by Nate Watt

This one gets off to a slow start, but gains momentum after the carry gets out of the mud and on the road again. Photography, atmosphere, acting, all satisfactory and story interesting, but it is a lightweight fare for the lower half of duals.

Dorothy Kent plays a subdued sort of dizzy debutante, who has inherited, among other things, a hokey tank carnival. A couple of wheel operators are using the place as a hide out after pulling a bank robbery in practically every town the outfit plays. Wilcox makes a personable leading man and is fast with his dukes when action calls for a fast light on the lot. He has, of course, fallen in love with Kent after she insists upon tramping with the tent show, because she likes the smell of sawdust, and has a taste for her dad's pop corn and peanuts Remedies.

Can be used mostly with a heavier production, but has top names values.

AD TIPS: Create unusual spots, kids always enjoy this type double.
'Second Honeymoon' Gay Comedy, Young, Power •••+

Hollywood Preview

20th Century-Fox
84 Minutes
Tyrene Power, Loretta Young, Stuart Erwin, Claire Trevor, Marjorie Weaver, Lyle Talbot, J. Edward Bromberg, Paul Hurst
Directed by Walter Lang

Exhibitors will have little trouble telling this amusing frothy comedy to above average grosses, except in action and rural houses. Starting briskly, SECOND HONEYMOON races giddily along on a slim plot thread bolstered by a host of engagingly farcical situations. This is top notch film fare, mounted against an elegant production. Men will like Loretta Young and the ladies will enjoy seeing the handsome Tyrene Power, both of whom turn in gay performances.

Tyrene Power meets Loretta Young, his ex-wife, in Miami. Although she is now the wife of Lyle Talbot, it takes but little time for her to realize she is still in love with Power, as he is with her. They refuse to admit it at first, but when Talbot bluntly reveals his still existing responsibility, she is ready to leave him for her former husband. Marjorie Weaver provides a complication, however. When she marries Tyrene's valet, Stuart Erwin, Loretta believes she has become Mrs. Power. In a whirlwind, hilarious finale this is all straightened out; Talbot is deposed and Miss Young and Tyrene leave for their second honeymoon in Havana.

Power's easy playing of the romantic playboy is a commendable job which will click nicely with his fans. Loretta Young's performance of the bewildered young miss is a gem. Stuart Erwin is in an imitable sell. Claire Trevor suffers in a comparatively minor supporting role. Lyle Talbot, as the officious husband, overplays at times, but scores nonetheless. More will be heard of Marjorie Weaver, who in the juicy part of the older woman displays considerable acting ability and plenty of charm to captivate.

Walter Lang's direction imbues the proceedings with gaiety and pep. He gets the most out of the performers.

AD TIPS: Sell this as a romantic comedy that is gayer than LOVE IS NEWS. Feature Young, Power and Erwin.

HANNA (Hollywood)

'Hurricane' Has One Big Scene, Balance Fair ••+''

United Artists (Goldwyn)
103 Minutes
Dorothy Lamour, Jon Hall, Mary Astor, C. Aubrey Smith, Thomas Mitchell, Raymond Massey, John Carradine, Jerome Cowan
Directed by John Ford

The thing that will be remembered about HURRICANE is the hurricane itself, a technical achievement which rivals the earthquake of SAN FRANCISCO. A terrifying spectacle of havoc and destruction wrought by Nature's fury, it is the high point of an otherwise mediocre film. In comparison to MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY, HURRICANE, by the same authors, will suffer greatly. The characters are distinctly similar, but unlike MUTINY, they lack strength and reality. Several technical flaws are obvious and spotty acting and dialogue weaken the story considerably. The success of this Goldwyn offering will depend chiefly on the individual exhibitor's selling of the hurricane scene. Despite this reviewer's reservations, the reviewer has found it too noisy and a bit wearing on the nerves.

The story, based on a native legend, tells the story of Terangi, played by Jon Hall, who is imprisoned in Tahiti for assaulting a white man. Unable to bear the strain of prison life, he makes repeated attempts to escape to his own island and his wife Dorothy Lamour. Each jailbreak adds several years to his term. He finally escapes, and after a harrowing journey in a canoe reaches the island and hides from Massey. The island's rejoicing is short-lived, for the great hurricane takes place. The entire population is wiped out with the exception of a few natives; doctor Thomas Mitchell, Massey and a ship's captain, Jerome Cowan. Hall has saved his wife and daughter, and Massey's wife, Mary Astor. Hall and Lamour sail off to another island, as Massey, for once, relents in his passion for "duty."

Mitchell gives an excellent portrayal of the idealistic, rum-soaked doctor. The others are mediocre. As the native lovers Dorothy Lamour and Jon Hall are physically handsome, but fail to convince along acting lines. Raymond Massey frightfully overplays the strong-willed governor.

John Ford's direction has many noteworthy points but the job is not successful apparently because he found himself up against a badly organized script.

AD TIPS: Sell this as by the authors of MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY. Compare the hurricane to SAN FRANCISCO'S earthquake. Feature Goldwyn's new find, Jon Hall, a new star.

HANNA (Hollywood)

'Thrill of a Lifetime' Just Another Para Musical ••

Hollywood Preview

Paramount
72 Minutes
The Yacht Club Boys, Dorothy Lamour, Judy Canova, Ben Blue, Eleanor Whitney, Johnny Downs, Betty Grable, Leif Ericson, Larry Grabe, Zeke Canova, Anne Canova, Tommy Wonder, Franklin Pangborn
Directed by George Archainbaud

The cast will probably bring this fair returns. However, it is just another one of those inconsequential youthful musical pictures about a show that gets put together at the last minute. Hostily put together, the shallow story is merely a framework for a couple of none-too-good musical interludes. It fails satisfactorily dual bills, but it fails to live up either to its title or the promise of its cast.

Johnny Downs and Eleanor Whitney are a couple of vaudeville hoofers whose act is burdened with the presence of Eleanor's sister, Judy Canova. The Yacht Club Boys are also a variety act. Leif Ericson, owner of a camp, has written a play, and Franklin Pangborn is the inevitable Broadway producer. The Yacht Club Boys impersonate Pangborn's associates in order to get free grub at Ericson's camp. Pangborn himself finally sees the show and promises to put it on Broadway. The exuberant performances of the young people are wasted on weak material, all of which has been done before. George Archainbaud's unimaginative direction keeps his in the routine groove.

AD TIPS: Sell it to the young people as a gay musical comedy of youth and romance.

HANNA (Hollywood)

'Swing It Professor' Best Tomlin Musical ••+

Hollywood Preview

Conn
56 Minutes
Pinkie Tomlin, Paula Stone, Milburn Stone, Mary Kornman, Gordon Elliott, Pat Gleason, Garner, Wolf and Harkins. Four Squires, Ralph Peters
Directed by Marshall Neilan

Maurice Conn's Pinky Tomlin series definitely stops out of the sixth class with this new musical film. Presented in a deluxe Los Angeles house, the second indie product ever to be presented there, it scored solidly with the critical audience. The gangster angle is given, a new twist to the already written screenplay which, while never trying to make sense, provides an effective back-

ground for Tomlin's warbling and the grand hooping of Paula Stone. A gag finish will send this Mr. Tomlin to Hollywood as a "front" for a night club which he is opening to house the talents of his chorus girl sweetheart, Paula Stone. Pinky immediately sends for his girl friend, Mary Kornman. Pinky falls for Paula, and Milburn is captured by the simple charm of Miss Kornman. Meanwhile, opposition gangsters, believing Tomlin is a notorious Chicago gangster called the "Professor," have been afraid to attack the club. When they learn the truth about Tomlin, they raid the night spot, as Milburn goes off with Mary, while Pinky dashes to the club to save Paula from the mob for the clinch finish.

Tomlin is seen most advantageously. His song numbers are delivered with a simple charm typical of his personality. Paula Stone is plenty OK as the dancer, while Milburn Stone is completely adequate as the racketeer.

Marshall Neilan's megaphoning is smooth and snappily paced.

AD TIPS: Sell Tomlin as star of radio, stage and screen. Action houses should feature the gangster angle.
Although actual picture making is at its lowest ebb in some time, Hollywood observers can note no dearth of rumors or news concerning the plans and studio changes being effected by the industry's top production men. Within the past two weeks practically every major studio has made some vital change in its production set-up. The end is not yet in sight, according to trade circles, for it is generally believed that other important switchovers will take place in a short space of time.

Selznick to Metro . . .

After all those wild rumors about the future position of David O. Selznick in the production field, that shrewd gentleman seems to have actually lighted. Although only a few days ago it was generally understood that his projected deal with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer had cooled, it now appears that he is set under the banner of Leo.

Upon his return from New York, it is reported that Selznick will signature a two year contract with M-G-M, giving them options on his services for three additional years.

The terms of the deal are distinctly advantageous to Selznick, lending further credence to the thought that perhaps all the hulabaloo about where Selznick would sign, might have been a shrewd publicity campaign to aid David O. win his points. His method of operation will be basically the same as his United Artists set-up, with the added advantage of having call on all Metro stars, directors and writers. He will operate from his own headquarters on the Selznick-International lot; his staff will remain intact and the S-I trade mark will be retained.

Selznick is scheduled to make from six to eight pictures a year. He will start his Metro duties immediately upon completion of the remaining commitments on his United Artists contract.

That Selznick's switch to Metro will cause a yawning gap in United Artist's program is patent. Sam Goldwyn will have a difficult time finding a man of the same proportions to replace him. Metro's gain in this case is distinctly U. A.'s loss!

Le Roy with M-G-M, Too . . .

A surprise to the industry was Mervyn Le Roy's Metro deal. Rumored as likely to join practically every other studio in town, M-G-M was rarely if ever mentioned as a likely outlet for Le Roy's talents. However a three year contract has been signed which calls upon him to produce six pictures annually. Two of these he will direct himself.

Le Roy has several valuable players under personal contract whose fate has not yet been decided upon. It is believed that a fifty-fifty deal will be arranged; half of them remaining at Warners, the others to follow him to Metro when he reports for work on February 15. FOOD FOR SCANDAL, which is currently before the cameras is his last Warner release.

Another item from Metro brings the news that Carl Laemmle, Jr., who has been on the lot for the past five months, has secured a release from the remainder of his one year pact. No new plans for the former Universal producer were announced.

Laemmle produced nothing during his M-G-M sojourn.

At RKO . . .

Sam Briskin is out of RKO and Pandro Berman is in, as anticipated. According to a tentative arrangement which promises to become permanent, Berman will supervise all "A" product in addition to personally producing the Astaire-Rogers and Hepburn pictures. Leo Spitz, the company's president, has taken over the reigns of the studio's "B" output. He will remain in charge until such time as RKO executives can decide on a man to handle that production angle.

Briskin to Republic? . . .

Columbia will find its organization seriously impaired if the current rumored deal between Republic and Irving Briskin goes through. It is reported that Herbert J. Yates has been talking to the Columbia "B" producer on an executive deal which would give him complete charge of production at Republic. Yates is now in New York, but we understand that Republic's general manager, Moe Siegal, was instructed to complete negotiations.

Conn to Produce for Monogram . . .

Maurice Conn, whose activities have been held up for the past couple of months because of his unwillingness to float a stock issue during the present stock market crisis, has completed a deal with W. Ray Johnston, president of Monogram, whereby he will produce nine pictures this year to be released through that company. They will probably be Westerns, although no definite news regarding Conn's position under his new set-up is forthcoming.

This is not expected to interfere with his program planned for Ambassador release. We understand he has arranged for adequate financing to handle his program of sixteen pictures.
PRODUCTION RECORD

TELLS YOU EXACTLY WHAT IS HAPPENING IN THE HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS

The date before the titles of pictures RECENTLY COMPLETED is the approximate General Release Date.
The date after titles is that of the FILM BULLETIN issue in which all details appeared.

COLUMBIA

A DANGEROUS AFFAIR
Shooting started—November 11
Comedy—mystery
Cast: Jack Holt, Beverly Roberts, Craig Reynolds, Guy Usher, Spencer Charters, Maurice Cass, Marjorie Gateson, Tom Kennedy, Joseph Crehan, Tully Marshall
Directed by Lewis D. Collins Produced by Larry Darmour
Story: A wealthy member of a family dies, and when it comes time to read the will it is revealed the document is missing. Jack Holt is a cop who straightens out the ensuing difficulties. Beverly Roberts handles the romantic interest.
'37-'38 program.

THE LONE RIDER
Shooting started—November 11 Western
Cast: Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith, Donald Grayson, Allen Brook, The Pioneers
Directed by Sam Nelson Produced by Irving Briskin
Story: Charles Starrett is accused of killing a sheriff. After various complications it is discovered his brother perpetuated the crime and framed him. Iris Meredith is the heroine.
'37-'38 program.

YOU CAN'T WIN
Shooting started—November 15
Action
Cast: Don Terry, Robert Paige, Iaqueline Wells
Directed by C. C. Coleman Produced by Irving Briskin
Story: Not available; see next issue.
'37-'38 program.

MONOGRAM

TELEPHONE OPERATOR
Shooting started—November 15
Action-drama
Cast: Grant Withers, Alice White, Judith Allen, Pat Flaherty, William Hood, Cornelius Keefe, Dorothy Vaughan, Warren Hymer
Directed by Scott Pembroke Produced by Lon Young
Story: Grant Withers and Warren Hymer are liars who plan to use two telephone operators, Alice White and Judith Allen, in a romance built between Allen and Hymer, but White and Withers take a secondary romantic dislike to each other. After various thrilling complications when a dam breaks, the script uniting for a double wedding.
'37-'38 program.

ROMANCE OF THE ROCKIES
Shooting started—November 8 (completed)
Western
Cast: TOM KEENE, Beryl Wallace, Don Orlando, Bill Cody, Jr., Franklyn Furness, Earl Dwire
Directed by R. N. Bradbury Produced by R. N. Bradbury
Story: Tom Keene is a traveling doctor who with his pals, Don Orlando and Bill Cody, Jr., come to the town of Elkhorn. Here he finds the ranchers paying exorbitant water bills. He succeeds in stopping the inhuman scheme which is primarily devoted to cheat the ranchers of their property. He also tracks down the murderer of Bill Cody's father.
'37-'38 program. To be released Dec. 15.

RECENTLY COMPLETED

PARAMOUNT

HER JUNGLE LOVE
Shooting started—November 8
Drama
Cast: Dorothy Lamour, Ray Milland, I. Carroll Naish, Lynne Overman
Directed by George Archainbaud Produced by George Arthur
Story: Ray Milland and Lynne Overman are two plane pilots charting an unknown course. They are forced to land on an island, where they meet Dorothy Lamour, a white priestess held captive by the natives. A romance takes place between her and Millard.
'37-'38 program.

IN PRODUCTION
HAVING WONDERFUL TIME (Issue Oct. 9) . . . BRINGING UP BABY (Issue Oct. 9) . . . LIGHTS OUT (Issue Nov. 6) . . . EASY MILLIONS (Issue Nov. 6).

RECENTLY COMPLETED

TITLE CHANGES
QUICK MONEY—Changed from TAKING THE TOWN (Issues Oct. 9, 23, completed) ... SHE'S GOT EVERYTHING—Changed it—SHE'S GOT THAT SWING (Issue Oct. 9, completed).

20TH CENTURY-FOX

HAPPY ENDING
(Other details issue November 6)

SALLY, IRENE AND MARY
Shooting started—November 8
Musical
Cast: Fred Allen, Alice Faye, Joan Davis, Portland Hoffa, Jimmy Durante, Tony Martin, Gregory Retolf, Peters Sisters, Raymond Scott Questet
Directed by William Seiter Produced by Gene Markey
Story: Sally, Irene and Mary are played by Alice Faye, Joan Davis and Portland Hoffa. With their manager, Fred Allen, they work at a convention at Coney Island as mermaids. They manage to get hold of a river steamer which is turned into a sort of show boat. Getting everything worked out for the opening night is the basis for the yarn's comic and romantic complications.
'37-'38 program. To be released Jan. 14.

RECENTLY COMPLETED
GRAND NATIONAL

NO NEW PRODUCTION

RECENTLY COMPLETED


METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

ARSENE LUPIN RETURNS

Shooting started—November 4

Mystery-drama


Directed by George Fitzmaurice

Produced by John W. Considine, Jr.

Story: The famous Parisian rogue, Arsene Lupin, returns to the screen this time with Melvyn Douglas in the role played by John Harridge a few years back. Warren William is the relentless detective leading Lupin and Virginia Bruce, the inevitable woman, in the case.

37-38 program.

GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST

Shooting started—November 8

Musical

CAST: Jeanette MacDonald, Nelson Eddy, Walter Pidgeon, Leo Carrillo, Ray Bolger, Buddy Ebsen, Priscilla Lawson

Directed by Robert Z. Leonard

Produced by William Anthony McGuire

Story: A remake of the famous play and opera by David Belasco, this is actually a musical western. MacDonald and Eddy play the romantic leads, with Walter Pidgeon as the meandering sheriff. New music and lyrics are being supplied by Sir Harold Loewenstein and Gus Kahn.

37-38 program.

IN PRODUCTION

11/3—HOLLYWOOD (Issue Nov. 11) • EVERYBODY SING (Issue Oct. 31) • BILLY WYOUNG (Issue Nov. 6)

RECENTLY COMPLETED

11/3—MAN OF BRAMSTOKE (Issue Aug. 28, Sept. 11) • MANHATTAN (Issue Sept. 23) • 12/3—THROBBING. BREAST (Issue Sept. 25) • 12/7—THE FOUR MANTS (Issue Aug. 29) • 12/14—NAVY BLUE AND GOLD • 12—THE LAST GANGSTER (Issue Aug. 29)

TITLE CHANGES

10/28—THE STEAL—Changed from "A MATTER OF PIGEON FARM" (Issue Aug. 26) • 12/19—THE SATCH OF THE SEASON—Changed from "A FAMILY" (Issue Sept. 11)

Musical-comedy

Cast: Martha Raye, George Burns and Gracie Allen, Bob Hope, Betty Grable, Jackie Coogan, Ben Blue, Edward Everett Horton, Florence George, Nell Kelly, Slate Brothers, Johnny Ennis

Directed by Raoul Walsh

Produced by Lewis F. Galander

Story: A college yarn in which Gracie Allen is engaged to become the DEAN OF MEN.

"37-38 program.

12/31—THE BIG BROADCAST OF 1938 (Issue Sept. 25) • ROMANCE IN THE DARK (Issue Oct. 9) • BLUEBEARD'S EIGHTH WIFE (Issue Nov. 6).

RECENTLY COMPLETED


TITLE CHANGES

DOCTOR RHYTHM—Changed from BADGE OF POLICEMAN O'ROON (Issue Oct. 23 in production) • SCANDAL STREET—Changed from THEY KNEW WHAT HAPPENED (Issue Oct. 23, completed) • 12/21—PARTNERS OF THE PLAINS—Changed from MEN MUST FIGHT (Issues Aug. 28, Sept. 11, completed).

REPUBLIC

NO NEW PRODUCTION

RECENTLY COMPLETED


RKO-RADIO

HAWAII CALLS

Shooting started—November 4

Musical

CAST: Bobby Breen, Ned Sparks, Pua Lani, Mamo Clark, Irvin S. Cobb, Juanita Quigley, Warren Hall, Gloria Holden

Directed by Eddie Cline

Produced by Sol Lesser

Story: A story of Bobby's adventures when he shows away on a ship bound for Hawaii.

"37-38 program.

UNIVERSAL

NO NEW PRODUCTION

THE GOLDFYNN FOLLIES—still shooting

THE GOLDFYNN FOLLIES (Issue Sept. 11)

RECENTLY COMPLETED

11/18—ADVENTURES OF MARCO POLO (Issue July 3) • HURRICANE

WAGNER

RECENTLY COMPLETED

10/22—I MET MY LOVE AGAIN (Issue July 3) • 10/8—STAND-IN (Issue July 3) • 9/24—52nd STREET

SEILNICK

RECENTLY COMPLETED

11/18—NOTHING SACRED (Issue July 3) • THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER (Issue July 5)

DEADLOCK

Shooting started—November 3

Mystery

CAST: Kent Taylor, Fay Wray, Larry Drake, Nan Gray, Jane Darwell, Samuel S. Hinds, Halwell Robbes

Directed by Tor Soloman

Produced by Edmunde Grainger

Story: Larry Drake is accused of murdering Samuel S. Hinds, a crime which was actually committed by Kent Taylor. Fay Wray, a newspaper reporter, tracks down the real facts, only to fall in love with Taylor.

"37-38 program.

MAD ABOUT MUSIC

Shooting started—November 3

Musical

CAST: Deanna Durbin, Herbert Marshall, Arthur Treacher, Christian Rub, Marcia Mae Jones, Nana Bryant, Elizabeth Risdon

Directed by C. E. G. Taren

Produced by M. B. Paskom

Story: Not available for detail. Takes place in Switzerland, where Deanna attends a girls' school run by Nana Bryant and Elizabeth Risdon. Herbert Marshall has the role of a musician who is adopted by Deanna to paint her father.

"37-38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED

INTERNATIONAL SPY (Issue July 17) • A PRESCRIPTION FOR ROMANCE (Issue July 17) • YOU & I (Issues Sept. 11, July 17) • A SWEETHEART (Issue July 17) • TILLY'S LUCK (Issues Sept. 11, July 17) • KIDNAPPING DAY END (Issue July 17) • 10/17—TRUCE AT MIDNIGHT (Issue June 30) • SOME BLOOMIES ARE MARCHING (Issue Sept. 1)
CONQUEST
(M-G-M)

"... A picture worthy of extravagant acclaim... M-G-M’s greatest spectacle, but not all the rich items it has assembled for the dazzlement of the spectator can steal the rich drama from Miss Garbo and Boyer..."

Carmody. WASH. EVE. STAR

"... Distinctive and distracting... Is certain to find a place on 1937’s list of outstanding screenery..."

Thierer. N. Y. POST

"... Neither Garbo nor Boyer ever has given a finer performance... Production is beautiful, spectacular and frequently exciting... Exceptional and meritorious offering..."

Boehnel. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... A thrilling experience—a memorable production... Notable cast..."

Finn. PHILA. RECORD

DR. SYN
(Gaumont-British)

"... A fantastic conglomeration of romance, sudden death and adventure, feebly put together... Turns out to be a flimsy counterfeit, more creditably acted by Mr. Arbiss..."

Boehnel. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... A charming and wonderfully story-bookish film... A humorous tapestry, full of eighteenth century gusto..."

B. R. C. N. Y. TIMES

"... Tasteful and quite lunny tale of the late eighteenth century..."

Thierer. N. Y. POST

"... Film as a whole is weird, unusual and attention-holding... Cast all give interesting characterizations..."

Reel. CHICAGO AMERICAN

STAND-IN
(United Artists)

"... As screen entertainment it has its moments—but not so many as the story suggested... Howard is responsible for most of the laughs..."

Finn. PHILA. RECORD

"... Starts out with an interesting premise and some comedy scenes... Could have been much more entertaining..."

Murdoch. PHILA. RECORD

"... One of the smartest and liveliest comedies of the year... Mr. Howard is a huge success as a sly comic..."

Kelley. WASH. TIMES

NIGHT CLUB SCANDAL
(Paramount)

"... Reasonably exciting melodrama..."

B. R. C. N. Y. TIMES

"... Mr. Barrymore gives a smooth and sinister performance, without being the least bit melodramatic..."

Thierer. N. Y. POST

"... It is the speed in the story’s telling and the lack of dialogue except for the purpose of furthering the plot that give the picture much of its entertainment..."

Tazelaar. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

ANGEL
(Paramount)

"... Passably entertaining... As for dramatic qualities, lacks both the suspense and the sympathy which might have made its central situation engrossing..."

Barnes. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... Has little verve, faint traces of wit, a pretense to sophistication... Miss Dietrich is still a lovely glamorously gooned lady..."

Nugent. N. Y. TIMES

"... Marlene Dietrich, Herbert Marshall, Melvin Douglas and a group of excellent actors distinguished themselves in the name of sophisticated comedy..."

Boehnel. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... A panting romance that spends more time picturing the Dietrich loveliness, her slow smile and her cheek-caressing lashes, than it does in telling the story..."

Finn. PHILA. RECORD

"... Some silly and sophisticated goings on, but most of the situations are familiar..."

H. T. M. PHILA. LEDGER

"... For all of its silky smoothness, its suave sophistication and its star of ravishing beauty, it is not one of the Marlene Dietrich screen triumphs..."

Kelley. WASH. TIMES

SECOND HONEYMOON
(20th Century-Fox)

"... The Power charm beams brightly, and Miss Young does her usual stuff in the manner that has lifted her to her present eminence..."

Winston. N. Y. POST

"... Another polished slapstick comedy, moves on its way in a light, breezy manner and succeeds by some slick writing and amusing variations on an old theme to be better-than-the-average entertainment..."

Boehnel. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Is dully romantic in spots and a wee bit prejudicial to second husbands..."

Nugent. N. Y. TIMES

"... Most of the enjoyment comes from the quiet clowning of Stuart Erwin and the fresh charm of Marjorie Weaver in a secondary romance..."

Barnes. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

IT’S LOVE I’M AFTER
(Warner Bros.)

"... A rippling farce, brightly written and dexterously directed, played to the limit by an ingratiating cast..."

Nugent. N. Y. TIMES

"... Leslie Howard ribes himself and his colleagues brilliantly in the leading role... Some fascinating moments at the end when a set of daffy characters has to be unscrambled, but on the whole is a twisty-paced and funny entertainment..."

Barnes. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... A peppery and fanciful romance... Leslie Howard, Betta Stovall and Olivia De Havilland put everything they’ve got into it..."

Winston. N. Y. POST

"... Gay, joyful, rollicking bit of feather-weight nonsense... One of the most delightful and diverting comedies the madcap cinema has yet turned out..."

Boehnel. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Lines are bright and the play is an amusing and recommended comedy..."

Marsh. CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

Merry-Go-Round of 1938
(Universal)

"... Funny and generally well constructed farce... Quickly generates an amusing plot and saves its solo specialties for the climax, when they are excellently exhibited..."

H. T. M. PHILA. LEDGER

"... As daffy and hilarious as any musical comedy to grace the screen in a long time..."

MacARTHUR. WASH. EVEN. STAR

"... Based on a most flimsy structure, but its whimsy, aided and abetted by four of the funniest comedians of stage and screen, makes up for that lack..."

WASH. TIMES

"... Settings are lavish, music plentiful, and the whole ranks high in screen entertainment..."

Reel. CHICAGO AMERICAN

HOLD ‘EM NAVY
(Paramount)

"... Not a big picture, but a right cute one, which audiences can’t help but chuckle over..."

Thierer. N. Y. POST

"... One of the better films based on life at the United States Naval Academy..."

R. W. D. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... A tight, neatly riggled and fairly sea-worthy little comedy of light draught..."

B. R. C. N. Y. TIMES

"... While Annapolis life has been screened before, it has never been surrounded with so much pleasantry and good humor..."

G. G. PHILA. LEDGER

TRAPPED BY G-MEN
(Columbia)

"... Is as effective as the old Westerns because of its speed, fine natural settings and the relentless excitement..."

Tazelaar. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... A bit of fast excitement... Tells an old story passably well..."

B. C. N. Y. TIMES

"... One of those little B numbers which keeps audiences interested principally because of its speed, and then because the assembled lot of bad men are such ruthless guys that one is continually on the watch to see who’s going to get bumped off next..."

N. Y. POST

Murder on Diamond Row
(United Artists)

"... The terror one may reasonably expect from a thriller is dispelled in a tedious entwining of a romance with a man hunt..."

Barnes. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... Although lacks speed and excitement expected from American mysteries, has the advantage of expert direction and finished playing, and so may be classified as fair-to-middling entertainment..."

Boehnel. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Rarely have we seen a murder out with less suspense or mystification..."

Nugent. N. Y. TIMES

"... Much better in detail than the average crime film... Through a series of well-wrought sequences there is some mounting suspense..."

N. Y. POST
Mr. Boggs Steps Out' Good Erwin Comedy. ** + for Rurals

Hollywood Preview

Grand National
67 Minutes
Directed by Gordon Wiles

From an original story by Clarence Budington Kelland, Grand National has concocted an extremely palatable comedy for the unique talent of Stuart Erwin. Mr. BOGGS has the advantages of an expertly handled production a smartly paced screen-play and Erwin's sympathetic lunaticing. It is a thoroughly entertaining laughfilm, which will score solidly in the rural districts and naborhood houses. With only the Erwin name for marquee lure, it will have to be content with dual billing in other locales, where it will really balance any program of drama or action.

Erwin is a statistician who guesses the number of beans in a barrel on display in the local theatre, winning $1500. He buys a barrel tannery and tells for Toby Wing, niece of Tully Marshall, first citizen of the burg. Helen Chandler, whose father is the inventor of a collapsible barrel, is a stenog in the factory. Yarns interest are out to get the patient out on the barrel but Erwin obtains the points TIPS for his own factory, thus saving the day for Helen and her parent. And it realizes that Toby isn't the gal for him and ends up with Helen, who has wisely loved him.

Erwin's appealing talent breathes life into the Kelland character. Helen Chandler returns to the screen with her trial case. Toby Wing is an eye-filling menace. Gordon Wiles' direction is in an even, leisurely vein.

Claire Trevor, the author, wrote MR. DEEDS GOES TO TOWN. 'Work gags with barrel.'

Big Town Girl' Fine Program Comedy Drama. ** + as Dualler

Hollywood Preview

20th Century-Fox
86 Minutes
Directed by Alfred Werker

This fast-moving programmer has a mixture of ingredients to entertain all classes of moviegoers, including the action fan. The story is good, with plenty of action, suspense, romance and comedy. Performances, notably Claire Trevor's, are praiseworthy and the production a real winner for this type of low-budgeted picture. It's a nifty companion piece for the better grade houses, while lesser houses can top it.

Claire Trevor, a department store piano player, jilts her husband, Alan Baxter, when she discovers he is a crook. She chases him, but aided by a down-at-the-heel press agent, Alan Dinehart, she successfully eludes him and later becomes famous as a mystery singer. Donald Woods, a reporter, is anxious to discover her identity. She gets away from him, too, but bumps into him on the rebound this time without her disastrous and phony French accent. They fall in love. The pair bump into Baxter, who is robbing a bank. He is arrested. Trevor tells the truth and Woods embraces her for the finish.

Claire Trevor's topnotch, magnificently giving the part a finished and polished touch. Woods, Dinehart and Baxter are all topnotch. Alfred Werker keeps the yarn humming with his well-paced direction.

AD TIPS: Sell the story.

Swing It Sailor' Poor Navy Comedy. * * for Grinds Only

Hollywood Preview

20th Century-Fox
65 Minutes
Directed by Raymond Cannon

This is a pretty inane comedy of navy life. Cheaply produced, it is full of stock shots which haven't been too cleverly inserted, weak gags, and completely unamusing situations. It belongs strictly to the cheap grind category.

Ray Mayer and Wallace Ford are pals who squabble incessantly. Mayer falls for Isabel Jewell, a typical gob's sweetheart, out for everything she can get. Ford attempts to dissuade Mayer from becoming entangled with her, and when that doesn't work, he makes a play for the gal himself. In the end the kids both of them for someone else, while the gobs do a big deep sea rescue scene.

Acting and direction are in the same lurch as the story.

AD TIPS: Action shots could sell to stock angle.

Borrowing Trouble' Good Jones Family. * * for Nables

Hollywood Preview

20th Century-Fox
60 Minutes
Directed by Frank R. Strayer

20th Century's JONES FAMILY series continues to improve. BORROWING TROUBLE is top flight program fare, checkful of human interest and action, which will click solidly with the family trade in naborhood and rural houses. A valuable addition to the familiar cast of actors is Marvin Stephens, a youngster who all but steals the show from his more experienced associates.

When Jed Prouty is made vice-president of the Big Brothers organization, the family prevails upon him to take charge of Marvin Stephens, the tough kid in town and a pal of George Ernest, the youngster of the family. Troubles come thick and fast because Marvin's brother, George Walcott, has joined a gang of small-town crooks. When they rob the JONES family candy store, an illustration of Shirley Deane's marriage to Russell Gleason.

The kids are suspected of the crime. At the last moment, Walcott tells the truth and informs the youngsters that the bank is about to be robbed. This breaks up the marriage ceremony as all the guests race to the airport to head off the crooks. While Shirley and Russell are captured in the back seat of a speeding car, Stephens and Ernest are the heroes of the day.

Members of the Jones family company do their usual expert jobs, while Frank Strayer's direction leaves nothing to be desired.

AD TIPS: Action shots could sell to stock angle.

Springtime in the Rockies' Snappy Autry. * * *

Republic
60 Minutes
Directed by Joe Kane

That Republic realizes the value of the screen's Number One western star Gene Autry, is evidenced by the obvious attention lavished on his productions. SPRINGTIME IN THE ROCKIES is a splendidly photographed and well directed, and superior western which makes it top for action houses.

The yarn concerns Autry's efforts to protect his boss ranch owner Polly Rowles when she returns from college to manage the ranch. She gets into all sorts of trouble with Autry and Smiley Burnette riding shotgun until she manages to get some out of the scrape.

The cast makes several trills in the line. The support is good.
Scenes from ... and a few vital facts about ... the new films.

**IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER**

This Warner Bros. farce is in very competent hands. Leslie Howard is an inflated stage actor, Bette Davis, his impetuous sweetheart, and Olivia De Havilland, a love-struck girl who wants Leslie—and means to get him! They say it is funny.

**MR. BOGGS STEPS OUT**

When Stuart Erwin gets his teeth into a juicy small-town-boy role, his legion followers know they can expect the tops in wholesome fun. The MR. BOGGS character was written by Clarence Buddington Kelland, who penned MR. DEEDS. With Erwin are Helen Chandler and Toby Wing, competing for the yokel's affections.

**PRESCRIPTION FOR ROMANCE**

Although his role is comparatively minor, Mischa Auer ranks as the chief attraction in this Universal comedy-romance. The other people are Linda Darnell, Wendy Barrie, and Frank Jenks. The story concerns mistaken identities and爱情 tokens.
The stills are selected for their descriptive value to exhibitors.
PRODUCTION RECORD
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9)

IN PRODUCTION
THE ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD (Issue Oct. 9) A
SLIGHT CASE OF MURDER (Issue Nov. 6) JEZEBEL (Issue
Nov. 5) MYSTERY OF HUNTING'S END (Issue Nov. 6).

RECENTLY COMPLETED
HOLLYWOOD HOTEL (Issues Aug. 14, 28) SWING YOUR
LADY (Issue Sept. 25) BLONDES AT WORK (Issue Oct. 9)
HIGHWAY PIRATES (Issue Oct. 23) GOLD IS WHERE YOU
FIND IT (Issues Aug. 28, Sept 11) PIERROD AND HIS TWIN
BROTHER (Issue Sept. 25) THIS WOMAN IS DANGEROUS
(Issue Sept. 11) SHE LOVED A FIREMAN (Issue Sept. 17)
PATIENT IN ROOM 18 (Issue Sept. 11) ACCIDENTS WILL
HAPPEN (Issue Sept. 11) WITHOUT WARNING (Issue
Aug. 14) ONE MORE TOMORROW (Issue July 31) SERGEANT
MURPHY (Issue July 31) 12/10—MISSING WITNESS (Issue
July 17) 12/25—TOVARCH (Issue July 17) 11/27—EXPENSIVE
HUSBANDS (Issue July 17).

REVIEWS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11)

'Adventure's End' Good Wayne Thriller. • • for Actions
Hollywood Preview
Universal 60 Minutes
John Wayne, Diana Gibson, Montagu Love, Moroni Olsen, Paul White, Maurice Black
Directed by Arthur Lubin

This is strong action fare, which will be plenty okay in that category. The story is
fast-moving and entertaining, replete with suspense, romance and the usual action re-
quirements. Boasting a better production and
more adept actors than usual in this type of
low bracket picture, ADVENTURE'S END will serve
as a dueller for the smaller nabes. For
action houses, it's tops.
John Wayne plays a South Sea pearl fisher-
man, who finds himself married to Diana Gib-
son at the insistence of her dying father.
Moroni Olsen, first mate of the vessel, is in
love with Miss Gibson and promptly makes
trouble for Wayne. After complications,
Wayne proves himself superior to Olsen and
wins Miss Gibson's love.
Wayne is manly and convincing in the
lead, while Diana Gibson is an exceptional
heroine. A standout comedy performance is
given by Paul White as Wayne's native pal.
Montagu Love and Moroni Olsen turn in A-1
roles.
Arthur Lubin's direction is superior to the
sort usually expended on action films.
HANNA (Hollywood)

'County Fair' Weak Homespun Yarn. • + for Duals
Hollywood Preview
Monogram 73 Minutes
John Arledge, Mary Lou Lender, J. Farrell
MacDonald, Fuzzy Knight, Jimmy Butler, Harry
Worth, Lynnt Brent
Directed by Howard Bretherton

COUNTY FAIR, E. B. Derr's first Monogram
offering, displays little of this producer's usual
fineness. It is a sentimental rural story with
a gangster angle which suffers from un-
wieldy dialogue and poor casing. It will
serve only as a secondary dueller in the
smaller nabes and rural areas.
Arledge plays the role of a jockey who is
disqualified on a framed horse doping
charge. With his pal, Fuzzy Knight, he starts
off for another part of the country and en
route meets Mary Lou Lender and her
brother, Jimmy Butler, owners of a sensa-
tional race horse. Their farmer father, J. Far-
rell MacDonald, opposes their ideas, believ-
ing the animal should do farm work. Vari-
ous complications arise which seem to doom
the horse's chance of running in the Fair.
Eventually, however, Arledge is reinstated.
MacDonald melts, and Mary Lou is given
parental blessing to marry Arledge.
Unsuited to his role, Arledge gives an un-
convincing performance. Mary Lou Lender
lacks experience badly. J. Farrell MacDon-
ald puts some guts into his performance but
is hampered by stilted dialogue. Fuzzy
Knight and Jimmy Butler fare better in minor
roles. Howard Bretherton's direction is unin-
spired.
AD TIPS: Best results will be obtained by
featuring it as a crooked racing yarn.
HANNA (Hollywood)

'Devil's Saddle Legion' Poor Foran Western. • +
Warner Bros. 60 Minutes
Dick Foran, Anne Nagel, Willard Parker,
Granville Owen, Gordon Hart
Directed by Bobby Connolly

This is one of the weakest westerns of the
season. It will be tough even for the Young-
sters to swallow, despite the popularity of
car Dick Foran. Whatever induced Warners
to assign dance director Bobby Connolly to
do a western is beyond understanding. Lots
of the action doesn't make sense.
Foran yodels a couple of songs, with
complete cessation of action while he croons.
Forget it, if possible.
L. I.
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DAN HUJAN, who was dangerously ill with pneumonia, is recovering nicely, for which we are happy . . . The Mitzen Bank interests have dropped out of theatre business by leaving their Cities Theatres holdings. HAROLD IJSKIN has taken over the Bethlehem and Easton houses. LESTER ADLER is booking them. SAM STEFFL took the Baltimore Colored show house. Jewish shows are in the Lincoln . . . EARLE BAILEY, ex-Warnerite, is managing WILLIAM GOLDMAN'S Hi-Way, York . . . JACK BERESIN, general candy vending machine operator, is the new and popular Chief Barker of Tent 13, Variety Club. The forthcoming annual banquet of the Tent promises to be the most successful affair the group has yet put on. BENNY GOODMAN & HIS ORCHESTRA and JIMMY DURANTE head a lineup of entertainers that would make any showman's mouth water . . . JIM KEATING, United Artists' head shipper, lost his wife recently . . . The new Motion Picture Club has made a most auspicious start. Over 200 members of the trade have already joined this democratic organization which welcomes anyone connected with the industry, from the lowest employee to the top executive. A Board of Governors has already been elected and they are formulating the rules by which the body will function. Here is something that deserves the cooperation and whole-hearted sympathy of everyone in the industry. For the time being the M.P. Club will confine its activities to social doings, but the leaders hope to develop a program of beneficial activities in the future . . . LFO POSLL opens his Crest Tuesday evening . . . JOE SUSKIN is enlarging and improving the facilities of his Quality Print Shop . . . BILL GOLDMAN'S "Time" is not known by that name at all. It is simply the New Theatre . . . OSCAR NEUFELD, that irrepressible gentleman of many talents, has accumulated quite an extensive list of prospective employees for the local trade. Oscar wants it known that he has not gone into the employment agency racket, only that it seems that everyone who wants a job comes to him for advice. So, if you should need woman, girl, man or boy, call Oscar at Horlacher's . . . The lid of the South Philly premium suppression almost blew off last week. Only two spots in the deep south, the Southern and Dante, have been using dishes and games; the others have bound themselves to lay off premiums. The two giveaway houses were recently warned to desist, or suffer competition on premiums. They promised, but took no action. The threat almost became a reality last week, but a settlement was effected. The Dante and Southern dropped their games immediately and will discontinue the dish deals as soon as they run out . . . AL BOYD, we hear, is again contemplating that new house at Germantown and Chelten, although the smart word from New York is "lay off" new theatre construction at present.
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IT'S HEADING FOR A HAPPY LANDING, SAY THE CRITICS

FILM DAILY: Fast moving novelty melodrama has swell characterization and loaded with thrills. This one will click strong.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY: Popular stuff this ... and done convincingly to have most audiences on seat edges.

VARIETY: Well done, exciting and splendidly cast.

SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW: Good entertainment which is original and holds the interest throughout.

THE EXHIBITOR: Enough excitement to please the thrill fans.

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER: The story is smart ... "Non-Stop New York" is deft melodrama.

Anna LEE
John LODER

Desmond Tester · Francis Sullivan · Frank Cellier

Directed by ROBERT STEVENSON
Based on the novel "Sky Steward" by Ken Attwell

A Production CANADA DISTRIBUTORS EMPIRE FILMS, LTD.
Universal Fires the Wrong Men!

Robert H. Cochrane and James R. Grainger were "fired" last week from their positions as president and general sales manager, respectively, by the board of directors of Universal Pictures. Both were regarded as competent and popular executives with long records of faithful and proficient service with the company, and their dismissal was as surprising as it was unexpected.

Why the men who manipulate the destiny of Universal saw fit to remove Cochrane and Grainger, we do not know. The ways of motion picture financiers will always remain a mystery.

It seems that every one else knows that Universal's failure since the company passed from the Laemmle regime to the present controlling group has been due to the rank incompetence of those who have handled the studio.

Had the ax fallen on Charles R. Rogers, chief of production, it would have occasioned far less surprise. During his stewardship, Universal's product has descended to depths of inferiority not known since the company assumed a position of importance in the industry.

With the exception of the two Deanna Durbin pictures, it is difficult to recall any pictures produced at Universal City in the past year or more that are mentionable as boxoffice successes. The program pictures have been so singularly lacking in attractiveness that the exchanges have been having difficulty getting exhibitors to fulfill their commitments.

Naturally this situation has made the sales department look bad, but heaven knows the fault lays not with them.

In looking at many of Universal's pictures through last season and the beginning of this, we were struck by the glitter of the sets. Apparently, plenty of money was thrown into "production values." Even the program quickies were not cheaply made. The score on which they flopped miserably was story values. Some of the most inane and stereotyped stories imaginable were accepted as good material by Rogers and produced, emerging as drivel on the order of: "Four Days' Wonder," "Breezing Home," "As Good As Married," "The Mighty Treve," "Behind the Mike," "Love In a Bungalow," "The Lady Fights Back." Pictures of that sort are unsaleable and it is stupid to blame the distribution branch for its inability to find them a market.

Thus goes it in film business: When the studio turns out poor product the blame is laid at the door of two men who work three thousand miles away and have practically nothing to do with production!

MO WAX.
WHAT HOLLYWOOD ECONOMY MEANS TO THE EXHIBITOR

Word of the business recession (doesn’t sound nearly as ominous as “depression,” does it!) has reached Hollywood and the major film producers are sewing up their pockets, if we are to believe stories coming East from many sources.

Warner Bros., for instance, fired the director who had worked for five weeks on “Robin Hood,” because he was taking too much time with the production and replaced him with a megaphoner who would push it through in a hurry.

At other studios economy is being spelled in extra big capitals. Budgets are being slashed and plans for some of the spectacular specials promised to exhibitors are being scrapped for this season Movieland is talking frugality, husbanding of its resources, etc. and it has set us to wondering.

Hollywood learned about the recession by reading the stock market page and, incidentally, by learning that boxoffice receipts are 25 to 50 percent below last year. This latter data might have been gleaned from the grosses of theatres controlled by the Big Five, or from the percentages earned by their outstanding pictures in independent houses. The point is that the producers know business is off and they are determined to do something about it— for their protection.

What we are wondering is this: Where do those faithful old chumps, the independent exhibitors, stand in this picture?

It occurs to us that those who signed film contracts in good faith a few months back have more than a passing interest in the thrift plans of the companies whose pictures they are to play. The operator of the small neighborhood theatre, who paid $100 for eight or ten promised Ben Hurs, may not even get back the bare film rental when he plays them, for two good reasons: (1) the pictures do not measure up to the advertised standards, because they were produced on an “economy” basis; (2) his business is far below what it was when he signed the contract.

Getting down to brass tacks, then, we ask: How much are the producers going to refund to every exhibitor who plays a picture on which the budget was slashed? If a “One Million Dollar” production is to be dropped to the “$500,000” class, justice would seem to dictate a 50 percent cut in all rentals. It would hardly be fair to insist upon getting the contracted $100 from the chap mentioned above and we all know the film makers desire only to be fair to their customers.

We shall make no charge to the majors for offering this simple remedy to keep their relationship with exhibitors on equitable ground. Our reward will come with the satisfaction of seeing those refund checks the producers will be sending to every account.

Pinch us, somebody!
LET METRO KNOW YOU
OBJECT!

If someone sold a storekeeper merchandise, then stood in front of his store and urged his patrons to buy elsewhere, do you think he would stand for it?

How has your business been the past few Thursday nights? Metro is deliberately keeping people away from your theatre every Thursday evening by offering them competitive radio entertainment. What are you going to do about it?

Every exhibitor organization should notify Metro’s executives that its members object. Every individual independent exhibitor should inform the local Metro branch manager that he objects. Let a roar of protest reach the ears of those responsible for this stupid practice. They will pay attention.

YOU CAN STOP THE M-G-M STUDIO BROADCASTS — IF YOU LET THEM KNOW YOU WILL NOT STAND FOR THIS RADIO COMPETITION!
NEWS HIGHLIGHTS

UPHEAVAL AT UNIVERSAL

The trade was shocked by the action of the Universal board in removing Robert H. Cochrane from the presidency and replacing him with Nate J. Blumberg, formerly head of RKO's theatre operations. Cochrane was offered a contract as chairman of the executive committee, a comparatively minor post which he has not yet accepted.

Also hit by the move was James R. Grainger, for many years general sales manager of U. He was dropped in favor of W. A. Scully, at present eastern sales manager for Metro.

The upheaval was attributed to the entrance of "new money interests" in Universal, which has been staggering under heavy losses since Carl Laemmle sold his interest to the J. Cheever Cowdin group. Blumberg is said to represent these new financiers. Charles R. Rogers continues as head of the studio.

* * *

CAPRA BACK TO COLUMBIA

Frank Capra, ace director, and Harry Cohn, president and chief of Columbia production, figuratively kissed and made up Friday and Capra immediately plunged into plans to resume production for his old studio. The famed director withdrew his suit against the company.

* * *

ERPI DROPS SERVICE

Electrical Research stepped out of the sound equipment servicing and installation field Friday with the sale of its business to a group of former Erpi executives, headed by L. W. Conrow. The name of the new firm is Altec Service Corp., which will have central offices in the Fisk Building, New York. Altec takes over some 4,500 theatre servicing contracts formerly held by Erpi.

* * *

WISCONSIN-PARA. 'PEACE'

The Independent Theatres Protective Ass'n of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan made its peace with Paramount last week by calling off the strike which had held sway since last August. The terms of the settlement were similar to those agreed upon by the Minneapolis and Philadelphia exhibitor units several weeks ago.

Only the Southern California independents still remain adamant in their refusal to accept a compromise. Twenty-five suits against the distributor are pending in the courts there and reports indicate that the theatremen will only be satisfied with a complete legal victory. They are seeking to force Paramount to deliver a number of pictures promised on the 1936-37 contracts, but not delivered.

* * *

WARNERS PROFIT WAY UP

Warner Brothers net profit for the year which ended last August 28th was $5,876,182, after all taxes. This compares with a net of $3,177,312 for the previous year.
DECEMBER 4th, 1937

"WELLS FARGO" STRONG HISTORICAL DRAMA
Rates ⋆ ⋆ + generally.

—Hollywood Preview—

Paramount
115 Minutes
Joel McCrea, Bob Burns, Frances Dee, Lloyd Nolan, Henry O'Neill, Mary Nahl, Ralph Morgan. John Mack Brown, Porter Hall, Jack Clark, Clarence Kolb, Robert Cummings. Granville Bates, Bernard Siegel Directed by Frank Lloyd

Told in hearty narrative style WELLS FARGO etches on celluloid the thrilling historical story of early American transportation— a story so abundant in drama that it might easily have been utilized for two pictures. It is almost two hours of compelling screen entertainment, rich in pageantry, tense and exciting action, lovable comedy and sympathetic romance. Like the COVERED WAGON or OH, HARRISON, it will appeal to all classes of audiences from deluxe house patrons to the habits of the grinds. It is magnificently mounted exceptionally well acted and powerfully directed. A quibbling criticism might be that it fails to develop strongly along personal lines, thus lessening at some points its dramatic content, but the material and its presentation are so engrossing as to overcome this defect.

The story recounts the growth of the Wells Fargo Express Company from 1840 to 1870 leading to a helpful comedy role. His silent Indian slave, Bernard Siegel, old as murderably. A delicate humor—more than Frances Lee might have been, but not as skillfully the imparts a warmth and understand to her role which is quite effective. Lloyd Nolan and Porter Hall are two knockers, but important villains. Henry O'Neill scores solidly in an intricate role which would have suffered in less capable hands. In the double capacity of producer and director Frank Lloyd has done a shrewdly job. Not an emotional or the CAVALCADE of starting the MUPHEE on the BOUNTY far topic, but nevertheless, good picture serving with the spirit of early American adventure and romance.

AD TIPS: Deluxe houses can well the historical significance of the picture. Two color feature the romance between Dee and McCrea. Action houses should plug the Western angle.

HANNA (Hollywood)

"BOY OF THE STREETS" GOOD FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT
Rates • • + for naborhood duals.

—Hollywood Preview—

Monogram
75 Minutes
Jackie Cooper, Maureen O'Connor, Kathleen Burke, Robert Emmett O'Connor, Marjorie Main, Matty Fain, George Cleveland, Gordon Elliott, Guy Usher
Directed by William Nigh

For the family trade and rural spots this is plenty good screen fare which is bound to attract attention. It only serves to turn the screen of Jackie Cooper. About 15 minutes of unedified footage tends to weaken the film's basic story structure. However, it's unlikely the intended market will care about these defects, but instead, will find it a heart warming story properly set off with alternate touches of pathos, comedy and romance. "BOY OF THE STREETS" will click nicely in the family houses and please as a dualler in all but the deluxe spots.

Jackie Cooper, a tenement lad born in the mistaken belief that his father, Guy Usher is a big shot neighborhood politician. Despite the pleas of his weary mother, Marjorie Main, he refuses to go to work but instead heads a gang of roughnecks hoping eventually to break into some easy money. This he does when he meets Matty Fain, a rocketeer, who finds the kid's knowledge of that part of the city invaluable to his plans to take it over. When Matty and Jackie are caught by their hood cop, Robert Emmett O'Connor, Jackie tries to save him and is also shot, he realizes the futility of such a life and joins the navy. Cooper has a juvenile romance with Maureen O'Connor, while a slight love story exists between Gordon Elliott, a self sacrificing tenement doctor, and Kathleen Burke, a Park Avenue girl, who helps his plans to aid the district.

"NOTHING SACRED" SPOTTY COMEDY
Rates • • + on names.

United Artists (Selznick)
75 Minutes
Carole Lombard, Fredric March, Charles Winninger, Walter Connolly, Sig Rumann, Frank Fay, Alex Schoenberg, Monte Wooley, Margaret Hamilton
Directed by William Wellman

This is a flashy, but spotty force from the witty pen of Ben Hecht. What the author sets out to do is take over the satire coals those newspapers which play on the phony sentimentality of Big City people. The idea is a bright one and some of the material is good but much of the intended wit misses fire with a thud. Too, there may be some abberrence of the central situation, the exploitation of an apparently dying girl for newspaper headlines. NOTHING SACRED should get something above average grosses generally, principally on the value of the Lombard-March names.

Fredric March, having just put his publisher Walter Connolly, on the spot by taking a story, sees a chance to redeem himself when he hears of a young girl, whose dying of radioactive poisoning in a small New England town. He goes to bring Carole Lombard back to the city for "one fling at life," although she has already been advised by her doctor Charles Winninger, that she is perfectly well. The idea of a New York fling appeals to both "victim" and her medic; March falls in love with her and she doesn't have the courage to tell him the truth. When it becomes known they plan her "suicide" and the lovers go off to marry.

Miss Lombard gets the most out of her daffy role, but March is lost in a vague and colorless role. Winninger and Connolly put on their patented performances.

William A. Wellman's direction is better than his material. It is a good girl and a daffy, but not skilful enough to make the characters more appealing than they were written.

AD TIPS: Sell the stars and Ben Hecht as author. Stills of the pair punishing each other are excellent for blowup.

BARTON

MORE REVIEWS ON PAGE 6

BOXOFFICE RATING: • Means POOR; • • AVERAGE; • • • GOOD; • • • • EXCELLENT
**TOVARICH** HIT COMEDY
Rates • • • for deluxe and better nabs.

---
Warner Brothers

94 Minutes
Claudette Colbert, Charles Boyer, Basil Rathbone, Anita Loos, Melville Cooper, Isabel Jeans, Morris Carnovsky, Maurice Murphy, Gregory Gaye, Montagu Love, Reina Risso.

Directed by Anatole Litvak

In welcome contrast to the current trend of "goody" comedy, TOVARICH, with its legitimately humorous situations concealing a moving dramatic story, is superb screen entertainment. Designed for more general appeal than the stage play, unfortunately the screen version still retains two of the original's most glaring faults: an opening which warms up too slowly and a lingering reception scene near the finish which is only rescued by the dramatically amusing conclusion. But even these defects do not deny that this is a fine piece of work; sharp in its farcical situations, tender in its love passages and screamingly funny in its comic moments.

A natural money getter in the deluxe and better nabe houses, word-of-mouth advertising will help it in the subsequent actions and rural play. Unfortunately it will find it difficult to sell.

Claudette Colbert and Charles Boyer are the owners of forty million francs, given them by the Czar before the revolution to be utilized in the best interests of Russia. However the exiled nobles live poverty-stricken in Paris where they are the target of various officials who want them to convert the cash into government bonds and other interests. They decide it is best to go to work and under assumed names, they become butlers and housemaid to Melville Cooper and Isabel Jeans. The daffy parents of two equally insane children, Maurice Murphy and Anita Louise. How this odd family changes under the spell of two charming servants forms the rest of the story, until a dinner to which comes Basil Rathbone, a stal of the Soviet Russian. Their identity is revealed and Rathbone prevails upon them to turn over the money to save Russia from losing certain oil interests covered by other countries. Contrary to their expectations, the disclosure of their royal birth does not cost them their jobs. And thus happy that they can remain in the kitchen as servants, the exiled Prince and Princess depart for a Russian New Year's celebration, putting out the milk bottles and garbage en route.

Boyer again exhibits his splendid talents eloquently shading his characterization so to extract from it full value. Colbert while not the Russian princess type, succeeds admirably in a difficult role to which the slightest affection would be ruinous. Melville Cooper's expressive face gives a good comedy note to his role as the banker. Basil Rathbone, briefly seen, is expertly menacing and sinister.

Anatole Litvak has wisely chosen to stick to filmic technique rather than merely photograph a stage play. His clever bits of business lend added humor to the story.

AD TIPS: Sell Boyer and Colbert. Refer to the success of the stage play.

HANNA [Hollywood]

---

**TRUE CONFESSION** SWELL COMEDY; WILL CLICK BIG
Rates • • • generally.

---
Paramount

75 Minutes

Directed by Wesley Ruggles

This is one of those rare bits of nonsense that "catches on." The story, following the current insanity trend, is completely implausible but it comes through with sock results due to the smartly written screenplay and the scintillating performances of every member of the cast. The central situation is irresistibly funny, made more so by Carole Lombard's delectable mugging. TRUE CONFESSION will make them laugh in any class audience. It will be a lively boxoffice jinger. Carole Lombard is married to Fred MacMurray, a meticulously honest young lawyer. Carole however is an invertebrate liar. She gets a job with John T. Murray and when he is murdered next day, she blithely confesses to the police and, of course, defends her. The case arouses considerable interest and Lombard cutely continues her lies via magazine and newspaper articles. She and MacMurray (who takes this all very seriously) are made national figures. He successfully manages to acquire her and becomes famous. For a fetching tag, Lombard lies about an addition to the family.

Miss Lombard plays her role to perfection, completely capturing the characterization of the well-meaning but pervading and troublesome wife. In vivid contrast is the serious portrayal of Fred MacMurray, a new role for him, but handled well. High honors go to John Barrymore, who adds zest to the story's unlikelihood in a brilliant comedy role of a nut who believes himself to be the world's and criminologist. Lesser roles, particularly those in the hands of Una Merkel, Porter Hall and Edgar Kennedy are bright gems of fun making.

Wesley Ruggles direction is sure fire. He keeps things moving by covering what might easily have been dull spots with zany bits of comic business.

AD TIPS: Feature this as the highlight of the Lombard-MacMurray pictures. Tie in with local liar club. If it fails, organize a "whapper" contest. It's a cinch to sell.

HANNA [Hollywood]

---

**YOU'RE ONLY YOUNG ONCE** GOOD FAMILY FARE
Rates • + for nabs and rurals.

---
M-G-M

80 Minutes

Directed by George B. Seitz

This second of Metro's domestic comedy-dramas patterned after the Jones Family series augurs well for a favorable reception at the same boxoffices. The story is unpretentious, but those who have it, with a honey down-to-earth quality that is bound to strike the fancy of the family trade, particularly in rural districts. Expertly handled by cast and director it is amusing, pleasing entertainment.

Lewis Stone is a local judge and head of a family composed of Fay Holden, his wife; Mickey Rooney and Cecilia Parker, son and daughter, and Sara Haden, the youngster's aunt. They go to Catalina Island for a vacation, where Mickey and Cecilia have their young lives tangled by adolescent romances. Mickey falls for 18-year-old Eleanor Lynn, a would-be sophisticate, and Cecilia becomes enamored of Ted Pearson, a married girl-against. Stone finds his fatherly duties difficult as he attempts to straighten out his children's lives, while protecting his property interests which he has given his life-long friend, Frank Craven, as bond for a note. It all comes out neatly in the wash.

Stealing the show from his elders is Mickey Rooney, whose fine portrayal of a boy just growing into manhood is hilariously authentic. Lewis Stone gives his usual finely polished performance and Cecilia Parker handles a delicate role in good taste. Supporting cast is good.

George Seitz's direction demonstrates a humane and understanding touch in dealing with normal humans.

AD TIPS: Sell it as a touching and comical story of youth and its parents.

HANNA [Hollywood]

---

**FILM BULLETIN REVIEWS ARE STRAIGHT-FROM-THE-SHOULDER**

MORE REVIEWS ON PAGE 11
Radio, which sounds almost childishly simple over the air, is really quite a problem. At least that's the opinion of the film executives out here, who now that they've plunged head and foot into the air lanes, are wondering what to do about it.

Metro is having headaches aplenty in getting an hour's entertainment on the air every Thursday night, while Warner Brothers, who haven't even started yet are finding more difficulties than a potato has eyes.

The first Metro-Maxwell program was generally considered not so forte, but was excused because of the novelty of the occasions. But critics weren't inclined to be so lenient when the second and third offerings followed the same unimaginative groove. Rumbles of dissatisfaction emanated from the M-G-M radio headquarters which were climaxed by the abrupt resignation of Bill Bacher as the show's director.

Bacher, who is conceded to be radio's most gifted producer, declared he could not buck the studio interference. Personalities were not forthcoming as promised, causing him to reroute his show at the last moment to the production's detriment. Another issue was Bacher's opposition to the thirty minute previews which were insisted upon by Metro officials.

Still another point which caused considerable confusion was Metro's refusal to pay those stars occupying the preview spot, while others, of less importance were given a week's pay for their time.

Meanwhile Maxwell House Coffee pays twenty-five thousand dollars a week, while the picture industry fiddles with radio. We wonder if the java manufacturers don't feel they were better off with SHOW BOAT at less than half the price!

But Metro's real headache with its etherizing isn't really attributable to the technical problems of staging its radio shows. There is a much more pressing danger to the company's well-being.

The home office in New York and the studio are being deluged with protests from theatre owners throughout the nation. Thursday night's boxoffice returns have fallen off considerably, and while much of the drop may be due to the depressed economic conditions, exhibitors are not overlooking the fact that Metro broadcasts that night. There are rumblings of "boycott" spreading through exhibitor circles and it is not without the realm of possibility that M-G-M (and any other broadcasting producers) may find themselves with a "strike" not unlike the one from which Paramount suffered early this season.

As this paper has pointed out on several occasions, the danger to theatre boxoffices is not so great if only one film company broadcasts one night a week, but the natural result will be that every major company will broadcast on every night in the week. Exhibitors are talking about taking strong action against the company that started the idea—and that's Metro. Now, THAT is something to worry about!

PULP MATERIAL

While film oracles debate the pros and cons of the program picture, to that phase of production must be credited the discovery of a new source of story material. Namely, the pulp magazine, which after years of being considered a literary stepchild, is now breaking into the movies with a bang. Within the past year over fifty such yarns have been purchased by Hollywood picture makers with more being lapped up every day.

Economic policy has dictated this dip into the new market and to their surprise film moguls are finding it exceedingly satisfactory. The purchase price of even the lowliest Broadway play is prohibitive for the average program picture. The same may be said of published novels and slick magazine stories. Even studio originals submitted by agents, which are the pulp stories' only competitors for cheapness, frequently command higher prices than the action material found in the cheap magazines.

But there's a better case than mere cheapness to be presented in behalf of the pulp fiction as producers have discovered. These magazines have wide appeal, (despite the coldness with which they are treated by the intelligentsia), hence they come to the screen with a ready-made audience awaiting them.

Grand National leads the race in this new story market having introduced with considerable success such pulp fiction heroes as THE SHADOW, RENFREW OF THE ROYAL, MOUNTED and the newspaper candid cameraman, FLASH CASEY.

20th Century-Fox's new detective, MR. MOTO, first made his appearance in the pulps, as did Harry Sherman's prize possession, HOPALONG CASSIDY. Universal has for years culled its Western pictures from the pages of dime magazines and now it is looking in that direction for other material.

Others of the major studios aren't so willing to admit this switchover to cheap fiction, but the market is being given close scrutiny. For today, as never before in the industry's history, its most crying need is story material and no source is too trivial to be overlooked.
PRODUCTION RECORD
TELLS YOU EXACTLY WHAT IS HAPPENING IN THE HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS

The date before the titles of pictures RECENTLY COMPLETED is the approximate General Release Date.
The date after titles is that of the FILM BULLETIN issue in which all details appeared.

COLUMBIA

YOU CAN'T WIN
(Other details issue Nov. 20)
Story: This is the story of two brothers, Dan Terry, former head of a mob, and Robert Paige, a G. man. Both vie for the affections of Jacqueline Wells.

THE CAMPUS MYSTERY
Shooting started—November 23
Mystery
Cast: Scott Colton, Mary Russell, Arthur Loft, Nick Lukats, Frank C. Wilson, J. Farrell MacDonald, Gene Morgan, Thurston Hall, John Eldredge
Directed by Lambert Hillyer
Produced by Irving Briskin
Story: John Eldredge, a college prof, is murdered and suspicion falls on Thurston Hall, father of Mary Russell. Scott Colton loves Mary, so he conducts an investigation, which reveals the true culprit to be Frank Wilson.

37-38 program.

WIDE OPEN FACES
Shooting started—November 29
Cast: JOE E. BROWN, Alison Skipworth, Lyda Roberti, Jane Wyman, Alan Baxter, Barbara Pepper, Stanley Fields
Directed by Kurt Neumann
Exec. Prod.: David Loew; Asst. Prod.: Ed Cross
Story: Brown is a small town cop who yearns to be an "escape artist" like Houdini. He unwittingly serves in capturing Stanley Fields, a gangster, who comes to Willow Springs after robbing a bank. Fields has hidden the money in an old hotel occupied by Jane Wyman and her aunt, Alison Skipworth. Newspaper reporter bribes other gangsters in the town, among them Alan Baxter and Lyda Roberti. Brown uncovers the stolen money, returns it, and the gangsters to the law, gets a reward and wins Miss Wyman.

37-38 program.

MONOGRAM

RECENTLY COMPLETED

PARAMOUNT

DANGEROUS TO KNOW
Shooting started—November 26
Drama
Cast: Anna May Wong, Akim Tamiroff, Lloyd Nolan, Anthony Quinn, Gail Patrick, Harvey Stephens, Porter Hall, Roscoe Karns, Huddie Hopper, Barlowe Borland
Directed by Robert Florey
Produced by General Manager's Office
Story: This is the story of a big time racketeer, Akim Tamiroff, who successfully runs a large metropolitan city. His downfall comes in the person of Gail Patrick, a society girl who resents his advances. Lloyd Nolan is district attorney; Anthony Quinn, a Tamiroff lieutenant, and Anna May Wong, house for the gangster.

37-38 program.

PROFESSOR BEWARE
Shooting started—November 29
Comedy
Cast: HAROLD LLOYD, Phyllis Welsh, Raymond Walburn, Sterling Holloway, Mary Lou Lender, Guinn Williams, Ward Bond
Directed by Elliott Nugent
Produced by Harold Lloyd
Story: Harold Lloyd plays an archaeologist who gets mixed up with Phyllis Welsh in an affair which exactly resembles one he has deciphered from Egyptian hieroglyphics.

37-38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED
12/31—BIG BROADCAST OF 1938 (Issue Sept. 25) . . . DR. RHYTHM (Issue Oct. 1) . . . BLUEBERRY'S EIGHTH WIFE (Issue Nov. 5) . . . HER JUNGLE LOVE (Issue Nov. 26).

RKO—RADIO

RADIO CITY REVELS
Shooting started—November 17
Musical
Cast: Jack Oakie, Milton Berle, Bob Burns, Victor Moore, Helen Broderick, Kenny Baker, Ann Miller, Jane Frazhman, Buster West, Hal Kemp and Band
Directed by Ben Staloff
Produced by Edward Kuhn
Story: Bob Burns is an Arkansas hillbilly with a talent for writing songs in his sleep. He has been writing a correspondence course in musicmaking from Jack Oakie, an erstwhile hit number writer. Situations bring Burns to New York, where Oakie discovers his talents and utilizes them to his own advancement. The romantic interest is carried by Kenny Baker and Ann Miller.

"38-39 program.

IN PRODUCTION
HAVING WONDERFUL TIME (Issue Oct. 9) . . . HAWAII CALLS (Issue Nov. 20) . . . BRINGING UP BABY (Issue Oct. 9)

RECENTLY COMPLETED
11/26—HIGH FLIERS (Issue Aug. 28) . . . 12/10—DANGER PATROL (Issue Sept. 25) . . . 11/12—LIVING ON LOVE (Issue Aug. 14, 18) . . . QUICK MONEY (Issue Oct. 9, 23) . . . SHE'S GOTT EVERYTHING

TITLE CHANGES
CRASHING HOLLYWOOD—Changed from LIGHTS OUT (Issue Nov. 6, completed) . . . EVERYBODY'S DOING IT—Changed from EASY MILLIONS (Issue Nov. 6, completed) . . . 12/31—WISE GIRL—Changed from WOMEN HAVE A WAY (Issue Sept. 25, completed).

20th CENTURY-FOX

BLONDE MOLL
Shooting started—November 16
Gang drama
Cast: Ricardo Cortez, Phyllis Brooks, Douglas Fowley, Robert Wilcox, Chick Chandler, Adrienne Ames, Esther Muir
Directed by Alfred Werker
Produced by Sol Wurtzel
Story: Phyllis Brooks is a young girl who becomes involved in a life of crime due to dissatisfaction with her impoverished method of living. Ricardo Cortez is the big-time gangster who aids her integration, while Robert Wilcox is a young lawyer who loves her, until she refuses to give up the life which later stamps her as a murderer.

37-38 program.

HEADLINE HUNTERS
NO NEW PRODUCTION
RECENTLY COMPLETED
FRONTIER TOWN (Issue Sept. 25) . 11/27—MR. BOGGS BUYS A BARREL (Issue Sept. 11) . 10/11—TEX RIDES WITH THE BOY SCOUTS (Issue Sept. 11)

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

LOVE IS A HEADACHE
Shooting started—November 22
Comedy
Cast: Gladys George, Franchot Tone, Ted Healy, Fay Holden, Mickey Rooney, Barnett Parker
Directed by Richard Thorpe
Produced by Frederick Stephani
Story: Franchot Tone inures the wrath of a famous stage star, Gladys George, when he intersects her in his column. When a window washer dies, Ted Healy, George's p.a., conceives the idea of adopting the boy and the actor for publicity purposes. Miss George is furious at first, but soon takes them away from her. The police step in and attempt to get the actor's help, which results in his marriage to the actress, saves the day for all concerned.

37-38 program.

THREE MEN IN THE SNOW
Shooting started—Novemnber 16
Comedy
Cast: Robert Young, Florence Rice, Edna May Oliver, Frank Morgan, Reginald Owen, Herman Bing
Directed by Edgar Buezzell
Produced by Sam Zimbalist
Story: Frank Morgan, a wealthy German capitalist, enters a contest under an assumed name and wins a ten-day holiday at a resort hotel in the Alps. Poorly dressed, he arrives at the fashionable hotel and meets Robert Young, winner of the contest. Morgan's daughter, Florence Rice, has warned the hotel to enter a man who appears poor but is really a mass-quadrupling millionaire. Young, taken for him, while Morgan is relegated to a servant's room in the attic. These ramifications are eventually threshed out when Miss Rice herself appears on the scene, falls in love with Young and gets a position in her father's firm.

37-38 program.

IN PRODUCTION
1/7—EVERYBODY SHOUT (Issue Oct 23) 1/28—BENEFITS FORGOT (Issue Nov 23) 2/1—AREN'T LUPIN RETURNS (Issue Nov 20) GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WIST (Issue Nov 20)

RECENTLY COMPLETED

TITLE CHANGE

REPUBLIC

OUTSIDE OF PARADISE
Shooting started—November 18
Musical comedy
Cast: Phil Regan, Dorothy McNaught, Ruth Coleman, Missa Moody
Directed by John H. Auer
Produced by Harry Sauber
Story: Phil Regan, a singer in a Russian cafe, inherits an estate in Ireland, which turns out to be half a castle, the other portion being owned by Ruth Coleman. A local family is determined that the idea of adopting the boy and the actor for publicity purposes. Miss George is furious at first, but soon takes them away from her. The police step in and attempt to get the actor's help, which results in his marriage to the actress, saves the day for all concerned.

37-38 program.

THE LONE RANGER (Serial)
Shooting started—November 27
Western
Cast: Lee Powell, Herman Brix, Hal Taliaferro, George Lutz, Lon Chandler, Lynn Roberts, Chief Thunder Cloud
Directed by William Witney and Jack English
Produced by Sol Siegel
Story: Based on the Lone Ranger radio program, this concerns the efforts of a band of men to end bandit-controlled government in Texas. Take place right after the Civil War.

37-38 program.

THE OLD BARN DANCE
Shooting started—November 27
Western
Cast: GENE AUTRY, Smiley Burnette, Helen Vail, Sammy McKim, Colorado Hill Billies
Directed by Joe Kane
Produced by Sol Siegel
Story: Gene Autry, selling horses to ranchers, gets competition from a trader and many selling machines in the installment plan. Helen Vail, owner of a radio station, gets the trader's outfit to buy time on her network when she suspects Autry is to blame. He quits when he learns it is the company's plan. He returns to town to save the farm, but when the trader company is taking their machines away from the farmers because they can't keep up the pay payments.

37-38 program.

RECENTLY COMPLETED

TITLE CHANGES
MAMMA RUNS WILD—Chained from MOTHER RUNS WILD (Issue Oct 6 11/13—LADY BEHAVE Chained from THE LADY MISBEHAVES (Issue Oct 9, completed) EXILED TO SHANGHAI—Chained from NFWS IS ON THE AIR (Issue Oct 23, completed)

Directed by James Tinling
Produced by Sol Wurtzel
Story: From a story by a husband, Michael Whitman; the rest of the story by a woman, to the rhythm of the woman's song. "Taught is the other man, a decent sort of a chap, though.

37-38 program. To be released Jan 21.

LOVE ON A BUDGET
Shooting started—November 20
Domestic comedy
Cast: Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane, Spring Byington, Russell Gleason, Howard Freeman, Alan Dinehart, George Ernest, Jane Carlson, Florence Reber, Billy Mahan, Merrin Stephens, Diane Darby
Directed by Bert Levy
Produced by Max Golden
Story: A Jones family yarn. It recounts the first marital difficulties of Shirley Deane and Russell Gleason. To complete their marriage Alan Dinehart, a promotor member of the family, arrives on the scene. He succeeds in getting some money out of Gleason and it is not until the climax that the novice bridegroom is in a position of safety.

37-38 program.

SHANGHAI DEADLINE
Shooting started—November 20
Oriental melodrama
Cast: Dorothea Del Rio, John Lang, George Sanders, Dick Baldwin, Lynn Perry, John Carradine, Leon Ames, Kaye Luke
Directed by Eugene Forde
Produced by Sol Wurtzel
Story: Based on the Chinese-Japanese conflict. June Lang, en route to China, becomes friendly with George Sanders, a soldier of fortune. With Dorothea Del Rio, a glamorous singer, and Dick Baldwin, a newspaperman, Lang and Sanders have a series of thrilling adventures. Finally, they are together on a boat bound for America.

37-38 program.

IN PRODUCTION
1/28—HAPPY LANDING (Issue Nov 6 20) 1/14—SALLY, IRENE AND MARY (Issue Nov 20)

RECENTLY COMPLETED

UNITED ARTISTS

GOLDWYN

RECENTLY COMPLETED
11/10—ADVENTURES OF MARCO POLO (Issue July 3) HURRICANE (THE GOLDWYN FOLLIES (Issue Sept 11)) WANGER

RECENTLY COMPLETED
10/22—I MET MY LOVE AGAIN! (Issue July 3) 9/24—32ND STREET S E L E N I C

RECENTLY COMPLETED
11/19—NOTHING SACRED (Issue July 3) THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER (Issue July 3) (Continued on page 14)
THE FIREFLY
(M-G-M)
"... His song and charm and splendor, but a tedious story... Miss MacDonald sings undoubtedly..."

Carmody. WASH. EVE. STAR
"... A thing of beauty for the eye... One of the loveliest, most melodic pictures to come from Hollywood—and also one of the dullest..."

CLEVELAND Plain DEALER
"... Will be found a real treat by music lovers... One of Hollywood’s most pretentious musicals of 1937..."

Kelsey. WASH. TIMES
"... Rolls along with a comely grace, offering much that is agreeable... A dulcet tale of love, song and dance..."

Finn. PHILA. RECORD
"... Luxurious but long opera... Uneven in pace and uncertain in direction..."

Murdock. PHILA. RECORD

DANGER PATROL
(RKO Radio)
"... Speed and action color the dramatic nonsense and sense its breath-taking entertainment... A good diversion..."

Tezelaar. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"... Another of those high-powered adventure pictures which tell of the glories and hardships in the suicide occupations..."

B. R. C., N. Y. TIMES
"... Gross exaggeration, but a grossly exciting picture..."

N. Y. POST

DANGER—LOVE AT WORK
(20th Century-Fox)
"... Everyone in the cast is admittedly insane... Sometimes is funny..."

Finn. PHILA. RECORD
"... A collection of funny gags, a little too extreme to make the film an outstanding farce, but sufficient to provide a chuckle entertainment..."

H. T. M., PHILA. LEDGER
"... There are occasional situations calculated to tickle the funny bones even of those who prefer at least a modicum of subtlety to the slambang methods of the slapstick school of farce..."

Baltimore EVENING SUN

52nd STREET
(United Artists)
"... Story is obscured in flocks of entertainers who clutter the screen with songs, gags, and acts which are only fair... Falls to arouse your emotions except at intervals..."

Winston. N. Y. POST
"... Neither good musical nor good narrative, but a spottily diverting hodgepodge... Kenny Baker sings a few songs pleasantly and Ella Logan shouts hers with her usual vigor..."

Winston. N. Y. TIMES
"... Has little in it to recommend as entertainment... Clumsy and long-winded film..."

Boehnel. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAPH
"... Story is broken up by a number of good song-and-dance routines..."

G. G. PHILA. LEDGER
"... Neither the history nor the specialty acts are particularly entertaining... Leo Carillo and Zara Pitts give the show what amusement it bears..."

Barnes. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

NOTHING SACRED
(United Artists)
"... Gay, cheery and thoroughly delightful screen comedy... Acted and directed with fine relish... Endlessly entertaining..."

Boehnel. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAPH
"... An explosively funny photoplay, incorporating a wealth of comic incident in its making... Lavishes technicolor on an outright comedy..."

Barnes. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"... An unusual and wonderful picture... Extremely clever and entertaining..."

Winston. N. Y. POST
"... One of the most entertaining shows of the season..."

Nugent. N. Y. TIMES
"... The most recent and funniest in the current laugh cycle... Genuinely and spontaneously amusing..."

Finn. PHILA. RECORD

THE BARRIER
(Paramount)
"... A foible, fumbling and outmoded offering... Unsuit for the present-day cinema..."

Boehnel. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAPH
"... The comedy falls flat, creating dull stretches, and the scenery, while beautiful, does nothing for the pace... Not as thrilling as it is used to be..."

Winston. N. Y. POST
"... Leave out the scenic backgrounds, and there is not much to recommend..."

Barnes. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"... Isn’t powerful enough to bring the extra trill back to life..."

Finn. PHILA. RECORD
"... Though not terribly thrilling, it introduces as a momentary contrast to the smart, wise-cracking comedies that are inundating the current photoplay programs... Rather nice stuff, but is well told, well photographed and generally well acted..."

Murdock. PHILA. RECORD

LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN
(M-G-M)
"... Portions of the film have a gay and sparkling mood about them which makes them genuinely entertaining and warmly human... One only child an interesting item..."

Boehnel. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAPH
"... Lacks humor... Much of the dialogue is boring, nor do the performances lighten the burden..."

Tezelaar. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"... Strikes a rather good level of mild, chuckling entertainment..."

Finn. PHILA. RECORD
"... Amusing light fare... Excellently played..."

Marsh. CLEVELAND Plain DEALER

EBB TIDE
(Paramount)
"... A strange tale while unfolded, but valuable chiefly for its characterization... An interesting show..."

Nugent. N. Y. TIMES
"... Has sporadic excitement, but is generally sporadic, for all the handsome front it has been given... Pictorially striking..."

Barnes. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"... Whatever the film lacks in the way of romance, washboarding entertainment, it more than makes up for in the quality of its technicolor tints... Acting is better than the story warrants..."

Boehnel. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAPH

BREAKFAST FOR TWO
(RKO Radio)
"... Excellent acting and a steady flow of clever dialogue, a good entertainment... An inviting, delightful comedy...

R. W. D., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"... Plenty of comedy, and enough romance to make the movie fairly intriguing...

Thierer. N. Y. POST
"... A respectable and somehow rather drab little comedy..."

B. R. C., N. Y. TIMES
"... Doesn’t quite make sense but does make enough nonsense to hold the celluloid end of the program to a fairly lively pace...

Marsh. CLEVELAND Plain DEALER
"... Intended to be one of those hilarious breath-taking farces, has turned out to be a rather unimposing bit of cinema fare...

MacArthur. WASH. EVE. STAR

A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS
(RKO Radio)
"... Moves with a lively and genial swing... A jolly, lively and eminently satisfactory entertainment...

Boehnel. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAPH
"... Fred Astaire runs through a pleasantly inconsequential story with supreme aplomb...

Barnes. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"... Fred Astaire is at his nimble and most engaging best... Ultra, super O.K."

Thierer. N. Y. POST
"... Amusing picture, better than the previous two Astaire screen plays...

Marsh. CLEVELAND Plain DEALER
"... A pleasant entertainment... Amusingly complicated plots, several of Astaire’s nimblest dance routines, and a melodious score by the late Georgeershwin...

Murdock. PHILA. RECORD

Thoroughbred’s Don’t Cry
(M-G-M)
"... An entertaining little film full of heart-warming appeal and expert acting... Out of the ordinary entertainment...

Boehnel. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAPH
"... Mickey Rooney manages to streak with a brilliant performance which lends a certain quality to the whole picture...

B. C. N. Y. TIMES
"... A sentimental tale of the turf... Better than fair entertainment...

N. Y. POST
"... An appealing picture... Genuine entertainment...

Tezelaar. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

NON-STOP NEW YORK
(Gaumont-British)
"... Well written, cleverly acted and directed and full of high-grade thrills... Stirring aviation play...

Boehnel. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAPH
"... Splendid acting... Exciting, if not distinguished...

Barnes. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE
"... A well-staged and moderately entertaining Class B melodrama...

B. R. C., N. Y. TIMES
"... Carries a heavy burden of British accents, and its humor is equally foreign, but has an extremely thrilling climax...

Winston. N. Y. POST


**BEG, BORROW OR STEAL' AMUSING PROGRAM COMEDY**

Rates ••

Hollywood Preview

M-G-M

70 Minutes

Frank Morgan, Florence Rice, John Beal, Janet Beecher, Herman Bing, Erik Rhodes, George Givot, E. E. Clive, Tom Rutherford, Cora Witherspoon, Reginald Denny, Vladimir Sekejoff, Halton Briggs

Directed by William Thiele

An old story with some new twists: BEG BORROW OR STEAL' is a smartly contrived laugh-film. Credit goes almost completely to the cast of well known Hollywood character actors whose delightful trouping gives the film its verve. This will fill the demands of better class houses. It is in the dual market elsewhere. N.G. for action houses.

Florence Rice is about to marry Tom Rutherford, son of social climbing Cora Witherspoon. Just before the ceremony they receive a wire from Florence's long lost father, Frank Morgan telling them to come to his Riverina home for the ceremony. The truth is he has no home, but his pal John Beal, negotiates one while other slightly shady associates such as Herman Bing, Erik Rhodes, George Givot and Reggie Denny provide phony titles to impress the visitors. Beal of course falls for Miss Rice but when she discovers her father is a phoney she decides to go through with her marriage to Rutherford.

Morgan interviews daylight. In his real occupation and when Rutherford hastily leaves with his mother Beal and Rice hitch for the road.

Morgan isVRTX, but somehow, as usual he is helped considerably by Givot, Bing, Rhodes and Denny whose attempt to be honest gentlemen are filled with hilarious flops. Florence Rice and John Beal are an exceptionally attractive romantic team.

William Thiele's direction is spotty, keeping theEstablish Romantic Comedy routine afloat with a neat clip.

AD TIPS: Feature Morgan and the cast of comics.

HAANA (Hollywood)

---

**'HEADIN' EAST' BELOW PAR FOR BUCK JONES**

Rates •• in action spots.

Hollywood Preview

Columbia (Coronet)

66 Minutes


Directed by Ewing Scott

It appears that Buck Jones has definitely forgone the boots and saddles for a career as a racket-buster. It doesn't strike us as good showmanship especially if he gets such actionless scripts as provided for his first two Columbia releases. In HEADIN' EAST the fighting and action are almost nil. Most of the villainy and action go on at business conferences. It's routine stuff which doesn't justify the presence of such a popular personality as Buck Jones. It will dissipate his vast following. We say: Put Buck back on a horse!

Buck is sent East by his western associates to investigate the activities of racketeers who are running the business of their lettees distributor Earl Hodgin. The head of the gangsters is none other than Donald Douglas, Hodgin's attorney. Buck, of course, successfully ends their operations and falls in love with Ruth Coleman daughter of the unfortunate produce middleman. Comedy is handled by Elaine Arden and Shemp Howard.

The cast is excellent, but Ewing Scott's slighthead direction tends to weaken their portrait. Also, his failure to build up the few light sequences makes them quite tepid.

AD TIPS: Plug Jones. Feature him as a cowboy who came East to bring law and order to the city.

HAANA (Hollywood)

---

**'PARTNERS OF THE PLAINS' EXCELLENT HOPALONG**

Rates •• for action spots.

Hollywood Preview

Paramount (Harry Sherman)

62 Minutes

William Boyd, Harvey Clark, Gwen Gaze, Russell Hayden, Hilda Plowright, John Warburton, Al Bridge, Al Hill, Earl Hodgin, John Beach

Directed by Leslie Selander

With his familiar finesse, Harry Sherman has turned out another engrossing Hopalong Cassidy western. Inclined more to comedy than previous of the series, there is nevertheless enough hard riding, fights and villainy abort to satisfy the most blood thirsty outdoor picture fan. Production is, as usual, scenically perfect. A top-flight cast cooperates with Leslie Selander's seasoned direction every foot of the way. This should click neatly in the action spots, where its drawing power may be estimated by former Hopalongs.

William Boyd (Hopalong), the foreman of a ranch owned by British Gwen Gaze. Gaze falls for Boyd and wants to run things, but discovers that he is not so easily handled. While this battle of wits takes place, Richard Warburton, her fiancé seeing his chance of marrying her, slips with Al Bridge, who has a grudge against Boyd, to get him out of the way. They decide to lure him to a shack near the dam about to be exploded. Boyd suspects something is wrong, successfully thwarts their plan and rescues Miss Gaze who is, in the shack.

The cast is uniformly competent but Hilda Plowright, as Gwen's aunt, comes through with a knockout comedy portrayal.

HAANA (Hollywood)

---

**'THANK YOU MR. MOTO' SO-MYSTERY MELLER**

Rates •• only for pop action houses.

Hollywood Preview

20th Century-Fox

86 Minutes

Peter Lorre, Thomas Beck, Pauline Frederick, Jayne Regan, Sidney Blackmer, Sig Rumann, John Carradine, William von Brincken, Nedda Harrington, Phillip Ahn

Directed by Norman Foster

Although this isn't quite so bad as the previous Mr. Moto offering, it stretches the imagination to the breaking point. Pretty juvenile-like material, this is good only for the cheaper action houses, where they still go for serial-style thrillers.

This time the Japanese detective, Mr. Moto (Peter Lorre), is in search of a treasure hidden somewhere in China. Details as to the hiding place of the fortune are contained in seven scrolls, six of which Moto has successfully discovered. The seventh is the difficult one and thus our story. The important scroll falls into the possession of Sidney Blackmer, head of a gang of crooks. Moto gets aboard their boat and in his typical talkative style retrieves the paper and turns it over to the rightful owner, Phillip Ahn, a Chinese prince. The romantic interest is carried by Thomas Beck and Jayne Regan, the latter playing an art collector who is held prisoner by the crooks.

Peter Lorre holding the center of the stage at all times, gives a polished interpretation of the urbane detective. The support is, OK but has little, to do.

Foster's direction is considerably below par.

HAANA (Hollywood)
Scenes from... and a few vital facts about... the new films.

**PENITENTIARY**  This is a remake of the popular play, CRIMINAL CODE. It tells of the unjust conviction of John Howard for murder. Walter Connolly, politically ambitious, is warden of the prison and makes it tough for Howard. During a prison break, an inmate is killed and Howard undergoes more persecution. Finally the killer confesses and frees him. Meanwhile, Howard has fallen for Connolly's daughter, Jean Parker. Columbia will release this one soon.

The stills are selected for their descriptive value to exhibitors.

BOY OF THE STREETS  It may be hard to imagine the kid star of SKIPPY grown up, but Jackie Cooper is a young man in this Monogram offering. The yarn is about a slum-bred boy who learns the value of honesty only after getting mixed up with racketeers. Release is set for Xmas week.

MARINE D-I  Warner Bros. have turned another piece of he-man entertainment about boys who go down to the seas in sub. Pat O'Brien, George Brent, Wayne Morris and Frank Morgan are the principals.

LITTLE MISS ROUGHNECK  Edith Fellows is a movie-struck kid on a Hollywood visit—and that means trouble! Leo Carrillo is her co-star in this Columbia comedy.
PRODUCTION RECORD

(continued from page 9)

UNIVERSAL

FLASH GORDON'S TRIP TO MARS
(SERIAL)
Shooting started—November 17
Action
Cast: Larry Crabbe, Jean Rogers, Frank Shannon, Charles Midi-
deton, Donald Kerr, Beatrice Roberts, Dick Alexander
Directed by Ford Beebe, Robert Hill
Produced by Barney Sarecky
Story: Based on the King's Features comic strip, this is a follow-up on last season's FLASH GORDON serial.
'37-'38 program.

MOUNTAINS ARE MY KINGDOM
Shooting started—November 29
Western
Directed by Wyndham Gittens
Produced by Henry MacRae
Story: Samuel S. Hinds has kept his son, Noah Beery, Jr., hidden in an isolated western spot, because he (Hinds) had a false murder charge hang-
ing over his head for years. When the boy reaches 21, the old man dies, after he tells Beery he is free to go out in the world of men. The latter takes Frances Robinson, a girl he had saved from a wild herd, and goes forth to prove his father's innocence and the guilt of Fred Kohler.
'37-'38 program.

THE BLACK DOLL
Shooting started—November 29
Murder mystery
Directed by Otis Garrett
Produced by Irving Starr
Story: C. Henry Gordon is murdered and his daughter, Nan Grey, goes to her fiancé, Donald Woods, a private investigator, for help. It is revealed that Gordon had once killed his partners in a mining deal, and thus various persons become suspects. Wood uncovers the mystery and discovers the murderer.
'37-'38 program.

BORDER WOLVES
Shooting started—November 30
Cast: Bob Baker, Connie Moore, Fuzzy Knight, Dickie Jones, Willie Fung, Glenn Strange, Frank Campeau, Oscar O'Shea
Directed by Joseph H. Lewis
Produced by Nat Carr

IN PRODUCTION

MAD ABOUT MUSIC (Issue Nov. 20).

RECENTLY COMPLETED


WARNER BROTHERS

EVERYBODY WAS VERY NICE
Shooting started—November 20
Comedy-drama
Cast: Wayne Morris, Priscilla Lane, John Litel, Dick Foran, Mona Barrie, Barbara O'Neil, Thomas Mitchell
Directed by Stanley Logan
Produced by Lou Edelman
Story: Barbara O'Neil divorces Thomas Mitchell and sets about the task of raising her son, Wayne Morris. It is highly unsuccessful until he meets and marries Priscilla Lane. Through various situations she manages to make a man of him as well as to reunite O'Neil and Mitchell.
'37-'38 program.

IN PRODUCTION

THE ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD (Issue Oct. 9) . . . JEZEBEL (Issue Nov. 6) . . . FOOD FOR SCANDAL (Issue Nov. 20).

RECENTLY COMPLETED


‘LARGER THAN LIFE’ THIRD-RATE COMEDY EFFORT
Rates • + as duller in naborhoods.

Warner Bros.
Frank McHugh, Berton Churchill, Jane Wyman, Ferris Taylor, Diana Lewis, Cora With-
spoon, Raymond Hatton, William Haade, Tom Kennedy
Directed by Lew Seiler

Writers should have used the money spent on this to advertise one of their better pictures. It's pretty awful stuff, even for a quickie. The inconsequential, inane story is almost wholly lacking in entertainment.

LARGER THAN LIFE, we fear, is doomed to linger in the unadvertised portions of the smaller naborhood duels.

McHugh is a clerk, who is being inveigled into marrying Jane Wyman by her mother Cora Witherspoon. He is secretly in love with Diana Lewis, daughter of Senator Berton Churchill. Witherspoon and Wyman take him to an auction sale to buy the furniture for their future home, but McHugh insists upon buying a revealing statue of Miss Lewis. This tosses him into complications as interests opposed to Churchill attempt to get the statu-
tue to discredit his family. Churchill naturally wants it himself. And so after more tiresome situations, McHugh saves the day for all concerned and wins the love of Miss Lewis.

Members of the cast trouble mightily to overcome the script deficiencies, but their efforts are unavailing. Lew Seiler's direction matches his material, mediocre.

AD TIPS: Sell McHugh as the star of 3 MEN ON A HORSE.

HANNA (Hollywood)
SHORT SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY
By "Jaywalker"

BILL BUTLER has sold his Clearfield to the ROYNNERS, CHARLES COX, who has been managing the Belgrade, will oversee both houses. We are saddened to see Bill, one of the sweetest guys the street has known, out of theatre business. We sincerely hope he re-enters some branch of the industry. LDDF SHIRMAN (with another unnamed local showman) has taken over operation of Fays. Shirman is also handling Steel Pier, Ac. C., on Sundays during the winter months. SID STANLEY, who managed for Comertord, remains at Fays, where he is doing a splendid job... AL DAVIS celebrated the Bar Mizvah of his son Donald last Saturday... Who will be the bright, ambitious young men to step forward and arrange the dinner that DAVE BARRIST has coming to him in honor of his terrific work in conducting the Paramount strike? The suggestion has been made to us by many more than one local indie and it is not unlikely that Bachelor Dave will be brought in to open with his friends before many weeks... Republic's preview of "Portia On Trial" won a great hand from the crowd at Fays... DAVE SEGAL, the premier man, has taken over the Desmond, Honolulu, from MIKE DUBEROWSKI... The Variety Club, Tent 13, is preening itself for Sunday night's annual stag shindig at the Bellevue-Stratford. GEORGE M. COHAN, SENATOR GIFFORD NICE of Maryland have definitely accepted invitations. It promises to be the topnotch affair staged by the Tent. Everybody's that anybody in the trade will be present, according to Uncle Okker NIEDFELT... DOROTHY ABER, see to JACK GREENBERG, hopped to Minneapolis and back in a jiffy—just for a social affair... SAM ROSEN's local Monogram exchange, probably capped first honors in the company's national sales and date drive, although the final results have not been announced. It is a tribute to a well-liked film man, for Philly is one of the toughest territories in the U. S. for the indie distributors. IDGAR MOSS is providing pre-banquet entertainment at his home Sun. night. Sam sends all the exhibs who cooperated a banquet of thanks... The Big Toe, which was to open with a sexy film, "Wayward Souls," never got going for two reasons. First, JERRY COWAN of N. Y. advertised the film before troubling to have it censored, then had it turned down; second, union trouble burst over his head... JOHN BAGLY is slowly but surely improving... The new local m.p. club is to be known as SHIQUIEN, with an all-women cadre. We think... MELVYN KOFF, thru attorney MORRIS WEXLER, has filed suit against WB Theatres and several of the majors for refusal to sell him product on a returnable clearance basis. WB Parker, the films' lawyer, says 28 days protection... Dept. of Justice agents have been investigating the HARRY FRIED situation on the Main Line and are reported to have warned the films that they face a Federal suit unless Fried is given a fair break on product. Neither Fried nor the local exchange managers are willing to talk about the matter, but our advice says that the distributors have received orders from the home office to satisfy the Main Line independent... Up-state theatres have been hit so hard in recent weeks that it wouldn't surprise anyone if many closed down within a month, unless conditions right themselves. While city houses aren't complaining as loudly, their business has cut 25 percent or more... Monogram's "Boy of the Streets" goes into the Scanton for Xmas week.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years of film delivery service!"
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YOU'RE A SWEETHEART . . . It's a Universal big-time musical, and that usually means it's lavishly produced. This one has names, too. Alice Faye, George Murphy, Charles Winninger, Ken Murray and His Stooge Oswald and the 3 Diamond Brothers. The story has Murray employing waiter Murphy to pose as a wealthy westerner to publicize Murray's show. Murphy falls for leading lady Faye and complications lead to a mad finish. It should be ready for release within a couple of weeks.

FORGOTTEN WOMAN . . . Women in prison, a revengeful mob of gangsters and mother love are the principal ingredients of this Columbia melodrama. Mayo Methot, Wynn Caahoon and Sarah Padden head the cast.

DAMSEL IN DISTRESS . . . The combination of Fred Astaire's hoofing and the droll humor of Burns & Allen promises plentiful entertainment for those who like their fare light of foot and mind. DAMSEL IN DISTRESS is Fred's initial solo effort without partner Ginger Rogers. It's an RK picture, of course.
HOW THE MAJORS LOOK AT THE END OF 1937

As we look over the Hollywood parade during the recent months, we find four of the major studios marching almost abreast far in the lead. They are United Artists, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Paramount and 20th Century-Fox. Since the current season started, two of these, United Artists and Paramount, have spurted far to assume their positions with the others.

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer, although missing the creative genius that was Thalberg, still veneers its productions and rates a firm spot in the top four. Some of its foremost stars, like Crawford and Garbo, have slipped somewhat from public favor. The frequent selection of poorly suited vehicles points markedly to how great a loss the death of Thalberg really was. His judgment had been unerring.

David O. Selznick would have provided the production brains needed to get the best out of a high class assemblage of talent like Metro boasts, but, as you know, he is not joining the company. Mervyn LeRoy will help, but we doubt that he has the full stature to guide a complete studio. Probably the most important factor in Metro's success over so many years has been its ability to keep its talent roster intact and satisfied. Unless there is a sudden shift in the method of managing the company, M-G-M can be counted upon to be at or near the top of the film parade for several years to come.

20th Century-Fox so far this season has failed to live up to the promise inspired by its successful '36-'37 program.

Of course, the current season is still young and the bad start may betoken a strong finish. On the record, however, Darryl Zanuck's gift for turning out moderately budgeted pictures with strong mass appeal seems to have failed him temporarily. It is reasonable to assume that this shrewd, young producer will soon check the company's backward steps and set it to turning out click pictures again.

If we were to choose the studio that will lead the parade from this point on, we would say, "Watch Fox!"

For selectivity, United Artists stands highest of all, for the exhibitor need play far fewer pictures that are deliberately turned out as quickies. Each United Artists group, like the Goldwyns, the Selzicks, and the Wangers, must stand or fall on their own. In effect, this is an independent production setup, which places the burden of delivering quality product squarely on the shoulders of the

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 2)
individual producers. Deliver, they must, or fail.

Goldwyn and Selznick this season gave the company its best start in many years. If they maintain the same pace throughout the balance of the term, United Artists may well end up as the ace distributor of the year.

Credit is due Paramount for attempting more big pictures than any of the other majors. While several of them have failed to come up to expectations, their production serves as notice that the Zukor regime is making a determined bid to re-establish itself in the good graces of the nation's exhibitors by striving to deliver at least as much as it has promised.

If Paramount continues that policy and adopts a more flexible attitude in its dealings with customers, the end of the '37-'38 season may find it one of the most popular and respected of the majors.

Trailing these four leaders are Warner's, R.K.O., Columbia and Universal, in the order named.

A singular fact about Warners is the wide divergence between their better pictures and their quickies. The good ones, while too few, are outstanding; the bad ones are awful. Apparently Jack Warner takes little pride in the Warner label, if he unblushingly affixes it to things like SERGEANT MURPHY, FOOTLOOSE HEIR-ESS or EXPENSIVE HUSBANDS.

What is said of Warner Brothers goes doubly for R.K.O. Under Sam Briskin, this studio averaged in the vicinity of one strong boxoffice attraction to ten duds. Now that he has disassociated himself from R.K.O. and a new leadership is being organized, there may be an appreciable improvement in the product before the end of the season. A change was badly needed. Let's hope the new studio heads bring it out of the slump.

Many people in the trade, including us, had high hopes for Columbia this season. Last year the company took definite strides forward, but friction between producer Harry Cohn and some of his principal talent seems to have thrown things out of gear. The return of Capra will help the company, but this advantage is partially offset by the obvious fact that Grace Moore's boxoffice value has been depreciated greatly by poor vehicles.

A studio that can turn out smash hits like IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT, THEODORA GOES WILD and THE AWFUL TRUTH must have the brains behind it to do consistently good work. Harry Cohn should set his house in order and get down to the serious business of producing more Class A films. When he does, Columbia is going to move up fast.

We expressed our opinion of Universal in the previous issue. We have little confidence in Charles R. Rogers as a studio head, and we believe that little progress will be made by this company until he either relinquishes his control of production, or surrounds himself with a more competent staff of aides.

In general we feel that 1937's production was well on its way to the highest point since '30 until the recession gave Hollywood the economy jitters. So far our industry is not suffering a real depression, but the tightening of production purse strings and the resultant poor product will certainly bring one. More big pictures should be Hollywood's keynote in these foreboding times.

The FILM BULLETIN staff wishes you
A very happy holiday season!
THE PARAMOUNT DECISION REVERSED

The U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Philadelphia reversed the District Court ruling which upheld the right of the independent exhibitors to conduct a strike campaign against Paramount pictures. The decision came as a surprise, inasmuch as the leaders of the U.M.P.T.O. had informed the members that Paramount would drop the action when the strike was settled.

Actually, the ruling means little. The original opinion of District Judge Oliver B. Dickinson favoring the theatre men was based on a technicality concerning the court's jurisdiction. The jurist found that there was no interstate commerce involved and tossed out Paramount's suit for that reason. The three Circuit Court judges disagreed with Judge Dickinson and placed the action within the realm of interstate commerce.

The actions for which Paramount accused the exhibitors of conspiracy were freely admitted by attorney Benjamin M. Golder, who represented the independents. He pointed out to the court, however, that the plans for picketing and advertising the strike to the public were withdrawn almost immediately after they were put into effect. Golder was forced to present the rather tenuous argument that his clients had started something they realized was wrong and promptly desisted. He expressed his personal disapproval of the picketing, but asked the court to render a modified decision that would not affect the exhibitors' right to meet for discussion and solution of their common problems.

The appeal ruling states:

"Evidence in the case at bar conclusively shows that the defendants violated the Sherman Anti-Trust Act by disseminating prejudicial, threatening and coercive literature and by appealing to the public for help in their fight."

It is difficult to believe that the Court intended to prohibit independent exhibitors from following a common line of "passive resistance" against unfair practices or inordinate terms of any distributor.

Since they fought the Paramount fight without the actual use of any of the weapons of which the Circuit Court disapproves, the nation's independents can feel that their victory was won within the law and that they are free to pursue the same course if the need arises in the future.

MO WAX.
MR. MYERS GIVES THE WRONG REASON

When Abram F. Myers, addressing the I.T.O. of Ohio Convention attacked the studio-sponsored programs from the angle of their quality, he was on the wrong track.

It is a matter of opinion, of course, but the M-G-M broadcasts which we have heard on two Thursday nights have been exceptionally good. On both occasions we listened in with a group of friends and the reaction was unanimously favorable. We thought both material and performances top-notch.

It strikes us that the exhibitor has even greater reason to complain if the broadcasts are good, than if they are poor.

Already, from many parts of the country come reports that Thursday night grosses have dropped considerably since the Metro broadcasts started. If there is fact basis to this information, it must be attributed to the entertainment value of the programs. The better they become, the worse will be theatre business that night.

If the Metro radio programs are "sadly lacking in entertainment," as Mr. Myers said, we rather think they will prove a boon to the country's theatres. Nothing will discourage the other producing companies from starting their own broadcasts as will Metro's failure in that field.

The real danger is in the possibility that Metro and the other majors will interpret the success of the radio advertising plan solely on the basis of the broadcasts' popularity, without taking into consideration the loss of patronage suffered by movie theatres throughout the country. Eventually there will be a film sponsored air show every night in the week, the studios contending with each other to attract the largest home audiences.

We believe exhibitors should direct their campaign against studio broadcasts strictly on the ground that it is a directly competitive form of entertainment and keeps people, who might otherwise attend a film show, at home.

We urge Allied to take a leadership in a national protest move to impress upon M-G-M, Warners, and any other radio-minded producers that exhibitors will not tolerate this competition.

If that protest is not heeded, means to retaliate must be found.

WHO WRITES WARNERS' TITLES?

It's bad enough for an exhibitor to be forced to book many of those abominable quickies that comprise so large a part of the average major program. By story, cast, direction and production they are usually marked for the graveyard of "clucks."

Why Warner Brothers are so determined to make them appear even worse than they are by dubbing them with the most discouraging titles conceivable is beyond our ken.

The hapless theatre man, faced with the prospect of selling titles like 'SH! THE OCTOPUS,' 'WINE, WOMEN, AND HORSES,' 'DANCE, CHARLIE, DANCE,' or 'SERGEANT MURPHY,' has a perfect excuse to take a stiff scotch and soda, hike down to the Warner exchange, drag the branch manager over to his theatre and force him to sit in the empty auditorium and watch them.

Seriously, though, too many Warner pictures bear titles that sound like they were inspired by an overdose of bad hootch. Something should be done about it!
'YOU'RE A SWEETHEART' TOPNOTCH MUSICAL WITH GOOD STORY

Rates • • • generally

Hollywood Preview

97 Minutes

Directed by David Butler

One of the most pleasant musicals of the season. YOU'RE A SWEETHEART is distinguished by a plausible story and some novel musical production numbers, which successfully avoid the familiar stereotyped formula. The comedy is genuinely amusing and the songs warbled by Miss Faye are winny rhythm tunes that will catch on. With some editing to tighten up the slow spots, particularly at the start YOU'RE A SWEETHEART will be hit calibre entertainment for all connoisseurs. Ken Murray, producer of the hit show, is reluctant to open in New York as competition to the Milk Fund benefits. He discharges press agent William Gargan, and a hotel waiter, Murph, comes along with the suggestion that they create a desire for the show by announcing the first week is completely sold out. This is accomplished by having Murphy pose as a wealthy Oklahoman, in love with Alice Faye, the star, and determined to win her affections by seeing the show alone every night. This deception brings complications when Faye finds for Murphy and Gargan attempts to reveal him as a phoney. It is all worked out in the end of course with good comic effect.

Lonely Alice Faye easily tops the cast with her charm, beauty and haunting voice. George Murphy steps into his own with an important-sounding dance problem with a performance that will reward him with a too long delayed break. Ken Murray and his amusing stooge Oswald are of considerable help in their comic assignments. Andy Devine as Frank Jence, and newcomer Frances Hunt effectively garner laughs.

David Butler selects the flavor of music, comedy and romance. With lively and lighthearted through to a racy finale. It is a good six miles of expert musical direction.

AD TIPS: Feature Faye and call it a Musical with the Season's Cleverest Story

HANNA (Hollywood)

'MAN-PROOF' ENGAGING CLASS COMEDY

Rates • • • for deluxers; • • in nubes.

Hollywood Preview

M-G-M
80 Minutes

Directed by Richard Thorpe

This moderately amusing drawing room piece is class comedy of the better variety, a light carefree story, smart dialogue and, most gratifying of all, the fact that each of its central characters is depicted as a plausible human being. Expert performances and smooth direction gloss over the film's lesser moments to make it a thoroughly enjoyable.

'CHECKERS' EXCELLENT JANE WITHERS

Rates • • + generally.

Hollywood Preview

20th Century-Fox
79 Minutes

Directed by H. Bruce Humberstone

This Jane Withers vehicle lands squarely in the entertainment bull's eye. The youngster's followers, who are legion, will find much to tickle their fancy and make them embrace her even closer as their favorite child star. CHECKERS has more adult appeal than some of her other vehicles, a fact which will help this series enormously. This heart-warming hokum should get better than average grosses generally.

Jane is the kid-slick of Stuart Erwin, a race horse trainer whose romance with Una Merkel is continually thwarted by her aversion to racing. Erwin's horse is injured in a crucial race, but through Minor Watson, a dentist, the animal is again made fit for service. Their plans to enter the horse in a race are bucked by hard luck and Andrew Tombes, the village banker, who courts Miss Merkel. However, Jane and Erwin contrive to get into the race, run well with the horse and convert Una into a racing addict. A juvenile triangle among the love interests of Jane, Marvin Stephens and June Carlson is also highly amusing.

No better partner than Erwin could be found for the exuberant Withers. His low-moving wailful comedy provides engaging contrast. They are a grand team. Una Merkel does her usual expert job topping a carefully chosen supporting cast.

The direction of H. Bruce Humberstone neatly brings out the human elements of the story. His handling of the race sequences is commendable.

AD TIPS: Sell Loy's role as that of a love-hungry girl who wouldn't stop at stealing another's husband.

HANNA (Hollywood)

'ALL AMERICAN SWEETHEART' IS TERRIBLE

Rates .

Hollywood Preview

Columbia
62 Minutes

Directed by Lambert Hillyer

ALL AMERICAN SWEETHEART is the all American example of how pictures should NOT be made. With nary a redeemable feature about it this hits a new low in screen entertainment. Production directing acting all are quite rank. One Hollywood previewer thought the yarn's dramatic implications fun. If you can sell it from that angle boys, you've got something, otherwise burst at the seams. Scott Colton and Patricia Fairs are her-bad heroes respectively. Colton proves his basic
‘MANNEQUIN’ BEST OF RECENT CRAWFORD PICTURES

Rates ★★★ + generally.

M-G-M
92 Minutes
Joan Crawford, Spencer Tracy, Alan Curtis, Bella Morgan, Mary Phillips, Oscar O'Shea, Elizabeth Risdon, Leo Gorcey
Directed by Frank Borzage

Despite superficial dialogue and many obvious melodramatic situations, there is much on the right side of the ledger to be said for MANNEQUIN. Certainly it is much better than THE BRIDE WORE RED. A human and frank insight into the heart of a slut born girl who betters herself despite seemingly insurmountable odds, it is interesting if slightly depressing and unsympathetic fare. It should do well in the metropolitan de-

‘LOVE AND HISSES’ SNAPPY WINCHELL-BERNIE MUSICAL

Rates ★★★ +, or better, generally.

20th Century-Fox
84 Minutes
Walter Winchell, Simone Simon, Ben Bernie, Bert Lahr, Joan Davis, Dick Baldwin, Douglas Fowley, Chick Chandler, Ruth Terry, Brewster Twins, Peters Sisters
Directed by Sidney Lanfield

The difference between LOVE AND HISSES and its Winchell-Bernie predecessor, WAKE UP AND LIVE, is the difference between Alice Faye and Simone Simon as musical comedy stars. That is why WAKE UP was better. Nevertheless, the film itself is a snappy comedy that carries on the feud between the "rivals" with good humor and plenty of action. It will get above average grosses everywhere. The comic highlights of the film are those bittersweet romantic scenes between Bert Lahr and Joan Davis. What Lahr does to a love scene is hilarious. The musical interludes are gaily carried off and three of the songs are definitely hit stuff. As for Miss Simon, she asks someone in the picture if she has "umph" and we offer a vehement "No!" in answer. Her voice is surprisingly good, but wholly unsuited for musical comedy. It was bad casting.

The story starts off at a fast clip, with Bernie and pal Lahr framing Winchell into plugging Simone as his discovery, although she works for them. When she falls in love with song writer Dick Baldwin, an ex-cowboy, kommt a mess, and she confesses the plot to Winchell. He matches a counter-plot against Bernie, having him kidnapped. On the night of Simone's debut (she had already become a radio sensation) Bernie is dragged into the nite club blindfolded and told to ask his prayers "before he is tossed off the bridge." He faints away and revives to find several hundred customers, including his "pal" Winchell, laughing at his plight.

A youngster, Ruth Terry, puts over "Broadway's Gone Hawaii" in manner that impresses. Other songs they will hum are "I Wanna Be In Winchell's Column" and "Sweet Someone." Sidney Lanfield's direction is punchy from start to finish.

AD TIPS: Sell the Winchell-Bernie feud. Introduce Simone as a singing discovery (and she does her own warbling!).

BERTON

‘YOUNG DYNAMITE’ ACTIONFUL DARRO MELLER

Rates ★★★ + for action spots.

Ambassador
57 Minutes
Frankie Darro, Kane Richmond, Charlotte Henry, David Sharpe, William Costello, Pat Gleason
Directed by Les Goodwins

Action fans will find plenty to stir their pulse in this one. The tried and true duo of Frankie Darro and Kane Richmond have been handed a fast moving yarn and quick-tempo direction by Les Goodwins carries it along at a pace that satisfies those who like their films punchful and swift. Darro acts like a vest-pocket Cagney, with the same sincerity of his older prototype. The cast support is above average for such indies material. Production is good.

David Sharpe, brother of Darro and Charlotte Henry, is killed by racketsmen shortly after he joins the state police force. The gang had been trying to cheat Uncle Sam's gold laws and had murdered a gold dealer. Kane Richmond, a state trooper in love with Charlotte, determines, with Frankie, to land the mob. Richmond is fired from the force, but continues the hunt. Eventually, they catch up with the criminals and pull them in, with the aid of a disguised G-man. There is a surprise climax.

Action houses can use this alone with very good results. It is worthy of dualling in cheaper naborhood spots.

L. J.

‘SHE'S GOT EVERYTHING' HAS VERY LITTLE

Rates ★★★ as duller.

RKO
72 Minutes
Directed by Joseph Sanely

The Raymond-Sothern team has nothing worse than this to its discredit. The yarn starts off well enough, but loses its grip before going far, emerging as boring fare. The loosely constructed story garners a few weak laughs from old gags and the mugging of the principals. Dual bills for this and only in the naborhood houses.

Theme concerns the efforts of Victor Moore and Helen Broderick to get Ann Sothern, a rich husband who will pay her threatening creditors. Gene Raymond is the lucky man, a coffee manufacturer to whom Sothern becomes secretary. After various complications which culminate in her sailing for Europe the two finally get together in what is, after all, a love match.

The cast tries mightily with this sloppy material, but no amount of effort could hope to make anything of it. Joseph Sanely is certainly capable of better things than this.

AD TIPS: Sell the 5 lead names.

HANNA (Hollywood)

MORE REVIEWS ON PAGE 11
HOLLYWOOD

By DAVID J. HANNA

GAGGING THE GOSSIPERS!

Now that the film industry has successfully quelled the gaseous chatter of the radio commentators, it occurs to us that it might be a commendable idea if some attention were directed at the widely syndicated columnists, who are rapidly making their writings outlets for what should be strictly "trade" information.

It is a bit beyond our meagre comprehension to understand why on earth the general public should be informed that WHOIS is slipping at the boxoffice while SOANDSO, who six months ago ranked tenth in the Seattle popularity poll, now ranks TWELFTH. Yet these comments and such remarks as "Stage Door is a floperee," "Conquest laid an egg in Peekskill," etc., form a vital part of practically every important Hollywood column.

The filmgoer out to buy entertainment, certainly shouldn't be asked to burden himself with the problems of the motion picture industry. (Everyone knows they're too much for those of us who must be concerned with them.) The constant repetition of these facts tend only to make the producer's and exhibitor's job more difficult.

By this we don't mean that exhibitors are wrong in taking their trade problems to the public when seeking remedial legislation to relieve them of erroneous practices which might be perpetrated from time to time by powerful majors. Our complaint is only against those purveyors of gossipy trivia to the gossip-hungry portion of the public. Dispensation of the isolated, inconsequential information that a certain picture flopped in Peekskill smacks more of the sort of thing that makes Hollywood afraid to offend the column scribblers than of material which might interest the reading public.

This brings us to another irritating habit of the reviewers. More and more frequently they are dismissing as poor pictures, certain films which have one or two weak sequences. TOVARICH is a recent example of this practice.

A really enjoyable picture for its intended market, two well known writers termed it as bad because of two weak spots. In the same breath they declared the stage version to be superior. Oddly enough the parts they didn't like were holdovers from the play and probably wouldn't have been noticed by the average moviegoer out to enjoy the refreshing charm and sparkle of TOVARICH.

It is certainly not our intention that Hollywood should regiment its correspondents into writing as it dictates. We've had close contact with that procedure and it isn't particularly pleasant.

But we do believe in fairness and accuracy of reporting. Neither of which is being done when egotistical columnists choose to evaluate a film by judging only its one or two weaker moments. It is our opinion that a critic should learn to see a film through the eyes of the audience for which it is intended and not as a technician eager to pounce upon every minute construction fault. But, of course, it is your privilege to disagree.

As to reporting grosses, boxoffice status of stars and other such data, we can't see that it is the business of the general public. Anyone who is more than casually interested in the picture industry will find available some twenty odd papers, from which trade news may be culled. Their reports are undoubtedly more accurate, more interesting and less biased than the trite squibs appearing in most of the Hollywood columns.

SELZNICK & GOLDWYN

Samuel Goldwyn does not control United Artists and David O. Selznick has not joined forces with Metro.

Now that this is all settled Hollywood observers can start off on a new train of speculation as to what these two highly publicized individuals will do concerning their future status in the film industry. The wisest course, we think, would be for both Goldwyn and Selznick to return to their studios and continue turning out the exceptionally fine product which brought about this talk of mergers, releases, controlling interests etc.

But, unfortunately, the ways of Hollywood film-makers are not quite so simple as this. There will be more talk of buying out, doing this and that. At present the facts stand thus:

1. Sam Goldwyn is disgusted because he could not lift the options on the UA stock belonging to Pickford-Fairbanks and Chaplin.

2. Selznick, deep down in his heart, always liked the United Artists set-up, but wants control of the organization.

3. Both can name their own prices at various major studios.

Here is the food for speculation:

Can Selznick, backed by the Whitney fortune, buy out United Artists? Financially, yes. Pickford, Fairbanks and Chaplin are willing to sell. But Goldwyn's consent is also imperative to the purchase. Will Goldwyn in his present "peeved" condition agree to the sale, or will he stick to his guns and wait until once more the opportunity presents itself when he will control the UA organization?

In the event that Selznick is unable to settle his position in the United Artists fold, will he dicker with Paramount or RKO, both of whom are reported anxious for his services?

There is something for you to mull over during the enjoyable Christmas Holiday.
PRODUCTION RECORD

TELLS YOU EXACTLY WHAT IS HAPPENING IN THE HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS

The date before the titles of pictures RECENTLY COMPLETED is the approximate General Release Date. The date after titles is that of the FILM BULLETIN issue in which all details appeared. All new product is on 1937-38 programs, unless otherwise noted.

COLUMBIA

LAND RUSH DAYS
 Shooting started—December 7
 Western
 Cast: Jack Luden, Eleanor Stewart, Harry Woods, Lyle MacKee, Duke Barton, Bud Osborne, Tuffy the Dog
 Directed by Joseph Levering. Produced by Larry Darmour
 Story: This concerns the opening of new Government territory for settlement. Against odds, Jack Luden succeeds in gaining for Eleanor Stewart certain properties her father had staked out many years before.

THE LONE WOLF
 Shooting started—December 9
 Melodrama
 Cast: Francis Lederer, Frances Drake, Walter Kingsford, Leona Maricle, Albert Van Dekker
 Directed by Al Rogell. Produced by Irving Briskin
 Story: Francis Lederer, as the lone Wolf, is instrumental in saving the Crown jewels of a mythical country from falling into the hands of unscrupulous interests. Frances Drake is the lady in the case, a princess.

CRIME OF THE YEAR
 Shooting started—December 13
 Mystery
 Cast: Robert Paige, Jaqueline Wells, Arthur Loft, John Callaudet, Thurston Hall, Oscar O'Shea
 Directed by Danny Dare. Produced by Irving Briskin
 Story: A heavyweight champion is kidnapped the night of his big fight. Robert Paige, a police inspector, who has paid twenty bucks for his soul, decides to locate him. He does, with the help of Jacqueline Wells, daughter of the chief of police.

PARAMOUNT

RECENTLY COMPLETED

BULLDOG DRUMMOND'S PERIL
 Shooting started—December 6
 Mystery
 Cast: John Barrymore, John Howard, Louise Campbell, Porter Hall, Elizabeth Patterson, Nydia Westman, Reginald Denny
 Directed by James Hogan
 Produced by General Manager's Office
 Story: Another in the Drummond series. This takes place in Switzerland on a train, where Drummond and Inspector Nelson, Howard and Harris, respectively, are trailing a man who has developed a process to manufacture real diamonds. Louise Campbell is again the romantic interest.

DEPUTY SHERIFF
 Shooting started—December 9
 Western
 Cast: WILLIAM BOYD, Russell Hayden, George Hayes, Paul Sutton, Gwen Gaye
 Directed by Leslie Selander
 Produced by Harry Sherman
 Story: William Boyd, as BORING CASSIDY, is again the object of English Gwen Gaye's affections. George Hayes, out of the series for a couple of pictures, returns to his familiar role.

IN PRODUCTION

WIDE OPEN FACES (Issue Dec. 4).

RECENTLY COMPLETED

TITLE CHANGES
ALL WERE ENEMIES—Changed from A DANGEROUS AFFAIR (Issue Nov. 20, completed).—Changed from MURDER IN SINGTIME (Issue Oct. 23).

IN PRODUCTION

BULLDOG DRUMMOND'S PERIL—(Issue Dec. 6).

RECENTLY COMPLETED
2/11—HAPPY LANDING (Issues Nov. 6-20). . . . . 1/31—SALLY, IRENE AND MARY (Issue Nov. 20) . . . . 1/17—SHANGHAI DEADLINE (Issue Dec. 4) . . . . 1/24—LOVE ON A BUDGET (Issue Dec. 4).

IN PRODUCTION


UNITED ARTISTS

NO NEW PRODUCTION

GOLDEN FOOLIES is completed.

GOLDEN FOOLIES

RECENTLY COMPLETED
11/10—ADVENTURES OF MARCO POLO (Issue July 3) . . . . HURRICANE. THE GOLDEN FOOLIES (Issue Sept. 11).

WANGER

RECENTLY COMPLETED
10/22—I MET MY LOVE AGAIN (Issue July 3) . . . . 10/8—STAND-IN (Issue July 3) . . . . 9/24—22nd STREET

SLEZNIK

RECENTLY COMPLETED
11/19—NOTHING SACRED (Issue July 3) . . . . THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER (Issue July 3).

UNIVERSAL

MIDNIGHT INTRUDER
 Shooting started—December 5
 Mystery
 Cast: Louis Hayward, Barbara Read, L. C. Nucet, Sheila Brom

Story: William Powell is the butler in the home of Henry Stephenson. By some fluke he is elected to Parliament. Everyone is upset at this turn of events except Stephenson, who thinks it's a good joke. Powell remains with him as butler, although he elses in Parliament and helps administer the Government. Complications ensue as he gains in power, while Lynn Font and Annabell vie for his affections.

Will be released about February 25.

IN PRODUCTION

1/21—HAPPY LANDING (Issues Nov. 6-20). . . . . 1/31—SALLY, IRENE AND MARY (Issue Nov. 20) . . . . 1/17—SHANGHAI DEADLINE (Issue Dec. 4) . . . . 1/24—LOVE ON A BUDGET (Issue Dec. 4).
THE SHADOW SPEAKS
Shooting started—December 2 (Completed)
Mystery
Directed by Charles Lamont
Produced by Max and Alexander Alexander
Story: La Rocque is a crime reporter and sometime working under the byline THE SHADOW. His assistant, Astrid Allwyn, during one broadcast tips him off that a theatre will be robbed that evening. It does not occur, but a safe in the home of John St. Polis is exploded, as a result of which he is killed. La Rocque and Allwyn set out to apprehend the murder, discovering him to be Wm. von Brincken.

RECENTLY COMPLETED
11/18—FRONTIER TOWN (Issue Sept. 25) . . . . 11/12—MR. BOGGS BUYS A BARREL (Issue Sept. 11).

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
TEST PILOT
Shooting started—December 2
Drama
Cast: BLAKE GABLE. MYRNA LOY. SPENCER TRACY. Lionel Barrymore
Directed by Victor Fleming
Produced by Louis D. Lighton
Story: Gable and Tracy are ace test pilot and mechanic respectively. During one of their flights, they crash-land on a farm, where they learn that Myrna Loy, Gable and Loy crash instantly, but there arises between them the problem of Gable's love for her and his devotion to flying. When Tracy is killed saving the life of his pilot, Gable becomes a ground instructor, thus bringing happiness to Myrna, for he is now her wife.

IN PRODUCTION

RECENTLY COMPLETED

TITLE CHANGE
12/10—YOU'RE ONLY YOUNG ONCE—Changed from the CATCH OF THE SEASON (Issue Nov. 6, completed).

MONOGRAM
NOTHING DOWN
Shooting started—August 16
Comedy-drama
Directed by Arthur Gymnitz
Produced by Ken Goldsmith
Story: Wealthy heiress Anne Nagel leaves her home to seek employment where she would be unrecognized, in order to marry a man who will love her for herself and not her millions. Weldon Heyburn fills the long role, after various difficulties. They out-
What the Newspaper Critics Say

**NAVY BLUE AND GOLD**

(M-G-M)  
"... More than a good photoplay—almost a miracle movie... Colorful, exciting, smartly made film... Rates top position..."  
Murdock. PHILA. RECORD

"... So much more than 'another football flicker' that it merits a place somewhere near the top of the season's offerings, even for those not addicted to the sport..."  
Finn. PHILA. RECORD

"... One of the most stirring football pictures ever filmed..."  
R. H. S. WASH. TIMES

"... Reveals some of the better gridiron cinema of the year..."  
R. B. P. WASH. EVENING STAR

**SHE MARRIED AN ARTIST**

(Columbia)  
"... The comedy sometimes seems a little too determined and self-conscious..."  
Finn. PHILA. RECORD

"... Light and frivolous fare... An entertaining and diverting comedy... Introduces Lili Delil, a charming and lovely new personality..."  
H. K. WASH. TIMES

"... Achieves some moments of rare good humor... Completely daffy, but funny..."  
McARTHUR. WASH. EVEN. STAR

**THE LAST GANGSTER**

(M-G-M)  
"... Not a memorable motion picture, but it is real enough as a full stop to thin sort of screen entertainment... Mr. Robinson does a showy job keeping the thug human, recognizable and pathological..."  
Barnes. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... Superbly acted by Edward G. Robinson and a fine supporting cast, it has moments of great vigor and suspense..."  
Boehnel. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Exciting and entertaining... Stirring melodrama..."  
H. M. PHILA. LEBGER

"... Plenty of action and suspense—also some good acting by Robinson in the film's climax and solution..."  
Finn. PHILA. RECORD

"... There is little of humor in the film, and a stronger strain of sentimentality than usually runs through talkies of this type... Rose Stradner impresses favorably in her American debut..."  
Beel. CHICAGO AMERICAN

**BIG TOWN GIRL**

(20th Century-Fox)  
"... Has a good set of performances, some occasional humor and a little excitement, but for the most part its treatment is pretty unimaginative and dull..."  
Boehnel. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... A picture without the slightest pretension to anything but entertainment, and in that attempt it is successful..."  
Winsten. N. Y. POST

"... The melodrama is not bad at all, but you are likely to have trouble in following it through the scramble of treatments and moods... Alan Baxter gives the opening and ending sequences jolts of excitement..."  
Barnes. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... Although the film won't get on anybody's ten-best list, it contrives to hold interest and its side details lend plausibility..."  
G. G. PHILA. LEBGER

"... A fast-moving opus with plenty of suspense and enough humor and song..."  
A. B. PHILA. RECORD

**PORTIA ON TRIAL**

(Republic)  
"... A reasonably satisfactory entertainment... Fine acting..."  
Boehnel. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Moves along in fairly entertaining fashion..."  
Winsten. N. Y. POST

"... Well staged and the performance is conscientious... Final courtroom scene had a certain fascination..."  
Tazelaar. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

**BLOSSOMS ON BROADWAY**

(Paramount)  
"... A feebly and stumbling little bit of nonsense which may be satire in disguise... Unfunny hodge-podge of old gags and some more or less pleasant music in which the efforts of a cast of good actors never get a chance to blossom..."  
Boehnel. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Careens wildly through a jumbled assortment of moods and situations, adding confusion to boredom... There is little that is amusing..."  
Barnes. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... Countless comedians and smart songs bolster up a choppy musical comedy plot..."  
Thirer. N. Y. POST

"... Pretty feeble stuff, tolerable only if you have an appetite for silliness..."  
Nugent. N. Y. TIMES

**45 FATHERS**

(20th Century-Fox)  
"... A natural for the family trade and the Jane Withers fans..."  
Barnes. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"... Except for a thoroughly hilarious court room scene at the end and an excellent dance by the Hartmans, the film is pretty tiresome entertainment..."  
Boehnel. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... A generous amount of slapstick seems to put more sugar on the pill for juvenile audiences..."  
Winsten. N. Y. POST

**BEG, BORROW OR STEAL**

(M-G-M)  
"... Although well enough acted, film is lacking almost entirely in freshness of treatment and plot... Parts are funny, but on the whole the film is stereotyped to the core..."  
Boehnel. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"... Surprisingly pleasant and fashionably daffy little comedy... Pleasing bit of honest thimble-rigging..."  
B. C. N. Y. TIMES

"... Entertaining stuff in a mild manner, plenty of laughs and a cast of talent which does nicely..."  
Thirer. N. Y. POST

"... Picture sags between laughs and its story interest never leaves you with anticipation... Bright class B picture..."  
Tazelaar. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

**SUBMARINE D-1**

(Warner Bros.)  
"... An educational and realistic drama about the underwater department of the United States Navy... A heartening show for those who believe inpreparedness..."  
Finn. PHILA. RECORD

"... The average tale of service... The three male leads are restrained in performance and are believableness of service..."  
H. T. M. PHILA. LEBGER

"... A tremendously exciting picture... Cast is excellent... A recommended "different" submarine melodrama..."  
Marsh. CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

Excerpts from the reviews of America's Leading Newspapers

Film Critics
SHANGHAI DAUGHTER' BRINGS BACK WONG; GOOD ACTION

Rates •• + for action bouses; dualler elsewhere.

Paramount
67 Minutes
Anna May Wong, Philip Ahn, Charles Bickford, J. Carroll Naish, Larry Crabbe, Cecil Cunningham, Anthony Quinn, Fred Kohler, Evelyn Brent, Pierre Watkin, John Patterson, Frank Scully, Lucien Littlefield
Directed by Robert Florey

This is an unworthy comeback vehicle for talented Anna May Wong but it will get above average grasses in action houses. Out-and-out melodrama, it is replete with thrills and suspense, which will click with the youngsters and fans of the machine gun opuses. It has a good exploitation angle in the Oriental G-Man theme.

Anna May Wong is the daughter of a man who is being used as a tool to help smugglers bring into the country undesirable Chinese aliens. Her plans to inform the Department of Justice result in the death of her father. Determined to clear his name, she goes with Philip Ahn to the South Sea island from which the gang operates, posing as a dancing girl. Here in orthodox action style, she gets the goods on the villains, narrowly misses death on several occasions but is saved by Ahn and the police.

Miss Wong is still one of the screen's most charming and appealing actresses. Her performance in this is excellent and should pave the way for better things. Philip Ahn does good work as do Charles Bickford and J. Carroll Naish.

Robert Florey's direction creates plenty of atmosphere and moves the action fast.

AD TIPS: Exploit the return of Anna May Wong. Action houses should feature the Oriental action angles.

HANNA (Hollywood)

PATIENT IN ROOM 18' WOefully Weak MYSTERY

Rates • as dualler in the grinds.

Warners
58 Minutes
Ann Sheridan, Patric Knowles, Roselle Towne, John Ridgely, Vicki Lester, Cliff Clark, Charles Trowbridge, Eric Stanley, Harland Tucker, Jean Benedict, Edward Raquelto, Ralph Sanford, Edward McWade
Directed by Bobby Connolly & Crane Wilbur

This type of picture is referred to in trade parlance as a "whodunit." That is exactly what audiences will want to know. For whoever okayed this script in the Warner organization, certainly done a lot of people wrong. Not a name in the cast to help, either. This may pass as a dualler where filmgoers just don't give a damn. The title will attract mystery fans.

The ridiculous yarn takes place in a hospital where a wealthy patient has purchased some radium to be used to cure him. He is killed and the radium is stolen. It happens that Patric Knowles, a detective, is also in the institution. With little persuasion, he sleuths away for the remainder of the footage, finally revealing a noted doctor to be the crook.

AD TIPS: Sell the title

HANNA (Hollywood)

SERGEANT MURPHY' WEAK QUICKIE COMEDY

Rates • as secondary dualler.

Warners
58 Minutes
Ronald Reagan, Mary Maguire, Donald Crisp, Ben Hendricks, William Davidson, Max Hoffman, Jr., David Newell, Emmett Vogan, Tracey Lane, Edmund Cobb
Directed by B. Reeves Easton

Juvenile audiences may be mildly amused at this Warner quickie, but most adults filmgoers will find it pretty slushy stuff, practically devoid of any entertainment value whatsoever. An original story idea, SERGEANT MURPHY fails to click because of an inept script and weak direction. This is entitled to a very minimum of playdates—and will get it. Ronald Reagan is an army private with a yen for a horse named "Sergeant Murphy." He hopes to purchase it when his coming discharge arrives. "Murphy" is injured, however, and declared unfit for service and sold at auction. Reagan tracks it down and starts winning cups galore at various horse shows.

He enters it in the English steeplechase but a quarantine of the boat on which he has shipped the animal almost causes him to miss the race. He gets there in the nick of time and wins. Reagan is in love with Mary Maguire, daughter of gruff Colonel Donald Crisp.

Best performance in the picture is given by "Sergeant Murphy," a beautiful looking animal, who shouldn't be wasted or such secondary stuff as this.

AD TIPS: Sell the title

HANNA (Hollywood)

QUICK MONEY' FAIR DOMESTIC COMEDY

Rates •• for nubbies and rural.

REO
59½ Minutes
Fred Stone, Gordon Jones, Berton Churchill, Dorothy Moore, Paul Guilfoyle, Harlan Briggs, Dorothy Vaughn, Sherwood Bailey, Frank M. Thomas, Fuzzy Knight
Directed by Edward Kitty

Devoid of any marque value, this is a run-of-the-mill programmer that will provide passable entertainment for the family trade. The yarn is of the homey variety, slow in spots, but brightened at various intervals by touches of rural comedy. A dualler, best results will be had in small towns.

Fred Stone is the mayor of a small town. He incurs the wrath of his fellow-citizens when he refuses to utilize city funds to build a classy hotel, as suggested by Citizen No. 1 Berton Churchill. As it evolves, Churchill is a crook out to slick the tubes and Stone's stand is eventually applauded. Gordon Jones and Dorothy Moore hold the romantic spots. Fred Stone gives his usual performance, Berton Churchill's sly trouping is far more colorful. Paul Guilfoyle is miscast as his sleek secretary.

Edward Kitty's direction adequately carries out the rural essence of the yarn.

AD TIPS: Sell the title

HANNA (Hollywood)

THE SHADOW' FAIR MYSTERY; LACKS NAMES

Rates •• as dualler in joints.

Columbia
57 Minutes
Charles Quigley, Rita Hayworth, Donald Kirke, Marc Lawrence, Arthur Loli, Dick Curtis, Marjorie Main, Vernon Dent, Dwight Frye
Directed by C. C. Coleman, Jr.

As dual material this chiller will give fair entertainment. It's a routine murder mystery with a circus background and no marque names. Employing familiar devices, it boasts enough suspense to satisfy juveniles and less discriminating adults in the pop houses. The title will sell to such fans.

Rita Hayworth inherits a circus when her father dies. The artists agree to remain with the show. Just as the curtain goes up, Donald Kirke, a rider, arrives on the scene with notes made by her father demanding payment. He is murdered and various of the performers are suspected. Charles Quigley, press agent for the outfit takes charge. Another death takes place and an attempt at Hayworth's life is foiled. However sleuth Quigley terrestriates the truth for a novel finish.

Hayworth and Quigley are a good romantic team, playing their roles with conviction. Supporting cast is uniformly good lending effect to the eerie atmosphere which director Coleman has created.

AD TIPS: Sell the title to a bare-thrill week

HANNA (Hollywood)
Scenes from... and a few vital facts about... the new films.

SHE MARRIED AN ARTIST  And regretted it," might be the tag line to the title of this Columbia comedy-romance. For Luli Deste does marry artist John Boles and finds his prize model, Frances Drake, mooching in on his affections. How Luli squares matters with her hubby and his poser makes the comic material of which this is fashioned. Miss Deste is the new European discovery who has come to conquer American screen fans. It's a current release.

FIRST LADY  Warner Bros. have done well by the George S. Kaufman play, if we are to believe the critics. This smart comedy concerns the people, particularly the female specie, who make the official Washington whirl go as merry and dizzy as it is. The rivalry between two would-be "president-makers" forms the basis of the story. Kay Francis, Preston Foster, Anita Louise, Walter Connolly and Veree Teasdale are the principal players. Also a current release.
IRRICANE

Samuel Goldwyn has transposed to film all sound and fury of a havoc-raising hurricane as it sweeps South Sea isle out into the ocean. HURRICANE is by the authors of MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY. Jon Hall and Dorothy Hall are the native lovers. Mary Astor, C Aubrey Smith, Thomas Mitchell and Raymond Massey support. It was road-tested and will be generally released shortly.

TELEPHONE OPERATOR

Monogram glorifies the heroism of the gals who stick by their switchboards during disaster & the linemen who keep the wires open. Judith Allen, Alice White. Grant Withers & Warren Hymer are featured.

FLASH GORDON'S TRIp TO MABs

Universal again serializes the adventures of the cartoon strip hero, played by Larry Crabbe. (above)

TIM TYLER'S LUCK

Below are a couple of scenes from another Universal bid for the juvenile trade. It's a feature and Frankie Thomas plays Tim.
All Advertising Men Are Not Fools!

... For, if they were, they would all disregard the primary consideration of Reader Interest in their selection of advertising mediums. And, they would all be hoodwinked into believing that the publications read in their own business circles are necessarily the ones read by the prospective BUYERS OF THEIR PRODUCTS.

FILM BULLETIN is read by those who buy theatre products.
SHORT SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY
By "Jaywalker"

The South Philly premium situation is still hang- ing fire, due to refusal of one of the exhibs, reputedly the FEFLT, to abolish them until certain film ad- justments are made. An agreement "with teeth in it" has been drawn by attorney MORRIS WIXLER to taboo giveaways in that section of the city and has been signed by most of the houses involved. Un- less the written clauses are stoned out within a week or less, it appears certain that the downtown district will go wide open with games and dishes ... DAN HEINAN, one of the favorite vets of the local trade, passed away Monday morning after fighting valiantly against pneumonia for several weeks. He is mourned by all who knew him ... BARNY COHEN is back in town. He quit the Skouras circuit ... HAVE A GOOD CHRISTMAS, FELT - those unfortunate who were left at the dock when the good ship Monarch of Bermuda sailed with only its cargo. Strike trouble left the vessel with a skeleton crew ... MIKE LEVINSON is burning up New England with his exploitation feature, "The Lash of the Penitentiary." TIL BIFMAN, another loclize, is associated with Mike in the project ... JACK GREENBERG'S Film Board of Trade office has been moved to 1225 ... FRANK JORDAN, former manager of the WB Victoria, is at the Belgrade. CHARLES COX moves up to the Clearfield ... The Variety Club banquet was not up to the high level of the previous year's affair. BOAKE CARTER, who should take off some time from panning F.D.R. for every move he makes, didn't help matters by telling a story that was off color as to make even this callous rowdy blush. Oh, yes, and Mayor Wilson was there and talked, and talked and talked about, of all things, gas. However, as long as Ten 13 can guarantee the appearance of LOUIS NIZER they need have no fear of failing to sell out. By the by, the people who exploit the shindig cut out the old advertising hokum of announcing the appearances of people whose presence is not as- sured. Everyone wanted to see and hear GEORGE M. COHAN, who played the part of a Paramount special—"promoted, but not delivered." ... HARRY SMITH COHEN has acquired the Standard and Strand, Steelton. The Standard has been closed, but will be reopened ... Victor, Allentown, has been shuttered, possibly for good, the announcement is slated for the Slaverpot, Luzerne County ... GEORGE J. JEPSON is building a new theatre in Duncannon, Pa. ... TOM LARK, of the Horlacher Bowling League reports that the rollers get started Jan. 9th. There are six teams from different departments ... CUMBERLAND'S new Hart Theatre, Wilkes-Barre, is named after ex-mayor Dan Hart ... OSCAR SCHUMMER is to be one of the judges of the Mummer's Parade New Year's Day ... WM. GOLD- MAN'S Hi-Way, York, finally gets going Xmas Day. RED BAILEY, formerly at the WB Uptown here, manages GH, and is preparing plans for a new theatre in Doylestown ... The Perelman Double Feature case was reheard again last week. It seems that the local Federal courts have be- come sort of attached to this litigation and hate to see it settled. No date has been set as yet for the next re-hearing! ... To those of you who love us and our ramblings, we wish, from way down deep, the Happiest of Holidays. Come to think of it, we wish it to you, too!

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.
RITTENHOUSE 7818 • TMINITY 1149

THE FINEST
of Everything in Equipment
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M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.

Member National Film Carriers, Inc.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years of film delivery service!"
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MESSER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n
250 N. JUNIPER STREET
PHILADELPHIA
LOCUST 4181 • RACE 4600

DECEMBER 18th, 1937
THE NEW FILMS
IN PICTURES...

PITHY FACTS TO
AID YOUR BOOKING

TOVARICH . . . This was one of the more popular stage hits of last season. In the film version, Claudette Colbert and Charles Boyer play the parts of the emigres who have a fortune, but cannot spend a penny. How they were able to employ themselves as house servants and how they were finally relieved of their paradoxical situation is cleverly told. Basil Rathbone, Anita Louise and others are in it. It's a Warner picture.

II TAKE ROMANCE . . . Grace Moore, Columbia's songbird, warbles popular and operatic tunes in her latest airy romantic-comedy. Melvyn Douglas is the man who makes love to her in order to win her for the operatic company he represents. Stuart Erwin is the gent with the luxurious moustachio. Helen Westley is in the cast.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THE NEW FILMS IN PICTURES . . .</th>
<th>PITHY FACTS TO AID YOUR BOOKING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOVARICH . . . This was one of the more popular stage hits of last season. In the film version, Claudette Colbert and Charles Boyer play the parts of the emigres who have a fortune, but cannot spend a penny. How they were able to employ themselves as house servants and how they were finally relieved of their paradoxical situation is cleverly told. Basil Rathbone, Anita Louise and others are in it. It's a Warner picture.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II TAKE ROMANCE . . . Grace Moore, Columbia's songbird, warbles popular and operatic tunes in her latest airy romantic-comedy. Melvyn Douglas is the man who makes love to her in order to win her for the operatic company he represents. Stuart Erwin is the gent with the luxurious moustachio. Helen Westley is in the cast.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- TOVARICH
- II TAKE ROMANCE